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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its 
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not 
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product 
release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your EMC representative if a product does not function properly or does not 
function as described in this document.


Note: This document was accurate at publication time. New versions of this document 
might be released on the EMC online support website. Check the EMC online support 
website to ensure that you are using the latest version of this document.


Purpose
This document describes how to configure and use EMC Solutions Enabler for Storage 
Resource Management (SRM).


Audience
This guide provides both conceptual and reference information for command-line users 
and script programmers that focus on examining SRM information related to various data 
objects and data handling facilities within a host system.


Related documentation
The following EMC publications provide additional information about Solutions Enabler:


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler Release Notes — Detail new features and any known 
limitations.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler Installation Guide — Provides host-specific installation 
instructions.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference — Documents the SYMCLI commands, 
daemons, error codes and option file parameters provided with the Solutions Enabler 
man pages.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User Guide — Describes how to 
configure array control, management, and migration operations using SYMCLI 
commands.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI User Guide — Describes how to configure and 
manage SRDF environments using SYMCLI commands.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder Family CLI User Guide — Describes how to 
configure and manage TimeFinder environments using SYMCLI commands.


◆ EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide — Describes how to configure VMAX 
Family security settings.

EMC Solutions Enabler SRM CLI 8.0.3 User Guide 11
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The following provide additional information:


◆ EMC VMAX3™ Family Documentation Set — Contains documentation related to the 
VMAX 100K, 200K, and 400K arrays. 


◆ EMC VMAX Family Documentation Set — Contains documentation related to the VMAX 
10K, 20K, and 40K arrays. 


◆ EMC VMAX3 Family with HYPERMAX OS Release Notes — Detail new features and any 
known limitations. 


◆ EMC VMAX Family Viewer for Desktop and iPad® — Illustrates system hardware 
system configurations offered for VMAX and VMAX3 arrays.


◆ E-Lab™ Interoperability Navigator (ELN) — Provides a web-based interoperability and 
solution search portal. You can find the ELN at https://elabnavigator.EMC.com.


◆ SolVE Desktop — Provides procedures for common tasks and supported SRDF 
features. To download the SolVe desktop tool go to EMC Online Support at 
https://support.EMC.com and search for SolVe Desktop. Download the Desktop and 
load the VMAX Family and DMX procedure generator.
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Conventions used in this document
EMC uses the following conventions for special notices:


CAUTION, used with the safety alert symbol, indicates a hazardous situation which, if not 
avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury. 


Note: A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


IMPORTANT


An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.


Typographical conventions


EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Normal Used in running (nonprocedural) text for:
• Names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, 


buttons, fields, and menus
• Names of resources, attributes, pools, Boolean expressions, buttons, 


DQL statements, keywords, clauses, environment variables, functions, 
and utilities


• URLs, pathnames, filenames, directory names, computer names, links, 
groups, service keys, file systems, and notifications


Bold Used in running (nonprocedural) text for names of commands, daemons, 
options, programs, processes, services, applications, utilities, kernels, 
notifications, system calls, and man pages


Used in procedures for:
• Names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, 


buttons, fields, and menus
• What the user specifically selects, clicks, presses, or types


Italic Used in all text (including procedures) for:
• Full titles of publications referenced in text
• Emphasis, for example, a new term
• Variables


Monospace Used for:
• System output, such as an error message or script
• URLs, complete paths, filenames, prompts, and syntax when shown 


outside of running text


Monospace bold Used for specific user input, such as commands


Monospace italic Used in procedures for:
• Variables on the command line
• User input variables 


< > Angle brackets enclose parameter or variable values supplied by the user 


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example

EMC Solutions Enabler SRM CLI 8.0.3 User Guide 13
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Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained on EMC Online Support, 
as described next.


Note: To open a service request through EMC Online Support, you must have a valid 
support agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for details about obtaining a 
valid support agreement or to answer any questions about your account. 


Product information


For documentation, release notes, software updates, or for information about EMC 
products, licensing, and service, go to EMC Online Support (registration required) at:


https://support.EMC.com


Technical support


EMC offers a variety of support options. 


Support by Product — EMC offers consolidated, product-specific information on the Web 
at:


https://support.EMC.com/products 


The Support by Product web pages offer quick links to Documentation, White Papers, 
Advisories (such as frequently used Knowledgebase articles), and Downloads, as well as 
more dynamic content, such as presentations, discussion, relevant Customer Support 
Forum entries, and a link to EMC Live Chat. 


EMC Live Chat  — Open a Chat or instant message session with an EMC Support Engineer. 


eLicensing support


To activate your entitlements and obtain your Symmetrix license files, visit the Service 
Center on https://support.EMC.com, as directed on your License Authorization Code 
(LAC) letter emailed to you.


For help with missing or incorrect entitlements after activation (that is, expected 
functionality remains unavailable because it is not licensed), contact your EMC Account 
Representative or Authorized Reseller.


For help with any errors applying license files through Solutions Enabler, contact the EMC 
Customer Support Center.


If you are missing a LAC letter, or require further instructions on activating your licenses 
through the Online Support site, contact EMC's worldwide Licensing team at 
licensing@emc.com or call:


◆ North America, Latin America, APJK, Australia, New Zealand: SVC4EMC 
(800-782-4362) and follow the voice prompts.


◆ EMEA: +353 (0) 21 4879862 and follow the voice prompts.


Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall 
quality of the user publications. Send your opinions of this document to:


VMAXContentFeedback@emc.com
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PART 1


Concepts and Procedures


This guide has into two parts: Part 1 provides concepts and procedures of the Storage 
Resource Management (SRM) facility and Part 2 contains operational examples.


Part 1 contains the following chapters:


Chapter 1, “SRM Overview”


Provides an overview of the SYMCLI SRM component that focuses on the tasks of 
mapping and examining various objects on a host system, relational databases, and 
the attached storage arrays.


Chapter 2, “Data Objects”


Describes the host system SRM. It shows how to examine the extents of datafiles and 
objects using SYMCLI commands.


Chapter 3, “Databases”


Describes the host system database SRM for various relational database systems, and 
shows how to examine the databases and their structure using SYMCLI commands.


Chapter 4, “File Systems”


Describes the host file system SRM and shows how to examine the file systems and 
their structure using SYMCLI commands.


Chapter 5, “Logical Volumes”


Describes the host system logical volume SRM and shows how to examine logical 
volumes and their groups using SYMCLI commands.


Chapter 6, “Statistics”


Describes the statistics SRM and shows how to generate them using SYMCLI 
commands.











CHAPTER 1
SRM Overview


Invisible Body Tag     


This chapter provides an overview of the Solutions Enabler SRM component focusing on 
the tasks of managing various storage objects on the host system.


◆ Summary of SRM commands...................................................................................  18
◆ Daemon service ......................................................................................................  22
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SRM Overview

Summary of SRM commands
The SRM component extends the command set provided by the Symmetrix® Command 
Line Interface (SYMCLI) to include commands relating to storage resources. These 
commands display and manipulate the attributes of various objects in a host system, 
including relational databases and EMC storage arrays. 


There are five categories of SYMCLI commands for SRM:


◆ Data objects


◆ Databases


◆ File systems


◆ Logical volumes and volume groups


◆ Performance statistics


Note: For a list of the platforms and versions for Solutions Enabler, refer to the E-Lab™ 
Interoperability Navigator, available at http://elabnavigator.EMC.com.


Support for the HP-UX platform will be deprecated in a future release of SRM.


Data object commands


The data object commands display the mapping of storage devices and the characteristics 
of datafiles and objects.Table 1 summarizes the SYMCLI commands for data objects.


Chapter 2 “Data Objects” shows how to use the data object commands. For more 
information about the symrslv and sympart commands, refer to the EMC Solutions 
Enabler CLI Command Reference.


Table 1  Data object mapping commands


Command Argument Description


symrslv pd Display logical-to-physical mapping information for any physical 
device.


lv Display logical-to-physical mapping information for a logical 
volume.


file Display logical-to-physical mapping information for a file.


dir Display logical-to-physical mapping information for a directory. 


fs Display logical-to-physical mapping information for a file 
system. 


object Display information about a generic object. In this case, and 
object is a directory, filename, file system mount point, logical 
volume name, or a physical device name.


identity Display the identity of an object without resolving it.


sympart show Display detailed information about a partition for a specified 
host device.


list Display partition information for all the devices connected to a 
host.
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Database commands


The database object commands list the attributes that describe the structures, files, 
tablespaces, and user schemas of a database. Table 2 summarizes the SYMCLI commands 
for databases.


Chapter 3 “Databases” shows how to use the database commands. For more information 
about the symrdb and symioctl commands, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI 
Command Reference.


Table 2  Database object commands


Command Argument Description


symrdb list Display various physical and logical database objects, 
including:
• The available instances of relational databases
• Tablespaces, tables, files, or schemas of a database 
• Files, segments, or tables of a database tablespace or 


schema


show Display information about a database object: 
• Tablespace, tables, file, or schema of a database 
• File, segment, or a table of a specified tablespace or 


schema


stats Display performance statistics for databases.


rdb2dg
rdb2cg


Translate the devices of a specified database into a device 
group or a composite group.


tbs2dg
tbs2cg


Translate the devices of a specified tablespace into a device 
group or a composite group.


startup Provide startup options for a database manager instance.


shutdown Provide shutdown options for a database manager instance.


symioctl freeze Freeze all I/O access to specified databases.


thaw Resume I/O access to specified databases.


begin backup Place objects into hot backup mode.


end backup Take objects out of hot backup mode.


checkpoint Issue a checkpoint on a database.


archive log Archive the current log.


begin snapshot Start a snapshot backup on SQL Server.


end snapshot Stop snapshot metadata and resumes writes on SQL Server.


restore snapshot Restore previously saved snapshot metadata on SQL Server.


abort snapshot Terminate the snapshot without saving metadata and 
resumes writes on SQL Server.
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Host file system command


The host file system command lists the file systems that are in use on a host operating 
system. The command provides listings of the attributes that describe file systems, 
directories and files, and their mappings to physical devices and extents. Table 3 
summarizes the host file system command.


Chapter 4 “File Systems” shows how to use the host file system command. For more 
information about the symhostfs command, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI 
Command Reference.


Logical volume commands


The logical volume commands map logical volumes and display the underlying storage 
devices. A logical volume architecture, defined by a Logical Volume Manager (LVM), is a 
means for advanced applications to improve performance through the strategic placement 
of data. Table 4 summarizes the SYMCLI commands for logical volumes.


Table 3  Host tile system command


Command Argument Description


symhostfs list Display a list of file systems, files, or directories.


show Display detailed information about a file system or file 
system object.


Table 4  Logical volume commands 


Command Option Description


symlv list Display a list of logical volumes in a specified 
volume group.


show Display detail information (including extent data) 
about a logical volume.


add Add mirror images to a logical volume of the 
specified type.


create Create a logical volume of the specified type.


delete Delete a logical volume of the specified type.


extend Extend (grows) a logical volume of the specified 
type.


reduce Reduce (shrinks) a logical volume of the specified 
type.


remove Remove mirrors of a logical volume of the specified 
type.


stats Display performance statistics about logical 
volumes.
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Chapter 5 “Logical Volumes” shows how to use the logical volume commands. For more 
information about the symlv and symvg commands, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI 
Command Reference.


Performance statistics commands


The performance statistics commands display statistics about a host’s CPU, disk, memory, 
logical volumes, and databases.Table 5 summarizes the SYMCLI commands for 
performance statistics.


Chapter 6 “Statistics” shows how to use the statistics commands. For more information 
about the symhost, symlv, and symrdb commands, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI 
Command Reference.


symvg adddev Extend a volume group by adding the specified 
devices to the volume group.


create Create a volume group using the specified devices.


deport Deport a specified volume group so it can be 
imported later.


destroy Destroy a volume group.


import Import a specified volume group.


list Display a list of volume groups defined on your host 
system by the logical volume manager.


recover Recover a failed volume group.


rescan Rescan all the volume groups.


rmdev Reduce a volume group by removing the specified 
devices from the volume group.


show Display more detail information about a volume 
group. 


vg2cg Translate volume groups to composite groups.


vg2dg Translate volume groups to device groups.


Table 4  Logical volume commands  (continued)


Command Option Description


Table 5  Performance statistics commands


Command Argument Description


symhost stats Performance statistics for the host CPU, disk, and memory.


show Host configuration information.


symlv stats Performance statistics about logical volumes.


symrdb stats Performance statistics for databases.
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Daemon service
The SRM daemon is a process or a service that allows certain non-root users and 
non-administrators to perform SRM operations. For API calls on UNIX systems, the 
daemon, named storsrmd, starts automatically for non-root or non-administrator users 
even if the call requires root or administrator privilege. Also on UNIX systems, the daemon 
can be started manually by an authorized user (root or administrator). 


For API calls on Windows systems, however, the daemon needs to be running prior to a 
call that requires root or administrator privileges. Therefore, on Windows systems the SRM 
daemon (named storsrmd ) service can be configured to start automatically at boot time, 
or an authorized user (root or administrator) can start it manually before running any SRM 
API calls.


Authorized users control daemons using the stordaemon command line utility and can 
start the SRM daemon as follows:


stordaemon start storsrmd


Note: The SRM daemon is available for 64-bit versions of IBM® AIX®, Oracle® Solaris®, 
HP-UX®, Linux®, and Microsoft® Windows® systems. The SRM daemon supports local 
client connections only. The application must run either on the same host or a different 
host and connect to a SYMAPI server that is local to the daemon. The application cannot 
communicate directly with a daemon from another host.


Daemon authorization


Access to the SRM functionality is controlled by limiting permission to the SRM daemon 
through the daemon authorization file. This file, named daemon_users, contains a list of 
the users authorized to use the daemon and is in the following location:


Note: It is important to protect this file so that only authorized administrators can modify 
it.


Users meeting any of the following criteria can control and use the SRM daemon:


◆ Authorized user: UNIX® users with root access and Windows users that are a members 
of the Administrators group.


◆ Users listed in the daemon_users file located on each host from which they require 
access.


For example, the following lines in the daemon_users file allow users named smith and 
jones to use the SRM daemon:


smith storsrmd
jones storsrmd


UNIX /var/symapi/config/daemon_users
Windows c:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\config\daemon_users
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Defining the SRM operations available to users


You can define the set of SRM control operations that a user can carry out by adding the 
appropriate control operation keywords to the user’s entry in the daemon_users file. For 
example:


smith storsrmd file_allocate, file_extend
jones storsrmd file_allocate, file_extend


In this example users smith and jones can allocate files and extend files. To specify 
more than one keyword, separate them with commas as the example shows.


Table 6 lists the SRM control operation keywords that can be added for a user. 


Table 6  SRM control operations


Keyword Control operation SYMCLI command


file_allocate Allocate a file Not available


file_extend Extend a file Not available


file_trim Trim a file Not available


fs_flush Flush a file system Not available


fs_freeze Freeze a file system Not available


fs_thaw Thaw a file system Not available


lv_create Create a logical volume symlv create


lv_delete Delete a logical volume symlv delete


lv_resize Resize a logical volume symlv extend


symlv reduce


lv_mirror_add Add a logical volume mirror symlv add


lv_mirror_remove Remove a logical volume mirror symlv remove


vg_create Create a volume group symvg create


vg_delete Delete a volume group symvg destroy


vg_device_add Add a device to a volume group symvg adddev


vg_device_remove Remove a device from a volume 
group


symvg rmdev


vg_recover Recover a volume group symvg recover
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Setting operating system level permissions


The operating system-level permissions for any directories and files being accessed for 
the SRM control and mapping operation must be set for the user. The following examples 
show various administrator settings for directories and files to allow read (r), write (w) and 
execute (x) privileges:


Permits root user access:


-rwx------rootother/usr/vxfs/root.bin


Permits user smith and root access:


-rwx------smithsymapi/usr/vxfs/smithroot.bin


Permits all users access:


-rwxrwxrwxrootother/usr/vxfs/allusers.bin
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Conventions
This chapter includes summaries of SYMCLI commands that examine physical devices, 
logical volumes, partitions, file systems, directories, and files. For detailed descriptions of 
those commands refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference.


These commands use the following conventions for their parameters:


Table 7  Conventions for parameters to SYMCLI commands for data objects


Parameter Description


DirName The name of a directory path.


FileName The name of a file.


FsName The name of a file system.


LvolName The name of a logical volume.


PdevName The name of a physical device.


VgName The name of a volume group.
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Data object terminology and architecture
The data object commands display the extents of datafiles and objects and the partition 
information of a physical device. These commands are available on HP-UX, IBM AIX, 
Oracle Solaris, Microsoft Windows, and Linux.


This section describes data object terminology and SRM architecture:


◆ Partitioned physical devices and partitions


◆ Data objects


◆ Extents


◆ Data blocks


Partitioned physical devices and partitions


Partitioned physical devices are made up of portions of a large SCSI device, or an entire 
SCSI device. Dividing the disk into portions creates more manageable areas with each 
portion known as a partition. Each partition has a name so that it can be treated as if it 
were a separate device.


Data objects


A data object is an entity such as a file, a logical volume, a file system, or a physical 
device that stores data. A data object consists of a set of extents (see Figure 1). Within a 
VMAX® array, an object can have extents on multiple devices. 


Figure 1  Objects, extents, and data blocks


Extents


An extent is a logical storage structure made up of a contiguous set of data blocks, which 
are allocated by the host system. One or more extents make up a data object.
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Data blocks


A data block is a logical storage structure that is the smallest unit of storage and I/O used 
by the host. A number of contiguous data blocks make up an extent.


Examining device partitions
The sympart command provides information about partitions for host devices. 


The command displays detailed information about the structure and layout of host 
devices. This includes information specific to the partitions of the device such as the 
partition name, type, attributes, offset into the full device, and the size of the partition. 


You can view partition offset and size information in blocks, kilobytes, or megabytes, by 
using the -blocks, -kb and -mb options respectively.


Use the following command to list the partitions for a host physical device:


sympart show PdevName


Options


You can use the following options to tailor the information that the sympart command 
produces:


Table 8  Options for the sympart command


Option Description


-count n List the first n partitions only. Replace n with a positive integer. for 
example:
-count 3


-device_type deviceType List only the partitions with the specified type. Use one of the 
following values:
SYMMETRIX
CLARIIION


-label partLabel List only those partitions with the specified partition label. Use one of 
the following values:
MBR
GBT
VTOC
EFI
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Examples


The following lists the partitions for the device c0t0d0s0:


sympart show c0t0d0s0


Raw Partition Name             : /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s0
Full Device Name               : /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s2
Bytes Per Sector               : 512
Sectors Per Track              : 574
Tracks Per Cylinder            : 10
Sectors Per Cylinder           : 5740
Number of Cylinders            : 12437
Number of Accessible Cylinders : 12437
Partition Style : VTOC
Partition Table Size : 96 Bytes
Max Partition Capacity: 2097152m
Max Number of Partitions : 8
Partition Address overlapped : FALSE


-type partType List only those partitions with the specified partition type. Use one of 
the following values:
PART_UNASSIGNED | PART_BOOT |
PART_ROOT | PART_SWAP |
PART_USR | PART_FULL_DISK |
PART_STAND | PART_VAR |
PART_HOME | PART_ALT_SECTOR |
PART_CACHE | PART_RESERVED |
PART_VX_PUBLIC | PART_VX_PRIVAT |
PART_EXTENDED | PART_FAT12 |
PART_FAT16 | PART_FAT32 |
PART_FAT32_X13 | PART_HUGE |
PART_IFS | PART_LDM |
PART_NTFT | PART_OS2BOOT |
PART_PREP | PART_UNIX |
PART_XENIX_1 | PART_XINT13 |
PART_XINT13_EX | PART_VALID_NTFT |
PART_UNUSED | PART_XENIX_2 |
PART_VERSION6 | PART_SYSTEM_V |
PART_VERSION8 | PART_VERSION7 |
PART_BSD_4_1 | PART_BSD_4_2 |
PART_ADVFS | PART_LSMPUBLIC |
PART_LSMPRIVAT | PART_LSMSIMPLE |
PART_LSMNOPRIV | PART_DATABASE |
PART_RAWDATA | PART_DRD |
PART_CNX | PART_CDFS |
PART_LINUX | PART_LINUX_LVM 


-exclude List all partitions except those that meet a specified criterion.


-blocks
-kb
-mb


Display the offset and size of partitions in 512-byte blocks, kilobytes, 
or megabytes respectively. 
If you omit all of these options, the command displays offsets and 
sizes in megabytes.


Table 8  Options for the sympart command (continued)


Option Description
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Number of Partitions for Host Device (8):
{
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Name                 Type               Attributes     Offset      Size
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
/dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s0   Root filesystem       None            0m    32803m
/dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s1   Swap partition        U           32803m     2049m
/dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s2   Full disk             None            0m    34852m
/dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s3   Unassigned partition  None            0b        0b
/dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s4   Unassigned partition  None            0b        0b
/dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s5   Unassigned partition  None            0b        0b
/dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s6   Unassigned partition  None            0b        0b
/dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s7   Unassigned partition  None            0b        0b
}


Legend for the Partition Attributes:


(U): Unmountable          (H): Has Hidden sectors          (A): Active
(O): Read-Only            (B): Bootable
                          (R): Recognized
                          (W): ReWritten


The following displays partition information for all of the devices connected to a host:


sympart list 


PartitionName       DeviceName          PartitionType     Offset  PartSize Status
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
/dev/sda            /dev/sda            Full disk             0b   140014m SUCCESS
/dev/sda1           /dev/sda            Linux native p       31k      102m SUCCESS
/dev/sda2           /dev/sda            Linux native p      102m    81925m SUCCESS
/dev/sda3           /dev/sda            Swap partition    82027m     8197m SUCCESS
/dev/sdb            /dev/sdb            Full disk             0b      500m SUCCESS
/dev/sdb1           /dev/sdb            Linux native p        1b      191m SUCCESS
/dev/sdc            /dev/sdc            Full disk             0b      500m SUCCESS
/dev/sdc1           /dev/sdc            Linux native p       29k      125m SUCCESS
/dev/sdc2           /dev/sdc            Extended parti      125m      374m SUCCESS
/dev/sdc3           /dev/sdc            Unused partiti        0b        0b SUCCESS
/dev/sdc4           /dev/sdc            Unused partiti        0b        0b SUCCESS
/dev/sdc5           /dev/sdc            Linux native p      125m      125m SUCCESS
/dev/sdd            /dev/sdd            Full disk             0b      500m SUCCESS
/dev/sde            /dev/sde            Full disk             0b      500m SUCCESS
/dev/sdf            /dev/sdf            Full disk             0b      500m SUCCESS
...


The following lists all devices except those with a FAT32 partition:


sympart list -exclude -type PART_FAT32 
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Examining device data objects
The symrslv pd command displays information about data objects down to their physical 
extents. 


The command displays detailed logical-to-physical mapping information related to a 
physical device object. Specifically, it provides details about the physical extents of these 
objects. 


The symrslv command can also work with VMware® and AIX VIO virtualized clients. This 
means the command can identify array devices behind the virtual disk. The host, with 
HBAs and a VMAX® or VMAX3 array, creates virtualized environments, or guests. The host 
pools together disks and can then create virtual disks for guests. 


The symrslv pd command is used to determine which VMAX or VMAX3 devices need 
examination.


Use the following command to examine a host physical device:


symrslv pd PdevName


Options


You can use the following options to tailor the information that the symrslv pd command 
provides:


Table 9  Options for the symrslv pd command


Option Description


-expand Display multiple, contiguous extents as separate extents. By default, 
the command collapses contiguous extents into one large extent.


-no_extents Display information about the object, excluding extent information.


-phys_collapse Display physically contiguous extents as one large extent. The list of 
extents that the command displays are not logically consistent.


-pdev_extents Display extents at the physical device level. The command does not 
expand extents at the level of the underlying metadevice.
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Example


The following displays the logical to physical mapping for the device: 
/dev/dsk/c5t6d0s2:


symrslv pd /dev/rdsk/c5t6d0s2


Absolute Path                 : /dev/rdsk/c5t6d0s2
Resolved Object Type          : Physical Device
Resolved Object Size          : 2m
Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
Extent byte offset to data    : 0
Number of Physical Devices    : 1


Number of Mirrors for object (1):
{
1) Mirror Name                :
Mirror Physical Extents (1):
{
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Size  Array  Dev   Offset PPdevName                   Offset Attr
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
2m  03122 0082       0b /dev/rdsk/c5t6d0s2              0b (S)
}
Mirror Physical Devices (1):
{
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Array  Dev  PPdevName               PdevName                Attributes
----------------------------------------------------------------------
03122 0082  /dev/rdsk/c5t6d0s2      /dev/rdsk/c5t6d0s2             (S)
}
Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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Examining logical volume data objects
The symrslv lv command displays the data mapping attributes and the extents of a 
specified logical volume.


Use the following command to examine a logical volume:


symrslv -g VgName lv LvolName


Options


You can use the following options to tailor the output from the symrslv lv command.


Example


The following displays information about logical volume /dev/BigLV:


symrslv -g /dev/BigVG lv BigLV


Absolute Path                 : /dev/BigVG/rBigLV
Resolved Object Type          : HP-UX LVM Logical Volume
Resolved Object Size          : 10000m
Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
Extent byte offset to data    : 0
Number of Physical Devices    : 1


Number of Mirrors for object (1):
{
1) Mirror Configuration


Mirror Physical Extents (3):
----------------------------------------------------------------------


Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
----------------------------------------------------------------------
4314m  03003 0123       1m /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5                1m (M)
4315m  03003 0124       0b /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5             4315m (m)
1370m  03003 0125       0b /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5             8631m (m)


Mirror Physical Devices (3)
{
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
----------------------------------------------------------------------
03003 0123  /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5        /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5           (M)
03003 0124  /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5        /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5           (m)
03003 0125  /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5        /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5           (m)


Table 10  Options for the symrslv lv command


Option Description


-expand Display multiple, contiguous extents as separate extents. By default, 
the command collapses contiguous extents into one large extent.


-no_extents Display information about the object, excluding extent information.


-phys_collapse Display physically contiguous extents as one large extent. The list of 
extents that the command displays are not logically consistent.


-pdev_extents Display extents at the physical device level. The command does not 
expand extents at the level of the underlying metadevice.
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}
Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.


The output shows that the physical device underlying the logical volume is a VMAX 
metadevice. It also lists the attributes for the logical volume, mirror physical extents, and 
mirror physical devices.
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Examining file system data objects
You can also use the symrslv command to list the data mapping attributes and the 
extents of a data object specified as a file system or a regular datafile.


Use the following command to display a file system:


symrslv fs FsName


Use the following command to display a datafile:


symrslv file FileName


Use the following command to display a directory:


symrslv dir DirName


The command lists the following file attributes:


◆ Absolute pathname (full pathname)


◆ Object type determined by the specific platform 


◆ Object size in blocks


◆ Number of trailing bytes in the last block


◆ Number and list of device names where the file or file system resides


◆ File system mount point


◆ File system device name


◆ Block offset of each extent


◆ Size in blocks of each extent


Options


You can use the following options to tailor the output from the symrslv command.


Chapter 4, “File Systems” has more information on file systems.


Table 11  Options for the symrslv command for data objects


Option Description


-blocks Display size information 512-byte blocks.


-expand Display multiple, contiguous extents as separate extents. By default, 
the command collapses contiguous extents into one large extent.


-no_extents Display information about the object, excluding extent information.


-phys_collapse Display physically contiguous extents as one large extent. The list of 
extents that the command displays are not logically consistent.


-pdev_extents Display extents at the physical device level. The command does not 
expand extents at the level of the underlying metadevice.
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Examples


File system
The following displays the attributes of the file system /fs_test1:


symrslv fs /fs_test1 -no_extents


    Absolute Path                 : /fs_test1
    Resolved Object Type          : File System


Resolved Object Attributes : Clustered
Resolved Object Size          : 4430m


    Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
    Extent byte offset to data    : 0
    Number of Physical Devices    : 5
    File System Mount Point       : /fs_test1
    File System Device Name       : /dev/vx/dsk/fsvg/Striped


    Number of Mirrors for object (1):
       {
    1) Mirror Configuration


         Mirror Stripe Columns    : 4
         Mirror Stripe Size       : 16k


         Mirror Physical Extents (0):


         Mirror Physical Devices (5):
         {


         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                  
         Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
         00541 00A0  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2      (M)  
         00541 00A4  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2      (M)  
         00541 00A8  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2      (M)  
         03122 0009  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2      (S)  
         03122 000A  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d2s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d2s2      (S)  
         }
       }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.


File
The following displays the attributes of the file /fs_test1/file1:


symrslv file /fs_test1/file1 -expand -blocks


    Absolute Path                 : /fs_test1/file1
    Resolved Object Type          : Solaris UFS File
    Resolved Object Size          : 1500b
    Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
    Extent byte offset to data    : 0
    Number of Physical Devices    : 4
    File System Mount Point       : /fs_test1
    File System Device Name       : /dev/vx/dsk/fsvg/Striped


    Number of Mirrors for object (1):
       {
    1) Mirror Configuration
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         Mirror Stripe Columns    : 4
         Mirror Stripe Size       : 32b


         Mirror Physical Extents (94):
         {


         ---------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                            
               Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
         ---------------------------------------------------------------------
                16b  00541 00A0    3312b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        3312b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3296b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3296b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3312b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3312b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8    3296b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2        3296b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8    3376b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2        3376b (S)  
                16b  03122 0009    3312b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2        3312b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0    3328b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        3328b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3328b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3328b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3424b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3424b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3440b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3440b (S)  
                ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
                16b  03122 0009   28800b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2       28800b (S)  
                16b  03122 0009   28816b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2       28816b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0   28832b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2       28832b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0   28848b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2       28848b (S)  
                12b  00541 00A4   28832b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2       28832b (S)  
         }


         Mirror Physical Devices (4):
         {
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                  
         Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
         00541 00A0  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2      (M)  
         00541 00A4  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2      (M)  
         00541 00A8  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2      (M)  
         03122 0009  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2      (S) 
       }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.


Directory
The following displays the attributes of the directory /usr:


symrslv dir /usr -blocks


Absolute Path                 : /usr
Resolved Object Type          : Directory
Resolved Object Size          : 2b
Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
Extent byte offset to data    : 0
Number of Physical Devices    : 1
File System Mount Point       : /
File System Device Name       : /dev/dsk/c0t0d0s0


Number of Mirrors for object (1):
{
1) Mirror Configuration
Mirror Physical Extents (1):
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{
----------------------------------------------------------------------


Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
----------------------------------------------------------------------
2b    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s0         936896b
}
Mirror Physical Devices (1):
{
----------------------------------------------------------------------
                  
Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
----------------------------------------------------------------------
N/A   N/A   /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s0      /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s2     
}
       }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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Databases

Conventions
This chapter includes summaries of SYMCLI commands that examine and translate 
databases, database files, database devices, tablespaces, schemas, and segments. For 
detailed descriptions of those commands refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI 
Command Reference.


These commands use the following conventions for their parameters:


Table 12  Conventions for parameters to SYMCLI commands for databases


Parameter Description


CgName The name of a composite group.


ComGrpType The type of a composite group. Use one of the following values:
RDF1
RDF2
REGULAR


DbName The name of a database.


DbType The type of a database. Use one of the following values:
Oracle
SQLServer
Sybase
MVSDB2
IBMUDB
Informix
Exchange
Exchange2007
SharePoint


DevGrpType The type of a device group. Use one of the following values:
RDF1
RDF2
REGULAR


DgName The name of a device group.


FileName The name of a file.


Object The name of a database object.


SaveFile The name of a file to hold database metadata.


SchemaName The name of a database schema.


SegmentName The name of a database segment.


TblName The name of a database table.


TblSpName The name of a tablespace in a database.
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Database architecture and terminology
The database commands display database mapping and database characteristics. The 
commands list attributes that describe databases structures, files, tablespaces, and user 
schemas. 


A relational database management system (RDBMS), also known as a relational database 
server or database server, is the basis for information management. It reliably manages a 
large amount of data in a multiuser environment allowing many users concurrent access to 
the same data without degradation of performance. A database server also prevents 
unauthorized access and provides efficient solutions for failure recovery. 


A database instance or an Oracle server instance refers to a set of database operating 
system processes, or threads, running on a host. This collection of processes is the 
implementation of the database server. The RDBMS also allocates and manages an area 
of host memory for caching data pages from disk. Some RDBMS products allow multiple 
instances to execute concurrently on the same host, each accessing its own physical 
database.


The following sections define the terminology relating to the following database products:


◆ Oracle


◆ Microsoft SQL Server®


◆ Sybase®


◆ IBM Informix®


◆ IBM DB2®


◆ Microsoft Exchange Server®


◆ SharePoint® Portal Server


In addition, there is information on the use of the Generic SafeWrite feature to help protect 
critical data and prevent torn pages.


For information about the most current databases and host platforms supported, refer to 
the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference.


Note: Many database architectures include the terms extent and data block. These are not 
the same extents and data blocks associated with the data objects described in 
Chapter 2. For instance, a data block in a database may consist of one or more data blocks 
of the underlying file system.
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Oracle architecture


In Oracle terminology, a schema is a collection of objects that constitute a database. 
Schema objects are logical structures that directly refer to the database’s data. 


Typical Oracle schema objects are:


◆ Tables


◆ Indexes


◆ Views


◆ Clusters


◆ Database links


There is no relationship between tablespace and schema. Objects in the same schema 
can be in different tablespaces.


Figure 2  Oracle database architecture
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Table 13 defines the terminology of the Oracle architecture.


Table 13  Oracle database terminology


Term Definition


Table A table is the basic object and unit of storage. A table is a data structure 
that has a name and consists of a set of columns and rows. Data occupies 
each cell formed by a row/column intersection. A row is a collection of 
column information corresponding to a single record.


Partitioned table Partitioning is a means of dividing a very large table into more 
manageable pieces, each called a partition. Each partitioned table is 
stored in a separate segment. Optionally, each partition can be stored in a 
separate tablespace, which has the following advantages:
• Limits the impact of any damaged data
• Enables back up and recovery of each partition independently
• Balances the I/O load by locating partitions on different disk drives


Tablespace A tablespace is a named storage pool that physically allocates space for 
the database files. As shown in Figure 2, one or more table and index 
structures make up the database files of a tablespace. The data is stored 
logically in tablespaces, and physically in datafiles that are associated 
with the corresponding tablespace.
Every Oracle database contains a tablespace named SYSTEM, which 
Oracle creates when creating the database. The SYSTEM tablespace 
contains the data dictionary tables for the entire database.


Segment A segment consists of one or more extents that contain all the data blocks 
for a logical storage structure or object within a tablespace (see Figure 3). 
There are three types of segment:
• User segment — this contains data such as a table, table partition, 


table cluster, index, or index cluster.
• Temporary segment — this contains temporary workspace to hold 


interim values while processing a SQL query processing.
• Undo segment — this contains records of previous transactions and 


enables the rolling back of a transaction or the recovery of a transaction 
that was terminated. 


For example, one or more extents are allocated to each table and to each 
associated index in a database. 
A segment and all its extents are stored in one tablespace. Within a 
tablespace, a segment can span datafiles or have extents with data from 
more than one file. 


Extent An extent is a logical storage structure that holds a contiguous set of data 
blocks for the management of a particular database file. One or more 
extents make up a segment.


Data block A data block is a logical storage structure that is the smallest unit of 
storage and I/O used by the database. The block size is specified when 
creating a database and is typically 4 KB or 8 KB. A number of contiguous 
data blocks make up an extent.


Index An index is an optional structure associated with a table that improves the 
data retrieval performance. Indexes are useful when an application often 
needs to make queries to a table for a range of rows or a specific row. 
Indexes are logically and physically independent of the table data.
Like large tables, large indexes can be partitioned to make them more 
manageable. Indexes are created on one or more columns of a table. 
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)


Figure 3  Segments, extents, and data blocks


Cluster A cluster is an optional method of storing table data. Clustered tables are 
a group of tables physically stored together using the same data blocks 
because they share common columns and are often used together. Disk 
access time can improve for many joint operations. Because the row data 
is physically stored together, data access performance improves.


View A view is a user-defined subset of the data from one or more tables. A view 
consists of the result of a SQL query, that is stored in the database, and 
given a name. This enables the content of the view to be treated as a 
table. Conceptually a view is a stored query. 


Database link A database link is a named object that describes a path from one 
database to another. Database links are implicitly used when a reference 
is made to a global object name in a distributed database.


Data dictionary A data dictionary contains a set of tables and views that contain read-only 
reference data about the database. Items that the data dictionary holds 
include:
• Information about the logical and physical structure of the database
• A list of valid database users 
• Table integrity constraints
• Space allocation parameters for a schema object
Each database has a data dictionary.


Table 13  Oracle database terminology (continued)


Term Definition
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SQL Server architecture


An SQL Server database is a collection of objects directly referring to the data in the 
database. An instance of SQL Server can manage multiple databases. Typically, in any SQL 
Server database instance, there are four system databases and one or more user 
databases. 


Each database has a specific owner. The owner’s account controls all permissions and 
ownership of objects in the database. Typically, the owner of an SQL Server database is 
referred to as user dbo. This means user xyz of database foo and user abc of database 
foobar are both referred to as user dbo for their respective databases.


Typical SQL Server database objects are:


◆ Tables


◆ Indexes


◆ Views


Figure 4  SQL Server database structure
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Table 14 defines the terminology of the SQL Server architecture.


Note: Every SQL Server database instance contains four system databases named 
master, tempdb, msdb, and model, which an SQL Server creates when the database 
instance is created. The master database contains the data dictionary tables for the 
entire database instance.


Table 14  SQL Server database terminology


Term Definition


Table A table is the basic object and unit of storage. A table is a data structure 
that has a table name and consists of a set of columns and rows. Data 
occupies each cell formed by a row/column intersection. A row is a 
collection of column information corresponding to a single record.


Index An index is an optional structure associated with a table that improves the 
data retrieval performance. Indexes are created on one or more columns of 
a table. Indexes are useful when an application often needs to make 
queries to a table for a range of rows, or a specific row. Indexes are 
logically and physically independent of the table data.


View A view is a user-defined subset of the data from one or more tables. A view 
consists of the result of a SQL query, that is stored in the database, and 
given a name. This enables the content of the view to be treated as a 
table. Conceptually a view is a stored query.


Filegroup A filegroup is a named storage pool that physically allocates space for the 
database files. As shown in Figure 4, one or more table and index 
structures make up the database files of a filegroup. The data is stored 
logically in filegroups and physically in datafiles that are associated with 
the corresponding filegroups.
Filegroups are divided into logical units of storage called extents.


Extent An extent is a logical storage structure that holds a contiguous set of 
pages, allocated by the SQL Server processes for the management of a 
particular database file. An extent consists of eight contiguous pages.
A database allocates one or more extents to each table and each index. 
Any extent can span the data files within a filegroup.


Page A page is a logical storage structure that is the smallest unit of storage in a 
database. Each page consists of 8 KB.
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Sybase architecture


Figure 5  Sybase database architecture


A database owner is associated with a user within a Sybase database instance. The 
owner’s account controls all permissions and ownership of objects in the database. 
Typically, the owner of a Sybase database is referred to as user dbo.  This means user xyz 
of database foo and user abc of database foobar are both referred to as user dbo for 
their respective databases.


Table 15 defines the terminology of the Sybase architecture.
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Table 15  Sybase database terminology


Term Definition


Table A table is the basic object and unit of storage. A table is a data structure 
that has a name and consists of a set of columns and rows. Data occupies 
each cell formed by a row/column intersection. A row is a collection of 
column information corresponding to a single record.


Index An index is an optional structure associated with a table that improves the 
data retrieval performance. Indexes are useful when an application often 
needs to make queries to a table for a range of rows or a specific row. 
Indexes are logically and physically independent of the table data.


View A view is a user-defined subset of the data from one or more tables. A view 
consists of the result of a SQL query, that is stored in the database, and 
given a name. This enables the content of the view to be treated as a 
table. Conceptually a view is a stored query.
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Note: Every Sybase instance contains four system databases named master, tempdb, 
sybsystemprocs, and model, which Sybase creates when the database instance is 
created. The master database contains the data dictionary tables for the entire database 
instance.


Instance An instance is a collection of datafiles, known as devices. There can be 
one or more devices defined for each Sybase instance. Databases are 
created and defined on pieces of one or more devices. The administrator 
decides which devices to use for a particular database at database create 
time.
As shown in Figure 5, one or more table and index structures make up a 
device of a database. The data is stored logically in databases and 
physically in devices that are associated with the corresponding 
database.


Extent An extent is a logical storage structure that holds a contiguous set of data 
blocks, allocated by the Sybase processes for the management of a 
particular database file. An extent consists of a set of eight pages.


Page A page is a logical storage structure that is the smallest unit of storage and 
I/O used by the database. A page contains 2 KB, 4 KB, 8 KB, or 16 KB 
depending on the options chosen when installing the Sybase software.


Table 15  Sybase database terminology (continued)


Term Definition
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IBM Informix architecture


In IBM Informix, a database is a collection of logical objects (such as tables, indexes, 
locator objects, views, and functions), tablespaces, and logical and physical logs. There 
can be many databases in an IBM Informix server instance each occupying space in one or 
more tablespaces. A database has a specific owner that can grant or revoke permissions 
for other users.


Each IBM Informix database instance contains two system databases (named sysmaster 
and sysutils), which an IBM Informix server creates when the database instance is 
created. The sysmaster database contains the data dictionary tables for the entire 
database instance.


Figure 6  Informix database architecture


Table 16 defines the terminology of the IBM Informix architecture.
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Table 16  IBM Informix database terminology


Term Definition


Table A table is the basic object and unit of storage. A table is a data structure 
that has a name and consists of a set of columns and rows. Data occupies 
each cell formed by a row/column intersection. A row is a collection of 
column information corresponding to a single record.


Fragmented table Fragmented tables are typically used when a table has grown too large for 
a single object. Fragmentation is a means of dividing a very large table 
into more manageable pieces.


Tablespace A tablespace is a named storage pool that allocates for the database files. 
The tablespace consists of one or more physical chunks of storage. 


Chunk A chunk is the largest unit of physical disk storage that a database server 
uses. A chunk can hold up to 4 TB of data and a database server can have 
up to 32,766 chunks. The database administrator determines the size of a 
chunk. Tablespaces are made up of one or more chunks, as Figure 6 
shows.
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Extent Chunks are divided into units of storage called extents. An extent is a 
logical storage structure that holds a contiguous set of pages, that contain 
all or part of a database object, such as a table. An extent can span 
chunks within the data space.


Page The page is a physical unit of disk storage. Typically a page contains 2 KB 
or 4 KB depending on the operating system that hosts the database 
server. A number of contiguous data blocks make up an extent.


Index An index is an optional structure associated with a table that improves the 
data retrieval performance. Indexes are useful when an application often 
needs to make queries to a table for a range of rows or a specific row. 
Indexes are logically and physically independent of the table data. Like 
large tables, large indexes can be fragmented to make them more 
manageable. 


View A view is a user-defined subset of the data from one or more tables. A view 
consists of the result of a SQL query, that is stored in the database, and 
given a name. This enables the content of the view to be treated as a 
table. Conceptually a view is a stored query.


Table 16  IBM Informix database terminology (continued)


Term Definition
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IBM DB2 architecture


In IBM DB2, an instance (also called a database manager) comprises DB2 code and its 
associated data structures that manage the storage and access of data. Each instance is 
created and managed by a separate operating system user ID. The home directory for the 
user ID contains files that describe the instance. Multiple instances can coexist on the 
same host server. 


A database is a collection of logical objects, configuration files, and recovery logs. There 
can be many databases in a DB2 database instance. When an instance is created, it 
contains no databases. A database has a specific owner who can grant or revoke 
permissions to other users.


DB2 logical database objects include:


◆ Tables


◆ Indexes


◆ Views


◆ Functions


◆ Large objects (LOB)


Figure 7  IBM DB2 database architecture


Table 17 defines the terminology of the IBM DB2 architecture.
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Table 17  IBM DB2 database terminology


Term Definition


Tablespace A tablespace is a place to store logical objects. A tablespace can be either 
system managed space (SMS) or database managed space (DMS). For an 
SMS tablespace, each container is a directory in the file space of the 
operating system. The operating system’s file manager controls the 
storage space. For a DMS tablespace, each container is either a fixed-size, 
preallocated file or a physical device such as a disk. The database 
manager controls the storage space. Each tablespace can be spread over 
one or more containers.
Each database contains at least three tablespaces:
• Catalog (SYSCATSPACE)
• User (USERSPACE1)
• Temporary (TEMPSPACE1)
Additional table spaces are typically created to contain tables, indexes, 
and LOBs.


Table A table is the basic object and unit of storage. A table is a data structure 
that has a name and consists of a set of columns and rows. Data occupies 
each cell formed by a row/column intersection. A row is a collection of 
column information corresponding to a single record.


Index An index is an optional structure associated with a table that improves the 
data retrieval performance. Indexes are useful when an application often 
needs to make queries to a table for a range of rows or a specific row. 
Indexes are logically and physically independent of the table data. 


View A view is a user-defined subset of the data from one or more tables. A view 
consists of the result of a SQL query, that is stored in the database, and 
given a name. This enables the content of the view to be treated as a 
table. Conceptually a view is a stored query. 


Extent An extent is a logical storage structure that holds a contiguous set of data 
blocks, that contain all or part of a database object, such as a table. DB2 
allocates extents among the data containers that make up the database in 
round robin fashion.


Data block A data block is a logical storage structure that is the smallest unit of 
storage and I/O used by the database. When the database is created, a 
block size is specified in bytes. A number of contiguous data blocks make 
up an extent.
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Microsoft Exchange Server architecture


As Figure 8 shows, an Exchange Server is a single instance of Exchange consisting of 
storage groups and databases. Each Exchange Server has a maximum of four storage 
groups. Within SYMCLI, an Exchange storage group is referred to as an Exchange 
tablespace. 


Each Exchange storage group consists of one to five databases and a set of transaction 
logs. All of the databases in a storage group share the same set of transaction logs. Data is 
written to the transaction logs first, then placed in memory, and finally committed to the 
datafiles on disk. Each storage group also has a checkpoint file that keeps track of 
transactions that have been committed to their databases, and those that have not been 
committed.


Figure 8  Microsoft Exchange database architecture


Exchange Server has two types of databases, a mailbox store and a public store. An 
Exchange mailbox store is a binary tree that consists entirely of electronic mail data. This 
data is logically, but not physically grouped into mailboxes. The actual mailbox objects 
and associated metadata reside in the Microsoft Windows Active Directory®. They are 
attributes of a Windows user object. 


An Exchange public store is similar to the mailbox store, except that all of the data is 
organized logically into a folder hierarchy instead of mailboxes.


Different databases in different storage groups can have the same name. To make 
Exchange database names unique within SYMCLI, use names in the form 
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storage group name is specified with the database name, commands that pass both the 
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data. The streaming file is intended to store native Internet content in large, sequential 
chunks. The sequential layout of the streaming file allows for faster retrieval of content 
such as movies, sound files, and pictures.
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Exchange databases can be brought online and offline independent of the other 
databases on the server. This process is referred to as mounting and dismounting the 
database. The Solutions Enabler SYMCLI provides control functions for the mounting and 
dismounting of databases.


Solutions Enabler treats both the transaction log files and the database datafiles as 
database files. Be aware of this when querying the Exchange Server for the files in a given 
database. Each file returned will be tagged with its appropriate type, either data or log.


In Exchange, there is no concept of a schema, a table, or a segment. The concept of both 
an extent and a data block is maintained through the underlying file system, NTFS, rather 
than by Exchange itself. In Exchange, data blocks always use 4 KB.


SharePoint Portal Server


SharePoint Portal Server is a web portal server that integrates document management and 
search capabilities into a single server product. SharePoint Portal Server runs on Exchange 
Server and so its architecture is identical to that of Exchange Server. Specifically, 
SharePoint Portal Server 2001 is restricted to using a single storage group and a single 
public store.


Generic SafeWrite


For generic applications, the Generic SafeWrite feature helps to protect critical 
applications from incurring an incomplete write, and subsequent torn page, due to a 
failure with a component connected to the VMAX or VMAX3 Front-End Channel Adapter. 
Generic SafeWrite is most often used to protect against corruption from HBA and link 
failures, including server crashes. Essentially, it helps protect against fractured writes that 
can occur before the data reaches the storage array. 


A RDBMS, such as Microsoft Exchange, structures data within database files using data 
blocks. The size of a block varies from one database product to another. For example, the 
block size for Microsoft Exchange is 4 KB and for Oracle it is usually 8 KB, although that 
can be configured. If an incomplete block is written to a database file, the database 
becomes corrupted. That corruption is known as a torn page. 


Most RDBMSs detect torn pages after the corruption has been written, when they read that 
area of the database, which could be long after when the corruption occurred. In general, 
the only way to recover from a torn page is to restore the database from a backup (some 
RDBMSs allow page level restores, while others require a complete database restore). Torn 
pages can occur due to failures in various components that lie between the RDBMS and 
the storage array. Some of these components include the Operating System, File System, 
Logical Volume Manager, I/O Driver, Host Bus Adapter, Fibre or SCSI link and Storage 
Adapter. 


Note: Generic SafeWrite has been created to be used with RDBMSs. Applications intended 
for use with Generic SafeWrite include, but are not limited to Microsoft Exchange, 
Microsoft SQL Server, DB2 and Oracle. Generic SafeWrite is not intended for use with 
applications where torn pages are not a concern, such as fileshares or FTP servers.


Generic SafeWrite is enabled by default for Enginuity 5773 and later. For more information 
on enabling and using the feature, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management 
CLI User Guide.
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Establishing the database connection


Setting UNIX environment variables


To be able to start a CSYMCLI session for database commands, some environment variables 
need defining on the host system. Table 18 lists the variables required for all databases and 
any additional ones that are product-specific.


For more specific information about setting these variables for your system platform and 
database, see your System Administrator.


Connecting to the database


A connection must exist between the database and the application that issues database 
commands to allow access to the database. To connect to the database, set 
SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT to your username and password. When working with one type of 
database, use SYMCLI_RDB_TYPE to save keystrokes with a set of commands.


Note: For a non-root user on Solaris, manually start the Sybase database daemon from the 
root user before calling any Sybase database functions.


Table 18  UNIX database environment variables


Database Variables to set


All databases LD_LIBRARY_PATHa


LD_LIBRARY_PATH_64b


SHLIB_PATHc


LIBPATHd


Oracle ORACLE_HOME
ORACLE_SID
PATH


Informix Dynamic Server INFORMIXDIR
ONCONFIG
INFORMIXSERVER
PATH


Sybase SYBASE
SYBASE_ASEe


DSQUERYf


PATH
SYBSE_OCS


IBM DB2 DB2INSTANCE


a. Set for Solaris and points to the DB client libraries.


b. Set for Solaris and points to the DB client libraries (only if you need to override 
LD_LIBRARY_PATH).


c. Set for HP-UX and point to the DB client libraries.


d. Set for AIX and point to the DB client libraries.


e. Set for Sybase startup/shutdown DB; when set during daemon autostart, all other 
applications that use the daemon must also set the SYBASE_ASE environment 
variable.


f. Must point to the correct Sybase server, That is, Sybase Monitoring server or Sybase 
Adaptive server. For statistics, it must point to the Sybase Monitoring server.
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If the connection is remote, supply a network service name with the password.


For SYMCLI mapping access to an Oracle database, the user must have one of the 
following:


◆ "Select any table" privilege


◆ DBA role


◆ SYSDBA role


To invoke control access of an Oracle database, the user must have administrator 
privileges.


Database startup options


The database control commands enable startup and shutdown of the specified database 
server manager instance. With the SYMCLI client/server capability, the database manager 
instance startup or shutdown can be done from the client side. This removes the limitation 
of most databases, that only allow startup and shutdown of the database manager 
instance on the database server side.


Use the symrdb startup -type DbType to start Sybase, SQL Server, DB2, and Oracle 
databases.


Sybase
The following options are available for Sybase databases:


symrdb startup -type Sybase -f runserver_file [-m] [-t delay_time]


where:


runserver_file is the absolute path name of a runserver file used as a reference 
each time a Sybase server is restarted.


-m starts the database in single user mode.


delay_time specifies the estimated time to startup the Sybase server in seconds.


SQL Server
The following startup options are available for SQLServer databases:


symrdb startup -type SqlServer -s instance [-c] [-f] [-m] [-n] [-x] 
[-p master_file_path] [-e error_log_path]
[-l master_log_path] [-g virtual_addr_space] 
[-t trace_number]


where:


instance is the name of the instance start.


master_file_path is the path name of the master database file.


error_log_path is the path name of the error log file.


master_log_path is the path name of the master database log file.


virtual_addr_space is the amount of virtual address space in megabytes.


trace_number specifies the trace number.
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DB2
The following startup options are available for DB2 databases:


symrdb startup -type IBMUDB [-c computer]
[-n node [ADDNODE -u hostname -p port 
 [-nt netname] [NODE | CATALOG -tsn tablespace_node]] 


|
[RESTART [-u hostname] [-p port] [-nt netname]] | 
[STANDALONE]]


where:


ADDNODE issues the ADD NODE command.


RESTART issues the RESTART DATABASE command.


STANDALONE starts the node in STANDALONE mode.


NODE defines that the containers for the temporary tablespaces are the same as 
those for the specified node.


CATALOG defines that the containers for the temporary tablespaces are the same as 
those for the catalog node of each database.


profile is the name of the profile.


node is the node number.


hostname is the system name.


port is the port number.


netname is the net name.


tablespace_node is the node number from which the temporary tablespace 
definitions should be obtained.


computer is the computer name.


Oracle 
The following startup options are available for Oracle databases:


symrdb startup -type Oracle 
[FORCE][RESTRICT][PFILE=FileName][QUIET]


[MOUNT [-db DbName] |
[ [OPEN | OPEN_READ_ONLY | OPEN_READ_WRITE | 
OPEN_READ_WRITE_RECOVER | RECOVER |
OPEN_RECOVER]
 [-db DbName] ] | NOMOUNT]] | 
[ [PFILE=FileName] MIGRATE [QUIET]]


where:


FileName specifies the file to use while starting up the instance.


DbName specifies the name of the database to mount or open. Refer to the Oracle 
documentation for the definition of database names.


FORCE forces the current Oracle instance to shut down (if it is running) with the 
shutdown option ABORT, before restarting it.


RESTRICT allows only Oracle users with the RESTRICTED SESSION system privilege to 
connect to the database.
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QUIET suppresses the display of the System Global Area information for the starting 
instance.


MOUNT mounts the database but does not open it.


OPEN mounts and opens database.


NOMOUNT causes the database not to be mounted upon instance startup.


MIGRATE starts the database in OPEN MIGRATE mode and sets system initialization 
parameters to specific values required to enable the database upgrade or downgrade 
scripts to run.


OPEN_RECOVER opens the database and performs media recovery, if necessary, 
before starting the instance.


OPEN_READ_ONLY specifies READ ONLY to restrict users to read-only transaction, 
preventing them from generating redo logs.


OPEN_READ_WRITE specifies READ WRITE to open the database in read/write mode, 
allowing users to generate redo logs. This is the default mode.


OPEN_READ_WRITE_RECOVER specifies READ WRITE to open the database in 
read/write mode and perform that media recovery, if necessary, before starting the 
instance.


Database shutdown options


Use the symrdb shutdown -type DbType command to shut down Sybase, SQL Server, 
DB2, and Oracle databases.


Sybase
The following shutdown options are available for Sybase databases:


symrdb shutdown -type Sybase [-f srvname] [-w {wait | nowait}]


where:


srvname specifies the logical name of the backup server in the server's system table.


wait shuts down the server in an orderly fashion.


nowait shuts down the server immediately.


SQL Server
The following shutdown options are available for SQLServer databases:


symrdb shutdown -type SqlServer -s instance


where:


instance specifies the name of the instance to shut down.
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DB2
The following shutdown options are available for the DB2 database:


symrdb shutdown -type IBMUDB [FORCE | DROP]
[DROP_ACT | CONTINUE | TERMINATE] [-f profile]
[-n node]


where:


FORCE issues the FORCE APPLICATION (ALL) command.


DROP drops the node from the db2nodes.cfg file.


DROP_ACT identifies an initial call.


CONTINUE identifies a subsequent call. Continue processing after a prompt.


TERMINATE identifies a subsequent call. Terminate processing after a prompt.


profile is the name of the profile.


node is the node number.


Oracle
The following shutdown options are available for Oracle databases:


symrdb shutdown -type Oracle [ABORT | IMMEDIATE | NORMAL |
TRANSACTIONAL [LOCAL]]


where:


ABORT performs the fastest possible shutdown. The system does not wait for calls to 
complete or for users to disconnect.


IMMEDIATE does not wait for current calls to complete, prohibits further connects, 
closes the database, and dismounts the database. Finally, the system shuts down the 
instance. It does not wait for connected users to disconnect. However, this option 
does not require instance recovery on next startup.


NORMAL waits for currently connected users to disconnect from the database, 
prohibits further connects, and closes the database and dismounts the database. 
Finally, the system shuts down the instance. This option does not require instance 
recovery on next startup. NORMAL is the default option.


TRANSACTIONAL shuts down an instance while minimizing interruption to clients. No 
client can start a new transaction on the instance.


LOCAL carries out a transactional shutdown on the local instance only.
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Using database daemons
Solutions Enabler provides a number of database utilities called daemons. This section 
describes what daemons are, explains why they are useful, and provides an overview of 
how to use them.


What are daemons?


A daemon is a process, or service, that helps an application manage database calls. The 
daemon service facilitates communication between applications using the SYMCLI for 
database mapping/control and one or more database servers.


The connection between an application and a daemon is local. This means that the 
application and daemon are either on the same host, or the application is on a host that 
connects to a SYMAPI server that resides on the same host as the daemon, as shown in 
Figure 9. A single daemon can support connections to multiple instances and databases.


Figure 9  System view of the daemon process


During the connection phase, any database environment variables are propagated from 
the application to the daemon (or for remote connections, to the SYMAPI server), allowing 
the daemon to set the variables.


Why use daemons?


The daemons improve the speed of database mapping operations by using a persistent 
database connection, a fast communication mechanism, and parallel operations. Also, by 
running a daemon as a privileged user, the application does not have to run as a 
privileged user.


Current applications require no source code changes. Applications use the daemon 
communication mechanism when the daemon service is running, and the database 
engine binaries mechanism when the daemon service is not running.
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Running database daemons


On the Microsoft Windows platform, a database daemon runs as a Windows service. After 
the service is installed, it appears in the service list dialog box and can be accessed by 
through the control panel. The service does not restart at boot time unless you modify the 
startup options through the service list dialog.


The database daemons automatically start when the application starts a database 
instance. Subsequent commands to the database cause applications to use the daemon 
that was started. This is the default behavior, however the stordaemon command can be 
used to start and stop daemons. The APIs use the daemon if it has been already been 
manually started.


You can start or stop a daemon manually. If an application is already connected using the 
daemon and the daemon is stopped, the application continues to run (using the database 
engine binaries) but may experience degraded performance. If an application is already 
connected without the daemon and the daemon is started, the application automatically 
starts using the daemon.


Note: If the database server is shutdown while a daemon is running, restart the daemon to 
reconnect to the server.


A daemon can be started when the system is booted, and stopped when the system is 
shut down. The stordaemon command can be used to start, stop, or query the status of 
daemons. The stordaemon start command requires that the name of the daemon be 
specified. For example, the following command starts the daemon for an Oracle database:


stordaemon start stororad 


By default, the stordaemon command waits 30 seconds to verify that the daemon is 
running. To override this use the -wait option. For example:


stordaemon start stororad -wait 0


Similarly, the stordaemon shutdown command stops a daemon.


Always set the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable, or its equivalent counterpart 
environment variable, for all database daemons except Oracle and SQL Server. See 
Table 18 on page 55 for the list of environment variables.


The database daemons use the Solutions Enabler libraries to communicate with the 
application, and the DBMS client libraries to communicate with the database, as shown in 
Figure 10 on page 62. 
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Figure 10  Database daemon libraries for communication


Note: The database daemons stororad and storsysbs12.5d require the optional 
libraries /usr/symcli/shlib and DBMS client libraries at product installation time.


Table 19 lists the database daemons.


The EMC Solutions Enabler Installation Guide contains information on installing and using 
daemons.


Listing database instances
Use the following command to list the available databases (database instances): 


symrdb list -type DbType


For Oracle databases, the command lists the current Oracle database instance. For 
example:


symrdb list -type Oracle


DATABASE NAMES (ORACLE 10.1.0.1.0):


  Database Name
  -----------


  64806
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Table 19  Database daemon names


Daemon name Database type


stororad Oracle


storudbd DB2


storifmxd IBM Informix


storifmx64d IBM Informix (64-bit)


storsqld SQL


storsybs12d Sybase Version 12


storsybs12.5d Sybase Version 12.5
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Examining database files
Use the following command to identify all the files in a database:


symrdb list -type DbType FILE -db DbName


The command displays a list of database files and their attributes as follows:


◆ Database version


◆ Names of the files


◆ Type of each file: control, data, or log 


◆ Database file status: online, offline 


Examining database file attributes


Use the following command to list the attributes and the extent information of a file in a 
database:


symrdb show -type DbType FILE FileName -db DbName


The command shows the attributes and extent information about the file as follows:


◆ Database version


◆ Type of file: control, data, or log 


◆ Database file status: online, offline 


◆ File size 


◆ Offset (blocks) to data from the beginning of the file


◆ Size of the data blocks in the database


◆ Allocated blocks for the database


◆ Free blocks


◆ Extent information


Options
You can use the following options to tailor the information that the command produces:


Table 20  Options for the symrdb show command for database files


Option Description


-expand Display multiple, contiguous extents as separate extents. By default, 
the command collapses contiguous extents into one large extent.


-no_extents Display information about the object, excluding extent information.
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Example
The following displays information about the file rbs01.dbf in the Oracle database 
named 64806:


symrdb show -type oracle FILE /usr/oracle/oradata/64806/rbs01.dbf -db 64806


DATABASE            : 64806
DATABASE FILE NAMES (ORACLE 10.1.0.1.0):


Database File Name : /usr/oracle/oradata/64806/rbs01.dbf


  Database File Type                   : Data
  Database File Status                 : Online
  Database File Size                   : 10m


  Database File Data Offset            : 2k
  Database File Block Size             : 2k


  Database Allocated Block Size        : 10m


  Database Free Block Size             : 9m


  Database File Unallocated Block Size : N/A


Absolute Path                 : /usr/oracle/oradata/64806/rbs01.dbf
Resolved Object Type          : Solaris UFS File
Resolved Object Size          : 10m
Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
Extent byte offset to data    : 0
Number of Physical Devices    : 1
File System Mount Point       : /
File System Device Name       : /dev/dsk/c0t1d0s0


Number of Mirrors for object (1):
{
1) Mirror Configuration


Mirror Physical Extents (69):
{
----------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                            
Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
----------------------------------------------------------------------
64k    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0          11654m
32k    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0          11654m
1m    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0          12409m
120k N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0          12410m
...
Mirror Physical Devices (1):
{
----------------------------------------------------------------------
                  
Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
----------------------------------------------------------------------
N/A   N/A   /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0      /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s2 
...
}
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Listing tablespace files


Use the following command to list all the files in a tablespace and database: 


symrdb list -type DbType FILE -tbs TblSpName -db DbName


The command displays a list of the files and their attributes as follows:


◆ Database version


◆ Name of the files


◆ Type of each file: control, data, or log 


◆ Database file status: online, offline 


Translating database devices to VMAX groups
The devices of an existing database can be translated and defined as a VMAX device 
group or composite group.


Database devices to device groups


Use the following command to create a device group from a database:


symrdb -db DbName rdb2dg DgName -dgtype DevGrpType


Options
You can use the following options to define which devices in the database to include in 
the device group:


If you omit these options, the command includes standard and BCV devices in the device 
group.


Examples
The following creates an RDF1 device group named Prod1dg with only the standard 
devices from the database named Prod1db:


symrdb -db Prod1db rdb2dg Prod1dg -nobcv -dgtype RDF1 


The following creates a REGULAR device group named Prod2dg with only the R2 BCV 
devices from the database named Acc2db:


symrdb -db Acc2db rdb2dg Prod2dg -r2 -bcv -dgtype REGULAR


Table 21  Device options for the symrdb rdb2dg command


Option Description


-bcv Include only BCV devices in the device group.


-nobcv Include only standard devices in the device group.


-vdev Include VDEVs in the device group.
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Database devices to composite groups


Use the following command to create a composite group from a database:


symrdb -db DbName rdb2cg CgName -cgType ComGrpType


Options
You can use the -vdev option to add virtual device to a composite group.


Examples
The following creates a composite group named ProdRcg with the R1 standard and R1 
BCV devices from the database named ADB4db:


symrdb -db ADB4db rdb2cg ProdRcg -cgtype RDF1


The following creates a composite group named myrdfcg with only the R1 standard 
devices from the database named Accdb:


symrdb -db Accdb rdb2cg myrdfcg -nobcv -cgtype RDF1
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Examining tablespaces
Use the following command to list all the tablespaces that a database uses: 


symrdb list -type DbType TBS -db DbName


The command displays a list of tablespaces and their attributes as follows:


◆ Database version


◆ Names of the tablespaces


◆ Type of tablespace: temporary, permanent, table, index, partitioned table, or 
partitioned index


◆ Tablespace states: online, offline, readonly, or restricted


◆ Tablespace size in MB


◆ Free space available in MB


For example, the following lists the tablespaces in the Oracle database 64806:


symrdb list -type oracle TBS -db 64806


DATABASE          : 64806
TABLE SPACE NAMES (ORACLE 10.1.0.1.0):


  Table Space  Name              Type       Status     Size (mb)  Free (mb) 
  -------------------            ------     --------   ---------- ----------


  RBS                            Permanent  Online     30         26        
  SYSTEM                         Permanent  Online     64         46


Examining tablespace attributes


Use the following command to list the attributes and extent information of a tablespace of 
a specified database:


symrdb show -type DbType TBS TblSpName -db DbName


Options
You can use the following options to tailor the information that the command produces:


Example
The following lists the attributes of the tablespace SYSTEM in the Oracle database 64806:


symrdb show -type oracle TBS SYSTEM -db 64806


DATABASE          : 64806
TABLE SPACE NAMES (ORACLE 10.1.0.1.0):


Table 22  Options for the symrdb show command for tablespaces


Option Description


-expand Display multiple, contiguous extents as separate extents. By default, 
the command collapses contiguous extents into one large extent.


-no_extents Display information about the object, excluding extent information.
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Database Table Space Name : SYSTEM


Database Table Space Type       : Permanent
Database Table Space Status     : Online


Number of Host Files (1):
    {
1) Database File Name: /usr/oracle/oradata/64806/system01.dbf


Absolute Path                 : /usr/oracle/oradata/64806/system01.dbf
Resolved Object Type          : Solaris UFS File
Resolved Object Size          : 64m
Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
Extent byte offset to data    : 0
Number of Physical Devices    : 1
File System Mount Point       : /
File System Device Name       : /dev/dsk/c0t1d0s0


Number of Mirrors for object (1):
{
1) Mirror Configuration


Mirror Physical Extents (417):
{
----------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                            
Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
----------------------------------------------------------------------
64k    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0          11654m
32k    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0          11654m
80k    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0          12004m
1m    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0          12004m
...
}
Mirror Physical Devices (1):
{
----------------------------------------------------------------------
                  
Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
----------------------------------------------------------------------
N/A   N/A   /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0      /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s2
...
}
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Listing tablespace files


Use the following command to list all the files in a tablespace and database: 


symrdb list -type DbType FILE -tbs TblSpName -db DbName


The command displays a list of files and their attributes as follows:


◆ Database version


◆ Names of the files


◆ Type of each file: control, data, or log 


◆ Database file status: online, offline 


Listing tablespace tables


Use the following command to list the tables in a tablespace:


symrdb list -type DbType TABLE -tbs TblSpName -db DbName


The command displays a list of table names, and for each table provides the owner and 
the table type.


For example the following lists the tables in the tablespace SYSTEM:


symrdb -type oracle list TABLE -tbs SYSTEM -db 64806


TABLE SPACE NAME     : SYSTEM
DATABASE TABLE NAMES (ORACLE 10.1.0.1.0): 


  Table Name                     Owner                          Type           
  -------------                  ------                         --------       
ACCESS$                        SYS                            Simple Table   
AQ$_MESSAGE_TYPES              SYS                            Simple Table   
AQ$_QUEUE_STATISTICS           SYS                            Simple Table 
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Listing segments in a tablespace


Use the following command to list the segments of a tablespace. A segment (storage unit) 
exists for every data table, partition, and index.


symrdb list -type DbType SEG -tbs TblSpName -db DbName


The command displays a list of segments, and for each segment provides the owner and 
segment type.


For example, the following lists the segments of tablespace SYSTEM, in the Oracle 
database 64806:


symrdb -type oracle list SEG -tbs SYSTEM -db 64806


DATABASE               : 64806
TABLE SPACE NAME       : SYSTEM
DATABASE SEGMENT NAMES (ORACLE 10.1.0.1.0):


Segment Name                   Owner                          Type           
--------------                 ------                         --------       


1.527 SYS Cache 
C_COBJ# SYS Cluster 
C_FILE#_BLOCK# SYS Cluster 
SYS_C00512 SYS Index 
SYS_IL0000000227C00002$ SYS LOB_Index 
SYS_LOB0000000235C00002$ SYS LOB_Segment 
SYS_LOB0000000239C00002$ SYS LOB_Segment 
SYSTEM SYS Rollback 
ACCESS$ SYS Table 
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Translating tablespace devices to VMAX groups
The devices of an existing tablespace can be translated and defined as a VMAX device 
group or composite group.


Tablespace devices to device groups


Use the following command to create a device group from a tablespace:


symrdb -tbs TblSpName tbs2dg DgName -dgtype DevGrpType


Options
You can use the following options to define which devices in the database to include in 
the device group:


If you omit these options, by default the command includes standard and BCV devices in 
the device group.


Examples
The following creates an RDF1 device group named Prod1dg with only the standard 
devices from the tablespace named Prod1tbs:


symrdb -tbs Prod1tbs tbs2dg Prod1dg -nobcv -dgtype RDF1 


The following creates a REGULAR device group named Prod2dg with only the R2 BCV 
devices from the tablespace named Acc2tbs:


symrdb -tbs Acc2tbs tbs2dg Prod2dg -r2 -bcv -dgtype REGULAR


Table 23  Device options for the symrdb tbs2dg command


Option Description


-bcv Include only BCV devices in the device group.


-nobcv Include only standard devices in the device group.


-vdev Include VDEVs in the device group.
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Tablespace devices to composite groups


Use the following command to create a composite group from a tablespace:


symrdb -tbs TblSpName tbs2cg CgName -cgtype ComGrpType


Options
You can use the following options to define which devices in the database to include in 
the device group:


If you omit these options, by default the command includes standard and BCV devices in 
the device group.


Examples
The following creates a composite group named ProdRcg with the R1 standard and R1 
BCV devices from the tablespace named ADB4tbs:


symrdb -tbs ADB4tbs tbs2cg ProdRcg -cgtype RDF1


The following creates a composite group named myrdfcg with only the R1 standard 
devices from the tablespace named Acctbs:


symrdb -tbs Acctbs tbs2cg myrdfcg -nobcv -cgtype RDF1


Table 24  Device options for the symrdb tbs2cg command


Option Description


-bcv Include only BCV devices in the device group.


-nobcv Include only standard devices in the device group.


-vdev Include VDEVs in the device group.
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Examining schemas
Use the following command to list all the schemas in a database: 


symrdb list -type DbType SCHEMA -db DbName


For example, The following lists the schemas for Oracle database 64806:


symrdb list -type oracle SCHEMA -db 64806


DATABASE     : 64806
SCHEMA NAMES (ORACLE 10.0.1.0.0):


  Schema Name
  -----------


  SYS                           
  SYSTEM                        
  DBSNMP 


Listing schema files


Use the following command to list all the files in a schema: 


symrdb list -type DbType FILE -schema SchemaName -db DbName


The command displays a list of files and their attributes as follows:


◆ Database version


◆ Names of the files


◆ Type of each file: control, data, or log 


◆ Database file state: online, offline 


For example, the following lists the files in the SYSTEM schema for the Oracle database 
64806:


symrdb list -type Oracle FILE -schema SYSTEM -db 64806


Listing schema tables


Use the following command to list the tables in a schema:


symrdb list -type DbType TABLE -schema SchemaName -db DbName


The command displays a list of tables and their attributes as follows:


◆ Database version


◆ Names of the tables


◆ Owner of each table


◆ Type of each table: partitioned, non-partitioned, clustered, index-organized, nested, 
or N/A


For example, the following lists the schema tables of the SYSTEM schema in the Oracle 
database 64806:


symrdb list -type Oracle TABLE -schema SYSTEM -db 64806
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Examining schema attributes


Use the following command to list the attributes and extent information for a schema of a 
database:


symrdb show -type DbType SCHEMA SchemaName -db DbName


Options
You can use the following options to tailor the information that the command produces:


Example
The following lists the attributes of the schema SYSTEM in the Oracle database 64806:


symrdb show -type oracle SCHEMA SYSTEM -db 64806


Database Schema Name : SYSTEM


Number of Host Files (1):
{
1) Database File Name: /usr/oracle/oradata/64806/system01.dbf


Absolute Path                 : /usr/oracle/oradata/64806/system01.dbf
Resolved Object Type          : Solaris UFS File
Resolved Object Size          : 64m
Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
Extent byte offset to data    : 0
Number of Physical Devices    : 1
File System Mount Point       : /
File System Device Name       : /dev/dsk/c0t1d0s0


Number of Mirrors for object (1):
{
1) Mirror Configuration


Mirror Physical Extents (417):
{
----------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                            
Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
----------------------------------------------------------------------
64k    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0          11654m
32k    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0          11654m
80k    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0          12004m
...
}
Mirror Physical Devices (1):
{
----------------------------------------------------------------------
                  
Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName


Table 25  Options for the symrdb show command for schema attributes


Option Description


-expand Display multiple, contiguous extents as separate extents. By default, 
the command collapses contiguous extents into one large extent.


-no_extents Display information about the object, excluding extent information.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------
N/A   N/A   /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0      /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s2 
...
}


Listing segments in a schema


Use the following command to list the segments in a database schema. A segment 
(storage unit) exists for every data table, partition, and index in a schema. 


symrdb list -type DbType SEG -schema SchemaName -db DbName


The command displays a list of segments, and for each one provides the owner and type.


For example, the following lists the segments of the schema SYSTEM in the Oracle 
database 64806:


symrdb -type oracle -db 64806 list SEG -schema SYSTEM


DATABASE               : 64806
SCHEMA NAME            : SYSTEM
DATABASE SEGMENT NAMES (ORACLE 10.1.0.1.0):


Segment Name Owner Type           
-------------- ------ --------       


AQ$_QUEUES_CHECK SYSTEM Index 
AQ$_QUEUES_PRIMARY SYSTEM Index 
AQ$_QUEUE_TABLES_PRIMARY SYSTEM Index 
AQ$_SCHEDULES_CHECK SYSTEM Index 
AQ$_SCHEDULES_PRIMARY SYSTEM Index 


Examining tables
Use the following command to list the tables of a tablespace: 


symrdb list -type Oracle TABLE -tbs TblSpName -db DbName


Use the following command to list the tables of a schema:


symrdb list -type DbType TABLE -schema SchemaName -db DbName


The command displays a list of tables and their attributes as follows:


◆ Database version


◆ Names of the tables


◆ Type of each table: partitioned, non-partitioned, clustered, index-organized, nested, 
or N/A


◆ Owner of each table


◆ Index-organized tablename


◆ Nested parent table information


◆ Cluster name information
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Examining table attributes


Use the following command to list the attributes of a table in a tablespace:


symrdb show -type DbType TABLE TblName -tbs TblSpName -db DbName


Use the following command to list the attributes of a table in a database schema:


symrdb show -type DbType TABLE TblName -schema SchemaName


The command shows the attributes and extent information about the table as follows:


◆ Database version


◆ Name of table


◆ Type of table: partitioned, non-partitioned, clustered, index-organized, nested, or N/A


◆ Table owner


◆ Index-organized tablename


◆ Nested parent table information


◆ Cluster name information


You can use the following options to tailor the information that the command produces:


Examining segments
Use the following command to list all the segments of a tablespace: 


symrdb list -type DbType SEG -tbs TblSpName


Use the following command to list all the segments of a database schema:


symrdb list -type DbType SEG -schema SchemaName


The command displays a list of segments, their owner, and the type. The segment types 
can include the following:


◆ Cache
◆ Cluster
◆ Deferred rollback
◆ Index
◆ Index partition
◆ LOB index
◆ LOB segment
◆ Rollback
◆ Table
◆ Table partition
◆ Temporary
◆ Index-organized table


Table 26  Options for the symrdb show command for table attributes


Option Description


-expand Display multiple, contiguous extents as separate extents. By default, 
the command collapses contiguous extents into one large extent.


-no_extents Display information about the object, excluding extent information.
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◆ Nested table
◆ N/A


For example, the following displays the segments for tablespace SYSTEM in the Oracle 
database 64806:


symrdb -type oracle -db 64806 list SEG -tbs SYSTEM


DATABASE               : 64806
TABLE SPACE NAME       : SYSTEM
DATABASE SEGMENT NAMES (ORACLE 10.1.0.1.0):


  Segment Name Owner                          Type           
  -------------- ------                         --------       


1.527 SYS  Cache 
C_COBJ# SYS Cluster 
SYS_C00512 SYS  Index 
SYS_IL0000000227C00002$ SYS  LOB_Index 
SYS_LOB0000000235C00002$ SYS LOB_Segment
SYS_LOB0000000239C00002$ SYS LOB_Segment
SYSTEM SYS Rollback 
ACCESS$ SYS  Table 
AQ$_MESSAGE_TYPES SYS Table 


Examining segment attributes


Use the following command to list the attributes of a segment of a tablespace:


symrdb show -type DbType SEG SegmentName -tbs TblSpName -db DbName


Use the following command to list the attributes of a segment of a schema:


symrdb show -type DbType SEG SegmentName -schema SchemaName -db DbName


The command shows the attributes about the segment as follows:


◆ Database version


◆ Name of the segment


◆ Type of segment


◆ Segment owner


◆ Index-organized table


◆ Nested parent table information


◆ Number of cluster tables in cluster


◆ List of cluster table members
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Invoking database I/O control
The symioctl command provides the following control operations for a database and 
database objects:


◆ Freezing a database


◆ Thawing a database


◆ Hot backup control (Oracle only)


◆ Checkpointing


◆ Archiving a log (Oracle only)


◆ Taking a snapshot of a SQL Server database


Freezing a database


Use the following command to freeze all I/O access to a database:


symioctl freeze -type DbType Object...


IBM DB2 and SQL Server allow some or all databases to be specified. Oracle and IBM 
Informix allow a user to freeze or thaw an entire database system only; for these 
databases exclude the list of database objects.


For example, the following freezes databases HR and Payroll:


symioctl freeze -type SQLSever HR Payroll


The freeze action can be used in conjunction with the TimeFinder® or SRDF® split 
operation. The freeze suspends the database updates being written to disk. 


Note: Avoid freezing the "master" database of a SQL Server instance as this can lead to 
unpredictable behavior.


Thawing a database


Use the following command to resume full I/O access to the database instance, reversing 
a previous freeze command: 


symioctl thaw -type DbType 


Note: You cannot freeze nor thaw an Oracle database over a SQL Net connection. The 
connection must be issued locally or through the SYMAPI server.


Hot backup control


For Oracle only, hot backup control can be performed on a list of tablespace objects only. 
In addition, it must be performed before a freeze command and after a thaw command. 
For example, the steps required to split a group of BCV devices are as follows:


1. Issue the symioctl begin backup command.


2. Issue the symioctl freeze command.
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3. Split standard and BCV pairs. This may involve several steps depending on the 
environment.


4. Issue the symioctl thaw command.


5. Issue the symioctl end backup command.


Checkpoint


Use the following command to issue a checkpoint on a database:


symioctl checkpoint -type DbType Object...


Oracle and IBM Informix checkpoint the entire database system; for these databases 
exclude the list of objects. SQL Server allows some or all databases to be specified. IBM 
DB2 does not support checkpointing.


Archiving a log


On an Oracle database, you can archive the current log. This forces the log writer process 
to stop writing to the current log file and switch to the next available online log file.


Taking a snapshot of a SQL Server database


A snapshot of an SQL Server database is a copy of the data and log files at a single point in 
time. The symioctl command provides an interface to the SQL Server snapshot feature. 
When combined with TimeFinder instant split, you can create copies of a database quickly 
for backup, reporting, testing, and initialization of warm standby servers.


The snapshot arguments for the symioctl command extend the freeze and thaw 
functionality to allow both physical and logical restore of an SQL Server database. The 
snapshot backup saves metadata about the database in a file, which is needed for a 
subsequent snapshot restore.


Precede the TimeFinder split with the following command:


symioctl begin snapshot Object SAVEFILE savefile


By default, the savefile is not overwritten. To replace it, either remove it or use the 
-overwrite option.


Follow the TimeFinder split with this command:


symioctl end snapshot Object


Note that all writes to the database are suspended during the begin/end snapshot 
sequence so use TimeFinder instant split to minimize transaction delays.


If a problem occurs that requires termination of the backup, use the following command:


symioctl abort snapshot Object


Follow the TimeFinder restore with this command:


symioctl restore snapshot Object SAVEFILE savefile


By default, SQL Server performs a logical database recovery. To apply additional 
transaction logs, specify the -norecovery option. To use the restored database as a 
standby database, specify the -standby option.
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Using the EMC Oracle ASM library
Oracle10g and later includes a storage management and provisioning feature called 
automatic storage management (ASM). ASM provides file system and volume manager 
capabilities built into the Oracle database kernel. These capabilities work with the EMC 
Solutions Enabler libraries.


The ASM syntax for disk discovery


The following describes the disk string syntax for the Oracle disk discovery process:


SetDesc:= EMC:Expression
Expression:= Term | Expression 'OR' Term
Term := Factor | Term 'AND' Factor
Factor:= '(' Expression ')' |


     'NOT' Factor |
     ScalarAttribute Relop Integer-Constant |
     ScalarAttribute Relop


Integer-Constant Multiplier |
     StringAttribute '==' Character-String


ScalarAttribute:= 'SIZE' |'size'|'BLKSZ'|'blksz'|
StringrAttribute:= 'PATH'|'path'|'FGROUP'|'fgroup'| 
Relop := '=' | '!='| '<' |'>'|'<='|'>='
Multiplier:= 'K' | 'k' | 'M' | 'm' | 'G' | 'g'


where:


The value of the 'PATH' | 'path' attribute is a valid pathname expression for a 
device's special file node, or a symbolic link name referring to the device. 


The value of the 'FGROUP' | 'fgroup' is a valid failure group name returned from the 
ASM library during discover.


The Multiplier terminal symbols specify Kilo, Mega, and Giga multipliers of 
integer-constant values respectively.


Notes: 


1. 'PATH' is assumed if no StringrAttribute is specified.


2. The input devices must be raw character devices. On Linux, it can be done by using the 
command 'raw' to bind the raw devices to a block device.


3. 'EMC:' must be specified in "SetDesc := EMC:Expression".


4. All the devices must be visible to the Oracle user.


Examples


The following constructs a disk set of all configured devices known to ASM matching the 
pattern /dev/risk/* and a capacity of more than one gigabyte.


ASM_DISKSTRING='EMC:PATH = /dev/rdsk/* AND SIZE > 1G'


The following creates a diskgroup dg1 with external redundancy using device 
/dev/rdsk/c3t0d1s6.


create diskgroup dg1 external redundancy disk 'EMC:/dev/rdsk/c3t0d1s6'
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Usage of CLI asmdscvr


The asmdscvr command is a utility implementing the Oracle ASM discovery function. It 
allows administrators to find the disks that are already in disk groups, and disks that are 
available for adding to disk groups. Discovery makes the characteristics of the disk 
available to ASM. Disks discovered through asmdscvr do not need to be available through 
normal operating system interfaces.


The asmdscvr utility is included in the Solutions Enabler installation package, by default, 
in directories under the directory /usr/symcli/bin.


The asmdscvr utility provides the following:


asmdscvr -d <SetDesc> | [-h] | [-g] [-m owner,group,mode]


where:


-d <SetDesc>— Executes an asm_discover() call with the disk set descriptor 
<SetDesc>


-m — Sets owner/group/mode of file to owner, group, mode


-h — Prints help information


-g (like -h) — Explains the BNF grammar for <setdesc>


<setdesc> GRAMMAR BNF:


A disk set descriptor <setdesc>, is a string conforming to this abstract syntax notation 
grammar:


Notes:


1. 'EMC:' is not required in "SetDesc := Expression".


2. All the devices must be visible to the user.


Examples


The following fetches all configured devices known to ASM matching the pattern 
/dev/rdsk/*:


asmdscvr -d "PATH=/dev/rdsk/*"


The following fetches all configured devices known to ASM with a capacity greater than 
two gigabytes:


asmdscvr -d "SIZE >= 2G"


The following fetches all configured devices known to ASM matching the pattern 
/dev/rdsk/* and of capacity greater than two gigabytes, enter:


asmdscvr -d "PATH = /dev/rdsk/* AND SIZE > 2G"
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Conventions
This chapter includes summaries of SYMCLI commands that examine file systems and 
their components. For detailed descriptions of those commands refer to the EMC 
Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference.


These commands use the following conventions for their parameters:


Table 27  Conventions for parameters to SYMCLI commands for file systems


Parameter Description


DirName The name of a directory path.


FileName The name of a file.


Object The name of an object in a file system. That is, a directory or file.
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Overview
The file system commands list the attributes of file systems, directories, and files. In 
addition, the commands list the mapping of these objects to physical devices and extents.


Operating systems and file systems


The file system commands operate on the following operating systems and file systems:


◆ HP-UX [hfs, VxFS, NFS]


◆ IBM AIX (jfs), AIX 5.1 (jfs, jfs2), VxFS, NFS


◆ Linux (ext2, ext3, ext4, VxFS, OCFS, OCFS2, GFS, XFS, NFS)


◆ Oracle Solaris (ufs, VxFS, NFS)


◆ VMware file system (VMFS)


◆ Windows (NTFS, FAT32, CIFS, NFS)


Note: In Solutions Enabler V7.1 and later, SRM commands support file system/logical 
volume mapping for the virtual disk on the virtual machines. VMware ESX Server 3.5 and 
later are supported. The EMC Solutions Enabler Symmetrix Array Management CLI User 
Guide contains information on setting up VMware virtual disk mapping support.


Terminology


Table 28 defines the terminology for file systems.


Table 28  File system terminology


Term Definition


File system The overall structure in which files are named, stored, and organized by an 
operating system. Typically, there is more than one file system and file 
system type being managed by an operating system. A file system consists 
of files, directories, and file management structures on disk needed to 
locate and access these items.


Extent A block of storage space on a disk, which is reserved by the file system for 
the storage of a particular file or program.


i-node An internal data structure for file systems of UNIX-based operating 
systems. An i-node contains the file type, owner, size, modified date, and 
physical device location of an individual file. Typically, a table of i-nodes is 
stored near the beginning of a file system.
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Finding file systems
Use the following command to list the file systems that are on the host system:


symhostfs list


The command lists the following attributes for each file system:


◆ Device name where the file system is located


◆ Type of file system


◆ File system mount point 


Options


You can use the -nfs option to list file systems with NFS mount points.


Examples


The following lists the file systems on the host system:


symhostfs list


Mounted File Systems


  Device Name                    Type         Mount Point
  ------------                   ------       -----------


  /dev/vg00/lvol3                HP VxFS        /


  /dev/vg00/lvol1                HFS            /stand


  /dev/vg00/lvol8                HP VxFS        /var


  /dev/vg00/lvol7                HP VxFS        /usr


  /dev/vg00/lvol4                HP VxFS        /tmp


api193:(pid787)                Unknown Type   /net


The following lists mounted files systems with NFS mount points:


symhostfs list -nfs


Mounted File Systems


  Device Name                                   Type         Mount Point
  ------------                                  ------       -----------
  api40:/usr3/ftpusers/outgoing                 NFS            /apikits
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Examining a file system
Use the following command to list the attributes of a specified file system:


symhostfs show Object


Note: Clustered file systems are supported on Solaris and Red Hat (global file systems) 
clustered environments only.


Options


You can use the following options to tailor the information that the command produces:


Example


The following lists the attributes of a Linux file system with the mount point of /stand in a 
clustered environment. The file system is mounted on the logical device lvol1 on the 
physical device c0t3d0.


symhostfs show /stand


File System Mount Point         : /stand


File System Type                : EXT3
Mount Options                   : Read Write | Clustered


File System Device Name         : /dev/vg00/lvol1


Size                            : 82m
Number Free Blocks              : 117778
Fragment Size                   : 1024 bytes
Block Size                      : 8192 bytes


Number Inodes                   : 13440
Number Free Inodes              : 13403


Mount Time                      : Mon 18-Mar-2013 16:18


Absolute Path                 : /stand
Resolved Object Type          : File System
Resolved Object Size          : 82m
Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
Extent byte offset to data    : 0
Number of Physical Devices    : 1
File System Mount Point       : /stand
File System Device Name       : /dev/vg00/lvol1


Number of Mirrors for object (1):
{
1) Mirror Configuration


Table 29  Options for the symhostfs show command


Option Description


-expand Display multiple, contiguous extents as separate extents. By default, 
the command collapses contiguous extents into one large extent.


-no_extents Display information about the object, excluding extent information.
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Mirror Physical Extents (1):
{
Number of Mirrors for object (1):
1) Mirror Configuration


Mirror Physical Extents (1):


----------------------------------------------------------------------


Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
----------------------------------------------------------------------
82m    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t3d0                3m


Mirror Physical Devices (1):
----------------------------------------------------------------------


Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
----------------------------------------------------------------------
N/A   N/A   /dev/rdsk/c0t3d0        /dev/rdsk/c0t3d0
}


Finding directories and files
Use the following command to list the subdirectories of any root or parent directory:


symhostfs list -dir DirName


Options


You can use the -R option to display recursively subdirectories in the directory tree.


Examples


The following lists the subdirectories in the /stand directory:


symhostfs list -dir /stand


Directory Name : /stand


Directory Name                 Type           Perms     Owner  Group
--------------                 ------       ----------  -----  -----


lost+found                     HFS          drwxr-xr-x      0      0
build                          HFS          drwxr-xr-x      0      3
dlkm                           HFS          drwxr-xr-x      0      3
dlkm.vmunix.prev               HFS          drwxr-xr-x      0      3


The following lists all subdirectories recursively:


symhostfs list /stand -R
...
Directory Name : /stand/lost+found


Directory Name : /stand/build


Directory Name                 Type           Perms     Owner  Group
--------------                 ------       ----------  -----  -----


mod_wk.d                       HFS          drwxr-xr-x      0      3
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Directory Name : /stand/build/mod_wk.d


Directory Name : /stand/dlkm


Directory Name                 Type           Perms     Owner  Group
--------------                 ------       ----------  -----  -----


system.d                       HFS          drwxr-xr-x      0      3
node.d                         HFS          drwxr-xr-x      0      3
mod.d                          HFS          drwxr-xr-x      0      3
...


Examining directories
Use the following command to list the attributes of a directory:


symhostfs show DirName


The command lists the directory attributes, properties, and access times.


For example, the following lists the attributes of the directory /stand/dlkm/system.d:


symhostfs show /stand/dlkm/system.d


  Directory Name                  : /stand/dlkm/system.d
  Directory Type                  : HFS
  Directory Size                  : 0b


  Directory Mode                  : 40755
  Directory Permission            : drwxr-xr-x
  Directory Owner ID              : 0
  Directory Group ID              : 3


  Number of Symbolic Links        : 2


  Last Access Time                : Mon 18-Mar-2013 11:57
  Last Modification Time          : Mon 03-Dec-2012 15:19
  Last Status Change Time         : Mon 03-Dec-2012 15:19


Listing files
Use the following command to list all the files in a directory:


symhostfs list -file DirName


The command lists all files found in the specified directory. For each file, the output shows 
its name, size, permissions, owner, and group.


Options


You can use the -R option to display recursively subdirectories in the directory tree.
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Examples


The following lists the files in the /stand directory:


symhostfs list -file /stand


Directory Name  : /stand
FileSystem Type : HFS


  File Name                                Size    Perms     Owner  Group
  ---------                                ----  ----------  -----  -----


  ioconfig                                   5k  -rw-r--r--      0      3
  bootconf                                   1b  -rw-r--r--      0      3
  system                                     2k  -r--r--r--      0      3
  vmunix                                    11m  -rwxr-xr-x      0      3
  kernrel                                    1b  -r--r--r--      0      3
  rootconf                                   1b  -rw-------      0      0
  system.prev                                2k  -r--r--r--      0      3
  vmunix.prev                               11m  -rwxr-xr-x      0      3


The following shows a portion of the output when the -R option is present:


Directory Name  : /stand/build
FileSystem Type : HFS


  File Name                                Size    Perms     Owner  Group
  ---------                                ----  ----------  -----  -----
conf.c                                    64k  -rw-r--r--      0      3


  config.mk                                  6k  -rwxr--r--      0      3
  tune.h                                     3k  -rw-r--r--      0      3
  space.h                                    1b  -rw-r--r--      0      3
  conf.o                                    56k  -rw-r--r--      0      3
  conf.SAM.c                                64k  -rw-r--r--      0      3
  config.SAM.mk                              6k  -rwxr--r--      0      3
  conf.o.old                                54k  -rw-r--r--      0      3
  conf.SAM.o                                55k  -rw-rw-rw-      0      3
  function_names.c                           1b  -rw-r--r--      0      3
  function_names.o                           1k  -rw-r--r--      0      3


Examining files
Use the following command to list the attributes of a file:


symhostfs show FileName


Note: Some journaled file systems do not provide an API to access internal file extent 
information. Therefore, file mapping must use disk-based extent information. 
Unfortunately, these file systems only provide a single mechanism (unmount) to flush file 
metadata to i-nodes on disk. The sync mechanism only flushes metadata to the journal 
(log). Because of this, recent changes to the file system may not be visible until the file 
system is unmounted and remounted.
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Options


You can use the following options to tailor the information that the command produces.


Example


The following lists the attributes of the file named system in the /stand directory:


symhostfs show /stand/system
...
  File Name                       : /stand/system
  File Type                       : HP-UX HFS File
  File Size                       : 2k
  Number of Trailing Bytes        : 49
  Extent byte offset to data      : 0


  File Mode                       : 100444
  File Permission                 : -r--r--r--
  File Owner ID                   : 0
  File Group ID                   : 3


  Number of Symbolic Links        : 1


  Last Access Time                : Mon 18-Mar-2013 16:20
  Last Modification Time          : Mon 03-Dec-2012 15:12
  Last Status Change Time         : Mon 03-Dec-2012 15:12


  Device Name                     : /dev/vg00/rlvol1
  Inode Number                    : 14
  File System Fragment Size       : 2b


  Number of Extents in File       : (1)
      {
      ------------------------------------------
      Extent    Offset in    Extent      Offset
      Type      Device       Size        in File
      ------------------------------------------
      Data           121k        2k           0b
      }


Absolute Path                 : /stand/system
    Resolved Object Type          : HP-UX HFS File
    Resolved Object Size          : 2k
    Number of Trailing Bytes      : 49
    Extent byte offset to data    : 0
    Number of Physical Devices    : 1
    File System Mount Point       : /stand
    File System Device Name       : /dev/vg00/lvol1


Table 30  Options for the symhostfs show command for a file


Option Description


-data Include only data objects in the output. You cannot use this option 
together with the -meta option.


-meta Include only metadata objects in the output. You cannot use this 
option together with the -data option.


-expand Display multiple, contiguous extents as separate extents. By default, 
the command collapses contiguous extents into one large extent.


-no_extents Display information about the object, excluding extent information
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    Number of Mirrors for object (1):
       {
    1) Mirror Configuration


         Mirror Physical Extents (1):
         {
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------


               Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                 2k    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t3d0                3m
         }


         Mirror Physical Devices (1):
         {
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------


         Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
         N/A   N/A   /dev/rdsk/c0t3d0        /dev/rdsk/c0t3d0
}
}
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Conventions
This chapter includes summaries of SYMCLI commands that examine and manage logical 
volumes. For detailed descriptions of those commands refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler 
CLI Command Reference.


These commands use the following conventions for their parameters:


Table 31  Conventions for parameters to SYMCLI commands for logical volumes


Parameter Description


CgName The name of a composite group.


DgName The name of a device group.


GrpNum The SRDF RA group number.


LVolName The name of a logical volume.


Mirrors The number of mirrors to add to or remove from a logical volume.


PartitionSize The size of a partition in megabytes.


PdevName The name of a physical device.


Size The size of a logical volume. By default this is in 512-byte blocks 
but you can use any of the following suffixes to specify the unit of 
capacity:
• b (size in blocks)
• k (size in kilobytes)
• m (size in megabytes)


SymmID The unique ID of a VMAX array.


VgName The name of a volume group.


VgType The type of a volume group. Table 35 on page 103 lists the values 
for this parameter.
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Overview
The logical volume commands allow for mapping logical volumes to a detailed view of 
storage. Logical volume architecture defined by a logical volume manager (LVM) is a 
means for organizing physical disk storage for optimal use by host applications. 


These commands describe volume groups, logical volumes, and their mapping to physical 
devices and extents.


Note: Refer to the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator at http://elabnavigator.emc.com for a 
list of the supported logical volume managers for Solutions Enabler.


LVM terminology


A volume group is a set of physical devices managed by a LVM. The physical devices form 
a pool of disk space that that the LVM uses to define logical volumes, or virtual devices. In 
turn, the LVM makes these volumes available to applications and databases. Users and 
applications see a logical volume as another physical device.


The user controls how the LVM uses physical disk space to create a logical volume by 
specifying its characteristics—how many copies of the data to retain, how many physical 
devices to use, how to store the data on each device, and how much space to allocate.


To create a logical volume, disk space from the volume group’s pool is allocated in units 
called logical extents. For each logical extent, there are one or more corresponding 
physical extents, depending on the number of mirrors, or copies, of the data are retained. 


A physical extent is a specific number of disk blocks, and is the smallest unit of disk space 
that can be assigned to a logical volume. A physical extent’s size is defined when creating 
a a volume group and applies to all physical devices in the group. Exceptions are the 
logical volume managers (VxVM®, ptx/SVM, LSM, DiskADM, and LDM) that allow the size 
of physical extents, or subdisks to vary.


The physical extents associated with a logical volume can occupy one or more physical 
devices, and may or may not be contiguous.


Figure 11 on page 96 illustrates a volume group that contains a logical volume (VOL1) 
whose logical extents are mapped to the physical devices PDEV1 and PDEV2.
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Figure 11  Volume group


Microsoft Windows Volume mount points are NTFS directories that can be associated with specific logical 
volumes in a persistent manner. When the associated volume is formatted with a file 
system such as NTFS, FAT, or CDFS, the volume mount point is similar to a UNIX file system 
mount point. When the associated volume is "raw" (not formatted), the volume mount 
point is similar to a UNIX logical volume path. When a single Windows volume is 
associated with a drive letter and multiple volume mount points, the volume mount point 
is similar to a UNIX symbolic link.


Windows assigns a unique volume name (UVN) to each volume when it is created. The 
UVN is a string of the following form:


\\?\Volume{GUID}\


where GUID is a globally unique identifier, such as:


e63553c7-e894-11d4-821f-806d3472696f


The mountvol command displays the UVN and assigned drive letters (if any) and volume 
mount points (if any) for each volume. Note that the Windows Configuration Manager 
allows users to create a volume without assigning any drive letters or volume mount 
points. If the Windows volume has a drive letter, the logical volume name is in the V: 
form. If the volume does not have a drive letter, the logical volume name is in the form 
Volume6 (the logical volume name generated by LDM).
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Mirror configurations


A mirror configuration indicates how the data in the logical volume is stored on physical 
devices. The logical volume configuration is derived from the configurations of each of its 
mirrors.


The following are the basic mirror configurations:


◆ Simple


◆ Concatenated


◆ Striped


◆ RAID 5 (For VxVM, LDM, and DiskADM only)


Simple mirror
In a simple mirror configuration there are two or more copies of the logical volume’s data 
that use physical extents on one physical device. In Figure 12, all physical extents are on 
one physical device, PDEV1.


Figure 12  Simple mirror configuration
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Concatenated mirror
A concatenated mirror configuration has two or more copies of the data that use physical 
extents on two or more physical devices.


In Figure 13, the logical extents on VOL1 point to the physical extents on PDEV1 and 
PDEV2. 


Figure 13  Concatenated mirror configuration


Striped mirror
In a striped mirror configuration, the data occupies multiple devices, with multiple stripes 
of data being written to each extent.


In Figure 14, VOL1 is a striped logical volume whose logical extent data is interleaved 
across multiple physical extents on PDEV1, PDEV2, PDEV3, and PDEV4. 


Figure 14  Striped mirror configuration
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RAID 5 mirror
In a RAID 5 mirror configuration (for VxVM, Windows DiskADM, and LDM), the data 
occupies multiple devices, with multiple stripes of data and one stripe of parity data being 
written in sets across all devices. The stripe containing the parity data is shifted across 
each device in the group. By spreading out the parity evenly across all devices, I/O 
performance is improved. In the case of a disk failure, a stripe’s data can be reconstructed 
using the parity algorithm against the data in the available stripes.


In Figure 15, VOL1 is a logical volume with three logical extents. RAID 5 contains four 
columns, so the data from a logical extent is written in stripes across all four columns, 
with one stripe containing parity information. In the figure, the stripes are spread out over 
four physical devices: PDEV1, PDEV2, PDEV3, and PDEV4.


For Windows, DiskADM (WINDISK.EXE), the parity shifts across all four columns, starting 
from the left-most column.


For Veritas® VxVM and Windows LDM, the parity stripe shifts across all four columns, 
starting at the right-most column. As it shifts, the order in which the data stripes are 
written to the other columns also changes. The data stripes are written starting from the 
right of the parity column to the last column, and then resumes at the first column.


Figure 15  RAID 5 Veritas and Windows LDM configuration
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Logical volume configurations


The logical volume configuration is determined by analyzing the configurations of its 
mirrors. Use the symlv show command to view the configuration of a logical volume. 
Table 32 lists the types of logical volume configuration.


The mirror configuration type and the number of mirrors defines the logical volume 
configuration type as shown in Table 33. 


Table 32  Logical volume configuration types


Type Description


Concatenated There is only one copy of a logical volume’s data stored on disk, and 
that data occupies multiple physical extents on two or more physical 
devices.


Concatenated mirror There are multiple copies of a logical volume’s data stored on disk. 
The data within each copy occupies multiple physical extents on two 
or more physical devices.


Mixed mirror This type applies to Veritas VxVM only. There are multiple copies of a 
logical volume’s data stored in separate mirrors. The mirrors store 
their data in different configurations: simple, concatenated, or 
striped.


Simple mirror There are multiple copies of a logical volume’s data stored in 
separate mirrors. Each mirror’s data occupies a series of extents on 
one physical device.


Striped mirror This type applies to VxVM, LSM, and ptx/SVM only. There are 
multiple copies of a logical volume’s data stored in separate mirrors. 
Each mirror’s set of data occupies a set of stripes written to multiple 
physical devices.


RAID5 This type applies to Veritas VxVM, DiskADM, and LDM volumes only. 
There is only one copy of a logical volume’s data stored on disk, 
written in stripes across multiple physical devices. Included in each 
set of stripes is a stripe containing parity data that enables any one 
stripe’s data to be regenerated if that data is corrupted.


Simple There is only one copy of a logical volume’s data stored on disk, and 
all of its data occupies one physical device in a series of extents.


Striped There is only one copy of a logical volume’s data stored on disk, with 
that data occupying stripes across multiple physical devices.


Table 33  Logical volume mirror configurations


Logical volume 
configuration type Mirror configuration Number of mirrors


Simple mirror Simple 2 or more


Concatenated mirror Concatenated 2 or more


Striped mirror Striped 2 or more


Mixed mirror Varied 2 or more


Simple Simple 1
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Mirror conditions


Table 34 describes the types of mirror conditions. 


Concatenated Concatenated 1


Striped Striped 1


RAID5 RAID5 1 with parity data


Table 33  Logical volume mirror configurations (continued)


Logical volume 
configuration type Mirror configuration Number of mirrors


Table 34  Mirror condition descriptions


Condition type Description


Stale The mirror contains some physical extents that are not 
consistent with corresponding extents in another mirror.


Sync All mirrors of the logical volume are synchronized.


Empty There is no data on the mirror.


IOFail There is an I/O failure on one of the devices.


No Device One or more mirror devices are missing.


Offline The mirror is offline.


Initializing The mirror is initializing.
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Viewing volume groups
Use the symvg command to view volume groups and group detail on the host system.


Listing the volume groups


Use the following command to list all the volume group names on the host system:


 symvg list


The command returns a list of volume group names, as the following example shows: 


VOLUME GROUPS (HP-UX LVM):


                                          PE    Max     Max     Num     Num
  Name            State    Attribute      Size  Devices Volumes Devices Volumes


  /dev/vg00       Enabled  N/A              4m       16     255       1       9
  /dev/BigVG      Enabled  N/A              4m       16     255       1       1
  /dev/nmktestvg  Enabled  N/A              4m       16     255       2       0
  /dev/testvg     Enabled  N/A              4m       16     255       2       0


On Windows Disk Administrator, the task of establishing a volume group does not exist. 
For this volume type, a volume group name of rootnt is returned. This corresponds to 
other LVM manager default groups of rootvg or rootdg. For the Linux GFS pool volume 
manager, all the pools on the system are grouped under gfspool.


Volume group details


Use the following command to list the logical volume information for a specified volume 
group:


 symvg show VgName


Run symcfg sync before running symvg show to make sure that the device status reports 
correctly.


This command displays the following information about the group:


◆ Volume group name


◆ Logical volume manager type


◆ Volume group state


◆ Volume group attributes, such as whether it is a member of a cluster and if it is 
writeable


◆ Physical extent size


◆ Maximum number of logical and physical devices allowed


◆ Actual number of logical and physical devices in the group


◆ Number and names of the physical devices
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In addition, the command displays the following information about each device in the 
group:


◆ Physical device name


◆ VMAX array ID 


◆ VMAX device name


◆ Device attributes


◆ Device status 


◆ Device capacity in megabytes


Note: Solutions Enabler SRM supports Veritas clusters on Linux platforms. The mapping 
information for Veritas clustered volumes and filesystems, or file indentifies that the 
volume /filesystem/file is clustered. This information appears in the Volume Group 
Attributes field of the object. 


Volume group types
Table 35 lists the supported operating systems and their logical volume managers 
(volume group type).


Table 35  Volume group types


Operating system Volume group type VgType


HP-UX HP-UX LVM 
HP-UX VxVM


HP_LVM
HP_VXVM


IBM AIX AIX VxVM
AIX LVM


AIX_VXVM
AIX_LVM


Oracle Solaris Solaris VxVM
Solstice Disk Suitea


Oracle ASM Volume Managerb


SUN_VXVM
SUN_SOLSTICE
ORACLE_ASM


Windows LDM
VxVM


NT_LDM
WIN_LDM
WIN_VXVM


Linux VxVM
LINUX LVM
GFS Pool
Oracle ASM Volume Managerb


LINUX_VXVM
LINUX_LVM
LINUX_POOL
ORACLE_ASM


AS/400 LVM AS400_LVM


a. On the Solaris platform with SUN_SOLSTICE volume manager, a volume group named 
solstice cannot be created.


b. Add the $SYMAPI_ASM_HOME/bin to your user path to point to the path that contains the 
Oracle ASM Volume Manager binaries. Also, set SYMCLI_ASM_CONNECT to your username 
and password for database, SYMAPI_ASM_HOME to the location of the Oracle ASM binaries, 
and SYMAPI_ASM_SID to the ASM instance name.
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Volume group states
The volume group state describes the state of the volume groups. Possible values are:


◆ Enabled — Access to the volume group and its logical volume members is allowed.


◆ Disabled — Access to the volume group is not allowed. 


Example
The following lists details about the volume group /dev/BigVG:


symvg show /dev/BigVG


Volume Group Name : /dev/BigVG
Volume Group Type : Linux LVM


    Volume Group State             : Enabled


    Volume Group Attributes        : Clustered | Read only


    Group's Physical Extent Size   : 4096k


    Max Number of Devices in Group :  16
    Max Number of Volumes in Group : 255


    Number of Devices in Group     :   1
    Number of Volumes in Group     :   1


    Physical Device Members (1):
        {


        -------------------------------------------------------
                                         Sym               Cap
        PdevName                  SymID  Dev  Att. Sts     (MB)
        -------------------------------------------------------
        /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5          03003  0123 (M)  RW     21577


}
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Volume group control operations
The symvg command provides the following control operations for volume groups:


create — Create a new volume group.


destroy — Delete a volume group.


recover — Recover a failed volume group.


adddev — Add devices to a volume group.


rmdev — Remove devices from a volume group.


In addition, a logical volume group’s metadata can be deported from a system to storage, 
and imported later to another host, such as a backup server.


Creating a volume group


Use the following command to create a volume group:


symvg create VgName [-p PartitionSize] PdevName...


Adding and removing devices


Use the following command to extend a volume group by adding devices:


symvg adddev VgName PdevName...


To add more multiple devices separate their names with a space.


Use the following command to remove devices from a volume group:


symvg rmdev VgName PdevName...


To specify multiple devices separate their names with a space.


Destroying a volume group


Use the following command to delete a volume group:


symvg destroy VgName 


Recovering a volume group


Use the following command to recover a failed volume group:


symvg recover VgName 
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Importing and deporting operations


The deport operation deports a volume group from one host system so that it can be 
imported on another host system of the same type. After a volume group is deported, that 
group is not available on the system from which it was deported.


For example, to copy a volume group that spans several disks to another system:


1. Deport the volume group.


2. Split the disks contained in the volume group as BCVs.


3. Import the volume group encapsulating the BCVs into the other host system. The 
import operation makes the volume group available to this new host system.


In addition to the import and deport operations, you can rescan volume groups. The 
rescan operation is currently supported only for the LDM volume groups and Veritas 
VxVM volume groups on Windows, Linux LVM volume groups, and HP LVM volume groups 
on HP-UX.


Control options


You can use the following options with the import and deport operations for volume 
groups.


Refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference for a list of supported LVMs 
for the import and deport operations.


Table 36  Volume group control options


Option Action Description


-overwrite deport Overwrite an existing mapfile (used with the -mapfile option).


-cluster import Imports Windows VxVM volume group as a cluster.


-clear import Import a volume group and clear the host ID on the volume group. 
This option is for Veritas volume managers only.
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Translating volume groups to VMAX groups
The devices of an existing logical volume group can be translated and defined as a VMAX 
device group or composite group.


Standard devices (non-BCV) and their device/composite group must have matching types. 
BCV devices and their device/composite group can have different types. For example, an 
RDF1 composite group can contain R1 standard devices and/or have associated R1 or R2 
BCV devices.


The following command creates a new device or composite group from a volume group:


symvg -h -v -type VgType -force -sid SymmID
-rdfg GrpNum -R1 | -R2 -bcv | -nobcv | -vdev


vg2dg VgName DgName
-dgtype REGULAR | RDF1 | RDF2 | ANY


vg2cg VgName CgName
-cgtype REGULAR | RDF1 | RDF2 | ANY
-apidb | -rdf_consistency


A group type ANY allows both non-RDF and RDF STD (R1, R11, R2, R22, and R21) devices in 
a single composite group or device group. 


Options


You can use additional options to filter the devices added to the group. The -sid and 
-RDFG options can limit the devices to a specific VMAX array ID or SRDF RA group. 


Note: Composite groups often contain devices from multiple VMAX systems and (for SRDF) 
multiple RA groups.


Use the -force option to do a partial add (that is, add whichever devices can be added). 
For example, consider a volume group with two R1 devices. If one device is already in an 
existing group and an attempt is made to add this device to a new group, the command 
fails because a device cannot be in more than one device or composite groups 
simultaneously.


Examples


Volume groups to device groups
The following are examples of how to use the symvg vg2dg command:


◆ To create an RDF1 device group named newdg with only the standard devices from the 
volume group named thisvg, type:


symvg vg2dg thisvg newdg -nobcv -dgtype RDF1 


◆ To create a REGULAR device group named newdg with only the R1-BCV devices from 
the volume group named thisvg, type:


symvg vg2dg thisvg -R1 -bcv newdg -dgtype REGULAR
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◆ To create an ANY device group name newdg from the volume group named thisvg, 
type:


symvg vg2dg thisvg  newdg -dgtype ANY


Volume groups to composite groups
The following are examples of how to use the symvg vg2cg command:


◆ To create an RDF1 composite group named newdg with the R1 and R1-BCV devices 
from the volume group named thisvg, type:


symvg vg2cg thisvg newcg -cgtype RDF1 -R1 -bcv


◆ To create an RDF1 composite group named newcg with only the R1 standard devices 
from the volume group named thisvg, type:


symvg vg2cg thisvg newcg -R1 -nobcv -cgtype RDF1


◆ To create an ANY composite group name newdg from the volume group named 
thisvg, type:


symvg vg2cg thisvg  newcg -cgtype ANY
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Viewing logical volumes
Logical volumes are created by the logical volume manager as members of a volume 
group. A logical volume is seen by applications as another physical device. The data 
within a logical volume is stored on disk within one or more mirrors.


Listing logical volumes


Use the following command to list all the logical volumes within a volume group:


 symlv -g VgName list


The command displays the volume group name and the logical volume manager type, 
along with the name and attributes of each volume in the group.


For example, the following lists the logical volumes for volume group /dev/BigVG:


symlv -g /dev/BigVG list


Volume Group Name: /dev/BigVG
Volume Group Type: HP-UX LVM


Num      Num Log
         Name        Configuration   State     Cond Mirrors  Extents
-------------------- -------------  -------  --------  -------  -------


BigLV                Simple         Enabled  Sync 1  2500


Note: The above CLI command example is not available on Linux LVM platforms using the 
absolute path for volume groups (/dev/VgName) if there are no logical volumes present in 
the volume group.


Logical volume details


Use the following command to list detailed information (including extent data) about a 
logical volume within a volume group: 


 symlv -g VgName show LvolName


For example, the following displays detailed information about logical volume BigLV in 
volume group /dev/BigVG: 


symlv -g /dev/BigVG show BigLV 


  Logical Volume Name            : BigLV
  Logical Volume Pathname        : /dev/BigVG/rBigLV
  Volume State                   : Enabled
  Volume Configuration           : Simple
  Volume Condition               : Sync
  Volume Attributes              : N/A


  Logical Volume Size            : 10000m


  Number of Logical Extents      : 2500


  Number of Logical Volume Mirrors (1):
     {
  1) Mirror Configuration        : Simple
     Mirror State                : Enabled
     Mirror Flags                : Concat META
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     Mirror Condition            : Sync


     Number of device Partitions : 1
     Number of Physical devices  : 1
     Number of Storage devices   : 3


     Mirror Physical Extents (2502):
       {
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------


       Condition     Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                 Offset
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------


Sync            4m  03003 0123       1m /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5              1m(M)
Sync            4m  03003 0123       5m /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5              5m(M)
Sync            4m  03003 0123       9m /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5              9m(M)
Sync            4m  03003 0123      13m /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5             13m(M)
Sync            4m  03003 0123      17m /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5             17m(M)


...(etc. many more)
}
     Mirror Physical Devices (3):
       {
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------


       Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
       03003 0123  /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5        /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5                 (M)
       03003 0124  /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5        /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5                 (m)
       03003 0125  /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5        /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5                 (m)
...
}
Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.


This output shows that the logical volume BigLV is created from an underlying VMAX 
concatenated metadevice.
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Condition, state, and attributes of a logical volume


The listings that the symlv command produces include information on the condition, 
state, and (in the case of a detailed listing) attributes of each logical volume. The following 
sections define the conditions and states that a logical volume can be in and list the 
attributes that a logical volume can have.


Logical volume conditions
A logical volume is in one of the nine states listed in Table 37 .


Logical volume states
The states that a logical volume can be in are:


◆ Enabled — The logical volume is available for use.


◆ Disabled — The logical volume is not available for use.


◆ Detached — The logical volume is not accessible for I/O operation, but can be enabled 
again (VxVM only).


Logical volume attributes
The attributes of a logical volume are:


◆ Multipath — The logical volume has data stored on a Symmetrix device, which has 
multiple paths from the host.


◆ DRL enabled — This condition is for VERITAS VxVM only. The logical volume has 
enabled logging of volume updates to the dirty region log (DRL) to improve recovery of 
data among mirrors after any system failures.


◆ Read only — The logical volume has been limited to read-only access.


Table 37  Logical volume conditions


Logical volume 
condition Description


Degraded RAID5 This condition is for VxVM, DiskADM, and LDM only. One of the devices 
in the RAID 5 set is unavailable. Inaccessible data is being generated 
using the parity check formula.


Degraded  In a simple or striped logical volume, there is at least one good copy of 
data available.


Initializing The logical volume is initializing.


NeedSync A mirror is stale.


NoDev A physical device is unavailable.


Stale The logical volume has a mirror where some physical extents are not 
consistent with corresponding extents in another mirror.


Sync All physical extents in all mirrors of the logical volume are 
synchronized.


SyncInProg  A member of the volume is being regenerated.


Unusable RAID5 This condition is for VxVM, DiskADM, LDM only. The RAID 5 volume is 
not usable. This implies that access to two subdisks has failed.
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Control operations for logical volumes
The symlv command provides the following control operations for logical volumes:


create — Create a logical volume of the specified type.


delete — Delete a logical volume.


add — Add mirror images to a logical volume.


remove — Remove mirrors of a logical volume.


extend — Increase the size of a logical volume.


reduce — Decrease the size of a logical volume.


In addition, performance statistics for logical volumes is available as shown in Chapter 6, 
“Statistics,”.


Creating a logical volume


Use the following command to create a logical volume:


symlv -g VgName create LVolName -size Size 


Options
You can use the following options with the control commands for logical volumes 


Note: When creating a logical volume with Solaris Volume Manager, at least one device 
must be specified using the -pd option.


Example
The following creates a simple volume called testlv of size 500 MB in the volume group 
named testvg:


symlv -g testvg create testlv -size 500m


Table 38  Options for logical volume control operations


Option Description


-nmirror The number of mirrors in the logical volume.


-mir The name of the mirror to remove.


-striped | RAID5 The type of logical volume; striped or RAID 5.


-ncols The number of stripe columns.


-strsize The size of each stripe column in 512 byte blocks.


-pd A list of the device names used for the operation.


-type The volume group type (see Table 35 on page 103). The 
default VgType is assumed if no VgType is specified. 
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Deleting a logical volume


Use the following command to delete a logical volume:


symlv -g VgName -type VgType delete LVolName 


For example, the following deletes a volume called testlv from the volume group named 
testvg:


symlv -g testvg -type HP_VXVM delete testlv 


Adding and removing mirrors 


Use the following command to add a mirror image to a logical volume:


symlv -g VgName add LVolName -nmirror Mirrors


You can use the -striped | RAID5, -ncols, -strsize, and -pd options with this 
command (see Table 38).


Use the following command to remove a mirror from a logical volume:


symlv -g VgName remove LVolName -nmirror Mirrors


You can also use the option -mir to the name the mirror to remove.


Extending and reducing logical volumes


Use the following command to extend (grow) a logical volume:


symlv -g VgName extend LVolName -size Size


You can also use the -pd option to list the physical device name(s).


Use the following command to reduce the size of a logical volume:


symlv -g VgName reduce LVolName -size Size


You can also use the -pd option to list the physical device name(s).
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Viewing extents
Use the following command to list the physical extents of each mirror in a logical volume: 


 symlv -g VgName show LvolName [-expand]


If the VMAX device containing the physical extent is a metadevice, and the extent spans 
multiple metadevice members, the extent is broken into multiple extent definitions. Each 
definition describes the portion of the extent that resides on a unique Symmetrix 
metadevice member.


If the physical extent is part of a logical volume that does not reside on a VMAX or VMAX 3 
device, the Array and Dev fields columns contain "N/A".


The output for the extents indicates the attributes of the device on which the extent 
resides. The meaning of the attributes are: 


◆ (C) CLARiiON device


◆ (S) VMAX device


◆ (M) VMAX device metahead


◆ (m) VMAX device metamember


For example:


symlv -g /dev/BigVG show BigLV -expand


  Logical Volume Name            : BigLV
  Logical Volume Pathname        : /dev/BigVG/rBigLV
  Volume State                   : Enabled
  Volume Configuration           : Simple
  Volume Condition               : Sync
  Volume Attributes              : N/A


  Logical Volume Size            : 10000m


  Number of Logical Extents      : 2500


  Number of Logical Volume Mirrors (1):
     {
  1) Mirror Configuration        : Simple
     Mirror State                : Enabled
     Mirror Flags                : Concat META
     Mirror Condition            : Sync


     Number of device Partitions : 1
     Number of Physical devices  : 1
     Number of Storage devices   : 3


     Mirror Physical Extents (2502):
       {
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
       Condition     Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                 Offset
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------


Sync            4m  03003 0123       1m /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5              1m(M)
Sync            4m  03003 0123       5m /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5              5m(M)
Sync            4m  03003 0123       9m /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5              9m(M)
Sync            4m  03003 0123      13m /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5             13m(M)


  (...
}
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Extent conditions


Table 39 describes the possible conditions of a logical volume extent.


Expanded list


You can use the -expand option to obtain a detailed display of extent information.


With the default option (-collapse), any physical extents that are stored contiguously on 
disk (which represents contiguous logical extents in the volume) collapse together to form 
one extent. The size in the extent is adjusted to reflect the total size of the included 
extents. The offset is offset of the first extent in the collapsed set, resulting in a reduction 
in the mirror description of the number of physical extents.


Note: In a striped mirror, all extents that are physically contiguous on one physical device 
partition are collapsed into one extent. The extent list is not logically contiguous.


When using the -expand option for a mirror that is striped, the extent list includes a 
extent description of each stripe in the mirror. The extent size is the stripe size. The count 
of the physical extents is the size of the logical volume divided by the size of the stripe.


Table 39  Logical volume extent condition


Extent condition Description


Stale The logical volume contains a mirror with some physical extents that are 
not consistent with corresponding extents in another mirror.


Sync All physical extents in all mirrors of the logical volume are synchronized.


Degraded RAID 5 For VxVM, DiskADM, and LDM only. One of the devices in the RAID 5 set is 
unavailable. Inaccessible data is being generated using the parity check 
formula.


Degraded Volume A mirror is off line.


Empty There is no data on the volume.


Unusable RAID 5 For VxVM, DiskADM, and LDM only. The RAID 5 volume is not usable. This 
condition implies that access to two subdisks has failed.


Syncing A member of the volume is being regenerated.


NeedSync A mirror is stale.


NoDev A physical device is unavailable.


Degraded In a simple or striped logical volume, there is at least one good copy of 
data available.


Initializing The logical volume is initializing.
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No extents in list


You can use the -no_extents option to show the attributes of a logical volume mirror 
without details of the logical volume’s extents. 


symlv -g VgName show LvolName -no_extents


For example:


symlv -g /dev/BigVG show BigLV -no_extents


  Logical Volume Name            : BigLV
  Logical Volume Pathname        : /dev/BigVG/rBigLV
  Volume State                   : Enabled
  Volume Configuration           : Simple
  Volume Condition               : Sync
  Volume Attributes              : N/A


  Logical Volume Size            : 10000m


  Number of Logical Extents      : 2500


  Number of Logical Volume Mirrors (1):
     {
  1) Mirror Configuration        : Simple
     Mirror State                : Enabled
     Mirror Flags                : Concat META
     Mirror Condition            : Sync


     Number of device Partitions : 1
     Number of Physical devices  : 1
     Number of Storage devices   : 3


     Mirror Physical Extents (0):


     Mirror Physical Devices (3):
       {
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------


       Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
       03003 0123  /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5        /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5                 (M)
       03003 0124  /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5        /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5                 (m)
       03003 0125  /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5        /dev/rdsk/c2t1d5                 (m)
...
}
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Overview
The Solutions Enabler SYMCLI commands includes commands that provide statistical and 
performance information for various host-based objects. For example, you can obtain data 
relating to the host’s CPU, memory, disks, logical volume manager, and databases. For 
detailed descriptions of those commands refer to the EMXC Solutions Enabler CLI 
Command Reference.


Table 40 lists the commands that provide statistical and performance data.


Statistical and performance data are available for the following host operating systems:


◆ AIX


◆ HP-UX


◆ Linux


◆ Oracle Solaris


◆ Windows


Monitoring data over time
Each of the statistics commands provides two options that enable you to monitor a host 
resource over a period of time.


Note: if you supply the -i option without the -c option the command displays statistics 
indefinitely.


Table 40  SRM statistics commands


Command Argument Actions


symhost stats Displays performance statistics.


symlv stats Displays performance statistics about logical volumes.


symrdb stats Displays performance statistics about the specified 
database.


Table 41  Command line options for monitoring a resource over time


Option Description


-c Determines the number of times to run the command to display 
statistics. 


-i Determines the interval between each time the command runs, in 
seconds.
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symhost stats
Use the symhost stats command to display any of the following metrics from the host:


◆ CPU


◆ Memory


◆ Disk


◆ CPU, disk, and memory (All)


You can use the -type option to specify the metric you require. Table 42 shows the data 
returned for each of these metrics.


CPU example


The following displays statistics about all host processors every 30 seconds for one hour:


symhost stats -i 30 -c 120 -type CPU 


13:32:33      CPU    %User     %Sys     %WIO    %Idle    Int/s  Calls/s  CtxSw/s
13:32:33        0      0.0      0.0    100.0      0.0    401.7      1.6      9.3
13:32:33        2      0.0      0.1      0.0     99.8    101.4      9.2     84.7
13:33:03        0      0.0      0.0    100.0      0.0    401.0      8.0     35.9
13:33:03        2      0.0      0.2      0.0     99.7    101.7     17.1     70.3


Table 42  Data returned by the syhost stats command


Value of the 
-type option Data returned


CPU CPU number/identifier
Percentage busy in user mode
Percentage busy in system mode
Percentage idle time waiting for I/O to complete
Number of interrupts per second
Number of system calls per second
Number of process context switches per second


MEMORY Number of page in requests per second
Number of pages paged in per second
Number of page out requests per second
Number of pages paged out per second
Number of swap in requests per second
Number of pages swapped in per second
Number of swap out requests per second
Number of pages swapped out per second


DISK Disk name
Number of read and write requests per second
Number of read requests per second
Number of write requests per second
Number of kilobytes read and written per second
Number of kilobytes read per second
Number of kilobytes written per second
Percentage of time the disk has been busy
Percentage of time the wait queue has not been empty


ALL This produces all of the items for CPU, memory, and disk.
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Memory example


The following display statistics about memory usage on the host every 30 seconds for one 
hour:


symhost stats -i 30 -c 120 -type MEMORY


13:22:18      Pi/s    Ppi/s     Po/s    Ppo/s     Si/s    Psi/s     So/s    Psos
13:22:18    716.6   1340.0 3.4      5.3 0.0      0.0      0.0      0.0
13:22:48    716.6   1340.0 3.4      5.3      0.0      0.0      0.0      0.0


Disk example


The following displays information about disks on the host every 30 seconds for one hour:


symhost stats -i 30 -c 120 -type DISK


14:09:01 DISK RW/s R/s W/s KbRW/s KbR/s KbW/s %Busy %Wait
14:09:01 c0t6d0 0.0  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14:09:01 c0t0d0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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symlv stats
Use the symlv stats command to display the following statistics about logical volumes:


◆ Volume group name


◆ Logical volume name


◆ Number of read and write requests per second


◆ Number of read requests per second


◆ Number of write requests per second


◆ Number of kilobytes read and written per second


◆ Number of kilobytes read per second


◆ Number of kilobytes written per second


◆ Percentage of time the disk has been busy


◆ Percentage of time the wait queue was not empty


You can use the -type option to specify the type of volume group that you want information 
about. Statistics are available for the following types of volume groups:


For example, the following displays the statistics about all logical volumes of VxVM on 
Oracle Solaris every 30 seconds for one hour:


symlv stats -i 30 -c 120 -type SUN_VXVM


Table 43  Volume group types


Operating system Volume group type Value of -type


HP-UX HP-UX LVM 
HP-UX VxVM


HP_LVM
HP_VXVM


IBM AIX AIX VxVM AIX_VXVM


Oracle Solaris Solaris VxVM
Solstice Disk Suitea


SUN_VXVM
SUN_SOLSTICE


Windows LDM
VxVM


WIN_LDM
WIN_VXVM


Linux VxVM
GFS Pool
Linux LVM


LINUX_VXVM
LINUX_POOL
LINUX_LVM


a. On the Solaris platform with SUN_SOLSTICE volume manager, a volume group named 
solstice cannot be created.
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symrdb stats
Use the symrdb stats command to display statistical data about any of the following types 
of database:


◆ Oracle


◆ SQL Server


◆ Sybase


◆ IBM DB2


You can use the -type option to specify the type of database and the -target option to 
specify the set of data you require. The following sections list the values you can use for 
the -target option for each type of database.


Oracle


Table 44 lists the values that the -target option can have for an Oracle database and the 
statistics that each value generates:


Table 44  Metric options for Oracle database types


Value of -target Returns statistics about


INSTANCE • Instance name
• Background checkpoint started                    
• Background checkpoint completed
• Database connection count
• Total memory usage
• Database block buffers
• Consistent gets            
• Consistent changes 
• Database session 
• Database file 
• All of the above 


SESSION • Session ID
• Total memory usage 


FILE • Filename
• Datafile physical read
• Datafile physical write
• Datafile block read 
• Datafile block write 
• Physical read time 
• Physical write time 


ALL All of the Oracle metric options
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SQL Server


Table 45 lists the values that the -target option can have for a SQL Server database and 
the statistics that each value generates.


Table 45  Metric options for SQL Server databases


Value of -target Returns statistics about


INSTANCE • Number of physical database page reads issued                
• Number of physical database page writes issued               
• Number of pages flushed by checkpoint or other 


operations that require all dirty pages to be flushed
• Number of latch requests that could not be granted 


immediately and had to wait before being granted 
• Average latch wait time for latch requests that had to 


wait, in milliseconds 
• Total amount of dynamic memory the server is using for 


the dynamic SQL cache in KB 
• Read/write throughput for a backup device, in KB


DATABASE • Name of the database       
• Reads performed through the log manager cache      
• Read/write throughput for backup/restore of a database                 
• Total number of log bytes flushed                   
• Number of commits waiting on log flush 
• Total wait time for log flush, in milliseconds 


OBJECT • Object name
• Number of lock requests that could not be satisfied 


immediately and required the caller to wait before being 
granted the lock


• Total wait time for locks in the last second in 
milliseconds            


• The average amount of wait time for each lock request 
that resulted in a wait in milliseconds


• Number of lock requests that resulted in a deadlock 


FILE • Filename                  
• Number of reads issued on the file
• Number of writes issued on the file                       
• KB of read issued on the file
• KB of write issued on the file
• Total amount of time that users waited for the I/Os to 


complete on the file in milliseconds 


ALL All of the SQL Server metric options
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Sybase


Table 46 lists the values that the -target option can have for a Sybase database and the 
statistics that each value generates.


Table 46  Metric options for Sybase databases


Value of -target Returns statistics about:


SERVER • Name of the Adaptive Server that is being 
monitored 


• Memory allocated for the page cache (in bytes) 
• Memory allocated for Adaptive Server 
• CPU busy time 
• Number of locks 


OBJECT • Name of the database 
• Name of the database object
• Number of data page reads, whether satisfied from 


cache or from a database device            
• Number of data page reads that could not be 


satisfied from the data cache
• Number of data pages written to a database device
• Number of combined logical page reads and page 


writes
• Number of locks that were granted after waiting for 


another lock to be released
• Number of locks that were granted immediately 


DEVICE • Device name
• Number of reads made from a database device          
• Number of writes made to a database device         
• Number of times access to a device was granted         
• Number of times that access to a device had to wait 


ALL All of the Sybase metric options
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IBM DB2


Table 47 lists the values that the -target option can have for a IBM DB2 database and the 
statistics that each value generates.


Example


The following displays statistics about a session of an Oracle database every 30 seconds 
for one hour:


symrdb stats -type ORACLE -i 30 -c 120 -target SESSION


Table 47  Metric options for IBM DB2 databases


Value of -target Returns statistics about


DATABASE • Database name
• Buffer pool logical data page reads                 
• Buffer pool physical data page reads                  
• Buffer pool logical index page reads                 
• Buffer pool physical index page reads                 
• Buffer pool data page writes
• Buffer pool async data page reads                 
• Buffer pool number async read requests                   
• Buffer pool asynch data page writes                
• Buffer pool async index page reads                 
• Buffer pool async index page writes                
• Buffer pool async read time 
• Buffer pool async write time
• Log page read           
• Log page write 


TABLE • Database name
• Table name
• Table type
• Number of changes to the table                       
• Number of reads from the table                      
• Number of accesses to overflow record 


TABLESPACE • Database name
• Tablespace name
• Buffer pool logical data page reads                 
• Buffer pool physical data page reads 
• Buffer pool data page writes
• Buffer pool logical index page reads                 
• Buffer pool physical index page reads 
• Buffer pool index page writes                     
• Buffer pool sync data page reads                      
• Number of async read requests 
• Buffer pool async data page writes                     
• Buffer pool async index page reads                
• Buffer pool async index page writes                
• Buffer pool async read time 
• Buffer pool async write time


ALL All of the IBM DB2 metric options
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Operational Examples


Part 2 contains the following:


Chapter 7, “SRM Examples”


Contains examples of using the Solutions Enabler CLI commands to perform Storage 
Resource Management operations.
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Example 1: Displaying relational database objects
This example examines database objects for three different types of databases (Oracle, 
IBM DB2, and IBM Informix) and Microsoft Exchange


Examining Oracle database objects


This example uses an Oracle Solaris host running Oracle version 10.1 and connected to a 
local VMAX array. 


Environment variables
The following environment variables enable Solutions Enabler to access the database:


symrdb list example
The symrdb list command lists the current Oracle database (64817) and allows testing of 
basic database connectivity.


symrdb list -type oracle
DATABASE NAMES (ORACLE 10.1.0.1.0):


  Database Name
  -------------


  64817     


symrdb show example
The symrdb show command lists the basic attributes of a database.


symrdb show -type ORACLE
DB Name State Status Size (mb)  Free (mb)
-------- ------ --------   ---------- ----------


  64817 ONLINE N/A 1315       75


Table 48  Environment variables to access a Oracle database


Environment Variable Description Example Value


SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT This variable defines the username and 
password of the system administrator. The 
variable is used to connect to the database.


system/manager


ORACLE_HOME This variable defines the location of the 
Oracle binaries.


/opt/oracle/app/oracle


ORACLE_SID The name of the Oracle database. 64817
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symrdb list file example
The symrdb list file command identifies all the files of the current Oracle database.


symrdb list file -type oracle
DATABASE FILE NAMES (ORACLE 10.1.0.1.0):


  DB File Name                             Type       Status    
  --------------                           ------     --------  


  /usr/oracle/oradata/64817/control01.ctl  Control    Online    
  /usr/oracle/oradata/64817/rbs01.dbf      Data       Online    
  /usr/oracle/oradata/64817/system01.dbf   Data       Online    
  /usr/oracle/oradata/64817/temp01.dbf     Data       Online    
  /usr/oracle/oradata/64817/redo01.log     Log        Online    
  /usr/oracle/oradata/64817/redo02.log     Log        Online    
  /usr/oracle/oradata/64817/redo03.log     Log        Online    
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symrdb list table example
The symrdb list table command displays all tables in the tablespace named SYSTEM. The 
ellipsis (…) indicates where output was omitted for brevity.


symrdb list table -type oracle -tbs SYSTEM
TABLE SPACE NAME     : SYSTEM
DATABASE TABLE NAMES (ORACLE 10.1.0.1.0): 


  Table Name                     Owner                          Type           
  -------------                  ------                         --------       


  OL$                            OUTLN                          Simple Table   
  OL$HINTS                       OUTLN                          Simple Table   
  ACCESS$                        SYS                            Simple Table   
  AQ$_MESSAGE_TYPES              SYS                            Simple Table   
  AQ$_PENDING_MESSAGES           SYS                            Simple Table   
  AQ$_PROPAGATION_STATUS         SYS                            Simple Table   
  AQ$_QUEUE_STATISTICS           SYS                            Simple Table   
  AQ$_QUEUE_TABLE_AFFINITIES     SYS                            Simple Table   
  AQ$_SCHEDULES                  SYS                            Simple Table   
  ARGUMENT$                      SYS                            Simple Table   
  ASSOCIATION$                   SYS                            Simple Table   
  ATTRCOL$                       SYS                            Cluster        
  ATTRIBUTE$                     SYS                            Cluster        
  AUD$                           SYS                            Simple Table   
  AUDIT$                         SYS                            Simple Table   
  AUDIT_ACTIONS                  SYS                            Simple Table   
  BOOTSTRAP$                     SYS                            Simple Table   
  CCOL$                          SYS                            Cluster        
  CDEF$                          SYS                            Cluster        
  CLU$                           SYS                            Cluster        
  COL$                           SYS                            Cluster        
  COLLECTION$                    SYS                            Cluster        
  COLTYPE$                       SYS                            Cluster        
  COM$                           SYS                            Simple Table   
  CON$                           SYS                            Simple Table   
  CONTEXT$                       SYS                            Simple Table   
  DBMS_ALERT_INFO                SYS                            Simple Table   
  DBMS_LOCK_ALLOCATED            SYS                            Simple Table   
  ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
  AQ$_QUEUES                     SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  AQ$_QUEUE_TABLES               SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  AQ$_SCHEDULES                  SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  DEF$_AQCALL                    SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  DEF$_AQERROR                   SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  DEF$_CALLDEST                  SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  DEF$_DEFAULTDEST               SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  DEF$_DESTINATION               SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  DEF$_ERROR                     SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  DEF$_LOB                       SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  DEF$_ORIGIN                    SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  DEF$_PROPAGATOR                SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  DEF$_PUSHED_TRANSACTIONS       SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  DEF$_TEMP$LOB                  SYSTEM                         Simple Table   
  SQLPLUS_PRODUCT_PROFILE        SYSTEM                         Simple Table 
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symrdb list tbs example
Use the symrdb list tbs command to display tablespaces, their allocated size, and their 
free space. Megabytes (mb) is the default.


symrdb -type oracle list tbs
TABLE SPACE NAMES (ORACLE 10.1.0.1.0):


  Table Space  Name              Type       Status     Size (mb)  Free (mb)
  -------------------            ------     --------   --------------------
  LOTSAFILES1                    Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES10                   Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES11                   Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES12                   Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES13                   Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES14                   Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES15                   Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES16                   Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES17                   Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES18                   Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES19                   Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES2                    Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES20                   Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES21                   Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES22                   Permanent  Online             0          0
  LOTSAFILES3                    Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES4                    Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES5                    Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES6                    Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES7                    Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES8                    Permanent  Online             3          1
  LOTSAFILES9                    Permanent  Online             3          1
  SYSTEM                         Permanent  Online            75         23
  USERS                          Permanent  Online             1          0
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Examining IBM DB2 database objects


This example uses a Solaris host running IBM DB2 version 10.1 and connected to a local 
VMAX array. 


Environment variables
The following environment variables enable Solutions Enabler to access the database:


symrdb list example
The symrdb list command lists the current databases (QU1 and SAMPLE) within the IBM 
DB2 database instance defined above (db2v10in1).


symrdb list -type ibmdb2
DATABASE NAMES (IBMDB2 10.1.0):


  Database Name
  -------------


  QU1                             
  SAMPLE 


symrdb list tbs example
The symrdb list tbs command displays tablespaces in the database named SAMPLE. Note 
that the database (-db) name is case sensitive.


symrdb list tbs -type ibmdb2 -db SAMPLE
DATABASE          : SAMPLE
TABLE SPACE NAMES (IBMDB2 10.1.0):


  Table Space  Name              Type       Status    
  -------------------            ------     --------  


  SYSCATSPACE                    Permanent  Online    
  TEMPSPACE1                     Temporary  Online    
  USERSPACE1                     Permanent  Online 


Table 49  Environment variables to access an IBM DB2 database


Environment Variable Description Example Value


SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT This variable defines the username and 
password of the system administrator. The 
variable is used to connect to the database.


system/manager


LD_LIBRARY_PATH This variable defines the location of the 
database client libraries.


/usr/db2v10in1/sqllib/lib


DB2INSTANCE The name of the DB2 database instance. db2v10in1
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Examining IBM Informix database objects


This example uses an Oracle Solaris host running IBM Informix version 11.7 and 
connected to a local VMAX array. 


Environment variables
The following environment variables enable Solutions Enabler to access the database:


symrdb list example
The symrdb list command lists current databases for the Informix server defined above 
(test64117).


symrdb list -type informix


DATABASE NAMES (INFORMIX 11.7.UD1):


  Database Name
  -------------


  sysmaster                       
  sysutils 


symrdb show file example
The symrdb show file command locates extent data on a sysmaster database file named 
llog.dbs. The data includes the physical devices where the file data extents reside and 
the mirror configuration at the operating system level. "Database File Block Size" means 
that this version of Informix reads a minimum of four blocks when accessing the file. This 
file is configured as a striped mirror with two columns and a stripe size of 256 blocks. Each 
column maps to a different physical disk.


symrdb show -type informix -db sysmaster -blocks file /
/demofs/informix/test64117/llog.dbs


DATABASE            : sysmaster
DATABASE FILE NAMES (INFORMIX 11.7.UD1):


Database File Name : /demofs/informix/test64117/llog.dbs


  Database File Type              : Log
  Database File Status            : Online
  Database File Size              : 4000b


Table 50  Environment variables to access a Oracle database


Environment Variable Description Example Value


SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT This variable defines the username and 
password of the system administrator. The 
variable is used to connect to the database.


informix/informix


INFORMIXDIR This variable defines the location of the 
Informix binaries.


/usr/informix/11.7


ONCONFIG This variable defines the name of the Informix 
configuration file


onconfig.test64117


INFORMIXSERVER This variable defines the name of the default 
instance of the Informix database server.


test64117
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Database File Data Offset       : 0b
  Database File Block Size        : 4b
 
    Absolute Path                 : /demofs/informix/test64117/llog.dbs
    Resolved Object Type          : SunOS UFS File
    Resolved Object Size          : 4000b
    Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
    Extent byte offset to data    : 0
    Number of Physical Devices    : 2
    File System Mount Point       : /demofs
    File System Device Name       : /dev/vx/dsk/doug/Striped


    Number of Mirrors for object (1):
       {
    1) Mirror Configuration


         Mirror Stripe Columns    : 2
         Mirror Stripe Size       : 256b


The next part of this example shows that it is not necessary for a file's extents to align with 
the boundaries of a striped logical volume. The first three extents on Dev 00BC are 
"backwards" in the stripe. The fourth and fifth extents on Dev 00BC begin 1008 blocks 
later (from Offset 35728 to 36736). Finally, the first two extents are contiguous but in 
reversed order and, therefore, are not collapsed for this "expanded" list.


         Mirror Physical Extents (20):
         {
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                            
               Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                80b  00541 00BC   35728b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d0s2       35728b (S)  
                48b  00541 00BC   35680b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d0s2       35680b (S)  
                16b  00541 00BC   35648b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d0s2       35648b (S)  
                48b  00541 00BC   36736b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d0s2       36736b (S)  
               128b  00541 00BC   36800b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d0s2       36800b (S)  
               256b  00541 00BD   35712b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d1s2       35712b (S)  
               256b  00541 00BC   36928b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d0s2       36928b (S)  
               256b  00541 00BD   35968b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d1s2       35968b (S)  
               256b  00541 00BC   37184b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d0s2       37184b (S)  
               256b  00541 00BD   36224b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d1s2       36224b (S)  
               ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
               256b  00541 00BD   36992b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d1s2       36992b (S)  
               256b  00541 00BC   38208b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d0s2       38208b (S)  
               256b  00541 00BD   37248b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d1s2       37248b (S)  
               256b  00541 00BC   38464b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d0s2       38464b (S)  
                96b  00541 00BD   37504b /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d1s2       37504b (S)  
         }


Mirror Physical Devices (2):
         {
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                  
         Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
         00541 00BC  /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d0s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d0s2      (S)  
         00541 00BD  /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c2t0d1s2      (S)  
         }
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Examining Microsoft Exchange database objects


This example uses a Windows host running Microsoft Exchange 2010 and connected to a 
local VMAX array. 


Microsoft Exchange does not require setting the SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT variable or any 
database environmental variables in order to access the database.


The following symrdb list file command displays database files in an Exchange storage 
group named SG2.


symrdb -type exchange list file -tbs SG2


TABLE SPACE NAME    : SG2
DATABASE FILE NAMES (EXCHANGE 2010):


  DB File Name                             Type       Status    
  --------------                           ------     --------  


  T:\SG2PrivA.edb                          Data       Online    
  T:\SG2PrivA.stm                          Data       Online    
  T:\SG2PrivB.edb                          Data       Online    
  T:\SG2PrivB.stm                          Data       Online    
  L:\E01.log                               Log        Online    
  L:\E0100009.log                          Log        Online    
  L:\E010000A.log                          Log        Online    
  L:\res1.log                              Log        Online    
  L:\res2.log                              Log        Online    
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Example 2: Mapping files and other disk storage objects
This example uses an Oracle Solaris host connected to a VMAX array. The files are within a 
Solaris UFS file system and a Veritas VxVM logical volume manager manages a logical 
volume. In this example and all examples sections, an object is mapped to the VMAX 
device level (in some cases, to the VMAX metadevice level).


symhosts list example


The symhostfs list command with the -file option displays all of the files in a specified 
directory (/fs_test1). The display includes file size and access information.


symhostfs list -file /fs_test1


Directory Name  : /fs_test1
FileSystem Type : Solaris UFS File


  File Name                                Size    Perms     Owner  Group
  ---------                                ----  ----------  -----  -----


  file1                                      1m  -rw-r--r--      0      1
  file1k                                     1k  -rw-r--r--      0      1


symhosts show example


The symhostfs show command expands the extents of a file named file1 and displays 
that extent data in blocks (1500) along with other characteristics of the file. "Device 
Name" in the display indicates the physical device where the file is stored.


symhostfs show /fs_test1/file1 -expand -blocks


File Name                       : /fs_test1/file1
  File Type                       : Solaris UFS File
  File Size                       : 1500b
  Number of Trailing Bytes        : 0
  Extent byte offset to data      : 0


  File Mode                       : 100644
  File Permission                 : -rw-r--r--
  File Owner ID                   : 0
  File Group ID                   : 1


  Number of Symbolic Links        : 1


  Last Access Time                : Thu 12-Apr-2012 16:16
  Last Modification Time          : Thu 12-Apr-2012 16:16
  Last Status Change Time         : Thu 12-Apr-2012 16:16


  Device Name                     : /dev/vx/rdsk/fsvg/Striped
  Inode Number                    : 4
  File System Fragment Size       : 2b
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"Offset in File" shows the ascending sequence of the logical extents in blocks (b). "Offset 
in Device" relates to the host device or logical volume and has no predictable sequence. 
The ellipsis (…) indicates where output was omitted for brevity. "Metadata," while 
associated with the file, is not technically part of the file and thus shows as not applicable 
(N/A) in the column "Offset in File."


  Number of Extents in File       : (95)
      {
      ------------------------------------------
      Extent    Offset in    Extent      Offset
      Type      Device       Size        in File
      ------------------------------------------
      Data          1680b       16b           0b
      Data          1696b       16b          16b
      Data          1712b       16b          32b
      Data          1728b       16b          48b
      Data          2000b       16b          64b
      Data          1776b       16b          80b
      Data          1792b       16b          96b
      Data          1824b       16b         112b
      Data          2208b       16b         128b
      Data          2224b       16b         144b
      Data          2176b       16b         160b
      Data          2320b       16b         176b
      Metadata    100368b       16b          N/A
      Data        100432b       16b         192b
      Data        100384b       16b         208b
      ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
      Data        103824b       16b        1472b
      Data        103840b       12b        1488b
      }


SRM locates the physical extents on the physical devices where the file data resides and 
displays the mirror configuration at the operating system level, not the storage system 
level. (Data management software on the host has no knowledge of storage system 
mirrors - for example, VMAX mirrors M1, M2, M3, and M4. However, each layer on the host 
has the option to mirror some or all of its extents on the layer just below it.) In this case, 
an LVM on the host configured the data object as one mirror, meaning that data blocks for 
this object are written to one place. The LVM also configured the object as a striped mirror 
with four columns and a stripe size of 32 blocks. Each column maps to a different physical 
disk.


    Absolute Path                 : /fs_test1/file1
    Resolved Object Type          : Solaris UFS File
    Resolved Object Size          : 1500b
    Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
    Extent byte offset to data    : 0
    Number of Physical Devices    : 4
    File System Mount Point       : /fs_test1
    File System Device Name       : /dev/vx/dsk/fsvg/Striped


    Number of Mirrors for object (1):
       {
    1) Mirror Configuration


         Mirror Stripe Columns    : 4
         Mirror Stripe Size       : 32b
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The four VMAX device names (00A0, 00A4, 00A8, and 0009) correspond to host physical 
device names (PPdevName): /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2, /c4t2d1s2, /c4t2d2s2, and 
/c5t0d1s2. The VMAX devices were configured arbitrarily as three metadevices and one 
simple VMAX device to illustrate that physical disks do not have to be the same 
configuration type, and may actually be reconfigured as storage needs expand. The "Dev 
Offset" value here is the same as the "PPdevName Offset" value because the disks are not 
partitioned. When disks are partitioned, these offsets are different. Column "Array" 
provides the ID of the storage array on which the disk is located, in this case, VMAX arrays 
00541 and 03122.


         Mirror Physical Extents (94):
         {
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                            
               Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                16b  00541 00A0    3312b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        3312b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3296b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3296b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3312b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3312b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8    3296b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2        3296b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8    3376b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2        3376b (S)  
                16b  03122 0009    3312b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2        3312b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0    3328b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        3328b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3328b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3328b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3424b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3424b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3440b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3440b (S)  
                ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
                16b  03122 0009   28800b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2       28800b (S)  
                16b  03122 0009   28816b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2       28816b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0   28832b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2       28832b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0   28848b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2       28848b (S)  
                12b  00541 00A4   28832b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2       28832b (S)  
         }


         Mirror Physical Devices (4):
         {
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                  
         Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
         00541 00A0  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2      (M)  
         00541 00A4  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2      (M)  
         00541 00A8  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2      (M)  
         03122 0009  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2      (V)  
         }
       }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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symrslv dir example


The symrslv dir command examines a host directory named /usr within the root file 
system (/). Solaris, at installation time, mounted the root file system on slice 0 (s0) of an 
internal disk. The size of the directory is two blocks (2b), and its single collapsed extent 
begins at offset 936896b of /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s0. By default, the directory's extents are 
collapsed. Because SRM is examining a local device here rather than a VMAX or CLARiiON 
device, SRM cannot return Array, Dev, and Dev Offset so those columns show as not 
applicable (N/A) in the command output.


symrslv dir /usr -blocks


Absolute Path                 : /usr
Resolved Object Type          : Directory
Resolved Object Size          : 2b
Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
Extent byte offset to data    : 0
Number of Physical Devices    : 1
File System Mount Point       : /
File System Device Name       : /dev/dsk/c0t0d0s0


Number of Mirrors for object (1):
{
1) Mirror Configuration
Mirror Physical Extents (1):
{
----------------------------------------------------------------------


Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
----------------------------------------------------------------------
2b    N/A  N/A      N/A /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s0         936896b
}
Mirror Physical Devices (1):
{
----------------------------------------------------------------------
                  
Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
----------------------------------------------------------------------
N/A   N/A   /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s0      /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s2     
}
       }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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symrslv file example 1


The symrslv file command expands the extents of the file named file1 and displays its 
94 physical extents in blocks (1500 total). Unlike the previous symhostfs show 
command, symrslv focuses on the extent data at the VMAX device layer. The symrslv 
command goes directly to the VMAX devices (Dev) that stores the file and locates the 
extents there.


symrslv file /fs_test1/file1 -expand -blocks
Absolute Path                 : /fs_test1/file1
    Resolved Object Type          : Solaris UFS File
    Resolved Object Size          : 1500b
    Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
    Extent byte offset to data    : 0
    Number of Physical Devices    : 4
    File System Mount Point       : /fs_test1
    File System Device Name       : /dev/vx/dsk/fsvg/Striped


    Number of Mirrors for object (1):
       {
    1) Mirror Configuration


         Mirror Stripe Columns    : 4
         Mirror Stripe Size       : 32b


         Mirror Physical Extents (94):
         {


         ---------------------------------------------------------------------
               Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
         ---------------------------------------------------------------------
                16b  00541 00A0    3312b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        3312b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3296b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3296b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3312b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3312b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8    3296b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2        3296b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8    3376b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2        3376b (S)  
                16b  03122 0009    3312b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2        3312b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0    3328b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        3328b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3328b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3328b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3424b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3424b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3440b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3440b (S)  
                ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
                16b  03122 0009   28800b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2       28800b (S)  
                16b  03122 0009   28816b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2       28816b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0   28832b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2       28832b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0   28848b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2       28848b (S)  
                12b  00541 00A4   28832b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2       28832b (S)  
         }
Mirror Physical Devices (4):
         {
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
         00541 00A0  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2      (M)  
         00541 00A4  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2      (M)  
         00541 00A8  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2      (M)  
         03122 0009  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2      (S) 
       }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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symrslv file example 2


The symrslv file command with the -collapse option logically collapses the file's extent 
data. This means that the file can be reconstructed if a subsequent expand operation is 
performed. Extents whose size is now greater than 16b were formed from contiguous 
extents that were collapsed. For example, a 32b extent represents two contiguous 16b 
extents collapsed to form one extent.


symrslv file /fs_test1/file1 -collapse -blocks


    Absolute Path                 : /fs_test1/file1
    Resolved Object Type          : Solaris UFS File
    Resolved Object Size          : 1500b
    Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
    Extent byte offset to data    : 0
    Number of Physical Devices    : 4
    File System Mount Point       : /fs_test1
    File System Device Name       : /dev/vx/dsk/fsvg/Striped


    Number of Mirrors for object (1):
       {
    1) Mirror Configuration


         Mirror Stripe Columns    : 4
         Mirror Stripe Size       : 32b


         Mirror Physical Extents (27):
         {


----------------------------------------------------------------------


               Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
----------------------------------------------------------------------


                16b  00541 00A0    3312b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        3312b (S)  
                32b  00541 00A4    3296b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3296b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8    3296b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2        3296b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8    3376b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2        3376b (S)  
                16b  03122 0009    3312b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2        3312b (V)  
                16b  00541 00A0    3328b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        3328b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A4    3328b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3328b (S)  
                32b  00541 00A4    3424b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3424b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0    3424b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        3424b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0    3472b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        3472b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8   27984b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2       27984b (S)  
                32b  00541 00A4   27968b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2       27968b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8   27968b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2       27968b (S)  
                32b  00541 00A4   28384b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2       28384b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8   28384b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2       28384b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0   27968b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2       27968b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8   28496b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2       28496b (S)  
                32b  00541 00A4   28512b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2       28512b (S)  
                32b  00541 00A0   28544b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2       28544b (S)  
                32b  03122 0009   28480b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2       28480b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8   28512b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2       28512b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8   28560b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2       28560b (S)  
                32b  03122 0009   28544b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2       28544b (S)  
               256b  00541 00A8   28576b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2       28576b (V)  
               256b  03122 0009   28576b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2       28576b (S)  
               256b  00541 00A0   28608b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2       28608b (S)  
               236b  00541 00A4   28608b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2       28608b (S)  
         }
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         Mirror Physical Devices (4):
         {
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                  
         Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
         00541 00A0  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2      (M)  
         00541 00A4  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2      (M)  
         00541 00A8  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2      (M)  
         03122 0009  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2      (V)  
         }
       }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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symrslv file example 3


The symrslv file command with the -phys_collapse option physically collapses the same 
logically collapsed file from 27 extents to 22 extents. However, the file can no longer be 
reconstructed if a subsequent expand operation is performed. For example, the first 32b 
extent (Dev 00A0) displayed represents two 16b extents that were not contiguous extents of 
the file but are contiguous on the disk. Thus, these two extents cannot be logically collapsed, 
but they are physically collapsible as long as the file does not need to be reconstructed.


symrslv file /fs_test1/file1 -phys_collapse -blocks


    Absolute Path                 : /fs_test1/file1
    Resolved Object Type          : Solaris UFS File
    Resolved Object Size          : 1500b
    Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
    Extent byte offset to data    : 0
    Number of Physical Devices    : 4
    File System Mount Point       : /fs_test1
    File System Device Name       : /dev/vx/dsk/fsvg/Striped


    Number of Mirrors for object (1):
       {
    1) Mirror Configuration


         Mirror Stripe Columns    : 4
         Mirror Stripe Size       : 32b


         Mirror Physical Extents (22):
         {


         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
               Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                32b  00541 00A0    3312b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        3312b (S)  
                48b  00541 00A4    3296b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3296b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8    3296b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2        3296b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8    3376b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2        3376b (S)  
                16b  03122 0009    3312b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2        3312b (S)  
                32b  00541 00A4    3424b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        3424b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0    3424b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        3424b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0    3472b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        3472b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8   27984b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2       27984b (S)  
                32b  00541 00A4   27968b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2       27968b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8   27968b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2       27968b (S)  
                32b  00541 00A4   28384b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2       28384b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A8   28384b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2       28384b (S)  
                16b  00541 00A0   27968b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2       27968b (S)  
                32b  00541 00A8   28496b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2       28496b (S)  
                32b  00541 00A4   28512b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2       28512b (S)  
                32b  00541 00A0   28544b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2       28544b (V)  
                32b  03122 0009   28480b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2       28480b (S)  
               272b  00541 00A8   28560b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2       28560b (S)  
               288b  03122 0009   28544b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2       28544b (S)  
               256b  00541 00A0   28608b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2       28608b (S)  
               236b  00541 00A4   28608b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2       28608b (V)  
         }
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         Mirror Physical Devices (4):
         {
         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
         00541 00A0  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2      (M)  
         00541 00A4  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2      (M)  
         00541 00A8  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2      (M)  
         03122 0009  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2      (V)  
         }
       }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.


symrslv fs example


The symrslv fs command with the -no_extents option displays the attributes of a file 
system (/fs_test1) but omits any extent data.


symrslv fs /fs_test1 -no_extents


    Absolute Path                 : /fs_test1
    Resolved Object Type          : File System


Resolved Object Attributes : Clustered
Resolved Object Size          : 4430m


    Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
    Extent byte offset to data    : 0
    Number of Physical Devices    : 5
    File System Mount Point       : /fs_test1
    File System Device Name       : /dev/vx/dsk/fsvg/Striped


    Number of Mirrors for object (1):
       {
    1) Mirror Configuration


         Mirror Stripe Columns    : 4
         Mirror Stripe Size       : 16k


         Mirror Physical Extents (0):


         Mirror Physical Devices (5):
         {


         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
         00541 00A0  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2      (M)  
         00541 00A4  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2      (M)  
         00541 00A8  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2      (M)  
         03122 0009  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2      (S)  
         03122 000A  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d2s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d2s2      (S)  
         }
       }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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Note: Clustered file systems are supported on Solaris and Red Hat (global file systems) 
clustered environments only.


symrslv lv example 1


The symrslv lv command examines a logical volume named striped within a volume 
group named fsvg. The  -pdev_extents option shows information about pdev-level 
extents only - without displaying any underlying metadevice configuration. The 
-stripe_column option adds the stripe column number to the display of physical extents, a 
useful option when dealing with a striped device. Note that stripe column 3 spans two 
devices (0009 and 000A) whose combined size equals the column size of each of the 
other devices. Column-3 devices are located on a different array (03122) from the others.


symrslv lv striped -pdev_extents -stripe_column -g fsvg -blocks
Absolute Path                 : /dev/vx/rdsk/fsvg/Striped
    Resolved Object Type          : Solaris VxVM Logical Volume


Resolved Object Attributes : Clustered
Resolved Object Size          : 9216000b


    Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
    Extent byte offset to data    : 0
    Number of Physical Devices    : 5


    Number of Mirrors for object (1):
       {
    1) Mirror Configuration


         Mirror Stripe Columns    : 4
         Mirror Stripe Size       : 32b


         Mirror Physical Extents (5):
         {


         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
         Stripe                                                            
         Column    Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName Offset
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
             0 2304000b  00541 00A0    2880b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2 2880b (S)
             1 2304000b  00541 00A4    2880b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2 2880b (S)
             2 2304000b  00541 00A8    2880b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2 2880b (S)
             3 1961280b  03122 0009    2880b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2 2880b (S)
             3  342720b  03122 000A    3840b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d2s2 3840b (S)
         }


         Mirror Physical Devices (5):
         {
         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
         00541 00A0  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2      (M)  
         00541 00A4  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2      (M)  
         00541 00A8  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2      (M)  
         03122 0009  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2      (S)  
         03122 000A  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d2s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d2s2      (S)  
         }
       }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:
(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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symrslv lv example 2


The symrslv lv command examines the same logical volume (named striped) as the 
previous command, but this time displays (by default) the underlying metadevice 
configuration for each extent. An (M) at the end of a row of extent data indicates that this 
extent is located on a metadevice.


symrslv lv striped -g fsvg -blocks


Absolute Path                 : /dev/vx/rdsk/fsvg/Striped
    Resolved Object Type          : Solaris VxVM Logical Volume


Resolved Object Attributes : Clustered
Resolved Object Size          : 9216000b


    Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
    Extent byte offset to data    : 0
    Number of Physical Devices    : 5


    Number of Mirrors for object (1):
       {
    1) Mirror Configuration


         Mirror Stripe Columns    : 4
         Mirror Stripe Size       : 32b


         Mirror Physical Extents (5):
         {


         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
               Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
           2304000b  00541 00A0    2880b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2        2880b (M)  
           2304000b  00541 00A4    2880b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2        2880b (M)  
           2304000b  00541 00A8    2880b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2        2880b (M)  
           1961280b  03122 0009    2880b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2        2880b (S)  
            342720b  03122 000A    3840b /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d2s2        3840b (S)  
         }


         Mirror Physical Devices (5):
         {
         ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
         00541 00A0  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d0s2      (M)  
         00541 00A4  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d1s2      (M)  
         00541 00A8  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d2s2      (M)  
         03122 0009  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2      (S)  
         03122 000A  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d2s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d2s2      (S)  
         }
       }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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symrslv pd example


The symrslv pd command examines extents of one of the physical devices from the 
previous display. As shown in that display, device /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2 is the 
metahead (M) of a VMAX metadevice that includes other metamembers (m). This display 
identifies those metamembers as VMAX devices 00A1, 00A2, and 00A3.


symrslv pd /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2 -blocks


    Absolute Path                 : /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2
    Resolved Object Type          : Physical Device
    Resolved Object Size          : 35349120b
    Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
    Extent byte offset to data    : 0
    Number of Physical Devices    : 1


    Number of Mirrors for object (1):
       {
    1) Mirror Configuration


         Mirror Physical Extents (4):
         {


         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                            
               Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
           8837760b  00541 00A0       0b /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2              0b (M)
           8837760b  00541 00A1       0b /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2        8837760b (m)
           8837760b  00541 00A2       0b /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2       17675520b (m)
           8835840b  00541 00A3       0b /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2       26513280b (m)
         }


         Mirror Physical Devices (4):
         {
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                  
         Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
         ----------------------------------------------------------------------
         00541 00A0  /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2      /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2         (M)  
         00541 00A1  /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2      /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2         (m)  
         00541 00A2  /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2      /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2         (m)  
         00541 00A3  /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2      /dev/rdsk/c4t2d0s2         (m)  
         }
       }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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Example 3: Displaying volume groups and logical volumes
This example uses an Oracle Solaris host connected to a VMAX array. The Solaris VxVM 
logical volume manager manages the volume groups and logical volumes.


symvg list example


The symvg list command displays logical volume groups defined for this host. The 
columns containing relate to information that is not applicable to a Veritas VxVM logical 
volume manager. However, HP-UX and AIX LVMs do use these columns.


symvg list


VOLUME GROUPS (Solaris VxVM):


                                          PE    Max     Max     Num     Num
Name            State    Attribute      Size  Devices Volumes Devices Volumes


rootdg          Enabled  N/A             N/A      N/A     N/A       1       0
bcv_fs_lvm_sin* Enabled  N/A             N/A      N/A     N/A       1       1
fsvg            Enabled  N/A             N/A      N/A     N/A       6       2
nasty           Enabled  N/A             N/A      N/A     N/A       4       7
testvg          Enabled  N/A             N/A      N/A     N/A       3       1


symvg show example


The symvg show command displays information on the volume group named nasty, 
including the set of four physical devices that the LVM allocated for this volume group. The 
display includes each device's physical device name, VMAX device name, status (RW), and 
capacity in megabytes. The physical devices in this display are on VMAX array 00541, and 
three of the devices are metadevices as indicated by M in the Att. column.


symvg show nasty
Volume Group Name : nasty
Volume Group Type : Solaris VxVM


    Volume Group State             : Enabled
    Volume Group Attributes        : Clustered | Read Only
    Group's Physical Extent Size   : N/A
    Max Number of Devices in Group : N/A
    Max Number of Volumes in Group : N/A
    Number of Devices in Group     :   4
    Number of Volumes in Group     :   7


    Physical Device Members (4):
        {
        -------------------------------------------------------
                                         Sym               Cap 
        PdevName                  SymID  Dev  Att. Sts     (MB)
        -------------------------------------------------------
        /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d6s2     00541  009B      RW      4315
        /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d7s2     00541  009C (M)  RW     17261
        /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2     00541  00AC (M)  RW     17261
        /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2     00541  00B0 (M)  RW     17258
        }


Note: Clustered volume groups are only supported in Solaris and Red Hat clustered 
environments. 
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symlv list example


The symlv list command lists the logical volumes of the volume group (nasty) and shows 
each volume's configuration at the operating system level, state, condition, number of 
mirrors, and number of logical extents.


symlv -g nasty list


Volume Group Name: nasty
Volume Group Type: Solaris VxVM


                                                       Num      Num Log
         Name        Configuration   State     Cond    Mirrors  Extents
-------------------- -------------  -------  --------  -------  -------


MirrorStripe         Striped Mir    Enabled  Sync            2      N/A
RAID5                RAID5          Enabled  Sync            1      N/A
Simple               Simple         Enabled  Sync            1      N/A
StripeMirror         Striped Mir    Enabled  Sync            2      N/A
Striped              Striped        Enabled  Sync            1      N/A
Wide                 Striped        Enabled  Sync            1      N/A
Wide2                Striped        Enabled  Sync            1      N/A


symlv show example 1


The symlv show command examines a logical volume named Simple, displaying its mirror 
extent size in blocks. SRM locates the physical extents on the physical devices where the 
logical volume resides and displays the mirror configuration at the operating system level. 
In this case, an LVM on the host configured this logical volume as one mirror, meaning that 
data blocks for this volume are written to one place. The LVM also configured the volume 
as a "simple" mirror.


symlv -g nasty -blocks show Simple


Logical Volume Name            : Simple
  Logical Volume Pathname        : /dev/vx/rdsk/nasty/Simple
  Volume State                   : Enabled
  Volume Configuration           : Simple
  Volume Condition               : Sync
Volume Allocation State  : N/A
Volume Attributes              : Clustered | Read Only


  Logical Volume Size            : 204800b


  Number of Logical Volume Mirrors (1):
     {
  1) Mirror Configuration        : Simple
     Mirror State                : Enabled
     Mirror Flags                : None
     Mirror Condition            : Sync


     Number of device Partitions : 1
     Number of Physical devices  : 1
     Number of Storage devices   : 1


Note: Clustered volumes are only supported in Solaris and Red Hat clustered 
environments. 
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The display shows one 205440-block extent on VMAX device 009B (partitioned physical 
device name /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d6s2). The condition of the extent is Sync (all physical 
extents in all mirrors of the logical volume are synchronized). Other possible extent 
conditions are listed in Table 39 on page 115.


Mirror Physical Extents (1):
{
------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                               
Condition     Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                 Offset
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sync       205440b  00541 009B 7331520b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d6s2   7331520b
}


Mirror Physical Devices (1):
{
------------------------------------------------------------------------
                
Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
------------------------------------------------------------------------
00541 009B  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d6s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d6s2            (S)
}
}Legend for the Attribute of Devices:...


symlv show example 2


This symlv show command displays a logical volume named MirrorStripe, which the 
LVM has configured as striped and mirrored (Striped Mir) with two logical volume mirrors.


symlv -g nasty -blocks -collapse show MirrorStripe


  Logical Volume Name            : MirrorStripe
  Logical Volume Pathname        : /dev/vx/rdsk/nasty/MirrorStripe
  Volume State                   : Enabled
  Volume Configuration           : Striped Mir
  Volume Condition               : Sync
Volume Allocation State  : N/A
Volume Attributes              : DRL enabled 


  Logical Volume Size            : 204800b


  Number of Logical Volume Mirrors (2):


This part of the display describes one (1) of the logical volume mirrors. This mirror maps to 
two physical devices (/dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d6s2 and /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d7s2), which 
are configured at the storage level to two storage devices (VMAX devices 009B and 009D). 
The extent marked by an (m) is located on a device that is a member of a VMAX 
metadevice.


     {
  1) Mirror Configuration        : Striped
     Mirror State                : Enabled
     Mirror Flags                : None
     Mirror Condition            : Sync
     Number of Striped Devices   : 2
     Stripe Size                 : 128b


     Number of device Partitions : 2
     Number of Physical devices  : 2
     Number of Storage devices   : 2


     Mirror Physical Extents (2):
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       {
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                               
       Condition     Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                 Offset
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
       Sync       102720b  00541 009B 7228800b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d6s2   7228800b(m)


Sync       102720b  00541 009D 2992320b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d7s2   11830080b
       }


     Mirror Physical Devices (2):
       {
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
                
       Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
       00541 009B  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d6s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d6s2            (S)
       00541 009D  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d7s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t1d7s2            (m)
       }
 


This part of the display describes the second (2) mirror. This mirror maps to two physical 
devices (/dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2 and /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2) that are configured 
at the storage level as VMAX metadevices, each with four metamembers. Physical extents 
exist on all eight of the storage devices.


  2) Mirror Configuration        : Striped
     Mirror State                : Enabled
     Mirror Flags                : Striped META 
     Mirror Condition            : Sync
     Number of Striped Devices   : 2
     Stripe Size                 : 128b


     Number of device Partitions : 2
     Number of Physical devices  : 2
     Number of Storage devices   : 8


     Mirror Physical Extents (10):
       {


       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                               
       Condition     Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                 Offset
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------


Sync          960b  00541 00AD 2957760b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2   11830080b(m)
Sync          960b  00541 00B0 2959680b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2   11830080b(M)
Sync        26880b  00541 00AE 2956800b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2   11831040b(m)
Sync        26880b  00541 00B1 2956800b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2   11831040b(m)
Sync        24960b  00541 00AF 2956800b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2   11832960b(m)
Sync        26880b  00541 00B2 2956800b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2   11834880b(m)
Sync        24960b  00541 00AC 2958720b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2   11834880b(M)
Sync        24960b  00541 00B3 2956800b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2   11838720b(m)
Sync        24960b  00541 00AD 2958720b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2   11836800b(m)
Sync        23040b  00541 00B0 2960640b /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2   11842560b(M)


       }
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     Mirror Physical Devices (8):
       {
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
                
       Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
       00541 00AC  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2            (M)
       00541 00AD  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2            (m)
       00541 00AE  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2            (m)
       00541 00AF  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d3s2            (m)
       00541 00B0  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2            (M)
       00541 00B1  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2            (m)
       00541 00B2  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2            (m)
       00541 00B3  /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2   /dev/vx/rdmp/c4t2d4s2            (m)...
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Example 4: Deporting and importing a volume group
Volume group metadata can be deported from a system to persistent storage and 
imported later to another host (for example, a backup server). This example uses an 
Oracle Solaris host connected to a VMAX array. The Veritas VxVM logical volume manager 
manages the volume groups and logical volumes.


symvg show example


The symvg show command displays information on the volume group named testvg, 
including the set of three physical devices that the LVM allocated for this volume group. 
The display includes each device's physical device name, VMAX device name, status (RW), 
and capacity in megabytes. The physical devices in this display are on VMAX array 03122.


symvg show testvg


Volume Group Name : testvg
Volume Group Type : Solaris VxVM


    Volume Group State             : Enabled


    Volume Group Attributes        : N/A 


    Group's Physical Extent Size   : N/A


    Max Number of Devices in Group : N/A
    Max Number of Volumes in Group : N/A


    Number of Devices in Group     :   3
    Number of Volumes in Group     :   1


    Physical Device Members (3):
        {
        -------------------------------------------------------
                                                           Cap 
        PdevName                  Array  Dev  Att. Sts     (MB)
        -------------------------------------------------------
        /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t1d0s2     03122  0028 (S)  RW       960
        /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t1d2s2     03122  002A (S)  RW       960
        /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t1d7s2     03122  002F (S)  RW       960
        }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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deport and import example


The symvg deport command deports the metadata of volume group testvg from the 
system and stores that information in persistent storage. Some platforms may require the 
-mapfile option and a file name for a deport operation. That option is also needed by the 
subsequent import operation.


symvg deport testvg


The Control Operation Completed Successfully


Another symvg show command verifies that volume group testvg is no longer available in 
the system.


symvg show testvg


Either no volume groups or the specified volume group does not exist


The symvg import command imports volume group testvg into the system from where 
the command is issued.


symvg import testvg


The Control Operation Completed Successfully


Another symvg show command verifies that the volume group was successfully imported 
and that information about the volume group is available again.


symvg show testvg


Volume Group Name : testvg


Volume Group Type : SunOS VxVM


    Volume Group State             : Enabled


    Volume Group Attributes        : N/A 


    Group's Physical Extent Size   : N/A


    Max Number of Devices in Group : N/A
    Max Number of Volumes in Group : N/A


    Number of Devices in Group     :   3
    Number of Volumes in Group     :   1


    Physical Device Members (3):
        {
        -------------------------------------------------------
                                                           Cap 
        PdevName                  Array  Dev  Att. Sts     (MB)
        -------------------------------------------------------
        /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t1d0s2     03122  0028 (S)  RW       960
        /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t1d2s2     03122  002A (S)  RW       960
        /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t1d7s2     03122  002F (S)  RW       960
        }


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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Example 5: Mapping files
This example uses a Windows host connected to a CLARiiON array. The files displayed are 
within a Windows NTFS file system.


symrslv file example 1


The symrslv file command expands the extents of the file named clartest and displays 
all 3201 of its physical extents. The ellipsis (…) indicates where output was omitted for 
brevity. This command focuses on the extent data at the CLARiiON device layer. The 
symrslv command drills down directly to the CLARiiON devices (Dev) on which the file is 
stored and locates the extents there.


symrslv  file p:\clartest -expand


Absolute Path                 : P:\CLARTEST
Resolved Object Type          : Windows NTFS File
Resolved Object Size          : 200m
Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
Extent byte offset to data    : 0
Number of Physical Devices    : 2
File System Mount Point       : P:\
File System Device Name       : \\.\P:


Number of Mirrors for object (1):
{
1) Mirror Configuration


Mirror Stripe Columns    : 2
Mirror Stripe Size       : 64k


Mirror Physical Extents (3201):
{


------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                            
Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
------------------------------------------------------------------
60k  00316 0018     127m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           127m (C)  
64k  00316 0017     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0018     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0017     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0018     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0017     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0018     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0017     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0018     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0017     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0018     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0017     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0018     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0017     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0018     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0017     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0018     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0017     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0018     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0017     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           128m (C)  
64k  00316 0018     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           128m (C)  
               
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
64k  00316 0018     227m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           227m (C)  
64k  00316 0017     227m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           227m (C)  
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64k  00316 0018     227m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           227m (C)  
64k  00316 0017     227m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           227m (C)  
64k  00316 0018     227m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           227m (C)  
64k  00316 0017     227m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           227m (C)  
64k  00316 0018     227m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           227m (C)  
}


Mirror Physical Devices (2):
{
------------------------------------------------------------------
                  
Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
------------------------------------------------------------------
00316 0018  \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24     \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24            (C)  
00316 0017  \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23     \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23            (C)  
}
}


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.


symrslv file example 2


The symrslv file command with the -collapse option logically collapses the same file's 
extent data. This means that the file can be reconstructed if a subsequent expand 
operation is performed. Extents whose size is now 100 megabytes were formed from 
collapsing contiguous 64-kilobyte extents shown in the previous expanded display for the 
file clartest.


symrslv  file p:\clartest -collapse


Absolute Path                 : P:\CLARTEST
Resolved Object Type          : Windows NTFS File
Resolved Object Size          : 200m
Number of Trailing Bytes      : 0
Extent byte offset to data    : 0
Number of Physical Devices    : 2
File System Mount Point       : P:\
File System Device Name       : \\.\P:


Number of Mirrors for object (1):
{
1) Mirror Configuration


Mirror Stripe Columns    : 2
Mirror Stripe Size       : 64k


Mirror Physical Extents (3):
{
------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                            
Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                   Offset
------------------------------------------------------------------
60k  00316 0018     127m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           127m (C)  
100m  00316 0017     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23           128m (C)  
100m  00316 0018     128m \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24           128m (V)  
         }
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Mirror Physical Devices (2):
{
         
---------------------------------------------------------------


Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
------------------------------------------------------------------
00316 0018  \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24     \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24            (C)  
00316 0017  \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23     \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23            (C)  
}
}


Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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Example 6: Displaying a logical volume
This example uses a Windows host connected to a CLARiiON storage array.


The symlv show command examines a logical volume named P: in the volume group 
clardg, displaying the volume's mirror extent size as 2039 megabytes. SRM locates the 
physical extents on the physical devices where the logical volume resides and displays 
the mirror configuration at the operating system level. An LVM on the host configured this 
logical volume as one "striped" mirror, with data blocks for this volume written to two 
devices. The display shows two 1020-megabyte extents on CLARiiON devices 0017 and 
0018. The extent condition is Sync (see Table 39 on page 115 for other possible extent 
conditions).


symlv -g clardg show P:


  Logical Volume Name            : P:
  Logical Volume Pathname        : \\.\P:
  Volume State                   : Enabled
  Volume Configuration           : Striped
  Volume Condition               : Sync
Volume Allocation State : N/A
Volume Attributes              : N/A 


  Logical Volume Size            : 2039m


  Number of Logical Volume Mirrors (1):
     {
  1) Mirror Configuration        : Striped
     Mirror State                : Enabled
     Mirror Flags                : None
     Mirror Condition            : Sync


     Number of Striped Devices   : 2
     Stripe Size                 : 64k


     Number of device Partitions : 2
     Number of Physical devices  : 2
     Number of Storage devices   : 2


     Mirror Physical Extents (2):
       {


       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                               
       Condition     Size  Array Dev    Offset PPdevName                 Offset
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
  (C)  Sync         1020m  00316 0017      31k \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23          31k
  (C)  Sync         1020m  00316 0018      31k \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24          31k
       }


     Mirror Physical Devices (2):
       {
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
                
       Array Dev   PPdevName               PdevName
       ------------------------------------------------------------------------
       00316 0017  \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23     \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE23              (C)
       00316 0018  \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24     \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE24              (C)
       }
     }
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Legend for the Attribute of Devices:


(C): CLARiiON Device.
(S): Symmetrix Device.
(M): Symmetrix Device Meta Head.
(m): Symmetrix Device Meta member.
(V): Virtual Disk on VMFS.
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product
release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your EMC representative if a product does not function properly or does not
function as described in this document.


Note


This document was accurate at publication time. New versions of this document might be
released on EMC Online Support (https://support.emc.com). Check to ensure that you
are using the latest version of this document.


Purpose
This document describes how to use EMC® Solutions Enabler SYMCLI commands to
configure and manage VMAX arrays.


l Part 1: Setting up and Configuring Storage Arrays on page 27 describes how to use
the SYMCLI configuration commands to set up your array devices.


l Part 2: Querying and Reporting on page 461 describes how to use the SYMCLI query
commands and various reporting tools to monitor and manage your storage array
performance.


l Part 3: Migrating Data on page 637 describes how to use SYMCLI Open Replicator to
copy data between arrays and SYMCLI Federated Live Migration to non-disruptively
migrate data from DMX arrays to VMAX arrays.


Audience
This document is part of the Solutions Enabler documentation set, and is intended for
use by advanced command-line users and script programmers to manage various types
of control operations on VMAX arrays and devices using the Solutions Enabler SYMCLI
commands.


Related documentation
The following documents provide additional Solutions Enabler information:


EMC Solutions Enabler Release Notes
Describes new features and any known limitations.


EMC Solutions Enabler Installation Guide
Provides host-specific installation instructions.


EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference
Documents the SYMCLI commands, daemons, error codes and option file parameters
provided with the Solutions Enabler man pages.


EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI User Guide
Describes how to configure and manage SRDF environments using SYMCLI
commands.


EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder Family CLI User Guide
Describes how to configure and manage TimeFinder environments using SYMCLI
commands.


EMC Solutions Enabler SRM CLI User Guide
Provides Storage Resource Management (SRM) information related to various data
objects and data handling facilities.


EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide
Describes how to configure VMAX Family security settings.


The following documents provide additional information:
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EMC VMAX3 Family Documentation Set
Contains the product guide, physical planning guide, and power documentation for
VMAX3 arrays.


EMC VMAX Family (10K, 20K, 40K) Documentation Set
Contains documentation related to the VMAX 10K, 20K, and 40K arrays.


EMC VMAX3 with HYPERMAX OS Release Notes
Describe new features and any known limitations.


EMC VMAX Family Viewer for Desktop and iPad
Illustrates system hardware, incrementally scalable system configurations, and
available host connectivity offered for VMAX arrays.


E-Lab™ Interoperability Navigator (ELN)
Provides a web-based interoperability and solution search portal. You can find the
ELN at https://elabnavigator.EMC.com.


SolVe Desktop
Provides links to documentation, procedures for common tasks, and connectivity
information for 2-site and 3-site SRDF configurations. To download the SolVe
Desktop tool, go to EMC Online Support at https://support.EMC.com and search for
SolVe Desktop. Download the SolVe Desktop and load the VMAX Family and DMX
procedure generator.


Note


You need to authenticate (authorize) your SolVe Desktop. After it is installed,
familiarize yourself with the information under Help tab.


Special notice conventions used in this document
EMC uses the following conventions for special notices:


DANGER


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious
injury.


WARNING


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious
injury.


CAUTION


Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or moderate
injury.


NOTICE


Addresses practices not related to personal injury.


Note


Presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


Typographical conventions
EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:
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Table 1 Typographical conventions used in this content


Bold Used for names of interface elements, such as names of windows,
dialog boxes, buttons, fields, tab names, key names, and menu paths
(what the user specifically selects or clicks)


Italic Used for full titles of publications referenced in text


Monospace Used for:


l System code


l System output, such as an error message or script


l Pathnames, filenames, prompts, and syntax


l Commands and options


Monospace italic Used for variables


Monospace bold Used for user input


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example


Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows:


Note


To open a service request through EMC Online Support, you must have a valid support
agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for details about obtaining a valid
support agreement or to answer any questions about your account.


Product information
For documentation, release notes, software updates, or information about EMC
products, go to EMC Online Support at https://support.emc.com.


Technical support
EMC offers a variety of support options.


l Support by Product — EMC offers consolidated, product-specific information on
the Web at: https://support.EMC.com/products
The Support by Product web pages offer quick links to Documentation, White
Papers, Advisories (such as frequently used Knowledgebase articles), and
Downloads, as well as more dynamic content, such as presentations,
discussion, relevant Customer Support Forum entries, and a link to EMC Live
Chat.


l EMC Live Chat — Open a Chat or instant message session with an EMC Support
Engineer.
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eLicensing support
To activate your entitlements and obtain your VMAX license files, visit the Service
Center on https://support.EMC.com, as directed on your License Authorization Code
(LAC) letter emailed to you.


l For help with missing or incorrect entitlements after activation (that is, expected
functionality remains unavailable because it is not licensed), contact your EMC
Account Representative or Authorized Reseller.


l For help with any errors applying license files through Solutions Enabler, contact
the EMC Customer Support Center.


l If you are missing a LAC letter, or require further instructions on activating your
licenses through the Online Support site, contact EMC's worldwide Licensing
team at licensing@emc.com or call:


n North America, Latin America, APJK, Australia, New Zealand: SVC4EMC
(800-782-4362) and follow the voice prompts.


n EMEA: +353 (0) 21 4879862 and follow the voice prompts.


Your comments
Your suggestions help us improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of the
documentation. Send your comments and feedback to: 
VMAXContentFeedback@emc.com
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PART 1


Setting up and Configuring Storage Arrays


This section describes how to set up and configure storage array devices using the
Solutions Enabler SYMCLI commands.


Chapters include:


Chapter 1, "Introduction "


Chapter 2, "Discovery"


Chapter 3, "User and Group Authorization"


Chapter 4, "Host-based Access Control"


Chapter 5, "Grouping Devices"


Chapter 6, "Fully Automated Storage Tiering"


Chapter 7, "Manage Configuration Changes"


Chapter 8, "Configuring Virtual Provisioning"


Chapter 9, "Federated Tiered Storage"


Chapter 10, " Device masking with Auto-Provisioning Groups"


Chapter 11, "Masking Devices (Enginuity 5773 or lower)"


Chapter 12, "Managing Quality of Service"


Chapter 13, "Virtual LUN Technology (Enginuity 5874 through 5876)"
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CHAPTER 1


Introduction


This chapter introduces the Solutions Enabler Symmetrix command line interface
(SYMCLI), which is used to manage your storage environment.


l Solutions Enabler overview................................................................................... 30
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Solutions Enabler overview
The EMC® Solutions Enabler SYMCLI provides management capabilities for storage
environments. The SYMCLI is a specialized library consisting of commands run at the
command line, or used within scripts. These commands monitor device configuration and
status, and perform control operations on devices and data objects within a VMAX-based
storage environment.


The SYMCLI resides on a host system to monitor and perform control operations on DMX
and VMAX Family storage arrays. SYMCLI commands are run from the host operating
system command line (shell). The SYMCLI commands are built on top of SYMAPI library
functions, which use system calls that generate low-level I/O SCSI commands to the
storage arrays. To reduce the number of inquiries from the host to the storage arrays,
configuration and status information is maintained in a host database file (called the
Symmetrix configuration database; symapi_db.bin by default).


Note


TimeFinder and SRDF CLI operational commands are not discussed in this guide. Refer to
the Solutions Enabler TimeFinder CLI Guide and the Solutions Enabler SRDF CLI Guide for
SYMCLI commands for replication operations.


SYMCLI help options
SYMCLI provides the following multiple options to obtain top-level help using the
command set:


Table 2 SYMCLI help options


Command Description


symcli Provides the version number of the installed command line interface.


symcli -h Describes how to use the SYMCLI command.


symcli -v Displays the SYMCLI commands and a brief description of each command.


symcli -env Displays a list of the environment variables that can be set for a SYMCLI session.


symcli -def Displays a list of the environment variables that are set for the current SYMCLI
session.


Individual command help


Syntax
To display command line help for a specific command, use the following syntax:


command -h


Examples
To display help for the symcfg command, enter:


symcfg - h
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Each command has its own man page for command line reference. To view the man page
for the symcfg command, enter:


man symcfg


In a UNIX environment, the SYMCLI man page directory (/usr/symcli/man/) must be
included in your MANPATH environment variable.


In a Windows environment, the default directory for man pages is C:\Program Files\EMC
\symcli\man.


Device and object references


There are a number of different terms used with SYMCLI commands to identify and
specify a VMAX array device:


l PdevName or pd — Indicates a physical (host) device name


l SymDevName or dev — Indicates a VMAX or DMX array device name


l LdevName or ld — Indicates a logical device name


l -devs — Indicates a range or list of devices


Environment variables
Environment variables are set to streamline the command line session. Setting
environment variables to commonly used values, eliminates the need to specify those
arguments on the command line.


Display environment variables


Examples
To view a list of environment variables that can be set for the SYMCLI session, enter:


symcli -env


To view the current environment variables, enter:


symcli -def     


Enable environment variables


Syntax
From UNIX host, set an environment variable, use the following syntax:


setenv variable_namevalue


From Windows host, set an environment variable, use the following syntax:


set <environment variable>=<value>


Examples
For UNIX host, to enable the SYMCLI_VERBOSE variable to set the default command
behavior to always display command output with details:


setenv SYMCLI_VERBOSE 1
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For Windows host, to enable the SYMCLI_VERBOSE variable to set the default
command behavior to always display command output with details:


 set SYMCLI_VERBOSE=1


Disable environment variables


Syntax
From UNIX host, turn off an environment variable, use the following syntax:


unsetenv variable_name


From Windows host, turn off an environment variable, use the following syntax:


unset <environment variable=


Examples
From UNIX host, to turn off the verbose mode, enter:


unsetenv SYMCLI_VERBOSE


From Windows host, to turn off the verbose mode, enter:


set SYMCLI_VERBOSE=


Display full group names


Description
By default, if group names are longer than the allowed space allotment, the name
truncates in the output for the symcg, symdg, and symsg list commands.


Syntax
To display the full group name in the list command output, use the following syntax:


setenv SYMCLI_FULL_NAME sid


Example
To display full group name for array 567, enter:


setenv SYMCLI_FULL_NAME 100200000567


Preset names and IDs


Description
To reduce repeated key strokes for a group of commands that require the same argument,
set the SYMCLI_DG and SYMCLI SID to a preset value.


Syntax
To preset the device group name, use the following syntax:


setenv SYMCLI_DG dgName


To preset the array ID, use the following syntax:


setenv SYMCLI_SID array_id
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Examples
To preset the array ID 100200000567 for a series of consecutive commands, enter:


setenv SYMCLI_SID 100200000567


To preset the device name for all -g arguments, enter:


setevn SYMCLI_DG MyDG


Command input and output tips
There are a number of different terms and abbreviations used with SYMCLI commands to
identify and specify a VMAX array device:


Command line time-saving tips


Actions can be abbreviated, as follows:


Table 3 Abbreviated command line actions


Command Abbreviated command


symcfg discover symcfg dis


symcfg -sid 000002304324 sync symcfg -sid 24 sync


symcfg LIST symcfg list


sympd show /dev/rdsk/c2t1d1s2 sympd show c2t1d1s2


Truncated output display


In some cases, the output data from SYMCLI list commands exceeds the available column
width, and returned data is truncated and appended with an asterisk (*). To view the full
data, use the show command or verbose option (-v), when available.


Version compatibility information and restrictions
Compatibility between Solutions Enabler versions, can be set for output displays, running
older version scripts, and client/server interoperability.


Set compatibility mode for older Solutions Enabler versions


Description
Compatibility mode is set globally using the setenv SYMCLI_MODE environment
variable, or at the command line using the -mode option on any command. This specifies
the command output reporting style to be compatible with prior SYMCLI versions.
Possible values are V73, V74, V75, V76 and V80.


Examples
For example, to set the compatibility mode to Solutions Enabler V7.4, enter:


symcfg list -mode V74
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Attempts to specify a compatibility mode earlier than V7.4 fails with an Invalid mode
error.


symauth -sid 111 -mode V72
'V72': Invalid mode specified.


Prior version Solutions Enabler scripts


Specialized scripts developed using a prior version of Solutions Enabler can be run in
compatibility mode. Compatibility mode specifies the command output reporting style to
be compatible with prior SYMCLI versions.


Note


While running older scripts in compatibility mode, output that is only available in later
releases may not be returned.


CLI displays with older Solutions Enabler versions


Starting with Solutions Enabler V8.0.1, the number of logical devices that can be created
on a single array is 128K. To support this increase, a number of CLI output displays are
adjusted to permit larger string representations of VMAX device numbers as hexadecimal
number strings.


Unless noted otherwise, you can issue output CLI display commands with the -mode V76
option to display output consistent with Solutions Enabler V7.6. If 5-character devices
are included in these displays, the lines containing such devices shift any additional
characters on the line to the right, while column headings remain unchanged. This may
result in misaligned displays when using -mode V76.


Client/server version compatibility


Solutions Enabler V8.0.3 has additional restrictions limiting the interoperability between
client and server with different versions of Solutions Enabler. The following restrictions
are enforced in this release:


l SYMAPI client connections to servers running Solutions Enabler versions lower than
V8.0.3 are rejected.


l SYMAPI server connections from clients running Solutions Enabler earlier than V7.4
are rejected with the error code:


SYMAPI_C_NET_VERSION_TOO_OLD


The remote connection is refused, as the client SYMAPI version is not supported by the
server.


l SYMAPI server connections from clients with a Solutions Enabler version later than
server are rejected with error code:


SYMAPI_C_NET_VERSION_TOO_NEW


The remote connection is refused, as the client cannot have a newer SYMAPI version than
the server.
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l Attempts to open a database file written by a version prior to V7.4 fail with the
following error code:


SYMAPI_C_DB_VERSION_TOO_OLD
The SYMAPI database file cannot be used because 
it was written by a version of SYMAPI that is no longer supported.


l When comparing client and server versions, only the major and minor versions are
compared (for example: 7.4, 7.5). The edit and patch levels are ignored.
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CHAPTER 2


Discovery


This chapter describes the SYMCLI discovery process.


l Discovery overview................................................................................................38
l Discovery syntax options.......................................................................................38
l Verify host configuration database is synchronized .............................................. 38
l Scan for new devices ............................................................................................39
l Connectivity authorization.....................................................................................39
l Configuring virtual disk mapping...........................................................................40
l Display virtual disks as array devices.................................................................... 41
l Host configuration database file............................................................................41
l Configuration data synchronization.......................................................................43
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Discovery overview
The discovery process retrieves array, volume-level configuration, and status information.
Discovery refers to the process where array, volume-level configuration, and status
information is retrieved. Discovered configuration and status data for all arrays, as well
as their directors and volumes, is maintained in a configuration database file on each
host. Once the environment is discovered, information requests are made to retrieve
array-level (high-level) data or device-level (low-level) information from it using SYMCLI
commands.


Before using the SYMCLI commands, run the symcfg discover command to build the
configuration (SYMAPI) database. Do this once after installation, and after any changes
are made to the array configuration.


Discovery syntax options
Description
During the first command line session, or if a configuration change has occurred, the
configuration database must be built or rebuilt with the most complete and current
information for all physical devices connected to the host. The discover command
scans all SCSI buses, collects information about all the arrays and devices found, and
rebuilds the database with the collected device information and parameters from all local
and remotely attached devices. For more information about the configuration database,
refer to Host configuration database file on page 41


Syntax
To run a discovery operation, use the following syntax:


symcfg discover [-all | -pdev [-sid SymmID] | -sid SymmID] [-cache | -
nocache]


Options


-pdev


Limits the discovery operation to only physical device information.


-sid


Limits the discovery operation to a specific array.


Examples
To scan the hardware and rebuild the database, enter:


symcfg discover


Verify host configuration database is synchronized
Description
The symcfg verify command verifies if the host configuration database file is
synchronized with the configuration of an array. If they are in sync, the verify action
returns code 0 (the CLI_C_SUCCESS value). If they are out of sync, the verify action
returns code 24 (CLI_C_NOT_IN_SYNC value).


The symcfg list -status command lists all arrays connected to the host, and
shows whether the configuration has changed.
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Examples
To run the verify action for a specific array, enter:


symcfg verify -sid 814


To run the list action, enter:


symcfg list -status


Sample output
For the symcfg verify command:


The Symmetrix configuration and the database file are in sync.
echo $status 0


For the symcfg list -status command:


                              S Y M M E T R I X
                                        Mcode
    SymmID        Attachment  Model     Version  Config Changed  Discovered
    000192600305  Local       VMAX      5977     Yes             Yes
    000192600321  Local       VMAX      5977     Yes             Yes
    000192600198  Remote      VMAX      5977     Yes             Yes
    000192600256  Remote      VMAX      5977     Yes             Yes
    000192600282  Remote      VMAX      5977     No              Yes
    000192600284  Remote      VMAX      5977     No              Yes


Scan for new devices
Description
When new devices are mapped to a host on nodes that have not yet been created, those
nodes must exist before the discovery operation can find the devices along their path.
The scan operation searches the environment for devices accessible to a given host,
creates the nodes for the new or changed devices, and activates the necessary
processing on the host system to recreate a list of accessible devices. If changes are
associated with array devices, follow the scan operation with the discover operation.


Note


The symcfg scan command is only supported on UNIX platforms.


Examples
To scan for new devices, enter:


symcfg scan


To discover changes associated with array devices, enter:


symcfg discover -symmetrix


Connectivity authorization
Description
Some arrays may require authorization information to provide access to the array. Use
the symcfg authorization command to supply this information for use in
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subsequent discovery operations. The symcfg authorization command lists, adds,
updates, or deletes this connectivity information. The update action updates the
password of an existing entry.


Syntax
To authorize connectivity, use the following syntax:


symcfg 
         authorization list [-hyperv] [-v]
        authorization add | update -host HostName 
           -username UserName -password PassWord           
                                            [-namespace NameSpace] [-
ahost HostName]
           [<-vmport | -port> port] [-vmware]         
        authorization add | update -host HostName 
           -username UserName -password PassWord [-hyperv]
        authorization delete -host HostName 
            -username UserName [-namespace NameSpace] [-vmware]


Configuring virtual disk mapping
Solutions Enabler can resolve all virtual disks that have only one array device in the
VMware datastore (supported with ESX 3.5 and higher). To use VMware virtual disk
mapping, configure the host access credentials and copy the SSL certificate from the
server to the VM OS.


Procedure


1. Configure host credential using the following syntax:


symcfg auth add -host HostName -username root -password PassWord -
namespace -vmware 


2. Copy the SSL certificate. For example from the server: /etc/vmware/ssl/
rui.crt) to the VM OS as: /var/symapi/config/viclient_cert.pem


3. When virtual disk mapping is configured, use following syntax to return the virtual
disk information:


./syminq


Results


Device              Product                   Device
---------------- --------------------------- ---------------------
Name      Type   Vendor    ID           Rev  Ser Num      Cap (KB)
---------------- --------------------------- ---------------------
/dev/sda         VMware    Virtual disk 1.0  N/A          20971520
/dev/sdc         VMware    Virtual disk 1.0  N/A           8388608 
/dev/sdd         EMC       SYMMETRIX    5773 8600022000      92160 
/dev/sde         VMware    Virtual disk 1.0  N/A           8388608 
/dev/dm-0        VMware    Virtual disk 1.0  N/A           8388608 
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Note


An expected capacity difference is visible between the output of syminq and sympd
list commands. When creating the virtual disk, it can use all the space or less space
than the array device; so the syminq output may show smaller capacity than what
sympd list output shows. In some cases, syminq shows larger capacity than sympd
list, because the VMware datastore (or virtual disk) can have multiple array devices.


Display virtual disks as array devices.
Example
To display virtual disks as array devices for array 266, enter:


sympd list -sid 266


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000194900266
        Device Name           Dir                 Device                
---------------------------- ----- -------------------------------------
                                                                    Cap 
Physical               Sym   SA :P Config        Attribute    Sts   (MB)
---------------------------- ----- -------------------------------------
/dev/sdl               00044 01E:0 2-Way Mir     N/Grp'd ACLX RW       6
/dev/sdas              00168 07E:0 2-Way Mir     N/Grp'd      RW      28
/dev/sds               006DC 07E:0 TDEV          N/Grp'd      NR    1934


Host configuration database file
The host configuration database (.bin) file, which is stored on the server host system,
contains the physical configuration information of SCSI devices and array parameters
that define your entire storage complex. More than one configuration database file may
be required to support your operational needs.


The host configuration database is sometimes referred to SYMAPI database (because of
how the file is named), or the Symmetrix database file. All of these names are referring to
the same configuration database file, symapi_db.bin, described next.


Database file location
l On UNIX, the default pathname for the configuration database file is: /var/


symapi/db/symapi_db.bin
l On Windows, the default configuration database path is: C:\Program Files\EMC


\SYMAPI\db\symapi_db.bin
l On OpenVMS, the default configuration database path is: SYMAPI


$DB:symapi_db.bin
An additional configuration database (.bin) file can be created to meet specific
requirements.
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Note


In a multi-database environment, verify that the correct database is being used. Always
confirm the current database before applying a command. For safe command line
environments, it is recommended to use the common (default) database.


Database file lock
Solutions Enabler utilizes a configuration database locking file. The lock file is created
automatically and is given the same name as the configuration database file, but it is
appended with an _xlock suffix. For example, symapi_db.bin_xlock.
Solutions Enabler uses this lock file to serialize access to the configuration database file.
It contains no data and is only used as a lock.


If you protect the symapi_db.bin file to restrict the users permitted to perform
Solutions Enabler management operations, this lock file should be protected as well.
Both symapi_db.bin and symapi_db.bin_xlock should be given the same level
of protection.


Changing the current database file name
Procedure


1. Check which host configuration database file is being used:


symcli -def 
2. Modify the environment variable SYMCLI_DB_FILE.


For example, to change the database file to symbackup_db.bin from a UNIX host in C
shell (csh), enter:


setenv SYMCLI_DB_FILE /var/symapi/db/symbackup_db.bin


To perform the same operation on Windows, enter:


set SYMCLI_DB_FILE=C:\Program Files\EMC\Symapi\db\symbackup_db.bin


Database location in client/server mode
For security reasons, in client/server mode the configuration database file must be
located within the default database directory on the server host:


l On UNIX, the default pathname for the configuration database file is: /var/
symapi/db


l On Windows, the default configuration database path is: C:\Program Files\EMC
\Symapi\db


Database access modes
The SYMCLI commands utilize different modes to access the host configuration database
file:


read/write — Commands that control and/or modify database parameters, read the
database file into memory, and provide simultaneous modification of both the in-memory
database and the database file. During this access cycle, the database file is locked.
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read/no write — Commands that list or show database parameters, read the database
file into memory and allow modifications to the in-memory database. No modifications to
the database file occur. During the access cycle, the database file is not locked.


Command modes: Online and offline
SYMCLI commands are run in online or offline mode. Commands that execute in online
mode, such as configuration control operations, automatically attempt to gather the
latest state and mode information from the arrays, and update the in-memory database
and configuration database file on the host. If a configuration change has occurred,
commands that execute in online mode will attempt to discover the changed entity to
retrieve and load any updated configuration information.


Commands that can execute in offline mode, such as symcfg list, retrieve data
exclusively from the configuration database.


Database configuration information


Example
To view basic configuration information about the current database in use, enter:


symcfg -db


Sample output


symcfg list -db
  Type of SYMAPI Database                           : Full
  Host Node Name which discovered the DB            : api33
  Host OS Type which discovered the DB              : LINUX
  Version of SYMAPI Library which discovered the DB : 8.0.X.X (Edit 
Level: 2001)
  Version of SYMAPI Library which wrote the DB      : 8.0.X.X (Edit 
Level: 2001)
  Min Edit Level of SYMAPI Lib Reqd to Read the DB  : 2000
  Time Database Was Last Synchronized               : Mon Feb  9 
14:33:20 2015
  Time Any Device Group Was Last Modified           : N/A


Note


The above output includes the minimum edit level of the SYMAPI library required to read
the database. Any SYMAPI library with this version or higher and edit level or higher can
read the current database.


Configuration data synchronization
A sync operation of the host configuration database with the storage environment
configuration, performed once a discovery operation has occurred, is less performance-
intensive than a full discover operation.


A sync operation interrogates just the known arrays (previously discovered) that are
accessible from the host, and updates the configuration and status information in the
configuration database file. In addition, this synchronization can be limited to a specific
array or array type, where a configuration change may have occurred.
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Update configuration information (sync operation)


Description
The sync operation only updates state, mode, and configuration information (if a
configuration change has occurred). It does not update statistical information. 
Statistics on page 535 provides information about obtaining array performance
statistics. The symcfg sync command updates data for all known entities in the
configuration database file, but does not scan for SCSI devices on the host. That means
that any newly configured physical devices are not added to the database during the
synchronization. Synchronizing data is an array-specific operation.


Syntax
To perform a sync operation, use the following syntax:


symcfg sync


Options


-sid SymmID


A specific array


-rdf


SRDF information


-bcv


BCV information


-local


Local array information


-dirsts


Director status information


-snap


TimeFinder/Snap information


-cfgmgr


Disk space and array configuration metrics


-rcopy


R-Copy information


-env_data


Environmental data


-fast


Fully-Automated Storage Tiering (FAST) information


-tier


Array tier definition information


-sg


Storage group information


-vpdata


Virtual Provisioning data
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Inhibit Database synchronization


Description
To force some commands to operate in offline mode, use the environment variable
SYMCLI_OFFLINE, which inhibits accessing the array to update the database.


Examples
For example, to globally force these commands to their offline mode (-offline option)
from a UNIX host in C shell (csh), enter:


setenv SYMCLI_OFFLINE 1


It may be necessary to refresh the database if executing commands while offline mode is
enabled or execute commands that normally run in the offline mode, such as the symcfg
list. Most display commands can be run in the offline mode, which provides the fastest
response, and does not require access to the array.
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CHAPTER 3


User and Group Authorization


This chapter describes how to set up user and group authorization using the SYMCLI
symauth command.


l User and group authorization overview..................................................................48
l Authorization settings management...................................................................... 51
l Monitor authorization ...........................................................................................56
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User and group authorization overview
User authorization restricts the management operations individual users or groups can
perform on an array. User authorization and the host-based Access Control database are
independent utilities, but can be used together for maximum security. Refer to Host-
based Access Control on page 59 for more information on the Access Control database.


The symauthcommand maps a user or group to a specific role, and allows the user or
group access to specific operations on either an entire array or on individual components
within an array. Authorization is configured independently for each array.


For more information about the symauth command syntax, refer to the EMC Solutions
Enabler SYMCLI Command Reference Guide.


User roles
A role determines the operations a user can perform. Unlike host-based access control, a
user is assigned a particular role for the entire array or specified components within the
array. For each array, a user or group can be assigned up to four roles. Roles are
predefined and cannot be changed.


The following roles are defined in Solutions Enabler:


l None — Has no rights.


l Monitor — Performs read-only operations on an array excluding the ability to read the
audit log or Access Control definitions.


l PerfMonitor — Includes Monitor role permissions and grants additional privileges
within the performance component of Unisphere for VMAX application to set up
various alerts and update thresholds to monitor array performance.


l StorageAdmin — Performs all management operations on an array or on individual
components within an array in addition to all monitor operations. This is the only role
that can be given access rights to specific components within an array and is limited
to virtualization domain users. Refer to User ID formats  on page 50 for user ID
format to assign Storage Admin role for virtualization domain user.
A StorageAdmin can modify the GNS group definitions and monitor all operations
(even if only granted rights to one component). The StorageAdmin also has
application performance monitor privileges.


For a storage group or a thin pool, the StorageAdmin can perform the following
operations:


n Storage groups


– Add devices to a storage group


– Delete devices from a storage group


n Thin pools (Enginuity 5876 or lower)


– Create TDEVs (permitted if user has rights to any thin pool on the array)


– Delete unbound TDEVs (permitted if user has rights to any thin pool on the
array)


– Bind TDEVs to a thin pool


– Unbind TDEVs from a thin pool


– Make TDEVs bound to a thin pool ready or not ready


l SecurityAdmin — Performs security operations (symaudit , symacl , symauth ) on an
array in addition to all monitor operations. Users or groups assigned the
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SecurityAdmin or Admin roles can create or delete component-specific authorization
rules. The SecurityAdmin also has all Auditor rights.


l Admin — Performs all operations on an array, including security operations and
monitor operations. The Admin also has StorageAdmin rights, SecurityAdmin rights,
and application performance monitoring privileges.


l Auditor — Grants the ability to view, but not modify, security settings for an array
(including reading the audit log, symacl list , and symauth ) in addition to all
monitor operations. This is the minimum role required to view the array audit log.


List roles supported by the array


Syntax
To list the roles supported by an array, enter:


symauth list -roles


Assign multiple user roles


Examples
The symauth command is enhanced to assign multiple roles (up to four) separated with
a '+' character.


StorageAdmin+Auditor+Monitor


Note


If any other role is combined with a role of None, the None role is ignored.


Theremove command removes roles only for users assigned multiple roles, as shown in
this example:


symauth -sid <SymmID> commit <<!
assign user  H:mars\smith   to role StorageAdmin+Auditor;
assign group D:Eng\Sup      to role SecurityAdmin+PerfMonitor;
assign user  H:mars\smith   to role Monitor;
remove group D:Eng\Sup      from role PerfMonitor;
remove user  H:mars\smith   from role Auditor;


Note


Solutions Enabler versions 7.6 or lower supports only one role per user or group. When a
user has multiple roles defined on an array running Solutions Enabler 8.0 or higher, older
versions of Solutions Enabler show only the highest assigned role for that user.


User authorization rules
When a user or group attempts access to an array or one of its components, Solutions
Enabler performs the following authorization checks:


1. Verifies if user has access to the entire array.


2. Checks if group has access to the entire array.


3. Verifies if user has access to the ThinPool or StorageGroup component within the
array.


4. Checks if group has access to the ThinPool or StorageGroup component within the
array.
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The rights granted by each check are combined together to form an overall set of rights
for the user or group. For example, if a user is assigned to the SecurityAdmin role and
also belongs to finance group, that is assigned the Monitor role, then the user is granted
both SecurityAdmin and Monitor rights.


User ID formats
Users are identified by the user ID format, Type:Qualilfier\UserName or GroupName.


Where:


l Type — Specifies the type of security authority used to authenticate the user.
Authentication types are listed below.


l Qualifier — Specifies the domain or host that the user is logged into.


l Name — Specifies the username or groupname relative to that authority. It cannot be
greater than 32 characters, and spaces are allowed if delimited with quotes.


User authentication types


Options


L


Indicates a user or group authenticated by LDAP. Domain specifies the domain
controller on the LDAP server. For example:
L:danube.com\Finance — Indicates that user group Finance logged in through the
domain controller danube.com.


C


Indicates a user or group authenticated by the SMC server. For example:
C:Boston\Legal— Indicates that user group Legal logged in through SMC sever
Boston.


D


Indicates a user authenticated by a Windows domain. The qualifier specifies the
domain or realm name. For example:
D:sales\putman — User putman logged in through the Windows domain sales.


D:jupiter\Sales — Group Sales logged in through the Windows domain jupiter.


H


Indicates a user authenticated (by logging in) to some host. On Windows, this
corresponds to logging into a local account on the host. The qualifier specifies the
hostname. For example:
H:jupiter\mason — User mason logged in on host jupiter.


H:jupiter\Sales — Group Sales logged in on host jupiter.


V


Indicates a user or group authenticated by the SMC server. For example:
C:Boston\Legal— Indicates that user group Legal logged in through SMC sever
Boston.
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Examples
Only Virtualization domain users or groups are allowed the role of StorageAdmin, with
access to specific array components such storage groups or thin data pools. To assign
thin pool access to a Virtualization domain use, enter:


symauth -sid 1234 commit <<!
assign group V:Host932jx\joe to role StorageAdmin for component 
ThinPool ThinPool:Sales-2;!


Username and groupname formats


Description
Within role definitions, user IDs or group IDs are either fully qualified (as shown
previously), partially qualified, or unqualified. When the hostname or domain portion of
the UserName parameter or GroupName parameter is an asterisk, the asterisk is treated as
a wildcard meaning any host or domain. Examples of this include: H:*\user, D:*
\user, and *\user. In all other cases, the asterisk is treated as a regular character.


Examples


l D:ENG\Sales — Fully qualified name with a domain and groupname.


l D:*\jones — Partially qualified name that matches username jones within any
domain.


l H:HOST\Eng — Fully qualified name with a hostname and groupname.


l H:*\jones — Partially qualified name that matches username jones within any
host.


l jones — Unqualified username that matches any jones in any domain on any
host.


Wildcards
When using a wildcard (such as the asterisk), a given user or group may be matched by
more than one mapping in the database. When searching for a role, the authorization
mechanism uses the closest ID match that it can find.


l If an exact match (for example, D:sales\putman ) is found, it is used.


l If a partial match (for example, D:*\putman ) is found, it is used.


l If an unqualified match (for example, putman ) is found, it is used; otherwise the
user role is None.
When using the asterisk to allow wildcarding of user or group names, the symauth
command may fail with an invalid argument error if it is used to establish a rule
(assign or reassign) with a user or group that is deemed invalid through API validity
checks.


Authorization settings management
The symauth command manages user and group authorization. This command enables
and disables user and group authorization, sets enforcement mode, lists defined users
and groups with their roles, and assigns roles to users and groups.


Current username identification


Options


-username


Displays the current username.
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Examples
To display all groups to which the user belongs, enter:


symauth show -username


Sample output
This output displays all groups to which the user belongs.


Your current username:     D:Corp\Joe
Your current groupname: D:Corp\Finance
                              D:Corp\Sales
                           H:HostName\PowerUsers    ...


Group names are sorted alphabetically.


User authorization
User and group role mappings should be defined before enabling authorization. At a
minimum, there must be one mapping for an individual to the Admin or Security Admin,
as user authorization can only be enabled if there is an individual (as shown by symauth
show -username command) mapped to a role of either Admin or SecurityAdmin roles.
These roles provide the ability to perform authorization control operations. Up to four
roles can be assigned to a user group.


Set user authorization


Description
Assign user or group roles using the symauth command with role mappings supplied
through a command file, or, on a UNIX host, supplied by a redirection of STDIN. Each line
of the command file must contain a valid username or groupname with supported roles
(refer to User roles  on page 48 for supported roles), and end with a semicolon. For further
details on using the command file, refer to User authorization command file usage  on
page 54.


Syntax
To create role mappings using a command file, use the following command syntax:


symauth -sid SymmID commit -file PathName


Examples


To create the user-to-role and group-to-role mappings, by supplying a redirection of
STDIN (on UNIX host):


symauth -sid 1234 commit <<!
assign user H:jupiter\laura to role SecurityAdmin+PerfMonitor;
assign user D:Eng\neil to role Monitor;
assign user D:Eng\dave to role StorageAdmin+Auditor;
assign user D:Eng\steve to role Admin;
assign user D:Eng\paul to role PerfMonitor;
assign group V:Host932jx\joe to role StorageAdmin for component 
ThinPool ThinPool:Sales-2;
assign group D:Finance to role Monitor;!
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Note


When using the asterisk (*) to allow wildcarding of user or group names, the symauth
command may fail with an invalid augument error, if it is used to establish a rule (assign
or reassign) with a user or group that is deemed to be invalid through API validity checks.


Enable user authorization


Description
User and group authorization is disabled by default. Any user can make changes to the
authorization control data, including creating and removing user and group role
mappings. Once authorization is enabled for an array, only users or groups with the
Admin and SecurityAdmin role can change authorization control data. In addition, only a
Virtualization Domain user assigned the role of StorageAdmin of an entire array can
create or delete component-specific authorization rules. Refer to User ID formats  on page
50 for assigning component specific authorization.


Only a user or group granted the role of Admin or SecurityAdmin can enable or disable
authorization for an entire array.


Examples
To enable user authorization on array 097, enter:


symauth -sid 097 enable


Note


Specifying an array ID is optional for enable action.


User authorization enforcement


Description
Once user authorization is enabled, failed access attempts are enforced in one of two
ways. An authorization failure can either result in operation failure or simply log a
warning. The level of security enforced, is be set using the symauth set
enforcement command.


Syntax
To set the security enforcement level, use the following syntax:


symauth -sid <SymmID> set enforcement <advise | enforce>


Options


advise


This parameter allows the operation to proceed when user or group authorization is
denied, but generates a warning message (less secure) to the Solutions Enabler log
file. This is an effective mode for validating your user and group role mapping without
preventing access to array functionality.


enforce


This parameter, which is the default setting, causes the operation to fail when user or
group authorization is denied (more secure), and logs the authorization attempt with
its associated User or Group ID to the common audit log, symaudit log, and the
Solutions Enabler log file. .
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Note


Enforcement can also be set using a command file as described in User authorization
command file usage  on page 54


.


Modify user authorization role mappings


Description
Modify user or group roles using the symauth command with role mappings supplied
through a command file, or, on a UNIX host, supplied by a redirection of STDIN Each line
of the command file must contain a valid username or groupname with supported roles
(refer to User roles  on page 48 for supported roles), and end with a semicolon. For further
details on using the command file, refer to User authorization command file usage  on
page 54.


Syntax
To modify role mappings using a command file, use the following command syntax:


symauth -sid SymmID commit -file PathName


Options


-file


This is the fully qualified path of the file containing the user-to-role mappings.


Examples
To modify user or group role mappings supplying a redirection of STDIN (on Unix host),
enter:


symauth -sid 1234 commit <<!
assign user H:jupiter\laura to role Monitor;
assign user D:Eng\neil to role Admin;
assign user lauren to role StorageAdmin for StorGrp SG10;
reassign group Sales to role Auditor;
delete group Marketing forThinPool ThinPool:Sales-1; 
reassign user D:Eng\bob to role Monitor;
reassign user V:Host932jx\joe to role StorageAdmin for ThinPool 
ThinPool:Sales-4;
!


Note


When using the asterisk to allow wildcarding of user or group names, the symauth
command may fail with an invalid argument error, if it is used to establish a rule (assign
or reassign) with a user or group that is deemed to be invalid through API validity checks.


User authorization command file usage
A command file can be used to set user authorization, so a sequence of operations are
previewed and committed at once. A command file is a simple text file formatted as
follows:
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Table 4 User authorization command file format


Action format


Add a user to roles assign user UserName to role RoleNames;


Remove roles from user remove user UserName from role RoleNames;


Reassign an existing group
to roles:


reassign group GroupName to role RoleNames;


Delete a user delete user UserName;


Set enforcement set enforcement [advise | enforce];


Note


Assign operation is additive and does not replace an existing role. A user or group is
allowed up to four authorization roles. Remove operation will remove individual roles for
users with multiple roles.


Naming rules


l The following naming rules apply to user names and group names:


n UserName or GroupName is the name of a user or a group (32-character maximum).


n Spaces are allowed if the name is quote delimited.


n Examples of a valid Usernameinclude: "D:domain\joe", "H:host\joe",
"domain\joe", and "joe". For"domain\joe" it is interpreted as
"D:domain\joe". For "joe", this Username is allowed regardless of domain or
host.


l The following rules apply to RoleNames:


n RoleNames are the roles assigned to or removed from a user or group.


n Current valid roles include: Admin, SecurityAdmin, StorageAdmin, Auditor,
PerfMonitor, Monitor, and None.


n RoleNames are case insensitive.


n To assign multiple roles to a user or group, place a plus sign "+" between roles (for
example, assign user User1 to role StorageAdmin+Auditor).


Preview and commit user authorization actions


Description
To apply authorization actions (command file entries) to the array perform these
operations on the command file:


1. Preview — This verifies the syntax and contents of the file.


2. Commit - This verifies and commits the contents of the command file to the array.


Syntax
To preview the command file entries, use the following syntax:


symauth -sid SymmID preview -file PathName
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To commit the command file entries, use the following syntax:


symauth -sid SymmID commit -file PathName


Backup the authorization database


Description
The backup operation saves the contents of the user and group authorization database
from the array to the specified file. Use the following command syntax to back up your
user authorization database, where SymmID is the 12-character ID that specifies the array
and BackupFile is the fully qualified path and filename of the backup that will be created:


Syntax
To backup the database with a fully qualified path and filename for the backup file, use
the following syntax:


symauth -sid SymmID backup -f BackupFile


Restore the authorization database


Description
The restore operation re-initializes the user and group authorization database on an
array, from a previously generated backup file, and re-enables user authorization. The
specified file must be created by an earlier backup operation and can be from the same
or a different array. Use the following command syntax to restore a previously created
backup file, where SymmID is the 12-character ID that specifies the array to restore the
file and BackupFile is the fully qualified path and filename of an existing backup file:


Syntax
To restore the database with the fully qualified path and filename for an existing backup
file, use the following syntax and specify:


symauth -sid SymmID commit -restore -f BackupFile [-noprompt]


The restored file must assign the current user a role of Admin or SecurityAdmin; if it does
not, the final restore step, which re-enables user authorization will fail. If this occurs,
assign a role of Admin or SecurityAdmin to the current user and manually enable user
authorization. Otherwise, have a user with Admin or SecurityAdmin privileges re-enable
user authorization on the array.


Monitor authorization
Description
Use the monitoring operations to view the current user authorization settings on a
specific array.


Examples
To list the user authorization policies in effect on an array, enter:


symauth -sid 025 list


To list the supported roles, enter:


symauth list -roles
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To list the component types, enter:


symauth list -components


List user roles, names, and components


Description
The list operation retrieves current user authorization information from the array. If
current information cannot be retrieved, the operation fails.


Syntax
To list user authorization information, use the following syntax:


symauth [-sid SymmID] [-offline] 
    list -users [-by_domain | -by_role | -by_user]


Options


-offline


Retrieves cached authorization data on disk and does not communicate with the
specified array. If there is no cached data on disk, no data displays (appearing as if
there is no authorization data on the array.


-v


Use this option to request a multi-line display or when the length of names or
components exceeds the 79-character limit.


Examples
To list the mappings of roles to all user and group names and their applicable
components for array 1234, enter:


symauth -sid 1234 list -users


Sample output
The output shows the list the mappings of roles to user and group names and their
applicable components for array 1234.


S Y M M E T R I X   A U T H O R I Z A T I O N   U S E R S


Symmetrix ID: 000000001234


                                                                          Flags
Role              User/Group name                Component                  E
---------------   -----------------------------  ------------------------ -----
SecurityAdmin     User  Smith                    N/A                        .


StorageAdmin      User  H:mars\Jones             N/A                        .
                  User  H:saturn\Sally           N/A                        .
                  Group D:Eng\QA                 N/A                        . 
 
Auditor           User  H:mars\Jones             N/A                        . 
                  Group D:Eng\QA                 N/A                        . 
  
PerfMonitor       User  D:Eng\Joe                            N/A                        N 


Monitor              User  Moe                         N/A                        .   
                        Group Sales                             N/
A                        .   
Legend for Flags:
(E) : N = Rule has no effect since a different rule grants greater rights.
    : . = Rule is active.
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Note


l User H:mars\Jones has StorageAdmin role and which grants access to array 1234.


This authorization rule is active as noted by the period (.) in the Flags column.


l User D:Eng\Joe is granted authorization to performance monitoring on the array,


but the flag displays N (NoEffect) because another rule supersedes this one. User


D:Eng\Joe also belongs to Group D:Eng\QA which is assigned the StorageAdmin
role for the array and already grants performance monitoring rights to its group
members.
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CHAPTER 4


Host-based Access Control


This chapter describes how to set up and perform Access Control actions using the
symacl command.


l Host-based access control overview......................................................................60
l Create or modify access control data .................................................................... 61
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l Create and manage limited access to access pools............................................... 67
l Create and manage access control entries ............................................................69
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l Verify a locked access control session...................................................................76
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l Back up and restore the access control database ................................................. 81
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Host-based access control overview
The symacl access control command sets up and limits access to array resources (access
pools). The command sets up access control mechanisms and changes access control
entries through the Access Control database.


For more information about the symacl command syntax, refer to the EMC Solutions
Enabler CLI Command Reference.


Access Control database
An array-based access control database contains all the mechanisms or information to
limit access to array access pools.


Figure 1  Access Control Lists and Entries in the Access Control database
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The access control database contains the following access control components:


l Access Control groups — Unique access IDs and names are assigned (together) to
hosts and then sorted into access control groups according to similar needs
(determined by an Administrator). Access groups are allowed to act on access pools
based on permissions (access types) granted by the Administrator. The unique host ID
for open systems can be viewed by running the symacl -unique command.


l Access pools — Permissions (or access types), such as BCV, SRDF, ADMIN, are
assigned to allow a host to perform certain Solutions Enabler functionality on a
specified set of devices. These sets of devices are referred to as access pools or
accpool . Refer to Table 7 on page 70 for details on access types.


l Access Control Entry (ACE) — Once the group and access pool mechanisms are
established, the ACEs are created, which grant permissions to these pools. The ACEs
of the various access groups (along with groups and pools) are managed and stored
in the Access Control database.


l Access Control List (ACL) — A group of ACEs that are associated with the same Access
Control group.
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Securely identifying hosts with access IDs
Access control identifies individual management hosts with an access ID, and there are
two different types of access IDs, hardware-based and alternate access ID, that are
described below. Both of the these access IDs are stored in an encrypted lockbox. The
lockbox is associated with a particular host which prevents the lockbox from being
copied from one host to another. Refer to the EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration
Guide for more information on the generating and storing access IDs.


Hardware-based access ID
By default, a host's access ID is derived from hardware characteristics of that host. On
x86_64 (64-bit Intel/AMD) and IA 64 platforms, a network interface MAC address is used.
Other platforms use different characteristics of the host, such as a processor identifier.


Alternate access ID
An alternate access ID is randomly generated provided by a passphrase. This
functionality is supported for all platforms but is strongly recommended on platforms
where the access ID is derived from a network interface MAC address, such as x86_64
(64-bit), IA64, and BS2000 hardware platforms.


Forcible generation of alternate access ID


Description
If the SYMAPI_CLIENT_SIDE_ACCESS_ID is enabled, then the
SYMAPI_ALTERNATE_ACCESS_ID must be enabled. However, if the Alternate Access ID
option is enabled on a host for the first time, along with the
SYMAPI_CLIENT_SIDE_ACCESS_ID option and the client/server is set up, any command
executed displays the error (Unable to obtain unique ID for host) because
the client is attempting to send the client access ID to the server, but there is no client
access ID to send,


Using the symacl -unique -force command in client/server mode to generate a
client access ID is not permitted. To work around this, exit client/server mode on the
client and execute the commands to generate a new access ID for the client.


Syntax
To forcibly generate a new alternate access ID using a supplied passphrase, use the
following syntax:


symacl -unique -passphrase passphrase -force


To forcibly generate a new alternate access ID using a file that contains the passphrase,
use the following syntax:


symacl -unique -passphrase -file PathnameToFile -force


Note


In the client/server mode, the PathnameToFile is on the client host, although the


alternate access ID is activated on the server.


Create or modify access control data
The symacl command creates or changes the access information in the Access Control
database by committing a command file to the database.
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The command file format contains various command entries terminated with a semicolon
(;). The command syntax is case insensitive, but any variable parameter entered must be
case sensitive.


The symacl command performs the following operations (specified in the command
file):


l Creates new access groups


l Adds and removes access IDs to access groups


l Moves an access ID from one group to another


l Creates new access pools


l Adds and removes devices to access pools


l Deletes access pools and access groups


l Adds ACEs to grant access


l Removes ACEs to deny access


Note


After Access Control changes are made, a discover operation is required (symcfg
discover).


Applying access control operations
To safely apply any Access Control operations (command file entries) to the access
control database, perform the following symacl operations on the command file:


Procedure


1. Preview
Verifies the syntax and accuracy of the contents of the entries in the command file.


2. Prepare
Performs the preview checks, but also verifies the validity of the requested access
control modifications against the current state of the access control database in the
array.


3. Commit
Performs both the Preview and Prepare checks and then commits the contents of
the command file to the Access Control database.


Note


It is not mandatory to execute a Preview or Prepare action prior to a commit.


However, these operations can ensure that the commit action is not rejected, or they


can be used to debug the command file entries.


Minimum access control configuration
To initialize the Access Control Database for a new array installation, create a host-based
administrator and an access pin. This is usually performed by an EMC Engineer and is
described in the following example:
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Table 5 Initial access groups set


Access groups ID names


AdminGrp SunHost1 ACCPIN


UnknwGrp unknown


The name SunHost1 shown in the table (associated with AdminGrp) is the ID name
that designates the machine where access controls are administered. To perform
prepare, commit, and release actions, an access ID (PIN) with the name ACCPIN
is created in the delivered setup. This ID name is also used for the value setting of
SYMCLI_ACCESS_PIN. For more information, see Create and manage access groups on
page 64.


Initial ACL setup
As shown in the following table for the delivered setup described in Minimum access
control configuration  on page 62, access group AdminGrp has access to all devices
(ALL_DEVS) and this group is granted both ADMIN and ALL permissions. Also in the
initial setup, a group called UnknwGrp is established with permissions to all devices in
the array. For initial system usage, this gives all unknown hosts BASE permissions to all
devices (ALL_DEVS), until it becomes clear what restrictions should be established.


The initial UnknwGrp setup also grants ALL permissions to any devices not already
assigned to an access pool (i.e.!INPOOLS).


Table 6 ACL setup for new array installation


Access groups permissions (access types) Access pools


AdminGrp ADMIN


ALL


ALL_DEVS


UnknwGrp BASE ALL_DEVS


UnknwGrp ALL !INPOOLS


EmcIntrnlGrp - used for internal array operations
only


ALL ALL_DEVS


Note


The access type ALL excludes ADMIN privileges.


For arrays running Enginuity 5773 through 5876, access control with Optimizer/FAST VP
requires a unique access control ID from EMC Customer Support that is internal to the
array. This unique ID can be named EMC_SP and must be assigned to a group which is
given Access Types BASE and OPTMZR to all devices (ALL_DEVS).


VLOGIX permission behavior


During initial setup of the system, the access group UnknwGrp (with Access Type ALL for
NON-POOLED Devices) is present, as shown in Table 6 on page 63.The VLOGIX privilege
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returns as true since access is granted access to all devices in the array. Initially, because
no pools are present, the VLOGIX privilege is associated implicitly with all devices by this
ACL.


Once you create an access pool and add a device to it, the VLOGIX privilege is no longer
implicitly associated with all devices and a check for the VLOGIX privilege will now fail.
For the UnknwGrp to still have VLOGIX privilege, that privilege must be explicitly granted
to the UnknwGrp and associated with ALL_DEVS.


Create and manage access groups
Various sets of users tend to use the same applications that utilize common Solutions
Enabler features from a given host. System users typically share the same device
resources and require access permissions to these shared devices. For shared devices,
hosts are registered in groups identified with a group name, which serves as a root for all
ACEs in the group (see Figure 1 on page 60).


Access groups contain groups of access IDs and their ID names. Any access ID and name
can only belong to one group and are paired together into the database. For ease of
management, it is highly recommended to use an access ID name that best associates
with the particular host in use. For example, SunHost1 is more appropriate than a name
such as JRSMITH. Once the group is created, the group name is used to create access
control entries (ACEs).


Verify administrative authority


Syntax
Prior to making any access control changes, verify the host used for ACL setup has the
administrative authority. To verify the host, use the following syntax:


symacl list -v [-sid SymmID|ALL]


Create an access group


Examples


To add access groups named HR and Sales in array 12345, enter n the command file:


create accgroup HR;
create accgroup Sales;


To commit access groups to the database using the file addnewgroups.cmd, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file addnewgroups.cmd


At this point, a prompt may display for a 4 - 12 character access PIN (if environment
variable SYMCLI_ACCESS_PIN is not already set to this PIN value).


Add host access IDs to a group


Description
The host access Id is case sensitive, allows alphanumeric characters, underscores,
dashes and no spaces. For Id name length:


l Arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher, allows 1 - 31 characters.


l Arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower, allows 1 - 8 characters.
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Syntax
To add a host access ID to an access group, use the following syntax in the command file:


add host accid Id name ldName to accgroup GroupName


Note


The host access ID is encrypted; so choose an IdNamethat is easy to remember.


Examples
To add WinHost with an access ID 73900158-06174491-16225515 to the ProdB
group, enter in the command file:


add host accid 73900158-06174491-16225515 name WinHost to accgroup 
ProdB;


Note


To preserve access ID security for any host, IDs are encrypted. Use the symacl -
unique command to get the encrypted value.


To commit the file (addnewgroups.cmd) and add the host access IDs to the specified
groups, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file addnewgroups.cmd


Note


To update the array configuration after Access Control changes are complete, run the
symcfg discover command. changes


User access IDs (PINs) for AdminGrp


Description
A user access ID is a PIN that allows a host to perform commit, prepare, or release
operations to an array as the AdminGrp. When a host attempts a commit, prepare, or
release operation as the AdminGrp, the symacl command prompts for this PIN.


The user access Id is case sensitive, allows alphanumeric characters, underscores,
dashes and no spaces. For Id name length:


l Arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher, allows 1 - 31 characters.


l Arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower, allows 1 - 8 characters.


Syntax
To add the user access ID for the AdminGrp access group, use the following command
syntax in the command file:


add user accid Id name IdName to accgroup AdminGrp


Note


The host access ID is encrypted; so choose an IdNamethat is easy to remember.
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Examples
To add the administrative user access ID (1234PIN) for JOEPIN, enter in the command
file:


add user accid 1234PIN name JOEPIN to accgroup AdminGrp;


Note


User access IDs are set only for the AdminGrp access group. Setting an ID for other


groups will not return an error and may not prompt for a PIN.


To commit the file addnewgroups.cmd and add the user access IDs to the specified
groups, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file addnewgroups.cmd


Edit and manage an access group
Once access groups are established, access IDs or ACEs can be removed from a group,
IDs can be moved between groups, or groups can be deleted.


Note


To update the array configuration after Access Control changes are complete, run the
symcfg discover command. changes


Remove an access ID from a group


Syntax
To remove an access ID from an access group, use the following syntax in the command
file:


remove accid name IdName from accgroup GroupName


Examples
To remove user HRUser2 from the HR group, enter in the command file:


remove accid name HRUser2 from accgroup HR;


To commit the file (removeaces.cmd) and remove the specified user, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file removeaces.cmd


Move an access ID to another group


Syntax
To move an access ID from one access group to another, use the following command
syntax in the command file:


move accid name IdName to accgroup GroupName


Examples
To move user HRUser1 to GroupA, enter In the command file:


move accid name HRUser2 to accgroup GroupA;
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To commit the file (moveaces.cmd) and move the specified user, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file moveaces.cmd


Remove all ACEs from a access group


Syntax
To remove all ACEs from an access group, use the following syntax in the command file:


remove aces from accgroup GroupName


Examples
To remove all ACEs from the HR group, enter In the command file:


remove aces from accgroup HR;


To commit the file (moveallaces.cmd) and remove all ACEs from the specified group,
enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file moveallaces.cmd


Delete a access group


Syntax
To delete an access group from the database, use the following syntax in the command
file syntax:


 delete accgroup GroupName;


Options


remove_aces=true


If ACEs have not been removed from the group, this option removes all the ACEs as
part of the delete operation.


Examples
To delete access group HR and any ACEs in the group, enter in the command file:


delete accgroup HR remove_aces=true;


To commit the file (deletegroup.cmd) and remove the specified user, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file deletegroup.cmd


Create and manage limited access to access pools
Access pools are groups of devices controlled by access groups. When the various
devices used by a host application must function as non-shareable resources, the target
devices must be identified and assigned into an access pool for protection. Once an
access pool is created, the pool can be a target to create access control entries (ACEs).
More than one access group can access a pool with different permissions. For example,
group AdminGrp might access PoolA with ALL permissions, while group HR could
access the same PoolA with just BASE permissions.
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Note


Once an access pool is created, any host in the access group UnknwGrp is denied
access to the symmask and symaccess commands. In addition, when a host in
UnknwGrp calls the symmaskdb list database or symaccess list view -
detail commands, only its own devices will be returned in the list. To provide hosts in
access group UnknwGrp with full access to the symmask command, grant the access
type VLOGIX (for ALL DEVS) to access group UnknwGrp. For more information on granting
access types with full access to the symmask and symaccess commands, refer to 
Create and manage access control entries  on page 69.


Verify administrative authority


Syntax
Prior to making any access control changes, verify the host used for ACL setup has the
administrative authority. To verify the host, use the following syntax:


symacl list -v [-sid SymmID|ALL]


Create an access pool


Examples
To create an access pool named PoolB in array 12345, enter In the command file:


create accpool PoolB;


To commit the file addnewpool.cmd and add a new pool, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file addnewpool.cmd


Add devices to access pool


Syntax
To add the specific devices to a pool, use the following command syntax in the command
file:


add dev StartDevName[:EndDevName] to accpool PoolName


Examples
To assign devices 0A through 19 to PoolB, enter in the command file:


add dev 00A:019 to accpool PoolB;


To commit the file addnewdevices.cmd and devices to the pool, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file addnewdevs.cmd


Note


To update the array configuration after Access Control changes are complete, run the
symcfg discover command. changes
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Edit and manage access pools
Once access pools are created, devices can be removed from a pool, or pools can be
deleted.


Note


To update the array configuration after Access Control changes are complete, run the
symcfg discover command.


Remove devices from access pool


Syntax
To remove specific devices from a pool, use the following command syntax in the
command file:


remove dev StartDevName[:EndDevName] from accpool PoolName


Examples
To remove devices 16 through 19 from PoolB, enter in the command file:


remove dev 016:019 from accpool PoolB;


To commit the file removedevs.cmd and remove the specified devices from the pool,
enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file removedevs.cmd


Delete access pool


Syntax
To delete an access pool from the database, use the following syntax in the command file
syntax:


 delete accpool PoolName;


Options
remove_aces=true


Removes any ACEs associated with the pool.


Examples
To delete access pool PoolB and any associated ACEs , enter in the command file:


delete accgroup PoolB remove_aces=true;


To commit the file deletepool.cmd and remove the specified user, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file deletepool.cmd


Create and manage access control entries
Syntax
Access Control Entries (ACEs) grant permissions to groups and pools. Once access groups
and pools are created, ACEs are created. A group can have multiple permissions and
pools, which requires an ACE for each permission. ACEs determine and grant, to the
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access group, the permissions (AccessType) for access to a specified pool or all devices
not in a pool.


Verify administrative authority


Syntax
Prior to making any access control changes, verify the host used for ACL setup has the
administrative authority. To verify the host, use the following syntax:


symacl list -v [-sid SymmID|ALL]


Grant permissions to access group


Syntax
For command the file, use the following syntax:


grant access=AccessType to accgroup GroupNamefor accpool PoolName | 
ALL | NON-POOLED devs


To commit permissions granting, use the following syntax:


symacl -sid SymID commit -file FileName


Note


When issued against a VMAX 10K array with Enginuity 5875Q32011SR and higher, the
symacl command can be used to grant SRDF permissions to a pool of devices (or all


devices).


Options


AccessType


Specifies permissions to the SYMCLI or SYMAPI features, or functionality granted to
selected devices


Available access control permissions


Table 7 Access Control Permissions: AccessType


Permissions
(AccessType)


Description SYMCLI commands affected


ADMIN2 Grants administrator privilege to grant/deny access
control entries to hosts and users.


symacl <prepare, commit, release, list, show>


ADMINRD2 Grants read-only access to all access control
information.


symacl <list, show>


ALL2 All possible access types granted except ADMIN and
ADMINRD. Must be directed to ALL devices.


All


BASE4 Allows the discovery of devices and to obtain states
and statistics from the array (directors and devices).


Base component commands


l symevent, symcfg, symaudit, symdg, symdev,
symcg <list, show>, symdisk, symstat, symipsec
(Policy priority list, Policy get, and IPSec statistics
get operations)
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Table 7 Access Control Permissions: AccessType (continued)


Permissions
(AccessType)


Description SYMCLI commands affected


l symmigrate query and list


l symlmf query, list, and show (for arrays running
Enginuity 5875, 5876, or HYPERMAX OS 5977
with elicensing)


BASECTRL Allows base control operations on devices and device
groups.


symdg <controls>, symcg <controls>, symdev <controls>,
symsg <controls>


BCV Allows TimeFinder BCV and TF/Clone control and
status operations.


symbcv, symmir <controls>, symclone <controls>


CACHCTRL Allows Cache control operations concerning LRU
partition management.


symqos <set LRU >


CFGDEV Allows powerful configuration control operations that
manage various types of configuration changes on
devices in the array.


symconfigure


Allows the following types of operations:


l Convert device configurations (BCV, SRDF, DRV)


l Convert device configuration (changing mirroring)


l Set device attributes


l Set device emulation


l Metadevice management


CFGSYM2 Allows access to set array attributes, set port flags,
and swap RA groups with symconfigure command. It
also affects the symmaskdb, symaccess, and


symrdf commands as specified in the next column.


Must be directed to ALL devices.


symconfigure, symmaskdb, symrdf, symaccess


Allows the following types of operations:


l Spare management


l SAVE device pool create/delete


l SAVE device pool member management


l Enable/disable SRDFA


l Set matrix across the array


l Add/remove dynamic SRDF groups


l Change director supporting a dynamic SRDF group


l Set the link limbo value for a dynamic SRDF group


l Modify User Authorization settings via symauth
l Converting thin device (adding SRDF)


l Setting thin dev attributes


l Bind/unbind thin device (not supported by
symconfigure)


l Configuring thin metadevices


l Allocate/free thin device


l Creating thin device pools


l Adding devices to thin pools
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Table 7 Access Control Permissions: AccessType (continued)


Permissions
(AccessType)


Description SYMCLI commands affected


l Enabling/disabling devices in thin pools


l Removing devices from thin pools


l Deleting thin pools


l symipsec policy add, replace/modify, and delete


l Initialize the VCMDB


l Convert the database type


l Restore the database


l Manage storage groups


l Manage port groups


l Manage initiator groups


l Manage masking views


CHECKSUM Allows array device Double Checksum operations. symchksum <controls>


CREATEDV2 Allows the creation and deletion of array devices
(part of symconfigure).


symconfigure


l Create new devices


l Configure disk space (create/map/mask/meta/
attributes)


l Delete devices


l Create thin devices


DIRCTRL2 Allows you to take directors and their ports offline
and online. Must be directed to ALL devices. Also
allows you to set CHAP authentication.


symcfg <online/offline>


l Online/offline RA directors


l Online/offline front-end ports
symconfigure


l Set port flags and attributes
symconnect, symaccess


l CHAP authentication


ECC1 - 2 Allows the ECC Symmetrix agent to run on the
requested host.


Not applicable


OPTMZR Allows user-configurable attributes that may affect
the Optimizer and Symmetrix Migration behavior.


symoptmz <controls>


symmigrate <controls>


symfast <controls>


POWRPATH1 - 2 Access to PowerPath-directed devices in an SRDF
consistency group. Must be directed to ALL devices.


Not applicable


QOS Allows the execution of Quality of Service (QOS)
performance control operations to manage copy
priorities. Excludes LRU cache control functionality.


symqos <set pace>
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Table 7 Access Control Permissions: AccessType (continued)


Permissions
(AccessType)


Description SYMCLI commands affected


RCOPY Manage Open Replicator sessions. symrcopy


RDF Allows SRDF control and set operations. symrdf <control>


RPA For RecoverPoint splitter to operate correctly, you are
required to grant BASE, BASECTRL, RPA, and CFGDEV
access types.


Not applicable


SDDF Allows the DeltaMark (Change Tracker) functionality
that monitors track changes.


symchg


SDR Allows mapping/unmapping of devices to directors/
ports for the Symmetrix Disk Reallocation (SDR)
feature, Device Masking, and Auto-provisioning
Groups.


symconfigure


l Manage CKD aliases


l Map/unmap devices


l Map/unmap thin device
symmask, symmaskdb, symaccess


l mapping and unmapping


SNAP TF/Snapshot allows the creation and management of
virtual copy sessions between a source device and
multiple virtual (VDEV) target devices.


Allows for creation of snapvx sessions


symsnap


symsnapvx


VLOGIX1 - 4 Enables access to Device Masking devices and Auto-
provisioning Groups.


symmask, symmaskdb, symaccess


1. See the appropriate product documentation for use of these access types.


2. These access types must be granted to either ALL devices or all NON-POOLED devices
in an array.


3. This access type must be granted to ALL devices in an array.


4. BASE access allows the creation/modification of symaccess group types, which are
not part of a view. VLOGIX access is required to create or manipulate items within a
view


Grant BASE permissions to a group


Examples
Grant BASE permissions to a group before granting permissions to any value-added, non-
base feature. To grant BASE permissions to access group ProdB for all devices, enter in
the command file:


grant access=BASE to accgroup ProdB for ALL devs


To grant BASE permissions to access group ProdB for poolPRODdevs, enter in the
command file:


grant access=BASE to accgroup ProdB for accpool PRODdevs
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To commit the file grantbaserights.cmd and grant BASE permissions, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file grantbaserights.cmd


Note


When restricting a host to BASE access to a pool of devices, all devices mapped to the
host are visible along with any devices that are not mapped to the host, but are in the
pool. To configure a host to see only devices that are in the pool, map only those devices
to the host. In addition, remote (SRDF) arrays and their devices are discovered, and the
application registration database and the audit logs cannot be accessed since these may
contain data relevant to other hosts.


Grant SRDF permissions to a group


Examples
To grant SRDF permissions to access group ProdB for pool PRODdevs, enter in the
command file:


grant access=RDF to accgroup ProdB for accpool PRODdevs


To commit the file (grantsrdfrights.cmd) and grant SRDF permissions, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file grantsrdfrights.cmd


Note


When issued against a VMAX 10K array with Enginuity 5875Q32011SR, the symacl
command can be used to grant SRDF permissions to a pool of devices (or all devices).


Grant BCV and SDR permissions to a group


Examples
To grant BCV and SDR permissions to access group HR for pool poolHR, enter in the
command file:


grant access=BCV, SDR to accgroup HR for accpool poolHR;


To commit the file (grantbcvsdrrights.cmd) and grant BCV, and SDR permissions,
enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file grantbcvsdrrights.cmd


Grant BASE permissions to a non-registered host


Examples
To make any non-registered (unknown) host have BASE permissions to access group
UnknwGrp for all devices in the array environment, enter in the command file:


grant access=BASE to accgroup UnknwGrp for ALL devs
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To commit the file (grantbaserights.cmd)BASE permissions to a non-registered
user, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 commit -file grantbaserights.cmd


Remove permissions from access group


Syntax
In the command file, use the following syntax:


remove access=AccessType from accgroup GroupName   for accpool 
PoolName| ALL|NON-POOLED devs;


To commit removing permissions, use the following syntax:


symacl -sid SymID commit -file FileName


Obtain access control information
Only ADMIN or ADMINRD permissions allow viewing the access objects (groups, pools,
ACLs). Using the list action without administrative positions, display only the access
objects associated with the access group for the host executing the symacl list
command.


List access control information


Syntax
To list information about groups, pools, and ACLs, use the following syntax:


symacl [-sid SymmID|ALL] [-h] 
list [-v] 
list [-accpool | -accgroup | -acl]


Examples
To list the access groups on array 0133, enter:


symacl -sid 0133 list -accgroup


Show access control information


Syntax
To show detailed information about a specified group or pool, use the following syntax:


symacl [-sid SymmID | ALL]
        show accpool PoolName [-acl]
        show accgroup GroupName [-acl]


Note


When using the show actions without administrative permissions, you only see access
objects that are associated with the access group to which your host belongs.
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Examples
To show the details for access group ProdB on array 0133:


symacl -sid 0133 show accgroup ProdB


Obtain host access ID


Options


-unique


Returns the access ID in a segmented, 24-digit numeric form ( xxxxxxxx-
yyyyyyyy-zzzzzzzz).


For example: 12301558-94200021-00347892
Examples
To return the access ID for the controlling host, enter:


symacl -unique


Verify a locked access control session
Examples
To verify an access control session is locked on any array, enter:


symacl list -v


Reports the session owner and length of time the session has been locked.


Release locked access control sessions
Description
During the processing of the access control command file, the prepare and commit
actions are critical SYMCLI or SYMAPI operations that are considered access control
sessions. In the event a host machine or application should abnormally fail and stop
processing any prepare or commit access operation, the locked session can be
aborted.


Syntax
To release the session lock, use the following syntax:


symacl release -sid SymmID


Note


If as a security administrator, you intend to release a lock on a command file session, you
must either set the environment variable SYMCLI_ACCESS_PIN to your access ID, or


enter your PIN every time symacl prompts for this.


Access control strategies
This section describes the access control strategies that can be applied in an access-
controlled array environment. Several strategies can be considered for establishing or
restricting access for a node or group of users or hosts to your environment. These
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strategies should be considered when setting up an access control environment for the
first time.


Note


The discover command (symcfg discover) must be run after making access control


changes.


Default configuration: all permissions to users and hosts
The initial (delivered) strategy is to employ a default ID that controls all nodes not yet
registered. This default ID can be used to grant a certain level or a minimal level of access
for all unregistered nodes.


When an array is delivered it is configured with a group named UnknwGrp created for
nonregistered hosts (with no ID), as shown in the figure below.


Figure 2  Example default configuration


ALL
devices=ALL_DEVS


accgroup=UnknwGrp


unknown


UnknwGrp


Group ACE


A special default access ID named unknown is added to the group granting all unknown
hosts and users ALL permissions. Next, an ACE is created for group UnknwGrp granting
them ALL permissions to all the array devices. In this scenario, all users and hosts can
perform any of the SYMCLI command set operations.


Manage default access
During Access Control implementation, the access IDs of all hosts that need to
communicate to the array (for performing array operations using applications such as
Solutions Enabler) are registered in the database and granted sufficient permissions to
accomplish the functions they need to perform. Once the setup of Access Control is
complete, one strategy could be to block or severely limit access for any other host not
specifically defined. This is accomplished by adjusting the permissions of the default
accgroup UnknwGrp.


The default access id UNKNOWN, affiliated with the accgroup UnknwGrp, is provided at
array setup, to allow any host not specifically defined, to have a specific access. The
accgroup UnknwGrp access rights can be tailored to provide certain hosts a specific
access.


The default access id UNKNOWN and the accgroup UnknwGrp can be removed which will
prevent any access by a host, unless it is specifically defined with its own entries. This
means that a host, unless specifically defined and associated with a group, will be
denied access.


Remove UnknwGrp


Examples
To remove the UnknwGrp, enter from the administrative host, enter:


delete accgroup UnknwGrp remove_aces=true;


Revert UnknwGrp to default


Revert UnknwGrp to default
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Examples
To revert access control settings back to the default UnknwGrp, enter from the
administrative host:


create accgroup UnknwGrp;
grant access=ALL to accgroup UnknwGrp for NON-POOLED devs;
grant access=BASE to accgroup UnknwGrp for ALL devs;
add default accid name UNKNOWN to accgroup UnknwGrp;


Limit access to UnknwGrp group


Examples
To limit access to the UnknwGrp with limited access (for example BASE permission only
to all undefined hosts), enter:


create accgroup UnknwGrp;
grant access=BASE to accgroup UnknwGrp for ALL devs;
add default accid name UNKNOWN to accgroup UnknwGrp;


Create alternate default ACCID


Description
After removing the default accid UNKNOWN, an alternative default accid can be created. A
new accgroup is created with permissions that will be the access limitations for all
undefined hosts.


Syntax
The default accid provided during setup is called UNKNOWN. To create an alternate
default accid, use the following syntax:


 add default accid name IdName to accgroup GroupName


Examples
To create an alternate default accid Others, enter:


create accgroup OtherGrp;
grant access=BASE to accgroup OtherGrp for ALL devs;
add default accid name Others to accgroup OtherGrp;


These hosts can discover devices, obtain states and statistics from the array, with BASE
permission granted to a default accid Others.


Establish an administrator


A newly delivered array allows at least one host assigned with administrative (ADMIN)
privileges to the access control database.


In this example, to establish an administrator, an access group named AdminGrp is
created. Then a UNIX workstation named SunHost1 with an encrypted access ID (of the
form xxxxxxxx-yyyyyyyy-zzzzzzzz) is added to the AdminGrp group. (Obtain an access ID by
running the symacl -unique command.) Then two ACEs are created: one granting
ADMIN permissions and one granting ALL permissions to group AdminGrp for all devices
in the array.
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Figure 3  Establish Administrator
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Grant all permissions to the nonpooled devices


Once access controlled access pools have been established, access to all the array
devices that are not otherwise registered (Nonpooled) in any access pool can be set.


In this example, the ACE for the access group named UnknwGrp is modified to restrict
access to only those devices not registered in an access control pool.


Figure 4  Grant all permissions to non-pooled devices
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General absolute access control


General absolute access control registers access only to certain devices on an as-needed
basis. In this configuration, the UnknwGrp group is removed. Therefore, a node must be
known to the array, and only specific users/hosts in defined groups with limited or
unlimited permissions have access to certain devices defined in their working pools.


Initial setup summary


Once user needs and limitations are determined, it is highly recommended to use the
preview and prepare actions on the first major command file before you committing it;
particularly if it is an extensive list. The preview and prepare will identify any coding
errors or mistakes in the logic.


Setting up access control for TimeFinder devices (5977 and higher)
To set up an access controlled environment for TimeFinder operations, set up both the
standard and BCV devices as follows:


Procedure


1. Define your working access pool to contain both the standard and BCV
SymDevNames.


2. For the group name, grant BASE permissions to access all devices.


3. For the group name, grant BCV permissions to the access pool holding the pairs.
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Setup access control for TimeFinder/Snap devices (Enginuity 5876 or lower)
For an access controlled environment for TimeFinder/Snap operations, set up both the
source and target devices, and the SAVE devices as follows:


Source and target devices:


l Define the working access pool to contain both the source and target device's
SymDevnames.


l For the group name, grant BASE permissions to access all devices.


l For the group name, grant SNAP permissions to the access pools holding the pairs.


SAVE devices:


l Define the working access pool to contain the SAVE devices.


l For the group name, grant BASE permissions to access the SAVE devices.


l For the group name, grant CFGSYM permissions to create and delete the SAVE
devices.


l For the group name, grant SNAP permissions to manage the SAVE devices.


Setting access control for SRDF devices
To set up an access controlled environment for SRDF operations, set up both the local
array and remote array. Because both arrays have their own access controlled database,
this requires the following configuration:


Procedure


1. With the ADMIN host, create an access control group for the local array. Then with an
ADMIN local or remote host, define the same access control group name for the
remote array.


2. With an ADMIN host, create an access pool defined with the R1 SymDevnames. Then
with the ADMIN local or remote host, define an access pool with the R2
SymDevnames.


3. Grant BASE permissions for the group to access all devices on the R1 array. Then with
an ADMIN host, grant BASE permissions for the group to access all devices on R2.


4. Grant SRDF permissions for the group to access the R1 access pool. Then with an
ADMIN host, grant SRDF permissions for the group to access the R2 access pool.


Note


When issued against a VMAX 10K array with Enginuity 5875Q32011SR, the symacl
command can be used to grant SRDF permissions to a pool of devices (or all devices).


Setup access control for RecoverPoint Splitter (Enginuity 5876 or lower)


Examples
For the RecoverPoint splitter to operate correctly when array host-based access controls
are enabled, grant BASE, BASECTRL, RPA, and CFGDEV access types. To grant BASE,
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BASECTRL, RPA, and CFGDEV permissions to access group ProdB for pool
PRODdevs, enter:


grant access=BASE,BASECTRL,RPA,CFGDEV to accgroup ProdB for accpool 
PRODdevs;


Set access control for FAST/Optimizer (Enginuity 5876 or lower)
To set up an access controlled environment for FAST operations, grant permission
OPTMZR to the host. Obtain the unique access control ID of the array from EMC Customer
Support. Add this unique ID to access control and granted BASE and OPTMZR
permissions.


Symmetrix Management Console/Unisphere setup strategy
Symmetrix Management Console (Enginuity 5876 or lower) and Unisphere software
provide a GUI interface to query and manage an array. The GUI is allowed to perform any
operations to which the host has been granted rights.


Setup access control for Symaccess
To enable symaccess control for a host, use the permission VLOGIX. This permission
must be granted to ALL devices in the array. Note that the behavior of symaccess changes
once access pools are created. Once access pools containing devices are created,
VLOGIX type privileges are denied to groups unless the privilege is explicitly granted to
any group needing access. This includes the default UnknwGrp.


Back up and restore the access control database
It is a good practice to create a backup file of the current access control database prior to
making changes.


Create an access control database backup file


Syntax
To create a backup of the current access control database, using the following syntax:


symacl -sid SymmID backup -file CommandFile


The backup operation saves the contents of the access control database in the file
specified by the file option. The file must not previously exist. The backup file is
compatible for use with the symacl command.


Note


The backup file contains encrypted versions of the unique IDs. Therefore if comparing the
values in the backup file to the original file used to create the database, they will be
different.
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Restore access control database with backup file


Syntax
To restore the previous configuration data to access control database, use the following
syntax:


symacl -sid SymmID commit [-v|-noecho] -restore -file CommandFile


The restore operation replaces the contents of the access control database with the
contents of the file specified by the file option.


Note


The backup file contains encrypted versions of the unique IDs, therefore if comparing the
values in the backup file to the original file used to create the database, they will be
different.
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CHAPTER 5


Grouping Devices


This chapter describes the benefits of grouping storage array devices, the types of
groups, and how to create and modify them.


l Device group overview...........................................................................................84
l Device groups....................................................................................................... 84
l Storage groups....................................................................................................101
l Composite groups............................................................................................... 133
l GNS repository ................................................................................................... 149
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Device group overview
Solutions Enabler uses several types of groups to monitor and control VMAX and DMX
storage arrays. The type of group depends on your storage, host, and application
environment. Grouping devices allows for:
l Performing control operations on all devices in a group or on device pairs within the


group that belong to one or more local arrays (Device groups on page 84).
l Managing groups of storage volumes that belong to a single array for mapping/


masking, virtual LUN technology, FAST, and other base control operations (Storage
groups on page 101).


l Managing groups of devices spread across multiple local arrays (Composite
groups on page 133).


l Ensuring remote data consistency (SRDF consistency groups on page 136).


Device groups
A device group is a user-defined group comprised of devices that belong to a locally
attached VMAX or DMX array. Control operations can be performed on the group as a
whole, or on the individual device pairs in the group. By default, a device cannot belong
to more than one device group and all of the standard devices in a group must reside on
the same array. However, if the options file parameter
SYMAPI_ALLOW_DEV_IN_MULT_GRPS is enabled, a device can be added to multiple
groups.


Use device groups to identify and work with a subset of available devices; obtain
configuration, status, and performance statistics on a collection of related devices; or
issue control operations that apply to all devices in the specified device group.


A device group can belong to one or more composite groups. For more information, see 
Composite groups on page 133.


Group name services
In a default array environment, device group and composite group definitions are created
through a locally-attached host. Upon creation, the group definition is stored in the host
configuration database file. Therefore, only the host that created the group can see the
group and control it. To perform control operations from another locally-attached host,
the group definition must be manually copied to other hosts.


Group Name Services (GNS) can also be enabled to store device and composite group
definitions in a shared repository located on each array, which then becomes
automatically visible to all locally-attached hosts. This allows all GNS-enabled hosts to
see the same group definitions across your environment, while sharing real-time updates
to group definitions and configurations made by other hosts. For more information on
GNS operations, refer to GNS repository on page 149.


Names of device groups and devices
Device groups, as well as the devices in a device group, are assigned names that
facilitate reference in a session. Assign a device group name when you create it. The
name can have up to 31 characters and must be unique for a given configuration
database.


When adding a device to a device group, it is given a logical name. This name allows you
to refer to the device independently of its physical device name or array device name. The
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name can have up to 31 characters and must be unique within the device group. It is
known only within the context of the device group to which the device belongs. This
logical name must be used with the LdevName or ld argument in any SYMCLI command.


Device group types
When creating a device group, define it as one of the following types:


l REGULAR


l RDF1 (R1 and concurrent R11 devices)


l RDF2 (R2 and concurrent R22 devices)


l RDF21 (cascaded R21 devices)


l ANY (can contain a device mix of REGULAR, RDF1, RDF21 for an R1 site or RDF2,
RDF21, RDF22 for an R2/R22 site)


Device lists
A device group must be defined as type REGULAR, RDF1, RDF2, RDF21, or ANY, and may
contain various device lists for standard, BCV, virtual (VDEV), and remote devices. A
device is placed into a logical list when added to a device group. The following explains
the device list types:


l Standard device list — Standard device lists provide a mechanism for grouping
standard devices in a device group subject to the following restrictions:


n SRDF and non-SRDF devices cannot be in the same device group unless you
specify ANY for the type when creating the device group.


n All SRDF devices in a given device group must belong to the same SRDF group or if
concurrent SRDF, belong to two SRDF groups.


l TimeFinder BCV device list — TimeFinder BCV device lists provide a mechanism for
associating Business Continuance Volume (BCV) regular devices and RDF1 BCV
devices with a device group. BCV control operations can be performed on any BCV
pair in the device group. Also, you can perform SRDF operations on just the
associated RDF1 BCV devices. Refer to EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder Family CLI
Product Guide for more information on adding BCV devices to a device group.


l TF/Snap virtual device list — A virtual device is a host-accessible device containing
address pointers to the data stored on the source device or a pool of SAVE devices,
which indicate where the copy session data is located in the physical storage. Virtual
devices (VDEV) paired with standard and BCV devices can be associated with any
device group. In addition, TF/Snap control operations can be performed on any virtual
device in a device group.


l TF/Clone target list — Target lists provide a mechanism for establishing source (SRC)
and target (TGT) devices for TF/Clone operations. They can be created for both device
groups and composite groups. A target list can contain various types of devices,
including STDs, VDEVs, or BCV devices (based on a set of rules discussed in Device
restrictions on page 86) and can use those devices as targets in clone operations.
Remote target lists can also be created for remote operations.


Note


VDEVs cannot be mixed with other types of devices in any target list. In other words, a
target list cannot contain both VDEVs and STDs.


l Gatekeeper device list — One or more gatekeeper devices can be associated with a
device group. SYMCLI uses the associated gatekeeper to issue requests to the array
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for control operations on the devices within the specified device group. A standard
device can be added to a device group. However, the gatekeeper cannot be added to
the device group, only associated with a device group. For more information about
associating a gatekeeper device with a group, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler
Installation Guide .


Note


A BCV device or a RDF2 device cannot be assigned as a gatekeeper, nor can a device
that is a member of a device group be defined as a gatekeeper.


Device restrictions
Restrictions on the devices you can add to a device group are based on the device type.


RDF1 and RDF2 type device restrictions
The following restrictions apply when adding an SRDF device to a device group:


l All devices in the device group must be SRDF devices.


l All devices in the device group must be either all source (RDF1 type) or all target
(RDF2 type) devices.


l All devices in the device group must have the same SRDF group number.


l When there is a combination of R1 and R11 devices in a device group, the R1 and one
of its R11 mirrors must have the same SRDF group number. This also applies for R2
and R22 devices.


RDF21 type device restrictions
The following restrictions apply to all devices added to an RDF21 device group:


l All devices must be R21 STD devices. No mixture of STD device types is allowed.


l All R21 devices in a device group must maintain mirror consistency. All R1 mirrors
must have the same SRDF group number and all R2 mirrors must have the same SRDF
group number.


l Groups that have the same first SRDF group number must have the same cascaded
SRDF group number in a cascaded SRDF configuration.


l The existing rules for adding BCV, VDEV, and TGT devices to RDF21 groups apply.


Virtual device restrictions
To add a device as a VDEV, the device must be defined as a virtual device. Virtual devices
are VDEV, RVDEV and Hop-2 VDEV.


Clone target restrictions
STD, BCV and VDEV devices can be added to a target list. The following are the sets of
device types allowed in a target list, although devices from only one set of devices is
allowed in a given device group's target list at any given time:


l Non-SRDF STDs


l R1 STDs


l R2 STDs


l R1 + Non-SRDF Standards


l R2 + Non-SRDF Standards


l Non-SRDF BCVs


l R1-BCVs
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l R2-BCVs


l R1-BCVs + Non-SRDF BCVs


l R2-BCVs + Non-SRDF BCVs


l VDEVs (cannot mix VDEVs with other device types in the list)
By default, the logical device name (LdevName) for devices in a target list is TGTxxx.
For devices in the remote target list, the default Ldevname is RTGTxxx.


ANY group type restrictions
The ANY group type allows a mix of non-SRDF and SRDF (R1, R11, R2, R22, and R21)
devices in a single device group. It lifts the restrictions pertaining to the type of devices
added to the device group but still follows the previous restrictions for SRDF devices. For
example, all SRDF mirrors in a SRDF list must be of the same device type.


When there is a combination of R1 and R21 devices in a device group, the R1 mirror of the
R21 devices must have the same SRDF group number. This also applies to R2 and R21
devices in a device group.


The following devices are allowed in a device group of ANY:


l All REGULAR devices


l All R1 and R11 devices


l All R2 and R22 devices


l All R21 devices


l A combination of REGULAR, R1, R11 and R21 devices


l A combination of REGULAR, R2, R22 and R21 devices


Note


A device group of any SRDF type can change its type because of an symrdf control
operation. For example, an RDF1 composite group can change to an RDF2 when the
device personalities are swapped. The symrdf swap operation does not change the
type of an ANY device group.


SYMCLI provides various commands to add standard devices, virtual devices, or TF/
Clone target devices to a device group. Once a device group is created, SYMCLI
commands can be used to add a single device, all devices on a an array not yet
assigned to a device group, or a list of devices from a file to that group. For more
information on adding a list of devices from a file, refer to Export and import device
lists on page 93.


Create a device group
Create a device group by defining a named empty group of a specific type and then
adding devices to the group. A newly-created device group is defined by the devices
added to it. Each type of device list has its own set of restrictions.


Create an empty device group


Syntax
To create a device group, use the following syntax:


symdg -type GroupType create GroupName


Options


- type
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Specifies the group type. Valid group types are: REGULAR, RDF1, RDF2, R21 or
ANY. The default type is Regular.


name


Specifies the group name. The name can have up to 31 characters and must be
unique for a given configuration database.


Example
For example, to create a device group named prod whose members are operating as
SRDF source devices, enter:


symdg -type RDF1 create prod


If a group type is not specified, the default group created is REGULAR.


Add devices to a device group


Description
Use the symdg command to add a single device to a device group. Devices can be added
by specifying either the physical device name (add pd) or the array device name (add
dev). A logical device name can also be assigned to a device. A valid logical device name
cannot exceed 31 characters and must be unique within the device group. If a logical
device name is not specified, one will be supplied automatically by SYMCLI.


Note


If the device group already contains one or more storage groups, the command to add
devices fails as this action violates the restrictions for device groups containing storage
groups.


Syntax
The following is the syntax for adding a device:


symdg -g DgName [-offline] [-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
        add pd PdevName [LdevName]
          
        add dev SymDevName [LdevName][-sid SymmID] 
          [-rdf | -hop2 | -vdev | -tgt]
             [-rdfg GrpNum [-remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum


Options


SymDevName


Specifies the device name when adding virtual devices or target devices.


Interval


The time to wait between attempts to acquire an exclusive lock on the host database.


Count


The number of attempts.


Examples
To add a single device using the physical device name /dev/rhdisk32 to a device
group named prod, enter:


symdg -g prod add pd /dev/rhdisk32
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To add device 00005 to a device group named prod and assign the logical device name
temp1, enter:


symdg -g prod add dev 00005 temp1


Add virtual devices to a device group


Syntax
The following is the syntax for adding a virtual device:


symdg add dev SymDevName [LdevName][-sid SymmID] 
          [-rdf | -hop2 | -vdev | -tgt]
             [-rdfg GrpNum [-remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum


Options


-vdev


Specifies that the added device is a virtual device.


-rdf


When adding virtual devices from a remote array (RVDEV), targets the operation to the
specified virtual device over SRDF links on the remote array.


-rdfg


With concurrent SRDF, specifies the SRDF group number (-rdfg GrpNum ), with the
-rdf option.


-remote_rdfg, -hop2


Targets the operation to the specified virtual device over SRDF links 2 hops away.


Example
For example, to add virtual device 00005 to a device group named prod1 and assign the
logical device name vdev1, enter:


symdg -g prod1 add dev 00005 vdev1 -vdev


For example, to add virtual device 00005 to a device group named prod1 from a remote
array 2 hops away, enter:


symdg -g prod1 add dev 00005 vdev1 -vdev -hop2 -remote_rdfg 10


Add devices to the target list


Description
For TimeFinder/Clone operations, devices can be added to the target device list (TGT) of a
device group or the remote target device list (RTGT). STD, SRDF, BCV, and VDEV devices
can be added to the TGT, RTGT, and Hop2 TGT target lists.


For details on the types of devices that can be added to a device group's target list, refer
to Clone target restrictions on page 86.


Options


-vdev


Specifies that the added device is a virtual device.


-tgt


Specifies that added devices are from a local array.


-rdf
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When adding virtual devices from a remote array (RVDEV), targets the operation to the
specified virtual device over SRDF links on the remote array.


-rdfg


With concurrent SRDF, specifies the SRDF group number (-rdfg GrpNum ), with the
-rdf option.


-remote_rdfg, -hop2


Targets the operation to the specified virtual device over SRDF links 2 hops away.


Examples
To add target device 00023 to a device group named prod1 and assign the logical
device name tgt23, enter:


symdg -g prod1 add dev 00023 tgt23 -tgt


To add target device 00069 belonging to SRDF group 12 to a device group named
mywork and assign the logical device name tgt2, enter:


symdg -g mywork add dev 00069 tgt2 -vdev -rdf -rdfg 12


Logical device names for virtual devices
When a virtual device is added to a target list, its logical device name is assigned a VDEV
default logical name according to these rules:


l VDEVs added to the target list are named TGTxxx.
l VDEVs added to the remote target list are named RTGTxxx.
l VDEVs added to the Hop-2 target list are named 2TGTxxx.


Add ungrouped devices to a device group


Description
The symdg addall command assigns the following logical names to the devices it
adds: DEV001, DEV002,..., DEVnnn. Use the symdg rename command to change these
logical names after the devices have been added. Or, prior to calling this command,
change the default logical device naming conventions using the
SYMCLI_LDEV_NAMING environment variable. To not truncate logical names too long to
fit in the columns of the symdg show and symcg show output, set the
SYMCLI_FULL_LDEVNAME environment variable.


Syntax
By default, all standard devices (or local virtual devices) are added to a device group,
unless options are used to specify certain types of devices. To add ungrouped devices to
a device group, use the following syntax:


symdg -g DgName [-offline] [-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
           [-sid SymmID]
           [-vdev | -tgt -rdf | -hop2
           [-rdfg GrpNum [-remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum]]
        addall dev
          [-SA # | ALL] [-P #] [-N #]
          [-cap # [-captype mb | cyl]]
          [-sel_rdfg SelRdfgNum]
          [-devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName 
             ,SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName . . .]            


Options


-i
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The time to wait between attempts to acquire an exclusive lock on the host database.


-c


The number of attempts.


-sid


All ungrouped devices from a specific array ID.


-vdev -rdf -rdfg GrpNum


All virtual devices from a local or remote array.


-tgt -rdf -rdfg RemoteGrpNum


All devices are added to the target list of the device group for TF/Clone operations on
a remote array.


-vdev -hop2 -remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum


All virtual devices from a remote array two hops away.


-tgt -rdf -hop2 -remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum


All devices are added to the target list of the device group for TimeFinder/Clone
operations on an array two hops away.


-SA <#|ALL>


All devices visible to one or all front-end directors.


-P #


All devices visible to one or all front-end port number.


-N #


The number of devices to add to the device group.


-devs


Any combination of device ranges and single devices, such as 225:22a,
120,a5,7a0:7af


-CAP #


Any combination of device ranges and single devices that are of a specific capacity.


-sel_rdfg


Only SRDF devices belonging to that group number are added.


Note


When using concurrent SRDF, when there are two arrays on the remote side, you must
specify the SRDF group number (-rdfg GrpNum) with -rdf option. When the -
hop2 option is specified, you must specify a -remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum.


Restrictions
The following are not allowed when using addall command:


l Mix devices from different arrays.


l Mix SRDF devices that have different SRDF group numbers.


l Add devices defined as a gatekeeper or BCVs.


l Add devices whose device type does not match the device group type.
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Set controls on Celerra devices


Syntax
To set controls on Celerra FBA devices with the symdg -celerra command, use the
following syntax:


symdg -g <DgName> [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]
[-bcv | -vdev | -tgt] [-rp] [-star] [-celerra]
                rw_enable [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-p <#>] [-SA <#|
ALL>]
                write_disable [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-p <#>][-SA 
<#|ALL>]


symdg -g <DgName> [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]
[-bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv  | -brbcv | -rrbcv |
-vdev [-hop2] | -rvdev | -tgt [-hop2] | 
-rtgt] [-rp] [-star] [-celerra]
                not_ready [LdevName [LdevName...]]
    


List devices in a device group


Syntax
To list devices in a device group, use the following syntax:


symdg -g DgName list ld            


List all device groups


Description
Use symdg list to list all device groups defined in the configuration database, including
group names, group type, array ID, the number of standard, BCV, gatekeeper, virtual
devices, and TF/Clone target devices (TGTs). The output also indicates if the device group
is valid and whether it is contained by a composite group.


Example
The following shows an example of symdg list output.


symdg list
                          D E V I C E      G R O U P S                       
                 Flags                         Number of
  Name    Type    VC    Symmetrix ID  Devs  GKs  BCVs  VDEVs  TGTs
  dgnocgs RDF1    YN    N/A              0    0     0      0     0
  dgincg  REGULAR YY    000194900341  2154    0   128      0     0
Legend:
  Flags:
       V(alid) DG    : Y = Valid, N = Invalid, - = N/A
       (In) C(g)     : Y = Contained by a CG, N = Not contained by a CG


Note


Device groups with names longer than 17 characters display with their first 17 characters
followed by an asterisk (*). Display composite group information  on page 145 explains
how to set the environmental variable to display longer group names.
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Show device group details


Description
Use symdg show to display information about a specific device group.


Example
The following output shows that device group dgincg is of type RDF1. This is only partial
output for this command:


symdg show dgincg
Group Name:  dgincg
    Group Type                                   : ANY 
    Device Group in GNS                          : No 
    Valid                                        : Yes
    Symmetrix ID                                 : 000194900341
    Group Creation Time                          : Tue Dec 1 8:6:9 2009
    Vendor ID                                    : EMC Corp
    Application ID                               : SYMCLI
    Number of STD Devices in Group               : 2154
    Number of Associated GK's                    :    0
    Number of Locally-associated BCV's           :  128
    Number of Locally-associated VDEV's          :    0
    Number of Locally-associated TGT's           :    0
    Number of Remotely-associated VDEV's(STD RDF):    0
    Number of Remotely-associated BCV's (STD RDF):    0
    Number of Remotely-associated TGT's(TGT RDF) :    0
    Number of Remotely-associated BCV's (BCV RDF):    0
    Number of Remotely-assoc'd RBCV's (RBCV RDF) :    0
    Number of Remotely-assoc'd BCV's (Hop-2 BCV) :    0
    Number of Remotely-assoc'd VDEV's(Hop-2 VDEV):    0
    Number of Remotely-assoc'd TGT's (Hop-2 TGT) :    0
    Number of Composite Groups                   :    2
    Composite Group Names                        : cg110
                                                 : cgregular
. . .


Export and import device lists
You can save the list of devices from an existing group to a file on your host system, and
this file can later be imported to create a device group. This can be useful if you delete
the group and later wish to recreate it, or if you wish to import the group definition to
another system.


Export a device list


Syntax
To remove all devices from a group but retain or export the list of devices in the group to a
file on your host system, use the following syntax:


symdg 
          export <DgName> [-delete] [-file <FileName>]
             [[-rdf [-rdfg <GrpNum>]] | [-sid <SymmID>]]
             [-grpfile <GrpDbFileName>]
          exportall [-delete] [-file <FileName>]
            [[-rdf [-rdfg <GrpNum>]] | [-sid <SymmID>]]
            [-grpfile <GrpDbFileName>]


Options


-rdf
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Exports an SRDF group. Uses the remote array ID and device names and changes the
SRDF group type from R1 to R2 or vice versa.


-rdfg GrpNum


Specifies an SRDF group number.


-delete


Exports the device group membership to a file and deletes the existing device group
in the same operation. To reinstate the same group again, import this list to the same
or different device group. Refer to Import device lists  on page 94.


Example
To create a text file that contains the details of all members of the existing device groups,
use the symdg -exportall operation. To later recreate the device groups from this
file, use the symdg importall command.


To export the device group membership from group prod2 to file prod2list, enter:


symdg export prod2 -f prod2list


To export the device group membership to file prod2list from group prod2 and then
delete the group, enter:


symdg export prod2 -f prod2list -delete


For information on deleting a device group, refer to Delete a device group on page 100.


Note


The -rdf option is not supported when exporting R21 device groups.


Import device lists


Description
Typically imported files were previously exported (refer to Export a device list  on page
93).


The import action creates the device group if the group name specified in the command
does not already exist, or you can import to an existing group name that is partially
populated. If you import to an existing group, the devices in the imported file are
appended to the existing group membership.


You can recreate all device groups, using the symdg importall command, from data
contained in a text file that was previously created using the symdg exportall
command.


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, raid group members cannot be directly
controlled, so exporting or importing details about specific Raid group members is not
supported.
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Syntax
To add multiple devices to a new or existing device group by importing an existing file
that contains a list of devices created by the export action, use the following syntax:


symdg -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
import DgName [-f FileName]
importall [-f FileName]


Example
For example, to create a device group named prod2 from the file prod2list, enter:


symdg import prod2 -f prod2list


Rename device groups


Description
Use symdg to rename a device group. The new name can contain up to 31 characters and
must be unique for the configuration database on which the device group is defined.


Examples
To rename the device group prod to prod_B, enter:


symdg rename prod prod_b


If the device group is a member of one or more composite groups, specify the -v
(verbose) option to view its associated composite groups:


symdg rename prod prod_b -v
DG prod contained by CG cg1 was renamed
DG prod contained by CG cg14 was renamed


Rename logical device names


Description
Use symdg to change the logical name of a device in a device group. The name can have
up to 31 characters and must be unique within its device group.


Note


The command fails if you attempt to rename a logical device name of a device in a device
group containing storage groups.


Example
To rename the logical name of device DEV003 to TEMP3 in device group named prod,
enter:


symdg -g prod rename ld DEV003 TEMP3


Move a device between device groups


Description
Use symdg to move one device, specifying the logical device name, from one existing
device group to another existing device group. The source and destination device groups
must be compatible types.
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Note


The command fails if you attempt to move devices from a device group containing
storage groups. You must use the symsg move or symsg moveall commands to move
devices in a storage group.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to move an individual device:


symdg -g 
DgName [-h] [-offline] 
[-i Interval] [-c Count    move ld 
LdevName 
DestDgName [-force] [-rename] 


Options


-i


Specifies the predetermined time (interval) to wait between attempts to acquire an
exclusive lock on the array host database and, for SRDF control operations, on the
local and/or remote arrays.


-c


Specifies the number of attempts (count).


-rename


If there is a device within the destination device group with the same logical device
name as device you wish to move into the destination device group, use the -rename
option to avoid encountering an error. When this option is used, SYMCLI renames the
moved device to the next available logical device name as defined in the
SYMCLI_LDEV_NAMING environment variable.


Example
To move logical device DEV003 from device group prod to device group test, enter:


symdg -g prod move ld DEV003 test


Move all devices between device groups


Description
When choosing to move all devices from one existing device group to another, you can
move all devices, or use the additional options to focus the operation to devices that
meet a specific criteria. The source and destination device groups must have compatible
types. By default, this operation only affects standard devices.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to move all devices:


symdg -g 
DgName [-h] [-offline] 
[-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]


   moveall 
DestDgName [-force] [-rename] 
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        [-vdev | -tgt [-hop2] | -rvdev | -rtgt]


Options


-i


Specifies the predetermined time (interval) to wait between attempts to acquire an
exclusive lock on the array host database and, for SRDF control operations, on the
local and/or remote arrays.


-c


Specifies the number of attempts (count).


-rename


If there is a device within the destination device group with the same logical device
name as device you wish to move into the destination device group, use the -rename
option to avoid encountering an error. When this option is used, SYMCLI renames the
moved device to the next available logical device name as defined in the
SYMCLI_LDEV_NAMING environment variable.


-SA <#|ALL>


Specifies devices mapped to a specific front-end (SCSI or Fibre) director number.


-P #


Specifies devices mapped to a specific (SCSI or Fibre) director port number.


-CAP #


Specifies devices of an indicated capacity.


-N#


Specifies the total number of devices.


-devs


Specifies any combination of device ranges and single devices to move. If -devs is
not specified, all devices in the specified array are moved.


-vdev


Adds only the virtual devices to the composite group.


-hop2


Indicates that the specified device is two hops away.


-tgt


Adds only the TGTs to the composite group.


Example
To move all virtual devices from device group prod to group test, enter:


symdg -g prod moveall -vdev test


Copy devices between device groups


Description
Devices from an existing device group can be copied into another existing device group of
compatible type. Use the copy action to copy one standard device from the specified
source device group to the destination device group. The source and destination device
groups must have compatible types.
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Use the copyall action to copy all standard devices from the specified source device
group to the destination device group. The source and destination device groups must
have compatible types. When performing a copyall action, the types or number of
devices that are included in the copy can be limited using the various filter options.


For a device to exist in multiple device groups (which a copy would do), the option file
setting SYMAPI_ALLOW_DEV_IN_MULT_GRPS = ENABLE is required.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to copy devices from one device group to another device group:


symdg -g DgName [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-v][-offline]
    copy ld LdevName DestDgName [-force] [-rename] 
symdg -g DgName [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-v]
          [-offline] [-sid SymmID]
          [-SA # | ALL] [-P #] [-N #]
          [-cap # [-captype mb | cyl]] 
          [-sel_rdfg SelRdfgNum]
          [-devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName 
               [,SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName...]]
          [-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF]
    copyall DestDgName [-force] [-rename] 
        [-vdev | -tgt [-hop2] | -rvdev | -rtgt]


Copy devices from device group to storage group


Description
Devices from an existing device group can be copied (or added) to a storage group. The
copied devices remain in the device group (DgName) and are added to the destination
storage group (SgName).


If the storage group does not exist, it will be created. If optional device types are not
specified, only standard devices will be added.


Note


The symdg dg2sg command is blocked for device groups containing storage groups.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to add devices from an existing device group to a storage group:


symdg dg2sg 
DgName 
SgName [-bcv|-vdev|-tgt]


Example
To add devices from a device group named prod to a storage group named
prod_2, enter:


dg2sg prod prod_2


Remove a device from a device group


Description
Use symdg remove to remove a device from a device group. By default, the remove
argument affects standard devices only. However, the -vdev option can be specified to
remove a virtual device.
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Note


If you remove the only member of a device group, the device group is not automatically
deleted. You must execute symdg delete to explicitly delete the device group, as
described in the Delete a device group on page 100.


Note


If the device is contained in a storage group, the operation will fail. You must use the
symsg remove dev command to remove a device in a storage group.


Example
To remove logical device DEV003 from a device group named prod, enter:


symdg -g prod -force remove ld DEV003


In this example, the -force option removes the device regardless of its BCV state.


Remove all devices from a device group


Description
Use symdg rmall to remove all devices from a device group. By default, the rmall
argument affects standard devices only. However, the -vdev option can be specified to
remove just the virtual devices.


Note


If you remove the only member of a device group, the device group is not automatically
deleted. You must execute symdg delete to explicitly delete the device group, as
described in Delete a device group on page 100.


Note


If the devices are contained in a storage group, the operation will fail. You must use the
symsg rmall command to remove devices in a storage group.


Syntax
To remove all devices from an existing device group, use the following syntax:


symdg -g DgName [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-v]
          [-offline] [-sid SymmID]
          [-SA # | ALL] [-P #] [-N #]
          [-cap # [-captype mb | cyl]] 
          [-sel_rdfg SelRdfgNum]
          [-devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName 
               [,SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName...]]
          [-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF]
        rmall [-force] 
          [-vdev | -tgt -rdf [-rdfg GrpNum] | -hop2]


Options


-SA <#|ALL>


Specifies devices mapped to a specific front-end (SCSI or Fibre) director number.


-P #


Specifies devices mapped to a specific (SCSI or Fibre) director port number.
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-CAP #


Specifies devices of a specified capacity.


-devs


Specifies any combination of device ranges and single devices to remove.


-vdev | -tgt -rdf [-rdfg GrpNum]


Specifies local and remote virtual and target devices.


Delete a device group


Syntax
Use the following syntax to delete a device group:


symdg delete 
DgName [-force]


Example
To delete a device group named prod, enter:


symdg delete prod


If the device group is a member of one or more composite groups, specify the verbose
option to view its associated composite groups, such as:


symdg delete prod -force -v
DG prod was removed from CG cg1
DG prod was removed from CG cg14


Note


Deleting populated device groups or a device group of a composite group requires the
use of the -force option.


Perform control operations on device group devices


Description
Use the symdg command to perform the following control operations on devices within a
device group:


l Change the state (ready, not ready) of a device


l Set or reset the hold bit on a device


l Set or unset persistence on a device


l Set or unset Geometry Compatible Mode (GCM)


The following functionality is only supported on arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower:


l Compress or uncompress a thin device


l Set the Optimized Read Miss mode (ORM)
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Note


For arrays running Enginuity 5876 Q22013SR, set the Optimized Read Miss mode to
Off or System Managed for devices in a device group. By default, the action is only
applied to standard devices in the group. If the action needs to be performed on
devices in a specific list, use the appropriate qualifier (such as, -bcv, -rbcv, etc.).


l Bind, unbind, rebind, start or stop allocations, free, and reclaim thin devices


Note


Free and reclaim actions are blocked for any device which is the source or target of a
Clone, Emulation, or Snap session.


The operations can be directed at all devices in a device group. By default the actions
only apply to the standard devices in the group. If a control operation needs to be
performed on devices in a specific list, the appropriate qualifier needs to be used (such
as, -bcv, -rbcv, etc.).


Note


Virtual Pool (VP) compression (Enginuity 5876 only) on page 329 provides information
on compressing and uncompressing thin devices. For more information on actions for
thin devices (bind, unbind, rebind, allocate, etc.) refer to Perform actions on thin devices
(Enginuity 5773 through 5876) on page 317.


Syntax
The command syntax is as follows:


symdg -dg 
DgName [-noprompt] [-i 
Interval] [-c 
Count]
          [-bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv |-rrbcv |
           -vdev [-hop2] | -rvdev | -tgt [-hop2] |
           -rtgt] [-rp] [-star] [-celerra]


        not_ready [LdevName [LdevName ...]]
                ready [LdevName [LdevName ...]]        
                hold [LdevName [LdevName ...]]
                unhold [LdevName [LdevName ...]]
                compress [LdevName [LdevName ...]] [-stop]
                uncompress [LdevName [LdevName ...]] [-stop]
                bind [LdevName [LdevName...]] -pool <PoolName>
                rebind [LdevName [LdevName...]] -pool <PoolName>
                unbind [LdevName [LdevName...]]
                allocate [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-persistent | -
stop]
                free [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-stop]
                reclaim [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-persistent | -stop]
                set -persistent [LdevName [LdevName ...]]
                unset -persistent [LdevName [LdevName ...]]
                set -orm [on | off | system] [LdevName [LdevName...]]
                set -gcm [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]] [-symforce]
                unset -gcm [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]] [-symforce]


Storage groups
Storage groups are a collection of devices stored on the array that are used by an
application, a server, or a collection of servers. Storage groups are used to present
storage to hosts in masking/mapping, Virtual LUN Technology, FAST, and various base
operations. Use the SYMCLI symsg command to create and manage these storage groups.
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Storage group restrictions
The following general restrictions apply to all storage groups containing only devices.
This applies to storage groups containing child storage groups only, not cascaded
storage groups containing both parent storage groups with child storage groups:


l Storage groups are supported only on VMAX arrays running Enginuity version 5874 to
5876 or HYPERMAX OS 5977.


l GNS does not support storage groups. Storage groups are saved in a special area on
the array.


l For arrays running Enginuity 5874 to 5876, the maximum for a single array is 8192
storage groups. For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the maximum for a single
array is 16K storage groups.


l Each storage group can contain a maximum of 4096 devices.


l Storage group names can be up to 64 characters in length. Names must begin with an
alphanumeric character and may contain embedded hyphens and underscore
characters. Names are not case sensitive. Therefore, two storage groups named test
and Test are not allowed.


l For VMAX arrays running Enginuity 5874 to 5876, a device cannot be added to a
storage group associated with a FAST policy if the device already exists in another
storage group that is associated with a FAST policy.


l Diskless devices are not permitted in storage groups.


l Logical device names are not supported by storage groups.


Additional usage restrictions for storage groups are described in Add cascaded storage
groups  on page 111 and Restrictions for storage groups with defined Host I/O limits
(5876 or 5977) on page 115.


Create storage groups


Description
Use the symsg create command to create an empty storage group by defining a named
group on the array. You can then add devices to the group. You can optionally set the
front-end bandwidth, IOPs range, and Host IO Limit dynamic distribution setting for the
storage group. For HYPERMAX OS 5977 you can also set the Service Level Objective,
Storage Resource Pool, and Workload.


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symsg -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]
        create <SgName> 
          [-bw_max <MBperSec>] 
          [-iops_max <IOperSec>]
          [-dynamic <NEVER | ALWAYS | ONFAILURE>]
          [-slo <SLO Name> [-wl <Workload Name>]]
          [-srp <SRP Name>]


Options


bw_max


Limits the front-end bandwidth of the devices in the storage group. The valid range
for bandwidth is from 1 MB/Sec to 100,000 MBs/sec.


iops_max
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Limits the I/Os per second of the devices over a set of director ports. The valid range
for IOPs is from 100 IOs/sec to 100,000 IOs/sec but must be specified in units of 100
IO/Sec.


-dynamic


Specifies the Host IO Limit dynamic distribution setting for the storage group as
follows:


l NEVER: The Host IO Limits for a storage group are never dynamically redistributed
(static).


l ALWAYS: The Host IO Limits for the storage group are always dynamically
redistributed.


l ONFAILURE: The Host IO Limits for the storage group are dynamically redistributed
only upon failure of a front-end port.


Note


Host I/O Limits for storage groups (5876 or 5977) on page 115 describes how to use
the bw_max, iops_max, and dynamic options to set Host I/O limits.


slo


(HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher) The only valid SLO is "Optimized". You can optionally
set a workload when setting an Service Level Objective by supplying the -wl option.


srp


(HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher) Specifies a Storage Resource Pool on a storage group.


Note that the Service Level Objective and Storage Resource Pool name parameters
function as follows:


l If you do not specify either SLO Name or SRP Name, then the storage group will be
created with no Service Level Objective and no Storage Resource Pool and will not be
FAST-managed.


l If you specify both SLO Name and SRP Name, the specified Service Level Objective and
Storage Resource Pool will be used and the storage group will become FAST-
managed.


l If you specify only SLO Name, the specified Service Level Objective and a default
Storage Resource Pool for the emulation type of the devices in the storage group will
be used and the storage group will become FAST-managed.


l If you specify only SRP Name, an Optimized Service Level Objective will be used with
the storage group and the storage group will become FAST-managed.


Restrictions


l Storage Admin. permission is required.


l The command fails if the specified Service Level Objective, workload, or Storage
Resource Pool does not exist.


l The command will fail if the specified Service Level Objective cannot be supported
based on the Storage Resource Pool that is being used by the storage group.


l When setting a workload on an group, the command fails if a Service Level Objective
is not set.
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Create devices and add to storage groups


Note


For HYPERMAX OS 5977, if a storage group is not specified or if the specified storage
group is not FAST-managed, the device is created using the default Storage Resource
Pool for the device's emulation type and an Optimized Service Level Objective.


Syntax
To add a device to a storage group, use the following syntax (5876 or lower):


create dev count=<n>,
     size = <n> [MB | GB | CYL],
     emulation=<EmulationType>,
     config=<DevConfig>
     [, remote_config=<DevConfig>, 
     ...
     [, sg=<SgName> [,remote_sg=<SgName>]],


To add a device to a storage group, use the following syntax (5977 or higher):


create dev count=<n>,
     size = <n> [MB | GB | CYL],
     emulation=<EmulationType>,
     config=<DevConfig>
     [, preallocate size = <ALL>
     [, allocate_type = PERSISTENT]]
     [, remote_config=<DevConfig>, ra_group=<n>]
     [, sg=<SgName> [, remote_sg=<SgName>]]
     ...


Example
To create a device and add it to a storage group named SG_Finance, enter:


symconfigure -sid 230 commit -cmd "create dev count = 2, size = 1000 cyl,
            emulation = fba, config = TDEV, SG = SG_Finance;"
Execute a symconfigure operation for symmetrix '000197100230' (y/[n]) ? y
A Configuration Change operation is in progress. Please wait...
    Establishing a configuration change session...............Established.
    Processing symmetrix 000197100230
    {
          create dev count = 2, size = 1000 cyl, emulation = fba,
          config = TDEV, SG = SG_Finance;
    }
    Performing Access checks..................................Allowed.
    Terminating the configuration change session..............Done.
The configuration change session has successfully completed.


Restrictions


l Storage Admin. permission is required.


l The command fails if the specified storage group does not exist.


l The command fails if attempting to add an FBA device to a FAST-managed storage
group that contains CKD devices or to add a CKD device to a group that contains FBA
devices. This includes previous device create operations that add devices to the
same storage group during one configuration change session.


l The command fails if attempting to add devices to a storage group that contains
encapsulated devices. This includes previous device create operations that add
devices to the same storage group during one configuration change session.
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Add existing devices to storage groups


Syntax
To add a device, use the following syntax:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>] [-v] [-celerra] [-rp] [-ckd]
          add dev <SymDevName>


To add multiple devices, or devices in a range or a file, use the following syntax:


symsg -sg <SymDevName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>] [-v] [-celerra] [-rp] [-ckd]
          [-SA <# | ALL>] [-p <#>] [-N <#>]
          [-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]] 
          [-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName> 
            [,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]> |
           -file <DeviceFileName> [-tgt] ]
        addall [pd | devs]


Options


-tgt


Specifies adding only target devices listed in a text file. Device text files are either a
one or two column format; source devices listed in the first column and target devices
listed in second column.


Examples
To add a single device to storage groupprod on array 123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg prod add dev 30


To add all devices that are primarily visible from the host (mapped) to storage group
prod on array 123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg prod addall pd


To add a range of physical devices to storage group prod on array 123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg prod addall pd -devs 30:3F


To a dd a range or list of devices to storage group prod on array 123:


symsg -sid 207 -sg sg1 -devs  64:105,22a,505,600:605,0700


To add all devices listed in text file storgrp_a.txt to storage group prod on array
123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -file storgrp_a.txt -sg prod addall


Note


Any attempt made to add a device belonging to a storage group that is part of a masking
view to a second storage group fails.


Restrictions


l Storage Admin permission is required.
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l If the storage group is FAST-managed, the command fails if the device is already in
another storage group that is FAST-managed.


l If the storage group is FAST-managed, the command fails if adding encapsulated
devices.


Add child storage groups to existing storage groups


Syntax
To add devices or storage groups, use the following syntax:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>] [-v] [-celerra] [-rp] [-ckd]
          add sg <SgName1>[,<SgName2>,<SgName3>,...,<SgNamen>]]


Restrictions


l Storage Admin permission is required.


l The command fails when adding a child storage group to a FAST-managed storage
group.


Modify properties of existing storage groups


Description
Use the symsg set command to modify the Service Level Objective, Storage Resource
Pool, and Workload settings for an existing storage group.


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>]
        set <[-bw_max <MBperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-iops_max <IOperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-dynamic <NEVER | ALWAYS | ONFAILURE>]>
             [-slo <SLO Name> [-wl <Workload Name>] |-noslo]
             [-srp <SRP Name> | -nosrp]


Options


bw_max


Limits the front-end bandwidth of the devices in the storage group. The valid range
for bandwidth is from 1 MB/Sec to 100,000 MBs/sec.


iops_max


Limits the I/Os per second of the devices over a set of director ports. The valid range
for IOPs is from 100 IOs/sec to 100,000 IOs/sec but must be specified in units of 100
IO/Sec.


dynamic


Specifies the Host IO Limit dynamic distribution setting for the storage group as
follows:


l NEVER: The Host IO Limits for a storage group are never dynamically redistributed
(static).


l ALWAYS: The Host IO Limits for the storage group are always dynamically
redistributed.


l ONFAILURE: The Host IO Limits for the storage group are dynamically redistributed
only upon failure of a front-end port.
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Note


Host I/O Limits for storage groups (5876 or 5977) on page 115 describes how to use
the bw_max, iops_max, and dynamic options to set Host I/O limits.


slo


Modifies the Service Level Objective on a storage group. You can optionally set a
workload when setting an Service Level Objective by supplying the -wl option and the
name of the workload. If you do not specify a workload, then the workload <none> is
assigned.


Note


The only valid SLO for HYPERMAX OS 5977 is "Optimized".


noslo


Specifies a Service Level Objective to be removed from a storage group.


srp


Specifies a Storage Resource Pool on a storage group.


nosrp


Specifies a Storage Resource Pool to be removed from a storage group.


Set a user-supplied SLO on a storage group


Description
To set a Service Level Objective, specify the -slo option and the desired SLO name. You
can optionally set a workload when setting a Service Level Objective by supplying the -wl
option with the desired workload name. If no workload is specified, then the workload
<none> is assigned. If the storage group does not have a Storage Resource Pool set, the
system default Storage Resource Pool for the emulation type of the devices in the storage
group (FBA or CKD) will be used and the group will become FAST-managed.


Note


If your VMAX environment uses mixed FBA and CKD emulation types, then both default
Storage Resource Pools will exist: one for FBA and one for CKD. If you add an FBA device
to the storage group, it will be added to the Storage Resource Pool for FBA. If you attempt
to add CKD devices to the storage group with FBA devices, you will be blocked from doing
so.


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>]
        set <[-bw_max <MBperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-iops_max <IOperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-dynamic <NEVER | ALWAYS | ONFAILURE>]>
             [-slo <SLO Name> [-wl <Workload Name>] |-noslo]
             [-srp <SRP Name> | -nosrp]
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Remove a SLO from a storage group


Description
To remove a Service Level Objective, specify the -noslo option. This also removes any
workload that was assigned for the Service Level Objective. If the storage group has a
Storage Resource Pool, the storage group will be assigned an Optimized Service Level
Objective. Otherwise, there will be no Service Level Objective or Storage Resource Pool
for the storage group and the group will no longer be FAST-managed.


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>]
        set <[-bw_max <MBperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-iops_max <IOperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-dynamic <NEVER | ALWAYS | ONFAILURE>]>
             [-slo <SLO Name> [-wl <Workload Name>] |-noslo]
             [-srp <SRP Name> | -nosrp]


Set a user-supplied SRP on a storage group


Description
To set an SRP, specify the -srp option with the desired Storage Resource Pool name. If
the storage group does not have a Service Level Objective set, an Optimized Service Level
Objective will be used with the storage group and the group will become FAST managed.


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>]
        set <[-bw_max <MBperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-iops_max <IOperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-dynamic <NEVER | ALWAYS | ONFAILURE>]>
             [-slo <SLO Name> [-wl <Workload Name>] |-noslo]
             [-srp <SRP Name> | -nosrp]


Remove an SRP from a storage group


To remove a Storage Resource Pool, specify the -nosrp option. If the storage group has a
Service Level Objective set, the system default Storage Resource Pool for the emulation
type of the devices in the storage group will be used. Otherwise, there will be no Storage
Resource Pool or Service Level Objective for the storage group and the group will no
longer be FAST-managed.


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>]
        set <[-bw_max <MBperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-iops_max <IOperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-dynamic <NEVER | ALWAYS | ONFAILURE>]>
             [-slo <SLO Name> [-wl <Workload Name>] |-noslo]
             [-srp <SRP Name> | -nosrp]
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Remove the SLO and SRP from a storage group


Description
To remove the Service Level Objective and the Storage Resource Pool, specify both the -
noslo and the -nosrp options. The storage group will no longer be FAST-managed.


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>]
        set <[-bw_max <MBperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-iops_max <IOperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-dynamic <NEVER | ALWAYS | ONFAILURE>]>
             [-slo <SLO Name> [-wl <Workload Name>] |-noslo]
             [-srp <SRP Name> | -nosrp]


Change workload on a storage group


Description
To change the workload without changing its assigned Service Level Objective, specify
both the -slo option with the current Service Level Objective name and the -wl option
with the new workload name.


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>]
        set <[-bw_max <MBperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-iops_max <IOperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-dynamic <NEVER | ALWAYS | ONFAILURE>]>
             [-slo <SLO Name> [-wl <Workload Name>] |-noslo]
             [-srp <SRP Name> | -nosrp]


Remove workload on a storage group


Description
To remove the workload on a storage group while retaining the current Service Level
Objective, specify the -slo option with current Service Level Objective name and omit
the -wl option. This causes the workload <none> to be assigned. The storage group will
remain FAST-managed.


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>]
        set <[-bw_max <MBperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-iops_max <IOperSec> | NOLIMIT ]
             [-dynamic <NEVER | ALWAYS | ONFAILURE>]>
             [-slo <SLO Name> [-wl <Workload Name>] |-noslo]
             [-srp <SRP Name> | -nosrp]


Restrictions for storage group modification
l Storage Admin permission is required.
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l The command fails if the user-supplied storage group, Service Level Objective,
workload, or Storage Resource Pool does not exist.


l The command fails if the user-supplied Service Level Objective cannot be supported
based on the Storage Resource Pool that is being used by the storage group.


l The command fails if setting a Service Level Objective or a Storage Resource Pool to a
parent storage group.


l When setting a Service Level Objective or a Storage Resource Pool, the command fails
if any device in the storage group is already in another storage group which is FAST-
managed.


l When setting a Service Level Objective or a Storage Resource Pool, the command fails
if the storage group contains encapsulated devices.


l When setting a workload on a storage group, the command fails if the storage group
does not have a Service Level Objective or a Service Level Objective is not being set.
It will also fail if a Service Level Objective set on the storage group is being removed.


Standalone storage groups and cascaded groups


Note


This topic applies only to arrays running Enginuity 5876 or HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


Solutions Enabler provides the capability for storage groups to contain other storage
groups (cascaded storage groups). This cascading of storage groups allows for individual
FAST policies for the storage groups containing devices and a masking view for the
storage group containing other storage groups. The storage group, containing only
devices, that is contained within a parent storage group is referred to as the child storage
group.


Parent and child storage group restrictions
The following restrictions apply to cascaded storage groups. This applies to storage
groups containing other storage groups (a parent storage group and children storage
groups):


l Support for cascaded storage group is only provided on arrays running Enginuity
5876Q42012SR or HYPERMAX OS 5977.


l Only a single level of cascading is permitted. A parent storage group may not be a
child of another storage group.


l Storage groups can only contain devices or other storage groups. No mixing is
permitted. This covers attempts to add devices to a parent storage group using add,
copy, move, and dg2sg. This also covers attempts to add child storage groups to an
storage group containing devices.


l A parent can have up to 32 child storage groups.


l Empty storage groups can be added to a parent storage group as long as the parent
storage group inherits at least one device when the parent storage group is in a view.


l A parent storage group cannot inherit the same device from more than one child
storage group.


l A child storage group may only be contained by a single parent storage group.


l No parent storage group can have a FAST association.


l A storage group already associated with a FAST policy is not allowed to be a parent
storage group.


l Masking is not permitted for a child storage group which is contained by a parent
storage group already part of a masking view.
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l Masking is not permitted for the parent storage group which contains a child storage
group that is already part of a masking view.


l A child storage group cannot be deleted until it is removed from its parent storage
group.


Child storage group operation restrictions
The following restrictions exist for device operations involving child storage group device
operations. This includes the symsg add and addall commands, as well as the copy,
copyall, move and moveall commands because they involve adding devices to a
storage group:


l A moveall operation is not permitted from a storage group that contains a masking
view or is associated with a FAST policy.


l A copy or copyall operation is not permitted from a storage group that is associated
with a FAST policy into a storage group that is associated with a FAST policy


l When in a view, the total number of devices inherited by a parent storage group
cannot exceed 4096 devices.


l If adding Celerra devices into an storage group or a child storage group with Celerra
devices to a parent storage group within a view, you must use the -celerra flag.


l If adding a CKD device or a child storage group with CKD devices to a parent storage
group within a view, you must use the -ckd flag.


l If adding a RecoverPoint tagged device or a child storage group with RecoverPoint
tagged devices to a parent storage group within a view, you must use the -rp flag.


l Adding an RecoverPoint tagged device to a storage group that is in a masking view
containing FCoE directors is not allowed.


l Adding an AS400 device to a storage group that is in a masking view containing FCoE
directors is not allowed.


The following restrictions exist for child storage group remove and removeall operations.
This also includes move and moveall operations because they perform device removals:


l If the parent storage group has a masking view, any operations involving device
removes from the child storage groups will not be permitted, if it causes the parent
storage group to have no more devices. This includes removes and moves.


When they are performed on the parent storage group, the following symsg control
operations affect all of the devices in all of the child storage groups contained by that
parent:


l ready and not_ready


l rw_enable and write_disable


l hold and unhold


l pin and unpin


Add cascaded storage groups


Note


This topic applies only to arrays running Enginuity 5876 or HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


Description
Use the symsg add sg command to add child storage groups individually to a parent
storage group.
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Note


With Enginuity 5876Q22013SR or HYPERMAX OS 5977, the symsg add command allows
a storage group with Host I/O limits set to be added to a parent storage group that is in a
provisioning view using a port group that has FCoE ports.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to add child storage groups to a parent storage group:


     symsg -sg SgName -sid SymmID [-i Interval]
          [-c Count] [-v] [-celerra] [-rp] [-ckd]
        add sg SgName1[,SgName2,SgName3,"¦,SgNamen


Restrictions
The following additional restrictions apply to symsg add sg operations:


l A device cannot be added to a storage group associated with a FAST policy if the
device already exists in another storage group that is also associated with a FAST
policy.


l Any attempt made to add a storage group that is part of a masking view to a second
storage group fails.


l If the Host I/O limits (either -bw_max or -iops_max) on the child storage group that
is being added is greater than what is configured on the parent storage group, the
operation will fail.


Convert standalone storage group to cascaded group


Note


This topic applies only to arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


Description
Use the symsg convert -cascaded CLI command to non-disruptively convert from a
standalone storage group to a cascaded storage group consisting of a parent storage
group and a single child storage group. If the standalone storage group has a Host IO
Limit, then you must specify if after the conversion the limit will be set on the parent or
the child storage group. The standalone storage group has Host I/O Limits set if a limit to
either bw_max or iops_max was configured on the group.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to convert a storage group to a cascaded group:


symsg -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]
 convert -cascaded <SgName> <ChildSgName> 
[-host_IO <on_parent | on_child>]


Restrictions


l The following security privileges are required to execute this command:


n Required Access type: BASE (if the storage group is not in a masking view)


n Required Authorization Rights: VLOGIX (if the storage group is in a masking view)


l The command will fail if the user-supplied storage group does not exist.


l The command will fail if the supplied child storage group already exists.


l The command will fail if the supplied storage group is not standalone (that is, it is
either a parent or child in an existing cascaded storage group configuration).
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l The command will fail if the supplied storage group has a Host IO limit defined and
the host_IO option was not given.


Convert cascaded group to standalone group


Note


This topic applies only to arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


Description
Use the symsg convert -standalone CLI command to non-disruptively convert from a
cascaded storage group consisting of a parent storage group and a single child storage
group to a standalone storage group. If either the parent or the child storage group has a
Host IO limit defined, it will be set on the standalone storage group. But if both parent
and child storage groups have a Host IO limit, you must supply the host_IO option. A
storage group has Host I/O Limits set if a limit to either bw_max or iops_max was
configured on the group.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to convert a cascaded group to a standalone storage group:


symsg -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]
   convert -standalone <SgName> [-host_IO <keep_parent | keep_child>]


Restrictions


l The following security privileges are required to execute this command:


n Required Access type: BASE (if the SG is not in a Masking View)


n Required Authorization Rights: VLOGIX (if the SG is in a masking View)


l The command will fail if the user-supplied storage group does not exist.


l The command will fail if the supplied storage group is either standalone or a child
storage group is in a cascaded storage group configuration.


l The command will fail if the supplied storage group is a parent storage group that
contains more than one child storage group.


l The command will fail if both the supplied storage group and its child storage group
have a Host I/O Limit defined and the host_IO option was not given.


Remove devices from a storage group


Description
Devices can be removed from a storage group as a single device, using a combination of
device ranges and single devices, or grouped in a text file.


Options


-tgt


Specifies adding only target devices listed in a text file. Device text files are either a
one or two column format; source devices listed in the first column and target devices
listed in second column.
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Syntax
To remove a single device from a storage group, use the following syntax:


 symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>] [-v] [-celerra] [-rp] [-ckd]
         remove dev <SymDevName> [-force]


To remove multiple devices, devices in a range, or a file, use the following syntax:


 symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>] [-v] [-celerra] [-rp] [-ckd]
          [-SA <# | ALL>] [-p <#>] [-N <#>]
          [-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]] 
          [-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName> 
            [,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>>...]> |
           -file <DeviceFileName> [-tgt] ]
           rmall [-force]


Example
To remove all devices that are listed in text file storgrp_a.txt from storage group
prod on array 123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -file storgrp_a.txt -sg prod rmall


Note


Any attempt made to remove a device belonging to a storage group that is part of a
masking view to a second storage group fails.


Remove child storage groups


Description
To remove child storage groups individually from a parent storage group, use the symsg
remove sg command.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to remove child storage groups from a parent storage group:


symsg -sg SgName -sid SymmID [-i Interval]
          [-c Count] [-v] [-celerra] [-rp] [-ckd]
        remove sg SgName1[,SgName2,SgName3,SgNamen]


Restrictions
The following restrictions apply to symsg remove sg operations:


l If the parent storage group has a masking view, any operations involving device
removes from the child storage groups will not be permitted, if it causes the parent
storage group to have no more devices. This includes removes and moves.


l You cannot remove devices from a child storage group using the parent storage
groups name.


l If you are removing Celerra devices from a storage group or a child storage group with
Celerra devices from a parent storage group within a view, you must use the -celerra
flag.


l If your are removing a CKD device or a child storage group with CKD devices from a
parent storage group within a view, you must use the -ckd flag.
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l If you are removing an RecoverPoint tagged device or a child storage group with
RecoverPoint tagged devices from a parent storage group within a view, you must use
the -rp flag.


Host I/O Limits for storage groups (5876 or 5977)


Note


The Host I/O Limits feature requires Enginuity 5876 Q42012SR or HYPERMAX OS 5977.


The VMAX array Host I/O Limits feature allows you to define limits to enforce service
levels and make application performance more predictable. The Host I/O Limits settings
(-bw_max MBperSec and -iops_max IOperSec) allow you to limit front-end (FE) port
performance by setting FE bandwidth limits on a storage group. This feature is used to
limit the amount of FE bandwidth and I/Os per second (IOPs) that can be consumed by a
set of devices over a set of director ports. The bandwidth and I/Os controls are then
monitored by the VMAX array to ensure that they do not exceed the specified maximum
bandwidth or maximum IOPs. This feature allows you to place limits on the FE bandwidth
and IOPs consumed by applications on the array.


Host I/O Limits can be added, removed, or modified for a storage group. The Host I/O
Limit for a cascaded storage group can be added for both the parent and the child
storage group. If a parent storage group has a control set, the setting is shared among all
its child storage groups when a provisioning view is created using the parent storage
group. If a parent storage group has a control set, you cannot create provisioning views
using the child storage groups.


If the Host I/O Limits (either -bw_max or -iops_max) being configured on a child storage
group is greater than what is set on the parent storage group, then the operation will fail.
If a Host I/O Limits (either -bw_max or -iops_max) being configured on a parent storage
group is less than the what is set on any one of its child storage groups, then the
operation will fail.


Note


For additional documentation on using this feature, refer to the Host I/O Limits for
Symmetrix Family Arrays Technical Notes, which are available on EMC Online support at: 
https://support.EMC.com. The paper explains the benefits of implementing the Host I/O
Limits feature and provides use case examples.


Restrictions for storage groups with defined Host I/O limits (5876 or 5977)


Note


The Host I/O Limits feature requires Enginuity 5876 Q42012SR or HYPERMAX OS 5977.


The following restrictions apply to a storage group that has defined Host I/O Limits:


l At any given time, a storage group with defined Host I/O Limits can be associated
with at most, one port group in any provisioning view. This means, that if the storage
group with defined Host I/O Limits is in a provisioning view with a port group, the
storage group and port group combination must be used when creating other
provisioning views on this storage group. If you attempt to create the view using a
different port group, the following error returns:


The operation cannot be performed because the storage group with a 
Host I/O Limit can be associated with at most one port group in 
any masking view.
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l Creating a provisioning view on child storage group is not allowed if the parent
storage group has defined Host I/O Limits. If you attempt to create a view, the
following error returns:


The operation can not be performed because the child storage group 
or the parent storage group has a Host I/O Limit defined.


l Setting Host I/O Limits on a parent storage group is not allowed if any child storage
group is already part of a provisioning view that was created using the child storage
group. If you attempt to create a view, the following error returns:


Cannot perform the requested operation because the group is 
currently within a masking view or a masking view through 
cascading.


l Any device can be in at most one storage group with Host I/O Limits. If you attempt to
add the same device to another storage group with Host I/O Limits, the following
error returns:


The operation cannot be performed because the device already 
exists in a storage group with a Host I/O Limit.


l If a device is in a masking view with Host I/O Limits, it cannot be in another masking
view without Host I/O Limits. If you attempt to add a device in a masking view with
Host I/O Limits to another masking view without Host I/O Limits, the following error
returns:


The operation cannot be performed because the device already 
exists in a masking view with or without Host I/O Limit.


l If the Host I/O Limits (either -bw_max or -iops_max) being configured on a child
storage group is greater than what is set on the parent storage group, then the
operation will fail.


l If the Host I/O Limits (either -bw_max or -iops_max) on the child storage group that
is being added is greater than what is configured on the parent storage group, then
the operation will fail.


l If a Host I/O Limits (either -bw_max or -iops_max) being configured on a parent
storage group is less than the what is set on any one of its child storage groups, then
the operation will fail.


l The Host I/O Limits dynamic (-dynamic) setting for the parent and children must
match. Child storage groups inherit the dynamic distribution setting from the parent
storage group if set.


Set the Host I/O Limit (5876 or 5977)


Description


Note


The Host I/O Limits feature requires Enginuity 5876 Q42012SR or HYPERMAX OS 5977.


The symsg create command provides two options for setting the storage group Host I/O
Limit (-bw_max MBperSec and -iops_max IOperSec). To configure Host I/O Limits on a set
of devices, the front-end limits are added to a storage group. When you create a
provisioning view using that storage group, the limits are applied to the devices in the
storage group for the ports defined in the port group.


l The -bw_max option specifies the front-end maximum bandwidth in MBs/sec for the
storage group. The valid range for bandwidth is from 1 MB/Sec to 100,000 MB/Sec.
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l The -iops_max option specifies the front-end maximum IOs/sec. The valid range for
IOPs is from 100 IO/Sec to 2,000,000 IO/Sec and must be specified in units of 100
IO/Sec. An error returns if an invalid range is specified.


Example
To create an empty storage group named prod with a front-end bandwidth limit of 40,000
MB per second on array ID 123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 create prod -bw_max 40000


Change the Host I/O Limits (5876 or 5977)


Description
The Host I/O Limits feature requires Enginuity 5876 Q42012SR or HYPERMAX OS 5977.
The same range limits described in Set the Host I/O Limit (5876 or 5977) on page 116
apply, but if NOLIMIT is specified, then the maximum bandwidth or IOs/Sec is set to
unlimited. List storage groups  on page 119 provides more information on listing storage
group information including Host I/O Limits feature and demand reports.


Note


The symsg set command allows Host I/O Limits to be set on a storage group that is in a


provisioning view using a port group with FCoE ports.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to set or change performance limits for an existing storage
group:


symsg -sg SgName -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count]
    set [-bw_max MBperSec | NOLIMIT] [-iops_max IOperSec | NOLIMIT]


Example
To set an IOPs limit of 50,000 I/Os per second for a storage group named prod on array
ID 123, enter:


symsg -sg prod -sid 123 -sg prod set -iops_max 50000


Set dynamic distribution for FE Host I/O limits (5876 or 5977)


Description


Note


The Host I/O Limits feature requires Enginuity 5876 Q42012SR or HYPERMAX OS 5977.


You can optionally configure a dynamic distribution of the FE Host I/O limits by using the
-dynamic option with the symsg set and symsg create commands. If the option field
is not specified, a default of NEVER is used.


Setting port failure capability causes the fraction of the configured Host I/O limits
available to a configured port to be adjusted based on the number of ports that are
currently online. Setting dynamic distribution causes the configured limits to be
dynamically distributed across the configured ports, allowing the limits on each
individual port to adjust to fluctuating demand. The dynamic distribution feature is
supported on front-end ports from Fibre Channel, iSCSI and FCoE directors.


l If port failure capability is set on the FE Host I/O Limit and one of the directors is
taken offline or fails, its percentage of the limit is then redistributed, and the two
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remaining ports can consume the remaining portion of the limit. Once the faulted
director comes back online, the limit is again redistributed across all three ports.


l If dynamic distribution is set on the FE Host I/O Limit, then the maximum IOPs for the
provisioned view are distributed dynamically across all three of the active ports
within the view. The distribution fluctuates based on the current demand on each of
the ports.


Note


Use the symsg show command to display the value of a storage group's dynamic
distribution setting. If a provisioning view has not been created on the parent storage
group, the dynamic distribution displays as N/A.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to set or change dynamic distribution for an existing storage
group:


     symsg -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]
        create <SgName> [-bw_max <MBperSec>]
                        [-iops_max <IOperSec>]
                        [-dynamic <NEVER | ALWAYS | ONFAILURE>]
          . . .
     symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>] 
    
        set <[-bw_max <<MBperSec> | NOLIMIT>] 
             [-iops_max <<IOperSec> | NOLIMIT>]
             [-dynamic <NEVER | ALWAYS | ONFAILURE>]>


Options


-dynamic


l ALWAYS: indicates that the Host IO Limits for the storage group should always be
dynamically redistributed


l NEVER: indicates that the Host IO Limits for the storage group should never be
dynamically redistributed


l ONFAILURE: indicates that the Host IO Limits for the storage group should
dynamically redistributed only upon a failure of a Front-End Port


When the dynamic distribution attribute is set on a parent storage group, every child
storage group inherits the same attribute value. The operation is blocked If you attempt
to set the attribute on a child storage group.


Note


The parent and child storage groups must have the same dynamic distribution attribute
value before they can be placed in a cascaded relationship.


Copy devices from a storage group to a device group


Description
Devices from an existing storage group can be copied (or added) to a device group. The
copied devices remain in the storage group (SgName) and are added to the destination
device group (DgName).
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Syntax
Use the following syntax to add devices from an existing storage group to a device group:


symsg -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-v]
        sg2dg SgName DgName [-bcv | -vdev | -tgt]
        [-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF] 


This command adds RDF1 (-R1) devices, RDF2 (-R2) devices, RDF21 (-R21) devices, or
non-SRDF devices (-noRDF) to the device group. This option must match the device type.
If the device group does not exist, an error is returned.


Note


For cascaded storage groups, the sg2dg command behavior has been modified to create
a device group from a parent storage group with the device group containing devices from
all the child storage groups.


Example
To copy only R1 devices belonging to group number 008 from storage group prod to
device group prod_2, enter:


symsg sg2dg prod prod_2 -R1 -sel_rdfg 008


List storage groups


Description
The symsg list command returns a list of all storage group names and the following
details:


l Number of sevices


l Number of gatekeepers


l Number of child storage groups — For parent storage groups, displays both the
number of child storage groups it contains and the cumulative total of all devices
contained in the child storage groups.


l FAST association


l Masking view status


l Cascade status


l Host I/O Limits status


Note


Storage groups with names longer than 21 characters display with their first 21
characters followed by an asterisk (*). Display full group names on page 32 explains how
to set the environmental variable to display full group names.


Syntax
To retrieve a list of all storage groups for a specified array, use the following syntax:


symsg list -sid SymmID


Example
To display all storage groups for array 230, enter:


symsg -sid 230 list
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Note


For the (M)asking View flag, if a parent storage group contains a masking view, all its
child storage groups display that they are contained within the same masking view.


Sample output


 S T O R A G E  G R O U P S
Symmetrix ID:        000197100230
                       Flags   Number   Number Child 
Storage Group Name     EFMSL   Devices  GKs    SGs   
-------------------------------------------------
AcctPay                FX...     250     13     0   
Customer               AX...      38      2     0  
Ordering               MX...      19      1     0  
Payroll                FX...      28      1     0  
TestOrdering           .X...      10      0     0  
Testsg                 .....      10      0     0  
Legend:
  Flags:
    Device (E)mulation  A = AS400, F = FBA, 8 = CKD3380,
                        9 = CKD3390, M = Mixed, . = N/A
    (F)ast              X = Fast Managed, . = N/A
    (M)asking View      X = Contained in Mask View(s),   . = N/A
    Cascade (S)tatus    P = Parent SG, C = Child  SG,    . = N/A
    Host IO (L)imit     D = Defined, S = Shared, B = Both, . = N/A


Report Host I/O Limit demands (5876 or 5977)


Description


Note


Enginuity 5876Q42012SR or HYPERMAX OS 5977 is required for this feature.


Use the symsg list command to report the Host I/O Limit demand on each individual
director port (-by_port -demand) or port group (-by_pg -demand). The demand reports
show that the Host I/O Limit is divided equally among all of the directors in the port
group, independent of the number of ports on each director. This means that the demand
reports show the same Host I/O Limit on both ports even though the Host I/O Limit is
shared by the ports. Because of this, it is recommended that you configure only one of
the ports of a director in the same port group.


l On arrays running Enginuity 5876, all front-end emulations support a fixed number of
ports (up to two). Multiple front-end emulations can exist on the same director board,
providing additional host connectivity, but all front-end directors are limited to one or
two physical ports.


l On arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, only a single front-end emulation of each type
(FA, EF, etc.) can be assigned to each director, however each of these emulations can
be assigned a variable number of physical ports (up to 32, numbered from 0 - 31). In
addition, directors containing a Fibre Channel emulation have 32 virtual ports
(numbered 32 - 63), that are reserved for use by internal guests.


Syntax
To list Host I/O Limit demands, use the following syntax:


symsg -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-V]
   list -by_port -demand [-pg PgName | -dir <# [-p # | ALL] | ALL>]
   list -by_pg -demand [-pg PgName
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Examples
To list a demand report for all director ports, enter:


symsg list -by_port -demand
Symmetrix ID   : 000197100001
 Director       IO Limit             Bandwidth Limit
-------------- ---------------- --------------------------------------
               Maximum  Number     Port    Maximum    Number     
         Flags   Demand Nolimit    Speed     Demand   NoLimit   Excess      
DIR:Port  HD   (IO/Sec)     SGs (MB/Sec) (MB/Sec) (%)     SGs (MB/Sec)
-------- ----- -------- ------- -------- -------- --- ------- --------
01A:001   NN          0       0     1000        0   0       0    +1000
01A:010   YN       2000       0     1000     1000 100       0       +0
  . . .
Legend:
  Flags:
    (H)ost I/O Limit Exists     Y = Yes, N = No, M = Mixed, . = N/A
    (D)ynamic Distibution       Y = Yes, N = No, . = N/A
  . . .


l The Flags H (Host I/O Limit Exist) column indicates whether a limit demand has
been configured on a port, and if storage groups with no limits configured are sharing
the port. The Flags D (Dynamic Distribution) column indicates if the dynamic option
is set.


l The Maximum Demand columns indicate the total Host I/O Limit demand on the
specified director port in MB/Sec or IO/Sec.


l The Port Speed column indicates the bandwidth in MB/Sec for that port (the port
negotiated speed).


l The Number Nolimit SGs columns indicate the number of storage groups with no
limits configured that are sharing the port.


l The Excess column indicates the amount of bandwidth in MB/sec that is available
on the director port after accounting for the demands on the port.


Note


Only storage groups that have a provisioning view created on them are shown as placing
a Host I/O Limit demand on the director port. If both the parent and child storage group
has a Host I/O defined, the maximum demand is calculated based on the parent Host I/O
settings.


To list a demand report for all port groups, enter:


symsg list -by_pg -demand
Symmetrix ID   : 000195700123
Port Group                IO Limit             Bandwidth Limit
----------------------- ---------------- --------------------------------------
                  Host   Maximum  Number Port Grp    Maximum    Number     
                  Limit  Demand  Nolimit    Speed     Demand   NoLimit   Excess      
Name              Exist (IO/Sec)     SGs (MB/Sec) (MB/Sec) (%)     SGs (MB/Sec)
----------------- ----- -------- ------- -------- -------- --- ------- --------
PG_Eng1           Yes          0       1     2000     3000 150       0    -1000
PG_Eng2           Yes       1500       0     2000     3000 150       0    -1000
PG_Eng3           Yes          0       1     1000        0   0       1    +1000
PG_Eng4           No        2000       0     1000     1000 100       0        0
  . . .
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Note


Only storage groups that have a provisioning view created on them will be shown as
placing a Host I/O Limit demand on the port group.


l The Host Limit Exist column indicates whether a limit demand has been placed
on a port group, and if storage groups with no limits configured are sharing the port
group.


l The Maximum Demand columns indicate the total Host I/O Limit demand on the
specified port group in MB/Sec or IO/Sec.


l The Port Grp Speed column indicates the bandwidth in MB/Sec for that port group
(the aggregated port negotiated speed for the ports in the group).


l The Number Nolimit SGs columns indicate the number of storage groups with no
limits configured that are sharing the port group.


l The Excess column indicates the amount of bandwidth in MB/sec that is left
available on the port group after the demands have been accounted for.


Show storage group details


Examples
To show information about storage group SG_Corp1 on array 601, enter:


symsg show -sid 601 SG_Corp1


Sample output
This output shows a storage group without a defined Host I/O Limit.


Name: SG_Corp1                    
   Symmetrix ID             : 000195700601
   Last updated at          : Wed Apr 09 00:28:16 2012
   Masking Views            : Yes
   FAST Policy              : Yes
   Host I/O Limit           : None         
   Host I/O Limit MB/Sec    : N/A
   Host I/O Limit IO/Sec    : N/A 
   Dynamic Distribution     : N/A
   Number of Storage Groups : 0
   Storage Group Names      : N/A
   Devices (10):
    {
    ---------------------------------------------------------
    Sym                             Device               Cap 
    Dev    Pdev Name                Config        Sts    (MB)
    ---------------------------------------------------------
    0A41   N/A                      2-Way Mir      RW    2000
    0A42   N/A                      2-Way Mir      RW    2000 
      . . .


Show cascaded storage group details (Enginuity 5876 or HYPERMAX OS 5977)


Examples
To show information for parent storage group SG_Eng1 for array 601, enter:


symsg show SG_Eng1 -sid 601


To show information for child storage group Eng1_Data for array 601, enter:


symsg show Eng1_Data -sid 601
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Sample output
For parent storage group:


Note


The Number of Composite Groups and Number of Groups fields display as 0
for a child storage group whose parent belongs to a composite group or device group.
Only a storage group that is directly contained by the composite group or device group
displays a value.


Name: SG_Eng1                    
   Symmetrix ID             : 000195700601
   Last updated at          : Wed Apr 11 00:28:16 2012
   Masking Views            : Yes
   FAST Policy              : No
   Host I/O Limit           : Defined         
   Host I/O Limit MB/Sec    : 1000
   Host I/O Limit IO/Sec    : NoLimit 
   Dynamic Distribution     : N/A
   Number of Storage Groups : 2
   Storage Group Names      : Eng1_Data       (IsChild)
                              Eng2_Data       (IsChild)
   Number of Composite Groups : 0
   Composite Group Names      : N/A
   Number of Groups           : 2
   Group Names                : DG1
                              : DG2
   Devices (20):
    {
    ---------------------------------------------------------
    Sym                             Device               Cap 
    Dev    Pdev Name                Config        Sts    (MB)
    ---------------------------------------------------------
    1A41   N/A                      2-Way Mir      RW    2000
    1A42   N/A                      2-Way Mir      RW    2000 
    1A43   N/A                      2-Way Mir      RW    2000
    1A44   N/A                      2-Way Mir      RW    2000
    1A45   N/A                      2-Way Mir      RW    2000
      . . .


For child storage group:


Note


This example shows a child storage group sharing the Host I/O Limit defined in the
parent storage group. This is only shown when a provisioning view is created using the
parent storage group. If a provisioning view was not created on the parent storage group,
the limit is not reported as being shared.


Name: Eng1_Data                    
   Symmetrix ID             : 000195700601
   Last updated at          : Wed Apr 11 00:28:16 2012
   Masking Views            : Yes
   FAST Policy              : No
   Host I/O Limit           : Shared         
   Host I/O Limit MB/Sec    : 1000
   Host I/O Limit IO/Sec    : NoLimit
   Dynamic Distribution     : N/A
   Number of Storage Groups : 1
   Storage Group Names      : SG_Eng1        (IsParent)
   Devices (10):
    {
    ---------------------------------------------------------
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    Sym                             Device               Cap 
    Dev    Pdev Name                Config        Sts    (MB)
    ---------------------------------------------------------
    1A41   N/A                      2-Way Mir      RW    2000
    1A42   N/A                      2-Way Mir      RW    2000 
    1A43   N/A                      2-Way Mir      RW    2000
    1A44   N/A                      2-Way Mir      RW    2000
    1A45   N/A                      2-Way Mir      RW    2000
      . . .


For a storage group that is not part of a cascaded relationship, the following fields
display:


   Number of Storage Groups          : 0
   Storage Group Names               : N/A


Export and import device lists
You can export the list of devices from an existing storage group to a text file on your host
system, and this file can later be imported to create a storage group. This can be useful if
you then delete the group and later wish to recreate it. The device list file contains a
device description line for as many devices as there are listed in the storage group. Lines
that are blank or include a pound (#) sign in the first column are ignored.


Group files for the import and export commands contain device parameters in the
following format:


SymmIDSymDevNameSymDevName. . .


Group files for the importall and exportall commands contain device parameters in
the following format:


SgNameSymmIDSymDevNameSymDevName. . .


Repeat this format in the file for multiple storage groups.


Note


If a filename is not specified with the symsg import or export command, a default file
named symsg.txt is created in the directory where the symsg command is executed. If a
filename is not specified with the symsg importall or exportall command, a default
file named symsgall.txt is created in the directory where the command is executed.


Export a device list


Description
Use the symsg export or exportall to export a list of devices from one or all storage
groups to a text file to the host system.


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, symsg export and exportall support
exporting the Service Level Objective, the workload, and the Storage Resource Pool, set
on the storage group. If a storage group has a Service Level Objective or a Storage
Resource Pool name set on the storage group, the name is copied to the export file. If an
implicitly set Optimized Service Level Objective or the system default Storage Resource
Pool for the emulation type is set on the storage group, the string DEFAULT is written in
place of the name.
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Note


If the storage group configuration, as specified in the export file, has a Storage Resource
Pool set and if the Storage Resource Pool has been renamed between the export and
import operations, the storage group will not be imported.


Syntax
To export a storage group device list, use the following syntax:


symsg -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
 export <SgName> [-file <FileName>] [-offline
 exportall [-file <FileName>] [-offline]


Examples
To export the storage group membership from group prod2 to device file named
prod2list.txt, enter:


symsg -sid 123 export prod2 -f prod2list.txt


Sample output
The output of the text file with the exported data displays as follows:


Note


Identifier (S), denotes a child storage group name.


000194900341
S sgchild1
S sgchild2


The output of a text file generated from symsg exportall displays as follows:


<sgparent>
000194900341
S sgchild1
S sgchild2
<sgchild1>
000194900341
00201
00206
<sgchild2>
000194900341
00404
00405
00406


Import a device list


Description
You can add multiple devices to a new or existing storage group by importing an existing
file that contains a list of devices created by the export action. The import action will
create the storage group if the group name specified in the command does not already
exist, or you can import to an existing group name that is partially populated. If you
import to an existing group, the devices in the imported file will be appended to the
existing group membership.


In addition, you can recreate all storage groups, using the symsg importall command,
that were from data contained in a text file previously created using the symsg
exportall command.
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Note


For importall, if any of the storage groups that you are attempting to create already
exist, Solutions Enabler displays a message indicating it exists, and the operation will
continue to create the next storage group in the list.


The following security privileges are required to execute this command:


l Required Access type: BASE


l Required Authorization Rights: Storage Admin.


Note


For arrays running Enginuity 5773 through 5876, the Service Level Objective name,
workload, Storage Resource Pool name, and RDF coordination will not be copied.


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, symsg import and importall support
importing devices from the FAST-managed storage group in the import file to a target
storage group as follows:


l If the imported storage group exists in the array, the target storage group will have its
Service Level Objective, workload, and Storage Resource Pool overwritten with those
from the imported storage group. If the imported storage group was FAST-managed,
the resulting target storage group will become FAST-managed. If the imported storage
group was not FAST-managed, the resulting target storage group will become non
FAST-managed.


l If the Service Level Objective set on the storage group does not exist on the target
array, the storage group will be imported and set to use an Optimized Service Level
Objective with no workload.


l If the workload set on the storage group does not exist on the target array, the
storage group will be imported without a workload.


l If the Storage Resource Pool set on the storage group does not exist on the target
array, the storage group will be imported and set to the default Storage Resource Pool
for the emulation type.


l If the both Service Level Objective and the Storage Resource Pool set on the storage
group do not exist on the target array, the storage group will be restored with no
Service Level Objective and no Storage Resource Pool and will not be FAST-managed.


l If the resulting target storage group is FAST-managed, the command will fail if any
device in the storage group is already in another FAST-managed storage group on the
array or if any device in the storage group is an encapsulated device.


l The command will fail if the Service Level Objective used by the storage group cannot
be supported based on the Storage Resource Pool that is being used by the storage
group.


l The import fails if the storage group is configured with a SLO other than
"Optimized" and the SRP set for the storage group is configured for FTS external
provisioning. With an SLO other than "Optimized" and an SRP that is configured for
FTS external provisioning importall skips the import of these storage groups.


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symsg -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
import SgName [-f FileName] 
importall [-f FileName
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Example
To create a storage group named prod2 from the device file prod2list.txt, enter:


symsg -sid 123 import prod2 -f prod2list.txt


Rename a storage group


Syntax
To rename a storage group, use the following syntax:


symsg -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count]
    rename OldSgName NewSgName-v


Note


If the storage group is contained by a composite group or device group, all local device
groups containing the storage group updatewith the new name of the storage group. The
update is then propagated to the GNS or RDF daemons and the SYMAPI database.


Example
To rename a storage group named prod on array 123 to prod_B, enter:


symsg rename -sid 123 prod prod_B


Move devices between storage groups
Use the symsg move dev or symdev moveall command to move one or all devices from
one existing storage group to another existing storage group.


Conditions
Moving a device to another storage group will not disrupt the host visibility for the device
if any of the following conditions is met:


l Moving devices between child storage groups of a parent storage group when the
view is on the parent storage group.


l Moving devices between storage groups when a view is on each storage group and
both the initiator group and the port group are common to the views.


l Moving devices between storage groups when a view is on each storage group and
they have a common initiator group. They have different port groups but the same set
of ports.


l Moving devices between storage groups when a view is on each storage group and
they have a common initiator group. They have different port groups but the target
port group is a superset of the source port group (additional ports).


Note


If the initiator group has the consistent LUN flag set and Solutions Enabler cannot
assign consistent LUNs on the additional ports, the operation will fail.


l The source storage group is not in a masking view.


If none of the conditions are met, the operation is rejected but the move can be forced by
specifying the -force flag. Note that forcing a move may affect the host visibility of the
device.
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Move a single device between storage groups


Description
Use the symsg move dev command to move one device, specifying the device name,
from one storage group to another storage group. The moved device is deleted from the
current storage group (SgName) and added to the destination storage group
(DestSgName).You can specify the interval and count options (-i and -c) to wait a
predetermined time (interval) between attempts (count) to acquire an exclusive lock on
the host database.


Note


A parent storage group may not be specified as the destination for a move, moveall,
copy or copyall operation, as a parent storage group may not contain both child storage
groups and devices.


The -force flag is not required for non-disruptive move operations.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to move an individual device:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>] [-v] [-celerra] [-rp] [-ckd]
. . .
        move dev <SymDevName> <DestSgName> [-force]


Example
For example, to move device 30 on array ID#59866000123 from storage group prod to
storage group test, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg prod move dev 30 test


Restrictions


l HYPERMAX OS 5977
You can move the selected or all the devices in a source storage group to a
standalone or child destination storage group that is FAST-managed. The operation
will fail if after the move the device is in more than one FAST-managed storage group
or if moving encapsulated devices to the storage group.


l Enginuity versions 5773 through 5876


n You cannot move the last device in a storage group out of the group, if the group
is part of a masking view or associated with a FAST policy.


n If the devices are associated with a FAST policy, the symsg move and moveall
commands do not work to move devices between storage groups. You must first
remove the devices from the original storage group using the symsg remove or
rmall command, and then add them to the new storage group using symsg add.


n If the parent storage group has a masking view, any operations involving device
removes from the child storage groups are not permitted if the operation causes
the parent storage group to have no more devices. This includes removes and
moves.
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Move all devices between storage groups


Description
Use the symsg moveall command to move multiple devices from a storage group in a
list, using a combination of device ranges and single devices, or from a text file. The
moved devices are deleted from the current storage group (SgName) and added to the
destination storage group (DestSgName).


When moving all devices from one existing storage group to another, you can move all
devices, or use the additional options to select specific devices. Specify the interval and
count options (-i and -c) to wait a predetermined time (interval) between attempts
(count) to acquire an exclusive lock on the host database.


The symsg moveall command requires the -force option under the following
conditions:


l Moving devices from a source storage group contained in a masking view, either
directly or indirectly (inherited from a parent storage group contained in a masking
view) to a destination storage group that is also contained in a masking view, either
directly or indirectly.


l Moving devices between two storage groups, both associated with a FAST policy.


Syntax
To move multiple devices, devices in a range, or listed in a file, use the following syntax:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>] [-v] [-celerra] [-rp] [-ckd]
          [-SA <# | ALL>] [-p <#>] [-N <#>]
          [-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]] 
          [-devs <<<SymDevStart:SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName> 
           [,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]> |
           -file <DeviceFileName> [-tgt] ]
           moveall DestSgName


Examples
To move all devices from a storage group named prod to a storage group named test
on array 123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg prod moveall test


To move multiple devices from a storage group named prod to a storage group named
test on array 123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg prod moveall -devs 31:35,37,40:43 test


Restrictions


l For HYPERMAX OS 5977, selected or all the devices in a source storage group can be
moved to a standalone or child destination storage group that is FAST-managed.
However, the operation fails if after the move the device is in more than one FAST-
managed storage group, or if moving encapsulated devices to the storage group.


l For Enginuity versions 5773 through 5876, moving all devices out of a storage group
that is part of a masking view or associated with a FAST policy is not allowed.


Copy a device between storage groups
Move all devices between storage groups
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Description
Use the symsg copy dev command to copy one device, specifying the array device
name, from one storage group to another storage group. The copied device remains in the
current storage group (SgName) and is added to the destination storage group
(DestSgName). Specify the interval and count options (-i and -c) to wait a
predetermined time (interval) between attempts (count) to acquire an exclusive lock on
the host database.


Syntax
To copy an individual device, use the following syntax:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]
          [-c <Count>] [-v] [-celerra] [-rp] [-ckd]       
          copy dev <SymdevName> <DestSgName>


Example
To copy device 30 on array 123 in storage group prod to storage group test, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg prod copy dev 30 test


Restrictions


l For HYPERMAX OS 5977, a device in a source storage group can be copied to a
standalone or child destination storage group that is FAST-managed. However, the
operation fails if the device is already in another storage group that is FAST-managed
or if copying encapsulated devices to the storage group.


l For Enginuity versions 5773 through 5876, copying a device from a storage group that
is associated with a FAST policy into another storage group or associated with a FAST
policy is not allowed.


Copy all devices between storage groups


Description
Use the symsg copyall command to copy multiple devices, from one storage group to
another storage group. Multiple devices are copied from a storage group in a list, range,
or grouped in a text file. The copied devices remain in the current storage group
(SgName) and is added to the destination storage group (DestSgName) .
When choosing to copy all devices from one existing storage group to another, you can
copy all devices, or use the additional options to select specific devices. Specify the
interval and count options (-i and -c) to wait a predetermined time (interval) between
attempts (count) to acquire an exclusive lock on the host database.


Syntax
To copy multiple devices from a storage group, use the following syntax:


symsg -sg SgName -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
        [-celerra] [-rp] [-ckd][-SA <# | ALL>] [-p <#>] [-N <#>]
  [-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]] 
        [-devs <SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName >
        [<,SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName...]> |
        -file DeviceFileName [-tgt]]
        copyall DestSgName
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Examples
To copy all devices from a storage group named prod to a storage group named test on
array 123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg prod copyall test


To copy multiple devices from a storage group named prod to a storage group named
test on array 123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg prod copyall -devs 31:35,37,40:43 test


To copy multiple devices from device file test_2.txt to storage group test and
destination storage group test_2 on array 123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg test copyall -file test_2.txt test_2


Restrictions


l For HYPERMAX OS 5977, all the devices in a source storage group can be copied to a
standalone or child destination storage group that is FAST-managed. However, the
command fails if the device is already in another storage group that is FAST-managed
or if copying encapsulated devices.


l For Enginuity versions 5773 through 5876, copying devices from a storage group that
is associated with a FAST policy into another storage group that is also associated
with a FAST policy is not allowed.


Copy devices from a storage group to a device group


Description
Devices from an existing storage group can be copied (or added) to a device group. The
copied devices remain in the storage group (SgName) and are added to the destination
device group (DgName).


If the device group does not exist, it will be created. If optional device types are not
specified, only standard devices will be added.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to add devices from an existing storage group to a device group:


symsg -sid 
SymmID 
[-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
sg2dg 
SgName DgName [-bcv | -vdev | -tgt]


Examples
To add devices from a storage group named prod on array 123 to a device group named
prod_2, enter:


symsg -sid 123 sg2dg prod prod_2


To add only the target devices from a storage group named prod on array 123 to a device
group named prod_2, enter:


symsg -sid 123 sg2dg prod prod_2 -tgt
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Note


An error will be returned if the -tgt option is specified and the storage group contains both
standard and BCV devices.


Delete a storage group


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symsg -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] delete SgName [-force] -v


Note


Use the -force option to force the deletion of a storage group that is contained by a
device group or composite group. On the host performing the delete, all device groups or
composite groups containing the deleted storage group are updated. The update is then
propagated to the GNS daemon and the database. Deleting a storage group contained by
a composite group causes the RDF daemon to stop monitor the composite group.


Example
To delete an empty storage group named prod on array 123, enter:


symsg delete -sid 123 prod


Restrictions


l Deleting a storage groupthat is part of a masking view or associated with a FAST
policy is not allowed.


l The following restrictions apply to the symsg delete command for cascaded
storage groups:


n A parent storage group cannot be deleted unless the -force flag is used.


n A parent storage group cannot be deleted if it has a masking view


n A child storage group must be removed from its parent storage group before it can
be deleted.


Perform control operations on storage group devices


Description
Use the symsg -sg command to perform the following operations on devices within a
storage group:


l Change the state (write disable, read write enable, ready, not ready) of a device


l Set or reset the hold bit on a device


l Compress or uncompress a thin device


l Bind, unbind, rebind, start or stop allocations, free, and reclaim thin devices


Note


For Enginuity versions 5876 or lower, free and reclaim actions are blocked for any
device which is the source or target of a Clone, Emulation, or Snap session.


l Set or unset persistence on a device
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l Sets or unsets Geometry Compatible Mode (GCM)


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX 5977, the Optimized Read Miss feature is not
supported.


l Set the Optimized Read Miss mode


Virtual Pool (VP) compression (Enginuity 5876 only) on page 329 provides information
on compressing and uncompressing thin devices.


For more information on actions for thin devices (bind, unbind, rebind, allocate, etc.)
refer to Perform actions on thin devices (Enginuity 5773 through 5876) on page 317.


For arrays running Enginuity 5876 Q22013SR, the symsg command allows you to set the
Optimized Read Miss mode to Off or System Managed for all devices in a storage group.


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symsg -sg 
sgName -sid 
SymmID [-i 
Interval] 
          [-c 
Count] [-v] [-noprompt] [-rp] [-star]
          [-celerra] [-skip -lockid 
locknum]


        not_ready


        ready 


        rw_enable


        write_disable


        hold 


        unhold [-symforce]


        compress [-stop]


        uncompress [-stop]


        bind -pool <PoolName>
        rebind -pool <PoolName>
        unbind
        allocate [-persistent | -stop]
        
        free [-stop]
        reclaim [-persistent | -stop]
        set -persistent 


        unset -persistent 
        set -orm [on | off | system]
        set -gcm [-symforce]
        unset -gcm [-symforce]


Composite groups
A composite group (CG) is a user-defined group comprised of devices or device groups,
that can belong to one or more locally-attached arrays and one or more SRDF groups
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within a array. Members can be individual devices or device groups spanning multiple
arrays and SRDF groups.


For example, with a composite group you can make a consistent, restartable local copy of
a database that is using volumes spanning two local arrays. Without composite groups, it
would be impossible to guarantee that all of the BCVs would be split at the same point in
time.


Composite groups are created and managed by using the symcg command.


Composite group device members
A single composite group can contain devices from the following different device lists:


l Standard device list (STD) — Non-BCV devices that are local to the host.


l Local Business Continuance Volume (BCV) list — BCV devices local to the host.


l Local VDEV list (VDEV) — Virtual devices that are local to the host.


l Remote VDEV list (RVDEV) — Virtual devices that are remote.


l Remote BCV list (RBCV) — BCV devices that are to be associated with the remote
mirrors of the STD devices.


l BCV-Remote BCV list (BRBCV) — BCV devices that are to be associated with the
remote mirrors of the local BCV devices.


l Remote-Remote BCV List (RRBCV) — Remote BCV devices that are to be associated
with the remote mirrors of the RBCV devices.


l Local TGT list (TGT) — TF/Clone target devices that are local to the host.


l Remote TGT list (RTGT) — TF/Clone target devices that are remote.


l R21 STD devices — R21 devices utilize two mirrors and are considered to be
concurrent SRDF devices.


Logical device name support
A composite group can contain logical device names (aliases) for devices. All new
composite groups, and any devices added to them, will automatically be assigned an
LdevName if you do not specify one.


The devices added to device groups and composite groups are assigned a default logical
names at add time. The name is unique within the group to which it was added.


Device group members within composite groups
A device group can be a member of more than one composite group.


The integrity of control operations is maintained separately at the device group and
composite group level. For example, pairing STD devices with BCV devices is only allowed
if both devices are contained within the same device group.


Device group membership of composite groups provides the following:


l Building blocks to creating composite groups.


l Support for auto-correct of the composite group.


l SRDF consistency at the composite group and SRDF group name levels.


l GNS support of the composite group.


Restrictions
Before you create a composite group containing device groups, review the following
restrictions:
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l GNS does not remotely mirror composite groups containing device groups.


l Composite groups can contain either individual devices or device groups, but not
both.


l If any of the device groups contained by a composite group become invalid, the
composite group also becomes invalid.


l Cannot add a device group to an enabled composite group.


l A composite group cannot contain multiple device groups that all have the same
devices.


l Control operations are only allowed at the device group or composite group level if
currently supported at that level. For example, control operations such as symdg and
symqos are allowed at the device group level.


l A device group must exist before it can be added to the composite group.


l The device groups in a composite group must follow the guidelines and restrictions
outlined in Device lists  on page 85 and Create a device group  on page 87.


Logical names of devices within a composite group
When adding more than one device group to a composite group, a device group may
contain devices with the same logical names, resulting in a composite group having more
than one device with the same logical name. To prevent this, the logical name of a device
in a device group is not carried over into the composite group. A new logical name is
created for each device using the following format:


xxxxxsssss_ddddd


Where:


l xxxxx is the one of the following reserved words representing the device type:


Table 8 Logical name formats


n 2BCV


n 2TGT


n 2VDEV


n BCV


n BRBCV


n DEV


n RBCV


n RRBCV


n RTGT


n RVDEV


n TGT


n VDEV


l sssss is the last five characters of the array ID containing the device.


l ddddd is the device number, in hexadecimal, which is guaranteed to be unique within
the array.


These naming conventions guarantee that all devices have unique logical names from the
composite group point of view. Devices in the device groups maintain the logical names
that were assigned at the time when the devices were added to the composite group.


Composite group types
Use one of the following types to create a composite group:


l REGULAR (Solutions Enabler V7.4 and higher allows the inclusion of SRDF devices)


l RDF1 (R1 and concurrent R11 devices)


l RDF2 (R2 and concurrent R22 devices)


l RDF21 (cascaded R21 devices)
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l ANY (can contain as device mix of the above types)


Note


A composite group of any SRDF type can change its type because of a symrdf control
operation. For example, an RDF1 composite group can change to an RDF2 when the
device personalities are swapped. SRDF control operations (such as the suspend,
establish, and swap) cannot change the type of an ANY composite group but can
affect the devices in that composite group.


SRDF consistency groups
An SRDF consistency group is a composite group comprised of SRDF devices (RDF1, RDF2,
or RDF21) acting in unison to preserve dependent write consistency of a database
distributed across multiple SRDF systems. If a source R1 device in the consistency group
cannot propagate data to its corresponding target R2 device, data propagation from all
R1 devices in the consistency group is suspended, halting all data flow to the R2 targets.


Consistency is maintained by using either Multi-Session Consistency (MSC) for SRDF/A or
SRDF Enginuity Consistency Assist (RDF-ECA) for SRDF/S. For detailed information about
SRDF consistency groups, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI User Guide.


A group is considered an SRDF consistency group if it is a composite group meeting all of
the following criteria:


l Created as type RDF1, RDF2, RDF21, or ANY.


l Contains STD devices.


l Set for consistency using the -rdf_consistency option, which registers it with
the SRDF daemon, and then enabled using the symcg enable command.


Note


Deleting a device group from a composite group enabled for SRDF consistency causes the
SRDF daemon to stop monitoring this composite group.


Note


For detailed interoperability information, please refer to E-Lab™ Interoperability Navigator
(ELN) which can be reached at http://elabnavigator.EMC.com.


Create a composite group
To create a composite group:


1. Define a named empty group of a specific type explained in Composite group
types on page 135.


2. Add devices OR device groups to the composite group.


Create an empty composite group


Description
Use the symcg command to create a composite group. When you create a composite
group, you assign it a name and a group type.
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Syntax
Use the following command syntax to create a composite group:


symcg [-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
   create CgName [-type REGULAR | RDF1 | RDF2 | RDF21 | ANY ] 
   [-apidb | -rdf_consistency] 


Options


-i


Specifies the interval to wait between attempts to acquire an exclusive lock on the
host database and, for SRDF control operations, on the local and/or remote arrays.


-c


Specifies the number of attempts to acquire an exclusive lock on the host database
and, for SRDF control operations, on the local and/or remote arrays.


type


Specifies the group type. If a group type is not specified, the default group created is
REGULAR.


Create a composite group from devices in a storage group


Description
Starting with Solutions Enabler V8.0.1, you can add selected members of a storage group
to a target composite group. If the composite group does not exist, it is created. If none of
the optional device types are specified, the default is to add standard devices.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to create a composite group from specified storage group
devices:


symsg -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]
 . . .
         sg2cg <SgName> <CgName> [-bcv | -vdev | -tgt]
               [-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF] [-apidb | -rdf_consistency]


Options


sg2cg


If the storage group is a cascaded storage group, sg2cg creates a composite group
for the parent storage group with devices from each of the child storage groups.


Create composite groups with SRDF consistency


Description
Specify the -rdf_consistency option parameter with symcg create to register a
composite group of type RDF1, RDF2, or RDF21 with the SRDF daemon.


Note


Before the SRDF daemon can begin monitoring and managing a composite group created
with SRDF consistency, enable it using the symcg enable command. Note that the
symcg enable command will be blocked if the type of the enable being performed is
MSC or SRDF-ECA and the scope of the enable contains multiple SRDF groups.


When creating a composite group with SRDF consistency, the composite group name is
compared against all existing composite group names for uniqueness. This comparison is
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not case sensitive, ensuring there are no composite group naming collisions in the
Symmetrix File System (SFS).


Note


If devices set for consistency protection are in an existing composite group, you cannot
add them to another composite group enabled for consistency protection. However, you
can add these devices to a composite group not enabled for consistency protection.


Examples
To create a composite group named mycg1 of type RDF1 with consistency enabled, enter:


symcg create mycg1 -rdf_consistency -type rdf1


In the options file, you must set the following option to ENABLE to create composite
groups with SRDF consistency:


SYMAPI_USE_RDFD=ENABLE


Set controls on Celerra devices


Syntax
Use the following -celerra option to set the rw_enble, write_disable, ready,
and non_ready controls on Celerra FBA devices in a composite group:


symcg -cg CgName [-i Interval] [-c Count]
    [-noprompt] [-v] [-force]
    [-bcv | -vdev | -tgt] [-star][-sid SymmID]
    [-celerra]


Export a composite group to file


Syntax
Use the following syntax to export a composite group to file:


symcg [-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
        export <CgName> [-file <FileName>] [-rdf]
          [-grpfile <GrpDbFileName>]
        exportall [-file <FileName>] [-rdf]
          [-grpfile <GrpDbFileName>]


Options


-i


Specifies an interval to wait between attempts to acquire an exclusive lock on the
host database and, for SRDF control operations, on the local and/or remote arrays.


-c


Specifies the number of attempts to acquire an exclusive lock on the host database
and, for SRDF control operations, on the local and/or remote arrays.


-rdf


If -rdf is specified, the remote partners of the STD devices and BCV devices are
added to the file instead of those devices that exist in the current local composite
group. The RBCV devices will become local BCVs. Non-SRDF BCVs, VDEVs, BRBCVs,
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and RRBCVs will be ignored in this case. The resulting file will have as many device
description lines as the composite group has members.


Note


The -rdf option cannot be used on REGULAR or cascaded SRDF composite groups or
when the composite group is of type ANY. Specifying the -rdf option produces an
error if any Hop-2 devices are detected in the composite group.


Delete a composite group


Syntax
Use the following syntax to delete an existing composite group:


symcg [-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
   delete CgName [-force] [-symforce]


Options


-force


If the composite group has members, the command fails unless -force is used. If -
force is specified, the device members of the group are removed, and the group is
deleted.
If the composite group is enabled for SRDF consistency, you must use -force to
delete it.


Import a composite group


Syntax
Use the following syntax to import a composite group from a previously generated file:


symcg [-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
   import CgName [-f FileName] 
   [-apidb | -rdf_consistency] [-rename]
   importall [-f FileName] [-rdf_consistency]


Options


-rdf_consistency


When the -rdf_consistency parameter is specified, the composite group is
registered with the SRDF daemon.


-rename


If -rename is specified, the devices are given the next available default device name
when added to the group. If -rename is not used, the devices are added with the
name specified in the import file. This may result in a failure if a device already has
that name in the composite group.
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Add standard devices to a composite group


Syntax
Use the following syntax to add a standard device to a composite group:


symcg [-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
   add pd PdevName [LdevName] -cg CgName


or


symcg -cg CgName -sid SymmID        [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-v]
        [-rdf | -hop2]
        [-rdfg GrpNum [-remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum]]
   add dev SymDevName [LdevName] [-vdev | -tgt]


Note


If the composite group already contains one or more storage groups, the command to
add devices will fail as this action violates the restrictions for device groups containing
storage groups.


Options


-i


Specifies an interval to wait between attempts to acquire an exclusive lock on the
host database on the local and/or remote arrays.


-c


Specifies the number of attempts to acquire an exclusive lock on the host database
on the local and/or remote arrays.


-sid


Specifies the array ID when adding devices by specifying a device name.


-rdf


When specified with the -vdev option, adds the devices to the remote virtual device
list. When specified with the -tgt option, adds the target devices to the remote
target device list.


-hop2


Same as -rdf, but when the device is two hops away.


-rdfg


Specifies the SRDF group number.
Composite groups allow remote BCV devices (RBCVs) on both links to be associated
with the SRDF group. These RBCVs may be R1 or R2 type BCVs and may also have a
remote BCV (RRBCV) associated behind each.


-vdev


When the -vdev option is specified, the devices are added to the virtual device list.


Note


In addition, to add a VDEV to the remote virtual device list, specify the -rdf option


with the -vdev options. If the device is two hops away, specify the -hop2 option


instead.
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-tgt


When the -tgt option is specified, the devices are added to the target device list.


Note


In addition, to add a target device to the remote target device list, specify the -rdf
option with the -tgt options. If the device is two hops away, specify the -hop2
option instead.


Move and copy devices in composite groups
Devices from an existing composite group can be moved or copied into another existing
composite group of compatible type.
l When the move ld or moveall action is used, the devices are removed from the


source composite group and added to the destination composite group.


Note


The move and moveall commands fail if you attempt to move devices from a
composite group containing storage groups. You must use the symsg move or
symsg moveall commands to move devices in a storage group.


l When the copy ld or copyall action is used, copies of the devices are added to
the destination composite group, and the source composite group remains
unchanged.


Note


The symcg copy and symcg copyall commands do not allow you to copy any
devices from a composite group containing device groups. In this case, use the
symdg copy or symdg copyall command to copy devices from a device group.


You can assign a new name to a device being copied or moved.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to move or copy devices from one composite group to another.


symcg -cg CgName [-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
   move ld LdevName DestCgName [-force] [-rename] 
   copy ld LdevName DestCgName [-force] [-rename] 
symcg -cg CgName [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-v]
          [-sid SymmID]
          [-SA # | ALL] [-P #] [-N #]
          [-cap # [-captype mb | cyl]] 
          [-vdev | -tgt [-hop2] | -rvdev | -rtgt] 
          [-rdfg GrpNum [-remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum]] 
          [-sel_rdfg SelRdfGrpNum]
          [-devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName 
              [,SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName...]]
        moveall DestCgName [-force] [-symforce] [-rename]
            [-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF]
           copyall DestCgName [-force] [-symforce]
            [-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF]


Options


-sel_rdfg


When the -sel_rdfg option is specified, only SRDF devices belonging to that group
number are moved or copied.
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-r1


Limits the number of SRDF devices added to a composite group to R1s.


-r2


Limits the number of SRDF devices added to a composite group to R2s.


-r21


Limits the number of SRDF devices added to a composite group to R21s.


-noRDF


By specifying -noRDF, you can prohibit any SRDF devices from becoming members
of the composite group.


Copy devices from a device group to a composite group


Description
Use the symcg dg2cg command to copy or add devices from an existing device group to
a composite group. If the composite group does not exist, it is created. By default, all
device lists from the device group are added to the composite group.


Note


During a device add operation, the command fails if the composite group already
contains storage groups.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to add devices from an existing device group to an existing
composite group:


dg2cg DgName CgName [-rename] [-force] 
    [-bcv [-hop2] | -nobcv | -rbcv | -rrbcv | -brbcv | 
    -vdev [-hop2] | -rvdev | -tgt [-hop2] | -rtgt]
    [-apidb | -rdf_consistency] 


Options


-bcv


Adds only the BCVs to the composite group.


-vdev


Adds only the virtual devices to the composite group.


-hop2


Indicates the specified device is two hops away.


-rbcv


Adds only the RBCVs to the composite group.


-rrbcv


Adds only the RRBCVs to the composite group.


-brbcv


Adds only the BRBCVs to the composite group.


-nobcv


Adds only the STDs to the composite group.


-rvdev


Adds only the remote virtual devices to the composite group.
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-tgt


Adds only the TGTs to the composite group.


-rtgt


Adds only the RTGTs to the composite group.


Remove a standard device from a composite group


Description
Use the symcg remove command to remove devices from an existing composite group.
You can either remove devices individually, remove all devices, or remove all devices
meeting the specified criteria.


Removing an consistency-enabled device does not disable the device. Use symcg
disable to disable the composite group. If SRDF consistency is enabled and cannot be
disabled, use -symforce.


Note


If the device is contained in a storage group, the operation will fail. Use the symsg
remove dev or symsg rmall command to remove devices in a storage group.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to remove a standard device from a composite group:


symcg -cg CgName -sid SymmID    [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-v]
    [-rdf | -hop2]
    [-rdfg GrpNum [-remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum]]
    remove dev SymDevName [-force] [-symforce]
        [-vdev | -tgt]


or


symcg -cg CgName [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-v]
remove ld LdevName [-force] [-symforce] 


or


symcg -cg CgName [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-v]
remove [pd] PdevName [-force] [-symforce] 


Remove all standard devices from a composite group


Description
Use the symcg rmall command to remove all devices from an existing composite group.


Note


If the devices are contained in a storage group, the operation will fail. Use the symsg
remove dev or symsg rmall command to remove devices in a storage group.
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Syntax
Use the following syntax to remove all standard devices from a composite group:


symcg -cg CgName [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-v]
    [-sid SymmID]
    [-SA # | ALL] [-P #] [-N #]
    [-cap # [-captype mb | cyl]] 
    [-rdf | -hop2] [-vdev | -tgt]
    [-rdfg GrpNum [-remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum]]
    [-sel_rdfg SelRdfGrpNum]
    [-devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName 
    [,SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName...]]
    rmall [-rdf | -hop2] [-force] [-symforce] 
        [-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF]


Options


-sel_rdfg SelRdfGrpNum


Indicates to remove only the devices in the specified group from the composite group


Rename a composite group


Description
Use the symcg rename command to rename a composite group.


Note


The command fails if you attempt to rename a logical device name of a device in a
composite group containing storage groups. Also, you cannot rename an SRDF
consistency composite group that is enabled.


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symcg [-i Interval] [-c Count] 
rename OldCGName NewCGName


Set SRDF group attributes


Description
Use the symcg set command to associate a logical name or an SRDF/Star recovery SRDF
group number with an SRDF group to perform operations on all associated devices. If the
-rdfg argument is not specified, then the action is applied to all SRDF groups.


Syntax
Use the following syntax:


symcg -cg CgName [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-v]
   set -name [Name] | -recovery_rdfg GrpNum 
    [-rdfg SymmID:GrpNum[,GrpNum,...]|all[,...] |
        name:RdfGroupName[,RdfGroupName]]


Composite group creation and output


Description
Use the symcg command to obtain information about the composite groups visible to
your host system.
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Note


The -inactive option is available for use in GNS-enabled environments to return the list
of composite groups from the inactive group definition list. For information on active and
inactive group lists in GNS, refer to Active vs. inactive group lists on page 154.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to list the host-visible composite groups:


symcg list


Examples
The following example shows how to create a non-consistent RDF1 composite group,
associate devices with the group, and list the group details.


l The following command creates non-consistent RDF1 composite group named
MyNewCG.


symcg create MyNewCG -type rdf1
l RDF1 devices are added to the MyNewCG composite group:


symcg -cg MyNewCG addall -devs CEE:CFD -sid 79
symcg -cg MyNewCG addall -devs 2:7 -sid 32 


l RBCV devices are associated with the MyNewCG group:


symbcv -cg MyNewCG associateall -devs E92:EA1 -rdf -rdfg 64 -sid 79
symbcv -cg MyNewCG associateall -devs 48:4D -rdf -rdfg 1 -sid 32


l RRBCV devices are associated with the MyNewCG group:


symbcv -cg MyNewCG associateall -devs 328:337 -rrdf -rdfg 64 -sid 79
symbcv -cg MyNewCG associateall -devs 30:35 -rrdf -rdfg 1 -sid 32\


l As a result, the symcg list command returns the following output:


symcg list
                      C O M P O S I T E    G R O U P S   


                      Number of            Number of
  Name  Type   Valid  Symms RAGs  DGs  Devs   BCVs   VDEVs    TGTs


MyNewCG RDF21   Yes       1    2    2     3      0       0       0
                   


Note that the symcg list command returns the number of device groups contained in
the MyNewCG composite group. Use the show action to return additional details about the
MyNewCG group.


Display composite group information


Syntax
Use the following syntax to list the available composite groups:


symcg [-i Interval] [-c Count][-v]
   list [-offline] [-v] 
symcg list
                      C O M P O S I T E    G R O U P S   
                      Number of            Number of
  Name  Type   Valid  Symms RAGs  DGs   Devs   BCVs   VDEVs    TGTs
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  cgr21 RDF21   Yes       1    2    2     3      0       0       0
  cgreg REGULAR Yes       0    0    0     0      0       0       0


Note


Composite groups with names longer than 21 characters display with their first 21
characters followed by an asterisk (*). Display composite group information  on page 145
explains how to set the environmental variable to display full group names.


Show composite group details


Description
Use the symcg show action to return additional details about a composite group.


Example
To show the details about composite group cgr21, enter:


symcg show cgr21
Composite Group Name:  cgr21
  Composite Group Type                               : RDF21
  Valid                                              : Yes
  CG in PowerPath                                    : No
  CG in GNS                                          : No 
  RDF Consistency Protection Allowed                 : No
  RDF Consistency Mode                               : NONE
  Concurrent RDF                                     : YES
  Cascaded RDF                                       : No
  Number of RDF (RA) Groups                          :    2
  Number of STD Devices                              :    3
  Number of CRDF STD Devices                         :    3
  Number of BCV's (Locally-associated)               :    0
  Number of VDEV's (Locally-associated)              :    0
  Number of TGT's Locally-associated                 :    0
  Number of CRDF TGT Devices                         :    0
  Number of RVDEV's (Remotely-associated VDEV)       :    0
  Number of RBCV's (Remotely-associated STD-RDF)     :    0
  Number of BRBCV's (Remotely-associated BCV-RDF)    :    0
  Number of RRBCV's (Remotely-associated RBCV)       :    0
  Number of RTGT's (Remotely-associated)             :    0
  Number of Hop2 BCV's (Remotely-assoc'ed Hop2 BCV)  :    0
  Number of Hop2 VDEV's (Remotely-assoc'ed Hop2 VDEV):    0
  Number of Hop2 TGT's (Remotely-assoc'ed Hop2 TGT)  :    0
  Number of Device Groups                            :    2
  Device Group Names                                 : dg1
                                                     : dg2
  Number of Symmetrix Units (1):
    1) Symmetrix ID                                   : 000194900341
       Microcode Version                              : 5874
       Number of STD Devices                          :    3
       Number of CRDF STD Devices                     :    3
       Number of BCV's (Locally-associated)           :    0
       Number of VDEV's (Locally-associated)          :    0
       Number of TGT's Locally-associated             :    0
       Number of CRDF TGT Devices                     :    0
       Number of RVDEV's (Remotely-associated VDEV)   :    0
       Number of RBCV's (Remotely-associated STD_RDF) :    0
       Number of BRBCV's (Remotely-associated BCV-RDF):    0
       Number of RTGT's (Remotely-associated)         :    0
       Number of RRBCV's (Remotely-associated RBCV)   :    0
       Number of Hop2BCV's (Remotely-assoc'ed Hop2BCV):    0
       Number of Hop2VDEVs(Remotely-assoc'ed Hop2VDEV):    0
       Number of Hop2TGT's (Remotely-assoc'ed Hop2TGT):    0
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       Number of RDF (RA) Groups (2):
         1) RDF (RA) Group Number         :  11            (0A)
            Remote Symmetrix ID           : 00019490237
            Microcode Version             : 5874
            Recovery RA Group             : N/A            (N/A)
            RA Group Name                 : N/A
            STD Devices (3):
              -------------------------------------------------------
                                       Sym  Device        Flags  Cap 
              LdevName      PdevName   Dev  Config     Sts CSRT  (MB)
              -------------------------------------------------------
              DEV341_30     /dev/sdl   0030 RDF21+R-5  WD  X--2  2063
              DEV341_31     /dev/sdm   0031 RDF21+R-5  WD  X--2  2063
              DEV341_E6     N/A        00E6 RDF21+R-5  WD  X--2  2063
         2) RDF (RA) Group Number         :  18            (11)
            Remote Symmetrix ID           : 00019490016
            Microcode Version             : 5874
            Recovery RA Group             : N/A            (N/A)
            RA Group Name                 : N/A
            STD Devices (3):
            CRDF STD Devices (3):
              -------------------------------------------------------
                                       Sym  Device        Flags  Cap 
              LdevName      PdevName   Dev  Config     Sts CSRT  (MB)
              -------------------------------------------------------
              DEV341_30     /dev/sdl   0030 RDF21+R-5  WD  XAM1  2063
              DEV341_31     /dev/sdm   0031 RDF21+R-5  WD  XAM1  2063
              DEV341_E6     N/A        00E6 RDF21+R-5  WD  XAM1  2063


Note


The displayed logical device names are truncated to an existing standard length of eleven
characters.


Show composite groups associated with a device group


Example
The following output shows that the dgincg device group is a member of two composite
groups, cg110 and cgregular. Also, dgincg is a group type of ANY.


To show the composite groups containing the dgincg device group, enter:


symdg show dgincg
Group Name:  dgincg
    Group Type                                   : ANY 
    Device Group in GNS                          : No 
    Valid                                        : Yes
    Symmetrix ID                                 : 000194900341
    Group Creation Time                          : Tue Dec 1 8:6:9 2009
    Vendor ID                                    : EMC Corp
    Application ID                               : SYMCLI
    Number of STD Devices in Group               : 2154
    Number of Associated GK's                    :    0
    Number of Locally-associated BCV's           :  128
    Number of Locally-associated VDEV's          :    0
    Number of Locally-associated TGT's           :    0
    Number of Remotely-associated VDEV's(STD RDF):    0
    Number of Remotely-associated BCV's (STD RDF):    0
    Number of Remotely-associated TGT's(TGT RDF) :    0
    Number of Remotely-associated BCV's (BCV RDF):    0
    Number of Remotely-assoc'd RBCV's (RBCV RDF) :    0
    Number of Remotely-assoc'd BCV's (Hop-2 BCV) :    0
    Number of Remotely-assoc'd VDEV's(Hop-2 VDEV):    0
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    Number of Remotely-assoc'd TGT's (Hop-2 TGT) :    0
    Number of Composite Groups                   :    2
    Composite Group Names                        : cg110
                                                 : cgregular


Perform control operations on composite group devices


Description
Use the symcg -cg command to perform the following operations on devices within a
composite group:


l Change the state (ready, not ready) of a device.


l Set or reset the hold bit on a device.


l Compress or uncompress a thin device


Note


Virtual Pool (VP) compression (Enginuity 5876 only) on page 329 provides
information on compressing and uncompressing thin devices.


l Bind, unbind, rebind, start or stop allocations, free, and reclaim thin devices


Note


For Enginuity versions 5876 or lower, free and reclaim actions are blocked for any
device which is the source or target of a Clone, Emulation, or Snap session.


l Set or unset the persistence of a device


l Set or unset Geometry Compatible Mode (GCM)


l Set Optimized Read Miss mode (ORM)


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the Optimized Read Miss feature is not
supported.


Syntax
Use the following command syntax to perform control operations on devices within a
composite group:


symcg -cg 
CgName [-i 
Interval] [-c 
Count] [-v]
          [-noprompt] [-force]
          [-bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv | -rrbcv | 
           -vdev [-hop2] | -rvdev | -tgt [-hop2] | -rtgt ]
          [-rp] [-star] [-sid 
SymmID | 
          -rdfg 
SymmID:
GrpNum[,
GrpNum,...]|all [,...] |
            name:
RdfGroupName[,
RdfGroupName]] [-celerra]


        not_ready [
LdevName [
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LdevName ...]]


        ready [
LdevName [
LdevName ...]]        


        hold [
LdevName [
LdevName ...]]


        compress [
LdevName [
LdevName ...]] [-stop]


        uncompress [
LdevName [
LdevName ...]] [-stop]


        bind [LdevName [LdevName...]] -pool <PoolName>
        rebind [LdevName [LdevName...]] -pool <PoolName>
        unbind [LdevName [LdevName...]]
        allocate [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-persistent | -stop]
        
        free [-all] [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-stop]
        reclaim [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-persistent | -stop]
        set -persistent [
LdevName [
LdevName ...]]


        unset -persistent [
LdevName [
LdevName ...]]
        set -orm [on |off | system] [LdevName [LdevName...]]
symcg -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]
          [-noprompt] [-symforce]
          [-bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv | -rrbcv | 
           -vdev [-hop2] | -rvdev | -tgt [-hop2] | -rtgt ]
          [-rp] [-star] [-sid <SymmID> | 
          -rdfg <<SymmID>:<<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|all>[,...] |
            name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>]>] [-celerra]
        unhold [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]
        set -gcm [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]
        unset -gcm [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


Restrictions
For arrays running Enginuity 5876 Q22013SR:


l The symcg command supports the following control actions when issued against thin
devices: binding, unbinding and rebinding, the ability to start and stop allocations,
and freeing and reclaiming of space on a thin device. The operations can be directed
at all devices in a composite group. By default the actions only apply to the standard
devices in the group. If a control operation needs to be performed on devices in a
specific list, the appropriate qualifier needs to be used (such as, -bcv, -rbcv, etc.).


l The symcg command allows you to set the Optimized Read Miss mode to Off or
System Managed for devices in a composite group. By default, the action is only
applied to standard devices in the group. If the action needs to be performed on
devices in a specific list, the appropriate qualifier needs to be used (such as, -bcv, -
tgt, etc.).


GNS repository
Group name services (GNS) provides a common repository to store and maintain SYMAPI
device group and composite group definitions across storage arrays that are visible to all
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locally attached hosts. Any host with GNS enabled can view and use the device and
composite groups that are contained in the repository regardless of what host actually
ran the commands to create them. This provides redundancy in case of a failure that
causes the host that normally runs Solutions Enabler to lose access to the VMAX array. It
also creates standards for device groups and device names that can be shared across all
hosts in the environment.


Starting with Solutions Enabler V8.0.1, groups are no longer stored in a SYMAPI database
file but are stored either in a local database file on the host or in a global database on
VMAX or DMX arrays. Both the local and global group databases are managed by the GNS
daemon. The setting of SYMAPI_USE_GNS defines the group management operation
mode that governs where the groups are stored:
l If SYMAPI_USE_GNS is set to DISABLE, all group information by default will be stored


to a local file located in the secure directory:


/var/symapi/gns/storgnsd.db


The GNS daemon has write privileges. This file is referred to as the "local group
database" or simply "local file" for groups in this document. By default,
SYMAPI_USE_GNS is set to DISABLE so the group information is stored in a local
database file on the host that created the group.


l If SYMAPI_USE_GNS is set to ENABLE, all group information will be stored in a global
database in VMAX or DMX arrays.
Enabling GNS allows group definitions to be stored on the array in a shared GNS
repository. This shared GNS repository is visible to any GNS-enabled locally-attached
host, enabling these hosts to perform control operations, regardless of which host
initially defined the group. In addition, if one host goes down, you can still perform
SYMCLI control operation from another local host in your array environment.


Solutions Enabler SYMAPI and SYMCLI do not directly access the shared repository.
Instead, requests are forwarded to the GNS daemon, which processes all GNS operations.
This daemon is the only entity that directly accesses the GNS shared repository and is
responsible for ensuring that each host has access to the most current GNS definitions.


From each host, a GNS daemon listens for GNS requests from local clients (same host)
and carries them out on the locally attached array. In addition, the GNS daemon monitors
the GNS repositories on all locally-attached arrays, at a user-configured polling interval,
for changes made to the shared GNS repository by other daemons (on other hosts). When
a change is identified, the GNS daemon updates the host to ensure that all GNS-enabled
hosts refer to the same group definitions. A set of options are available for controlling the
GNS daemon. For information on configuring the GNS daemon, refer to GNS daemon
options file  on page 159.


Note


If User Authorization is enabled, configuration and management of GNS requires a
minimum role of StorageAdmin.


Automatic upgrade
When upgrading from an earlier version of Solutions Enabler, all active groups are
automatically migrated from the existing SYMAPI database (either default or alternate) to
a GNS-managed database. This migration happens once for a SYMAPI database.


Shared group definitions with GNS
A device group is a user-defined object comprised of devices that belong to a single array
and RA groups on that device. In a GNS-enabled environment, device group definitions
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are stored in the GNS repository of the array on which the devices within the device group
reside and are visible to all hosts locally attached to that array.


A composite group is also a user-defined object comprised of devices. However, the
device members of a composite group can belong to multiple arrays and RA groups. In a
GNS-enabled environment, composite group definitions are distributed across all arrays
that contain device members of the composite group by the GNS daemon. A host must be
locally attached to all arrays containing devices in the composite group to manage or
control that composite group. If a host is only attached to a subset of the arrays that a
composite group spans, that group will be visible to the host, but in an invalid and
unusable state. This is not a recommended configuration.


The GNS state that is visible from a given host is determined by the set of arrays to which
the host is connected. As seen in Figure 5 on page 152, Host-1 is GNS-enabled and
locally attached to array A, array B, and array C. Host-1 can access and modify the group
definitions on all three arrays. The group definitions that are visible to Host-1 include
device groups DG1, DG2, DG3, DG4, DG5, and DG6 and composite group CG1's
definition, which contains devices on arrays B and C.


Host-2 is GNS-enabled and locally attached to array B and array C. The group definitions
that are visible to Host-2 include device groups DG3, DG4, DG5, and DG6 and composite
group CG1. Since Host-2 is locally attached to only array B and C, it cannot see any device
groups or composite groups on array A (that is, DG1 and DG2).
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Figure 5  Host-visible GNS state
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GNS updates to group definitions
When GNS is enabled, device group and composite group definitions are stored in the
common GNS repository.
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Figure 6  GNS across multiple hosts
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For example, in Figure 6 on page 153, Host-1 makes a change to composite group CG1.


1. The Host-1 GNS daemon gets this request to process.


2. The Host-1 GNS daemon updates the GNS-shared repository on all relevant arrays, in
this case arrays A, B, and C.


3. The GNS daemon running on Host-2 detects the change while polling its locally-
attached GNS repositories (attached arrays A, B, and C) and updates Host-2 with the
updates made by Host-1.


4. Host-2's client application will detect the change on its next group call.


GNS and consistency groups


An SRDF consistency group is a composite group comprised of SRDF devices (RDF1, RDF2,
or RDF21) acting in unison to preserve dependent write consistency of a database
distributed across multiple SRDF systems. It maintains this consistency by using either
Multi-Session Consistency (MSC) for SRDF/A or SRDF Enginuity Consistency Assist (SRDF-
ECA) for SRDF/S. Both use the SRDF daemon to maintain SRDF consistency.
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In a GNS-enabled environment, certain changes made to any composite group set for
consistency are automatically propagated to the SRDF daemon on all relevant hosts, such
as changes to the group type, SRDF group name, recovery RA group number, device
membership, device group membership, and device LdevName. When updates are made
to the GNS repository, the GNS daemon updates the SRDF daemon.


For more information on setting SRDF consistency to composite groups, refer to Create a
composite group from devices in a storage group  on page 137.


GNS device groups and SRDF


In an SRDF scenario, a local GNS-backed device group (either RDF1 or RDF2) can be
automatically mirrored on the remote array through SRDF links — for activation and use
during a disaster failover situation. By default, the GNS device group definitions are
stored on the local (directly attached) array — where the local devices are located.


Optionally, any changes made to the local group definition (for example, adding a
standard or BCV device) can be set to automatically maintain a mirrored group definition
on the remote array. This remotely mirrored group is for disaster recovery situations,
where entire applications (including group aware ones), failover and are restarted on the
remote side (where the remote devices are).


As changes are made to the local group definition, GNS automatically propagates
corresponding changes to the remote array, so that the two are kept synchronized. For
more information on configuring this option, refer to Remotely mirror device group
definitions  on page 161.


GNS behavior in client/server mode


In client/server mode, the SYMAPI_USE_GNS setting in the SYMAPI options file on the
SYMAPI server must be enabled to use GNS.


Active vs. inactive group lists


When GNS is enabled, group definitions are stored in the global GNS repository in
addition to individual group database files. To facilitate the importing of groups into GNS,
limited access to the group definitions held within a group database is provided while
GNS is enabled.


GNS setup


Description
Use the SYMAPI_USE_GNS option in the SYMAPI options file to enable or disable GNS
on each host.


Options


SYMCLI_USE_GNS


Enables or disables GNS on each host. Possible values are ENABLE or DISABLE (the
default setting).


l If SYMAPI_USE_GNS is set to ENABLE, all group information is stored in a global
database on each array with which specific groups are associated.


l When SYMAPI_USE_GNS is set to DISABLE, the GNS daemon stores groups in a
local database file can be designated by the SYMCLI_DB_FILE environment
variable. If the file is not specified, the default is used.


SYMCLI_DB_FILE


Determines the database to store groups.
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The GNS daemon may store groups either in the global group database or in a local
group database depending on whether SYMCLI_DB_FILE is pointing to a private
database. If SYMCLI_DB_FILE is not set, then the global group database will be
used to store groups. Otherwise, the local group database designated by
SYMCLI_DB_FILE will be used to store groups.


Note


It is assumed that applications running with a private configuration database file
intend to keep their modifications private, and therefore, store the groups in a private
group database file.


If SYMAPI_USE_GNS is not set and if SYMCLI_DB_FILE is not pointing to a private
database, the GNS daemon uses /var/symapi/gns/storgnsd.db to store
groups.


When you specify an alternate database, the name of the alternate group database
file is derived from the value of alternate database name and the group database file
is placed under the /var/symapi/gns directory. For example, if the alternate
SYMAPI database name is /usr/application/my_symapi_db.bin, the
alternate group database file is /var/symapi/gns/
my_symapi_db.bin_<integer>.db. The integer is a number derived from the
original path name.


Examples
To enable GNS, enter:


SYMAPI_USE_GNS=ENABLE


GNS in a multihost environment
When configuring GNS in a multihost environment, it is recommended that you first
review the groups currently stored on all hosts that share access to a set of arrays.
Resolve any potential conflicts with other hosts. Also, if using composite groups, ensure
that all hosts on which you intend to enable GNS are local to the same set of arrays to
avoid composite groups appearing invalid to hosts that are not attached to all referenced
arrays.


When ready, enable GNS on a single array being sure to configure any options or user
authentication that you desire. For details on managing GNS through the options file,
refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference. In addition to enabling GNS
on the host, you can configure GNS User Authentication (set up a specific set of users
with access to the GNS daemon) and GNS Daemon Control (start and stop the daemon,
and configure GNS daemon options).


Once GNS is enabled on a host, activate those groups that you wish to expose using GNS.
Enable GNS on a second host. Validate that the new host can see the previously activated
groups and resolve any conflicts with other hosts before activating additional groups.


Note


With Solutions Enabler V7.4 and higher, device and composite groups of type REGULAR
are allowed to contain remote SRDF devices. However, on systems running GNS, any peer
hosts running older versions of Solutions Enabler see these groups as invalid.
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GNS user authentication
GNS is intended to share group definitions across multiple users and hosts in a
environment via the host-installed GNS daemons. As such, access to GNS functionality is
controlled by limiting permission to the GNS daemon. This access is controlled through
the common daemon authorization file, daemon_users. This file is located in the
following directories:


Table 9 Location of daemon authorization file


UNIX /var/symapi/config/daemon_users


Windows c:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\config\daemon_users


Note that non-root Solutions Enabler users need to modify c:\Program Files\EMC
\SYMAPI\config\daemon_users or /var/symapi/config/daemon_users to
authorize the use of the GNS daemon.


Note


It is important to protect this file so that only privileged administrators can modify it.


Users meeting any of the following criteria will be permitted to control and use the GNS
daemon:


l User with privileges; UNIX users with root access and Windows users that are a
members of the Administrators group


l Users listed in the daemon_users file located on each host from which they require
access


Start the GNS daemon
There are three ways to start the GNS daemon:


l The daemon will be started automatically by theSolutions Enabler libraries the first
time they attempt to connect with it, which can cause a slight delay in performance
on that initial connection while the daemon starts and builds its cache.


Note


Prior to starting storgnsd, ensure that your default group database is current, since


storgnsd uses the information stored in it to establish contact with your arrays.


l Start the daemon manually using the stordaemon command line utility as follows:


stordaemon start storgnsd
l Set the daemon to start automatically every time the local host is booted using the


following command line:


stordaemon install storgnsd -autostart
Prestarting the daemon, either manually or using the automatic option, is useful because
the daemon may take a while to initially construct its cache — depending on the number
of groups and arrays it has to load.
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Restart the GNS daemon
If the GNS daemon is stopped for some reason, it can optionally be restarted
automatically by an internal Solutions Enabler watchdog mechanism. A combination of
the watchdog mechanism and the -autostart can be used to ensure that the daemon
is always running, which is important with SRDF consistency composite groups to ensure
that the MSC SRDF daemon is updated whenever group changes are made.


The watchdog mechanism is enabled by default. The watchdog daemon will restart the
GNS daemon if it crashes or is killed. This behavior can be disabled through the
storgns:autorestart entry in the daemon_options file (for more information,
refer to GNS daemon options file  on page 159).


The restart functionality is provided as follows:


Table 10 Restarting the GNS daemon


Unix By a dedicated watchdog daemon (storwatchd) which is started automatically as


needed.


Windows By the Service Control Manager.


A maximum of three restarts within a 15-minute period will be attempted. Following a
third restart (again, within a given 15-minute period), no subsequent restart will be
attempted.


Manage the GNS daemon
You can control the GNS daemon with the stordaemon command. The control options
include:
l Stopping the daemon.
l Querying the daemon's status.
l Querying the daemon's log files.
Use the stordaemon -h command to display the command syntax.


Access groups in offline mode


Description
When accessing a non-default alternate group database file (for example, from a different
host), there are two ways to specify the file.
l Specify a SYMCLI_GROUP_DB environmental variable to indicate the path of the group


database file.
l Specify a -grpfile command line option for symcg and symdg commands.


Both methods must specify a full path name of the alternate group database file. In
addition, both methods are restricted to only symcg and symdg list, show, export, and
exportall operations.


If the specified file cannot be accessed, no error will be returned. Instead, all access
attempts will return a "no groups found" error message.


Syntax
The symcg list, show, export and exportall command syntax is as follows:


symcg [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]
. . .
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        export <CgName> [-file <FileName>] [-rdf]
          [-grpfile <GroupsDbFileName>]
exportall [-file <FileName>] [-rdf]
          [-grpfile <GroupsDbFileName>]
. . .
list [-offline] [-v]
  [-apidb | -rdf_consistency]
  [-grpfile <GroupsDbFileName>]
. . .
show <CgName> [-inactive] [-offline | -lock]
  [-grpfile <GroupsDbFileName>]
. . .


The symdg list, show, export and exportall command syntax is as follows:


symdg [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]
. . .
        export <DgName> [-delete] [-file <FileName>]
          [[-rdf [-rdfg <GrpNum>]] | [-sid <SymmID>]]
[-grpfile <GroupsDbFileName>]
        exportall [-delete] [-file <FileName>]
          [[-rdf [-rdfg <GrpNum>]] | [-sid <SymmID>]]
[-grpfile <GroupsDbFileName>]
. . .
        list [-sid <SymmId>] [-offline] [-v]
          [-grpfile <GroupsDbFileName>]
. . .
        show <DgName> [-inactive] [-offline | -lock]
[-grpfile <GroupsDbFileName>]
. . .


View and release GNS daemon external locks


Description
The GNS daemon uses two external locks to maintain exclusive access to the GNS
repository on each array: F0 and F1.


Syntax
Use the following command to view available GNS locks:


symcfg -sid nnnn -lockn GNS list


Use the following command to manually release a GNS lock:


symcfg -sid nnnn -lockn GNS release


GNS daemon log file


Description
The GNS daemon writes its log (trace) messages to the standard location used by all
daemons. The locations are:


UNIX:


/var/symapi/log/storgnsd.log0
/var/symapi/log/storgnsd.log1
Windows


c:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\log\storgnsd.log0
c:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\log\storgnsd.log1
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These two files are written in an alternating manner. When the active one becomes full, it
is closed and the other one is truncated and made active.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to display the contents of the log file:


stordaemon showlog storgnsd -lines 200


GNS daemon options file


Description
Configuration options for the GNS daemon are contained within the daemon options file
(storgnsd) located in the following directories:


Table 11 Locations of GNS configuration options


UNIX /var/symapi/config/daemon_options


Windows c:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\config\daemon_options


Syntax
Use the following syntax to specify options in the file:


storgnsd:OptName = OptValue


Options


OptName


The name of the option


OptValue


The new value


Modify option file values manually


The daemon options file contains a set of parameters that can be modified to affect GNS
behavior when using SYMCLI or SYMAPI commands. The file contains editable behavior
parameters set to certain optional defaults in the line entries. Commented lines
beginning with a pound sign (#) are ignored.


To remove any parameter option, remove the line entry, rename the file, or comment the
line by adding a pound sign (#) at the beginning of the line entry.


Modify option file values via the CLI


Description
Option file values can be set using the stordaemon setoption CLI utility, which
programmatically makes changes to the daemon_options file.


By default, only options already present in the file (such as those in use or commented
out) can be set. The -force option can be supplied to force a change, even if it requires
adding a new option line to the file.
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Syntax
The following is the command-line syntax for the stordaemon setoption option:


stordaemon setoption DaemonName 
-name OptName=OptValue [-force]


Note


For information on the possible GNS daemon options file parameters, refer to the EMC
Solutions Enabler SYMCLI Command Reference Guide


Options


OptName


The name of the option


OptValue


The new value


Examples
The following example shows how this utility can be used to set or change an option
setting:


stordaemon setoption storgnsd -name autorestart=enable


The following example shows how this utility can be used to remove an option setting:


stordaemon setoption storgnsd -name autorestart=


Note


In the above example, an empty value has been passed.


Modify option file values during runtime


Description
You can also set the daemon option value using the stordaemon setvar utility, which
modifies the value during runtime. The command changes the option value during
runtime and will not modify the daemon options file. Upon daemon restart, the daemon
option will lose the value which was set using the setvar command.


Syntax
The following is the syntax for the stordaemon setvar option:


Stordaemon  setvar  Daemonname  -name Var=Value


Options


Var


The name of the option


Value


The new value
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Example
For example:


stordaemon setvar storgnsd -name autorestart=enable


Remotely mirror device group definitions
The option gns_remote_mirror in the GNS daemon's options file determines whether
GNS should attempt to remotely mirror a device group or a composite group SRDF
definition contained in the shared GNS repository for a given array.


You can enable or disable the GNS remote mirror service at runtime without restarting
GNS daemon. Note that the GNS daemon does not automatically pick up the change in
the daemon_options file. Execute the stordaemon reload command to make the new
option setting effective.


When enabled, GNS maintains a remote mirrored group definition with the same name as
the local one creating a usable group to hosts (including GNS daemons) directly
connected to the remote arrays. The remote mirrored group has the same name as the
local one, and has a mirror image of its contents; in other words, the data reflects the
perspective of the local array. This done to ensure that the mirrored group is a legal,
usable group to hosts directly connected to the remote arrays.


Note


SRDF for 10K Series solutions are supported with Enginuity version 5875Q32001SR and
5876. GNS supports the remote mirroring of groups between local and remote 10K arrays,
connected via SRDF and between a VMAX 10K array and a non- VMAX 10K array running
Enginuity 5773 or higher.


As a result of remotely mirroring group definitions, the following changes are made to the
remote group’s definition:


l The remote group definition maintains the same name and type as the local group.


l The group subtype is reversed: an RDF1 local group becomes an RDF2 remote one; an
RDF2 local group becomes an RDF1 remote one.


l Attributes that are unrelated to particular devices or storage arrays are copied to the
remote copy without change. For example, modification time, vendor, and group
name.


l The remote RA group number (RRAGRP) attribute is changed on the remote side to
contain the corresponding local SRDF group number.


l A number of attributes come in pairs: local and remote. On the remote side, these are
swapped. The local and remote standard (DEVS and RDEVS), the local and remote
BCV device lists (BCVs and RBCVs), and remote BCVs of the remote BCV device lists
(BRBCVs and RRBCVs) are swapped.


l The device logical device name list is left unchanged. The device and remote device
lists are swapped as noted above, but the logical device name list is not. The same
names apply to the local device in both the original and mirrored copy.


Mirroring restrictions


Any group containing one or more of the following configurations cannot be mirrored:


l Groups containing any concurrent devices


l Groups containing any cascaded devices


l Any composite group containing a device group
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l Any group containing an SRDF STD device paired with a remote BCV


l Groups containing any hop-2 devices (including 2TGT, 2BCV, 2VDEV devices)


l Device and composite groups of type=ANY


l Groups containing non-standard SRDF devices


Modify mirrored group control


An SRDF group that has been created by the GNS remote mirror service is flagged
internally by GNS as being a mirror.


By default, these mirrored groups are read-only and cannot be modified or renamed—
although GNS will continue to update them as the local groups upon which they are
based are changed. To change this behavior, set the
SYMAPI_GNS_MIRRORED_GROUP_CONTROL option in the SYMAPI options file to ENABLE
(the default value is DISABLE).


If a mirrored group is directly modified (from a host connected to the remote array on
which it is defined), the connection between it and the local group, on which it was
based, is broken. At that point, it is no longer a mirror and changes to its base group (the
local group) are no longer propagated to it. If a mirrored group is renamed or deleted,
GNS will subsequently recreate the mirrored group from its base group.


BCV and remote BCV device alias name swap


In the remote mirror name transformation, the following changes are made:


l The BCV alias list becomes the RBCV alias list in the remote mirror. Alias names that
have a value of BCVnnn are automatically changed to RBCVnnn.


l The RBCV alias list becomes the BCV alias list in the remote mirror. The alias names
that have a default value of RBCVnnn are automatically changed to BCVnnn.


l The RRBCV logical list becomes the BRBCV list in the remote mirror. Logical names
that have a default value of RRBCVnnn are automatically changed to BRBCVnnn.


l The BRBCV logical list becomes the RRBCV list in the remote mirror. Logical names
that have a default value of BRBCVnnn are automatically changed to RRBCVnnn.


These names are the default names (logical device names) supplied by SYMCLI if you do
not provide one. If you override the defaults and supply your own names that look like
the above, they will still be transformed as described.


In the unlikely scenario that the you have explicitly supplied aliases, for example, BCVnnn
and RBCVnnn, it is possible that the above transformation may result in duplicate alias
names in the remote mirror. For example, if the original BCV alias list contained
BCV001,RBCV001, the remote mirror's RBCV alias list would contain RBCV001,RBCV001,
which would cause a name conflict.


The following example illustrates the mirrored group data:


--- Local DG Group, on Symm1 ---           --- Remote DG Group, on Symm2 ---
Type                    RDF1                                      Type                RDF2
Role                    Have a Remote Mirror                      Role                Am a 
Remote Mirror
Remote Symm                    Sym2                               Remote Symm                
Sym1
Local RDFGrp                    2                                 Local raGrp                
5
Remote RDFGrp                    5                                Remote 
raGrp                2
Devices                    0001,0002,0003                            Devices                
0091,0092,0093    
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Remote-Devs                    0091,0092,0093                        Remote-
Devs                0001,0002,0003
LDevNames                DEV001,DEV002,DEV003                  Dev Aliases                
DEV001,DEV002,DEV003


BCVs                    0010,0011                                    BCVs                
0020,0021,0022
Remote-BCVs                    0020,0021,0022                        Remote-
BCVs                0010,0011
BCV LdevName                    BCV001,BCV002                     BCV Aliases                
BCV001,BCV002,BCV003
RBCV LdevName                    RBCV001,RBCV002,RBCV003          RBCV 
Aliases                RBCV001,RBCV002


Vendor                    EMC                                     Vendor                EMC
ModTime                    12345                                  ModTime                
12345
GateKeepers                    /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2


Identify GNS groups
After configuring your array environment to support the GNS option, you can begin to
create and modify groups. Use symdg show DgName, for device groups, or symcg show
CgName, for composite groups, to determine if a group is stored in the GNS group list.


Identify device group definition


Description
For a device group, the output of the symdg show DgName command identifies whether a
group definition is stored in GNS.


Example
The sample output below shows that group MyRegDeviceGroup is stored in the GNS list
since the output parameter Device Group in GNS has a value of Yes. It also shows the
device group's GNS mirror state.


 symdg show MyRegDeviceGroup


Group Name: MyRegDeviceGroup


    Group Type                                   : REGULAR 
    Device Group in GNS                          : Yes (Is Mirror)
    Valid                                        : Yes
    Symmetrix ID                                 : 000184500160
    Group Creation Time                          : Tue Aug 4 16:44:18 2006
    Vendor ID                                    : EMC Corp
    Application ID                               : SYMCLI


    Number of STD Devices in Group               :   20
    Number of Associated GKs                    :    0
    Number of Locally-associated BCVs           :   20
    Number of Locally-associated VDEVs          :    0
. . . 


Identify composite group definition


Description
For a composite group, the output of the symcg show CgName command identifies
whether a group definition is stored in GNS.
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Example
The sample output below shows that group MyCompGroup is stored in the GNS list since
the output parameter CG in GNS has a value of Yes. It also shows the composite group's
GNS mirror state. The group definition has been enabled for SRDF consistency using MSC.


% symcg show MyCompGroup 


Composite Group Name: MyCompGroup


   Composite Group Type                               : RDF1
   Valid                                              : Yes
   CG in PowerPath                                    : No
   CG in GNS                                          : Yes (Is Mirror)
   RDF Consistency Protection Allowed                 : Yes
   RDF Consistency Enabled                            : Yes


   Number of RDF (RA) Groups                          :    4
   Number of STD Devices                              :   64
   Number of BCVs (Locally-associated)               :    0
   Number of VDEVs (Locally-associated)              :    0
   Number of RBCVs (Remotely-associated STD-RDF)     :    0
   Number of BRBCVs (Remotely-associated BCV-RDF)    :    0
   Number of RRBCVs (Remotely-associated RBCV)       :    0


. . . .


GNS backup and restore mechanism
You can set the GNS daemon to automatically make a backup copy of local or global
groups in a backup file. For global groups, use the backup copy to restore the global
database on arrays. For local groups, use the backup copy to restore the groups when the
primary group database file is corrupted. This backup file is N hours behind the in-
memory database where N is a configurable backup interval with a default value of 6
hours.


Use the following daemon options to control the backup process:


To enable/disable backups
Set GNS_DB_BACKUP to either DISABLE or ENABLE where DISABLE is the default. When
you set this option to ENABLE, the GNS daemon automatically backs up both the default
local database and the global database into a backup file.


To set the backup interval time
Set the GNS_DB_BACKUP_INTERVAL to an integer value in hours. This option is only
meaningful if GNS_DB_BACKUP option is set to ENABLE. The default backup interval is 6
hours. The valid range for the interval is (1..720).


All GNS database backup files are stored in the /var/symapi/gns directory. For both local
and global GNS databases, up to two copies of backup files are maintained:


l For the GNS local database, the backup file names are local_group_db.backup and
local_group_db.backup.bak, respectively.


l For the GNS global database, the backup file names are global_group_db.backup and
global_group_db.backup.bak respectively.


Manual backup to the GNS database


Description
To manually backup to the GNS database, use the stordaemon program.
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Syntax
Use the following syntax for local backup:


stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd backup_db local


Use the following syntax for global backup:


stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd backup_db global


Manual restore from the GNS database


Description
To manually restore from the GNS database, use the stordaemon program.


Syntax
Use the following syntax for a local restore:


stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd restore_db local


Use the following syntax for a global restore:


stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd restore_db global changed_records:sid
stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd restore_db global all_records:sid


The changed_records option only updates those records that differ from group records
in the backup file. The all_records option rebuilds the entire database using the
backup file as source data.


Troubleshoot GNS
When using GNS, be aware of the possibility of group name collision and invalid groups
and what SYMAPI does to rectify each scenario.


Group name collisions


Each GNS daemon attempts to ensure that group names are unique (relative to a group
type). However, duplicate-named groups may occur.


If users at two different hosts simultaneously create groups of the same type with the
same name using devices on different arrays, both attempts might succeed. Because
each host's GNS daemon is polling for changes made elsewhere, the daemons might not
detect the name conflict until after the fact. A subsequent consideration change could
then allow the GNS daemon to see both groups.


Note


For information on renaming composite groups, see Rename a composite group on page
144.


Example
If a GNS daemon detects duplicate group names, it returns a state flag informing clients
of this fact and modifies the group names to be unique by attaching a numeric suffix.
Duplicate device groups with the name MyDG could be modified in the following way:


MyDG#12345678
MyDG#87654321
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While in this state (duplicate names), the only operations permitted are those used to
resolve the name conflict: group rename and delete (with the -force flag). For example:


symdg delete MyDG#12345678 -force
symdg rename MyDG#87654321 MyDG


Invalid groups


A composite group is marked as invalid if one or more of the arrays that it resides on (in a
GNS-enabled environment) cannot be reached. For example, each array that a
consistency group spans records the identity of the other arrays that the group spans. If a
discrepancy is noticed where a composite group is not defined on an array, even though
some other array indicates it should be there, that group is assumed to be invalid.


Groups are also placed into an invalid state if certain internal bookkeeping information
maintained by GNS is found to be missing or incorrect. For example, a consistency group
spans two arrays and the GNS state recorded on each array verifies that the group also
resides on the other array. If at some point one array is found to not contain the group
(while the other array still thinks it should be found there), the group is assumed to be
invalid.


This could happen if one of the arrays is reinitialized or a host attached only to one array
decides to delete the composite group there. Since the group definition is also stored on
an unreachable array, that group state is seen as invalid from that host. A user there
would have to use the -force flag to delete the group. Groups marked as invalid can be
deleted with the -force flag.


List GNS data about groups
The GNS stordaemon list command supports the following features:


l stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd list_groups
Lists groups based on GNS daemon mode. If the GNS daemon is running with
USE_GNS enabled, it will list all global groups. Otherwise, it will list all local groups in
storgnsd.db.


l stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd list_groups global
Lists all global groups.


l stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd list_groups local
Lists all local groups.


l stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd list_groups local:SYMCLI_DB_FILE
Lists groups in a private GNS database determined by the environment variable
SYMCLI_DB_FILE.


Show GNS data about groups
The GNS stordaemon show command supports the following features:


l stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd show_group cg: name
Shows composite groups based on GNS daemon mode. If the GNS daemon is running
with USE_GNS enabled, it will list all global groups. Otherwise, it will list all local
groups in storgnsd.db.


l stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd show_group dg: name
Shows device groups based on GNS daemon mode. If the GNS daemon is running
with USE_GNS enabled, it will list all global groups. Otherwise, it will list all local
groups in storgnsd.db.
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l stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd show_group cg: name:local
Shows all local composite groups.


l stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd show_group dg: name:local
Shows all local device groups.


l stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd show_group cg: name:global
Shows all global composite groups.


l stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd show_group dg: name:global
Shows all global device groups.


l stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd show_group cg:
name:local:SYMCLI_DB_FILE
Shows composite groups in a private GNS database determined by the environment
variable SYMCLI_DB_FILE.


l stordaemon action storgnsd -cmd show_group dg:
name:local:SYMCLI_DB_FILE
Shows device groups in a private GNS database determined by the environment
variable SYMCLI_DB_FILE.
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CHAPTER 6


Fully Automated Storage Tiering


This chapter describes Fully Automated Storage Tieringâ„¢ (FAST) operations.


l Fully Automated Storage Tiering (HYPERMAX OS 5977)........................................170
l Fully Automated Storage Tiering (Enginuity 5874 through 5876) .........................182
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Fully Automated Storage Tiering (HYPERMAX OS 5977)


Note


This section describes FAST operations for VMAX3 arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977. 
Fully Automated Storage Tiering (Enginuity 5874 through 5876)  on page 182 describes
FAST for arrays running Enginuity levels 5874 through 5876.The EMC VMAX Family with
HYPERMAX OS Product Guide provides additional details about FAST concepts and
operations.


EMC Fully Automated Storage Tiering (FAST) provides automated management of VMAX
array disk resources on behalf of thin devices. FAST automatically configures disk groups
to form a Storage Resource Pool (SRP) by creating thin pools according to each individual
disk technology, capacity and RAID type.


FAST technology moves the most active parts of workloads (hot data) to high-
performance flash disks and the least-frequently accessed storage (cold data) to lower-
cost drives, leveraging the best performance and cost characteristics of each different
drive type. FAST delivers higher performance using fewer drives and helps reduce
acquisition, power, cooling, and footprint costs. FAST factors in the RAID protections to
ensure write-heavy workloads go to RAID 1 and read-heavy workloads go to RAID 6. This
process is entirely automated and requires no user intervention.


FAST provides the ability to deliver variable performance levels through Service Level
Objectives(SLO). Thin devices are added to Storage Groups and the storage group are
assigned a specific SLO which sets performance expectations.


A SLO is the response time target for a storage group. The SLO sets the VMAX array with
the desired response time target for a storage group. It automatically monitors and
adapts to the workload in order to maintain the response time target. The Service Level
Objective includes an optional workload type so it can be fine tuned to meet performance
objectives.


There are five SLOs. For each one, except Optimized, the workload type, such as Online
Transaction Processing (OLTP) or Decision Support System (DSS), is specified. The
Optimized service level does not allow for setting the I/O type. A SLO cannot be modified,
however a storage group can be assigned based on the required service level.


FAST monitors the storage groups performance relative to the SLO and automatically
provisions the appropriate disk resources to maintain a consistent performance level.


VMAX3 arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 are custom-built and pre-configured with
array-based software applications, including a factory pre-configuration for FAST that
consists of:


l Data device (TDAT) — an internal device that is dedicated to providing physical
storage used by thin devices.


l Data pool — a collection of data devices of identical emulation and protection type,
all of which reside on disks of the same technology type and speed. The disks in a
data pool are from the same disk group.


l Disk group — a collection of physical drives within the array that share the same
performance characteristics.


l Storage Resource Pool (SRP) — one (default) FAST SRP is pre-configured on the array.
This process is automatic and requires no setup.
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Storage Resource Pool management
The symconfigure set command modifies Storage Resource Pool configuration.
Configuration modifications include:


l set reserve capacity


l enable or disable SRDF/A DSE


l change SRP descripton


Modify storage resource pools


Syntax
To modify a Storage Resource Pool(SRP), use the following syntax:


symconfigure set srp <SRP Name>, 
<[resv_cap = <n | NONE>] 
[,rdfa_dse = <ENABLE | DISABLE]>
[,description = ’SRP 
Description’]>;                                                    


Options


resv_cap


A percentage of the capacity of the SRP reserved for device write I/O activities. Valid
values for the percentage are from 1 to 80. NONE disables it. For example, if you set
the reserved capacity on a SRP to 30%, then the first 70% of the pool capacity is
available for general purpose operations (host I/O allocations, local replication tracks
and SRDF/A DSE allocations) and the final 30% of the pool capacity is reserved
strictly for device write I/O activities.


Note


Existing TimeFinder snapshot sessions created on devices in the SRP are invalid if the
free capacity of the SRP, as a percentage of the usable capacity, goes below the
reserved capacity.


rdfa_dse


There is always one SRP assigned available for SRDF/A DSE allocations. Valid values
are enable and disable. The default SRP for FBA emulation is used by default.
Enabling rdfa_dse on a SRP will make that pool available for SRDF/A DSE allocations
(and implicitly sets the currently assigned SRP to "disabled"). The maximum amount
of storage from a SRP allowed for DSE is controlled by the system wide
dse_max_cap setting, as described in the EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI User
Guide.


Note


This option is not allowed for SRPs with only external storage.


description


Modifies SRP description.
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Examples
To set the existing SRP reserve capacity to a value of 10% and enable SRDF/A DSE
operations, enter:


symconfigure -sid 230 commit -cmd "set srp Primary_SRP,
            resv_cap=10, rdfa_dse=ENABLE;"


To modify the description of an SRP, enter:


 symconfigure -sid 087 commit -cmd "set srp DEFAULT_SRP description = 
'SRP with description modification';"


Execute a symconfigure operation for symmetrix '000197100087' (y/
[n]) ? y
A Configuration Change operation is in progress. Please wait...
    Establishing a configuration change 
session...............Established.
    Processing symmetrix 000197100087
    {
set srp DEFAULT_SRP description = ‘SRP with description modification’;
    }
    Performing Access checks..................................Allowed.
      . . .
    Terminating the configuration change session..............Done.
The configuration change session has successfully completed.


Restrictions


l The following security privileges are required to execute the symconfigure set
command:


n Required Access type: CFGSYM


n Required Authorization Rights: Storage Admin.


l The specified SRP must exist.


l New parameters must be different than existing parameters.


l The target SRP for the operation cannot be the default SRP for FBA emulation, and the
specified state cannot be "disabled".


l SRP description cannot exceed 127 characters (excluding null termination character).
Valid values are "a - z", "A - Z", "0 - 9", underscore, hyphen"-", space, period".", and
comma",".


Rename storage resource pools


Syntax
To rename a Storage Resource Pool (SRP), use the following syntax.


symconfigure rename srp <SRP Name> to <New SRP Name>;


Example


symconfigure –sid 087 commit -cmd “rename srp DEFAULT_SRP to 
SRP_RENAMED;”


Execute a symconfigure operation for symmetrix '000197100087' (y/
[n]) ? y
A Configuration Change operation is in progress. Please wait...
    Establishing a configuration change 
session...............Established.
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    Processing symmetrix 000197100087
    {
rename srp DEFAULT_SRP to SRP_RENAMED;
    }
    Performing Access checks..................................Allowed.
      . . .
    Terminating the configuration change session..............Done.
The configuration change session has successfully completed.


Restrictions


l The following security privileges are required to execute the symconfigure set
command:


n Required Access type: CFGSYM


n Required Authorization Rights: Storage Admin.


l The specified SRP must exist.


l SRP name cannot exceed 32 characters. Valid characters are only alphanumeric
characters, hyphens "-", and underscores "_", with leading hyphen or underscore not
allowed.


l In a single command file that includes "set srp" and "rename srp" commands, the
following rules apply:


n Allows using the old SRP name for "set srp" commands and renaming the SRP as
the last command.


n Allows renaming the SRP as the first command and using the new name for the
subsequent "set srp" commands.


n Does not allow using the old SRP name for some commands, changing the SRP
name, and then using the new SRP name for subsequent commands.


FAST information reporting
FAST reporting lists the Service Level Objectives, storage groups, and Storage Resource
Pools configured on the array, and also generates reports detailing the demand that
storage groups or Service Level Objectives are placing on the Storage Resource Pools.


List Service Level Objectives


Description
The symcfg list and symcfg show commands report Service Level Objectives
(SLO)s and available workloads.


Options


-all


Displays only the SLOs that are allowed for the specific VMAX array.


-v


Provides a verbose list of SLOs and workloads with additional descriptions.


Example
To list SLO details on array 230, enter:


symcfg -sid 230 list -slo -detail -all
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Sample Output


           SERVICE LEVEL OBJECTIVES
Symmetrix ID  : 00019710230
                     Approx
                     Resp
                     Time                  
Name       Workload  (ms)
---------  --------  -----
Optimized  N/A         N/A
Diamond    OLTP        0.7
Diamond    OLTP_REP    2.5
Diamond    DSS         2.5
Diamond    DSS_REP     4.5
Diamond    <none>      0.7
Platinum   OLTP        3.0
Platinum   OLTP_REP    4.5
Platinum   DSS         4.5
Platinum   DSS_REP     7.0
Platinum   <none>      3.0
. . .    
Bronze     <none>     14.0
        


Show specific Service Level Objective


Description
The symcfg show -slo command displays a specified Service Level Objective (SLO).


Example
To show information about the Platinum SLO for array 230, enter:


symcfg -sid 230 show -slo Platinum


Sample Output


Symmetrix ID  : 000197100230
Name          : Platinum
Workloads (5)
  { 
             Approx
             Resp
             Time
   Name      (ms)
   --------  -----
   OLTP        3.0
   OLTP_REP    4.5
   DSS         4.5
   DSS_REP     7.0
   <none>      3.0
  }


List storage groups


Note


Storage groups on page 101 explains how to create storage groups and how to add and
remove devices from a group.


Description
The symsg list -detail command shows details for all storage groups, including
Service Level Objective (SLO), workload, and Storage Resource Pool (SRP) configured for
each storage group.
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Options


-by slo


Sorts storage group information by SLO.


-by srp


Sorts storage group information by SRP.


Example


symsg -sid 230 list -detail


Sample output


Note


Starting with Solutions Enabler 8.0.1 the FAST R column for listing RDF coordination


(enabled or disabled) has been removed from the output.


l If the SLO or SRP name length exceeds 24 characters output display truncates the
name to 23 characters and displays "*" for the 24th character.


l When the (F)ast flag is set on an array running HYPERMAX OS 5977, it indicates that
the storage group has a SLO or a SRP set and it is FAST-managed.


l A FAST-managed storage group that reports <none> for the SLO Name uses the
Optimized Service Level Objective.


l A FAST-managed storage group that reports <none> for the SRP Name uses the array's
default Storage Resource Pool for the emulation.


S T O R A G E  G R O U P S
Symmetrix ID:        000197100230
                       Flags Number   Child 
Storage Group Name     EFMSL Devices  SGs     SLO Name   Workload    SRP Name     
-------------------------------------------  ---------- --------   --------------------
AcctPay                FX...     250      0    Gold       OLTP      Primary_SRP
Customer               AX...      38      0    Optimized  <none>    Primary_SRP
Ordering               MX...      19      0    Diamond    OLTP_REP  Primary_SRP
Payroll                FX...      28      0    <none>     <none>    Secondary_SRP
TestOrdering           FX...      10      0    Bronze     <none>    <none>
testsg                 F....      10      0    <none>     <none>    <none>
Legend:
  Flags:
    Device (E)mulation  A = As400, F = FBA, 8 = CKD3380,
                        9 = CKD3390, M = Mixed, . = N/A
    (F)ast              X = Fast Managed, . = N/A
    (M)asking View      X = Contained in Mask View(s),   . = N/A
    Cascade (S)tatus    P = Parent SG, C = Child  SG,    . = N/A
    Host IO (L)imit     D = Defined,  S = Shared, B = Both, . = N/A
  


List Storage Resource Pools


Example
The symcfg list -srp command displays all Storage Resource Pools (SRP)s
configured on an array.


symcfg -sid 087 list -srp -detail 
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Sample output
Output with -detail option ( reports capacity metrics) :


          STORAGE RESOURCE POOLS
                                       
Symmetrix ID  : 000197100087
                                                 C A P A C I T Y
-------------------------------- --- 
-------------------------------------
                                 Flg     Useable  Allocated       
Free Subs    
Name                             DR        (GB)       (GB)       
(GB)  (%)  
-------------------------------- --- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
---- 
Default_SRP                      FX     78848.0    42880.0    
35968.0  125   
Test_SRP                         ..     16360.0    10360.0     
6000.0   75  
                                     ---------- ---------- ---------- 
----
Total                                   95208.0    53240.0    
41968.0  116
Legend:
  Flags:
   (D)efault SRP : F = FBA Default, . = N/A
   (R)DFA DSE    : X = Usable, . = Not Used
        


Output descriptions:


l Usable — indicates the usable capacity of all the disk groups in the SRP.


l Allocated — indicates the sum of the device allocations, snapshot allocations, and
SRDF/A DSE allocations on the SRP.


l Free — lists the difference between the usable and the allocated capacity.


l Subs % — indicates the percentage of the configured sizes of all the thin devices
subscribed against the SRP.


Note


The capacity values are listed in gigabytes by default. Other options are -MB
(megabytes) or -TB (terabytes).


l Default SRP — indicates if the SRP is the default for FBA devices.


l RDFA DSE — indicates if the SRP usable for SRDF/A DSE operations.


Output without -detail option (no capacity metrics):


                           STORAGE RESOURCE POOLS
                                       
Symmetrix ID  : 000197100087
------------------------ --- ----------------------------------------
                         Flg
Name                     DR  Description
------------------------ --- ----------------------------------------
DEFAULT_SRP              FX  The Default SRP that will be used for all
                                      applications
TEST_SRP                 ..  SRP for testing


Legend:
  Flags:
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   (D)efault SRP : F = FBA Default, . = N/A
   (R)DFA DSE    : X = Usable, . = Not Used


List Storage Resouce Pools with verbose option


Example
To display a verbose list of all SRPs in array 230, enter:


symcfg -sid 230 list -srp -v -gb


Sample output


Symmetrix ID             : 000197100230
           
Name                     : Primary_SRP
Description              : This is the system defined primary SRP
Default SRP              : FBA
Usable Capacity (GB)     : 78848.0
Allocated Capacity (GB)  : 42880.0
Free Capacity (GB)       : 35968.0
Subscribed Capacity (GB) : 98745.0
Subscribed Capacity (%)  :   125
Reserved Capacity (%)    :    10
Usable by RDFA DSE       : Yes
Disk Groups (4):
  {
   ----------------------------------------------
                                           Useable       
                                 Speed   Capacity
   #   Name                 Tech (rpm)       (GB)
   --- -------------------- ---- ----- ----------
     1 DiskGroup_1          SATA  7200    20480.0 
     2 DiskGroup_2          FC   10000     6144.0
     3 MyFCDiskGroup        FC   15000    51200.0 
     4 MyEFDDiskGroup       EFD    N/A     1024.0
                                       ----------
   Total                                  78848.0
  }
Available SLOs (6):
  {
    Optimized
    Diamond
    Platinum
    Gold
    Silver
    Bronze 
  }
Name                     : Secondary_SRP
Description              : This is another defined SRP
Default SRP              : None
Useable Capacity (GB)     : 16360.0
Allocated Capacity (GB)  : 10360.0
Free Capacity (GB)       :  6000.0
Subscribed Capacity (GB) : 12360.0
Subscribed Capacity (%)  :    75
Reserved Capacity (%)    :    10
Useable by RDFA DSE       : No
Disk Groups (3):
  {
   ----------------------------------------------
                                           Usable       
                                 Speed   Capacity
   #   Name                 Tech (rpm)       (GB)
   --- -------------------- ---- ----- ----------
     5 DiskGroup_5          EFD    N/A     1024.0
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     6 DiskGroup_6          FC   10000     6144.0
     7 MyFCDiskGroup2       FC   15000     8192.0
                                       ----------
   Total                                  15360.0
  }
Available SLOs (5):
  {
    Optimized
    Diamond
    Platinum
    Gold
    Silver   
  }


Output descriptions:


l Default SRP — indicates if the SRP is the default pool for FBA devices.


l Usable Capacity — sum of the useable capacity of all the disk groups in the SRP.


l Allocated Capacity — sum of the device allocations, the snapshot allocations, and the
SRDF DSE allocations on the SRP.


l Free Capacity — difference between the useable and the allocated capacity.


l Subscribed Capacity — sum of the sizes of all the thin devices subscribed against the
SRP.


l Subscribed Capacity percentage — percentage of the Usable Capacity used by thin
devices.


l Reserved Capacity — percentage of the Useable Capacity reserved for non-snapshot
activities.


Note


Existing TimeFinder snapshot sessions created on devices in the SRP may become
invalid if the Free Capacity of the SRP, as a percentage of the Usable Capacity, goes
below the Reserved Capacity.


l Useable by RDFA DSE — indicates if the SRP is usable for SRDF/A DSE operations.


l Disk Groups — lists Tte disk groups configured to the SRP. The list of disk groups is
sorted by disk group number.


l Available SLOs — lists the SLOs that are available for this SRP.


Show specific Storage Resource Pool


The symcfg show -srp command displays a specified Storage Resource Pool (SRP).


Options


-detail


Shows detailed information about a specific SRP.


Example
To show detailed information about the pool named Primary_SRP, enter:


symcfg -sid 230 show -srp Primary_SRP -detail -gb


Sample output
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Symmetrix ID             : 00019710230
Name                     : Primary_SRP
Description              : This is the system defined primary SRP
Default SRP              : FBA
Usable Capacity (GB)     : 78848.0
Allocated Capacity (GB)  : 42880.0
Free Capacity (GB)       : 35968.0
Subscribed Capacity (GB) : 98745.0
Subscribed Capacity (%)  :   125
Reserved Capacity (%)    :    10
Usable by RDFA DSE       : Yes
SRDF DSE Allocated (GB)  :     4.0
Disk Groups (4):
  {
   ----------------------------------------------
                                           Usable       
                                 Speed   Capacity
   #   Name                 Tech (rpm)       (GB)   Product 
Name                                            Array ID
   --- -------------------- ---- ----- ----------   
-------------------- --------------------------------
     1 DiskGroup_1          SATA  7200    20480.0   
VMAX                   00019710230
     2 DiskGroup_2          FC   10000     6144.0
     3 MyFCDiskGroup        FC   15000    51200.0 
     4 MyEFDDiskGroup       EFD    N/A     1024.0
                                       ----------
   Total                                  78848.0
  }
Available SLOs (6):
  {
    Optimized
    Diamond
    Platinum
    Gold
    Silver
    Bronze  
  }
  
Thin Devices(1200):
  {
   ------------------------------------------------
                        Thin Device        Snapshot   
   Sym               Subs    Allocated    Allocated     
   Dev   Emul        (GB)       (GB) (%)       (GB)
   ----- ----- ---------- -------------- ---------- 
   013E9 FBA       3000.0      102.0   4          0 
   013EA AS400     3000.0      212.0   7        2.0
   013EB FBA       3000.0      112.0   4        2.0
    . . .                                        
   00CEC FBA       2343.0      412.0  18        2.0  
               ---------- ---------- --- ---------- 
   Total          98745.0    42800.0  44       76.0     
  }
                            Flgs Speed   Capacity 
   #   Name                 LTS (rpm)       (GB)  Product 
Name         Array ID
   --- -------------------- ---- ----- ---------- 
-------------------- --------------------------------
     1 EXTERNAL_DG_001      X-N  10000     1409.1 
XtremIO              000197300005
                                       ----------
   Total                                   1409.1
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Storage Resource Pool demand reporting


The symcfg list -srp -demand command reports the subscribed and the
allocated demand, from Service Level Objectives and Storage Groups, placed on the
Storage Resource Pools (SRP)s.


Report Service Level Objective demand on Storage Resource Pools


Options


-type slo


Reports the demand placed by Service Level Objectives (SLO)s on the Storage
Resource Pools (SRP)s. Devices that are not in a FAST managed storage group or are
in a FAST managed storage group without an explicit Service Level Objective set will
be reported against the Optimized SLO.


-details


Reports the SRP details.


Example
To report detailed SLO demand on the SRPs, enter:


symcfg -sid 230 list -srp -demand -type slo -detail -GB


Sample output


                           
                       STORAGE RESOURCE POOLS
                           
Symmetrix ID  : 00019710230
Name                     : Primary_SRP
Usable Capacity (GB)     : 78848.0
SRDF DSE Allocated (GB)  :     4.0
Snapshots Allocated (GB) :    76.0
------------------------------------------------
                      Subscribed       Allocated
SLO Name  Workload    (GB)    (%)     (GB)   (%)
--------- -------- -------------- --------------
Optimized N/A          4000.0   5     1100.0  27
Platinum  OLTP        10034.0  12     5044.0  50
Gold      DSS_REP     64639.0  81    26873.0  41
Bronze    <none>      20072.0  25     9863.0  49            
                   ---------- --- ---------- ---   
Total                 98745.0 124    42880.0  43
Name                     : Secondary_SRP
Usable Capacity (GB)     : 16360.0
SRDF DSE Allocated (GB)  :     0.0
Snapshots Allocated (GB) :    16.0
------------------------------------------------
                      Subscribed       Allocated
SLO Name  Workload    (GB)    (%)     (GB)   (%)
--------- -------- -------------- --------------
Diamond   OLTP          512.0   3      512.0 100
Platinum  OLTP         1024.0   6      512.0  50
                   ---------- --- ---------- ---  
Total                  1536.0   9     1024.0  67


Report storage group demand on Storage Resource Pool


Options


-type sg
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Reports the demand placed by storage groups on the Storage Resource Pools (SRP)s.


Example
To report storage group demand on the SRPs, enter:


symcfg -sid 230 list -srp -demand -type sg -GB


Sample output


STORAGE RESOURCE POOLS
                           
Symmetrix ID             : 00019710230
Name                     : Primary_SRP
Usable Capacity (GB)     : 78848.0
SRDF DSE Allocated (GB)  :     4.0
Total Subscribed (%)     : 125
---------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                             Snapshot
                                 Subscribed      Allocated  Allocated 
SG Name                             (GB)        (GB)   (%)    (GB)
-------------------------------- ---------- -------------- ----------
<not_in_sg>                          1024.0      512.0  50        0.0
ee_sg230                             9216.0     4608.0  50       50.0
ee_sg230thin                        20480.0     0240.0  50       10.0
grs                                 68025.0    27520.0  40       16.0
                                 ----------  --------- --- 
----------  
Total                               98745.0    42880.0  43       76.0
Name                     : Secondary_SRP
Usable Capacity (GB)     : 16360.0
SRDF DSE Allocated (GB)  :     0.0
Total Subscribed %       :    75.0
---------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                             Snapshot
                                 Subscribed      Allocated  Allocated 
SG Name                             (GB)        (GB)   (%)    (GB)
-------------------------------- ---------- -------------- ----------
<not_in_sg>                             0.0        0.0   0        0.0
rgi                                  5120.0     4608.0  90        0.0
sgc                                  6216.0     4728.0  68        0.0
test_sg                              1024.0     1024.0 100        0.0
                                 ----------  --------- --- 
----------   
Total                               12360.0    10360.0  83        0.0


List Storage Resource Pools for thin devices


Description
For thin devices in an array, the symcfg list -tdev -srp command lists:


l configured size


l associated Storage Resource Pools (SRP)s


l device allocations


l snapshots allocated to SRP


l a range of devices or specific storage group (if device range or storage group name is
provided in the command syntax)


Example
To list a range of thin devices associated SRPs, enter:


symcfg -sid 584 list -tdev -devs 13e9:1400 -srp
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Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000197100584
                 S Y M M E T R I X   T H I N   D E V I C E S   
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------
                    Thin Device       
Snapshots                                
Sym   Flgs      Total     Allocated   
Allocated                                
Dev    EC        (GB)       (GB) (%)       (GB) SRP 
Name                              
----- ---- ---------- -------------- ---------- 
--------------------------------
013E9  FX      3000.0      102.0   4          0 Primary_SRP
013EA  AX      3000.0      212.0   7        2.0 Primary_SRP
013EB  F.      3000.0       12.0   1        1.0 Primary_SRP
        X                  100.0   4        1.0 Secondary_SRP    
 . . .                                                  
01CEC  FX      2343.0      412.0  18        2.0 Secondary_SRP 
           ---------- ---------- --- ---------- 
 Total        98745.0    42800.0  44       76.0   
 Legend:
   Flags:
    Device (E)mulation  A = AS400, F = FBA
    (C)urrent SRP       X = Device is currently associated with 
SRP, . = N/A


Note


A device only has allocations on more than one Storage Resource Pool, if the device is in
the process of moving its allocations to a target Storage Resource Pool. (For example, the
pool specified on the storage group that contained the device was changed to a different
Storage Resource Pool).


Fully Automated Storage Tiering (Enginuity 5874 through 5876)


Note


Fully Automated Storage Tiering (HYPERMAX OS 5977) on page 170 describes FAST for
arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977.


For arrays running Enginuity 5874 to 5876, Fully Automated Storage Tiering (FAST)
analyzes user workloads and moves volumes from one performance tier to another to
optimize performance and/or economy. The array uses sophisticated algorithms to
monitor activity and recommend strategies for moving the most-used data to the fastest
(and most expensive) storage, such as Enterprise Flash Drives (EFD), the least-used data
to the slowest (and least expensive) storage, such as SATA, while maintaining the
remaining data on Fibre Channel (FC) drives.


For Enginuity 5874 to 5876, there are two FAST products: FAST and FAST for Virtual Pools
(FAST VP). FAST and FAST VP comparison on page 183 shows the differences.


FAST implementation provides the following benefits:
l Reduces acquisition costs by maximizing utilization of less expensive drives (SATA)


for infrequently used data
l Improves performance by optimizing data placement for high access requirements


data
l Reduces overall operating costs and simplify management by consolidating systems,


using fewer drives, and reducing power, cooling, and floor space requirements
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l Reduces the total cost of ownership by optimizing the performance of a tiered
system.


Available tools to monitor a FAST configuration, include:


l Reports: The compliance report shows if the current placement of the devices in the
storage group complies with the policy definition. The technology demand report
shows the demand on each tier and technology, as per the current FAST
configuration. These reports are explained in FAST reports  on page 218.


l Many list and show commands are available to examine the details of the FAST
configuration. These displays are shown in List FAST tiers  on page 190, List FAST DP
tiers on page 192, and List FAST DP tiers on page 192. The SYMCLI commands for
FAST are supported only on arrays that are attached locally to the host.


Note


To use FAST, the license SYMM_VMAX_FAST_TIERING must be enabled. The EMC Solutions
Enabler Installation Guide provides all the licensing information.


The EMC VMAX Family with Enginuity Product Guide provides details on FAST and FAST VP
concepts and sample configurations. The remainder of this chapter describes how to use
the SYMCLI symfast and symtier commands for arrays running Enginuity levels 5874
through 5876.


FAST and FAST VP comparison


Table 12 FAST version comparisons (Enginuity 5874 through 5876)


FAST on VMAX 20K and 40K FAST VP on VMAX 10K, 20K and 40K


Requires Enginuity 5874 and higher Requires Enginuity 5875 and higher


Supports standard devices Supports thin devices


Supports FBA and CKD device
emulations


l Supports FBA device emulation


l Enginuity 5876 supports thin CKD 3390 and thin IBM i
512-byte D910 devices


l Enginuity 5876 Q2 2013 SR provides support of thin
IBM i 512-byte D910 devices on VMAX 10K systems


Disk group provisioning (DP) tiers:
contain disk groups


Virtual pool (VP) tiers: contain thin pools


DP modes: Auto Approve and User
Approve


VP modes: Auto Approve or None


User visible data movement plans
and history


No plans or history generated


Federated Tiered Storage (eDisks)
not supported


Supports Federated Tiered Storage (eDisks) with Enginuity
5876


FAST VP compression not supported Supports FAST VP compression with Enginuity 5876 Q4
2012 SR and Solutions Enabler V7.5 and higher
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Table 12 FAST version comparisons (Enginuity 5874 through 5876) (continued)


FAST on VMAX 20K and 40K FAST VP on VMAX 10K, 20K and 40K


Thin device/thin pool compression
not supported


Supports compression for thin devices and thin (VP) pools
with Enginuity 5876 Q4 2012 SR and Solutions Enabler
V7.5 and higher


Three tiers per policy supported Four tiers per policy supported with Enginuity 5876 Q4
2012 SR and Solutions Enabler V7.5 and higher


FAST configuration
FAST is available on arrays with Flash, Fibre Channel, SAS, or SATA drives and is
supported on arrays with two or three of these drive types. To configure an array for FAST,
the following actions are taken:


l Define VMAX array tiers — Tier configuration rules and restrictions are explained in 
Manage FAST tiers  on page 184.


l Define a FAST policy — Policy configuration rules and restrictions are explained in 
FAST policy management  on page 193.


l Define storage groups — Storage group configuration rules and restrictions are
explained in Manage storage groups on page 363.


FAST configuration restrictions
The following configuration restrictions apply to arrays that use FAST software:


l Symmetrix Optimizer is required.


l FAST systems must configure Dynamic Reallocation Volumes (DRVs) to ensure
sufficient space during swap operations. Optimizer uses DRVs to hold data internally
during the data swap. Systems without DRV devices that have insufficient free space
are degraded, and may be unable to complete a data swap. Arrays that use FAST
software must follow the same DRV configuration requirements as Optimizer.


l FAST operations are not supported on thin devices.


l Time windows define when the FAST controller should collect performance
information or execute data movement. Time windows are explained in Time windows
overview on page 588


l Control parameters define the numbers of and types of devices, the mode of
operation, the thresholds for data movement, and the analysis time period.


Manage FAST tiers
A VMAX array tier is the specification of the type of disk technology and speed (EFD, FC,
SATA, or eDisk), the RAID protection type, and the specification of a set of resources (disk
groups/virtual pools) from which the storage will be selected. Tiers are created in the
array for managing data performance with FAST, or as another way to group and report on
the disk capacity usage.


A disk group provisioning (DP) tier is a set of disk groups with the same technology type.
A DP tier has a target protection type. A virtual pool tier (VP) is a set of thin pools. A VP
tier has a disk technology type and a RAID protection type. Members of a VP tier must be
in thin pools with only DATA devices that reside on the tier technology type and match
the tier protection type.
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The symtier command provides the following capabilities for creating and managing
tiers:


l Creating disk group tiers


l Creating virtual pool tiers


l Adding disk groups to a tier


l Removing disk groups from a tier


l Modifying a VP tier


l Adding thin pools to a tier


l Removing thin pools from a tier


l Renaming tiers


l Deleting tiers


l Listing tier information


l Showing tiers


FAST tier restrictions


The following restrictions apply to tiers:


l Maximum tier name size is 23 characters and includes alphanumeric characters,
hyphens ( - ), and underscores ( _ ). However, the name cannot start with a hyphen or
an underscore. Each tier name must be unique per array (across both disk group and
virtual pool tiers), and are not case sensitive.


l The maximum number of tiers allowed on an array is 256, including both DP and VP
tiers. If creating a new tier exceeds this limit, then an existing tier must be deleted
before creating the new tier.


l Disk groups can only be specified when the tier include type is static. When
specifying the disk group in the command, the disk group technology type must
match the tier technology. Do not specify both the disk group name and the disk
group ID in the same command.


l The protection types 3+1, and 7+1 are only valid when used with -tgt_raid5
option, and protection type 6 + 2 and 14+2 are only valid when used with -
tgt_raid6 option .


l An error returns on the symtier create command, if there are no matching disk
groups to the tier technology.


l An error returns on the symtier create command, if a tier already exists with the
exact same tier definition. Two tier definitions match when they have the same RAID
type and disk groups.


l A new DP tier cannot partially overlap with an existing tier. Two tiers partially overlap
when they share only a subset of disk groups. For example, TierA partially overlaps
with TierB when TierA contains disk groups 1 & 2 and TierB contains only disk group
2. (Creating TierA will fail.)


l A mix of static and dynamic DP tier definitions is not allowed for a single technology
type. However, both static VP tiers and dynamic DP tiers of the same technology type
are allowed, as well as static VP and DP tiers of the same type.


l Dynamic VP tiers are not supported.


The following restrictions apply to virtual pools in VP tiers:


l A VP tier requires pools that are thin pools, contains DATA devices, and are enabled.
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l The thin pool and thin tier technology type must match, so all DATA devices in the
pool must reside on disks of the VP tier technology type.


l All DATA devices in the pool must reside on disks of the same storage class (disk
technology type and speed), regardless of the SYMAPI_POOL_ALLOW_MIX_TYPE
option.


l The protection type of the thin pool and VP tier must match.


l The emulation type of all thin pools included in a given VP tier must all be the same.
FBA, CKD 3390, and IBM i 512-byte D910 device emulations are supported for DATA
devices.


l The maximum number of thin pools in a VP tier is 4.


l A thin pool can only be included in one VP tier.


Create FAST disk group tiers


Description
When creating a VMAX array tier for disk group provisioning, specify a tier name, the
protection type (RAID 1, RAID 5, RAID 6), the technology (EDF, FC, SATA), and how the disk
groups are added to the tier. There are two ways disk groups are added to a tier:


l Dynamic — A dynamic tier automatically includes all disk groups currently in the array
that match the tier technology; this type of tier expands to accommodate any newly
added disk groups.


l Static — A static tier is manually populated with disk group names or disk group IDs.
Both disk group name and disk group ID cannot be specified using the same
command. If the DiskGroupID is not specified, an empty tier is created.


When the FAST controller moves a device to a tier, it changes the device's protection type
to match the tier's protection type.


All disks in disk group 1 are now a part of this tier. When a storage group is associated
with this tier through a FAST policy, the FAST controller decides whether to move one or
more devices to this tier. After the devices are moved to this tier, the devices are in disk
group 1 and their protection type is RAID 1.


Syntax
To create a tier, use the following syntax:


symtier -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count]
   create -name TierName          <-tgt_raid1 |
           -tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot <3+1 | 7+1> |
           -tgt_raid6 -tgt_prot <6+2 | 14+2>>
-technology <EFD | FC | SATA> 
          -inc_type dynamic | [static
          [-dsk_grp <DiskGroupID[,DiskGroupID...] |
                      name:DiskGroupName[,DiskGroupName...]>]]


Options
The -interval and -count options are used with the symtier create command, and
the command retries if the SYMCLI fails to get an exclusive lock on the SYMAPI database.
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Example
To create a static tier on VMAX array 207 called Primary with RAID 1 EFD technology
using disk group 1, enter:


symtier -sid 207 create -name Primary -inc_type static -tgt_raid1 -
technology EFD -dsk_grp 1


Create FAST virtual pool tiers


Description
When creating a virtual pool (VP) tier, specify a tier name, the protection type (RAID 1,
RAID 5, RAID 6), the technology (EDF, FC, SATA, external), and thin pools names. As a
member of a VP tier, a thin pool must contain only DATA devices that reside on the tier
technology type and match the tier protection type.


Syntax


Note


Since thin tiers are static only, do not use the -inc_type option in the syntax.


To create a thin tier, use the following syntax:


symtier -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count]
create -name TierName          <-tgt_unprotected |-tgt_raid1 |
           -tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot <3+1 | 7+1> |
           -tgt_raid6 -tgt_prot <6+2 | 14+2>>
          <-technology <EFD | FC | SATA> | 
          [-external]
          -vp
          [-pool <PoolName[,PoolName...]>] 


Options


-technology


Specifies the technology type for the tier. SATA is the default if -technology is not
specified.


-external


Indicates the tier is external to the array.


Examples
To create a VP tier named EFD_R5_VPTier that has RAID 5 (3+1) protection and SATA
disks on VMAX array 234, enter:


symtier -sid 234 create -name EFD_R5_VPTier -tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot 3+1 -
technology SATA -vp


FTS VP tier restrictions
The following restrictions apply to creating external virtual tiers with Federated Tiered
Storage (FTS):


l External tiers are only allowed with Enginuity 5876 or higher.


l The -tgt_unprotected option is only valid for external tiers, and it must be
specified as the protection type for any external tier.


l External tiers (FTS) are only supported for FAST VP.


l If there are IBM i 512-byte D910 devices in the storage group, an external tier is not
allowed as part of the associated policy.
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l The optionally supplied VP pools must contain external-provisioned DATA devices
when creating external tiers.


l The optionally supplied VP pools must not contain external-provisioned DATA devices
when creating non-external tiers.


Add disk groups to a FAST tier


Syntax
To add disk groups to a tier, use the following syntax:


Note


A disk group can only be added to a DP tier if the tier type is static.


symtier -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count]add -tier_name TierName [-
propagate] 
-dsk_grp <DiskGroupID[,DiskGroupID...]> | 
<name:DiskGroupName[,DiskGroupName...]>


Options


-propagate


Tiers in a VMAX array cannot partially overlap, therefore this option adds the new disk
group to all tiers that overlap with the tier being modified. This option only works
when adding a disk group that does not participate in any tier.


Examples
To add disk group 3 to an overlapping tier (TierA overlaps with TierB), enter:


symtier -sid 207 add -dsk_grp 3 -tier_name TierA -propogate


This command adds disk group 3 to TierA, TierB, and any other overlapping tiers.


Note


If TierA has only disk group 1, and TierB has only disk group 2, Solutions Enabler does
not provide a way to modify TierA and TierB to contain disk group 1 and 2. These tiers
must be deleted and recreated with disk groups 1 and 2.


Remove disk groups from a FAST tier


Syntax


Note


A disk group can be removed from a DP tier if the tier type is static.


To remove a disk group form a tier, use the following syntax:


symtier -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] remove -tier_name 
TierName [-propagate] 
-dsk_grp <DiskGroupID[,DiskGroupID...]> | 
<name:DiskGroupName[,DiskGroupName...]>


Options


-propagate


This option removes the disk group from all tiers that overlap.
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Examples
For example, to remove disk group 2 from PrimeTier, enter:


symtier -sid 207 remove -dsk_grp 2 -tier_name PrimeTier


Modifying a FAST VP tier


Syntax
To modify a FAST VP tier, use the following syntax:


symtier -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] modify -tier_name 
TierName
-technology <EFD | FC | SATA>


Options


-technology


Specifies the tier type when modifying an external tier.


Add thin pools to a FAST tier


Syntax
To add a thin pool to a VP tier, use the following syntax:


symtier -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] add -tier_name TierName -
pool <PoolName[,PoolName...]>


Examples
To add thin pool EFD_R5_POOL to the EFD_R5_VPTier on VMAX array 234, enter:


symtier -sid 234 add -pool EFD_R5_POOL -tier_name EFD_R5_VPTier


Remove thin pools from a FAST VP tier


Syntax
To remove a thin pool from a FAST VP tier, use the following syntax:


symtier -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] remove -tier_name 
TierName -pool <PoolName[,PoolName...]>


Removing all thin pools from a FAST VP tier if the tier is part of a FAST policy is not
allowed. Removing a pool from a tier if the tier is in an associated policy, and a device in
the storage group is bound to the pool is not allowed.


Rename FAST tiers


Syntax
To rename a FAST tier, use the following syntax:


symtier -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count]  
rename -tier_name TierName -name NewTierName


Note


New FAST tier names must adhere to all . on page 185
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Examples
To rename the tier Primary to PrimeTier, enter:


symtier -sid 207 rename -tier_name Primary -name PrimeTier


Delete FAST tiers


Syntax


Note


Before deleting a tier, verify that it is not associated with any FAST policy.


To delete a tier, use the following syntax:


symtier -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count]
delete -tier_name TierName [-force]


Options


-force


Required to delete a non-empty static tier.


Examples
To delete a tier named DBTier, enter:


symtier -sid 207 delete -tier_name DBTier


List FAST tiers


Description
The symtier list command gives a summary of all the disk group or virtual pool tiers
in the array. Use the symtier show command for information about individual tiers.


Syntax


symtier [-sid SymmID] [-v] [-offline]
    list [-dp | -vp [-ckd] [-fba]]
         [-technology <EFD | FC | SATA> | -external]
symtier show -sid SymmID [-offline]


Options


-dp or -vp


Used without the -v option, and lists only disk group provisioned (-dp) or only
virtual provisioned (-vp) tiers . All tiers display if neither option is specified.


-offline


Prior to using this option, populate the SYMAPI database with tier information using
the symcfg sync -fast command.


Examples
To list all the tiers on VMAX array 432, enter:


symtier list -sid 432
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Sample output


Note


The emul (emulation type column) lists the emulation type for FAST VP tiers. For FAST DP


tiers and empty FAST VP tiers this column lists N/A.


Symmetrix ID          : 000194900432
---------------------------------------------------------
                           L                         
                           o      Target             Flgs
Tier Name             Type c Tech Protection   Emul   ID
--------------------- ---- - ---- ------------ ----- ----
                              
HR_DP                 DP   I SATA RAID-1       N/A    S-
HR_TEST_TIER          VP   I SATA RAID-1       FBA    S-
test_366859           VP   I SATA RAID-1       3390   S-
test_external         VP   X N/A  Unprotected  FBA    SX
Legend:
  Tier (Type)      :  DP = Disk Group Provisioning, VP = Virtual Pools
  Disk (Loc)ation  :  I = Internal, X = External
 Flgs:
  (I)nc Type       :  S = Static, D = Dynamic


List FAST VP tiers


Example
To list all the thin tiers (-vp) on VMAX array 432, enter:


symtier list -vp -sid 432


Sample output


Symmetrix ID          : 000194900432
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
                      L                                Logical 
Capacities (GB)
                      o      Target             Flgs 
--------------------------
Tier Name             c Tech Protection   Emul   ID   Enabled     
Free     Used
--------------------- - ---- ------------ ----- ---- -------- 
-------- --------
HR_TEST_TIER          I SATA RAID-1       FBA    S-         4        
4        0
test_366859           I SATA RAID-1       3390   S-         0        
0        0
test_external         X N/A  Unprotected  FBA    SX         4        
4        0
Legend:
Disk (Loc)ation       :  I = Internal, X = External
 Flgs:
  (I)nc Type      :  S = Static, D = Dynamic


Output description:


l Tier Name — Name of the tier.


l Location — Internal or external tier.


l Tech — Technology of the tier.


l Target Protection — Tier protection type.
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l Emul — Device emulation type.


l Flgs ID — Static or dynamic tier, and enabled or disabled for dynamic discovery.


l Enabled Capacity (Logical) — Total pool enabled capacity for all thin pools
in the tier.


l Free Capacity (Logical) — Total enabled capacity minus the used capacity,
(minimum 0).


l Used Capacity (Logical) — Total pool allocated capacity for all thin pools in
the tier. Allocated capacity on all DATA devices is counted, including DATA devices
not enabled; therefore Used may be greater than Enabled.


List FAST DP tiers


Example
To list all the disk group tiers (-dp) on VMAX array 234, enter:


symtier -sid 234 list -dp


Sample output


Symmetrix ID          : 000194900234
--------------------------------------------------------------------
                                        I  Logical      Raw  Logical
                           Target       n  Max Cfg Unconfig   Config
Tier Name             Tech Protection   c     (GB)     (GB)     (GB)
--------------------- ---- ------------ - -------- -------- --------
ArchiveTier           SATA RAID-5(7+1)  D    78464    88113     1365
PrimeTier             EFD  RAID-1       S      645      290      500
WorkTier              FC   RAID-5(3+1)  D     2753     1030     1980
Legend:
  Inc Type      :  S = Static, D = Dynamic


Output description:


l Logical Max Cfg (GB) — An estimate of the potential maximum logical
configured capacity for the tier, if all the unconfigured space in the tier disk groups is
used to create one large device of the tier protection type. The tier raw unconfigured
capacity is multiplied by a factor based on tier protection type to estimate how many
more logical GB worth of devices could reside on the tier (multiplied by 7/8 for a
RAID-5 (7+1) tier). The resulting estimate is added to the current tier logical
configured capacity to get the maximum configurable capacity. If a disk group in the
tier does not have enough usable disks to support devices of the tier protection type
(disk count of 7 for a RAID-5 (7+1) tier), that disk group does not contribute any
capacity towards the tier maximum configurable capacity.


Note


This value is only an estimate, and it is not guaranteed that the full maximum
configurable capacity can be reached for the tier, because the estimate does not
account for:


n Affinity groups.


n The physical layout of hypers on the disks.


n If standard tiers overlap, the unconfigured space from disk groups included in
both tiers is attributed to each tier, therefore the same unconfigured space may
be counted multiple times.
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l Raw Unconfig (GB — The unconfigured space in the tier disk groups. If disk group
tiers overlap, the unconfigured space from disk groups included in both tiers are
attributed to each tier, therefore the same free space may be counted multiple times.
If a disk group does not have enough usable disks to support devices of the tier
protection type (disk count of 7 for a RAID-5 (7+1) tier), raw free capacity for that disk
group is reported as 0.


l Logical Config (GB) — The sum of the logical capacity of all devices that
match the tier protection type and reside on the tier disk groups.


Show FAST tiers


Examples
To show the tier AS400_TIER, enter:


symtier -sid 432 show -tier_name AS400_TIER


Sample output


Symmetrix ID          : 000194900432
Tier Name             : AS400_TIER
Tier Type             : VP
Technology            : SATA
Target Protection     : RAID-1
Emulation             : FBA
Include Type          : Static
Thin Pools(1)
    {
    --------------------------------------------------
                         Logical Capacities (GB)
                 Dev   -------------------------- Full
    Pool Name    Emul   Enabled     Free     Used  (%)
    ------------ ----- -------- -------- -------- ----
    AS400_TP     FBA          4        2        2   50
                       -------- -------- --------
    Total                     4        2        2
    }
Legend:
  Tier Type     :  DP = Disk Group Provisioning, VP = Virtual Pools


FAST policy management
A FAST policy is a grouping of 1 to 3 tiers (or 1 to 4 tiers for VP FTS tiers) and an assigned
upper limit of how much each associated storage group (application) or VP pool can use
from the tier. When creating a FAST policy, the most important component that must be
set is percentage of the storage group that can reside on each tier.


Policy restrictions
The following restrictions apply to FAST policies:


l Policy names must be unique and cannot exceed 32 characters. Policy names are
case insensitive. For example, HRPolicy and hrpolicy are not unique names.


l Only alphanumeric characters, hyphens ( - ), and underscores ( _ ) are allowed. The
policy name cannot start with a hyphen or underscore.


l Up to 256 policies are allowed on an array.


l There is a maximum of up to four VP tiers in a storage policy, and each tier must be
unique, there no overlapping disk groups are allowed.


l Empty tiers are not allowed..
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l A FAST policy may contain up to three disk group (DP) tiers or up to four virtual pool
(VP) tiers, but not a combination of both DP and VP tiers. The first tier added to a
policy determines the type of tier for the policy. The fourth tier in a FAST VP policy
must be an external FTS tier.


l The emulation type of included thin pools must match across all VP tiers in a FAST
policy. For example, A FAST policy cannot contain both VP tiers with FBA thin pools
and VP tiers with CKD thin pools.


l If specified, the capacity limit values for the tier (MaxSgPercent) are greater than 0 and
less than or equal to 100. All other values are rejected.


Creating a FAST policy


Syntax
To create FAST policies, use the following syntax:


Note


A new FAST policy, requires the VMAX array ID, a policy name, at least one tier name, and
the upper limit (MaxSgPercent) of the tier that the storage group can occupy. If the upper
limit is not specified the default is 100.


symfast -fp -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] 
   create -name FastPolicyName [-tier_name TierName 
         [-max_sg_percent MaxSgPercent]]


Options


-emulation


This option is available only for arrays running Enginuity 5876 or higher. If the
emulation type is not provided, the default emulation is FBA. Mixed emulation VP
types are not allowed in the same policy.


MaxSgPercent


Indicates the upper limit of how much of the total storage group's logical capacity can
be allocated to a specific tier. For example, the assigned capacity for Tier 1 is 40%
and the storage group associated with the FAST policy has five devices, each of them
40 GB. Therefore, the total capacity is 200 GB and the space available in Tier 1 for
this storage group is at most 80 GB. Consequently, the FAST controller will not place
more than two devices on Tier 1. The FAST controller uses this capacity percent as an
upper limit and does not exceed the limit. If Tier 1 assigned capacity is 50% (100GB
per tier), the FAST controller still only places at maximum two devices on the Tier 1
since adding one more device exceeds the upper limit of 50%.


Note


The -MaxSgPercentis computed using only the capacity of thin devices in the
associated storage group; standard devices in the storage group are excluded from
the calculation. Additionally, only allocated tracks from the thin devices are counted,
not logical device capacity.


Examples
To create a policy with the name DBPolicy, add the tier PrimeDBTier to the policy, and
specify a capacity of 30% of a storage group, enter:


symfast -fp -sid 207 create -name DBPolicy -tier_name PrimeDBTier -
max_sg_percent 30
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As per the policy, no more than 30% of a storage group associated with this policy will
reside on PrimeDBTier.


Add a tier to a FAST policy


Syntax
To add a tier to policy, use the following syntax:


symfast -fp -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] 
            -fp_name FastPolicyName  add -tier_name TierName-
max_sg_percent MaxSgPercent


Example
To add the tier ArchiveDBTier to the policy DBPolicy and specify that the tier contains
up to 10% of the storage group associated with this policy, enter:


symfast -fp -sid 207 add -tier_name ArchiveDBTier -max_sg_percent 10 -
fp_name DBPolicy


Restrictions
The following restrictions apply when adding a tier to a FAST policy:


l An empty tier cannot be added; the maximum tiers for each policy is three.


l Adding a new tier cannot result in two tiers in the same policy sharing a disk group.


l When adding a VP tier to a FAST policy, the policy must be empty or contain only VP
tiers.


l VP tiers in a policy must have the same emulation.


l A given VP tier may be included in multiple FAST policies.


Modify limit for FAST policy tier


Syntax
To modify the limit of the tier capacity available to a storage group, use the following
syntax:


symfast -fp -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] -fp_name 
FastPolicyName  
modify -tier_name TierName -max_sg_percent MaxSgPercent


Examples
For example, to change the limit of PrimeDBTier to 70% in DBPolicy on VMAX array
207, enter:


  symfast -fp -sid 207 modify -fpname DBPolicy -tier_name PrimeDBTier 
-max_sg_percent 70


For above example, no more than 70% of the storage group associated with this policy
will reside on PrimeDBTier. If the policy is associated with a storage group, the sum of
the limits must be equal to or greater than 100%.


Remove tier from a FAST policy


Syntax
To remove a tier from a policy, use the following syntax:
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Note


Before removing a tier from a policy, verify that the remove action will not result in the


sum of the tier limits being less than 100%. If the tier is the only tier in the policy, and the
policy is associated with a storage group, the tier cannot be removed. Do not remove a VP
tier from a policy if thin devices in the associated storage group are bound to pools in the
tier.


symfast -fp -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] 
-fp_name FastPolicyName   remove -tier_name TierName


Examples
To remove ArchiveTier from the FinanceData policy on VMAX array 207, enter:


symfast -fp -sid 207 -fp_name FinanceData remove -tier_name 
ArchiveTier


Rename FAST policy


Syntax
To rename a FAST policy, use the following syntax:


Note


When renaming a policy, verify that the new name does not already exist.


symfast -fp -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] 
-fp_name FastPolicyName   rename -name NewFastPolicyName


Examples
To rename DBPolicy to OraDBPolicy on VMAX array 207, enter:


symfast -fp -sid 207 rename -fp_name DBPolicy -name OraDBPolicy


Delete a FAST policy


Syntax
To delete a FAST policy, use the following syntax:


symfast -fp -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] 
-fp_name FastPolicyNamedelete -fp_name FastPolicyName [-force]


Examples
To delete FAST policy HRPolicy on VMAX array 207, enter:


symfast -fp -sid 207 delete -fp_name HRPolicy


Restrictions
The following restrictions apply to deleting FAST policies:


l The -force flag must be used to delete a policy with tiers.


l The policy must not be associated with any storage group. If the policy is associated,
attempts to delete the policy return an error. To delete the policy, first disassociate
the storage group from the policy, then delete the policy.
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List FAST policies


Syntax
To list FAST policies, use the following syntax:


symfast [-sid SymmID] [-offline] [-v] list -fp [-v] [-dp | -vp [-ckd 
| -fba]]


Note


Prior to using the -offline option, the SYMAPI database must be populated with the


FAST information using the symcfg sync -fast command.


Options


-dp, -vp


Filters the output for FAST DP (-dp) or FAST VP (-vp). If neither option is used, all
policies display.


-ckd, -fba


Filters the output for CKD (-ckd) or FBA (-fba) devices.


Examples
To list FAST policies on array 601, enter:


symfast -sid 601 list -fp -v 


Sample output


Note


When listing a FAST VP policy with the -v (verbose) option, a Flgs (flags column)


indicates if the tier is compression capable.


Symmetrix ID          : 000195700601
Policy Name           : test_fp
Emulation             : FBA
Tiers(1)
    {
    -------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                   L
                                            Max SG O       Target        Flgs
    Tier Name                        Type  Percent C Tech  Protection     C
    -------------------------------- ---- -------- - ----- ------------- ----
    test_tier                        VP        100 I FC    RAID-1         .
    }
Storage Groups(1)
    {
    ------------------------------------
    Storage Group Name               Pri
    -------------------------------- ---
    test_fast                        2
    }
Legend:
  Tier Type       :  DP = Disk Group Provisioning, VP = Virtual Pools
  Disk (Loc)ation :  I = Internal, X = External
 Flgs:
  (C)ompression   :  X = Compression Capable, . = Not Compression Capable
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Show FAST a policy


Syntax
To show a FAST policy, use the following syntax:


symfast [-sid SymmID] [-offline] show -fp_name FastPolicyName


Note


Prior to using the -offline option, the SYMAPI database must be populated with the
FAST information using the command symcfg sync -fast


Examples
To show the FAST policies for VMAX array, enter:


symfast -sid 601 show -fp_name test_policy


Sample output


Symmetrix ID          : 000195700601
Policy Name           : test_policy
Emulation             : FBA
Tiers(4)
    {
    --------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                   L
                                            Max SG O       Target
    Tier Name                        Type  Percent C Tech  Protection
-------------------------------- ---- -------- - ----- -------------
    test_EFD                         VP         10 I EFD   RAID-1
    test_FC                          VP         30 I FC    RAID-5(3+1)
    test_SATA                        VP         40 I SATA  RAID-6(6+2)
    test_FTS                         VP         70 X N/A   Unprotected
    }
Storage Groups(1)
    {
    ------------------------------------
    Storage Group Name               Pri
    -------------------------------- ---
    test_sg                          1
    }
Legend:
  Tier Type       :  DP = Disk Group Provisioning, VP = Virtual Pools
  Disk (Loc)ation :  I = Internal, X = External


FAST-related storage groups
Storage groups are a collection of devices on the VMAX array used for masking/mapping,
Virtual LUN Technology, and FAST operations. This section explains the FAST-related
storage group options.


Note


esd_r_se_seam_adding_cascaded_storage_groups_(enginuity_5876_and_hypermax_os_5977_only)_613570 on
page 111 explains how to create a storage group and how to add and remove devices from a group.


FAST-related storage group and device restrictions


The following restrictions apply to storage groups that are associated with FAST policies:
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l A storage group is allowed to be associated with only one policy. The policy must
have at least one tier.


l FAST policies may only be associated to storage groups containing devices. A parent
storage group containing other storage groups cannot be associated to a FAST policy.


l The emulation type of all devices in the storage group, including both standard and
thin devices, must be the same.


l Thin device emulation types supported by FAST VP are FBA, CKD 3390, and IBM i 512-
byte D910 devices.


l The maximum storage group associations to policies per array is 8192. Only 1000 of
these associations can be with policies containing VP tiers.


l The total of the limits in the FAST policy must add up to at least 100%.


l A device is allowed to be associated with only one policy. An attempt to associate a
storage group with a device that is already associated to a policy is blocked. This
restriction applies to all devices, standard and thin, associated with any FAST policy,
regardless of whether the policy contains DP or VP tiers. For example, a standard
device in a storage group associated with a policy containing VP tiers could not be
added to a different storage group associated with a policy containing DP tiers. To
place all of the standard and thin devices under FAST control, two separate storage
groups must be created.


l Only the metahead is allowed in the storage group; metamembers cannot be part of a
storage group.


l Storage groups containing a mix of standard and thin devices can be associated with
a FAST policy containing VP tiers, however, FAST will only operate on the thin devices,
and only the capacity from thin devices is used to determine compliance. When the
FAST policy contains DP tiers, FAST will only operate on the standard devices, and
only the capacity from standard devices is used to determine compliance.
All devices in the storage group are considered under FAST control, however, either
the thin devices or the standard devices are selected for FAST management, not both.


l The following devices are not moveable and cannot be used in FAST-related storage
groups:


n AS400, ICOS, ICL


n CKD EAV, CKD EAV phase 3, and CKD concatenated metadevices


n Diskless


n DRV


n SAVE


n SFS


n Unprotected


n VDEV (can be added to a storage group, but will be ignored for FAST operations)


l If a FAST policy contains VP tiers, none of the thin devices can be bound to a pool
outside of the policy.


l A FAST policy can contain multiple VP tiers with the same technology type. However,
FAST VP only performs compliance movements between such tiers. There is no
performance movements between tiers of the same technology type within a single
FAST policy.


l No checks are made for oversubscription at association time. A virtual pool in a VP
tier in an associated FAST policy becomes a shared resource; its capacity is no longer
used not only by the bound thin devices but also thin devices under FAST control.
Therefore, even a pool that is not oversubscribed (MAX_SUBS_PERCENT <= 100% )
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may become full due to a combination of allocations for bound devices and FAST
moving chunks into the pool.


Associate storage group to a policy


Description
This operation associates a storage group to an existing FAST policy and assigns a priority
value (-priority) for the association. The priority of a storage group affects which
storage group is serviced first by the tier when there is contention among FAST storage
groups for space in a storage tier.


An association is successful when the storage group configuration rules are followed and
there is enough capacity allocated in the tiers that belong to the FAST policy. The
association is not blocked if the tiers do not have sufficient capacity, but the storage
group is out of compliance with its policy. After the storage group is associated with the
policy, the FAST controller actively monitors the storage group and suggests or runs
optimizations to improve performance.


Syntax
To associate a storage group with a FAST policy, use the following syntax:


symfast -fp -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] -fp_name 
FastPolicyName 
associate -sg SgName [-priority PriorityValue]            


Note


Associating a parent storage group with a FAST policy is not allowed.


Options


-priority


Priority values are 1, 2, or 3, with priority 1 as the highest value and 3 the lowest
value. The default priority value is 2.


Examples
To associate storage group OraSales with the FAST policy DBPolicy, and set the storage
group priority at 1, enter:


symfast -sid 207 associate -sg OraSales -fp_name DBPolicy -priority 1


Set FAST SRDF coordination


Description
For Enginuity 5876 the -rdf_coordination enable|disable option is available
to coordinate FAST VP actions on local and remote arrays. This instructs FAST to consider
the R1 device statistics into the move decisions that are made on the R2 device. RDF
coordination can be set even if there are no SRDF devices in the storage group. SRDF
coordination requires that both the R1 and the R2 devices reside on an array running
Enginuity 5876.


For Enginuity versions lower than 5876, there is no coordination of FAST VP actions
(moves) between the local and remote VMAX arrays. Both sets of devices are managed
individually, which can impact RDF performance.


Note


For HYPERMAX OS 5977, SRDF/FAST coordination is enabled by default.
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Syntax
To associate a storage group with a FAST policy and set RDF coordination, use the
following syntax:


symfast -fp -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] 
-fp_name FastPolicyName associate -sg SgName [-priority PriorityValue]
[-rdf_coordination <ENABLE | DISABLE>]            


Reassociate a storage group to a new policy


Description
When a storage group is reassociated to another policy, all the current attributes (such as
priority or RDF coordination), set on the original association, automatically propagate to
the new association.


Syntax
To reassociate a storage group to another policy, use the following syntax:


symfast -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count]
-sg_name SgNamereassociate -fp_name FastPolicyName


Restrictions
The following restrictions apply to the reassociate action:


l The storage group name must be a valid storage group name.


l The storage group and policy must already exist on the array.


l The storage group must be in an association before performing a reassociation.


l The new policy for the storage group, must have the same emulation as the storage
group. Mix emulation association results in an error.


l The storage group cannot be associated with empty policy, the reassociated policy
must contain at least one tier.


l The total of the capacity percentage for the target FAST policy must add up to at least
100%.


l If the FAST policy contains VP Tiers, all of the thin devices in the storage group must
be bound to any VP pool in a tier in the policy. None of the thin devices can be bound
to a pool outside of the policy.


Disassociate storage group from a policy


Description
When a storage group is disassociated from a FAST policy, the FAST controller no longer
tries to optimize the performance of that storage group. The disassociate operation
occurs, even if the FAST controller is currently moving devices in the storage group.
Disassociating a storage group containing thin devices removes those devices in the
storage group from FAST control. Thin device data remains at it's current location, even if
it is spread across multiple pools, and is not moved back to the bound pool.


Syntax
To disassociate a storage group from a policy, use the following syntax:


symfast -fp -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] 
-fp_name FastPolicyNamedisassociate -sg SgName
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Examples
To disassociate storage group OraSales from the FAST policy DBPolicy, enter:


symfast -sid 207 disassociate -sg OraSales -fp_name DBPolicy 


Modify a storage group


Description
For Enginuity 5876 only, use the symfast modify command storage group to modify
(priority and RDF coordination). Setting the priority is allowed only if a storage group is
associated with a FAST policy, and setting and RDF coordination is only allowed for FAST
VP. Priority values are 1, 2, or 3, with priority 1 as the highest value and 3 the lowest
value. The default priority value is 2.


Syntax
To change a storage group priority or the SRDF coordination attribute, use the following
syntax:


symfast -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] -fp_name FastPolicyName 
   modify -sg SgName [-priority PriorityValue][-rdf_coordination 
<ENABLE | DISABLE>]


Examples
To decrease the priority of storage group OraMarketing, associated with FAST policy
DBPolicy, from 1 to 2, enter:


symfast -sid 207 modify -sg OraMarketing -fp_name HRDBPolicy -
priority 2


List storage group FAST associations


Description
Use the symfast list -association command to display the storage groups, their
priority, their associated policies, and whether the RDF coordination attribute is set.


Note


If using the -offline option, the SYMAPI database must be populated with the


storage group, tier, and FAST data using the symcfg sync -fast command.


The output is sorted alphabetically by storage group name.


Examples
To display the storage group associations on VMAX array 432, enter:


symfast list -sid 432 -association


Sample output


Symmetrix ID          : 000194900432
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Storage Group Name               Policy Name                      Pri Flgs
                                                                       R
-------------------------------- -------------------------------- --- ----
HR_SG                            HR_FP                            3    X 
HR_TEST                          HR_FP                            2    .
Legend:
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 Flgs:
   (R)DF Coordination : X = Enabled, . = Disabled


Show storage group FAST associations


Description
The symfast show -association command to displays information about
associations between storage groups and FAST policies containing standard or thin tiers.
By default, only the devices managed by FAST display, either standard or thin devices,
based on the policy. Gatekeeper devices are filtered out.


Syntax


symfast [-sid SymmID] [-offline]show  -sg SgName [-all] [-v]


Options


-all


Shows all devices in the storage group, regardless of the associated policy.


-v


The verbose option. In addition to the information shown by the non-verbose display,
the verbose display shows the distribution of allocated tracks from thin devices in the
storage group across the thin tiers in the associated FAST policy.


Examples
To show the associations for storage group hr_sg on VMAX array 432, enter:


symfast show -sid 432 -association -sg hr_sg


Sample output


Symmetrix ID          : 000194900432
Storage Group         : hr_sg
Thin Devices(4)
    {
    --------------------------------------------------
          Flgs Dev        Total Bound        Allocated
    Sym    PC  Emul      Tracks Pool Name       Tracks
    ----- ---- ----- ---------- ------------ ---------
    0062A  N.  FBA        33000 HR                  12
    0062B  N.  FBA        33000 N/A                  -
    0062C  N.  FBA        33000 N/A                  -
    0062D  N.  FBA        33000 HR               32796
    Total           ----------              ---------
    Tracks               66000                  32808
       GBs                   4                      2
    }
Policy Name          : hr_fp
Priority             : 3
RDF Coordination     : Disabled
Tiers(1)
    {
    -------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                   L                       
                                            Max SG O       Target        Flgs
    Tier Name                        Type  Percent C Tech  Protection     C
    -------------------------------- ---- -------- - ----- ------------- ----
    hr_tier                          VP        100 I SATA  
RAID-1                                    .
    } 
Legend:
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 Tier Type: DP = Disk Group Provisioning, VP = Virtual Pools
 Device Flags:
   (P)inned      : Y = Device is Pinned, N = Device is not Pinned
   (C)ompression : X = Compressed Allocation, . = No Compressed Allocation
 Tier Flags:
   (C)ompression : X = Compression Capable, . = Not Compression Capable


Note


For RDF coordination, shows as:


l Enabled or Disabled for Enginuity 5876.


l Disabled for Enginuity lower than 5876.


l N/A for FAST DP.


Note


The order of the associated tiers display highest to lowest, meaning the highest
performing tier is listed on top and the lowest performing tier is listed on the bottom.


FAST controller management
The FAST controller is the intelligence of the FAST software. The FAST controller runs its
algorithms continuously in the background, checking for FAST policies to initiate a
performance improvement for the applications managed by those policies.


The FAST controller has two states — Enabled and Disabled. If disabled, there is no data
movement between tiers based on the FAST policies. If enabled, there is data movement
between tiers based on the FAST policies. By default, the FAST controller ships in a
disabled state. To change the state, use the symfast command, to enable or disable
the FAST controller.


With the FAST controller:


l EFD is the highest performing tier, FC as the second highest, and SATA the slowest
performing tier.


l external tiers are considered slower than SATA tiers.


l it tries to place the busiest volumes on EFD, and ensures that it does not exceed the
upper limit set by the FAST policy.


Table 13 Differences between FAST and FAST VP


FAST FAST VP


l The FAST controller,
which resides on the
Service Processor, is
solely responsible for
FAST data movements.


l The FAST controller
gathers and analyzes
device statistics then
issues explicit


There is a division of responsibilities between the FAST controller
and the Enginuity operating system:


l The performance information is gathered by Enginuity and sent
to the FAST controller.


l The FAST controller issues explicit movement instructions for
thin devices, but only for compliance movements.


l The FAST controller sends to Enginuity a set of partial
instructions, for each storage group under FAST control, called
a movement policy.
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Table 13 Differences between FAST and FAST VP


FAST FAST VP


movement instructions
to the array.


l Enginuity interprets these instructions and independently
executes performance movements for thin devices, based on
the device statistics.


l
Note


In the event of a loss of the service processor, performance
statistics collection continues. Performance data movements
also continue for a short period of time, but will eventually
stop, until the service processor is recovered.


The symfast command provides the following actions for managing FAST:


l Enable and disable FAST


l Display FAST state


l Manage time windows


l Set FAST control parameters


l Display FAST control parameters


l Display FAST plans


l Approve FAST plans


l Decline FAST plans


Enable FAST


Syntax
To enable the FAST controller, use the following syntax:


Note


Solutions Enabler supports FAST controls for local and remote arrays running Enginuity
5876.


symfast -sid SymmID [-i Interval] 
[-c Count] [-noprompt] enable [-dp | -vp] disable [-dp | -vp]


Options


-dp


Enables FAST disk group provisioning.


-vp


Enables FAST VP (virtual pool) provisioning.


Note


If neither option is supplied, both FAST and FAST VP are enabled.
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Examples
For example, to enable the FAST controller for disk group provisioning, enter:


symfast -sid 207 enable -dp


Disable FAST


Syntax
To disable the FAST controller, use the following syntax:


Note


Solutions Enabler supports FAST controls for local and remote arrays running Enginuity
5876.


symfast -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-noprompt] disable [-dp 
| -vp]


Options


-dp


Disables FAST disk group provisioning.


-vp


Disables FAST VP (virtual pool) provisioning.


Note


If neither option is supplied, both FAST and FAST VP are disabled.


Examples
To disable the FAST VP controller, enter:


symfast -sid 207 disable -vp


Restrictions


l Depending on the state of the FAST controller, the disable action may take some
time to complete.


l Disabling the FAST controller without the -dp or -vp options stops all data
movement of both standard and thin devices. If there is a FAST standard plan
executing, the current group completes before the FAST controller is disabled. If the
FAST controller is executing thin data movements for compliance, those data
movements complete before the FAST controller is disabled.


l If the disable command fails, for example, because the FAST controller is
unresponsive or DisabledWithError, performance movement may continue for thin
devices. In this case, the only way to stop the thin data movement is to change the -
thin_data_move_mode control parameter to NONE. Refer to Set FAST control
parameters  on page 209


Display FAST state


Description
To verify the state of the FAST controller, use the list -state command, specifying
the -vp or -dp options. If -vp or -dp are not specified, both options display.


Options


-dp
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Displays FAST disk group provisioning.


-vp


Displays FAST VP (virtual pool) provisioning.


Note


If neither option is supplied, both FAST and FAST VP display.


Examples
Using -dp option:


symfast -sid 234 list -state -dp


Using -vp option:


symfast -sid 234 list -state -vp


Sample output
Using -dp option:


Symmetrix ID: 000194900234
    FAST State             : Enabled
    Degraded Reason        : N/A
    Error Message          : N/A
    Current Activities     : Idle


Using -vp option:


Symmetrix ID: 000194900234
    FAST State             : Degraded
    Degraded Reason        : No DRVs
                             FAST VP is not licensed
    Error Message          : N/A
    Current Activities     : Idle


FAST state output values


Table 14 FAST State values


Value Description


Enabled FAST controller is enabled


Disabled FAST controller is disabled


Disabling The FAST controller is in transition from Enabled to Disabled, or Disable
is in progress


DisabledwithError FAST controller is disabled with error


Degraded The FAST controller was activated but not fully functional because of
absence of DRV devices or other reasons. Multiple degraded reasons
can occur simultaneously. The Degraded Reason field may have a valid
reason or it may display N/A.


Degraded reason values


l FAST thin tiers reached PRC (Pool Reserved Capacity) value
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l FAST VP compliance movement failed


l FAST VP performance movement policy update failed


l FAST algorithm experienced an error


l Optimizer algorithm experienced an error


l Optimizer/FAST standard move time window is not present or does not extend into
the future


l FAST thin move time window is not present or does not extend into the future


l Performance time window is not present or does not extend into the future


l Optimizer/FAST movement is not allowed due to internal hard script error


l Optimizer is not licensed


l FAST is not licensed


l FAST VP is not licensed


l Statistics collection is failing for standard device; No Performance movement will
happen


l Statistics collection is failing for thin devices; No Performance movement will happen


l No DRVs


l Broken metadevices


l Illegal time windows


l Illegal groups and rules


l Illegal device attributes


l Illegal FAST parameters
The Error Message will display more information, if available, about the FAST
controller when its state is DisabledWithError.


Table 15 Current Activities values


Current Activities values


Idle FAST controller is currently idle.


RunningPlan FAST controller is running a plan.


FetchingStats FAST controller is fetching statistics


AnalyzingStats FAST controller is analyzing statistics


PendingPlan FAST controller has a scheduled plan and is waiting to start.


Time windows management


The symtw command manages time windows This command converts any existing time
windows to the new time window format.


Refer to Managing Time Windows (Enginuity 5876 or lower) on page 587 for information
about managing time windows.
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Set FAST control parameters


Syntax
Set FAST control parameters, using the following syntax:


symfast -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] 
set -control_parms
        [-approval_mode Auto_Approve | User_Approve] |
        [-min_perf_period PerfTime] |
        [-vp_data_move_mode <Auto | None>]
        [-workload_period WorkTime] |
        [-max_simult_devs MaxSimultDevs] |
        [-max_devs MaxDevs] |
        [-vp_reloc_rate ThinRate]
        [-swap_notvisible_devs Enable | Disable]
        [-allow_only_swap Enable | Disable ]
        [-pool_resv_cap ResvPct]
        [-vp_allocation_by_fp <ENABLE | DISABLE>]
        [-time_to_compress <NumDays | never>]
        [-fast_compression_rate <FastCompRate>]
        [-compliance_mode <ENABLE | DISABLE>]


Examples
To set the FAST controller to AUTO_APPROVE mode, the amount of workload sampling for
analysis to 200 hours, and the minimum amount of sampling before the FAST
recommendation is 100 hours, enter:


symfast -sid 207 set -control_parms -approval_mode AUTO_APPROVE -
min_perf_period 100 -workload_period 200


To set the FAST controller for the maximum concurrent device movement to 8 and the
maximum number of devices that can be moved per day to 32, enter:


symfast -sid 207 set -control_parms -max_simult_devs 8 -max_devs 32


Note


Metadevice movement is counted as one device.


FAST control parameters


Table 16 Fast control parameters for symfast CLI


Control parameter Values — * indicates default value Description


-approval_mode Auto_Approve*


User_Approve
Sets the mode of the FAST controller to automatic
or user approval mode. If the FAST controller is set
to User_Approve mode, it generates plans, but


does not perform any movements unless the
plans are approved by the user. The -
approval_mode option sets the mode of the


FAST controller and Optimizer. This parameter is
for standard devices only.
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Table 16 Fast control parameters for symfast CLI (continued)


Control parameter Values — * indicates default value Description


Note


The -approval_mode option replaces the -
mode option. The -mode option will continue to


work, although it will be deprecated. The -mode
option is also used to set the CLI compatibility
mode.


-min_perf_period Minimum value — 2 (hours)


Maximum value — current value of the
workload period parameters (hours).


Specifies the amount of samples required before
a FAST recommendation is made. Sampling time
should be long enough (usually a week) for FAST
to establish an adequate characterization of the
typical workloads. A typical use for this parameter
is to shorten the sampling time originally set.


-vp_data_move_mode Auto
None


The VP data movement mode for thin devices is
analogous to the approval mode for standard
devices. In Auto mode, the FAST system
continuously performs data movement for thin
devices within the data movement window,
without user intervention. If the mode is set to
None, the FAST controller does not perform any
data movement for thin devices. There is no
equivalent of User_Approve mode for VP data


movement.


-workload_period Minimum value — 2 (hours)


Maximum value — 672 (4 weeks)


Specifies the amount of workload sampling that
FAST maintains for sample analysis. This is
specified in units of time (hours). For example,
this option can specify that the FAST controller
maintain two weeks worth of workload samples
for analysis.


-max_simult_devs Minimum value — 2


Maximum value — 32


Determines the maximum number of devices that
can be moved simultaneously. This parameter is
for standard devices only.


-max_devs Minimum value — 2


Maximum value — 200*


Determines the maximum number of devices that
can be moved in a 24-hour period. This parameter
is for standard devices only.


-vp_reloc_rate Minimum value — 1
Maximum value — 10


Default value — 5


Indicates how aggressively FAST determines data
movement for thin devices. This is similar to the
max_simult_devs setting for standard


devices. The lower the value of the VP relocation
rate, the more aggressive FAST is in moving data.
This setting does not affect the speed of the data
movement; that is controlled by the VLUN QoS
setting.


-swap_notvisible_devs ENABLE


DISABLE*


Indicates if the FAST controller can use host
invisible devices (unmasked and unmapped) to
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Table 16 Fast control parameters for symfast CLI (continued)


Control parameter Values — * indicates default value Description


do a full swap, with devices in storage groups
under FAST control, to improve performance of the
storage group. This parameter is for standard
devices only.


-allow_only_swap ENABLE


DISABLE*


Indicates if the FAST controller can only perform a
full swap of devices and cannot move devices to
unconfigured space. This parameter is for
standard devices only.


-pool_resv_cap Minimum value — 1 (%)
Maximum value — 80


Default value — 10


The pool reserved capacity (PRC) is a percentage
of the capacity of each virtual pool that will be
reserved for non-FAST activities. If the free space
in a pool (as a percentage of pool-enabled
capacity) falls below the PRC, the FAST controller
does not move any more data chunks into that
pool. To move any new data chunks to the pool,
the FAST controller must first move some data
chunks from that pool to another pool to free up
space. Enforcement of the PRC is best-effort; FAST
may move data chunks to a virtual pool which
results in a violation of the PRC, because non-
FAST activities (such as new allocations for writes
to a thin device) can simultaneously consume
pool free capacity.


Note


To set the PRC of an individual pool, use the set
pool command, as explained in Set pool


attributes (Enginuity 5773 through 5876) on page
316. If the PRC is not set at the pool-level, the
value set with symfast is the default.


-vp_allocation_by_fp ENABLE


DISABLE*


When set to ENABLE, for all thin devices managed
by FAST, Enginuity chooses a pool from the policy
when making an allocation for the thin device.
When set to DISABLE, the allocation will be from
the bound pool. The default value for this option
is DISABLE.


Note


This option is only supported by Enginuity 5876.
All Enginuity versions prior to 5876 display N/A
for this option.


-time_to_compress Minimum value — 40 (days)


Maximum value — 400


Default value — never (disabled)


Indicates the idle time FAST VP waits before it
compresses devices automatically.
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Table 16 Fast control parameters for symfast CLI (continued)


Control parameter Values — * indicates default value Description


Note


For businesses working on a quarterly basis, EMC
recommends setting this value to 100 days to
account for end-of-quarter activities.


-fast_compression_rate Most aggressive — 1


Least aggressive —10


Default value — 5


Indicates how aggressively FAST looks for devices
for compression.


-compliance_mode ENABLE


DISABLE*


Sets a higher priority for performing moves
required to achieve compliance with the specified
FAST policy percentages. This is a global FAST
setting.


Display FAST control parameters


Syntax
To display the FAST control parameters, use the following syntax:


symfast [-sid SymmID] [-offline] list -control_parms


Note


If using the -offline option, populate the SYMAPI database with the storage group,
tier, and FAST data using the symcfg sync -fast command:


Examples
To display the control parameters for VMAX array 432, enter:


symfast -sid 432 list -control_parms


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000195700432
    Optimizer and FAST Control Parameters:
    Data Movement Mode                : User_Approve
    Max Simultaneous Device Moves     : 8
    Max Device Moves Per Day          : 200
    Optimizer, FAST and FAST VP Control Parameters:
    Min Initial Workload Period(hrs)  : 2
    Workload Analysis Period(hrs)     : 2
    FAST Control Parameters:
    Swap Not Visible Devices          : Disabled
    Allow Only Swap                   : Disabled
    FAST VP Control Parameters:
    FAST VP Data Movement Mode        : NONE
    FAST VP Data Relocation Rate      : 5
    Thin Pool Reserved Capacity(%)    : 10
    VP Allocation By FAST policy      : Enabled
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    FAST VP Time to Compress          : Never*
    FAST VP Compression Rate          : 5*


Note


The features requiring Enginuity 5876 Q42012 SR are marked with *.


Values for DP data movement mode are:


l Auto_Approve — Indicates the FAST controller is in automatic mode.


l User_Approve— Indicates the FAST controller is in user approval mode.


Values for VP data movement mode are


l Auto — Indicates the FAST controller is in automatic mode.


l None — Indicates the FAST controller will not perform any data moves on thin
devices.


Display FAST plans


Description
FAST generates optimization plans approximately every hour, and these can be viewed at
any time. Plans are subdivided into groups that execute serially. and each plan has a
unique ID. The FAST controller/Optimizer has the ability to concurrently execute up to two
types of plans:


l FAST DP/traditional Optimizer plan (FAST DP plan)


l Optimizer manual swap/rollback plan (Optimizer manual plan)


Note


FAST VP does not display plans for thin devices. However, the Optimizer logs list data
movement details (symoptmz -sid SymmID read -log_type RUNTIME).


Syntax
The symfast command does not manage Optimizer manual plans, except to show the
history of these activities. Use the following form to display a FAST plan:


symfast -sid SymmID   list -plan [-v]


Note


Both Optimizer plans and FAST plans display using the symfast list -plan
command. The Group Attributes field in the output lists the origin of the plan.


Examples
To list the FAST plan for VMAX array 234, enter:


symfast list -sid 234 -plan


Sample output


Symmetrix ID                   : 000194900234
 
Plan ID                        : 12222011:154359
Plan Type                      : Auto Generated
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Plan State                     : InProgress
Start Time                     : Tue Dec 22 20:30:23 2011
Percent Complete               : 5%
Estimated time to completion   : 04:12:30
Number of Groups               : 3
  . . .
Group 2:
  {
  Group Attributes             : FAST Generated(Performance)
  Group State                  : NotStarted
  Time Started                 : N/A
  Time Completed               : N/A
  Percent Complete             : 0%
  Estimated time to completion : 01:35:31
 
  Swap Pairs (2)
    {
               Source Device                         Target Device
    ------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------
                              Storage                               
Storage
    Sym   Tier Name  Prot     Group Name  Sym   Tier Name  Prot     
Group Name
    ----- ---------- -------- ----------- ----- ---------- -------- 
----------- 
    00045 PrimeTier  R1       OraSales    000E0 PrimeDBTi* R5(3+1)  
OraSales
    00046 PrimeTier  R1       OraSales    000E1 PrimeDBTi* R5(3+1)  
OraSales
    }
  }   
 
Group 3:
  {
  Group Attributes             : FAST Generated(Compliance)
  Group State                  : NotStarted
  Time Started                 : N/A
  Time Completed               : N/A
  Percent Complete             : 0%
  Estimated time to completion : 04:12:30
 
  Move Devices (6)
    {
                     Source Device                             Target
    ------------------------------------------------ 
--------------------------
                                 Dsk 
Storage                                Dsk
    Sym   Tier Name     Prot     Grp Group Name      Tier Name     
Prot     Grp
    ----- ------------- -------- --- --------------- ------------- 
-------- ---
    00042 N/A           R6(14+2) 003 OraSales        ArchiveDBTier 
R5(7+1)  004
    00043 N/A           R6(14+2) 003 OraSales        ArchiveDBTier 
R5(7+1)  004
    00044 N/A           R6(14+2) 003 OraSales        ArchiveDBTier 
R5(7+1)  004
    00059 PrimeDBTier   R5(3+1)  002 OraSales        WorkDBTier    
R5(3+1)  003
    0005A PrimeDBTier   R5(3+1)  002 OraSales        WorkDBTier    
R5(3+1)  003
    0005B PrimeDBTier   R5(3+1)  002 OraSales        WorkDBTier    
R5(3+1)  003
    }
  }
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For FAST DP plans, the plan listing also displays:


l source tier name


l source disk group number


l source RAID protection type


l Time started for each group


l Time completed for each group


FAST plan output values


Table 17 Group Attribute values


Value Description


FAST Generated Indicates the swap/move plan was generated by the FAST controller.


Optimizer Generated Indicates the swap/move plan was generated by the Symmetrix
Optimizer.


Table 18 Group State values


Value Description


Done The group has finished everything.


InProgress The group is currently running. If running, the Percent Complete and the


Estimated time to completion fields report the progress.


NotStarted The group has not started running yet.


Failed The execution of the entire group has failed and will be retried.


Table 19 Plan State values


Value (for USER_APPROVE mode, set to
N/A for AUTO_APPROVE mode)


Description


NotApproved Indicates this is a proposed plan for the FAST
controller and needs user approval before the
FAST controller can implement the plan.


ApprovedWithSpecifiedTime Indicates the plan is approved and scheduled
for a specific time.


ApprovedWithDelay Indicates the plan is approved and is waiting in
a queue.


ApprovedWithConfigParameters Indicates the plan is approved and is scheduled
according to the time window and control
parameter settings.


InProgress Indicates that the plan is currently running.


Aborting Indicates that the plan is currently aborting.
This state occurs when the user attempts to
decline a running plan.
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Approve a FAST plan


Description
When FAST is in USER_APPROVE mode, it generates plans approximately every hour, but
does not act on them unless approved. A FAST plan must be approved as a whole and
cannot be partially approved.


Note


The approve command is only used in USER_APPROVE mode.


Syntax
To approve a FAST plan, use the symfast -plan approve -id PlanID
command . To identify the PlanID, use the Plan ID returned in the symfast list -
plan output.


symfast -plan -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-noprompt]
approve -id PlanID [-begin_at=TimeVal


Options


-begin_at=


Starts plan at a specified time. TimeVal format is MMDDYYYY:HHMMSS. If this option is
not specified, FAST defaults to the time window definition


-i (interval) and -c (count)


Use to monitor FAST progress over specified period of time.


Example
To approve the FAST plan 08022009:150115 on VMAX array 207, and execute this plan
during the scheduled time window, enter:


symfast -plan -sid 207 approve -id 08022009:150115


Decline a FAST plan


Description
A plan can be declined before or after approval. An approved plan can be declined while
in progress, even in AUTO_APPROVE mode. An aborted plan deletes all groups except
for the in-progress groups, which go to completion. The FAST controller can immediately
generate and begin execution of a new plan, unless it is disabled or the approval mode is
changed to USER_APPROVE. The decline command is valid for both AUTO_APPROVE
and USER_APPROVE mode.


Syntax
To decline a FAST plan, use the following syntax:


symfast -plan -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-noprompt] 
decline -id PlanID


FAST information display
The following FAST information displays and reports are available:


l Activity history


l Audit logs
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l Compliance report


l Technology demand reports


Display FAST activity history


Syntax
To display the activity history, or the FAST plan for a VMAX array, use the following syntax:


symfast [-sid SymmID] list -history [-v]
[-start_date TimeVal] [-end_date TimeVal


Options


-start_date, -end_date


Use these options to filter history time range. TimeVal format is MMDDYYYY:HHMMSS.


Examples
To view the FAST activity history for VMAX array 234, enter:


symfast -sid 234 list -history 


Sample output


Symmetrix ID               : 000194900234
Number of Groups           : 4
  . . .
Group 3:
  {
  Time Started             : Tue Dec 22 20:40:50 2011
  Time Completed           : Tue Dec 22 20:45:23 2011
  Attributes               : FAST Generated(Performance)
  Swap Pairs (2)
    {
               Source Device                         Target Device
    ------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
                              Storage                               Storage
    Sym   Tier Name  Prot     Group Name  Sym   Tier Name  Prot     Group Name
    ----- ---------- -------- ----------- ----- ---------- -------- ----------- 
    00045 PrimeTier  R1       OraSales    000E0 WorkDBTier R5(3+1)  OraSales
    00046 PrimeTier  R1       OraSales    000E1 WorkDBTier R5(3+1)  OraSales
    }
  }   
Group 4:
  {
  Time Started             : Tue Dec 22 20:50:23 2011
  Time Completed           : Tue Dec 22 21:05:20 2011
  Attributes               : FAST Generated(Compliance)
  Move Devices(6)
    {
                     Source Device                             Target
    ------------------------------------------------ --------------------------
                                 Dsk Storage                                Dsk
    Sym   Tier Name     Prot     Grp Group Name      Tier Name     Prot     Grp
    ----- ------------- -------- --- --------------- ------------- -------- ---
    00042 N/A           R6(14+2) 003 OraSales        ArchiveDBTier R5(7+1)  004
    00043 N/A           R6(14+2) 003 OraSales        ArchiveDBTier R5(7+1)  004
    00044 N/A           R6(14+2) 003 OraSales        ArchiveDBTier R5(7+1)  004
    00059 PrimeDBTier   R5(3+1)  002 OraSales        WorkDBTier    R5(3+1)  003
    0005A PrimeDBTier   R5(3+1)  002 OraSales        WorkDBTier    R5(3+1)  003
    0005B PrimeDBTier   R5(3+1)  002 OraSales        WorkDBTier    R5(3+1)  003
    }
  }
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FAST actions listed in audit log


The following FAST user actions have entries in the VMAX array audit log:


l Create/delete a tier; add/remove disk groups


l Create/delete a policy; add/remove tiers; rename a policy; change a policy tier
capacity


l Associate/disassociate a storage group to/from a policy; change the priority of a
storage group association


l Enable/disable the FAST controller; approve/decline a plan


l Set FAST control parameters


FAST reports


FAST provides two types of reports about the FAST configuration. The compliance report
and technology demand report together show whether the most efficient use of storage is
in place.


Compliance report — Displays compliance information for all storage groups associated
with FAST policies, including policies containing VP tiers and policies containing DP tiers.
The compliance report examines compliance for each FAST storage group in isolation.
Contention for tier capacity among storage groups is not accounted for, nor is tier
capacity consumed by devices not under FAST control. See "Compliance report" on page
218


Technology demand report — Provides information about contention for tier resources.
See "Technology demand reports" on page 220


Generate FAST compliance report


Description
A storage group is FAST-compliant only if all devices in the storage group exist only on the
tiers defined in the policy, and the percentage capacity of all the tiers occupied by the
storage group are within the upper limits of the tier capacities specified in the policy. The
symfast command provides options for generating reports about storage groups,
policies, and the current logical capacity demand of that association.


Options:


-association


Displays FAST associations that exist between storage groups and FAST policies.


-demand


Displays details about the demand of FAST storage groups on storage tiers.


-sg


Displays a report for a specific storage group.


-fp_name


Displays a report for a specific FAST policy.


-mb


Displays the reported capacities in MBs, otherwise capacities report in GB (default).


Syntax
To generate a report for the demand of a storage group and its associated FAST policy,
use the following syntax:
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Note


Prior to using the -offline option, the SYMAPI database must be populated with tier,


storage group, and FAST data using the symcfg sync -fast command .


symfast -sid SymmID [-offline] list -association [-demand [-sg SgName 
| -fp_name PolicyName][-mb]]


Examples
To generate a demand report, enter:


symfast list -sid 432 -association -demand


Sample output


Symmetrix Id     : 000194900432
Policy Name      : HR_DP
Storage Group    : HR_DP
Priority         : 1
RDF Coordination : N/A
Tiers (1)
   {
   -------------------------------------------------------------------
                                           Logical Capacities (GB)
                                       -------------------------------
                      Target    Max SG     Max SG   FAST SG
   Name          Type Prot     Percent     Demand     Usage     Growth
   ------------- ---- -------- ------- ---------- --------- ----------
   HR_EAV        DP   R1           100        111         0       +111
   [OutOfPolicy] N/A  N/A            -          -       111       -111
       Total                           ---------- ---------
                                              111       111
   }
Policy Name      : HR_FP
Storage Group    : HR_SG
Priority         : 3
RDF Coordination : Enabled
Tiers (1)
   {
   -------------------------------------------------------------------
                                           Logical Capacities (GB)
                                       -------------------------------
                      Target    Max SG     Max SG   FAST SG
   Name          Type Prot     Percent     Demand     Usage     Growth
   ------------- ---- -------- ------- ---------- --------- ----------
   HR_TIER       VP   R1           100          4         2         +2
       Total                           ---------- ---------
                                                4         2
   }
Legend:
  Tier Type     :  DP = Disk Group Provisioning, VP = Virtual Pools


FAST Compliance report output descriptions


Table 20 Compliance Report output values


Field Name Description


OutofPolicy Shows the devices in the storage group that currently do not reside on the
tiers defined in the FAST policy.


Max SG Percent Shows the limit (%) of the storage group per tier as defined in the FAST
policy.
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Table 20 Compliance Report output values (continued)


Field Name Description


Max SG Demand Shows the calculated upper limit (GB) for the storage group on the tier.


FAST SG Usage Shows the current occupancy (GB) of the storage group in a tier.


Note


For storage groups associated with policies containing DP tiers, the limit
for FAST SG Usage is based on the logical capacity of standard devices


in the storage group only. Thin device capacity is not counted. For storage
groups associated with policies containing VP tiers, the limit for FAST SG
Usage is based on the allocaged capacity of thin devices in the storage


group only. The capacity of any standard devices in the storage group is
not counted, including any unallocated logical capacity of the thin
devices.


Growth Shows, as per the FAST policy, how much more the storage groupcan grow
on a given tier. This column also indicates compliance. If the potential to
grow is negative, the storage group has exceeded the capacity limit for
this tier, therefore the storage group is out of compliance.


Note


For storage groups associated with policies containing DP tiers, the limit
for Growth is based on the logical capacity of standard devices in the


storage group only. Thin device capacity is not counted. For storage
groups associated with policies containing VP tiers, the limit for Growth
is based on the allocaged capacity of thin devices in the storage group
only. The capacity of any standard devices in the storage group is not
counted, including any unallocated logical capacity of the thin devices.


RDF
coordination


Displays as N/A for FAST disk group associations, For FAST VP, displays as
Enable or Disable.


Generate FAST technology demand reports


Description
Technology demand reports show the state of the FAST configuration from the point of
view of technology and tiers. The thin demand report presents a VMAX array-wide
snapshot of the current allocations of thin devices under FAST control and of the
capacities of thin pools in thin tiers. The report shows the demand the thin devices place
on each of the pools if no new allocations are made.


Syntax
To generate a report for the demand (or details about) a technology type and its tiers, use
the following syntax:
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Note


Prior to using the -offline option, the SYMAPI database must be populated with tier,
storage group, and FAST data using the symcfg sync -fast command


symfast [-sid SymmID] [-offline]list <-tech <EFD | FC | SATA | ALL> -
external> 
-demand [-v] [-dp | -vp][-allocated]


Options


-allocated


By default, the maximum storage group demand is calculated using the logical
(configured) capacity of thin devices under FAST control. If -allocated option is
specified, To calculate the Max SG Demand using the allocated capacity of thin
devices under FAST control, use the -allocated option .


-external


Use for reporting external tiers. When using this option do not use the -
technology (-tech) option.


-technology


Specifies the technology type for the tier.


-dp, -vp


Specifies tier type. -dp is the default. If this option is not specified, and the array
only contains VP tiers, then VP tiers are reported.


Examples
To generate a demand report for VP tiers on SATA, enter:


symfast list -sid 432 -tech SATA -demand -vp


To generate a demand report for VP external tiers, enter:


symfast -sid 432 list -external -demand -vp


The VP demand report displays information only for VP tiers and for storage groups
associated with FAST policies containing VP tiers.


Sample output
For VP tiers SATA:


Symmetrix ID : 000195700432
Technology   : SATA
VP Tiers (4)
   {
   -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                 A                         Logical Capacities (GB)
                 T          ----------------------------------------------------
                 T Target      Tier    Tier    Tier FAST SG   FAST Max SG Excess
   Tier          R Prot     Enabled    Free    Used   Usage  Avail Demand
   ------------- - -------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------ ------ ------
   HR_test       N R1           889     883       6       0      0      -      -
   PAYRL_test_t* N R1             4       4       0       0      0      -      -
   PAYRL_tier    F R1             4       4       0       0      3      8     -5
   RECV_366859   N R1             0       0       0       0      0      -      -
    Total                   ------- ------- ------- ------- ------ ------ ------
                                897     891       6       0      3      8     -5
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   }
Legend:
  ATTR      :  F = Tier in a FAST policy associated with SG(s)
            :  P = Tier in a FAST policy unassociated with SG(s)
            :  N = Tier not in any FAST policy


For external tier reports, the Technology displays as N/A.


The columns in the previous output example are defined as follows:


Tier — Shows names of VP tiers.


ATTR — Shows the status of the VP tier. Tiers can have one of 3 possible attributes:


l n In a FAST Policy associated with a storage group (F )


n In a FAST Policy or Policies where none of the FAST Polices are associated with a
storage group (P )


n Not in any FAST Policy (N )
Target Prot — Target protection of the tier.


Tier Enabled — Total logical capacity enabled for the tier.


Tier Free — The enabled logical capacity minus the used logical capacity,
minimum 0.


Logical Tier Used — Total pool allocated capacity for all thin pools in the tier.
Allocated capacity on all DATA devices will be counted, including DATA devices
that are not enabled; therefore Used may be greater than Enabled.


Logical FAST SG Usage — Sum of allocated capacity residing on this tier from
thin devices in a storage group associated with a FAST Policy containing VP tiers.
A separate [OutOfTier] line lists the allocated capacity from such thin devices in a
pool of matching technology type that is not included in any VP Tier.


Logical FAST Available — If the thin tier is in a FAST policy associated with a
storage group, the FAST Available capacity is equivalent to the Tier Free value less
the PRC from all thin pools included in the thin tier (with a minimum value of zero)
plus the FAST SG Usage. If the tier is not in any FAST policy or is in policies where
none of the policies are associated to a storage group then this value will be 0.


Logical Max SG Demand — Sum of the allocated capacity of all thin devices in
a storage group associated with a FAST policy containing this VP tier if the devices
were to occupy the full allotted quota (per the limit defined in the FAST policy) of
space in the VP tier. Logical Max SG Demand also equals them sum of the values
in the Max SG Demand column for all entries for this tier in the compliance report.
If the tier is not in any FAST policy or is in policies where none of the policies are
associated to a storage group then this value is not applicable.


Logical Excess — Difference between FAST Available and Logical Max SG
Demand. If the thin tier is not in any FAST policy or is in policies where none of the
policies are associated to a storage group then this value is not applicable.


FAST Technology demand report output descriptions


Table 21 Technology Demand Report output values


Field Name Description


Tier Names of VP tiers.
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Table 21 Technology Demand Report output values (continued)


Field Name Description


ATTR Status of the VP tier. Tiers can have one of 3 possible attributes:


l (F) — In a FAST policy associated with a storage group.


l (P) — In a FAST policy or policies where none of the FAST polices are
associated with a storage group.


l (N) — Not in any FAST policy.


Target Prot Target protection for the tier.


Tier Enabled Total logical capacity enabled for the tier.


Tier Free The enabled logical capacity minus the used logical capacity, minimum is 0.


Tier Used Total pool allocated capacity for all thin pools in the tier. Allocated capacity on
all DATA devices are counted, including DATA devices not enabled; therefore
Tier Used may be greater than Tier Enabled.


FAST SG
Usage


Sum of allocated capacity residing on this tier from thin devices in a storage
group associated with a FAST Policy containing VP tiers. A separate [OutOfTier]
line lists the allocated capacity from such thin devices in a pool of matching
technology type not included in any VP Tier.


FAST
Available


If the thin tier is in a FAST policy associated with a storage group, the FAST
Available capacity is equivalent to the Tier Free value less the PRC


from all thin pools included in the thin tier (with a minimum value of zero) plus
the FAST SG Usage. If the tier is not in any FAST policy or is in policies


where none of the policies are associated to a storage group then this value is
0.


Max SG
Demand


Sum of the allocated capacity of all thin devices in a storage group associated
with a FAST policy containing this VP tier if the devices were to occupy the full
allotted quota (per the limit defined in the FAST policy) of space in the VP tier.
Logical Max SG Demand also equals them sum of the values in the Max
SG Demand column for all entries for this tier in the compliance report. If the


tier is not in any FAST policy or is in policies where none of the policies are
associated to a storage group then this value is not applicable.


Logical
Excess


Difference between FAST Available and Logical Max SG Demand. If the thin tier
is not in any FAST policy or is in policies where none of the policies are
associated to a storage group then this value is not applicable
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CHAPTER 7


Manage Configuration Changes


This chapter describes configuration change concepts and explains how to perform
change operations using the symconfigure command.
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Configuration change management overview
Use the SYMCLI symconfigure command to make configuration changes to a locally-
connected array or to an RDF-linked array. This command is run from the local host and
performs control operations on arrays, as well as array devices, groups, directors, and
ports.


Array controls include:


l Setting array-wide metrics


l Determining what type of devices the array will support, such as RAID 6 devices


Device controls include:


l Creating devices


l Mapping and masking devices


l Configuring device pools


l Reserving devices


l Releasing device reservations


Configuration change session rules
The following rules apply to change sessions and concurrent change sessions:


l Concurrent Provisioning — Up to four concurrent configuration change sessions can
run at the same time, when they are non-conflicting. Multiple parallel configuration
change sessions can run at the same time as long as the changes do not include any
conflicts on the following:


n Device back-end port


n Device front-end port


n Device


l The array manages its own device locking.


l A session ID identifies each running session on the array.
For arrays running Enginuity 5773 through 5876, devices and metadevices can be
created and mapped in one command. This eliminates the need to perform multiple
configuration changes when provisioning new storage.


Symconfigure command execution formats and options


Description
Configuration changes that are submitted to the array are processed in a session. The
symconfigure command has several formats for executing array configuration
changes. The command file format can contain various command entries terminated with
a semicolon (;). Multiple changes can be specified in one session, but all changes must
fall into one complete operation — for example, creating a device, adding the device to a
device pool, and enabling the device state. Additional command file examples are
provided with the actions described later in this chapter.


Refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SYMCLI Command Reference for the complete
manpage description of the symconfigure command.


Options


abort
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Gains control of an existing session to abort it and free any held locks.


commit


Attempts to apply the changes defined in the command file into the specified array.


list


Lists the relevant details, depending on the option:


l -freespace shows the free physical disk space within the array as it can be
used to create new devices for different emulation modes. Free disk space on
unformatted disks is shown as available for all emulation modes. If a physical
disk has been partially used to create a device, that device is considered
formatted and the rest of the available space can only be used for devices of the
same emulation mode.


l -v displays configuration information that is not stored in the SYMAPI database
and that needs to be retrieved directly from the configuration server.


l -reserve shows a summary of all reservations.


prepare


Validates the syntax and correctness of the operations. Verifies the validity of the
command file changes and their appropriateness for the specified array. The prepare
action has no function for pool sessions.


preview


Ensures the command file syntax is correct. Verifies the validity of the command file
changes.


query


Returns information about the status of a configuration change session.


release


Releases the specified device reservation.


reserve


Processes the command file to reserve the indicated devices and displays the
resulting reserve ID.


show


Shows the details of the specified device reservation.


verify


Verifies that the configuration currently running in the specified array complies with
the requirements for host-based configuration changes.


Examples
There are various ways to execute the symconfigure command.


l Placing commands, terminated with a semicolon (;), in a command file (most
commonly used). For example:


symconfigure commit -sid 3160 -file unmap_dev.cmd


Where unmap_dev.cmd contains:


unmap dev 00020:00024 from dir ALL:ALL;
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Note


When using the symconfigure -file option, text files can have a maximum


comment of 512 characters on Windows. Make sure the comment line does not exceed
512 characters.


l Redirect a number of screen entries to stdin to save keystroke entries (for UNIX
platforms), and not use a command file.
For example, to prepare a chain of symconfigure commands on the screen to be
redirected to stdin, use the following form:


symconfigure -sid SymmID prepare <<DELIM
           create dev count=3 size=3200 cyl,
            emulation=FBA, config=2-Way-Mir;
           create dev count=1, size = 3200 cyl, 
            emulation=FBA, config=unprotected;
            DELIM


l Use the -cmd option. With this option, the commands that would normally be put in
a command file are enclosed in quotes. A command can run over many lines, but you
cannot press Enter . For example:


symconfigure -sid 256 -cmd "create dev count=3, size = 3200 cyl, 
emulation=FBA, config=2-Way-Mir;create dev count=1, size = 3200 cyl, 
emulation=FBA, config=unprotected;" -v -nop preview


Verify and check sessions
Description
Use the symconfigure verify, preview, and prepare arguments to verify and
check a change session that is acting on a specified symconfigure command file. The
commit argument performs these same checks, then attempts to execute the specified
configuration change.


The symconfigure command modifies configuration operations and components. A
lock may be taken out by the specified VMAX array configuration server while the
configuration change session is active. Use the query option to monitor the stages of
session processing. Not all stages are always executed. Use caution when controlling
which stages are to be completed, to allow checking and debugging of the command file
before the changes are implemented.


Options


verify


Determines if a VMAX array can be modified, as there are restrictions as to what state
the configuration must be in before allowing changes to be applied.


preview


Verifies that each individual change is valid and the syntax is correct, and then
terminates the session without change execution.


prepare


Performs the preview checks, validates the change operation (devices are in correct
state, etc.), then terminates the session without attempting to make the configuration
change. For arrays running Enginuity 5773 through 5876, prepare is not supported
for SAVE device pool sessions.


commit
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Completes all checks and verifications, and then attempts to make the requested
configuration changes in the specified array.


query


Checks the status of any configuration change session or whether there is a
configuration session running. This option is useful in SRDF environments, where a
change to a local array on one host results in a corresponding change to a remote
array. The System Manager of a host, connected to the remote array, can monitor the
progress of the change. A query is also helpful at sites where the Symmetrix
Optimizer is modifying a configuration by rearranging the placement of data.


Example
To check the status of the change session for the next two minutes, every 10 seconds on
array 345, enter:


symconfigure -sid 345 query -i 10 -c 12


Abort configuration session
Options


-session_id


Aborts specified session when multiple sessions are running on the array. If -
session_id is not specified the abort command displays each running session and
prompts for the session ID.


Examples
The abort option allows you to stop a configuration session. To abort a change session
on a specific array, enter:


symconfigure -sid 12345 abort


To abort change session 100, enter:


symconfigure -sid 343 abort -session_id 100 


Restrictions
l Because changes made in the SRDF operations class will initiate actions on the local


and remote arrays, it might become necessary to abort processing on a remote array.
l At some point during commit processing, a point of no return is reached. Any


attempt to abort will be denied once processing has reached or gone beyond this
point.


Configuration change guidelines
Understand your array configuration before making configuration changes. Any changes
can impact stored data.


Note


If you have problems with a new configuration, contact the EMC Customer Support Center
for assistance in reverting to your previous configuration.


Ensure that all critical data is preserved and safe when creating new or changing device
configurations, and do not store data on any device that is not mirrored, or RAID-
protected. All configuration changes and device attribute adjustments must meet certain
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open systems guidelines detailed in the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator, which can be
viewed at http://elabnavigator.EMC.com.


Verify viable array configuration


Syntax


Verify that the current array configuration is a viable configuration for host-initiated
configuration changes. To verify the current array configuration is ready for changes, use
the following syntax:


symconfigure verify -sid SymmID


Check for free physical disk space


Syntax
Before creating new devices, check for free physical disk space using the following
syntax:


symconfigure list -freespace [-units CYL | MB] -sid SymmID


Note


Free disk space on unformatted disks is shown as available for all emulation modes. New
devices are created first on physical disks that have no prior allocations, causing these
disks to be committed to that emulation type.


Examine the distribution of free space across formatted disks to see if the desired
mirroring can be provided, using one of the following syntax formats:


symdev list -sid SymmID -da all -space


symdisk list -sid SymmID


Stop I/O activity on affected devices


Description
Configuration changes begin only after issuing the commit action. Some classes of
change operations may or may not impact current I/O. When possible, before issuing the
commit action, stop I/O activity on the affected devices.


Note


If I/O activity on an affected device occurs before or during a commit action, the action


may fail. At the very least, heavy I/O activity on unaffected devices impacts how long it
takes to commit changes.


Syntax
If required, use the following syntax to set the impacted devices for change to be Not
Ready:


symdg -g DgName not_ready [LdevName [LdevName...   ]]
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Mixed array environments
Before issuing a symconfigure command to an array containing both open system and
mainframe devices, verify that the mainframe Missing Interrupt Handler (MIH) period for
each mainframe server attached to the array is set to at least two minutes.


l To view the current MIH period, use the z/OS command D IOS,MIH , and note the
value for the DASD device class (for example, DASD=1:30)


l To change the MIH period, use the z/OS command SETIOS MIH,DASD=mm:ss,
where mm:ss is a period of time in minutes and seconds. Then use the z/OS
command D IOS,MIH to verify your changes.


Once you have completed your configuration change session, use the SETIOS
MIH,DASD=mm:ss command to set the MIH period back to its original value. For more
information, consult the mainframe system administrator.


Blocked operations during active change session (Enginuity 5876 or lower)
The following symconfigure operations are blocked when there is an active Change
Tracker session on the related devices:


l Converting to VCMDB device


l Forming and dissolving a metadevice


l Adding metamember to a metadevice


l Removing metamembers from a metadevice


l Converting a metadevice from concatenated to striped


l Deleting a device


l Unbinding a thin device


Update host with device mapping information
After a configuration change, the host's device information must be updated. Attempting
host activity with a device after it has been removed or altered, but before updating the
host's device information, can cause host errors. To update the host:


Procedure


1. Commit a symconfigure map operation.


2. Run the utilities specified for the host platform as described in Introduce devices to a
host  on page 291.


3. Issue the symcfg discover command to update the SYMAPI database with the
new device mapping information.


4. Resume I/O activity.
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Supported configuration operations
Table 22 Configuration change operations


Configuration change operation 5773 5874 5875 5876 HYPERMAX OS 5977


Create device:


FBA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Celerra® FBA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


RAID-5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


RAID-6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


CKD ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


CKD meta devices ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


AS/400 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ AS400_D910_099


VME 512 FBA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


VDEV ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


SAVE devices (for VDEVs) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Thin devices ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


DATA devices ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


DLDEV devices ✓ ✓ ✓


Copy device ✓


Add gatekeeper ✓ ✓


Delete device ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Set device attributes:


VCMdb ✓


ACLX ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


RDB_Cksum ✓


dyn_rdf ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


dyn_rdf1_only ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


dyn_rdf2_only ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


SCSI3_persist_reserv ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


RCVRPNT_TAG ✓ ✓


DIF1 ✓ ✓
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Table 22 Configuration change operations (continued)


Configuration change operation 5773 5874 5875 5876 HYPERMAX OS 5977


AS400_GK ✓ ✓


Set device geometry ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Set device identifiers ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Convert device:


Adding or removing BCV ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Adding or removing RDF ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Dynamic RDF ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Converting static SRDF to dynamic SRDF ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Adding another mirror ✓


Removing a mirror ✓


Change device emulation:


FBA and Celerra FBA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Convert director type:


FA to RDF dir/RDF to FA ✓


Virtual Provisioning:


Create thin devices ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Create thin pools ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Set pool limits ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Bind thin devices to pools ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Unbind thin device from pool ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Rebind thin device to pool ✓ ✓


Start/stop free thin device (unwritten
allocated space)


✓ ✓ ✓


Start/stop free thin device (zero-based
reclaim)


✓ ✓ ✓


Start/stop drain thin pool ✓ ✓ ✓


Rebalance thin pool ✓ ✓ ✓


Start/stop allocate tdev ✓ ✓ ✓


Rename thin pool ✓ ✓ ✓


Maximum subscription percent ✓ ✓ ✓


Pool reserve capacity ✓ ✓ ✓
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Table 22 Configuration change operations (continued)


Configuration change operation 5773 5874 5875 5876 HYPERMAX OS 5977


Thin pool compression ✓


Automated pool rebalancing ✓ ✓ ✓


View thin pools ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Map device: ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ only on non-ACLX
enabled ports


AS/400 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


CKD ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


FBA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Manage PAV Alias ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Unmap device: ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


AS/400 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


CKD ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


FBA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Form meta ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Add metamember:


Concatenated ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Striped ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Remove metamember:


Concatenated ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Dissolve Meta ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Swap RA group ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Swap hyper (Optimizer) ✓


Swap SRDF device: ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Dynamic SRDF devices ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Set front-end port attributes ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Associate/disassociate a port to director
emulation


✓


Set array-wide parameters:


auto_meta ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


auto_meta_config ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


auto_meta_member_size ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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Table 22 Configuration change operations (continued)


Configuration change operation 5773 5874 5875 5876 HYPERMAX OS 5977


min_auto_meta_size ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


max_hypers_per_disk ✓


fba_multi_access_cache ✓


dynamic_rdf ✓


pav_alias_limit ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


PAV_mode ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


rdfa_cache_percent ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


rdfa_host_throttle_time ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


hot_swap_policy ✓


Replace disk ✓


SRDF operations:


Add/remove SRDF mirror ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Add RDF mirror ✓


Remove RDF mirror ✓


Device pools:


Create/delete pools ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Add/remove/enable/disable pool
members


✓ ✓ ✓ ✓


Rename a pool ✓ ✓ ✓


Federated Tiered Storage (FTS):


Add external disk ✓ ✓


Add external disk group ✓ ✓


Remove external disk group ✓ ✓


Set array attributes
Syntax
Use the following command to set certain attributes to control array behavior:


set Symmetrix MetricName=MetricValue           [, 
MetricName=MetricValue];
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Options


MetricName


The metric to be set. Possible metric names are listed in Table 23 on page 236 and 
Table 24 on page 236.


Table 23 Possible metric names (HYPERMAX OS 5977)


rdfa_cache_percent Sets the percentage of write pending cache that can be used by SRDF/A. This is a value from 0 to
100 percent.


rdfa_host_throttle_time Sets the number of seconds to throttle host writes to SRDF/A devices when cache is full, before
dropping RDF/A sessions. Throttling delays a write from the host until a cache slot becomes free.
Values are from 0 to 65535.


pav_alias_limit If PAV is enabled, specifies the maximum number of aliases that can be assigned to a device.
Possible values are:


PAV_mode Enables the use of PAV (Parallel Access Volumes). Possible values are:


STANDARD: Standard PAV volumes with static aliasing can be configured.


DYNAMIC_STANDARD:Standard PAV volumes with dynamic aliasing can be configured.


Table 24 Possible metric names (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)


auto_meta Enables the auto meta feature. This can be enabled only if the other auto meta parameters
min_auto_meta_size, auto_meta_config and auto_meta_member_size are set to


valid values. Possible values are ENABLE or DISABLE. This option is not applicable for CKD


metadevices.


auto_meta_config Specifies the default meta config when the auto_meta feature is enabled. Possible values are


CONCATENATED, STRIPED, or NONE.


auto_meta_member_size Specifies the default meta member size in cylinders when the auto_meta feature is enabled.


Possible values are listed in Table 30 on page 254.


fba_multi_access_cache Determines whether a read request can share cache slots in some conditions. Possible values
are ENABLE or DISABLE.


min_auto_meta_size Specifies the size threshold that triggers auto meta creation. When you try to create a device
greater than min_auto_meta_size and auto_meta is enabled then a meta will be created.


Possible values are listed in Table 30 on page 254.


pav_alias_limit If PAV is enabled, specifies the maximum number of aliases that can be assigned to a device.
Possible values are:


Enginuity 5671: 1-15


Enginuity 5771/5772: 1-255


Enginuity 5773 to 5876: 1-127


PAV_mode Enables the use of PAV (Parallel Access Volumes). Possible values are:


STANDARD: Standard PAV volumes with static aliasing can be configured.


DYNAMIC_STANDARD:Standard PAV volumes with dynamic aliasing can be configured.
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Table 24 Possible metric names (Enginuity 5773 through 5876) (continued)


rdfa_cache_percent Sets the percentage of write pending cache that can be used by SRDF/A. This is a value from 0 to
100 percent.


rdfa_host_throttle_time Sets the number of seconds to throttle host writes to SRDF/A devices when cache is full, before
dropping RDF/A sessions. Throttling delays a write from the host until a cache slot becomes free.
Values are from 0 to 65535. This option is not supported on VMAX 10K/VMAXe arrays.


View the array metrics


Syntax
To view the current settings for array metrics, use the following syntax:


symcfg -sid SymmID -v list


Set SLO name (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher)
Syntax
To set to a user-defined SLO name or reset to the default name, use the following syntax
with symconfigure:


set slo <SLOName=NewSLOName|BASE NAME>


Examples
To set the SLO default name to a user-defined name, enter:


symconfigure -sid 234 commit -cmd "set slo Platinum 
name=Emc_Platinum;"


Execute a symconfigure operation for symmetrix '000000001234' (y/
[n]) ? y
A Configuration Change operation is in progress. Please wait...
    Establishing a configuration change     
    session...............Established.
    Processing symmetrix 000000001234
    {
          set slo Platinum name=Emc_Platinum;
    }
    Performing Access checks .............................Allowed.
      . . .
    Terminating the configuration change session..............Done.


The configuration change session has successfully completed.


To reset the SLO default name to the default name, enter:


symconfigure -sid 234 commit -cmd "set slo Emc_Gold name=BASE NAME;"


Rules and restrictions for set/reset SLO name
The following security privileges are required to execute this command:
l Required Access type: CFGSYM
l Required Authorization Rights: Storage Admin


The following naming rules apply:
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l Names cannot exceed 32 characters


l Alphanumeric characters only


l Hyphens (- ) and underscores ( _ )are allowed, but not as the leading character


This command will fail if:


l The slo_name value is a NULL value, or if the specified SLO name does not exist.


l The new SLO name supplied is already in use, as either a base SLO name or a SLO
current name.


Note


Names must be unique when folded to upper case.


l A reset to a base SLO is performed and a user-defined SLO does not exist.


External disk group management
Solutions Enabler includes a feature called Federated Tiered Storage (FTS). With FTS, an
external LUN (eDisk) can be attached through the SAN to the array and can be used as
external back-end disks for that array.


Refer to Federated Tiered Storage on page 337 for eDisk configuration details.


Create devices (HYPERMAX OS 5977)
Description
For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, valid device configurations are:


l TDEV+BCV


l TDEV


When creating RDF device pairs, the following types are supported:


l RDF1+TDEV or RDF1-TDEV


l RDF2+TDEV or RDF2-TDEV


In a command file, you can create (add) one or more devices in a specified array.


Syntax
To create one or more devices, use the following syntax:


create dev count=<n>,
                  size = <n> [MB | GB | CYL],
                  emulation=<EmulationType>,
                  config=<DevConfig>
                  [, preallocate size = <ALL>
                     [, allocate_type = PERSISTENT]]
                  [, remote_config=<DevConfig>, ra_group=<n>]
                  [, sg=<SgName> [, remote_sg=<SgName>]]
                  [, mapping to dir <director_num:port>
                    [starting] target = <scsi_target>,
                    lun=<scsi_lun>, vbus=<fibre_vbus>
                    [starting] base_address = <cuu_address>[,...]]
                  [, device_attr =
                     <SCSI3_PERSIST_RESERV | DIF1 |AS400_CK[,...]]
                    [, device_name='<DeviceName>'[,number=<n | 
SYMDEV> ]];
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Options


count


Indicates the number of devices to create.


size


Specifies the size of the device needed in number of cylinders (default), megabytes,
gigabytes, or terabytes.


Table 25 Maximum device sizes (HYPERMAX OS 5977)


MBs CYLs GBs TBs


FBA 16777216 8947848 16384 16


emulation


Specifies the device emulation type. Valid emulations are FBA, Celerra_FBA (external
gateway), and AS/400_D910_099.


config


The device configuration type. Valid DevConfig types are TDEV and TDEV+BCV.


preallocate size


Indicates the amount of space pre-allocated to the thin device(s) when it is bound to
a pool. The only valid value is ALL.


allocate_type


Indicates the allocation type. The only valid value is PERSISTENT.


remote_config


Specifies the desired remote RDF configuration (if any). Valid types when creating RDF
pairs with a remote array running HYPERMAX OS 5977 are:


l RDF1+TDEV or RDF1-TDEV


l RDF2+TDEV or RDF2-TDEV


l RDF1-BCV+TDEV or RDF1-BCV-TDEV


l RDF2-BCV+TDEV or RDF2-BCV-TDEV


ra_group


Specifies the RA group number in the SRDF environment.


sg


The local array storage group name for devices involved in RDF operations.


remote sg


The remote array storage group name for devices involved in RDF operations.


mapping to dir


Specifies the director and port for the mapping operation


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, mapping to dir returns a "feature not
supported" error when the request includes mapping of devices to be created to ACLX
enabled front end ports. In addition, the valid range for port is extended to 0 to 31.


scsi_target


Indicates a hex value for the SCSI target ID.


scsi_lun


Indicates a hex value for the SCSI logical unit number.
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vbus


The virtual fibre bus address used when mapping to an FA port using volume set
addressing.


base_address


Indicates a base or alias address for a device being mapped to an EA or EF port.
These are mainframe ports which expect devices to be mapped in groups to form CU
images.


device_attr


Specifies the attributes to be set on the new device. Possible values include:


l SCSI3_persist_reserv (persistent group reservation) You can set or clear
the SCSI-3 persistence attribute only if the device is unmapped.


l DIF1
l AS400_GK


device_name


Specifies the user supplied name with a maximum of 64 characters including the
suffix. Any character may be used for the device name except quotes (" "), which
denote the start and end of input. The device name plus an optional suffix can have a
maximum of 64 characters. If using a numerical suffix, the device name will be
limited to 50 characters (prefix) and the trailing numerical suffix number will be
limited to 14 characters. If not using a numerical suffix, all 64 characters can be
specified for the device name. The maximum starting suffix is 1000000.


Note


The device_name parameter is supported only for Enginuity 5874 or higher.


number


Represents the user supplied number for the starting suffix. Specifying SYMDEV
means that the corresponding device number will be used as the suffix.


Restrictions when setting device names (HYPERMAX OS 5977)
For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the following restrictions and limitations apply to
setting device names:


l If setting a device name when creating RDF pairs, both RDF devices will be set to the
same device name if using the SYMDEV option.


l Solutions Enabler does not check for uniqueness of device names.


The output displayed during the config change session shows the types of devices
created.


Restrictions when creating devices (HYPERMAX OS 5977)
For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the following restrictions apply for creating and
managing VMAX devices and storage pools:


l Arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 allow the creation of externally-visible (TDEV)
devices (up to 16TB), without requiring meta devices. The creation and control of
meta devices is no longer supported. Array-wide meta settings, previously used to
automatically create meta devices are not supported.
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Note


Requests to create FBA meta and CKD RAID-10 (ckd_meta) devices are blocked on
these arrays.


l Creation of standard (disk group) provisioned devices is blocked. This includes
internal devices that are used for the backing of thin pools (DATADEVs and
SAVEDEVs) as well as Diskless and VDEV devices, which are implemented as disk
group provisioned devices.


l Creation of gatekeeper devices is supported, but they will always be thin devices.


l The ACLX attribute is supported only for thin devices with FBA emulation.


l Encapsulation of user data as disk group provisioned devices is not supported.


l Partial allocation of thin devices is not supported starting with Solution Enabler 8.0.1.


l SRDF device types cannot be created or converted when:


n Domino mode is enabled on any current SRDF pairs.


n There are any invalid tracks on any of the current SRDF devices.


n Concurrent SRDF is enabled on a device.


l The only emulation type supported for iSeries devices is D910_099, as it is the only
iSeries emulation type that supports thin provisioned devices. The size range is a
minimum of 1562 cylinders and a maximum of 1118481 cylinders.


l AS/400_D910_099 thin devices cannot be CKD metadevices, SAVE devices, or DATA
devices. In addition, IBM i thin devices cannot have the following attributes:


n RCVRPNT_TAG


n ACLX


n DIF1


To create gatekeeper devices, use the symconfigure create gatekeeper
command. All information about gatekeepers can be found in the Solutions Enabler
Installation Guide and the EMC Knowledgebase solution EMC255976 available on EMC
Online Support.


Note


Only thin gatekeeper devices can be created on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977. Both
thin and standard gatekeeper devices can be created on arrays running Enginuity 5876
and lower.


Modify device capacity (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher)


Syntax
To modify device capacity, use the following syntax:


symdev -sid <SymmID> [-noprompt]        
       modify –tdev -cap <#> [-captype <cyl|mb|gb|tb>]
          -devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>
             [,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>
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Examples


symdev modify 1fe0 -sid 005 -cap 20000 -nop -tdev


Modify operation succeeded for devices: 1fe0


Create devices (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)
The creation of certain device (configuration) types using the symconfigure command
may require two sessions. Table 26 on page 242 describes the sessions required to
create a device type and/or convert the various types of devices from one configuration
type to another.


For information on creating dynamic-RDF capable devices, refer to Configure dynamic
SRDF-capable devices (Enginuity 5773)  on page 293.


When an SRDF device is created where a corresponding device must be created on a
remote SRDF-linked array, a configuration change session is initiated and managed on
the remote array by the local symconfigure utility.


Note


Create SAVE devices and DATA devices using the same procedure used for standard
protected devices, with the additional specification of attribute=savedev or


attribute=datadev.


Multi-session device creation (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)


Table 26 Steps to create a device


Desired device type Session 1 create Session 2


2-Way-BCV-Mir 2-Way-BCV-Mir


2-Way-Mir 2-Way-Mir


4-Way-Mir a 4-Way-Mir


BCV BCV


BCV+TDEV BCV+TDEV


RDF1-BCV+TDEV BCV+TDEV Convert to RDF1-BCV+TDEV


RDF2-BCV+TDEV BCV+TDEV Convert to RDF2-BCV+TDEV


DRVb DRV


2-Way-DRV-Mir 2-Way-DRV-Mir


Parity RAID RAID-S c


RAID 5 RAID-5


RAID 6 RAID-6


RAID 5 BCV BCV+R-5


RAID 6 BCV BCV+R-6


RDF1 RDF1
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Table 26 Steps to create a device (continued)


Desired device type Session 1 create Session 2


RDF1+R-5 RDF1+R-5


RDF1+R-6 RDF1+R-6


RDF1-BCV BCV Convert to RDF1-BCV


RDF1-BCV+R-5 RDF1+R-5 Convert to RDF1-BCV+R-5


RDF1-BCV+R-6 RDF1+R-6 RDF1-BCV+R-6


RDF1-BCV-Mir RDF1+Mir RDF1-BCV-Mir


RDF1-Mir RDF1-Mir


RDF2 RDF2


RDF2+R-5 RDF2+R-5


RDF2+R-6 RDF2+R-6


RDF2-BCV BCV RDF2-BCV


RDF2-BCV+R-5 RDF2+R-5 RDF2-BCV+R-5


RDF2-BCV+R-6 RDF2+R-6 RDF2-BCV+R-6


RDF2-BCV-Mir RDF2+Mir RDF2-BCV-Mir


RDF2-Mir RDF2-Mir


RDF21d+R5 RDF1+R5 Add R2 mirror


RDF21dd e+R5 RDF2+R5 Add R1 mirror


RDF21de+R6 RDF1+R6 Add R2 mirror


RDF21de+R6 RDF2+R6 Add R1 mirror


RDF21de-Mir RDF2-Mir Add R1 mirror


RDF22e f+R5 RDF2+R5 Add R2 mirror


RDF22ef+R6 RDF2+R6 Add R1 mirror


RDF1+TDEV RDF1+TDEV


RDF2+TDEV RDF2+TDEV


RDF1-BCV+TDEV RDF1+TDEV Convert to RDF1-BCV+TDEV


RDF2-BCV+TDEV RDF2+TDEV RDF2-BCV+TDEV


DLDEVf


RDF1+DLDEVf


RDF2+DLDEVf


RDF21+DLDEVf RDF2+DLDEV AddR1 mirror


RDF21+DLDEVf RDF1+DLDEV AddR2 mirror


Thin device (TDEV)d TDEV


Unprotected Unprotected
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Table 26 Steps to create a device (continued)


Desired device type Session 1 create Session 2


Virtual VDEV


a. 4-Way-Mir devices cannot have any BCV devices. 4-Way-Mir devices are not supported on Enginuity
5874 through 5876.


b. Not supported on Enginuity 5874 or higher.
c. Not supported on Enginuity 5771 or higher.
d. Supported only on Enginuity 5773 or higher.
e. To create an R21 or R22 device, use add rdf mirror with the symconfigure command. This


command fails if the device is a Data Domain device.
f. Supported only on Enginuity 5874 or higher.


Create one or more devices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Syntax
To create one or more devices, use the following syntax:


create dev count=n, 
size=n [MB |GB | CYL],
emulation=EmulationType, 
config=DeviceConfig, 
[, data_member_count=nn]
[, remote_config=DeviceConfig, 
   remote_data_member_count=nn,
   ra_group=n, [remote_mvs_ssid=nnn],
   [dynamic_capability=[dyn_rdf | dyn_rdf1_only | dyn_rdf2_only]]
[, mvs_ssid=nnn]
[, attribute=ckd_meta | savedev | datadev
  [in pool PoolName] [member_state=ENABLE | DISABLE] ]
[meta_member_size = <n> [MB | GB | CYL]]
[meta_config = [striped | concatenated]][, disk_group=nnn| 
name:DskGrpName,
[remote_disk_group=nnn | name:DskGrpName] ],
   [, binding to pool=PoolName   [preallocate size = <ALL | n [ MB | 
GB | CYL]>]
   [allocate_type = persistent]
   [remote_pool=PoolName]]]
[, [mapping to dir DirNum:PortNum 
  [starting] target = scsi_target, 
   lun=scsi_lun, vbus=
   [starting] base_address= <cuu_address>]...]
[[device_attr = 
  [SCSI3_persist_reserv | ACLX |DIF1 |AS400_GK]]...]
[,device_name=DeviceName  [,number=<n | SYMDEV>]];


Options


count


Indicates the number of devices to create.


size


Specifies the size of the device needed in number of cylinders (default), megabytes,
or gigabytes.


Table 27 Maximum device sizes (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)


Enginuity version MBs CYLs GBs


Enginuity 5874 through 5876 245760 262668 240
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Table 27 Maximum device sizes (Enginuity 5773 through 5876) (continued)


Enginuity version MBs CYLs GBs


Enginuity 5773 and lower 61425 65520 59


To calculate the number of cylinders, use the following:


1 cylinder = 15 tracks; each track is 64 KB


15 x 64 tracks =.937 MB for each cylinder


Note


Devices to be used as BCV, RDF, or metamembers will need to precisely match
corresponding device sizes. Use symdev/sympd show or symdev/sympd list -cyl
commands to see relevant device sizes.


Sizing limits for CKD devices are:


CKD 3380 — 3393 cyls


CKD 3390 — 262668 cyls


emulation


Specifies the device emulation type. With Enginuity 5875 and 5876, you can create
an AS/400 volume of any size and meta configuration for the following emulation
types:


AS/400_M2107_099 — Specifies a volume type 2107_A99 to be treated as
protected (equivalent to the current A0x models).


AS/400_M2107_050 — Specifies a volume type 2107_A50 to be treated as
unprotected (equivalent to the current A8 models).


AS/400_D910_099 — Specifies a volume type D910_099. These devices cannot be
disk group provisioned devices; the command should always specify TDEV. The
protection types supported are TDEV, RDF_R1_TDEV, RDF_R2_TDEV, and BCV_TDEV.
Refer to Table 26 on page 242 for the protection types supported when converting
these devices.


If auto_meta is enabled, the command follows the auto_meta rules for non-AS400
FBA devices to create metadevices. Also, similar to non AS/400 FBA devices, the
meta_member_size and meta_config can be used to override the auto_meta settings
on the system.


Note


The protection interpretation by the OS is not related to the actual array RAID
protection.


config


Specifies the desired device configuration type. Possible values are shown in the
second column of Table 26 on page 242.


data_member_count


Indicates the number of data members when creating a RAID 5 or RAID 6 devices on
an array with Enginuity version 5772 through 5876.
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Table 28 Number of data members for RAID 5 and RAID 6 devices


Value for data_member_count Protection Type


3 RAID5 (3+1)


7 RAID5 (7+1)


6 RAID6 (6+2)


14 RAID6 (14+2)


remote_config


Specifies the desired remote SRDF configuration (if any) from Table 26 on page 242.


remote_data_member_count


Specifies the number of remote data members when creating SRDF RAID 5 or RAID 6
devices on an array with Enginuity version 5772 through 5876. You should set the
value to 3 or 7 for RAID 5 (3+1) and RAID 5 (7+1) or, 6 or 14 for RAID 6 (6+2) and RAID
6 (14+2).


ra_group


Specifies the RA group number in the SRDF environment.


remote_mvs_ssid


When creating an SRDF device in a remote array that also contains CKD devices, a
z/OS (MVS) subsystem ID (remote_mvs_ssid) value may be provided so the new FBA
devices are not seen as part of an existing subsystem ID group. Only one mvs_ssid
and remote_mvs_ssid can be used in a session. They will be applied to all devices
created within that session.


dynamic_capability


Specifies the type of dynamic SRDF device to create. Possible values are:


l dyn_rdf — Creates a dynamic SRDF device.


l dyn_rdf1_only — Creates a dynamic R1 SRDF device.


l dyn_rdf2_only — Creates dynamic R2 SRDF device


Note


All devices on VMAX 10K Series systems are RDF-capable, therefore the
dynamic_capability option is disabled on those systems.


With Enginuity 5874 and 5876, a single device can be set to be dynamic without
automatically creating a device pair.


Note


Enginuity 5874 Q2 2011SR supports creating thin BCV devices (BCV+TDEV and BCV-
TDEV) with the dynamic capability set (dyn_rdf, dyn_rdf1_only, and
dyn_rdf2_only. These devices can later be converted to be thin SRDF BCV devices.


When creating a dynamic pair, the specified dynamic capability is applied to the local
device, and the corresponding remote device is assigned a complementary dynamic
capability, according to the following:
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Table 29 Local and remote device assignments


Local device Remote device


dyn_rdf dyn_rdf


dyn_rdf1_only dyn_rdf2_only


dyn_rdf2_only dyn_rdf1_only


mvs_ssid


When creating a device in a array that also contains CKD devices, a z/OS (MVS)
subsystem ID (mvs_ssid) value can be provided so the new FBA devices are not seen
as part of an existing subsystem ID group. For more information about SSIDs, refer to 
Create devices (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)  on page 242.


Note


The mvs_ssid and remote_mvs_ssid parameters are optional when creating FBA


devices on arrays that have FICON or ESCON adapters.


attribute


Specifies the desired device attribute. Possible values are:


ckd_meta — When creating a device with emulation type of CKD-3390, this
indicates that the device should be a striped metadevice. CKD metadevices must be
created in sets of four devices.


savedev — When creating a device, this indicates that the device should be a SAVE
device. The device will become part of a pool of devices that are used with
TimeFinder/Snap for virtual device Snap operations.


datadev — When creating a device, this indicates that the device should be a DATA
device. The device will become part of a pool of devices that are used with thin
devices for virtual operations.


Note


If the array is running Enginuity 5874 or higher, a disk group must be specified when
creating a SAVE device or DATA device if the create dev command is also adding


the device(s) to a pool.


PoolName


Specifies the name of the SAVE or thin pool. It can be from 1 to 12 alphanumeric
characters long and include hyphens ( - ), and underscore ( _ ) characters. The name
DEFAULT_POOL is reserved to represent the container of all unpooled SAVE devices.
Thin pools do not use the DEFAULT_POOL.


Note


The pool name DF_DDEV_POOL is reserved for EMC use only.


member_state


Indicates whether the devices being added should be enabled or disabled in the
pool.
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Note


The auto meta setting is enabled array-wide by default. Metadevices can be created
automatically by using the meta_member_size and the meta_config options.


meta_member_size


Sets the size for the creation of metadevices.


meta_config


Sets the metadevice configuration to striped or concatenated.


disk_group


Specifies a disk group number (or name) to which the created device belongs. A disk
group is a set of physical disks set aside to be used to create devices of a specific
protection level. Disk group usage may improve the performance of some
configurations.


name — Specifies the name of the disk group. By default, the disk group name is
DISK_GROUP_xxx, where xxx, is the disk group number.


Usage is: disk_group=# or disk_group=name:DskGrpName
remote_disk_group


Specifies a remote disk group number (or name) when creating a device.


name — Specifies the name of the remote disk group. By default, the disk group
name is DISK_GROUP_xxx, where xxx, is the disk group number.


binding to pool


Specifies the thin PoolName. This option is only available when creating thin
devices. When creating SRDF thin devices, both SRDF devices must be bound at the
same time. Individual RDF1 and RDF2 devices cannot be bound separately. Devices
are not required to be bound to a pool upon creation, however, they cannot be used
until they are bound to a pool.


preallocate size


Indicates the amount of space (pre) allocated to the thin device(s) when it is bound to
a pool. The only valid value is ALL for all Enginuity levels.


remote_pool


Specifies the name of the remote thin pool. This option is only for SRDF thin devices.


mapping to dir


Specifies the director and port for the mapping operation.


scsi_target


is a hex value for the SCSI target ID.


scsi_lun


Indicates a hex value for the SCSI logical unit number.


fibre_vbus


The virtual bus address used when mapping to an FA port using volume set
addressing.


cuu_address


Indicates a base or alias address for a device being mapped to an EA or EF port.
These are mainframe ports which expect devices to be mapped in groups to form CU
images.


device_attr
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Specifies the attributes to be set on the new device. Possible values include:


l RDB_Cksum (Enginuity 5773 and lower)


l VCMdb (for device masking on Enginuity 5773 and lower)


l SCSI3_persist_reserv (persistent group reservation) In Enginuity 5874 and
lower, this attribute is disabled by default. In Enginuity 5875 and 5876, this attribute
is enabled by default. When running Enginuity 5876 Q42012SR, you can set or clear
the SCSI-3 persistence attribute only if the device is unmapped.


l dyn_rdf (This option provides the most flexibility in performing dynamic SRDF
operations)


l dyn_rdf1_only


l dyn_rdf2_only


l ACLX (For Auto-Provisioning Groups on Enginuity 5874 and 5876) This attribute is
not allowed on IBM i thin devices.


l RCVRPNT_TAG (for RecoverPoint with Enginuity 5875 Q2 2011 SR and 5876)


l DIF1 (Enginuity 5876)


l AS400_GK (Enginuity 5876)


Note


Refer to Set device attributes  on page 268 for a list of the device attribute
restrictions.


device_name


Specifies the user supplied name with a maximum of 64 characters including the
suffix. Any character may be used for the device name except quotes (" "), which
denote the start and end of input. The device name plus an optional suffix can have a
maximum of 64 characters. If using a numerical suffix, the device name will be
limited to 50 characters (prefix) and the trailing numerical suffix number will be
limited to 14 characters. If not using a numerical suffix, all 64 characters can be
specified for the device name. The maximum starting suffix is 1000000.


Note


The device_name parameter is supported only for Enginuity 5874 or higher.


number


Represents the user supplied number for the starting suffix. Specifying SYMDEV
means that the corresponding device number will be used as the suffix.


Restrictions when setting device names (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
For Enginuity 5773 through 5876, the following restrictions and limitations apply to
setting device names:


l If setting a device name when creating RDF pairs, both RDF devices will be set to the
same device name if using the SYMDEV option.


l Solutions Enabler does not check for uniqueness of device names.


l Device names for the following devices are not supported: SFS, DRV, metamembers,
SAVE, DATA, Vault, and diskless devices.
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The output displayed during the config change session shows the types of devices
created.


Restrictions when creating devices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
l Unprotected devices cannot be mapped to hosts for normal data storage use. If an


unprotected device is intended for use as a gatekeeper, it should be created with 48
cylinders or less in order to be mapped to a host.


l Devices can be created with a variety of emulation types: Fixed Block Architecture
(FBA), Celerra FBA or VME512 FBA, and CKD for z/OS environments.


l Creating or converting to SRDF device types is not allowed when:


n Domino mode is enabled on any current SRDF pairs.


n There are any invalid tracks on any of the current SRDF devices.


n Concurrent SRDF is enabled on a device.


l Partial allocation of thin devices is not supported.


l When creating devices in an z/OS environment, all new devices must have the same
MVS SSID and any remote devices must also have the same remote MVS SSID within
a single session. To create devices with different SSID values, you will need to run
more than one session.


l To create gatekeeper devices, use the symconfigure create gatekeeper
command. All information about gatekeepers can be found in the EMC Solutions
Enabler Installation Guide and the EMC Knowledgebase solution EMC255976 available
on EMC Online Support.


Note


Only thin gatekeeper devices can be created on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977.
Both thin and standard devices can be created on arrays running Enginuity 5876 and
lower.


AS400 devices


l For AS/400 types, 2107_A99 and 2107_A50, a size must be specified. The size range
allowed for these devices is a minimum of 165 cylinders and a maximum of 2236963
cylinders. For AS/400 type D910_099 the size range is a minimum of 3052 cylinders
and a maximum of 2236962 cylinders.


l An AS/400 device or a device tagged for RecoverPoint cannot be mapped to an FCoE
director.


l AS/400_D910_099 thin devices cannot be CKD metadevices, SAVE devices, or DATA
devices. In addition, IBM i thin devices cannot have the following attributes:


n RCVRPNT_TAG


n ACLX


n DIF1


SRDF device pairs
With Enginuity 5876, when you create an RDF device pair and do not provide the
mapping to dir option, the devices are RW on the link and are marked synchronized
immediately, so no data copy occurs. The devices immediately report a Synchronized RDF
pair state.


SRDF mode default
The SRDF mode on an SRDF device pairing will be Adaptive Copy Disk by default, unless
the SYMAPI_DEFAULT_RDF_MODE is set in the option file. If the device being created is
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a diskless R1 device, the RDF mode will default to Adaptive Copy Write Pending,
regardless of the option file setting. (Applies to arrays running Enginuity 5876.)


VDEV configurations


l Virtual devices are configured as full-size devices, but use minimal disk storage on
the back-end.


l On DMX arrays, VDEVs reside in cache only and are depicted as having no back-end
hypers. The format must be FBA.


l Virtual devices can also be used to form a VDEV metadevice.
l Other devices cannot be converted to form virtual devices.
l To configure a virtual device, set config=vdev in the device file.


SAVE device configurations


l SAVE devices work in conjunction with virtual devices and can be unprotected,
mirrored, or RAID 5/RAID6.


l Configuring SAVE devices as unprotected is not recommended and requires special
approval by EMC.


l SAVE devices cannot be part of a metavolume or grouped.
l For a given device emulation type, all SAVE devices must have the same protection.
l SAVE devices cannot be converted to other devices.
l Configuring virtual and SAVE devices requires careful planning to anticipate what


percentage of the data may change during a virtual copy session. Creating the SAVE
device pool too small could result in data changes being lost during a copy session.
Make sure that you create enough SAVE devices and set the size of the SAVE devices
large enough to handle any expected changes.


l To configure a SAVE device, set attribute=savedev when creating a new
device.


Copy devices
Copying the attributes of an existing device into available disk space configures new
devices based on the copied attributes. To configure new devices this way, either specify
the quantity of disk space to configure into the new devices, or the number of devices to
be created. The quantity of disk space represents the new space that will be available for
the host to use, and not the space allocated in the array to manage the request according
to the device protection requirements. In addition, copied attributes can be changed. For
example, copied attributes of a standard device, can be changed to BCVs on the new
device.


Copy a similar device


Syntax
To configure a device by copying a similar device, use the following syntax:


configure [
n
.
nn
 [MB | GB] | 
nn
 devices] copying dev SymDevName[mapping to dir DirectorNum:PortNum 
[masking hba [awwn=awwn | wwn=wwn |
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iscsi=iscsi | aiscsi=aiscsi] 
host_lun=lun |dynamic_lun]] ]
[,device_name=DeviceName  [,number=n | SYMDEV]]
[overriding
      [size=<
n
> [MB | GB | CYL]]
      [emulation=<EmulationType>]
      [config=<DevConfig>]
      [data_member_count=<
n
>]
      [mvs_ssid=<
n
>]
      [disk_group=<
n
>| name:<DskGrpName>]];


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the configure operation is blocked if the source
device specified by SymDevName is a TDAT device.


n.nn [MB | GB]


Specifies the quantity of disk space to configure.


nn devices


Specifies the number of devices to create.


SymDevName


The device name of the model device.


DirectorNum PortNum


The mapping attributes of the device are not copied. If the new devices are to be
mapped, you must specify the director/port addresses.


mapping to dir


Specifies the director and port for the mapping operation.


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, mapping to dir returns a feature not
supported error when the request includes mapping of devices to be created to ACLX
enabled front end ports. In addition, the valid range for PortNum is extended to 0 to
31.


masking hba


The masking attributes of the model device are not copied. If the new devices are to
be masked, you must specify the host HBA to which the devices should be masked.
This option is not available on arrays running Enginuity 5874.


host_lun


Specifies the LUN addresses to be used for each device that is to be added for the
host HBA.


dynamic_lun


Specifies to use the dynamic LUN addressing features but does not require a LUN
address for each device. The LUN addresses are assigned based on what may already
be in use for that host HBA.


device_name
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Specifies the user supplied name with a maximum of 64 characters including the
suffix. The legal characters for the device name include all alpha, numeric,
underscore( _ ) and period( . ). The device name plus an optional suffix can have a
maximum of 64 characters. If using a numerical suffix, the device name will be
limited to 50 characters (prefix) and the trailing numerical suffix number will be
limited to 14 characters. If not using a numerical suffix, all 64 characters can be
specified for the device name. The maximum starting suffix is 1000000.


Note


The device_name parameter is supported only for Enginuity 5874 or higher.


number


Represents the user supplied number for the starting suffix. Specifying SYMDEV will
mean that the corresponding device number will be used as the suffix.


overriding


Indicates that you will be overriding some of the characteristics of the copied device.


size


Specifies the size of the new devices.


emulation


Specifies the device emulation type. For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, valid
emulations are FBA and AS/400_D910_099. For arrays running Enginuity 5773
through 5876, valid emulation types are listed in Create one or more devices on page
244.


config


The device configuration type. For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, valid
configuration types are TDEV and TDEV+BCV. For arrays running Enginuity 5773
through 5876, possible configuration types are listed in Create one or more
devices on page 244.


data_member_count


For arrays running Enginuity 5773 through 5876, specifies the number of data
members when creating a RAID 5 or RAID 6 devices on an array with Enginuity version
5772 through 5876. You should set the value to 3 or 7 for RAID 5 (3+1) and RAID 5
(7+1) or, 6 or 14 for RAID 6 (6+2) and RAID 6 (14+2). This option is not valid on arrays
running HYPERMAX OS 5977.


mvs_ssid


When creating devices in an array that also contains CKD devices, a z/OS (MVS)
subsystem ID (mvs_ssid) value can be provided so the new FBA devices are not seen
as part of an existing subsystem ID group.


disk_group


For arrays running Enginuity 5773 through 5876, specifies the disk group number (or
name) in which to place the new devices. If this option is not specified, the model
device's disk group is not used. Instead, the system will place the hypers on any
available disk. This option is not valid on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977.


name


Specifies the name of the remote disk group. By default, the disk group name is
DISK_GROUP_xxx, where xxx, is the disk group number.


Usage is: disk_group=# or disk_group=name:DskGrpName
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Metadevice management (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Note


HYPERMAX OS 5977 does not support metadevices.


Metadevices allow individual devices to be concatenated to create larger devices. The
devices assigned in a meta sequence do not need to be adjacent.


The metahead is the first device in the metadevice and is responsible for receiving
incoming commands. When an incoming command for the metahead is processed, the
Enginuity software determines which metadevice member should execute the command.


Several operating systems, such as Windows and some open systems environments, can
have larger volumes than are provided by standard array physical disk devices. A
metadevice is a logical volume set created from individual array hypers to define volumes
larger than the current array maximum hyper volume size of 16 GB. Metadevices are
functionally the same as logical volume sets implemented with the host volume manager
software. Physically, a metadevice is two or more volumes presented to a host as a single
addressable device. It consists of a metahead device, some number of member devices
(optional), and a metatail device.


Figure 7  Concatenated metadevices
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Metadevice size requirements (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
Metadevices can contain as many as 255 members. The maximum size tested and
supported by EMC is 60 terabytes. Metadevices can consist of nonsequential and
nonadjacent volumes.


Table 30 Metadevice sizes by Enginuity version for auto_meta


Enginuity
version


Max single
device size
(CYL)


Max single
device size
(GB)


Min_auto_meta_size Auto_meta_member


Enginuity 5874
and 5876


262668 240 262669 262668


Enginuity 5773 65520 59 65521 65520
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Meta performance (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


To enhance disk system functionality and improve throughput and performance, the array
supports:


l Grouping individual physical disk devices into a metadevice


l Metadevice addressing


l Multiple I/O drive queues for metavolumes


Metadevice data addressing (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
The array supports two types of metadevice data addressing:


l Concatenated devices


l Striped devices


Concatenated devices
Concatenated devices are volume sets, organized with the first byte of data at the
beginning of the first device. Addressing continues to the end of the first device before
any data on the next device is referenced. When writing to a concatenated device, the
first metadevice member receives all the data until it is full, and then data is directed to
the next member and so on.


Striped devices
Striped metadevice addressing divides each metamember device into a series of stripes,
addressing a stripe from each device before advancing to the next stripe on the first
device. When writing to a striped volume, equal size stripes of data from each
participating drive are written alternately to each member of the set.


Figure 8  Striped data
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Striping data across the multiple drives in definable cylinder stripes benefits sequential
writes by avoiding stacking multiple writes to a single spindle and disk director. This
scheme creates a large volume, but balances the I/O activity between the disk devices
and the array disk directors.


If a stripe size is not specified when creating a striped meta, all versions of Enginuity
code consider the default stripe size as 1920 blocks of 512 bytes each:


l 1 cylinder in Enginuity 5671 and earlier = 960 512-byte blocks


l 1 cylinder in Enginuity 5773 and higher = 1920 512-byte blocks
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Note


The sum of the metamember's individual cylinder size and the metahead cylinder
size can not match. A symdev show of the metahead device shows the usable
cylinder size.


Metadevice creation methods (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
Metadevices can be created in either of the following ways:


l Automatically, with the create device command, as explained in Create devices
(Enginuity 5773 through 5876)  on page 242.


Note


The auto meta setting is enabled by default. Metadevices can be created
automatically by using the meta_member_size and the meta_config options.


l After creating a device, as explained in Form metadevices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)  on
page 256.


Form metadevices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
If the automatic meta creation feature is not enabled, use the form meta command to
form metadevices. Metadevice configurations require two sessions (form and convert) as
shown in Table 31 on page 256.


Table 31 Steps to create an SRDF BCV metadevice


Desired device type Session 1 form Session 2 convert


Meta RDF1-BCV Meta-BCV -->Meta RDF1-BCV


Meta RDF2-BCV Meta-BCV -->Meta RDF2-BCV


Note


Cacheless Read Miss support can return an error if the devices specified to form a meta
contain different Cacheless Read Miss modes.


When initially creating a metadevice, form the head and add the members in the same
command file. If using the count option, no members need to be specified. The
configuration server automatically selects members from the pool of unmapped devices
that match the metahead in size, emulation, and configuration type.


Note


Confirm that devices being considered for a metadevice have the SCSI-3 persistent
reserve flag disabled.
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Form a metadevice (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Syntax
To form a metadevice, use the following syntax:


form meta from dev SymDevName,config=MetaOption
[, stripe_size=<MetaStripeSize>[cyl]][, count=<member_count>];


Options


config


Specifies the meta configuration type. Possible values are concatenated or
striped.


stripe size


Specifies the size of the striped metadevice. This value is expressed in blocks or
cylinders. Possible sizes in 512 byte blocks are 1920, 3840, 7680, 15360, 30720,
and 61440. The stripe size must be 1920, which is the default for all versions of
Enginuity. If a stripe size is not specified when creating a striped meta, all Enginuity
codes consider the default stripe size as 1920 blocks of 512 bytes each. For
information on metavolume stripe sizes, refer to Striped devices on page 255.


cyl


Indicates that the stripe_size is expressed in cylinders. The size of a cylinder for
FBA emulation is 960 512-byte blocks.


count


Indicates the total number of devices for the configuration server to add to the new
metadevice, including the head. If using the add dev command to specify members,
omit this option.


Create RDF metadevices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Description
Use the create dev command to create static and dynamic SRDF metadevices.


Options


auto_meta


To use this option, both the local and the remote arrays must be running Enginuity
5773 through 5876 and the local array must have auto_meta enabled. Any
auto_metasettings on the remote array are ignored.


min_auto_meta_size


Specifies the minimum size of the SRDF metadevice.


Example
To create a two-member metadevice on both a local array and remote array. enter:


Note


Assume the local array is enabled for auto_meta and min_auto_meta_size is set to


30000.


create dev count=1, size = 60000, emulation=FBA, 
config=RDF1,ra_group=20,remote_config=RDF2,dynamic_capability=dyn_rdf;
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Restrictions
SRDF devices cannot be used to form metadevices in one step. The SRDF devices must
first be converted to non-RDF devices (as shown in Table 31 on page 256), the
metadevices must be formed separately on both arrays, and then the metahead on one
array can be converted back to an SRDF device.


Also, once the SRDF metadevice is established, it cannot be modified in one step. If any
modifications are required, it will have to be converted again to a non SRDF device first.


Create AS/400 metadevices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Description
Many AS/400 devices are a fixed size. The emulation type determines the size of the
device. Solutions Enabler determines the size automatically from the emulation type.


Options


auto_meta


When auto_meta is enabled, Solutions Enabler attempts to create an AS/400 non
metadevice and an AS/400 metadevice with or without a size value entered.


When auto_meta is disabled, Solutions Enabler attempts to create an AS/400 non
metadevice, and rejects a request to create an AS/400 metadevice.


Example
To create an AS/400 metadevice on an array with emulation AS/400_M4328_50, enter:


create dev count=1, emulation= AS/400_M4328_50, config=2-Way-Mir;


This creates an 8-member metadevice where total cylinder size is 143576 (native mode).


Meta configuration restrictions (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
A non meta device being converted concatenated metadevice can be mapped and online
to the host during the operation.


Note


A non metadevice being converted to a striped metadevice must be unmapped before it
can be converted.


The following restrictions apply when configuring metadevices:


l Metamembers cannot be removed from a striped metadevice.


l To create a striped metadevice, all members must be the same size and have the
same mirror protection.


l To remove a member from a concatenated metadevice, the member must be the tail.
Inner members cannot be removed.


l Only the head of a meta may have its type converted.


l Only the head of a meta is mapped or assigned to the host.


l All metas must contain at least one metamember. When a meta is formed, at least
one member must be added.


l All metadevices must be composed of devices of the same BCV type (SRDF devices
need to be converted in order to change metas).


l All metamembers must belong to the same physical disk group.
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l Metadevices must be composed of devices that are all of the same FBA emulation
type.


l Create CKD metadevices using the create dev command; not the form dev command.


l VDEV metadevices must be composed of virtual devices that are of the same
capacity, stripe size, count, and emulation type as the standard devices with which
they will be used.


l An SRDF device cannot be used to form a metadevice (refer to Table 31 on page 256
for converting a metadevice for SRDF operation). The configuration manager cannot
form a metadevice from SRDF devices that are RDFA-protected (that is, these devices
cannot be converted to non-RDF, form the metadevice, and convert them back to
RDF).


Add members to a concatenated metadevice (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Syntax
To add additional members to an existing concatenated metadevice, use the following
syntax:


add dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] to meta SymDevName;


Example
To add devices 00013 and 00014 to concatenated meta 00010, enter:


add dev 00013:00014 to meta 00010;


The -protect_data option is not supported for concatenated metadevices.


Note


Cacheless Read Miss support can return an error if the devices added to a meta contain
different Cacheless Read Miss modes.


Add members to a striped metadevice (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Description
Solutions Enabler supports expanding a striped thin metadevice with data protection.


Syntax
To add additional members to an existing striped metadevice, use the following syntax:


add dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] to meta SymDevName[, 
protect_data=[TRUE | FALSE],
 bcv_meta_head=SymDevName];


Options


protect_data


Possible values are TRUE or FALSE. The protect_data option is only for striped
metas. When set to TRUE, the configuration manager automatically creates a
protective copy to the BCV meta of the original device striping. Because this occurs
automatically, there is no need to perform a BCV establish. When set to FALSE, data
will not be preserved during the meta expansion.
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Note


For arrays running Enginuity V5773 and earlier, RAID 5 BCVs are not supported for the
protect_data option. Instead, protect data by using a mirrored BCV device.


bcv_meta_head


When adding new members to an existing striped metadevice, to protect data on the
metadevice, specify the name of a bcv_meta_head that matches the original
metadevice in capacity, stripe count, and stripe size.


Note


Thin BCV devices can be used as the bcv_meta_head. The thin BCV metahead and


all members must be bound to a thin pool.


Example
To add devices 00013 and 00014 to striped meta 00010, enter:


add dev 00013:00014 to meta 00010, protect_data=TRUE, 
bcv_meta_head=00CA;


Remove metamembers (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Syntax
To remove a metamember or members from the tail of a concatenated metadevice, use
the following syntax:


remove dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] from meta SymDevName


Example
To remove device 00014 from meta 00010, enter the following in a command file:


remove dev 00014 from meta 00010;


Dissolve a metadevice (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
The symconfigure command file uses a list of device numbers or ranges for the
dissolve meta command. This allows multiple metadevices to be dissolved with one
command.


To dissolve multiple metas, provide a list of the metahead devices, with the device
numbers, or use the device numbers of the meta heads within a device range. The
command skips over the device numbers of metamembers found in the range, dissolving
only metas for the metaheads found within the range. If non metadevices are found
within the range, an error is returned.


Syntax
To dissolve one or more metadevices, use the following syntax:


dissolve meta dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] 
[[,SymDevName[:SymdevName]]...];
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Example
To dissolve multiple metadevices, where the device numbers for the metas are
contiguous from d0 to df, including all the metaheads, create a command file containing
the following command:


dissolve meta dev d0:df;


To dissolve the meta devices, use the following command:


symconfigure -sid 266 commit -file dissolve_meta.cmd -v -noprompt


Note


A dissolve action removes the metahead and all its members.


Metadevice data preservation (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
When managing metadevices, data is not written directly to the devices involved, so the
original data is essentially preserved. However, because data is reorganized after device
management actions finish, the host cannot access all of the original data. The attached
host is responsible for handling the change to the physical geometry of the device.


Note


The expansion of striped metadevices is an exception to this rule. In this case, provide a
BCV meta to preserve the original data, which is rewritten to the newly-configured striped
metadevice.


The following table lists data management operations and their effects on data integrity.


Table 32 Metadevice data preservation


Metadevice type with data Operation Data integrity preserved status


Metadevices concatenated Adding a member Preserved


Metadevices concatenated Removing a member Preserved a


Metadevices concatenated Dissolving to non meta Not preserved b


Metadevices concatenated Converting to striped Configurable c


Metadevices striped Adding a member Configurable c


Metadevice striped Dissolve Not preserved b


a. Preserved up to where the metadevice is removed.
b. Preserved but there is no host component to piece the data together.
c. Protection is non-configurable option


NOTICE


Dissolving striped or concatenated devices causes data access loss. Adding to
concatenated metadevices preserves the metadevice data, but makes the new
members's original data inaccessible. Removing concatenated members causes data
access loss on the removed member. Use these commands with great caution.
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Configure thin metadevices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Note


HYPERMAX OS 5977 does not support thin metadevices .


Use the create dev, form meta, dissolve meta, and convert meta
commands to configure a thin metadevice. Follow these guidelines when creating thin
metadevices.


l For a striped metadevice:


n All members must be unmapped, unbound, and have the same device size.


l For a concatenated metadevice:


n On arrays running Enginuity versions 5874 or lower,only unmapped thin devices
can be formed into metadevices.


n On arrays running Enginuity 5875 or 5876, bound thin devices can be used as
metaheads; however, bound thin devices cannot be used as metamembers.


n On arrays running Enginuity 5875 or 5876, mapped or unmapped thin devices can
be formed into concatenated metadevices.


l For a thin metadevice:


n Only thin devices can be used to create a thin metadevice.


n Mixing thin and non thin devices to create a meta is not allowed.


Note


Only unbound thin metadevices can be dissolved.


Thin BCV metadevice guidelines (Enginuity 5875 - 5876)
Solutions Enabler with Enginuity 5875.198.148 and 5876 supports using a thin BCV
metavolume while expanding striped thin metavolumes.


The following guidelines apply:


l All existing rules for using regular BCV devices apply to thin BCV (such as size,
number of members, and member size).


l A thin BCV device used for data protection must be bound to a thin pool.


l A thin BCV device used for data protection must be fully allocated with the
allocate_type=persistent option.


l A thin BCV device cannot be used while expanding a standard striped metadevice.


l Using thin SRDF BCVs for data protection is not allowed.
The protect_data option is not applicable to unbound thin devices.


A thin BCV device used for data protection must be fully allocated with the persistent
option specified (explained in Create thin devices (Enginuity 5773 through 5876) on
page 311).


As a part of the expansion process, if the original metadevice was bound to a thin
pool, the new metamember is bound to the same pool.
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Bind a thin metadevice to a pool (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
When binding a thin metadevice to a pool, use the symconfigure command to bind
the metahead and give one preallocated size. Solutions Enabler distributes the
preallocated size among all of the metamembers.


The distribution depends on the type of the metadevice, as follows:


Striped metadevice — The preallocated size is distributed evenly among the members.


Concatenated metadevice — Starting from the metahead, each member receives a
minimum of the total preallocated size remaining, based on the specified
size_of_member . For example, if 175 GB were preallocated for a metadevice with
three members, each of 100 GB, Solutions Enabler allocates 100 GB to the head and 75
GB to the 2nd member and 0 GB to the last member.


Refer to Configuring Virtual Provisioning on page 307 for more information about binding
thin devices.


Convert devices
Syntax
In the symconfigure command file, use the following syntax to convert the configuration
type of an existing device or devices:


convert dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>] to
<DevConfig> [emulation=EmulationType,]
[ ra_group=<
n
>, remote_dev=<SymDevName>,
invalidate=<invalidate_opt>, [remote_mvs_ssid=<
n
>],
start_copy=<YES | NO> ] [mvs_ssid=<
n
>] [raidset = [TRUE | FALSE]];


Note


An IBM i thin device (TDEV) can be converted to a BCV+TDEV device, and a BCV+TDEV
device can be converted to a TDEV device.


Options


SymDevName


Specifies the name of the device targeted for change. To target more than one device,
indicate the first and last devices in a series separated by a colon (:).


DeviceConfig


Specifies the desired device configuration type.


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5997, Table 33 on page 265 lists allowable
configuration conversions.


For arrays running Enginuity 5773 through 5876, possible configuration conversions
are shown in the first column of Multi-session device creation (Enginuity 5773
through 5876) on page 242.


emulation


Indicates the device's emulation type.
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ra_group


Specifies the RA group number in the SRDF environment.


remote_dev


Specifies the name of the remote array device targeted for change. If a range of
SymDevNames is specified in the first line of the convert statement, the remote
SymDevName value is increased incrementally to arrive at the corresponding device
number.


invalidate_opt


Indicates the SRDF device to invalidate so a full copy can be initiated from the remote
mirror. Allowed values are R1 (invalidate the source), or R2 (invalidate the target). The
value NONE is not supported in Solutions Enabler V7.0 and higher.


remote_mvs_ssid


Specifies the remote z/OS (MVS) subsystem ID that is assigned to any device created
as a result of removing any mirror(s). If not provided, the original MVS SSID is
assigned when available. If the MVS SSID group is full, supply a new MVS SSID. Only
one remote_mvs_ssid can be used in a session; it is applied to all devices created
within that session.


start_copy


Indicates whether an SRDF pair should be synchronized after the configuration
change is committed.


Note


When creating SRDF devices, all conversions within a session must have:


l Device configuration settings that reflect the same destination SRDF type (RDF1 or
RDF2).


l The same ra_group number.


l The same invalidate option.


l The same start_copy option.


mvs_ssid


Specifies the z/OS (MVS) subsystem ID that is assigned to any device created as a
result of removing any mirror(s). If not provided, the original MVS SSID is assigned
when available. If the MVS SSID group is full, supply a new MVS SSID. Only one
mvs_ssid can be used in a session; it is applied to all devices created within that
session.


raidset


When requesting to convert a RAID-S group to unprotected devices, set raidset
equal to TRUE and list the first RAID-S member. It is not necessary to list the other
members.


Example
To convert two existing BCV devices (0001C and 0001D) to an RDF1-BCV configuration
and to invalidate the source R1 and synchronize the SRDF pair, enter:


convert dev 0001C:0001D to RDF1-BCV, ra group=1, remote_dev=0001c, 
invalidate=R1, start_copy=YES;
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Device conversion restrictions


Restrictions
The following restrictions apply when converting devices:


l The convert command can be used for three different classes of device
configuration changes, as long as the class types are performed in separate sessions.


Note


Changes for multiple operation classes can be executed in the same session, except
for dynamic SRDF changes and device pool changes.


The three class types that cannot be used in the same session are:


n Add/remove BCV/DRV attributes


n Add/remove SRDF attributes


n Increase/decrease mirroring


l Full swap operations require the R1 and R2 devices to be the same size.


l One member of a raidset cannot be converted to unprotected without converting all
members to unprotected.


l When adding/removing SRDF attributes, there are no restrictions on I/O. The SRDF
pair must be split or failed over. If failed over, the R1 device must be unmapped.


l When adding/removing BCV attributes, there are no restrictions on I/O. The
standard/BCV pair must be split.


l The SRDF mode on an SRDF device pairing will be Adaptive Copy Disk by default,
unless the SYMAPI_DEFAULT_RDF_MODE is set in the option file. If the device being
converted is a diskless R1 device, the RDF mode will default to Adaptive Copy Write
Pending, regardless of the option file setting. (Applies to arrays running Enginuity
5876.)


l For arrays running Enginuity 5773 through 5876:


n When adding DRV attributes, devices must be unmapped.


n Only the head of a metadevice can have its type changed. Changes are
automatically applied to metamember(s).


Valid thin device conversions
Thin devices can be converted to other thin device configurations, as shown in the
following table.


Note


Table 33 Thin device conversions


Original thin device Converted to


TDEV a RDF1+TDEV


TDEV a RDF2+TDEV


TDEV BCV+TDEV
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Table 33 Thin device conversions (continued)


Original thin device Converted to


BCV+TDEV b TDEV


RDF1+TDEV a TDEV


RDF2+TDEV a TDEV


BCV+TDEV a RDF1-BCV+TDEV


BCV+TDEV a RDF2-BCV+TDEV


RDF1+TDEV a RDF1-BCV+TDEV


RDF2+TDEV a RDF2-BCV+TDEV


R1-BCV+TDEV a, c R1+TDEV


R2-BCV+TDEV a, c R2+TDEV


R1+TDEV c R1-BCV+TDEV


R2+TDEV c R2-BCV+TDEV


a. Not for VMAX 10K Series systems; all devices are dynamic RDF capable by default.
b. BCV+TDEV to TDEV is the only supported conversion for a BCV+TDEV device.
c. Requires Enginuity 5875 Q32001 SR


Convert a thin device


Example
To convert a thin device TDEV to an RDF1 thin device, enter:


convert dev 00015 to RDF1+TDEV;


To create a thin R1 BCV device by converting a thin BCV device, enter:


symconfigure -sid 397 -nop -v -cmd "convert dev 015F2 to RDF1-BCV
+TDEV ra_group=10 
remote_dev=16A invalidate=R1 start_copy=no;" commit


Thin device recommendations to maximize I/O activity
Adhere the following restrictions/conditions to avoid impact on I/O activity:


l The BCV attribute is not allowed on thin SRDF devices or thin dynamic SRDF devices.


l The device being converted must not be part of a clone session.


Device group invalid warning (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
When converting devices that are currently part of a device group, some groups will be
declared invalid after particular operations.


For example, if you are performing TimeFinder operations and have placed one standard
(STD) device and one TimeFinder (BCV) device in a group. When symconfigure allows
the BCV device to change to a non-BCV device, the conversion leaves the group in an
invalid state.


To correct this:
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l Remove the TimeFinder (BCV) device from the group before starting the conversion
process.


l Or, after the device has been converted, export (symdg export) the device group and
remove from the file symdg.txt the invalid device and import (symdg import) the
device group.


Convert a metadevice (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Description
Metadevices can be converted from concatenated metadevices to striped devices using
the convert meta command. The command can also be used to change the stripe size of a
striped metadevice.


When converting from concatenated metadevices to striped devices, use the
protect_data option to preserve data on the BCV metadevice during conversion. The BCV
metadevice must match the original standard meta in size, configuration, and member
count.


Syntax
To convert a metadevice's configuration from concatenated to striped.


convert meta SymDevName config=MetaOption
[, stripe_size=MetaStripeSize>[cyl]],
[, protect_data=[TRUE|FALSE],
[bcv_meta_head=SymDevName];


Options


strip_size


Specifies the stripe size in 512 byte blocks


protect_data


Specifies whether the data needs to be protected. Possible values are TRUE or FALSE.
This option can only be used while converting a metadevice from concatenated to
striped.


bcv_meta_head


Specifies the deveice name (or thin device name).


Examples
To convert a concatenated metadevice 00030 to a striped metadevice and preserve data
during the conversion using BCV metadevice 01F, enter:


convert meta 00030, config=striped, stripe_size=1920, 
protect_data=TRUE, bcv_meta_head=01f


Note


The specified BCV metadevice must be identical to the original metadevice in capacity,
stripe count, and stripe size.


Supported thin metadevice conversions (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
The following thin metadevice conversions are supported:


l Convert thin concatenated metadevices to thin striped metadevices, without
protecting data.
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l Convert thin concatenated metadevices to thin striped metadevices, while protecting
data using a regular BCV device.


l Convert a thin concatenated metadevice to a thin striped metadevice, while
protecting the data on the thin meta using a thin BCV device that is persistently
allocated.


l Convert a thin striped metadevice to a thin concatenated device, without protecting
the data.


Set device attributes
Syntax
To set the device attributes or emulation of a number of devices in a range, use the
following form:


set device SymDevName[:SymDevName]
      [emulation=EmulationType]
      [identity = NO identity]
      [attribute=[NO] device_attr];


Options


emulation


Specifies the device emulation type, which can be the following: FBA or
CELERRA_FBA.


Note


You cannot set the device emulation type for Data Domain devices.


identity


Restores the devices identity to its original value.


attribute


Indicates if a device attribute restricts how a device can be accessed.


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, Possible values include:


l n SCSI3_persist_reserv
n DIF1
n AS400_GK


Note


You cannot set device attributes for Data Domain devices.


Examples
To convert five devices (00015 to 00019) to Celerra FBA emulation, enter:


set device 00015:00019 emulation=CELERRA_FBA;


Set device attribute values


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, Possible values include:


l n SCSI3_persist_reserv
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n DIF1
n AS400_GK


Note


You cannot set device attributes for Data Domain devices.


For arrays running Enginuity 5773 through 5876, possible values include:


l n RDB_Cksum (Enginuity 5773 and lower)


n VCMdb (for device masking on Enginuity 5773 and lower)


n SCSI3_persist_reserv (persistent group reservation) In Enginuity 5874 and
lower, this attribute is disabled by default. In Enginuity 5875 and 5876, this
attribute is enabled by default. With Enginuity 5876 Q42012SR, you cannot set or
clear the SCSI-3 persistence attribute for mapped devices; you must unmap the
device prior to setting or clearing this attribute.


n dyn_rdf (This option provides the most flexibility in performing dynamic SRDF
operations)


n dyn_rdf1_only
n dyn_rdf2_only
n ACLX (for Auto-Provisioning Groups on Enginuity 5874 and higher)


n RCVRPNT_TAG (for RecoverPoint on Enginuity 5875.198.148 and higher)


n DIF1 (Enginuity 5876)


n AS400_GK (Enginuity 5876)


Note


You can specify the dyn_rdf, dyn_rdf1_only, and dyn_rdf2_only
attributes for thin BCV devices.


To convert five devices (00015 to 00019) to Celerra FBA emulation, enter in the
command file:


Set device attribute restrictions
The following restrictions apply when setting device attributes:


l A device that is mapped or masked to an FCoE port cannot have the RCVRPVT_TAG
attribute.


l When setting the device emulation type, the devices must be unmapped. No I/O to
the devices involved.


l When setting the attribute type to a mapped device, it is recommended that you
minimize the I/O activity to the affected devices.
The following restrictions apply to setting the DIF1 device attribute:


l The DIF1 attribute can only be set on FBA devices.


l DIF1 attribute can be set on both standard and thin host-accessible devices. You
cannot set the DIF1 attribute on any internal devices.


l A device must be unmapped if resetting the DIF1 attribute.


l A device with the DIF1 attribute can only be mapped to fiber front-end directors (no
iSCSI or FCoE).


l Metadevices with the DIF1 attribute must have the same state, either all set or all
reset, on the metahead and all metamembers.
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l DIF1 attribute can not be set on DATA and SAVE devices.


l Devices can have either the RDB_Checksum attribute or the DIF1 attribute, not both.
The DIF1 flag cannot be set on a device with an active double checksum.


l Devices can have either ACLX attribute or the DIF1 attribute, not both.


l There is no relation between the DIF1 attribute and replication. Both source and
target devices of any replication can have their own DIF1 setting.


l The DIF1 attribute needs to be set before requesting a reset. If the reset request is for
a device range, and any one of the devices does not have the DIF1 attribute set, an
error returns.


AS400 Gatekeeper attribute restrictions
The following restrictions apply to setting the AS400_GK attribute:


l The AS400_GK attribute is only supported with Enginuity 5876 and higher.


l The AS400_GK attribute cannot be set on a D910_099 thin device unless the thin
device is bound to a pool.


l The AS400_GK attribute can only be set on AS/400 or Celerra FBA devices.


l The device can not be configured as SAVE, DATA, BCV, SRDF or dynamic RDF.


l The device can be member of an SG, DG, or CG.


l If an AS/400 or a Celerra FBA device is created using the command create
gatekeeper, the AS400_GK attribute is automatically enabled.


l The AS400_GK attribute can only be set on non metadevices. This attribute is only
supported on AS400 devices with the following emulation types:


n AS/400_M2107_A02


n AS/400_M2107_A04


n AS/400_M2107_A05


n AS/400_M2107_A06


n AS/400_M2107_A07


n AS/400_M2107_A82


n AS/400_M2107_A84


n AS/400_M2107_A85


n AS/400_M2107_A86


n AS/400_M2107_A87


n AS/400_M2107_050


n AS/400_M2107_099


n AS/400_D910_099


Set device geometry on Solaris hosts (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
To set the geometry for a disk on arrays managed by a Solaris host, use the
symconfigure command, which is executed using a command file.


Note


This feature is only for Solaris hosts using the format utility.


Arrays running Enginuity 5773 will display (with list and show commands) the
specified (emulated) device geometry. Therefore, when a device's geometry is changed to
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emulate an a different device type, the display does not show the native, or true
geometry, but the one that was specified.


Note


Throughout this section, Symm-6 represents arrays with Enginuity 56xx and earlier, and
Symm-7 represents arrays with Enginuity 57xx through 5876.


Some factors to consider when using the disk geometry feature are:


l The disk geometry specified will remain as the geometry for the disk, until it is
explicitly changed again.


l If a copy of a target disk is made, change the geometry of the new target too. As an
example, if a device is replicated using SRDF from Symm-6 (source) to Symm-7,
changing the geometry on the replicated Symm-7 device may be required. If the
Symm-7 device were to be cloned, the clone device does not automatically receive
the emulated geometry—it must be explicitly set.


l Keep in mind the exact geometry of the source disk and ensure that before the
migration or replication occurs, this geometry is set for the target disk.


FBA Geometry Emulation
There is also an array-wide setting called FBA Geometry Emulation that can only be
turned on by an EMC Customer Engineer. When this is set to Enabled, all devices on a
Symm-7 will emulate Symm-6 geometry. When set to Enabled on an array running
Enginuity 5874, all devices will emulateSymm-6 geometry. However, even if this setting
is enabled, the option of setting a geometry on an individual device level still exists, and
this setting will take precedence over the array-wide setting.


Set device geometry (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Syntax


Note


This feature is only for Solaris hosts using the format utility.


The syntax for setting the device geometry is as follows:


set dev SymDevName[:SymDevName]
   geometry [= SYMM-6 | = SYMM-7 | = CLARIION] 
   cyls = n;
set dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] 
   geometry = <NO GEOMETRY>;


Options


SYMM-6


The device geometry in arrays running Enginuity 56xx and earlier (64 sectors/track,
15 tracks/cylinder).


SYMM-7


The device geometry in arrays running Enginuity 57xx and higher (128 sectors/track,
15 tracks/cylinder).


CLARIION


The CLARiiON disk geometry (10 sectors/track, 16 tracks/cylinder; each sector is 512
bytes).
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cyls=n


The device cylinder size.


NO GEOMETRY


Clears the current geometry if the device has an emulated geometry set.


Restrictions
Blocks and sector size for an FBA device is 512 bytes.


The device geometry cannot be set on the following devices:


l n Metamember


n Vault device


n SFS device


n SAVE device


n DATA device


n DRV


n Mapped device


n Non-FBA device


n VCMDB device


Show device geometry


Syntax


Note


This feature is only for Solaris hosts using the format utility.


Use the following commands to display disk geometry:


symdg list -v
symdev list -v
sympd list -v
symdev show -geometry
sympd show -geometry


Examples


symdev -sid 016 show 0317 -geometry


Sample output


Device Physical Name     : Not Visible
 Device Symmetrix Name    : 00317
 Device Serial ID         : N/A
 Symmetrix ID             : 000192600175
 Number of RAID Groups    : 1
 Attached BCV Device      : N/A
 Attached VDEV TGT Device : N/A
 Vendor ID                : EMC
 Product ID               : SYMMETRIX
 Product Revision         : 5874
 Device WWN               : 60000970000192600175533030333137
 Device Emulation Type    : FBA
 Device Defined Label Type: N/A
 Device Defined Label     : N/A
 Device Sub System Id     : 0x1000
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 Cache Partition Name     : DEFAULT_PARTITION
 Device Block Size        : 512
 Device Capacity
     {
     Cylinders            :        958
     Tracks               :      14370
     512-byte Blocks      :    1839360
     MegaBytes            :        898
     KiloBytes            :     919680
     }
 Effective Device Geometry: Native
     {
     Sectors/Track        :        128
     Tracks/Cylinder      :         15
     Cylinders            :        958
     512-byte Blocks      :    1839360
     MegaBytes            :        898
     KiloBytes            :     919680
     }


... (output shortened for this example)


The Effective Device Geometry field can have four possible values:


Table 34 Values for Effective Device Geometry


Value Description


User Defined Indicates that the device has user-defined geometry.


Native Indicates the current device geometry is the same as the native geometry
for the array.


Array wide
emulation


Indicates that the array-wide FBA Geometry Emulation flag is set to


Enabled and the effective geometry shown in the output is derived from


this setting.


Note


Even if the array-wide setting is turned on, the user can still define the
geometry at the individual device level and this setting will take
precedence over the array-wide setting.


N/A For non-FBA devices.


Set device identifiers
Description
Solutions Enabler supports device identifier management on arrays. This support allows
defining names and identifiers for EMC array devices, HP devices, and VMS devices. The
definitions are configured in a command file and processed with the symconfigure
command.


A device name or identifier can be set on a single device, a range of devices, or multiple
ranges of devices. Device identifiers do not have to be unique for all devices.
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Syntax
The format of the command file for setting device identifiers follows:


    set dev SymDevName[:SymDevName]
    [[device_name = 'DevName'] | [NO DevName]]
    [[hp_identifier = 'hp_id'] | [NO hp_identifier]]
    [[vms_identifier = vms_id] | [NO vms_identifier]];


Restrictions
The device identifier can include a device_name and the hp_id or a device name and
the vms_id. The device identifier cannot include both the hp_id and the vms_id.


Note


The device_name parameter is supported only for Enginuity 5874 or higher.


l Restrictions for device_name:


n DevName can be less than or equal to 64 characters in length.


n Any character may be used except quotes, which are used to mark the start and
end of the input.


n The names are case sensitive.


n There is no default device name for a device.


l Restrictions for hp_id:


n hp_id can be less than or equal to 128 characters in length.


n Any character may be used except quotes which are used to mark the start and
end of the input.


n The identifiers are case sensitive.


n There is no default HP identifier for a device.


l Restrictions for vms_id:


n A vms_id can be a number between 0 and 32766.


Identifier exclusions
Device identifiers cannot be set on the following devices:


l Metamembers. The device identifier of the metahead device will display, if
applicable.


l The following internal devices (device identifiers display as N/A):


n VAULT


n SFS


n DRV


n SAVE (device names will be allowed for this device type)


n DATA (device names will be allowed for this device type)


View device identifiers
Use the symdev list command to view device identifiers.
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CLI commands are usually limited to an 80-character output, but if the user requests the
hp_id of a device to be displayed, the line could be over 80 characters in length. A new
form of the symdev list command displays the device identifiers.


This CLI command does not work in offline mode.


Note


Device name, device nice name, HP device identifiers, and VMS device identifiers cannot
be used in any control command. All these device identifiers are only for display. Both HP
device identifiers and VMS device identifiers can be set on any host and any devices.


Delete devices
Description
Deleting a device frees the space that it once occupied for future use.


Syntax
To delete one or more devices, use the following command:


delete dev SymDevName[:SymDevName


In the command file, you can delete one or more devices from the specified array.


Examples
To delete device 00015 from array 345, create a command file containing the following:


delete dev 00015;


Then commit the option using the command:


symconfigure -sid 345 -file delete_dev.cmd -v -noprompt commit


Restrictions (HYPERMAX OS 5977)


l The delete dev command is blocked if the source device specified by
SymDevName is a TDAT device.


l The device must not be mapped to a front-end port.


Delete devices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
Syntax
To delete one or more devices, use the following command:


delete dev SymDevName[:SymDevName][,raidset = TRUE | FALSE];


Note


The raidset option is available with arrays running Enginuity 5773 through 5876.


When requesting to delete a RAID-S group, set raidset to TRUE and list the first RAID-S
member. It is not necessary to list the other members; all will be deleted.
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Examples
To delete all devices in a RAID-S set, create a command file with a statement that only
identifies the first member of the RAID-S set:


delete dev 0015C, raidset = TRUE;


Then run the symconfigure utility:


symconfigure -sid 605 -file delete_raids.cmd -v -noprompt commit


All members will be deleted.


Restrictions


l The device emulation must be one of the following types:


n FBA


n CELERRA_FBA


n VME_512_FBA


n CKD_3380


n CKD_3390


n AS400_n


Note


AS/400 metadevices must be dissolved before being deleted.


l The device must not have an attached BCV or DRV.


l The device must not have any Snap sessions.


l If the device is a DATA device, it must be disabled and have no used tracks.


l The device must not be:


n Mapped to a front-end port


n Part of an SRDF consistency group


n A source or target of a clone session


n Held


n A virtual device that is in use


n An RDF, SFS, SAVE, or VCM database device


n A metamember


n Masked by VCM


n Bound if a thin device


n Part of a storage group or view


Device reservation management
Use the configuration change functionality to reserve devices and front-end mapping
addresses for future configuration and masking operations. This feature reserves the
devices/addresses you plan on using, verifies that no one else has reserved the
resources, and releases the reservations when the task is complete.
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All reservations are assigned a reserve ID, indicating that the specified devices/
addresses are reserved. Any attempt to use the reserved devices/addresses will return a
message indicating that the devices/addresses are reserved.


There are two types of device reservations:


l Enforced — Reservations are enforced by the SYMAPI library, and require specifying
the reserve ID to use the devices. This is the default behavior when reserving devices.


l Advisory — Reservations are enforced by co-operating applications. Some
applications can ignore advisory reservations, allowing knowledgeable users to make
configuration changes on reserved devices, provided that their changes are
compatible with the reserving task's goal.


Both types of reservations can have expiration dates associated with them, which will
automatically release a reservation if not released explicitly by the user.


Device reservations are honored only when devices are explicitly specified during
Solutions Enabler configuration change operations. Operations that allow the Enginuity
operating environment to choose devices (such as when a meta is formed and only the
metahead is specified) do not honor device reservations.


Device reservations are enabled (TRUE) by default in the options file. To disable device
reservations, set the SYMAPI_ENABLE_DEVICE_RESERVATIONS parameter in the
options file to FALSE.


Device reservations are enforced (TRUE) by default in the options file. To disable the
enforcing of device reservations, set the SYMAPI_ENFORCE_DEVICE_RESERVATIONS
parameter in the options file to FALSE.


Note


For information on changing the options file parameters, refer to the EMC Solutions
Enabler Installation Guide or the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference.


Reserve devices


Syntax
To reserve devices, use the following form:


symconfigure -sid SymmID [-expire ExpirationDate]
             [-f[ile] CmdFile | 'redirect stdin' | -cmd "Cmd"]
            -owner Owner -comment UserComment[-enforce | -advise] 
reserve


Note


When reserving devices, note the returned reserve ID for subsequent processing.


Options


ExpirationDate


Specifies the date and time for a device reservation to expire.
This is an optional parameter, and if not specified, defaults to no expiration. The
format for this parameter is:


[mm/dd[/yy]:][hh:mm[:ss]]


If you only provide the hh:mm, the current day will be assumed. If you only provide
the mm/dd, the current year will be assumed. You can also specify a four-digit year.


CmdFile
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Specifies the name of any ASCII text file containing a set of commands to process at a
higher time.
This file can be used in the following ways:


l To reserve devices for specific configuration change operations, in which case the
file will list configuration change commands.


l To reserve devices for non-specific operations, in which case the contents of the
file will use the following form:


reserve dev SymDevName[:SymDevName


Using this method allows you to reserve devices for other applications.


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the reserve dev operation is blocked
if the source device specified by SymDevName is a TDAT device.


Owner


Specifies the name of the owner of the reservation (up to 31 characters long).


UserComment


Indicates a user-specified comment detailing the device reservation (up to 255
characters long).


-enforce


Specifies an enforced reservation (default).


-advise


Specifies an advisory reservation.


Commit changes on reserved devices


Description
When committing changes on devices reserved with the Enforced flag, you must supply
the appropriate reserve ID. If you do not have the reserve ID and someone else has
reserved the devices, the commit will fail. If you have reserved the devices, or no one else
has reserved the devices, then the commit will succeed.


When committing changes on devices reserved with the Advisory flag, some
applications may not require a reserve ID. However, the symconfigure command does
require a reserve ID.


Syntax
To commit changes on devices reserved with the -enforce option, use the following
form:


symconfigure -sid SymmID -f[ile] CmdFile commit 
[-reserve_id=ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID]]]
[-remote_reserve_id=ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID]]]


Examples
To commit the changes in the command file delete.cmd, enter:


symconfigure -sid 3241 -file delete.cmd commit -reserve_id 5
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View reserved devices on an array


Syntax
To view the devices reserved on an array, use the following command:


symconfigure -sid SymmID -reserved list


View details on reservation ID


Syntax
To view details on a specific reservation ID, use the following command:


symconfigure -reserve_id ResvID show


Options


ResvID


The device reservation ID.


Release reserved devices


Description
When releasing device reservations, supply the appropriate reserve ID. Performing a
configuration change on reserved devices will not release them. Releasing a reservation
is an independent step.


Syntax
To release reserved devices, use the following form:


symconfigure -sid SymmID [-noprompt]
 -reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID]] release


Options


ResvID


Specifies the device reservation ID.


Examples
To release the set of devices with the ID 5 and 7, enter:


symconfigure -sid 3241 release -reserve_id 5,7


Device pool management (HYPERMAX OS 5977)
Arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 are shipped with pre-configured thin pools. During
the pre-configuration process, the physical disks are partitioned into a set of internal disk
groups based on the technology, capacity, and rotational speed of the disk and
protection scheme desired. In addition each disk group is fully provisioned with DATA
devices, thin pools are created, and the data devices are assigned to the thin pool
created for that disk group.


If physical disks are added after system delivery, the install process either creates one or
more new disk groups, DATA devices, and thin pools to accommodate those disks, or
adds the physical disks to existing disk pools, provisions them into DATA devices
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consistent with the disk group definition and adds the devices to the pool for that disk
group.


For details on HYPERMAX OS 5977 thin pool provisioning and restrictions, refer to Virtual
Provisioning overview (HYPERMAX OS 5977) on page 308.


Device pool management (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
There are three types of device pools used for managing data; Snap pools, SRDF/A DSE
(Delta Set Extension) pools, and thin pools.


l Snap pools, used for TimeFinder/Snap operations, store pre-update images or
change tracks during a virtual copy session. The array supports the creation of
multiple named device pools, allowing symsnap commands to select a particular
pool. This alleviates contention for SAVE device space among several snap sessions
and eliminates the possibility of a single session using all pool space.
For more information about SAVE devices and TimeFinder/Snap operations, refer to
the EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder Family CLI User Guide.


l SRDF/A DSE pools, used for SRDF operations, extend the cache space available to
SRDF/A cycles by off-loading some or all of the cycle data from cache to pre-
configured disk storage pool. These pools are configured the same as Snap pools.
For information about using SRDF/A DSE pools, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler
SRDF Family CLI User Guide.


l Thin pools, used for Virtual Provisioning operations, contain DATA devices that are
bound to thin devices. Each write to a thin device by the host is written in the bound
DATA device pool. The DATA device pools do not have a default pool.
For information on Virtual Provisioning and thin pools, refer to Configuring Virtual
Provisioning on page 307.


Device pool attributes and rules (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


All device pools
The following attributes and rules apply to all device pool types:


l All device pools must have the same disk type (EFD, FC, SATA), unless the
SYMAPI_POOL_ALLOW_MIX_TYPE setting in the options file is ENABLE.


l A device pool can only have devices of one emulation type in them. The pool itself is
not defined to be a pool for an emulation type. Instead, the first device added to the
pool defines its emulation type.


l When a pool is created, it will be created as either: snap, rdfa_dse, or thin pool.


l Device pools are made up of devices that are specifically configured to be used for
pools.


l Devices that do not belong to any pools are available to be added to a pool. Devices
in a pool are available for use once they are enabled.


l Devices can be removed from a pool, but must be disabled and drained.


Snap pools
The following attributes and rules apply to snap pools:


l A special Snap pool DEFAULT_POOL exists by default; it contains SAVE devices that
have not been assigned to any named pools but are available for Snap operations.


l A disk group must be specified when creating a SAVE device if the create dev
command is also adding the device(s) to a pool.
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SRDF/A DSE pools
The following attributes and rules apply to SRDF/A DSE pools:


l SRDF/A DSE pools can be associated (shared) with multiple SRDF/A groups.


l A single SRDF/A group can have, at most, four SRDF/A DSE pools associated with it.
There can be at most one FBA, one CKD3390, one CKD3380, and one AS400 pool.


l An SRDF/A DSE pool can contain only one type of device from the list of FBA,
CKD3390, CKD3380, and AS400.


Create a device pool (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Syntax
To create a snap or SRDF/A DSE device pool, use the following form:


create pool PoolName, type = snap | rdfa_dse


Note


The maximum number of device pools per array is 512.


Example
To create a new snap pool named Finance, enter:


create pool Finance, type=snap;


Delete a device pool (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Description
You can only delete a device pool if it does not have any members.


Syntax
To delete a device pool, use the following form:


delete pool PoolName, type = snap | rdfa_dse | thin;


Example
To delete a snap pool named Finance, enter:


delete pool Finance, type=snap;


Add devices to a pool (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Description
Only disabled and inactive devices can be added to a pool. While adding the devices, you
can specify whether they should be enabled or disabled in the pool.


Syntax
To add devices to a pool, use the following form:


add dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] to pool PoolName
 type = snap | rdfa_dse | thin [, member_state = ENABLE | DISABLE];


Options


member_state


Indicates whether the device(s) being added should be enabled or disabled in the
pool.
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Example
To add and enable devices from 0001B to 0001D to a thin provisioning data pool named
ACT20, enter:


add dev 0001B:0001D to pool ACT20, type=thin, member_state=ENABLE;


Remove devices from a pool (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Description
Only disabled and inactive devices can be removed from a pool. Once the device is
removed from a pool, the device is available to be added to any other pool.


Note


The last DATA device of a pool in a thin tier cannot be removed, even if that pool has no
bound devices.


Syntax
To remove devices from a pool, use the following form:


remove dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] from pool PoolName,
type = snap | rdfa_dse | thin;


Example
To remove device 0001E from a pool named HR30, enter:


remove dev 0001E from pool HR30, type=rdfa_dse;


Enable or disable devices in a pool (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Description
Devices can be enabled or disabled for use in a pool.


The devices in a pool do not all have to be in the same state (enabled or disabled). If all
the devices in a pool are disabled, then the pool is disabled. If at least one device in a
pool is enabled, then the pool is enabled.


To enable or disable a range of devices, all the devices must be in the same pool. To
disable a device, all sessions must be terminated, and have no used tracks.


Note


The last DATA device of a pool in a thin tier cannot be disabled, even if that pool has no
bound devices.


If a DATA or SAVE device has used tracks and is disabled, the data will be drained to
other devices in the pool if there is enough space. When complete, the device state
changes to Disabled.


Syntax
To enable or disable a device in a pool, use the following form:


enable | disable dev SymDevName[:SymDevName]
 in pool PoolName, type = snap | rdfa_dse | thin;


Options


PoolName
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Specifies the name of the device pool. It can be from 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters
long and include hyphen ( - ) and underscore ( _ ) characters.


Example
To enable the use of three new DATA devices in a pool named Finance, enter:


enable dev 0001B:0001D in pool Finance, type=thin;


Rename a device pool (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Syntax
To rename a device pool, use the following form:


rename pool PoolName to NewPoolName type = <snap | rdfa_dse | thin>; 


Restrictions


l The array must be running Enginuity 5875 or 5876.


l The new pool name must adhere to the same naming restrictions as when creating a
pool.


l In a single command file that includes operations on a pool and a pool rename:


n Use the old pool name for the pool operations and rename the pool as the last
operation.


n Rename the pool as the first operation and use the new name for the subsequent
pool operations.


You cannot use the old pool name for some operations, change the pool name, and
then use the new pool name for subsequent operations.


l Snap, thin, and DSE pools can be renamed; however, the default pool name
(DEFAULT_POOL) for snap cannot be changed.


l A pool cannot be created and renamed in the same session.


Monitor a device pool (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Syntax
To monitor usage of a device pool, use the symcfg monitor command:


symcfg [-sid SymmID] [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-offline]
         [-percent <1-100> -action ScriptFile [-norepeat]]
         [-snap | -rdfa_dse | -thin] [-pool PoolName] 
         [-mb] [-gb]
       monitor


Options


-action


Selects a script that should be run when the specified percent value is encountered.
The full pathname to the action script must be specified. The first argument passed to
the script is automatically set to the percent value.


-c


Indicates the number (count) of times to display or to acquire an exclusive lock on the
array host database, the local array, and the remote arrays.


-i
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Specifies the repeat interval in seconds to display or to acquire an exclusive lock on
the array host database, the local array, and the remote arrays. The default interval is
10 seconds. The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


monitor


Checks the total percent full of the devices currently configured in the pool and can
optionally execute a script file if a specified percentage is encountered.


-norepeat


Specifies that the action script should only be run once if the threshold has been
met. Used with the action script option on the monitor command.


-percent


Causes the action script to be executed when the percent full argument is
encountered.


-pool


Specifies an SRDF/A DSE, snap, or thin pool.


-snap


Specifies that the pool type is a snap pool.


-rdfa_dse


Specifies that the pool type is an SRDF/A DSE pool.


-thin


Specifies that the pool type is a thin pool.


View a device pool (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Example
To display all pools, use the symcfg list command with the array ID:


symcfg list -sid 397 -pools


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000194900397
                         S Y M M E T R I X   P O O L S
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
             T T                                                        F   S
             y e                                                        u   t
 Pool        p c Dev   Dev             Total  Enabled     Used     Free ll  a
 Name        e h Emul  Config         Tracks   Tracks   Tracks   Tracks (%) te
------------ - - ----- ------------ -------- -------- -------- -------- --- ---
DEFAULT_POOL S M FBA   2-Way Mir       50775    50775        0    50775   0 Ena
  . . .
CKD_POOL     T S 3390  2-Way Mir       29376    29376      240    29136   0 Ena
TR1_POOL     T S FBA   2-Way Mir     3486576  2586576   115260  2471316   4 Ena
  . . .
testPRC      T - N/A   Unknown             0        0        0        0   0 Dis
test_prc     T S FBA   2-Way Mir       14700        0        0        0   0 Dis
  . . .
HR_POOL      T S 3390  2-Way Mir      146880   146880      960   145920   0 Ena
  . . .
Total                               -------- -------- -------- -------- ---
Tracks                               3957531  3018099   116820  2901279   3
Legend:
  Pool (Type):
    S = Snap,  R = Rdfa DSE  T = Thin
  (Tech)nology:
    S = SATA, F = Fibre Channel, E = Enterprise Flash Drive, M = Mixed, - = N/A
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Note the following:


The pool state is Disabled, if all devices in the pool are disabled. The pool state is
Enabled, if any device is enabled.


Free Tracks is (Enabled - Used); the disabled tracks are not counted when
counting free tracks.


Full % is (Used Tracks/Enabled Tracks * 100); disabled tracks are not counted.


Map devices
Description
The Device Reallocation feature allows for mapping devices to front-end director ports, or
mapping a range of devices to consecutive addresses starting from a specified address.


Syntax
To map a device to a director port, use the following command:


map dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] to dir DirectorNum:PortNum[, 
emulation = EmulationType]
[starting][target = ScsiTarget,] lun = ScsiLun[, vbus = FibreVbus


Note


Parameters after the map dev command can be in any order.


Options


emulation


Indicates the device's emulation type. This option is required when performing
operations on a Celerra device, and indicates that you are aware that you are
changing the Celerra environment. Solutions Enabler supports mapping IBM i thin
devices.


lun


Specifies the SCSI logical unit number (hex value).


starting


Specifies the starting address for the range of devices.


target


Specifies the SCSI target ID (hex value).


vbus


Specifies the virtual bus (vbus) address for mapping to an FA port if using volume set
addressing.


PortNum


Indicates the port number.


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the valid range for PortNum is extended to 0
to 31.
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Examples
To map device 00030 to director 16A, port 0, and SCSI target/LUN 0, 7, enter in the
command file:


map dev 00030 to dir 16A:0 target=0, lun=7;


To map a device 00032 to director 16A, port 0, and SCSI target/LUN 0,2 and update the
device masking database by specifying the WWN 20000000c920b484 of the host bus
adapter (HBA) port through which a host accesses the device, enter the following
command:


map dev 00032 to dir 16A:0 target=0, lun=2, wwn=20000000c920b484;


Restrictions


l When mapping, there are no restrictions on I/O if adding a second path.


l After committing a symconfigure mapping operation, update the device mapping
information within the host system environment. Attempting host activity with a
device after it has been removed or altered, but before the host's device information
has been updated, can cause host errors.


l To update the hosts, run the utilities designed for the specific platform as described
in Introduce devices to a host  on page 291. After the host environment is updated,
I/O activity can resume with the array device.


l For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the following apply:


n The map dev command returns a feature not supported error when mapping
devices to ACLX enabled front end ports.


n The map dev command returns a feature not supported error if the devices are
encapsulated devices being used as TimeFinder VX source devices.


l For arrays running Enginuity 5875 or lower, mapping a RecoverPoint-tagged device or
an AS/400 device to an FCoE director is only supported.


Obtain list of addresses


Syntax
To obtain a list of used addresses, including the next available address, use the following
command:


symcfg list -SA all -address -available


Map CKD devices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)
Solutions Enabler supports the mapping or un-mapping of a range of CKD device from an
EA/EF port. In addition, it also supports assigning PAV alias addresses for devices already
mapped.


Note


The mapping of CKD devices is not supported for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977.
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Map a range of devices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Syntax
To map a range of device to an EA/EF port, use the following form:


map dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] to dirDirectorNum:PortNum, starting
base_address=cuu_address [mvs_ssid=
nnn
];


To map a range of devices to an EA or EF port, using the same addressing from a different
port, use the following form:


map dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] to dirDirectorNum:PortNum, 
copying dirDirectorNum:PortNum


Options


base_address


Specifies the base address to be assigned to the first device in the mapping request.
It will be incremented by one for each device in the range of devices being mapped.


Mainframe ports expect devices to be mapped in groups to form CU images. The first
digit in the address is the CU image number, which can range from 0 to FF (Enginuity
5875). The remaining two digits can range from 00 to 0xFF.


You can divide the set of 256 cu_address available in a CU image into base
addresses and aliases, as is required.


mvs_ssid


When mapping a range of devices to an EA/EF port, you may need to change the
current mvs_ssid assigned to the devices. If the devices are becoming part of an
existing CU image, they will be assigned the mvs_ssid of the devices already
mapped. If a new CU image is being formed and mapped, a new mvs_ssid can be
assigned during the map request.


copying dir


Specifies a directory from which to copy; used with Enginuity version 5671 for each
EA/EF port.


Example
To map devices 0001D through 00023 to CU image A, where the next free base address is
20 and the SSID is 140, enter:


map dev 0001D:00023 to dir 01C:1 starting base_address=A20 
mvs_ssid=140;


Copy the mapping of a range of devices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Description
To copy a CU image mapping, all devices in the range must be mapped to the same CU
image, or not mapped at all. Devices within the specified range that are not mapped will
be ignored as long as they are not mappable (SAVE devices, DRVs, and so on). If a device
in the range is not mappable, the request will be rejected.
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Syntax
To copy a CU image mapping from one port to another, use the following form:


map dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] to dir DirectorNum:PortNumcopying dir 
DirectorNum:PortNum


Example
To copy addresses of devices 00010 through 00050 from port 03C:0 to port 03D:0 ,
enter:


map dev 00010:00050 to dir 03D:0 copying dir 03C:0;


Copy CU image mapping (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Syntax
To copy a CU image mapping from one port to another, use the following form:


map dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] to dir DirectorNum:PortNumcopying dir 
DirectorNum:PortNum


Copy mapping of device range (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Syntax
To copy addresses of devices 00010 through 00050 from port 03C:0 to port 03D:0 ,
enter:


map dev 00010:00050 to dir 03D:0 copying dir 03C:0;


Assign PAV alias addresses to mapped devices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Description
When assigning PAV alias addresses to mapped devices, the aliases are propagated to
all director ports to which the devices are mapped. Devices within the range that are not
mapped are skipped. If any devices in the range are mapped to a different CU image than
the first device, an error will be returned. If the device range has base addresses with
gaps, the aliases will also have gaps.


Mainframe ports expect devices to be mapped in groups to form CU images. The first digit
in the address is the CU image number, which can range from 0 to 0xF. The remaining two
digits can range from 00 to 0xFF.


Syntax
To assign a PAV alias address range to a CU image, use the following form:


add pav alias_range 
nnnnn
:
nnnnn


 to mvs_ssid =
 nnn
;


To assign PAV alias addresses to devices mapped to EA or EF ports, use one of the
following forms, according to the version of Enginuity:
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l For Enginuity 5671, use the following form:


add pav alias to dev SymDevName[:SymDevName], starting alias=
cuu_address


l For Enginuity version 5773 through 5876, use the following form:


add pav alias to dev SymDevName[:SymDevName], alias count=
nnn


Note


For these assignments to take effect, run the add pav alias_range command first,


then run the add pav alias to dev command.


Examples


l To add a PAV alias range to a CU image using SSID 140, enter:


add pav alias_range addr 00080:0009f to mvs_ssid=140;
l To add the alias A60 to device 01D, which is already mapped, enter:


add pav alias to dev 01D starting alias=A60
l To add total PAV aliases to device 37a, enter:


add pav alias to dev 37a , alias count=32


Remove PAV alias addresses from mapped devices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Syntax
To remove PAV alias addresses from devices mapped to EA or EF ports, use the following
forms, according to the version of Enginuity:


l For Enginuity version 5671, use the following form:


remove pav alias from dev SymDevName[:SymDevName], 
starting alias=cuu_address


l For Enginuity version 5773 through 5876, use the following form:


remove pav alias from dev SymDevName[:SymDevName], alias count=
nnn


Remove PAV alias addresses from CU image (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


Syntax
To remove a PAV alias address range from a CU image, use the following form:


remove pav alias_range from mvs_ssid =
nnn


Unmap devices
Description
The Device Reallocation feature allows for unmapping devices from front-end director
ports.


Unmapping can be from one or all ports. Since all devices with the same SSID must either
be mapped or unmapped, specify an SSID when unmapping only some devices in a CU
image.
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Syntax
To unmap devices from a director port, use the following form:


unmap dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] from dir
<ALL:ALL | ALL:PortNum | DirectorNum:ALL | DirectorNum:PortNum>
[, emulation = EmulationType]
[, devmask_access = remove | retain];


Options


PortNum


Indicates the port number.


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the valid range for PortNum is extended to 0
to 31.


emulation


Indicates the device's emulation type. This option is required when performing
operations on a Celerra device, and indicates that you are aware that you are
changing the Celerra environment.


devmask_access


This option is for Enginuity 5773 and lower. Indicates whether the device masking
database should be updated.


l The remove option indicates that device masking access entries for the device
should be removed from the VCMDB.


l The retain option specifies that entries remain in the database.


Restrictions
For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the unmap dev command returns a feature not
supported error when unmapping devices from ACLX enabled front end ports.


Unmap devices from EA or EF ports


Syntax
To unmap a range of devices from EA or EF ports, use the following form:


unmap dev SymDevName:[SymDevName] from dir 
< ALL:ALL | ALL:PortNum | DirectorNum:ALL | DirectorNum:PortNum 
[new_ssid = nnn];


Options


PortNum


Indicates the port number.


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the valid range for PortNum is extended to 0
to 31.
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Example
To unmap five devices from a CU image so that meta CKDs can replace them and assign
the devices an SSID different from the CU image, enter:


unmap dev 0013B:0013F from dir all:all, new_ssid=0160;


I/O activity and unmapping devices
The following items describe how to avoid impacting I/O.


l When unmapping, no I/O activity is allowed on any devices in the specified mapped
path. Devices must be made Not Ready or Write Disabled.
For example, to make the device Not Ready:


symdg create -type [REGULAR | RDF1 | RDF2] DgName   symdg -g 
DgName -sid SymmID add dev SymDevName   symdg -g DgName not_ready


l When unmapping only one path to a multi-pathed device, you may prefer to write
disable that path only:


symdg -g DgName -SA 16A -p 0 write_disable


To make a device Not Ready without creating a device group:


symdev -sid SymmID not_ready SymDevName


Note


Do not use the write_disable argument with the symrdf command, as this write


disables the source (R1) device(s) or the target (R2) device(s) to its/their local hosts.


l After committing a symconfigure mapping operation, update the device mapping
information within the host system environment. Attempting host activity with a
device after it has been removed or altered, but before the host's device information
has been updated, can cause host errors.
To update the hosts, run the utilities designed for the specific platform as described
in Introduce devices to a host  on page 291. After the host environment is updated,
I/O activity can resume with the array device.


Introduce devices to a host
After reconfiguring an array by moving, deleting, adding, or modifying one or more
devices, update the host so that the host recognizes the new array configuration. For
some platforms, the symcfg scan command is available to perform the host update.
These include Sun Solaris, HP-UX, IBM AIX, Tru64/OSF1, and Windows systems.


After mapping devices to a host or changing device channel addresses, the following
actions are required to introduce devices for each of the following host types.


Introduce devices to Sun Solaris systems


Syntax
To add or modify devices while online in the Solaris environment, use the following form:


drvconfig | symcfg scan
disks
devlinks
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Note


Follow the instructions in the Solaris documentation to introduce new devices to the host
environment.


Introduce devices to HP-UX systems


Syntax
To view mapping change results for HP-UX hosts, use the ioscan command in a
statement similar to the following:


ioscan -fnC disk


To define newly connected physical volumes to the HP-UX host system without rebooting
it, use the following form:


insf -e


Note


For more information, refer to the HP 9000 documentation.


Introduce devices to IBM AIX systems
To introduce new devices for AIX hosts, perform the following actions:


Procedure


1. From the SMIT menu, select Devices > Fixed Disk > Add a Disk.


2. Select the EMC SYMMETRIXdefinition from the disk table.


3. Select the SCSI bus on which the new disk resides.


4. Type the connection address for the new device (target, LUN).


5. Select EXECUTE.


6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 for each new device being added to the configuration.


Introduce devices to HP Tru64 UNIX systems
To introduce new devices for Tru64 UNIX hosts, perform the following actions:


Procedure


1. At the prompt, type:


scsimgr -scan_bus bus=BUSNUM
2. Repeat for each LUN:


3. Write a label to the device you are defining:


disklabel -rw rz<lun_letter><unitID> <label>
4. Change the ownership on the device to a particular application:


chown <owner>:<group> *rz<lun letter><unitID>*
5. Follow the host documentation to introduce new devices to the host environment.
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Introduce devices to Windows systems
To introduce new or changed devices for Windows hosts, while the system remains
online:


Procedure


1. From the desktop, select Start > Settings > Control Panel > Add /Remove Hardware.
Complete the wizard to discover and add the new devices.


2. Partition and format the new devices as described in the documentation for the
specific Windows OS version.


Configure dynamic SRDF-capable devices (Enginuity 5773)


Note


Dynamic SRDF is enabled by default on arrays running Enginuity 5874 and higher. This
section applies to arrays running Enginuity 5773 and lower.


Devices can be configured with symconfigure to be dynamic SRDF-capable devices.
Dynamic SRDF functionality allows for creating, deleting, and swapping SRDF pairs while
the array is in operation. Using dynamic SRDF technology, you can establish SRDF device
pairs from non-SRDF devices, and then synchronize and manage them in the same way as
configured SRDF pairs.


In addition, when enabled, the SRDF device designations of a specified device group can
be dynamically swapped using the symrdf command. Source R1 device(s) become
target R2 device(s) and target R2 device(s) become source R1 devices. Swaps using
dynamic SRDF perform faster.


Note


Dynamic swap is not supported if Enginuity versions are mixed between your local and
remote arrays.


For information on using the devices with SRDF commands, refer to the EMC Solutions
Enabler SRDF Family CLI User Guide.


Before dynamic SRDF operations can be performed, the following is required:


l The array must have the dynamic SRDF feature enabled.


l The devices on which you want to perform dynamic SRDF operations must have the
dynamic SRDF attribute set.


These actions must be performed on both the local and remote arrays.


Enable dynamic SRDF on the device (Enginuity 5773)


Description
After you identified non-SRDF devices that you want available for use as dynamic SRDF
devices, create and commit a command file that enables the dynamic SRDF operations
for those devices.


Note


For information on using the devices with SRDF commands, refer to the EMC Solutions
Enabler SRDF Family CLI User Guide
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Syntax
Use the following syntax in the command file:


set dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] attribute = dyn_rdf | dyn_rdf1_only | 
dyn_rdf2_only


Options


dyn_rdf


Using the dyn_rdf option provides the most flexibility.


dyn_rdf1_only


This option limits a device to an R1. Using this option revents the ability to perform
SRDF swaps.


dyn_rdf2_only


This option limits a device to an R2. Using this option revents the ability to perform
SRDF swaps.


Example
The following is an example of the command file:


set dev 00020:0002A attribute=dyn_rdf;
set dev 00040:00045 attribute=dyn_rdf;
set dev 00056:0005A attribute=dyn_rdf;


View devices available for use in dynamic SRDF


Description
Before creating a command file to enable dynamic SRDF on devices, identify the non-
SRDF devices that you want available for use as dynamic SRDF devices.


Syntax
To view the set of devices currently available for use in dynamic SRDF operations:


symdev list -dynamic


Commit enabling dynamic SRDF on the device


Examples
To commit, use the following command:


symconfigure -sid 5605 -file set_device_dyn_rdf.cmd -noprompt -v 
commit


Set SRDF group attributes
Description
SRDF group attributes allow you to assign priorities to SRDF/A sessions, and to set the
minimum amount of time before attempting an SRDF/A cycle switch. Use the symrdf
command to set SRDF attributes for arrays running Solutions Enabler. Refer to the EMC
Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI User Guide for more details.


NOTICE


Starting with Solutions Enabler V8.0.1, the ability to set SRDF group attributes using the
symconfigure command is no longer available. Use the symrdf command to set
SRDF attributes for arrays running Solutions Enabler.
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Swap RA groups
Description
Use the symrdf command to set swap devices in an RA group from target to source.
Refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI User Guide for more details.


NOTICE


Starting with Solutions Enabler V8.0.1, the ability to swap SRDF group attributes using
the symconfigure swap ra group command is no longer available. Since
symconfigure support for performing application-specific functions requires more
restrictive access and authorization rights, generally requires more system resources
(due to the session management overhead) and is more time-consuming, this
functionality is no longer supported.


Convert directors (Enginuity 5876 only)
Description


Note


This operation is not supported for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 and will return the
error SYMAPI_C_FEATURE_NOT_AVAILABLE.


With Enginuity 5876, change of the director emulation type is supported. This support is
for FA and RA director types in a switched SRDF environment. Other director types are not
supported.


Note


The system checks for Access Control permission CFGSYM and for an SRDF license.


Syntax
Use the convert dir option with the symconfigure command to convert an FA
director to an RF director, and vice versa, as follows:


convert dir DirNum to type = <RF | FA>;


Example
To convert a director type from FA to RF, create a command file containing the following
command:


convert dir 7H to type = RF;


Executing the command file will convert the director type.


Note


After the convert director request executes successfully, issue a symcfg list to


verify the new director types.
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Restrictions when converting directors (Enginuity 5876 only)


FA to RF restrictions


l The array must not be in SRDF/DM (Data Mobility) mode.


l The array must have an SRDF license to convert from FA to RF. However, conversion
from FA to RF is possible without SRDF set up on the array.


l The FA director cannot have mapped devices.


l The FA/RF conversion must be a standalone request. Other commands (such as
unmapping devices) cannot be executed together with a director FA/RF conversion in
the same request.


l Director types FA and RF are the only supported types for conversion.


l Solutions Enabler does not enforce director order (allow 7G to be RF if 7H is not).


l Conversion operations on multiple different directors will be allowed in the same
symconfigure session, however you cannot convert the same director multiple
times in the same session.


l Solutions Enabler does not support converting the director type of both directors in
an SRDF pair in a single session. Separate commands must be issued for converting
the directors on local and remote arrays.


l If an abort action is requested when the commit is in processing, the abort may fail
if the processing has passed the point of no return.


l Conversion is not allowed when the FA director is a 16 Gb director.


RF to FA restriction


l Solutions Enabler will check in the case of RF to FA conversion that the RF director
does not have any configured SRDF groups (static or dynamic).


Port to director emulation support (HYPERMAX OS 5977)
For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 there is only a single emulation instance of a
specific type (FA, DA, RF, EF, etc.) available per director board. If more connectivity is
needed, add additional ports to an existing emulation instance. That instance uses all
cores configured to it to drive the workload across all ports assigned to it.


Each director board can contain up to 32 physical ports. These physical ports can be
assigned to compatible emulation instances (and are numbered from 0-31) based on the
rules outlined below. In addition, directors containing a Fibre Channel emulation have 32
virtual ports (numbered 32-63), which are reserved for use by internal guests. A
capability attribute on each physical port determines the set of front-end emulations to
which the port may be assigned.


The following emulation types support associating (assigning) unused ports to front-end
emulations and disassociating (freeing) them:


l FA


l RF


Arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 do not support association of ports to EF (FICON)
emulations.
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Associate ports to director emulations (HYPERMAX OS 5977)


Description
Use the symconfigure associate port command to associate one or more
physical ports to a director emulation type in the specified director board.


Syntax
Use the following form:


associate port <port_num>[,<port_num>. . .] to dir <dir_num>;


Options


dir_num


The director number of the emulation.


Example
To associate ports 2 and 4 to emulation type FA on director 7E, use the following
command:


associate port 2,4 to dir 7E ;


Executing the command file assigns ports 2 and 4 to FA emulation on director 7E.


Restrictions


l The following security privileges are required to execute this operation:


n Required Access type: CFGSYM


n Required Authorization Rights: Storage Admin


l Only free ports can be associated with director emulations. To display free ports, use
the CLI command symcfg list -sid xxx -port -free.


l Associating ports to RE and EF emulations is not supported.


l Virtual ports cannot be associated or disassociated from an emulation.


l Ports cannot be added to IM, EDS, or DA emulations. If the specified director is
running one of those emulations, the operation fails with the error
SYMAPI_C_DIR_IS_NOT_A_FRONT_DIR.


l If any of the specified ports is already associated with an emulation, the operation
fails with the error SYMAPI_C_PORT_ALREADY_ASSOCIATED and none of the specified
ports will be associated.


l If the capabilities of any of the specified ports are incompatible with the emulation
running on the director, the operation fails with the error
SYMAPI_C_EMULATION_PORT_MISMATCH and none of the specified ports will be
associated.


l Fibre Channel ports can only be associated with FA and RF emulations.


l Associating ports to director emulation configures the ports in Offline state. You
have to change the state of the ports to Online to make them usable.


Verify port status after association


Description
After successfully assigning the ports to a given emulation on a director, issue the
symcfg list -dir ALL command to verify that the ports are assigned to the
requested director.
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Examples


symcfg list -dir ALL -sid 064


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000197100064 (Local)
    S Y M M E T R I X    D I R E C T O R S
    Ident  Type          Engine  Cores  Ports  Status
    -----  ------------  ------  -----  -----  ------
    IM-7A  IM               1      1      0    Online
    IM-8A  IM               1      1      0    Online
    ED-7B  EDS              2      2      0    Online
    ED-8B  EDS              2      2      0    Online
    DF-7C  DISK             3      2      4    Online
    DF-8C  DISK             3      2      4    Online
    FA-7E  FibreChannel     4      1      2    Online
    FA-7E  FibreChannel     4      1      4    Online
    FA-8E  FibreChannel     4      1      3    Online
    RF-7G  RDF_BI_DIR       5      1      1    Online
        RF-8G  RDF_BI_DIR       5      1      1    Online


Disassociate ports from director emulations (HYPERMAX OS 5977)


Description
Use the symconfigure disassociate port command to disassociate one or more
physical ports from an emulation type in the specified director board.


Syntax
Use the following form:


disassociate port <port_num>[,<port_num>. . .] from dir <dir_num>;


Options


dir_num


The director number of the emulation.


Example
To disassociate ports 1 and 4 from emulation type FA on director 7E, use the following
command:


disassociate port 1,4 from dir 7E ;


Restrictions


l The following security privileges are required to execute this operation:


n Required Access type: CFGSYM


n Required Authorization Rights: Storage Admin


l Disassociating ports from RE and EF emulations is not supported.


l Virtual ports cannot be associated or disassociated from an emulation.


l Passthru ports cannot be disassociated from an emulation.


l Ports cannot be removed from IM, EDS, or DA emulations. If the specified director is
running one of those emulations, the operation fails with the error
SYMAPI_C_DIR_IS_NOT_A_FRONT_DIR.
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l If any of the specified ports is not associated with the specified director, the
operation fails with the error SYMAPI_C_EMULATION_PORT_MISMATCH and none of
the specified ports will be disassociated.


l If the specified director is running an FA or FE emulation and one of the specified
ports is in a port group, the operation fails with the error
SYMAPI_C_DIR_HAS_PORT_IN_USE.


l If the specified director is running an SE emulation and one of the specified ports has
IP interface configured on it, the operation fails with the error
SYMAPI_C_DIR_HAS_PORT_IN_USE.


l If the specified director is running an RF emulation and one or more of the specified
ports has RDF groups defined on it, the operation fails with the error
SYMAPI_C_DIR_HAS_PORT_IN_USE.


l Ports can be disassociated from director emulations only if they are in Offline
state.


Verify port status after disassociation


Description
After dissociating ports from a given director emulation, issue the symcfg list -
port -free command to list the ports currently available to be associated with a
director along with their supported interface types, maximum speed, and status.


Examples


symcfg list -port -free -sid 064


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000197100064
              Flags  Speed
  Slot  Port  FCIS   Gb/sec  Status
  ----  ----  -----  ------  -------
     7    18  Y...        8  Powered
     7    20  .Y..        8  Powered
     8    19  ..Y.        8  Powered
     8    21  ...Y        8  Powered
Legend:
  Flags:
    (F)C       : Y = Yes, . = No
    F(C)OE     : Y = Yes, . = No
    F(I)CON    : Y = Yes, . = No
    I(S)CSI    : Y = Yes, . = No


Set port characteristics
Syntax
To set the port characteristics of a specified director, use the following form:


set port DirectorNum:PortNum[FlagName = enable | disable][, ...] ] 
gige primary_ip_address = IPAddress     primary_netmask = 
IPAddress,     default_gateway = IPAddress,     isns_ip_address = 
IPAddress     primary_ipv6_address = IPAddress,
     primary_ipv6_prefix=<0-128>,
[fa_loop_id = Integer] [hostname = HostName];
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Note


When setting port attributes, it is recommended that you temporarily suspend I/O activity
to the effected ports during this operation.


Options


FlagName


A SCSI or fibre port flag. Possible values for the SCSI protocol flags are in Table 35 on
page 301, and the values for the fibre protocol flags are in Table 36 on page 303.


NOTICE


Incorrectly changing the port flags can render the storage system inaccessible. Be
sure of your needs before resetting these flags.


gige


Indicates that one or more network address values are going to be specified for a
front-end Gig-E director. Addresses should use the Internet standard dot notation.


primary_ip_address


The IP address for a front-end Gig-E port.


primary_netmask


The IP netmask for a front-end Gig-E port.


default_gateway


The gateway or router address for a front-end Gig-E port.


isns_ip_address


The IP address for the Internet Storage Name Service (ISNS) associated with a front-
end Gig-E port.


primary_ipv6_address


The IPv6 address for the front-end Gig-E port.


primary_ipv6_prefix


The IPv6 mask prefix for a front-end Gig-E port. The value can be 0-128, indicating the
number of initial bits in the subnet that are identical.


fa_loop_id


The FA director loop ID (arbitrated loop physical address). Valid values are 0 through
125. (Hard Addressing must be enabled.) Not applicable for Gig-E ports.


hostname


The 12-character hostname.


Example
To turn on the write protect access logix (ACLX) for director 7E, port 0, enter:


set port 7e:0 ACLX=enable;
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SCSI protocol flags


Table 35 SCSI protocol port flags


SCSI protocol flags Description


Auto_Busy When enabled specifically for Unisys A-series platforms only, this flag enables the auto-busy
mechanism so that the array returns a Busy to all Unisys host requests.


Avoid_Force_Negotiate When enabled for Sequent V4.2.3 and lower, the array never initiates negotiations. Normal array
behavior is to initiate negotiations after an offline-to-online transition. This is for hosts that do not
handle negotiations.


Avoid_Reset_Broadcast When enabled, a SCSI bus reset only occurs to the port that received the reset (not broadcast to all
channels).


Command_Reordering When enabled with Tag Command Queuing in use, the incoming SCSI commands become reordered
to Simple Queuing. The default is enabled and should only be disabled upon a request from EMC.


Common_Serial_Number This flag should be enabled for multipath configurations or hosts that need a unique serial number
to determine which paths lead to the same device.


Note


This flag is not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977. Setting this flag will return a feature
not supported error.


Cyl_Count_In_Namea When this flag is enabled, the array with the specified port embeds the cylinder count into the
product ID returned in the SCSI Inquiry command. Enabled for Pyramid only when it is desirable to
embed the array support into the Pyramid kernel.


Disable_False_Disconnecta When enabled for debugging, this flag prevents the port from performing a False Disconnect
operation. (Default is disabled and currently, you cannot change this flag.)


Disable_Interleaved_Cmdsa When enabled (always), metavolume command interleaving is being supported. This allows multiple
metamembers to operate at the same time on the same volume.


Disable_Mini_Qa When enabled for debugging, this flag disables the use of the Mini Queue on the port. (Default is
disabled and currently, you cannot change this flag.)


Disable_Q_Reset_on_UA When enabled, a Unit Attention (UA) that is propagated from another director does not flush the
queue for this device on this director. Used for hosts that do not expect the queue to be flushed on a
0629 sense (only on a Hard Reset).


Disable_Ultraa When enabled, this flag disables Ultra SCSI on an Ultra capable SA port. (Default is disabled and
currently, you cannot change this flag.)


Environ_Set When enabled, this flag enables the environmental error reporting by the array to the host on the
specific port.


HP3000_Modeb When enabled for HP MPE 5.0 and Enginuity 5062 and lower, this flag causes the array port to return
a SCSI Busy state instead of a 0B44 sense code when an xx3C error occurs.


Linked_Commandsa When enabled, this flag enables support of SCSI linked commands. It allows a host to chain SCSI
commands in a manner similar to mainframe Channel Command Words (CCWs). (Default is enabled,
and currently, you cannot change this flag.)


Negotiate_Reset When enabled for AS/400 hosts, this flag forces a SCSI negotiation by the array after:
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Table 35 SCSI protocol port flags (continued)


SCSI protocol flags Description


l A SCSI reset


l An error


l A bus device reset


This flag is used for AS/400 systems only (default is off).


PBAY_Monitor For the Sequent platforms only to allow emulation of the Sequent PBAY. When enabled, this flag
enables low-level polling of the SCSI bus in order to intercept the nonstandard SCSI operations
required for a Sequent PBAY disk subsystem. Must be used for the Sequent cluster operation for the
Symmetry system for Sequent V4.2.x operating systems only. Must not be used on versions higher
than V4.2.x or for any NUMA-Q systems and also not used for Fibre Channel.


SCSI_3 When enabled, the Inquiry data is altered when returned by any device on the port to report that the
array supports SCSI 3 protocol. When this flag is disabled, the SCSI 2 protocol is supported.


SCSI_Support When enabled, this flag provides a stricter compliance with SCSI standards for managing device
identifiers, multi-port targets, unit attention reports, and the absence of a device at LUN 0.


Sequentb When enabled, the array on the specified port does not force wide or synchronous negotiations, and
sets the task timeout window to be 15 seconds before aborting a process. In addition, a busy status
is returned instead of an 0B44H when aborting a command on a timeout.


Server_On_AS400 When enabled for AS/400 platforms, this flag indicates that the port is to behave as a server,
returning server inquiry data, rather than AS/400 data.


Note


This flag is not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977. Setting this flag will return a feature
not supported error.


Set_Qerr This flag should be enabled for SGI platforms only to flush the queue on a contingent allegiance
condition (CAC). Must be used for V5.3 and V6.2 SGI operating systems and cluster environments.
Not used on versions higher than V6.2.


Siemensb For Siemens R-Series platforms only. When this flag is enabled for Siemens, the array returns in the
sense data error 0B48, instead of 0B44 for normal behavior.


Soft_Reset When enabled for a Bull/GCOS-7 host, the array port supports the SCSI Soft Reset option.


SPC2_Protocol_Version This flag should be enabled (default) in a Windows 2003 environment running Microsoft HCT test
version 12.1. When setting this flag, the port must be offline.


Note


Reboot the host after setting this flag.


Sunapeeb When enabled for Sun PDB clusters, this flag enables the Sunapee option on the port.


Sync_Transferb When enabled, this flag enables SCSI synchronous negotiations. (Default is enabled, and currently,
you cannot change this flag.)


Tagged_Commandsb When enabled, this flag enables support for tagged commands. (Default is enabled, and currently,
you cannot change this flag.)
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Table 35 SCSI protocol port flags (continued)


SCSI protocol flags Description


Wide_Transfera When enabled, this flag enables SCSI Wide operation. (Default is enabled, and currently, you cannot
change this flag.)


a. Not available for host-based configuration changes.
b. Not supported in 5874 or higher.


Fibre protocol flags
The following table lists the Fibre protocol flags and their descriptions.


Table 36 Fibre protocol port flags


Fibre protocol flags Description


ACLX When enabled, allows storage provisioning using Auto-provisioning
Groups. This flag is applicable for Enginuity 5874 and higher.


AS400 This flag should be enabled for any AS400 (iSeries) hosts connecting
to the port.


Note


This flag is not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977.
Setting this flag will return a feature not supported error.


Auto_Negotiate When enabled, allows two fibre ports to handshake and settle on an
optimal speed for data transfer.


Init_Point_to_Pointa When enabled, specifies a point-to-point (direct or switched) topology
in the initialization sequence. When disabled (default), it is initialized
as an arbitrated loop.


Note


This flag is not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977.
Setting this flag will return a feature not supported error.


Non_Participatinga When enabled along with the Hard_Addressing flag, the Fibre Channel
director only uses hard-assigned addressing when it initializes on the
loop. Otherwise, soft-assigned addressing is used during loop
initialization (the default).


OpenVMS b Enabled for an OpenVMS fibre connection.


Unique_WWNa When enabled (default) for all environment configuration changes
and new environments to ensure unique World Wide Names (WWN)
within the fibre environment (uses array serial numbers and port
numbers). When disabled, you don't have to change WWNs.


Note


This flag is not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977.
Setting this flag will return a feature not supported error.
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Table 36 Fibre protocol port flags  (continued)


Fibre protocol flags Description


VCM_Statec Enabled for device masking or the Volume Logix software, which
provides volume configuration management controls to handle
access to array devices. (Disabled is the default.) This flag is only
applicable for Enginuity 5773 and lower.


Volume_Set_Addressingb When enabled along with the Disk_Array flag for HP-UX hosts, the
volume set addressing mode is selected. VSA mode allows octal
addressing.


a. Not available for Gig-E ports
b. A block is added to prevent OpenVMS and Volume_Set_Addressing Fibre protocol port flags from


being set at the same time on any given port, as setting these two flags together may result in data
loss. This block will be effective for all Enginuity levels supported.


c. Not supported for Enginuity 5874 or higher.


Setting a port to show ACLX device
For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher, devices can no longer be mapped to
ACLX enabled ports. To make the ACLX device visible or to remove visibility from the ACLX
device, set the Show_ACLX_Device attribute on front end ports to ENABLE or DISABLE,
respectively. By default all ACLX enabled ports will have the Show_ACLX_Device
attribute disabled.


Example
To make the ACLX device visible, enter:


symconfigure -sid 230 commit -cmd "set port 5E:0 Show_ACLX_device=ENABLE;"
Execute a symconfigure operation for symmetrix '000197100230' (y/[n]) ? y
A Configuration Change operation is in progress. Please wait...
    Establishing a configuration change session...............Established.
    Processing symmetrix 000197100230
    {
          set port 5E:0 Show_ACLX_device=ENABLE;
    }
    Performing Access checks..................................Allowed.
     . . .
    Terminating the configuration change session..............Done.
The configuration change session has successfully completed.


Report flag details


Description
To report the new SHOW_ACLX_DEVICE port attribute configured on an array port, use
either the list -fa -v or the list -fa -detail command. The following is an
example output reporting the port detail for an ACLX device:


Note


Environment option SYMAPI_CTRL_OF_NONVISIBLE_DEVS in the options file must be
enabled (or not present in the options file) if there is no device from the local host
mapped to this port.
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Example
To list port detail for an ACLX device, enter:


symcfg -sid 064  list -port -fa 7e -detail


The following is an example output reporting the port detail for an ACLX device:


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000197100064
       S Y M M E T R I X    D I R E C T O R    P O R T S
                                                 Flags  Speed     
    Ident  Port  WWN               Type          ASVPG  Gb/sec  Status
    -----  ----  ----------------  ------------  -----  ------  -------
    FA-7E     0  50000972C011C918  FibreChannel  ...X.       8  Online
    FA-7E     1  50000972C011C919  FibreChannel  XX...       8  Online 
Legend:
  Flags:
      (A)CLX Enabled              : X = True, . = False
      (S)how ACLX device Enabled  : X = True, . = False, - = N/A
      (V)olume Set Addressing     : X = True, . = False
      (P)oint to Point            : X = True, . = False
      VNX (G)ateway Direct Attach : X = True, . = False
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CHAPTER 8


Configuring Virtual Provisioning


This chapter describes Virtual Provisioningâ„¢ concepts and how to perform operations
using the SYMCLI configuration change component.


l Virtual Provisioning overview...............................................................................308
l Create DATA devices (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)........................................... 310
l Create thin devices (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)............................................. 311
l Create thin pools (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)................................................ 313
l Perform actions on thin devices (Enginuity 5773 through 5876).......................... 317
l Allocate, reclaim and free space on thin devices................................................. 321
l Background operations on thin devices...............................................................324
l Drain and rebalance a thin pool (Enginuity 5874 through 5876).......................... 325
l Virtual Pool (VP) compression (Enginuity 5876 only)........................................... 329
l Verify pool and device states...............................................................................331
l Monitor thin pools...............................................................................................331
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Virtual Provisioning overview
Virtual Provisioning (VP) allows for storage to be allocated and accessed on demand from
a pool of storage servicing one or many applications. This chapter details the Virtual
Provisioning operations that are available using various CLI commands.


Virtual Provisioning overview (HYPERMAX OS 5977)
VMAX3 arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 are pre-configured at the factory with virtually
provisioned devices. Virtual Provisioning helps reduce cost, improve capacity utilization,
and simplify storage management. Virtual Provisioning presents a large amount of
capacity to a host and then consumes space only as needed from a shared pool. Virtual
Provisioning ensures that thin pools can expand in small increments while protecting
performance, as well as non-disruptive shrinking of thin pools to help reuse space and
improve capacity utilization.


Refer to EMC VMAX3 Family with HYPERMAX Product Guide for more information on
Virtual Provisioning for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977.


With VMAX3 arrays, all devices are under FAST control and FAST handles all device
binding and allocation. Therefore, user-controlled actions on thin pools (such as bind,
unbind, rebind) are not supported on these arrays.


Use the symdev, symsg (storage groups) , symcg (composite groups), and symdg
(device groups) commands to perform the following Virtual Provisioning operations for
thin devices:


Table 37 VP operations for thin devices


Operation Reference


Allocate space on thin devices Allocate, reclaim and free space on thin devices on page 321


Reclaim space on thin devices Reclaim allocations on thin devices on page 322


Free device allocations Free all allocations or written tracks (HYPERMAX OS 5977 only) on
page 323


Rename a thin pool Rename thin pools on page 316


Monitor a thin pool Monitor thin pools on page 331


View a thin pool View thin pools on page 332


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the following commands are blocked for bind,
unbind, and rebind operations:


l symdev
l symdg
l symsg
l symcg
Restrictions
The following operations on DATA devices and thin pools are not supported on arrays
running HYPERMAX OS 5977:


l Creation or deletion of DATA devices
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l Creation or deletion of thin pools


l Management operations on existing DATA devices including:


n Adding or removing DATA devices from thin pools


n Enabling or disabling DATA devices


n Activating or deactivating DATA devices


n Starting or stopping the draining of DATA devices


n Placing device reservations on DATA devices and adding DATA devices to existing
device reservations


l Management operations on thin pools including:


n Setting pool attributes


n Starting and stopping pool rebalancing


n Enabling or disabling VP compression on a pool


Virtual Provisioning overview (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)
For arrays running Enginuity 5773 through 5876, the Virtual Provisioning feature involves
managing the following components:


l Thin devices (TDEV)


l DATA devices (DATADEV)


l Thin pools


Thin devices are created with an inflated capacity, and the actual storage space for the
data is written to the thin devices is on the DATA devices. When additional storage is
needed, more DATA devices are created in the thin pool. DATA devices are not visible to
the host.


Refer to EMC VMAX Family Product Guide for more information on Virtual Provisioning for
arrays running Enginuity 5773 through 5876.


NOTICE


Not all Virtual Provisioning operations are supported on earlier Enginuity versions (such
as 5773). Refer to Supported configuration operations  on page 232 for supported
operations for Enginuity 5773 through 5876.


Use the symconfigure command to create thin devices, DATA devices, and thin pools.


Use the symdev, symsg (storage groups), symcg (composite groups), and symdg
(device groups) commands to perform and manage binding and unbinding of thin
devices:


Note


The symconfigure command is no longer used to perform bind, unbind, rebind,


allocate, reclaim, and free operations on thin devices and thin pools.


Table 38 VP operations for thin devices


Operation Reference


Bind, unbind, rebind thin devices
to thin pools


Perform actions on thin devices (Enginuity 5773 through
5876) on page 317
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Table 38 VP operations for thin devices (continued)


Operation Reference


Start allocate, stop allocate Allocate, reclaim and free space on thin devices on page
321


Free, stop free Free written tracks on thin devices (Enginuity 5874 through
5876) on page 323


Reclaim, stop reclaim Reclaim allocations on thin devices on page 322


Solutions Enabler supports Virtual Provisioning with Open Replicator, SRDF/
Synchronous, SRDF/Asynchronous, SRDF Data Mobility (SRDF/DM), TimeFinder/Mirror,
TimeFinder/Clone, and TimeFinder/Snap.


The data of a thin device can be spread across multiple pools. The symcfg command
displays all of the pools in which a thin device has allocated tracks.


Enginuity 5876 supports cascaded storage groups. Any of the Virtual Provisioning
operations performed on a parent storage group are also performed on all devices
contained by all child storage groups of a specified parent storage group.


Create DATA devices (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)
Description
DATA devices are similar to SAVE devices, as they are not visible to the host and are
contained in a pool before they can be used. Thin pools can only contain devices of the
same emulation and protection type; however, the DATA devices can be different sizes.


Syntax
To create DATA devices with the symconfigure command , use the following syntax:


create dev count = n, 
  size = n [MB | GB | CYL],
  emulation = EmulationType,
  config = DeviceConfig  [, attribute=<ckd_meta | savedev | datadev>
  [in pool = PoolName]
  [member_state = <ENABLE | DISABLE>]


Options


create dev count


Specifies the number of DATA devices you are creating.


size


Indicates the size of the DATA device. If MB or GB is not specified, the size defaults to
cylinders (CYL).


emulation


Specifies FBA or CKD 3390 devices.


config


Specifies the device configuration. The following configuration types are supported
for DATA devices: 2-Way-Mir, RAID5 (3+1 and 7+1), and RAID6 (6+2 and 14+2).


attribute


Specifies the device type datadev.


in pool
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Specifies the name of the thin pool.


member_state


Indicates the state of the DATA device; enable or disable. If a device is disabled, it
cannot receive writes.


DATA device configuration rules
The following configuration rules apply to DATA devices:


l A disk group must be specified when creating a DATA device if the create dev
command is also adding the device(s) to a pool.


l The only supported emulation types are FBA and CKD 3390.


l There is no default thin pool.


l A DATA device cannot be replicated (no BCV, SRDF, and so on).


l A DATA device cannot be a metadevice.


l DATA devices are not visible to the host; they cannot be mapped or masked.


l RAID 10 protection for CKD 3390 DATA devices is not supported.


Create thin devices (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)
Thin devices are devices that may or may not have storage allocated to them when they
are created. To a host operating system, they look like regular devices with their
configured capacity, and writes and reads from them devices like regular devices.


The same metadevice commands (form meta, dissolve meta, convert meta)
can be used to configure a thin metadevice. The supported thin metadevice features are
as follows:


Table 39 Supported thin metadevice features


Metadevice feature Thin device support


Form a thin meta l Only thin devices can be used to create a thin metadevice. Mixing of
thin and non thin metadevices to create a metadevice is not allowed.


l Only unbound thin devices can be formed into a metadevice.


l For a striped metadevice, all members should have the same device
size.


Dissolve a thin meta Only unbound thin metadevices can be dissolved.


Expand a thin meta A bound striped or concatenated metadevice can be expanded; however,
the new meta member must be unbound. As part of the expansion
process, the new metamember will be bound to the same thin pool. The
protect_data option is not supported for concatenated metadevices.


Convert a thin meta Concatenated thin metadevices cannot be converted to striped
metadevices. See Supported thin metadevice conversions (Enginuity
5773 - 5876)  on page 267.
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Create thin devices using a file


Description
Use the symconfigure command to create thin devices. Allocating persistent tracks
during the creation of a thin device (binding a thin device to a pool) and during the
allocation of a thin device is supported. In addition, reclaiming allocated persistent
tracks is also supported.


Note


For thin metadevices, refer to Configure thin metadevices (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)  on
page 262


Syntax
To create thin devices, use the following syntax to create thin devices:


create dev count = n, 
  size = n [MB | GB | CYL],
  emulation = EmulationType,
  config = DeviceConfig  [, remote_config=DeviceConfig,
  [, binding to pool = PoolName  [preallocate size = ALL]
  [allocate_type = persistent]]
  [remote_pool = PoolName]];


Options


create dev count


Specifies the number of thin devices you are creating.


size


Specifies the size of each thin device. If MB or GB is not specified, the size defaults to
cylinders (CYL).


emulation


Indicates FBA, CKD 3390, or AS/400 D910_099 devices.


Note


Thin CKD devices require Enginuity 5876 or higher.


config


Specifies TDEV (local thin device), RDF1+TDEV (local SRDF thin device), RDF2+TDEV
(remote SRDF thin device), or BCV+TDEV.


remote_config


Specifies RDF2.


Note


The remote_config option is only used when creating both local and remote SRDF
thin devices.


binding to pool


Specifies the name of the local thin pool.


preallocate size
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The only preallocate size is ALL, which is the entire device. The device size must be
less than or equal to the available space in the pool. This option is only used when a
newly created device is also being bound to a pool.


allocate_type


With this optional parameter, the allocations are unaffected by any reclaim
operations, as well as clone, snap, or SRDF copy operations. If it is not supplied,
symconfigure will preallocate non-persistent tracks which can be reclaimed
without any additional reclaim flags.


Note


To remove the persistent allocation, unbind the thin device or execute a
symconfigure start reclaim on dev command with a persistent type
qualifier.


remote_pool


Specifies the name of the remote thin pool.


Examples
To create thin devices using file add_new_tdevs.cmd, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file add_new_tdevs.cmd


The file add_new_tdevs.cmd contains:


create dev count = 10, size = 2GB
  emulation = FBA, config = TDEV,
  binding to pool tp_pool, preallocate size = ALL
  allocate_type = persistent;


Thin device configuration rules
The following rules apply to thin devices:


l The supported emulation types are FBA, CKD 3390, and AS/400 D910_099.


l Thin devices can only be bound to one pool.


l The thin pool to which the thin devices are bound must have free tracks.


l A thin device inherits its protection type from the pool to which it is bound. Whatever
configuration type the DATA devices have, the thin devices have.


l Many thin devices can use the same pool.


l PowerPath® consistency groups are not supported for thin devices.


l The only supported SRDF configuration is when both the R1 and the R2 are thin
devices.


l For CKD thin devices (VP CKD), the devices must be fully allocated (preallocate
size=ALL) with the persistent option specified (allocate_type=persistent).


Thin devices can be converted to other thin device configurations. Valid thin device
conversions  on page 265 lists the valid conversions.


Create thin pools (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)
Use the symconfigure command to create thin pools. Thin pools can be created at the
same time as creating the DATA devices. The same naming conventions that apply to
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SAVE pools and SRDF/A DSE pools apply. However, there is no default thin pool. The
maximum number of device pools per array is 512.


Note


When creating thin pools, set up thin pool monitoring with the event daemon
(storevntd) to allow for monitoring of pool out-of-space conditions that may result in


application outages.


Syntax
To create a thin pool, use the following syntax:


create pool PoolName, type = thin
[, max_subs_percent = <n>]
[, rebalance_variance = n],
[, max_dev_per_rebalance_scan = n]
[, pool_resv_cap = n]
[, vp_compression = <ENABLE>];


Options


PoolName


Specifies the name of the device pool. It can be from 1 to 12 alphanumeric characters
long and include hyphens ( - ) and underscores ( _ )


type


Specifies the type of device pool. Snap pools are for TimeFinder/Snap operations,
SRDF/A DSE pools are for SRDF/A operations, thin pools are for Virtual Provisioning
operations with thin devices.


max_subs_percent


The maximum subscription percent sets the maximum limit of total capacity that can
be bound to the thin pool. This ratio is the total host-perceived capacity of thin
devices, divided by physical thin pool capacity.
Valid values are 0 through 65534.


Table 40 Maximum subscription percent capacities


When the value
is…


Total capacity of the thin devices bound to a pool cannot
exceed…


1 1/100th the actual physical pool capacity


100 100 percent of the actual physical pool capacity


200 Twice the amount of the actual physical pool capacity


65534 65534 percent of the total physical pool capacity


rebalance_variance


Target device utilization variance (in %) for the rebalancing algorithm. The
rebalancing algorithm attempts to level distribution of data in a pool so that the
percentage utilization of any device in the pool is within the target variance of the
percentage utilization of any other device in the pool.
Valid values are 1 through 50. The default value is 1.


max_dev_per_rebalance_scan


Maximum number of devices in a pool on which the rebalancing algorithm will
concurrently operate.
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Valid values are 2 through 1024. The default value is 256.


pool_resv_cap


Percentage of the capacity of the virtual pool that is reserved for non-FAST activities.
If the free space in this pool (as a percentage of pool-enabled capacity) falls below
the PRC, the FAST controller does not move any more chunks into the pool. Valid PRC
values are 1 through 80 percent.


Note


PRC values set at the pool-level override any globally set PRC values. For setting a
global PRC value for all thin pools, refer to Set FAST control parameters  on page 209.


vp_compression


Enables compression on the thin pool. When a thin pool is enabled for compression ,
the data in the pool can be compressed and uncompressed using a corresponding
command at the device or group level. Virtual Pool (VP) compression (Enginuity 5876
only) on page 329 provides more details.


Note


VP compression is only supported on arrays running Enginuity 5876. VP compression
of CKD devices is not supported on VMAX 10K arrays.


Thin pool restrictions and rules
The following restrictions and rules apply to thin pools:


l The last DATA device cannot be removed from a pool if the pool is enabled for
compression.


l DATA device pools must have the same disk type (EFD, FC, SATA).


l DATA devices created from external provisioning can only be added to pools of
devices created from external provisioning.


l A thin pool can only contain DATA devices with one emulation type. The pool itself is
not defined to be a pool for an emulation type. Instead, the first DATA device added
to the thin pool defines its emulation type.


l All DATA devices in a thin pool must have the same protection. For example, if a thin
pool has the first DATA device defined as a 2-Way-Mir, all subsequent added DATA
devices must be 2-Way-Mir devices.


l A DATA device of a specific protection and emulation can be put only into an empty
thin pool, or into a pool that only contains DATA devices that have the same
protection and emulation type.


l A DATA device can only be removed from a thin pool if it is disabled and has no used
tracks on it.


l DATA devices cannot be disabled and moved from a thin pool in the same session.


l If the total pool capacity needed to store existing thin device data will be insufficient
as a result of a disable dev SymDevStart:SymDevEnd command, none of
the devices in the requested range will be disabled.
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Rename thin pools


Syntax
To rename a thin pool, use the following syntax:


rename pool PoolName to NewPoolName 


Set pool attributes (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)


Description
Pool attributes govern the following:


l Pool subscription and reserved capacity


l Rebalancing
Pool Rebalancing is an operation in which uneven usage of data devices on a pool is
evened out. With Enginuity 5875, the symconfigure CLI will allow following
rebalancing attributes to be set/reset on any thin pool: rebalancing variance and
maximum rebalance scan device range.


l Compression


Note


Rebalancing and compression can only be performed on thin pools and is not applicable
for Snap or SRDF/A DSE pools.


Syntax
To set pool attributes when creating a pool, use the following syntax:


create pool PoolName, 
    type = <snap | rdfa_dse | thin>
    [, max_subs_percent = n]
    [, rebalance_variance = <n>]
    [, max_dev_per_rebalance_scan = <n>]
    [, pool_resv_cap = n]
    [, vp_compression = <ENABLE>];


To set pool attributes after the thin pool is created, use the following syntax:


set pool PoolName,
    type = <thin>,
     <[max_subs_percent = <n | NONE>]
      [, rebalance_variance = <n>]
      [, max_dev_per_rebalance_scan = <n>]>
      [, pool_resv_cap = n | NONE]
      [, vp_compression = <ENABLE | DISABLE>];


Options


max_subs_percent


Specifies the maximum subscription percent for the pool. Create thin pools (Enginuity
5773 through 5876) on page 313 provides more details.


rebalance_variance


Specifies the rebalancing variance for the pool. Create thin pools (Enginuity 5773
through 5876) on page 313 provides more details.


max_dev_per_rebalance_scan


Specifies the maximum rebalance scan device range for the pool. Create thin pools
(Enginuity 5773 through 5876) on page 313 provides more details.
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pool_resv_cap


Specifies the pool reserved capacity (PRC) for the pool. Create thin pools (Enginuity
5773 through 5876) on page 313 provides more details.


vp_compression


Enables or disables compression for the pool. Create thin pools (Enginuity 5773
through 5876) on page 313 provides more details.


Examples
To enable compression for thin pool poolTest, enter:


symconfigure -sid 397 -nop -v -cmd "set pool poolTest, type = thin, vp_compression = 
ENABLE;" commit


Sample output


A Configuration Change operation is in progress. Please wait...
    Establishing a configuration change session...............Established.
    {
      set pool poolTest type=thin, vp_compression=ENABLE;
    }
    Performing Access checks..................................Allowed.
    Checking Device Reservations..............................Allowed.
    Committing configuration changes..........................Reordering.
    Setting pool attributes ..................................Done.
    Committing configuration changes..........................Committed.
    Terminating the configuration change session..............Done.
The configuration change session has successfully completed.


Perform actions on thin devices (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)
Description
Refer to 
esd_r_se_seam_performing_actions_on_thin_devices_(enginuity_5773_through_5876)_
1225947 on page 317 for a list of allowable actions on thin devices for specific Enginuity
versions.


The symdev, symdg (device groups), symsg (storage groups), and symcg (composite
groups) commands support the following actions when issued against thin devices:
binding, unbinding, and rebinding, allocating, reclaiming, and freeing. The operations
can be directed at a single device or a list of devices.


Note


For Enginuity 5876 or lower, free and reclaim actions are blocked for any device which is
the source or target of a Clone, Emulation, or Snap session.


Syntax
To perform control actions on thin devices, use the following command syntax:


Note


A file can be used to specify the list of devices to be acted upon. The file must contain
one SymDevName per line. When using a file, the syntax is -file <FileName>.
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For symdev command:


symdev -sid SymmID [-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>
[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]
bind -pool <PoolName>
rebind -pool <PoolName>
unbind -pool <PoolName>
allocate [-persistent | -stop]
free [-stop]
reclaim [-persistent | -stop]


For symdg command:


symdg -dg DgName [-noprompt] [-i interval][-c count]
[-bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv | -rrbcv |
-vdev [-hop2] | -rvdev | -tgt [-hop2] |
-rtgt] [-rp] [-star] [-celerra]
bind -pool <PoolName>
rebind -pool <PoolName>
unbind -pool <PoolName>
allocate [-persistent | -stop]
free [-stop]
reclaim [-persistent | -stop]


For symsg command:


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <interval>]
[-c <count>] [-v] [-noprompt] [-rp] [-star]
[-celerra] [-skip -lockid <lockNum>]
bind -pool <PoolName>
rebind -pool <PoolName>
unbind -pool <PoolName>
allocate [-persistent | -stop]
free [-stop]
reclaim [-persistent | -stop]


For symcg command:


symcg -cg <CgName> [-i <interval>] [-c <count>] [-v]
[-noprompt] [-force]
[-bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv | -rrbcv | 
-vdev [-hop2] | -rvdev | -tgt [-hop2] | -rtgt ]
[-rp] [-star] [-sid <SymmID> | 
-rdfg <<SymmID>:<<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|all>[,...] |
name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>]>] [-celerra]
bind -pool <PoolName>
rebind -pool <PoolName>
unbind -pool <PoolName>
allocate [-persistent | -stop]
free [-all | -stop]
reclaim [-persistent | -stop]


Bind thin devices


Description
A bind action associates a thin device to a thin pool.


Examples
To bind thin devices in device group MyDg to the thin pool Mythinpool, enter:


symdg -sid 234 -nop bind -dg MyDg -pool Mythinpool
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The symsg and symcg commands are the same as symdg command using -sg
SgName and the -cg CgName.


To bind thin devices 1078 - 1081 to the thin pool Mythinpool, enter:


symdev -sid 234 -nop bind -devs 1078:1081 -pool Mythinpool


Note


AS/400_D910_099 devices can only be bound to FBA thin pools that do not contain
externally provisioned DATA devices.


Unbind thin devices


Description
An unbind action disassociates a thin device from a thin pool.


Examples
The following command unbinds thin devices in device group MyDg from the thin pool
Mythinpool:


symdg -sid 234 -nop unbind -dg MyDg -pool Mythinpool


The symsg and symcg commands are the same as symdg command using -sg
SgName and the -cg CgName.


The following command unbinds thin devices 1078 - 1081 from the thin pool
Mythinpool:


symdev -sid 234 -nop unbind -devs 1078:1081 -pool Mythinpool


Restrictions
The following are restrictions for unbinding thin devices:


l Device cannot be mapped to a front-end port or in the Ready state.


l Device cannot be masked.


l Device cannot have active snap sessions.


l Device cannot be held.


l Device cannot be a source or target of a clone (src or tgt) session.


l Device cannot be a metamember.


l Device cannot be a part of an enabled SRDF CG group.


l Device cannot be an SRDF device.


l Device cannot be under FAST control.


Rebind thin devices


Description
A rebind action rebinds a thin device to a new pool without moving its data or losing
any data. Rebind simply changes the current binding of the thin device to a new pool.
Rebind does not move any existing data to the new pool, but all new allocations to the
thin device will go to the new pool after the rebind action completes.
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Examples
To rebind thin devices in device group MyDg to the new thin pool Mythinpool2, enter:


symdg -sid 234 -nop rebind -dg MyDg -pool Mythinpool2


The symsg and symcg commands are the same as symdg command using -sg
SgName and the -cg CgName.


To bind thin devices 1078 - 1081 to the new thin pool Mythinpool2.


symdev -sid 234 -nop rebind -devs 1078:1081 -pool Mythinpool2


Restrictions
The following are restrictions for rebinding thin devices:


l A thin device must be in the Bound state before issuing a rebind.


l A rebind operation is not allowed for devices that are the target of a VP Snap session.


l The new binding has to comply with the over subscription ratio of the new pool. The
entire size of the device being rebound will be considered when calculating the over
subscription.


l If devices in a range, device group, or storage group are bound to different pools,
then all the devices will be rebound to the specified pool. No warning/errors will be
issued.


l If a thin device is part of a storage group that is under FAST management, the thin
device can only be bound to a pool in a tier that is part of the FAST policy associated
with the storage group. Therefore, the device can only be rebound to a pool that is
within the policy.


l If all the devices that are being rebound are already bound to the destination pool, an
error returns. If some devices get bound to a pool different than what they are
currently bound to, the CLI operation will return a success status.


Verify device pool binding


Examples
To verify pool binding for device 1078, enter:


symdev show -sid 351 1078


Sample Output


Device Physical Name : Not Visible
    Device Symmetrix Name    : 01078
    Device Serial ID         : N/A
    Symmetrix ID             : 000194900351
    Number of RAID Groups    : 0
    Attached BCV Device      : N/A
    Attached VDEV TGT Device : N/A
    Vendor ID                : EMC
    Product ID               : SYMMETRIX       
    Product Revision         : 5876
    Device WWN               : 60000970000194900351533031303738
    Device Emulation Type    : FBA            
    Device Defined Label Type: N/A            
    Device Defined Label     : N/A            
    Device Sub System Id     : 0x0011
    Cache Partition Name     : DEFAULT_PARTITION
    Bound Pool Name                : pool_thin_1
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    Device Block Size        : 512
        . . .


Note


Bound Pool Name will be reported as N/A for an encapsulated device.


Allocate, reclaim and free space on thin devices
Description
The allocate action allocates storage for specified devices. The -persistent option
specifies that allocated storage cannot be reclaimed or freed. If any of the tracks
specified for persistent allocation are already allocated, the already allocated tracks are
marked as persistent. The allocation is performed on track groups of 12 tracks (for
HYPERMAX OS 5977 track group size is 1 track). Therefore, if any tracks in the track group
are persistent, the whole track group becomes persistent, even if some part of the track
group was allocated by a command that did not request a persistent allocation.


To reclaim allocated storage, use the reclaim action with the optional -persistent
option.


Allocating and reclaiming space on devices is supported for HYPERMAX OS 5977 and all
supported Enginuity versions.


The free action is used to free up written tracks on thin devices. The free action is
supported on Enginuity 5874 through 5876, and the free -all action is only
supported onHYPERMAX OS 5977.


Actions to allocate, reclaim, and free are performed as background operations.


Allocate space on thin devices


Examples
To start allocation on the thin devices in the device group myDg, enter:


symdg -sid 234 -nop -v allocate -dg myDg -persistent


The symsg and symcg commands are the same as symdg command using -sg
SgName and the -cg CgName.


To start allocation on thin devices 1078 - 1081, enter:


symdev -sid 234 -nop -v allocate -devs 1078:1081 -persistent


Restrictions for allocating space on thin devices
The following restrictions apply to the allocate action:


l If any of the devices in the device group or storage group are in a state other than
allocating or bound, the command will fail.


l If a device group is specified, the action of the command is limited to the standard
devices in the device group only.


l Unwritten storage can be recovered with either a free or a reclaim action.
Allocations that were written as zeros can only be recovered by using the reclaim
action. Written tracks are freed with the free action. Additionally, storage that was
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allocated with the persistent attribute can only be recovered by using the -
persistent option with the reclaim action.


Reclaim allocations on thin devices


Description
Reclaiming persistent allocations frees up tracks that are unwritten or zero-based, even if
they are marked as persistent. The reclaim - persistent command is the only
action that frees up persistent tracks and returns a success status if there are no
allocations on the specified thin device. If -persistent is not specified, this command
frees up both unwritten tracks and tracks written with zeros. It will not free up tracks that
are marked persistent.


Examples
To start reclaiming space on thin devices in the device group myDg, enter:


symdg -sid 234 -nop -v reclaim -dg myDg -persistent


The symsg and symcg commands are the same as symdg command using -sg
SgName and the -cg CgName.


To start reclaiming space on thin devices 1078 - 1081, enter:


symdev -sid 234 -nop -v reclaim -devs 1078:1081 -persistent


Restrictions for using reclaim


l If a device group is specified, the action of the command is limited to the standard
devices in the device group only.


l The reclaim operation is ignored for any non-thin devices in a range, device group, or
storage group.


l If the devices in a device group or storage group are bound to different pools, the
reclaim operation is allowed on the device group or storage group.


l Space reclamation cannot be performed while a DATA device in the pool is draining.


l For Enginuity 5876 or lower, the reclaim action is blocked for:


n Any device which is the source or target of a TimeFinder/Clone or Snap session
when the state is not copied or restored.


n Any device which is the source or target of an Emulation session when the state is
not split. The reclaim action is allowed if the device state is split, but it cannot be
a background split. The flags in the symmir list command report if source or
target device is in a background split, as shown in the following example:


symmir list -sid 3264
Symmetrix ID: 000000003264
Standard Device              BCV Device              State
-------------------- ----------------------- --------------
     Invalid     Invalid 
Sym  Tracks    Sym Tracks GBE                       STD <=> BCV
-------------------- ----------------------- --------------
002B  0    0E0B      0    ...                       Synchronized
002E  0    0E00      0    ..X                       Synchronized
002E  0    0E0A      0    ...                       Synchronized
0032  0    0E0F      0    ...                       Split
00FF  0    00FD      0    ...                       Split
0DF5  0    0DA5      0    ..X                       Synchronized
0DF5  0    0DA4      0    ..X                       Synchronized
0F70  0    001B   3592    X..                       SyncInProg
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0F71  0    001C   4496    X..                       SyncInProg
0F93  0    0DF9      0    ..X                       Split
1015  0    1069      0    X..                       Synchronized
Total 
       -------- --------
Tracks   0        8088
MB(s)    0.0       505.5
Legend:
(G): X = The paired BCV device is associated with a group.
. = The paired BCV device is not associated with a group.
(B): X = The paired BCV device is splitting in the background.
. = The paired BCV device is not splitting in the background.
(E): X = The paired BCV device is emulation mode.
. = The paired BCV device is not emulation mode.


Free written tracks on thin devices (Enginuity 5874 through 5876)


Description
The free action frees up written tracks on thin devices.


Note


For Enginuity 5876 or lower, free actions are blocked for any device that is the source or


target of a TimeFinder/Clone, Emulation, or Snap session.


Examples
To start freeing up space on thin devices in the device group myDg, enter:


symdg -sid 234 -nop -v free -g myDg


The symsg and symcg commands are the same as symdg command using -sg
SgName and the -cg CgName, respectively.


To start freeing up space on thin devices 1078 - 1081, enter:


symdev -sid 234 -nop -v free -devs 1078:1081


Restrictions for using free


l If a device group is specified, the action of the command is limited to the standard
devices in the device group only.


l If the devices in a device group or storage group are bound to different pools, the free
operation is allowed on the device group or storage group.


l Freeing space cannot be performed while a DATA device in the pool is draining.


Free all allocations or written tracks (HYPERMAX OS 5977 only)


Description
On arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, use the free -all to free up allocations on
thin devices. This action frees up allocations even if there is data written to the device.
The device must be not mapped or Not Ready.


Examples
To start freeing up all allocations on thin devices in device group myDg, enter:


symdg -sid 234 -nop -v free -g myDg -all


The symsg and symcg commands are the same as symdg command using -sg
SgName and the -cg CgName.
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To start freeing up space all allocations on thin devices 1078 - 1081, enter:


symdev -sid 234 -nop -v free -devs 1078:1081 -all


Restrictions for freeing all allocations
The free -all command is blocked on any device participating in replication
operations.


If the free -all operation is running in the background on a device and it is in a Ready
state, the following operations are not allowed on that device:


l add rdf mirror


l map dev


l convert dev


Background operations on thin devices
Description
Actions to allocate, free, or reclaim space on thin devices are performed
asynchronously in the background and are started with an explicit start action. Solutions
Enabler displays these background tasks as the thin device status, such as allocating,
reclaiming, and so on.


Stop background operations on thin devices


Description
To stop background operations, use the -stop option.


Note


Stopping background operations is supported for HYPERMAX OS 5977 and all supported
Enginuity versions.


Examples
To stop allocation on thin devices in the device group myDg, enter:


symdg -sid 234 -nop -v allocate -g myDg -stop


The symsg and symcg commands are the same as symdg command using -sg
SgName and the -cg CgName.


To stop allocation on thin device 1078, enter:


symdev -sid 234 -nop -v allocate -devs 1078 -stop


Restrictions


l If a device group is specified, the action of the command is limited to the standard
devices in the device group.


l Devices must be in the allocating, reclaiming , or freeing state, otherwise the
command fails.
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Drain and rebalance a thin pool (Enginuity 5874 through 5876)
Solutions Enabler supports draining and rebalancing thin pools. The symconfigure
command includes the following commands for these operations:


Table 41 Drain and rebalance command for thin pools


Command Operation


deactivate Disables one or more DATA devices without an automatic start of the
device draining.


activate Enables one or more DATA devices without an automatic stop draining.


start drain Starts draining of one or more deactivated DATA devices.


stop drain Stops draining of one or more draining DATA devices.


start balancing Starts the rebalancing of devices in the pool.


stop balancing Stops the rebalancing of devices in the pool.


Thin pool draining rules and restrictions
The following rules determine how many devices can be drained:


l The drain must not cause the enabled devices to end up with greater than 90%
utilization in the pool. To calculate this, Solutions Enabler adds the total used tracks
on the enabled devices and the total used tracks on the devices that will be drained
and divides this sum by the total number of tracks on all the enabled devices. If the
result is greater than 90% the drain request is blocked.


l No more than 20% of the enabled devices in a pool can be drained at any one time.
This 20% limit includes the devices to be drained as well as the devices that will
remain enabled in the pool.


Restrictions for thin pool draining
The following restrictions apply to this feature:


l This feature is for thin pools only.


l All devices in the pools cannot be deactivated at the same time.


l The drain operation is not supported with any ongoing replication operation.


Deactivate devices in a thin pool


Description
The deactivate command disables the DATA device without starting a drain. This
operation puts the DATA device in either of the following two states:


l Deactivated — If the DATA device has any used tracks.
Deactivated state is determined by a combination of the Inactive state, the
Not_Draining state, and the presence of used tracks.


l Disabled — If the DATA device has zero used tracks.


On deactivated DATA devices:


l Reads and writes can be performed from previously allocated space.
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l No new allocations can be performed.


Note


The deactivate command is only supported for Enabled DATA devices. The last DATA


device of a pool in a thin tier cannot be deactivated, even if that pool has no bound
devices.


Syntax
To deactivate devices in a thin pool, use the following syntax:


deactivate dev SymDevName [:SymDevName] in pool PoolName type = thin;


Examples
To deactivate device 1078 in pool MyPool, enter:


symconfigure deactivate dev 1078 in pool MyPool type = thin


Start the drain on DATA devices


Description


Syntax
To start the drain on the deactivated DATA devices in a thin pool, use the following
syntax:


start drain on dev SymDevName [:SymDevName] in pool PoolName type = 
thin;


Examples
To start the drain on device 1078 in pool MyPool:


symconfigure start drain on dev 1078 in pool MyPool type = thin


The drain progress is viewed by listing the DATA devices in the array or using the symcfg
show -pool command.


Activate devices in a thin pool


Description
The activate command is same as the enable command, except the activate
command is not allowed if draining is in progress. After the activate command
completes, the DATA device goes in the Enabled state.


The activate command is only supported for deactivated DATA devices with used
tracks.


Syntax
To activate devices in a thin pool, use the following syntax:


activate dev SymDevName [:SymDevName] in pool PoolName type = thin;


Examples
The following command activates device 1078 in pool MyPool:


symconfigure activate dev 1078 in pool MyPool type = thin
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Stop the drain on DATA devices


Description
Use the stop drain command on draining DATA devices to stop the drain operation.
After the drain is stopped, the DATA devices are in the Deactivated state.


The stop drain command is only supported for draining DATA devices. Devices in any
other state return an error.


Syntax
To stop the drain on the DATA devices in a thin pool, use the following syntax:


stop drain on dev SymDevName [:SymDevName] in pool PoolName type = 
thin;


Examples
The following command deactivates device 1078 in pool MyPool:


symconfigure stop drain on dev 1078 in pool MyPool type = thin


Thin pool rebalancing scenario


A pool containing 32 DATA devices is 50% full. Sixteen new DATA devices are added to
the pool. The following steps describe how to drain the 32 devices to the new 16 and
rebalance the data load on the pool:


1. Deactivate 32 of the existing DATA devices. No new allocation will be allowed on
these devices.


2. Perform the following actions until all 32 of the existing devices are processed:


a. Start the drain on 4 of the 32 devices—these are drained to the 16 new DATA
devices.


b. Monitor the drain operation using the symcfg show -pool command until the
4 DATA devices drop a certain percentage in use.


c. Stop the drain.


d. Move on to the next set of 4 devices, performing steps a, b, and c for the rest of
the original 32 DATA devices.


The result is the data is evenly distributed across the total 48 devices.


During this process, any new allocations on thin devices will write to the new 16 DATA
devices only, because they are the only ones in an Enabled state. You will need to factor
in these writes while monitoring the drain on the 32 devices.


Start pool rebalancing


Description
When new devices are added to the pool, the allocation spread is no longer uniform and
pool rebalancing is needed. The symconfigure command provides the start action
on a per pool basis.


The start operation does the following:


1. Checks to see if a pool balancing operation is in progress for the specified pool.


2. Initiates pool balancing on the specified pool, if pool balancing is not in progress,
While write balancing is in progress, it is possible that data will be moved from
deactivated DATA devices but never to deactivated DATA devices. This pool state
displays as Balancing.
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The start balancing operation is only supported on an enabled thin pool. To be
enabled, a thin pool must have at least one DATA device in the enabled state.


Syntax
To start pool rebalancing on a thin pool, use the following syntax:


start balancing on pool PoolName;


Examples
To start pool rebalancing on thin pool XUN on array ID 343, enter:


symconfigure -sid 343 commit -file balance.cmd


The file balance.cmd contains:


start balancing on pool XUN;


Verifying thin pool status


Examples
To check the status of the thin pool XUN on 343, enter:


symcfg show -sid 343 -pool XUN -thin


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000190300343
Symmetrix ID                  : 000190300343
Pool Name                     : XUN
Pool Type                     : Thin
Dev Emulation                 : FBA
Dev Configuration             : 2-Way Mir
Pool State                    : Balancing
# of Devices in Pool          :   5
# of Enabled Devices in Pool  :   5
Enabled Devices(5):
  {
   --------------------------------------------------------------
   Sym        Total      Used      Free  Full  Device    Session
   Dev       Tracks    Tracks    Tracks   (%)  State     Status
   --------------------------------------------------------------
   04B6        8004      2000      6004    25  Enabled   N/A
   04B7        8004      2004      6000    25  Enabled   N/A
   04B8        8004       500      7504     6  Enabled   N/A
   04B9        8004       400      7604     5  Enabled   N/A
   04BA        8004      2000      6004    25  Enabled   N/A
           --------  --------  --------  ----
   Tracks     40020      6459     40020    16


Stop thin pool rebalancing


Syntax
To stop a rebalancing operation on a thin pool, use the following syntax:


stop balancing on pool PoolName;
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Sample output
When there is no balancing in progress, the output of symcfg show -pool looks similar
to the following:


Symmetrix ID: 000190300343
Symmetrix ID                  : 000190300343
Pool Name                     : XUN
Pool Type                     : Thin
Dev Emulation                 : FBA
Dev Configuration             : 2-Way Mir
Pool State                    : Enabled
# of Devices in Pool          :   5
# of Enabled Devices in Pool  :   5
Enabled Devices(5):
  {
   --------------------------------------------------------------
   Sym        Total      Used      Free  Full  Device    Session
   Dev       Tracks    Tracks    Tracks   (%)  State     Status
   --------------------------------------------------------------
   04B6        8004      1380      6624    17  Enabled   N/A
   04B7        8004      1400      6604    17  Enabled   N/A
   04B8        8004      1412      6592    18  Enabled   N/A
   04B9        8004      1312      6692    17  Enabled   N/A
   04BA        8004      1400      6604    17  Enabled   N/A
           --------  --------  --------  ----
   Tracks     40020      6459     40020    16


Automated pool rebalancing
Whenever writes occur on a thin device, the actual data is written to the DATA devices in
the thin pool to which the thin device is bound. The array does spread out the I/O equally
on all the DATA devices in the thin pool, therefore, at any point in time the used capacity
of each DATA device is uniform across the pool. While pool rebalancing is in progress, all
pool operations can still occur.


Virtual Pool (VP) compression (Enginuity 5876 only)
For Enginuity 5876 Q42012SR, the VP compression feature for thin pools and thin
devices is supported. Data can be compressed and uncompressed manually or can be
compressed by FAST as part of its processing.


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, VP compression is not supported, and setting the
VP compression attribute and compression start/stop commands is blocked.


Data that is compressed can be read and written. A pool is enabled for compression, by
setting the compression capability on a VP Pool to enabled. When compression is no
longer desired, compression capability can be disabled.


Once a pool is enabled for compression, a background process runs to reserve storage in
the pool for temporarily uncompressing data. No compressions of allocations in this pool
can occur until this process completes. Disabling the compression capability on a pool
does not automatically cause compressed allocations to be uncompressed. This must be
done manually.


When compressing a device, only allocations that have been written are compressed. Any
allocations that were created during the bind or allocate process that have not been
written are reclaimed during the compression process. In order to allow the compression
of persistent allocations, which implies the possible reclaiming of allocations that have
not been written, the persistent indicator on the allocations must be manually removed.
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Once the compression request is accepted, the thin device has a background task
associated with it that performs the compression. While this task is running, no other
background task, such as allocate or reclaim, can be run against the thin device.


Compression is set with pool attributes as explained in Set pool attributes (Enginuity
5773 through 5876) on page 316.


Enable or disable thin pool VP compression


Description
Use the symconfigure command to enable or disable VP Compression for a VP pool on
the array.


Note


The pool must be a VP pool. Compression cannot be set on a pool of encapsulated data
devices and Snap VP target devices.


Syntax
To set VP compression enable or disable, use the pool attribut the following syntax:


set pool <PoolName>,
          type = <thin>,
          <[, vp_compression = <ENABLE | DISABLE>];


After a pool is enabled for compression, VP compression or VP uncompression can be
started and stopped, as described in Start or stop VP compression on thin devices on
page 330.


Start or stop VP compression on thin devices


Syntax
To start or stop VP compression or uncompression for allocations on a thin device, use
the following syntax:


Note


Compressing or uncompressing a thin device occurs as a background task.


symdev -sid SymmID [-noprompt] 
-devs [SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName  
 [,SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName...]]
    compress [-stop]
    uncompress [-stop]


A file can be used to specify the list of devices to be acted upon, using the syntax -file
<FileName>. The file must contain one SymDevName per line.


Use the symcfg show -detail or symcfg list -devs commands to view a
percentage of tracks compressed as displayed in the Compressed Size/Ratio Tracks %
column.


VP compression rules
The following rules apply for VP compression processing:
l Devices in a thin pool that are enabled for compression become uncompressed when


tracks are written to or changed as a result of another action, therefore, compressing
devices is not permanent. You must continually compress a device if the tracks
become uncompressed.
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l If all the targeted devices are already in the state for the specified action (that is, all
are compressing and a compress start was issued), then the command fails the
request with a SYMAPI_C_ALREADY_IN_STATE status.


l If some of the targeted devices are in the desired state (that is, compressing on a
compress start action) and the remaining devices do not have a conflicting state (that
is, in a uncompressing state when the action is compress start), then the command
processes the request and skips the devices that are already in the desired state.


l If any of the targeted devices are in a conflicting state relative to the command (that
is, some devices are in a compressing state and the action is uncompress start), then
the command fails the request with the SYMAPI_C_INVALID_STATE_FOR_ACTION
status.


l If compression is not enabled for any pool in which a device has allocations, the CLI
does not fail a compress start action, but compression does not occur for those
allocations.


l Any non-thin device is skipped.


l Any allocations that are not written are reclaimed during compression if the tracks are
not persistently allocated. This implies that after an uncompression, the allocated
tracks do not match the original allocated track count for the TDEV. By making the
allocations persistent, the allocated tracks are maintained and no compression takes
place. If allocations are persistent and a reclaim of space is desired, then the
persistent attribute for existing allocations may be cleared, allowing compression
and reclamation to occur.


Verify pool and device states
Description
The symcfg verify command verifies the states of DATA devices and thin devices,
and also determines if the pool is in a valid pool state.


Note


Verifying pool and device states is supported for HYPERMAX OS 5977 and all supported
Enginuity versions.


To verify if a pool is enabled or disabled, the standard verification options are provided,
such as blocking until the pool is in the desired state, and polling at a given rate.


Syntax
To verify a pool state, use the following syntax:


symcfg -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count]
<-pool PoolName |-devs <SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | 
SymDevName [,<SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName>...]>>
verify -datadev
<-draining | -drainwait | -disabled | -enabled |
-deactivated | -nonpooled | -balancing>
symcfg -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count] 
        -pool PoolNameverify -poolstate 
<-enabled | -disabled | -balancing>


Monitor thin pools
The symcfg monitor monitors the thin pools and displays the -percent usage.
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Note


Monitoring thin pools is supported for HYPERMAX OS 5977 and all supported Enginuity
versions.


Syntax
To monitor usage of a thin pool, use the symcfg monitor command:


symcfg [-sid SymmID] [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-offline]
         [-percent <1-100> -action ScriptFile [-norepeat]]
         [-snap | -rdfa_dse | -thin] [-pool PoolName] 
         [-mb] [-gb]
       monitor


Options


-action


Selects a script that should be run when the specified percent value is encountered.
The full pathname to the action script must be specified. The first argument passed to
the script is automatically set to the percent value.


-c


Indicates the number (count) of times to display or to acquire an exclusive lock on the
array host database, the local array, and the remote arrays.


-i


Specifies the repeat interval in seconds to display or to acquire an exclusive lock on
the array host database, the local , and the remote arrays. The default interval is 10
seconds. The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


monitor


Checks the total percent full of the devices currently configured in the pool and can
optionally execute a script file if a specified percentage is encountered.


-norepeat


Specifies that the action script should only be run once if the threshold has been
met. Used with the action script option on the monitor command.


-percent


Causes the action script to be executed when the percent full argument is
encountered.


-pool


Specifies a thin pool.


-thin


Specifies that the pool type is a thin pool.


View thin pools
Description
When adding the -tdev option, thin devices display with all pools in which they have
allocated tracks. The pool allocated tracks are listed per pool in which the device has
allocations. The pool written tracks are only reported for the bound pool and represents
all tracks that have been written to the thin device for any allocation in any pool. The
compression is reported by track size (physical size) and the compressed ratio
percentage.
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Note


Viewing thin pools is supported for HYPERMAX OS 5977 and all supported Enginuity
versions.


View thin device details


Examples
To list thin device details for array 086, enter:


symcfg list -tdev -detail -sid 086


Sample output


. . .
 
Enabled Capacity (Tracks) :  157681440
Bound   Capacity (Tracks) :    4257765
 
                     S Y M M E T R I X   T H I N   D E V I C E S                    
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                     Pool         Pool           Total      Compressed
        Bound      Flags      Total  Subs      Allocated        Written     Size/Ratio
Sym   Pool Name    ESPT      Tracks   (%)     Tracks (%)     Tracks (%)     Tracks (%)
----- ------------ ----- ---------- ----- ---------- --- ---------- --- ---------- ---
00001 -            F..B       26220     0          0   0          0   0          0   0
      DG2_FBA_PL   -.--           -     -      26220 100          -   -      26220   0 
00002 -            F..B       26220     0          0   0          0   0          0   0
  . . .
 
Total                    ---------- ----- ---------- --- ---------- --- ---------- ---
Tracks                      4257765     3      26220   2          0   0      26220   0
 
Legend:
Flags:  (E)mulation : A = AS400, F = FBA, 8 = CKD3380, 9 = CKD3390
         (S)hared Tracks : S = Shared Tracks Present, . = No Shared Tracks
         (P)ersistent Allocs : A = All, S = Some, . = None
         S(T)atus    : B = Bound, I = Binding, U = Unbinding, A = Allocating,
                       D = Deallocating, R = Reclaiming, C = Compressing,
                       N = Uncompressing, F = FreeingAll, . = Unbound


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977:


l A dash (-) displays in the Bound Pool Name column for all TDEV devices.


l A dash (-) displays in the Bound Pool Name column for all TDEV devices. but only for
the first (summary) line for each TDEV. If the TDEV has allocations in other VP Pools,
the pool names and allocation details for those pools are displayed on subsequent
lines.


View all thin device pools


Examples
To view all thin device pools for array 397, enter:


symcfg list -pool -all -sid 397


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000195700397
                    S Y M M E T R I X   P O O L S
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Pool         Flags  Dev              Usable       Free       Used Full Comp
Name         PTECSL Config           Tracks     Tracks     Tracks  (%)  (%)
------------ ------ ------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ---
DEFAULT_POOL SSFDEI 2-Way Mir        600000     600000          0    0    0
  . . .
Pool1        TSFDEI 2-Way Mir      12923748   12945324     105408    0    0
  . . .
Mig_src2     TSFEEI RAID-6(6+2)       19224      16824       2400   12   29
Mig_trg2     TSFDEI 2-Way Mir         19224      19188         36    0    0
Total                            ---------- ---------- ---------- ---- ----
Tracks                             15638331   15616299     149016    0    2
Legend:
  (P)ool Type:
    S = Snap,  R = Rdfa DSE  T = Thin
  (T)echnology:
    S = SATA, F = Fibre Channel, E = Enterprise Flash Drive, M = Mixed, - = N/A
  Dev (E)mulation:
    F = FBA, A = AS400, 8 = CKD3380, 9 = CKD3390, - = N/A
  (C)ompression: 
    E = Enabled, D = Disabled, N = Enabling, S = Disabling, - = N/A
  (S)tate:
    E = Enabled, D = Disabled, B = Balancing
  Disk (L)ocation:
    I = Internal, X = External, M = Mixed, - = N/A    


View thin device allocations bound to a different pool


Description
For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the symcfg show -pool -thin -detail
and symcfg list -pool -v -thin -detail command displays are changed as
follows:
l Pool Bound Thin Devices section displays as No Thin Devices Bound to Device Pool.
l Other-Pool Bound Thin Devices section displays As Other Thin Devices with


Allocations in this Pool.


Examples
To show all allocations for pool Mig_trg2 on array 432, enter:


symcfg show -pool Mig_trg2 -thin -sid 432 -all -detail 


Sample output
When the pool contains allocations from devices that are bound to a different pool:


Symmetrix ID: 000195700432
Symmetrix ID                     : 000194900432
Pool Name                        : Mig_trg2
Pool Type                        : Thin
Disk Location                    : Internal
Technology                       : SATA
Dev Emulation                    : FBA
Dev Configuration                : 2-Way Mir
Pool State                       : Enabled
Compression State                : Enabled
# of Devices in Pool             :  10
# of Enabled Devices in Pool     :  10
# of Usable Tracks in Pool       : 99000
# of Allocated Tracks in Pool    : 14081 
# of Thin Device Tracks          : 11549
# of DSE Tracks                  : 2298
# of Local Replication Tracks    : 234
# of Tracks saved by compression : 0
# of Shared Tracks in Pool       : 0
Pool Utilization (%)             :   3
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Pool Compression Ratio (%)       :   0
Max. Subscription Percent        : N/A
Rebalance Variance               : N/A
Max devs per rebalance scan      : N/A
Pool Reserved Capacity           : N/A
Enabled Devices(6):
  {
   ---------------------------------------------------------
   Sym        Usable      Alloc       Free Full FLG Device
   Dev        Tracks     Tracks     Tracks  (%)  S  State
   ---------------------------------------------------------
   0811         3204        456       2748   14  .  Enabled
   0812         3204        456       2748   14  .  Enabled
   0813         3204        444       2760   14  .  Enabled
   082A         3204        444       2760   14  .  Enabled
   082B         3204        444       2760   14  .  Enabled
   082C         3204        444       2760   14  .  Enabled
          ---------- ---------- ---------- ----
   Tracks      19224       2688      16536   14
  }
Pool Bound Thin Devices(3):
{
   ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                      Pool          Pool          Total        Compressed 
   Sym   FLG       Total Sub      Allocated      Written       Size/Ratio 
   Dev    T       Tracks (%)     Tracks (%)     Tracks (%)     Tracks (%) 
   ----------------------------------------------------------------------
   0816   B         4800  25        144   3          0   0        144   0
   082F   B         4800  25       1440  30          0   0        720  50
   086E   B          750   4        372  50          0   0        252  32
              ---------- --- ---------- --- ---------- --- ---------- ---
   Tracks          10350  54       1956  19          0   0       1116  42
  }
Other-Pool Bound Thin Devices(2):
{
   ----------------------------------------------------------
                                       Pool        Compressed
          Bound           Total      Allocated     Size/Ratio
   Sym  Pool Name        Tracks     Tracks (%)     Tracks (%)
   ----------------------------------------------------------
   0826 Mig_src2           6000        360   6        360   0
   092C HR_Archive         3000        372  12        252  32
                     ---------- ---------- --- ---------- ---
   Tracks                  9000        732   8        612  16     
  }
Legend:
  Enabled devices FLG:
    (S)hared Tracks : X = Shared Tracks , . = No Shared Tracks
  Bound devices FLG:  
    S(T)atus    : B = Bound, I = Binding, U = Unbinding, A = Allocating,
                  D = Deallocating, R = Reclaiming, C = Compressing,
                  N = Uncompressing, F = FreeingAll, . = Unbound,
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CHAPTER 9


Federated Tiered Storage


This chapter describes Federated Tiered Storage (FTS) concepts and explains how to
configure and manage FTS using the SYMCLI.


l Federated Tiered Storage overview...................................................................... 338
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l Geometry of eDisk encapsulated devices (Enginuity 5876)..................................340
l Create external disk group ..................................................................................342
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l List external spindle state (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher).................................. 346
l Verify eDisk state (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher)............................................... 347
l Start drain on eDisk (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher)........................................... 347
l Stop eDisk drain (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher)................................................ 349
l Activate eDisk (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher).................................................... 350
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Federated Tiered Storage overview
Federated Tiered Storage (FTS) attaches external storage to VMAX arrays. This allows
using physical disk space on existing arrays while having access to VMAX features such
as local replication, remote replication, storage tiering, data management, and data
migration. In addition, FTS simplifies multi-vendor or EMC storage array management.


FTS overview for HYPERMAX OS 5977
FTS for VMAX arrays with HYPERMAX OS 5977 external provisioning includes:


l Data Domain eDisk encapsulation for EMC ProtectPoint — ProtectPoint allows for
direct backup from VMAX arrays to Data Domain platforms. Support is provided for
one external disk group and one associated pool to store external devices. The disk
group and pool are created automatically during the VMAX array pre-configuration
process and all encapsulated virtually-provisioned devices are added during this
process.


Note


The Solutions Enabler TimeFinder Family CLI User Guide provides details on using the
SYMCLI to perform ProtectPoint operations.


l XtremIO edisks — allows VMAX array access to XtremIO all-flash arrays. The SRPs and
associated external disk group and pool are created during the VMAX array pre-
configuration process. The only SLO supported for these SRPs is Optimized, as
external storage is not under FAST management.


FTS overview for Enginuity 5876
Arrays running Enginuity 5876 support FTS on VMAX 10K, 20K, and 40K platforms. For
detailed information about FTS configuration and operating modes, refer to the EMC
Symmetrix VMAX Family with Enginuity (10K, 20K, 40K) Product Guide.


Solutions Enabler features supported in FTS


Table 42 Solutions Enabler features supported in FTS


Feature Enginuity 5876 HYPERMAX OS 5977


FAST VP Supports VP pools of externally provisioned DATA
devices. Solutions Enabler allows you to specify the
technology type of the FTS tier. In addition, FAST VP
supports up to four tiers when one of the four tiers
is the external FTS tier.


External storage is not under FAST management and
data movement cannot occur. The only SLO available
to eDisks is "Optimized".


VLUN migration Supports both encapsulated and externally
provisioned devices, however encapsulated
devices cannot be used as targets of a VLUN
migration and cannot be migrated using the
configured space option.


Data movement is not supported.


Open Replicator l Full support for externally provisioned device
for ORS, RP, and FLM operations.


l Full support for externally provisioned device for
ORS, and RP operations.
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Table 42 Solutions Enabler features supported in FTS (continued)


Feature Enginuity 5876 HYPERMAX OS 5977


l Support for encapsulated devices that are not
geometry limited for only ORS and RP
operations.


l Encapsulated devices are not supported for
FLM operations.


l Encapsulated devices that are geometry
limited are not supported for ORS pull
operations.


l Support for encapsulated devices that are not
geometry limited for only ORS and RP operations.


l Encapsulated devices that are geometry limited
are not supported for ORS pull operations.


SRDF l All SRDF operations are supported for externally provisioned devices with any RDF personality (R1, R2,
etc.).


l All SRDF operations are supported for encapsulated devices that are not geometry limited with any RDF
personality, (R1, R2, etc.).


l Encapsulated devices that are geometry limited are supported for SRDF migration operations only.
Support is limited to R1 devices. The rules of operation (R2 larger than R1) apply.


SRDF/SAR The symreplicate CLI supports both encapsulated and externally provisioned devices, as follows:


l Supports externally provisioned devices.


l Supports encapsulated devices that are not geometry limited.


l Does not support encapsulated devices that are geometry limited for any SAR operation.
The symrecover CLI supports both encapsulated and externally provisioned devices, as follows:


l Supports externally provisioned devices.


l Supports encapsulated devices that are not geometry limited.


l Does not support encapsulated devices that are geometry limited.


SRDF/Star l Supports externally provisioned devices.


l Supports encapsulated devices that are not geometry limited.


l Does not support encapsulated devices that are geometry limited for any Star operation.


TimeFinder l Supports externally provisioned devices as source and target devices for TimeFinder/Snap, Clone, and
Mirror (TF/Clone Emulation) operations.


l Supports encapsulated devices that are not geometry limited as source and target devices for
TimeFinder/Clone, and TimeFinder/Mirror (TF/Clone Emulation) operations.


l Supports encapsulated devices that are geometry limited only for TimeFinder/Clone operations. These
devices can be used as a source devices and the rules for operations to larger target devices apply.


FTS eDisks
With a VMAX array attached to external storage, FTS virtualizes an external array's SCSI
logical units as VMAX disks called eDisks. eDisks have two modes of operation:


l Encapsulation — Preserves existing data on external arrays and accesses it through
VMAX devices. These devices are called encapsulated devices.
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l External Provisioning — Uses external storage as raw capacity for new VMAX devices.
These devices are called externally provisioned devices. Existing data on the external
devices is deleted when they are externally provisioned.


Restrictions
The following restrictions apply to eDisks:


l n Must be unprotected devices. The RAID protection scheme of eDisks is dependent
on the external array.


n Cannot be AS400, CKD, or gatekeeper devices.
n Cannot be used as VAULT, SFS, or ACLX devices.


FTS eDisk encapsulation
eDisk encapsulation has two modes of operation:


l Encapsulation for disk group provisioning (DP encapsulation) — The eDisk is
encapsulated and exported from the VMAX array as disk group provisioned devices.


l Encapsulation for virtual provisioning (VP encapsulation) — The eDisk is
encapsulated and exported from the VMAX array as thin devices.
For both modes, the array automatically creates the necessary VMAX devices. If the
eDisk is larger than the maximum VMAX device size or the configured minimum auto
meta size, the array creates multiple VMAX devices to account for the full size of the
eDisk. These VMAX devices are concatenated into a single concatenated meta device
and allow access to the complete volume of data available from the eDisk.


eDisk external provisioning
With a virtualized eDisk for external provisioning, VMAX devices can be created from the
external disk group and used as storage.


For Enginuity 5876:
External provisioning is available for creating a new FAST VP tier. The FTS tier can be
associated with a technology type. The technology associated with the FTS tier indicates
to the FAST VP controller the expected performance from the tier.


For HYPERMAX OS 5977:
Requires a new license (FAST.X) and Advanced Suite license pack.


External storage is not under FAST control. See Fully Automated Storage Tiering (Enginuity
5874 through 5876)  on page 182 for more information on FAST.


.


Geometry of eDisk encapsulated devices (Enginuity 5876)
Enginuity 5876 builds VMAX devices based on the VMAX cylinder size (fifteen 64 K
tracks), so the size of devices do not always match the raw capacity of the eDisk. If the
size does not match, Enginuity sets a custom geometry on the encapsulated device.
Solutions Enabler reports this custom geometry as user-defined geometry.


For created meta devices, Enginuity defines the geometry on the meta head, and only the
last member can have a size that spans beyond the raw capacity of the eDisk.


eDisk Geometry limited devices restrictions (Enginuity 5876)
Encapsulated devices that have a VMAX cylinder size larger than the reported user-
defined geometry size are considered geometry limited. The following restrictions apply
to geometry-limited devices:
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l Only used as source devices for TimeFinder/Clone operations, no support for
TimeFinder/Snap or TimeFinder/Mirror. The rules for operations to larger target
devices apply. See the Solutions Enabler TimeFinder Family CLI User Guide for details
about copying data from a source device to a larger target device. If the devices are
meta devices, the following requirements must be met:


n The number of meta members on the source device and the target device must be
the same.


n For each of the source device and target device meta members, the VMAX cylinder
size must be the same.


l Only used as R1 devices for SRDF migration operations. The rules for operations to
larger R2 devices apply. See the EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI User Guide for
details about copying data from an R1 device to a larger R2 device. Does not support
SRDF/AR. If the devices are meta devices, the following requirements must be met:


n The number of meta members on the device that contains the R1 and the device
that contains the R2 must be the same.


n For each of the meta members on the device that contains the R1 and the device
that contains the R2, the VMAX cylinder size must be the same.


l Cannot expand, dissolve, convert, or use as the target of a VLUN migration.


l For thin devices, cannot unbind or rebind from their pool, and reclaim their space.


l For thin pools, created during encapsulation, cannot add data devices unless it
results in encapsulating external storage.


l Cannot add thin pools to tiers.


eDisk encapsulation examples


This section provides examples of geometry-limited encapsulation and encapsulation
that is not geometry limited.


Geometry-limited encapsulation
To virtualize an eDisk and encapsulate the data for a 22 GB external device with the
automatic meta member size on the VMAX array configured to 9 GB, the following actions
occur:


1. Enginuity creates three 9 GB VMAX devices and associates each one with an
unprotected, virtual RAID group.


2. Enginuity concatenates the VMAX devices into a single concatenated meta device.


3. Enginuity sets the user defined geometry to reflect the encapsulated 22 GB capacity.
This device is considered geometry limited because the VMAX device size reported on
the meta head (27 GB) is larger than the user defined geometry size of 22 GB.


Encapsulation not geometry limited (meta rules enforced)
To virtualize an eDisk and encapsulate the data for a 27 GB external device with the
automatic meta member size on the VMAX array configured to 9 GB, the following actions
occur:


1. Enginuity creates three 9 GB VMAX devices and associates each one with an
unprotected, virtual RAID group.


2. Enginuity concatenates the VMAX devices into a single concatenated meta device.


3. Enginuity sets the user defined geometry to reflect the encapsulated 27 GB capacity.
This device is not considered geometry limited because the size reported on the meta
head (27 GB) and the user defined geometry (including the size in bytes) match
exactly.
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Encapsulation that is not geometry limited (exact device size enforced)
To virtualize an eDisk and encapsulate the data for a 22 GB external device, and override
the automatic meta member size configured on the VMAX array by specifying the exact
device size, the following actions occur:


1. Enginuity creates two 9 GB VMAX devices and one 4 GB VMAX device and associated
each one with an unprotected, virtual RAID group.


2. Enginuity concatenates them into a single concatenated meta device.


3. Enginuity sets the user defined geometry to reflect the exact encapsulated 22 GB
capacity.
This device is not considered geometry limited because the VMAX device size
reported on the meta head (22 GB) and the user defined geometry (including the size
in bytes) match exactly.


Create external disk group
Description
To use FTS, an external disk group (where eDisks are added) must set up using the
symconfigure command.


Syntax
To setup an external disk group, use the following syntax:


symconfigure create disk_group DskGrpName disk_location = <external>


Note


The disk group name serves as an additional identification mechanism and does not
replace disk group numbers.


Example
To create a disk group for a storage pool and name it hr_sg_pool, enter:


symconfigure -sid 2012 -cmd "create disk_group hr_disk_group 
disk_location = external;" commit


Restrictions
The following restrictions apply when creating disk groups.


l The maximum number of external disk groups allowed on an array is 512.


l A disk group cannot be created and deleted in the same session.


l The specified disk group name must be unique; the check for uniqueness is case
insensitive.


l The maximum characters allowed in a disk group name is 32. Only alphanumeric
characters, hyphens "-" and underscores "_" are allowed. The name cannot start with
a hyphen "-" or underscore "_".


l The disk group name given cannot have the same format as the default disk group
names, for example DISK_GROUP_001.
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Delete an external disk group
Syntax
To delete a disk group by disk group number or by disk group name, use the following
syntax:


symconfigure delete disk_group <DskGrpNum | name:DskGrpName>;


Examples
To delete a disk group with the name hr_disk_group, enter:


symconfigure -sid 2012 -cmd "delete disk_group name:hr_disk_group;" 
commit


Restrictions
The following restrictions apply when deleting disk groups:


l The disk group must be empty.


l The disk group name or number must exist.


l Only external disk groups can be deleted.


The following rules apply to physical disks and disk groups when using this feature:


l Managing external disk groups requires Enginuity 5876 or HYPERMAX OS 5977.


l An external disk group can only contain external disks.


l Every external disk in the array must belong to an external disk group.


Add an eDisk
Description
When adding an eDisk to a VMAX array, it must be added to an external disk group. Use
the symsan command to obtain the WWN of the external LUN that you plan to add. Refer
to the EMC Solutions Enabler SYMCLI Command Reference for the symsan manpage.


Syntax
For Enginuity 5876, add an eDisk to an external disk group, using the following syntax:


add external_disk wwn=<wwn> [to disk_group=<DskGrpNum | 
name:DskGrpName>]
encapsulate_data=<NO | YES [pool=<PoolName>]> [meta_member_size=<n> 
[MB | GB | CYL]]
[member_size_equal=<YES | NO>] [dir=<Director_num>];


For HYPERMAX OS 5977, add an eDisk to an external disk group, using the following
syntax:


add external_disk wwn=<wwn> encapsulate_data=<YES | NO 
<SRP=<SRPName>>>[dir=<Director_num>];


Options


encapsulate_data


Set this option to YES to encapsulate data on external LUNs. Set this option to NO to
virtualize the eDisk for external provisioning. If set to NO, requires a valid SRP
configured on the array.
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Examples
For Enginuity 5876, to add an eDisk for external provisioning to disk group
exchange_disks1, enter:


symconfigure commit -cmd "add external_disk wwn=60000970000194900306533030314341 to 
disk_group
=exchange_disks1, encapsulate_data=NO;"


For Enginuity 5876, to add an eDisk to disk group exchange_disks2 and encapsulate
the data using DP encapsulation, enter:


symconfigure commit -cmd "add external_disk wwn=60000970000194900306533030314345 to 
disk_group=
exchange_disks2, encapsulate_data=YES;"


For Enginuity 5876, to add an eDisk to disk group exchange_disks2 and encapsulate
the data using VP encapsulation (with a thin pool named eng_pool), enter:


symconfigure commit -cmd "add external_disk wwn=60000970000194900306533030314345 to 
disk_group=
exchange_disks2, encapsulate_data=YES, pool=eng_pool;"


For HYPERMAX OS 5977, to virtualize external LUN with WWN 6002198000002DDA8B
into SRP "EXTERNAL_SRP", enter:


symconfigure –sid 087 commit -cmd “add external_disk 
wwn=6002198000002DDA8B 
encapsulate_data=NO SRP=EXTERNAL_SRP;”


Rules and restrictions for adding eDisks


General restrictions
The following restrictions apply when adding an eDisk:


l eDisks can only be associated with one external spindle at a time.


l The disk group for the eDisk must already exist (or be created first in the same
command).


l With virtual provisioning, either an empty pool or an existing pool composed of
external data devices must be provided.


l External LUN size must be between 42 cylinders and 16TB.


For HYPERMAX OS 5977:


l The specified SRP must exist, cannot have internal storage, and must have an
external disk group. Only one external disk group is valid.


l The options to disk_group and pool are not valid.


l Meta_member_size or member_size_equal option cannot be specified.


l All external LUNs virtualized for external provisioning into a SRP should be from the
same external array and should be the same size.


l A total of 2046 eDisks can be virtualized on the array. This includes both
encapsulation and external provisioning.


l The Advanced Suite license pack and FAST,X license are required to perform this
operation.
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For Enginuity 5876:


l If using virtual provisioning, the name of an existing thin pool is required.


l To override the auto meta member size configured on the VMAX array, specify the
meta member size (meta_member_size =
n
[MB | GB | CYL] ).


l If member_size_equal= NO (specifies that devices do not have to be the same
size), the meta tail will be smaller than the other devices in the meta.


l If the encapsulate_data option is set to NO, any data that is currently on the
external device is deleted.


Show external disk information
Examples
To show external disk information for spindle ID 1E05, enter:


symdisk show -spid 1E05 -sid 432


Sample output


Symmetrix ID                 : 000194900432
  Director                   : DX-2F
  Interface                  : N/A
  Target ID                  : N/A
  Spindle ID                 : 1E05
  External WWN               : 60000970000184700306533030314345
  External Array ID          : 000194900345
  External Device Name       : 00040
  Disk Group Number          : 512
  Disk Group Name            : DISK_GROUP_512
  Disk Location              : External
 ...


  Hypers (1):


  {
  #   Vol   Emulation        Dev   Type          Mir Mbr Sts Cap(MB)
  --- ----- ---------------- ----- ------------- --- --- --- --------
    1 N/A   FBA              00510 Ext-Data       1   1  RW     
17261  }


Remove an eDisk
Description
For externally provisioning eDisks, the VMAX devices on the eDisk must be drained before
it can be removed. See Start drain on eDisk (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher) on page
347on how to start draining an external disk.


For encapsulated eDisks, the devices on the eDisk must be unmapped and not be part of
a migration, local replication, remote replication, or ORS session. RAID groups and any
disk group provisioned devices or DATA devices created during the encapsulation are
removed. Thin devices are unbound but they are not removed.
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Syntax
To remove an eDisk, use the following syntax:


remove external_disk <wwn=<wwn> | spid=<SpindleID>>   
[force_remove=<YES | NO>];


Options


force_remove


This option forces the removal of an external encapsulated disk when data is still in
the VMAX cache. This can occur when the device has iVTOC and write pending tracks.


Examples
To remove an eDisk specifying the eDisks WWN, enter:


symconfigure commit -cmd "remove external_disk 
wwn=60000970000184700306533030314345;"


To remove an eDisk using the specifying the spindle ID, enter:


symconfigure commit -cmd "remove external_disk spid=2256;"


Restrictions


l The following security privileges are required to execute the start drain
command:


n Required Access type: CFGSYM


n Required Authorization Rights: Storage Admin


l Requires Advanced Suite license pack and FAST.X license.


l The specified WWN or spindle ID must represent an external disk.


l The specified external disk must exist.


l The specified WWN or spindle ID must represent an external disk virtualized for
external provisioning.


l The specified external disk must be in the Drained state.


List external spindle state (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher)
Syntax
To list external spindle states, use the following syntax:


symdisk list -external –spindle –state [-spid <#>]


Examples
To list external spindles for array ID 084, enter:


symdisk list -external -spindle –state –spid 084


Sample output


Symmetrix ID : 000197100084


          FLG                                       Drained
Spindle   T  Vendor   Product  Array ID     State    (%)
-------- --- ------- --------- ----------- -------- -------
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8000      P  EMC     XtremIO  000012345678  Active    N/A
8001      P  EMC     XtremIO  000012345678  Draining  50
8002      P  EMC     XtremIO  000012345678  Drained   100 


Legend:
 Flags:
  (T)ype: E – Encapsulated, P – External Provisioning


Output descriptions for state values:
l N/A — Value listed for array running Enginuity 5876.
l Active — At least one data device associated with the eDisk is enabled.
l Draining — At least one data device associated with the eDisk is draining.
l Drained — All data devices associated with the eDisk are disabled and not


draining.
l Drained (%) — If the eDisk is fully allocated then the Drained % starts from 0.


Otherwise it starts from a value depending upon the allocated tracks on the external
disk. For example if the external disk is 100% allocated then the Drained % value
starts from approximately 0%. If it is 70% allocated then the Drained % value starts
at approximately 30%.


l Disabled — If draining is stopped using stop drain, the eDisk state becomes
disabled and is not available for allocations.


Verify eDisk state (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher)
Syntax
To verify the state of an external disk, use the following syntax:


Note


The ExternalWWN argument for the -spid option must refer to an eDisk.


symdisk verify –external –sid <SymmID> [<-wwn=<ExternalWWN> | -
spid=<SpindleID>>]
 [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] < -draining | -drained | -active | 
disabled >


Examples
To verify the Active state for spindle 8000, enter:


symdisk verify –external –sid 084 –spid 8000 –active


 All disk(s) are in the 'Active' state.


To verify the Draining state for spindle 8000, enter:


symdisk verify –external –sid 084 –spid 8000 –draining


None of the disk(s) are in the "Draining" state.


Start drain on eDisk (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher)
Description
The start drain command starts the background draining process. Use the symdisk
verfiy or symdisk list -state commands to monitor the draining progress. (See 
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Verify eDisk state (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher) on page 347 or List external spindle
state (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher) on page 346). When draining is complete the
external disk state is "Drained". If draining is stopped using the stop drain command,
the external disk state changes from "Disabled" and the disk is not available for
allocations. See Stop eDisk drain (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher) on page 349 for stop
drain command.


Syntax
To start the drain on an external disk, use the following syntax:


start drain on external_disk <wwn=<wwn> | spid=<SpindleID>>;


Examples
To start drain on external disk specifying the WWN, enter:


symconfigure –sid 087 commit -cmd “start drain on external_disk 
wwn=6002198000002DDA8B;”


Execute a symconfigure operation for symmetrix '000197100087' (y/
[n]) ? y
A Configuration Change operation is in progress. Please wait...
    Establishing a configuration change 
session...............Established.
    Processing symmetrix 000197100087
    {
start drain on external_disk wwn=6002198000002DDA8B;
    }
    Performing Access checks..................................Allowed.
      . . .
    Terminating the configuration change session..............Done.
The configuration change session has successfully completed.


To start drain on external disk specifying the spindle ID, enter:


symconfigure –sid 087 commit -cmd “start drain on spid=23;”


Execute a symconfigure operation for symmetrix '000197100087' (y/
[n]) ? y
A Configuration Change operation is in progress. Please wait...
    Establishing a configuration change 
session...............Established.
    Processing symmetrix 000197100087
    {
start drain on external_disk spid=23;
    }
    Performing Access checks..................................Allowed.
      . . .
    Terminating the configuration change session..............Done.
The configuration change session has successfully completed.


Restrictions


l The following security privileges are required to execute the start drain
command:


n Required Access type: CFGSYM


n Required Authorization Rights: Storage Admin


l Requires Advanced Suite license pack and FAST.X license.


l The specified WWN or spindle ID must represent an external disk.


l The specified external disk must exist.
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l The specified WWN or spindle ID must represent an external disk virtualized for
external provisioning.


l The specified external disk cannot be in the Draining orDrained state.


l Sufficient free capacity must be available in the SRP, for all the allocated tracks
produced from draining the external disk.


Stop eDisk drain (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher)


Description
Stopping the drain process, moves the external disk state toDisabled.


Syntax
To stop the drain on an external disk, use the following syntax:


stop drain on external_disk <wwn=<wwn> | spid=<SpindleID>>;


Examples
To stop drain on external disk specifying the WWN, enter:


symconfigure –sid 087 commit -cmd “stop drain on external_disk 
wwn=6002198000002DDA8B;”


Execute a symconfigure operation for symmetrix '000197100087' (y/
[n]) ? y
A Configuration Change operation is in progress. Please wait...
    Establishing a configuration change 
session...............Established.
    Processing symmetrix 000197100087
    {
stop drain on external_disk wwn=6002198000002DDA8B;
    }
    Performing Access checks..................................Allowed.
      . . .
    Terminating the configuration change session..............Done.
The configuration change session has successfully completed.


To stop drain on external disk specifying the spindle ID, enter:


symconfigure –sid 087 commit -cmd “stop drain on external_disk spid=23


Execute a symconfigure operation for symmetrix '000197100087' (y/
[n]) ? y
A Configuration Change operation is in progress. Please wait...
    Establishing a configuration change 
session...............Established.
    Processing symmetrix 000197100087
    {
stop drain on external_disk spid=23;
    }
    Performing Access checks..................................Allowed.
      . . .
    Terminating the configuration change session..............Done.
The configuration change session has successfully completed.


Restrictions


l The following security privileges are required to execute the start drain
command:


n Required Access type: CFGSYM
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n Required Authorization Rights: Storage Admin


l Requires Advanced Suite license pack and FAST.X license.


l The specified WWN or spindle ID must represent an external disk.


l The specified external disk must exist.


l The specified WWN or spindle ID must represent an external disk virtualized for
external provisioning.


l The specified external disk cannot be in the Drained state.


Activate eDisk (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher)
Description
Activating an edisk is allowed when the external disk is in DISABLED, DRAINED or
DRAINING state, and this action moves the edisk to ACTIVE state. Activating the edisk
which is in DRAINING state stops the drain operation before activating.


Syntax
To activate an external disk, use the following syntax:


activate external_disk <wwn=<wwn> | spid=<SpindleID>>;


Examples
To activate an external disk specifying the WWN, enter:


symconfigure –sid 087 commit -cmd “activate external_disk 
wwn=6002198000002DDA8B;”


Execute a symconfigure operation for symmetrix '000197100087' (y/
[n]) ? y
A Configuration Change operation is in progress. Please wait...
    Establishing a configuration change 
session...............Established.
    Processing symmetrix 000197100087
    {
activate external_disk wwn=6002198000002DDA8B;
    }
    Performing Access checks..................................Allowed.
      . . .
    Terminating the configuration change session..............Done.
The configuration change session has successfully completed.


To activate an external disk specifying the spindle ID, enter:


symconfigure –sid 087 commit -cmd “activate external_disk spid=23;”


Execute a symconfigure operation for symmetrix '000197100087' (y/
[n]) ? y
A Configuration Change operation is in progress. Please wait...
    Establishing a configuration change 
session...............Established.
    Processing symmetrix 000197100087
    {
activate external_disk spid=23;
    }
    Performing Access checks..................................Allowed.
      . . .
    Terminating the configuration change session..............Done.
The configuration change session has successfully completed.
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Restrictions


l The following security privileges are required to execute the start drain
command:


n Required Access type: CFGSYM


n Required Authorization Rights: Storage Admin


l Requires Advanced Suite license pack and FAST.X license.


l The specified WWN or spindle ID must represent an external disk.


l The specified external disk must exist.


l The specified WWN or spindle ID must represent an external disk virtualized for
external provisioning.


l The specified external disk cannot be in the Active state.
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CHAPTER 10


Device masking with Auto-Provisioning Groups


This chapter explains how to confine host access to array devices using auto-provisioning
groups and the SYMCLI symaccess command.


l Auto-provisioning groups.................................................................................... 354
l Create an auto-provisioning session....................................................................356
l Manage masking views....................................................................................... 361
l Manage storage groups.......................................................................................363
l Manage port groups............................................................................................ 366
l Manage initiator groups...................................................................................... 369
l Display auto-provisioning group information.......................................................377
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Auto-provisioning groups
Auto-provisioning groups creates groups of host initiators, front-end ports, and logical
devices. These groups are associated to form a masking view, where controls are
managed. This feature reduces the number of commands needed for masking devices,
and allows for easy management of the masking view.


Storage provisioning with the symaccess command creates a group of devices, a group
of director ports, a group of host initiators, and with one command, associates them into
a masking view. Once a masking view exists, devices, ports, and initiators are easily
added or removed from these groups.


The symaccesscommand also contains some features similar to those found in the
symmaskdb command (a login history command and initiator attributes). However, two
symmask operations are supported for arrays running Enginuity 5874 and higher: the
backup and restore of the masking database, and listing of the attached Host Bus
Adapters.


Arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher do not support auto-provisioning for iSCSI.
This includes the iSCSI front-end director emulation and attached ports, iSCSI initiators,
and CHAP security assignment to iSCSI ports.


Auto-provisioning for iSCSI is supported for arrays running Enginuity 5874 through 5876.


Note


Auto-provisioning groups is not supported on DMX arrays running Enginuity 5773 or
lower. The symmask and symmaskdb commands should be used to mask devices in DMX
arrays.


Provisioning limits
Provisioning limits for specific VMAX array OS versions are shown in Table 43 on page
354 and Table 44 on page 355.


Table 43 Provisioning limits for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher


Provisioning object Configuration limitations


Devices Maximum 16K per each director


Maximum 4K per each storage group


Initiator group Maximum 64 initiator addresses (or 64 child IG names) per group


Note


Using multiple child initiator groups in a cascaded initiator group with
multiple initiators, allows a masking view to exceed the limit of 64
initiators.


Storage group Maximum 16K storage groups per array


Maximum 64 child storage groups per each parent storage group


Maximum 4K storage groups with host I/O limits defined


Port group Maximum 16K port groups per array
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Table 43 Provisioning limits for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher (continued)


Provisioning object Configuration limitations


Maximum 32 ports in a port group


Masking view Maximum 16K masking views per array


LUN addresses Maximum 4K LUN addresses per director port


Table 44 Provisioning limits for VMAX arrays running Enginuity 5874 through 5876


Provisioning object Configuration limitations


Devices Maximum 4K per each director port


Maximum 4K per each storage group


Initiator group Maximum 32 initiator addresses (or 64 child IG names) per group


Storage group Maximum 4K storage groups per array


Maximum 32 child storage groups per each parent storage group


Maximum 2K storage groups with host I/O limits defined


Port group Maximum 8K storage groups per array


Masking view Maximum 8K masking views per array


LUN addresses Maximum 4K LUN addresses per director port


Create a masking view
The steps for creating a masking view are:


1. Create a storage group (one or more devices).


2. Create a port group (one or more director/port combinations).


3. Create an initiator group (one or more host WWNs or iSCSIs).


4. Create a masking view containing the storage group, port group, and initiator group.


The devices are automatically masked and mapped when a masking view is created.


Figure 9 on page 356 shows a masking view.
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Figure 9  Masking view overview


After the masking view is created, any objects (devices, ports, initiators) added to a group
automatically become part of the masking view.


Auto-provisioning session rollback
Auto-provisioning operations (create masking views, or add devices or ACLX-enabled
ports to existing views) continue to map devices to ports, but if the masking view update
fails these devices are unmapped when the session is rolled back.
Storage groups containing CKD devices must already be mapped, and must use the
optional flag -ckd. Storage groups containing Celerra devices can be masked (and
mapped) using the -celerraoption. Storage groups containing devices tagged for
RecoverPoint are masked and mapped using the -rp option.


HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher
For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher, explicit mapping and unmapping of
ACLX-enabled ports using the symconfigure command is not supported. To make the
ACLX device visible or to remove visibility from the ACLX device, modify the new
SHOW_ACLX_DEVICE attribute on front end ports. By default, ACLX-enabled ports have
the SHOW_ACLX_DEVICE attribute disabled, making the ACLX device not visible to hosts
zoned to the port. One ACLX-enabled port is pre-configured with the SHOW_ACLX_DEVICE
attribute enabled. During device remove, port remove, or masking view delete
operations, the -unmap option is ignored for HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


Enginuity 5876 or higher
When an auto-provisioning session fails on arrays running Enginuity 5876 or higher, the
system automatically rolls back the ACLX database to the state in was in prior to initiating
the session. This rollback feature recovers the database and releases the session lock
automatically. The audit log contains any messages relating to the rollback.


Create an auto-provisioning session
This section details the steps for creating an auto-provisioning session.


The steps are :


1. Discover the host HBAs.
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2. List (identify) the host HBAs.


3. Create groups and views.


Discover host HBAs


Description
During the initial array setup, a search, from the controlling host, for each HBA connected
to array devices is performed using the symaccess discover command. The
symaccess discover command sends information about this connection back to its
host system. The discover command is the primary mechanism by which hosts, other
than the control station, identify their paths to the array.


Examples
To discover host HBAs: enter


symaccess discover hba


When the symaccess discover command finds a host HBA, it reads the login history
table and performs the following:


1. Creates an ASCII alias and writes it to the login history table.


Note


There is a -rename option that is used with the symaccess discover command,


to force a write of the discovered hostname/HBA name (or IP address) to the login
history table and the initiator group.


2. Prints the initiator identifier (WWN/iSCSI) of the HBAs connected to the masked
channel and the array.


List host HBAs


Description
For HYPERMAX OS 5977 and Enginuity 5874 or higher, both the symaccess discover
and symaccess list commands do not use the ACLX device to determine the
available connections. Therefore, connections available through all gatekeeper devices
are listed regardless of the host visibility of the ACLX device. For the symaccess list
command, the connections displayed include the paths detected through either the ACLX
device or any gatekeeper device. If multiple gatekeepers, including the ACLX device, are
available for detecting connections, only one entry is displayed for each unique
connection to the array.


Note


An iSCSI initiator cannot log in to the array until it belongs to a masking view that
includes that specific port on the array.


Examples
To list host HBAs, enter:


symaccess list hba
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Sample output
Shows only one unique connection through mutliple gatekeepers.


Identifier        Physical Device Path              Symmetrix ID  
Dir:Port
----------------  --------------------------------  ------------  
--------
10000000c99527b2  /dev/sdh                          000197100086  01E:
009 
                  /dev/sdw                          000197300005  01E:
008 
                  /dev/sdb                          000198700030  01E:
000


Create groups and views
The symaccess command is used to create the initiator groups, port groups, and
storage groups that make up the masking view.


Create storage groups


Description
The symaccess and the symsg commands support storage group operations. Use the
symaccess command for creating storage groups by specifying a range of devices, a list
of devices, a device group, a storage group, or a device file.


Note


Host I/O Limits can be set for a storage group. Host I/O Limits are settings that limit the
amount of front-end (FE) bandwidth (MBs) and I/Os per second (IOPs) that are consumed
by a set of array devices over a set of director ports. Host I/O Limits for storage groups
(5876 or 5977) on page 115 provides feature details and restrictions.


Syntax
To create a storage group, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID create -name GroupName -type storage 
   [devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | 
         SymDevName[,SymDevName[,SymDevName...]] | 
     <-g DgName [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev] [-tgt]> | 
     <sg SgName[,SgName1,SgName2,.,SgNamen]>
     <-file DeviceFileName [src] [tgt]> 
   [-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]]]


Note


LUNs are assigned by the array when the masking view is created, not when devices are
added to the storage group.


Examples
To create a storage group SG_1 and add device range 050:055, enter:


symaccess create -sid 458 -name SG_1 -type storage devs 050:055


Storage group and group name rules:


l Maximum group name length is 64 characters and are not case sensitive.


l Group Name must begin with an alphanumeric character, and embedded hyphens
and underscore characters are valid.
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l Group names must be unique per group type, but different group types can share the
same name. For example, a storage group, a port group, and an initiator group can all
have the name Financial_DB. However, two storage groups cannot be named
Financial_DB.


l Device reservations are enforced whenever devices are added to a storage group.


Create port groups


Description
A port can belong to more than one port group. However, for arrays running HYPERMAX
OS 5977 or higher, different types of ports (physical FC ports, virtual FC ports and iSCSI
virtual ports) cannot be mixed within a single port group.


Syntax
To create a port group, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID-name GroupName -type port 
create [-dirport Dir:Port[,Dir:Port...]]


Examples
To create a port group PG_1 with three front-end ports, enter:


symaccess create -sid 458 -name PG_1 -type port -dirport 7E:0,7G:1,8F:
0


Create initiator groups


Description
An initiator group is a container of one or more host initiators (Fibre or iSCSI). Each
initiator group can contain up to 64 initiator addresses or 64 child IG names. Initiator
groups cannot contain a mixture of host initiators and child IG names. Initiator groups are
created using the HBA's WWN, iSCSI, a file containing WWNs or iSCSI names, or another
initiator group name.


Syntax
To create an initiator group, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID   
create -name GroupName -type initiator 
      [-consistent_lun]
      [-wwn wwn | -iscsi iscsi | 
       -file InitiatorFilename | -ig InitiatorGroupName ]   


Options


-consistent_lun


Use this option if the devices of a storage group (in a view) need to be seen on the
same LUN on all ports of the port group. If the -consistent_lun option is set on
the initiator group, the host LUN number assigned to devices is the same for the ports
on the HBA. If this option is not set, the system will choose the first available LUN on
each individual port.


Examples
To create an initiator group, IG_1, enter:


symaccess create -sid 458 -name IG_1 -type initiator -file IG_1
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The file IG_1 contains:


wwn:210000e08b04daac


Restrictions (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher)
For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher, different types of initiators (external
Fibre Channel WWNs, internal guest Fibre Channel WWNs and iSCSI IQNs) cannot be
mixed within a single Initiator Group. In addition, all child IG names added to a parent
initiator group must contain the same Initiator type.


Create a masking view


Description
A masking view is a container of a storage group, a port group, and an initiator group, and
makes the storage group visible to the host. Devices are masked and mapped
automatically. The groups must contain some devices entries.


Figure 10  Masking view MV_1


Volume dynamic addressing is enabled by default. The array assigns the next available
LUN address on the FA port when the masking view is created. The LUN assigned on the
FA port will not necessarily match the masking LUN.


When you create a masking view, if Host I/O Limits have been set for the storage group,
they become active with the symaccess create view command.


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, encapsulated devices that are being used as
TimeFinder SnapVX source or target devices cannot be masked to a host.


Syntax
To create a masking view, use the following syntax:


create view -sid SymmID -name ViewName -sg StorageGroupName 
-pg PortGroupName -ig InitiatorGroupName       
[ < [-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]]
[-lun Addr,Addr,Addr...] [-ckd] [-celerra] [-rp]
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Options


-ckd


Masks CKD devices. By default, CKD devices are blocked from masking but are
allowed if the devices are already mapped. Celerra devices can be masked without
the flag if they are not mapped.


-celerra


Unnmaps Celerra devices.


-rp


Maps or masks devices tagged for RecoverPoint.


Examples
To create a masking view using SG_1 PG_1, and IG_1, enter:


symaccess -sid 458 create view -name MV_1 -sg SG_1 -pg PG_1 -ig IG_1


After creating a masking view:
If additional storage is needed, devices added to the storage group are automatically
masked and mapped in the masking view. This also applies to front-end ports and host
initiators.


For managing other storage, create a second storage group and then create a masking
view using the same port group and initiator group. The same number of LUNs can be
supplied. Supplying this value is optional and the corresponding input flag should be
supplied when it is given.


In a clustered environment, some devices may be seen by the entire cluster, but
gatekeeper devices may only need to be seen by individual hosts.


Manage masking views
This section explains how to perform the following management operations on masking
views:


l Delete masking views


l Name groups and views


l Back up and restore views


l Copy groups and views


Delete masking views


Syntax


Note


When a masking view is deleted, all groups in the masking view remain intact. Any device
reservations continue to be enforced when a masking view is deleted.


To delete a masking view, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID delete view -name ViewName
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Examples
For example, to delete masking view MV_1, on array 458, enter:


symaccess -sid 458 delete view -name mv_1


Name groups and masking views


Syntax
To rename a storage group, port group, or an initiator group, using the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmIDrename -name GroupName 
-type <storage | port | initiator> -new_name NewGroupName


To rename a masking view, using the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmIDrename view -name ViewName 
-new_name NewViewName


If the new name already exists, an error returns.


Storage group and masking view naming rules:


l Maximum group name length is 64 characters and are not case sensitive.


l Group Name must begin with an alphanumeric character, and embedded hyphens
and underscore characters are valid.


l Group names must be unique per group type, but different group types can share the
same name. For example, a storage group, a port group, and an initiator group can all
have the name Financial_DB. However, two storage groups cannot be named
Financial_DB.


l Renaming of an initiator group is propagated to the higher group if the group is
cascaded.


Back up and restore masking views


Description
The masking views, including storage groups, port groups, and initiator groups can be
backed up to and restored from a file.


Syntax
To backup the masking views to a file, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID -f BackupFilename [-noprompt]   
   backup
   restore [-remove_ckd][-unused_sgs][-disassociate]


The symaccess command validates the consistency of the Auto-provisioning data
before the backup or restore actions are performed.


Options


-noprompt


Eliminates the prompt for confirmation of the operation.


-remove_ckd


Skips all CKD devices within the backup, allowing the backup to be restored if the
CKD devices are no longer mapped.


-disassociate
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Disassociates the storage group from a FAST policy if the storage group contains
invalid devices for FAST.


Examples


symaccess backup -sid 266 -f aclx_backup -nop


Example output with consistency errors:


Starting a backup operation.................
There are inconsistencies in the masking database. The operation 
cannot be performed.         


Example output with no consistency errors:


Starting a backup operation.................
The masking data on Symmetrix 000192600266 was backed up to file 
aclx_backup. 


Copy groups and masking views


Description
Groups and copy a storage, port, or initiator group, or a complete masking view can be
copied from one array to another. When copying, any child view or cascaded initiator
group are included in the copy action. The source and target arrays must be running
Enginuity 5874 or higher.


Syntax
To groups or views from one array to another, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID -target_sid SymmID   copy -name GroupName -type 
storage
        [-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]]
   copy -name GroupName -type initiator | port
   copy -name ViewName view [-ckd] [-celerra] [-rp]
        [-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]]


Options


-reserve_id


Includes any device reservations.


-ckd


Specifies that the view contains CKD devices


-celerra


Specifies that the view contains Celerra devices (the devices will also be mapped).


-rp


Includes devices that have been tagged for RecoverPoint.


Examples
For example, to copy masking view mv_1 from array 207 to array 123, enter:


symaccess -sid 207 -target_sid 123 copy -name mv_1 view


Manage storage groups
After creating a storage group, as explained in Create storage groups on page 358, the
following actions can be performed:
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l Add devices
l Remove devices
l Rename a storage group
l Delete storage groups
l List and show storage group information


Add devices to storage group


Description
A storage group can contain up to 4k array device numbers, and devices can belong to
more than one storage group. When adding devices specify the device names, a range of
devices, a list of devices in a device group, or devices in a device file. Device reservations
are still enforced when they are added to a storage group.


Note


Solutions Enabler supports adding storage groups (symaccess ad sg) that have Host


I/O Limits set to a parent storage group, that is in a view using a port group with FCoE
ports.


Syntax
To add devices to an existing storage group, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID -name GroupName -type storage
         [-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]]
         [-ckd] [-celerra] [-rp]
   
add devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd [-lun Addr] |SymDevName [-lun Addr] |
SymDevName,SymDevName,SymDevName...
         [-lun Addr | -lun Addr,Addr,Addr...]
add -g DgName [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev] [-tgt] [-lun Addr]
add -file DeviceFileName [src] [tgt] [-lun Addr]
add sg SgName [,SgName1,SgName2,.,SgNamen]
       [-lun Addr, Addr, Addr...


Options


-ckd


Adds CKD devices to a storage group.


-celerra


Adds (and maps) Celerra devices to a storage group.


-rp


Adds devices tagged for RecoverPoint to a storage group.


LUN address designation
When devices are added at the storage group creation time, do not specify a LUN
address. The LUN address is determined when the masking view is created.


LUN addresses should only be supplied if the storage group is already contained within a
view. In this case, a single LUN can be given, or one for each device range. If the LUN
address is not specified, the array will assign the LUN address.


AS400 and RecoverPoint-tagged devices
Enginuity 5876 blocks adding AS/400 and RecoverPoint-tagged devices to a storage
group that is in a masking view containing FCoE directors.


In addition, a restore of AS/400 and RecoverPoint-tagged devices to a storage group
that is in a masking view containing FCoE directors is not supported. When detected, the
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AS/400 and RecoverPoint-tagged devices will be removed prior to completing the
restore action.


Remove devices from storage group


Description
Deleting a storage group requires that all devices are removed. However a storage group
cannot be completely emptied if it is associated with a masking view,


Syntax
To remove devices or child storage groups from a storage group, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID -name GroupName -type storage
  [-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]] [-force]
   [-unmap [-celerra]] [-ckd] [-rp]
remove devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName |
SymDevName,SymDevName,SymDevName...   
remove -g DgName [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev] [-tgt] 
remove -file DeviceFileName [src] [tgt] 
remove sg SgName[,SgName1,SgName2,.,SgNamen


Examples
For example, to remove the BCV devices in device group Prog2 from storage group
SG_Prod on array 458, enter:


symaccess -sid 458 -name SG_Prod -type storage remove -g Prog2 -bcv


Rename a storage group


Syntax
To rename a storage group, port group, or an initiator group, using the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmIDrename -name GroupName -type <storage | port | 
initiator> -new_name NewGroupName


Delete a storage group


Description
A storage group should be empty before it is deleted. It cannot be deleted if it is
associated with a masking view or is in use by a FAST policy. To delete both a storage
group and a masking view, delete the masking view first, then delete the storage group.


Syntax
To delete a storage group, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmIDdelete <view -name ViewName [-unmap [-emulation 
celerra]]
       [-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]] > | 
       < -name GroupName -type <storage 
          [-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]] |
       port | initiator> [-force] > [-noprompt][-emulation ckd]


Options


-force


If the storage group still contains devices, forces the delete action.


-unmap
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Unmaps the devices from the ports contained in the port group of the view. If a device
is mapped to the same port through another view, it is not unmapped until the
second masking view is deleted.


Examples
To delete storage group SG_1 from array 458, enter:


symaccess -sid 458 -name sg_1 -type storage delete


List and show storage group information


Description
Storage group information is requested from the array or from the backup file.
Information for a device range or a list of devices can be specified.


Syntax
To view storage group information, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid <SymmID>
[-offline] | -file <backup_filename>
     list -type storage
        [-devs <SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | 
SymDevName | <SymDevName,SymDevName...>>]
        [-name GroupName] [-v | -detail]
     show GroupName -type storage


Manage port groups
Port groups contain director and port identification and belong to a masking view. Ports
can be added and removed to the port group. Port group no longer associated with a
masking view, can be deleted. In addition, CHAP authentication can be enabled and
disabled on port groups. This section details the following port management operations:


l Add ports


l Remove ports


l Delete port groups


l Copy a port group from array to array


l List and show port group information


l Lock down a Fibre Channel ID


Note


The symaccess control operations add, remove, backup, and restore are


modified to support the extended FA director port range.


Add ports to port group


Description
Ports and iSCSI targets are added to an existing port group by specifying the name and
type of the group, and the director port or iSCSI target information.
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Syntax
To add ports to a port group, using the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID -name GroupName -type port[-ckd][-celerra] [-rp]
   add -dirport Dir:Port[,Dir:Port[,Dir:Port...]]
   add -iscsi_tgt iSCSI [,iSCSI...}


Options


-ckd


Specifies CKD devices.


-celerra


Specifies Celerra devices.


-rp


Specifies RecoverPoint devices.


Examples
To add port 1 of Fibre director 16D to port group PG_1 on array 245, enter:


symaccess -sid 245 -name PG_1 -type port add -dirport 16D:1


Remove ports from port group


Syntax


Note


A port group cannot be emptied if it is associated with a masking view. To remove a port
or an iSCSI target, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID -name GroupName 
-type port   [-ckd][-unmap][-force][-celerra] [-rp]]   
remove -dirport Dir:Port[,Dir:Port[,Dir:Port...]]
remove -iscsi_tgt iSCSI [,iSCSI...]


Options


-unmap


Unmaps all ports in the port group associated with the view.


-force


Forces the port removal.


Example
To remove port 1 of Fibre director 16D from port group PG_1 on array 245, enter:


symaccess -sid 245 -name PG_1 -type port remove -dirport 16D:1


HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher
On arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, only a single front-end emulation of each type
(FA, EF, etc.) can be assigned to each director, however each of these emulations can be
assigned a variable number of physical ports (up to 32, numbered from 0 - 31). The
symaccess control operations copy -type port or copy view copies the
extended FA director port range (0 to 31) to the target array if it is running HYPERMAX OS
5977 or higher.
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Delete port groups


Syntax
A port group cannot be deleted if it is associated with a masking view. To delete a port
group, use the following syntax:


delete <view -name 
ViewName> [-force] | -name GroupName
-type <storage | port | initiator > [-noprompt]


Options


-force


Forces the port group removal.


Examples
To delete port group PG_1 on array 245, enter:


symaccess -sid -name PG_1 -type port delete


Copy a port group from array to array


Syntax
To copy a port group from one array to another, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID -target_sid SymmID copy -name GroupName -type 
port


List and show port group information


Syntax
To display port group information, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid <
SymmID  [-offline] | -file <
backup_filename>
     list -type port [-dirport Dir:Port]
           [-name GroupName] [-detail | -v]
     show GroupName -type port


Fibre Channel ID lockdown
Fibre Channel ID (FCID) lockdown is a security feature that limits host device access by
adding Fibre Channel ID information of a switch within a fabric to device access records in
the login history table. This feature handles WWN spoofing and the threat it poses to
networked systems in a shared (same director port) storage port configuration.


This feature sets Fibre Channel ID (FCID) of the WWN of the HBA to be secured. The FCID is
then added to the database record for the WWN of the specified HBA with the specified
director and is locked. Once a Fibre Channel ID is locked, no user with a spoofed WWN
can log in. If a user with a spoofed WWN is already logged in, that user loses all access
through that HBA.
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NOTICE


When an HBA logs in to a director port, the Fibre Channel ID accompanies it, indicating to
the director port where to send its response. By specifying Fibre Channel ID information
of the switch, the valid physical path through the SAN for a particular HBA is locked
down. Only an HBA with a Fibre Channel ID that matches the FCID specified in the device
masking record is able to log in to the storage port. It is recommended that at least two
HBAs be available on the administrator host. If one HBA becomes locked out, the host
will have access through the other HBA and can correct the record in the database.


Locking down a Fibre Channel ID
To find the Fibre Channel ID, lock it down, verify that it is locked down, and then force the
change to take effect, use the following procedure:


Procedure


1. Find the WWN. If the device is visible, run the symaccess list hba command to
find the device path of the HBA to protect.


2. Find the Fibre Channel ID value by referring to Find the FCID of a switch on page 418.


3. Run the symaccess set lockdown command on with the FCID of the Fibre
Channel ID found in step 2.


For example, to implement the Fibre Channel ID lockdown feature on Fibre Channel
021300 for director 16A, port 0, enter:


symaccess -sid 018 set lockdown on 021300
4. For the change to take effect, either reboot the host or pull the cable from the director


and then replace the cable.


Manage initiator groups
This section describes how to manage initiator groups and includes the following tasks:


l Add initiators


l Remove initiators


l Delete initiators


l Initiator group flags


l Set HBA flags


l Replace a HBA


l Rename a HBA


l CHAP authentication


Add initiators to initiator group


Description
Initiators are added to an existing initiator group by specifying the initiator type (-wwn or
-iscsi), the initiator group name, or by using an input file.
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Syntax
To add initiators to an initiator group, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID -name GroupName -type initiator
        -wwn wwn | -iscsi iscsi | -ig InitiatorGroupName |
         -f InitiatorFilename add


Add individual initiators to initiator group


Examples
To add initiator WWN 10000000c94ef69c to the initiator group IG_1 on array 245,
enter:


symaccess -sid 245 -name IG_1 add -type initiator -wwn 
10000000c94ef69c


Add initiators to initiator group using an input file


Examples


When using an input file, each initiator must be placed on a new line and start with either
WWN: or iSCSI: or IG:, depending on the type of the initiator or initiator group name. The
following is an example of the format for an initiator file:


WWN:10000000c94ef69c
iSCSI:iscsiname
IG:IgName
#WWN:10000000c94ef69d


Note


If the format of the initiator does not match the label at the start of the line, the file
returns an error. A commented line, which the system ignores, is specified by placing the
pound sign (#) at the beginning of a line.


Cascaded initiator groups


An initiator group can be added to another initiator group, only if it does not contain any
initiator groups.


The following scenario describes cascaded initiator groups:


l HOST1 contains WWN1 & WWN2, which are added to IG_1.


l HOST2 contains WWN3 & WWN4, which are added to IG_2.


l IG_3 is created and contains IG_1 & IG_2.


In this example, gatekeeper devices for HOST1 can be assigned to IG_1, while different
gatekeeper devices for HOST2 can be assigned to IG_2. The application devices needed
by both hosts can be assigned to IG_3.


Note


If using the Volume Set Addressing flag, both the parent and child initiator group must
have the flag.
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Remove initiators from initiator group


Syntax
To remove an initiator from an initiator group, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID -name GroupName -type initiator -wwn 
wwn | -iscsi iscsi | -ig InitiatorGroupName 
        | -f InitiatorFilename [-login]
   remove


Options


-login


Removes the initiator from the array's login history table.


Examples
To remove initiator WWN 10000000c94ef69c from the initiator group IG_1 on array
245, enter:


symaccess -sid 245 -name IG_1 remove -type initiator -wwn 
10000000c94ef69c


Deleting initiator groups


Syntax
To delete an initiator group, use the following syntax:


delete <view -name 
ViewName> [-force] | 
   -name 
GroupName -type <storage | port | initiator > [-noprompt]


Examples
To delete initiator group IG_1 on array 245, enter:


symaccess -sid -name IG_1 -type initiator delete


Initiator group flags


Table 45 Initiator group flags


Initiator group Flag


Volume_Set_Addressing [V]


Common_Serial_Number [C]


Disable_Q_Reset_on_UA [D]


Environ_Set [E]


Avoid_Reset_Broadcast [ARB]


AS400 [AS4]


OpenVMS [OVMS]


SCSI_3 [SC3]


SPC2_Protocol_Version [SPC2]
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Table 45 Initiator group flags (continued)


Initiator group Flag


SCSI_Support1 [OS2007]


Restrictions


l Modifications to the AS400 and Common_Serial_Number initiator group port flags
are not allowed on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


l The Write Protect Bypass flag is only supported on arrays running Enginuity 5875. The
flag is not supported in Enginuity 5876. If a backup file contains an initiator group
with the Write Protect Bypass flag set, a restore operation on an array running
Enginuity 5876 clears the flag from the initiator group and all its initiators.


Set override flag for initiator group


Syntax
To set an override flag for an initiator group, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID -name GroupName -type initiator
set ig_flags <on <Flag> <-enable |-disable> | off [Flag]>


A flag cannot be set for the group if it conflicts with any initiator in the group. After a flag
is set for a group, it cannot be changed on an individual initiator in the group.


Note


Modifications to the AS400 and Common_Serial_Number initiator group port flags are not
allowed on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


Options


on


Turns on the specified initiator group port flag override and allows setting flag status
of to enabled or disabled.


off


Turns off the specified initiator group port flag override.


enable


Sets the status of the initiator group port flag to enabled. The initiator group port flag
override setting value must be on to set status.


disable


Sets the status of the initiator group port flag to disabled. The initiator group port flag
override setting value must be on to set status.


Examples
To set the OS2009 [OS2009]flag for the initiator group my_ig on array 266, enter:


symaccess -sid 266 -type init -name my_ig set ig_flags on OS2009 -
enable


To view the flag set in initiator group my_ig on array 266, enter:


symaccess -sid 266 show my_ig -type init -detail
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Sample output


Symmetrix ID          : 000192600266
Initiator Group Name  : my_ig
Last updated at       : 10:52:15 AM on Wed Mar 31,2010
Port Flag Overrides   : Yes
  Enabled             : OS2009(OS2009)          
                        
Common_Serial_Number(C)                                        
  Disabled            : Avoid_Reset_Broadcast(ARB)
Consistent Lun        : No
Originator Port wwn   : 1234567822446688
User-generated Name   : 1234567822446688/1234567822446688
FCID Lockdown         : No
Heterogeneous Host    : No
Port Flag Overrides   : Yes
Enabled               : OS2009(OS2009)
                      
Common_Serial_Number(C)                          
Disabled              : Avoid_Reset_Broadcast(ARB)
CHAP Enabled          : N/A
Type                  : Fibre


Set HBA flags


Description
This feature allows specific host flags to be enabled and disabled on the director port. For
arrays running Enginuity 5874 and higher, the HBA port flags are set on a per initiator
basis, and the HBA must belong to an initiator group.


Note


Setting HBA port flags replaces setting the heterogeneous host configuration flags. To
switch to setting HBA port flags, the heterogeneous host configuration must be disabled
for a given HBA and all flags must be reset.


Syntax
To set (or reset) the HBA flags, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID -wwn wwn | -iscsi iscsi   
set hba_flags <on <flag,flag,flag...> <-enable |-disable> |
       off [flag,flag,flag...]>


Options


hba_flags


Sets the record in the database to hold information on the HBA port setting that may
differ than the current setting on the FA.


on | off


Turns HBA flags on or off.


flag


Specifies the overridden HBA port flags as listed:


Table 46 Supported HBA flags


Supported HBA ports: Supported initiator group ports: Flag:


AS400 AS400 [AS4]
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Table 46 Supported HBA flags (continued)


Avoid_Reset_Broadcast Avoid_Reset_Broadcast [ARB]


Common_Serial_Number Common_Serial_Number [C]


Disable_Q_Reset_on_UA Disable_Q_Reset_on_UA [D]


Environ_Set Environ_Set [E]


OpenVMS OpenVMS [OVMS]


SCSI_3 SCSI_3 [SC3]


SCSI_Support1 SCSI_Support1 [OS2007]


SPC2_Protocol_Version SPC2_Protocol_Version [SPC2]


Volume_Set_Addressing [V]


Note


Modifications to the AS400 and Common_Serial_Number initiator group port flags are not
allowed on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


-enable


Enables the specified HBA port flag(s) on a per initiator basis.


-disable


Disables the specified HBA port flag(s) on a per initiator basis.


Examples
To turn on HBA flags and enable the Common_Serial_Number and SCSI_3 flags, and
disable the Disable_Q_Reset_on_UA flag on an HBA with the WWN
210000e08b0995b7 for array 031, director 16A port 0, enter:


symaccess -sid 031 set hba_flags on C,SC3 -enable -wwn 
210000e08b0995b7-dir 16A -p 0
symaccess -sid 031 set hba_flags on D -disable -wwn 210000e08b0995b7-
dir 16A -p 0


Sample output
The symaccess show -detail output displays the flags that are turned on and off
for each HBA initiator that has the feature enabled.


symaccess -sid 237 -type initiator -detail show Prod1
Symmetrix ID            : 000190300237
Last updated at         : 08:46:54 AM on Tue Jul 29,2008
Initiator Group Name    : Prod1
Originator Port wwn  : 10000000c94ef69c
   User-generated Name  : api196/10000000c94ef69c
   FCID Lockdown        : No
   Heterogeneous Host   : No
   Port Flag Overrides  : No
   Type                 : Fibre
   Originator Port wwn  : 5006016839a00c5c
   User-generated Name  : 5006016839a00c5c/5006016839a00c5c
   FCID Lockdown        : No
   Heterogeneous Host   : No
   Port Flag Overrides  : No
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   Type                 : Fibre
   iSCSI Name           : Symm_iScsi   
   User-generated Name  : iScsi_node_alias/iScsi_port_alias
   FCID Lockdown        : N/A
   Heterogeneous Host   : No
   Port Flag Overrides  : No
   Type                 : iScsi
Group Name           : IniGrp  
   User-generated Name  : N/A
   FCID Lockdown        : N/A
   Heterogeneous Host   : N/A
   Port Flag Overrides  : N/A
   Type                 : Initiator Group


Replacing a HBA
If a host adapter fails, or needs replacement for any reason, assign the devices
associated with the old adapter to a new adapter use the replace action with the
following syntax:


symaccess replace -wwn wwn -new_wwn NewWWN [-noprompt]
   
symaccess replace -iscsi iscsi -new_iscsi NewiSCSI [-noprompt]


To swap HBAs:


Procedure


1. Run symaccess list logins to view the old WWN/iSCSI HBAs.


2. Swap the HBA boards according to the host instructions.


3. Run symaccess list hba or discover to view the new initiator (for example
WWN).


4. Run symaccess replace to substitute a new WWN for all occurrences of the old
WWN. For example, to replace old WWN 20000000c920b484 with new WWN
20000000c920b393:


symaccess -sid 814 replace -wwn 20000000c920b484 -new_wwn 
20000000c920b393


5. Run symaccess discover -rename to establish the new AWWN and assign an
AWWN to the new HBA in the login history table.


Rename a HBA


Syntax
To rename the alias for a specified initiator within a group, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID   rename -wwn wwn -alias alias
| -iscsi iscsi -alias alias


Using CHAP authentication
CHAP (Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol) manages a credential name and a
CHAP secret, which are similar to a username and a password, though more secure than
the standard Password Authentication Procedure (PAP).
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Enable CHAP on an iSCSI initiator


Syntax
To enable CHAP on an iSCSI initiator, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID -iscsi iscsi enable chap


Enable CHAP on a director and port


Syntax
To enable CHAP on a director and port, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID [-dirport Dir:Port]enable chap


Set the CHAP credential and secret


Syntax
To set the CHAP credential and secret, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID -dirport Dir:Port| -iscsi iscsi  
set chap -cred Credential -secret Secret


Disable CHAP on a specific director and port


Syntax
To disable CHAP on a specific director and port, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID [-dirport Dir:Port] disable chap


Delete CHAP from a specific director and port


Syntax
To delete CHAP from a specific director and port, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID [-dirport Dir:Port] delete chap


Display CHAP information


Examples
To display CHAP information for array 001.


symaccess list chap -sid 001


Sample output


Symmetrix ID            : 000197100001
Director Identification : SE-9G
Director Port           : 310
iSCSI Target Name       : iqn.1992-04.com.emc:sn.11121318
Protocol                : CHAP 
Identifier                Type   State     Credential              
------------------------  -----  --------  ------------------------
SE-9G:310                 N/A    ENABLED   credential              
symaccess list chap -sid 001 -v
Symmetrix ID            : 0001971000001
Director Identification : SE-9G
Director Port           : 310
iSCSI Target Name       : iqn.1992-04.com.emc:sn.11121318
Protocol                : CHAP 
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   Identifier           : SE-9G:310 
   Identifier Type      : N/A 
   State                : ENABLED 
   Last updated at      : 09:58:27 AM on Fri Apr 17,2015
   CHAP Credential      : credential


Verify the auto-provisioning database


Description
Use the symaccess verify command to verify that the auto-provisioning database is
consistent. Any inconsistencies display in the command output. This command can also
be used with a backup file. Add the -log option for reporting the inconsistencies in a log
file.


Syntax
To verify the auto-provisioning database, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID | -file BackupFileName  verify [-log]


Options


-log


Reports database inconsistencies in a log file


Examples
When database is consistent:


symaccess -sid 266 verify


Starting a verify operation.................
The auto provisioning database is consistent 


Verification of a database backup file when database has inconsistencies:


symaccess -file /tmp/bkup1.file verify


Starting a verify operation................. 
Found SG 'stor_grp1' to contain the view flag but didn't find a 
matching view
Found IG 'init_grp1' contains invalid initiator records
Found masking view 'mask_view1' with parent IG 'init_grp1' but no 
masking records for the child IG 'child_grp1' are present
There are inconsistencies in the auto provisioning database


Display auto-provisioning group information
Syntax
To display auto-provisioning group information, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID [-offline] | -file BackupFilename   list [-name 
GroupName] [-v]
   list -type <storage [-devs <SymDevName[:SymDevName]>] | port 
         [-dirport Dir:Port] | initiator [-wwn wwn | 
         -iscsi iscsi]> [-name GroupName] [-detail | -v]
   list devinfo [-ig InitiatorGroupName]
   list view [-name ViewName][-v][-detail]
   show GroupName -type <initiator [-detail] | port | storage>
   show view ViewName [-ig ChildInitiatorGroupName]
symaccess -sid SymmID | -file BackupFilename   list chap [-dirport 
Dir:Port][-v]
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symaccess -sid SymmID   list assignment [-v] -devs 
<SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | 
SymDevName | <SymDevName,SymDevName...>
   list no_assignments [-dirport Dir:Port


Options


-offline


For use with the symaccess list and show commands. When the -offline
option is used, the command reports the data from the symapi configuration
database file and not from the array. Alternatively, set the SYMCLI_OFFLINE
environment variable to 1 to enable the offline mode for reporting.


-detail


Displays all auto-provisioning details. Without using the -detail option, any
column without data does not display. If the -detail option is provided, the
column without data displays a dash ( - ).


Modified reporting commands for HYPERMAX OS 5977
For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, only a single front-end emulation of each type
(FA, EF, etc.) can be assigned to each director, however each of these emulations can be
assigned a variable number of physical ports (up to 32, numbered from 0 - 31). The
following symaccess reporting commands support the extended FA director port range:


l For symaccess show -type port, show view, and symaccess show
backupfile view output, the Director Identification section supports
reporting for the extended port range. In addition new fields are added: the WWN
port name, which displays the Fibre channel director port WWN, and the iSCSI
name, which displays the name of the iSCSI director port.


l For symaccess list hba, symaccess list devinfo output, and
symaccess list assignments the Dir:Port field supports reporting for the
extended port range.


l The symaccess list chap output supports reporting for the extended port
range. In addition, a new field is added, the iSCSI Target Name, which displays
the iSCSI name for the iSCSI director port.


l For symaccess list no_assigments and symaccess list logins
output, the Director Port field supports reporting for the extended port range.


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the symaccess list no_assignments
output reports that "All devices available on this director/port
are assigned" for ACLX enabled ports.


Display masking views


Description
The symaccess show view command lists the masking view and the associated
initiator group, the port group, the storage group, and any child groups. This command
also displays the time the group was modified and the time the associated masking view
was modified.
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Options


-detail


Displays all masking view details, and columns without data displays a dash ( - ).
Without using the -detail option, any column without data does not display.


Examples
To list all masking views on array 237, enter:


symaccess -sid 237 list view


To list the details for masking view app_view1, enter:


symaccess -sid 0086 show view app_view1 -detail


Use the -detail option with the list command to display all the details of a view,
including the child initiator groups.


Sample output
For all masking views on array 237:


Symmetrix ID            : 000190300237
Masking View Name   Initiator Group Port Group Storage Group
------------------- ---------------- --------- -------------- 
View1                IG_1             PG_1     SG_1
View2                WinHost          PG_5     Acct
...


Detailed output for masking view app_view1 :


Symmetrix ID                : 000197100001
Masking View Name           : app_view1
Last update time            : 03:59:50 PM on Tue Aug 26,2014
View last update time       : 09:34:25 AM on Thu Sep 04,2014
Initiator Group Name        : app_parent_ig1
   Host Initiators
     {
       IG   : app_child_ig1
       IG   : app_child_ig2
     }
Port Group Name             : app_2e_10
   Director Identification
     {
        Director
      Ident  Port   WWN Port Name / iSCSI Target Name
      ------ ---- 
-------------------------------------------------------
      FA-2E   010 5000097370011234
     }
Storage Group Name          : app_parent_sg1
   Number of Storage Groups : 3
   Storage Group Names      : app_csg1                         
(IsChild)
                              app_csg2                         
(IsChild)
                              app_csg3                         
(IsChild)
Masking View Name           : app_view1
Last update time            : 03:59:50 PM on Tue Aug 26,2014
View last update time       : 09:34:25 AM on Thu Sep 04,2014
Initiator Group Name        : app_child_ig1 *
   Host Initiators
     {
       WWN  : 1212121212121211
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              [alias: 1212121212121211/1212121212121211]
     }
Port Group Name             : app_2e_10
   Director Identification
     {
        Director
      Ident  Port   WWN Port Name / iSCSI Target Name
      ------ ---- 
-------------------------------------------------------
      FA-2E   010 5000097370011234
     }
Storage Group Name          : app_parent_sg1
   Number of Storage Groups : 3
   Storage Group Names      : app_csg1                         
(IsChild)
                              app_csg2                         
(IsChild)
                              app_Csg3                         
(IsChild)
Sym                                        Host
Dev     Dir:Port  Physical Device Name     Lun   Attr  Cap(MB)
------  --------  -----------------------  ----  ----  -------
00040   02E:010   Not Visible                 1           4125
00041   02E:010   Not Visible                 2           4125
00042   02E:010   Not Visible                 3           4125
00043   02E:010   Not Visible                 4           4125
00044   02E:010   Not Visible                 5           4125
00045   02E:010   Not Visible                 6           4125
                                                       -------
Total Capacity                                           24750
Masking View Name           : app_view1
Last update time            : 03:59:50 PM on Tue Aug 26,2014
View last update time       : 09:34:25 AM on Thu Sep 04,2014
Initiator Group Name        : app_child_ig2 *
   Host Initiators
     {
       WWN  : 1212121212121212
              [alias: 1212121212121212/1212121212121212]
     }
Port Group Name             : app_2e_10
   Director Identification
     {
        Director
      Ident  Port   WWN Port Name / iSCSI Target Name
      ------ ---- 
-------------------------------------------------------
      FA-2E   010 5000097370011234
     }
Storage Group Name          : app_parent_sg1
   Number of Storage Groups : 3
   Storage Group Names      : app_csg1                         
(IsChild)
                              app_csg2                         
(IsChild)
                              app_csg3                         
(IsChild)
Sym                                        Host
Dev     Dir:Port  Physical Device Name     Lun   Attr  Cap(MB)
------  --------  -----------------------  ----  ----  -------
00040   02E:010   Not Visible                 1           4125
00041   02E:010   Not Visible                 2           4125
00042   02E:010   Not Visible                 3           4125
00043   02E:010   Not Visible                 4           4125
00044   02E:010   Not Visible                 5           4125
00045   02E:010   Not Visible                 6           4125
                                                       -------
Total Capacity                                           24750
* Denotes a cascaded Initiator Group within the specified Masking View
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View auto-provisioning group details


Syntax
To display storage group, port group, or initiator group details, using the symaccess
list and symaccess show commands, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID [-offline] | -f BackupFilename   
   list [-name GroupName] [-v]   
   list -type <storage [-devs SymDevName <:SymDevName>] | port 
         [-dirport Dir:Port] | initiator [-wwn wwn | 
         -iscsi iscsi]> [-v] [-name GroupName]


   show GroupName -type <storage | port | initiator [-detail]>
   show view ViewName


Options


-type


Use this option to list groups of a specific type: (initiator, port, or storage).


-v


Lists details of a group and any children in the group.


-details


Shows detail of a masking view or any of the groups in the masking view.


Examples
To list details of a storage group or any child storage group, enter:


symaccess list -type storage -v


To show details of a masking view or any of the groups in the masking view, enter:


symaccess show view -detail


Sample output
For storage group:


Symmetrix ID           : 000195700601
Storage Group Name     : backup_storage
Device Count           : 1
Storage Group Count    : 0
Masking View Count     : 0
Last update time       : 12:32:26 AM on Fri Apr 06,2012
Group last update time : 12:32:26 AM on Fri Apr 06,2012
Masking View Names     : None
Storage Group Name     : Mkt_storage (IsParent)
Device Count           : 0
Storage Group Count    : 1
Masking View Count     : 0
Last update time       : 08:10:22 PM on Tue Feb 14,2012
Group last update time : 10:32:26 AM on Fri Apr 06,2012
Masking View Names     : Mkt_view *
 . . .
* Denotes Masking Views through a cascaded group


For masking view:


Symmetrix ID                : 000195700601
Masking View Name           : HR_view
Last update time            : 04:30:24 AM on Tue Apr 03,2012
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View last update time       : 04:35:36 AM on Tue Apr 03,2012
Initiator Group Name        : HR_hosts
   Host Initiators
     {
       IG   : HR_host_GrpA
     }
Port Group Name             : HR_ports
   Director Identification
     {
       FA-15E:1
     }
Storage Group Name          : HR_storage
   Number of Storage Groups : 0
   Storage Group Names      : None
Sym                                     Host
Dev     Dir:P  Physical Device Name     Lun   Attr  Cap(MB)
------  -----  -----------------------  ----  ----  -------
01C27   15E:1  Not Visible                 1         300000
                                                    -------
Total Capacity                                       300000


View auto-provisioning device assignments


Syntax
To display the assignments for one or more devices, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid 
SymmID list assignments
   -devs 
SymDevStart:
SymDevEnd | 
SymDevName | 
SymDevName, 
SymDevName... [-v]


Examples
To list the assignments for device range 20:22 and device 24 on array 120, enter:


symaccess -sid 120 list assignments -devs 20:22,24


Sample output


Symmetrix ID          : 000192600120
Device  Identifier        Type   Dir:P     
------  ----------------  -----  ---------------- 
00020   10000000c9594dce  FIBRE  FA-7E:1
        210000e08b04daac  FIBRE  FA-7E:1
        210000e08b1ed7f1  FIBRE  FA-7E:1
00021   10000000c9594dce  FIBRE  FA-7E:1
        210000e08b04daac  FIBRE  FA-7E:1
        210000e08b1ed7f1  FIBRE  FA-7E:1
00022   10000000c9594dce  FIBRE  FA-7E:1
        210000e08b04daac  FIBRE  FA-7E:1
        210000e08b1ed7f1  FIBRE  FA-7E:1
00024   10000000c9594dce  FIBRE  FA-7E:1
        210000e08b04daac  FIBRE  FA-7E:1
        210000e08b1ed7f1  FIBRE  FA-7E:1
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Display device list with no auto-provisioning assignments


Syntax
To display a list of devices with no assignments, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID list no_assignments 
[-dirport DirNum:PortNum


Examples
To list the devices without assignments for array 120, enter:


symaccess -sid 120 list no_assignments


Sample output


Symmetrix ID             : 000192600120
Director Identification  : FA-7F
Director Port            : 0
ACLX Enabled             : No
No devices were found for this director/port
Director Identification  : FA-7F
Director Port            : 1
ACLX Enabled             : Yes
Devices not yet assigned : 
00030 
00031 
00032 
00033 
00034 
...


List initiator group devices


Syntax
To list all the devices masked to an initiator group, use the following syntax:


symaccess -sid SymmID list devinfo [-ig InitiatorGroupName]


When using the -detail option, the initiator group displays include the child initiator
group device information.


View the HBA alias name


Example
To display the alias names for masking vew host1082_view, enter:


symaccess show host1082_view -sid 001 view


Sample output
Display supports up to 32 characters each for the alias node name and the alias port
name.


Symmetrix ID                : 000197100001
Masking View Name           : host1082_view
Last updated at             : 12:51:37 PM on Tue May 13,2014
View last update time       : 01:37:41 PM on Thu Apr 02,2015
Initiator Group Name        : hba1_2_3
   Host Initiators
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     {
       WWN    : 10000000C99DE136
                [alias: api019010000000C99DE136/
api019010000000C99DE136]
       ISCSI  : iqn.2002-06.com.host1082 
                [alias: api1082/api1082]
     }
Port Group Name             : host1082_ports
   Director Identification
     {
         Director
       Ident  Port   WWN Port Name / iSCSI Target Name   
       ------ ---- 
-------------------------------------------------------
       FA-3E   001 5000097300092110
       SE-9H   000 iqn.1992-04.com.emc:5000097300092190
       SE-10G  000 iqn.1992-04.com.emc:5000097300092194
     }
Storage Group Name          : application_sg
   Number of Storage Groups : 0
   Storage Group Names      : None
Sym                                       Host
Dev    Dir:Port  Physical Device Name     Lun   Attr  Cap(MB)
-----  --------  -----------------------  ----  ----  -------
00083   3E:001   Not Visible                 1              6
        9H:000   Not Visible                 1              6
       10G:000   Not Visible                 1              6
                                                      -------
Total Capacity                                              6
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CHAPTER 11


Masking Devices (Enginuity 5773 or lower)


This chapter describes how to confine host access to array devices using the SYMCLI
device masking commands for DMX arrays running Enginuity 5773 or lower.
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Device Masking overview
SYMCLI device masking provides the ability to assign and mask access privileges of host
bus adapters (HBAs) to DMX directors and devices by associating one or more devices
with an HBA-to-FA connection that are defined in the DMX-based device masking
database (VCMDB). The VCMDB maintains all access records for an array and the DMX
array monitors host access to resolve any conflicts that might arise from multiple hosts
having visibility to the same devices.


The device masking commands are also used to configure heterogeneous hosts with
shared access to the same FA port, which is useful in an environment with different host
types. However, Fibre Channel ID lockdown security is also used to protect an HBA from
unauthorized WWN spoofing.


VMAX Family arrays running Enginuity 5874 or higher do not use the symmask and
symmaskdb commands described in this chapter. For Enginuity 5874 or higher, the
symmaccess command is used for device masking. For more information on using the
symaccess command for VMAX arrays, refer to Device masking with Auto-Provisioning
Groups on page 353.


VCMDB
By default, the device masking database (VCMDB) is accessible to all HBAs that log in to
the director port where the database is configured. Thus, any host with access privileges
can modify the contents of the database if it has device masking installed.


To prevent an unauthorized host from changing the database, the DMX operating system
allows control of a host's access to the database device through the contents of the
database records. Only HBAs with valid records in the database can access the database.


The device masking data base (VCMDB) can be unmapped from any director that is not
being used for masking control.


Note


If PowerPath is installed, then keep the VCMDB mapped.


Host access process
When a host attempts to access a DMX storage device, the host HBA initiator name
(supplied when the host logs in to the fabric or arbitrated loop) is passed to the DMX
director port.


The DMX records the connection, stores the initiator name in a login history table in its
memory, and after that grants access only to the devices that are available to that
initiator through that director port (as specified in the device masking VCMDB). However,
if CHAP authentication is enabled in a native iSCSI topology, the VCMDB first checks the
credential and secret before granting access.


The host HBA port then sends I/O requests directed at particular DMX devices to the
director port. Each request includes the identity of the requesting HBA (from which its
WWN or iSCSI are determined) and the identity of the requested device, with its director
and logical unit number (LUN).
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The software that runs on a DMX system processes each I/O request to verify that the
HBA is allowed to access that device. Any request for a device that an HBA does not have
access to, returns an error to the host.


Access management for unsupported host platforms
Device masking can manage access for host platforms that are not supported by this
release. If a host can log on to DMX arrays using a Fibre Channel interface, its access can
be controlled. However, device masking cannot automatically discover the WWNs of host
HBAs on unsupported platforms. Instead, manually set up a record in the database for
these hosts.


Device masking controls
The symmask and symmaskdb commands specifically support the device masking
control and monitor operations. These commands, define and query the DMX devices
that each host's HBA ports are permitted to access.


The symmask discover command can be run on both the control station and the
managed hosts. The symmask discover command locates paths to the device
masking database (VCMDB) and assigns alias names (AWWN/AISCSI) to the NULL HBAs
residing on the host where the command is run. The rename action is also used to
generate aliases.


For detailed man page descriptions of these commands, refer to the EMC Solutions
Enabler CLI Command Reference.


Device database locking


Description
When executing the symmask or symmaskdb command, the SYMCLI sets a Symmetrix
External Lock (SEL) on the array where the device masking database (VCMDB) resides.
This lock ensures that only one host can make changes to the database at any one point
in time.


If the host fails, or a Ctrl/C is performed in the while these command are running, the lock
may not release and could lock out further needed changes or control actions. If a device
masking command is interrupted and the lock is not released, execution of a device
masking command displays the following error message:


The operation failed because another process has an exclusive
lock on the local Symmetrix.
Syntax
To list external locks, use the following syntax:


symcfg -sid SymmID list -lock -lockn ALL


The command lists the external locks being held and the length of time it has been on.


Device database lock release


Syntax
To release this lock, use the following syntax:
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NOTICE


Use the release action only if unlock operation was never run, and there are no other
operations in progress to the database.


symcfg -sid SymmID -lockn LockNumber release


Supported device masking topologies
Device masking supports Fibre Channel (point-to-point, arbitrated loop, and switch
fabric) and native iSCSI topologies.


Fibre Channel topology
Device masking supports two types of Fibre Channel network configurations:


l Point-to-point — Network A (left) is configured with a direct connections from one HBA
on each host to one FA on the array, providing each host with access to a different set
of devices.


l Multi-initiator — Network B (right) is configured with multiple hosts accessing the
same DMX devices through a common fabric.


Native iSCSI topology
In a native iSCSI environment, hosts are connected to an array through an Ethernet
switch.


CHAP protocol
Native iSCSI support standards require the use of a security protocol. Enginuity version
5670 provides the Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP), which is
enabled or disabled by the user. Refer to iSCSI software driver configuration on page 395
for more information about CHAP authentication.


HBA initiator support
Both HBA and DMX director ports in the topology are uniquely identified by a name (WWN
or iSCSI). ASCII nicknames (AWWN and AISCSI) can be associated.


SYMCLI device masking supports the following HBA initiators:


l World Wide Name (wwn) and alias for World Wide Name (awwn)
l Native iSCSI over TCP/IP (iscsi) and alias for iSCSI over TCP/IP (aiscsi)


Refer to Discovering host HBAs on page 403 for more information about WWN and iSCSI
initiators.


Note


An iSCSI initiator can log in to the array (through a Gig-E port) before the VCMDB is
initialized. After the database is initialized, only iSCSI initiators with a masking record are
allowed to log in. If the database is initialized by a host connected to the array through a
Gig-E port, a record for the iSCSI initiator of that host is added to the database so that
access to the array is not lost.


Initial device masking configuration
Before using Solutions Enabler device masking, it is important to understand device
masking for the environment, and scripts should be tested in a controlled environment.
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During initial setup of the device masking environment, initialize the device masking
VCMDB to clear devices of all data. See Initialize and update the VCMDB database on
page 391.


Access control environment setup for device masking
If Symmetrix Access Control is being used to protect DMX devices, the host that is
running the device masking commands must be configured in an access control group
with an ACL (Access Control List) granting VLOGIX rights to ALL_DEVS.


Some controls require DIRCTRL or CFGSYM rights. Initialize, restore, and convert controls
require CFGSYM and VLOGIX rights. Authentication and symconnect controls require
DIRCTRL rights.


Note


Requires login to the control station as Administrator on a Windows system or as root on
a UNIX system.


1. Identifying configuration components


2. Initializing and updating the database


3. Enabling authentication


4. Recommendations for activating the configuration


Identify components for device masking
Configuring device masking starts with Identifying components. This involves:


l Discovering local HBAs on a host that have a channel to a DMX array, runsymmask
discover hba.


l Generating an AWWN for any HBA that does not have an AWWN assigned.


l Updating the VCMDB with the new information.


SYMCLI device masking supports both World Wide Name (WWN) and native iSCSI (iSCSI)
HBA connections.
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Figure 11  Device masking components to identify
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List physical device names of device-masking devices


Examples
To list the physical device names of all the device masking devices, enter:


sympd list -vcm


List HBAs and FA director ports


Examples
To list the HBAs on a host and the FA director port to which each HBA is connected, enter:


Note


Take note of the WWN of the HBA that is being configured and which FA port connects to
that HBA.


symmask list hba


List host connections to DMX director ports


Examples
To List the DMX director port to which each HBA connects, enter:


symmask list logins
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List devices mapped to FA director


Examples
To list devices mapped to the FA director 16A, enter:


symmask list logins


Initialize and update the VCMDB database
Description
After identifying components, initialize the database and create access records for HBAs
to a directors. For more information on supported database types, refer to VCMDB
database types on page 411.


Syntax
To initialize the database, use the following syntax:


symmaskdb -sid SymmID init -file BackupFilename[-vcmdb_type <3 | 4| 
5>]


Examples
To add a range of devices (0030 through 0034) to the VCMDB, specifying the HBA's WWN
and the FA director/port that the HBA connects to, enter:


symmask -sid 814 -wwn 20000000c920b484 
add devs 0030:0034 -dir 16A -p 0


Enable iSCSI authentication
Before using the device masking SYMCLI commands with iSCSI, configure the iSCSI driver
software and authentication information. The iSCSI authentication is negotiated during
the HBA login phase and can be implemented using CHAP (Challange Handshake
Authentication Protocol).


In addition, Solutions Enabler provides support for a RADIUS (Remote Authentication
Dial-In User Service) server for storing authentication information. For details on
configuring the RADIUS server, refer to Set RADIUS server configuration on page 401.


iSCSI CHAP authentication: Enginuity version 57xx
Beginning with Enginuity version 5771, connection security for iSCSI ports is set with the
symconnect command. The symconnect functionality sets one-way or two-way CHAP
authentication between a host HBA and the array.


If a RADIUS server is configured to store the authentication information, set the RADIUS
server information and enable the array to look there for the authentication data. For
more information on the RADIUS server, refer to Set RADIUS server configuration on page
401.


With CHAP one-way authentication, the array challenges the host during the initial link
negotiation process and expects to receive a valid credential and CHAP secret in
response. When challenged, the host transmits a CHAP credential and CHAP secret to the
array. The array looks for this credential and CHAP secret in its own CHAP authentication
database or on a RADIUS server (if one is set and turned on). Once a positive
authentication occurs, the array sends an acceptance message to the host. However, if
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the array fails to find any record of the credential/secret pair, it sends a rejection
message, and the link is closed.


With two-way CHAP authentication, the host challenges and authenticates the array too.
Thus, both the host and array act as authenticators, and both act as peers. Configuring
two-way authentication requires configuring a one-way authentication for each
communication direction.


One-way CHAP authentication on page 392 shows how to set up the array as an
authenticator, which covers one direction of communication. Two-way CHAP
authentication on page 393 describes how to configure authentication from the opposite
direction.


One-way CHAP authentication


Description
For one-way CHAP authentication, the set chap command automatically enables CHAP
authentication, and defines the credential and the secret the host iSCSI initiator sends
when challenged by the array.
Setting iSCSI authentication for an authenticator requires the array ID, the iSCSI name,
the CHAP credential name (username), and the CHAP secret (password).


Syntax
To set the authentication for the iSCSI initiator in the CHAP authentication database with
the name of -iscsi iqn.2002-06.com.microsoft.host210, use the following
syntax:


symconnect -sid SymID -iscsi iqn.2002-06.com.microsoft.host210 
set chap -cred MyCredentials -secret MySecret


Options


-cred


Specifes the authentication data that the host should send in response to a
challenge by the array. Windows hosts must specify a credential name string of 8 to
256 characters.


-secret


Specifes the authentication data that the host should send in response to a
challenge by the array. Windows host must specify a secret between 12 and 16
characters. UNIX hosts must specify a secret up to 32 ASCII characters, or 64 binary
characters (binary values must use the prefix string 0x).


Examples
To disable CHAP authentication and re-enable it (turn it back on), enter:


symconnect -sid 6208 -iscsi iqn.2002-06.com.microsoft.host210 disable 
chap
symconnect -sid 6208 -iscsi iqn.2002-06.com.microsoft.host210 enable 
chap


To disable authentication, enter:


symconnect -sid 6208 -iscsi iqn.2002-06.com.microsoft.host210 delete 
chap
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Two-way CHAP authentication


Description
The set chap command automatically enables CHAP authentication for the array
director and port. This defines the credential and the secret the array will send when
challenged by the host HBA authenticator.


Syntax
To set up an array as a peer, enter:


symconnect -sid 6208 -dir # -p # set chap -cred MyPeerCredentials -
secret MyPeerSecret


Note


The host authenticator must have a user authentication database that contains matching
authentication data for the authentication to be successful.


Options


-dir


Specifes the director on the array where the host HBA is connected.


-p


Specify the port on the array where the host HBA is connected.


-cred


Specifes the authentication data that the array should send in response to a
challenge by the host. Windows hosts must specify a credential name string of 8 to
256 characters.


-secret


Specifes the authentication data that the array should send in response to a
challenge by the host. Windows host must specify a secret between 12 and 16
characters. UNIX hosts must specify a secret up to 32 ASCII characters, or 64 binary
characters (binary values must use the prefix string 0x. This value is also set in the
iSCSI Initiator Properties screen as described in Configuring iSCSI for two-way chap
authentication on page 399.


Examples
To disable CHAP authentication and re-enable it (turn it back on), enter:


symconnect -sid 6208 -dir 2D -p 0 disable chap
symconnect -sid 6208 -dir 2D -p 0 enable chap


To disable authentication, enter:


symconnect -sid 6208 -dir 2D -p 0 delete chap


Display authentication information


Options


chap


Displays only the CHAP authentication database.


radius


Displays only RADIUS authentication database.
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Examples
To display the authentication database (for example, any CHAP or RADIUS authentication
database for array 20), enter:


symconnect -sid 20 list


If CHAP credentials are defined in the authentication database for two iSCSI initiators,
this makes it possible for the array to authenticate either of these iSCSI HBAs logging into
its port. If credentials are defined for a director and port this allows for two-way
authentication in the event that the array needs to submit authentication data to the
host.


Initialize an authentication database


Description
The symconnect init command initializes and clears the data from authentication
database. Prior to initializing an authentication database issue the symconnect -sid
Symid -list command to list the CHAP or RADIUS databases and validate that the
database exists.


NOTICE


This command is rarely used, as it clears data from database. Use with caution.


Options


-file


When initializing and clearing a database, specifies a file to write current
authentication data to a backup location.


Syntax
To initialize CHAP or RADIUS authentication databases and write current authentication
data to the backup files prior to initializing, use the following syntax:


symconnect -sid SymID init chap -file MyChapInitBackup
symconnect -sid SymID init radius -file MyRadiusInitBackup


Backup and restore authentication information


Backing up authentication information on a regular basis ensures that valid version of the
authentication database can be restored if the current database becomes corrupted.


Backup authentication database


Syntax
To backup the CHAP authentication database, use the following syntax:


Note


Specify a new file with every backup.


symconnect -sid SymID -file MyChapBackup backup chap


Options


backup chap


Backs up the CHAP authentication database.


backup radius
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Backs up the RADIUS authentication database.


Restore authentication database


Syntax
To restore the CHAP authentication database, use the following syntax:


symconnect -sid SymID -file MyChapBackup restore chap


Options


restore chap


Restores up the CHAP authentication database.


restore radius


Restores up the RADIUS authentication database.


List authentication database backup file


Syntax
To display the contents of a backup authentication file, use the the following syntax:


symconnect list -file MyChapBackup


iSCSI software driver configuration
The following are the requirements and configuration steps for preparing a host system
with a native iSCSI initiator and the VCMDB (residing in a DMX array) to communicate
over the Microsoft iSCSI software driver and the EMC Multi-Protocol Channel Director:


Note


Arrays must be installed and connected to the network before beginning the
configuration.


1. Collect information about the host computer and the DMX Multi-Protocol Channel
director:


a. Get the iSCSI name and IP address of the director from the array.


b. Get the iSCSI name of the initiator from the host computer.


2. Configure information in the VCMDB of the array that allows the host computer to
access the desired DMX devices:


a. Add access to the devices from the host initiator by the iSCSI name to the VCMDB.


b. Add the iSCSI authentication information (if any) about the host initiator.


c. Refresh the database.


3. Update the iSCSI initiator with the DMX information:


a. Establish a target connection using iSCSI between the host computer and the
designated director port with/without authentication.


b. Have the host computer logon to the array over iSCSI and establish target devices
on the host computer that will persist through a reboot.


4. Perform the following disk administration on the devices on the array, if needed:


a. Format


b. Write signatures
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c. Assign drive letters


5. Configuration of the iSCSI driver is completed with CHAP authentication as described
in Configuring iSCSI with CHAP authentication on page 396, or without
authentication as described in Configuring iSCSI without CHAP authentication on
page 399.


Note


For detailed interoperability information, please refer to E-Lab Interoperability Navigator
which can be reached at http://elabnavigator.EMC.com


iSCSI software initiator location


The Microsoft iSCSI Software Initiator is available for download from the Microsoft
download site.


Configuring iSCSI with CHAP authentication
Before you begin


After installing the iSCSI software initiator, these steps complete the iSCSI configuration
with CHAP authentication. The iSCSI name of the host, and the iSCSI ID of the multi-
protocol director are required for this configuration procedure.


These steps that require the use of the iSCSI Initiator Properties screen and the SYMCLI
command window, as follows:


Collect information about the host computer and director


Procedure


1. Open the iSCSI Initiator Properties screen on the host system.


2. Click the Initiator Settings tab.


3. Copy the iSCSI ID of your host from the Change to field.


Note


Do not enter any data in this window.


4. From the command line, display and copy the IP address of the multi-protocol
director,


symcfg -sid 6208 -dir 3a list -v


The last two lines of the display contain the iSCSI name and IP address. as shown in
this example:


Symmetrix ID: 000000006208
Product Model                       : DMX2000P    
Symmetrix ID                        : 000000006208    
Microcode Version (Number)          : 5670 (16260000)    
.
iSCSI NAME         : iqn.1992-04.com.emc.5006048000061002
iSCSI IP Address   : 10.10.10.21


Configure information in the VCMDB


5. Add a device to create a record in the VCMDB, using the following syntax:


symmask -sid SymmID -iscsi iscsi -dir # -p # add dev #
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Where:


SymmID — Identifies the array ID.


iscsi — Specifies the iSCSI name (from step 3).


-dir # — Identifies the array director number.


-p # — Identifies the array port number.


add dev # — Specifies the array device number(s).


For example:


symmask -sid 6208 -iscsi iqn.2002-07.com.microsoft:api210 -dir 3a -
p 0 add dev 0023


6. Set the CHAP authentication in the VCMDB using the SYMCLI, which is different for
each supported Enginuity version, as shown in the following syntax:


l For Enginuity 5771 through 5773:


symconnect -sid SymmID -iscsi iscsi set chap -cred Credential -
secret Secret


Where:


SymmID— Identifies the DMX array ID.


iscsi— Specifies the host iSCSI name.


Credential — Uses between 8 and 256 alphanumeric characters.


Secret— UNIX: 32 ASCII characters, or 64 binary characters (binary values should be
prefixed with the string 0x).Windows: 12 and 16 ASCII characters.


l For Enginuity version 5670 and higher (up to but not including Enginuity 5771):


symmask -sid SymmID -iscsi iscsi set authentication -type CHAP
-credential Credential -secret Secret


Where:


SymmID— Identifies the DMX array ID.


iscsi— Specifies the host iSCSI name.


CHAP— Indicates the authentication type.


CHAPcredential — Uses 8 alphanumeric characters.


CHAPsecret— Uses 12-16 alphanumeric characters.


Note


For details about setting iSCSI Authentication, refer to iSCSI CHAP authentication:
Enginuity version 57xx on page 391.


7. Refresh the VCMDB, as shown in the following syntax:


symmask -sid SymID refresh


Update iSCSI initiator with DMX information


8. From the iSCSI Initiator Properties window, click the Target Portals tab and click Add.


The Add Target Portal dialog box appears.
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9. Enter the iSCSI IP address (from step 4) of the multi-protocol director in the IP address
or DNS name box and click Advanced.


The Advanced Settings dialog box appears. The iSCSI name automatically displays in
the User name field. Do not use this for the credential.


10.Check the box labeled CHAP logon information. Change the CHAP credential in the
User name field, and enter a CHAP secret in the Target secret box. Click OK.


The credential name string must be between 8 and 256 characters. The CHAP protocol
secret value on UNIX can be 32 ASCII characters, or 64 binary characters (binary
values should be prefixed with the string 0x). On Windows the secret must be
between 12 and 16 ASCII characters.


Note


Do not check or change anything else in this dialog box.


11.Click OK to close the Advanced Settings dialog box, and click OK to close the Target
Portal dialog box.


The multi-protocol director IP address should appear in the Available portals list in
the Target Portals window.


Note


If an error displays, select the IP address from the Available portals list and click
Remove and start the configuration procedure again.


12.Click the Available Targets tab. The iSCSI name of the multi-protocol director (from
step 4) displays in the Select a target list.


13.Click Log On. The Log On to Target window dialog box appears.


14.Check Automatically restore this connection when the system boots, and click
Advanced.


The Advanced Settings dialog box appears. The iSCSI name automatically displays in
the User name field.


Do not use this for the credential.


15.Select the box labeled CHAP logon information. Change the CHAP credential in the
User name field, and enter a CHAP secret in the Target secret box. Click OK.


The credential name string must be between 8 and 256 characters. The CHAP protocol
secret value on UNIX can be 32 ASCII characters, or 64 binary characters (binary
values should be prefixed with the string 0x). On Windows the secret value must be
between 12 and 16 ASCII characters.


Note


Do not select or change anything else in this window.


16.From the iSCSI Initiator Properties window, click the Active Sessions tab. An active
session should display in the Select a session list.


17.Select the session and click Details to display the disks found by the iSCSI driver.


18.Click OK to exit from the iSCSI Initiator.


19.Perform disk administration such as, formatting, write signatures, and assigning drive
letters.
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20.Reboot the host system for configuration changes to take effect.


Configuring iSCSI for two-way chap authentication
Before you begin


After installing the iSCSI software initiator, these steps complete the iSCSI configuration
for two-way CHAP authentication.


Procedure


1. Open the iSCSI Initiator Properties screen.


2. Click the General tab.


3. Click Secret.


4. Set the secret for two-way CHAP authentication to match the value set using
symconnect as described in One-way CHAP authentication on page 392.


Configuring iSCSI without CHAP authentication
Before you begin


After installing the iSCSI software initiator, these steps complete the iSCSI configuration
without CHAP authentication. The iSCSI name of the host, and the iSCSI ID of the multi-
protocol director are required for this configuration procedure.


Note


This procedure contains steps that require the use of the iSCSI Initiator Properties screen
and the SYMCLI command window, as follows.


Collect information about the host computer and DMX director


Procedure


1. Open the iSCSI Initiator Properties screen on the host system.
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2. Click the Initiator Settings tab.


3. Copy the iSCSI ID of your host from the Change to field at the bottom of the window.


Note


Do not enter any data in this window.


4. List the iSCSI name and IP address of the multi-protocol director, as shown in this
example:


symcfg -sid 6208 -dir 3a list -v


The last two lines of the display contain the iSCSI name and IP address, as shown in
this example:


Symmetrix ID: 000000006208
Product Model                       : DMX2000P    
Symmetrix ID                        : 000000006208    
Microcode Version (Number)          : 5670 (16260000)    
.
iSCSI NAME         : iqn.1992-04.com.emc.5006048000061002
iSCSI IP Address   : 10.10.10.21


Configure information in the VCMDB


5. From the command line, add a device to create a record in the VCMDB, using the
following syntax:


symmask -sid SymmID -iscsi iscsi -dir # -p # add dev #


Where:


SymmID — The DMX array ID.


iscsi — The iSCSI name copied in step 3.


-dir # — DMX director number.


-p # — DMX port number.


add dev # — DMX device number.


For example:


symmask -sid 6208 -iscsi iqn.2002-07.com.microsoft:api210 -dir 3a -
p 0 add dev 0023


6. Refresh the VCMDB, as shown in the following syntax:


symmask -sid SymID refresh
7. From the iSCSI Initiator window, select the Target Portals tab and click Add.


8. Enter the iSCSI IP address (from step 4) of the multi-protocol director in the IP address
or DNS name box and click OK.


The multi-protocol director IP address should appear in the Available portals list in
the Target Portals window.
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Note


If an error displays, select the IP address from the Available portals list and click
Remove. Begin the configuration procedure again.


9. Click the Available Targets tab. The iSCSI name of the multi-protocol director (from
step 4) appears in the Select a target list.


10.Click Log On. The Log On to Target dialog box appears.


11.Select Automatically restore this connection when the system boots, and click OK.


12.Click the Active Sessions tab. An active session should display in the Select a session
list.


13.Select the session and click Details to display the disks found by the iSCSI driver.


14.Click OK to exit from the iSCSI Initiator Properties screen.


15.Perform any necessary disk administration, such as, formatting, write signatures, and
assigning drive letters.


16.Reboot the host system for the configuration changes to take effect.


RADIUS server configuration
When using a RADIUS server to store authentication data, use the symconnect
command to make the SYMAPI server recognize the RADIUS server. Once registered, the
SYMAPI server looks to the RADIUS server for matching authentication data when
attempting to authenticate a host's credential and secret.


Set RADIUS server configuration


Description
Setting the RADIUS server information at the director/port level, directs the array to the
authentication information when a host HBA attempts to log in. the symconnect set
radius command automatically enables RADIUS for the array's director and port.


Syntax


symconnect -sid SymID -dir # -p# set radius -server ServerName
-key MyServerPassword -ip ServerIPaddress -rank primary


Options


-rank


Establishes server priority preference if two or three RADIUS servers are specified for
a given director-port combination. If a primary and two backup servers are enabled,
the system tries them in the obvious order until successful (a server might be
unreachable for some reason). If primary is disabled, the system looks to backup1
and backup2.


-port


Specifies the RADIUS server port to be used if it is different to the server's default
port.


-key


Server password of up to 256 characters.


-i


Specifies a server retry interval in seconds.
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-c


Specifies the number of times to retry.


Disable and enable RADIUS authentication for director/port


Examples
To disable RADIUS authentication on array 6208 for dir/port, enter:


symconnect -sid 6208 -dir 2D -p 0 disable radius -rank primary


To enable RADIUS authentication on array 6208 for dir/port, enter:


symconnect -sid 6208 -dir 2D -p 0 enable radius -rank primary


Enable or disable RADIUS authentication for specific iSCSI initiator


Description
After setting and enabling all RADIUS server information at the director and port level,
enabling the server authentication for a given iSCSI HBA logging is allowed using either
the symconnect set or enable command.


Examples
To enable RADIUS authentication on array 6208 for a specific iSCSI intitiator, enter:


symconnect -sid 6208 -iscsi iqn.2002-06.com.microsoft.host210 enable 
radius


To disable RADIUS authentication on array 6208 for a specific iSCSI intitiator, enter:


symconnect -sid 6208 -iscsi iqn.2002-06.com.microsoft.host210 disable 
radius


Delete RADIUS authentication


Examples
To delete the RADIUS authentication entry for a director/port, enter:


symconnect -sid 6208 –dir 2D –p 0 delete radius


To delete the RADIUS authentication entry for a specific iSCSI initiator, enter:


symconnect -sid 6208 -iscsi iqn.2002-06.com.microsoft.host210 


Recommended actions for activating the VCMDB configuration
To ensure that updates to the VCMDB are active and visible to the host, the following
steps are recommended:


1. Back up the device masking VCMDB to a file by running the symmaskdb backup
command.


Note


Creating a backup is not allowed during the initial setup of the database.


2. Update the DMX array with the configuration changes by running the symmask
refresh command. This refreshes the array director WWN/iSCSI-related profile
tables in cache with the contents of the device masking VCMDB.
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Note


Before running the symmask refresh command, or the symmask -verify
command, verify that there are no HBAs accessing devices in the masked channel
(applications running or user activity).


3. For changes to take effect, reboot all hosts that have had devices added or removed.


NOTICE


Run symcfg discover command. This scans the DMX devices and refreshes the


SYMAPI configuration database.


4. When configuration of the database is complete, use the sympd list command to
verify the correct devices are seen by the host.


Discovering host HBAs
Description
The symmask discover command is the primary mechanism used to identify for
hosts, other than the control host, their VCMDB paths to the DMX array.


Options


-rename


Forces the discovered hostname/HBA name (or IP address) to be written to the login
history table and the device masking VCMDB. This overwrites any existing AWWN/
AISCSI record that were previously established.


Examples
To search the environment for DMX devices on each HBA, enter:


symmask discover hba


Note


It is assumed that the host running these commands has access to the DMX devices.


Results
When the symmask discover command finds a host HBA, it reads the login history
table and performs the following:


1. Checks whether an alias exists in the device masking VCMDB. If an alias is found, this
command writes it to the login history table.


2. If there is no alias in the device masking VCMDB record, or the login history table, it
creates an ASCII alias and writes it to the login history table.


3. Prints the initiator identifier (WWN/iSCSI) of the HBAs that are connected to the
masked channel and DMX array.


4. If the -rename option is used with the symmask discover command, the initiator
identifier and its ASCII alias are written to the device masking VCMDB.


5. The symmask discover command sends information connection information back
to the host.
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HBA identifiers and alias names
Whether defined HBA alias names (AWWN/AISCSI) , or those assigned by the SYMAPI
server during discovery are used for HBA identification, alias names can be used in the
command line, replacing the complex numeric identifiers.


Alias names, which are stored in the DMX array's login history table, identify the HBAs
connected to the network interface. Alias names are typically shorter in length and much
more recognizable than cryptic WWNs/iSCSIs.


HBA identifiers and ASCII format
All alias names (auto-generated or user-defined) have two parts separated by a slash (/).
An ASCII alias names generated by the symmask discover command consists of two
parts: the name of the host and the name of the HBA, as follows.


l For Fibre configurations, the adapter number takes the form of the WWN or iSCSI to
guarantee uniqueness. For example, the AWWN for a host whose TCP/IP hostname is
john4554b, on adapter 10000000c920cf87, is john4554b/
10000000c920cf87.


l For Native iSCSI configurations, the names are hostname/IP address.
For more information on renaming Identifiers, refer to Manage HBA initiators on page
416.


Rename HBA identifiers


Description
The symmask command uses the AWWN or AISCSI to target specific HBAs for actions,
such as adding or removing devices form the device mask. Renaming the AWWN or
AISCSI for an HBA is allowed.


Syntax


symmask -sid SymmID -iscsi iscsi rename aiscsiNew


Examples
To change the name for HBA 20000000c920b484 to Solar2b on array 0128, enter:


symmask -sid 0128 -wwn 20000000c920b484 rename Solar2b/b4


Note


To display the contents of the login history table and list the existing alias names, run the
symmask list logins command.


Add masked devices to HBA/director-port channel
The DMX devices can be assigned to a specified masked channel (HBA to director port).
Add or remove devices from these masked channels using their DMX device name, or
device group name.


If an alias is set in the login history table, the first record for the initiator in the database
can be added using that alias. In addition, any attribute can be set by alias name if the
alias is found in the login history table.
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Add masked devices


Syntax
To add devices to a specific HBA/director-port channel, use the following syntax:


symmask -sid SymmID -wwn wwn | -awwn awwn |
           -iscsi iscsi | -aiscsi aiscsi | -host HostName
           -dir <#|all> -p <#|all>  [-celerra] [-rp]
           [-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID]]]
add devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | 
<SymDevName | SymDevName,SymDevName,SymDevName...>
             [-dynamic_lun | -lun Addr | <Addr,Addr...>]
           [-noprompt] [-remove_unmapped] [-map]


Options


-map


Maps the devices while adding them to the masking database.


Examples
To add devices 0014 and 0015 on array 0128 for access to all directors and ports on
Host3b, enter:


symmask -sid 0128 -host Host3b -dir all -p all add devs 0014,0015


If the devices are not addressed to the specified FA, a warning message displays. If the
devices are already assigned in the database to any WWN, an informational prompt
displays. To turn off this functionality, use the -noprompt option.


Add masked metadevices
When adding metadevices, add only the SymDevname of the device metahead.


Add masked reserved devices


Examples
If using devices that have been reserved, supply the device reservation ID. To add
reserved device 0014 on array 0128 for access to Host3b using director 16a, port 0,
enter:


symmask -sid 0128 -host Host3b -dir 16a -p 0 add dev 0014 -reserve_id 5


Device reservation management on page 276 provides more information about device
reservations.


Add masked device group devices


Syntax
To add device group devices to a specified HBA/director-port channel, use the following
form:


add -g DgName [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev] [-tgt] [-noprompt]
 [-dynamic_lun | -lun Addr] [-remove_unmapped]


Options
If no device type is specified then only standard devices are added.


-std


Masks the standard devices only.
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-bcv


Masks the BCV devices only.


-vdev


Masks the virtual devices only.


-tgt


Masks the target devices only.


Examples
To add the standard devices of device group prodB on array 0128 for access to Host3b
using director 16a, port 0, enter:


symmask -sid 0128 -awwn Host3b/4a add -g prodB -std -dir 16a -p 0


Note


Device group names are not stored, only the device information is stored.


Add masked devices using a device file


Description
To add masked using a device file, first create the file, then include it in the symmask
command.


Options
If source of target devices are not specified the only source devices are added.


src


Masks only the source devices listed in the device file.


tgt


Masks only the target devices listed in the device file.


Examples
To create a device file named mask2, enter the source devices first, a space, then the
target device, and use the pound sign (#) for comment lines, as follows:


#Device list mask2 for masking
0014 009A
0151 014C


For example, to mask only the source devices in the mask2 file on array 0845, to director
FA-2A and port 0, enter:


symmask -sid 0845 -wwn 50060482d5f003c1 -dir FA-2A -p 0 add -f mask2 
src


Add devices with dynamic LUN addressing


Syntax
To add a device or devices to a specified HBA/director-port channel, specifying the LUN
address, use the following syntax:


symmask -sid SymmID -wwn wwn|-awwn awwn|-iscsi iscsi |-aiscsi 
aiscsiadd devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd|SymDevName|SymDevName,,,...\
-lun Addr | Addr, Addr, Addr...
-dir # -p # [-noprompt][-dynamic_lun] [-remove_unmapped] [-map]
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Options


-lun


Specifies starting LUN addresses. Single starting LUN or multiple LUNs to match the
given ranges can be used.


-dynamic_lun


Specifies the use of dynamic LUN addressing, however the application assigns the
addresses based on what is already in use for the host HBA.


-removed_unmapped


Removes any unmapped devices when adding devices with dynamic addressing. This
option converts an existing device masking record to the new dynamic feature in a
single step. Records that contain unmapped devices cannot be converted until those
devices are removed.


-map


Maps devices while adding them to the masking database. This option takes the next
available LUN, which may or may not match the masking LUN. This option is only
supported on Enginuity 5773.


Examples
To specify a single starting LUN or multiple LUNs to match the given ranges, enter:


symmask add devs 15,18,20 -lun 0 -wwn 20000000c920b484 -dir 14C -p 1 -sid 12


To add devices 100 to 105 on array 104 for access to wwn 20000000c920b484
starting at LUN addresses 0, and using the next available LUN numbers, for director 2d,
port 0, enter:


symmask add devs 100:105 -lun 0 -wwn 20000000c920b484 -dir 2d -p 0 -sid 104


To assign the LUN addresses, when adding devices from a device file or list of devices,
enter:


symmask add -f C:\my_device_file -dynamic_lun -wwn 20000000c920b484 -dir 3c -p 0 -sid 90


symmask add devs 2C,2E,30 -dynamic_lun -wwn 20000000c920b484 -dir 2a -p 1 -sid 215


Remove masked devices
Description
Selected devices or an entire set of devices associated with an masked channel can be
removed . Removing selected devices requires syntax similar to adding masked devices,
and the same refresh, backup, and discover steps after completing the remove operation.


Syntax
To remove a device or devices from a masked channel, use the following syntax:


symmask -sid SymmID -wwn wwn|-awwn awwn|-iscsi iscsi
|-aiscsi aiscsi-name <name>>
| -host HostName -dir <#|all> -p <#|all>  
[-celerra] [-reserve_id ResvID [,ResvID[,ResvID]]]
remove devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName | 
SymDevName,SymDevName,SymDevName... [-unmap] [-force]


Options


-unmap
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Unmaps the devices while removing them from the masking database, if the devices
are not masked to any other initiator on that port. This option is only supported for
Enginuity 5773.150.


-force


Removes a range of specified device names that might span device names not part of
the existing noncontiguous masked channel, and may be needed when working with
metadevices.


Examples
To remove devices 0031 and 0033 from the 0030-to-0034 range of devices, enter:


symmask -sid 814 -wwn 20000000c920b484 remove devs 0031,0033 -dir 16A -p 0


After removing devices, activate the masked configuration as follows:


1. Run thesymmask refresh command.


2. Run thesymmaskdb backup command.


3. Reboot the host.


4. Run thesymcfg discover command refresh the SYMAPI database.


Remove masked metadevice members


Syntax
To remove metadevice members from the device masking VCMDB, but keep the
metaheads in place, use the following syntax:


symmaskdb -sid SymmID -meta_member remove -force


Options


-force


Forces the remove action and may be needed when removing metamembers.


Remove masked devices from device group


Syntax
To remove device group devices from a specified HBA/director-port channel, use the
following form:


symmask -sid SymmID -wwn wwn|-awwn awwn|-iscsi iscsi |-aiscsi aiscsiremove 
-g DgName [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev] [-force] -dir # -p # [-noprompt]


Options
If no device type option is specified, only standard devices are removed.


-std


Removes the standard devices only.


-bcv


Removes the BCV devices only.


-vdev


Removes the virtual devices only.
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Examples
To remove the standard devices of device group prodB on array 0128 from access to
Host3b using director 16a, port 0, enter:


symmask -sid 0128 -awwn Host3b/4a remove -g prodB -std -dir 16a -p 0


Note


Device group names are not stored, only the device information is stored.


Remove devices using a device file


Options
If source or target devices are not specified, only source devices are removed.


-src


Removes the standard devices only.


-tgt


Removes the BCV devices only.


Examples
To remove the masking entries for only the source devices in the mask2 file on array
0845, to director FA-2A and port 0, enter:


symmask -sid 0845 -wwn 50060482d5f003c1 -dir FA-2A -p 0 remove -f mask2 src


Device masking database maintenance
Each time a SYMCLI command is issued, that affects device masking, the VCMDB
changes. These database changes may include:


l Adding, updating and deleting records for devices


l Renamed WWN /iSCSI alias


l One HBA swapped for another


l Clearing an HBA


These changes require database maintenance to ensure that records are not lost. Some
of these maintenance tasks include:


l Syncing masking data


l Creating a backup file


l Restoring a backup file


l Blocking direct writes to the database


View masking database


Examples
To view the VCMDB on array 0128:


symmaskdb -sid 0128 list database
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Initialize and clear masking database


Description
For the initial setup of any device masking environment, a device reserved (VCM state
enabled) in the DMX array is initialized and formatted for use as the device masking
database.


NOTICE


Initializing an existing database clears the disk device of any current data in the process
of formatting the database. This command is rarely used, as it clears data from database.
Use with caution.


Syntax


Note


Specify a backup filename, as this command writes the data from this device to a backup
file on your host before it clears the current data.


To initialize and clear the database device, use the following syntax:


symmaskdb -sid SymmID init -file BackupFilename[-vcmdb_type <3 | 4| 
5>]


If you do not include the -vcmdb_type option, the default database type depends on the
size of the VCMDB device.


Options


-vcmdb_type


Defines the number of devices per database record and the number of records that
can be masked. This can be used to address backwards capatiblity issues:


l Type 3 — Supports up to 8 K devices per record and 32 fibre/32 iSCSI initiator
records per port (the VCMDB device must be 24 cylinders or larger).


l Type 4 — Supports up to 8 K devices per record and 64 fibre/128 iSCSI initiator
records per port (the VCMDB device must be 48 cylinders or larger).


l Type 5 — Supports up to 16 K devices per record and 64 fibre/128 iSCSI initiator
records per port (the VCMDB device must be 96 cylinders or larger).


Note


There is a VCMDB Type 6, but it cannot be specified with SYMCLI.


Examples
To initialize the database and create a backup file BackupDevMask1 on array
0128,enter:


symmaskdb -sid 0128 init -file BackupDevMask1


To initialize the database as VCMDB type 4 and create a backup file MyInitBackup on
array 0814,enter:


symmaskdb -sid 814 init -file MyInitBackup -vcmdb_type 4
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Sync masking data


Examples
For example, to sync masking data on array 0128, enter:


symcfg sync -sid 0128 -masking


Unauthorized modification of the VCMDB
By default, the VCMDB grants access to all HBAs that log in to the FA director port where
the database is configured. Without preventive measures, any host with access privileges
can modify the VCMDB if it has the EMC Solutions Enabler Device Masking component.


Create VCMDB backup file


Description
A backup file containing the current contents of the device masking VCMDB can be
created, and is useful when temporarily changing the access rights or device masking
assignments to various HBAs. Restoring the backup file returns the device masking
environment back to the original masked environment.


Syntax


Note


Reusing a backup file name is not allowed. Always create a new file with each backup.


To create a backup database file, use the following syntax:


symmaskdb -sid SymmID backup -file BackupFilename


The VCMDB backup files vary in length, depending on the contents.


Examples
To create backup file BackupDevMask on array 0128, enter:


symmaskdb -sid 0128 backup -file BackupDevMask


VCMDB database types
Device masking database types define the number of devices per database record and
the number of records you can mask.


Beginning with Enginuity 5671, a Type 5 device masking VCMDB is supported, and
Enginuity 5771 only supports a Type 6 VCMDB. The various VCMDB types are defined as:


l Type 3 — Supports up to 8 K devices per record and 32 fibre/32 iSCSI initiator records
per port (the VCMDB device must be 24 cylinders or larger)


l Type 4 — Supports up to 8 K devices per record and 64 fibre/128 iSCSI initiator
records per port (the VCMDB device must be 48 cylinders or larger)


l Type 5 — Supports up to 16 K devices per record and 64 fibre/128 iSCSI initiator
records per port (the VCMDB device must be 96 cylinders or larger)


l Type 6 — Supports up to 64 K devices per record and 256 fibre/512 iSCSI initiator
records per port (cannot be specified with SYMCLI)


When initializing the VCMDB database where no database currently exists, SYMCLI
defaults to creating a database according the size of the VCMDB device being initialized.
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For example, a Type 4 VCMDB is created for a 48-cylinder device. This default behavior is
also true for the VCMDB device that currently holds a database (that is, a Type 4 database
on a 96-cylinder device is initialized as a Type 5 database). A Type 4 or 5 database
initializes with direct I/O writes blocked to protect against outside sources corrupting the
database. Using the set no_direct_io option blocks direct I/O writes to a Type 3
database .


Convert a VCMDB type


Description
A Type 3 database can be converted to Type 4 or Type 5, and a Type 4 to a Type 5, if the
size of the VCMDB device on the specified array is large enough for the database type.


If a lower type database is converted to a higher type, any hosts running a Solutions
Enabler version that does not support the higher VCMDB type will not be able to access
the database. For example, if one host running Solutions Enabler version 6.0 converts an
existing VCMDB to Type 5, another connected host running Solutions Enabler version 5.4
no longer has access to the database until this host is upgraded to version 6.0 or higher.


Example
To convert the VCMDB on array 814 to a Type 5 database, enter:


symmaskdb -sid 814 convert -vcmdb_type 5 -file MyCvrtBU


Restore a backup VCMDB


Description
The database is restored as is; Type 3 restores as a Type 3, and Type 4 restores as a Type
4. Use the convert or set options to alter the resulting environments.


Examples
To restore the database from the backup file MyCvrtBU stored on the host, enter:


symmaskdb -sid 0128 restore -file MyCvrtBU


To restore the database from a backup file, but not the authentication information, enter:


symmaskdb -sid 0128 restore -file MyCvrtBU -skip_authentication


Note


The -skip_authentication option is not available with Enginuity 5771 or higher.


Restore a backup and converting its type


Example


Note


A Type 3 database can be converted to Type 4 or Type 5, and a Type 4 to a Type 5, if the
size of the VCMDB device on the specified array is large enough for the database type.


To restore from a backup file and convert its database type in a single command, and
specify type 5. enter:


symmaskdb -sid 0128 restore -file MyCvrtBU -vcm_type 5
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Block direct writes to the VCMDB


Syntax
To block direct writes to a Type 3 database, use the following syntax:


symmaskdb -sid SymmID set -no_direct_io


Note


Type 4 and 5 databases initialize with direct I/O writes blocked by default.


View the VCMDB
When the database is initialized and records created, information about the database
can be viewed. The login history details can also be viewed.


View contents of VCMDB


Syntax
To view the entire contents of the device masking VCMDB, or by director/port, WWN (or
alias), or iSCSI name (or alias), use the following syntax:


symmaskdb -sid SymmID | -file Filename [-v] 
[-dir all [-p all] | -dir 
#
 [-p <
#
|all>]]
[-wwn wwn | -awwn awwn |
-iscsi iscsi | -aiscsi aiscsi]
list database


Example
To view the entire device masking VCMDB on array 6196, enter:


symmaskdb -sid 6196 list database


View VCMDB records for a director


Example
To view the database for records concerning director 2b, port 1 on array 6196, enter:


symmaskdb -sid 6196 list database -dir 2b -p 1


View masked assignment to specific HBA


Syntax
To view the masked assignment of devices to a specific HBA, use the following syntax:


symmaskdb -sid SymmID list devs [-wwn wwn | -awwn awwn|-iscsi iscsi |
-aiscsi aiscsi


Note


he initiator is optional.
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Example
To view the devices on array 343 without including a specific initiator, enter:


symmaskdb -sid 343 list devs


View device capacity


Description
When a hostname is specified, SYMAPI looks for records with the AWWN value of the host
(wwn) and pulls that record for the device information. If the default AWWN alias has
been modified to something other than the host name, this command does not include
information for that HBA, or may appear incomplete if only 2 out 3 HBAs for a given host
have the hostname in the alias.


Syntax
To view the capacity of devices assigned to a particular host, use following syntax:


Note


This command requires that the first part of the HBA alias be the host name.


symmaskdb -sid SymmID list capacity -host HostName


Note


The list database and list devs commands can be targeted to a backup


database file on your host by replacing the -sid option with a -file option to specify a


backup filename.


Example
To view the capacity of host api145 on array 6196, enter:


symmaskdb -sid 6196 list capacity -host api145


View HBA assignments


Options


no_assignment


Lists devices that are mapped, but not yet assigned in the device masking VCMDB


Example
To view which HBAs have been assigned to specific devices, enter:


symmaskdb -sid 6196 list assignment -devs 0040:0043


View the login history table


Description
Use the symmask list logins command to view the login history table. This table in
the DMX array lists which hosts and HBAs are logged on to an array for all directors and
their director ports. Options can restrict this data to a specific director and/or port
number.


Options


-v


Displays the last active login information.
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Example
To return login information for array 6196, enter:


symmask -sid 6196 list logins


Sample output
The following is sample output from this command:


Symmetrix ID            : 000000006196
Director Identification : FA-2A
Director Port           : 1
                            User-generated                      Logged On
Identifier       Type  Node Name        Port Name        FCID   In     Fabric
---------------- ----- --------------------------------- ------ ------ -----
10000000c9238053 Fibre api145           i@1f,4000,@2     260e13 Yes    Yes
5006048000060d21 Fibre NULL             NULL             261e13 No     Yes


Output fields


l Identifier — lists which HBA is communicating with the array.


l User-generated node name — lists the AWWN or AISCSI alias associated with
the node.


l User-generated port name — lists the AWWN or AISCSI alias associated with
the port.


l On Fabric — indicates if the HBA is connected to a fabric and if it is logged in to
the DMX system.


l Logged In — indicats if the HBA is connected to a fabric and if it is logged in to the
DMX system.


Refresh the database


Description
The device masking records are located in two places on the array: the database and the
local directors. When a record is written to the array, it is stored in the database and then
pushed out to the directors at a later time. A symmask refresh command pushes all
records within the database out to the local directors. A login by an HBA updates the
record only for the HBA.


The output for the symmask refresh command is similar to the symmaskdb list.
The differences are:


l Lists the state of the VCM flag on the port.


l The first column contains either a minus ( - ) or a plus (+) when information within the
records do not match, or when the record is located in only one location and will be
completely added or removed.


l Attributes, such as LUN offset, which are not set in the record(s) are not displayed.


Options


-verify


Views what is currently stored on the local directors to see what (if any) affect a
refresh will have.
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Example
To view what is currently stored on the local directors for array 0237 and see the affect of
a refresh, enter:


symmask refresh -verify -sid 0237


Manage HBA initiators
An HBA can be specified in symmask commands by its unique WWN, by an AWWN alias
associated with the WWN, or by an iSCSI name (or its alias). These names appear in the
DMX array login history table and in the VCMDB.


Note


Fiber HBAs have a host WWN and a port WWN for each port on the HBA. Most HBAs have
only one port, but some have two. Rarely, an HBA has four ports. HBA identification in
device masking always refers to a port WWN.


List AWWN logins


Description
When issuing the symmask discover hba command to update the login history
table, the Symmetrix API (SYMAPI) checks the VCMDB to determine whether an AWWN
exists for each WWN record. If not, SYMAPI creates an AWWN that consists of two parts
(the name of the host and the name of the HBA) and writes it to the login history table.


Note


The AWWN can be renamed to a shorter name.


Example
To list AWWNs in the login history table of array 814, enter:


symmask -sid 814 list logins


Rename AWWNs


Description
Use the symmask rename command to assign an AWWN. Assign an AWWN name at any
time, even before SYMAPI generates an AWWN.


In symmask commands HBAs are identified using an iSCSI name. iSCSI is a SCSI-over-IP
protocol that uses the IP network for SCSI traffic rather than requiring a new Fibre
network. An iSCSI name is used like an IP address or a WWN and is displayed using the
symmask list logins or the symmask list hba commands.


A unique iSCSI name is determined by the hardware that logs into a DMX array and, like
the AWWN, the symmask discover hbacommand a generates a two-part alias name.


Examples
To assign the two-part name Solaris3A/b4 as the AWWN for WWN
20000000c920b484, enter:


symmask -sid 814 -wwn 20000000c920b484 rename Solaris3A/b4
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To replace all user-defined AWWNs with system-generated AWWNs, and overwrite all
existing AWWN entries in the VCMDB, enter:


symmask discover hba -rename


Replacing an HBA
If a host adapter fails or needs replacement for any reason, replace the adapter and
assign its set of devices to a new adapter using the following syntax:


symmask -sid SymmID -wwn wwn|-awwn awwn|-iscsi iscsi|-aiscsi aiscsi
replace wwnNew | iscsiNew


To swap HBAs:


Procedure


1. Run the symmask list logins command to view the old WWN/iSCSI HBAs.


2. Swap HBA boards.


3. Run the symmask list hba or discover command to view the new initiator (for
example WWN).


4. Run the symmask replace command to substitute a new WWN for all occurrences
in the database of the old WWN.


To replace old WWN 20000000c920b484 with new WWN 20000000c920b393,
enter:


symmask -sid 814 -wwn 20000000c920b484 replace 20000000c920b393
5. Run the symmask discover -rename or symmask rename command to


establish the new AWWN and assign an AWWN to the new HBA in both the VCMDB
and the login history table.


6. Run the symmask refresh command to update the director profile tables (in
cache) from the database.


Delete HBA associations


Syntax
To delete (in the database) the set of devices associated to a host adapter, use the
following syntax:


symmask -sid SymmID delete -wwn wwn|-awwn awwn|-iscsi iscsi
|-aiscsi aiscsi[-login]


Options


-dir


Restricts the action to only devices on the specified director.


-p


Restricts the action to only devices on the specified port.


Delete HBA associations (Enginuity 5671 through 5773)


Description
On arrays running Enginuity 5671 through 5773, use the -login option to also delete
the entry from the login history table as well.
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Syntax
To delete (in the database) the set of devices associated to a host adapter, use the
following syntax:


symmask -sid SymmID delete -wwn wwn|-awwn awwn|-iscsi iscsi
|-aiscsi aiscsi[-login]


Options


-login


Deletes HBA association from the login history table


After the delete action, use the symmask refresh command to update the array
with the configuration change. This refreshes the WWN/iSCSI-related profile tables in
cache with the contents of the device masking VCMDB.


NOTICE


Before running the symmask refresh or the symmask refresh -
verifycommand, make sure there are no HBAs accessing devices in the masked


channel (applications running or user activity).


Fibre Channel-to-host interface management
Use the device masking commands to adjust the protocol characteristics of the Fibre
Channel-to-host interface to be compatible with the host platform-specific requirements.
A record for the host adapter port assignment must already exist in the VCMDB for these
channel attributes to be set.


NOTICE


Advanced understanding of the HBA interfaces is required to adjust these characteristics.
Improper settings can disable the use the host with the array.


The symmask set command adjusts the following attributes on a host adapter port
basis, or all ports using -dir ALL / -p ALL options:


l Fibre Channel ID (FCID) lock down


l Device LUN visibility


l LUN base/offset skip


l Heterogeneous host configuration


Find the FCID of a switch
To find the Fibre Channel ID on Connectrix or Brocade switches:


l Connectrix switch:


1. Through the hardware view, click the board.


2. Click the port of the switch whose Fibre Channel ID you want to find.


3. Right-click to display the port properties window that includes the FCID value.


l Brocade switch:


1. Telnet to the switch and run nsShow.
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2. Look for the PID value of the WWN of the HBA you want to protect, which is the
Fibre Channel ID value.


Fibre Channel ID lockdown
Fibre Channel ID (FCID) lockdown is a security feature that limits host device access by
adding Fibre Channel ID information of a switch within a fabric to device access records in
the device masking VCMDB. This feature handles WWN spoofing and the threat it poses
to networked systems in a shared (same director port) storage port configuration.


This feature sets the Fibre Channel ID (FCID) of the WWN of the HBA to protect it. The FCID
is then added to the database record for the WWN of the specified HBA with the specified
director and is locked. Once a Fibre Channel ID is locked, no user with a spoofed WWN
can log in. If a user with a spoofed WWN is already logged in, that user loses all access
through that HBA.


NOTICE


When an HBA logs into a director port, the Fibre Channel ID accompanies it, telling the
director port where to send its response. By specifying Fibre Channel ID information of
the switch (in addition to the WWN of the HBA in the device masking record), the valid
physical path through the SAN for a particular HBA is locked down. Only an HBA with a
Fibre Channel ID that matches the FCID specified in the device masking record is able to
log in to the storage port. If the incorrect Fibre Channel ID is added to the device masking
VCMDB, that HBA will lose access and the host utilities may hang on the server with the
locked out WWN. It is recommended that at least two HBAs be available on the
administrator host. If one HBA becomes locked out, the host will have access through the
other HBA and can correct the record in the database.


Locking down FCID


To find the Fibre Channel ID, lock it down, verify that it is locked down, and then force the
change to take effect, use the following procedure:


Procedure


1. Find the WWN. If the device for the device masking VCMDB is visible, run the
symmask list hba command to find the device path of the HBA you want to
protect.


Note


If the VCMDB is unmapped, no PDEVs will be visible when the symmask list hba
command is issued. The sympd command must be called to set an alternate path.


2. Find the Fibre Channel ID value by using one of the following methods:


l Run the symmask list logins -pdev command , specifying the device path
found in step 1, to find the Fibre Channel ID of the WWN of the HBA to lock down.


l Find the Fibre Channel ID value on the switch, refer to Find the FCID of a switch on
page 418.


3. Run the symmask set lockdowncommand with the FCID of the Fibre Channel ID
found in step 2.
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For example, to implement the Fibre Channel ID lockdown feature on Fibre Channel
021300 for director 16A, port 0, enter:


symmask -sid 018 set lockdown on 021300 -awwn SolarB/1f,0,fca@1,0 -
dir 16A -p 0


4. Run the symmaskdb list databasecommand in verbose mode (-v ) to verify
that the Fibre Channel ID is locked down.


5. Either reboot the host or pull the cable from the director and then replace the cable.
This causes the change to take effect. If rebooting, run the symcfg discover
command to refresh the SYMAPI database.


FCID lockdown effects on other commands


This section describes how locking down a Fibre Channel ID affects other commands:


l symmask delete — Locking down a Fibre Channel ID has no effect on the delete
action. The specified record is completely cleared from the database.


l symmask replace — Locking down a Fibre Channel ID has no effect on the
replace action when the cable is simply moved from one HBA to another and not
moved at the switch. In this case, the Fibre Channel ID value that is already in place
in the database remains the same for the new HBA.
However, if the cable is moved from one port on the switch to another, the FCID value
changes. Do not unlock the Fibre Channel ID during this swap. Instead, leave at least
one path open to the database device, and reset the FCID value after the swap by
recalling the set action.


If there is no path from the HBA to Fibre Channel ID to be locked down, The symmask
list logins command cannot be used to find the FCID value; it must obtain the FCID
value from the switch.


FCID format
The Fibre Channel ID basically incorporates the port and the domain ID of the switch in
the fabric into which the HBA is plugged.


For example:


Connectrix ED-1032 and Brocade 1000 series:


2 2 0 4 1 3
Italicized text is the domain. Bold text is the port. The domain is 2 and the port is 04


Note


For Connectrix, the port is offset by 4.


Brocade 2000 series DS-16B:


0 2 1 3 0 0
Italicized text is the domain. Bold text is the port. The domain is 02 and the port is 3.


Device LUN visibility
The device LUN visibility feature allows the host driver to discover devices with
noncontiguous LUN addresses. During the process of discovery, the host operating
system scans for LUNs starting at 000 and continuing to a point where it does not find a
LUN in the sequence. If there is no LUN 000 on the target director, or there is a break in
the sequence of LUNs on that target, some operating systems, such as Linux, do not
detect the remaining LUNs and fail to discover noncontiguous devices.
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Allowing the host to scan the other devices past a break in the LUN sequence does not
change how the host accesses them. For example, if a LINUX host has LUNs 0000, 0002,
0003, 0004 assigned to it, that is exactly what the host will see. If you need the host to
access this same sequence without the break between 0000 and 0002, you can adjust
host visibility by offsetting LUN addresses as described in Set LUN base/offset skip
adjustment on page 421.


Set device LUN visibility


To allow a host to detect devices, turn on the device LUN visibility feature so that all
devices attached to a specified FA director and port are made available to the HBA.


Example
To turn on visibility for FA director 16A, port 0, when working with a host HBA whose
WWN is 20000000c920b484, enter:


symmask -sid 814 set visibility on -dir 16A -p 0 -wwn 20000000c920b484


LUN base/offset skip adjustment
Certain host platforms require LUN 000 to be present when it scans the interface for
devices. For this feature, LUN refers to the SCSI LUN number. Also, these host types and
others cannot see devices beyond the initial contiguous LUN sequence (they cannot skip
over masked holes in an array of intended devices). In a device masking environment,
this can be an issue when needing to mask out certain devices from the visibility range of
certain host platforms.


For these host platforms, the device masking LUN base/offset skip adjustment feature
provides the ability to specify a LUN base and an offset hexidecimal value for the skip
hole (recorded in the database). When the host asks for a LUN that is equal to, or greater
than the skip hole base value, the offset is added to the LUN value requested by the host
to render the actual LUN (device) in the array. The base value is the host's first missing
LUN in the skip hole. The offset is the hole size (number of addresses needed to skip over
the hole).


Set LUN base/offset skip adjustment


Syntax
To set LUN base and offset values for a skip hole within an HBA to director channel, use
the following syntax:


symmask -sid SymmID set lunoffset on offset base -awwn awwn -dir # -p #


Example
To make LUNs (devices) 005 through 008 (with director 16A/port 0) available to host
HPB03/1, with a LUN base address of 000 and an offset of 5 (to skip over 000-004),
enter:


symmask -sid 018 set lunoffset on 5 0 -awwn HPB03/1 -dir 16A -p 0


Multiple hosts and broken sequences
If masked devices for an HBA-to-FA connection had LUN addresses 0000-0003 and
0007-0009, specify a LUN base address of 0004 and an offset of 0003 (to renumber LUNs
0007-0009 as LUNs 0004-0006). Only one gap per HBA-to-FA connection can be
recorded.
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If multiple hosts that cannot discover devices with noncontiguous LUN addresses are
present, issue the symmask set lunoffset command for each host.


As shown in Host platforms and interface configuration flags on page 424 for Scenario 1,
LUN devices 000 through 006 are assigned to Host A and 007 through 00A assigned to
Host B. Host B needs to see LUN 000 first, so use set lunoffset on with a base
value of 000 and an offset of 7. Host A has no issue since there is no hole in its assigned
device sequence and it starts with 000.


For Scenario 2, LUNs 000 through 002 and 007 through 008 are assigned to Host A. Host
B could have LUNs 003 through 006. Host A's 000-002 is not a issue, but LUNs 007 -008
require a skip hole base value of 003 (because the first visible sequence stopped at 002)
and an offset of 4 (hole size). Also, Host B's LUNs 003-006 requires a skip base value of
000 and an offset of 3. This scenario would require two commands: one targeting Host A
and one targeting Host B. Only one skip hole per HBA channel can be recorded in the
database.


Table 47 LUN base/offset scenarios for multiple hosts with skip holes


Host A LUNs Host B LUNs base offset


Scenario 1 000-006 - -


007-00A 000 7


Scenario 2 000-002 - -


007-008 003 4


003-006 000 3


HBA port flags
HBA port flags can be set on a per initiator basis or by host name. This feature enables
and disables specific host flags on a specified director and port or on all directors and all
ports. Setting a port flag by host name or for all ports requires Enginuity 5773.150 or
higher.


Setting HBA port flags replaces setting the heterogeneous host configuration flags (Set
heterogeneous host configuration on page 424). The heterogeneous host configuration
types listed in Table 49 on page 424 continue to be valid, but will not be expanded. To
switch to setting HBA port flags, disable the heterogeneous host configuration for a given
director/port/HBA and reset all flags.


Set HBA port flags


Syntax
To set (or reset) the HBA flags, use the following syntax:


symmask -sid SymmID -wwn wwn | -awwn awwn |
        -iscsi iscsi | -aiscsi aiscsi | -host HostNameset hba_flags 
           <on <<flag>,<flag>...> <-enable | -disable> |
            off [<flag>,<flag>...] > 
           -dir <#|all> -p <#|all>


Options


hba_flags
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Sets the record in the database to hold information on the HBA port setting that may
differ than the current setting on the corresponding FA.


on | off


Turns HBA flags on or off.


flag


Specifies the overrided HBA port flags from the values [in brackets]:


Table 48 HBA port flags


Common_Serial_Number [C]
Disable_Q_Reset_on_UA [D]
Environ_Set [E]
Siemens [S]
Volume_Set_Addressing [V]
Avoid_Reset_Broadcast [ARB]


AS400 [AS4]OpenVMS [OVMS]
SCSI_3 [SC3]
Sunapee [SCL]
Sequent [SEQ]
SPC2_Protocol_Version [SPC2]
SCSI_Support1 [OS2007]


-enable


Enables the specified HBA port flag(s) on a per initiator basis.


-disable


Disables the specified HBA port flag(s) on a per initiator basis.


Example
To turn on HBA flags and enable the Common_Serial_Number for host api1182 on array
343 for all directors and ports, enter:


symmask -sid 343 -host api1182 set hba_flags on C -enable -dir all -p all


Heterogeneous host configuration


Note


Setting the heterogeneous host configuration is superseded by setting the HBA port flags
(Set HBA port flags on page 422). The heterogeneous host configuration types listed in 
Table 49 on page 424 are valid, but will not be expanded. To switch to setting HBA port
flags, disable the heterogeneous host configuration on the array and reset all flags.


Heterogeneous host configuration is a feature that allows different host types to share a
single director FA port even though they may require different port settings for their
interface protocol.


Turning on heterogeneous host, turns on the bits listed in Table 49 on page 424, (and
turns off the bits listed in footnote a) on the given director/port (for the given WWN or
iSCSI). If this feature is enabled for one host type for a WWN, it must be disabled for that
WWN before a new host type can be assigned.


This feature can be used in conjunction with the LUN offset skip feature to allow the
different hosts their own LUN addressing scheme, so the devices they see are different
from those seen by any other host on the director.
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Set heterogeneous host configuration


Syntax
To set heterogeneous host configuration flags and optimize the host-to-director interface,
use the following syntax:


symmask -sid SymmID -wwn wwn -dir #
 -p # set heterogeneous on HostConfigFlag


Possible HostConfigFlag values are listed in the last column of Table 49 on page 424.


Host platforms and interface configuration flags


Table 49 Host platforms and interface configuration flags


Host platform Requirements Bit a Host configuration flag
(HostConfigFlag)


AS/400 AS4 AS400


AS/400 Load source extender AS4, V AS400_LSE


Bull Escala/AIX BULL_AIX


Bull Escala/AIX PowerPath V1.5.x or earlier D BULL_AIX_PP15


Celerra ARB CELERRA


HP/DEC AlphaServers Tru64 UNIX 5.x FC-
SW


OVMS DEC_UNIX


HP/DEC OpenVMS SC3, OVMS DEC_OVMS


Data General AViiON NUMA 25000 Server D DG_AViiON


FSC BS2000/OSD Servers C, D FSC_2000


FSC PRIMEPOWER GP7000F Series host PRIMEPOWER


FSC PRIMEPOWER GP7000F Series host PowerPath V1.5.x or earlier D PRIMEPOWER_PP15


FSC PRIMEPOWER GP7000F Series host VERITAS DMP C, D PRIMEPOWER_DMP


Fujitsu Services ICL Open VME C ICL_OPEN


Hewlett-Packard HP-UX C HP_UX


IBM AIX with FC 6227, 6228, 6239 SC3 IBM_AIX


IBM AIX with FC 6227, 6228, 6239 PowerPath V1.5.x or earlier SC3, D IBM_AIX_PP15


IBM AIX with FC 6227, 6228, 6239 C, SC3 IBM_AIX_DMP


IBM AIX with FC 6227, 6228, 6239 C, D, SC3 IBM_AIX_DMP_PP15


IBM AIX with EMC Fibre Channel IBM_EMC


IBM AIX with EMC Fibre Channel PowerPath V1.5.x or earlier D IBM_EMC_PP15


Linux LINUX


Linux C LINUX_DMP


Linux Veritas Cluster Server D, C, SC3 LINUX_DMP_VCS
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Table 49 Host platforms and interface configuration flags (continued)


Host platform Requirements Bit a Host configuration flag
(HostConfigFlag)


NCR MP-RAS/Windows NT NCR


NCR MP-RAS/Windows NT Multiple vendor platforms D NCR_MP


NCR MP-RAS/Windows NT If Windows NT is used with TNT, set
FBA Env. Sense key to 4; otherwise,
set it to 6


E NCR_NT


NCR MP-RAS/Windows NT Multiple vendor platforms:If
Windows NT is used with TNT, set
FBA Env. Sense key to 4; otherwise,
set it to 6


D, E NCR_NT_MP


Novell NetWare NOVELL


Novell NetWare Cluster D NOVELL_CLUSTER


Windows NT/Windows 2000 WINDOWS


Windows NT/Windows 2000 PowerPath V1.5.x or earlier D WINDOWS_PP15


Windows NT/Windows 2000 HP/Agilent controllers V WINDOWS_HP


Windows NT/Windows 2000 PowerPath V1.5.x or earlier, HP/
Agilent controllers


D, V WINDOWS_HP_PP15


Windows NT/Windows 2000 VERITAS VxVM DMP C WINDOWS_DMP


Windows NT/Windows 2000 HP/Agilent controllers VERITAS
VxVM DMP


C, V WINDOWS_HP_DMP


Windows NT/Windows 2000 PowerPath V1.5.x or earlier,
VERITAS VxVM DMP


C, D WINDOWS_DMP_PP15


Windows NT/Windows 2000 HP/Agilent and PowerPath V1.5.x,
VERITAS VxVM DMP


C, D, V WINDOWS_HP_DMP_PP15


Sequent NUMA-Q E, C, SEQ SEQUENT


Sequent NUMA-Q FC-SW configurations only E, C, SEQ, V SEQUENT_FCSW


FSC Reliant UNIX RM series E, D, S RELIANT


Sun SOLARIS


Sun PowerPath V1.5.x or earlier D SOLARIS_PP15


Sun VERITAS DMP C, D SOLARIS_DMP


Sun Sun Cluster (ealier than 3.0) C, D, SCL SUN_CLUSTER


Sun Sun Cluster (3.0 or higher) C SUN_CLUSTER30


VERITAS Cluster (VCS), EMC GeoSpan for
VCS


D VERITAS


VERITAS Cluster (VCS), EMC GeoSpan for
VCS


VERITAS DMP C, D VERITAS_DMP


VERITAS Cluster (VCS), EMC GeoSpan for
VCS


VSC 2.0 or higher VERITAS20
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Table 49 Host platforms and interface configuration flags (continued)


Host platform Requirements Bit a Host configuration flag
(HostConfigFlag)


VMware (ESX 2.5 or earlier only) C, SC3* VMWARE


a. Host characteristic for each of the bits used in the table.


l AS4 — AS/400 secondary port


l C — Common serial number for multipaths


l D — Disable Queue Reset on Unit Attention (UA)


l E — Environmental reports to host from DMX


l S — Enable Siemens host RM/400 - RM/600


l SCL — Enable Sunapee (for Sun PDB clusters)


l SC3 — SCSI 3 interface


l SEQ — Sequent Host (DYNIX/ptx)


l OVMS — OpenVMS Fibre connection


l V — Enable volume set addressing


l ARB — Avoid Reset Broadcast


l SPC2 — SPC2 Protocol (Enginuity 5x71 and higher)


l SC3* — Bit will only be set if Enginuity Version is lower than 5670


l 0S2007 — Enable SCSI_Support1
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CHAPTER 12


Managing Quality of Service


This chapter describes how to manage the Quality of Service (QoS) on devices in your
storage environment and how to manage dynamic cache partitions in your array using the
SYMCLI symqos command.


l Quality of Service overview .................................................................................428
l Copy pace and priority ........................................................................................428
l Host I/O priority (Enginuity 5876 or lower) ..........................................................431
l Set bandwidth for Open Replicator (Enginuity 5876 or lower) ............................. 433
l Set and reset LRU parameters .............................................................................433
l RDF director workload distribution ......................................................................434
l Dynamic cache partitions (Enginuity 5876 or lower)............................................ 436
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Quality of Service overview
The QoS (Quality of Service) SYMCLI feature adjusts the data transfer (copy) pace on
specified devices, or devices in a device group or storage group, of certain operations.


QoS increases the response time for specific copy operations on selected devices or
groups, and can increase the overall performance of the other array devices.


The symqos command provides Quality of Service controls on specified devices. Possible
operations are:


l Sets the copy pace for device groups and storage groups.


l Queries the QoS copy priorities for members of a specified group.


l Sets and lists the LRU cache assignments to a device or device group.


l Resets the LRU assignment back to the default LRU.


l Enables the display of the SRDF director CPU workload distributions.


l Creates, modifies, and deletes cache partitions.


l Adds and removes a device or a range of devices to a cache partition.


l Renames and empties cache partitions.


l Enables analysis of cache partitions.


l Lists specific devices in a cache partition.


l Enables/disables workload distribution on RDF directors.


l Sets/resets workload distribution synchronous I/Os, asynchronous I/Os, and copy
I/Os.


l Lists the workload distribution settings for RDF directors.


l Sets and lists the maximum allowed bandwidth percentage for Open Replicator usage
for a given director, port, director/port, or all directors/ports.


l Enables, disables, and sets priority service time for a range of devices, a device
group, or a storage group. (This feature is not supported for VMAX arrays running
HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.)


Copy pace and priority
The symqos command sets parameters and values for specified devices managing the
copy pace (priority) and the LRU assignments.


Starting with Enginuity 5875, the pace and priority settings are supported for VLUNs and
discontinued for BCV devices. In addition, the symqos command now supports storage
groups as a target parameter.


With Enginuity 5875 and higher, the copy is driven from the target DA. This change
increases optimized writes, and limits cache consumption, allowing tighter control of
copy scheduling. QoS can still be applied on the target or source volumes, unless there
are multiple clone sessions on the source device. In this case, applying QoS on the
source applies to all copy sessions. Setting on the target applies to that particular
session.


A different clone copy priority can be set for each clone session associated with the same
source device. To set a separate clone priority for each session, the set operation needs
to be performed on the clone target device. When the clone priority is set on the clone
source device, all clone sessions associated with that device have the same clone
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priority. When priority is set on both the source and target devices, the target priority
takes precedence and the source clone priority for that session is ignored.


Set copy pace and priority


Description
Different copy pace (and priority) levels can be set on certain types of devices. Possible
copy pace levels on the devices are 0, the highest, to 16, the lowest. Zero is the default.


Syntax
To set the copy pace, use the following syntax:


symqos -g DgName [-bcv | -nobcv]
symqos [<-sg SgName |-devs <SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName 
       [,<SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName> . . .]>>]
set <BCV|RDF|MIR|CLONE|VLUN> pace|priority 
    <URGENT|Value|STOP> [LdevName


Options
If a device group is not specified, a storage group or devices must be specified.


-dg


The copy operation is on a device group devices.


-sg


The copy operation is on storage group devices.


-bcv


The copy operation works only on BCV group members.


-nobcv


The copy operation works only on group members that are not BCVs.


-devs


The copy operation is on a range of devices.


BCVs


TimeFinder copy operations.


Note


BCV is not supported for the URGENT and STOP values.


RDF


SRDF copy operations.


MIR


Mirror copy operations.


CLONE


Clone (previously called Snap) copy operations.


VLUN


VLUN copy operations.


Note


Enginuity 5875 or 5876 is required to set the pace/priority for VLUN. This option is
not available with HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.
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Unless an LdevName is specified, the symqos command defaults to setting parameters
on STD and BCV devices.


URGENT


The copy pace is classified as urgent and may be faster than the default.


Value


An integer value between 0 (fastest pace) to 16 (slowest pace). If the value URGENT is
used, the copy pace is classified as urgent, and may be faster than 0, the default
value. If the value STOP is used, copying is stopped.


Note


The URGENT and STOP actions are supported with Enginuity 5875 and higher.


Stop


The background initiated copying stops.


Note


The pace and priority parameters are interchangeable, and can be used to identify
and set the same parameter.


Copy pacing examples
The ProdA group has 1000 volumes and is in the Precopied state, and the ProdB
group has 10 volume pairs, all of which are also source devices for ProdA. If devices in
ProdB require copying quickly, set QoS only on the target devices to URGENT, or set QoS
on ProdA to priority 16 to slow the copy of the 1000 volumes.


For SRDF operations, in device group ProdB, to set the copy pace level to 2 for all STD
and BCV devices, enter:


symqos set RDF pace 2 -g ProdDB


For SRDF operations, to set the SRDF copy pace value to 1 on just clone devices of device
group ProdB, enter:


symqos set CLONE pace 1 -g ProdDB -bcv


To set a copy pace to 1 during copy operations for mirror device DEV021 in group ProdB,
enter:


symqos set MIR pace 1 -g ProdDB DEV021


Device group QoS query


Examples
To display QoS for a device group, enter:


symqos -g dg_test1 query
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Sample output


Disk Group (DG) Name     : dg_test1
DG's Type                : REGULAR
DG's Symmetrix ID        : 000194900341
Device Name                                       Copy Pace
-------------------------------------------- -------------- 
-------------------
Logical     Physical                     Sym Config         BCV RDF 
MIR CLN VLN
-------------------------------------------- -------------- 
-------------------
DEV001      Not Visible                00250 Unprotected      0   0   
0   0   0
DEV002      Not Visible                00251 Unprotected      0   0   
0   0   0
DEV003      Not Visible                00252 Unprotected      0   0   
0   0   0
DEV004      Not Visible                00253 Unprotected      0   0   
0   0   0
DEV005      Not Visible                00254 Unprotected      0   0   
0   0   0
. . .
Legend:
  Copy Pace : STP = Copy is stopped,
              URG = Copy has urgent priority.


Copy pace settings output display limitations
List copy pace settings for devices, a device group, or a storage group.


l When copy pace is set on a storage group, the output only shows data specific to that
storage group.


l When copy pace is set on a device, the array ID displays at the top.


l When copy pace is set on a device group, the output only shows data specific to that
device group, as shown in the following example command and output:


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the symqos list command output
displays N/A for VLN copy pace information.


Host I/O priority (Enginuity 5876 or lower)


Note


Enabling priority of service is not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or
VMAX 10K arrays.


The Symmetrix Priority Controls (SPC) symqos command enables and prioritizes the
service time of the host I/O to a device, a range of devices, or devices in a device or
storage group. The following device types are not allowed a priority setting:


l DATA


l DLDEV


l DRV


l SAVE


l SFS
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l Thin


l VAULT


l VDEV


Enable and disable priority of service


Syntax
To enable or disable the priority of service feature for an array, use the following syntax:


symqos -pst -sid SymmID enable | disable


Examples
To enable host I/O device priority feature for array 1234, enter:


symqos -pst -sid 1234 enable


Set host I/O priority


Syntax
When priority of service is enabled, all eligible devices in the array are assigned priority 1
by default.


symqos -pst -sid SymmID 
[-devs <
SymDevStart:
SymDevEnd|
SymDevName[,<
SymDevStart:
SymDevEnd | 
SymDevName>...]>] |
-g DgName] [-std] [-bcv] 
set hostio priority Value


Options


-pst


A priority service time operation.


set hostio priority


Assigns host I/O priority to a range of devices or devices in a device group. When
setting the priority for devices in a device group, the priority can optionally be
assigned to STD devices, BCV devices, or both.


Value


For host I/O priority setting, values are range from 1 (highest priority) to 16 (lowest
priority).


Examples
To assign all STD devices of device group DeviceGroup to host I/O priority 4, enter:


symqos -pst -g DeviceGroup set hostio priority 4 -std


If neither STD or BCV is specified, the default is STD.
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List priority of service


Syntax
To view the priority of service for a range of devices or devices in a device group, or a
given host I/O priority, use the following syntax:


symqos -pst
   list -sid SymmID [-devs <SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | 
SymDevName          [,<SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName>...]>] 
             [-all | -hostio_priority <<Value|ALL>]
        list -g DgName [-std] [-bcv] 
             [-hostio_priority <Value|ALL>]


Examples
To list the priority of service time for array 131, devices 002 and 003, enter:


symqos -pst -sid 131 list -hostio_priority -devs 002:003


When listing device groups, if the device type is not specified, the display will list both
STD and BCV devices.


For complete symqos command syntax, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SYMCLI
Command Reference.


Set bandwidth for Open Replicator (Enginuity 5876 or lower)
Description
The symqos command set and lists port throughput. (These operations were previously
performed with the symrcopy command.)


Syntax
To set (or list) the maximum allowed bandwidth for Open Replicator usage for a given
director, port, director and port, or all directors and ports, use the following syntax:


symqos -rcopy -sid SymmID 
   -dir <# | ALL> [-p <# | ALL>]
   set ceiling <CeilingPercent | DISABLE | NONE>
   list ceiling


Options


CeilingPercent


Acceptable values are 0-100, DISABLE or NONE. If the value DISABLE is used, this
blocks Open Replicator I/O on the director/port specified. If the value NONE is used,
this turns off the ceiling function on this director/port, effectively enabling Open
Replicator pace for sessions using this director/port.


Set and reset LRU parameters
Description
LRU ring partitions manage the contention for cache access. The symqos command sets
parameters for assigning device groups to LRU rings and manages cache I/O operations.
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Syntax


set LRU <#,#,#,| ALL> [LdevName]
set LRUname LRUname [LdevName]
reset LRU [LdevName


To reset the LRU assignment to the default LRU, use the following syntax:


symqos reset LRU LdevName


Examples
To assign all devices of device group ProdDB to LRU group 2, enter:


symqos -g ProdDB set LRU 2


To assign all devices of device group ProdDB to an LRU group named GROUP_2, enter:


symqos -g ProdDB set LRUname GROUP_2


Note


Use the -lru option of symcfg list to list the cache-slot allocation and allocation


percentage of a specified LRU cache management group number. To list all the LRUs,
specify ALL.


RDF director workload distribution
Solutions Enabler supports mixed SRDF workloads on the same RDF director. The
supported workloads for this feature are:
l Synchronous I/Os
l Asynchronous I/Os
l Copy I/Os


The configuration can be done on a source or target array, but it only affects the director
that contains the R1 devices in the RDF group. If devices swap RDF personality, then
configure the source and the target the same way.


Solution Enabler provides an interface to enable and disable the RDF director CPU
resource distribution and to display the current setting. If the feature is disabled, then the
pre-5876 Enginuity behavior for RDF director CPU resource distribution is in effect.


Use the symqos command to set and display the default RDF director CPU resource
distribution assigned to each type of workload. The default RDF director CPU distribution
is used for an RDF director if the feature is enabled, and an RDF director specific value has
not been set or has been reset.


Use the symqos command to set, reset, and display the RDF director CPU resource
distribution assigned to each type of workload on a specific RDF director.


Note


Any change made to a specific SRDF director's settings takes effect immediately for that
director. Any change made to the system default settings takes effect immediately for all
SRDF directors that do not have explicit director level settings.


Feature requirements
This feature requires the following:
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l The array must be running Enginuity 5876 or HYPERMAX OS 5977.


l SYMAPI_ACCESS_TYPE_CFGSYM access control privilege is required to the array
involved in the action.


l The array must have an SRDF license.


Enable and disable the RDF director workload distribution


Syntax
To enable or disable this feature, use the following syntax:


symqos -RA -sid SymmID   enable -io
   disable -io


Examples
To enable the workload percentage settings for Synchronous, Asynchronous, and Copy
I/Os on array 1234, enter:


symqos -RA -sid 1234 enable -io


Set the RDF director workload distribution


Syntax
To set the I/O defaults on the SRDF director, use the following syntax:


symqos -RA -sid SymmID   set IO -default
       -sync SyncPercent -async AsyncPercent -copy CopyPercent 
   set IO -dir <# | ALL>
       -sync SyncPercent -async AsyncPercent -copy CopyPercent         


Each percent value is the percentage of RDF director CPU resources for each type of I/Os.
These specified percentages should add up to 100.


Examples
To set the RDF director workload percentages on array 1234 to 60% for Synchronous
I/Os, 30% for Asynchronous I/Os and 10% for Copy I/Os, enter:


symqos -RA -sid 1234 set IO -default -sync 60 -async 30 -copy 10 


To set the RDF workload percentages on director 8G of array 1234 to 50% for
Synchronous I/Os, 30% for Asynchronous I/Os and 20% for Copy I/Os, enter:


symqos -RA -sid 1234 -dir 8G set IO -sync 50 -async 30 -copy 20


Reset the RDF director workload distribution


Syntax
To rest the workload percentages to the array default values, use the following syntax:


reset IO -dir <# | ALL>


Examples
To reset the settings of the workload percentages on director 8G of array 1234, enter:


symqos -RA -sid 1234 -dir 8G reset IO
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Workload based redistribution of RA QoS values
When one or more of the workload types are not active, the QoS values automatically
adjust so that the RDF director is always capable of operating at 100%.


Workload types are polled for, and in the absence of one or more workload types, the
workload distribution values are automatically re-distributed to the types of SRDF
replication that are active.


The following three examples illustrate the redistribution values:
l Example 1 — The default values are set at 70, 20, 10. However there is only SRDF/A


and Adaptive copy workload active. Since there is a 2:1 ratio between the SRDF/A
and adaptive copy settings, the QoS values automatically adjust to 66.6.for SRDF/A
and 33.3 for Adaptive copy.


l Example 2— The default values are set at 70, 20, 10. However, there is only SRDF/S
and Adaptive copy workload active. Since there is a 3.5:1 ratio between the SRDF/S
and adaptive copy settings, the QoS values automatically adjust to 78 for SRDF/S and
22 for Adaptive copy.


l Example 3 — Custom QOS values have been set at 60, 30, 10. The only active
workload is Adaptive copy. The adaptive copy workload will consume 100% of the
RDF CPU.


When multiple RDF groups exist on an RDF director, each active RDF group shares an
equal percentage of the available CPU resource (within their QoS parameters). In other
words, if there were 2 RDF groups running SRDF/S in example 2 above, each would get
39% of the RDF CPU. As workload types start and stop, the RA QoS values adjust
accordingly.


Display RDF workload distribution
RA QoS values
Examples
To display the RDF director workload distribution, enter:


symqos -RA list -io


View the audit log


Examples
To display the generated logs for the symqos commands, enter:


symqos list -text


Dynamic cache partitions (Enginuity 5876 or lower)


Note


Cache partitioning is not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977.


Dynamic Cache Partitioning divides the cache memory into multiple partitions with
unique names and their device path assignments. Partition areas can be made static or
dynamic in size. The dynamic partitioning provides flexibility to the amount of floating
memory that can be allocated with a high and low watermark. This allows memory
resources to be temporarily donated to other partitions when needed.


The symqos command allows creation of partitions for different device groupings in
addition to the default partition that all devices belong to initially. Each partition has a
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target cache percentage as well as a minimum and maximum percentage. Unused cache
can be donated to other partitions after a specified donation time. Enginuity
5876supports 16 cache partitions.


Create cache partitions
Before creating a cache partition, note the following:
l There must be an available partition.
l There must be enough cache left in the default partition that it does not fall below the


minimum required cache.
l Create a cache partition before adding devices to it.


Syntax
To create a cache partition, use the following syntax:


symqos -cp -name PartitionName -sid SymmID create -target 
TargetPercent -min MinimumPercent -max MaximumPercent -wp 
WritePendingLimit -time DonationTime


Options


-cp


A cache partition operation.


PartitionName


Identifies the partition by a unique name. The name can be up to 31 characters.


TargetPercent


Specifies the target cache percentage for a cache partition.


MinimumPercent


Specifies the minimum cache percentage for a cache partition.


MaximumPercent


Specifies the maximum cache percentage for a cache partition.


WritePendingLimit


Specifies the write pending limit percentage for a cache partition. Possible values are
40 - 80.


DonationTime


Specifies the donation time in seconds; the time for when idle cache is made
available to other cache partitions.


Examples
To create a cache partition named TestPartition on array 1234, enter:


symqos -cp -name TestPartition -sid 1234 -target 10 -min 5 -max 40 -
wp 50 -time 10 create


Enable and disable cache partitions


Description
Cache partitioning is enabled and disabled on the array.


Syntax
To enable or disable cache partitions, use the following syntax:


symqos -cp -sid SymmID enable | disable
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Examples
To enable cache partition settings on array 301, enter:


symqos -cp -sid 301 enable


Device addition to a cache partition
Add single devices, a range of devices, or devices in a device group or SRDF group to a
cache partition. The addall option must be used with device ranges, SRDF groups, or
pools. With device groups, specify all devices (addall), logical devices (ld), standard
devices (-std), BCV devices (-bcv), or virtual devices (-vdev).


Device restrictions
When adding devices to a cache partition:


l Only specify the head device for metadevices and CKD devices.


l Do not add VAULT devices, as these are blocked from being moved to any new
partition.


l Ensure that all devices in SRDF groups that are in Async mode belong to a single
partition.


l With Enginuity version 5876, if a device range is specified with the addall or rmall
commands, DATA devices are included in the operation. With lower versions of
Enginuity, DATA devices are blocked.


Add devices to a cache partition


Syntax
To add devices to a partition, use the following syntax:


symqos -cp -name PartitionName -sid SymmID   add dev SymDevNamesymqos 
-cp -name PartitionName -sid SymmID     
[-devs 
<SymDevStart:
SymDevEnd|
SymDevName
[,<SymDevStart:
SymDevEnd| 
SymDevName>...]>] |
        -rdfg GrpNum| -pool PoolName -snap | -rdfa_dse | -thin]
   addall
symqos -cp -name PartitionName -g DgName   add ld LdevName 
  addall [-std] [-bcv][-vdev]


Options


addall


Use with device groups, device ranges, SRDF groups, and pools. Also used with
standard devices (-std), BCV devices (-bcv), or virtual devices (-vdev)


ld


Use with logical devices.


Examples
To add device 001to partition TestP on array 310, enter:


symqos -cp -name TestP -sid 310 add dev 001
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To add device range 002 through 012 to partition TestP on array 310, enter:


symqos -cp -name TestP -sid 310 -devs 002:012 addall


To add the BCV devices in device group Finance to the partition TestP on array 310,
enter:


Note


If the device type is not specified, the default is to add only STD devices.


-symqos -cp -name TestP -sid 310 -g Finance addall -bcv


To add a thin pool named Finance to the cache partition TestA, enter:


Note


With Enginuity 5876 and higher, device pools can be added to and removed from cache
partitions.


symqos -cp TestA -sid 310 addall -pool Finance -thin 


Device restrictions
When adding devices to a cache partition:


l Only specify the head device for metadevices and CKD devices.


l Do not add VAULT devices, as these are blocked from being moved to any new
partition.


l Ensure that all devices in SRDF groups that are in Async mode belong to a single
partition.


l With Enginuity version 5876, if a device range is specified with the addall or rmall
commands, DATA devices are included in the operation. With Enginuity versions
lower than 5876, DATA devices are blocked.


Modify a cache partition


Syntax
To change the values of a cache partition, use the following syntax:


symqos -cp -name PartitionName -ran-sid SymmIDmodify [-target 
TargetPercent]
       [-min MinimumPercent
       [-max MaximumPercent]
       [-wp WritePendingLimit]
       [-time DonationTime]


The parameter definitions are listed earlier in Create cache partitions  on page 437.


Rename a cache partition


Syntax
To rename the cache partition, use the following syntax:


symqos -cp -name PartitionName -sid SymmID   rename -new_name 
NewPartitionName
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Examples
To rename cache partition TestP on array 310 to TestA, enter:


symqos -cp TestP -sid 310 rename -new_name TestA


Delete a cache partition


Syntax
To delete a cache partition, use the following syntax:


symqos delete -cp -name PartitionName


When deleting a cache partition, all devices, groups, and pools currently assigned to that
partition move back to the default partition.


Remove devices from a cache partition


Description
The remove dev, rmall, and remove ld commands remove device types, a range of
devices, a device group, SRDF group, or pool, from a cache partition and returns them to
the default partition.


Examples
To remove the BCV devices in device group Finance from the partition TestP on array
310, enter:


symqos -cp -name TestP -sid 310 -g Finance remall -bcv


Analyze mode for cache partitions


Description
The symqos analyze mode determines how much actual cache your applications
require. While in analyze mode, applications will not fail due to cache partition overflow.
Cache partitions cannot be changed from enabled to analyze; the cache partition must
be disabled to use the analyze mode.


To run in analyze mode, set the target percent, and then set all partitions with a
minimum of 0%, a maximum of 100%, and a donation time of 0 seconds.


Syntax
To set analyze mode for cache partition, use the following syntax:


symqos -cp -sid SymmID analyze


Options


-usage


Use this option after running in analyze mode, as it displays the cache partition
settings. and more accurate cache partition target values.


Examples
To set the -usage option for cache partition, enter:


symqos -cp list -sid 237 -settings -usage Sample output
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Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000190300237
    Cache Partitioning         : Enabled
    Number of Partitions       : 2
    Max Num of Partitions      : 8
    Min Allowed Target %       : 10
    Max Allowed Target %       : 90
    XRC Partition State        : Enabled
    XRC Partition Name         : XRC_partition
    Empty Partition Removal    : Remove
    Time of Last Modification  : 01:12:02 PM on Tue Mar 13,2007
                                                         Cache 
Slots          
                   Min  Tgt  Max  WP   Time   Device  
------------------  Used
Partition Name     (%)  (%)  (%)  (%)  (s)    Count      WP       
Used    (%) 
-----------------  ---  ---  ---  ---  -----  ------  --------  
--------  ----
DEFAULT_PARTITION    0   65  100   80    300    1024      2156    
395166    95
Lab2                35   35   35   50    300      56       234      
6898    65


Set and display SRDF/A output based on cache partition values


Description
The cache partition values display automatically when cache partitions are enabled, but
only display in analyze mode when this options file setting is enabled. The default
value is DISABLE.


To have the SRDF/A output based on cache partition values, instead of system-wide
settings, set SYMAPI_CP_ANALYSIS_MODE in the options file to ENABLE when running
in analyze mode.


Sample output
When running the symqos command in analyze mode, the SRDF/A information shows
the percent of cache in use, calculated by the target cache percentage, and the write
pending limit for the partition of the associated SRDF group.


RDFA Information:
            {
            Session Number                     : 39
            Cycle Number                       : 0
            Number of Devices in the Session   : 16
            Session Status                     : Inactive
. . .
            Tracks not Committed to the R2 Side: 0
            Time that R2 is behind R1          : 00:00:00
            R1 Side Percent Cache In Use       :  0
            R2 Side Percent Cache In Use       :  0
. . .


Preserve empty cache partitions


Description
By default, empty partitions or partitions without assigned devices are removed after two
hours with no activity. This feature appears in the partition settings output (see the DCP
settings output).
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Syntax
To change this feature and preserve empty cache partitions, use the following syntax:


symqos -cp -sid SymmID set empty preserve


List cache partitions


Description
Use the symqos list command for listing cache partition information for a range of
devices, a device group, an SRDF group, an array, or a cache partition name.


Syntax
To list cache partition information using the following syntax:


symqos -cp [-name PartitionName]
     list [-devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd [-all]| -rdfg GrpNum]
     list -g DgName [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev]
     list [-sid SymmID] -settings [-usage] [-v]


For complete syntax of the symqos command, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SYMCLI
Command Reference.


Options


-settings


Lists the general cache partition configuration for the array.


-usage


Includes cache usage information.


Examples


symqos list -pst -sid 237 -settings -v


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000190300237
    Cache Partitioning         : Enabled
    Number of Partitions       : 3
    Max Num of Partitions      : 8
    Min Allowed Target %       : 10
    Max Allowed Target %       : 90
    XRC Partition State        : Disabled
    XRC Partition Name         : N/A
    Empty Partition State      : Remove
    Time of Last Modification  : 10:11:23 AM on Fri Jan 18,2013
    Partition Name             : DEFAULT_PARTITION
    Minimum Cache              : 0%
    Target Cache               : 40%
    Maximum Cache              : 100%
    Write Pending Limit        : 80%
    Donation Time              : 300 seconds
    Devices                    : 00010:0040F
                                 00412:00C14
                                 00D02:00D04
                                 0115C:0116F
                                 01171:0117F
                                 01181:01192
                                 01199:012B2
                                 012B5:012B6
                                 012BD:0133D
    Partition Name             : mktng_cp1
    Minimum Cache              : 5%
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    Target Cache               : 10%
    Maximum Cache              : 15%
    Write Pending Limit        : 40%
    Donation Time              : 5 seconds
    Devices                    : 00410:00411
                                 01170
                                 01180
                                 01193:01198
                                 012B3:012B4
                                 012B7:012BC
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CHAPTER 13


Virtual LUN Technology (Enginuity 5874 through
5876)


This chapter explains how to change device protection or improve array performance
using the symmigrate CLI command.
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l Create virtual LUN migration sessions................................................................. 448
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l Migration to unconfigured space......................................................................... 453
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l Virtual LUN migration management..................................................................... 456
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Virtual LUN Technology overview
NOTICE


For VMAX3 arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, next-generation FAST technology provides
automatic relocation of data through the assignment of Storage Resource Pools.
Therefore, virtual LUN migration technology is not supported on these arrays and
migration operations are blocked.


Virtual LUN technology allows storage administrators to quickly move an application's
data to other storage within the same array. A migration can change the protection level
and disk type of FBA, CKD, and IBM i 512-byte D910 devices. A migration can use the
storage of existing devices that do not contain live data or unconfigured disk space.


Virtual LUN migration can be performed from source devices to equally-sized target
devices, or disks with free space equal to the source devices. A migration will not disrupt
hosts or internal applications. A virtual LUN migration can be performed online or offline.
Use the SYMCLI symmigrate command to perform virtual LUN migrations.


A virtual LUN migration may be initiated in the following circumstances:


l Traditional data management: This involves moving data to a lower tier as it ages and
becomes less critical to the business. Protection might change as the data ages.


l Emerging tiered storage configurations: These involve moving data continuously
during its life cycle, either to optimize price/performance or respond to cyclical
business changes.


Migration requirements by feature
Table 50 on page 446 lists the hardware, software, disk, and device requirements for
migrating devices with virtual LUN technology.


Table 50 Virtual LUN requirements by feature


Enhanced Virtual LUN
Technology


Virtual LUN thin-to-thin mobility Pool-to-pool
migrations


VP (Virtual Pool)
compression


VMAX arrays running Enginuity 5874,
5875, and 5876


VMAX arrays running Enginuity 5875
and 5876


VMAX arrays running
Enginuity 5876


VMAX arrays running
Enginuity 5876 Q42012
SR


Solutions Enabler V7.0 and higher Solutions Enabler V7.2 and higher Solutions Enabler V7.4
and higher


Solutions Enabler V7.5
and higher


Supported disk types:


l Enterprise flash


l Fibre Channel


l SATA


Supported disk types:


l Enterprise flash


l Fibre Channel


l SATA


Supported disk types:


l Enterprise flash


l Fibre Channel


l SATA


Supported disk types:


l Enterprise flash


l Fibre Channel


l SATA


Supported device types:


l Standard VMAX devices,
unprotected VMAX devices


l Metadevices


Supported device types:


l Standard VMAX devices,
unprotected VMAX devices


l Thin devices


Supported device
types:


l Thin devices


Supported device types:


l Thin devices
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Table 50 Virtual LUN requirements by feature (continued)


Enhanced Virtual LUN
Technology


Virtual LUN thin-to-thin mobility Pool-to-pool
migrations


VP (Virtual Pool)
compression


l FBA, CKD, IBM i 512-byte D910
devices


l Metadevices


l FBA, CKD, IBM i 512-byte D910
devices


Unsupported device types:


l VDEVs (TimeFinder Snap)


l DATA devices


l Thin devices


l Vault devices/SFS/VCM


l SAVE devices


Unsupported device types:


l VDEVs (TimeFinder Snap)


l DATA device


l Vault devices/SFS/VCM


l SAVE devices


Unsupported device
types:


Encapsulated devices


Virtual LUN technology restrictions
l If there are CKD thin devices and FBA or IBM iseries (AS/400 D910_099) thin devices


specified in the same session, use the optional -force flag. The CLI responds as
follows:


n If the target pool contains FBA devices, only the FBA and IBMi thin devices migrate
to the target pool.


n If the target pool contains CKD devices, only the CKD thin devices migrate to the
target pool.


l Protected devices cannot be migrated to an unprotected protection type. Migrations
of unprotected source devices to unprotected target are supported.


l Migrations are not allowed to the same protection type (RAID 5 (3+1) to RAID 5 (3+1))
and the same disk group number (disk group 1 to disk group 1). The desired
protection type or disk group number must be different from what exists on the
source devices. This restriction is for disk group provisioned devices.


l The target devices cannot be in any state where data may currently be replicated, for
example RDF, clone, or snap devices. These devices are blocked from migration. This
restriction is for disk group provisioned devices.


l Migrations are not allowed from a thin device to a standard device, or from a
standard device to a thin device.


l Thin devices must be in the Bound state to be migrated. If they are in any other state,
an error returns. If the thin device is not already bound to the target pool, it will be
bound to that pool after the migration completes.


l Thin devices that are currently involved in an active migration session are not eligible
to transition to other thin device states until the migration completes and the session
terminates.


Virtual LUN VP mobility
Virtual LUN VP mobility allows thin devices to be moved between pools. For a given list of
devices, data tracks can be moved from their current pool to a target pool. In addition, if
the devices themselves are not already bound to the target pool, they will be rebound to
the target pool.
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To implement this thin-to-thin mobility, the symmigrate command provides a target
type, -tgt_pool, as the destination for a migration. The destination pool is specified
with -poolPoolName.


To run a thin migration, all input source devices must be thin devices. Thin migrations will
support up to 20,000 devices per migration.


Prior to migrating any allocations, the total allocations for all relevant thin devices are
summed, and must be less than the remaining free tracks in the target pool or an error
returns and the migration does not take place.


Device pool-level migrations
Migrating allocations from one pool to another pool can be specified for a set of thin
devices. A pool-level migration of thin devices does not change the binding of that thin
device to the target pool; the rebind option must be done manually if desired.


This functionality differs from the full migration of a TDEV in that not all the TDEV
allocations will be migrated, just the allocations that are in the source pool. Any
allocations in pools other than the source pool will not be migrated to the target in this
pool-to-pool migration.


VP compression guidelines for migration
The symmigrate command allows the migration of thin devices to and from pools that
have compression enabled. Depending on the VP compression status of the pools, the
migration behavior between source and target thin pools behaves as follows :


l If VP compression is enabled for both the source and target pool, the compressed
tracks migrate to the target as compressed tracks. The target pool's utilized space
increases by the compressed size and the free space decreases by the compressed
size. The source pool's utilized space decreases by the compressed size and the free
space increases by the compressed size.


l If VP compression is enabled for the source pool, but disabled for the target pool,
compressed devices must be uncompressed prior to migration. Solutions Enabler
does not allow a compressed device to be migrated to a pool where compression is
disabled.


l If VP compression is disabled for both the source and target pool, the uncompressed
(allocated) tracks migrate to the target pool as uncompressed tracks (allocated). The
target pool's utilized space increases by the uncompressed (allocated) size and the
free space decreases by the uncompressed (allocated) size. The source pool's
utilized space decreases by the uncompressed (allocated) size and the free space
increases by the uncompressed (allocated) size.


FTS support for VLUN migration
The symmigrate CLI supports both encapsulated and externally provisioned devices.
Encapsulated devices cannot be used as targets of a VLUN migration and cannot be
migrated using the configured space option. Migrations using device pairs for external
provisioned devices are fully supported.


Create virtual LUN migration sessions
Description
The symmigrate CLI provides the options to create and manage migration sessions.
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Note


During the migration, the source device will be available for all local and remote
replication. The target device will be set by the system as user-not-ready for the duration
of the migration and all operations to set the device to ready will be blocked.


Options


establish


Starts a new session and begins the synchronizing process.


list


Lists all the sessions for a given array, or for all arrays.


query


Queries for the status of the specified session.


terminate


Terminates a session and removes it from the array.


verify


Verifies that a session is in a specified state.


Specify source devices for VLUN migration
Specify source devices by using the following:


l A device group


l A storage group


l A source file (containing a list of source devices or device pairs). Refer to Device file
for source and target pairing for VLUN migration on page 449 and Source file for
VLUN migration on page 449.


Device file for source and target pairing for VLUN migration


Description
A device file (DevFile) is a text file that contains pairs of source and target devices and
one pair per line in the file. Make sure all the devices in the device file match the type of
migration specified.


A metadevice (source) to metadevice (target) file is also allowed, if the device sizes are
equal, and all members are also equal in size and order.


Examples


    10     20
    12     22
    14     27


For a device to a metadevice, enter:


15          28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 39


The line continuation character of '\' can be used to wrap lines.


Source file for VLUN migration


A source file (SrcFile) is a text file that contains only source devices and one device per
line in the file.
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For example:


9A
9E
9F


Specify target criteria


Description
Target criteria can be specified as configured or unconfigured space. Specify a target disk
group and one of the following target protection types (unless using pairs in a file):


l Unprotected


l RAID1


l RAID 5 (3+1 or 7+1)


l RAID 6 (6+2 or14+2)


The target protection type and disk group is assumed when using a device file.


Options
The symmigrate command supports the following options:


-tgt_pool


Specifies this target type as the destination for a thin migration.


-pool PoolName


Specifies the destination pool.


Establish a migration session
Use the symmigrate establish command to create the migration session and begin
migrating source devices to the new target location. Provide the target protection type
and disk group number, unless using a device pair file or thin devices. The mirrors are
moved to the source device from the target, if using configured space, or are created if
using unconfigured space.


The migration of thin devices is similar to the migration of regular devices. To run a thin
migration, all input source devices must be thin devices, unless the source is a device
group or storage group. Thin migrations support up to 20,000 devices per migration.


The migration control operation operates on the metahead only; the meta members will
be determined by the system. In a configured disk space migration, if the source device is
a metadevice, non metadevices can be chosen to match the source device as long as the
devices are matched in size and quantity to the meta members. The output from the
validate command will be a device-devices list instead of a device-device pair. The
source device will be the meta head and the target devices will be a comma-separated
device list. Alternatively, if there is an available metadevice to use as a target, it can be
specified in the standard pair file format.


Note


CKD striped metadevices can only migrate to unconfigured space, and the target
protection type is restricted to RAID-1.


Validate a migration session
The symmigrate validate command is an optional command that can be used in
two ways:
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l As a simple positive/negative test to determine if a migration will succeed. This is
denoted by the return value of the command.


l When migrating to configured space to output a file that contains the exact pairs of
devices that will be used for the migration. This output can be used to verify that the
command will produce the exact migration that is desired and to modify the resulting
file if necessary.


Any symmigrate operations performed on a parent storage group will be performed on
all devices contained by all child storage groups of a specified parent storage group.
Those operations include:


l validate
l establish
l terminate


Note


The file output is only a listing of what the system chose to do at the time the validate
command was run. To guarantee that the exact pairs that were returned are used, run the
symmigrate establish command with the file that was output by the validate
command.


Migration to configured space
A migration to configured space can be performed using a device file or by specifying
target criteria.


The following sections explain how to perform each type of migration operation.


Migrate to configured space using a device file


Syntax
Use the following syntax to create a migration session using a device file:


symmigrate [-v][-i Interval] [-c Count] [-noprompt]
-name SessionName -file DevFile -sid SymmID validate 
establish 


Examples


symmigrate validate -sid 123 -f input.txt -name DevMigration
symmigrate establish -sid 123 -f input.txt -name DevMigration


Migrate to configured space specifying target criteria


Syntax
Use the following syntax to perform a migration to configured space with target criteria:


symmigrate [-v]
           [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-noprompt]
           -name SessionName           <-file SrcFile -sid SymmID | 
            -sg SgName -sid SymmID |                     
            -g DgName [-bcv | -tgt]>
           -tgt_config -tgt_dsk_grp DskGrp | 
name:DskGrpName           <-tgt_unprotected                 |
            -tgt_raid1                       |
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            -tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot <3+1 | 7+1> |
            -tgt_raid6 -tgt_prot <6+2 | 14+2>>          
      validate [-outfile OutputFile]
      establish 


Options


-name SessionName


Indicates a session name when validating or establishing a session.


-file SrcFile


Specifies a file as the source device.


-sid SymmID


Specifies the array ID.


-sg SgName


Specifies a storage group as the source device.


-g DgName [ -bcv | -tgt ]


Specifies a device group as the source device, with an optional pointer to the BCV or
TGT list.


-tgt_config


Tells the array to look for configured space.


-tgt_dsk_grp DskGrp | name:DskGrpName


Identifies the disk group number or name for the migration. The source devices will
be in that disk group when the migration is complete.


-tgt_unprotected


Specifies the devices will be unprotected when the migration completes. This option
is only valid if the source devices are unprotected.


-tgt_raid1


Specifies RAID 1 protection.


-tgt_raid5


Specifies RAID 5 protection with either -tgt_prot 3+1 or 7+1.


-tgt_raid6


Specifies RAID 6 protection, with either -tgt_prot 6+2 or 14+2.


Error reporting for VLUN migration (configured space)
The establish and validate migration operations examine all target devices
supplied in the user input and return a message for each, indicating whether the device
was selected or skipped. The message lists the device number and if skipped, the reason
why it was skipped. A device may be skipped when the device is:


l An invalid configuration


l A local or remote replication or migration session


l Host visible


l A capacity, emulation, protection type, or block size mismatch


l Reserved


Use the symmigrate validate command to produce a file that indicates which
devices the system identifies as the target at the time the symmigrate validate
command is run.
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Example of a failed migration session
For example, a device input file named test1 contains:


00A20 00C90 
00A21 00C91
00A22 00C92
00A23 00C93
00A24 00C95
00A25 00C99


The following output shows the new messages from a failed symmigrate establish
operation for the configured devices shown above. Note that the -v (verbose) option
triggers expanded output with establish and validate operations:


symmigrate -file test1 -sid 123 -name test1 establish -nop -v
`Establish' operation execution is in progress for
the device list in device file `test1'. Please wait...
STARTING a Migrate `ESTABLISH' operation.
Source devices:
00A20:00A25 [SELECTED]
Target devices:
00C90:00C93 [SKIPPED - Local or remote replication or migration]
00C95       [SELECTED]
00C99       [SKIPPED - Host visible]
The Migrate `ESTABLISH' operation FAILED.
There are not enough target devices to complete the specified migration


Migration to unconfigured space
Syntax
Use the following syntax to migrate devices to unconfigured space:


symmigrate [-v]
         [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-noprompt]
         -name SessionName         <-file SrcFile -sid SymmID | 
          -sg SgName -sid SymmID |                     
          -g DgName [-bcv | -tgt]>
         
         <-tgt_unconfig -tgt_dsk_grp DskGrp | name:DskGrpName         
<-tgt_unprotected                 |
          -tgt_raid1                       |
          -tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot <3+1 | 7+1> |
          -tgt_raid6 -tgt_prot <6+2 | 14+2>> 
validate 
establish


Options
-name SessionName


Indicates a session name when validating or establishing a session.


-file SrcFile


Specifies a file as the source device.


-sid SymmID


Specifies the array ID.


-sg SgName


Specifies a storage group as the source device.


-g DgName [ -bcv | -tgt ]


Specifies a device group as the source device, with an optional pointer to the BCV or
TGT list.
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-tgt_unconfig


Tells the array to look for unconfigured space.


-tgt_dsk_grp DskGrp | name:DskGrpName


Identifies the disk group number or name for the migration. The source devices will
be in that disk group when the migration is complete.


-tgt_unprotected


Specifies the devices will be unprotected when the migration completes. This option
is only valid if the source devices are unprotected.


-tgt_raid1


Specifies RAID 1 protection.


-tgt_raid5


Specifies RAID 5 protection with either -tgt_prot 3+1 or 7+1.


-tgt_raid6


Specifies RAID 6 protection, with either-tgt_prot 6+2 or 14+2.


Example
To migrate devices in a device group -tgt list to unconfigured space, with RAID 5 3+1
protection, enter:


symmigrate validate -g mydg -tgt    -tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot 3+1 -
tgt_dsk_grp 5 -tgt_unconfig -name DGunconfig
 symmigrate establish -g mydg -tgt -tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot 3+1 -
tgt_dsk_grp 5 -tgt_unconfig -name DGunconfig -nop 


Error reporting for VLUN migration (unconfigured space)
The establish and validate migration operations examine all target devices
supplied in the user input and return a message stating whether the device was selected
or skipped. The message lists the device number and if skipped, the reason why it was
skipped. A device may be skipped when the device is:


l An invalid configuration


l A local or remote replication or migration session


l Host visible


l a capacity, emulation, protection type, or block size mismatch


l Reserved


Example of a successful migration
The device input file contained:


0A33 


The following output shows the message from a successful symmigrate establish for
the unconfigured devices. Note that the -v (verbose) option triggers the expanded output
with establish and validate operations:


symmigrate -file test1 -sid 123 -name test1 establish -tgt_unconfig   -tgt_raid1 -
tgt_dsk_grp 1 -nop -v
`Establish' operation execution is in progress for
the device list in device file `test1'. Please wait...
STARTING a Migrate `ESTABLISH' operation.
Source devices:
00A33      [SELECTED]
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    Establish Migration..............................................Started.
    Establish Migration..............................................Done.
The Migrate `ESTABLISH' operation SUCCEEDED.


Migrate to a thin pool
Description
The Virtual LUN VP mobility feature allows thin devices to be moved between pools. The
source thin devices can be specified in a file, device group, or storage group. The target
location is specified using a new target type -tgt_pool.


Note


Remove the source pool from FAST control before moving allocations to the target pool.


Syntax
Use the following syntax to migrate devices to a thin pool:


symmigrate [-v] [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-noprompt] -name 
SessionName         <-file SrcFile -sid SymmID | 
          -sg SgName -sid SymmID |    
          -g DgName [-bcv | -tgt]>
          -src_pool PoolName          -tgt_pool -pool PoolName   
establish
   validate


Options


-name SessionName


Indicates a session name when validating or establishing a session.


-file SrcFile


Specifies a file as the source device.


-sid SymmID


Specifies the array ID.


-sg SgName


Specifies a storage group as the source device.


-g DgName [ -bcv | -tgt ]


Specifies a device group as the source device, with an optional pointer to the BCV or
TGT list.


-src_pool PoolName


Specifies the name of the pool to be used as the source for a thin migration to a
target thin pool. Only allocations within the source pool for the designated set of thin
devices will migrate to the target pool.


-tgt_pool PoolName


Specifies the target pool for a thin migration.


View a thin migration


Options


-detail


Displays migrations sessions with both flag and target descriptions.
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Examples
To display the migration sessions currently on array 266, enter:


symmigrate query -name sample_test -sid 266


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000194900266
            Invalid    Status     Done Flags
Src   Tgt   Tracks   SRC => TGT   (%)    T   Session Name
----- ----- -------- ------------ ---- ----- ----------------
00437   N/A        0 Migrated      100   P   sample_test
Total       --------
 Tracks            0
 MB(s)           0.0
 Done(%)         100
Flags:
(T)ype: V = The session is a Virtual Provisioning migration session.
        C = The session is a configured migration session.
        U = The session is an unconfigured migration session.
        P = The session is a Virtual Provisioning pool migration session.


Ouput using the -detail option.The TGT Description field contains the target
pool name if the session is a thin migration, or the target protection type if the session is
a non-thin migration.


Symmetrix ID: 000194900266
             Invalid    Status    Done Flags               Disk
Src   Tgt     Tracks  SRC => TGT   (%)   T      SRC Pool   Grp          TGT 
Description         Session Name
----- ----- -------- ------------ ---- -----  ------------ ---- ---------------------------- 
-------------------
00437   N/A        0 Migrated      100   P    pool1        01   
pool2                           sample_test
Total     --------
 Tracks          0
 MB(s)         0.0
 Done(%)       100
Flags:
(T)ype: V = The session is a Virtual Provisioning migration session.
        C = The session is a configured migration session.
        U = The session is an unconfigured migration session.         
        P = The session is a Virtual Provisioning pool migration session.


Virtual LUN migration management
This section describes how to use the symmigrate list, verify, query, and
terminate options.


Note


If a session exists for two weeks without being listed or queried, it is automatically
removed and will not be returned by a symmigrate query or list command.


The array device lock is held on the source device only when the establish and
terminate operations are in progress. The lock is released when the migration enters
the Sync In Progress state and remains released until the session ends. When the session
is terminated, the lock will be taken again.


For devices in disk group migrations, up to 16 concurrent migration and configuration
change sessions can be run. For thin devices in thin pool migrations, the limit is 128.
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List VLUN migration sessions


Syntax


symmigrate [-v] [-i Interval] [-c Count]
list [-sid SymmID] [-names] [-detail] 


Examples
To display the migration sessions currently on array 266, enter:


symmigrate -sid 266 list


To display the migration sessions currently on array 266 along with source and target
information for each session, enter:


symmigrate -sid 266 list -detail


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000194900266
            Invalid   Status      Done Flags
Src   Tgt   Tracks   SRC => TGT   (%)    T   Session Name
----- ----- -------- ------------ ---- ----- ----------------
00200 N/A          0 Migrated      100   V   testb200
00202 N/A          0 Migrated      100   V   testb202
  . . .
0027E N/A          0 Migrated      100   V   testb27e
00437 004F8        0 Migrated      100   V   sample_test
Total       --------
 Tracks            0
 MB(s)           0.0
 Done(%)         100
Flags:
(T)ype: V = The session is a Virtual Provisioning migration session.
        C = The session is a configured migration session.
        U = The session is an unconfigured migration session.
        P = The session is a Virtual Provisioning pool migration session.


Output with source and target information for each session:


Symmetrix ID: 000194900266
           Invalid    Status    Done Flags              Disk 
Src  Tgt    Tracks  SRC => TGT   (%)   T     SRC Pool   Grp          TGT 
Description           Session Name
---- ---- -------- ------------ ---- ----- ------------ ---- ------------------------------- 
----------------
0200  N/A        0 Migrated      100   V   N/A          01   testb2                          
testb200
0202  N/A        0 Migrated      100   V                01   testb2                          
testb202
 . . .
027E  N/A        0 Migrated      100   V                01   testb2                          
testb27e
0437  04F8       0 Migrated      100   V                01   testb1                          
sample_test
Total     --------
 Tracks          0
 MB(s)         0.0
 Done(%)       100
Flags:
(T)ype: V = The session is a Virtual Provisioning migration session.
        C = The session is a configured migration session.
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        U = The session is an unconfigured migration session.
        P = The session is a Virtual Provisioning pool migration session.


Query VLUN migration sessions


Description
Use the symmigrate query command to display the status of a migration session.


Syntax


symmigrate [-v] [-i Interval] [-c Count] 
            -name SessionName-sid SymmID 
   query [-detail][-summary]


Options


-detail


Provides tables listing all sessions and their current session states.


-summary


Includes a summary listing of session states and the number of sessions in each
state to assist with interpreting the command output. This option provides an
abbreviated listing that shows all possible session states and the number of
sessions within the scope of the query that are in each state. Note that the Total
field that shows total invalid tracks is formatted differently when -summary is
specified.


-i Interval


Specifies the migration interval.


-c Count


Specifies the migration count.


Example
The following shows the output from symmigrate query -summary:


symmigrate query -name sess -summary -i 5  c 2
Session name: sess
  Migration Session State       Count 
  -----------------------      ------
  CreateInProg                      0
  SyncInProg                        2
  Synchronized                      0
  MigrateInProg                     0
  Migrated                          0
  Failed                            0
  Invalid                           0
  -----------------------      ------
  Total                             2
                                  Track(s)    MB(s)
                               -----------  -------
  Total Invalid                      26863   1678.9
Session name: sess
  Migration Session State       Count 
  -----------------------      ------
  CreateInProg                      0
  SyncInProg                        1
  Synchronized                      1
  MigrateInProg                     0
  Migrated                          0
  Failed                            0
  Invalid                           0
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  -----------------------      ------
  Total                             2
                                  Track(s)    MB(s)
                               -----------  -------
  Total Invalid                      11153    697.1
  Synchronization Rate         :     109.1 MB/S 
  Estimated time to completion :  00:00:06


Note


Synchronization Rate and Estimated time to completion are shown only


when -i and/or -c is specified and the number of invalid tracks has changed since the


previous iteration.


Verify VLUN migration sessions


Description
Use the symmigrate verify command to determine if a migration session is in a
specific state. A virtual LUN migration session is complete when it is in the migrated
state.


Syntax


symmigrate -sid SymmID -name SessionName[-i Interval] [-c Count]
   verify [-createinprog | -syncinprog | -synchronized
           -migrateinprog | -migrated | -failed | -invalid] 
          [-summary]


Options


-createinprog


Verifies that migration device pairs are in the CreateInProg state.


-syncinprog


Verifies that migration device pairs are in the SyncInProg state.


-synchronized


Verifies that migration device pairs are in a synchronized state.


-migrateinprog


Verifies that migration device pairs are in the MigrateInProg state.


-migrated


Verifies that migration device pairs are in a migrated state.


-failed


Verifies that migration device pairs are in a failed state.


-invalid


Verifies that migration device pairs are in an invalid state.


-summary


Used with symmigrate verify, the -summary option provides the same
information as provided by the symmigrate query -summary command. That
identical information precedes the single line summary provided by symmigrate
verify
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Example
To verify whether a migration session named migrate1 is in the migrated state, enter:


symmigrate -sid 258 -name migrate1 verify -migrated -i 30


NONE of the devices are in the 'Migrated' state.
NONE of the devices are in the 'Migrated' state.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
NONE of the devices are in the 'Migrated' state.
ALL of the devices are in the 'Migrated' state.


Terminate VLUN migration sessions


Description
Use symmigrate -terminate to terminate a migration session. A migration session
remains active until it is terminated. When the status of the devices in the session is
Migrated, the session is complete and can be terminated. Thin migrations can be
terminated prior to completion.


Syntax
To terminate a session, use the following syntax:


symmigrate -name SessionName-sid SymmID>
   terminate [-noprompt]


View the audit log
Use the symaudit command to view the audit log for the migration session. For
information about symaudit, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SYMCLI Command
Reference.


For any control command, the API logs the start and end of the operation and any errors
that may occur. Table 51 on page 460 lists the information that is saved in the audit log
based on the target selection type.


Table 51 Audit log session information


Target selection type Information in the audit log


Device file Session name, source devices, target disk group, target
protection type, and target devices


Configured/unconfigured space
with no specified devices


Session name, source devices, target disk group, and target
protection type


A thin pool Session name, source devices, target protection type, and
target pool
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PART 2


Querying and Reporting


This section describes the SYMCLI query commands and various tools for monitoring and
managing storage array performance.


Chapters include:


Chapter 14, "Configuration Query Operations"


Chapter 15, "Statistics"


Chapter 16, "Change Tracker (Enginuity 5876 or lower)"


Chapter 17, "Optimizing Array Performance (Enginuity 5876 or lower)"


Chapter 18, "Managing Time Windows (Enginuity 5876 or lower)"


Chapter 19, " Double Checksum Operations (5876 or lower)"


Chapter 20, "Managing Network IPsec (Enginuity 5876 or lower)"


Chapter 21, "Events and Logs"


Chapter 22, "XML Structured Output"
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CHAPTER 14


Configuration Query Operations


This chapter describes how to use the SYMCLI to collect and display configuration data
for DMX and VMAX Family array devices, disks, and virtual environments.


l Configuration data overview................................................................................464
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Configuration data overview
The Solutions Enabler SYMCLI provides various commands that are used to query
different levels of the storage environment. These levels include:


l SCSI-level — Returns data at the SCSI level, whereby the SYMCLI issues SCSI INQUIRY
and SCSI READ CAPACITY to return low-level physical device data (such as vendor,
configuration, and basic configuration) and host HBA information (such as vendor,
model, firmware, and basic configuration).


l Array-level —Returns detailed data about the configuration of one or all arrays. The
data returned includes host relationship information (local or remote), cache size,
and number of devices. Other details include vendor specific configuration
information, ports, flags, adapters, Data at Rest Encryption data, pool information,
and environment data.


l Device-level — Returns device level data on locally or remotely attached arrays.
Device-level data includes capacity, cache, emulation, configuration, group, and
usage information that is critical to all other storage management operations.


l Disk-level — Returns detailed information about the raw disks such as detailed
identification, vendor, and capacity.


l Virtual environment — Returns configuration information about a VMware or
Microsoft Hyper-V environment, such as the type and capacity of their storage pools.


SCSI-level data
The syminq command is used to obtain SCSI disk device information using a SCSI
INQUIRY command, and optionally SCSI READ CAPACITY command, on host HBAs and one
or all locally attached physical devices. This command returns SCSI-level data for EMC
arrays, StorageWorks, or HDS devices.


The syminq command can return a list all of the HBAs on the local host. Using the
options available, the scope of this request can be limited to only the Fibre HBAs, SCSI
HBAs, iSCSI HBAs, or HBAs derived from a SNIA API query. In the UNIX environment, if the
SNIA libraries are unavailable, HBA information is obtained from the lost log files.


Returned results can be limited to devices with target mapping information (only devices
mapped through fibre HBAs using the -mapinfo option), or to device identifiers (by a
user or application by using the -identifier option). Identifiers are limited to
device_name, nice_name, hp_id, and vms_id.


The EMC Solutions Enabler SYMCLI Command Reference Guide describes the various
options available with the command.


Note


Data returned from issuing any syminq command is not stored in the configuration
database.


SCSI device list


Examples
To list all devices listed by physical device name, enter:


syminq
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Sample output


      Device              Product                   Device
---------------- --------------------------- ---------------------fsy
Name      Type   Vendor    ID           Rev  Ser Num      Cap (KB)
---------------- --------------------------- ---------------------
/dev/sda         MAXTOR    ATLAS10K4_3* DFL0 B2CS5FSM     35916548
/dev/sdb  GK     EMC       SYMMETRIX    5772 150009E020       5760
/dev/sdi  GK     EMC       SYMMETRIX    5772 15000A7020       5760
/dev/sdj  GK     EMC       SYMMETRIX    5772 15000A8020       5760
/dev/sdk  GK     EMC       SYMMETRIX    5772 15000A9020       5760
/dev/sdl  GK     EMC       SYMMETRIX    5772 15000AA020       5760
/dev/sdm  GK     EMC       SYMMETRIX    5772 15000AB020       5760
/dev/sdn  GK     EMC       SYMMETRIX    5874 0700022000       5760
/dev/sdo  GK     EMC       SYMMETRIX    5874 0700023000       5760
/dev/sdp  GK     EMC       SYMMETRIX    5874 0700024000       5760
/dev/sdq  GK     EMC       SYMMETRIX    5874 0700025000       5760
. . .


Devices listed by array ID


Examples
To list devices by array ID, enter:


syminq -symmids


Sample output


Device          Symmetrix               Device
---------------- --------------------- ---------------------
Name      Type   ID               Rev  Ser Num      Cap (KB)
---------------- --------------------- ---------------------
/dev/sdb  GK     000190300215     5772 150009E020       5760
/dev/sdc  GK     000190300215     5772 150009F020       5760
/dev/sdd  GK     000190300215     5772 15000A2020       5760
/dev/sde  GK     000190300215     5772 15000A3020       5760
/dev/sdf  GK     000190300215     5772 15000A4020       5760
/dev/sdg  GK     000190300215     5772 15000A5020       5760
/dev/sdh  GK     000190300215     5772 15000A6020       5760
. . .


List of devices without capacity


Examples
To list devices without issuing a SCSI READ CAPACITY, enter:


syminq -symmids -nocap


Sample output


Device           Symmetrix             Device
---------------- --------------------- ----------
Name      Type   ID               Rev  Ser Num
---------------- --------------------- ----------
/dev/sdv  BCV    000190300516     5771 1600028000
/dev/sdw  BCV    000190300516     5771 1600029000
/dev/sdx  BCV    000190300516     5771 160002A000
/dev/sdy  BCV    000190300516     5771 160002B000
/dev/sdz  BCV    000190300516     5771 160002C000


List of devices with WWN


Options


-colon
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Use this option to return a list of devices with WWN for each device using colons as
spacers.


Examples
To list the WWN for each device, enter:


syminq -wwn


Sample output


Device                                          Device
----------------------------- ---------------- 
--------------------------------
Name                    Num   Array ID         WWN
----------------------------- ---------------- 
--------------------------------
/dev/sda                  N/A N/A              N/A
/dev/sdb                0005E 000194900306     
60000970000194900306533030303545
/dev/sdy                000E6 000194900306     
60000970000194900306533030304536


Output with -colon option:


Device                                          Device
----------------------------- ---------------- 
-----------------------------------------------
Name                    Num   Array ID         WWN
----------------------------- ---------------- 
-----------------------------------------------
/dev/sda                  N/A N/A              N/A
/dev/sdb                0005E 000194900306     
60:00:09:70:00:01:94:90:03:06:53:30:30:30:35:45
/dev/sdy                000E6 000194900306     
60:00:09:70:00:01:94:90:03:06:53:30:30:30:45:36


Device list in pdevfile format


Examples
To list device names in a format suitable for use as pdevfile:


syminq -pdevfile


Sample output


# Symm_id    pdev               dev dir  dir_port
000187900771 /dev/rdsk/c2t0d0s2 0017 15D  0
000187900771 /dev/rdsk/c2t0d1s2 0018 15D  0
000187900771 /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s2 0019 15D  0
000187900771 /dev/rdsk/c2t0d3s2 001A 15D  0


List HBA information


Options


-fibre


Lists only the Fibre HBAs.


-scsi


Lists only the SCSI HBAs.


-iscsi
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Lists only the iSCSI HBAs.


-snia


Returns HBA information using the native SNIA SMI-S Provider rather than by issuing
a SCSI inquiry. The returned data will be exactly the same as the data returned with a
-fibre SCSI inquiry; the only difference is how the data is obtained.


Examples
To obtain a list of the local host's HBAs, enter:


syminq hba


Note


HBA returned data will vary slightly when the -scsi or -iscsi option is specified.


Sample output


Host Name                                         : api171
  HBA Type            : FibreChannel
  HBA Name            : Emulex-LPe11002-E-1
  Vendor              : Emulex Corporation
  Model               : LPe11002-E
  Serial Number       : VM63487963
  Firmware Version    : 2.50A4 (Z2F2.50A4)
  Driver Version      : 8.1.10.3; HBAAPI(I) v2.1.d, 07-28-06
  Node WWN            : 0000000000000000
  Number of Ports     : 2
      Port WWN            : 10000000c9594dce
      Port name           : /sys/class/scsi_host/host1
      Port type           : NPort
      Port FCID           : 7434496
      Port speed          : 4gbit
      Supported speed     : 4gbit
      Port state          : Online
      Supported COS       : 00000008
      Supported FC4 types : 
0000010000000001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
      Active FC4 types    : 
0000010000000001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
      Max frame size      : 2048
      Port WWN            : 10000000c9594dcf
      Port name           : /sys/class/scsi_host/host2
      Port type           : Unknown
      Port FCID           : 0
      Port speed          : Unknown
      Supported speed     : 4gbit
      Port state          : LinkDown
      Supported COS       : 00000008
      Supported FC4 types : 
0000010000000001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
      Active FC4 types    : 
0000010000000001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
      Max frame size      : 2048


List device mapping information


Syntax
To list mapping information, use the following syntax:


syminq -mapinfo[PdevName]
         [-sym[-powerpath]|-hds|-storworks]
         [-cache | -nocache][-colons][-winvol]
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Examples


syminq -mapinfo


Sample output


               Device                         Target Mapping
------------------------------------ ---------------------------------
Name                                 HBA Port WWN     Target Port WWN
------------------------------------ ---------------------------------
/dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s2                   N/A              N/A
/dev/rdsk/c1t1d0s2                   N/A              N/A
/dev/rdsk/c2t5000097208013558d0s2    210000e08b80a234 5000097208013558
/dev/rdsk/c2t5000097208013558d1s2    210000e08b80a234 5000097208013558
/dev/rdsk/c2t5000097208013558d2s2    210000e08b80a234 5000097208013558
/dev/rdsk/c2t5000097208013558d3s2    210000e08b80a234 5000097208013558
/dev/rdsk/c2t5000097208013558d4s2    210000e08b80a234 5000097208013558


List device identifiers


Description
To list the array device identifiers assigned to devices by the user or other applications,
use the syminq -identifier option and specify one of the four options:
device_name, nice_name, hp_id, or vms_id.


Examples
To list the VMS device identifiers, enter:


syminq -identifier vms_id


Sample output


Device                                 Device
--------------- ----------------------- ----------------
Name        Num Vendor         Array ID VMS ID          
--------------- ----------------------- ----------------
/dev/sdb  0005E EMC        000194900306 94
/dev/sdc  0005F EMC        000194900306 95
/dev/sdy  000E6 EMC        000194900306 230


Array-level data
The symcfg command provides arguments and options to report specific array-level
components. The storage array data includes the following:


l Storage arrays — A list of all arrays attached to the host and configuration details
about them.


l Registered applications — Applications registered with SYMAPI that have accessed all
or specified arrays to which your host is connected.


l Host connections — Detailed information about the hosts that have accessed a array,
the host node name and the array ID, director/port information, and array capacity.


l Director information — Configuration and status information about all directors of a
specified array including address, port, and status information. Details can be limited
to a specific type of director.


l SELs (Symmetrix External Locks) and Semaphores — Status information on SELs (by
number or type) and SYMAPI semaphores.


l Cache management — Information on the LRU cache, including the cache slots that
each LRU occupies, and the percentage of the total cache utilized.
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l Network services — A list of network services available to SYMAPI client applications.


l Environment data — Detailed information on the memory boards, and the array's
environmental data, including fans and power supplies, can be obtained.


l CU Images — Information for mainframe users.


l Microcode patches — A list of installed operating environment for array patches.


l Bay location descriptions — A list of the bay names and location details of the array.


l Data at Rest Encryption (Enginuity 5875 or 5876) — Information about hardware-
based, on-array, back-end encryption for arrays.


List arrays


Description
To query storage environment configuration data, the arrays in the storage environment
must first be identified. Each array has a serial number (SID) that is used to uniquely
identify it. The symcfg command lists of all the accessible arrays by SID including the
model number and the number of accessible devices. Use the SID with other command
options to obtain configuration information for the array directors and devices.


Examples
To list all array IDs connected to a host, enter:


symcfg list


To obtain a detailed list for a specific array, using the verbose option (-v), enter:


symcfg list -v -sid 2300


Sample output
Output listing all arrays connected to a host.


                             S Y M M E T R I X
                                       Mcode    Cache      Num Phys  
Num Symm
    SymmID       Attachment  Model     Version  Size (MB)  Devices   
Devices
    000190100097 Local       DMX3-24   5771       98304        20     
32088
    000000006206 Remote      2000P-M2  5671       32768         
0      4139
    000187900035 Remote      800-M2    5671        8192         
0      1314
    000187900041 Remote      800-M2    5671        8192         
0       960
    000190300174 Remote      DMX3-6    5771       16384         
0       335
    000190300175 Remote      DMX3-6    5771       16384         
0       914
    000190300184 Remote      DMX3-6    5771       16384         
0       417


Output listing details for array 2300.


Product Model                        : VMAX40K         
    Symmetrix ID                         : 000195602300
    Microcode Version (Number)           : 5876 (16F40000)
    Microcode Registered Build           : 0
    Microcode Date                       : 10.16.2012
    Microcode Patch Date                 : 10.16.2012
    Microcode Patch Level                : 159
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    Symmwin Version                      : 30
    Enginuity Build Version              : 5876.159.30
    Service Processor Time Offset        : - 00:00:02
    Cache Size (Mirrored)                :   18432 (MB)
    # of Available Cache Slots           :  253968
    Max # of System Write Pending Slots  :  152777
    Max # of DA Write Pending Slots      :       0
    Max # of Device Write Pending Slots  :    7638
    Max # of Replication Cache Slots     :   43174
    Replication Cache Usage (Percent)    :      10
    
       . . .


Note


For Enginuity releases prior to 5875, the Replication Cache Maximum is reported


as N/A. For compatibility modes earlier than 7.6, the Replication Cache Maximum
is not reported. Refer to Setting compatibility on page 33 for information on setting
output reporting formats for older SYMCLI versions.


List array bay locations (Enginuity 5875 or 5876)


Example
To list the bay names and location information of array 166, enter:


symcfg list -bay_location -sid 166


Sample output


Note


This information is only displayed if an EMC Customer Engineer created it, and if the array
is running Enginuity 5875 or 5876.


Symmetrix ID      : 000192600166
        Bay Name     : SB-1
    Bay LED state    : On
        Bay Location : This is the system bay located in the upper 
side of the B lab near
     the water cooler. Walk through the double glass doors and take a 
left turn at the
     air conditioning unit. The system bay has a yellow sticker 
marked VJX on it.
        Bay Name     : DB-1A
    Bay LED state    : On
        Bay Location : Tile 88AD
        Bay Name     : DB-2A
    Bay LED state    : On
        Bay Location : Near Pole21, floor 2, bld8F


Set the VMAX 10K and 40K LED door feature (Enginuity 5876 only)


Description
For Enginuity 5876Q22013 SR and higher on VMAX 10K and 40K arrays, the Identification
Blinking Door LED feature can be activated and deactivated for a blinking state mode
(blue_flash or slow_blink) simultaneously on all system bays using the symcfg
set command. This feature is not supported on VMAX 20K arrays.
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Syntax
To set the LED by array ID or bay name, use the following syntax:


symcfg
         set -led [blue_flash | on] [-sid SymmID]  
         set -led [slow_blink | on] [-bay_name Bay Name


Options


-led


Indicates that the system or drive bay LED will be controlled.


blue_flash


Sets the LED to blue flash mode. If the blue_flash operand is specified, the
command sets all system bay LEDs to Blue flash state mode. Drive bay LEDs do not
currently support blue flash mode and are not be set to this mode when the
blue_flash operand is specified. The blue_flash operand may be specified
either as an abbreviation with a minimum of four characters, blue up to the
complete blue_flash, provided that all supplied characters match.


slow_blink


Sets the LED to slow blink mode. The slow_blink operand may be specified either
as an abbreviation with a minimum of four characters, slow up to the complete
slow_blink, provided that all supplied characters match.


on


Turns LED on. If the on operand is specified and the -bay_name option is not
specified, the command sets all system bay and drive bay LEDs to ON.


-bay_name


Specifies the system bay or drive bay to control the LED. Where Bay Namemust be
specified as:


l SB-x where x is a system bay drive.


l DB-xy where x is a drive bay index and y is the bay side (A, B, C, or D).


Examples
To set the LED mode to blue_flash for array 188, enter:


symcfg set -led blue_flash -sid 188


LED state successfully changed.


To set the LED mode to slow_blink for system bay SB-2 on array 188:


symcfg set -led slow_blink -bay_name SB-2 -sid 188


Bay SB-2 LED successfully set to slow blink.         


If actions fail, these command displays a descriptive error message.


List array bay LED states


Enginuity 5876 or lower
Options


-bay_info


Lists bay information. Equivalent to the -bay_location option, but more
description of the bay functionality.
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Examples


symcfg list -bay_info


Sample output


    Bay Name         : DB-1A
    Bay LED state    : On
    Bay Location     :
    
    Bay Name         : SB-1
    Bay LED state    : On
    Bay Location     :
   
    Bay Name         : DB-1D
    Bay LED state    : On
    Bay Location     :


Enginuity 5875 or 5876
Options


-v


Displays the LED state as a composite of all bays.


Examples


symcfg list -sid 341 -v


Sample output


. . .
Maximum number of hypers per disk    :   512
Composite door LED status            : On 
Number of Powerpath Devices          :   0
. . .


Output values for LED status are:
l BLUE_FLASH
l FAST_BLINK
l SLOW_BLINK
l ON
l OFF
l N/A
Enginuity 5874 or lower
Examples


symcfg list -sid 237 -v


Sample output


Note


The Composite door LED status displays as N/A. The LED status display requires


Enginuity 5875 or higher. All other LED state display functionality requires Enginuity 5876
or higher.


. . .
Maximum number of hypers per disk    :   512
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Composite door LED status            : N/A 
Number of Powerpath Devices          :   0
. . .


Data at Rest Encryption (Enginuity 5875 or higher, and HYPERMAX OS 5977)


For arrays running Enginuity 5875, 5876, and HYPERMAX OS 5977, Data at Rest
Encryption (D@RE) provides hardware-based, on-array, back-end encryption for VMAX
family arrays. Back-end encryption protects information from unauthorized access when
disk drives are removed from the system. Data Encryption provides encryption on the
back end using Fibre Channel I/O modules that incorporate AES-XTS 256-bit data-at-rest
encryption. These modules encrypt and decrypt data as it is being written to or read from
disk. All configured drives are encrypted, including data drives, spares, and drives with
no provisioned volumes. In addition, all array disk data is encrypted, including array File
System and PowerVault contents.


Data at Rest Encryption supports either an internal embedded key manager, or RSA Data
Protection Manager for external, enterprise-grade key management. For external key
management, Data at Rest Encryption is qualified for interoperability with the RSA Key
Manager Appliance version 2.7 SP1, and the RSA Data Protection Manager (DPM) version
3.1 (appliance).


Note


For more information refer to the EMC VMAX Family (10K, 20K, 40K) Product Guide and the
EMC VMAX3 Family Product Guide.


By securing data on enterprise storage, Data Encryption ensures that the potential
exposure of sensitive data on discarded, re-used, or stolen media is reduced or
eliminated. As long as the key used to encrypt the data is secured, encrypted data cannot
be read. In addition to protecting against threats related to physical removal of media,
this also means that media can readily be repurposed by destroying the encryption key
used for securing the data previously stored on that media. In this way, disk rotation,
migration and upgrade are secured, without changes to operational procedures.


Data Encryption is compatible with all array system features, allows for encryption of any
supported local drive types or volume emulations, and provides encryption without
performance degradation or disruption to existing applications or infrastructure.


Note


All key management is transparent to the storage administrator; no direct control of keys
is allowed through Solutions Enabler. Encryption must be turned on by an EMC Customer
Engineer during the installation of the array. There is no way to turn encryption on or off
using Solutions Enabler.


List data encryption status


Options


-v


Lists array details including data encryption status.


Examples
To list data encryption status (using -v option) for array 343, enter:


symcfg list -sid 343 -v
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Sample output
If encryption has not been turned on at install time, the symcfg -v command displays
Symmetrix Data Encryption as Disabled.


If encryption is not supported on the array, the symcfg -v command displays
Symmetrix Data Encryption as N/A.


Symmetrix ID: 000194900343
Time Zone   : Eastern Standard Time
    Product Model                        : VMAX
    Symmetrix ID                         : 000194900343
. . .
    3 Dynamic Mirrors                    : Enabled
    Cache Partitioning                   : Disabled
    IPSec Status                         : Pass Thru
    Allow spare in mirror 4 position     : Disabled
    Disks Service                        : Customer Replaceable
    Symmetrix Data Encryption            : Enabled
. . .


List Data encryption key (DEK) audit log


Description
Every key management event generates an entry in the array audit log, including initial
DEK configuration information.


Example


symaudit list -text -sid 012 -function_class Security


Sample output


A U D I T   L O G   D A T A
Symmetrix ID            : *********012
  Record                       Function   Action    Activity
  Number   Date      Time      Class      Code      ID
  -------  --------  --------  ---------- -------   ----------------
             Text
             ------------------------------------------------------
        2  11/30/10  14:50:55  Security   Init      SW_Men_6829     
             DARE Local Install.
        3  11/30/10  14:50:55  Security   Create    SW_Men_6829     
             New KEK key generated. MUID: 
61A3770EDBEE3154463E15A5FA91006C6DA4F9C14C96653635962DE21F636125
        4  11/30/10  14:50:55  Security   Create    SW_Men_6829     
             New DEK key generated. Drive WWN: 20000024b65d871b 
Location: DA07 A0:00 MUID: 
828547DA8EA4D623F674C1FE659329A0D8487308E7BC77979BABC8554ED9B7BF
        5  11/30/10  14:50:55  Security   Create    SW_Men_6829     
             New DEK key generated. Drive WWN: 20000024b65d3606 
Location: DA07 A0:02 MUID: 
C0D587D1EEBC66196EFB63449E31281B50AB3F6B048440661334056FF18EFD4C
        6  11/30/10  14:50:55  Security   Create    SW_Men_6829     
             New DEK key generated. Drive WWN: 20000024b65ddb94 
Location: DA07 A0:04 MUID: 
2D518DC19DB2D6856DEC5064653EC59CE8FAEA36D11A2078ECA088589F62A647
        7  11/30/10  14:50:55  Security   Create    SW_Men_6829     
             New DEK key generated. Drive WWN: 20000024b65d9bef 
Location: DA07 A0:06 MUID: 
3738B80DF56F65F3E1526E7F16A2721ACED2774A08A35A8B7ABF1442C665F2F1
        8  11/30/10  14:50:55  Security   Create    SW_Men_6829     
             New DEK key generated. Drive WWN: 20000024b65ddb3c 
Location: DA07 A0:08 MUID: 
40932F670A3CF4B15909EA309D3A10E1CDD66ED4D5564F75BD75F96A9CA58040
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        9  11/30/10  14:50:55  Security   Create    SW_Men_6829     
             New DEK key generated. Drive WWN: 20000024b6864000 
Location: DA07 A0:0A MUID: 
99234F816501718AA87B29C525976DF7EE9351DC6CAD5756DB7347345F27E3BB
       10  11/30/10  14:50:55  Security   Create    SW_Men_6829     
             New DEK key generated. Drive WWN: 20000024b64e634e 
Location: DA07 A0:10 MUID: 0FC78B4ECA29


Post-drive replacement DEK audit log


Description
When a drive replacement results in the destruction of the Data Encryption Key for the
original drive and the creation of a DEK for the new drive, these events are logged in the
array Audit Log.


Example
The following output lists this information for array 012:


symaudit list -text -function_class Security -sid 012


Sample output


A U D I T   L O G   D A T A
Symmetrix ID            : *********012
  Record                       Function   Action    Activity
  Number   Date      Time      Class      Code      ID
  -------  --------  --------  ---------- -------   ----------------
             Text
             ------------------------------------------------------
      135  11/30/10  10:15:58  Security   Modify    SW_Men_E757     
             DEK key deactivated. Drive WWN: 20000024b654edce 
Location: DA08 C1:3E MUID: 
E0252F83955C803D03596CF3B3331CED715FA985A6F99E2F6EC0DF325A47458E
      136  11/30/10  10:15:59  Security   Delete    SW_Men_E757     
             DEK key destroyed. Drive WWN: 20000024b654edce Location: 
DA08 C1:3E MUID: 
E0252F83955C803D03596CF3B3331CED715FA985A6F99E2F6EC0DF325A47458E
      142  11/30/10  10:17:49  Security   Create    SW_Men_E757     
             New DEK key generated. Drive WWN: 20000024b65dd7ea 
Location: DA08 C1:3E MUID: 
5EC4CF4E2B4D92C98A9FE9A8A19E527B090D95E75C305DAD21E98ED630C5A467


View application registrations with array access


Examples
For example, to list all the applications that have host to array connection for array 282,
enter:


Note


Omit the -sid option list connections for all arrays.


symcfg list -applications -sid 282


Sample output


Symmetrix ID     : 000192600282
            Host                               
Application                
----------------------------  
------------------------------------------------
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Node 
Name                                                                  
   
 IP 
Address                                                               
    
                              ID               Vendor ID        
Version   Attr
----------------------------  ---------------- ---------------- 
--------------
HK192600282
 0.0.0.1
                              OPTIMIZER        EMC Corp         
9.1.0.56    - 
                              SYMACCESS        EMC Corp         
7.3.0.194   - 
                              OPTIMIZER        EMC Corp         
9.1.0.57    - 
                              SMC              EMC Corp         
7.3.12.9    - 
                              EVTdaemon        EMC Corp         
7.3.0.194   - 
                              SMBASE           EMC Corp         
7.3.12.9    - 
                              SYMACCESS        EMC Corp         
7.3.0.177   - 
                              OPTIMIZER        EMC Corp         
9.1.0.54    - 
                              OPTIMIZER        EMC Corp         
9.1.5.51    - 
                              SMC              EMC Corp         
7.3.11.8    - 
                              EVTdaemon        EMC Corp         
7.3.0.177   - 
                              SMBASE           EMC Corp         
7.3.11.8    - 
                              EVTdaemon        EMC Corp         
7.3.0.175   - 
                              SYMLMF           EMC Corp         
7.3.1202.0  - 
                              SYMACCESS        EMC Corp         
7.3.0.175   - 
                              OPTIMIZER        EMC Corp         
9.1.0.46    - 
HK192604045
 0.0.0.1
                              OPTIMIZER        EMC Corp         
9.1.4.35   (R)
api101
 10.247.80.101
                              SYMCFG           EMC Corp         
7.3.0.234  (R)
                              SYMRDF           EMC Corp         
7.3.0.230  (M)
                              SYMCG            EMC Corp         
7.3.0.230  (M)
                              GNSdaemon        EMC Corp         
7.3.0.230  (R)
                              SYMCFG           EMC Corp         
7.3.0.230  (R)
                              SYMCG            EMC Corp         
7.3.0.227  (M)
                              SYMRDF           EMC Corp         
7.3.0.227  (M)
                              SYMCFG           EMC Corp         
7.3.0.227  (R)
                              GNSdaemon        EMC Corp         
7.3.0.227  (R)
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                              GNSdaemon        EMC Corp         
7.3.0.228  (R)
                              SYMCFG           EMC Corp         
7.3.0.226  (R)
                              GNSdaemon        EMC Corp         
7.3.0.224  (R)
                              SYMCFG           EMC Corp         
7.3.0.224  (R)
                              SYMCFG           EMC Corp         
7.3.0.193  (R)
                              SYMRDF           EMC Corp         
7.3.0.189  (M)
                              SYMCFG           EMC Corp         
7.3.0.189  (R)
Legend for Attribute(s):
(M) : Application Registered Remotely via RDF links (Multi-Hop).
(R) : Application Registered Remotely via RDF links (One-Hop).


List host connections to arrays


Options


-connections


Returns the host connections to the array. Only hosts that have at least one
registered application are listed.


Examples
To list the host connections to array 097 enter:


Note


To view the host connections for all arrays, omit the -sid option.


symcfg list -connections -capacity -sid 097


Sample output


Note


When displaying all arrays, the output is sorted according to each array


  Host               Symmetrix                     Capacity (GB)
------------  --------------------------  
-----------------------------------
Node Name     ID           Director Port  Mapped STDs Mapped BCVs 
Paired BCVs
------------  ------------ -------- ----  ----------- ----------- 
-----------
6I            000190100097 FA-3B     0          135.0        
67.4         8.4
                                          ----------- ----------- 
-----------
6I totals:                                      130.8        
54.8         8.4
LBQA0074      000190100097 FA-3B     0          135.0        
67.4         8.4
                                          ----------- ----------- 
-----------
LBQA0074 totals:                                  0.0         
0.0         0.0
api105        000190100097 FA-3A     0          134.9         
0.0         0.0
                                          ----------- ----------- 
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-----------
api105 totals:                                  134.9         
0.0         0.0
api150        000190100097 FA-3A     0          134.9         
0.0         0.0
                                          ----------- ----------- 
-----------
api150 totals:                                  134.9         
0.0         0.0
api31         000190100097 FA-7A     0          404.6         
0.0         0.0
                                          ----------- ----------- 
-----------
api31 totals:                                   404.6         
0.0         0.0
lbqa0074      000190100097 FA-3B     0          135.0        
67.4         8.4
                                          ----------- ----------- 
-----------
lbqa0074 totals:                                  0.0         
0.0         0.0


List host connections sorted by host names


Options


-ipv6


Displays a layout that does not truncate node names or addresses.


Examples
To list all of the host connections sorted by host names for array 097, enter:


symcfg list -connections -sorthost -sid 097


Sample output


Host                                 Symmetrix
-------------------------------------------------  
--------------------------
Node Name    IP Address      OS Name  OS Revision  ID           
Director Port
------------ --------------- -------- -----------  ------------ 
-------- ----
6I           172.23.195.65   WinNT    5.2.3790     000190100097 
FA-3B     0
LBQA0074     172.23.195.74   WinNT    5.2.3790     000190100097 
FA-3B     0
api105       172.23.192.105  SunOS    5.8          000190100097 
FA-3A     0
api150       172.23.192.150  WinNT    5.2.3790     000190100097 
FA-3A     0
api31        172.23.192.31   SunOS    5.8          000190100097 
FA-7A     0


Supported director configuration types


Use the symcfg list command to gather information about the array directors. The
following director types are supported:


DA — Disk directors


DX — External disk directors


EA — ESCON directors
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SE — Gig-E directors


EF — FICON (Fibre-ESCON) directors


RA — SRDF directors


RE — RDF Gig-E directors


RF — RDF Fibre directors


FA — Front-end (Fibre Channel) directors, including Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE)


IM — Infrastructure Manager (IM) directors


EDS — Enginuity Data Services (EDS) directors


Note


Director types IM and EDS are only supported by HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


List director configuration data


Examples
To list configuration and status information about all
directors on array 00019490004, enter:


symcfg list -dir ALL -sid 064


Note


Director types IM and EDS are only supported by HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000197100064 (Local)
    S Y M M E T R I X    D I R E C T O R S
    Ident  Type          Engine  Cores  Ports  Status
    -----  ------------  ------  -----  -----  ------
    IM-7A  IM               1      1      0    Online
    IM-8A  IM               1      1      0    Online
    ED-7B  EDS              2      2      0    Online
    ED-8B  EDS              2      2      0    Online
    DF-7C  DISK             3      2      4    Online
    DF-8C  DISK             3      2      4    Online
    FA-7E  FibreChannel     4      1      2    Online
    FA-8E  FibreChannel     4      1      3    Online
    RF-7G  RDF_BI_DIR       5      1      1    Online
    RF-8G  RDF_BI_DIR       5      1      1    Online


List port flag information


Syntax
To list port flag information, use the following syntax


symcfg [-sid <SymmID>][-offline]
    list –port –free
    <[-slot <#>] [-dx | -fa | -fcoe | –re | –rf | -se] 
     [-speed <#>] |
    -dir <#>>


Options


-free


Lists the ports that are not associated with a director emulation.
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-dx


Lists only DX (external) directors.


-fa


Lists only FA (Fibre) directors.


-fcoe


Lists only FCOE (Fibre Channel Over Ethernet) directors.


-re


Lists only RE (RDF Gig-E) directors.


-rf


Lists only RF (RDF Fibre) directors.


-se


Lists only SE (Gig-E) directors.


Support for multiple cores and ports


HYPERMAX OS 5977
For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, all director types can of support multiple cores.
The actual number of cores assigned to a director are statically configured. Use the
symcfg list - dir command to view the number of cores assigned to a given
director. Also with HYPERMAX OS 5977, all director types are capable of supporting a
variable number of ports. Solutions Enabler supports reporting existing port associations,
as well as the number and identity of ports available for association (free ports) and their
respective supported interface types. A port's supported interface types determine which
directors a given free port may be associated with.


Note


To support arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, the symcfg list -dir command no


longer supports the Symbolic, Numeric, and Slot reporting, and has added reporting for
engine number, number of cores, and port number.


Enginuity 5876 and lower
For arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower, there is a fixed relationship between a front-
end "emulation instance" (FA, DA, RA, EF, etc.) and its ports. Each emulation instance
supports only 1 or 2 ports. Multiple emulations of the same type are allowed on a single
director board and these emulations are statically allocated to processors and ports. If
more IOPS or front-end connectivity is needed, add another emulation instance and its
one or two additional ports.


List director information by type


Examples
To list all front-end directors (-FA) for array 005, enter:


symcfg list -FA ALL -sid 005


Note


Director types, -CA and -SA, are no longer supported. Special format displays such as


those previously produced by the specification of -FA or -SE options are no longer


supported. Two new director types are supported for Infrastructure Manager (IM) and
Enginuity Data Services (EDS).
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Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000197300005 (Local)
         S Y M M E T R I X    D I R E C T O R S
    Ident  Type          Engine  Cores  Ports  Status
    -----  ------------  ------  -----  -----  ------
    FA-1E  FibreChannel     1      6      5    Online
    FA-2E  FibreChannel     1      4      4    Online
    FA-3E  FibreChannel     2      6      5    Online
    FA-4E  FibreChannel     2      3      2    Online


List director details by name and type


Options


-v (verbose)


Lists details about a specific director and type.


Examples
To display information about the Gig-E director 5G on array 064, enter:


symcfg list -SE 5G -sid 064 -v


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000197100064 (Local)
Time Zone   : EDT
    Product Model                        : VMAX40K
    Symmetrix ID                         : 000195700064
      . . .
    Director Identification: SE-5G
        Director Type                      : GigE
        Director Status                    : Online 
        Director Symbolic Number           : 05G
        Director Numeric Number            : 101
        Director Engine Number             :  1
        Director Slot Number               :  5
        Number of Director Cores           :  2
        Number of Director Ports           :  1
        Director Port: 16
          WWN Port Name                    : 5000097300039118
          Director Port Status             : Online
          Negotiated Speed (Gb/Second)     :   1
          Director Port Speed (Gb/Second)  :   4     


List director port data


Options


-port


Lists ports that are online or offline on SA, FA, SE, or RA directors.


-p <#>


Restricts output to a specific port number.


Examples
To list port status for all SE directors on array 230, enter:


symcfg list -port -SE ALL -sid 230 -detail
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Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000197100230
       S Y M M E T R I X    D I R E C T O R    P O R T S
                                                 Flags  Speed         
    Ident  Port  WWN               Type           ACR   Gb/sec  Status
    -----  ----  ----------------  ------------  -----  ------  
-------
    SE-9G     0  50000972C011C918  GigE           X--        8  Online
    SE-10G    0  50000972C011C919  GigE           X--        8  Online
    SE-9H     0  50000972C011C91A  GigE           X--        8  Online
    SE-10H    0  50000972C011C91B  GigE           X--        8  Online
Legend:
  Flags:
      (A)CLX Enabled              : X = True, . = False, - = N/A
      (C)HAP Enabled              : X = True, . = False, - = N/A
      (R)ADIUS Enabled            : X = True, . = False, - = N/A


List addresses of devices mapped to directors


Options
-address


Identifies the address information for devices accessible through specific directors
from a host-based view of the storage environment.


Examples
To list the address information for all director types on array 064, enter:


symcfg list -dir ALL -sid 064 -address


To list address information for port 10 on director FA 2E, enter:


symcfg list -sid 075 -FA 2E -address -p 10


Sample output
For all director types:


Symmetrix ID: 000197100064 (Local)
      Director            Device Name          Attr     Address
    ------------ ----------------------------- ---- --------------
    Ident   Port Sym   Physical                     VBUS  TID  LUN
    ------  ---- ----  -----------------------      ----  ---  ---
    FA-8F     10 807A  Not Visible                     0   00  000
                 807B  Not Visible                     0   00  001
                 807C  Not Visible                     0   00  002
                 807D  Not Visible                     0   00  003


For port 10 on director type FA:


Symmetrix ID: 000197100075 (Local)
      Director             Device Name          Attr     Address
    ------------ ------------------------------ ---- --------------
    Ident   Port Sym    Physical                     VBUS  TID  LUN
    ------  ---- -----  -----------------------      ----  ---  ---
    FA-2E     10 000AC  Not Visible             ACLX    0   00  100
                 00040  Not Visible                   N/A  N/A  N/A
                 00041  Not Visible                   N/A  N/A  N/A
                 00042  Not Visible                   N/A  N/A  N/A
    Total                           -----
    Mapped Devices:                     4
    Including Metamembers:              4
    Port Available Addresses:        4092
    Director Available Addresses:   98284 (s)
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Legend for Available address:
(s): The Available Addresses for a director are shared among
     its ports (shared)


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, when LUN information is not available, VBUS TID,
and LUN address are reported as N/A.


List the next available device address


Options


-available


Returns the next available address that can be used for a device.


Examples
To list next available address on array 097,enter:


symcfg list -dir all -address -available -sid 097 


Sample output


Note


VBUS, TID, and LUN address values with an asterisk (*) represent a gap in the address
assignments, or are the next available address in the run.


Symmetrix ID: 000190100097
           Director                 Device Name          Attr     
Address
    ---------------------- ----------------------------- ---- 
-------------
    Ident   Symbolic  Port Sym   Physical                     VBUS  
TID  LUN
    ------  --------  ---- ----  -----------------------      ----  
---  ---
    FA-3A   03A       0    0E2A  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d0s2           0   
00  000
                           0E2B  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d1s2           0   
00  001
                           04AA  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d2s2   (M)     0   
00  002
                           04AE  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d3s2   (M)     0   
00  003
                           04B2  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d4s2   (M)     0   
00  004
                           04B6  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d5s2   (M)     0   
00  005
                           04BA  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d6s2   (M)     0   
00  006
                           04BE  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d7s2   (M)     0   
00  007
                           04C2  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d8s2   (M)     0   
00  008
                           04C6  /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d9s2   (M)     0   
00  009
                           -     AVAILABLE                       0   
00  00A *
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Take RA directors offline


Examples
To take RA-12 for array 097 offline, enter:


symcfg offline -RA 12 -sid 097


Bring RA directors online


Examples
To bring RA director 12 online for array 097, enter:


symcfg online -RA 12 -sid 097


Take front-end director ports offline


Examples
To take port 1 of SA-12 in array 097 offline, enter:


symcfg offline -SA 12 -P 1 -sid 097


NOTICE


Do not turn off the only connection from the host to the array, otherwise another host that
has connection to the array must be used to bring a director port back online.


Bring front-end director ports online


Examples
To bring port 1 of SA-12 in array 097 back online, enter:


symcfg online -SA 12 -P 1 -sid 097


Array external locks


Array external locks are used by SYMAPI (locks 0 to 15) and also for applications
assigned by EMC (>15) to lock access to the entire array during critical operations. (Base
SRDF operations use lock 0 and the Optimizer uses lock 13.) Use the symcfg list -
lockn command, to list all locks on one or all arrays or just the locks targeted to specific
operations.


List all array locks


Examples
To return a list of all host-visible arrays (local and remote), along with details about all
array exclusive locks, enter:


symcfg list -lockn all
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Sample Output
The returned list contains three local arrays that have no known locks, as specified by the
N/A values. Remote array 000187900039 has an exclusive lock number 15 for a
configuration change activity (ConfigChg).


S Y M M E T R I X      L O C K S
                              Lock       Lock    Lock                
Time
    SymmID       Attachment   Status     Number  Usage               
Held (Sec)
    000000006196 Local        Unknown    N/A     N/A                 
N/A
    000184600063 Local        Unknown    N/A     N/A                 
N/A
    000184600282 Local        Unknown    N/A     N/A                 
N/A
    000187900039 Remote       EXCLUSIVE  15      ConfigChg           
307


In the previous example,


List lock number details


Examples
To return a list of all host-visible arrays (local and remote), and details about lock 0,
enter:


symcfg list -lockn 0


Sample output


Note


If an array is holding a lock other than 0, the output still returns a lock number of N/A.


                        S Y M M E T R I X      L O C K S
                              Lock       Lock    Lock                
Time
    SymmID       Attachment   Status     Number  Usage               
Held (Sec)
    000000006196 Local        Unknown    N/A     N/A                 
N/A
    000184600063 Local        Unknown    N/A     N/A                 
N/A
    000184600282 Local        Unknown    N/A     N/A                 
N/A
    000187900039 Remote       Unknown    N/A     N/A                 
N/A         


List lock details


Options


-v


Lists extended lock information about the application and host that owns the lock


all


Lists locks for all arrays.


#


Lists specific lock number.


RDF
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Lists SRDF locks only.


RDFA


Lists SRDF/A locks only.


SRDF_MSCS


Lists SRDF MSCS locks only.


GNS


Lists GNS locks only.


Examples
To list information about lock 23, enter:


symcfg list -lockn 23  -sid 190


To return verbose information about lock 15, enter:


symcfg list -lockn 15 -sid 207 -v 


Sample output
Output for information on lock 23.


Symmetrix ID: 000000006190
               S Y M M E T R I X      L O C K S
                              Lock       Lock    Lock                
Time
    SymmID       Attachment   Status     Number  Usage               
Held (Sec)
    000000006190 Local        Locked     23      Unknown             
20


Output for verbose information on lock 15.


Symmetrix ID: 000192600207
    Symmetrix ID                         : 000192600207   (local)
    Lock Number                          : 15
    Lock Usage                           : Config Change
    Time Held in Seconds                 : 1801
    Lock Holder ID                       : 0xf000128e
    Initiator                            : 0
    Director Number                      : 55
    Logical Path ID                      : -1
    Lock Owner                           : Config Server 
    Config Change Session ID             : 4356
    Migration Session Name                   : N/A


Release an array lock


Description
Releasing a lock on an array is available but not recommended unless it is confirmed that
the lock is stranded.


Examples
To release an external lock 0, which has confirmed to be stranded on array 097, enter:


symcfg -sid 097 -lockn 0 release


Enginuity 5874 or higher
When Solutions Enabler is run against an array running Enginuity 5874 or higher, the
symcfg release command determines the lock owner and releases the lock. If held
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by an SRDF control operation, or by the configuration change server, SYMCLI blocks the
user command and displays a failure message identifying the lock owner. The lock owner
can be a configuration change session, a migrate session, or an internal change. Using
the symconfigure or the symmigrate command, abort the correct session that owns
the lock.


For information about device external locks that only target specific devices, refer to 
Device external locks  on page 523.


List all LRU cache management groups


Examples
To view a list of all LRUs for array 6196, enter:


symcfg list -lru all -sid 6196


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000000006196 (Local)
    LRU Num   LRU Name    Cache Slots  Percent of Total
    -------   --------    -----------  ----------------
          1    GROUP_0          11971        4%
          2    GROUP_1          11971        4%
          3    GROUP_2          11971        4%
          4    GROUP_3          11971        4%
          5    GROUP_4          11971        4%
          6    GROUP_5          11971        4%
          7    GROUP_6          11971        4%
          8    GROUP_7          11971        4%
          9    GROUP_8          11971        4%
         10    GROUP_9          11971        4%
         11    GROUP_A          11971        4%
         12    GROUP_B          11971        4%
         13    GROUP_C          11971        4%
         14    GROUP_D          11971        4%
         15    GROUP_E          11971        4%
         16    GROUP_F          11971        4%
                 -------    ---------
                   Total       278616


Optimized Read Miss (Enginuity 5876 only)


The Optimized Read Miss feature reduces the I/O processing overhead of read miss
operations for both DA and DX emulations. The feature is supported on arrays running
Enginuity 5876Q22013 or higher versions of 5876. Solutions Enabler reports the current
Optimized Read Miss state and permits setting the Optimized Read Miss mode to On or
Off for a device, a list of devices, or devices in a storage group, device group, or
composite group. The Off setting explicitly disables the Optimized Read Miss mode for
the specified devices. The System setting which is the default mode, allows the array to
determine the appropriate Optimized Read Miss mode for the specified devices.
Optimized Read Miss mode is supported only for FBA devices or AS400 devices with
D910 emulation.


Note


All members of a meta device should have the same Optimized Read Miss mode. The
symconfigure command used for creating and modifying a meta device prevents


building a meta device with different settings. In the event of inconsistent modes for
meta members, the Optimized Read Miss mode of the head device is reported for the
meta head.
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Set and show Optimized Read Miss Mode


Syntax
To set the Optimized Read Miss mode for a single device or a list of devices, use the
following syntax:


symdev -sid SymmID [-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>
              [,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]
[-noprompt] [-rp] [-celerra] [-star]
       set -orm [on | off | system]


symdev -sid SymmID -file FileName 
       [-noprompt] [-celerra] [-star]
       set -orm [on | off | system]


Examples
To show Optimized Read Miss status for device 01F2, enter:


symdev show 01F2 -sid 46


Sample Output
Output from the symdev show command indicates whether Optimized Read Miss mode
is currently disabled (Off), or system managed (System) for a device. If the ORM feature is
not available for the current Enginuity version, the Optimized Read Miss mode displays
as N/A.


. . .
    AS400_GK                 : False
    Host Cache Registered    : True
    Optimized Read Miss      : Off
    Mirror Set Type          : [RAID-1,N/A,N/A,N/A]    . . .


Note


The Optimized Read Miss mode can also be set to Off or System Managed using storage
groups (symsg), device groups (symdg), or composite groups (symcg).


Network configuration file


The Solutions Enabler configuration file netcnfg is used by the SYMCLI client library to
specify attributes of a remote server where array management operations should be
directed. Each line in the file associates a user-chosen service name with host name or IP
address, port, and security level information.


The netcnfg file is a template and an editable file located in the SYMAPI configuration
directory. The location of this directory varies according to operating system. The
Solutions Enabler Installation Guide explains how to set up a Solutions Enabler client and
configure services in the netcnfg file.


List SYMAPI services


Description
The symcfg -services list command validates the syntax of the netcnfg file
entries and displays the configured network services available for use by the SYMAPI
client connection.
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Examples


symcfg list -services


Sample output


   S Y M A P I    N E T   S E R V I C E S                  
 
                  
Pairing                                                          
Port  Security  
      Name         Method   Type     Node Name                 
Address              Number Level     
    ------------ ------   -------- -------------------- 
------------------------- ---------- 
    single_entry Single   TCPIP    
host1.xyz.com                               2707 SECURE    
    ord_host           Ordered  TCPIP    
host1.xyz.com                               2707 SECURE    
    ord_host     Ordered  TCPIP    
host2.xyz.com                               2707 SECURE    
    bal_host     Balanced TCPIP    
host1.xyz.com                               2707 SECURE    
       bal_host     Balanced TCPIP    host2.xyz.com 


List memory board information


Description
Memory board information includes the number of boards, the slot number, and the
capacity information in MBs.


Examples
To view the available memory board information for all arrays, enter:


symcfg list -memory


Mainframe CU image


The symcfg command is used to return mainframe CU (Controller Unit) image
information if the storage environment contains devices mapped to either EA (ESCON) or
EF (FICON) front-end directors. Since devices in the mainframe environment are managed
with respect to the CU image that they are a part of, SYMCLI creates a view of the CU
images that are defined within the array. A CU image definition includes the SSID
assigned to the image, the front-end ports to which it is mapped, the devices included in
the image, and their base and alias addresses. It also indicates whether it uses dynamic
or static PAV (parallel access volumes) and whether the CU is online or not.


List CU images


Examples
To list CU images for all arrays, enter:


symcfg list -cuimage


Show specific CU image details


Examples
To list CU image 0 for subsystem ID 640, enter:


symcfg show -cuimage 0 -ssid_num 640
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List Enginuity patches


Examples
To list all of the Enginuity patches installed on a array 207, enter:


symcfg list -upatches -sid 207


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000192600207
 Enginuity Level    : 5874_63
 Total Patches      : 2371
 Permanent Patches  : 2347
 Temporary Patches  : 24
 P00022136:001 P00033135:001 P00033563:012 P00034999:002 P00035237:001
 P00035422:001 P00035530:009 P00036633:001 P00036812:001 P00036889:002
 P00036896:001 P00037223:004 P00037353:001 P00037388:001 P00037536:001
 P00037577:001 P00037580:001 P00037648:001 P00037747:001 P00037817:002
 P00037894:001 P00038171:001 P00038219:001 P00038287:001 P00038326:001
 P00038347:001 P00038352:001 P00038403:001 P00038485:001 P00038612:006
 P00038713:001 P00038785:001 P00038821:001 P00038896:004 P00038921:007
 P00038967:001 P00039002:002 P00039013:001 P00039089:001 P00039111:002
 T00039113:002 P00039146:001 P00039151:001 P00039195:001 P00039208:001
 P00039224:001 P00039289:001 P00039300:001 P00039319:001 P00039338:001
. . .


Environmental data


Use the list -env_data option to list the status of the major hardware modules
including fans, power supplies, drive enclosures, and link control cards. An array ID must
be specified when querying for environmental data.


List all environment data on array


Examples
To list an overall status for all environmental components on array 150, enter:


symcfg -sid 150 list -env_data         


Show environmental data on array component


Examples
To return a detailed status for each environmental component for SystemBay on array
150, enter:


symcfg -sid 150 show -env_data SystemBay         


List environmental data for specific service state


Options


-service_state


Returns data for possible service states: degraded, failed, or normal. To list all
service states except one prefix the service state value with not, such as -
service_state notfailed
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Examples
To list the environmental data for array 150 with a service state of failed, enter:


symcfg -sid 150 list -env_data -service_state failed         


Note


Returned data only contains information about the bay containing the failure, and the
components in the failed state.


Environmental data output display (HYPERMAX OS 5977 and higher)


Differences in hardware configurations between arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 and
arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower requires changes to the Environmental Data
reporting. Changes are made to the output display for symcfg list -env_data -v
command to support these differences. The output reports as follows:


l Director-specific Power Supplies, Fans and Boot Drives under the Director to which
they are dedicated.


l Reporting for more than one Enclosure Slot (Engine) per System Bay.


l Cooling Modules (CM) for MIBE enclosures.


l Dedicated Fans (FAN) for Drive Enclosures (DAEs).


l Inter Connect Module (ICM) for Drive Enclosures (DAEs).


l Status System Cards (SSC) for Drive Enclosures (DAEs).


l Management Module Control Station (MMCS) modules for Enclosure Slots (Engines).


l For System Bays or Drive Bays with both Front and Rear door LEDs, the existing Bay
LED state line will contain an aggregate service state (Normal, Degraded or Failed)
based on the service states of the Front and Rear door LEDs as follows:


n If the service state of either LED is N/A, the aggregate state will be N/A.


n If the service state of either LED is Failed, the aggregate state will be Failed.


n If the service state of either LED is Degraded, the aggregate state will be
Degraded.


n Otherwise, the aggregate service state will be Normal.


l Information for both Front and Rear door bay LED modules for System Bays and Drive
Bays.


l The single Front door bay LED state, for arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower, is
reported on both the new Front Door Bay LED state line and the existing Bay LED state
line.


l Enclosure Slots (Engines) are reported as Number of Enclosure Slots and Drive
Enclosures (DAEs) are reported as Number of Drive Enclosures. The Enclosure Slots
(Engines) and Drive Enclosures (DAEs) are sorted numerically in the display for easier
reference.


l For arrays running Enginuity 5876 or higher, for each tray/battery pair, a line
representing the aggregation (Dual component standby power supply) of associated
tray/battery components is displayed. State information is reported at both the
aggregate and components levels. The module name appears as SPS-XX (Aggregate) ,
where XX identifies the unique alpha-numeric identifier of the corresponding tray and
battery components.


l The dual-component SPSs are only counted once when calculating the Number of
Standby Power Supplies displayed.
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Note


With Enginuity version 5875 or higher, an environmental module service state of N/A
displays when the actual service state cannot currently be obtained.


Listing array environmental data example (HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher)


Examples
To list environmental data details for array 64, enter:


symcfg list -env_data -v -sid 64


Sample output
Output for an array running HYPERMAX OS 5977 containing a system bay and at least one
drive bay:


Symmetrix ID               : 000195700064
Timestamp of Status Data   : 09/21/2011 14:01:51
    System Bays
Bay Name                             :    SB-1
      Bay LED state                        :    Normal  (On)
      Front Door Bay LED state             :    Normal  (On)
      Rear Door Bay LED state              :    Normal
      Number of Standby Power Supplies     :    2
      Number of Drive Enclosures           :    1
      Number of Enclosure Slots            :    1
      Number of MIBE Enclosures            :    2
      Status of Contained Modules
        Standby Power Supplies
          SPS-1A (Aggregate)               :    Normal
            SPS-TRAY-1A                    :    Normal
            SPS-BATTERY-1A                 :    Normal
          SPS-1B (Aggregate)               :    Normal
            SPS-TRAY-1B                    :    Normal
            SPS-BATTERY-1B                 :    Normal
        Enclosure Slot Number              :    1
          Enclosure Slot State             :    Normal
          MM-7                             :    Normal
          MM-8                             :    Normal
          DIR-1                            :    Normal
            PS-A                           :    Normal
            FAN-1                          :    Normal
            BOOT-DRIVE-0                   :    Normal
          DIR-2                            :    Normal
            PS-B                           :    Normal
            FAN-2                          :    Normal
            BOOT-DRIVE-0                   :    Normal
        Drive Enclosure Number             :    1
          Drive Enclosure State            :    Normal
          SSC                              :    Normal
          LCC-A                            :    Normal
          LCC-B                            :    Normal
          ICM-A                            :    Normal
          ICM-B                            :    Normal
          PS-A                             :    Normal
          PS-B                             :    Normal
          FAN-1                            :    Normal
          FAN-2                            :    Normal
        MIBE Name                          :    MIBE-A
          MIBE State                       :    Normal
          PS-A                             :    Normal
          PS-B                             :    Normal
          CM                               :    Normal
        MIBE Name                          :    MIBE-B
          MIBE State                       :    Normal
          PS-A                             :    Normal
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          PS-B                             :    Normal
          CM                               :    Normal 
Drive Bays
      Bay Name                             :    DB-1A
      Bay LED state                        :    Normal (On)
      Number of Standby Power Supplies     :    4
      Number of Drive Enclosures           :    16
      Status of Contained Modules
        Standby Power Supplies
          SPS-1A (Aggregate)               :    Normal
            SPS-TRAY-1A                    :    Normal
            SPS-BATTERY-1A                 :    Normal
          SPS-1B                           :    Normal
          SPS-4A                           :    Normal
          SPS-4B                           :    Normal
        Enclosure Number                   :    2
          Enclosure State                  :    Normal
          MM-A                             :    Normal
          MM-B                             :    Normal
          DIR-3                            :    Normal
                                        
DIR-4                                                                 
                                            :             Normal


List device pools


Syntax


symcfg  [-sid SymmID] [-offline] [-mb | -gb | -tb]
       [-i Interval] [-c Count]
   list [-pool [-snap][-rdfa_dse [-rdfg GrpNum]][-thin]
          [-fba] [-ckd] [-ckd3390] [-ckd3380] [-as400] [-all] [-v]]


Options


-i Interval -c Count


Checks status of the pool(s) continuously for a certain period of time.


-v


List details of each pool in the returned data set. It is equivalent to using the GrpNum
command on all desired pools.


-mb | -gb | -tb


By default, the space consumption of devices and pools is shown as a number of
tracks. For the symcfg list and symcfg show commands, the output is shown
in megabytes, gigabytes, or terabytes by specifying one of these options. The
gigabytes display has one decimal point precision.


-pool


Lists information for TF/Snap, SRDFA/DSE, and thin pools in a common output.


-snap


Lists information for TF/Snap pools only.


-rdfa_dse


Lists information for SRDF/A DSE pools only.


-rdfg


Used with -rdfa_dse GrpNum to limit the display to the SRDF/A DSE pools that
are related to the specified SRDF group. This includes pools that are associated with
the group and pools that have been disassociated from the group, but may still have
some data for the group.
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-thin


Displays information about thin device pools only.


-all


Includes both enabled and disabled devices in the calculations for Free
Tracksand Full %. Otherwise, only enabled devices are included. When
specifying the -all option, both enabled and disabled devices are included in the
calculations of Free Tracks and Full %. Otherwise, only enabled devices are
included. For example, without the -all option, the Free Tracks field include free
tracks from all enabled devices and the Full % field would be based on the
Enabled tracks. With the -all option specified, the Free Tracks field include free
tracks from both enabled and disabled devices and the Full % would be based on
the Usable Tracks.


-fba | -ckd | -ckd3390 | -ckd3380 | -as400


Filters the pool display to the specified emulation type.


Examples
To list details about all thin pools in array 087:


symcfg list -pool -sid 087 -thin -all -detail


Note


When issued against a VMAX 10K array with Enginuity 5875Q32011SR, the symcfg
list -pool and symcfg show -pool commands report information about SRDF/A


DSE pools.


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000197100087
                                S Y M M E T R I X   T H I N   P O O L 
S
----------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------
Pool         Flags  Dev               Total     Usable       
Free       Used Full Subs Comp     Shared
Name         PTECSL Config           Tracks     Tracks     Tracks     
Tracks  (%)  (%)  (%)     Tracks
------------ ------ ------------ ---------- ---------- ---------- 
---------- ---- ---- ---- ----------
DG1_CKD10K   TFC-EI 2-Way Mir       6274800    6274800    
6274800          0    0    0    0          0
DG1_FBA10K   TFF-EI 2-Way Mir      11536560   11536560    2469946    
9066614   78    0    0          0
DG2_FBA7_2   TSF-EI RAID-5(3+1)    21546000   21546000   
21546000          0    0    0    0          0
DG3_FBA7_2   TSF-EI 2-Way Mir       3591000    3591000    
3591000          0    0    0    0          0
Total                            ---------- ---------- ---------- 
---------- ---- ---- ---- ----------
Tracks                             42948360   42948360   33881746    
9066614   21    0    0          0
Legend:
  (P)ool Type:
    S = Snap,  R = Rdfa DSE  T = Thin
  (T)echnology:
    S = SATA, F = Fibre Channel, E = Enterprise Flash Drive, M = 
Mixed, - = N/A
  Dev (E)mulation:
    F = FBA, A = AS400, 8 = CKD3380, 9 = CKD3390, - = N/A
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  (C)ompression:
    E = Enabled, D = Disabled, N = Enabling, S = Disabling, - = N/A
  (S)tate:
    E = Enabled, D = Disabled, B = Balancing
  Disk (L)ocation:
    I = Internal, X = External, M = Mixed, - = N/A


Note


The pool State indicates whether there are any devices enabled in the pool.


Show thin pool rebalancing


Syntax
To show pool rebalancing parameters, use the following syntax:


symcfg show -thin -pool PoolName -detail -all -sid SymmID


Note


Pool rebalancing is for thin pools only and is not applicable to Snap or SRDF/A DSE pools.


Examples
To show pool rebalancing parameters for thin pool Mig_trg2 on array 432, enter:


symcfg show -pool Mig_trg2 -thin -sid 432 -all -detail


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000194900432
Symmetrix ID                     : 000194900432
Pool Name                        : Mig_trg2
Pool Type                        : Thin
Disk Location                    : External 
Technology                       : N/A
Dev Emulation                    : FBA
Dev Configuration                : 2-Way Mir
Pool State                       : Enabled
Compression State                : Enabled
# of Devices in Pool             :  10
# of Enabled Devices in Pool     :  10
# of Usable Tracks in Pool       : 99000
# of Allocated Tracks in Pool    : 14081 
# of Thin Device Tracks          : 11549
# of DSE Tracks                  : 2298
# of Local Replication Tracks    : 234
# of Tracks saved by compression : 0
# of Shared Tracks in Pool       : 0
Pool Utilization (%)             :   3
Pool Compression Ratio (%)       :   0
Max. Subscription Percent        : N/A
Rebalance Variance               : N/A
Max devs per rebalance scan      : N/A
Pool Reserved Capacity           : N/A
. . .
Legend:
  Enabled devices FLG:
    (S)hared Tracks : X = Shared Tracks , . = No Shared Tracks
  Bound devices FLG:  
    S(T)atus    : B = Bound, I = Binding, U = Unbinding, A = 
Allocating,
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                 D = Deallocating, R = Reclaiming, C = Compressing,
                 N = Uncompressing, . = Unbound


Note


The FLG S flag field indicates whether or not there are shared allocations on each device


as noted in the above legend.


Table 52 Pool Rebalancing Parameters


Pool Rebalancing
Parameters


Description


Rebalancing variance Targets the device utilization variance for the rebalancing algorithm. The
rebalancing algorithm attempts to level distribution of data in a pool so
that the percentage utilization of any device in the pool is within the
target variance of the percentage utilization of any other device in the
pool.


Max devs per
rebalance scan


Lists the maximum number of devices in a pool to use in the
rebalancing algorithm. The default is 256.


List feature registrations and usage data


Description
The symcfg list -feature command lists feature class registrations and usage
data for a specified array. Where appropriate, capacity types and limits are also
displayed.


Options
-v


Displays usage information.


-class


Llimits the feature display to a specified class of features.


Examples
To list feature class registrations for Local Replication class on array 341, enter:


symcfg list -feature -sid 341 -class Local Replication


Sample output


Symmetrix ID : 000194900341
    Feature Name           : TimeFinder/Mirror
    Feature Type           : Product
    Feature Class          : Local Replication
    Feature Capacity Type  : TB of Total Capacity
    Feature Capacity       : 0
    SATA Capacity          : 0
    Enabled Status         : Disabled
    Enabled Change Date    : 05-Jan-2011 17:10
    Feature Name           : SYMM_TF_CLONE
    Feature Type           : Product
    Feature Class          : Local Replication
    Feature Capacity Type  : TB of Registered Capacity
    Feature Capacity       : 500
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    SATA Capacity          : 0
    Enabled Status         : Disabled
    Enabled Change Date    : 10-Mar-2011 14:32
    Feature Name           : SYMM_TF_SNAP
    Feature Type           : Product
    Feature Class          : Local Replication
    Feature Capacity Type  : TB of Total Capacity
    Feature Capacity       : 100
    SATA Capacity          : 500
    Enabled Status         : Disabled
    Enabled Change Date    : 10-Mar-2011 14:30


Note


When issued against a VMAX 10K array with Enginuity 5875Q32011SR, the symcfg
list -feature CLI command returns a list of additional feature classes that are


supported for VMAX 10K.


Device-level data
From the perspective of software running on a host system, an array is many physical
devices connected to one or more I/O controllers. A host application addresses each of
these devices using a physical device name. Each physical device defined in the
configuration database has a specific set of attributes (such as vendor ID, product ID,
revision level, and serial ID).


A device can map to a part of a physical disk or to an entire disk. The part of a physical
disk to which a device is mapped is called a hypervolume or a hyper. A device may map
to multiple hypers (containing identical copies of data) depending on its mirror
configuration.


The array database file maintains device-level configuration and status information for
each device on every array that is accessible from the host. Using SYMCLI, a list of all
available devices can be displayed. The listed device data is used to obtain configuration
and status information. This information identifies back-end information for the device's
disk directors and corresponding hypervolumes, and their mappings to disk drives.


Device types


SYMCLI defines and configures devices for numerous specialized roles defined as device
types. Each device type has specialized characteristics that enables a device to
participate in various SYMAPI operations.Table 53 on page 497 and Table 54 on page
498 describe the device types of the DMX and VMAX storage environment.


Device types - HYPERMAX OS 5977


Table 53 Device types - HYPERMAX OS 5977


Device type Description


ACLX devices ACLX devices are device masking devices similar to VCM devices that are used for storage provisioning using
auto-provisioning groups.


VMAX3 arrays come pre-configured with one ACLX Device. The ACLX attribute will cannot be removed, and the
ACLX devices cannot be created or deleted. The device will be visible to hosts at the LUN Address configured
in the ACLX Device Lun address global configuration, and zero is the default value. The ACLX device is only
visible on front end ports where the Show_ACLX_Device port attribute is enabled.
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Table 53 Device types - HYPERMAX OS 5977 (continued)


Device type Description


Data Domain
devices


An encapsulated Data Domain device.


Gatekeeper
devices


Gatekeeper devices are LUNs that act as the target of command requests to microcode-based functionality.
For detailed information on gatekeeper management, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler Installation Guide.


RDF devices Devices configured as RDF1, RDF2, or RDF21 to support SRDF operations. SRDF is a business continuance
solution that maintains a device-level mirror of array data on remotely attached arrays. These arrays also may
be located in physically separate sites. SRDF provides a recovery solution for component or site failures using
remotely mirrored devices. SRDF reduces backup and recovery costs and significantly reduces recovery time
after a disaster. For more information, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF CLI Product Guide.


Thin devices (TDEV) Thin devices for Virtual Provisioning are devices that do not have storage allocated to them when they are
created. To a host operating system, they look like regular devices with their configured capacity. The host
treats them as regular devices and writes and reads from these devices like regular devices.


RecoverPoint
Splitter devices


Devices that are in use by the RecoverPoint Splitter. With HYPERMAX OS 5977, indicates the specific
RecoverPoint device type as production, replica or internal.


Device types - Enginuity 5876 and lower


Table 54 Device types - Enginuity 5876 and lower


Device type Description


ACLX devices ACLX devices are device masking devices similar to VCM devices that are used for storage provisioning using
Auto-Provisioning Groups on Enginuity 5874 and higher.


BCV devices Specialized devices used to create a local copy of data contained in a standard array device, which can be used
for backup, restore, decision support, and application testing. TimeFinder is a business continuance solution
that allows you to use these special devices called BCV devices (Business Continuance Volume). Each BCV
device has its own host address, and is configured as a stand-alone device.


DATA devices
(datadev or
TDAT)


(Enginuity 5876 or lower) DATA devices are used for Virtual Provisioning and are similar to SAVE devices, in that
they are not visible to the host and must be contained in a pool before they can be used. Pools can only contain
devices of the same emulation and protection type, however, the DATA devices can be different sizes.


Device Masking
(VCM) devices


(Enginuity 5773 or lower) DMX devices that have been masked for visibility only to certain hosts. The device
masking database (VCMDB) holds device masking records and typically resides on a 24 or 48 cylinder disk
device. VCM devices are used for device masking for arrays running Enginuity 5773 or lower.


Diskless devices (Enginuity 5876 or lower) The SRDF/Extended Distance Protection (EDP) streamlines a cascaded SRDF linkage
out to the remote site with a direct (diskless) connection. In a cascaded SRDF/EDP environment, the cascaded
R21 devices are designated as diskless devices. This provides replication between the source site and remote
target site without requiring disks at the middle site. Because the diskless R21 device has no local disk space
allocated to store the user data, it reduces the cost of having disk storage at the middle site.


DRV devices (Enginuity 5876 or lower) Dynamic Reallocation Volume. A non-user-addressable device used by the Symmetrix
Optimizer to temporarily hold user data while reorganization of the devices is being executed. Typically, it is
used by the Optimizer in logical volume swapping operations.
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Table 54 Device types - Enginuity 5876 and lower (continued)


Device type Description


Dynamic SRDF
devices


Devices can be configured to be dynamic SRDF-capable devices. Dynamic SRDF functionality enables you to
create, delete, and swap SRDF pairs while the array is in operation. Using dynamic SRDF technology, you can
establish SRDF device pairs from non-SRDF devices, then synchronize and manage them in the same way as
configured SRDF pairs. The dynamic SRDF configuration state of the array must be enabled via the configuration
manager and the devices must be designated as dynamic SRDF-capable devices. For information about
dynamic SRDF devices, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI Product Guide.


Gatekeeper
devices


Gatekeeper devices are LUNs that act as the target of command requests to microcode-based functionality. For
detailed information on gatekeeper management, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler Installation Guide.


Metadevices (Enginuity 5876 or lower) Allows individual devices to be concatenated to create larger devices. A metadevice
consists of a metahead and its member devices. The metahead is the first device in the metadevice sequence
and is responsible for receiving all incoming commands. It also identifies the entire metadevice. When an
incoming command for the metahead is processed, the array determines which metadevice member should
execute the command. Metahead devices can be added to a device group while a metamember cannot be
added to a device group. This holds true for both standard and BCV devices.


SAVE devices (Enginuity 5876 or lower) Special devices (not mapped to the host) that provide physical storage space for pre-
update images or changed tracks during a virtual copy session of TF/Snap and SRDF/A DSE operations. SAVE
devices are a predefined pool of storage devices and must be configured for this purpose. The SAVE device
pool acts as a group for storing data in striped form. SAVE devices are assigned an array device number and
can be unprotected, mirrored, or parity RAID. For more information, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder
Family CLI Product Guideand the EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI Product Guide


Standard devices (Enginuity 5876 or lower) An array device configured for normal array operation under a desired protection
method (such as RAID 1, RAID-5, and SRDF).


RDF devices Devices configured as RDF1, RDF2, or RDF21 to support SRDF operations. SRDF is a business continuance
solution that maintains a device-level mirror of array data on remotely attached arrays. These arrays also may
be located in physically separate sites. RDF provides a recovery solution for component or site failures using
remotely mirrored devices. SRDF reduces backup and recovery costs and significantly reduces recovery time
after a disaster. For more information, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI Product Guide


Thin devices
(TDEV)


Thin devices for Virtual Provisioning are devices that do not have storage allocated to them when they are
created. Thin devices can be created with an inflated capacity, because the actual storage space for the data
written to the thin devices is on the DATA devices.To a host operating system, they look like regular devices
with their configured capacity. The host treats them as regular devices and writes and reads from these devices
like regular devices.


Virtual devices
(VDEV)


(Enginuity 5876 or lower) A host-accessible device containing track-level location information (pointers), which
indicates where the copy session data is located in the physical storage. Device copies use virtual devices to
support TF/Snap operations. Virtual devices consume minimal physical disk storage, as they store only the
address pointers to the data stored on the source device or a pool of SAVE devices. For more information, refer
to the EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder Family CLI Product Guide.


List array device information


Description
Use the following two commands to list information about array devices:


l sympd — Lists array devices that are host-visible.


l symdev — Displays information about all array devices, host-visible or not.
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Syntax
To list host-visible devices, use the following syntax:


sympd [-offline] [-sid <SymmID>] [-v]  
        list [-resv] 
        list [-SA <#|ALL>] [-p <#>] [-scsi] [-fibre] 
          [-escon] [-ficon] [-gige] [-iscsi_port <#>]
          [-powerpath] [-vcm | -aclx] [-pdevfile] [-cyl] 
   
     sympd [-offline] [-sid <SymmID>] [-v]
        list [-DA <#|ALL>] [-interface <#|ALL>] 
          [-disk <#|ALL>] [-hyper <#|ALL>]
          [-spindle]
        list [-DX <#|ALL] [-spindle]
        list [-vm]


Options


-sid


Limit the device output to a specific array.


-DA


List host-visible array devices that match a specific DA.


-DX


Lists host-visible array devices that match a specific DX.


-interface


Lists host-visible array devices that match a specific interface.


-disk


Lists host-visible array devices that match a specific disk.


-hyper


Lists host-visible array devices that match a specific hyper-volume.


-spindle


Includes Spindle ID Information.


-vm


Displays valid virtual machine names on VMware ESX server environments.


-SA


List the host-visible array devices that match a specific front-end director number.


-P #


List the host-visible array devices that match a specific front-end director port
number.


-scsi


List the host-visible array devices that are mapped to SCSI front-end directors.


-fibre


List the host-visible array devices that are mapped to Fibre front-end directors.


-ficon


List the host-visible array devices that are mapped to FICON front-end directors.


-escon


List the host-visible array devices that are mapped to ESCON front-end directors.


-gige


List the host-visible array devices that are mapped toGig-E front-end directors
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Note


The sympd command only provides a limited amount of filter options. Use the symdev
list pd command for additional filter options on physical devices. Refer to Filter


device list device data  on page 519 for more information.


Examples
To list host-visible array devices that match a front-end director 07E for array 064, enter:


sympd list -SA 7E -sid 064


Sample output
Array device names are listed in the Sym column.


Symmetrix ID: 000197100064
        Device Name            Dir                  Device
---------------------------- ------- 
-------------------------------------
                                                                     
Cap
Physical               Sym   SA :P   Config        Attribute    Sts   
(MB)
---------------------------- ------- 
-------------------------------------
/dev/sdt               08028 07E:008 TDEV          N/Grp'd      RW    
2063
/dev/sdu               08029 07E:008 TDEV          N/Grp'd      RW    
2063
/dev/sdv               0802A 07E:008 TDEV          N/Grp'd      RW    
2063


Report spindle ID information


The following commands report spindle ID information:


l sympd show


l sympd list -v


l symdev list


l symdev show


Note


For Enginuity versions 5875 or lower, the specified/returned Spindle ID does not
represent an actual Enginuity entity, but is a string representation of a unique
hexadecimal number, which may be used as an input parameter for sympd show
commands.


sympd show


l For all but unprotected devices, the spindle ID reports as part of the RAID Group
Information section.


l For unprotected devices, the spindle ID reports in both the RAID Group
Information section and the Back-end Disk Director Information
section.


l For non-RAID devices (VAULT devices), spindle IDs report in the Back-end Disk
Director Information section.
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sympd list -v
Reports spindle ID information as part of both the back-end disk director Information
section and the RAID group Information section.


symdev list


l Lists host-visible array devices for the following specified values:


n DA (-da)


n DX (-dx)


n interface (-interface)


n disk (-disk)


n hyper-volume (-hyper)


l When specified along with the-spindle option, the reports Spindle ID information.


symdev show


l For all but unprotected devices, the spindle ID reports as part of the RAID Group
Information section.


l For unprotected devices, the spindle ID reports in both the RAID Group
Information and the Back-end Disk Director Information section.


l For non-RAID devices (VAULT devices), spindle IDs reports in the Back-end Disk
Director Information section.


l Provides similar output as the sympd command, but includes all array devices and
lists them by array device names.


External spindle devices


Federated Tiered Storage (FTS) allows for an external disk to attach external storage to
VMAX Family arrays. Adding an eDisk to an array makes the eDisk's capacity available to
the array as an external spindle


Use the symdev list command with the -external option to list information about
eDisks (external spindles).


Note


FTS is supported only with Enginuity 5876 and HYPERMAX OS 5977.


HYPERMAX OS 5977
FTS is limited to the following:


l Virtual provisioning encapsulation of Data Domain eDisks for ProtectPoint.


n The symdev list command includes a new Encapsulated Device Flags
field to indicate when an encapsulated device is a Data Domain device.


n A device status of Not Ready for a Data Domain device indicates that the device is
Not Ready because it is specified as the target of an image refresh.


l External provisioning for XtremIO (known as FAST.X)


List external spindles


Syntax
To list external spindles, use the following syntax:


symdev [-sid SymmID] [-offline] [-v] [-resv | -pgr]  
            [-wwn | -wwn_encapsulated [-detail]
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] [-all]
          list [ -FA <#|ALL> [-P <#>] | 
            -SA <#|ALL> [-scsi] [-fibre] [-P <#>]]
          . . .
        [-technology <EFD | FC | SATA>] 
            [-internal | -external | -encapsulated [-limited]]
          list pd [ -FA <#|ALL> [-P <#>] | 
            -SA <#|ALL> [-scsi] [-fibre] [-P <#>]]
          . . .
        [-technology <EFD | FC | SATA>] 
            [-internal | -external | -encapsulated [-limited]]
symdev [-sid SymmID] [-offline] 
     
          list [-DA <#|ALL> | -DX <#|ALL>] -space [-cyl]
        [-spindle]
 
          list [-DA <#|ALL>] [-interface <#|ALL>]
            [-disk <#|ALL>] [-hyper <#|ALL>] [-firstport]
            [-spindle] [-internal]
           list [-DX <#|ALL>] [-hyper <#|ALL>] 
            [-spindle] [-external]


Options


-DX


Lists devices on a specific external director (DX) or all DX directors. The existing DA
option only shows devices on an internal DA director.


-internal


Lists devices on internal spindles. TDEV, VDEV and DLDEV devices are not considered
either internal or external and are not returned by this option, and is abbreviated as -
int.


-external


Lists devices on external spindles. TDEV, VDEV and DLDEV devices are not considered
either internal or external and are not returned by this option, and is abbreviated as -
ext.


-encapsulated


Lists encapsulated devices, and abbreviated as -enc.
-limited


Lists devices that are geometry limited. These two options can also be used to report
which TDEVs are considered encapsulated or geometry limited.


Note


The symdisk list command also provides options for listing external spindle


information. For more information, also refer to External spindle information  on page
533.


List RAID group information


Description
The symdev command indicates whether a rebuild or copy is in progress for a member of
a device's RAID groups. The RAID Group Information section includes an
additional indicator under the Status column, which displays when a specific member
is undergoing one of the following:


l Rebuild — (R)
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l Member copy — (C)
l Failed state — (F)


Examples
To list if a rebuild or copy is in progress for a member of the RAID groups for device 1234,
enter:


symdev show 1234 -sid 123


Sample output


. . .
  Device Service State          : Normal
    . . .
  RAID Group Information
    {
    . . .
  RAID Group Service State      : Normal
    . . .
        Hyper Devices:
            {
            Device : 01234
                {
                -------------------------------------------------------------
                Spindle   Disk    DA      Hyper        Member       Disk
                         DA :IT  Vol#  Num  Cap(MB)  Num Status Grp#  Cap(MB)
                -------------------------------------------------------------
                528C     08A:D4    347   61       9    1 RW (R)    1   953870
                2D7      07C:C4    205   61       9    2 RW (C)    1   953870
                12C      07A:C6    134   61       9    3 RW        1   953870
                7E44     09C:D2    543   61       9    4 RW        1   953870
                } 


Change the device state


Syntax
To change the device state, set or reset the hold bit on a device, or relabel a device, use
the following syntax:


symdev -sid SymmID [-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>
              [,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]
[-noprompt] [-rp] [-celerra] [-star]
        rw_enable     [-SA <#|ALL>[-P <#>]]
        
        write_disable [-SA <#|ALL>[-P <#>]
        
        ready
        
        not_ready
        
        relabel
        
        hold
        
        unhold        [-symforce]


Change device state using filename


Syntax
To change the device state of multiple devices listed in a file, use the following syntax:


symdev -sid SymmID -file FileName 
       [-noprompt] [-celerra] [-star]
        rw_enable     [-SA <#|ALL> [-P <#>]
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        write_disable [-SA <#|ALL> [-P <#>]
        
        ready
        
        not_ready
        
        relabel
        
        hold
        
        unhold        [-symforce]


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher -SA | FA ALL options are supported.


The [-SA | FA <#> -P <#>] options are not supported.


View device service states


Description
The symdev list and symdev list pd commands provide options that return data
that is limited to a specific service state.


Options


-service_state


Returns list of devices one of the following states:


l Normal


l Failed


l Degraded — Indicates if one or more mirror positions of the protected device are
not ready.


To list service states not in a particular state use "not" such as, notfailed.


Examples
To list all devices on array 097 that are in a normal state, enter:


symdev list -service_state normal -sid 097


to list all devices on array 097 that are notfailed service state, enter:


symdev list pd -service_state notfailed -sid 097 


Device emulation


All host I/O transactions with an array of disk devices are managed by the Enginuity
operating environment, which runs in the array I/O subsystem (channel directors and
disk directors). Because each of the physical disks are indirectly seen as part of the I/O
protocol, array devices are presented to the host with the following configuration or
emulation attributes:


l Each device has N cylinders. The number is configurable (blocks ÷ 960).


l Each cylinder has 15 tracks (heads).


l Each device track in a fixed block architecture (FBA) has 64 blocks of 64K. (For non-
FBA operating systems, the blocks are recognized without regard to the number of
bytes.)
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List device emulation types


Examples
To return a list of configured devices by emulation type for array 3139, enter:


symdev list -inventory -sid 3139


Sample input


Symmetrix ID: 000192603139
    Device Config      FBA   CKD3390  CKD3380  AS400  CELERRA
  -----------------   -----  -------  -------  -----  -------
  Unprotected           256      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  2-Way Mir            4040      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  RAID-5                483      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  RAID-6                515        8      N/A    N/A    N/A
  TDEV                  496      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  DLDEV                2381      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  RDF1+Mir                8      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  RDF1+R-6               16      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  RDF1+DLDEV           1275      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  RDF2+Mir               40      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  RDF2+R-5                8      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  RDF2+R-6                8      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  RDF21+R-5              16      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  RDF21+TDEV             16      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  BCV                    10      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  2-Way BCV Mir           5      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  BCV+R-5                 5      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  BCV+R-6                 5      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  2-Way DRV Mir          10      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  VDEV                  213      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A
  BCV+TDEV               32      N/A      N/A    N/A    N/A


Show device details


Description
Due to local RAID storage management differences between Enginuity and HYPERMAX OS
several changes have been made to the symdev show command to present device
details across all supported microcode levels. These changes present a common format
for Mirror and RAID information regardless of RAID type and microcode version.


Examples
To details for device 8423 on array 584, enter:


symdev show 8423 -sid 584


Sample output


Note


For VDEV, TDEV, and similar devices, the RAID Group Information section is not


displayed as there are no spindle-based members or hypers directly associated with
these types of devices.


. . .
    Mirror Configuration Information
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        {
        Mirror Number                          : 1
        Mirror Type                            : RAID-6
        Mirror Status                          : Ready           (RW)
        }
    RAID Group Information
        {
        Mirror Number                          : 1
        RAID Type                              : RAID-6
        Device Position                        : Primary
        Protection Level                       : 6+2
        Disk Group Number                      : 1
        Disk Group Name                        : DISK_GROUP_001
        Engine Number                          : Multiple
        RAID Group Service State               : Normal
        Number of Failing Members              : 0
        Member Information:
            {
            Device : 8423
                {
                --------------------------------------------------
                Spindle   Disk      Hyper      Member   Mir  Attr 
                         DA :IT  Num Cap(MB) Num Status           
                --------------------------------------------------
                12FC     09C:D1   10     699   1 RW      1   N/A  
                120C     07C:D1    9     699   2 RW      1   N/A  
                111C     05C:D1    9     699   3 RW      1   N/A  
                198C     07D:D0    9     699   4 RW      1   N/A  
                1A7C     09D:D0    9     699   5 RW      1   N/A  
                960      05B:C1   10     699   6 RW      1   N/A  
                438      10A:C1   10     699   7 RW      1   N/A  
                1914     06D:D1   10     699   8 RW      1   N/A  


Output values for vault devices (Enginuity 5876 or lower)
The following changes represent all Vault devices on Enginuity versions 5876 and lower.
Vault devices are not supported for HYPERMAX OS 5977.


l The RAID Type in the RAID Group Information section is set to
Unprotected for Vault devices, as only a single hyper is used.


l The Protection Level is set to 1 (same as an unprotected device).


l The RAID Group Service State is N/A as this is not available for Vault
devices.


l The Number of Failing Members is N/A as this is not available for Vault
devices.


l For arrays running Enginuity 5874 or higher, the Engine Number is set to the
engine number where the Vault hyper resides.


l The Member/Num column in the Member Information section is set to 1, as
Vault devices have a single hyper.


l The Member/Status column in the Member Information section is N/A as
there is no comparable Mirror status for Vault devices to apply at the Member level.


Show clone state flags


The following CLI list and show commands report the Clone State Flags:


l symdev show


l symdev list -v


l sympd list -v
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l sympd show
l symdg show ld
l symdg list ld -v
l symcg show ld


HYPERMAX OS 5977
HYPERMAX OS 5977 supports TimeFinder SnapVX. A pair of new fields, Snapvx Source
and Snapvx Target, indicate if the device is a TimeFinder SnapVX source or target.
The Data Destaged field indicates if there is data de-staged to the device.


Enginuity 5876
Enginuity 5876 supports TimeFinder VP Snap functionality. VP Snap leverages
TimeFinder/Clone technology to create space-efficient snaps for thin devices by allowing
multiple sessions to share capacity allocations within a thin pool. The clone Virtual Space
Efficient (VSE) mode indicates a VP Snap session.


Note


Refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder Family CLI Product Guide for more
information on the VP Snap feature and VSE.


Show disk geometry details


Examples
To show disk geometry for device 0016 on array 516, enter:


symdev show 0516 -geometry -sid 516


Sample output


Note


If the array-wide setting is turned on, the geometry at the individual device level can be
defined which overrides the array-wide setting. In addition, for non-FBA devices, the
output displays N/A with the -v and the -geometry options.


Device Physical Name     : /dev/sdd
    Device Symmetrix Name    : 00516
    Device Serial ID         : 1600016000
    Symmetrix ID             : 000190300516
    Attached BCV Device      : N/A
    Attached VDEV TGT Device : N/A
    Vendor ID                : EMC
    Product ID               : SYMMETRIX       
    Product Revision         : 5771
    Device WWN               : 60060480000190300516533030303136
    Device Emulation Type    : FBA            
    Device Defined Label Type: N/A            
    Device Defined Label     : N/A            
    Device Sub System Id     : 0x0001
    Device Block Size        : 512
    Device Capacity
        {
        Cylinders            :       4400
        Tracks               :      66000
        512-byte Blocks      :    4224000
        MegaBytes            :       2063
        KiloBytes            :    2112000
        }
       Effective Device Geometry:    User Defined
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        {
         Sectors/Track        :        128
          Tracks/Cylinder      :         15
         Cylinders            :       2000
         512-byte Blocks      :    3840000
         MegaBytes            :       1875
         KiloBytes            :    1920000
        }
    Device Configuration     : RDF1            (Non-Exclusive Access)
    Device is WORM Enabled   : No
    Device is WORM Protected : No
    SCSI-3 Persistent Reserve: Disabled
    Dynamic Spare Invoked    : No
    Dynamic RDF Capability   : None
    STAR Mode                : No
    STAR Recovery Capability : Sync_Tgt
    STAR Recovery State      : Inactive
    Device Service State     : Normal         
    Device Status            : Not Ready        (NR)
    Device SA Status         : Ready            (RW)
    Front Director Paths (2):


Output display
The Effective Device Geometry field has the following possible values:


l User Defined — Indicates the user has defined geometry for this device.


l Native — Indicates the current device geometry is the same as the native geometry for
the array.


l Array wide emulation — Indicates that the array-wide flag for FBA geometry emulation
is set to enabled and the effective geometry shown in the output is derived from this
setting.


List DATA and SAVE devices


Syntax
To list DATA and SAVE pool device details, use the following syntax:


symcfg [-sid SymmID] [-offline] [-mb | -gb]
list [-savedevs [-fba] [-ckd3390] [-ckd3380] [-as400]
          [-nonpooled] 
     [-devs [SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName]
             [,SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName...]]
list [-datadev [-fba] [-nonpooled]
     [-devs [SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName]
             [,SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName...]]


Note


When the symcfg list command is used to return pool information, the returned data


includes pools that are currently associated with the group, or pools that have been
disassociated from the group but still have the group's data.


Options


-all


Includes both enabled and disabled devices in the calculations of Free Tracks
and Full %, and the Full % is based on the Usable Tracks. Otherwise, only
enabled devices are included. Without the -all option, the Free Tracks field
includes free tracks from all enabled devices, and the Full % field is based on the
enabled tracks.
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-devs


Filters for specific devices or device range.


-nonpooled


Filters for nonpooled devices.


Examples
To return a list of DATA devices for array 237, enter:


symcfg list -sid 237 -datadev


List thin device information


Description
In addition to listing thin devices on an array, use the symcfg list -dev command to
monitor the progress of space reclamation. The Reclaiming status indicates the thin
device is in the process of being reclaimed and the Total Allocated Tracks (%)
and Total Written Tracks (%) adjust as space is reclaimed.


Syntax
To list thin devices in an array, use the following syntax:


symcfg [-sid SymmID] [-offline] [-mb | -gb]
list [-tdev 
          [-devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName 
            [,SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName...]]
          [-pool PoolName | [-fba] [-ckd3390] 
             [-bound | -unbound]]
          [-sg SgName] [-detail | -tier]]


Options


-tdev


Lists the thin devices in the system.


-bound


Lists thin devices bound to a pool.


-unbound


Lists thin devices that are unbound.


Examples
To list the thin devices on array 341, enter:


symcfg list -tdev -sid 341


Sample output


Note


The columns Total Allocated Tracks (%) and Total Written Tracks (%)
display the percentage of the entire thin device allocated and written.


Symmetrix ID: 000194900341
Enabled Capacity (Tracks) :     785088
Bound   Capacity (Tracks) :     816420
                  S Y M M E T R I X   T H I N   D E V I C E S       
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
                                          Total          Total       
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Compressed
        Bound      Flgs      Total      Allocated       Written      
Size/Ratio
Sym   Pool Name    EMPT     Tracks     Tracks (%)     Tracks (%)     
Tracks (%)
----- ------------ ---- ---------- ---------- --- ---------- --- 
---------- ---
0035B example2     F..B      33000      32796  99          0   0      
32976   0 
0035C test1        F..B      33000       1092   3       1075   
3       1092   0 
00A68 testing_341  F..B      33000      13428  41      13410  41      
13428   0 
00B1D xyz          F..B      14400         36   0          0   
0         36   0 
00B1E example2     F..B      48000         12   0          0   
0         12   0 
    . . .
Total                   ---------- ---------- --- ---------- --- 
---------- ---
Tracks                   89557755     9560808  63    9518424  63    
9560808   0
Legend:
 Flags:  (E)mulation : A = AS400, F = FBA, 8 = CKD3380, 9 = CKD3390
         (M)ultipool : X = multi-pool allocations, . = single pool 
allocation
         (P)ersistent Allocs : A = All, S = Some, . = None
         S(T)atus    : B = Bound, I = Binding, U = Unbinding, A = 
Allocating,
                       D = Deallocating, R = Reclaiming, C = 
Compressing,
                       N = Uncompressing, . = Unbound


Note


Show details about thin pools  on page 513 provides information on compressing and
uncompressing thin devices.


List thin device tier allocations


Examples
To list tier allocations for thin devices on array 341, enter:


symcfg list -tdev -sid 341 -tier


Sample output
Lists both technology and disk locations for the tiers.


Symmetrix ID: 000194900341
               S Y M M E T R I X   T H I N   D E V I C E S
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
                           Total            Tier
               Total     Allocated  Flag 
--------------------------------------
Sym   Emul     Tracks    Tracks (%)  LT  Protection   Name
----- ----- --------- --------- --- ---- ------------ 
-------------------------
01078 FBA       33000         0   0  IF  RAID-5(3+1)  
FC_R5_VPTier         
01079 FBA       33000         0   0  --  -            
-                    
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0107A FBA       66000       144   0  IS  RAID-6(6+2)  
SATA_R6_VPTier       
010EC FBA       33000       132   0  IF  RAID-6(14+2) 
FC_R6_VPTier         
010EE FBA       33000         0   0  --  -            
-                
010F9 FBA        1500        20   0  X-  Unprotected  
EXT_VPTIER                 
01128 FBA        8010        24   0  IF  RAID-6(14+2) Finance_VPTier
011A2 FBA       33000       216   1  --  -            [OutOfTier]  
Total       --------- --------- ---
Tracks         240510       536   0
Legend:
Disk (L)ocation:
I = Internal, X = External, M = Mixed, - = N/A
(T)echnology:
S = SATA, F = Fibre Channel, E = Enterprise Flash Drive, M = Mixed, - 
= N/A


List thin devices in a pool


Examples
To display a list of thin devices in pool HR_THIN_R5, enter:


symcfg -sid 343 list -tdev -pool HR_THIN_R5


Show thin BCV devices with dynamic SRDF capability


Examples
To show device 15F9 on array 397, enter:


symdev show 15F9 -sid 397


Sample output
Device Configuration displays device 15F9 as BCV+TDEV and Dyamic RDF
Capability as RDF1_OR_RDF2_Capable.


Device Physical Name     : Not Visible
    Device Symmetrix Name    : 015F9
    Device Serial ID         : N/A
    Symmetrix ID             : 000194900397
    Number of RAID Groups    : 0
    Attached VDEV TGT Device : N/A
    Vendor ID                : EMC
    Product ID               : SYMMETRIX
    Product Revision         : 5875
    Device WWN               : 60000970000194900397533031354639
    Device Emulation Type    : FBA
    Device Defined Label Type: N/A
    Device Defined Label     : N/A
    Device Sub System Id     : 0x0016
    Cache Partition Name     : DEFAULT_PARTITION
    Bound Pool Name          : N/A
      . . .
    Device Configuration     : BCV+TDEV
    Device is WORM Enabled   : No
    Device is WORM Protected : No
    SCSI-3 Persistent Reserve: Enabled
    Dynamic Spare Invoked    : No
    Dynamic RDF Capability   : RDF1_OR_RDF2_Capable
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Note


Bound Pool Name will be reported as N/A for an encapsulated device.


List data allocations across multiple pools


Options


-detail


Lists thin devices and all the pools where tracks are allocated to these devices.


Examples


symcfg -sid 397 -devs 1620:1630 list -tdev -detail


Sample output
Total Written Tracks displays only bound pools and represents all tracks written
to the thin device for any allocation in any pool.


Symmetrix ID: 000195700397
Enabled Capacity (Tracks) :    2884812
Bound   Capacity (Tracks) :      20700
                  S Y M M E T R I X   T H I N   D E V I C E S
----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------
                                    Pool         Pool           
Total      Compressed
       Bound      Flgs       Total  Subs      Allocated        
Written     Size/Ratio
Sym  Pool Name    ESPT      Tracks   (%)     Tracks (%)     Tracks 
(%)     Tracks (%)
---- ------------ ----- ---------- ----- ---------- --- ---------- 
--- ---------- ---
1623 testCust     F..B       14700    13       2400  16        744   
0       1692  30 
     test_pool    ----           -     -        252   2          -   
-          0   0 
1625 -            8...        1500     0          0   0          0   
0          0   0 
1626 -            8...        1500     0          0   0          0   
0          0   0 
1627 -            8...        1500     0          0   0          0   
0          0   0 
162E testCust     F..B        6000    10       4800  80       3600  
60       1200  75 
Total                   ---------- ----- ---------- --- ---------- 
--- ---------- ---
Tracks                       25200     1       7452  30       4344  
17       2892  61
Legend:
 Flags:  (E)mulation : A = AS400, F = FBA, 8 = CKD3380, 9 = CKD3390
         (S)hared Tracks : S = Shared Tracks Present, . = No Shared 
Tracks
         (P)ersistent Allocs : A = All, S = Some, . = None
         S(T)atus    : B = Bound, I = Binding, U = Unbinding, A = 
Allocating,
                       D = Deallocating, R = Reclaiming, C = 
Compressing,
                       N = Uncompressing, . = Unbound


Show details about thin pools


Options


-detail
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Shows details about a Virtual Provisioning pool.


-all


Shows the disabled devices in the pool.


Examples
To show details about thin pool DG1_FBA_PL on array 086, enter:


symcfg show -pool DG1_FBA_PL -thin -detail -sid 086


Sample output
The Pool State displays as Enabled, Disabled, or Balancing. If the Virtual
Provisioning pool is enabled and the write balancing feature is turned on, the Pool
State displays as Balancing. A thin device status of Reclaiming indicates the thin
devices are in the process space reclamation.


Any thin devices bound to a specified pool are listed along with thin devices that have
allocated tracks within the pool but are not bound to that pool, displays in Other Thin
Devices with Allocations in this Pool.


. . .
 
Pool Name                        : DG1_FBA_PL
Pool Type                        : Thin
  . . .
 
Enabled Devices(208):
  {
   ----------------------------------------------------------
   Sym         Usable      Alloc       Free Full FLG Device
   Dev         Tracks     Tracks     Tracks  (%)  S  State
   ----------------------------------------------------------
   1FF30       274680         96     274680    3  .  Enabled 
   1FF31       274680         96     274680    3  .  Enabled 
     . . . 
           ---------- ---------- ---------- ----
   Tracks     1056000      40332    1054464    3
  }
 
No Thin Devices Bound to Device Pool DG1_FBA_PL
 
Other Thin Devices with Allocations in this Pool (3):
  {
   -----------------------------------------------------------
                                        Pool        Compressed
           Bound           Total      Allocated     Size/Ratio
   Sym   Pool Name        Tracks     Tracks (%)     Tracks (%)
   -----------------------------------------------------------
   00003 -                 33000      32796  99          0   0
   00004 -                 49500       7536  15          0   0
     . . .
                      ---------- ---------- --- ---------- ---
   Tracks                  82500      40332  48          0   0
  }
 
Legend:
  Enabled devices FLG:
    (S)hared Tracks : X = Shared Tracks , . = No Shared Tracks
  Bound Devices FLG:
    S(T)atus    : B = Bound, I = Binding, U = Unbinding, A = 
Allocating,
                  D = Deallocating, R = Reclaiming, C = Compressing,
                  N = Uncompressing, F = FreeingAll, . = Unbound,
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Note


The FLG S flag field indicates whether there are shared allocations on each device as


noted in the above legend.


Verify thin and DATA device states


Description
More than one type of device state may be queried. All devices must be in any of the
requested states for the verification to succeed. Normally, the command executes a
single poll and exits with status 0 (all devices in requested state) or nonzero status
indicating which devices were not ready. A message, such as, "One or more of the
specified devices are not in the requested state", returns.


Syntax
To verify the state of thin or DATA devices, use the following syntax:


symcfg -sid SymmID [-i Interval] [-c Count]
[-pool PoolName |
-g DgName |
-sg SgName |
-cg CgName |
-devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName[,SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | 
SymDevName...]
symcfg verify -tdev
[-bound | -binding | -allocating | -deallocating |
-unbound | -unbinding | -reclaiming]
    symcfg verify -datadev
    [-draining | -drainwait | -disabled | -enabled |
    -deactivated | -nonpooled | -balancing]


Options


-devs


Specifies the status of single or multiple devices.


-pool


Returns all thin or DATA devices within a pool and must be in one of the requested
states to pass verification.


-i


Specifies the polling rate. The default minimum interval value used for calculating the
action is 15 seconds. A message displays at each poll. If the -i option is used
without the -c option, the command loops infinitely, exiting only when all devices
are in the correct state (or when manually interrupted).


-c


Specifies the numbers of polls to be executed. The command terminates at the end of
the count or when all devices are in the correct state.


Verify device usage


Examples
To check once to see if all of the DATA devices in a pool (devpool) on array 1234 are
disabled, enter:


symcfg -sid 1234 verify -datadev -pool devpool -disabled
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To continually check the status of a thin device (5AC) on array 1234 and exit the loop
when it enters a bound state, enter:


symcfg -sid 1234 verify -tdev -dev 5ac -bound -I 5


Migrated devices


Use the symdev list and symdev show commands to provide information about
devices that are changed or virtualized during a migration.


List changed devices after migration


Options


-identity_set


Displays the devices whose effective identity changed after a migrate operation.


Examples
To display the devices with identity change on array 207, enter:


symdev -sid 207 -identity_set list


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000192600207
        Device Name           Directors                  Device
--------------------------- ------------- 
-------------------------------------
                                                                      
     Cap
Sym  Physical               SA :P DA :IT  Config        Attribute    
Sts   (MB)
--------------------------- ------------- 
-------------------------------------
0477 /dev/sddv              ***:* 06E:C1  2-Way Mir     N/Grp'd  (M) 
RW    2063


List virtualized devices


Options


-identity


Displays the effective identity information of devices that are virtualized during a
migrate operation.


Examples
To list identity information of migrated device 0477 on array 207, enter:


symdev -sid 207 -identity show 0477


Sample output


Device Physical Name     : Not Visible
    Device Symmetrix Name    : 00477
    Device Serial ID         : N/A
    Symmetrix ID             : 000192600207
    Number of RAID Groups    : 1
    Attached BCV Device      : N/A
    Attached VDEV TGT Device : N/A
    Vendor ID                : EMC
    Product ID               : SYMMETRIX       
    Product Revision         : 5825
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    Device WWN               : 60000970000192600207533030343737
    Device Emulation Type    : FBA            
    Device Defined Label Type: N/A            
    Device Defined Label     : N/A            
    Device Sub System Id     : 0x0001
    Cache Partition Name     : DEFAULT_PARTITION
    Device Block Size        : 512
    Device Capacity
        Cylinders            :        960
        Tracks               :      14400
        512-byte Blocks      :    1843200
        MegaBytes            :        900
        KiloBytes            :     921600
    Effective Device Information
        Device WWN           : 60000970000192600306533030313732
        Front Director Paths (12): (See note below)
            -----------------------------------
             DIRECTOR   PORT             LUN   
            ----------  ---- -------- ---------
            Type Num    Sts  VBUS TID SYMM Host
            -----------------------------------
            FA N/A  07E:3  RW   000  00  247  N/A
            FA N/A  07F:3  RW   000  00  247  N/A
        Geometry: User Defined
            {
            Sectors/Track    :         64
            Tracks/Cylinder  :         15
            Cylinders        :        200
            512-byte Blocks  :     192000
            MegaBytes        :         94
            KiloBytes        :      96000
    Device Configuration     : Unprotected    
    Device is WORM Enabled   : No
    Device is WORM Protected : No
    SCSI-3 Persistent Reserve: Disabled
    Dynamic Spare Invoked    : No
    Dynamic RDF Capability   : RDF1_OR_RDF2_Capable
    STAR Mode                : No
    STAR Recovery Capability : None
    STAR Recovery State      : NA
    Device Service State     : Normal         
    Device Status            : Ready            (RW)
    Device SA Status         : N/A              (N/A)
    Host Access Mode         : Active
     Device Tag(s)            : None
    Front Director Paths (21):
        
----------------------------------------------------------------------
                                 POWERPATH  DIRECTOR   
PORT             LUN   
                                 --------- ----------  ---- -------- 
---------
        PdevName                 Type      Type Num    Sts  VBUS TID 
SYMM Host
        
----------------------------------------------------------------------
        Not Visible              N/A       FA   07E:1  RW   000  00  
247  N/A
        Not Visible              N/A       FA   07F:1  RW   000  00  
247  N/A
      . . .
    Remote Copy Device Information
        Remote Copy Session Name               : N/A
        Session State                          : Created
        Pull                                   : True
        Offline Copy                           : False
        Differential Copy                      : Disabled
        Background Copy                        : Disabled
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        Incremental Copy                       : False
        Donor Update                           : True
        Federated Live Migration               : True
        Starting Block                         :          0
        Total Blocks                           :    192000
        Percent Copied                         : N/A
        Remote Devices [1]
          
---------------------------------------------------------------------
          Array:Devv             WWN                              
Starting Block
          --------------------- -------------------------------- 
--------------
          000187990007:0012E     
60000970000192600306533030313732              0


Pinned devices


A user-pinned device is a standard or thin device that cannot be moved by any FAST
automated process but can be moved by the array Optimizer and the
symmigratecommand. Pinning available only on array arrays running Enginuity 5875 or
5876.


Pin a device


Examples
To pin the devices in group prod1, enter:


symdg -g prod1 pin


Unpin a device


Examples
To unpin the devices in group prod1, enter:


symdg -g prod1 unpin


List pinned devices


Examples
To list the pinned devices in array 341, enter:


symdev -sid 341 -pinned list


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000194900341
        Device Name           Directors                  Device
--------------------------- ------------- 
-------------------------------------
                                                                      
     Cap
Sym  Physical               SA :P DA :IT  Config        Attribute    
Sts   (MB)
--------------------------- ------------- 
-------------------------------------
 115 /dev/sdcq              08F:0 07A:D3  RAID-6        N/Grp'd      
RW    2063
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Filter device list device data


Description
The symdev list and symdev list pd commands return a list of devices
configured in one or more arrays connected to the controlling host. The pd qualifier
returns only physical devices, and must appear after the list action on the command line,
and is valid with all the symdev list options.


Options


-all


Lists all configured devices.


Syntax
To list device information with filter options, use the following syntax:


Note


For more information on device list filter options, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler
SYMCLI Command Reference.


symdev [-sid SymmID] [-offline] [-v] [-resv | -pgr]  
            [-wwn | -wwn_encapsulated [-detail]] [-all]


        list [ -FA <#|ALL> [-p <#>] | 
          -SA <#|ALL> [-scsi] [-fibre] [-p <#>]]
          [-devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName
              [,SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName...]]
          [-cap <#> [-captype <mb | cyl>]] [-N <#>]
          [-vcm | -aclx] [-held] [-gige] 
          [-ficon] [-escon] [-dldev] [-dd]
          [-noport|-firstport|-multiport] [-bcv|-nobcv|-drv] 
          [-meta] [-nomember]
          [-spare] [-dynamic] [-worm] [-vdev]
          [-savedev [-nonpooled]] [-raids]
          [-disk_group DskGrpNum | name:DskGrpName]
          [-rg][-sec_raid] [-unprotected] [-sec_unprotected]
          [-raid1] [-sec_raid1] [-bcv_emulation]
          [-raid5 [-protection <3+1 | 7+1>]]
          [-raid6 [-protection <6+2 | 14+2>]]
          [-sec_raid5 [-sec_protection <3+1 | 7+1>]]
          [-sec_raid6 [-sec_protection <6+2 | 14+2>]]
          [-emulation fba|ckd|ckd3390|ckd3380|as400|celerra]
          [-star_mode] [-star_sync_target] [-star_async_target]
          [-reserved | -noreserved] [-cyl] [-geometry_set]
          [-service_state [not]degraded | [not]failed |
                          [not]normal]
          [-tdev [-bound | -unbound]] [-datadev [-nonpooled]]
          [-migr_tgt] [-pinned] [-host_passive] [-identity_set]
          [-identity [-detail]] [-sg SgName]
          [-rp [Production | Replica | Internal]]
          [-technology <EFD | FC | SATA>]
          [-host_cache] [-dif1] [-as400_gk] [-fast]
          [-internal | -external | -encapsulated [-limited]]
          [ -notrdf | [-rdfg RdfGrpNum [-rdfa]
          [-R1] [-R2] [-R21] [-half_pair] [-dup_pair]]]
                 [-insg | -notinsg
          [-host_id <compatible | native>]


Filter device list by director


-SA #


Lists devices by a specific front-end director number.
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-p #


Lists devices by a specific front-end director port number.


-scsi


Lists devices mapped to SCSI front-end directors.


-fibre


Lists devices mapped to Fibre front-end directors.


Filter device list by director port mapping


-multiport


Lists devices mapped to more than one front-end director port.


-noport


Lists devices not mapped to any front-end director port.


-firstport


Lists first port information for devices with more than one port mapping schemas.


If none of these options are specified, then devices with all director-port relationships
return.


Filter device list by metadevice


-meta


Lists meta member devices.


-nonmember


Lists only meta head devices.


Filter device list by SRDF devices


-R1


Lists all SRDF R1 devices.


-R2


Lists all SRDF R2 devices.


-R21


Lists all SRDF R21 devices. The -R21 option is not currently supported in conjunction
with the -dynamic option.


-rdfg


Lists only devices belonging to the specified SRDF group number (RdfGrpNum).


-rdfa


Lists all SRDF/Asynchronous capable devices.


-half_pair


List all devices that are not paired with an SRDF device. Existing half pair devices can
result from an SRDF/Star failover scenario, a half_deletepair operation, or a
configuration change.


-dup_pair


Lists all devices that are paired with the same SRDF type. Existing duplicate pair
devices can result from a SRDF/Star failover scenario or a configuration change.


-notrdf


Lists all dynamic capable devices that are not SRDF devices. Use this option to
identify non-SRDF devices that have dynamic SRDF capability. In addtion, use this
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option with the -R1, -R2, and -R21 device options to include non-RDF devices in the
list along with these specified devices.


Note


Refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI Product Guide for detailed information
on SRDF device types and failover configurations.


Filter device list by FAST (Enginuity 5876 or lower)


-fast


Lists all devices from storage groups that are associated with either a FAST or FAST VP
policy. Solutions Enabler does not filter based on the policy a device is associated
with. For example, for a thick device under a storage group that is associated with a
FAST VP policy, that device is listed as part of the output results. Unbound and
pinned devices are also returned as part of this filter.


Filter device list by RAID information


-raids


Lists RAID-S devices by by RAID group number. The RAID option lists the same
information. When viewing device output for RAID-5 devices, the total device capacity
(Device Capacity) is displaying the total logical capacity, and the hyper capacity
(Hyper Num Cap) is displaying, for each member, the physical capacity which
includes all device space—available and unavailable.


Filter device list by technology type (Enginuity 5874 or higher)


-technology


Lists the drive technology (FC, EFD, and SATA) of the primary local back-end storage
of the device.


Filtering device list by DA, interface, disk, or hypervolume


-da, -dx, -interface, -disk, -disk_group, -hyper


Lists specified DAs, DXs, interfaces, disks, disk groups or hypers. These options
default to ALL if not specified.


Filtering by storage group


-sg


Lists devices by specified storage group. This option defaults to ALL if not specified.


Filter device list by DIF1 attribute


-dif1


Lists device DIF1 attribute status. The Data Integrity Field (DIF) is a setting on a device
that is relevant to an Oracle environment and all hosts that support the DIF protocol.
If the DIF1 attribute is set on a device, it displays as TRUE or FALSE.


Restrictions


l DIF1 attribute is only supported with Enginuity 5876 or higher.


l DIF1 attribute can only be set on FBA devices.


l DIF1 attribute can be set on both standard provisioned (thick) and virtually
provisioned (thin) host accessible devices, setting the DIF1 attribute request on any
internal devices will be rejected.
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l Devices must be unmapped while resetting the DIF1 attribute.


l Devices can be mapped to only fiber front end directors (no iSCSI or FCoE) while
setting the DIF1 attribute.


l If a device has DIF1 attribute already set, it can be mapped only to fiber front end
directors (no iSCSI or FCoE).


l If creating a meta device, both the head and members need to have the DIF1 attribute
in the same state (either all set or all reset).


l DIF1 attribute needs to be set before requesting reset. If the reset request is for a
device range and if any one of the device has the DIF1 attribute not set, then the
request fails.


l DIF1 attribute can not be set on DATA and SAVE devices.


l Devices can only have the RDB_Checksum attribute or the DIF1 attribute set , but not
both.


l The DIF1 flag can not be set on a device having active DCS.


l Devices can only have the ACLX attribute or the DIF1 attribute set, but not both.


l There is no relationship between the DIF1 attribute and replication. Both source and
target devices of any replication can have their own DIF1 setting.


Filter device list by AS400_GK attribute


-as400_gk


Lists device AS400_GK attribute status. The AS400_GK attribute setting on an array
device is required when a AS400 device is used with IBM host control software. The
attribute is also used with the Celerra Network Attached Storage for Celerra
gatekeeper devices. If the AS400_GK attribute is set on a device, it displays as TRUE
or FALSE.


Refer to esd_r_se_seam_setting_device_attributes_687650 on page 268 for detailed
information on setting the device attributes.


Restrictions


l AS400_GK attribute is only supported with Enginuity 5876 or higher.


l AS400_GK attribute can only be set on AS400 or Celerra FBA devices.


l The device cannot be configured as a SAVE, DATA, BCV, RDF or dynamic RDF device.


l If an AS400 or a Celerra FBA device is created using the symconfigure create
gatekeeper command, then the AS400_GK attribute is set to enable.


l The symconfigure create gatekeepercommand is only supported for the following disk
group provisioned emulations:


n AS/400_M2107_A02


n AS/400_M2107_A04


n AS/400_M2107_A05


n AS/400_M2107_A06


n AS/400_M2107_A07


n AS/400_M2107_A82


n AS/400_M2107_A84


n AS/400_M2107_A85


n AS/400_M2107_A86
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n AS/400_M2107_A87


n AS/400_M2107_050


n AS/400_M2107_099


n AS/400 D910_099


l The AS400_GK attribute can only be set on non meta devices.


l Setting the AS400_GK attribute is only supported on 2-48 cyl sized AS400 devices
with the following disk group provisioned emulations:


n AS/400_M2107_A02


n AS/400_M2107_A04


n AS/400_M2107_A05


n AS/400_M2107_A06


n AS/400_M2107_A07


n AS/400_M2107_A82


n AS/400_M2107_A84


n AS/400_M2107_A85


n AS/400_M2107_A86


n AS/400_M2107_A87


n AS/400_M2107_050


n AS/400_M2107_099


n AS/400 D910_099


Device list capacity output options


-cyl


Lilsts device capacity in cylinders rather than the default of megabytes (MB).


-pd


Lists only the host visible devices (pdevs).


Device external locks


Solutions Enabler uses device external locks in the array to lock pairs during replication
operations (such as Open Replicator, TimeFinder, and SRDF operations).


NOTICE


Use the release lock action only if it is determined that the device lock was forgotten and
there are NO other operations in progress to the specified devices (local or remote). Locks
are typically of short duration (one second to an hour or so). However, it is critical to be
able to recognize when a device lock held by certain applications (such as an SRDF
action) are longer duration locks.


List devices with external lock


Examples
To list a range of devices (0000:000A) that have a device external lock, enter:


symdev list -sid 870 -devs 0000:000A -lock
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Release devices with external lock


Examples
To release the locks held by the configuration server for device 204 on array 343, enter:


symdev release -sid 343 devs 204


Within Symmetrix unit 000190300343, release lock for device 204 (y/
[n]) ? y
Device lock is held by a migration session <654>. The session should 
be aborted to release the lock.


Note


Aborting the session, if successful, releases all locks held by the session including
device locks.


Disk-level data
The configuration database file maintains low-level configuration and status information
for each disk on every array that are accessible from the host, including external spindles
(eDisks). Use the symdisk list and symdisk show commands, to list all the
available disks, or specify individual disks to obtain configuration and status
information.


List and show disk information (HYPERMAX OS 5977)


Syntax
To display disk details, use the following syntax:


symdisk [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline] [-cyl | -mb | -gb | -tb]
             [-disk_group <DskGrpNum | name:<DskGrpName> | ALL>
              [-all]] [-failed]
        list [-spindle [-internal]] [-isspare] [-nospares]
             [-v [-hypers] [-spare_info] [-gaps]]
             [-DA <# | ALL>] [-interface <# | ALL>]
             [-tid <# | ALL>]
 
        list [-spindle
               [-external [-detail] [-encapsulated [-free]]]]
             [-v [-hypers] [-gaps]]
             [-DX <# | ALL>]
     symdisk [-sid <SymmID>] -external -spindle -paths
             [-spid <SpindleID> |-DX <# | ALL> [-port <# | ALL>]]
         list -detail
         list [-offline]
     symdisk [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline] [-cyl | -mb | -gb | -tb]
        list -dskgrp_summary [-v]
             [-disk_group <DskGrpNum | name:<DskGrpName> | ALL>
              | -internal | -external]
        list -dskgrp_summary -by_engine [-v | -detail]
             [-disk_group <DskGrpNum | name:<DskGrpName> | ALL>
              | -internal | -external]
        show <DiskAddress> [-gaps_only]
     symdisk -sid <SymmID> [-offline] [-cyl | -mb | -gb | -tb]
        show -spid <SpindleID> [-gaps_only]
                                show -wwn <ExternalWWN> [-gaps_only]


Options


-engine
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Lists attributes, counts and capacities relevant to Internal Disk Group/Engine Spindle
Groups.


-cyl | -mb | -gb | -tb


Indicates how to report disk capacity.


List and Show Disk Information (Enginuity 5773 through 5876)


Syntax
To display disk details, use the following syntax:


symdisk [-sid SymmID] [-offline] [-cyl]
             [-disk_group DskGrpNum | name:DskGrpName | ALL
              [-all]] [-failed]
        list [-spindle [-internal]] [-isspare] [-nospares]
             [-v [-hypers] [-spare_info] [-gaps]]
             [-DA <# | ALL>] [-interface <# | ALL>]
             [-tid <# | ALL>]
        list [-spindle [-external [-detail] [-encapsulated [-free]]]]
             [-v [-hypers] [-gaps]]
             [-DX <# | ALL>]
     symdisk [-sid SymmID] -external -spindle -paths
             [-spid SpindleID |-DX <# | ALL> [-port <# | ALL>]]
        list -detail
        list [-offline]
     symdisk [-sid SymmID] [-offline] [-cyl]
        list -dskgrp_summary [-v]
             [-disk_group DskGrpNum | name:DskGrpName | ALL]
              | -internal | -external]
        show DiskAddress [-gaps_only]
     symdisk -sid SymmID [-offline] [-cyl]
        show -spid SpindleID [-gaps_only]
        show -wwn ExternalWWN [-gaps_only]


Note


Do not specify the -spare_info and -failed options together in the symdisk
command. This is an invalid combination.


Examples
To list details for disk 07a:c0 on array 432:


symdisk show 07a:c0 -sid 432


Sample output


Symmetrix ID                 : 000194900432
  Director                   : DF-7A
  Interface                  : C
  Target ID                  : 0
  Spindle ID                 : 2D0
    . . .
  Hypers (189):
  {
  #   Vol   Emulation        Dev   Type          Mir Mbr Sts Cap(MB)
  --- ----- ---------------- ----- ------------- --- --- --- --------
    1     1 VAULT_DEVICE     00000 Data           1  N/A N/A     5200
    2     2 FBA              001A9 RAID-5         1   1  WD     34179
   43    43 CKD-3390         000C0 RAID-1         1   1  NR       836
  189   189 FBA              00464 RAID-1         1   2  RW     31203
  }
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Note


When virtual devices (VDEVs) are part of the disk configuration, the capacity shown for
the virtual hypers reflects only space to store track tables (pointers). Typically, a low
number, such as 3 MB, is needed for these devices.


List SAS drives


Description
Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) disk drives in 300 GB, 450 GB and 600 GB capacity versions
are supported. This includes the Cobra-D SAS 300, 450, and 600 GB disks drives (2.5"
drive using 3.5" carrier and SAS/FC paddle card).


Note


For Disk Groups that contain internal spindles with different form factors (e.g. 2.5" and
3.5"), the Form Factor label displays as Mixed.


Options


-v


Lists the SAS technology type in the Technology field. The Form Factor field
displays 2.5, 3.5, or N/A to indicate the Enterprise Flash Drive.


List disk gaps


Options


-gaps


Used with the symdisk list command, and lists any gaps found on the disk.


-spare_info


Used with the symdisk list command, and shows which disk the spare disk is
substituting for, if it is invoked.


-gaps_only


Used with the symdisk show command, and lists any gaps found on the disk
without listing all of the hyper information.


Reported actual disk capacity vs. rated disk capacity


The Actual Disk Capacity lists the physical disk capacities in MBs and GBs, where
the MB is defined as (1024 x 1024) bytes and the GB is defined as 1024 MBs (or 1024 x
1024 x 1024 bytes).


The Rated Disk Capacity is based on the MB being defined as (1000 x 1000 bytes),
the GB being defined as 1000 MBs (or 1000 x 1000 x 1000 bytes), and the TB defined as
1000 GBs. The Rated Disk Capacity is for arrays running Enginuity 5875 or higher.


List disk groups


Options
Used with the symdisk list command.


-by_diskgroup


Lists the disks by disk group number.


-disk_group
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Limits disks that belong to a specified disk group. Disk groups can be specified by
group number (DskGrpNum) or group name (name: DskGrpName). The ALL option
returns disk information for all disk groups.


-dskgrp_summary


This option displays summary information for disk groups. Without the-v option the
disk group summary information is displayed in a table format. With the -v option
the disk group information in expanded format (one field per line) is displayed,
information regarding spare disks is not included.


Note


The -dskgrp_summary option is not valid with the -hypers, -spare_info, -
gaps, -isspare and -failed options.


List disk group summary (HYPERMAX OS 5977)


Examples
To list disk group summary for array 584, enter:


symdisk list -dskgrp_summary -sid 584


Note


The command line accepts -dskgrp_summary abbreviated as dskg.


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000197100584
      Disk Group                  Disk           Hyper         
Capacity        
----------------------- ----------------------- ------- 
-----------------------
                            Flgs Speed   Size    Size       
Total       Free   
Num  Name                Cnt LT  (RPM)   (MB)    (MB)       
(MB)        (MB)   
----------------------- ----------------------- ------- 
-----------------------
   1 DISK_GROUP_001       67 IS   7200  1823565    3561   
122178855           0
   2 DISK_GROUP_002       67 IF  15000  1823565    3561   
122178855           0
 512 DISK_GROUP_512        1 X-    N/A      N/A     Any      
204801      201114
 513 DISK_GROUP_513        1 X-    N/A      N/A     Any      
204801      102400
                                                        ----------- 
-----------
Total                                                     
244767312      303514


Output field changes for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977:


l Hyper Size — Added column. Lists the hyper size used for each internal disk
group/engine spindle group. For arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower, the hyper
size for external (FTS) disk groups or internal disk groups reports as ANY as these
groups do not use a consistent hyper size.


l Free Capacity — Reports as 0 as the Spindles in these Disk Groups are fully
provisioned.
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l Actual Capacity — Removed column.


Output with symdisk list verbose (-v) option:


Disk Group                   : 1
  Disk Group Name              : DISK_GROUP_001
  Disks Selected               : 67
  Disk Location                : Internal
  Technology                   : SATA
  Speed (RPM)                  : 7200
  Form Factor                  : 3.5
  Disk Size (MB)               : 1823565
  Rated Disk Size (GB)         : 2000
  Total Group Capacity (MB)    : 122178855
  Free Group Capacity (MB)     : 23005664
  Max Hypers Per Disk          : 512
  Hyper Size (MB)              : 3561
.....


Verbose output field changes for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977:


l Actual Group Capacity — Removed field.


l Summary Actual Group Capacity — Removed field.


l Max Hypers Per Disk — Added field. Listed for each disk group.


l Hyper Size — Added field. Listed for each disk group.


List disk groups by engine (HYPERMAX OS 5977)


Options


-by_engine


Lists attributes, counts and capacities specific to internal disk group/engine spindle
groups.


-detail


Expands the list to include the disk group name.


Examples
To list disk groups by engine for array 584, enter:


symdisk list -dskgrp_summary -by_engine -sid 584


Note


The command line accepts-dskgrp_summary abbreviated as dskg, and -by_engine
abbreviated as -by_eng.


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000197100584


         Disk             Hyper    Usable Capacity    Spare Coverage
------------------------ ------- ------------------- -----------------
              Flgs Speed  Size         Total          Total    Avail
Grp  Eng Cnt   LT  (RPM)  (MB)   Disk (%)    (MB)    Disk (%) Disk (%)
---- --- ---- ---- ----- ------- ---- --- ---------- ---- --- ---- ---
   1   1   50  IS   7200  113972   48  96   87530496    2   4    2 100
   1   2   50  IS   7200  113972   48  96   87530496    2   4    2 100
   1   3  100  IS   7200  113972   96  96  175060992    4   4    3  75
   2   4   50  IF  15000  113972   49  98  107589568    1   2    0   0
   2   5   25  IF  15000  113972   24  96   43765248    1   4    1 100
   2   6  100  IF  15000  113972   98  98  178708096    2   2    2 100
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 512   7    1  X-    N/A     Any  N/A N/A     204800  N/A N/A  N/A N/A
         ----                    ---- --- ---------- ---- --- ---- ---
Total     376                     363  97  680389696   12   3   10  83
Legend:
  Disk (L)ocation:
    I = Internal, X = External, - = N/A
  (T)echnology:
    S = SATA, F = Fibre Channel, E = Enterprise Flash Drive, - = N/A


Output field changes for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977:


l Usable Capacity — Reports in units of MB/GB/TB, based on -mb/-gb/-tb flag
setting. The usable capacity is also reported in units of disks and percentage (relative
to the total capacity for the internal disk group/engine spindle group) for internal disk
groups. For arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower, external (FTS) disk groups or
internal disk groups report the Disk and percent (%) columns as N/A.


l Total Spare Coverage — Reports in units of Disk and percent (% for internal
disk groups/engine spindle groups. The Disk-based units correspond to the Disk
Size and Max Hypers Per Disk reported in the -dskgrp_summary -v
output. The Total Spare Coverage values include all spare capacity, including
unavailable capacity (i.e. failed disks), within each internal disk group/engine
spindle group and the percentage is relative to the Usable capacity. For arrays
running Enginuity 5876 or lower, external (FTS) disk groups or internal disk groups
report the Disk and percent (%) columns as N/A.


l Available Spare Coverage —Reports in units of Disk and percent (% for
internal disk groups/engine spindle groups. The Disk-based units correspond to the
Disk Size and Max Hypers Per Disk reported in the -dskgrp_summary -
v display. The Available Spare Coverage values are the amount of spare
capacity currently available for sparing and this percent is relative to the Total
Spare Coverage value. For arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower, external (FTS)
disk groups or internal disk groups report the Disk and percent (%) columns as N/A.


Output with symdisk list (-detail) option:


Symmetrix ID: 000197100584


      Disk Group                 Disk             Hyper    Usable 
Capacity    Spare Coverage
----------------------- ------------------------ ------- 
------------------- -----------------
                                              Flgs Speed  
Size         Total          Total    Avail
Num  Name                                     Eng Cnt LT  (RPM)  
(MB)   Disk (%)    (MB)    Disk (%) Disk (%)
----------------------- ---- --- ---- ---- ----- ------- ---- --- 
---------- ---- --- ---- ---
   1 DISK_GROUP_001                                     1   50  IS   
7200  113972   48  96   87530496    2   4    2 100
   1 DISK_GROUP_001                                     2   50  IS   
7200  113972   48  96   87530496    2   4    2 100
   1 DISK_GROUP_001                                     3  100  IS   
7200  113972   96  96  175060992    4   4    3  75
   2 DISK_GROUP_002                                     4   50  IF  
15000  113972   49  98  107589568    1   2    0   0
   2 DISK_GROUP_002                                     5   25  IF  
15000  113972   24  96   43765248    1   4    1 100
   2 DISK_GROUP_002                                     6  100  IF  
15000  113972   98  98  178708096    2   2    2 100
 512 DISK_GROUP_512                                     7    1  X-    
N/A     Any  N/A N/A     204800  N/A N/A  N/A N/A
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                                 ----                    ---- --- 
---------- ---- --- ---- ---
Total                   Total     
376                                                                   
  363  97  680389696   12   3   10  83
Legend:
  Disk (L)ocation:
    I = Internal, X = External, - = N/A
  (T)echnology:
    S = SATA, F = Fibre Channel, E = Enterprise Flash Drive, - = N/A


List spare physical disks


Description
Dynamic sparing is only supported on arrays running Enginuity 5873 or lower. Permanent
sparing is supported on arrays running Enginuity versions 5874 or higher.


Options
Use the following options with -DA, -interface, or -tid options to list spare disk
information on specific directors, disk interfaces, or SCSI target IDs .


-isspare


Lists information about spare physical disks (spindles), if a spare disk is invoked
against a failed disk.


-v -spare_info


Lists information about the failed disk that has been replaced. The -v option must be
specified with this option. This display option is not applicable for permanent
sparing.


-gaps


Lists gaps found between hypers on the disk, as the hypers are listed. To see a short
list of only the gap information, do not specify the -hypers option on the symdisk
list command, or specify the -gaps_only option on the symdisk show
command.


Note


The gap sizes provided by this report are approximate values. The report can be used
as a general guide to the location and size of free space gaps, but it may not be
accurate down to the last cylinder.


-nospares


Lists only internal disks (spindles) that are capable of being covered by a spare, but
currently are not. This option is only supported on Enginuity version 5876 and higher.
No disks (spindles) are displayed if this option is issued for an array running
Enginuity version lower thant 5876. This option is not valid for external spindles
(external spares do not exist) and no external spindles display when this option is
specified.


Examples
To list information spare disk information about failed disk, enter:


symdisk list -v -spare_info
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Sample output
Lists a spare disk that is invoked against disk 16B:C0


...
  Spare Disk                 : False
  Director                   : DF-16B
  Interface                  : C
  Target ID                  : A
  Disk Group Number          : 0
  Vendor ID                  : SEAGATE
  Product ID                 : SX3146807FC
  Product Revision           : CH146LF
  Serial ID                  : 3HY9CQVK
  Disk Blocks                : 0
  Block Size                 : 512
  Actual Disk Blocks         : 286749475
  Total Disk Capacity (MB)   : 0
  Free Disk Capacity (MB)    : 0
  Actual Disk Capacity (MB)  : 140014
  Hypers                     : 0
  Spare Disk                 : True
  Failed Director            : DF-15A
  Failed Interface           : C
  Failed Target ID           : 0


List spindle information


Options


-spindle


Lists each disk by Spindle ID and includes the director number for each spindle.


-spid Spindle_ID


Lists physical disks by Spindle ID.


Note


For Enginuity versions 5875 or lower, the specified Spindle ID does not represent an
actual Enginuity entity, but is a string representation of a unique hexadecimal
number. This number can be used as an input parameter for symdisk show
commands.


Examples
To list the spindle IDs for array 306, enter:


symdisk list -spindle -sid 306


Sample output


Symmetrix ID                 : 000194900306
Disks Selected               : 64
                                                  Capacity(MB)
Spindle  Dir Vendor     Type       Hypr   Total       Free      Actual
-------- --- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- ---------- --------
32E      08A SEAGATE    T146155      14     139028     120506     
139028
16B35    08A SEAGATE    T146155      19     139028     118758     
139028
1D83     08B SEAGATE    T146155      15     139028     123071     
139028
22C34    08B SEAGATE    T146155      15     139028     124751     
139028
 . . .
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                                        ---------- ---------- 
----------
Totals                                     7785556    6975177    
7785556


List spindle information for physical disk


Syntax


-spid Spindle_ID


Specifies spindle ID.


Examples
To list spindle information for spindle 1B935 on array 306, enter:


symdisk show -spid 1B935 -sid 306


Note


The sympd list command with the -spindle option also provides spindle ID


information. List array device information  on page 499 provides more information.


Sample output


Note


This is the same output format as symdisk list -v (verbose).


Symmetrix ID                 : 000194900306
  Director                   : DF-8A
  Interface                  : C
  Target ID                  : 1
  Spindle ID                 : 1B935
  External WWN               : 60000970000195700233533030333132
  External Array ID          : 0001957000233
  External Device Name       : 031B
  Disk Group Number          : 001
  Disk Group Name            : DISK_GROUP_001
  Technology                 : FC
  Speed (RPM)                : 15000
  Form Factor                : N/A
  Vendor ID                  : EMC
  Product ID                 : Symmetrix
   . . .


Note


The symdisk list and show commands for spindles identifies remote Data Domain
appliances when reporting on virtualized disks and LUNs on external arrays. If applicable,
DataDomain displays in the Product ID field.


List spindle information for disk group


Options


-spindle


Lists each disk by Spindle ID and includes the director number for each spindle.
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Examples
To list spindle IDs for disk group 004 for array 306, enter:


symdisk list -disk_group 004 -spindle -sid 306


Sample output


Symmetrix ID                 : 000194900306
Disks Selected               : 8
Disk Group                   : 4
Disk Group Name              : DISK_GROUP_004
Technology                   : FC
Speed (RPM)                  : 15000
                                                  Capacity(MB)
Spindle  Dir Vendor     Type       Hypr   Total       Free      Actual
-------- --- ---------- ---------- ---- ---------- ---------- --------
32A      07A SEAGATE    HUC4515      52     418710     380208     
418710
B7       08A SEAGATE    HUC4515      52     418710     380208     
418710
5C9      07B SEAGATE    HUC4515      53     418710     379729     
418710
1D01     08B SEAGATE    HUC4515      53     418710     364605     
418710
 . . .
                                        ---------- ---------- 
----------
Total                                      3349684    3009503    
3349684


External spindle information


Federated Tiered Storage attaches external disks (eDisks) to a VMAX arrays, and makes
the eDisk's capacity available to the VMAX array as an external spindle.


Use the symdisk show command to list the spindle IDs for eDisks.


Note


FTS is supported with Enginuity 5876 and HYPERMAX OS 5977. With HYPERMAX OS 5977,
FTS support is limited to virtual provisioning encapsulation of Data Domain eDisks for
ProtectPoint, and external provisioning for XtremIO edisks. Refer to Federated Tiered
Storage on page 337 for more information on FTS.


View external spindle information


Syntax
To list external spindle information, use the following syntax:


symdisk show -wwn wwn


Output fields for external spindle information


l Disk Location — Shows Internal for internal disks, and External for
external disks. For Enginuity 5876 or lower, Disk Location shows as Internal.


l Disk Service State — Shows the availability of the eDisk. The Failed Disk
State is reported as part of the Disk Service State, showing states of Normal
or Failed for internal disks. For external disks the Disk Service State is shown
as Failed if there are no network paths available to the eDisk (neither active nor
passive), Degraded if there are paths from only one of its supporting DX directors to
the eDisk (either active or passive), and Normal if there is at least one active and one
passive network path available from both supporting DX directors to the eDisk.
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l Technology — Shows as N/A for external disks.


l Shows if an eDisk is encapsulated or not.


l Shows the number of external paths, available to the external LUN, to reach the
eDisk.
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CHAPTER 15


Statistics


This chapter describes how to use the SYMCLI symstat command to retrieve the
performance-related statistics such as the number of I/O requests and throughput
activities for the array devices.
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Statistics overview
The symstat command captures, in real-time, statistics information about an array. You
can examine the performance of one or more devices, a device group, or any or all
directors. For the capture of a sample period, symstat only displays devices or directors
that had activity.


The -c argument defines the number of samples. The default for this argument is
continuous sampling. If you do not specify this argument, but you specify an -i value, the
command produces continuous statistical output, requiring a cancel (Ctrl-C) to stop the
process. For the symstat command, a minimum default interval of 60 seconds is used for
effective statistical sampling.


The symstat command performs the following:


l Queries array devices to capture raw performance counts and stores them in memory.


l Retrieves the performance counts for the array as a whole.


l Retrieves the performance counts for a director or director port.


l Retrieves the performance counts for one or more array devices.


l Retrieves the performance counts for one or more device groups, composite groups,
or SRDF groups.


l Retrieves the performance counts for a selection of, or all, disks.


l Retrieves the timestamp of the performance count sample.


l Retrieves and displays replication session statistics for SRDF/A.


l Retrieves GigE iSCSI network statistics.


Note


Performance counters are not stored in the configuration database and only exist in
the session context.


Object reporting statistics
The SYMCLI symstat command returns statistics on the how the following objects are
performing in the storage environment:


l Devices — Statistical data can be returned on device throughput and I/O. Also,
throughput activity to a specific set of devices within a device group can be obtained
in addition to cache memory to disk activity for selected devices. Also, for arrays
running Enginuity 5876 or lower, dynamic mirroring service policy (DMSP) statistics
for the selected devices can be obtained.


l Directors — Throughput, back-end I/O, and port activity statistics can be obtained for
a specific director or type of director.


l Disk — Reports back-end I/O requests and throughput for selected disks and tracks
prefetch disk activity for selected back-end directors only.


l SRDF/A sessions — Monitor activity of SRDF/A sessions using the CYCLE, CACHE, and
REQUESTS types in conjunction with the reptype rdfa flag of the symstat
command.
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Display options for performance statistics


Options
The symstat command provides the following performance display options:


REQUESTS


Reports I/O requests and throughput for selected devices, directors, or SRDF/A
sessions. (This is the default type; if no type is specified, REQUESTS is used.)


BACKEND


Reports back-end I/O requests and throughput for selected devices.


PORT


Reports performance statistics for a director port.


ISCSI


Reports GigE network statistics.


CACHE


Reports cache activity for selected front-end or remote link directors, or SRDF/A
sessions.


MEMIO


Reports cache memory to disk activity for selected devices.


PATH


Reports R-Copy path information for non-incremental sessions. Arrays that have all or
some incremental sessions will report an error.


CYCLE


Reports cycle summary information for SRDF-A sessions.


DISK


Reports back-end I/O requests and throughput for selected disks.


PREFETCH


Reports track prefetch disk activity for selected back-end directors only.


DMSP


Reports dynamic mirroring service policy (DMSP) statistics for the selected devices.
(Enginuity 5876 or lower).


RDF


Reports SRDF statistics from the perspective of RA groups, devices, or directors.


REQUESTS statistics
The symstat command with the REQUESTS type displays performance statistics such
as I/O throughput for array device groups, individual devices, or SRDF sessions.
REQUESTS is the default type for symstat operations, therefore, if no type is specified,
REQUESTS performance information is returned.
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Note


When using the symstat command against arrays running Enginuity 5874 or higher, some
device and director output fields have been changed to support 64-bit counters. Refer to
theesd_r_se_seam_setting_compatibility_mode_for_older_solutions_enabler_versions_40442
1 on page 33 for information on returning output as seen in prior Solutions Enabler versions.


List array statistics


Examples
To return performance statistics for array 345 at 5-second intervals, enter:


symstat -i 5  -type REQUESTS -sid 345


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000194900345
         Sym                     IO/sec        KB/sec    % Hits  %Seq    Num WP
15:18:46 Dev   Physical        READ  WRITE   READ  WRITE RD  WRT RD  WRT Tracks
15:18:46 00383 Not Visible        0      0      0      0 N/A N/A N/A N/A      2
         0038F Not Visible        0      0      0      0 N/A N/A N/A N/A      3
                             ------ ------ ------ ------ --- --- --- --- ------
Total                             0      0      0      0 N/A N/A N/A N/A      5


List device statistics


Examples
To list device throughput statistics at 120-second intervals for three counts on device
DEV001 , enter:


Note


Requests type is the default.


symstat -i 120 -c 3 -g prod_r1 -ld DEV001


List SRDF/A session statistics


Syntax
To return SRDF throughput information for SRDF/A sessions, use the following syntax:


symstat -repType rdfa


When requesting SRDF/A session statistics for a specified array, the output differs
depending upon the additional qualifiers used with the -sid flag arguments specified:


l If used with no further qualifiers, then the output display lists SRDF/A sessions that
have a status of active.


l If used with qualifier -g all, then the output display list all device groups,
regardless of status.


l If used with the qualifier -rdfg ALL, then the output display lists all SRDF groups,
regardless of status.


l If used with the qualifier -cg ALL, then the output display lists all composite
groups, regardless of status.
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l If the -g DgName device group qualifier is used (-sid option is not used), then the
output display only lists details for the specified device group.


l If used with the qualifier -rdfg #, then the output display lists just the specified
SRDF group.


l If used with the qualifier -cg CgName, then the output display lists just the
specified composite group.


l If used with the -v option the returned statistics are expanded and grouped by
device group (SRDF/A session) for all sessions.


List R-Copy session statistics


Syntax
To return statistical data for an rcopy session, use the following syntax:


symstat [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-type REQUESTS] -sid SymmID 
   -RepType rcopy [-name SessionName


Examples
To return R-Copy session statistics at 60-second intervals for three counts for array 0003,
enter:


symstat -sid 0003 -reptype rcopy -i 60 -c 3 


BACKEND statistics and PREFETCH activity
The symstat command returns statistics for I/O requests on back-end directors, the
throughput on the corresponding devices, and prefetch disk activity on back-end
directors.


List BACKEND statistics


Description
Use the symstat command with the BACKEND type specified, to display performance
statistics, such as I/O requests, using a DA (back-end director) and throughput on a
device. From the device list shown in the device group statistical run, select the logical
device to examine for I/O requests and throughput activity.


Examples
To list statistical data every 60- econds for 3 counts for logical device DEV001, enter:


symstat -type BACKEND -i 60 -c 3 -g prod_r1 -ld DEV001


List PREFETCH activity


Examples
To list prefetch disk activity on back-end directors, at 60-second intervals for four counts,
enter:


symstat -i 60 -c 4 -sid 333 -da all -type prefetch 


Solutions Enabler with Enginuity 5876 or HYPERMAX OS 5977 provides the -dx option
for the symstat command which allows prefetch disk activity on external directors
(DXs).
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Examples
To list prefetch disk activity on -dx directors at 60-second intervals for four counts,
enter:


symstat -i 60 -c 4 -sid 333 -dx all -type prefetch 


Director statistics
The symstat command displays the I/O requests and throughput activity performance
statistics on any or all directors. In addition, it returns director statistics for rcopy
sessions. To return a list of directors available on all visible arrays, use the symcfg
list -dir all command.


Note


For arrays running Enginuity 6874 or higher, use the -dir -EF option to run statistics


for FICON directors .


List director I/O requests


Examples
To output statistics for all directors at 60-second intervals for 100 counts on array 150,
enter:


symstat -type REQUESTS -sid 150 -dir ALL -i 60 -c 100


The following statistics are returned:


l Host timestamp of sample.


l Active director identifier and number.


l I/O rates (operations per second) for:


n Host to Front-end directors


n Disk to Back-end directors


n Local to Remote link directors


l Read cache request rate (requests per second).


l Write cache request rate (requests per second).


l Total read/write cache request rate (requests per second).


l Cache hit ratio (percentage of cache read and write hits).


R-Copy session director statistics


Syntax
To return rcopy statistical data for a specific session, use the following syntax:


symstat [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-type REQUESTS] -sid SymmID 
   -RepType rcopy [-name SessionName


To return rcopy session statistics at 60-second intervals for array 097, enter:


symstat -sid 097 -reptype rcopy -dir 7a -i 60
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The following statistics are returned:


l Host timestamp of sample.


l Active director identifier and number.


l R-Copy director throughput in MB/sec.


l Number, or the count, of cache read requests per second.


l Number, or the count, of write requests per second.


l Total number, or count, of combined read and write requests per second.


l Cache hit ratio (percentage of cache read and write hits).


PORT statistics
The symstat command with the PORT type specified, displays performance statistics
such as I/O requests and throughput of director ports for a specific array.


List director port statistics


Syntax
To report director port statistics, use the following syntax:


symstat [-i Interval] [-c Count] -type PORT [-sid SymmID] 
   -dir <#|ALL> [-port <#|ALL>]


Examples
To output director port statistics in 60-second intervals for 3 counts on array 0256, enter:


symstat -i 60 -c 5 -type PORT -sid 0256 -dir ALL


List rcopy session director port statistics


Syntax
Using symstat with the PORT type specified and the -reptype set to rcopy, you can
display a table of director ports on the specified array and session throughput
information for Open Replicator R-Copy sessions.


The following statistics are returned:


l Host timestamp of sample.


l Active director and port number.


l R-Copy session throughput in MB/sec.


l The maximum percentage of that director/port's bandwidth that is allotted to R-Copy
operations.


l Number of remote devices. The number of remote devices is only available when all
R-Copy sessions are non-incremental.


List ISCSI statistics (GigE)
Description
The symstatcommand with the iSCSI type specified, displays GigE performance
statistics, such as I/O requests and throughput of director ports for a specific array.
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Statistics can be returned for GigE directors configured as SRDF directors (-RE) and for
GigE directors (-DIR) configured as SCSI directors.


Options


--tcp_conn


Returns TCP connection-based statistics.


--gige_dir


Returns network interface-wide statistics.


-rdf_spdlmt


Returns SRDF speedlimit statistics.


--gige_dir


Returns SRDF network compression statistics.


-spdlmt_grp


Returns SRDF speedlimit group statistics


Examples


Note


For all of the examples below, the SRDF director number must be specified. (ALL is a


valid value for the director.)


To return TCP connection-based statistics, enter:


symstat -type ISCSI -i 60 -c 5 -sid 237 -tcp_conn -DIR 20


To return network interface-wide statistics, enter:


symstat -type ISCSI -i 60 -c 5 -sid 237 -gige_dir -DIR 20


To return SRDF speedlimit statistics, enter:


symstat -type ISCSI -i 60 -c 5 -sid 237 -rdf_spdlmt -RE 24


To return SRDF network compression statistics, enter:


symstat -type ISCSI -i 60 -c 5 -sid 237 -rdf_nw_comp -RE 24 -ip 
192.168.100.150


To return SRDF speedlimit group statistics, enter:


symstat -type ISCSI -i 60 -c 5 -sid 237 -rdf_spdlmt -RE 24


List MEMIO statistics
Description
The symstat command with MEMIO type, displays performance statistics for cache
memory to disk I/O on a device group (use symdg listcommand to list the current
device groups).


Options


-bcv


Returns statistics for only BCV devices in the device group.
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-all


Return statistics for both standard and BCV devices in the device group.


Examples
To report cache memory to disk I/O in 5-second intervals on device 0383, enter:


symstat -i 5 -g Prod -ld DEV001 0383 -type MEMIO -sid 345


Sample output


Note


By default, BCV devices are not included in these results.


Symmetrix ID: 000194900345
                                        
                      Sym                       Tracks/sec    % Dev
15:39:44 Logical      Dev         WP Tracks   Prefchd Destgd  WPmax
15:39:44 DEV001       00383               1         0      0      0
         


Disk statistics
The symstat command, with the DISK type specified, displays performance statistics
such as I/O requests and throughput on a physical disk.


List statistics for a specific disk


Examples


Note


To retrieve the statistics of all DA directors, interfaces, or disk SCSI IDs, use the value
ALL.


To report statistics in 60-second intervals for 3 counts on disk 02A:C5, enter:


symstat -type disk -i 60 -c 3 -sid 577 -disk 2a,C,5


To report statistics at the same interval and count, but for all SCSI IDs on disk 02A:C,
enter:


symstat -type disk -i 60 -c 3 -sid 577 -disk 2a,C,ALL 


The display provides the disk ID, I/O read/writes, and kilobytes per read and write for
each disk.


List spindle statistics


Description
For arrays running Enginuity 5876 and higher the symstat command with the -
spindle option requests statistics by Director and Spindle ID for internal or external (DX
director) disks.
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Syntax
To list spindle statistics, use the following syntax:


symstat -i Interval [-c Count]
        -type DISK -sid SymmID [-spindle [-internal|-external]]
        [[-disk <da|ALL>[,<int|ALL>[,<id|ALL>]]] |
         [-spid SpindleID|ALL]] [-DX <#|ALL>]]


Options


-spid


Requests statistics for a disk by specifiying a Spindle ID, or for ALL disks.


Examples
To request an output format which identifies disks by director and Spindle ID for array
109, enter:


symstat -type DISK -sid 109 -spindle -i 60


Note


For Enginuity versions lower than 5875, the specified/returned Spindle ID does not
represent an actual Enginuity entity, but is a string representation of a unique
hexadecimal number.


CACHE statistics
The symstat command, with the CACHE type specified, returns data about the cache
activity on the front-end directors, LRU, or SRDF/A sessions.


Note


LRU statistics are not available for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


List front-end director cache statistics


Description
The symstat command returns statistics for front-end directors with either specifying
(ALL) directors or a specific director type ( SA, EA, FA, FE, CA, RA).


Example
To report cache activity in 60-second intervals for 4 counts for all SA directors on array
097, enter:


symstat -i 60 -c 4 -sid 097 -sa all -type cache


List SRDF/A session cache statistics


Description
The symstat command returns a table of cache usage for device groups (SRDF/A
sessions) in the specified array that have active status or have nonzero cache usage by
specifying the -repType rdfa option. SRDF/A cache statistic data can be returned for
ALL or a specific device group or RA group number.
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When requesting SRDF/A session statistics for a specified array, the output differs
depending upon the additional qualifiers used with the -sid flag arguments specified:


l If used with no further qualifiers, then the output display lists SRDF/A sessions that
have a status of active.


l If used with qualifier -g all, then the output display list all device groups,
regardless of status.


l If used with the qualifier -rdfg ALL, then the output display lists all SRDF groups,
regardless of status.


l If used with the qualifier -cg ALL, then the output display lists all composite
groups, regardless of status.


l If the -g DgName device group qualifier is used (-sid option is not used), then the
output display only lists details for the specified device group.


l If used with the qualifier -rdfg #, then the output display lists just the specified
SRDF group.


l If used with the qualifier -cg CgName, then the output display lists just the
specified composite group.


l If used with the -v option the returned statistics are expanded and grouped by
device group (SRDF/A session) for all sessions.


Examples
To return SRDF/A session cache statistics for all active device groups on array 0011,
enter:


symstat -type cache -i 60 -c 3 -sid 0011 -repType rdfa


The following SRDF/A session statistics are returned:


System Write Pending Limit


The number of cache slots available in the array, which are used to hold writes
awaiting destaging locally or transfer in an SRDF/A cycle. This limit is approximately
80 percent of the total cache available, however, in some case it is less.


Cache Slots Available for all SRDF/A sessions


The upper limit of cache slots available for all SRDF/A sessions. This value is
determined by the SRDF/A Max Cache Usage parameter, which allows the user to
specify what percentage of the System Write Pending Limit slot count should be used
for SRDF/A sessions. If the Max Host Throttle parameter is 0, then Cache slots
available for all SRDF/A sessions is a percentage of System Write Pending Limit as
specified by SRDF/A Max Cache Usage setting. The default value of this limit is
approximately 94 percent of the System Write Pending limit. If the Max Host Throttle
parameter is not 0, then the number of Cache Slots Available for all SRDF/A sessions
will be equal to the System Write Pending limit.


Total Local Write Pending Count


The sum of local write pending tracks for all RDF devices. This is for RDF devices
ONLY.


Total System Write Pending Count


This count represents all write pending tracks in the system, which in most cases sum
of write pending tracks for all of the devices. There are cases when the same write
pending track belongs to more than one device. This includes all devices that are
RDF.


Total System SRDF/A DSE Used Tracks


Identifies the SRDF/A DSE threshold and used track counts.
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Total System Cache Slots in Use


Cache slots in use is the total number of cache slots in the active and inactive cycle
for that SRDF/A session. These are tracks that are used by the SRDF/A session but are
not directly related to write pending tracks. Tracks can be write pending, slots in
memory, or in DSE pool. Therefore, using this number in combination with any write
pending count does not produce any meaningful value.


Note


The sum of the Cache Slots in Use and the Local Write Pending Count does not equal
the Total System Write Pending Count. This results because Cache Slots in Use and
Local Write Pending Count include every cache slot in those states, while the Total
System Write Pending Count includes slots with either of those states, but not both. A
cache slot with both a local write pending and an SRDF/A write pending will increase
the individual counts of each, but only increment the total count by one.


Total System Cache Slots Shared


A count of total system cache slots that measures the amount of data shared.


Total System Cache Full Percentage


The percentage of the available SRDF/A cache in use for the device group.


List PATH statistics
Description
Path statistics for non-incremental rcopy sessions can be reported. Arrays that have all
or some incremental sessions will report an error.


The reported data can either be listed by session, where the data is organized by session
name (-by_session) or by port (-by_port) where data will be organized by director
port


Examples
To report the rcopy path statistics for array 003 and organized by director port, enter:


symstat -sid 0003 -reptype rcopy -type path -by_port -i 60 -c 3


Sample output


Time      Director   RCopy    Port   RCopy   Control      Tracks       Session
Stamp       Port    Ceiling  KB/sec  KB/sec  Device   Total Remaining   Name  
15:44:44  FA-14C:1  30            -       -  00644    264960       0  hotpull
                                             00645    264960       0  hotpull
                                             00646    264960       0  hotpull
                                             00647    264960       0  hotpull


List CYCLE statistics
Description
The symstat command with the CYCLE type statistics returns a table of cycle
information for device groups (SRDF/A sessions) in arrays that have active status or have
nonzero cache usage.


When requesting SRDF/A session statistics for a specified array, the output differs
depending upon the additional qualifiers used with the -sid flag arguments specified:
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l If used with no further qualifiers, then the output display lists SRDF/A sessions that
have a status of active.


l If used with qualifier -g all, then the output display list all device groups,
regardless of status.


l If used with the qualifier -rdfg ALL, then the output display lists all SRDF groups,
regardless of status.


l If the -g DgName device group qualifier is used (-sid option is not used), then the
output display only lists details for the specified device group.


l If used with the qualifier -rdfg #, then the output display lists just the specified
SRDF group.


l If used with the -v option the returned statistics are expanded and grouped by
device group (SRDF/A session) for all sessions.


Examples
To return SRDF/A session cycle statistics of active sessions for array 0011 , enter:


symstat -type cycle -i 60 -c 1 -sid 0011 -RepType rdfa -g all


Sample output


SRDF/A Session Cycle Summary Information
Symmetrix Id  : 000187400011
Timestamp     : 14:40:16
Session    Cycle Time  (sec)        Cycle Size
                       ----------- ------------------- -----------------------
                  RA   FLGS Active               Last                         
Device Group Name Grp  TAS  Cycle# Min Avg Last Switch Active  Inact   Shared 
----------------- ---  ---- ------ --- --- ---- ------ ------- ------- -------
RaGrpNum_111      111  2YA     853   -  15   15      1       0       0       0
RaGrpNum_112      111  2YA     753   -  15   15      1       0       0       0
RaGrpNum_121      111  2YA     853   -  15   15      2       0       0       0
RaGrpNum_122      111  2YA     853   -  15   15      1       0       0       0
RaGrpNum_123      111  2YA     855   -  15   15      1       0       0       0
RaGrpNum_124      111  2YA     856   -  15   15      1       0       0       0
Legend for Session Flags:
  T(ype)          : 1 = RDF1, 2 = RDF2
  A(SYNC)         : Y = Yes, N = No
  S(tatus)        : A = Active, I = Inactive, - = N/A


Note


The table headings Active and Inactive are used to represent the Captured and
transmitted data on the R1 side and Receive and Apply on the R2 side of the operation.


The following statistics are returned:


l Device Group Name


l RA Group number


l Session Flags


n Type of SRDF group (RDF1 or RDf2); inactive sessions do not have an assigned
type.


n Asynchronous (Yes or No).


n Status (Active or Inactive).


l Active cycle number identifier for the given SRDF/A session. MSC cycle numbers are
not displayed.


Statistics
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l Cycle Time


n Min — The setting for the minimum number of seconds for a specific cycle.


Note


The Min Cycle Time value is not shown on the R2 side.


l Avg — A measure of the average time of all cycles in the session in seconds.


l Last — A measure of the last cycle in seconds.


l Last Switch — A measure of time in seconds since the last switch from active to
inactive or vice versa.


l Cycle Size


n Active — A count of cache slots that measures the amount of data captured (on
the R1 side) or received (on the R2 side).


n Inactive — A count of cache slots that measures the amount of data transmitted
(on the R1 side) or applied (on the R2 side).


n Shared — A count of cache slots that measures the amount of data shared.


RDF statistics
The RDF type statistics extend the statistical information provided by the RDF director to
external applications providing greater visibility into the performance and behavior of
remote arrays. These statistics are used to monitor on-going activity and detect problem
areas.


Note


RDF directors are supported on VMAX 10K, 20K, and 40K arrays running Enginuity 5876. A
symstat command specifying a RDF director using the -dir option produces the
appropriate output if RDF directors exist on these arrays. The symstat command
produces the appropriate output when issued against these arrays with RDF specific
options. These options include -hop2, -type RDF, -RepType rdfa, -RepType
rdf, and -type REQUESTS -RA.


List SRDF/A session statistics by RA group


Options


all


Returns statistics for all RDF groups.


Examples
To return statistics for all RDF group -rdfg 11, enter:


symstat -sid 179 -i 60 -c 2 -type RDF -rdfg 11


Sample output


RDF Group Level I/O Statistics:
GRP       IO/sec        MB/sec    % Hits   IO Service Time (usec)    Q
13:33:31 READ   WRITE   READ  WRITE     RD    Min        Max    Avg  Len


Statistics
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13:33:31  11      100    200  12345   34500    30        23       0   10
13:34:31  11      110    220  15000   45000    40        30       0   15


List SRDF device-level statistics


Description
Device-level statistics are obtained by specifying a device name (-dev SymDevname),
logical device name (-ld LDevname), or device group name (-g DgName).


Note


A device group name (-g DgName) must also be specified when a logical device name


(-ld LDevname) is used.


Example
To return device-level statistics for device 1085, enter:


symstat -i 5 -sid 345 -dev 1085 -type RDF


Sample output
To return SRDF device-level statistics for device 1085, enter:


RDF Device Level I/O Statistics:
         Sym     RDF        IO/sec        MB/sec    %Hit  IO Service Time(usec)
08:38:20 Dev   GRP MODE   READ  WRITE   READ  WRITE   RD    Min       Max   Avg
08:41:46 01085 162   R2      0      0    0.0    0.0    0   1015      1015  1015


List SRDF statistics by director number


Options


all


Returns statistics for all RDF groups.


Example
To return statistics for director 1d, enter:


symstat -sid 179 -i 60 -c 2 -type RDF -dir 1d


Sample output


RDF Device Level I/O Statistics:
         DIR       IO/sec        MB/sec    % Hits   IO Service Time (usec)    Q
13:37:31        READ   WRITE   READ  WRITE     RD    Min        Max    Avg  Len
14:08:34  32     100     200  12345  34500     30     30          0     10
14:08:34  40     120     220  24567  55432     25     40          0     12
14:09:34  32     110     210  15000  45000     40     50          0     15
14:09:34  40     130     230  26265  61250     35     55          0     20


SRDF link-level statistics (Enginuity 5876 or lower)


Options


-rdflink


Returns SRDF link throughput statistics.


Statistics
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Example


symstat -sid 179 -i 60 -c 2 -type RDF -dir 2c -rdflink


Sample output
To return link-level details, specify the -rdflink option as shown in the following
example.


RDF Link Level I/O Statistics:
          LINK      IO/sec       MB/sec     % Hits   IO-Service-Time(usec)    Echo
14:18:27         READ   WRITE   READ  WRITE     RD    Min    Max    Avg       Delay
14:18:29    0     100    200   12000  21000     35     30     0     50
14:18:29    1     110    210   13000  22000     40     40     0     60
14:18:29    2     120    220   14000  23000     45     50     0     70
14:18:29    3     130    230   15000  24000     50     60     0     80
14:19:29    0     110    210   23000  31000     45     35     0     60
14:19:29    1     120    220   24000  32000     50     45     0     70
14:19:29    2     130    230   25000  33000     55     55     0     80
14:19:29    3     140    240   26000  34000     60     65     0     90


Statistics
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CHAPTER 16


Change Tracker (Enginuity 5876 or lower)


This chapter introduces the Change Tracker SYMCLI symchg command and explains how
to monitor array data objects for change within your storage environment.
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Change Tracker overview
NOTICE


Change Tracker is not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


The EMC Solutions Enabler Change Tracker software measures changes to data on an
array volume or a group of volumes. The Change Tracker command ( symchg) is used on
FBA devices to mark selected areas of disk storage so that the logical volume occupying
those areas can be monitored for change.


Change Tracker uses DeltaMark bitmap technology (formerly called the Symmetrix
Differential Data Facility) to identify logical blocks that were changed on a FBA device.
Before change tracking can begin, a Change Tracker (DeltaMark) session must be created
using the symchg create command. The symchg mark command is then used to
perform a timestamp and mark the selected area of disk storage occupied by a data
object using a DeltaMark bitmap.


This allows a marked area to be examined at a later time to view changes to the stored
object. The tracked changes can also be saved to a log file for later analysis. Change
Tracker data is often used to analyze and design TimeFinder and SRDF configurations.


The array stores information about track changes internally, and makes this information
available to applications through a DeltaMark bitmap vector or table. Each DeltaMark
bitmap contains a bit for every track on the monitored volume. When a write to the
volume alters a track of information, the bitmap is updated to reflect that the track has
been changed. (Subsequent changes to that same track have no effect on the bitmap.)
The following below illustrates a DeltaMark bitmap table.


Figure 12  A DeltaMark bitmap table
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Change Tracker sessions are allowed on count key devices (CKD) starting with Enginuity
5773. You can create, mark, view, list, and delete a Change Tracker session on CKDs.


The symchg command provides full support to non-geometry limited encapsulated
devices or external provisioned devices with Enginuity 5876.


Practical uses for Change Tracker
Using TimeFinder and SRDF software to mirror data from a source array to a remotely
connected array located across the hall or across the globe creates a global data storage
solution. That is, production data can be available at a remote site for data mining, e-
business content delivery, application development, testing, backups, and numerous
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other uses. Moreover, SRDF configurations provide a recovery solution for component or
site failures between remotely mirrored devices.


With the wide acceptance of SRDF for remote storage and as a disaster tolerance and
disaster restart tool, assessing incremental changes to data over discrete periods of time
is a necessary part of planning for data transfer and storage at remote sites. Change
Tracker assists in this task by measuring volume changes, providing information so that
informed decisions can be made about the communication line bandwidths and links
required for such configurations.


Change Tracker command summary
The Change Tracker symchg command monitors selected disk storage objects using
DeltaMark bitmap technology to track changes and generates reports for analysis.
Change Tracker monitors individual devices, standard or BCV devices in a device group or
composite group, devices in a storage group, or devices listed in a device file.


Note


Change Tracker control operations using the symchg command support thin devices


(TDEVs) on arrays running Enginuity 5874.210.168 through 5876.


The following table summarizes the SYMCLI symchg commands used to create a Change
Tracker session, mark areas to be monitored, remove or delete a session, and generate a
report.


Table 55 Change Tracker command summary


Command Argument Displays


symchg create Creates a Change Tracker session for the disk device containing the disk storage object to be
monitored.By including the -type option in the command, you can create a write (default), read, or


read/write Change Tracker session. Only one session can exist on a device at a time. For example, you
cannot create a read session on a device that already has a write session on it.


delete Unmarks the disk storage object and deletes the Change Tracker session.


list Lists all devices marked as Change Tracker objects, including object name and type, session type, and
timestamp of marking. The -type option lists write, read, or read/write sessions.


mark Marks disk storage objects as unchanged so that new changes can be tracked. Requires that a Change
Tracker session first be created.


remove Unmarks the disk storage object while retaining the Change Tracker session. This command does not
remove devices from the Change Tracker database if the object type does not match the object type in
the command. If this command fails before the end of ts device list, a remove must be issued on each


device that was not removed. In this case, use the -force option to force the removal of all the devices


from the database. The --force option is used with symchg delete command to force the deletion


of the Change Tracker session from an array and the deletion of the devices from the Change Tracker
database.


report Generates a report on the amount of change for the specified object in a given log file. Reports can be
generated for device groups, composite groups, and device files.


view Displays the amount and rate of change for marked disk storage objects or shows if a Change Tracker
session exists for a specified disk storage object.
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For information about performing Change Tracker control operations, refer to Monitor
data objects for changes  on page 554. For details about the symchg command syntax
and other SYMCLI commands, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SYMCLI Command
Reference Guide.


Monitor data objects for changes
To mark areas of array disk storage for change monitoring, you first create a Change
Tracker session for the objects that you want to monitor. Creating a Change Tracker
session creates DeltaMark bitmaps for the specified objects. Once a session has been
established, the objects can be marked at any particular point in time, which resets the
bitmaps for those objects (that is, marks all tracks as unchanged). Marking the objects is
the starting point from which changes will be measured.


Monitoring the objects is accomplished by viewing the objects in a session. Viewing
objects processes the bitmaps that correspond to the objects and displays the amount
and rate of change. Viewing can be performed at discrete intervals of time and for a
particular number of executions, and the bitmaps can also be reset after each sample.
The display may be saved to a user-defined log file, where it is stored in a comma-
separated format, enabling the data to be imported into a spreadsheet for analysis. A
summary report can be produced from the results in a log file, and the log file can be
used to perform capacity planning by specifying particular variables and calculating other
parameters.


The symchg command operates on disk storage objects by specifying an array device
name, a logical device name, a device group, a composite group, or a device file.
Individual objects may be removed from a session without terminating that session (so
other objects in the same session continue to be monitored), and a session can be
deleted, terminating the monitoring of all objects included in that session.


Note


SYMCLI symchg only monitors FBA devices. You can monitor CKD devices using the
mainframe change tracker utility.


Change Tracker does not work correctly if the configuration of a metadevice changes.
Once a Change Tracker session is created, the following is blocked through
symconfigure:


l Non-meta device becomes a metadevice.


l Changing of metamembers.


l Changing a metadevice from a concatenated meta to a striped meta.


l Meta device dissolves and is no longer a metadevice.
Change Tracker does not allow you to create a session on a thin device that is not
bound. Therefore, once a device has a Change Tracker session defined on it,
symconfigure does not allow you to unbind that device.
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Create a Change Tracker session
Syntax
Before marking objects, create a Change Tracker session for the device(s) containing the
objects by using the symchg create command. To create a Change Tracker session, wse
the following syntax:


symchg [-sid SymmID] [-v]
    create dev SymDevName [-type read | write | rw]
symchg -g DgName | -cg CgName [-bcv] [-v]
    create [ld LdevName] [-type read | write | rw]
symchg -sg SgName -sid SymmID [-v]
    create [-type read | write | rw] 
symchg -file DevFile -sid SymmID [-v]
    create [-type read | write | rw]


Set Change Tracker session type


Syntax
The symchg createcommand has a -type option to indicate the type of session to
create for the devices in a Change Tracker object. This feature is available with Enginuity
5875 and 5876. More the one object can be marked and examined per session, and a
device name or logical device name can be specified within a device group or composite
group for the session. BCVs of a device group can also be specified.


Options
-type


Displays the session type. The types are:
l Write (W) — Determines how much data was written to a device. Many write


sessions can be opened on a device. This is the default.
l Read (R) — Identifies a protection bitmap of the tracks read by a host. Only one


read session can be opened on a device.
l Read/Write (RW) — Performs both a read and a write on a device.


Examples
To create a Change Tracker session of type Write (default) for a single device (17C) on
array ID 55, enter:


symchg create dev 17c -sid 55


Note


If the session type is Write (default) it does not need to be specified in the command.


Create a Change Tracker device text file
The device file syntax for a Change Tracker session contains a single column of devices
specified by the device name (SymDevName). Lines in the device file that begin with a
pound symbol (#) are ignored. The device filename (-file FileName) is inserted into
the command line for control operations.


Sample device file


# dev_file_1
# Symmetrix Device List for Change Tracker session
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#
00A
00B
00C
057
058
# End


Mark a data object for change monitoring


Description
After creating a session, mark the device storage objects for change monitoring using the
symchg mark command. This allows objects to be marked from a particular point in
time, with all tracks being marked as unchanged. Once marked, the objects can be
monitored for changes.


When an object is marked, an entry is added or updated for the specified object in the
symchg database. The mark command resets the DeltaMark bitmaps for the devices of
the specified object.


A device name or a logical device name can be specified as the marked object. BCVs of a
device group can also be marked.


Syntax
To monitor a session, use the following syntax:


symchg [-sid SymmID] [-v]
    mark   dev SymDevNamesymchg -g DgName | -cg CgName [-bcv] [-v]
    mark   [ld LdevName]
symchg -sg SgName -sid SymmID [-v]
    mark
symchg -file DevFile -sid SymmID [-v]
    mark


Note


Use the same convention for the mark command as was used with the symchg create
command. If the session was created using a device group, composite group, storage
group, or device file, the device marking must be managed using the same method.


Examples
To mark device (17C) on array ID 000125600055, enter:


symchg mark dev 17c -sid 55


List objects marked for change monitoring


Examples
Use the symchg list command to list disk storage objects that are marked and exist
in the Change Tracker database.


To list all logical disk storage objects marked for change monitoring, enter:


symchg list


To list all disk devices marked for a Change Tracker session of a Read/Write type, enter:


symchg list -session -type rw
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To list all disk devices marked for a Change Tracker session of type Read and visible to
the host, enter:


symchg list -session dev -type r


Remove mark from change monitoring database (without termination)


Description
A storage object can be unmarked from the symchg database without terminating the
Change Tracker session. The remove command causes the DeltaMark bitmaps to stop
monitoring changes for the devices, while maintaining the session.


A device name or a logical device name can be specified for unmarking. BCVs of a device
group can also be unmarked.


Syntax
To remove a disk storage object from the without terminating the Change Tracker session,
use the following syntax:


symchg [-sid SymmID] [-v]
    remove dev SymDevName [-force]
symchg -g DgName | -cg CgName [-bcv] [-v]
    remove [ld LdevName] [-force] 
symchg -sg SgName -sid SymmID [-v]
    remove [-force] 
symchg -file DevFile -sid SymmID [-v]    remove [-force]


Note


Use the same convention for the remove command as was used with the symchg
create command. If the session was created using a device group, composite group,


storage group, or device file, the device marking must be managed using the same
method.


Examples
To unmark device (17C) on array ID 000125600055, enter:


symchg remove dev 17c -sid 55


To unmark BCV devices in the device group ProdDB, enter:


symchg -g ProdDB remove -bcv


To unmark devices listed in the device text file dev_file_1, enter:


symchg -file dev_file_1 remove


Remove marked objects from change monitoring database (with termination)


Description
A storage object can be unmarked from the symchg database and delete (terminate) the
Change Tracker session. The delete command causes the DeltaMark bitmaps to stop
monitoring changes for the devices and deletes the session.


A device name or a logical device name can be specified for unmarking. BCVs of a device
group can also be unmarked.
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Syntax
To unmark a storage object and terminate the Change Tracker session,, use the following
syntax:


symchg [-sid SymmID] [-v]
    delete dev SymDevName [-force]
symchg -g DgName | -cg CgName [-bcv] [-v]
    delete [ld LdevName] [-force] 
symchg -sg SgName -sid SymmID [-v]
    delete [-force] 
symchg -file DevFile -sid SymmID [-v]
    delete [-force]


Note


Use the same convention for the delete command as was used with the symchg
create command. If the session was created using a device group, composite group,


storage group, or device file, the device marking must be managed using the same
method.


Examples
To unmark device (17C) on array ID 000125600055 and delete the session, enter:


symchg delete dev 17c -sid 55


To unmark BCV devices in the device group ProdDB and delete the session, enter:


symchg -g ProdDB delete -bcv


To unmark devices listed in the device text file dev_file_1 and delete the session,
enter:


symchg -file dev_file_1 delete


View objects marked for change monitoring


Description
The DeltaMark bitmap can be processed to display the amount and the rate of change
that corresponds to a storage object in the Change Tracker database.


Options


-session


Verifies the existence of a Change Tracker session for a specified object by including
the -session option.


-g and -bcv


Displays the amount and the rate of change for BCV devices in the device group.
ProdDB, enter:


-native


Returns output in the native track size, which normally defaults to 32K track size
when saving marked objects to a log file.


-reset


Resets the DeltaMark bitmaps for each reporting interval and requires using the count
(-c) or interval (-i) options. The reset after each measurement of changed tracks is
called the DELTA collection method.
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-multi


Sets the changed tracks for collection in both the SUM and DELTA collection
methods.The SUM collection method calculates the cumulative number of changed
tracks from the starting point of when the object was first marked.


Examples
To display the amount and the rate of change for device (17C) on array ID
000125600055, enter:


symchg view dev 17c -sid 55


To display the amount and rate of change for BCV devices in device group ProdDB, enter:


symchg -g ProdDB view -bcv


To save change information to file /tmp/logfile for marked storage objects in device
group ProdDB using both the SUM and DELTA collection methods, enter.


symchg -g ProdDB view -multi -log /tmp/logfile -c 10


To save change information to file /tmp/logfile for marked storage objects in device
group ProdDB, enter:


symchg -g ProdDB view -reset -log /tmp/logfile -c 10


Note


At each specified interval, the log file will capture both the cumulative number of
changed tracks and the number of changed tracks per interval.


Change tracker reports
Change Tracker generates two kinds of reports—SUM and DELTA. Reports can be
generated for devices in a device group, composite group, or devices listed in a device
file.


View change tracker reports
Syntax
When viewing the changes for an object of a device group, the output can either be sent
to stdout or saved to a user-defined log file. The information saved to the log file is
stored in a comma-separated format. This allows the data to be imported into a
spreadsheet for analysis. The results in the log file can be examined with the following
symchg report command:


symchg [-ra NumRAs] [-rate 
KB/s
] 
        [-resync [
mmmm|hh:mm
]]
        [-start 
mmddyyyy hh:mm
] [-stop 
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mmddyyyy hh:mm
]
        [-backend] [-native] [-v]
        [-devs <[SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName]>
               <[,SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName...]>]
        report -log LogFile -g <DgName | -cg CgName >
           [-bcv]
        report -file DevFile -log LogFile [-sid SymmID


Options
-backend


Displays information about the DA and back-end disk address of marked devices.


-bcv


Generates a report for the BCV devices in the device group or composite group.


-cg


Specifies a composite group on which to report.


-devs


Specifies a set of array device ranges and/or individual devices for the report action.


-file


Specifies a file containing a device list with one SymDevName per line.


-g


Specifies a device group on which to report.


-log


Specifies the log file (-log LogFile) to read from.


-native


Reports data based on native track size.


-sid


Specifies the 12-digit ID of an array.


-backend


Specifies a storage group on which to report.


-sg


Displays information about the DA and back-end disk address of marked devices.


-start


Defines the start point in the log file to begin processing data. Format is
mmddyyyy
hh:mm
. Default is the beginning of the log file.


-stop


Defines the stop point in the log file to stop processing data. Format is
mmddyyyy hh:mm
. Default is the end of the log file.


-ra


Defines the number of RA directors to use when resynchronizing device pairs in the
group.


-rate


Specifies the transfer rate to use when resynchronizing device pairs in the group.
Format is in
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Kb/second
.


-resync


Specifies the required time frame in minutes, or hours and minutes, for
resynchronizing SRDF device pairs in the group. Format is
mmmm
or
hh:mm
.


Example procedure: Creating a report of change tracking information
The following is an example of typical steps to follow when saving change information to
a user-defined log file and generating a report:


Procedure


1. Create Change Tracker sessions for each standard device in a device group
( DATABASE_DG).


symchg create -g DATABASE_DG
2. Mark the devices within the device group ( DATABASE_DG).


symchg mark -g DATABASE_DG


This resets the DeltaMark change information to zero for each device in the device
group.


3. Save the change information for the devices of the group ( DATABASE_DG) to a log
file /tmp/change_data.log.


For SUM Reports:


symchg view -g DATABASE_DG -log /tmp/change_data.log \ -i 60 -c 100


For DELTA Reports:


symchg view -g DATABASE_DG -log /tmp/change_data.log \ -reset -i 
60 -c 100


Note


In above example, there were 100 samples made at an interval of 60 seconds and the
DeltaMark change information is reset after each sample.


For combined SUM and DELTA Reports:


symchg view -g DATABASE_DG -log /tmp/change_data.log -multi -i 60 -
c 100


4. Produce a summary report of the changed track information for each device in the
group (DATABASE_DG).


symchg report -g DATABASE_DG -log /tmp/change_data.log -v


The data in the log file is in a comma-separated format, so it can also import it into a
spreadsheet to view the data.
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5. Provide SRDF capacity planning that determines how long it would take to
resynchronize a device group (DATABASE_DG) with RA directors at a transfer rate of
1000 KB/second.


symchg report -g DATABASE_DG -log /tmp/change_data.log -rate 1000 -
ra 2


6. View information for a device group (DATABASE_DG) on your screen showing the log
entries.


symchg view -g DATABASE_DG
7. List the objects that are marked and being monitored for change.


symchg list
8. Verify a Change Tracker session has been created for a device group (DATABASE_DG)


and that it is marked.


symchg view -g DATABASE_DG -session
9. Remove the marked object (DATABASE_DG).


symchg remove -g DATABASE_DG


This does not delete the sessions for the devices of the group. It simply records the
object indicating it is no longer being monitored (from a host view point).


Change Tracker for SRDF capacity planning
SRDF maintains a mirror image of data at the device level in arrays located in physically
separate sites. The mirroring in SRDF can be accomplished in real-time (Synchronous
mode) or near real-time (Asynchronous or Adaptive Copy modes). These modes of
operation are described fully in the EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI Product Guide.
The Adaptive Copy mode is especially useful when transferring large amounts of data
during data center migrations, consolidations, and in data mobility environments.


When performing periodic SRDF transfers using Adaptive Copy mode, it is important to
estimate the rate of change of data on the volumes to be mirrored in order to make
informed decisions about communication line parameters. Change Tracker can help in
this process by calculating certain SRDF capacity values (the resynchronization time, the
number of remote adapters (RAs), and the RA transfer rates) based on the amount of
change to monitored objects.


In the SRDF configuration shown in the following figure, the R1-BCV is used to periodically
transmit changed tracks from the primary site to the remote site. When the BCV is
established with the standard as a BCV pair, the SRDF link to its R2 target is suspended.
When you split the local BCV pair, you can resume the SRDF link, sending the changes to
the remote site. Using Change Tracker to measure the extent of changes to the local BCV
pair while the R1-BCV is suspended from its R2 target allows you to make informed
choices about link bandwidth and frequency of transmission for the SRDF transfer.
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Figure 13  SRDF configuration
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Using Change Tracker to perform SRDF capacity planning
The following steps outline an example of setting up devices and using Change Tracker to
perform SRDF capacity planning:


Procedure


1. Identify the device group to monitor. If the group does not exist, create the device
group deltadg.


symdg create deltadg
2. Add a device 085 to the device group.


symdg -g deltadg -sid 3264 add dev 085


By default, SYMCLI assigns a logical device name (in the form DEVnnn) to this device.


3. Create a Change Tracker session for the device group.


symchg -g deltadg create
4. List the sessions that have just been created for the device group.


symchg -session list
5. Mark the device group (this is the starting point from which changes are measured).


symchg -g deltadg mark
6. In a log file, record cumulative track changes that occur on each device in the device


group. Collect 60 samples at two-minute (120 seconds) intervals in a log file named
deltalog:


symchg -g deltadg -log deltalog -i 120 -c 60 view
7. Use the collected data from the log file for SRDF capacity planning by providing two of


the following three variables to a symchg report command:


l The number of links


l The link bandwidth


l The amount of time available to synchronize the source (R1) and target (R2)
devices
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The symchg report command calculates the third variable.
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CHAPTER 17


Optimizing Array Performance (Enginuity 5876 or
lower)


This chapter describes Optimizer concepts and how to improve array performance using
the SYMCLI symoptmz command.


l Optimizer overview..............................................................................................566
l Optimizer operations...........................................................................................568
l Optimizer operations using the symoptmz command.......................................... 572
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Optimizer overview


Note


Optimizer is not supported for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


Symmetrix Optimizer improves array performance by continuously monitoring the back-
end activity and swapping highly active volumes with idle volumes to improve the
balance of the workload across the disks. This automated, continuous process is based
on user-defined parameters and is completely transparent to end users, hosts, and
applications in the environment.


The Optimizer application (client and server) resides on the service processor, as shown
in Figure 14 on page 566.


Figure 14  Optimizer application architecture
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Optimizer works within a single array and does not change the protection of a device.


From a host system, Solutions Enabler CLI commands and Unisphere dialogs
communicate with the Optimizer server. The SYMCLI symoptmz command provides all the
necessary options to perform Optimizer operations.


Note


The Optimizer client interface is used by EMC Customer Service only.


The first part of this chapter provides an overview of the Optimizer functionality, its
requirements and restrictions, the different modes of operation, and a description of the
process Optimizer uses to make device swaps.
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The second part of the chapter describes the symoptmz command and explains the
options used to manage Optimizer on the array.


Optimizer configuration requirements
Optimizer can optimize all open system and mainframe RAID 1 (mirrored), RAID 5, RAID 6,
and RDF-protected devices in an array.


Restrictions for device swap
To be considered for a swap, devices must be:


l Same size and emulation


l Same protection (Enginuity 5874)


l Available DRVs (Dynamic Reallocation Volumes) for both source and target


l Currently attached to legal RAID groups


Unsupported devices
Optimizer collects statistics for all devices in the array, however, the devices listed below
are not supported. This means that statistics are still collected for them, but the devices
will not be swapped by Optimizer.


l BCV devices


l CKD meta devices


l DATA devices


l DRV devices


l Devices marked by user as "Do not move"


l SFS devices


l Striped CKD devices


l Thin devices


l Vault devices


l Virtual / SAVE devices


Optimizer configuration requirements (Enginuity 5874 or 5876)


DRV devices
All DRVs are mirrored and only one DRV per swap is required. In addition, the DRV can be
equal or larger in size than the logical device that is swapped.


Open mirror position
Arrays running Enginuity 5874 or 5876 do not require the open mirror position.


Open configuration lock requirement
Swaps on arrays running Enginuity 5874 or 5876 do not explicitly prevent other
configuration changes from taking place during the swap operation.


Optimizer configuration requirements (Enginuity 5773 or lower)


DRV devices
At least two DRV devices must be configured for each size and emulation of the volume to
be swapped by Optimizer. For example, for Optimizer to swap a 4 GB open system
volume, two 4 GB open system DRV devices must be configured. If more than one
simultaneous swap is desired, then additional DRV devices are needed (two for each
swap). If there are volumes of mixed size or emulation within the same array, then DRV
devices are required for each size and type to be swapped.
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Open mirror position
Optimizer requires an open mirror position to perform a swap; however, arrays running
Enginuity 5773 or lower have a four mirror slot limitation per volume. This limitation may
make it difficult for Optimizer to obtain the required mirror position to perform a swap.
For example, if a RAID 1 device already has two BCVs established, and Optimizer wants to
swap this device, it cannot get a mirror slot for the DRV. If Optimizer does not have a
mirror slot available, it will drop the swap and rerun the analysis. If Optimizer is in
Rollback, Manual, or User-Approved mode, then Optimizer retries a number of times until
an error is encountered. Eventually, Optimizer stops trying if a mirror slot does not
become available.


Configuration lock requirement
For arrays running Enginuity 5773 or lower, Optimizer holds a Symmetrix External Lock
(SEL) to perform a swap or migration. The configuration lock is an exclusive lock on the
array that prevents multiple applications from changing the array configuration at the
same time. If another application holds the configuration lock when Optimizer wants to
create a swap, then Optimizer behaves as previously described (no open mirror position).
Optimizer holds the configuration lock for the duration of the swap or migration, or until
the operation is canceled, so other applications cannot perform configuration changes
during this time.


Note


Committed swap or migration operations that are scheduled for a later time can be
canceled up until the scheduled time.


Optimizer operations
After it has been initialized with the user-defined parameters, Optimizer operates
autonomously on the array service processor. Optimizer monitors and controls array
performance as follows:


1. Optimizer builds a database of device activity statistics on the array back-end. This
data is saved for a maximum of two weeks.


2. Using the statistical data collected, configuration information, and user-defined
parameters, the Optimizer algorithm identifies busy and idle devices and their
locations on the physical drives. The algorithm tries to minimize average disk service
time by balancing I/O activity across physical disks. Optimizer determines which
disks require balancing by locating busy devices close to each other on the same
disk, and/or by locating busy devices on faster areas of the disks. Optimizer
evaluates the speed of the disk, the disk geometry, and the actuator speed to
determine faster disks.


3. The array device swaps are performed. User-defined parameters control whether
swaps occur in a completely automated fashion or require approval before the action
is taken.


4. Optimizer continues data analysis for the next swap.


Optimizer performance metrics
Optimizer looks only at back-end activity; it uses the back-end logical device statistics,
and the following metrics:


l DA logical volumes reads


l DA logical volumes writes
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l Logical volume prefetch
l DA logical volumes KB read
l DA logical volumes KB written


While modeling the disk service time, different weights are assigned to read, write, and
prefetch activity. Optimizer assumes that reads are equally spread among all the device
mirrors, and all mirrors perform all writes.


Optimizer modeling service time
Accurate seek and latency times are impractical to get because they require a complete
trace of I/Os sequence, therefore the Optimizer uses a mathematical model to calculate
these metrics. Service time is defined as the sum of seek, latency and transfer time.


Seek time
The time it takes the disk arm to move and position the disk head on the correct
track—move from track X (serving the previous I/O) to track Y (serving the next I/O).
Optimizer uses a gig-to-gig database to model seek time for different addresses and
different disk drives.


Latency time
The delay for disk rotation. The latency time is a function of the disk rotational
speed. Optimizer assumes one-third of a spin for each I/O, assuming the internal
disk optimization is on.


Transfer time
The time that it takes the disk to transfer the data from/to the disk. Transfer time is a
function of the data transfer rate, disk bandwidth, and data layout. Optimizer uses
the Zone Bit Recording (ZBR) database to model the transfer time of data. The ZBR
database includes information about the bandwidth of each zone of the disk.


Optimizer device swap determination
When Optimizer evaluates the performance statistics, it determines potential device
swaps based on how well they would improve overall performance. This analysis is based
on minimizing disk service time (rotational latency plus seek time plus transfer time).
Optimizer uses the following strategies when determining which swaps to make:


Load balancing
Swaps highly active devices on disks with lower activity to even out the load across
the physical drives in the system. This decreases contention on the individual
physical disks, improving device performance regardless of activity level.


Minimizing seek
Performs swaps that relocate highly active devices so that they are closer together
on the physical disk and thus decrease the seek distance for I/Os to these devices.
When Optimizer swaps devices, it tries to achieve this configuration to decrease
overall I/O service time.


Using faster media
Optimizer tries to swap highly active devices to the outer zones of the disk. This is
because devices located on the outer zones of the disk have faster transfer speeds.


Optimizer's algorithm uses detailed disk performance information that takes into account
several drive characteristics, such as gig-to-gig seek times, zone-bit recording, and
bandwidth data.


Optimizer swap determination
The Optimizer analysis consists of three high-level phases:
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Calculate service time
Model and sum the total service time of each disk for every time stamp that was
marked to be included by the analysis.


Sort disks by activity
Sort all disks by their modeled total service time.


Find best swap
Starting at the busiest disk, check all potential swaps. The analysis process models
what-if scenarios using virtual swaps to estimate the impact of a swap on the service
time of the affected disks. Optimizer checks as many swaps as possible to
guarantee that the best swap is selected.


The maximum number of hypers per physical disk is automatically set to 512 for
Enginuity 5874 and 1024 for Enginuity 5876. For Enginuity 5773 and lower, 1 to 256
hypers are allowed per disk. Potential swaps are assessed by M0 rating, which is defined
as "the best you could possibly get" from a swap. Each disk in the system is assigned an
M0 designation, which is defined as the minimum service time a disk can get by
replacing one of its hypers by a null hyper (a hyper that performs no I/Os to the disk).


When analyzing a swap, Optimizer checks how close the new-modeled service time is to
the disk's M0. The closer to M0, the better the swap. Usually, two disks are affected by a
single swap; the busier disk's service time is expected to go down, while the other disk's
service time is expected to go up. In addition to the M0, Optimizer also ensures that the
new maximum of service times is less than the old one.


Optimizer swap procedural overview (Enginuity 5874 to 5876 )
Arrays with Enginuity 5874 or 5876 streamline the device swap procedure by using only
one DRV device during the swap. With these Enginuity levels, only mirrored DRV devices
can be created. Refer to Multi-session device creation (Enginuity 5773 through 5876) on
page 242 for information about creating mirrored DRV devices.


Hypervolumes are swapped using a four-step process. One DRV must be configured per
swap. The DRV should be of equal or greater size than the swapped devices. With
Optimizer, up to eight simultaneous swaps can happen at once.


Figure 15 on page 570 illustrates the steps for swapping device A with device B.


Figure 15  Swap steps using one DRV
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Optimizer swap procedural overview (Enginuity 5773 or lower)
The swap procedure relies on TimeFinder technology and uses DRVs as temporary
mirrors. The procedure describes the swap steps when dealing with mirrored device
swaps. In the case of three mirror devices, the swap procedure does not require a DRV.


Step 1: Identify volumes to swap
Optimizer identifies a pair of hypervolumes to swap by recognizable patterns of
hypervolume activity and criteria. In Figure 16 on page 571, assume the red volumes
(on A) have high activity and the blue volumes (on B) have low activity.


Figure 16  Identify volumes to swap


Step 2: Copy volume to DRV
Optimizer swap commands are passed to SymmWin, which assigns DRV1 as a third
mirror for hypervolume A and DRV2 as a third mirror for hypervolume B. All tracks on the
third mirror are marked invalid. Tracks are copied from the valid mirrors to the two DRVs.
After the DRVs are synchronized, the two original swap physical mirrors are marked Not
Ready (volume A and volume B) and their attributes are swapped (see Figure 17 on page
571). Both hypervolumes still have two (or more) physical mirrors. Host activity to the
hypervolumes is now directed to DRVs and the other mirror.


Figure 17  Copy volume to DRV


Step 3: Copy DRV to new location
The data on the DRVs are now copied to the new location. After the attributes of the
original hypervolumes are swapped, SymmWin copies the tracks from the valid mirrors to
the two new mirrors and then makes the original hypervolumes Ready (see Figure 18 on
page 572). This is similar to a BCV restore.
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Figure 18  Copy DRVs to new locations


Step 4: DRVs are split
The final step is to split the DRVs from their standard and mirror hypervolumes after
synchronization completes (see Figure 19 on page 572). The drive's balance improves
and the DRVs are now available for the next swap.


Figure 19  DRVs are split


Note


Swap of three mirror devices does not require a DRV.


Legality of swaps
As a rule, Optimizer will never suggest a swap that conflicts with configuration rules as
defined by the Enginuity, SymmWin, or the configuration groups. To minimize the affect of
the swap procedure on overall array performance, Optimizer will not include the same
spindle twice in one swap group. QoS controls can be used to set a lower BCV priority for
the STDs to be swapped. Managing Quality of Service on page 427 explains how to use
QoS controls. The Time Window feature can be used to plan the swap activities to occur
on idle business time. Managing Time Windows on page 587 explains how to use the
Time Window feature.


Optimizer operations using the symoptmz command
The SYMCLI symoptmz command provides all the necessary actions to control Optimizer
behavior. Some command actions are executed directly on the command line, while
others are processed in a command file. The symoptmz command provides the following
actions:


clear_stats


Clears disk statistics maintained by Optimizer.


commit


Updates Optimizer with the changes defined in the command file.


disable


Disables Optimizer algorithm processing.
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enable


Enables Optimizer algorithm processing.


list


Displays Optimizer-specific attributes of array devices.


prepare


Performs extra range checks on the changes specified in the command file.


preview


Verifies the syntax of the changes specified in the command file.


query


Queries Optimizer and displays its current state and version information. If -v is
specified, additional information about the version and open sessions displays.


read


Reads from Optimizer's log file.


rollback


Rolls back an array configuration to that of a previous point-in-time.


show


Shows information about the current Optimizer data movement/swap plans or
configuration parameters.


sync


Acquires version information from Optimizer. This argument is supported only in
conjunction with -version.


Enable and disable Optimizer


Description
When enabled, Optimizer collects data and performs data movement. When disabled,
Optimizer does not perform data movement.


Syntax
To start or stop the Optimizer process on the array service processor, use the following
syntax:


symoptmz enable|disable


Commit command file changes


Description
Place commands for setting or clearing any parameters or time windows in a command
file, which is processed by symoptmz. Alternatively, use stdin redirection with "here
documents" in UNIX shell scripts.


Terminate each command in the file with a semi-colon (;). There is no limit on the number
of commands or the type of commands that can be placed in a command file. All of the
commands in a file are executed in a single Optimizer session. The commands in the
command file are not case sensitive, however, the parameters entered are case sensitive.


To change Optimizer parameters, use a command file with the commit option. The
commit option performs syntax and range checks, and then updates Optimizer with the
modified parameters.
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Example
To commit the changes specified in the command file opt_config.txt, issue the
command:


symoptmz -file opt_config.txt commit


Clear Optimizer statistics


Syntax
To clear the disk statistics maintained by Optimizer, use the following syntax:


symoptmz -sid SymmID clear_stats


Set control parameters


Description
Control parameters can be set for Optimizer or FAST. Both tools use the same command
file format.


Syntax
For the command file, Use the following syntax:


set control_parms [start_mode=AUTO | MANUAL,]
  [swap_mode=AUTO | USER_OK,]
  [min_perf_period=min_perf,]
  [workload_period=workload,]
  [max_simult_swaps=max_simult,]
  [swap_rate=max_swaps];


Options


start_mode


Determines whether Optimizer is enabled or disabled when Optimizer is launched
(for example, after rebooting the service processor).


swap_mode


Controls how Optimizer swaps devices:


l AUTO
Automatically swaps devices as soon as it finds swaps that would improve
performance. Each day, Optimizer performs up to the number of swaps specified
by the swap_rate parameter, under control of the swap time window settings.


l USER_OK
Generates lists of swap suggestions approximately once an hour, and then waits
for the user to approve the swap list before proceeding.


min_perf_period


Specifies the time period for samples (in hours) required initially before a
recommendation is made. Ensure that the values specified are long enough (usually
a week) for Optimizer to establish a good characterization of the typical workloads.
Keep in mind that the Optimizer statistics database holds about 14 days worth of
data.


workload_period


Specifies how far back in time (in hours) Optimizer considers when the optimization
algorithm is run. Ensure that this value is not too large, to avoid including old data
that is not representative of current workloads.


max_simult_swaps
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Specifies how many swaps Optimizer can perform simultaneously (up to four). The
value should reflect the number of devices to be swapped simultaneously.
Acceptable values are from two (a single pair swapped) to eight (four pairs swapped).


swap_rate


Specfies the maximum number of device swaps that Optimizer is allowed to make in
a single day. This parameter is relevant only if swap_mode is set to AUTO. For
example, a value of 24 allows 12 pairs of devices to be swapped in a day.


Example
To analyze data from the previous seven days and to start determining swap suggestions
after three days of collecting data, in the command file enter:


Note


User approved mode is set, and the maximum number of simultaneous swaps is set to 8
(four pairs of hypervolumes).


set control_parms start_mode=AUTO,
  min_perf_period=72,
  workload_period=168
  swap_mode=USER_OK,
  max_simult_swaps=8,
  swap_rate=50;


Set advanced parameters


Syntax
Use the following syntax to specify advanced parameters:


set advanced_parms [max_rollback = max_days,]
                   [hot_spot = TRUE | FALSE,];


Options


max_rollback


Specifies the maximum number of days for rollbacks. For example, if 8 was specified,
only swaps that took place within the past eight days would be eligible for rollback.


hot_spot


Specifies whether the disk access time is computed from the statistics collected for
each time sample.


Optimizer time windows
The symtw command manages time windows. Use this command to convert any existing
time windows to the new format. The time window format is for FAST, FAST VP, and
Optimizer.


Refer to Managing Time Windows (Enginuity 5876 or lower) on page 587 for information
about managing time windows with the symtw command.


NOTICE


Use the symtw convert command to convert any existing time windows (previously


created with the symoptmz command) to the new format.
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Set the swap priority for devices


Syntax
To specify device swap priority levels, use the following syntax:


set swap_priority NO_SWAP | NORMAL | HIGH for
    dev SymDevStart[:SymDevEnd];


Options


NO_SWAP


Sets the device to never be swapped.


NORMAL


Allows swaps that improve performance.


HIGH


Ensures the best performance. Use this setting for devices that store critical
application data which require the highest possible performance.


Example
To set the swap priority for device 020 to HIGH, commit a command file containing the
following:


set swap_priority HIGH for dev 020;


Set manual swap lists for Optimizer (Enginuity 5874 and 5876)


Syntax
To set a manual swap list, use the following syntax:


set dev_swap SymDevName1 with SymDevName2  [, SymDevName3 with 
SymDevName4, ...]
  [begin_at=TimeVal];


Note


You can set manual swaps between different device protection types.


Example


set dev_swap 0030 with 0040;


Set manual swap lists for Optimizer (Enginuity 5773 and lower)


Syntax
To set a manual swap list, use the following syntax:


set swap_list {Hyper1} with {Hyper2} [, {Hyper3} with {Hyper4},... ]
[begin_at=TimeVal];


Options


Hypern


A hyper identifier, in the form DDD,I,T,HH. Where DDD is the director identifier, I
is the director interface, T is the target ID, and HH is the hyper number.


TimeVal
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A time, in the form MMDDYYYY:HHMMSS.


Reviewing Optimizer plans
This section provides examples of Optimizer-generated plans for swaps.


Show Optimizer parameters for planned activities


Syntax
To show Optimizer's planned activities, use the following syntax:


symoptmz show [-v] -swap_list | -activity_list 
          [-manual | -generated ] 
       show -parms [-dp | -vp] [-offline]
       show -composite [-dp | -vp] 
       show [-v]  -swap_list | -rollback_list


Options


activity_list


Displays all the swap lists currently known to Optimizer (interchangeable with
swap_list).


generated


Displays Optimizer-generated and FAST-generated swap plans.


manual


Displays any user-defined swap plans.


parms


Displays information about Optimizer control parameters.


dp | vp


dp filters the display to include only standard devices. vp filters the display to
include only thin devices. If neither filter is specified, all data movement time
windows display.


offline


Displays the control parameters and time windows from the cached SYMAPI
database.


composite


Displays composite time windows. Composite time windows are generated by
Optimizer by combining all known user-defined time windows.


dp | vp


dp filters the display to include only standard devices. vp filters the display to
include only thin devices. If neither filter is specified, all data movement time
windows display.


rollback_list


Displays a list of possible rollback points.


swap_list


Displays all the swap lists and migrations currently known to Optimizer.
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Show Optimizer parameters for thin devices


Example
To show the Optimizer parameters set for array 234 for thin devices only, enter:


symoptmz -sid 234 show -parms -vp


Sample output


Optimizer Control Parameters
  . . .
  Number of Swap Time Windows : 1
    Time Window ID            : The Default Time Window
    Type                      : Swap
    Provisioning              : Thin
    Flags                     : Exclusive
    Periodicity               : Once
    Start Date                : None
    Stop  Date                : None
  Performance Time Windows    : 1
    Time Window ID            : The Default Time Window
    Type                      : Performance
    Flags                     : Inclusive
    Periodicity               : Once
    Start Date                : None
    Stop  Date                : None


Show Optimizer parameters for all devices


Example
To show the Optimizer parameters set for array 234, for all devices, enter:


symoptmz -sid 234 show -parms


Sample output


Optimizer Control Parameters
  . . .
  Number of Swap Time Windows : 2
    Time Window ID            : The Default Time Window
    Type                      : Swap
    Provisioning              : Standard
    Flags                     : Exclusive
    Periodicity               : Once
    Start Date                : None
    Stop  Date                : None
    Time Window ID            : The Default Time Window
    Type                      : Swap
    Provisioning              : Thin
    Flags                     : Exclusive
    Periodicity               : Once
    Start Date                : None
    Stop  Date                : None
  Performance Time Windows    : 1
    Time Window ID            : The Default Time Window
    Type                      : Performance
    Flags                     : Inclusive
    Periodicity               : Once
    Start Date                : None
    Stop  Date                : None
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Show all Optimizer composite windows


Example
To show all the composite windows for array 234, enter:


symoptmz -sid 234 show -composite 


Sample output


Number of Composite Time Windows : 3
  Start Time            Stop Time             Type  Prov.  Flags
  --------------------  --------------------  ----  -----  ------------
  Dec 31 19:00:00 1999  Dec 30 19:00:00 2030  Swap  STD    Exclusive
  Dec 31 19:00:00 1999  Dec 30 19:00:00 2030  Swap  THIN   Exclusive
  Dec 31 19:00:00 1999  Dec 30 19:00:00 2030  Perf  N/A    Inclusive


Show Optimizer swap list


Example
To display the swap list for array 234, enter the following command:


symoptmz show -swap_list -sid 234


Sample output


This operation may take up to a few minutes. Please be patient...
Symmetrix ID                   : 000194900234
Number of Plans                : 2
Plan ID                        : 12222009:130114
Plan Type                      : Manual Defined
Plan State                     : ApprovedWithConfigParameters
Start Time                     : Tue Dec 22 21:30:23 2009
Percent Complete               : 90%
Estimated time to completion   : 00:02:15
Number of Groups               : 1
Group 1:
  {
  Group Attributes             : Optimizer Manual Swap
  Group State                  : InProgress
  Time Started                 : Tue Dec 22 21:30:23 2009
  Time Completed               : N/A
  Percent Complete             : 90%
  Estimated time to completion : 00:02:15
  Swap Pairs (2)
    {
               Source Device                         Target Device
    ------------------------------------  ------------------------------------
          Dsk                                   Dsk
    Sym   Grp Group Name        Prot      Sym   Grp Group Name        Prot
    ----  --- ----------------  --------  ----  --- ----------------  --------
    0020  004 sata_disks        R5(3+1)   0086  004 sata_disks        R5(3+1)
    0031  004 sata_disks        R1        0055  004 sata_disks        R1
    }
  }
Plan ID                        : 12222009:154359
Plan Type                      : Auto Generated
Plan state                     : InProgress
Start Time                     : Tue Dec 22 20:30:23 2009
Percent Complete               : 5%
Estimated time to completion   : 04:12:30
Number of Groups               : 3
 
Group 1:
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  {
  Group Attributes             : Optimizer Generated
  Group State                  : InProgress
  Percent Complete             : 20%
  Estimated time to completion : 00:40:12
. . .


Output fields
The following information is included in the output:


Plan Type


Defines where the plan originated. Possible values are:


Manual Defined


User defined swap/rollback plan.


Auto Generated


Optimizer/FAST auto-generated plan.


Plan State


Defines the current state of the plan. Possible values are:


NotApproved


The plan is not scheduled.


ApprovedWithConfigParamaters


The plan is approved and scheduled according to a set time window.


ApprovedWithDelay


The plan is approved and scheduled according to a user-defined start time.


Validating


The Optimizer server is validating the manual swap/rollback plan.


ConfigInProgress


Data movement is in progress for the plan.


Aborting


The plan is in the process of aborting.


Percent Complete


Provides an estimate of how much (percent) of the plan has completed.


Estimated time to completion


Provides an estimated time to the plan's completion based on the invalid track data
and timestamps returned.


Delayed Start


Indicates if there is a delay in the plan start time. Possible values are:


None


No delay


Time


Displays an additional Start_time field.


Group Attribute


Indicates where the plan originated. Possible values are:


Optimizer Manual Swap


Optimizer Manual Rollback
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Optimizer Generated


Fast Generated


Group State


Displays the state of the group. Possible values are:


Done


InProgress


NotStarted


Failed


The execution of the entire group has failed and will be retried.


Time Started


The time the swap started.


Time Completed


The time the swap completed.


Show Optimizer generated plans


Examples
To display a list of Optimizer-generated plans for array 234, enter:


symoptmz show -swap_list -sid 234 -generated


Sample output


This operation may take up to a few minutes. Please be patient...
Symmetrix ID                   : 000194900234
Plan ID                        : 12222009:154359
Plan Type                      : Auto Generated
Plan State                     : InProgress
Start Time                     : Tue Dec 22 20:30:23 2009
Percent Complete               : 5%
Estimated time to completion   : 04:12:30
Number of Groups               : 3
Group 1:
{
Group Attributes             : Optimizer Generated
Group State                  : InProgress
Time Started                 : Tue Dec 22 21:30:23 2009
Time Completed               : N/A
Percent Complete             : 20%
Estimated time to completion : 00:40:12
Swap Pairs (2)
{
Source Device                         Target Device
------------------------------------  ------------------------------------
Dsk                                   Dsk
Sym   Grp Group Name        Prot      Sym   Grp Group Name        Prot
----  --- ----------------  --------  ----  --- ----------------  --------
0023  004 sata_disks        R5(3+1)   0088  004 sata_disks        R5(3+1)
0032  004 sata_disks        R1        0058  004 sata_disks        R1
}
}   
Group 2:
{
Group Attributes             : FAST Generated(Performance)
Group State                  : NotStarted
Time Started                 : Tue Dec 22 20:30:23 2009
Time Completed               : N/A
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Percent Complete             : 0%
Estimated time to completion : 01:35:31
Swap Pairs (2)
{
Source Device                         Target Device
------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
Storage                               Storage
Sym  Tier Name   Prot     Group Name  Sym  Tier Name   Prot     Group Name
---- ----------- -------- ----------- ---- ----------- -------- ----------- 
0045 PrimeTier   R1       OraSales    00E0 PrimeDbTier R5(3+1)  OraSales
0046 PrimeTier   R1       OraSales    00E1 PrimeDbTier R5(3+1)  OraSales
}
}   
Group 3:
{
Group Attributes             : FAST Generated(Compilance)
Group State                  : NotStarted
Time Started                 : Tue Dec 22 21:30:23 2009
Time Completed               : N/A
Percent Complete             : 0%
Estimated time to completion : 04:12:30
Move Devices (6)
{
Source Device                       Target 
--------------------- ----------------------------------------------
Storage                                    Dsk
Sym  Group Name       Tier Name        Prot     Grp Group Name
---- ---------------- ---------------- -------- --- ---------------- 
0042 OraSales         ArchiveTier      R5(7+1)  004 sata_disks
0043 OraSales         ArchiveTier      R5(7+1)  004 sata_disks
0044 OraSales         ArchiveTier      R5(7+1)  004 sata_disks
0059 OraSales         WorkDbTier       R5(3+1)  001 fiber_disk
005A OraSales         WorkDbTier       R5(3+1)  001 fiber_disk
005B OraSales         WorkDbTier       R5(3+1)  001 fiber_disk
}
}


Note


FAST-generated plans also display in the Optimizer output. There are no plans for thin
tiers.


Approve a swap list


Description
Use Optimizer user approval mode to preview which swaps will occur before they take
place. To set user approval mode, use the set control_parms
swap_mode=USER_OK; line in the command file. After this is set, Optimizer
recalculates a swap list approximately once every hour as long as samples are collected
for the specified minimum performance period.


If the command to approve or decline the swap list returns an error, the swap list might
be out of date. Retrieve the latest swap list with the symoptmz show –swap_list
command. Show Optimizer swap list on page 579 provides example output from the
symoptmz show –swap_list command.


Syntax
To approve or decline a swap list, use the following syntax:


set swap APPROVE | DECLINE
  [begin_at=TimeVal,]
  TIMESTAMP=TimeVal
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Options


TIMESTAMP


The time stamp returned by the last symoptmz show -swap_list command.


Perform Optimizer rollbacks


Description
Rollbacks are used to undo swaps that conflict with the business rules. Optimizer
reverses all swaps by going backward from the present to a selected earlier time and
undoing each and every swap.


To undo specific swaps, use the User Approved mode as described in Approve a swap
list on page 582. Rollback swaps can be scheduled for execution according to normal
Optimizer policy.


Use the symoptmz show -rollback_list command to view the rollback list.


Note


When Optimizer rolls back a swap, FAST swaps are affected if they are in the swap list. For
more information about FAST, see Fully Automated Storage Tiering (Enginuity 5874
through 5876) on page 182.


Syntax
To roll back a swap, Use the following syntax:


set swap <APPROVE | DECLINE>
  [begin_at=TimeVal,]
  TIMESTAMP=TimeVal,
  [,ROLLBACK];


Read Optimizer logs


Description
Use the symoptmz read command to read the Optimizer activity log and determine
why a swap was not performed. Note the following:


l To remove DOS line-feed characters from returned logs, use sed or another text
editor, as follows:


cat opt_log.txt | sed s/^M$// > cleaned_opt_log.txt
l In a UNIX shell, type the ^M character using CTRL-V CTRL-M.


Syntax
To retrieve the Optimizer activity log, including swaps that have been completed, use the
following command:


symoptmz read -log_type RUNTIME [-start DateTime] [-stop DateTime]


To retrieve the Optimizer error log, use the following command:


symoptmz read -log_type ERROR [-start DateTime] [-stop DateTime
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Optimizer device migration (Enginuity 5773 or lower)


Note


The symoptmz migrate command is not available on arrays running Enginuity 5874 and
higher. For those arrays, use the symmigrate command, as explained in Virtual LUN
Technology (Enginuity 5874 through 5876) on page 445


When devices are moved to a new set of disks, this is called a migration. A migration can
be used to populate newly added disk drives, or to move devices between high
performance and high capacity disks. A migration can only be initiated by a user.


When devices are moved to a new location, this is called a relocation, and it may be used
to balance disk usage or to fill in holes left by deleting devices. Relocations are
performed by the Optimizer automatically, as needed. A relocation cannot be initiated by
a user.


The Optimizer symoptmz migrate command provides the following data migration
features:


l The source devices to be migrated can be specified as a device group.


l The target disks can be a disk group number.


l Unmapped and/or unmasked devices can be used as target devices.
When devices or device group devices are migrated to target disks or disk groups,
Optimizer looks for free space on the target disks for the migration. If the target disks
do not have any free space, specify to use unmapped and/or unmasked devices.
These options indicate that source devices can be migrated to space occupied by
unmapped and/or unmasked devices on the target disks. Optimizer does not look for
free space on the target disks but looks only for matching unmapped and/or
unmasked devices.


Note


The unmapped and unmasked options are not recommended if there is free space on
the target disks.


As with all device migrations, devices on the target disk list must match the size,
emulation, and protection type of the source devices for the migration to succeed.


Migrate devices using Optimizer


Syntax
To initiate a migration, use the following syntax:


symoptmz migrate 
   dev[s] SymDevStart1[:SymDevEnd1]
   [,SymDevStart2[:SymDevEnd2],...]
   TO disk[s] {disk
n
} [,{diskn},...]
   [unmapped=TRUE] [unmasked=TRUE]
   [begin_at=TimeVal];
migrate 
   device_group DgName   TO disk_group_num #   [unmapped=TRUE] 
[unmasked=TRUE]
   [begin_at=TimeVal];
migrate 
   device_group DgName   TO disk[s] {diskn} [,{diskn},...]
   [unmapped=TRUE] [unmasked=TRUE]
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   [begin_at=TimeVal];
migrate 
   dev[s] SymDevStart1[:SymDevEnd1]
   [,SymDevStart2[:SymDevEnd2],...]
   TO disk_group_num #   [unmapped=TRUE] [unmasked=TRUE]
   [begin_at=TimeVal];


Options


diskn


A disk identifier, in the form DDD, I, T. Where DDD is the director identifier, I is
the director interface, T is the target ID.


TimeVal


A time in the form of MMDDYYYY:HHMMSS.


Example


migrate devices 240, 245:247 to disks {16B, C, 0}, {4D, C, 0};
migrate device_group Mydgname to disk_group_num 1;
migrate devices 240, 245:247 to disk_group_num 2;
migrate device_group Mydgname to disks {16B, C, 0}, {4D, C, 0};
migrate devices 240, 245:247 to disks {16B, C, 0}, {4D, C, 0} unmapped=TRUE;
migrate device_group Mydgname to disk_group_num 0 unmasked=TRUE;
migrate devices 240, 245:247 to disk_group_num 0 unmapped=TRUE unmasked=TRUE;
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CHAPTER 18


Managing Time Windows (Enginuity 5876 or
lower)


This chapter explains how to add and remove time windows using the symtw command.
Instructions for converting time windows created in earlier versions of Solutions Enabler
are also included.


l Time windows overview.......................................................................................588
l Time windows conversion ...................................................................................589
l Add time windows...............................................................................................591
l Remove time windows ........................................................................................592
l Display time windows .........................................................................................594
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Time windows overview


Note


Time windows are not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


Time windows are used by FAST, FAST VP, and Symmetrix Optimizer to collect
performance statistics and execute data movement within the array. Use the
symtwcommand to manage time windows. This command improves on the process and
formatting of time windows (previously managed with thesymoptmz set
time_windowcommand.).


Both the symoptmz and symtw commands are valid, however only use of one or the
other is allowed. To convert to thesymtw format use the symtw convert command.


Note


After using the symtw command, the symoptmz command for setting time windows is


no longer supported.


Time window types
There are three different types of time windows:


l Data movement for disk group provisioned devices (-dp ).


l Data movement for virtually provisioned devices (-vp ).


l Performance time windows which control the collection of statistics.


Time window definitions
A defined time window needs to be specified as either inclusive, which allows the
operation to be executed repetitively, or exclusive which prevents the operation for a
future specific date and time.


The new time window definition includes the following features:


l All inclusive time windows are similar to the weekly by day time window definitions
without the start and end date.


l The inclusive time windows are defined by using one or more days of the week and
the start/end time to be applied to each day. The start and end time are in 30 minute
increments from 00:00 to 24:00. The time 00:00 represents midnight AM and 24:00
represents midnight PM.


l The exclusive time windows are defined for a period of time with the start date/time
and end date/time. The start and end time are in 30 minutes increments from 00:00
to 24:00. The exclusive time window has the highest priority and it overrides any time
windows that have been defined during those time period.


l The time window definitions stored on the array database are in GMT time. There is
an option in the API to display the host local time when adding, removing, or querying
the time windows.


l Any newly added time windows do not replace the current time windows. They are
added on top of the current time windows. The remove operation allows the user to
remove any specified time windows.


l Any expired exclusive time windows are deleted whenever the time window database
is updated.
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l The symtw command supports a convert command to translate any legacy time
window definitions defined previously using the symoptmz command to the
enhanced symtw time window definitions. After the execution of the symtw
convert command, time window definition and reporting using the symoptmz
command are blocked and all time window management and reporting must be
performed using the symtw command.


l There are three system default time windows and the FAST VP controller collects
performance statistics and execute data movement only after a symtw convert
command is issued.


l VMAX 10K/VMAXe arrays only support symtw for defining FAST VP time windows.
There are predefined performance time windows. They can optionally be removed
using the symtw remove or symtw rmall commands.


Time window restrictions and guidelines
The following guidelines apply to the symtw type time window:


l For the inclusive time windows, the start time and end time cannot be extended to
the previous or next day. Any time windows that extend to the next day need to be
defined by using separate symtw add commands with the same type.


l For the exclusive time windows, the time window start date/time and end date/time
must be specified and the dates must be set to a future time.


l For both inclusive and exclusive time windows, the valid start and end time values for
the days are from 00:00 to 24:00 in 30 minutes increments. The time 00:00
represents midnight AM and 24:00 represents midnight PM.


Time window weekly format
Inclusive time windows always use a Sunday to Saturday week. Therefore, if the
command, symtw convert is entered with Wednesday's date, the system begins the
conversion process beginning with the previous Sunday and through the seven days to
the next Saturday.


Any time windows created in the previous week are deleted, and any time windows in the
future after Saturday are deleted. The only exception is a legacy "exclude" window for one
time in the future.


Time windows conversion
The symtw convert command converts any legacy time window definitions defined
through the symoptmz command to the enhanced symtw time window format.


If the conversion start date is specified in the command line, the enhanced time window
definitions are created based on the composite time windows generated from the 7 days
starting from the specified date. The converting date is the current day if the exact date
information is not provided.


Time Windows Conversion guidelines
Follow these guidelines when converting legacy time windows:


l Execute the symtw convert command to convert to the symtw command format.
All symtw commands return an error if the legacy time window definition format still
exists on the storage array.
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l When the symoptmz time window definitions cannot be translated to the new
symtw time window definitions, an error returns. The -force option can be
specified to force the best effort conversion of the time windows.


l The symoptmz command is not supported after a successful symtw convert
operation creates the enhanced time window format on the storage array.


l The symtw command is not supported if the time window database has been
initialized and the format is in the legacy symoptmz time window format. When the
time window database is uninitialized, the symtw convert command is also
required and it sets the database to the enhanced time window format.


l Only the time windows defined during the 7 days including the start date are
converted. All inclusive time windows defined before or after this period of time are
deleted.


l Exclusive time windows previously defined for a future date convert to the enhanced
time window format only if it is defined as ONCE.


l The start and end time of the time windows are rounded to the nearest half hour time.
The start time is rounded down to the previous half hour and the end time is rounded
up to the next half hour.


Time Windows conversion examples


Description
The symtw convert command converts the inclusion legacy time window definitions,
defined from Feb 6, 2011 through Feb 12, 2011, to the enhanced time window format. In
addition all 'once' exclusion legacy time window definitions from Feb 6, 2011 and later
are converted to the enhanced time window format.


For example, the symoptmz -sid 432 -f legacy_windows commit command
was previously run, for the legacy time windows that are in the file legacy_windows.


Contents of the file legacy_windows, are:


set time_window id=MyPerf type=perf flag=include period=once starting=02202010:000000 
ending=02202012:000000;
set time_window id=MyPerf1 type=perf flag=exclude period=WEEKLY starting=11042010:200000 
ending=12302010:210000
 days=WED_START FRI start_time=19:00 end_time=20:00;
set time_window id=MyDpDataMove type=swap provisioning=dp flag=include period=WEEKLY_BY_DAY 
 starting=11042010:200000 ending=12302012:210000 days=SUN MON TUE THUR start_time=19:00 
end_time=2:00;
set time_window id=MyDpDataMoveExclude type=swap provisioning=dp flag=exclude period=ONCE 
 starting=02112011:120000 ending=02112011:131500;
set time_window id=MyDpDataMoveExclude1 type=swap provisioning=dp flag=exclude period=ONCE 
 starting=11242010:200000 ending=11252010:210000;
set time_window id=MyDpDataMoveExclude2 type=swap provisioning=dp flag=exclude period=ONCE 
 starting=02142011:200000 ending=02142011:210000;
set time_window id=MyVpDataMove type=swap provisioning=vp flag=include period=WEEKLY 
 starting=11042010:200000 ending=12302012:210000 days=WED_START FRI start_time=19:00 
end_time=20:00;
set time_window id=MyVpDataMove2 type=swap provisioning=vp flag=include period=WEEKLY 
 starting=02112011:200000 ending=12302012:210000 days=WED_START FRI start_time=19:00 
end_time=20:00;
set time_window id=MyVpDataMoveExclude type=swap provisioning=vp flag=exclude period=WEEKLY 
 starting=03042011:200000 ending=12302011:210000 days=WED_START FRI;


Examples
To convert the time windows for array 432, enter:
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Note


The -force option is added for a "best effort" conversion:


symtw convert  -sid 432 -force


Execute conversion of legacy time windows for Symmetrix 000000000432
Evaluating DP Move Time Window 'The Default Time Window': Convertible 
Evaluating VP Move Time Window 'The Default Time Window': Convertible 
Evaluating Performance Time Window 'The Default Time Window': Convertible 
Evaluating Performance Time Window 'MyPerf ': Convertible 
Evaluating Performance Time Window 'MyPerf1': Expired
Evaluating DP Move Time Window 'MyDpDataMove': Convertible
Evaluating DP Move Time Window 'MyDpDataMoveExclude': Convertible
Evaluating DP Move Time Window 'MyDpDataMoveExclude1': Expired
Evaluating DP Move Time Window 'MyDpDataMoveExclude2': Convertible
Evaluating VP Move Time Window 'MyVpDataMove': Convertible
Evaluating VP Move Time Window 'MyVpDataMove2': Partially Convertible - End of period 
exceeds enhanced time window end date
Evaluating VP Move Time Window 'MyVpDataMoveExclude': Not-Convertible - Weekly exclude 
starts after enhanced time window end date.


Converting DP Move Time Window 'The Default Time Window': Done
Converting VP Move Time Window 'The Default Time Window': Done
Converting Performance Time Window 'The Default Time Window': Done
Converting Performance Time Window 'MyPerf ': Done
Converting Performance Time Window 'MyPerf1': Skipped
Converting DP Move Time Window 'MyDpDataMove': Done
Converting DP Move Time Window 'MyDpDataMoveExclude': Done
Converting DP Move Time Window 'MyDpDataMoveExclude1': Skipped 
Converting DP Move Time Window 'MyDpDataMoveExclude2': Done
Converting VP Move Time Window 'MyVpDataMove': Done
Converting VP Move Time Window 'MyVpDataMove2': Done
Converting VP Move Time Window 'MyVpDataMoveExclude': Skipped


Conversion of legacy Time Windows successfully completed.


Add time windows


Syntax
To create a time window, use the following syntax:


symtw -sid SymmID -inclusive [-noprompt]
          -type <move_dp | move_vp | perf | all>
    add   -days DayList -start_time Time -end_time Timesymtw -sid 
SymmID -exclusive [-noprompt]
          -type <move_dp | move_vp | perf | all>
    add   -start_day 
DateTime -end_day 
DateTime


Options


-inclusive


Specifies that you want to create this time window.


-exclusive


Specifies that you want the system to exclude these times from any time window.


-noprompt


Requests that no prompts are returned after the command is entered. The default is
to prompt for confirmation.


-type
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Indicates the type of time window, as follows:


Possible values are:


l move_dp—Moves data on disk provisioned devices.


l move_vp—Moves data on virtually provisioned devices.


l perf—Gathers performance data.


l all —Creates all three types of time windows.


-days


Specifies the days for the time window. Possible values are: Any comma-separated
combination of MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, and SUN.


-start time


Specifies the time of day in the format of HH:MM. Possible values are 00:00 to 24:00
for each day in 30 minute increments. The time 00:00 represents midnight AM, and
24:00 represents midnight PM.


-end time


Specifies the time of day in the format of HH:MM. Possible values are 00:00 to 24:00
for each day in 30 minute increments. The time 00:00 represents midnight AM, and
24:00 represents midnight PM.


-start day


Specifies the date and time in the format of MMDDYYYY:HHMM. The time of day is in 30
minute increments. The valid values for minutes are 0 and 30.


-end day


Specifies the date and time in the format of MMDDYYYY:HHMM. The time of day is in 30
minute increments. The valid values for minutes are 0 and 30.


Examples
Two inclusive time windows are added:


symtw -sid 397 add -type MOVE_DP -inclusive
     -days Mon,Tue,Wed,Thu,Fri 
     -start_time 18:00 -end_time 24:00
symtw -sid 397 add -type MOVE_VP -inclusive
     -days Mon,Tue,Wed,Thu,Fri 
     -start_time 08:00 -end_time 17:30


Two exclusive time windows are added:


symtw -sid 397 add -type MOVE_DP -exclusive
     -start_day 11042011:0000 -end_day 11042011:2300
symtw -sid 397 add -type MOVE_DP -exclusive
     -start_day 12252011:0000 -end_day 12262011:2400


Remove time windows
Syntax
To remove time windows, use the following syntax:
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Note


This command does not require an exact match between the existing time windows and
the input time windows from the command when removing the time windows.


symtw -sid SymmID -inclusive [-noprompt]
           -type <move_dp | move_vp | perf | all>
    remove -days DayList-start_time Time -end_time Time 
symtw -sid SymmID -exclusive [-noprompt]
           -type <move_dp | move_vp | perf | all>
    remove -start_day DateTime -end_day DateTime


Options


-inclusive


Specifies that you want to create this time window.


-exclusive


Specifies that you want the system to exclude these times from any time window.


-noprompt


Requests that no prompts are returned after the command is entered. The default is
to prompt for confirmation.


-type


Indicates the type of time window, as follows:


Possible values are:


l move_dp—Moves data on disk provisioned devices.


l move_vp—Moves data on virtually provisioned devices.


l perf—Gathers performance data.


l all —Creates all three types of time windows.


-days


Specifies the days for the time window. Possible values are: Any comma-separated
combination of MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, and SUN.


-start time


Specifies the time of day in the format of HH:MM. Possible values are 00:00 to 24:00
for each day in 30 minute increments. The time 00:00 represents midnight AM, and
24:00 represents midnight PM.


-end time


Specifies the time of day in the format of HH:MM. Possible values are 00:00 to 24:00
for each day in 30 minute increments. The time 00:00 represents midnight AM, and
24:00 represents midnight PM.


-start day


Specifies the date and time in the format of MMDDYYYY:HHMM. The time of day is in 30
minute increments. The valid values for minutes are 0 and 30.


-end day


Specifies the date and time in the format of MMDDYYYY:HHMM. The time of day is in 30
minute increments. The valid values for minutes are 0 and 30.


Examples
To remove the time windows from 17:30 to 18:30 on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, enter:
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Note


The existing time windows are defined as Monday to Friday and the starting and ending
time are from 18:00 to 24:00 for each day.


   symtw -sid 397 remove -type MOVE_DP -inclusive
       -days Mon,Tue,Wed,Thu,Fri 
          -start_time 17:30 -end_time 18:30


After the execution of the remove command, the new time windows are Monday to Friday
and the starting and ending times are from 18:30 to 24:00 for each day.


To remove the exclusive time window, enter:


 symtw -sid 397 remove -type MOVE_DP -exclusive
     -start_day 11042011:0000 -end_day 11042011:0800


Remove all time windows


Description
The symtw rmall command allows you to clear time windows, as follows:


l Remove all inclusive time windows of one type or more with the -type and -
inclusive options.


l Remove all exclusive time windows of one type or more with the -type and -
exclusive options.


l Remove all exclusive and inclusive time windows of one type or more with the -
type , -exclusive , and -inclusive options.


Examples
To remove all time window definitions, enter:


symtw -sid 397 rmall -type ALL -exclusive -inclusive


Display time windows
Syntax
To list a defined time window, use the following syntax:


symtw [-sid SymmID] [-offline] 
   list [-type <move_dp | move_vp | perf>]
   list -summary [-date Date


Options


-type


Displays only the specified type.


-summary


Displays a calendar view of all defined time windows.


date


Displays the defined time window for the specified date. The date format is:
MMDDYYYY.
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Examples
To show the time windows defined for array 397, enter:


symtw -sid 397 list


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000194900397
  DP Data Movement Time Windows 
    Sunday       : None
    Monday       : 18:30 - 24:00
    Tuesday      : 18:30 - 24:00
    Wednesday    : 18:30 - 24:00  
    Thursday     : 18:30 - 24:00                        
    Friday       : 18:30 - 24:00
    Saturday     : None 
    Exclusive Time Windows (2)
      {
        Fri Nov  4 08:00:00 2011 - Fri Nov  4 23:00:00 2011
        Fri Dec 25 00:00:00 2011 - Sat Dec 26 24:00:00 2011
      }
  VP Data Movement Time Windows
    Sunday       : None
    Monday       : 08:00 - 17:30
    Tuesday      : 08:00 - 17:30
    Wednesday    : 08:00 - 17:30
    Thursday     : 08:00 - 17:30
    Friday       : 08:00 - 17:30
    Saturday     : None
    Exclusive Time Windows (0)
  Performance Time Windows   
    Sunday       : 07:00 - 18:00
    Monday       : 07:00 - 18:00
    Tuesday      : 07:00 - 18:00
    Wednesday    : 07:00 - 18:00
    Thursday     : 07:00 - 18:00
    Friday       : 07:00 - 18:00
    Saturday     : 07:00 - 18:00
    Exclusive Time Windows (0)


List time window definition summary


Description
The symtw list -summary command lists the time window definitions for the current
week starting from Sunday. Any exclusive time window that overrides the defined time
windows during the current time of period also display.


Examples
To show a summary of the time windows definitions for the current week, enter:


symtw list -sid 397 -summary


Sample output
Time windows definitions for the current week:


Symmetrix ID: 0001949000397
 
                                  Time Window Summary
              |-------------------------------------------------------|
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              |  SUN  |  MON  |  TUE  |  WED  |  THU  |  FRI  |  SAT  |
              |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
              | D V P | D V P | D V P | D V P | D V P | D V P | D V P |
              |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
00:00 - 00:30 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | 
00:30 - 01:00 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | 
01:00 - 01:30 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | 
01:30 - 02:00 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | 
02:00 - 02:30 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . |
02:30 - 03:00 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . |
03:00 - 03:30 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | 
03:30 - 04:00 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | 
04:00 - 04:30 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | 
04:30 - 05:00 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | 
05:00 - 05:30 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | 
05:30 - 06:00 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | 
06:00 - 06:30 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | 
06:30 - 07:00 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . |
07:00 - 07:30 | . . P | . . P | . . P | . . P | . . P | . . P | . . P | 
07:30 - 08:00 | . . P | . . P | . . P | . . P | . . P | . . P | . . P | 
08:00 - 08:30 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
08:30 - 09:00 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
09:00 - 09:30 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
09:30 - 10:00 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P ->. V P<- . V P | . . P | 
10:00 - 10:30 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
10:30 - 11:00 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
11:00 - 11:30 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
11:30 - 12:00 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
12:00 - 12:30 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
12:30 - 13:00 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
13:00 - 13:30 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
13:30 - 14:00 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
14:00 - 14:30 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
14:30 - 15:00 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
15:00 - 15:30 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
15:30 - 16:00 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
16:00 - 16:30 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
16:30 - 17:00 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
17:00 - 17:30 | . . P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . V P | . . P | 
17:30 - 18:00 | . . P | . . P | . . P | . . P | . . . | . . P | . . P | 
18:00 - 18:30 | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | . . . | 
18:30 - 19:00 | . . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | E . . | . . . | 
19:00 - 19:30 | . . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | E . . | . . . | 
19:30 - 20:00 | . . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | E . . | . . . | 
20:00 - 20:30 | . . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | E . . | . . . | 
20:30 - 21:00 | . . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | E . . | . . . | 
21:00 - 21:30 | . . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | E . . | . . . | 
21:30 - 22:00 | . . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | E . . | . . . | 
22:00 - 22:30 | . . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | E . . | . . . | 
22:30 - 23:00 | . . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | E . . | . . . | 
23:00 - 23:30 | . . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | . . . | 
23:30 - 24:00 | . . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | D . . | . . . | 
              |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
      
Legend: D = Disk Group Provisioning Movement Time Window
        V = Virtual Provisioning Movement Time Window
        P = Performance Time Window
        E = Time Windows Overridden by the Exclusive Time Windows
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CHAPTER 19


Double Checksum Operations (5876 or lower)


Note


This topic applies only to arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower.


This chapter describes Double Checksum concepts and how to minimize the impact of
I/O errors on database consistency during I/O transfers between hosts and array storage
devices using the Double Checksum SYMCLI commands.


Topics include:


l Double Checksum overview.................................................................................598
l Implement EMC Double Checksum for Oracle ..................................................... 599
l Checksum performance considerations ..............................................................608
l Double Checksum syntax and examples .............................................................608
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Double Checksum overview


Note


This topic applies only to arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower.


The Double Checksum feature provides a method to minimize the impact of I/O errors on
database consistency during I/O transfers between hosts and VMAX or DMX array storage
devices.


For Oracle, EMC Double Checksum for Oracle contains a rich set of checks that
can be natively performed by the array. For each Relational Database Management
System (RDBMS) write in the array, checksum values are computed and compared to test
the data for any corruption picked up along the way from the host. Although errors of this
kind are infrequent, they can have a considerable effect on data availability and recovery.


For generic RDBMS applications, EMC Double Checksum for Generic
Applications provides the Generic SafeWrite feature to help protect critical
applications from incurring an incomplete write, and subsequent torn page, due to a
failure with a component connected to the array Front End Channel Adapter. Generic
SafeWrite is often used to protect against corruption from HBA and link failures, including
server crashes, where it will protects against fractured writes that can occur before the
data reaches the array.


Note


Generic SafeWrite has been created with RDBMS in mind. Applications intended for use
with Generic SafeWrite include, but are not limited to Microsoft Exchange, Microsoft SQL
Server, DB2/UDB and Oracle. Generic SafeWrite is not intended for use with applications
where torn pages are not a concern, such as fileshares or FTP servers.


Note


This chapter contains information for a subset of the available checksum commands; for
more details, see the symchksum command in the EMC Solutions Enabler SYMCLI


Command Reference for the complete list of syntax and options.


Traditional methods of preventing data corruption


Note


This topic applies only to arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower.


Data corruption checking is an integral part of most RDBMS products. For instance, Oracle
computes a checksum that verifies the data within each page. If corruption occurs, the
checksum will be incorrect when the data is read; however, this checking only takes
place within the host system—not the storage array.


Although data appears to the host to travel directly to the array, it passes through
multiple hardware and software layers. These can lead to problems such as corruption
introduced by errors in the operating system or the I/O driver. Hardware can also
introduce corruption. This means that valid data within the RDBMS might arrive corrupted
at the storage device. The storage device writes the data as is because it has no way of
validating the data.
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As a result, if there is corruption after the data has left the host system, it will not be
detected until that data is read back into the system, which can be much later. The
RDBMS issues an alert, and the data must be rebuilt from backups and database logs.
While a corruption remains undetected, the number of logs required for recovery
increases. This causes the data recovery process to be more complex and time-
consuming.


Benefits of performing Checksum operations


Note


This topic applies only to arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower.


Using Checksum, the array performs error checks on data pages handled within a
checksum extent as they are written to the disk. The check takes place before the write
command is acknowledged. If an error is detected within the blocks of the extent, the I/O
rejects or reports in a phone home connection or logged in the VMAX or DMX error log
facilities. The administrator specifies the error action.


This checking feature minimizes the possibility of data corruption occurring between the
host and the array. It improves the recovery time by flagging the error at the time of the
"write." When this error condition is raised, and reject I/O is selected, Oracle takes an
action, such as taking the tablespace offline.


Implement EMC Double Checksum for Oracle


Note


This topic applies only to arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower.


Description
Use the symchksum command to perform control operations that manage the checksum
I/O extents.


This command requires an Oracle PAK license.


Example
To enable Oracle checksum checking on the extents of all the devices that define the
current database instance and then to phone home on error, enter:


symchksum enable -type Oracle -phone_home


Restrictions


l The Oracle instance being checked must start with the init.ora configuration
parameter set to true: db_block_checksum=true.


l Oracle databases version 8.0 and above are supported.


l Data block size is limited to 32 KB.


l Checksum data objects can only be Oracle data files, control files, and redo logs.


l Devices cannot be diskless devices (DLDEVs).


Note


Manipulating remote devices over an SRDF link is not supported. The symchksum
command can only manipulate devices in locally attached arrays.
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Other checksum operations
The following additional checks are available:


MagicNumber


Verifies the 3-bit magic number that appears in Oracle data blocks. (Enabled by
default.)


NonzeroDba


Checks for non-zero data block address. The dba stored in a data block is never zero.
(Enabled by default.)


Check_All_Blocks


Applies checks to each block in a write. Otherwise, only the first block is checked.


Straddle


Checks that the write does not straddle known Oracle areas.


Check_dba


Checks that the logical address embedded by Oracle is compatible with the storage
address of the writes.


Note


If -check_dba is selected, extents from separate datafiles cannot collapse. The -
check_dbaoption requires data specific to each datafile, which would be lost in an


extent collapse. As a result, each datafile will occupy at least one array device extent.
In addition, using a logical volume manager and -check_dba creates a limitation of


200 datafiles per volume group or disk group.


Enable Oracle checksum


Example
To enable Oracle checksum and add the optional operations of check DBA and check all
blocks, enter:


symchksum -type Oracle enable -check_dba -check_all_blocks


Sample Output
With the addition of these new tests, the output, when listing the extents, will look
similar to the following:


Symmetrix ID: 000187900671
          D E V I C E S    W I T H    C H E C K S U M    E X T E N T S
                                                        Action  Checks
                                                           R P  C   C   A N   D
                                                           e h  h M h S l Z F i
                                                           j o  k a k t l   r s
                                                         L e n  s g D r B D a c
                                     Num Blk             o c e  u i B a l B c r
Device Name                     Dev Exts Siz Type        g t H  m c A d k A t d
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
/dev/sdj                       0048    1 16b Oracle      X X X  X X . . . X X X
/dev/sdz                       0058    1 16b Oracle      X X X  X X . . . X X X
2 Devices with Checksum extents were found.


Use this output to determine which features are enabled on the devices with checksum
extents.
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Suppress default features


Description
By default, the symchksum command attempts to select the following tests:


l Block checksum value (Checksum)


l Blocksize verification (BlkSize)


l 3-bit magic number (MagicNumber) in Oracle data blocks (not available for redo logs)


l Checks for non-zero data block addresses (NonZeroDba)


Options


-suppress_feature


Turns off any of the automatic checksum features.


Note


The -suppress_feature option is only for the operations that run by default. If


you want to turn off an option that was manually enabled, such as -phone_home,


disable the checksum operation and run the symchksum enable command again.


Example
To turn off any of the automatic checksum features, use the -suppress_feature
option and supply the name of the feature:


symchksum -type Oracle enable -suppress_feature MagicNumber


Enable checksum options
The symchksum enable command understands the Oracle database structure and can
be enabled for tablespaces, control files, redo logs, or the entire database.


When using the symchksum enable command, if an I/O error is detected either of the
following actions can be set:


l Reject the I/O.


l Have the array phone home.


The following options are available for the symchksum enable command:


-fractured_reject_io


If an I/O is not a multiple of the object block size, the option exists to reject the I/O.
This is called a fractured I/O and is set using this option. The -reject_io option
must also be used.


-discard


EMC Double Checksum writes blocks to disk until a failed block is detected. This
option divides a large I/O into smaller units of 32 KB each. When a checksum failure
is detected, all blocks in that unit and subsequent units are discarded. The -
reject_io option must also be used.


Note


For Oracle 9i and above, if the block size for a tablespace is altered, disable and then re-
enable the extents of the tablespace to ensure that the block size of the enabled extents
match the block size of the tablespace.
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Note


When FF or power down occurs, extents are lost. Run the symchksum enable
command again.


Verify checksum is enabled


Description
The symchksum verify command verifies that the data file's extents are currently
enabled for checksum checking. This provides an easy way to determine if the specified
tablespace or instance is fully protected by the storage array checksum feature. The
verify action reports if all, some, or none of the Oracle data file's extents are enabled
for checksum checking. This is useful in environments where the database configuration
changes frequently. An example of this is if a new data file was added but checksum was
not enabled for the new file.


The symchksum verify command understands the Oracle database structure. Enable
this feature for tablespaces, control files, redo logs, or the entire database.


Syntax


symchksum verify


Validate for checksum operations


Description
Use the symchksum to validate the Oracle tablespace or instance for checksum
operations without performing any active actions. This command also determines if the
database environment is configured to support VMAX or DMX checksum functionality
without actually making any changes.


If the validate is successful, the option exists to enable EMC Double Checksum on the
specified Oracle database or tablespace. The following items are validated:


l Oracle version 8 or higher is installed


l Oracle's checksum initialization parameter is set (db_block_checksum )


l If the Oracle data file is created on a striped LVM, that the LVM stripe width is a
multiple of the Oracle block size


l Oracle data file's block size is less than or equal to 32 KB


l The Enginuity version supports the checksum functionality


l Each DMX device (prior to Enginuity 5773) has the Checksum flag set


l Each VMAX or DMX device has a supportable number of extents defined
The symchksum validate command understands the Oracle database structure.
Enable the feature for tablespaces, control files, redo logs, or the entire database.


Syntax


symchksum validate


Disable checksum


Description
The symchksum disable command understands the Oracle database structure, and is
used for tablespaces, control files, redo logs, or the entire database. In addition, the
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symchksum disable command can be used on a device basis, and is useful if the
tablespace is dropped before EMC Double Checksum is disabled for that object.


Syntax


symchksum disable


Options


-force


Use this option when specifying the disable action for a storage array device.


Note


Disabling extents using -force can cause a mapped tablespace or database to be


only partially protected, therefore, use this option with caution. All the extents being
monitored for checksum errors on the specified storage array device will be disabled.


EMC Double Checksum for Oracle Functionality
In support of the Oracle and EMC Hardware Assisted Resilient Data (HARD) initiative, EMC
Double Checksum provides end-to-end database integrity by employing sophisticated
error detection technology to detect and prevent corruption of data blocks written to
VMAX or DMX arrays.


Table 56 EMC Double Checksum for Oracle functionality


Block
checksum
verification


Dial home
alert


Discard Max extentsa /
VMAX or DMX
volume


Magicnumber
detection


Zero dba
detection


All blocks
optionb


Straddlec


Yes Yes Yes 200 Yes Yes Yes Yes


a. VMAX or DMX array extents are internal to the array and are used to map Oracle tablespace locations; they are not the same as Oracle
extents.


b. Sd an extension to the Oracle and EMC HARD initiative, EMC Double Checksum functionality checks for I/O that overlaps defined
database areas. For example, consider a database that has data from blocks 16 to 105. If an I/O is received for blocks 100 to 200, this
I/O is said to straddle the database's data. This is unexpected and likely to be a potentially corrupting I/O. If the Straddle option is
selected in the SYMCLI, then EMC Double Checksum will consider straddling I/O to be an error.


c. For Magic Number Detection and Zero dba Detection, the default mode is to check only the first block in an I/O. If the All Blocks Option is
selected in the SYMCLI, then Magic Number Detection and Zero dba Detection checks are performed for each Oracle block. For the
checksum check, the only mode is to sum the I/O as a whole; it is not affected by the All Blocks Option.


Generic SafeWrite for generic applications
Generic SafeWrite (GSW) is used to help protect critical applications from incurring an
incomplete write, and subsequent torn page, due to a failure with a component
connected to the storage array Front End Channel Adapter.


Generic SafeWrite and protecting applications


A Relational Database Management System (RDBMS), such as Oracle and Microsoft SQL
Server, structure data within database files using pages (also referred to as blocks).
Pages within a database are the smallest allocation unit size possible for a database
object (such as a table or a row).


For example, the page size for Microsoft SQL Server, and for Oracle, is 8 KB. Although this
size is configurable, it is usually set to 8 KB. If an incomplete page is written to a
database file, a corruption to the database will occur. The resulting corruption is
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commonly referred to as a torn page. Torn pages are only detected by most RDBMSs after
the corruption has been written, when that area of the database is read, which could be
long after when the corruption was introduced. In general, the only recovery from a torn
page is to perform a restore from a backup (some RDBMSs allow page-level restores,
while others require a complete database restore). Torn pages can occur due to failures in
various components that lie between the RDBMS and the storage array.


The EMC Double Checksum Generic SafeWrite feature can help protect critical
applications from incurring incomplete writes, and subsequent torn pages, due to a
failure with a component connected to the storage array Front End Channel Adapter.


Most often, Generic SafeWrite is used to protect against corruption that occurs when the
HBA or link fails (including server crashes). In this scenario, Generic SafeWrite protects
against fractured writes that occur before the data reaches the array.


Generic SafeWrite is deemed generic because the checks performed to ensure complete
data are application independent. For instance, Generic SafeWrite will not perform any
Oracle- or SQL Server-specific checksums to verify data integrity. It is important to note
that for Oracle, EMC Double Checksum for Oracle provides a rich set of checks which can
be natively performed by the array.


Where to enable Generic SafeWrite


Generic SafeWrite only needs to be enabled for specific devices on the VMAX or DMX
array. For a RDBMS, Generic SafeWrite only needs to be enabled for devices that support
data files. The list below gives an example of database files where the supporting devices
for these files should have Generic SafeWrite enabled:


Microsoft Exchange:


l .edb files


l .stm files


Microsoft SQL Server:


l .mdf files


l .ndf files


Oracle:


l Data files


l Control files


Note


Manipulating remote devices over an SRDF link is not supported. The symchksum
command can only manipulate devices in locally attached arrays.


It is recommended to enable Generic SafeWrite for database file devices, though it is not
necessary to enable it for database log devices. In general, a RDBMS will write to its
respective log file with a 512 byte sector alignment. The RDBMS can therefore determine
the last sector that was correctly written and subsequently discard or rollback any
transactions that are incomplete.
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Note


It is always a best practice to separate the location of database files and log files for a
given database onto unique devices. There are cases where the data file and log file may
share the same device. In this case, it is still possible to have GSW enabled; however,
there will be a performance impact to the log writes which may impact application
performance.


There are no restrictions regarding the size of a device or the number of devices where
GSW can be enabled. However, for both Generic Safewrite and Oracle Safewrite only
SRDF/S and TimeFinder/Mirror are supported. It is also supported to enable GSW on
filesystems across all logical volume managers as well as on raw devices, given the OS
platforms are supported by the Solutions Enabler Storage Resource Management (SRM)
component. When using filesystems on Windows and Linux hosts, for performance
reasons, it is strongly recommended to ensure the filesystems are properly aligned with
the storage. For more information regarding filesystem alignment, refer to Using diskpar
and diskpart to Align Partitions on Windows Basic and Dynamic Disks available on EMC
online support.


Configure Generic SafeWrite


To use Generic SafeWrite:


l For Enginuity versions prior to 5773, enable the RDB_cksum device flag on all devices
targeted for Generic SafeWrite.


l Run a discover operation to update the physical device information in the SYMAPI
database.


l Enable Generic SafeWrite on all devices targeted for Generic SafeWrite use with the
symchksum command.


Set the RDB_cksum device flag


Examples
To enable RDB_Cksum, enter:


symconfigure -sid 54 -f c:\enable_cksum.txt commit


Where the c:\enable_cksum.txt file contains the following:


set device 00015:00019 attribute=RDB_Cksum;


Restrictions:


l VMAX or DMX arrays do not require the RDB_cksum device flag enabled for Double
Checksum and Generic SafeWrite use.


l For Enginuity versions prior to 5773 only, before using Generic SafeWrite, the
RDB_cksum array device flag must be enabled on all devices targeted for Generic
SafeWrite use. This change does not turn Generic SafeWrite on, it only allows it to be
enabled on the specified devices.


l If symconfigure is not available for use, the appropriate device flag can also be
set on the array by a EMC Customer Support Engineer.


l If metavolumes are used when using symconfigure, only the metahead needs to be
specified.
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Enable Generic SafeWrite


Once the device flags are set on the array, use the symchksum command to enable
Generic SafeWrite. Before running the symchksum command, confirm the following:
l The devices that are enabled for Generic SafeWrite are visible to the host where the


symchksum command will be run.
l Run a symcfg discover command after presenting devices to a host, to update


the SYMAPI configuration database with the correct physical drive information.
With this command, Generic SafeWrite is enabled by specifying a specific device, a range
of devices, or a device group.


Enable Generic SafeWrite for a device


Options
The symchksum enable -type generic command automatically sets the Log,
Phone Home, and Generic Double Checksum options as described below:


Log


Indicates that errors will be sent to the storage array error log. These events should
be visible with the symevent command.


Phone Home


Indicates that an error will initiate a call by the storage array to EMC Customer
Service.


Generic


Allows two functions to be performed by the VMAX or DMX array. First, when an
incomplete write is detected, it will be rejected and the array forces the I/O to be
retried from the host. Then, if the host is not available to retry the I/O, the write is
discarded, preventing it from being written to disk.


Examples
To enable Generic SafeWrite for device 005, enter:


symchksum enable -type generic dev 005 -sid 54


Note


If this is a metadevice, only the metahead needs to be specified.


Enable Generic SafeWrite for a range of devices


Options
The symchksum enable -type generic command automatically sets the Log,
Phone Home, and Generic Double Checksum options as described below:


Log


Indicates that errors will be sent to the storage array error log. These events should
be visible with the symevent command.


Phone Home


Indicates that an error will initiate a call by the storage array to EMC Customer
Service.


Generic


Allows two functions to be performed by the VMAX or DMX array. First, when an
incomplete write is detected, it will be rejected and the array forces the I/O to be
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retried from the host. Then, if the host is not available to retry the I/O, the write is
discarded, preventing it from being written to disk.


Examples
To enable Generic SafeWrite for a contiguous range of devices 005:025, enter:


symchksum enable -type generic -devs 005:025 -sid 54


Enable Generic SafeWrite for a device group


Options
The symchksum enable -type generic command automatically sets the Log,
Phone Home, and Generic Double Checksum options as described below:


Log


Indicates that errors will be sent to the storage array error log. These events should
be visible with the symevent command.


Phone Home


Indicates that an error will initiate a call by the storage array to EMC Customer
Service.


Generic


Allows two functions to be performed by the VMAX or DMX array. First, when an
incomplete write is detected, it will be rejected and the array forces the I/O to be
retried from the host. Then, if the host is not available to retry the I/O, the write is
discarded, preventing it from being written to disk.


Ecamples
To enable Generic SafeWrite for device group sql_data, enter:


symchksum enable -type generic -g sql_data -sid 54


Note


Enabling Generic SafeWrite on a Composite Group (CG) is currently not supported.


Disable Generic SafeWrite


To disable Generic SafeWrite, use the symchksum disable -type generic
command.


Disable Generic SafeWrite for a device


Example
To disable Generic SafeWrite for device 005, enter:


symchksum disable -type generic dev 005 -sid 54


Note


If this is a metadevice, only the metahead needs to be specified.
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Disable Generic SafeWrite for a range of devices


Example
To disable Generic SafeWrite for a contiguous range of devices (005:025), enter


symchksum disable -type generic -devs 005:025 -sid 54


Disable Generic SafeWrite for a device group


Example
To disable Generic SafeWrite for device group sql_data, enter:


symchksum disable -type generic -g sql_data -sid 54


List Generic SafeWrite devices


Description
To list which devices are Generic SafeWrite enabled, use the symchksum list
command. Only Generic SafeWrite-enabled devices that are visible to the host running
the symchksum list command are returned.


Options


-type generic


Use this option to return a list of the Generic SafeWrite-enabled devices that are
visible to the host running the symchksum list command.


Examples
To list the devices on array 54 that are Generic SafeWrite enabled, enter:


symchksum list -type generic -mb -sid 54


To show a specific device (device 103) that is Generic SafeWrite enabled, enter:


symchksum show dev 103 -type generic -mb -sid 54


Checksum performance considerations
Application performance remains unaffected because database log writes, as well as
database reads, are performed normally. However, outside of application performance,
there may be a slight increase in the write response time to the database file devices
depending on application profile and usage. In general, this response time increase
should not impact application performance. Writes to a database file are done
asynchronously, therefore write response times to this file are less of a concern than to
the log device.


Double Checksum syntax and examples
Options


list


Lists all devices that currently have checksum checking enabled. The list can be
filtered by using the -type option (to show Oracle or generic).


show
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Displays the extents of a specified device that are having checksum checking
performed.


enable


Enables checksum checking on the extents of the specified devices.


disable


Disables checksum checking on the extents of the specified devices.


validate


Validates that a specified database or tablespace is able to have checksum checking
enabled.


verify


Verifies whether the specified database or tablespace has checksum checking
enabled on all their devices.


Examples
To list the devices on array 3890 that have extents being checked for checksum errors,
enter:


symchksum list -sid 3890


To show all the extents of device 0A1 on array 3890 that are being checked for checksum
errors, enter:


symchksum show dev 0A1 -sid 3890


To enable Checksum on the extents of all the devices that define the current database
instance and then to phone home on error, enter:


symchksum enable -type Oracle -phone_home


To enable Checksum on the extents of all the devices that define the tablespace and then
to log on error, enter:


symchksum enable -type Oracle -tbs SYSTEM


To verify that Oracle tablespace USER01 has Checksum enabled on all the devices that
have defined it, enter:


symchksum verify -type Oracle -tbs USER01


To disable Checksum on the current database instance, enter:


symchksum disable -type Oracle


Note


Disable by device should only be used under special circumstances. For example, this
option can be used to remove extents if a database or a tablespace has been dropped
without first doing a normal disable. In this case, disable by device can be used to
remove the extents.
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CHAPTER 20


Managing Network IPsec (Enginuity 5876 or
lower)


This chapter describes the IPsec standard and how to manage IPsec network policies,
using the IPsec component of the SYMCLI.
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Network IPsec Overview
NOTICE


IPsec is not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


This section discusses the IPsec standard and how it applies to VMAX or DMX array
networks.


IPsec is a framework of open standards for security of network communication that
provides data confidentiality, integrity, and authentication between participating peers at
the IP layer of an Ethernet network.


IPsec allows two peers (computers) to trust each other's identity and share a private key
for each communication session. Based on the session key, the computer peers
establish an encrypted communications channel and can verify that data they receive is
what was originally sent. These countermeasures mitigate many security attacks,
including spoofing, tampering with data en route, connection hijacking, eavesdropping,
and replay of transmission. IPsec is the same security technology used in many corporate
VPN solutions.


IPsec offers three main services to users:


l Authentication — Verifies that a packet was originated by the sender


l Integrity — Ensures that packets are not modified in transit


l Encryption — Hides the packet contents from prying eyes


Not all of these services are necessary at the same time. Users may selectively employ
the ones that fit their current needs.


IPsec policies
An IPsec implementation internally manages database records called policies. They are
processed in order, sorting on an attached index number called the policy's priority. In
general, policies describe how to select applicable network traffic, and how to apply
IPsec protection to it. They contain proposal and transform requirements for the IP tunnel.


More specifically, a policy is a combination of parameters that describe how network
traffic will be encrypted. A policy is a single record in the policy database, and is
indexed/sorted by Priority. When network traffic appears that might be affected by
encryption, the IPsec implementation scans forward, in priority order, through the policy
database looking for a policy that matches the traffic. Each policy has proposals and
transforms that are also tested, in order. Once a match has been found, searching is
terminated, and an entry is created in the Security Associations database that reflects the
policy found. Also, each policy has a unique priority.


IPsec and EMC arrays
The VMAX or DMX array running Enginuity 5773 through 5876, in companion with specific
crypto processors, provides IPsec traffic services on each of its Gigabit Ethernet
(Advanced Multi-Protocol channel) directors. Here, IP network traffic to or from the array
can be protected by IPsec applied to it that supports two significant network connection
protocols:


l SRDF — array to array endpoints, securing SRDF links


l iSCSI — iSCSI host to array endpoints or NAS to array endpoints
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Traffic selection within IPsec is extremely selective, as it is possible to apply IPsec only to
iSCSI traffic with a connection to a particular host, or series of hosts, leaving other iSCSI
traffic and SRDF untouched. Different destinations can have different types of protection.


Note


It is recommended that IPsec management be performed with or by network engineers
that understand encryption disciplines and the standard RFC 2401 for IPsec, as well as
specific network and environment details. Incorrect intervention in this area, could
expose critical information to third parties; especially if the two endpoints are connected
with a publicly-visible network.


SYMCLI IPsec management component
The SYMCLI IPsec component extends the basic SYMCLI command set to include the
Solutions Enabler symipsec command. This command performs all the necessary control
operations that manage various types of IPsec security association policy changes in your
VMAX environment. This IPsec standards compliant command provides policy
management to/from the IPsec processor chip on the VMAX Gig-E port. It also offers
retrieval of policies and associated statistics.


The Access Control feature with symacl, requires access types BASE and CFGSYM.


Information retrieved from the IPsec subsystem is not stored in the SYMAPI database. The
IPsec policies are stored in global memory and backed up to the VMAX vault, therefore
policy database backups and restores are not provided.


The symipsec command displays and sets values of control parameters for VMAX IPsec
encryption and authentication support as follows:
l Lists various active IPsec policies.
l Shows detail about an active policy.
l Lists the various statistics and errors in the Enginuity processing of policies.
l Previews and commits the scripted command file that defines the specific network


security policy requirements.
l Uses command file entries to define the IPsec policy requirements, including details


such as proposals, and transforms.


IPsec key management


Automatic key management
Automatic key management or SA management protocol is required to support anti-
replay features of AH and ESP modes, and to accommodate on-demand creation of SAs.
Multiple keys can be created as a result of this operation.


Manual key management
Manual key management is the simplest form of management where you must manually
configure each system with keying data and security association management data
relevant to secure communication with other systems. Manual techniques are practical in
small, static environments, but it does not scale well.


Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol
The Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol is a key management protocol standard which is
used in conjunction with the IPsec standard. IKE is a hybrid protocol which implements
the Oakley key exchange and Skeme key exchange inside the SA and key management
protocol (ISAKMP) framework. IKE eliminates the need to manually specify all the IPsec
parameters in the crypto maps at both peer endpoints. It allows lifetime limits, changes
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to occur in keys during IPsec sessions, and allows anti-replay services and dynamic
authentication of peers.


View policy information
The symipsec command, returns a list of IPsec policies or shows detail about a policy
being processed on a director and port.


Note


When specifying port numbers in the symipsec command, only port 0 is a valid
parameter (and is the default). Specifically targeting Port 1 on a director is not supported.


List IPsec policies


Syntax
To list information about policies on a specified VMAX array and director, use the
following syntax:


symipsec -sid SymmID list -dir #|ALL -port 0 -priority Level# -all


Options


-priority


The policy level index number. The lower the number, the higher the priority level
(0-110).


Examples
To list the policy priority numbers on director 16D within a specific VMAX array, enter:


symipsec -sid 343 -dir 16D list port 0 -all


Sample output
This output lists all current policies on the specified director:


Symmetrix ID                : 000190300343
Director number             : 16D
Port number                 : 0
Policy priorities present   :
    0          10         20         30         80         90         
    100        110 


Show IPsec policy detail


Syntax
To show detail information about policies on a specified VMAX array, use the following
syntax:


symipsec -sid SymmID show -dir #|ALL -port #|ALL -priority Level# -all


Options


-priority


The policy level index number. The lower the number, the higher the priority level
(0-110).
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Examples
To show the policy details on director 1A for a specific policy (20), enter:


symipsec -sid 123456789012 -dir 1A -port 0 show -priority 20


To show the policy details on director 16D for all current policies, enter:


symipsec -sid 343 -dir 16D show -all


Sample output
This output shows detail information for all current policies on the specified director.


Symmetrix ID                    : 000190300343
Director ID                     : 16D
Port number                     : 0
Policy priority                 : 0
Action                          : Secure
Local Endpoint:              
  Endpoint type                 : Single
  IP Version                    : v4
  IP Address                    : 10.0.0.40
  IP Port Number                : ANY
  IP Protocol Number            : ANY
  Flags                         : N/A
Remote Endpoint:             
  Endpoint type                 : Single
  IP Version                    : v4
  IP Address                    : 10.0.0.51
  IP Port Number                : ANY
  IP Protocol Number            : ANY
  Flags                         : N/A
Source Port Selectivity         : Packet
Protocol Selectivity            : Policy
Destination Port Selectivity    : Policy
Proposal Set:                  
  Proposal Set Type             : IKE
  IN SPI                        : 0
  OUT SPI                       : 0
  IN CPI                        : 0
  OUT CPI                       : 0
  IN Nonce                      : 0
  OUT Nonce                     : 0
  IKE Mode                      : Main
  PFS                           : Off
  Number of Proposals           : 1
    Proposal #                  : 1
    Proposal type :             : IKE
    Number of Transforms        : 1
      Transform #               : 1
      Transform type            : IKE
      Authorization Algorithm   : MD5
      Encryption Algorithm      : 3DES
      Lifetime (bytes)          : 0
      Lifetime (seconds)        : 86400
      ESP Mode                  : Transport
      DH Group                  : DH Group 1
      Authentication Method     : Preshared Key
      Compression Algorithm     : N/A
Symmetrix ID                    : 000190300343
Director ID                     : 16D
Port number                     : 0
Policy priority                 : 10
Action                          : Secure
Local Endpoint:              
.
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.


.


List IPsec policy statistics


Syntax
To list statistical information about the IPsec processing of a policy or policies, use the
following syntax.


symipsec -sid SymmID list -dir #|ALL -port 0 -stats -type StatsType
[-priority Level#][-remote_addr IPendPt


Options


-stats -type


Possible values are:
l ike_errors
l ipsec_details


-remote_addr


The IP endpoint address.


-priority


The policy level index number. The lower the number, the higher the priority level
(0-110).


Examples
To display IPsec SA statistical details for a specified director 2C, enter:


symipsec -sid 067 -dir 2c list -stats -type ipsec_details


Sample output
This output lists statistical detail information about all current policies on the specified
director:


Statistics from director 02C, port 0
                Local endpoint
  Endpoint type               : Single
  IP Version                  : v6
  IP Address                  : fd00:abcd:0:0:0:0:1:50
  IP Port Number              : 1748
  IP Protocol Number          : ANY
  Flags                       : N/A
                Remote endpoint
  Endpoint type               : Single
  IP Version                  : v6
  IP Address                  : fd00:abcd:0:0:0:0:1:41
  IP Port Number              : 48235
  IP Protocol Number          : ANY
  Flags                       : N/A
  SA Type                     : ESP
  ESP Mode                    : Transport
  Encryption Algorithm        : AES 128
  Authentication Algorithm    : XCBC
  Compression Algorithm       : N/A
  Total Rekeys                : 0
                 Inbound SA values
  SPI                         : 4025390203
  Byte Limit                  : 1099511627776
  Seconds Limit               : 5400
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  Packet Count                : 0
  Compressed Packet Count     : 0
  User Byte Count             : 0
  Compressed User Byte Count  : 0
  Authentication Errors       : 0
  Replay Errors               : 0
  Padding Errors              : 0
                 Outbound SA values
  SPI                         : 4066949324
  Byte Limit                  : 1099511627776
  Seconds Limit               : 5400
  Packet Count                : 0
  Compressed Packet Count     : 0
  User Byte Count             : 0
  Compressed User Byte Count  : 0
Statistics from director 02C, port 0
                Local endpoint
  Endpoint type               : Single


List IPsec IKE errors


Example
To display IPsec IKE errors in the security processor on director 2C, enter:


symipsec -sid 067 -dir 2c list -stats -type ike_errors


Statistics from director 34, port 0
Endpoint 
type                                                         : Single
IP 
Version                                                               
      : v6
IP 
Address                                                               
      : fd00:abcd:0:0:0:0:1:50
IP Port Number                                                     : 
ANY
IP Protocol Number                                     : ANY
Flags                                                                 
                        : N/A
                                                                Phase 
1 (IKE) errors
Init Failures :                                                 : 0
Response Failures :                                 : 0
Invalid Cookies :                                         : 0
No Peer Responses :                                 : 0
Invalid Peer Responses :             : 0
Logical Failures :                                     : 0
                                                                Phase 
2 (IPsec) errors
Init Failures :                                                 : 0
Response Failures :                                 : 0
Invalid Cookies :                                         : 0
No Peer Responses :                                 : 0
Invalid Peer Responses :             : 0
Logical Failures :                                     : 0


Command file scripting for creating/modifying policies
The command and control of IPsec policy declarations is done through scripting and
managing a command file. Adding modifying, or deleting policies is performed using
various entries in a specified command file.
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Command file syntax adding/modifying policies


Syntax
The following is the command file syntax to add a network policy or modify an existing
network policy. Leading pound signs (#) on a command line entry comments out that
notation from the command parser.


Note


Only one proposal and one transform are allowed per policy declaration.


policy add|modify
-priority Level#-action secure|discard|bypass
[-assoc_ike_policy Level#]
#only if proposal_type is ipsec
-local_addr IPaddr   [-ipproto IPprotocol#|all][-ipport IPport#|all][-
mask IPaddr]
-remote_addr IPaddr   [-ipproto IPprotocol#|all][-ipport IPport#|all]
[-mask IPaddr]
[-remote_tunnel_addr IPaddr#only if esp_mode is tunnel
[-selectivity {destip|destport|srcport} SPECIFICITY]
#for policies with wildcarded ipaddr/port/proto only
-proposal_set
-proposal_set_type auto|ike|manual
[-ike_mode main|aggressive]
#if proposal_set_type is set to ike mode
[-pfs on|off]
#if proposal_set_type is set to ike mode
[-key_format hex |ascii]
[-presharedkey Keystring]
#if proposal_set_type is set to ike mode
[-inenc_key Keystring -outenc_key Keystring]
#if transform type is ESP or IKE and proposal is manual mode
[-inauth_key Keystring -outauth_key Keystring]
#if proposal is set to manual mode and algorithm is not null
[-in_spi SPI# -out_spi SPI#]
#if proposal is set to manual mode and algorithm is AES mode
[-in_nonce NONCE -out_nonce NONCE]
#if proposal is set to manual mode
-proposal
-proposal_type ike|ipsec
-transform
-transform_type ike|esp
[-auth_alg null|sha1|md5|xcbc]
[-enc_alg null|des|3des|aes_128|aes_256|aes_cm_128|aes_cm_256]
#if transform type is esp or ike
[-dhgroup 1|2|3|4]
#if transform type is ike
[-esp_mode tunnel|transport]
#if transform type is esp
[-lifetime [LifeParam1][,][LifeParam2]
[-auth_method preshared_key|dsa|rsa]
#if transform type is ike. DSA and RSA not supported.
;


Script IPsec policy syntax


Syntax
The beginning section of the policy syntax sets the overall policy requirements. For a
policy add or modify task, use the following syntax:


-priority Level#-action secure|discard|bypass[-assoc_ike_policy Level#]
-local_addr IPaddr   [-ipproto IPprotocol#|all][-ipport IPport#|all][-mask IPaddr]
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-remote_addr IPaddr   [-ipproto IPprotocol#|all][-ipport IPport#|all][-mask IPaddr]
[-remote_tunnel_addr IPaddr[-selectivity {destip|destport|srcport} SPECIFICITY


Options


-priority


Specifies the index number of the policy to be added or modified. Possible priorities
range from 0 to 110. When packets arrive, policies with lower numbered priorities are
examined first. Also, any associated IKE policies (-assoc_ike_policy) must have
a lower priority index number (higher priority) than this object IPsec policy.


-action


Sets the policy action. Possible values are:


l secure - Requests that IPsec processing will be fully applied to packets that
match this policy, requiring packet transformation.


l discard - requests that the matching packets will be dropped completely. For use
on unauthorized break-ins.


l bypass - requests that the matching packets will be completely unmodified, and
pass straight through the IPsec processor without encryption.


-assoc_ike_policy


Specifies the index number of the associated IKE policy to the object IPsec policy. The
-proposal_type option must be set to ipsec. When packets arrive, policies with lower
numbered priorities are examined first. Associated IKE policies must have a lower
priority index number (higher priority) than the corresponding IPsec policy.


-remote_tunnel_addr


Specifies the IP address of the remote tunnel object. The -esp_mode option must be
set to tunnel.


-selectivity {destip|destport|srcport} SPECIFICITY


Specifies lists confined to destination or source points and can include
SPECIFICITY types/protocols for wildcarded proposals only. When an endpoint
field's properties have been wildcarded, it determines whether new connections will
share an existing security association (selectivity POLICY), or if new connections will
cause a new security association to be created (selectivity PACKET). Selecting
PACKET results in a more secure configuration, since encryption keys won't be shared
between connections, but consumes more resources. Selecting POLICY conserves
security associations, when this is desired. Properties that may be wildcarded
include IP address, IP port number, and IP protocol number.


Define local and remote endpoint IP addresses


Syntax
To define local and remote endpoint IP addresses, use the following syntax:


Note


The SYMCLI can detect and handle both IPv4 and IPv6 address notations (dots and/or
colons) in the command entry.


-local_addr IPaddr[-ipproto IPprotocol#|all][-ipport IPport#|all][-
mask IPaddr]
-remote_addr IPaddr[-ipproto IPprotocol#|all][-ipport IPport#|all][-
mask IPaddr]
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Options


IPprotocol#


Targets an IP protocol number. For example, IP protocol 6 should be used for TCP and
IP protocol 1 for IPv4-ICMP.


IPport#


Targets an IP port number. For example, IP port 1748 should be used for SRDF and IP
port 3260 for iSCSI host connections.


Script proposal set syntax


Syntax
The proposal set section of the policy syntax sets the proposal settings requirements. To
add or modify a policy, use the following syntax:


-proposal_set
-proposal_set_type auto|manual|ike
[-ike_mode main|aggressive]
[-pfs on|off]
[-key_format hex |ascii]
[-presharedkey Keystring]
[-inenc_key Keystring -outenc_key Keystring]
[-inauth_key Keystring -outauth_key Keystring]
[-in_spi SPI# -out_spi SPI#]
[-in_cpi CPI# -out_CPI CPI#]
[-in_nonce NONCE -out_nonce NONCE


IPsec manual options


Syntax


-inenc_key 
Keystring -outenc_key 
Keystring-inauth_key 
Keystring -outauth_key 
Keystring-in_spi 
SPI# -out_spi 
SPI#-in_cpi 
CPI# -out_CPI 
CPI#-in_nonce 
NONCE -out_nonce 
NONCE


Options
These options require proposal_set_type to be set to manual.


-enc_alg


Use for non-null.


-inenc_key


Specifies an encryption key string used for encrypting/decrypting inbound traffic. This
must match the corresponding field on the remote endpoint.


outenc_key


Specifies an encryption key string used for encrypting/decrypting outbound traffic.
This must match the corresponding field on the remote endpoint.


-auth_alg


Use for non-null.


-inauth_key
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Specifies a hash key string used for authenticating inbound traffic. This must match
the corresponding field on the remote endpoint.


-outauth_key


Specifies a hash key string used for authenticating outbound traffic. This must match
the corresponding field on the remote endpoint.


-in_spi


Specifies a Security Parameter Indexing (SPI) number for inbound traffic in security
associations decode.


-out_spi


Specifies a Security Parameter Indexing (SPI) number for outbound traffic in security
associations decode.


-in_nonce


Specifies a random nonce value for inbound traffic to counter replay attacks.


-out_nonce


Specifies a random nonce value for outbound traffic to counter replay attacks.


IPsec IKE Options


Syntax


-ike_mode main|aggressive
-pfs on|off
-presharedkey 
Keystring


Options
These options require proposal_set_type to be set to ike.


-ike mode


IKE phase 1 negotiations are used to establish IKE security associations (SAs). These
SAs protect the IKE 2 negotiations. IKE uses one of two modes for phase 1
negotiations:


l main - more intense and secure but time consuming


l aggressive - provides faster negotiations, but exposes identities of the peers to
eavesdropping.


-pfs


Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) mode for IKE policies can be turned on or off. Typically
this should be left on except for special environments.


-presharedkey


Specifiies the preshared key as the authentication method and defines the preshared
key string. It should be the same secret string shared between security points


Proposal options


Syntax
These options start the proposal declaration. Currently, only one proposal per policy can
be declared. Compression mode is not supported.


-proposal
-proposal_type ike|ipsec
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Transform options


Note


DSA and RSA methods are not supported.


Start the proposal declaration


-transform
-transform_type ike|esp


These options start the transform declaration. Currently, only one transform per proposal
and policy can be declared.


-transform_type


Specifies the type of transform to apply to the policy proposal. Supported types are:


l ike - IP Key Exchange


l esp - Encapsulation Security Payload


Authentication header (ah) is not supported.


Specify authentication algorithm for IKE or ESP policy and transform hash functions


-auth_alg null|sha1|md5|xcbc


-auth_alg


Specifies the authentication algorithm for IKE or ESP policy and transform hash
functions. Possible values are:


l null


l sha1 - SHA-1 hash authentication algorithm


l md5 - MD5 hash authentication algorithm


l xcbc - AES-XCBC-MAC constant key authentication algorithm


Specify the encryption algorithm for IKE or ESP


-enc_alg null|des|3des|aes_128|aes_256|aes_cm_128|aes_cm_256


-enc_alg


Specifies the encryption algorithm for IKE or ESP policy transforms. Possible values
are:


l null


l des — DES encryption algorithm


l 3des — 3DES or Triple DES (a.k.a. TDES) encryption algorithm


l aes_128 — Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption (128-bit)


l aes_256 — Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption (256-bit)


l aes_cm_128 — Advanced Encryption Standard counter mode (AES-CM)


l aes_cm_256 — Advanced Encryption Standard counter mode (AES-CM)


Specify Diffe-Hellman (dh) group for symmetrical key generation for IKE transforms


-dhgroup 1|2|3|4


-dhgroup
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Specifies which Diffe-Hellman (dh) group to use for the symmetrical key generation
for IKE transforms only. Groups 1 through 4 are supported.


Specify the ESP transform mode


-esp_mode tunnel|transport


-esp_mode


Specifies the ESP transform mode. Possible values are:


l tunnel - Entire IP packet is encrypted/authenticated (full secure)


l transport - Only the payload (just data) of the IP packet is authenticated.


Specify the life of the security policy


-lifetime [
LifeParam1][,][
LifeParam2


-lifetime


Specifies the life of the security policy with time and/or data size parameters for IKE
and ESP only. Just one, or both values in any order, are specified as:


l A time value in minutes or hours (such as, 90 min or 5 hr)


l A data size value in megabytes or gigabytes (such as, 50 MB or 3 GB)


If both are specified, apply a comma between parameters with not intervening space. The
first limit reached, will end the policy life.


Authentication method for IKE transforms


-auth_method preshared_key


-auth_method


Specifies the authentication method for IKE transforms. Possible values are
preshared_key


Commit a policy-scripted command file
After scripting the policy in the command file, commit the file for execution. Due to
extensive notation work in any policy command file, EMC recommends previewing the file
for command syntax errors.


Preview the IPSEC command file


Syntax
To preview the IPsec policy syntax of a command file, use the following syntax:


symipsec -sid SymmID -dir # -port 0 -file /tmp/commandfile preview


Note


When specifying port numbers in the symipsec command, only port 0 is a valid parameter
(and is the default). Specifically targeting Port 1 on a director is not supported.
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Example
To target director 1A to preview an IPsec policy addition to the policy database, using
file /tmp/ap, enter:


symipsec -sid 0039 -dir 1A -port 0 -file /tmp/ap preview


Commit IPSEC command file


Syntax
To commit the IPsec policy syntax of a command file, use the following syntax:


symipsec -sid SymmID -dir # -port #  -file FileName commit


Examples
To target director 1A to commit an IPsec iSCSI policy addition to the policy database,
using file /tmp/ap, enter:


symipsec -sid 0039 -dir 1A -port 0 -file /tmp/ap commit


Where the file/tmp/ap contains:


policy add -priority 50 -assoc_ike_policy 40 -action secure
   -local_addr 172.23.195.20 -ipport 3260 -ipproto 6
   -remote_addr 50.60.70.80 -ipport 3260 -ipproto 6
   -selectivity destip packet -selectivity destport packet
   -proposal_set -proposal_set_type auto -proposal 
   -proposal_type ipsec -transform -transform_type esp 
   -enc_alg aes_cm_256  -lifetime 90m,5gb;


Delete a policy-scripted command file
Examples
To remove an IPsec policy from the policy database specified in a file, enter:


symipsec -sid 0039 -dir 1A -port 0 -file /tmp/dp delete


To remove an IPsec policy from the policy database using the policy priority level number,
enter:


policy delete -priority 50;
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CHAPTER 21


Events and Logs


This chapter describes how to configure, manage, and query VMAX events and logs.


l Events and logs overview.................................................................................... 626
l Log option configuration .....................................................................................626
l VMAX event monitoring using SYMCLI .................................................................628
l Common audit log .............................................................................................. 629
l Event daemon .................................................................................................... 631
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Events and logs overview
SYMCLI and SYMAPI normally log significant events and actions to a daily log file. On
UNIX, the log file has the following pathname:


/var/symapi/log/symapi-yyyymmdd.log
On Windows, the log file has the following pathname:


C:\Program Files\EMC\Symapi\log\symapi-yyyymmdd.log
File name date format:


l yyyy — year


l mm — month


l dd — day


The log displays the following items about each event:


l Time tag of the event occurrence


l Process ID (PID)


l Source of the event (application name)


l Related (internal) API function call


l Name of the specific operation or event


l Variable event field that describes the event or error in detail


Note


Log files accumulate over time and can consume needed disk space. Periodically, you
may need to purge the log files to conserve space.
For a detailed list of possible VMAX events, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SYMCLI
Command Reference Guide.


Log option configuration
Table 57 on page 626 lists the options to customize how and where events are logged
in your VMAX environment.


Table 57 Log file configuration options


Logging option Configuration description


Enable/disable
logging


You can disable logging by setting the environment variable SYMCLI_NOLOGGING to 1. For example, to disable
logging on UNIX (C shell), enter:


setenv SYMCLI_NOLOGGING 1
To turn logging back on, enter:


unsetenv SYMCLI_NOLOGGING


Log file name You can change the name and path of the default log file.


For example, to change the log file name on UNIX (C shell), use the following form:


setenv SYMCLI_LOG filename
To turn daily log files back on, enter:
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Table 57 Log file configuration options (continued)


Logging option Configuration description


unsetenv SYMCLI_LOG


Allow undated
SYMAPI log file
names


You can allow the creation of undated SYMAPI log files by setting the environment variable
SYMAPI_DATED_LOGFILE_NAME in the options file to disable.


To allow undated log file names, set:


SYMAPI_DATED_LOGFILE_NAME=DISABLE
To reenable dates, set:


SYMAPI_DATED_LOGFILE_NAME=ENABLE


Change date
formats


You can change date formats in the log entries by setting the environment variable
SYMAPI_LOGFILE_DATE_FORMAT in the options file to FORMAT2. This formats the date as yyyy-mm-dd.


To change the date format, set:


SYMAPI_LOGFILE_DATE_FORMAT=FORMAT2
To change the date format back to the default (mm/dd/yyyy), set:


SYMAPI_LOGFILE_DATE_FORMAT=FORMAT1


Log file
configuration
options


You can change the format of optional fields within each log record by setting the environment variable
SYMAPI_LOGFILE_FORMAT in the options file. Zero or more of the following optional fields can be included:


l pid — include the process ID.


l tid — include the thread ID.


l userid — include the user ID (useful with User Authorization is enabled).


l activityid — include the activity ID.


The default value is pid tid. To see the log file format, create an entry in the options file with values


separated by spaces. For example:


SYMAPI_LOGFILE_FORMAT = userid pid tid activityid


Log file retention Log file retention is an option set in the options file to specify the number of days to retain the log files:


l Maximum value: 1825 (or 5 years)


l Minimum value: 6


l Alternative value: 0 (setting it to zero maintains the log file forever. This is the default for everything except
the service processor whose default is 30.)
For example, to change the log file Retention to 60 days, enter:


SYMAPI_LOGFILE_RETENTION=60


Note


When the log file retention option is set, it overrides all existing log file Retention values including those set for
the service processor during initialization. The default for the service processor is 30 days. Setting this options
file value will override that default. In addition, if you have accumulated many years of log files prior to setting
this option, when the option is set, it deletes those log files that do not meet the specified criteria.
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VMAX event monitoring using SYMCLI
The symevent command allows an administrator to monitor or track events within a
VMAX array that may affect its operation. In some cases, reported events represent
conditions that have already been repaired. This command allows monitoring of the
VMAX array for all reported events.


Use symevent to:


l monitor — This action runs the command in the foreground, polling the VMAX array
for new events every interval in seconds, either until the iteration count is satisfied or
the program is stopped. Monitoring can be restricted to report events of certain
severity (warnings, errors, or fatal events).


l list — This action examines the history of events stored on the VMAX array, for
those events that meet the requested criteria, such as events recorded during a
certain time period, or based upon the reporting director.


Monitoring events


Examples
To poll for and report on all events, on all locally-connected VMAX systems, every 15
seconds, continuously, enter:


symevent monitor


To poll for and display events with a severity of warning or greater every 15 seconds for a
50-second period, enter:


symevent monitor -sid 0207 -i 15 -c 50 -warn


Sample output
For array 0207:


Symmetrix ID: 000192600207


Detection time           Dir    Src  Category     Severity     Error Num
------------------------ ------ ---- ------------ ------------ ----------
Mon Dec 29 21:26:04 2008 DF-7A  Symm Communication Warning      0x001a
    The Symmetrix Service Processor could not complete a Call Home for service


List events


Options


-start / -end


Lists events occurring during a certain time period.


-DIR


Limits reporting to specific director activity.


Examples
To retrieve a verbose list of the events which have occurred on the specified array
between 12 p.m. and 3 p.m. today, enter:


symevent list -sid 0207 -start 12:00 -end 15:00 -v
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Common audit log
Data is written to a common audit file during VMAX control operations. The common audit
log correlates activity from all hosts into one file that is stored in the Symmetrix File
System (SFS).


The symaudit command enables the filtering of the common audit log file for a
specified VMAX array. The audit log resides on the array with a capacity of 40 MB. Once
the 40 MB limit is reached, the log starts to overwrite itself. There is no maintenance for
this file, unless records need to be captured before the circular 40 MB space recycles.


Use the following actions to parse or monitor the audit log contents:


show


Displays details about the audit log itself for a specific array, including the total range
of records, the date/time range, and the starting record number.


list


Lists details about the requested records in either a brief or verbose format. The
range of records to extract can be filtered by one or all of the following:


l record number


l record count


l date/time


l functional area


l control action


l vendor ID


l application ID


l hostname


l username


l device acted upon


monitor


Monitors the array for new audit log data in realtime.


l — Lists details about the requested records in either a brief or verbose format. The
range of records to extract can be filtered by one or all of the following: record
number, record count, date/time, functional area, control action, vendor ID,
application ID, hostname, username, and device acted upon.


l —


Note


For details on filtering parameter values refer to the symaudit command in the EMC


Solutions Enabler SYMCLI Command Reference Guide


Show audit log for single array


Examples


symaudit show -sid 0207
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Sample output


    A U D I T   L O G   D A T A
Symmetrix ID            : 000192600207
Starting date           : 12/17/2008 21:42:57
Ending date             : 01/02/2009 15:30:35
Starting record number  :       1
Ending record number    :    1737
Total record count      :    1737


List audit log for specified time period


Examples


symaudit list -sid 0207 -start_date 01/02/2009:12:00:00 -end_date 
01/02/2009:12:15:00 -v


Sample output


A U D I T   L O G   D A T A
Symmetrix ID            : 000192600207
  Record Number         :     1663
    Records in Seq      :        2
    Offset in Seq       :        1
    Time                : 01/02/09 12:11:50
    Vendor ID           : EMC Corp
    Application ID      : SYMCONFIGURE
    Application Version : 7.0.0.302
    API Library         : SDK
    API Version         : T7.0.302.2 (Edit Level: 907)
    Host Name           : api1051.lss.
    OS Name             : LINUX
    OS Revision         : 2.6.9-11.E
    Client Host         :
    Process ID          : 00027021
    Task ID             : 00000002
    Function Class      : CfgChg
    Action Code         : Release
    Text                : STARTING a Device Reservation 'RELEASE'. Owner=m; ReserveID=1; 
Comment="t";
    Username            : H:api1051\root
    Activity ID         : SE69f82805ea
  Record Number         :     1664
    Records in Seq      :        2
    Offset in Seq       :        2
    Time                : 01/02/09 12:11:50
    Vendor ID           : EMC Corp
    Application ID      : SYMCONFIGURE
    Application Version : 7.0.0.302
    API Library         : SDK
    API Version         : T7.0.302.2 (Edit Level: 907)
    Host Name           : api1051.lss.
    OS Name             : LINUX
    OS Revision         : 2.6.9-11.E
    Client Host         :
    Process ID          : 00027021
    Task ID             : 00000002
    Function Class      : CfgChg
    Action Code         : Release
    Text                : Devices: [ 0020 ]
    Username            : H:api1051\root
    Activity ID         : SE69f82805ea
  Record Number         :     1665
    Records in Seq      :        1
    Offset in Seq       :        1
    Time                : 01/02/09 12:11:51
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    Vendor ID           : EMC Corp
    Application ID      : SYMCONFIGURE
    Application Version : 7.0.0.302
    API Library         : SDK
    API Version         : T7.0.302.2 (Edit Level: 907)
    Host Name           : api1051.lss.
    OS Name             : LINUX
    OS Revision         : 2.6.9-11.E
    Client Host         :
    Process ID          : 00027021
    Task ID             : 00000002
    Function Class      : CfgChg
    Action Code         : Release
    Text                : Device Reservation 'RELEASE' SUCCEEDED. ReserveID=1;
    Username            : H:api1051\root
    Activity ID         : SE69f82805ea
<. . .>


Output field descriptions:


l Record Number — The current record number.


l Records in Seq — Total number of records requested.


l Offset in Seq — Offset number from the first record requested.


l Time — Date and time the record was entered.


l Vendor ID — ID of the vendor whose application logged the record.


l Application ID — ID of the application that logged the record.


l Application Version — Application version number.


l API Library — Name of the SYMAPI library the application ran against.


l API Version — Version of the SYMAPI.


l Host Name — Name of the host that logged the record.


l OS Name — Operating system on which the host is running.


l OS Revision — Operating system revision number.


l Client Host — Any SYMCLI client communicating with the SYMAPI server.


l Process ID — ID of the process that logged the record.


l Task ID — ID of the task.


l Function Class — Class name of the SYMAPI functional area.


l Action Code — Name of the SYMAPI control action associated with an audit log
entry.


l Text — Details of the given entry.


l Username — Identifies the user that generated the log entry.


l Activity ID — A randomly generated ID that uniquely identifies this action.


Event daemon
Solutions Enabler also provides an asynchronous event daemon that can be used to
monitor and manage VMAX events. The event daemon (storevntd) provides the
services required to monitor the status of VMAX storage environments from third-party
enterprise management frameworks. The following targets are supported:
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l SNMP


l File on disk


l System logger on the host


l Unix syslog service


l Windows event log


l The syslog listener across the network (bypasses the syslog service (calls) on the
local host and directly sends events/traps to this remote listener).
For more information on enabling and configuring the event daemon, refer to the EMC
Solutions Enabler Installation Guide.
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CHAPTER 22


XML Structured Output


This chapter describes the XML output option of the SYMCLI.


l XML structured output overview.......................................................................... 634
l XSLT: XML data transformations ......................................................................... 634
l Element-based XML ............................................................................................634
l Set XML mode with SYMCLI ................................................................................ 635
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XML structured output overview
The XML (Extensible Markup Language) output option provides a mechanism to facilitate
the automated processing of SYMCLI output data. XML is a deterministic parsing tool that
eases parsing of output data, providing a functional advantage over screen-scraping
tools like awk or Perl. The XML industry standard is based on the experience of SGML and
is endorsed by the World Wide Web Consortium. Detailed information on XML may be
found at: http://w3.org/XML/.


XML has the look and feel of HTML, as it employs the same tag-based syntax. However,
XML uses tags to delimit data—as opposed to defining the data as with HTML—allowing
the document author to specify the tags most applicable to the given application. For the
SYMCLI, tags represent the physical and logical structures within the VMAX array and its
environments.


When XML mode is utilized, the data returned is identical to that of the standard output,
but "marked-up" with tags. These tags enable individual pieces of data to be readily
called upon by name. In addition, they provide a definitive way to express the
relationship between different objects, an advantage over the standard CLI display
output.


XSLT: XML data transformations
Many tools are available to query, filter, retrieve, and format specific information stored
in complex XML files. Among these, eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transforms (XSLT) is
a particularly useful and widely available technology. While using XML will result in less
ambiguous, more robust scripts, XSLT will make the information presented in XML
accessible to the more familiar plain text-based scripting techniques. To introduce you to
XSLT, a directory containing several examples of the types of queries that can be
performed on XML data using XSLT is provided. The examples are designed only to
provide a brief introduction to the power and usefulness of XSLT, and can help ease the
transition to XML.


Element-based XML
Solutions Enabler provides element-based XML that describes data in a hierarchical
manner by using the notion of parent and children. An element can have several different
content types. It can have element content (child element), a mixed content containing
both text and child element, a simple content containing text only, or an empty content
carrying no information. An element can also have attributes. These additional content
types would allow users to modify the data structures in a fairly flexible manner. On the
other hand, an attribute is used to provide additional information about an element. An
attribute is, in general, used to store the metadata describing the data that stored in XML.
Although data can be stored in attributes, it is best practice to store data in child
elements.
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Set XML mode with SYMCLI
To use XML mode with SYMCLI, an environment variable or a command line option can be
used. To use the environment variable to globally set the command output to XML or
standard use the following syntax:


SYMCLI_OUTPUT_MODE = xml_element|standard


Note


When the environment variable output mode is set to xml or xml_element, commands
that do not support XML output generate a runtime error message. To override this
behavior set the command line -output option to a value of standard. This allows
execution of a given command in standard mode.


XML output using SYMCLI


Syntax
To override the current environment variable setting and set the output style for a single
command, use the following syntax:


<SymcliCommand> -output <xml|xml_element|standard>


Note


The -output flag is not found in -help or man pages because of its wide scope and
usage.


Options


xml_element


Returns the output of all commands in element-based XML tags.


standard


Returns the output of all commands in the default output format.


Examples


symcfg list -out xml or symcfg list -out xml_element


Sample output
Note that a new element tag <Symm_Info> is added to the XML data shown below to
store general VMAX data.


<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes" ?>
<SymCLI_ML>
  <Symmetrix>
    <Symm_Info>
      <symid>000190102055</symid>
      <attachment>Local</attachment>
      <model>DMX3-24</model>
      <microcode_version>5772</microcode_version>
      <cache_megabytes>32768</cache_megabytes>
      <devices>683</devices>
      <physical_devices>94</physical_devices>
    </Symm_Info>
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  </Symmetrix>
  <Symmetrix>
    <Symm_Info>
      <symid>000190300215</symid>
      <attachment>Local</attachment>
      <model>DMX3-6</model>
      <microcode_version>5772</microcode_version>
      <cache_megabytes>32768</cache_megabytes>
      <devices>239</devices>
      <physical_devices>2</physical_devices>
    </Symm_Info>
  </Symmetrix>
  <Symmetrix>
    <Symm_Info>
      <symid>000190300237</symid>
      <attachment>Remote</attachment>
      <model>DMX3-6</model>
      <microcode_version>5773</microcode_version>
      <cache_megabytes>16384</cache_megabytes>
      <devices>3756</devices>
      <physical_devices>0</physical_devices>
    </Symm_Info>
  </Symmetrix>
  <Symmetrix>
    <Symm_Info>
      <symid>000190300343</symid>
      <attachment>Remote</attachment>
      <model>DMX3-6</model>
      <microcode_version>5773</microcode_version>
      <cache_megabytes>32768</cache_megabytes>
      <devices>751</devices>
      <physical_devices>0</physical_devices>
    </Symm_Info>
  </Symmetrix>
</SymCLI_ML>


To maintain consistent element names in all SYMCLI commands, some tag names are
redefined. For example, in current SYMCLI command, different names exist to describe
Symmetrix identification number, such as id, symmetrix, or symid. A new consistent tag
name is defined across all SYMCLI commands in the element-based XML output.
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PART 3


Migrating Data


This section describes how to use:


l Open Replicator (symrcopy) to migrate data between EMC arrays or third-party arrays


l Federated Live Migration (symrcopy -migrate) to migrate data from DMX arrays to
VMAX arrays.


Chapters include:


Chapter 23, "Open Replicator Operations"


Chapter 24, "Operational Restrictions and State Reference"


Chapter 25, "Federated Live Migration Operations (Enginuity 5876 or lower)"
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CHAPTER 23


Open Replicator Operations


This chapter introduces the EMC Open Replicator SYMCLI command (symrcopy) and
explains how to implement this command for copying device data between arrays across
the storage network.


l Open Replicator overview....................................................................................640
l Open Replicator command summary................................................................... 647
l Open Replicator session options ........................................................................ 648
l Open Replicator control operations .................................................................... 651
l Open Replicator examples ..................................................................................677
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Open Replicator overview
The Open Replicator symrcopy command provides a method for copying device data to
or from various types of arrays within a storage area network (SAN) infrastructure. For
example, Open Replicator provides a tool used to migrate data from older arrays, and
some third-party storage arrays to a VMAX array. The symrcopy command is part of the
SYMCLI command library.


The Open Replicator command is also used to migrate data from a DMX or VMAX Family
array to other types of storage arrays within the SAN infrastructure. Copying data from a
DMX or VMAX Family array to devices on other storage arrays allows for data to be copied
fully or incrementally.


Open Replicator RecoverPoint sessions can be listed or terminated using the
symrcopycommand, however RecoverPoint sessions cannot be created or modified
through this comman


NOTICE


Data migrations are often complex operations and require careful planning and execution
of predetermined procedures. Failure to identify and perform necessary steps or work
within supported configurations can result in data unavailability or loss.


Note


For detailed interoperability information, please refer to the E-Lab Interoperability
Navigator available at http://elabnavigator.EMC.com


ORS practical uses
The symrcopy command can be used for:


l Migrating data between DMX, VMAX Family arrays, and third-party storage arrays
within the SAN infrastructure without interfering with host applications and ongoing
business operations.


l Backing up and archiving existing data within the SAN infrastructure as part of an
information lifecycle management solution.


l Listing and terminating RecoverPoint sessions.


l Federated Live Migration operations. FLM allows device copying, from donor DMX
arrays and VMAX 20K arrays to new VMAX 10K, 20K, and 40K arrays, without
restarting the application hosts. Refer to Federated Live Migration Operations
(Enginuity 5876 or lower) on page 717 for more information.


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher, FLM is not supported.


ORS limitations for HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher
The following limitations apply to arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher:


Since ORS push sessions are not supported, the following operations, allowed only for
push sessions, are not supported:


l n Differential copying
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n Precopy option


n Recreate command


n Restore command


n Remove command


l The maximum number of active sessions allowed is 512 when running HYPERMAX OS
5977 or higher.


l Only one remote target is supported.


l Creating ORS sessions on control devices that are involved in a TimeFinder session or
a SRDF operation is not supported.


ORS and host interaction
Open Replicator copy (Rcopy) operations are controlled from a local host attached to the
DMX or VMAX Family array. Data copying is accomplished as part of the storage system
process and does not require host resources. The data can be copied online between
DMX and VMAX arrays allowing host applications, such as a database or file server, to
remain operational (function normally) during the copy process.


ORS rcopy concepts
The following Rcopy concepts and terminology are used throughout the Open Replicator
Migration section of this product guide:


l The VMAX and DMX arrays and its devices are referred to as the control side of the
copy operation. Older DMX or VMAX arrays, or third-party arrays on the SAN are
referred to as the remote array/devices.


l The copy direction is from the perspective of the control side. There are two types of
copy operations, push and pull. A push operation copies data from the control device
to the remote device(s). A pull operation copies data to the control device from the
remote device(s).


l Copy operations are either hot (online) or cold (offline).


l Use the -name option to give the session a name. Use the -session_name option
when specifying the session name for control operations.


l There can be only one control device per active session.


Open Replicator can be used to migrate data into a VMAX Family array from older DMX
and VMAX arrays, or other third-party arrays. Figure 20 on page 642 shows two Open
Replicator copy sessions performing a pull operation, where data is copied through the
SAN infrastructure from remote devices to the control array.
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Figure 20  Control array device pull operation
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Note


Since data is copied through the SAN infrastructure, Open Replicator may require
updating the zoning configuration before copying data between arrays is allowed. For
zoning requirements and suggestions, refer to ORS SAN setup requirements  on page
646.


Open Replicator can be used to copy data from a control array to older array. Figure 21 on
page 643 shows two Open Replicator copy sessions performing a push operation,
where data is copied from the control array to remote devices within the SAN
infrastructure.


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, push operations are not supported.
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Figure 21  Control array device push operation
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ORS operational rules and limitations
The following general rules apply to Open Replicator sessions:


l Remote devices do not have to be the same RAID type or meta-configuration.


l For a push operation, remote capacity must be equal to or larger than the control
device extents and vice versa for a pull operation. The exception to this is when data
is pushed to a remote device that is larger than the control device, and the data
needs to be pulled back to the control device. In this case, use the -force_copy
option.


l On push copy operations, remote devices should not be accessed by their remote
hosts until copying has completed.


l On pull operations, the remote devices should not be updated by array hosts for the
duration of the copy process.


l For pull operations from devices with SCSI reservations, if the remote devices have a
cluster running against them or the devices are AIX LVM devices, the cluster, AIX host,
or other software that is creating the SCSI reservations must be shutdown before
creating the Open Replicator session.


l Data corruption to devices is possible during a copy operation if another host on the
SAN has write access to the remote device. EMC recommends that the remote device
be unmounted or marked as Not Ready to any other hosts on the SAN to guarantee
that the device cannot change while copying is in process.


l Accumulated I/O errors between the control device and remote device will cause a
session to fail if the copy operation is a hot push. The failed session may be activated
again as long as no new data has been written to the control device since the session
failed. The session will temporarily stall and restart on any other type of copy
operation.
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l Open Replicator fully supports copy operations for thin devices. For information on
Virtual Provisioning and creating thin devices, refer to Configuring Virtual
Provisioning on page 307.


l Open Replicator supports copy operations for a cold push from a virtual device
(VDEV). For more information and instructions, refer to VDEVs in Open Replicator  on
page 675.


ORS limitations for Enginuity 5876 or lower


The following limitations apply to arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower:


l Up to 15 incremental Open Replicator copy sessions can exist for a single array
device.


l The maximum number of active sessions allowed is 1024 when running Enginuity
version 5773 through 5876, with the default set to 1024.


l The maximum number of active sessions allowed is 512 when running Enginuity
version 5772 or lower, with the default set to 512.


Note


To change the session limit, use the SYMAPI_RCOPY_SESSION_LIMIT option.


l The maximum concurrent remote devices is 16 per session.


l Only one copy session per control device can be active at a time. The active session
must be completed or terminated before another session can be created or started on
a device.


l An Open Replicator copy session is between two arrays and cannot be created with
control and remote devices on the same array. Copying within the same array must be
done using SYMCLI control operations, such as TimeFinder/Snap and Clone.


l Devices that are accessible only through the SAN cannot be specified with array
device names. Any World Wide Name (WWN) of a remote system that is more than
two RDF links away must be obtained using platform-native tools.


l On an offline push operation to multiple devices that were created as part of one
session, devices in the session must be updated together. A single device cannot be
updated independently.


l Open Replicator can be used only with FBA devices using Fibre Channel integrated
directors. The following device types, that could be mapped to the host, are not
supported:


n CKD


n VCM


n WORM


n Metamembers


l Only one remote device is allowed for a hot push operation.


l Open Replicator copy sessions involving older arrays (prior to the DMX) require a
connection through a switch to copy data.


l Third party or non-visible storage systems cannot be validated by the Solutions
Enabler.
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ORS copying limitations


Copying is device-based; extent copying is not supported. Device configuration changes
cannot be made during an Open Replicator session, as making device changes may lead
to inconsistent data on the local device if pulling, or on the remote device if pushing
data.


Open Replicator cannot detect changes to a remote device during, or between
incremental copies. Before each session, make sure that there are no changes being
made to the remote device.


ORS Federated Tiered Storage support


With Federated Tiered Storage (FTS), an external LUN (eDisk) is attached through the SAN
to an array, and is used as an external back-end disk for the array. FTS requires a new
front end disk director (DX) and Enginuity 5876 or higher. Adding an eDisk through the
SAN to the array provides the ability to migrate user data from the external storage into
the array. There are two modes for presenting the eDisk to the array, external provisioning
and encapsulation.


For more information on FTS refer to Federated Tiered Storage on page 337.


Restrictions


l Externally provisioned devices are fully supported.


l Encapsulated devices that are not geometry limited are fully supported.


l Encapsulated devices that are geometry limited devices are not supported for -pull
operations.


ORS device guidelines


Table 58 Control and remote device guidelines


Action Control device Remote device


Creating the
device file


DMX or VMAX Family arrays


Always listed on left


Format: symdev=arrayid:device


Example: symdev=7098:E9


DMX or older VMAX array, or third-party array


Always listed on right


Format: symdev =array:device or wwn=WWN


Example: wwn=6006048000000000314353594D303737


Refer to ORS and creating a device file  on page 652 for device
format rules


Hot push (not
supported on
HYPERMAX OS
5977)


One device per session


All directors must see remote device


One device per session


Device not accessible to host


Can use -consistent, -nodifferential, and -precopy


Note


Differential copying is the default for copy sessions and does not need
to be specified in the symrcopy create command.


Cold push (not
supported on


One device per session


Device Not Ready to host


Can use -nodifferential
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Table 58 Control and remote device guidelines  (continued)


Action Control device Remote device


HYPERMAX OS
5977)


At least one director must see remote
device(s) Note


Differential copying is the default for copy sessions and does not need
to be specified in the symrcopy create command.


Hot pull One device per session


Device online to the host


All directors must see the remote
device a


One device per active session


Can use -donor_update,-frontend_zero


Cold pull One device per session


At least one director must see the
remote device and the devices is not
ready to host


One device per session


Can use -frontend_zero


a. Applies only to devices running on arrays Enginuity 5876 or lower. This is not a requirement for HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


ORS SAN setup requirements
Since data is copied through the SAN infrastructure, Open Replicator may require a SAN
configuration update before copying data between storage arrays is allowed. Because of
the various types of cabling, zoning, and masking that can exist within a SAN
configuration, the following requirements are provided as a generic reference for setting
up a data migration with Open Replicator through a SAN:


l A Fibre Channel switch is required for Open Replicator. Direct connections (such as
arbitrated loop) are not supported.


l For arrays running Enginuity 5773 through 5876:


n The SAN for the remote storage array must have connectivity to the control array
SAN. Open Replicator requires that at least one port on the remote array, that
allows access to the remote device, have access to the control device through at
least one port for a cold copy and all ports for a hot copy on the control array.


n Zoning must be set up on the Fibre Channel switch to zone the control array fibre
adapters (FAs) to the remote storage array front-end adapter(s).


n If the storage port for the source devices is running volume configuration
management (VCM) software such as Volume Logix for Symmetrix or a similar
software product, setup may require granting permission to access the target
device(s) from the target storage port. For instance, on a VMAX array, the control
FA(s) must be enabled to have access to the remote storage array device(s).


n Specific instructions for granting access to target devices vary depending on the
selected target storage array and VCM software.


l For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977:


n Dynamically finds directors and ports that can access an ORS session's remote
devices, and uses these directors and ports for the data transfer.


n Requires at least one zoned remote port for cold sessions, and it is recommended
that there are at least two zoned remote ports for hot sessions. The
recommendation for hot sessions is not enforced.
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ORS SYMCLI symsan support
The SYMCLI command symsan lists port and LUN WWNs as seen from a specific array
director and port. This is used to validate that the zoning between the port and target is
correct. It does not require a created Open Replicator session. Use this command to
display remote port WWNs, and LUN WWNs seen behind a remote port WWN.


The symsan command allows for:


l Listing all ports or LUNS in the SAN that are seen by a specific DX director or all DX
directors.


l Listing all ports or LUNS in the SAN that are seen by a specific FA director or all FA
directors.


l Listing all ports or LUNS in the SAN that are seen by a specific FA/DX director or all
FA/DX directors, using the -dir option.


Refer to SYMCLI help options on page 30 for information on how to access symsan
manpage or command help.


Open Replicator command summary
Command — symrcopy arguments


activate


Starts the copying process on an existing Open Replicator copy session.


create


Defines a new Open Replicator copy session.


export


Creates the file (FileName given) with all of the session information for sessions
matching the session name.


list


Lists all Open Replicator copy sessions for a given control array.


query


Queries for the status of Open Replicator copy sessions.


recreate


Creates an incremental copy session on an existing copy session. Only valid for push
copy sessions created with differential copying. Not supported for arrays running
HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


remove


Removes remote devices from a differential push session in the copied state. Not
supported for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


rename


Changes the name of a session. Can be executed only on a differential session in the
Copied state.


restore


Restores data from a remote device that was previously copied during a differential
push operation back to the control device. Not supported for arrays running
HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


set donor_update off
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Turns off the donor update option for the session. When set donor_update off
is used with the -consistent option, the consistency of data on the remote
devices will be maintained.


set frontend_zero off


Turns off the front-end zero detection option for thin control devices for the session.


set mode


Sets the mode for copying to either CopyInProg, CopyOnAccess, CopyOnWrite, or
Precopy.


failback


Used with the -migrate option to stop a Federated Live Migration session.


set pace


Sets the session pace for the CopyInProg, RecreateInProg, and RestInProg states.
Possible value are 0-9, with 9 being the slowest pace. Not supported for arrays
running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


terminate


Terminates a copy session and removes it from the control array.


verify


Verifies that a copy session is in an existing state.


Command — symqos -rcopy arguments


set ceiling


Sets the maximum allowed bandwidth percentage for a given director, port, director,
and port, or all directors and ports. Acceptable values are 0-100 or NONE to shut the
ceiling function off. For arrays running HYPERMAX 5977 or higher, ceiling can be set
to DISABLE. This will block Open Replicator I/O on the specified director/port.


list ceiling


Lists the maximum bandwidth percentage for a given director, port, director/port pair,
or all directors and ports.


Open Replicator session options
Open Replicator copies data in sessions across the SAN infrastructure. A device file is
used to specify the device pairs to be used in the copy session. These devices are
referred to as the control and remote devices. The control device always resides on the
locally-attached DMX or VMAX Family array, and is responsible for controlling data
copying to or from its partner remote device. Devices listed in the device file are identified
by either logical unit number (LUN), World Wide Name (WWN), or by a combination of the
storage array ID and device name (use symdev for arrays). Refer to ORS and creating a
device file  on page 652 for instructions on how to obtain device information and create
the device file.


A copy session is first defined by using the symrcopy create command. A session
name can be specified for later use in control operations. The push/pull options (-
push|-pull) define the direction of the copy operation for device pairs listed in the
device file, and the hot/cold options (-hot|-cold) define online or offline copying.


symropy session options


-pull


Pulls data through the SAN to the control device(s) from the remote device(s).


-push
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Pushes data across the SAN from the control device(s) to the remote device(s)


-hot


Control device is available as read/write online to the host while the copy operation
is in progress. With hot copying, all directors that have the local devices mapped are
required to participate in the session. A hot copy session cannot be created unless all
directors can discover the remote device.


-cold


Control device is unavailable to the host while the copy operation is in progress. A
cold copy session can be created as long as one or more directors discovers the
remote device.


Note


Arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 dynamically find directors and ports that can access
an ORS session's remote devices, and uses these directors and ports for data transfer.


If a control device is pushing data to a remote device and that control device is currently
online for host write I/O operations, a consistent point-in-time copy can be made across
multiple control devices using the Enginuity Consistency Assist (ECA) feature (-
consistent). This will temporarily prevent any host write I/Os while the Open
Replicator copy session begins.


ORS hot pull copy session example
Figure 22 on page 650 shows Open Replicator copy sessions created and activated for
a hot pull copy operation. A device file -file filename contains the pairing
information for the control and remote devices. Each line in the device file is a copy
session. The file specifies control devices by "Symmetrix ID: device number" and remote
devices by "LUN WWN" as follows:


symdev=000187900041:0102   wwn=123456781234567820000000c920b484
symdev=000187900041:0103   wwn=123456781234567820000000c9274156


Note


Refer to ORS and creating a device file  on page 652 for instructions on how to obtain
device information and create the device file.
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Figure 22  Control array hot pull using the symrcopy command
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ORS cold push copy session example
Figure 23 on page 651 shows Open Replicator copy sessions created and activated for
a cold push operation. A device file (-file filename) contains the pairing
information for the control and remote devices. Each line in the device file is a copy
session. The file specifies control devices by "Symmetrix ID: device number" and remote
devices by "LUN WWN" as follows:


symdev=000187900041:0102   wwn=123456781234567820000000c920b484
symdev=000187900041:0103   wwn=123456781234567820000000c9274156


Note


Refer to Obtain device information  on page 652 and Create ORS device file  on page
654 for instructions on how to obtain device information and create the device file.


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, push operations are not supported.
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Figure 23  Control array device cold push using the symrcopy command
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Open Replicator control operations
SYMCLI Open Replicator performs control operations from a local host attached to the
DMX or VMAX Family array and implements these operations in sessions across the SAN
infrastructure. Open Replicator copy sessions are first created using a device file, which
lists the device pairs (control and remote) for the operation.


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, only one remote target is supported.


Open Replicator SYMCLI symrcopy command performs the copy sessions. The main
control operations, required to successfully complete a copy session, are as follows:


l Create the session.


l Activate the session.


l Terminate the session.


HYPERMAX OS 5977 settings and actions


l Data protection and recovery options for hot and cold pulls.


l Enable or disable front-end zero detection for pull operations to thin control devices.


l Background copying mode of a session.


l Ceiling value for bandwidth.
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Note


Ceiling value is set using the symqos -rcopy command.


l List, query, and verify copy sessions to display the current session status.


l Export the run information to an output file.


Enginuity 5876 or lower settings and actions


l Data protection and recovery options for hot pulls.


l Enable or disable front-end zero detection for pull operations to thin control devices.


l Background copying mode of a session.


l Ceiling value for bandwidth.


Note


Ceiling value is set using the symqos -rcopy command.


l Session pace for copying, recreating, and restoring.


l Differential copying.


l List, query, and verify copy sessions to display the current session status.


l Remove a remote device from a session.


l Recreate a differential copy session.


l Rename a differential copy session.


l Restore data from a remote device of a copy session.


l Export the run information to an output file.


Note


For detailed syntax of the symrcopy command, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI
Command Reference


ORS and creating a device file
Before an Open Replicator copy session can be created, a device file must be created that
lists the control and remote device pairs for the copy operation. The device file syntax
contains two columns (one for control devices and one for remote devices). Devices in
the file are specified either by their unique LUN WWN, or by the storage array ID and
device number (Storage ID:device#).


Use the following rules to determine the correct device ID format in the device file:


l If the array for the remote device is visible to the host where the symrcopy
command is run (locally or by a remote RDF connection), either the storage array ID
and device number or the LUN WWN can be used for the remote device ID in the
device file.


l If the array for the remote device is only visible using the symsan command, only
the LUN WWN can be used for the remote device ID in the device file.


Obtain device information


Description
The Solutions Enabler (SYMCLI) uses several commands to obtain device information,
including device number, director information, WWN, and capacity. This information is
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helpful in determining and identifying devices for use in a device file. Some of these
commands include: symdev, syminq, sympd, symsan and symstat.


Examples
To list of devices on array 041, enter:


symdev list -sid 0041


To list devices by device wwn (a SCSI inquiry), enter:


syminq -sym -wwn


Sample output
For array 041 devices:


Symmetrix ID: 000187900041
        Device Name          Directors                   Device
--------------------------- ------------ 
--------------------------------------
                                                                      
     Cap
Sym   Physical                SA :P DA :IT  Config        
Attribute    Sts   (MB)
--------------------------- ------------- 
-------------------------------------
00102 /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d2s2  03A:0 01A:C2  2-Way Mir     Grp'd    (M) 
RW   17261
00103 /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d3s2  03A:0 01D:C3  2-Way Mir     Grp'd    (M) 
RW   17261
00104 /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d4s2  03A:0 16C:D2   TDEV            N/
Grp'd    (M) RW   17261
00105 /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d5s2  03A:0 16C:C3   TDEV            N/Grp'd   
(M) RW   17261
00106 /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d6s2  03A:0 01A:C4  RAID-5        Grp'd    (M) 
RW   17261
00107 /dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d7s2  03A:0 01A:D5  RAID-5        Grp'd    (M) 
RW   17261 
<. . .>


For device wwn list:


syminq -sym -wwn
Device                                            Device
------------------------------ ---------------- --------------------------------
Name                      Num    Array ID         WWN
------------------------------ ---------------- --------------------------------
/dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d2s2      00168 000000006190      60060480000190300016533030303238
/dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d3s2      001F8 000000006190      60060480000190300016533030303239
/dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d4s2      001F9 000000006190      60060480000190300016533030303241
/dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d5s2      00170 000000006190      60060480000190300016533030303242
/dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d6s2      00172 000000006190      60060480000190300016533030303243
/dev/vx/rdmp/c5t0d7s2      001B2 000000006190      60060480000190300016533030303244


Note


For details about the symdev and syminq commands syntax, refer to the EMC Solutions
Enabler CLI Command Reference
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Create ORS device file


The control device is always listed in the first column of the device file. Lines in the device
file that begin with a pound symbol (#) will be ignored. The device filename (-file
Filename) is inserted into the command line for control operations.


This example shows a device file with multiple copy sessions. Each line in the device file
is a separate copy session.


# dev_file_1
## column1:control column2:remote
# Symmetrix and StorageID:device always listed first
symdev=000000006190:0168 wwn=6006048000000000619053594D314638
symdev=000000006190:01F8 wwn=6006048000000000619053594D314640
symdev=000000006190:01F9 wwn=6006048000000000619053594D314637
symdev=000000006190:0170 wwn=6006048000000000619053594D314642
symdev=000000006190:0172 wwn=6006048000000000619053594D314646
symdev=000000006190:01B2 wwn=6006048000000000619053594D314649
# End


This example shows a device file with one control device (01) and multiple remote
devices (41 and 42). This is only used with cold push sessions:


symdev=000000001234:01 symdev=000000005678:41
symdev=000000001234:01 symdev=000000005678:42


This example shows a device file with a mix of symdev and wwn device IDs.


symdev=000000001234:01 symdev=000000005678:42
symdev=000000001234:02 symdev=000000005678:43
symdev=000000001234:03 wwn=6006048000000000567853594D303434


Export ORS device list to text file


Examples
To export session device list to text file dev_file_1.txt, enter:


symrcopy export -session_name rcopy_1 -file dev_file_1.txt


Sample output
The output file (dev_file_1.txt) contains the session device list.


symdev=000000006190:0168 wwn=6006048000000000619053594D314638
symdev=000000006190:01F8 wwn=6006048000000000619053594D314640
symdev=000000006190:01F9 wwn=6006048000000000619053594D314637
symdev=000000006190:0170 wwn=6006048000000000619053594D314642
symdev=000000006190:0172 wwn=6006048000000000619053594D314646
symdev=000000006190:01B2 wwn=6006048000000000619053594D314649


Create ORS copy session


Description
The symrcopy create defines a new ORS copy session. command Other mandatory
syntax session controls included in the symrcopy create command line are the copy
direction parameter (-push|-pull), the online/offline parameter (-hot|-cold), and
the device text filename (-file Filename). See Open Replicator session options  on
page 648 for more information on the mandatory parameters.
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Syntax


symrcopy create -name <SessionName> <-push | -pull> <-hot | -cold> -
file <FileName>  


Options


-name


Session name — used for control operations.


Examples
To define a hot, pull Open Replicator copy session named rcopy_1, enter:


symrcopy create -name rcopy_1 -pull -hot -file dev_file_1


Note


Arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 dynamically find directors and ports that can access
an ORS session's remote devices, and uses these directors and ports for data transfer.


ORS precopying


Description
For hot push operations only, the -precopy option is used with the create or
recreate command to begin copying session data immediately in the background
before the session is activated.


Note


The -precopy option does not need to be specified in the symrcopy create
command. Refer to ORS background copying  on page 661 for more information on
background copying mode options.


Syntax
To define an Open Replicator copy session using the -precopy option, enter:


symrcopy create -name rcopy_1 -precopy -file dev_file_1


NOTICE


Potential data loss could occur during a hot pull operation in the event of a SAN failure or
other connectivity issue. For optional data protection against such failures, refer to ORS
donor update  on page 659.


Note


For pull operations from devices with SCSI reservations, if the remote devices have a
cluster running against them or the devices are AIX LVM devices, the cluster, AIX host, or
other software that is creating the SCSI reservations must be shut down before creating
the Open Replicator session.


Differential copying


Differential copying is the default for a push operation only, so the -differential
option does not need to be specified in the symrcopy create command. Differential
copying allows sessions to be to recreated at a later time using the symrcopy
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recreate command. Use the recreate command to incrementally update from the
control to remote devices. Refer to Recreate an ORS session  on page 672 for more
information.


Differential copying also allows sessions for a push operation to be restored back to the
control device by using the symrcopy restore command. Refer to Restoring an ORS
session  on page 674 for more information.


With the -nodifferential option specified in the symrcopy createcommand,
sessions cannot be recreated or restored. The -nodifferential option is the default
for pull operations.


ORS hot copying


Open Replicator copy sessions running online (-hot) are running other host applications,
such as a database or file server, while devices are being copied. All directors mapped to
the control host must be able to copy to the remote devices.


Restrictions and operating behavior
The following restrictions and operating behavior apply to hot copying:


l For Enginuity 5876 or lower, there is a limit of 32 directors mapped to a device
involved in an ORS hot session. If a device is mapped to more then 32 directors, the
session creation fails.


Note


Failed push sessions can be activated again only if no new data has been written to
the control device since the session failed. Refer to Recover from failed ORS session
 on page 673 for more information.


l Arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 dynamically find directors and ports that can
access an ORS session's remote devices, and use these directors and ports for data
transfer.


l For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, only one remote target is supported.


l A hot copy session that is copying data from the host control array to other devices
located in the SAN (-push), is limited to a single control device copying to a single
remote device. The control device may be read/write enabled to the host, but the
remote device must not be accessible from its host.


l During hot push operations, if the control array attempts to write to control device
tracks that have not yet been copied, Open Replicator immediately copies those
tracks to the remote device first and then services the I/O request.


l When the symrcopy create command is executed, it initiates a discovery
process, which enables the directors that are mapped to the control devices to
discover the remote devices for the session. With hot copying, all directors that have
the control devices mapped are required to participate in the session. If any director
cannot see the remote device after the discovery process, the session creation will
fail.


l If there is a network failure while hot copying from a control array to other devices in
the SAN (-push), the copy session fails. However, the local host can continue writing
to the control device without impact to the application.
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NOTICE


Potential data loss could occur during a hot pull operation in the event of a SAN failure or
other connectivity issue. For optional data protection against such failures, refer to ORS
donor update  on page 659.


ORS cold copying


With an offline (-cold) copy session, the control device is not available to the host while
the copy operation is in progress.


Restrictions and operating behavior
The following restrictions and operating behavior apply to cold copying:


l Session uses directors that are mapped to the control device and can reach the
remote device.


l Session is created as long as one or more directors have discovered the remote
device during the discovery.


l Control device must be disabled for both reads and writes (Not Ready) to the control
host.


l Concurrent data copying from one control device to up to 16 remote devices, is only
allowed with a cold push operation.


l For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, only one remote target is supported.


l Arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 dynamically find directors and ports that can
access an ORS session's remote devices, and use these directors and ports for data
transfer.


l If there is a network failure while performing a cold pull operation, the session stalls
and retries.


Note


Failed push sessions can be activated again only if no new data has been written to
the control device since the session failed. Refer to Recover from failed ORS session
 on page 673 for more information.
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Figure 24  Cold push copy session: single device to multiple remote devices
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ORS front-end zero detection


Front-end zero detection is an option used with thin control devices. Front-end zero
detection looks for incoming zero patterns from the remote device, and instead of writing
the incoming data of all zeros to the thin control device, the group on the thin device is
de-allocated. Front-end zero detection is allowed for pull operations only and is indicated
by the frontend_zero option. This option is ignored for any standard (thick) control
devices.


Note


With front-end zero detection enabled, "persistent" allocations are treated as regular
allocations, and track group is de-allocated.


Enable front-end zero detection


Example
By default pull sessions are disabled for the -frontend_zero detection option. To
create a hot pull session and enable front-end zero detection, enter:


symrcopy create -session_name rcopy_1 -pull -hot -frontend_zero -file 
dev_file_1
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Disable front-end zero detection


Examples
The set frontend_zero off option disables zero detection for the session, and is
only allowed during active -pull operations. To disable front-end zero
detection for the active session rcopy_1, enter:


symrcopy -session_name rcopy_1 set frontend_zero off


Note


Once front-end zero detection is disabled during an active session, it cannot be enabled
again during the session.


ORS donor update


To protect against potential data loss due to a SAN failure or other connectivity issue
during a hot pull operation, use the -donor_update option. With this option, all writes to
the control device from the host are immediately copied to the remote device as well.
Because the data is fully copied to both the remote device and the control device, if a
failure occurs, the session can be safely terminated and created again to fully recover
from any mid-copy failure.


Enable ORS donor update


Examples
To create and activate an Open Replicator copy session for a hot pull operation using the
donor_update option:


symrcopy create -name rcopy_1 -pull -hot -donor_update -file 
dev_file_1
symrcopy activate -session_name rcopy_1


Note


For information on the activate command, refer to Activate ORS session  on page
661.


Terminate and restart ORS hot pull session


Examples
If during an activated hot pull operation, a SAN failure or other connectivity issue is
detected, then terminate the Open Replicator sessions. To terminate an Open Replicator
sessions associated with the control device:


symrcopy terminate -file dev_file_1 -symforce


To start the copy session again after the problem is resolved, and restart the copy
process from the point of failure:
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Note


The donor_update option must be included in the original symrcopy create
command to fully recover all writes made to the devices prior to the failure.


symrcopy create -name rcopy_1 -pull -hot -donor_update -file 
dev_file_1
symrcopy activate -session_name rcopy_1


Note


The above example restarts the copy process from where it left off at the time of failure.


Disable ORS donor update


Description
The set donor_update off option disables the donor_update option. This
command stops the copying of data to the remote devices, and stops all new writes to
the control device from immediately being copying to remote device. The donor update
option may also be used on an incremental restore session. Refer to Restoring an ORS
session  on page 674 for more information.


Note


The donor_update option may also be turned off while the session is in the CopyInProg
(copy in progress) state by including the -force option in the command line. The session
will continue to copy in its current mode without donor update.


Options


-consistent


Maintains consistency of the data on the remote device. Without this option, donor
update is still deactivated, but consistency on the remote devices is not maintained.
This option is useful for a hot pull session, with donor update enabled, where the
session has finished copying and maintaining a consistent image on the remote
devices is desired. By using the set donor_update off command with the -
consistent option after the session has fully copied, the donor update portion of
the session is disabled, but data consistency on the remote devices is maintained.


Examples
To set the donor update option to off and maintain consistency on the remote devices for
session rcopy1, enter:


symrcopy set donor_update off -session_name rcopy_1 -consistent


Restrictions:
If the session is terminated, renamed, restored, recreated, a device is removed, or
another session is created using the same control device, the donor update portion of the
session is automatically deactivated and consistency on the remote devices is lost. To
maintain the consistency on the remote devices, issue the set donor_update off
-consistent command prior to any of these actions.
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Activate ORS session


Description
The symrcopy activate command activates the copy sessions for device pairs listed
in the device file and begins copying data to (pushing) or from (pulling) the remote
devices.


If control devices are pushing data to remote devices and the control devices are
currently online for host I/O operations, include the Enginuity Consistency Assist (ECA)
option (-consistent) in the command line to temporarily prevent host I/O while the
Open Replicator copy session begins. This begins a consistent point-in-time copy to the
remote devices using an ECA window, which temporarily freezes host I/O to the control
devices.


Syntax
To begin the copying process for an Open Replicator copy session, use the following
syntax:


symrcopy activate -file Filename -session_name SessionName


Note


Any other Open Replicator copy sessions that were previously created using the specified
device file (and session name) will also be started.


Options


-file Filename


The device file.


-session_name SessionName


The session name.


Example
To activate an Open Replicator copy session, enter:


symrcopy activate -session_name rcopy_1


Note


Under certain circumstances, failed sessions may be reactivated. Refer to Recover from
failed ORS session  on page 673.


ORS background copying


Open Replicator copy sessions that are actively background copying to devices are in the
CopyInProg state. This is the default state for copy sessions. This state can be changed to
the CopyOnAccess state for a pull operation, the CopyOnWrite state for a push operation,
or the Precopy state for a hot push operation by using the symrcopy set mode [-
copy|-nocopy|-precopy] options. An activated session in the CopyOnAccess state
copies data to the control device only when those tracks have been accessed on the
control device. An activated session in the CopyOnWrite state copies data to the remote
device only when those tracks are accessed on the control device.


A hot push session that is in the Precopy state immediately begincopying data in the
background before the session is activated. Session data will continuing copying to the
remote device until either the mode is changed to nocopy, copy, or the session is
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activated, at which time a point-in-time copy of the control device is made. After the
session has been activated, copying will continue in the CopyOnWrite (nocopy) or
CopyInProg (copy) state. The Precopy feature is available only for hot push operations.
Hot push sessions can also be set to Precopy mode by including the -precopy option
with either the create or recreate command.


The background copy status for a session is designated by a flag in the output of
symrcopy list command. Refer to Monitor ORS session status  on page 664 for
more detail.


Note


The -precopy option requires Enginuity version 5772 through 5876.


Stop and restart ORS background copying


Examples
To temporarily stop the background copying for a session by changing the state to
CopyOnAccess or CopyOnWrite from CopyInProg using the symrcopy command, enter:


symrcopy set mode nocopy -file dev_file_1


To resume background copying for a session and change to the CopyInProg state, enter:


symrcopy set mode copy -file dev_file_1


Note


The -precopy option requires Enginuity version 5772 through 5876.


ORS background copying (hot) without point-in-time copy


Examples
The following are examples of how to immediately begin background copying on a hot
push session without making a point-in-time copy:


symrcopy set mode precopy -file dev_file_1


symrcopy create dev_file_1 -precopy


Note


To see the -precopy option used with the recreate command, refer to Recreate an


ORS session  on page 672.


Restrictions:
l The -precopy option requires Enginuity version 5772 through 5876.
l Precopy mode can only be set when the session is not activated.


ORS ceiling value


Ceiling values can be adjusted to optimize the performance of the specific SAN
environment.


The symqos -rcopy set ceiling command sets the maximum allowed bandwidth
percentage for a given director, port, director/port pair, or all directors and ports. Valid
values are 0 - 100 (%), DISABLE or NONE (shuts off the ceiling function).
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For example, setting the ceiling value to 100% causes Open Replicator to consume as
much bandwidth as possible, typically:


l 80 MB/s for a 1 GB SAN


l 150 MB/s for a 2 GB SAN


l 180 MB/s for a 4 GB SAN (for DMX - 4 systems)


l 300 MB/s for a 4 GB SAN (for VMAX Family arrays)


l 300 MB/s for an 8 GB SAN (for VMAX Family arrays)


Setting the ceiling to a value (other than NONE) renders the session pace value
ineffective to the copy. If the ceiling value is set to NONE, the session pace is in effect for
the copy.


When using ORS with SRDF/A, users should monitor and adjust the ORS ceiling/session
pace or turn on SRDF/A pacing to prevent ORS I/O from causing SRDF/A to drop. Refer to
Primus case emc292509 for guidelines on setting these values.


Note


The DISABLE setting is only allowed for HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


Set ORS ceiling


Examples
To set a bandwidth ceiling of 100% for all directors on array 6190, enter:


symqos -rcopy set ceiling 100 -dir all -sid 6190


To view the ceiling setting, enter:


symqos -rcopy list ceiling -dir all -sid 6190


Set the ORS session pace


Description
If the ceiling value is set to NONE, the session pace can be set for devices being copied,
recreated, or restored to manage the speed of the replication process. The session pace
designates how fast data copies between devices. Values can range from 0 to 9, with 0
being the fastest pace, and 9 being the slowest pace. If set to 0, there is no inserted
delay time and the replication will proceed as fast as possible.


Values of 1 - 9 add delays, which takes longer to complete copying but conserves system
resources. The default for both online (hot) replication and offline (cold) replication is 5.


Example
The following example shows how to set the session copy pace:


symrcopy set pace 0 -file dev_file_1


Restrictions:


l The session pace is ineffective to the copy if the ceiling is set to a value other than
NONE.


l For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher, setting session pace is not
supported.
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Monitor ORS session status
Open Replicator session status is checked using the symrcopy query, symrcopy
list, or symrcopy verify command.


List all ORS sessions


Description
To list the Open Replicator copy sessions for a local array, use the symrcopy list
command. This command returns status information for all created sessions. To list
session information for a specific Symmetrix array, include the array ID (-sid SymmID)
option in the command line.


Options
The following options are available for the symrcopy list command:


-offline


It only displays information held in the database and does not query the array for
updated session information.


-detail


It displays additional device information for modified tracks, session pace, and
session name.


-wwn


It displays the full device world wide name.


Note


Using the -detail and -wwn options expands the width of the character display, which
may not view properly for some displays.


Example
The following is a list example of all Open Replicator sessions for array ID 6190:


symrcopy list -sid 6190


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 0000000006190
      Control Device              Remote Device                   Flags        Status        
Done
     ----------------------- -------------------------------- -------       --------     
-----
                           Protected 
           SID:symdev    Tracks    Identification                      RI  CDSHUTZ SRC <=> 
TGT    (%)
       ------------  --------- -------------------------------- -- ------- -------------  
----
           00168          33000   6006048000000000619053594D314638     .W  X..XXM. 
Copied        100
           001F8          33000   6006048000000000619053594D314640     .W  X..XXS. 
CreateInProg  N/A
           001F9          33000   6006048000000000619053594D314637     .W  X..XXS. 
CreateInProg  N/A
           00170          20000   6006048000000000619053594D314642     .W  X..XXSX 
CopyInProg    50
           00172          30000   6006048000000000619053594D314646     .W  X..XXSX 
CopyInProg    75
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           001B2          33000   6006048000000000619053594D314649     .W  X..XXRX 
CopyInProg    75
           
           Total      ---------
            Tracks      152000    
             MB(s)                12062.5
          Legend:
           R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
             S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
           I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
             D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
           Flags:
           (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
                 . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
           (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
                 . = The session is not a differential copy session.
           (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
                 . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
           (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
                 . = The session is a cold copy session.
           (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
                 . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
           (T): M = The session is a migration session.
                 R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
           (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
                 . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
           (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


List filtered ORS session types


Description
The list symrcopy listcommand provides the -type option that lists either standard
ORS sessions or RecoverPoint sessions.


Note


For listing Federated Live Migration (FLM) sessions, refer to List FLM session on page
728.


Examples
To list standard sessions only, enter:


symrcopy list -sid 6190 -type standard


To list RecoverPoint sessions only, enter:


symrcopy list -sid 90 -type recoverpoint


Note


If the symrcopy list command is run without the -type option, the default behavior


is to include all sessions in the list, as shown in List all ORS sessions  on page 664.


Sample output
For standard session:


Symmetrix ID: 0000000006190
           Control Device              Remote Device                   Flags    Status      
Done
           ----------------------- -------------------------------- -------  --------     
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-----
                          Protected 
           SID:symdev   Tracks      Identification                   RI CDSHUTZ SRC <=> TGT  
(%)
           ----------- --------- -------------------------------- -- ------- ------------ 
----
           001F8              33000 6006048000000000619053594D314640 .W X..XXS. CreateInProg 
N/A
           001F9              33000 6006048000000000619053594D314637 .W X..XXS. CreateInProg 
N/A
           00170              20000 6006048000000000619053594D314642 .W X..XXSX CopyInProg   
50
           00172              30000 6006048000000000619053594D314646 .W X..XXSX CopyInProg   
75
           
           Total         ---------
            Tracks        152000    
            MB(s)           12062.5


Legend:
           R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
           S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
           I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
             D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
           Flags:
           (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
                 . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
           (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
                 . = The session is not a differential copy session.
           (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
                 . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
           (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
                 . = The session is a cold copy session.
           (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
                 . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
           (T): M = The session is a migration session.
                 R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
           (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
                 . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
           (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


For RecoverPoint session:


Symmetrix ID: 000000006190


           Control Device            Remote Device                   Flags     Status       
Done
           --------------- --------------------------------------- --------    ------     
-----
                        
Protected                                                              
      SID:symdev      Tracks    Identification                      RI CDSHUTZ SRC <=> 
TGT    (%)
     ------------   --------- --------------------------------   -- ------ -------------- 
----
      01B2                  33000 6006048000000000619053594D314649  SW ...XXR. 
Created        75


          Total        ---------
           Tracks          33000    
            MB(s)               2062.5
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Query ORS session status


Description
Open Replicator session status is checked using the symrcopy query or symrcopy
verify command.


The symrcopy query command is used to display details for remote copy sessions
defined in a device file. The query command provides current status information for
control/remote device pairs. If the device pair state is CopyInProg, the query command
displays the percentage of copying that has completed.


Options
The following options are available for the symrcopy query command:


-i


This (interval) is used to execute the query command in repeated intervals (in
seconds). The default for interval is 30 seconds if the count option is used, and 15
seconds is the minimum interval that can be specified.


-c


This (count) is used with the -i option and specifies the duration of the query
intervals.


Note


Estimated time to copy completion is shown in the query output when the -c and -i
options are used or if the protected track count has changed since the last interval.


-offline


This option displays only information held in the database and does not query the
array for updated session information.


-detail


This option displays additional device information for modified tracks, session pace,
and session name. This opiton expands the width of the character display, which may
not view properly for some displays.


-wwn


This option displays the full device world wide name. This opiton expands the width
of the character display, which may not view properly for some displays.


-summary


This shows all possible session states and the number of sessions that are in each
state. The -wwn and the -detail options cannot be used with the -summary
option.


Examples
To query copy session status using a file, enter:


symrcopy query -file dev_file_1


To query for copy session status that will run every 30 seconds for 1 hour, enter:


symrcopy query -file dev_file_1 -i 30 -c 120
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To query copy session status using a session name, enter:


symrcopy query -session_name rcopy_2


To query copy session status using the -summary option, enter:


symrcopy -file dev_file_1 query -summary


Sample output
This output shows a copy session status:


symrcopy query -file dev_file_1
 
       Control Device                  Remote Device             Flags     Status       Done
---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----- -------------    ----
                        
Protected                                                              
SID:symdev                         Tracks    Identification                       RI CDSHUTZ 
SRC <=> TGT     (%)
------------------ --------- -------------------------------- -- ------- -----------    ----
000000006190:00168       33000 6006048000000000619053594D314638 .W X..XXM. Copied         100
000000006190:001F8       33000 6006048000000000619053594D314640 .W X..XXS. CreateInProg   N/A
000000006190:001F9       33000 6006048000000000619053594D314637 .W X..XXS. CreateInProg   N/A
000000006190:00170       20000 6006048000000000619053594D314642 .W X..XXSX CopyInProg      50
000000006190:00172       30000 6006048000000000619053594D314646 .W X..XXSX CopyInProg      75
000000006190:001B2       33000 6006048000000000619053594D314649 .W X..XXRX CopyInProg      75
Total              ---------
  Tracks              152000    
  MB(s)               12062.5


Legend:
           R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
           S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
           I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
             D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
           Flags:
           (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
                 . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
           (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
                 . = The session is not a differential copy session.
           (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
                 . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
           (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
                 . = The session is a cold copy session.
           (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
                 . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
           (T): M = The session is a migration session.
                 R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
           (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
                 . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
           (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


Verify ORS session state


Syntax
To verify session status, use the following syntax:


symrcopy verify [-createinprog | -created | -recreateinprog |
-recreated | -copyinprog | -copyonaccess | -copyonwrite | -copied |
-terminateinprog | -failed | -verifyinprog | -restored | -restinprog 
| -precopy
[-cycled] | -syncinprog | -synchronized | -failedback]
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Options


-createinprog


Verifies that the copy session is in the process of being created.


-created


Verifies that the copy session has been created.


-recreateinprog


Verifies that the copy session is in the process of being recreated (incrementally
updating the targets).


-recreated


Verifies that the copy session has been recreated. Device pairs in the session have
finished incrementally updating.


-copyinprog


Verifies which device pairs in the copy session are currently in the CopyInProg state
(actively background copying).


-copyonaccess


Verifies which device pairs in the copy session are currently in the CopyOnAccess
state (only copying the device tracks to the control device as they are being accessed
on the remote device for a pull operation).


-copyonwrite


Verifies which device pairs in the copy session are currently in the CopyOnWrite state
(only copying the device tracks to the remote device as they are being written to on
the remote device for a push operation).


-copied


Verifies which device pairs in the copy session have finished copying data. This is the
default if no option is provided.


-terminateinprog


Verifies that the copy session is in the process of terminating.


-failed


Verifies if any of the device pairs in the copy session have failed to copy.


-failedback


Verifies if a FLM session has failed back.


-verifyinprog


Verifies that all active directors for the copy session have completed copy operations.


-precopy


Verifies that the device pair is currently in the Precopy state (copying device tracks in
the background without activation). Adding the -cycled option verifies all precopy
sessions that have completed one cycle.


-restinprog


Verifies that the copy session is in the process of being restored.


-restored


Verifies that the copy session has been fully restored.


-syncinprog


Verifies which device pairs in the copy session are currently in the SyncInProg state
(actively background copying).


-synchronized
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Verifies which device pairs in the copy session are in the Synchronized state.


Examples
To verify copy session states for a list of devices specified in dev_file_1, enter:


symrcopy -file dev_file_1 verify


To verify copy session states for a list of devices specified in dev_file_1, enter:


symrcopy -file dev_file_1 verify -summary


Sample output
Using the verify command:


One of the device(s) in the list are in "˜Copied' state.


Using the verify command with the -summary option:


Note


The one-line verify command output displays after the -summary output.


Device File Name : dev_file_1
RCopy Session State           Count
  -----------------------      ------
  CreateInProg                      2            
  Created                           0
  RecreateInProg                    0
  Recreated                         0
  CopyInProg                        3
  CopyOnAccess                      0
  CopyOnWrite                       0
  Copied                            1
  SyncInProg                        0
  Synchronized                      0
  Restored                          0
  RestoreInProg                     0
  Precopy                           0
  TerminateInProg                   0
  Failed                            0
  Stopped                           0
  FailedBack                        0
  VerifyInProg                      0
  Invalid                           0
  ------------------------      ------
  Total                             6
                                  Track(s)    MB(s)  
                               -----------  -------
Total Protected                      156000     12062.5


One of the device(s) in the list are in 'Copied' state.


Note


If no verify option is provided, then "copied" is the default state that is verified.
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Terminate an ORS session


Syntax
To terminate an ORS copy session and remove it from the array, use the following syntax:


symrcopy terminate


Options


-symforce


This option is mandatory when terminating a session in the CopyInProg,
CopyOnAccess, or CopyOnWrite state.


NOTICE


Use care when applying the -symforce option to terminate an active session. At
termination, the receiving devices contain an incomplete data copy and should be
considered invalid.


-file


Use this with FileName to specify the control device associated with the session.
Remote devices in the file are ignored.


-session name


Use this with SessionName to specify the session to terminate.


-all sessions


Terminates all sessions.


Examples
To terminate a copy session associated with control device in file dev_file_1, enter


symrcopy terminate -file dev_file_1


To terminate a copy session named rcopy_1, enter:


symrcopy terminate -session_name rcopy_1


To terminate an activated copy session that has not finished copying:


symrcopy terminate -file dev_file_1 -symforce


To terminate all sessions associated with the control device in file dev_file_1, enter:


symrcopy terminate -all_sessions -symforce -file dev_file_1


Terminate ORS RecoverPoint session


Description
The symrcopy command does not support control of Open Replicator RecoverPoint
sessions, however for cleanup purposes RecoverPoint sessions can be terminated and
removed.
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Example
To terminate a RecoverPoint session associated with the control device in the file
dev_file_1, enter:


symrcopy terminate -file dev_file_1 -rp


Remove an ORS remote device from a session


Example
When removing a remote device from a session, it must be put in a device file. To remove
a remote device associated with device in the file dev_file_1, enter:


symrcopy remove -file dev_file_1


Recreate an ORS session


Description
Recreating a session creates a new point-in-time copy of the data. For differential push
operations only, the copy session is recreated using the symrcopy recreate
command. The session must have been originally created with differential copying.
Activating a recreated session begins an incremental update of the devices to copy any
device tracks that changed since the last time the session actively finished copying. Up
to 15 sessions are allowed for incremental updates per logical volume. Open Replicator
uses the Symmetrix Differential Data Facility (SDDF) to set the track protection bitmaps
and monitor track differences between the control and remote devices.


Options


-name


Use this option to rename a recreated session.


-precopy


Use the option to recreate a copy session to pre-copy the incremental track updates
in the background without activating the session. This option is for hot push ORS
operations.


Examples
To recreate and activate a copy session for incremental track updates for session name
rcopy_2, enter:


symrcopy recreate -name rcopy_2 -file dev_file_3 
symrcopy activate -session_name rcopy_2


To recreate and rename a session to rcopy_2, enter:


symrcopy recreate -name rcopy_2 -file dev_file_3 -precopy


Note


The -pace option can be included in the command line to manage the speed of the
replication process. See Set the ORS session pace  on page 663.
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Recover from failed ORS session


Description
For a Failed session, when no new data is indicated on the devices in the session, it is
eligible to be reactivated. Use the symrcopy query command to check the status of a
failed session. An asterisk (*) symbol next to the Failed status indicates the session is
available for reactivation. Use the activate command to reactivate the failed sessions.


Examples
To query session status, enter:


Note


The Failed sessions shown are eligible for reactivation.


symrcopy -file dev_file_1 query -detail


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000190300237
     Control Device                   Remote Device              Flags     Status     Done 
Pace Name
------------------------- -------------------------------- ----- -------------- ---- --- 
-----  ----
      Protected Modified 
Sym   Tracks    Tracks    Identification                   RI     CDSHUTZ CTL <=> REM  (%)
----- --------- --------- ----------------------------- ----------- ------------ ----  ---
001F8  33000        0  006048000000000619053594D314640     SD     X.XX.S.  Failed (*)  N/A  
5    N/A 
001F9  33000        0  006048000000000619053594D314637     SD     X.XX.S.  Failed (*)  N/A  
5    N/A
Total ---------
 Tracks   66000
 MB(s)        4062.4


Legend:
           R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
           S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
           I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
             D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
           Flags:
           (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
                 . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
           (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
                 . = The session is not a differential copy session.
           (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
                 . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
           (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
                 . = The session is a cold copy session.
           (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
                 . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
           (T): M = The session is a migration session.
                 R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
           (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
                 . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
           (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


Restrictions


l Reactivating failed sessions requires Enginuity version 5773 or higher.


l If there is new data on devices that are part of the session, session activation is
blocked. If session activation is blocked and it is a non-differential session, terminate
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the session and re-issue the create and activate commands. This starts the
copy from the beginning.


l If session activation is blocked and it is a differential session, recreate the session to
create a new point-in-time copy.


Restoring an ORS session


Description
Restoring a session if only allowed for differential push operations. The copy session
restores back to the control device by pulling back only the changed tracks from the
remote device. The session must have been created with differential copying, and must
be in the copied state. Hot or cold differential push sessions can be restored.


For example, if all data is copied from the control device to the remote device(s) and then
changes are made to the control device, use the symrcopy restore command to
recover the original data from the remote device. When the command is issued, the
session is recreated in restore mode and automatically activated. At the start of the
restore operation, all control devices are set to Not Ready status. If running a hot session,
control devices are returned to Ready status at the end of the operation (as the data
begins copying). If running a cold session, the control devices remain in Not Ready
status.


Note


Refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler Installation Guide for license information required for
restore functionality.


Options


-file


Use this with FileName to specify the devices associated with the session.


-session name


Use this with SessionName to specify the session to restore


-pace


Sets the speed of the session. See Set the ORS session pace  on page 663


Example
To restore original data from a differential push session back to the control device, enter:


symrcopy restore -file dev_file_3


Restore ORS data using donor update


Description
Differential push operations are restored using the -donor_update option. Using this
option with the symrcopy restore command, a copy is maintained, on the remote
device, of any new data that has been written to the control device while the session is in
the process of restoring.


Options


- force


Terminates a session that has -donor_update enabled.


Turns off the -donor_update option while session is in RestInProg. The session
will continue to restore in its current mode without donor update.
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Use to create a new session(using the same control device), recreate, or restore
sessions that are in the Restored state when -donor_update is enabled.


donor_update off -consistent


Maintains consistency on the remote devices after the restore session is complete.
Must be set before restore action.


Examples
To restore data back to the control device using the -donor_update option, enter:


symrcopy restore -file dev_file_3 -donor_update


Note


The control device will be set to not ready before the operation and then set back to its
previous state after the restore has begun.


To set the donor_update option to off and maintain consistency on the remote
devices:


symrcopy set donor_update off -file dev_file_3 -consistent


Restrictions:


l If -donor_update option is used, a session cannot be renamed or devices cannot
be removed from a session in the Restored state.


l If the session is terminated, renamed, recreated, a device is removed, or another
session is created using the same control device, the donor update portion of the
session will automatically be deactivated and consistency on the remote devices will
be lost.


VDEVs in Open Replicator
Open Replicator supports copy operations for a cold push session from a virtual device
(VDEV). Open Replicator works with TimeFinder/Snap operations to copy data from an
existing Snap session. This feature provides an alternative to hot copying, which requires
all mapped directors must participate in the session.


To start this process, a snapshot of the standard device data is created on a VDEV in a
TimeFinder/Snap session. The VDEV is then used as the control device in the Open
Replicator copy session. In a cold push session from a VDEV, the VDEV must be mapped
to at least one director, and the director must be zoned to the remote device. Only the
directors mapped to the VDEV are required to adhere to the zoning rules for Open
Replicator. Directors mapped to standard devices are not required to be zoned to the
remote device.


Device requirements
The following devices and configuration requirements are required for running an Open
Replicator session using VDEVs:


l A device containing the data to be copied to the remote array.


l A VDEV to hold a snapshot of the device containing the data to be copied. The VDEV
must be mapped to at least one director and at least one of the mapped directors
must be zoned to the remote device.


l A remote device that is mapped to at least one director, which is zoned to the control
array containing both the device that contains the data to be copied and the VDEV.
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Limitations
The following limitations apply to Open Replicator sessions when using VDEVs:


l The VDEV must remain Not Ready to the user while the Open Replicator session
exists.


l Only one Open Replicator session is allowed per VDEV control device. The number of
Open Replicator sessions is limited to the number of VDEVs that can be created from
the source device.


l Open Replicator restore to a TimeFinder/Snap session is not supported.


l Open Replicator sessions can only be created as cold differential or non-differential
push operations.


l Open Replicator precopy feature is not supported.


Operating system restrictions
The following operating system restrictions apply to Open Replicator sessions when using
VDEVs:


l Supported only for arrays running Enginuity version 5874 through 5876. Refer to the
EMC Solutions Enabler Installation Guide for license information on Snap devices.


l For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher, creating ORS sessions on control
devices that are involved in a TimeFinder session is not supported.


Perform an ORS session with VDEVs


The following steps explain how to run an Open Replicator session with VDEVs using
TimeFinder/Snap and Open Replicator:


Procedure


1. Create a TimeFinder/Snap session using the symsnap create command. Do not
activate the session. Detailed instructions for creating a TimeFinder/Snap session and
performing snap operations are provided in the EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder
Family CLI Product Guide .


2. Create an Open Replicator session using the symrcopy create command, defining the
snap device as control device. Do not activate the session. This creates an Open
Replicator protected session on the VDEV.


3. Activate the Snap session using the symsnap activate command with the -
not_ready option. If consistency is required, specify the -consistent option.


4. Activate the Open Replicator session using the symrcopy activate command.
The Open Replicator protected session begins copying the data.


5. Wait for the Open Replicator copy session to complete. When the session has
completed, the remote devices will contain a point-in-time copy of data from when the
snap session was activated.


Once the Open Replicator session has finished copying all of the data, the sessions
can be recreated and reactivated as many times as desired.


Recreate ORS session with VDEVS


The following steps describe how to recreate, activate, and terminate the sessions:
Example 5: Perform a cold push from a VDEV  on page 701 provides a detailed
example.
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Procedure


1. Recreate the TimeFinder/Snap session using the symsnap re create command. This
command clears the VDEV pointers and sets the Open Replicator protected tracks.


2. Recreate the Open Replicator session using the symrcopy re create command.


3. Activate the TimeFinder/Snap session using the symsnap activate command. If
consistency is required, specify the -consistent option.


4. Activate the Open Replicator session using the symrcopy activate command. The
Open Replicator session begins copying the data.


5. When completely done using the Open Replicator session, use the symrcopy
terminate command to terminate the session.


6. When completely done using the TimeFinder/Snap session, use the symsnap
terminate command to terminate the session.


Open Replicator examples
This section provides the following examples of using Open Replicator:


Example 1: Perform an ORS hot pull operation  on page 677


Example 2: Pushing data using BCVs as the control devices  on page 682


Example 3: Pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array  on page 687


Example 4: Pushing online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array  on page 694


Example 5: Perform a cold push from a VDEV  on page 701


Example 1: Perform an ORS hot pull operation
This example shows how to migrate data from an older array to a VMAX array. The
hardware setup consists of the control array with array ID 000187900041 (abbreviated as
41) connected to a controlling host. The remote array on the SAN is an older array (DMX).
Three remote devices are each identified by their LUN WWN. Three control devices are E9,
EA, and EB. The control device capacity should be equal to or larger than the remote
device extents that are being copied.


Note


If a copy needs to be forced from a larger device to a smaller device (for example, data
was initially copied to a larger device and now the same data needs to be copied back to
the smaller device), this is done by including the -force_copy option with the
symrcopy create command.


For online ( -hot) copying, the control devices may be Read/Write enabled. The remote
devices should not be receiving any updates from their local host.


The steps for performing a hot pull operation are:


l Example 1 Hot pull step 1 – create device file  on page 678


l Example 1 hot pull step 2 – create migration session with donor update  on page
678


l Example 1 hot pull step 3 – query migration session  on page 678


l Example 1 hot pull step 4 – activate migration session  on page 679


l Example 1 hot pull step 5 – verify session status  on page 680
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l Example 1 hot pull step 6 – terminate migration session  on page 681


Example 1 Hot pull step 1 – create device file


The first step in an ORS copy operation is to define the control/remote device pairings in
a text file. A control device or remote device is specified by either its unique LUN WWN or
by a combination of the array ID and the device name (array ID:device). Enter the control
devices in the left-hand column, and the remote devices in the right-hand column, as
shown below in the filename tango:


vi tango
symdev=000187900041:E9  wwn=6006048000000000314353594D303737
symdev=000187900041:EA  wwn=6006048000000000314353594D303738
symdev=000187900041:EB  wwn=6006048000000000314353594D303739


Example 1 hot pull step 2 – create migration session with donor update
The symrcopy create command creates three online copy sessions so that data on
the remote devices specified in file tango can be copied to the control devices when
the copy operation is activated. The -pull parameter specifies that the control array is
pulling the data to it. The -hot parameter indicates that the control array remains online
during the operation. The -name option gives these sessions the label name Monday .
The -donor_update parameter indicates that all writes to the control device from the
host will also be copied to the remote device.


symrcopy create -name Monday -pull -hot -donor_update -file tango -
noprompt


'Create' operation execution is in progress for the device list in
device file 'tango'. Please wait...
'Create' operation successfully executed for the device list
in device file 'tango'.


Example 1 hot pull step 3 – query migration session
The symrcopy query command indicates that the sessions for the control/remote
device pairs in the file tango are in the Created state and are considered to be active
sessions. When the control host can "see" the remote devices (in this case, a remote
array), Open Replicator converts the remote device LUN WWN identifier (specified in file
tango) to the "array ID:device" format (for example, 000000003143:0077).


symrcopy query -file tango


Device File Name      : tango
       Control Device                  Remote Device             Flags     Status         
Done
---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----- --------------     ---
                   Protected                                                              
SID:symdev         Tracks     Identification                    RI CDSHUTZ CTL <=> REM     
(%)
------------------ --------- -------------------------------- -- ----- --------------     ---
000187900041:000E9     138090 000000003143:00077                SD X..XXS. Created         
N/A
000187900041:000EA     138090 000000003143:00078                SD X..XXS. Created         
N/A
000187900041:000EB     138090 000000003143:00079                SD X..XXS. Created         
N/A
Total              ---------
  Track(s)            414270
  MB(s)              12945.9
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         Legend:
         R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
         S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
         I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
         D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
         Flags:
         (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
              . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
         (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
              . = The session is not a differential copy session.
         (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
              . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
         (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
              . = The session is a cold copy session.
         (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
              . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
         (T): M = The session is a migration session.
               R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
         (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
              . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
         (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


The symrcopy query command activates the copy sessions for the pairings in the file
tango. Copying from the remote array to the control array begins. At this point, migrated
data on the on the control array can be accessed without waiting for the copy operation to
complete.


Example 1 hot pull step 4 – activate migration session


symrcopy activate -file tango -noprompt


'Activate' operation execution is in progress for the device list in
device file 'tango'. Please wait...
'Activate' operation successfully executed for the device list
in device file 'tango'.


The symrcopy query command with the -detail option indicates that the sessions
for the device pairs defined in the file tango are in the CopyInProg state and the percent
(%) completion. The display also contains other details such as the pace. The default
pace value of 5 provides relatively fast copy time with only a moderate impact on the
application.


symrcopy query -file tango -detail


Device File Name      : tango
           Control Device        Remote Device      Flags     Status Done Pace Name
-------------------------------------- ------------------------------- -------- ---- ---- 
          Protected Modified 
SID:symdev     Tracks   Tracks    Identification      RI  CDSHUTZ  CTL <=> REM (%) 
--------------- --------- --------- --------------------------------- ---------- ---- ---- 
000187900041:000E9  128083     0     000000003143:0077   SD  X..XXS. CopyInProg 7  5  Monday 
000187900041:000EA  123742     0     000000003143:0078   SD  X..XXS. CopyInProg10  5  Monday
000187900041:000EB  127455     0     000000003143:0079   SD  X..XXS. CopyInProg 7  5  Monday 
Total              ---------
  Track(s)      379280
  MB(s)       11852.5
Legend:
         R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
         S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
         I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
         D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
         Flags:
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         (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
              . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
         (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
              . = The session is not a differential copy session.
         (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
              . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
         (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
              . = The session is a cold copy session.
         (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
              . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
         (T): M = The session is a migration session.
               R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
         (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
              . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
         (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


The symrcopy query command checks at 60-second intervals (-i) to verify whether
the control/remote device pairs are in the Copied state.


Note


The Pace column will report N/A for sessions where the control device is on an array
running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


Example 1 hot pull step 5 – verify session status


symrcopy verify -i 60 -file tango


NONE of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
NONE of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
NOT ALL of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
ALL of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.


A subsequent symrcopy query command indicates that the sessions for the device
pairs defined in the file tango are now in the Copied state and that copying is 100%
complete.


symrcopy query -file tango


Device File Name      : tango
       Control Device                  Remote Device             Flags     Status       Done
---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----- --------------  ----
                   Protected                                                              
SID:symdev         Tracks     Identification                   RI CDSHUTZ CTL <=> REM     (%)
------------------ ---------  -------------------------------- -- ----- --------------  ----
000187900041:000E9          0 000000003143:0077                SD X..XXS. Copied          100
000187900041:000EA          0 000000003143:0078                SD X..XXS. Copied          100
000187900041:000EB          0 000000003143:0079                SD X..XXS. Copied          100
Total              ---------
  Track(s)                 0
  MB(s)                  0.0
Legend:
         R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
         S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
         I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
         D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
         Flags:
         (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
              . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
         (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
              . = The session is not a differential copy session.
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         (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
              . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
         (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
              . = The session is a cold copy session.
         (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
              . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
         (T): M = The session is a migration session.
               R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
         (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
              . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
         (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


The symrcopy list command displays the three inactive copy sessions on the control
array whose sid is 000187900041 (abbreviated as 41).


symrcopy list -sid 41


Symmetrix ID: 000187900041
Control Device            Remote Device             Flags     Status     Done
--------------- ----------------------------------- ----- --------------  ----
       Protected                                                              
Sym    Tracks    Identification                   RI CDSHUTZ CTL <=> REM     (%)
----- ---------  --------------------------------  -- ----- --------------   ----
000E9          0 000000003143:0077                SD X..XXS. Copied          100
000EA          0 000000003143:0078                SD X..XXS. Copied          100
000EB          0 000000003143:0079                SD X..XXS. Copied          100
Total  -------
  Tracks    0    
  MB(s)     0.0
Legend:
         R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
         S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
         I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
         D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
         Flags:
         (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
              . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
         (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
              . = The session is not a differential copy session.
         (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
              . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
         (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
              . = The session is a cold copy session.
         (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
              . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
         (T): M = The session is a migration session.
               R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
         (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
              . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
         (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


Example 1 hot pull step 6 – terminate migration session


The symrcopy terminate command ends all copy sessions defined in the file
tango.


symrcopy terminate -file tango -noprompt


'Terminate' operation execution is in progress for the device list in
device file 'tango'. Please wait...
'Terminate' operation successfully executed for the device list
in device file 'tango'.
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Aother symrcopy list command verifies that there are no longer any copy sessions
on the control array.


symrcopy list -sid 41


Symmetrix ID: 000187900041
  No Devices with RCopy sessions were found.


With the copy operation complete, the remote application on the remote host can be
started. However, any changes to remote data at this point are not migrated to the control
array unless another full Open Replicator pull operation is performed.


Example 2: Pushing data using BCVs as the control devices
This example shows how to push data from a control array using TimeFinder BCVs as the
control devices. The example also shows how to initially get the full data to the remote
devices using the BCVs, then repeats it incrementally.


The steps for pushing data using BCVs as control devices are:


l Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 1 create device group  on
page 683


l Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 2 – create device file  on page
683


l Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 3 – establish TimeFinder
session  on page 683


l Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 4 – split TimeFinder session
 on page 683


l Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 5 – create migration session
 on page 684


l Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 6 – activate migration
session  on page 684


l Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 7 – query migration session
 on page 685


l Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 8 – Check for invalid tracks
on standard device  on page 685


l Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 9 – re-establishing
TimeFinder session  on page 686


l Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 10 – recreate migration
session for incremental update  on page 686


l Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 11 – verify session status on
page 687


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, push operations are not supported.


Example 2 push operation with BCV control devices – prerequisite tasks


An important setup requirement is that the BCVs be mapped to an FA, and that FA must
be zoned to the remote storage array. Also, the FA should not be the same FA for the
control standard devices. The example uses two standard devices and two BCV devices
on a control array (sid 35), and two remote devices on a remote array (sid 60).
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Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 1 create device group


To perform TimeFinder operations, the example first needs to create a device group
(conga), add the two standard devices (86 and 87), and associate the BCV devices (B8
and B9) to the device group:


symdg create conga
symdg -g conga addall dev -range 86:87 -sid 35
symbcv -g conga associateall dev -range B8:B9 -sid 35


Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 2 – create device file


The vicommand uses the vi text editor to create a text file (also named conga) to set up
the Open Replicator copy pairings. For example, the first pairing is BCV B8 on array 35
with a remote device with LUN WWN 6006048000018450016053594D374646.


vi conga
symdev=35:B8  wwn=6006048000018450016053594D374646
symdev=35:B9  wwn=6006048000018450016053594D383030


Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 3 – establish TimeFinder session


The TimeFinder symclone establish command synchronizes the control array's BCV
pairs defined in device group conga . The result is a full copy of the data from the
standard devices to its BCV devices:


symclone -g conga establish -full -noprompt
'Full Establish' operation execution is in progress for
device group 'conga'. Please wait...
'Full Establish' operation successfully initiated for device group 
'conga'.


The symclone verify command checks at 60-second intervals to verify when the BCV
pairs are synchronized:


symclone -g conga verify -i 60
None of the devices in group 'conga' are in the 'Synchronized or
Restored' state.
None of the devices in group 'conga' are in the 'Synchronized or
Restored' state.
All of the devices in group 'conga' are in the 'Synchronized or
Restored' state.


Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 4 – split TimeFinder session


The symclone split command with the -consistent option splits the control
array's BCV pairs so that the data is consistent after the split. To make the BCV
inaccessible to the host after the split, use the -not_ready option:


symclone -g conga split -consistent -noprompt -not_ready


'Split' operation execution is in progress for
device group 'conga'. Please wait...
'Split' operation successfully executed for device group 'conga'.
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The symclone verify -split command checks at 60-second intervals to determine
when the BCV pairs have completed splitting in the background (-bg):


symclone -g conga verify -split -bg -i 60
All of the devices in group 'conga' have finished splitting in the
background.


The symclone query command shows that the BCVs in the device group are split,
which means they are ready to be the control devices in the Open Replicator copy
sessions:


symclone -g conga  query
Device Group (DG) Name: conga
DG's Type             : REGULAR
DG's Symmetrix ID     : 000187900035
     Standard Device                    BCV Device                  State
-------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------
                    Inv.                                  Inv.               
Logical        Sym  Tracks Logical              Sym       Tracks STD <=> BCV 
-------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------
DEV001         00086      0 BCV001              000B8 *     0      Split       
DEV002         00087      0 BCV002              000B9 *     0      Split       
Total              -------                               -------
  Track(s)               0                                  0
  MB(s)                  0.0                                0.0
Legend:
(*): The paired BCV device is associated with this group.


Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 5 – create migration session


The symrcopy create command with the -cold and -push options creates two
offline copy sessions for those pairings defined in the conga text file. A full and
immediate copy is made. All subsequent copying during that copy session automatically
performs incremental copies, capturing only new writes to the control device.


It is imperative, however, that the remote devices not be accessed by their host if a
subsequent differential push (recreate and activate) will be performed. If the
remote data needs to be accessed during this time, a copy of the data needs to be made
on the remote storage array:


symrcopy create -file conga -cold -push -noprompt
'Create' operation execution is in progress for the device list in
device file 'conga'. Please wait...
'Create' operation successfully executed for the device list
in device file 'conga'.


Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 6 – activate migration session


The symrcopy activate command starts the copy operation for the device pairs
defined in the text file conga. Copying from the control devices to the two remote
devices begins:


symrcopy activate -file conga -noprompt
'Activate' operation execution is in progress for the device list in 
device file 'conga'. Please wait...
'Activate' operation successfully executed for the device list in 
device file 'conga'.
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The symrcopy verify command checks at 60-second intervals to verify whether the
control/remote device pairs are in the Copied state:


symrcopy verify -file conga -i 60
NONE of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
NONE of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
NOT ALL of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
ALL of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.


Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 7 – query migration session


The symrcopy query command shows that the control/remote device pairs are in the
Copied state:


symrcopy -file conga query
Device File Name      : conga
       Control Device                  Remote Device             Flags     Status        Done
---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----- --------------    ----
                   Protected                                                              
SID:symdev         Tracks     Identification                   RI CDSHUTZ CTL <=> REM     (%)
------------------ --------- -------------------------------- -- ----- --------------    ----
000187900035:000B8          0 000184500160:07FF                SD XXX..S. Copied          100
000187900035:000B9          0 000184500160:0800                SD XXX..S. Copied          100
Total              ---------
  Track(s)                 0
  MB(s)                  0.0
Legend:
         R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
         S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
         I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
         D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
         Flags:
         (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
              . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
         (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
              . = The session is not a differential copy session.
         (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
              . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
         (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
              . = The session is a cold copy session.
         (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
              . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
         (T): M = The session is a migration session.
               R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
         (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
              . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
         (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 8 – Check for invalid tracks on standard
device


A TimeFinder symmir query command displays the device group conga and shows
that changes have occurred (invalid tracks) on the control array's standard devices while
they were split from the BCVs:


symmir -g conga query


Device Group (DG) Name: conga
DG's Type             : REGULAR
DG's Symmetrix ID     : 000187900035
     Standard Device                    BCV Device                  State
-------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------
                    Inv.                                  Inv.               
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Logical        Sym  Tracks Logical              Sym       Tracks STD <=> BCV 
-------------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------
DEV001         00086   3125 BCV001              000B8 *      30    Split       
DEV002         00087   3125 BCV002              000B9 *      30    Split       
Total              -------                               -------
  Track(s)            6250                                   60
  MB(s)              195.3                                    1.9
Legend:
(*): The paired BCV device is associated with this group.


Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 9 – re-establishing TimeFinder session


The BCVs can be updated with the invalid tracks by using symmir establish
command to incrementally re-establish the TimeFinder BCV pairs:


symmir -g conga establish -noprompt
'Incremental Establish' operation execution is in progress for device 
group 'conga'. Please wait...
'Incremental Establish' operation successfully initiated for device 
group 'conga'.


The symmir verify command checks at 60-second intervals to verify when the BCV
pairs reach the Synchronized state:


symmir -g conga verify -i 60
None of the devices in group 'conga' are in the 'Synchronized or 
Restored' 
state.
All of the devices in group 'conga' are in the 'Synchronized or 
Restored' state.


Thesymmir split command splits the BCV pairs again in a consistent fashion, making
the BCV devices Not Ready to their host:


symmir -g conga split -consistent -noprompt -not_ready
'Split' operation execution is in progress for
device group 'conga'. Please wait...
'Split' operation successfully executed for device group 'conga'.


The symmir verify -split command verifies again when the BCV pairs are finished
splitting in the background:


symmir -g conga verify -split -bg
All of the devices in group 'conga' have finished splitting in the
background.


Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 10 – recreate migration session for
incremental update


The symrcopy recreate command recreates the copy sessions defined in the text
file conga:


symrcopy recreate -file conga -noprompt
'Recreate' operation execution is in progress for the device list in 
device file 'conga'. Please wait...
'Recreate' operation successfully executed for the device list in 
device file 'conga'.
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The symrcopy query command shows the control/remote pairs in the Recreated
state. Note that the protected track count for the control devices is the same as their
invalid track count displayed in the previous symmir query command:


symrcopy query -file conga
Device File Name      : conga
       Control Device                  Remote Device             Flags     Status       Done
---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----- --------------   ----
                   Protected                                                              
SID:symdev         Tracks     Identification                   RI CDSHUTZ CTL <=> REM     (%)
------------------  --------- -------------------------------- -- ----- --------------  ----
000187900035:000B8       3125 000184500160:07FF                SD XXX..S. Recreated       N/A
000187900035:000B9       3125 000184500160:0800                SD XXX..S. Recreated       N/A
Total              ---------
  Track(s)              6250
  MB(s)                195.3
Legend:
         R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
         S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
         I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
         D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
         Flags:
         (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
              . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
         (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
              . = The session is not a differential copy session.
         (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
              . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
         (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
              . = The session is a cold copy session.
         (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
              . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
         (T): M = The session is a migration session.
               R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
         (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
              . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
         (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


The symrcopy activate command activates the copy sessions. This initiates an
incremental copy operation that copies only those device tracks that have changed since
the initial full copy was performed:


symrcopy activate -file conga -noprompt
'Activate' operation execution is in progress for the device list in 
device file 'conga'. Please wait...
'Activate' operation successfully executed for the device list in 
device file 'conga'.


Example 2 pull operation with BVC control devices step 11 – verify session status


The symrcopy verify command checks at 60-second intervals to verify whether the
control/remote device pairs are in the Copied state:


symrcopy verify -file conga -i 60
NONE of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
NONE of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
NOT ALL of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
ALL of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.


Example 3: Pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array
This example shows how to migrate using a hot pull from an IBM F20 array to a VMAX
array. Oracle is part of the environment, as is the Veritas volume manager and file
system. The example shows how to perform Open Replicator operations on the
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controlling host connected to the VMAX array, and how to perform operations on the
remote host connected to the F20 array.


Steps for pulling online data from IBM F20 to VMAX array are:


1. Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 1 – identify IBM devices
 on page 688 — gets WWNs of the IBM array devices.


2. Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 2 – create device file  on
page 689


3. Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 3 – create migration
session  on page 689


4. Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 4 – shutdown remote
application running on IBM F20 devices  on page 689


5. Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 5 – activate migration
session  on page 689


6. Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 6 – query migration
session  on page 690


7. Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 7– set ceiling value  on
page 691


8. Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 8 – adjusting ceiling
value  on page 692


NOTICE


An application on the control devices can be run while Open Replicator is pulling
remote data to those devices. The "copy-on-first-access" mechanism is used if the
array host reads or writes data on tracks that have not been copied yet from the
remote devices. In the case of write I/O, the I/O is temporarily suspended, the track is
copied, and then the write is applied to the track. These changed tracks are not
reflected back to the remote array.


Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array – prerequisite tasks


Prior to running Open Replicator in this environment, the following tasks must be
performed:


l The Fibre Channel switch needs a zone from the array's FA(s) to the IBM F20 host
adapter(s).


l "Hosts" on the IBM F20, that represent the FA(s) on the array need to be configured,
and the IBM devices need to be assigned access to those hosts.


Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 1 – identify IBM devices


The remote IBM devices that will be migrated to the control-side array must be identified.
The EMC Inquiry Utility (version 7.3) can accomplish this when run on the remote host
connected to the IBM array. If the Inquiry Utility is not available, use IBM tools. The
following inq command identifies the IBM storage devices. Open Replicator needs to
know the WWN of each IBM device:


inq -shark_wwn
For help type inq -h.
----------------------------------------------------------------------
IBM Device                         Unit Serial          WWN
----------------------------------------------------------------------
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d0s2 02720499 49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032373230343939
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d1s2 02820499 49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032383230343939
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/dev/rdsk/c3t10d2s2 02920499 49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032393230343939
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d3s2 02A20499 49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032413230343939
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d4s2 02B20499 49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032423230343939
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d5s2 02C20499 49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032433230343939
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d6s2 02D20499 49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032443230343939
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d7s2 02E20499 49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032453230343939
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d8s2 02F20499 49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032463230343939
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d9s2 03020499 49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203033303230343939


Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 2 – create device file


After identifying the control devices (1C4 - 1CD) that will receive the data, define the
control/remote device pairings in a text file. The following command uses the vi text
editor to create a text file named devfile.pull. The first pairing entered in this file is
control device 1C4 on control array 000187990125 (abbreviated as 25), paired with the
IBM device whose WWN is
49424d202020202032313035202020202020202020202020303237323034393
9. The next control device is paired with the next remote IBM device, and so forth:


vi devfile.pull
SYMDEV=25:1C4  wwn=49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032373230343939
SYMDEV=25:1C5  wwn=49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032383230343939
SYMDEV=25:1C6  wwn=49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032393230343939
SYMDEV=25:1C7  wwn=49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032413230343939
SYMDEV=25:1C8  wwn=49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032423230343939
SYMDEV=25:1C9  wwn=49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032433230343939
SYMDEV=25:1CA  wwn=49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032443230343939
SYMDEV=25:1CB  wwn=49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032453230343939
SYMDEV=25:1CC  wwn=49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203032463230343939
SYMDEV=25:1CD  wwn=49424d2020202020323130352020202020202020202020203033303230343939


Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 3 – create migration session


A symrcopy create command from the control host now sets up the Open Replicator
hot pull operation. The command creates ten online copy sessions so that data on the
remote IBM devices specified in file devfile.pull can be copied to the control devices
when the copy operation is started. The -pull parameter specifies that the control array
is pulling the data to it. The -hot parameter indicates that the array application remains
online during the operation. The -name option gives these sessions the label name IBM:


symrcopy create -name IBM -pull -hot -file devfile.pull -noprompt


'Create' operation execution is in progress for the device list in
device file 'devfile.pull'. Please wait...
'Create' operation successfully executed for the device list
in device file 'devfile.pull'.


Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 4 – shutdown remote application
running on IBM F20 devices


Although not shown here, on the remote host, shut down the remote application that
uses the F20 array devices, unmount the remote file system(s), and deport volume
group(s). By performing these steps after creating the Open Replicator session, this
ensures that the create operation is successful and the setup is correct before
incurring application down time.


Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 5 – activate migration session


The symrcopy activate command activates the copy sessions for the pairings in the
file devfile.pull. Copying from the remote IBM array to the control-side array begins. At
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this point the migrated data can be accessed on the control-side array. The copy
operation does need to be complete:


symrcopy activate -file devfile.pull -noprompt
'Activate' operation execution is in progress for the device list in
device file 'devfile.pull'. Please wait...
'Activate' operation successfully executed for the device list
in device file 'devfile.pull'.


Immediately after a successful activate operation and before copy operations are
complete, volume group(s) can be imported, file system(s) mounted on the control host,
and the application can be run on the VMAX Family array.


Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 6 – query migration session


The symrcopy query command with the -detail option indicates that the sessions
for the device pairs defined in the file devfile.pull are in the CopyInProg state and
the percent (0%) completion. The display also contains other details such as the pace.
The default pace value of 5 provides relatively fast copy time with only a moderate impact
on the application:


symrcopy query -file devfile.pull -detail
Device File Name      : devfile.pull
Control Device                         Remote Device                                  
Flags       Status        Done Pace Name
------------------------------ ----------------------------------- ----- -------------- 
----         ---- -------
                   Protected 
Modified                                                                              
SID:symdev          Tracks    Tracks         Identification              RI CDSHUTZ CTL <=> 
REM      (%)               
----------- --------- --------- --------------------------------- -- ----- -------------- 
---- ---- ------
000187990125:001C4     304380         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        0    5 IBM 
000187990125:001C5     304382         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        0    5 IBM 
000187990125:001C6     304383         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        0    5 IBM 
000187990125:001C7     304384         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        0    5 IBM 
000187990125:001C8     304387         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        0    5 IBM 
000187990125:001C9     304387         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        0    5 IBM 
000187990125:001CA     304389         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        0    5 IBM 
000187990125:001CB     304390         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        0    5 IBM 
000187990125:001CC     304391         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        0    5 IBM 
000187990125:001CD     304391         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        0    5 IBM 
Total              ---------
  Track(s)           3043864
  MB(s)              95120.8
Legend:
         R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
         S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
         I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
         D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
         Flags:
         (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
              . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
         (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
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              . = The session is not a differential copy session.
         (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
              . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
         (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
              . = The session is a cold copy session.
         (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
              . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
         (T): M = The session is a migration session.
               R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
         (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
              . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
         (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


Note


The Pace column will report N/A for sessions where the control device is on an array
running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 7– set ceiling value


The ceiling value is the percentage of the bandwidth available for Open Replicator
background copy transfers. This value can be set but should only be done after
understanding the bandwidth being used by all other applications. There may be other
applications using the same Fibre Channel director(s) as Open Replicator. Setting the
Open Replicator ceiling too high for a director/port can have an adverse impact on these
other applications. The ceiling settings that this example uses are for demonstration
purposes only.


By default, the ceiling is undefined (as indicated by NONE in the display). The "Max"
value is the estimated maximum bandwidth (MB/second) for each director/port of the
control-side array. A bandwidth ceiling can be set that balances application performance
against Open Replicator copy time. Because the ceiling is not set, the speed of the copy
operation is currently controlled by the default pace setting (5) displayed earlier. The
following list ceiling command to lists the current ceiling setting.


symqos -rcopy list ceiling -dir all -sid 25
Symmetrix ID: 000187990125
    Symmetrix Remote Copy Bandwidth Ceiling
                   Max   Set    Actual
            Dir:P  (MB)  (%)     (MB) 
            -----  ----  ----   ------
            01C:0   130  NONE       0
            01C:1   130  NONE       0
            02C:0   130  NONE       0
            02C:1   130  NONE       0
            15C:0   130  NONE       0
            15C:1   130  NONE       0
            16C:0   130  NONE       0
            16C:1   130  NONE       0
            02D:0   130  NONE       0
            02D:1   130  NONE       0
            16D:0   130  NONE       0
            16D:1   130  NONE       0
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The symqos -rcopy set ceiling command sets a bandwidth ceiling of 10% for
all director/ports in the VMAX array (sid 25). This means that Open Replicator's ceiling
will be 10% of the estimated 130 MB/second FA bandwidth:


symqos -rcopy set ceiling 10 -dir all -sid 25 -noprompt
'Set Ceiling' operation execution is in progress
'Set Ceiling' operation successfully executed


Example 3 pull data online from IBM F20 to VMAX array step 8 – adjusting ceiling value


The symqos -rcopy list ceiling command shows that the ceiling settings for all
director/ports in the VMAX array are now at 10%. Because the control devices are
mapped only to director/port 16C:1, copying occurs only through this director/port. Note
that the "Actual" bandwidth being used by Open Replicator for this operation is 13 MB/
second, which is 10% of the estimated maximum. The pace value that controlled copy
speed earlier is now ignored for any copy session that uses an FA where the ceiling is set:


symqos -rcopy list ceiling - dir all -sid 25
Symmetrix ID: 000187990125
    Symmetrix Remote Copy Bandwidth Ceiling
                   Max   Set   Actual
            Dir:P  (MB)  (%)    (MB) 
            -----  ----  ----  ------
            01C:0   130    10       0
            01C:1   130    10       0
            02C:0   130    10       0
            02C:1   130    10       0
            15C:0   130    10       0
            15C:1   130    10       0
            16C:0   130    10       0
            16C:1   130    10      13
            02D:0   130    10       0
            02D:1   130    10       0
            16D:0   130    10       0
            16D:1   130    10       0


Another symrcopy query command displays the status of the copy operation at 30-
second intervals:


symrcopy query -file devfile.pull -detail -i 30


Device File Name      : devfile.pull
Control Device                         Remote Device                       Flags     
Status        Done  Pace Name
-------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----- 
-------------      ----  ---- 
                   Protected 
Modified                                                                              
SID:symdev          Tracks     Tracks      Identification                RI CDSHUTZ CTL <=> 
REM      (%)               
------------------ --------- --------- -------------------------------- -- ----- 
-------------- ---- ---- 
000187990125:001C4     299935         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        1    5 IBM 
000187990125:001C5     299415         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        1    5 IBM 
000187990125:001C6     299500         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        1    5 IBM 
000187990125:001C7     299584         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        1    5 IBM 
000187990125:001C8     299692         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        1    5 IBM 
000187990125:001C9     299772         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        1    5 IBM 
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000187990125:001CA     299774         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        1    5 IBM 
000187990125:001CB     299989         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        1    5 IBM 
000187990125:001CC     300146         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        1    5 IBM 
000187990125:001CD     301044         0 49424D2020202020323130352020202* .W X..X.S. 
CopyInProg        1    5 IBM 
Total              ---------
  Track(s)           2998851
  MB(s)              93714.1
Copy rate                      :     13.0 MB/S
Estimated time to completion   : 02:00:11
Legend:
         R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
         S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
         I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
         D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
         Flags:
         (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
              . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
         (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
              . = The session is not a differential copy session.
         (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
              . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
         (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
              . = The session is a cold copy session.
         (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
              . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
         (T): M = The session is a migration session.
               R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
         (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
              . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
         (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


Note


The Pace column will report N/A for sessions where the control device is on an array
running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


Another symqos -rcopy set ceiling command sets a new bandwidth ceiling of
80% for director 16c, port 1, giving Open Replicator most of the possible FA bandwidth.
Most likely this setting would impact any applications using director/port FA 16C:1:


symqos -rcopy set ceiling 80 -dir 16c -port 1 -sid 25 -noprompt
'Set Ceiling' operation execution is in progress
'Set Ceiling' operation successfully executed


The following symqos -rcopy list ceiling command displays the ceiling setting
for all directors, including director 16c, port 1. Although the actual bandwidth being used
(currently 37 MB/second) is not at 80% of the maximum, it may approach that value as
the copy operation progresses. However, the "Actual" value is affected by the SAN and
the remote storage, which may keep this value below the percentage allowed for Open
Replicator. If the ceiling is never reached, then the ceiling does not affect the copy rate.


symqos -rcopy list ceiling -dir all -sid 25


Symmetrix ID: 000187990125
    Symmetrix Remote Copy Bandwidth Ceiling
                   Max   Set   Actual
            Dir:P  (MB)  (%)    (MB) 
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            -----  ----  ----  ------
            01C:0   130    10       0
            01C:1   130    10       0
            02C:0   130    10       0
            02C:1   130    10       0
            15C:0   130    10       0
            15C:1   130    10       0
            16C:0   130    10       0
            16C:1   130    80      37
            02D:0   130    10       0
            02D:1   130    10       0
            16D:0   130    10       0
            16D:1   130    10       0


The symrcopy verify command checks at 60-second intervals (-i) whether the
control/remote device pairs are in the Copied state. The Open Replicator copy operation
is now complete:


symrcopy verify -copied -file devfile.pull -i 60


NONE of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
NONE of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
....
ALL of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.


The symrcopy terminate command ends all copy sessions defined in the file
devfile.pull:


symrcopy terminate -file devfile.pull -noprompt


'Terminate' operation execution is in progress for the device list in
device file 'devfile.pull'. Please wait...
'Terminate' operation successfully executed for the device list
in device file 'devfile.pull'.


With the copy operation complete, the remote application on the remote host can be
restarted (if necessary). However, any changes to remote data at this point are not
migrated to the VMAX array unless another full Open Replicator pull operation is
performed.


Example 4: Pushing online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array
This example shows how to perform a hot push of data from a Symmetrix VMAX family
array to a Hitachi HDS 9960 array. The example shows how to perform Open Replicator
operations on the controlling host connected to the VMAX Family array, and how to
perform operations on the remote host connected to the HDS array.


The steps for pushing online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array :


1. Example 4 push online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array step 1 – identify HDS
devices  on page 695 — gets WWNs of the HDS array devices.


2. Example 4 push online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array step 2 – create
device file  on page 695


3. Example 4 push online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array step 3– create
migration session  on page 696


4. Example 4 push online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array step 4 – set ceiling
value  on page 697


5. Example 4 push online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array step 5 – activate
migration session  on page 698
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6. Example 4 push online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array step 6– adjust
ceiling value  on page 698


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, push operations are not supported.


NOTICE


Applications against remote HDS devices cannot be run at any time during the copy
operation.


Example 4 push online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array – prerequisite tasks


Prior to running Open Replicator in this environment, the following tasks must be
performed:


1. Configure the Fibre Channel switch to zone the VMAX array to the HDS array.


2. Configure the HDS array to assign devices to the VMAX array.


Example 4 push online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array step 1 – identify HDS devices


The example needs to identify the remote HDS devices that will receive data from the
control-side array. EMC's Inquiry Utility version 7.3 (SIL version 6.0.2) can accomplish
this when run on the remote host connected to the HDS array. If the Inquiry Utility is not
available, use HDS tools. The following inq command identifies the HDS storage devices.
Open Replicator needs to know the WWN of each HDS device:


inq -hds_wwn
Inquiry utility, Version V7.3-690 (Rev 0.38)      
(SIL Version V6.0.2.0 (Edit Level 640)
Copyright (C) by EMC Corporation, all rights reserved.
For help type inq -h.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-
HDS Device               Array Serial #   WWN                                       Array 
Type
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d0s2      65535            4849544143484920523430303943424430303030  R400
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d1s2      65535            4849544143484920523430303943424430303032  R400
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d2s2      65535            4849544143484920523430303943424430303034  R400
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d3s2      65535            4849544143484920523430303943424430303036  R400
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d4s2      65535            4849544143484920523430303943424430303038  R400
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d5s2      65535            4849544143484920523430303943424430303041  R400
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d6s2      65535            4849544143484920523430303943424430303043  R400
/dev/rdsk/c3t10d7s2      65535            4849544143484920523430303943424430303045  R400


Example 4 push online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array step 2 – create device file


After identifying the control devices (1C4 - 1CD) that will send the data, define the
control/remote device pairings in a text file. The following command uses the vi text
editor to create a text file named devfile.push. The first pairing entered in this file is
control device 1C4 on array 000187990125 (abbreviated as 25 ), paired with the
HDS device whose WWN is 4849544143484920523430303943424430303030 .
The next control device is paired with the next remote HDS device, and so forth:


vi devfile.push
symdev=25:1C4  wwn=4849544143484920523430303943424430303030
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symdev=25:1C5  wwn=4849544143484920523430303943424430303032
symdev=25:1C6  wwn=4849544143484920523430303943424430303034
symdev=25:1C7  wwn=4849544143484920523430303943424430303036
symdev=25:1C8  wwn=4849544143484920523430303943424430303038
symdev=25:1C9  wwn=4849544143484920523430303943424430303041
symdev=25:1CA  wwn=4849544143484920523430303943424430303043
symdev=25:1CB  wwn=4849544143484920523430303943424430303045
symdev=25:1CC  wwn=4849544143484920523430303943424430303130
symdev=25:1CD  wwn=4849544143484920523430303943424430303132


Example 4 push online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array step 3– create migration session


A symrcopy create command from the control host now sets up the Open Replicator
hot push operation. The command creates ten online copy sessions so that data on the
control devices specified in file devfile.push can be copied to the remote HDS
devices when the copy operation is started. The -push parameter specifies that the
control array is pushing the data to the remote array. The -hot parameter indicates that
the array application remains online during the operation. Subsequent copying during
these copy sessions will perform incremental copies, capturing only new writes to the
control devices. The -name option gives these sessions the label name HDS:


symrcopy create -name HDS -push -hot -file devfile.push -noprompt
'Create' operation execution is in progress for the device list in
device file 'devfile.push'. Please wait...
'Create' operation successfully executed for the device list
in device file 'devfile.push'.


The symrcopy query command indicates that the sessions for the device pairs
defined in the file devfile.push are in the Created state. To display more detail,
include the -detail option. To see the full WWN identifier of each remote device,
include the -wwn option:


symrcopy query -file devfile.push 
Device File Name      : devfile.push
       Control Device                  Remote Device             Flags     Status     Done
---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----- -------------- ----
                   Protected                                                              
SID:symdev         Tracks     Identification                   RI CDSHUTZ CTL <=> REM     (%)
------------------ --------- -------------------------------- -- ----- -------------- ----
000187990125:001C4     435150 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. Created         N/A
000187990125:001C5     435150 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. Created         N/A
000187990125:001C6     435150 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. Created         N/A
000187990125:001C7     435150 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. Created         N/A
000187990125:001C8     435150 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. Created         N/A
000187990125:001C9     435150 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. Created         N/A
000187990125:001CA     435150 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. Created         N/A
000187990125:001CB     435150 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. Created         N/A
000187990125:001CC     435150 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. Created         N/A
000187990125:001CD     435150 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. Created         N/A
Total              ---------
  Track(s)           4351500
  MB(s)               135984
Legend:
         R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
         S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
         I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
         D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
         Flags:
         (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
              . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
         (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
              . = The session is not a differential copy session.
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         (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
              . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
         (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
              . = The session is a cold copy session.
         (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
              . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
         (T): M = The session is a migration session.
               R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
         (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
              . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
         (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


Example 4 push online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array step 4 – set ceiling value


The ceiling value is the percentage of the bandwidth available for Open Replicator
background copy transfers. This value can be set but should only be done after
understanding the bandwidth being used by all other applications. There may be other
applications using the same Fibre Channel director(s) as Open Replicator. Setting the
Open Replicator ceiling too high for a director/port can have an adverse impact on these
other applications. The ceiling settings that this example uses are for demonstration
purposes only.


By default, the ceiling is undefined (as indicated by NONE in the display). The "Max"
value is the estimated maximum bandwidth (MB/second) for each director/port of the
control-side array. A bandwidth ceiling can be set that balances application performance
against Open Replicator copy time:


symqos -rcopy list ceiling -dir all -sid 25
Symmetrix ID: 000187990125
    Symmetrix Remote Copy Bandwidth Ceiling
                   Max   Set   Actual
            Dir:P  (MB)  (%)    (MB) 
            -----  ----  ----  ------
            01C:0   130  NONE       0
            01C:1   130  NONE       0
            02C:0   130  NONE       0
            02C:1   130  NONE       0
            15C:0   130  NONE       0
            15C:1   130  NONE       0
            16C:0   130  NONE       0
            16C:1   130  NONE       0
            02D:0   130  NONE       0
            02D:1   130  NONE       0
            16D:0   130  NONE       0
            16D:1   130  NONE       0


The symqos -rcopy set ceiling command sets a bandwidth ceiling of 10% for all
director/ports in the control-side array (sid 25). This means that Open Replicator's
ceiling will be 10% of the estimated 130 MB/second FA bandwidth:


symqos -rcopy set ceiling 10 -dir all -sid 25 -noprompt
'Set Ceiling' operation execution is in progress
'Set Ceiling' operation successfully executed


The symqos -rcopy list ceiling command displays that the ceiling settings for all
director/ports in the control-side array are now at 10%. Once the Open Replicator session
is activated, the ceiling can be displayed again to show its "Actual" value. Note that
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the pace value (including the default) is ignored for any copy session that uses an FA
where the ceiling is set:


symqos -rcopy list ceiling -dir all -sid 25
Symmetrix ID: 000187990125
    Symmetrix Remote Copy Bandwidth Ceiling
                   Max   Set   Actual
            Dir:P  (MB)  (%)    (MB) 
            -----  ----  ----  ------
            01C:0   130    10       0
            01C:1   130    10       0
            02C:0   130    10       0
            02C:1   130    10       0
            15C:0   130    10       0
            15C:1   130    10       0
            16C:0   130    10       0
            16C:1   130    10       0
            02D:0   130    10       0
            02D:1   130    10       0
            16D:0   130    10       0
            16D:1   130    10       0 


Example 4 push online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array step 5 – activate migration session


The symrcopy activate command starts the copy operation for the device pairs
defined in the file devfile.push. Copying from the control devices to the remote
devices begins. Using the -consistent option creates a consistent point-in-time copy:


symrcopy activate -file devfile.push -consistent -noprompt
'Activate' operation execution is in progress for the device list in
device file 'devfile.push'. Please wait...
'Activate' operation successfully executed for the device list
in device file 'devfile.push'.


Example 4 push online data from VMAX array to HDS 9960 array step 6– adjust ceiling value


The symqos -rcopy list ceiling command shows that the ceiling settings for all
director/ports in the control-side array are now at 10%. Because the control devices are
mapped only to director/port 16C:1, copying occurs only through this director/port.
Note that the "Actual" bandwidth being used by Open Replicator for this operation is 13
MB/second, which is 10% of the estimated maximum:


symqos -rcopy list ceiling -dir all -sid 25


Symmetrix ID: 000187990125
    Symmetrix Remote Copy Bandwidth Ceiling
                   Max   Set   Actual
            Dir:P  (MB)  (%)    (MB) 
            -----  ----  ----  ------
            01C:0   130    10       0
            01C:1   130    10       0
            02C:0   130    10       0
            02C:1   130    10       0
            15C:0   130    10       0
            15C:1   130    10       0
            16C:0   130    10       0
            16C:1   130    10      13
            02D:0   130    10       0
            02D:1   130    10       0
            16D:0   130    10       0
            16D:1   130    10       0
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Note


The symrcopy query command displays the status of the copy operation at 30-second
intervals:


symrcopy query -file devfile.push -i 30


Device File Name      : devfile.push
       Control Device                  Remote Device             Flags     Status     Done
---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----- -------------- ----
                   Protected                                                              
SID:symdev         Tracks    Identification                   RI CDSHUTZ CTL <=> REM     (%)
------------------ --------- -------------------------------- -- ----- -------------- ----
000187990125:001C4     416645 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg     4
000187990125:001C5     416888 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg     4 
000187990125:001C6     416691 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg     4
000187990125:001C7     416632 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg     4 
000187990125:001C8     416799 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg     4 
000187990125:001C9     417123 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg     4 
000187990125:001CA     416876 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg     4 
000187990125:001CB     417092 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg     4 
000187990125:001CC     417009 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg     4 
000187990125:001CD     416717 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg     4 
Total              ---------
  Track(s)           4168472
  MB(s)               130265
Legend:
         R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
         S = Symmetrix, C = Clariion, . = Unknown.
         I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
         D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
         Flags:
         (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
              . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
         (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
              . = The session is not a differential copy session.
         (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
              . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
         (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
              . = The session is a cold copy session.
         (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
              . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
         (T): M = The session is a migration session.
               R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
         (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
              . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
         (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


The symqos -rcopy set ceiling command sets a bandwidth ceiling of 100% for
all director/ports in the control-side array (sid 25), giving Open Replicator all of the
possible FA bandwidth. Most likely this setting would impact any applications using
director/port FA 16C:1:


symqos -rcopy set ceiling 100 -dir all -sid 25 -noprompt
'Set Ceiling' operation execution is in progress.
'Set Ceiling' operation successfully executed.


The following symqos -rcopycommand displays the new ceiling setting for all
directors, including director 16c, port 1. Although the actual bandwidth being used
(currently 47 MB/second) is not at 100% of the maximum, it may approach that value as
the copy operation progresses. However, the "Actual" value is affected by the SAN and
the remote storage, which may keep this value below the estimated maximum of the
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control-side array director/port. If the ceiling is never reached, then the ceiling does not
affect the copy rate:


symqos -rcopy list ceiling -dir all -sid 25


Symmetrix ID: 000187990125
    Symmetrix Remote Copy Bandwidth Ceiling
                   Max   Set   Actual
            Dir:P  (MB)  (%)    (MB) 
            -----  ----  ----  ------
            01C:0   130   100       0
            01C:1   130   100       0
            02C:0   130   100       0
            02C:1   130   100       0
            15C:0   130   100       0
            15C:1   130   100       0
            16C:0   130   100       0
            16C:1   130   100      47
            02D:0   130   100       0
            02D:1   130   100       0
            16D:0   130   100       0
            16D:1   130   100       0


Another symrcopy query command displays an updated status of the copy operation
at 30-second intervals:


symrcopy query -file devfile.push -i 30
Device File Name      : devfile.push
       Control Device                  Remote Device             Flags     Status     Done
---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----- -------------- ----
                   Protected                                                              
SID:symdev         Tracks     Identification                   RI CDSHUTZ CTL <=> REM     (%)
------------------ --------- -------------------------------- -- ----- -------------- ----
000187990125:001C4     390617 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg       10
000187990125:001C5     381968 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg       12
000187990125:001C6     386389 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg       11
000187990125:001C7     386463 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg       11
000187990125:001C8     381195 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg       12
000187990125:001C9     399176 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg        8
000187990125:001CA     396252 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg        8
000187990125:001CB     399542 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg        8
000187990125:001CC     398678 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg        8
000187990125:001CD     397450 4849544143484920523430303943424* .W XXXX.S. CopyInProg        8
Total              ---------
  Track(s)           3917730
  MB(s)               122429
Copy rate                      : 48.3 MB/S
Estimated time to completion   : 00:42:16
Legend:
         R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
         S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
         I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
         D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
         Flags:
         (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
              . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
         (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
              . = The session is not a differential copy session.
         (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
              . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
         (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
              . = The session is a cold copy session.
         (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
              . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
         (T): M = The session is a migration session.
               R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
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         (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
              . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
         (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


The symrcopy verify command checks at 60-second intervals (-i) to verify whether
the control/remote device pairs are in the Copied state. The Open Replicator copy
operation is now complete:


symrcopy verify -Copied -i 60 -file devfile.push
NONE of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
NONE of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
...
NOT ALL of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.
ALL of the devices are in the 'Copied' state.


Example 5: Perform a cold push from a VDEV
The following example shows how to perform a cold push session from a Virtual Device
(VDEV) and includes the following steps:


1. Example 5 performing cold push from VDEV step 1 – create TimeFinder/Snap session
 on page 701


2. Example 5 performing cold push from VDEV step 2 – create migration session  on
page 702


3. Example 5 performing cold push from VDEV step 4 – activate migration session  on
page 704


4. Example 5 performing cold push from VDEV step 4 – query migration session  on
page 704


Note


For arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977, creating ORS sessions on control devices that are
involved in a TimeFinder session are not supported. In addition, push operations are not
supported.


Example 5 performing cold push from VDEV step 1 – create TimeFinder/Snap session


The first step is to create a TimeFinder/Snap session using the symsnap create
command. Do not activate the session:


Note


Detailed instructions for creating a TimeFinder/Snap session and performing snap
operations are provided in the EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder Family CLI Product Guide


symsnap -g snap1 create -noprompt -v
'Create' operation execution is in progress for
device group 'snap1'. Please wait...
SELECTING Source devices in the group:
  Device: 00E5 [SELECTED]
  Device: 00E9 [SELECTED]
SELECTING Target devices in the group:
  Device: 00AA [SELECTED]
  Device: 00AE [SELECTED]
PAIRING of Source and Target devices:
  Devices: 00E5(S) - 00AA(T) [(M) PAIRED]
  Devices: 00E6(S) - 00AB(T) [(m) PAIRED]
  Devices: 00E7(S) - 00AC(T) [(m) PAIRED]
  Devices: 00E8(S) - 00AD(T) [(m) PAIRED]
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  Devices: 00E9(S) - 00AE(T) [(M) PAIRED]
  Devices: 00EA(S) - 00AF(T) [(m) PAIRED]
  Devices: 00EB(S) - 00B0(T) [(m) PAIRED]
  Devices: 00EC(S) - 00B1(T) [(m) PAIRED]
STARTING a Snap 'CREATE' operation.
The Snap 'CREATE' operation SUCCEEDED.
'Create' operation successfully executed for device group
'snap1'.


Verify that the TimeFinder/Snap session is in the created state:


symsnap -g snap1 verify -created -i 30
All devices in the group 'snap1' are in 'Created' state.


Perform a query operation on the device group:


symsnap -g snap1 query
Device Group (DG) Name: snap1
DG's Type             : REGULAR
DG's Symmetrix ID     : 000192600161 
      Source Device          Target Device                  State     Copy
------------------------- ------------------- ---------- ------------ ----
                Protected                        Changed
Logical   Sym   Tracks    Logical   Sym     G    Tracks  SRC <=> TGT  (%)
------------------------- ------------------- ---------- ------------ ----
DEV001    000E5     552360 VDEV001   000AA    X          0 Created     0 
DEV002    000E9     552360 VDEV002   000AE    X          0 Created     0 
Total            --------                     ----------
  Track(s)        1104720                              0
  MB(s)           69045.0                            0.0
Legend:
(G): X = The Target device is associated with this group,
     . = The Target device is not associated with this group.


Example 5 performing cold push from VDEV step 2 – create migration session


Next, create an Open Replicator session using the symrcopy create command to define
the snap device as the control device. Do not activate the session. This creates an Open
Replicator session on the VDEV. The contents of the device file (vORS_to_symm) for this
example is:


symdev=000192600161:aa symdev=000192600141:a5d
symdev=000192600161:ae symdev=000192600141:a61


symrcopy -file vORS_to_symm create -cold -push -noprompt -v


'Create' operation execution is in progress for the device list
in device file 'vORS_to_symm'. Please wait...
STARTING a REMOTE Copy CREATE (PUSH) (COLD) (DIFFERENTIAL)
SELECTING Control device - Remote devices:
  (Ctl)Sym: 000192600161 Device: 000AA -   LUN WWN: 
60000970000192600141533030413544 - [SELECTED]
  (Ctl)Sym: 000192600161 Device: 000AE -   LUN WWN: 
60000970000192600141533030413631 - [SELECTED]
STARTING a RCOPY 'CREATE' operation.
SELECTING Control device - Remote devices:
  (Ctl)Sym: 000192600161 Device: 000AA -   LUN WWN: 
60000970000192600141533030413544 - [CREATED]
  (Ctl)Sym: 000192600161 Device: 000AE -   LUN WWN: 
60000970000192600141533030413631 - [CREATED]
The Rcopy 'CREATE' operation SUCCEEDED.
'Create' operation successfully executed for the device list
in device file 'vORS_to_symm'.
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The symrcopy query command indicates that the sessions for the device pairs
defined in the file vORS_to_symm are in the Created state. To display more detail,
include the -detail option.


symrcopy -file vORS_to_symm query


Device File Name      : vORS_to_symm
       Control Device                  Remote Device             
Flags     Status     Done
---------------------------- ----------------------------------- 
----- -------------- ----
                   
Protected                                                             
 
SID:symdev         Tracks     Identification                   RI 
CDSHUTZ CTL <=> REM    (%)
------------------ --------- -------------------------------- -- 
----- -------------- ----
000192600161:000AA     552360 000192600141:0A5D                SD 
XXX..S. Created         N/A
000192600161:000AE     552360 000192600141:0A61                SD 
XXX..S. Created         N/A
Total              ---------
  Track(s)           1104720
  MB(s)              69045.0
Legend:
         R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
         S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
         I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
         D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
         Flags:
         (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
              . = The background copy setting is not active for this 
pair.
         (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
              . = The session is not a differential copy session.
         (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
              . = The session is pulling data from the remote 
device(s).
         (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
              . = The session is a cold copy session.
         (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
              . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
         (T): M = The session is a migration session.
               R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
         (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
              . = The session does not have front-end zero detection 
enabled.
         (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


Example 5 performing cold push from VDEV step 3 – activate TimeFinder/Snap session


Activate the TimeFinder/Snap session that was created previously using the symsnap
activate command. If consistency is required, the command will run within a
consistency window:


symsnap -g snap1 activate -consistent -not_ready -noprompt
'Activate' operation execution is in progress for
device group 'snap1'. Please wait...
'Activate' operation successfully executed for device group
'snap1'.
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Perform a query operation on the device group:


symsnap -g snap1 query
Device Group (DG) Name: snap1
DG's Type             : REGULAR
DG's Symmetrix ID     : 000192600161 
      Source Device          Target Device                  State     Copy
------------------------- ------------------- ---------- ------------ ----
                Protected                        Changed
Logical   Sym   Tracks    Logical   Sym      G    Tracks  SRC <=> TGT  (%)
------------------------- ------------------- ---------- ------------ ----
DEV001    000E5     550904 VDEV001   000AA    X       1456 CopyOnWrite  0 
DEV002    000E9     550913 VDEV002   000AE    X       1447 CopyOnWrite  0 
0
Total            --------                     ----------
  Track(s)        1101817                           2903
  MB(s)           68863.6                          181.4
Legend:
(G): X = The Target device is associated with this group,
     . = The Target device is not associated with this group.


Example 5 performing cold push from VDEV step 4 – activate migration session


Activate the Open Replicator session that was created previously using the symrcopy
activate command. The Open Replicator session begins copying the data:


symrcopy -file vORS_to_symm activate -noprompt -v
'Activate' operation execution is in progress for the device list
in device file 'vORS_to_symm'. Please wait...
STARTING a REMOTE Copy ACTIVATE
SELECTING Control device - Remote devices:
  (Ctl)Sym: 000192600161 Device: 000AA -   LUN WWN: 60000970000192600141533030413544 - 
[SELECTED]
  (Ctl)Sym: 000192600161 Device: 000AE -   LUN WWN: 60000970000192600141533030413631 - 
[SELECTED]
STARTING a RCOPY 'ACTIVATE' operation.
SELECTING Control device - Remote devices:
  (Ctl)Sym: 000192600161 Device: 000AA -   LUN WWN: 60000970000192600141533030413544 - 
[ACTIVATED]
  (Ctl)Sym: 000192600161 Device: 000AE -   LUN WWN: 60000970000192600141533030413631 - 
[ACTIVATED]
The Rcopy 'ACTIVATE' operation SUCCEEDED.
'Activate' operation successfully executed for the device list
in device file 'vORS_to_symm'.


Example 5 performing cold push from VDEV step 4 – query migration session


The symrcopy query command indicates that the sessions for the device pairs
defined in the file vORS_to_symm are in the CopyInProg state. To display more detail,
include the -detail option.


symrcopy -file vORS_to_symm query
Device File Name      : vORS_to_symm
       Control Device                  Remote Device             Flags     Status     Done
---------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----- -------------- ----
                   Protected                                                              
SID:symdev         Tracks     Identification                   RI CDSHUTZ CTL <=> REM    (%)
------------------ --------- -------------------------------- -- ----- -------------- ----
000192600161:000AA     544488 000192600141:0A5D                SD XXX..S. CopyInProg        1
000192600161:000AE     544481 000192600141:0A61                SD XXX..S. CopyInProg        1
Total              ---------
  Track(s)           1088969
  MB(s)              68060.6
Legend:
         R (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
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         S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
         I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
         D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
         Flags:
         (C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
              . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
         (D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
              . = The session is not a differential copy session.
         (S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
              . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
         (H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
              . = The session is a cold copy session.
         (U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
              . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
         (T): M = The session is a migration session.
               R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
                 S = The session is a standard ORS session.
         (Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
              . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
         (*): The failed session can be reactivated.


This output shows the copy status as currently copy-in-progress. When copying has
finished, terminate the Open Replicator session using the symrcopy terminate command.
Then terminate the Time Finder/Snap session using the symsnap terminate command.


Note


Before terminating, sessions may also be recreated using the symrcopy recreate and
symsnap recreate commands.
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CHAPTER 24


Operational Restrictions and State Reference


This chapter details which ORS operations are permissible for certain control device
states, devices in various states of a replication (TimeFinder or SRDF) operation, and
certain device types.


l Device control operations allowed for ORS control devices ................................. 708
l ORS operations allowed for replication session states.........................................708
l ORS operations allowed for device types.............................................................714
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Device control operations allowed for ORS control devices
Table 59 on page 708 details if a device control operation is permissible, for the ORS
control device, in various states with the controlling host (such as, ready, not ready).


Table 59 Device control operations allowed for ORS control device states with host


Action Allowed


Ready


Online RCopy control device pushing out Yesa


Online RCopy control device pulling in Yes


Offline RCopy control device pushing out No


Offline RCopy control device pulling in No


Not Ready


Online RCopy control device pushing out Yes 


Online RCopy control device pulling in Yes


Offline RCopy control device pushing out N/A


Offline RCopy control device pulling in N/A


RW Enable


Online RCopy control device pushing out Yes 


Online RCopy control device pulling in Yes


Offline RCopy control device pushing out No


Offline RCopy control device pulling in No


Write Disable


Online RCopy control device pushing out Yes 


Online RCopy control device pulling in Yes


Offline RCopy control device pushing out No


Offline RCopy control device pulling in No


a. Not supported for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.


ORS operations allowed for replication session states
Use the state tables to determine if an ORS operation is permissible on devices in various
states of a replication (TimeFinder or SRDF) session:


l TimeFinder/Mirror and TimeFinder/Clone sessions — Details if an ORS operation is
supported on devices in various states of a TimeFinder session.


l TimeFinder/SnapVX sessions (HYPERMAX OS 5977) — Details if an ORS operation is
supported on devices in various states of a TimeFinder/SnapVX session.


l SRDF sessions — Details if an ORS operation is supported on devices (such as R1 and
R2) in various states of SRDF sessions.
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Snap VX sessions
The following tables detail which ORS (rcopy) operations are allowed when the rcopy
control device is in use as either a Snap VX source device or target device:


Table 60 Allowable rcopy operations when the control device for PUSH session is in use as a Snap
VX SOURCE


rcopy Operation


TimeFinder/Snap VX State
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Rename


Set Copy


Set Nocopy
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Set Precopy


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 61 Allowable rcopy operations when the control device for PUSH session is in use as Snap VX
TARGET


rcopy Operation


TimeFinder/Snap VX State
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Create
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Table 61 Allowable rcopy operations when the control device for PUSH session is in use as Snap VX
TARGET (continued)


rcopy Operation


TimeFinder/Snap VX State
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Table 62 Allowable rcopy operations when the control device for PULL session is in use as a Snap
VX SOURCE


rcopy Operation


TimeFinder/Snap VX State
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Set Copy
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Table 62 Allowable rcopy operations when the control device for PULL session is in use as a Snap
VX SOURCE  (continued)


rcopy Operation


TimeFinder/Snap VX State
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Table 63 Allowable rcopy operations when the control device for PULL session is in use as a Snap
VX TARGET


rcopy Operation


TimeFinder/Snap VX State
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Donor Update Off


Failback


FrontEnd Zero Off


Remove


Rename


Set Copy


Set Nocopy


Set Pace


Terminate Y Y Y Y


SRDF sessions
The following tables detail which ORS (rcopy) operations are allowed when the rcopy
control device is in use as a SRDF R1 or R2 mirror:
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Table 64 Allowable rcopy operations when the control device for PUSH session is in use as an SRDF
R1 mirror


rcopy Operation


SRDF State
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Activate Yb Y Y Y Y Y Yb Yb


Create Yab Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Yab Yab


Incremental Restore Ybc Y Y Y Y Y Ybc


Recreate Yb Y Y Y Y Y Yb Yb


Remove Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Rename Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Copy Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Nocopy Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Precopy Yb Y Y Y Y Y Yb Yb


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


a. Not supported for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.
b. Must have no local invalids on R1 or remote invalids on R2.
c. Array must be running Enginuity 5874 or higher.


Table 65 Allowable rcopy operations when the control device for PUSH session is in use as an SRDF
R2 mirror


rcopy Operation


SRDF State
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Activate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Create Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya


Incremental Restore Y Y Y Y Y Yb


Recreate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Remove Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Rename Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Copy Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Nocopy Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Table 65 Allowable rcopy operations when the control device for PUSH session is in use as an SRDF
R2 mirror (continued)


rcopy Operation


SRDF State
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Set Precopy Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


a. Not supported for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.
b. R2 must be write enabled.


Table 66 Allowable rcopy operations when the control device for PULL session is in use as an SRDF
R1 mirror


rcopy Operation


SRDF State
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Failback Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Frontend Zero Off Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Remove Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Rename Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Copy Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Nocopy Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


a. Array must be running 5874 or higher.
b. Must have no local invalids on R1 or remote invalids on R2.
c. Frontend zero must be in Off state.
d. Force flag must be set.
e. Not supported for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.
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Table 67 Allowable rcopy operations when the control device for PULL session is in use as an SRDF
R2 mirror


rcopy Operation


SRDF State
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Activate Y Y Y Y Ybc


Create Ya Ya Ya Ya Yabc


Frontend Zero Off Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Donor Update Off Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Nocopy Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Copy Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Remove Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Rename Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


a. Not supported for arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or higher.
b. R2 must be write enabled.
c. Frontend zero detect must be in Off state.


ORS operations allowed for device types
Table 68 on page 714 details if an ORS operation is permissible for certain device
types.


Note


Open Replicator fully supports copy operations for thin devices. For information on Virtual
Provisioning and creating thin devices, see Virtual Provisioning overview on page 308.


Table 68 ORS operations allowed by device type


Action Allowed


Rcopy Create push where local device type is:


Gatekeeper Yes, as long as it is not the gatekeeper for the syscall.


WORM No


CKD_3380 and CKD_3390 No


AS400 No


Rcopy Create pull, where local device type is:
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Table 68 ORS operations allowed by device type (continued)


Gatekeeper Yes, as long as it is not the gatekeeper for the syscall.


WORM No


CKD_3380 and CKD_3390 No


AS400 Yes on DMX arrays running Enginuity 5773.150 or higher, and VMAX
Family arrays running Enginuity 5874 or higher.


Rcopy Create push or pull, where local device type is:


Virtual device (VDEV) Yes, as long as the following conditional are met:


l Session is a cold push ONLY


l VMAX Family arrays are running Enginuity 5874 through 5876.


SFS device No


STAR Yes


Unconfigured device No


Meta member No


Rcopy Create push, where remote device type is:


WORM No


CKD_3380 and CKD_3390 No


Rcopy Create pull, where remote device type is:


WORM No


CKD_3380 and CKD_3390 No


AS400 Yes
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CHAPTER 25


Federated Live Migration Operations (Enginuity
5876 or lower)


This chapter introduces EMC Federated Live Migration and explains how to use the
symrcopy command to copy device data, without host disruption, from DMX and VMAX
20K arrays to VMAX 10K, 20K, and 40K arrays in the storage network.


l Federated Live Migration overview ......................................................................718
l The FLM process .................................................................................................719
l Migration using FLM ........................................................................................... 721
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Federated Live Migration overview
Federated Live Migration (FLM) is used to assist with data center consolidation or
technology refresh. FLM copies devices from donor DMX and VMAX 20K arrays to VMAX
10K, 20K and 40K arrays, without needing to restart the application hosts. It does this by
having the new array device assume the identity and geometry of the donor array device
and then perform a hot pull operation.


NOTICE


FLM is not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977.


In this document, the use of "donor array(s)" refers to DMX and VMAX 20K arrays and
"new array(s)" refers to VMAX 10K, 20K and 40K arrays.


The SYMCLI interface for FLM performs all of the actual data migration; however, it does
not automatically setup any of the required zones for the migration. This includes the
zones from the application hosts to the new array, and from the donor array to the new
array.


For information on supported operating systems, file systems, and logical volume
managers, refer to the EMC Federated Live Migration Simple Support Matrix. For any recent
updates on FLM refer to EMC Solutions Enabler Release Notes.


NOTICE


Data migrations are often complex operations and require careful planning and execution
of predetermined procedures. Failure to identify and perform necessary steps or actions
within supported configurations can result in data unavailability or loss. Before
proceeding with FLM, EMC strongly recommends that the Symmetrix Procedure Generator
is referenced for critical details on FLM operations for each supported host and multipath
type.


All documents mentioned above are available at http://support.EMC.com.


An FLM configuration including the network, storage arrays, application hosts, and the
Solutions Enabler host, along with the required zoning and masking, is shown in the
figure below.
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Figure 25  Example FLM configuration


The FLM process
The FLM process steps are:


1. Verify that the donor array is zoned to the application host.


2. Zone the donor array to the new array.


3. Zone the new array to the application host.


4. Create the FLM session using a device file containing pair devices to copy from the
donor array to the new array. During the create session, the new array devices
assume the identity of donor array devices. The donor array remains active to the host
and the new array is passive to the host.


5. Activate the FLM session, and the donor array devices are put into host passive mode
and the new array device into host_active mode.


6. The host sees a new path for the donor devices, and the data tracks are copied from
the donor array devices to the new array devices using a hot, pull with donor update
enabled. Donor update maintains a consistent image between devices in the event of
a failed session.


FLM array/device requirements
FLM requires the following Enginuity versions and array/device configuration:


l Enginuity 5876 on the new arrays.


l Enginuity 5671 or 5773 on the donor DMX array and Enginuity 5875 or 5876 on the
donor VMAX 20K array.


l The new array device must be the same size or larger than the donor array device.


l The donor array must be a DMX or VMAX 20K array and the devices are subject to the
same restrictions as Open Replicator for a hot pull operation. Before and during each
session, make sure the donor device is not the target of local or remote replication,
as the ORS pull session is not able to copy consistent data if new data is written to
the donor device.
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FLM array/device limitations
FLM has the following array and device limitations:


l A maximum of 8 paths to the new array devices and donor array devices.


l A maximum of 32 device pairs at one time per host.


l No donor devices used for host-based clusters.


l No load balancing across multiple FAs.


l Boot devices cannot be migrated.


This is not a complete list of FLM requirements and restrictions. For further requirements/
restrictions, refer to the EMC Federated Live Migration Simple Support Matrix and the EMC
Solutions Enabler Release Notes available at http://support.EMC.com.


Federated Tiered Storage support for FLM
There is limited support for Federated Tiered Storage devices with FLM operations as
described below.


With Federated Tiered Storage (FTS), an external LUN (eDisk) is attached through the SAN
to a VMAX Family array, and is used as an external back-end disk for the VMAX array. FTS
requires a new front end disk director (DX) and the Enginuity 5876 or higher.


Adding an eDisk through the SAN to the new array provides the ability to migrate user
data from the external storage into the donor array. There are two modes for presenting
the Disk to the new array, external provisioning and encapsulation.


For FLM, externally provisioned devices are fully supported and encapsulated devices are
not supported.


For more information on FTS refer to Federated Tiered Storage on page 337.


Configure the application hosts for FLM
Each operating system on the application host must be configured for FLM.


For information on supported operating systems, file systems, and logical volume
managers, refer to the EMC Federated Live Migration Simple Support Matrix available at 
https://support.EMC.com.


Note


FLM now supports VMware hosts.


FLM prerequisites for zoning and masking
FLM does not automatically setup any of the required zones for the migration. This
includes zones from the application host to the new array, and from the donor array to
the new array.


Prior to performing a FLM, zoning and masking must be configured as follows:


Note


Due to requirements of multipath environments, paths must be configured to the new
array devices to maintain data availability. Refer to SAN setup requirements on page 646
for more information on zoning requirements. For more information on zoning and
masking refer to Masking devices with auto-provisioning groups on page 353. Verify the
application donor array is visible on the application host and error-free.
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l Verify the donor array is zoned to the application and SYMAPI hosts.


l Setup/modify zoning as follows:


n New array to application host — for application access to the new array.


n New array to SYMAPI host — for control of the new array.


n New array to donor array — for application data transfer.


l Mask the gatekeepers of the new array to the SYMAPI host, and mask the donor
devices to the new array FA port(s).


FLM prerequisites for zoning and masking


FLM prerequisites for zoning and masking
FLM does not automatically setup any of the required zones for the migration. This
includes zones from the application host to the new array, and from the donor array to
the new array.


NOTICE


Due to requirements of multipath environments, you must correctly configure paths to the
new array devices to maintain data availability. Refer to SAN setup requirements on page
646 for more information on zoning requirements. For more information on zoning and
masking refer to Masking devices with auto-provisioning groups on page 353. Verify the
application donor array is visible on the application host and error-free.


Prior to performing a FLM, zoning and masking must be configured as follows:


l Verify the donor array is zoned to the application and SYMAPI hosts.


l Setup/modify zoning as follows:


n New array to application host — for application access to the new array.


n New array to SYMAPI host — for control of the new array.


n New array to donor array — for application data transfer.


l Mask the gatekeepers of the new array to the SYMAPI host, and mask the donor
devices to the new array FA port(s).


Migration using FLM
FLM uses the SYMCLI symrcopy command to perform a migration session, The main
control operations required to successfully complete a migration session are as follows:


l Create the session.


l Activate the session.


l Terminate the session.


Note


This section is an overview of the FLM process and the symrcopy operations, and is not
a complete list of all steps required to successfully perform a FLM. For detailed steps for
each supported operating system, refer to EMC Symmetrix Procedure Generator available at 
https://support.EMC.com
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Create a device file for FLM
A device file is required to perform a FLM session. The device file specifies the source
(donor) and target (new) devices using the format:


symdev=<symid>:<dev> symdev=<symid>:<dev>


The following is an example device file:


## FLM DEVICE PAIR FILE
## column1:target column2:source
symdev=000194900307:0171 symdev=000190100860:027A 
symdev=000194900307:0172 symdev=000190100860:027B 
symdev=000194900307:0173 symdev=000190100860:027C 
symdev=000194900307:0174 symdev=000190100860:027D


Create an FLM session
When a FLM session is created, the new array device assumes the WWN and geometry of
the donor array device. The new array device is put in host_passive mode, so the donor
array device is still accessed by the application hosts for reads and writes.


Prior to running the symrcopy create command, the geometry of the new array device
can be changed using the symconfigure command, otherwise the geometry is
changed by the symrcopy create command. While the migration session is active,
the geometry cannot be changed using the symconfigure command.


To begin an FLM session, run the symrcopy create command and specify the -
migrate and -pull options. The -migrate option indicates that this is a FLM
operation, and this option must be used on all subsequent FLM operations.


Options


-migrate


Specifies that the session is an FLM session. This option must be used on all
subsequent FLM operations.


-f


Specifies the file name.


-pull


Specifies that the data is copied from the donor array to the new array.


-host_type


Specifies the host operating system.


-hba_type


Specifies the HBA type.


-mp_type


Specifies multi-pathing type.


Example
To create a migration session with specific host, HBA, and multi--pathing type, enter:


symrcopy -f win_flm create -pull -migrate -host_type windows -
hba_type Qlogic -mp_type PPath_45 -v
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Restrictions


l For the symrcopy create command, -mp_type, -host_type, and, -
hba_type are required for certain operating system types. For specific OS
requirements, refer to EMC Federated Live Migration Simple Support Matrix available at 
https://support.EMC.com.


l The -migrate option must be used with the activate, terminate,
failback, set frontend_zero off , and set pace commands when
these commands are directed at the FLM session. If the -migrate option is used for
any command for a session that was not created with this option, the operation is
rejected. Refer to Setting the session pace on page 663 for more information on the
set pace command.


l If the session creation fails at any point, the system is left in the same state prior to
the symrcopy create command.


Verify the created FLM session


Example
To verify that the FLM paris are listed as migration sessions in the Created state, enter:


symrcopy -f win_flm query


Sample output


Device File Name      : win_flm
       Control Device                  Remote Device      Flags      Status     Done
---------------------------- --------------------------- ------- -------------- ----
                   Protected
SID:symdev         Tracks      Identification           RI CDSHUTZ  CTL <=> REM    (%)
------------------ --------- ------------------------ -- ------- -------------- ----
000194900307:00171       30000 000190100860:0027A          SD ...XXM.    Created        N/A
000194900307:00172       30000 000190100860:0027B          SD ...XXM.    Created        N/A
000194900307:00173       30000 000190100860:0027C          SD ...XXM.    Created        N/A
000194900307:00174       30000 000190100860:0027D          SD ...XXM.    Created        N/A
Legend:
R:  (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
  S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
  D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
Flags:
(C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
     . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
(D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
     . = The session is not a differential copy session.
(S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
     . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
(H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
     . = The session is a cold copy session.
(U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
     . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
(T): M = The session is a migration session.
      R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
      S = The session is a standard ORS session.      
(Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
      . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
(*): The failed session can be reactivated.
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FLM – restore new array device to host-active mode


Syntax
If a created session is terminated before it is activated, the new array device can be
restored to host-active mode. To restore a new array device to host-active mode, use the
following syntax:


symdev host_active -sid SymmID SymDevName


FLM session activation
When a FLM session is activated, the donor array device is put into host_passive mode
and the new array device into host_active mode. The host access is now directed to the
new array device. Any device reservations are transferred from the donor array device to
the new array device, and the tracks copy from the donor array device to the new array
device.


Note


Do not proceed with the activate command unless all the new array devices are
configured as new paths to each of the donor array devices involved in FLM. The next step
in the process sets the donor array devices to host_passive. The new array devices must
be masked, discovered, and configured into the multipath configuration on the
application host, otherwise the activate command is rejected. For details on performing
these steps, refer to EMC Symmetrix Procedure Generator available at https://
support.EMC.com.


Activate an FLM session


Options


-symforce


Forces the activate operation to execute when it would otherwise be rejected. Use
caution when using this option.


Examples
To activate a migration session, enter:


symrcopy activate -f win_flm -migrate


Note


After the session has been successfully activated, tracks are copied from the donor array
device to the new array device.


If the activate fails, the session remains in the Created state. If an error occurs after a
session has been activated, the new array device is set to host_passive mode and the
donor array device is set to host_active mode. All host access is directed back to the
donor array.


Note


Any existing snap, clone, or RDF sessions on the donor array device are not migrated.
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Set the FLM ceiling value


Description
The symqos -rcopy set ceiling command sets the maximum allowed bandwidth
percentage for a given director, port, director/port pair, or all directors and ports. Valid
values are 0 - 100 (%), or NONE (shuts off the ceiling function).


The recommended ceiling value for the new array is:


l 20% if the donor array is running Enginuity 5671


l 40% if the donor array is running Enginuity 5773


Note


Ceiling values may need to be adjusted to optimize the performance of the specific SAN
environment.


Examples
To set a bandwidth ceiling of 40% for all directors on array 307, enter:


symqos -rcopy set ceiling 40 -dir all -sid 307 


Note


Setting the ceiling to a value (other than NONE) renders the session pace value
ineffective to the copy. If the ceiling value is set to NONE, the session pace is in effect for
the copy. For more information refer to Setting the session pace on page 663.


List the FLM ceiling setting


Example
To list the current ceiling value, enter:


symqos -rcopy list ceiling


Monitoring FLM session status


An FLM session status is checked using the symrcopy query, symrcopy verify, or
symrcopy list command.


Query FLM session status


Examples
To query FLM session status


symrcopy query -f win_flm


To query FLM status using the -summary option, enter:


symrcopy query -f win_flm -summary


Sample output


For session status query:
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Device File Name      : win_flm
       Control Device                  Remote Device            Flags     Status     Done
---------------------------- --------------------------------- ------ -------------- ----
                   Protected
SID:symdev         Tracks      Identification                 RI CDSHUTZ CTL <=> REM    (%)
------------------ --------- ------------------------------- -- ----- -------------- ----
000194900307:00171       30000 000190100860:0027A             SD ...XXM. CopyInProg      N/A
000194900307:00172       30000 000190100860:0027B             SD ...XXM. CopyInProg      N/A
000194900307:00173       30000 000190100860:0027C             SD ...XXM. CopyInProg      N/A
000194900307:00174       30000 000190100860:0027D             SD ...XXM. CopyInProg      N/A
Total              ---------
  Track(s)              120000
  MB(s)                80062.5


Legend:
R:  (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
  S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
  D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
Flags:
(C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
     . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
(D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
     . = The session is not a differential copy session.
(S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
     . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
(H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
     . = The session is a cold copy session.
(U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
     . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
(T): M = The session is a migration session.
      R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
      S = The session is a standard ORS session.      
(Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
      . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
(*): The failed session can be reactivated.


For the


summary query
command, an abbreviated listing shows all possible session states and the number of
sessions that are in each state:


Device File Name : win_flm
  RCopy Session State           Count
  -----------------------      ------
  CreateInProg                      2            
  Created                           0
  RecreateInProg                    0
  Recreated                         0
  CopyInProg                        3
  CopyOnAccess                      0
  CopyOnWrite                       0
  Copied                            1
  SyncInProg                        0
  Synchronized                      0
  Restored                          0
  RestoreInProg                     0
  Precopy                           0
  TerminateInProg                   0
  Failed                            0
  Stopped                           0
  FailedBack                        0
  VerifyInProg                      0
  Invalid                           0
                 -----------------------      ------
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  Total                             4


                                  Track(s)    MB(s)
                                -----------  -------
                                  120000     80062.5


Verify FLM session status


Examples
To verify session status, enter:


symrcopy -f win_flm verify
None of the device(s) in the list are in Copied state.


Note


If no verify option is provided, then Copied is the default state that is verified. Refer to 
Verifying session state on page 668 for more information on verify options.


To verify session status with the -summary option, enter:


symrcopy -f win_flm verify -summary


Sample output


Note


The one-line verify command displays at the bottom of the -summary output.


Device File Name : win_flm
RCopy Session State           Count
  -----------------------      ------
  CreateInProg                      0            
  Created                           0
  RecreateInProg                    0
  Recreated                         0
  CopyInProg                        4
  CopyOnAccess                      0
  CopyOnWrite                       0
  Copied                            0
  SyncInProg                        0
  Synchronized                      0
  Restored                          0
  RestoreInProg                     0
  Precopy                           0
  TerminateInProg                   0
  Failed                            0
  Stopped                           0
  FailedBack                        0
  VerifyInProg                      0
  Invalid                           0
  -----------------------      -------
  Total                             4


                                  Track(s)    MB(s)  
                                 -----------  -------
Total Protected                  120000       80062.5
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None of the device(s) in the list are in 'Copied' state.


Note


If no verify option is provided, then Copied is the default state that is verified. Refer to 
Verifying session state on page 668 for more information on verify options.


List FLM session


Description
The symrcopy list command lists all migration sessions for a specific array. This
command can be filtered to list only FLM sessions using the -type <migrate|
standard|RecoverPoint> option.


Examples
To list FLM sessions, enter:


symrcopy list -sid 307 -type migrate


Sample output


Symmetrix ID: 000194900307
Control Device            Remote Device             Flags      Status     Done
--------------------- ----------------------------------- ------ -------------- ----
          Protected                                                              
Sym      Tracks                    Identification               RI CDSHUTZ    CTL <=> REM  
(%)
-----   ------------ -------------------------------- -- ------ -------------- ----
00171             30000        6006048000000000619053594D314638 SW ...XXM.      Copied      
N/A
00172             30000        6006048000000000619053594D314637 SW ...XXM.      Copied      
N/A
00173             30000        6006048000000000619053594D314642 SW ...XXM.      Copied      
N/A
00174             30000        6006048000000000619053594D314646 SW ...XXM.      Copied      
N/A
Total ---------
  Track(s) 120000
  MB(s)      80062.5


Legend:
R:  (Remote Device Vendor Identification)
  S = Symmetrix, . = Unknown.
I:  (Remote Device Specification Identifier)
  D = Device Name, W = LUN WWN, World Wide Name.
Flags:
(C): X = The background copy setting is active for this pair.
     . = The background copy setting is not active for this pair.
(D): X = The session is a differential copy session.
     . = The session is not a differential copy session.
(S): X = The session is pushing data to the remote device(s).
     . = The session is pulling data from the remote device(s).
(H): X = The session is a hot copy session.
     . = The session is a cold copy session.
(U): X = The session has donor update enabled.
     . = The session does not have donor update enabled.
(T): M = The session is a migration session.
      R = The session is a RecoverPoint session.
      S = The session is a standard ORS session.      
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(Z): X = The session has front-end zero detection enabled.
      . = The session does not have front-end zero detection enabled.
(*): The failed session can be reactivated.


Note


For listing all session types or only listing RecoverPoint sessions, refer to Listing all
sessions on page 664 and Filtering session types on page 665.


FLM session fallback


Session failback can occur automatically or it can be performed manually. The following
section describes automatic and manual failback of an FLM session.


Automatic FLM session failback


If an error occurs after activating a session, the session automatically fails back and the
following actions occur:


l The new array device is set back to host_passive mode.


l The donor array device is set back to host_active mode.


l All host I/O is directed back to the donor array.


Manual FLM session failback


A migration session can be canceled anytime after the session is activated, which results
in full data access to the donor array device.


Use the failback command with the -migrate option to cancel an activated
session. The failback command can be run anytime following session activation, or
when the copy is complete.


Running the failback command:


l Stops the FLM session


l Restores the donor array device to host_active mode


l Restores the new array device to host_passive mode.


l Does not restore the new array device identity. New array device still maintains the
WWN and geometry of the donor array device.


l Restores any existing device reservations to the donor array device.


Failback of manual FLM session


Examples
To failback an FLM session, enter:


symrcopy failback -session_name sym1_to_sym2 -migrate


Note


Automatic or manual failback will leave a session in the "FailedBack" state, and the only
subsequent operation allowed is a terminate command.
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Terminate FLM session


Description
After the copy session is complete or if a session has failed, use the terminate
command with the -migrate option to end the FLM session.


Running the terminatecommand:


l Does not restore the new array device identity. New array device still maintains the
WWN and geometry of the donor array device.


l Does not effect the host_active/passive mode setting of the donor array device. If the
terminate command is run after a failback the donor array device is in host_active
mode. If the terminate command is run after a session completes, the donor array
device remains in host_passive mode.


l Keeps any device reservations with the new array device.


Examples
To terminate FLM session sym1_to_sym2, enter:


symrcopy terminate -session_name sym1_to_sym2 -migrate


FLM – restore new array device identity
The host may run indefinitely with federated identity on the new array devices; however,
EMC recommends that the original array device identity be restored as soon as possible
following a migration. Leaving the identity spoofing in place long-term has the potential
to cause confusion for systems administrators or other users who may not be familiar
with the details of FLM and how device identities are federated. This recommendation is
provided only to raise awareness and is not intended as a mandate for unspoofing. New
array devices may remain federated indefinitely and there is no requirement to unspoof at
any time.


Note


If the donor array device will be reused and is on the same SAN as the new array device,
then the new array device must be restored to its original identity.


Refer to the EMC Symmetrix Procedure Generator available at https://support.EMC.com for
details on restoring original device identity.


Restore donor device to host-active mode


Description
After the migration session is terminated and the new array device original identity is
restored; or if the new array and donor array device are not on the same SAN, the donor
array device can be restored to an active state using the symdev host_active
command.


However, to avoid a situation where the donor array device and the new array device are
both available to the host with the same identity, when symdev
host_activecommand is issued the following conditions determine whether the
operation is allowed to proceed:


l For any FLM supported Enginuity version, if either of the following conditions exist
when the symdev host_active command is issued, the operation is blocked:
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n The device is mapped to an FA with VCM/ACLX enabled and masking records
exist.


n The device is mapped to an FA with VCM/ACLX disabled.


l If either of the following conditions exist when the symdev host_active
command is issued, the operation is allowed:


n The device is mapped to an FA with VCM/ACLX enabled, but no masking records
exist.


n The device is not mapped to any FA.


Syntax
To restore donor device to host_active mode, use the following syntax:


symdev host_active -sid SymmID SymDevName
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its 
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not 
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product 
release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your EMC representative if a product does not function properly or does not 
function as described in this document.


Note: This document was accurate at publication time. New versions of this document 
might be released on the EMC online support website. Check the EMC online support 
website to ensure that you are using the latest version of this document.


Purpose
This document is part of the EMC Solutions Enabler documentation set, and describes 
how to use TimeFinder.


Audience
This document is intended for use by advanced command-line users and script 
programmers to manage various types of control operations on arrays and devices using 
the SYMCLI commands of the EMC Solutions Enabler software. 


Related documentation
◆ EMC VMAX3 Family Documentation Set — Contains the product guide, physical 


planning guide, and power documentation for the VMAX3 arrays. 


◆ EMC VMAX Family Viewer for Desktop and iPad® — Illustrates system hardware and 
system configurations offered for VMAX and VMAX3 arrays.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler Documentation Set — Contains all the product guides and 
installation manuals needed to manage your array using the Solutions Enabler 
SYMCLI mechanisms.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler Release Notes — Describes the contents of your kit and how to 
prepare for an installation. These release notes identify any known functionality 
restrictions and performance issues that may exist with the current version and your 
specific storage environment.


◆ EMC Unisphere for VMAX Documentation Set — Explains how to use EMC Unisphere 
for VMAX for storage system configuration, management, and monitoring. 


◆ EMC Unisphere for VMAX Release Notes — Describe the contents of your kit and how 
to prepare for an installation. These release notes identify any known functionality 
restrictions and performance issues that may exist with the current version and your 
specific storage environment.


◆ EMC VMAX3 Family HYPERMAX OS Release Notes — Identifies any known functionality 
restrictions and performance issues that may exist with the current version and your 
specific storage environment. 
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◆ SolVe Desktop —Provides procedures for common tasks and supported SRDF features 
and applicable limitations for 2-site and 3-site solutions. 


To download the SolVe desktop tool go to EMC Online Support and search for SolVe 
Desktop. Download the SolVe Desktop and load the VMAX Family and DMX procedure 
generator.


Note: You need to authenticate (authorize) your SolVe Desktop. Once installed, please 
familiarize yourself with the information under Help tab.


◆ E-Lab™ Interoperability Navigator (ELN) — Provides a web-based interoperability and 
solution search portal. You can find the ELN at https://elabnavigator.EMC.com.


◆ Detailed man page descriptions of all SYMCLI commands, environment variables, 
option file parameters, and error codes are documented in the companion EMC 
Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference.


ProtectPoint documentation


The following guides provide additional information on EMC ProtectPoint solution:


◆ EMC ProtectPoint Implementation Guide


◆ EMC ProtectPoint Solutions Guide


◆ EMC ProtectPoint File System Agent Command Reference


◆ EMC ProtectPoint Release Notes


Conventions used in this document
EMC uses the following conventions for special notices:


CAUTION, used with the safety alert symbol, indicates a hazardous situation which, if not 
avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury. 


Note: A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


IMPORTANT


An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.
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Typographical conventions


EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained on EMC Online Support 
as described next.


Note: To open a service request through EMC Online Support, you must have a valid 
support agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for details about obtaining a 
valid support agreement or to answer any questions about your account. 


Product information


For documentation, release notes, software updates, or for information about EMC 
products, licensing, and service, go to EMC Online Support (registration required) at:


https://support.EMC.com


Normal Used in running (nonprocedural) text for:
• Names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, 


buttons, fields, and menus
• Names of resources, attributes, pools, Boolean expressions, buttons, 


DQL statements, keywords, clauses, environment variables, functions, 
and utilities


• URLs, pathnames, filenames, directory names, computer names, links, 
groups, service keys, file systems, and notifications


Bold Used in running (nonprocedural) text for names of commands, daemons, 
options, programs, processes, services, applications, utilities, kernels, 
notifications, system calls, and man pages


Used in procedures for:
• Names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, 


buttons, fields, and menus
• What the user specifically selects, clicks, presses, or types


Italic Used in all text (including procedures) for:
• Full titles of publications referenced in text
• Emphasis, for example, a new term
• Variables


Courier Used for:
• System output, such as an error message or script
• URLs, complete paths, filenames, prompts, and syntax when shown 


outside of running text


Courier bold Used for specific user input, such as commands


Courier italic Used in procedures for:
• Variables on the command line
• User input variables 


< > Angle brackets enclose parameter or variable values supplied by the user 


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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Preface

Technical support


EMC offers a variety of support options. 


Support by Product — EMC offers consolidated, product-specific information on the Web 
at:


https://support.EMC.com/products 


The Support by Product web pages offer quick links to Documentation, White Papers, 
Advisories (such as frequently used Knowledgebase articles), and Downloads, as well as 
more dynamic content, such as presentations, discussion, relevant Customer Support 
Forum entries, and a link to EMC Live Chat. 


EMC Live Chat  — Open a Chat or instant message session with an EMC Support Engineer. 


eLicensing support


To activate your entitlements and obtain your license files, visit the Service Center on 
http://support.EMC.com, as directed on your License Authorization Code (LAC) letter 
e-mailed to you.


For help with missing or incorrect entitlements after activation (that is, expected 
functionality remains unavailable because it is not licensed), contact your EMC Account 
Representative or Authorized Reseller.


For help with any errors applying license files through Solutions Enabler, contact the EMC 
Customer Support Center.


If you are missing a LAC letter, or require further instructions on activating your licenses 
through EMC Online Support, contact EMC's worldwide Licensing team at 
licensing@emc.com or call:


◆ North America, Latin America, APJK, Australia, New Zealand: SVC4EMC 
(800-782-4362) and follow the voice prompts.


◆ EMEA: +353 (0) 21 4879862 and follow the voice prompts.


Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall 
quality of the user publications. Send your opinions of this document to:


VMAXContentFeedback@emc.com


Revision history


Table 1  Document revision history


Solutions 
Enabler version New/revised content


8.0.3 New rules for SnapVX/ORS interactions: Table 71, Table 72, Table 73, and 
Table 74.
Moved from Array Management CLI guide: rules for Clone/ORS interactions: 
Table 75, Table 76, Table 77, Table 78.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction to the TimeFinder CLI


This chapter introduces the SYMCLI commands for the EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder 
components.
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◆ Command summary ................................................................................................  23
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Introduction to TimeFinder
EMC TimeFinder® family of products non-disruptively create local point-in-time copies 
(snapshots and clones) of volumes for any process that requires parallel access to 
production data, including:


◆ Backups


◆ Decision support


◆ Refresh data warehouse, test, and development environments


Enginuity 5773 - 5876 Previous versions of TimeFinder (Enginuity 5773 - 5876) included different products 
(TimeFinder Clone, Mirror, Snap, and VP Snap) each with their own features and use 
cases. These TimeFinder products require a target volume to retain snapshot or clone 
data. The following chapters provide more information about operations using previous 
versions of TimeFinder:


◆ “Performing TimeFinder/Clone Operations”


◆ “Performing TimeFinder/Mirror Operations”


◆ “Performing TimeFinder/Snap Operations (Enginuity versions 5773 through 5876)”


◆ “Performing TimeFinder VP Snap Operations” 


HYPERMAX OS 5977 HYPERMAX OS 5977 for VMAX3 introduced a new version of TimeFinder: TimeFinder 
SnapVX. SnapVX snapshots are pointer based structures that preserve a point-in-time 
view of a source volume. 


SnapVX snapshots do not require target volumes. SnapVX snapshot share back-end 
allocations with the source volume and other snapshots on the source volume. 


SnapVX dramatically reduces the steps to create and use point-in-time copies using two 
distinct activities: 


◆ Create snapshot - SnapVX creates snapshots by storing changed tracks (deltas) 
directly in the Storage Resource Pool (SRP) of the source device. There is no need to 
specify a target device and source/target pairs to create a snapshot. 


A single source volume can have up to 256 snapshots. Each snapshot can be assigned 
a user-defined name and (optional) expiration date, both of which can be modified.


One command can create a snapshot of single volume or an entire storage group. 


◆ Link to target - Access SnapVX snapshots by linking them to a host accessible volume 
(target). Up to 1024 target volumes can link to snapshot(s) on a single source volume. 
The 1024 limit can consist of 1024 links to the same snapshot on a source volume or 
multiple links to multiple snapshots on the source volume. 


Snapshots can be cascaded from linked targets and targets can be linked to 
snapshots of linked targets. 


If there are multiple snapshots and an application needs to find a particular one, you 
can link and relink until the correct snapshot is located.


“Performing TimeFinder SnapVX Operations (HYPERMAX OS)” provides more information 
about operations using TimeFinder SnapVX.
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Backward compatibility to Enginuity 5876 - 5773
SnapVX can be used “as is” with scripts that run legacy TimeFinder products (TimeFinder 
Clone, Mirror, Snap, and VP Snap). SnapVX transparently interprets legacy commands, 
allowing customers to use existing commands and scripts. The following restrictions 
apply:


◆ Legacy commands (commands used for TimeFinder Clone, Mirror, Snap, and VP Snap) 
provide TimeFinder functions and features only for Enginuity 5876. SnapVX scalability 
and storage group operations are not supported. 


◆ Legacy TimeFinder sessions and SnapVX snapshots cannot coexist on the same 
device.


EMC VMAX3 Family with HYPERMAX OS Product Guide provides more information.


EMC ProtectPoint and TimeFinder SnapVX Technology
EMC ProtectPoint integrates primary storage on VMAX3 arrays running HYPERMAX OS with 
protection storage for backups on EMC Data Domain systems. The primary storage sends 
changed blocks directly to Data Domain, which uses the changed blocks to create full 
backups in native format. 


This is accomplished using Federated Tiered Storage (FTS) and the targetless snapshot 
technology - SnapVX - to encapsulate Data Domain devices and copy data to/from these 
devices. In this configuration, backups are archived in permanent storage within the Data 
Domain unit. 


Encapsulated Data Domain devices are fully recognized by VMAX3 arrays running the 
HYPERMAX OS; appear in symsnapvx device displays; and can be used as a filter when 
listing devices. 


◆ For a description of EMC ProtectPoint backup and restore operations with VMAX3, 
refer to the EMC VMAX3 Family with HYPERMAX OS Product Guide.


◆ The EMC ProtectPoint documentation set contains all of the instructions for setting up, 
configuring, and using the integrated ProtectPoint/VMAX3 solution. 


TimeFinder Enginuity (5773 - 5876)


In VMAX arrays running Enginuity 5773 - 5876, the TimeFinder family of replication 
products allow you to nondisruptively create and manage point-in-time copies of data, 
enabling simultaneous action of business tasks that were previously sequential. For 
example, TimeFinder allows you to create a point-in-time copy of critical data while this 
data continues to be used in production operations. 


The ability to access source data during the TimeFinder copy operation eliminates the 
backup window and provides benefits such as accelerated upgrades and high availability. 
TimeFinder can also shorten the maintenance window, minimize infrastructure costs, and 
improve service levels.


For a comprehensive description of TimeFinder replication concepts and devices, refer to 
the EMC Symmetrix TimeFinder Product Guide.
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Copy Session Limits


In VMAX3 arrays running HYPERMAX OS, SnapVX supports up to 256 snapshots per source 
device (including any emulation mode snapshots). The legacy session limits still apply to 
the emulations.


VMAX family arrays running Enginuity 5773 - 5876 support up to 16 sessions per source 
device, which can be used for TimeFinder/Clone, TimeFinder/Snap, TimeFinder VP Snap, 
SRDF/Star, Solutions Enabler Open Replicator (ORS), or Symmetrix Differential Data 
Facility (SDDF) operations. This limits the number of available copies that can be created. 


Note: TimeFinder VP Snap allows an additional 32 sessions per device.


Table 2 lists the number of copy sessions required for each operation.


Note: Not all VMAX family arrays support all of these technologies. In addition, the number 
of supported copy sessions per source device may vary on certain platforms. Refer to your 
product guide for your specific VMAX series for details about supported features.


TimeFinder CLI overview
This section provides an overview of the TimeFinder Command Line Interface (CLI). 


Table 2  Number of session slots used per operation 


Operation Session slots


TimeFinder SnapVX • Supports 256 snapshots per source device (including any emulation 
mode snapshots). 


• Supports up to 1,024 linked targets per source device.


TimeFinder/Snap • One session slot per snap session, plus an additional session slot for 
restore operations.


• For arrays running Enginuity 5875 and higher: One session slot per snap 
session, plus two additional session slots for restore operations.


Multivirtual snap • One session slot (regardless of the number of sessions), plus an 
additional session slot reserved for restore operations. 


• For arrays running Enginuity 5875 and higher: One session slot per 
session, plus two additional session slots for restore operations.


TimeFinder/Clone • Two session slots per copy session, unless using the -nodifferential 
option, in which case one session slot is used per copy session.


TimeFinder/Clone 
Emulation mode


• Two session slots.


ORS • One session slot per ORS session, and one session slot for each 
additional session unless the session was created with the 
-nodifferential option.


SRDF/Star • Two session slots.


SRDF/A • One session slot.


SDDF • One session slot per SDDF session
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VMAX3 arrays (HYPERMAX OS)


The symsnapvx operations are: establish, link, list, relink, rename, restore, set
mode, set ttl, terminate, unlink, and verify. 


Chapter 2 describes the symsnapvx command and the SnapVX operations in greater 
detail.


Note: On VMAX3 arrays, SnapVX supports TimeFinder/Clone, TimeFinder VP Snap, and 
TimeFinder/Mirror using emulations that convert the respective commands to SnapVX 
commands. For more information, see “TimeFinder emulations (HYPERMAX OS)” on 
page 21.


VMAX arrays (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


In VMAX arrays running Enginuity 5773 - 5876, TimeFinder commands include: symclone, 
symsnap, symbcv, and symmir.


◆ The TimeFinder/Clone symclone command creates a point-in-time copy. 


The TimeFinder/Clone operations are create, activate, recreate and activate 
(or establish that combines the two procedures into one operation), restore, and 
terminate. Chapter 3 describes the symclone command and the TimeFinder/Clone 
operations in greater detail.


◆ The TimeFinder/Snap symsnap command creates virtual device copy sessions 
between a source device and multiple virtual (VDEV) target devices. These virtual 
devices only store pointers to changed data blocks from the source device, rather than 
a full copy of the data.


The TimeFinder/Snap operations are create, activate, recreate, restore and 
terminate. Chapter 4 describes the symsnap command and the TimeFinder/Snap 
operations in greater detail.


◆ TimeFinder VP Snap utilizes the symclone command to create space-efficient snaps 
for thin devices. VP Snap provides the efficiency of Snap technology with improved 
cache utilization and simplified pool management. Chapter 5 describes how to use 
the symclone command to perform VP Snap operations.


TimeFinder emulations (HYPERMAX OS)
TimeFinder automatically maps TimeFinder/Clone, TimeFinder VP Snap, and 
TimeFinder/Mirror commands to the executable of the appropriate SnapVX command.


Table 3 describes the mapping of TimeFinder/Clone operations to their SnapVX 
operational equivalents. (VP Snap is included in this table because it symclone CLI with 
the -vse flag.) 
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In some cases, there is no exact equivalent because SnapVX snapshots are targetless. The 
plus sign (+) indicates that the command is followed by the next command listed in that 
table cell. The letters A and B indicate devices, and the arrow symbols indicate data 
direction. 


TimeFinder/Mirror commands are first converted to TimeFinder/Clone using legacy Clone 
Emulation, and the TimeFinder/Clone commands are then converted to SnapVX as 
described in Table 3.


Table 3  TimeFinder/Clone commands mapped to SnapVX operations


symclone command symsnapvx command


symclone establish -full A -> B symsnapvx establish A +
symsnapvx link -copy A -> B


symclone establish A -> B symsnapvx establish A +
symsnapvx link -copy A -> B


symclone create A -> B +
symclone activate A -> B


symsnapvx establish A +
symsnapvx link -copy A -> B


symclone restore A <- B symsnapvx restore A
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Command summary


Note: The EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference provides complete details 
about the syntactical form of the commands. 


Table 4 lists TimeFinder commands, the VMAX array in which the command is supported, 
and a description of the tasks performed by each command.


Table 4  TimeFinder command summary (page 1 of 2)


Command Description


symsnapvx1 • Creates and activates snapshots.
• Name or rename snapshots.
• Sets snapshots to automatically terminate in a specified number of days.
• Creates links from snapshot data to host mapped target devices.
• Automatically unlinks existing links and relinks to a different snapshot.
• Unlinks a snapshot without relinking it to a different snapshot.
• Removes the snapshot from the system.
• Restores snapshots by copying point-in-time data from a snapshot back to the original source device. 
• Verifies whether one or more devices are in the requested state.


symclone2,4 Performs TimeFinder/Clone control operations on standard or BCV devices:
• Creates a copy session for making multiple data copies between a source device and target devices.
• Creates and activates a copy session 
• Modifies the mode in which a copy session is operating.
• Activates a copy session to make data instantly accessible to multiple target hosts.
• Copies (incrementally) all subsequent changes made to a source device to a target device, after a clone 


session is fully copied.
• Restores data from a target device back to a source device or to another device.
• Terminates a copy session to remove holds on target devices and delete device pair information from the 


array.
• Queries information about the state of mirroring for multiple copy sessions.
• Verifies the state for selected devices.
• Lists all copy sessions that have been created on the array.


Performs TimeFinder VP Snap control operations:
• Creates space-efficient snaps for thin devices
• Incrementally restores data back to the original source device without requiring that the source device is fully 


copied
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1. Supported only in VMAX3 arrays with HYPERMAX OS. 


2. Supported in VMAX3 arrays with HYPERMAX OS in emulation mode.


3. Supported only in VMAX arrays with Enginuity 5773 - 5876.


4. Supported in VMAX arrays with Enginuity 5773 - 5876.


symsnap3 Performs Snap control operations for virtual copy sessions from normal devices to virtual devices. The source 
device can be either a standard or a BCV device and the target device must be a virtual device (VDEV).
• Creates a virtual copy session for making multiple data copies between a source device and up to 15 target 


devices 
- HYPERMAX OS supports up to 15 target devices
- Enginuity versions 5875 - 5876 support up to 14 target devices. 
- Multivirtual snap supports up to 128 target devices.


• Specifies a particular SAVE pool for use in a virtual copy session.
• Activates a virtual copy session to make data instantly accessible to multiple target hosts.
• Recreates a snap session on existing VDEVs to prepare to active a new point-in-time image and is only valid 


when issued against previously activated sessions.
• Terminates a virtual copy session to remove holds on target devices and delete device pairing information 


from the array.
• Queries information about the state of mirroring for multiple copy sessions.
• Verifies device states.
• Attaches and detaches target devices as the preferred devices to use in a requested Snap operation.
• Restores a virtual device to another device, or to the original device.
• Duplicates a point-in-time copy of a virtual device, which is paired in a previously activated snap session, to 


another virtual device.
• Lists all virtual copy sessions that have been created on the array.


symbcv2,4 Performs operations on one or more BCV devices:
• Associates a device pair.
• Disassociates a device pair.
• Lists all BCV devices in the array.
• Moves a BCV device from one group to another.
• Removes all BCV devices from the specified device group.


symmir2,4 Performs control operations on BCV device pairs including:
• Establishes (mirror) one or all standard devices with one or more BCV devices. The operation can be a full or 


incremental establish.
• Restores one or all standard devices from one or more BCV devices that are associated locally or remotely. The 


operation can be a full or incremental restore.
• Splits one or all BCV devices from one or more standard devices.
• Returns information about the state of mirroring of one or all BCV device pairs.
• Cancels the existing internal SDDF session between the specified standard and BCV devices.
• Lists all BCV sessions created on an array.


Table 4  TimeFinder command summary (page 2 of 2)


Command Description
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Performing TimeFinder SnapVX Operations 
(HYPERMAX OS)


This chapter describes how to perform Timefinder SnapVX operations on VMAX3 arrays 
running HYPERMAX OS.
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TimeFinder SnapVX Overview
SnapVX operations are performed using the symsnap command to create point-in-time 
copies (snapshots) of critical data. SnapVX creates snapshots by storing changed tracks 
(deltas) directly in the Storage Resource Pool (SRP) of the source device.


In VMAX3 arrays running HYPERMAX OS, SnapVX supports up to 256 snapshots per source 
device (including any emulation mode snapshots). The legacy session limits still apply to 
the emulations.


For a high-level overview of TimeFinder SnapVX functionality, refer to the EMC VMAX3 
Family with HYPERMAX OS Product Guide.


SnapVX supported configurations


SnapVX is supported in the following configurations:


◆ On a local VMAX3 array


◆ On a remote VMAX3 array


◆ On a VMAX3 array two hops away


Local operations will act upon the selected device itself, remote operations will act on the 
device's remote partner, and two hop operations will act on the device's remote-remote 
partner.


SnapVX operating modes


SnapVX supports the following modes of operation: 


◆ Device list


◆ Device ranges


◆ DG group mode1


◆ CG group mode1


◆ SG group mode2


1. DG/CG group modes use STD devices as sources and TGT devices as link targets.


2. SG group mode will only select device which are not considered to be gatekeepers.


Display examples throughout this chapter show how to execute SYMCLI commands using 
each mode of operation. 


For further details, the man page descriptions of all SYMCLI commands, environment 
variables, option file parameters, and error codes are documented in the companion EMC 
Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference.
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Establishing a snapshot
The symsnapvx establish command creates and activates a SnapVX snapshot with the 
name that you supply.


Note: Snapshot names are case sensitive and can be up to 32 alphanumeric characters 
long. They can include the special characters dash (-) and underscore (_).


Example To establish a SnapVX snapshot named 600am for the source devices specified in Storage 
Group1, enter:


symsnapvx -sid 001 -sg StorageGroup1 -name 600am establish


Every time a new snapshot with the same name is created (on the same source device), 
the new snapshot becomes generation 0, and all of the previous generation numbers are 
incremented. 


SnapVX supports up to 256 snapshots per source device.


Consistent snapshots


By default, all SnapVX snapshots are consistent with the database when created and 
activated using the symsnapvx establish command. Depending on the state of the 
devices at the time of the snapshot, SnapVX pauses I/O to ensure there are no writes to 
the source device while the snapshot is created. 


When the activation completes, writes are resumed and the target device contains a 
consistent production database copy of the source device at the time of activation.


Source device requirements
To ensure consistent snapshots, source devices must meet the following criteria:


◆ All devices must be R1 or R2; a mixture of R1 and R2 devices is not supported. 


◆ A mixture of R1 and non-SRDF devices is allowed. The R1 devices can be a mixture of 
RW and NR on the SRDF link.


◆ A mixture of R2 and non-RDF devices is allowed if the R2 devices are NR on the SRDF 
link.


◆ A mixture of R1 and R21 devices is allowed if the R1->R21 is NR on the SRDF link.


◆ A mixture of R2 and R21 devices is allowed, if the following criteria is met:


• R1->R2 and R1->R21 devices are all RW on the SRDF link.


• R1->R2 and R1->R21 are all NR on the SRDF link.


If the source devices do not meet these criteria then the snapshot cannot be created 
unless the -force flag is used. 


Note: Using the -force flag forces the snapshot to be created; however, the consistency 
of the snapshot cannot be guaranteed.
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Time to live


You can set snapshots to automatically terminate after a specified number of days or at a 
specified date and time. HYPERMAX OS will only terminate the snapshot if does not have 
any links. If it does have links, HYPERMAX OS will terminate the snapshot when the last 
link has been unlinked.


Example To establish a SnapVX snapshot named 600am that will automatically terminate after two 
days, enter:


symsnapvx -sid 001 -sg StorageGroup1 -name 600am establish -ttl
-delta 2


Restoring a snapshot
SnapVX allows you to restore the snapshot’s point-in-time data back to the original source 
device. SnapVX restore operations are inherently differential. In other words, only the 
tracks that have changed need to be copied back to the source device.


Note: You need to terminate a restore session before terminating the original snapshot 
session. 


Example To restore generation 5 of the 6:00 AM snapshot, enter:


symsnapvx -sid 001 -sg StorageGroup1 -snapshot_name 600am -gen 5
restore


If the number of source devices in a storage group changes, a snapshot (or a generation of 
a snapshot) might not exist for that device for a particular point-in-time. If you restore to a 
source device that does not have the specified snapshot, SnapVX makes the source 
device not ready. This is because there was not any data on that source at that time, and 
the application should not be using that device. “SnapVX behavior when the number of 
source devices changes” on page 35 provides additional details.
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Linking to a snapshot
To access a point-in time-copy, you must create a link from the snapshot data to a host 
mapped target device. You can create links in Copy mode for a permanent copy on the 
target device, or in NoCopy mode for temporary use. Copy mode links create full-volume 
copies of the data by copying it to the target device’s SRP. NoCopy mode links are 
space-saving snapshots that only consume space for the changed data that is stored in 
the source device’s SRP. NoCopy mode links will not retain point-in-time data once the link 
is removed.


If you do not specify Copy mode when you link the snapshot, HYPERMAX OS creates a 
NoCopy link. After you have created a link, you can change the copy mode by using the 
set mode command.


SnapVX supports up to 1,024 linked targets per source device.


The following restrictions apply when linking to a target:


• You can only link to devices that are not the target of another link copy or another 
TimeFinder session. 


• Devices with persistent track allocations cannot be used as link targets.


• Any pre-existing data that was exclusive to the target will be lost during a link or 
relink.


• The target device must be of equal or greater size than the source device.


Note: By default, SnapVX allows the target device to be larger than the source device. If 
necessary, you can disable this setting. The EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command 
Reference contains information on changing the Option file parameters.


Example To create a Copy mode link to generation 5 of the 6:00 AM snapshot, enter:


symsnapvx -sid 001 -sg StorageGroup1 -lnsg StorageGroup2
-snapshot_name 600am -gen 5 link -copy


If the number of source devices in a storage group changes, a snapshot (or a generation of 
a snapshot) might not exist for that device for a particular point-in-time. If you link from a 
source device that does not have the specified snapshot, SnapVX makes the 
corresponding target device not ready. This is because there is no data on that target for 
that time, and the application should not be using that device. “SnapVX behavior when 
the number of source devices changes” on page 35 provides additional details.


Note: If your environment supports EMC ProtectPoint Data Domain systems, before 
ProtectPoint can be used to backup the production database, the TimeFinder SnapVX link 
copy command must be run between the production and the backup devices. Full 
instructions are contained in the EMC ProtectPoint documentation set. 
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Relinking


SnapVX allows you to automatically unlink an existing link and relink to a different 
snapshot. 


You can only use the relink command if a link already exists on at least one of the targets.


If the relink is in Copy mode, the copy will be differential between the original linked 
snapshot and the newly linked snapshot.


The relink command may also be used to relink to the same snapshot. This has the effect 
of refreshing the point-in-time copy on the link target if it has been modified by host 
writes.


Example To relink (in Copy mode) to generation 6 of the 6:00 AM snapshot, enter:


symsnapvx -sid 001 -sg StorageGroup1 -lnsg StorageGroup2
-snapshot_name 600am -gen 6 relink -copy


Unlinking


The unlink command allows you to unlink a snapshot without relinking to a different 
snapshot.


Example To unlink generation 6 of the 6:00 AM snapshot, enter:


symsnapvx -sid 001 -sg StorageGroup1 -lnsg StorageGroup2
-snapshot_name 600am -gen 6 unlink


Displaying link status


The list command allows you to display the state of all snapshots and links on individual 
devices or on the entire VMAX3 array. To display link status for a group, devices must have 
previously been associated with the group. 


You can display two types of link status:


◆ Basic Link Display (symsnapvx list -sid) - This link display is source oriented, 
showing only those snapshots that have linked targets. Lets you list all snapshots for 
a device, a device file, device ranges, device group, composite group, storage group, 
or for the entire VMAX3 array. 


◆ Target Oriented Link Display (symsnapvx list -linked - tgt) - Lets you display 
the state of all snapshots and links on individual devices, a device file, device ranges, 
device group, composite group, or storage group oriented and ordered by link target 
device. 


When using the symsnapvx list command in environments with ProtectPoint Data Domain 
systems, if a link is in a force failed state due to non-supported configuration, the Failed 
column contains an “F” as shown in the examples below.
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Example To display a list a list of snapshots that contain only linked targets:


symsnapvx list -f snapvx_devices -linked


The resulting display shows only those snapshots that have linked targets. 


Device File Name : snapvx_devices
Device's Symmetrix ID : 000197100001 (Microcode Version: 5977)


-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sym Link Flgs
Dev Snapshot Name Gen Dev FCMD Snapshot Timestamp
----- -------------------------------- ---- ----- ---- ------------------------
00123 Tuesday_account_400pm 1 01122 .C.X Tue Feb 12 16:00:15 2013


Tuesday_account_400pm 1 01126 .D.X Tue Feb 12 16:00:15 2013
00124 Tuesday_account_400pm 1 01123 .IX. Tue Feb 12 16:00:15 2013
00125 Tuesday_account_400pm 1 01124 FI.. Tue Feb 12 16:00:15 2013


Flgs:
(F)ailed : F = Force Failed, X = Failed,. = No Failure
(C)opy : I = CopyInProg, C = Copied, D = Copied/Destaged, . = NoCopy Link
(M)odifed : X = Modified Target Data, . = Not Modified
(D)efined : X = All Tracks Defined, . = Define in progress


Example To display a list a list of snapshots that are ordered by the link target device: 


symsnapvx list –g snapvx_dg –linked -by_tgt


The resulting display shows only those snapshots with linked targets, listed by link target 
device.


Device Group (DG) Name : snapvx_dg
DG's Type : REGULAR
DG's Symmetrix ID : 000197100001 (Microcode Version: 5977)


-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Link Sym Flgs
Dev Dev Snapshot Name Gen FCMD Snapshot Timestamp
----- ----- -------------------------------- ---- ---- ------------------------
01122 00123 Tuesday_account_400pm 1 .C.X Tue Feb 12 16:00:15 2013
01123 00124 Tuesday_account_400pm 1 .IX. Tue Feb 12 16:00:15 2013
01124 00125 Tuesday_account_400pm 1 FI.. Tue Feb 12 16:00:15 2013
01126 00123 Tuesday_account_400pm 1 .D.X Tue Feb 12 16:00:15 2013


Flgs:
(F)ailed : F = Force Failed, X = Failed,. = No Failure
(C)opy : I = CopyInProg, C = Copied, D = Copied/Destaged, . = NoCopy Link
(M)odifed : X = Modified Target Data, . = Not Modified
(D)efined : X = All Tracks Defined, . = Define in progress


Displaying snapshot and link summaries
The symsnapvx -summary is used with symsnapvx list or symsnapvx verify to view 
a summary of the state of selected devices. When used in conjunction with the –i or –c 
switches, the remaining tracks and estimated time to completion are displayed.  


The total remaining time may also be displayed as megabytes, gigabytes, or terabytes with 
the use of the optional –mb, -gb, and –tb switches.
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Example To display a summary of the state of selected file devices: 


symsnapvx list –f snapvx_devices -summary


Device File Name : snapvx_devices
Device's Symmetrix ID : 000197100001 (Microcode Version: 5977)


Snapshot State Count
----------------------- ------
Restored 1
RestInProg 0
Established 3
EstablishInProg 0
Linked 2
CopyInProg 0
Copied 0
NoSnapshot 0
Failed 0
----------------------- ------
Total 6


Track(s)
-----------


Total Remaining 132000


Example To display a summary of the state of selected storage groups that includes the total 
remaining storage space in terabytes:


symsnapvx list –sg snapvx_source –summary -tb


Storage Group (SG) Name : snapvx_source
SG’s Symmetrix ID : 000197100001 (Microcode Version: 5977)


Snapshot State Count
----------------------- ------
Restored 1
RestInProg 0
Establihed 3
EstablishInProg 0
Linked 2
CopyInProg 0
Copied 0
NoSnapshot 0
Failed 0
----------------------- ------
Total 6


TB(s)
-------


Total Remaining 2.01


Terminating a snapshot
Terminating a snapshot removes the it from the system. Note that you cannot terminate a 
snapshot if it has any links or restore sessions. Linked devices should be unlinked, and 
then the snapshot can be terminated. Likewise, a restore session must first be terminated, 
and then the original snapshot can be terminated.


Example To terminate generation 5 of the 6:00 AM snapshot, enter:


symsnapvx -sid 001 -sg StorageGroup1 -snapshot_name 600am -gen5
terminate


Example To terminate the restore of generation 5 of the 6:00 AM snapshot, enter:


symsnapvx -sid 001 -sg StorageGroup1 -snapshot_name 600am -gen 5
terminate -restored
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Cascading snapshots
The target device of a snapshot can be used as the source device for additional snapshots.


Figure 1 shows an example of a cascading snapshot. In this example, Snapshot B is a 
cascading snapshot off of the target of Snapshot A. In other words, the target of Snapshot 
A is the source for Snapshot B.


Figure 1  Cascading snapshots


There are no architectural restrictions on the number of cascading hops, and you can link 
to multiple targets from any of the snapshots.


If the linked target is in NoCopy mode, the cascading snapshot is considered a dependent 
snapshot. Target devices cannot be unlinked without removing dependent snapshots. In 
other words, the snapshots must be removed in the reverse of the order of their creation. 
However, if you change the copy mode to Copy, you can unlink the target once the link is 
fully copied.


A relink operation to a target with dependent snapshot is allowed, but if the relink is in 
NoCopy mode, the unlink is allowed only if there are no new snapshots off of that target 
device.


A linked target must be fully defined before you can create snapshots off of it. When a 
target is first linked, all of the tracks are undefined. This means that the target does not 
know where in the SRP the track is located, and host access to the target must be derived 
from the SnapVX metadata. A background process eventually defines the tracks and 
updates the thin device to point directly to the track location in the source device’s SRP.


Example To determine if a linked target is fully defined, enter:


symsnapvx list -sid 001 -sg StorageGroup1 -linked


Source


Snapshot A Target


Snapshot B
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The resulting display shows only those snapshots that have fully defined linked targets. 
The (D) flag shows whether not all of the tracks for a linked target are defined. 


Device File Name : snapvx_devices
Device's Symmetrix ID : 000197100001 (Microcode Version: 5977)


-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sym Link Flgs
Dev Snapshot Name Gen Dev FCMD Snapshot Timestamp
----- -------------------------------- ---- ----- ---- ------------------------
00123 Tuesday_account_400pm 1 01122 .C.X Tue Feb 12 16:00:15 2013
00123 Tuesday_account_400pm 1 01126 .D.X Tue Feb 12 16:00:15 2013
00124 Tuesday_account_400pm 1 01123 .IX. Tue Feb 12 16:00:15 2013
00125 Tuesday_account_400pm 1 01124 .I.. Tue Feb 12 16:00:15 2013


Flgs:
(F)ailed : X = Failed,. = No Failure
(C)opy : I = CopyInProg, C = Copied, D = Copied/Destaged, . = NoCopy Link
(M)odifed : X = Modified Target Data, . = Not Modified
(D)efined : X = All Tracks Defined, . = Define in progress


Modified point-in-time copies
Host writes to a linked target device will not change the point-in-time copy, so only the 
linked target device will contain a modified point-in-time copy. To copy a modified 
point-in-time copy back the original source device, you must establish a snapshot from 
the target device and then create a Copy mode link of that snapshot to the source device.


Figure 2 shows an example of copying a modified point-in-time copy back to the source by 
linking (in Copy mode) a snapshot of the linked target back to the source device.


Figure 2  Copying a modified point-in-time back to the source


Source Snapshot A Target


Snapshot B


link


link
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SnapVX behavior when the number of source devices changes
Over time, an application may grow (or shrink) the number of devices that it uses. SnapVX 
automatically adjusts restore, link, and relink operations to accommodate extra or missing 
snapshot names and generations.


Figure 3 shows a storage group with three source devices. Source device 3 was added to 
the storage group after the first snapshot (Mon 12pm) was established, so that snapshot 
does not exist for that device.


Figure 3  Storage group with two snapshots


Restore operations


If you restore the Mon 12pm snapshot, the point-in-time data will be copied back to 
source device 1 and source device 2, but source device 3 will be marked NR because there 
is no data on that device for that point-in-time. Figure 4 shows the state of the source 
devices after the restore operation.


Figure 4  Source devices after a restore operation
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Link operations


If you link target devices to the Mon 12pm snapshot, target device 1 and target device 2 
will be linked to the snapshot, but target device 3 will be marked NR because there is no 
data on that target for that point-in-time. Figure 5 shows the state of the target devices 
after the link operation.


Figure 5  Target devices after a link operation


Note: You can only use the link command when there are no links to any of the targets. In 
Copy mode, the result will be a full copy.


Relink operations


You can only use the relink command if a link exists on at least one of the targets. In Copy 
mode, if a link already exists for a particular target, the result will be an incremental copy. 
If there is no existing link for a target, then the result will be a full copy.


If you relink from a source device that has the selected snapshot and generation, but the 
target device does not have an existing link, a new link will be created and the result will 
be a full copy.


If you relink from a source device that does not have the selected snapshot and 
generation, the target device will be marked NR. If the target has an existing link, it will be 
unlinked.


If you relink from a source device that has the selected snapshot and generation, and the 
target device has a previous link, the relink will result in an incremental copy.
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CHAPTER 3
Performing TimeFinder/Clone Operations


This chapter describes how to perform TimeFinder/Clone operations using the SYMCLI 
symclone command. 
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TimeFinder/Clone overview
For a high-level overview of TimeFinder/Clone functionality, refer to the EMC Symmetrix 
TimeFinder Product Guide.


TimeFinder/Clone operations are performed using the symclone command to create clone 
copies of a source device on one or multiple target devices.


A single source device can have up to 16 clone copy sessions. You can copy up to eight full 
data copies simultaneously, without disruption to database production activity. You can 
create up to eight more copies once the first eight are completed. “Copy Session Limits” 
on page 20 provides additional details about the number of copies that you can create.


Note: Data Domain devices are not supported as TimeFinder/Clone source or target 
devices.


Creating a clone copy session
Initially, you must create a clone copy session that defines and sets up the cloning devices 
you have selected for the clone operation. 


To begin a clone copy session and define a specified target device DEV005 to be the clone 
of source device DEV001 in group ProdDB:


symclone -g ProdDB create DEV001 sym ld DEV005


You can specify -nocopy and -nodifferential flags on the symclone create 
command:


symclone -g ProdDB create DEV001 sym ld DEV005 -nocopy


◆ The -nocopy flag creates a session without a background copy. The -nocopy flag is 
not allowed with the -differential flag. 


◆ The -nodifferential flag creates a nondifferential session, which cannot be 
recreated or restored.
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The symclone create action defines the clone copy session requirements and sets the 
track protection bitmap on the source device to detect which tracks are being accessed by 
the target host or written to by the source host, as shown in Figure 6.


Figure 6  TimeFinder/Clone copy of a standard device


◆ The target device is made Not Ready to its host and placed on hold status for clone 
copy session activity. This prevents other control operations from using the device. 


◆ The device pair state will transition from CreateInProgress to Created when complete. 


◆ The clone copy does not become accessible to its host until the copy session is 
activated. “Activating a clone copy session” on page 43 contains greater detail.


Note: You cannot verify that a device pair is in the CreateInProgress state. After the copy 
session completes, you can issue a symclone verify -created command to verify that 
the clone pair was successfully created. If a copy session is created and not activated, it 
can be terminated. Although, the data on the target device should then be considered 
invalid.


Fully copying to a clone


Solutions Enabler specifies the –copy option by default. When the copy session is 
activated, data begins background copying so that a full copy of the data will become 
available on the target device. While background copying, the state of the device pair is 
CopyInProgress; when the operation completes, the state goes to Copied. The copy 
session must be activated before the target host can access the data. However, once the 
session is activated, the data is available immediately to the target host.


You can use the SYMCLI_CLONE_COPY_MODE environment variable to change the default 
copy mode. The possible values for this variable are NOCOPY_NODIFF, COPY_NODIFF, 
COPY_DIFF, PRECOPY_DIFF, and VSE_NODIFF. These copy modes are described in 
detail in the following sections.


To see a list of sessions that are using a particular copy mode, combine the list command 
with any of the copy options (-copy, -nocopy, -precopy, or -vse).
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Example To see a list of sessions with the background copy active, enter:


symclone list -copy


Creating a session in nocopy mode


To create a copy session without a full background copy, you must use the -nocopy 
option. When activating a copy session in nocopy mode, the default device pair state is 
CopyOnAccess. This means that after activating the copy session, only those tracks that 
have been written to the source or written/read from the target will be copied to the target 
device. A full data copy to the target device will not occur unless all of the device tracks are 
accessed or written to while participating in the active session.


Note: If a write occurs to the source device, old data is copied to the target device. If a 
write occurs to the target device, new data is written to the target device.


When Enginuity detects that a source-protected track was written, it copies the track to the 
target device and unprotects the track before accepting the new write. Data from the 
source then becomes available to a target-connected host during the active session. 


You can modify this default device pair state to CopyOnWrite by setting the following 
parameter in the options file to ENABLE.


SYMAPI_CLONE_COPY_ON_WRITE = ENABLE | DISABLE


You can also modify the default device pair state by setting the following SYMCLI 
environment variable:


SYMCLI_CLONE_COPY_ON_WRITE = ENABLE | DISABLE


The environment variable will override the default settings specified in the options file.


Once you have enabled CopyOnWrite as the default pair state and activated a copy 
session, all reads will be handled from the source device and writes to the source device 
or target device during the active copy session will result in the data being copied to a 
target device.


Starting to copy data before activating the session


You can use the -precopy option with the create argument to start copying tracks in the 
background, before activating the copy session. This allows the early movement of data 
before the point-in-time clone copy is established.


Note: When using -precopy, the target device is not ready to the host until the session is 
activated.


Precopy can occur in the Created or Recreated state. While in this state, the precopy 
process keeps checking for new writes to be precopied to the target device until the copy 
session is activated. Once activated, the normal background copy mechanism starts and 
the precopy operation ends. You can set the precopy mode in one of two ways:


◆ Include the –precopy option with the symclone create command. Using –precopy 
will result in a full copy. For example:


symclone –g ProdDB create –precopy DEV001 sym ld DEV005
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◆ Use the symclone set mode command as described in “Modifying a clone copy 
session” on page 46. For example:


symclone –g ProdDB set mode precopy DEV001 sym ld DEV005


Copying only changed data to a clone


Note: The –differential option is specified by default. Use the -nodifferential flag 
to create a nondifferential session, which cannot be recreated or restored.


Subsequent cloning to the same target can be performed as differential copying. A 
differential clone operation copies only those device tracks that have changed since the 
full clone was performed (that is, only new writes to the source device will be copied). This 
requires that the copy session that existed for the full clone still exists. Because a full 
clone is required, the –differential option must be used with the –copy (or –precopy) 
option. The -nocopy option is not allowed.


For example:


symclone –g ProdDB create –copy –differential DEV001 sym ld DEV005


The –differential option creates an SDDF session for the source.


The symclone activate command initiates a full copy of the source device to the target 
device. For example:


symclone –g ProdDB activate DEV001 sym ld DEV005


To capture subsequent writes to the source during this clone pair session, use symclone
recreate to clone just those tracks that have changed since the full copy completed:


symclone –g ProdDB recreate DEV001 sym ld DEV005
symclone –g ProdDB activate DEV001 sym ld DEV005


To save some steps, you can use the symclone establish command in the same way. 
For example, after the first full clone operation, you can capture any new writes with a 
subsequent clone operation that is automatically an incremental copy:


symclone –g ProdDB establish –full DEV001 sym ld DEV005
:
:
symclone –g ProdDB establish DEV001 sym ld DEV005


Copying from a source device to a larger target device


Clone source and target devices no longer have the requirement to be the same size. Now 
the size of a clone target device can be larger than the source device. This support requires 
the following SYMCLI environment variable be set:


SYMCLI_CLONE_LARGER_TGT = ENABLED


The following limitations apply:


◆ Restore is not allowed.


◆ Full copy support only; must use -nodifferential.


◆ VP Snap is not supported.
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◆ Concatenated metadevices are not supported.


◆ When using this feature on striped metadevices you have to preserve the 
metageometry. That is, the source and target devices should contain the same 
number of metamembers. However, the target device members can be larger than the 
source device members.


◆ Exact pairing are the only operations allowed, as follows:


-file


-g or -cg with -exact


-g or -cg with source and target ldev name supplied


Using the establish command


To create and then immediately activate a copy session with a single command, you can 
use the symclone establish command.


To create and then activate the copy session shown in the example on page 38, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB establish DEV001 sym ld DEV005 -full


Note: The symclone establish command sets the target device to Not Ready for a short 
time. If you are using a filesystem, unmount the target host before performing the 
establish command.


Pairing an additional target device with each source device in a group


When working with either a composite or device group, you can use the -concurrent 
option with the create or full establish action to pair an additional target device with 
each source device in a group. 


To pair an additional target device with each source device in group ProdDB, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB create -concurrent


When the copy session is created, an additional target device will be paired with each 
source device in the group. For example, if there were two target devices paired with each 
source device in the group before creating the session, there will be three target devices 
paired with each source device after the session is created.


To verify that each source device in the group has multiple targets, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB verify -created -concurrent


Performing operations on devices in a clone target list


When working with either a composite or device group, you can use the -tgt option to 
indicate that devices from a local target list are to be used as targets for the specified 
action. You can also use the -tgt option together with the following options to indicate 
that devices from a remote target list are to be used as targets for the specified action:


◆ -rdf specifies remote attached devices (RTGTs).


◆ -hop2 specifies devices that are remotely associated on the second hop of a 
cascaded SRDF configuration (2TGTs).
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The -tgt option will work with all symclone actions, except for query and verify, as 
these actions are source device oriented and will select all target devices paired with 
source devices by default, including TGT and RTGT.


When working with specific pairs, the following symclone syntax will support the target 
devices:


sym ld LdevName
sym dev SymDevName
sym pd PdevName


Note: The EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI Product Guide contains 
information on creating and managing clone target lists.


In the following example, action can be any symclone action, except for query and 
verify.


Copying from a local STD to a local TGT


To copy from a local standard device to a local target, use the following syntax:


For device groups:


symclone -g DgName action [-tgt [-bcv] | -rdf [-bcv | -tgt] |
-rbcv -tgt | -rrbcv | -hop2 [-tgt]]


For composite groups:


symclone -cg CgName action [-tgt [-bcv] | -rdf [-bcv | -tgt] |
-rbcv -tgt | -rrbcv | -hop2 [-tgt]]


Activating a clone copy session
To activate the copy session created in “Creating a clone copy session” on page 38, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB activate DEV001 sym ld DEV005


This activates the copy operation from the source device to the target device. Activating 
the copy session places the target device in the Read/Write state. The target host can 
access the cloned data and has access to data on the source host until the copy session is 
terminated.


Note: Cloned data is made available as a point-in-time copy at the time of activation and 
not at the time that the session was created.


Precopying data before activating the session


The -precopy option can be used with the create or recreate actions to start copying 
tracks in the background, before the copy session is activated. When using this option, a 
point-in-time copy will be established when the session is activated. 


While in the Created state, the pre-copy process never actually completes. Instead, the 
process keeps checking for new writes to be pre-copied to the target device until the 
session is activated. Once activated, the normal background copy mechanism finishes 
copying the remaining tracks and the pre-copy operation ceases. 
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Making the target device not ready to the host


The -not_ready option can be used with the activate action to cause the target device 
to remain not ready to its host, as follows:


symclone -g ProdDB activate DEV001 sym ld DEV005 -not_ready


The copy session will be activated and the target device will be placed in the Not Ready 
state. The clone copy can later be read/write enabled to the host using either the symdg
ready or symdev ready command.


Activating copy sessions consistently


The symclone activate command can be used with the -consistent option to create 
clone copies that are consistent with the database up to the point in time that the 
activation occurs. This feature can be implemented using either the Consistency Assist 
feature1 or SRDF/A. 


This feature can be used to create clone copies that are consistent with the database up to 
the point in time that the activation occurs. The feature suspends writes to the source 
devices during the activation. 


When the activation has completed, writes are resumed and the target device contains a 
consistent production database copy of the source device at the time of activation.


You can use the Enginuity Consistency Assist (ECA) feature to consistently activate copy 
sessions across multiple, heterogeneous hosts. To consistently activate copy sessions 
using ECA, you must have either a control host with no database or a database host with a 
dedicated channel to the gatekeeper devices. In a SAN environment, gatekeepers and 
data devices may share the same FA port on the array but the gatekeepers must be 
available on a separate host HBA than the data devices. This means that there must be a 
dedicated channel from a host HBA to the switch that can be used to access only 
gatekeepers and not devices that contain host data. This will ensure that in write intensive 
environments SYMAPI will be able to freeze and then thaw I/O to the devices in the device 
group within the ECA window, regardless of the number of outstanding I/Os held by the 
HBA.


For detailed information on gatekeeper management, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler 
Installation Guide.


Note: When activating a copy session from an R2 device, if the SRDF pair is in adaptive 
copy mode, the -consistent option is not allowed.


1. If the R2 is in a consistent state and the copy session is pre-copying data, setting the consistent 
option invokes SRDF/A to maintain consistency, instead of ECA.
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Figure 7 illustrates how a control host can consistently activate a copy session involving 
three database hosts that access devices on an array. 


Figure 7  TimeFinder/Clone consistent activate using ECA


A device group, composite group, or a device file must be created on the controlling host 
for the target database to be consistently activated. Device groups can be created to 
include all of the devices being accessed or defined by database host access. 


For example, if you define a device group that includes all of the devices being accessed 
by Hosts A, B, and C (see Figure 7), then you can consistently activate all of the copy 
sessions related to those hosts with a single command. However, if you define a device 
group that includes only the devices accessed by Host A, then you can activate those copy 
sessions related to Host A without affecting the other hosts.


Activating a clone session for an additional pair in a group


When working with either a composite or device group, you can use the -concurrent 
option with the activate action to activate a copy session for an additional clone pair in 
a group. 


Note: The copy session must exist prior to issuing the command. 


To activate a copy session for an additional clone pair in group ProdDB, enter:
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Modifying a clone copy session
Use the set mode command to modify the mode in which a copy session is operating. 


Possible values are:


◆ Copy — If a session was created without the -copy option, a copy will initiate once the 
session is activated, or the copy will start immediately if the session is already 
activated.


◆ Nocopy — If a session was created with the -nocopy option, the session will become 
CopyOnWrite/CopyOnAccess once the session is activated and no full device copy will 
initiate, or the copy will stop if the session is already activated.


Note: Do not attempt to change a session created with the -differential option to the 
nocopy mode, as the session will fail. The -differential option is specified by default.


◆ Precopy — If a session was created without the -precopy option, setting the mode to 
precopy will cause a Pre-Copy to take effect. Once you are in Pre-Copy mode, you 
cannot change to No-Copy mode. Once the session is activated, the session changes 
to Copy mode. For more information on Precopy, refer to “Starting to copy data before 
activating the session” on page 40.


Example To change a copy session from Copy mode to Nocopy mode, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB set mode nocopy


Recreating a clone copy device
Use the symclone recreate command to incrementally copy all subsequent changes 
made to the source device (made after the point-in-time copy initiated) to the target 
device: 


◆ With Enginuity 5876.159.102 and higher (excluding 5977), you can recreate a clone 
copy without terminating TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap sessions that are cascading off 
of the clone target. “TimeFinder State Rules Reference” on page 185 provides 
additional details.


◆ You can use symclone recreate once a clone device is in the CopyInProg state to 
incrementally copy all subsequent changes made to the source device.


To recreate a clone copy:


◆ The copy session must not have been created with the -nocopy or -nodifferential 
option.


◆ The session must have been activated to establish the new point-in-time copy. 


While in the Recreated state, the target device will remain Not Ready to the host.


Example To recreate the copy session created in the example on page 38, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB recreate DEV001 sym ld DEV005
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Starting to copy data before activating the session


The -precopy option can be used with the recreate argument to start copying tracks in 
the background, before the copy session is activated. 


When using this option, a point-in-time copy will be established when the session is 
activated. 


While in the Recreated state, the pre-copy process never actually completes. Instead, the 
process keeps checking for new writes to be pre-copied to the target device until the 
session is activated. Once activated, the normal background copy mechanism takes over 
and the pre-copy operation ceases. 


You must use the -precopy option with the recreate argument if the session was 
initially created as a precopy session.


Using the establish command


You can recreate and then immediately activate a clone session using the symclone
establish command. To recreate and then activate the copy session shown in the 
example on page 38, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB establish DEV001 sym ld DEV005


Note: The symclone establish command sets the target device to Not Ready for a 
short time. Therefore, you may want to unmount the target device before issuing the 
command.


You can also use the -concurrent option with the establish command to activate an 
existing clone session for an additional clone pair in a group. 


Example To recreate and then activate a copy session for an additional clone pair in group ProdDB, 
enter:


symclone -g ProdDB establish -concurrent


Recreating a clone session for each pair in a group


When working with either a composite or device group, you can use the -concurrent 
option with the recreate action to recreate a clone session for each clone pair in a group. 


Example To recreate a copy session for each clone pair in group ProdDB, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB recreate -concurrent


Restoring data from a target device
Use the symclone restore command to copy target data to another device (full restore), 
or back to the original source device (incremental restore). 


Restore operations require that the session be differential and the device pair be in the 
Copied state. 


In the case of a full restore (-full), the original session will terminate and a copy session 
to the target of the restore will start.
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In the case of an incremental restore, the original session copy direction is reversed and 
changed data is copied from the target device to the source device. 


Example To fully restore data from the original target device (DEV005) created in the example on 
page 38 to a device (DEV006) that was not involved in the original clone session, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB restore -full DEV006 sym ld DEV005


Note: When constructing a symclone restore command, the device receiving the 
data always appears first in the command, followed by the device from which the data is 
being copied. Therefore, in the above command, DEV006 is actually the target of the data 
being copied from DEV005.


Splitting a clone device pair
Use the symclone split command to split a clone device pair that is in the Restored 
state. This command changes the direction of the clone relationship (that is, the original 
source device becomes the source device for a future copy), which enables you to use 
either the establish or recreate command.


Example To split the pair created in the example on page 38, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB split DEV001 sym ld DEV005


Terminating a clone copy session
Terminating a copy session deletes the pairing information in the array and removes any 
hold on the target device. 


Terminating a session while the device pairs are in the CopyOnAccess, CopyOnWrite, or 
CopyInProg state will cause the session to end. If the application has not finished 
accessing all of the data, the target copy is not a full copy.


The symclone terminate command is allowed for all TimeFinder/Clone pair states.


Example To terminate the copy session in the example in page 38 using the symclone command, 
enter:


symclone -g ProdDB terminate DEV001 sym ld DEV005


Note: A created and activated copy session may be terminated, but the data on the target 
device is not valid unless the state had previously been COPIED.


If the state is CopyInProg, then the -symforce option must be applied to terminate the 
session. This will also leave the target copy as an incomplete copy.


If you apply the -not_ready option, Solutions Enabler leaves the target devices in their 
prior ready or not ready state at the completion of the terminate operation. If you do not 
apply the -not_ready option, Solutions Enabler makes the target devices ready at the 
completion of the terminate, regardless of their state prior to the terminate operation. 
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Querying clone pairs
You can perform a query to determine the state of a clone pair or all clone pairs in a device 
group, composite group, or device file. The query is sent via the gatekeeper device to the 
array, returning with information about the state of the clone pair(s).


The following forms enable you to target devices in a device group, composite group, or 
device file:


symclone -g DgName query
symclone -cg CgName query
symclone -f[ile] FileName query


Examples To query the state of the clone pairs in the prod device group, enter:


symclone -g prod query


To query the state of SRDF-connected clone pairs in the prod device group, enter any of 
the following:


symclone -g prod query -rdf
symclone -g prod query -rdf -bcv
symclone -g prod query -rrbcv
symclone -g prod query -hop2


You can also obtain results using the -offline option, which looks at your configuration 
based on the host database. 


The results of the query include the following information for each member of a clone pair 
in a device group: 


◆ Logical device name
◆ Device name
◆ Number of invalid tracks
◆ Clone pair state


Using the -summary option


If you use the -summary option with the query argument, the results of the query will 
include the following information:


◆ Number of clone pairs in each clone pair state


◆ Number of invalid tracks


◆ Synchronization rate


◆ Estimated time to completion


The synchronization rate and estimated time to completion are shown only when -i or -c 
is specified and their has been a change in the number of invalid tracks since the previous 
iteration.


The -summary option also works with the verify argument.


Example To view the number of clone pairs in the prod device group that are in each state, and to 
view the estimated time to completion, enter:


symclone -g prod query -summary -i 60
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Verifying clone pair states
You can use the symclone verify command to verify whether one or all clone pair(s) in a 
device group, composite group, or device file are in a particular state. The command can 
be used in scripts to guarantee that the clone device pair(s) are in a particular state prior 
to executing subsequent SYMCLI commands. If you do not specify any qualifiers with 
symclone verify, the default is to check for the Copied state.


The following forms enable you to target devices in a device group, composite group, or 
device file:


symclone -g DgName verify
symclone -cg CgName verify
symclone -f[ile] FileName verify


The following options qualify the symclone verify command. If you need to verify a 
concurrent clone pair, include –concurrent with the option (for example, –copied
–concurrent):


◆ -copied verifies that the copy sessions are in the Copied state.


◆ -copyinprog verifies that the copy sessions are in the CopyInProgress state.


◆ -copyonaccess verifies that the copy sessions are in the CopyOnAccess state.


◆ -copyonwrite verifies that the copy sessions are in the CopyOnWrite state.


◆ -created verifies that the copy sessions are in the Created state.


◆ -cycled verifies that the copy sessions have completed one precopy cycle. This 
options requires the -precopy option.


◆ -precopy verifies that the copy sessions are in the Precopy state.


◆ -recreated verifies that the copy sessions are in the Recreated state.


◆ -restored verifies that the copy sessions are in the Restored state.


◆ -split verifies that the copy sessions are in the Split.


Examples For a multi-clone or concurrent clone device group, specifying the clone on the command 
line ensures that the verify operation checks the status of the clone. Otherwise, the verify 
operation checks the status of the standard device, which may no longer be established 
with the clone that you want to verify. For example, the following command returns the 
status of standard device DEV001 with its last paired clone:


symclone -g ProdBgrp verify DEV001


The following command returns the status of a specific clone pair (DEV001 with DEV005):


symclone -g ProdBgrp verify DEV001 sym ld DEV005


The following command checks status every 30 seconds until all clone pairs in the device 
group (ProdBgrp) or composite group (MyConGrp) are in the Copied state (the default 
when no state is specified on the command line):


symclone -g ProdBgrp -i 30 verify
symclone –cg MyConGrp –i 30 verify


Possible outputs at 30-second intervals can be that none, not all, or all devices are 
copied.
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The verify action returns a value of zero (code symbol CLI_C_SUCCESS) if the verify criteria 
are met, or one of the unique codes in Table 5 if the verify criteria are not met.


Table 5 lists the options to verify a clone pair state:


Table 5  Using options to verify a clone pair state 


Options used with Verify
Code 
number Code symbol


-copied 55 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_COPIED


-copied 56 CLI_C_NONE_COPIED


-copyinprog 53 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_COPYINPROG


-copyinprog 54 CLI_C_NONE_COPYINPROG


-copyonaccess 57 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_COPYONACCESS


-copyonaccess 58 CLI_C_NONE_COPYONACCESS


-copyonwrite 66 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_COPYONWRITE


-copyonwrite 67 CLI_C_NONE_COPYONWRITE


-created 60 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_CREATED


-created 61 CLI_C_NONE_CREATED


-cycled 75 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_PRECOPY_CYCLED


-cycled 76 CLI_C_NONE_PRECOPY_CYCLED


-precopy 73 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_PRECOPY


-precopy 74 CLI_C_NONE_PRECOPY


-recreated 68 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RECREATED


-recreated 69 CLI_C_NONE_RECREATED


-restored 12 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RESTORED


-restored 13 CLI_C_NONE_RESTORED


-split 25 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SPLIT


-split 26 CLI_C_NONE_SPLIT
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Cascaded clone
In environments running Enginuity 5874 through 5876, the target device of a clone 
session can be used as the source for one or more clone sessions. This cascading clone 
capability allows a clone operation to take place with a device that is already involved in a 
clone operation without ending the first clone session. 


As Figure 8 shows, cascaded sessions are accepted from left to right. This means you can 
use TimeFinder to clone device A to device B. Then, while the relationship between A and 
B is preserved, you can clone device B to device C. If you have session ABC, then 
session BC can only be activated after session AB has been activated. Precopy 
sessions are allowed.


Figure 8  Clone from clone target (both sessions are cascaded clone)


Cascaded clone on thin devices is supported in environments running Enginuity 5875 
through 5876.


Incremental restores of clone targets to source devices with active TimeFinder/Snap or 
VP Snap sessions is supported with Enginuity 5876.159.102 and higher (excluding 5977) 
with Solutions Enabler version 7.5 and higher.


Mixed thick and thin devices are not supported. All devices in a cascaded session must be 
thick or thin.


Restore to Target


Restore to Target (RTT) allows you to perform an incremental restore to a cascaded clone 
target. For example, devices in an A -> B -> C cascaded clone session can copy data from 
device C to device A (via device B).


Persistent Restore to Target


Persistent Restore to Target (PTT) allows you to perform a TimeFinder/Snap restore to a 
TimeFinder/Clone target. For example, devices in an A -> B -> C cascaded session 
(where A -> B is TimeFinder/Clone and B -> C is TimeFinder/Snap) can copy data from 
device C to device A (via device B). 


You can complete this operation without terminating the TimeFinder/Clone session or any 
existing TimeFinder/Snap sessions off of the TimeFinder/Clone target. PTT is supported in 
environments running Enginuity 5876.159.102 and higher (excluding 5977) with 
Solutions Enabler version 7.5 and higher. 


A B C


Clone 1:  The relationship
between A and B is preserved, 
allowing differential resynchronization
following Clone 2.


Clone 2: 
Copy operation is allowed
after Clone 1 copy  completes.
Precopy session is allowed.


Clone 1:  
Clone to Clone copy operation
Precopy session is allowed. 
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Configuration Rules


When using a clone from a clone target, the following rules apply:


◆ If the session state is CopyInProg, SyncInProg or RestoreInProg, the -symforce 
flag is required.


◆ Recreate and incremental clone establish are allowed only on differential 
sessions. 


◆ The mode nocopy can only be set on nondifferential sessions. 


◆ The mode precopy can only be set in created and recreated states.


◆ Enginuity 5874 through 5876 only allows a 2 hop (device A target device Btarget 
device C) cascaded relationship provided the interactions rules on page 53 are 
followed. Any attempt to establish a 3 hop relationship (DC when ABC or Z A 
when ABC) will fail. Although circular cascading ABA is not allowed, devices A 
and B can have additional multiple targets. For example: AB(1)C(1) and AB(2) 
and AB(3)C(2). In a concurrent clone with cascaded relationship like ABC and 
AD Enginuity 5874 will not allow incremental restore D or BC. Likewise, with two 
separate clone pairs like A-B and C-D, Enginuity 5874 will not allow a create, full 
establish, or full restore between B and C.


Table 6 lists the configuration rules for using a clone from a clone target. The Terminate 
and Cancel operations are allowed for all session states.
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Table 6  Clone from clone target session states (both sessions are cascaded clone) 


BC session 
state


Clone A  Clone B  Clone C
session state


AB 
No session


AB
Created 
Recreated


AB 
Precopy


AB 
CopyInProg 
CopyOnAccess 
CopyOnWrite


AB 
Copied
Split


AB
RestoreInProg


AB
Restored


BC 
No session


Create AB
Full Establish 
AB
Full Restore AB
Create BC
Full Establish 
BC
Full Restore BC


Activate AB
Set Mode AB 
Create BC


Activate AB
Set Mode 
AB 
Create BC 
(precopy)


Recreate AB
Establish AB
Set Mode AB 
Create BC


Recreate AB
Establish AB
Restore AB 
Set Mode AB 
Create BC
Full Establish 
BC


Create BC
Full Establish 
BC


Split AB
Create BC
Full Establish 
BC 
Full Restore 
BC


BC 
Created 
Recreated


Create AB 
(no precopy)
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AB
Full Restore AB
Activate 
BC
Set Mode BC


Activate AB 


Set Mode AB
 (no precopy)
Set Mode BC


Not proper 
state


Recreate AB
(no precopy)
Establish AB
Set Mode AB 
(no precopy)
Set Mode BC


Recreate AB 
(no precopy)
Establish AB
Restore AB
Set Mode AB 
(no precopy)
Activate BC
Set Mode BC


Activate BC
Set Mode BC


Split AB
Activate BC
Set Mode BC


BC 
Precopy


Create AB 
Full Establish 
AB
Full Restore AB
Activate BC
Set Mode BC


Activate AB
Set Mode AB 
Set Mode BC 


Activate AB


Set Mode 
AB 


Recreate AB 
Establish AB
Set Mode AB 
Set Mode BC


Recreate AB 
Establish AB
Set Mode AB 
Restore AB
Activate BC
Set Mode BC


Activate BC
Set Mode BC


Split AB
Activate BC
Set Mode BC


BC 
CopyInProg 
CopyOnAccess 
CopyOnWrite


Full Restore AB
Recreate BC
Establish BC
Set Mode BC


Not proper 
state


Not proper 
state


Not proper 
state 


Restore AB
Set Mode AB 
(no precopy)
Recreate BC
Establish BC
Set Mode BC


Recreate BC
Establish BC
Set Mode BC


Split AB
Recreate BC
Establish BC
Set Mode BC


BC 
Copied
Split


Create AB
Full Establish 
AB
Full Restore AB
Recreate BC
Establish BC
Restore BC
Set Mode BC
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Set Mode AB 
Recreate BC
Set Mode BC
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Set Mode 
AB 
Recreate BC 
(precopy)
Set Mode 
BC


Recreate AB
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Set Mode AB 
Recreate BC
Set Mode BC 


Recreate AB 
Establish AB
Restore AB
Set Mode AB 
Recreate BC
Establish BC
Set Mode BC 
Incr. Restore 
BC


Recreate BC
Establish BC


Split AB
Recreate BC
Establish BC
Restore BC


BC 
RestoreInProg


Not proper 
state


Not proper 
state


Not proper 
state


Not proper state Not proper state


BC 
Restored


Full Restore AB
Split BC


Not proper 
state 


Not proper 
state 


Not proper 
state 


Split BC
Incr. Restore 
BC


Split BC Split BC
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Cascaded clone with VP Snap


Cascaded clone is supported with VP Snap with the following restrictions:


◆ Clone sessions must be in the Copied or Split state before you can create a VP Snap 
session from the target device.


◆ Incremental restore of VP Snap sessions is not permitted.


◆ The clone session must exist before the target device is used as a VP Snap source. 
Creating a clone session using a VP Snap source as the target device is not permitted.


◆ The target of a VP Snap session cannot be used as the source for any other clone or 
snap session.


◆ VP Snap is not supported with Clone Emulation mode.


VP Snap Restore to Target
VP Snap Restore to Target (VRTT) allows you to perform a VP Snap restore to a 
TimeFinder/Clone target. For example, devices in an A -> B -> C cascaded session (where 
A -> B is TimeFinder/Clone and B -> C is VP Snap) can copy data from device C to device A 
(via device B). VRTT is supported in environments running Enginuity 5876.159.102 with 
Solutions Enabler version 7.5.


Using a BCV as the clone source
As Figure 9 shows, you can create a copy session between a BCV device and a target 
device. The controlling host performs I/O to the standard device that is established with a 
BCV as part of a BCV pair. At some point, when the BCV is synchronized with the standard 
device, you can split the BCV from the standard and create a copy session between the 
BCV and a target device that might be accessed by Host C. The split operation must be 
entirely complete, including the background phase, before you can create a copy session 
on it. 
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Figure 9  Creating a TimeFinder/Clone from a BCV source


For additional information on using the symmir command and how to perform an instant 
split operation, refer to Chapter 6.


Pair states ruling clone operations


Because various other ongoing operations can conflict with a clone session, certain rules 
must be considered. The availability of some clone copy operations depends on the 
current state of SRDF and BCV pairs. The following rules apply to certain BCV pair states:


◆ If the source or target of a symclone create or activate operation is a BCV, the BCV 
pair state must be split. The split must be totally complete before the operation is 
allowed.


◆ Available with Enginuity 5874, a source device A to a target device B (BCV device) 
clone session is in Emulation Mode state and the source device B to target device C is 
a clone session.


◆ A TimeFinder standard device cannot be created or activated in a clone session if the 
BCV pair state is SplitBfrRest or RestInProg.


◆ The symclone terminate command is allowed for all TimeFinder pair states.


Note: Appendix A, “TimeFinder State Rules Reference,” explains the TimeFinder pair states 
that apply to TimeFinder/Clone copy sessions. “State rules for TimeFinder/Clone 
operations” on page 229 contains specific information regarding possible SRDF pair state 
conflicts.
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Example: Creating a clone from a source device


The following example creates a copy session between source device BCV001 in device 
group ProdDB and target device DEV005 on the same array.


Once the copy session is activated, Host C can access target device tracks. If the accessed 
target tracks have not yet been copied, Enginuity software copies them for immediate 
access for Host C. If Host B writes to BCV device tracks that have not yet been copied, the 
Enginuity software immediately copies the tracks before allowing new data to overwrite 
those BCV tracks.


Note: In this example, where multiple hosts have access to the BCV source, consider using 
the -not_ready option with the split command to make the BCV not ready. This keep 
the same data on the BCV and clone. If you decide to use this option, you may need to 
release any Not Ready state imposed on any devices once the session completes.


The following steps outline the example shown in Figure 9:


1. Perform an instant split on the BCV pair. Use the -not_ready option to prevent the 
BCV’s host from writing to it prior to the clone operation:


symmir -g ProdDB split DEV001 -not_ready -noprompt


2. Verify that the background split is complete. The following command does a check 
every 5 seconds:


symmir -g ProdDB verify DEV001 -split -bg -i 30


3. Begin a copy session between the BCV source device BCV001 and the standard target 
device DEV005:


symclone -g ProdDB create BCV001 sym ld DEV005


4. Activate the copy session to Host C:


symclone -g ProdDB activate BCV001 sym ld DEV005


5. Make the BCV device ready to its host:


symdg -g ProdDB ready -bcv BCV001 -noprompt


6. Query the state of the copy session and verify the CopyInProg state:


symclone -g ProdDB query
symclone -g ProdDB verify BCV001 -copyinprog


7. When the application has finished accessing the data, the copy session and pair 
relationship can be terminated:


symclone -g ProdDB terminate BCV001 sym ld DEV005 -noprompt


8. Incrementally reestablish the BCV pair:


symmir -g ProdDB establish DEV001 -noprompt
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Creating multiple clone copies from a standard device
Figure 10 on page 58 illustrates creating multiple clone copies from a standard source 
device DEV001 on four standard target devices (DEV005, DEV006, DEV007, and DEV008) 
with various hosts accessing them. 


Figure 10  Creating multiple clone copies from a standard device 


Note: A separate copy session must be created between the source device (DEV001) and 
each target device (DEV005, DEV006, DEV007, and DEV008).


Cloning a copy on a remote array
This section explains how to use SRDF to clone devices on a remote array.


Note: Refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family Version CLI User Guide for details 
about which SRDF features are supported with your platform.
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Cloning a local R1 standard device


Figure 11 illustrates how to clone a copy of a local R1 standard device on a remote array. 
Performing SYMCLI commands from the controlling host allows the remote target device to 
receive a copy of the data from the R2 device. The cloned data can be accessed by the 
remote host.


Figure 11  Cloning a copy of a local R1 standard device on a remote array


The following steps outline the example shown in Figure 11:


1. Create an RDF1 type device group:


symdg create Rdf1Grp –type rdf1


2. Add to the device group an R1 standard device (288) on the local array (sid 3264) to 
be the source device. Associate a target BCV device (097) on the remote array to hold 
the clone copy. Note that to perform a remote operation you will need to use a remote 
target list (RTGT or RBCV list). This example uses an RBCV list.


symdg -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 add dev 288
symbcv -g Rdf1Grp associate dev 097 -rdf


3. Clone an immediate full copy from the source device (DEV001) to the remote BCV 
target device (RBCV001). DEV001 is the logical device name for device 288, and 
RBCV001 is the logical device name for BCV 097:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full DEV001 bcv ld RBCV001 –rdf


4. To query the progress of the clone operation or verify when the copy is completed, 
issue the following commands that examine the clone pair (source and target):


symclone -g Rdf1Grp query -rdf
symclone -g Rdf1Grp verify –copied -rdf
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Cloning a copy of a local BCV device on a remote array


Figure 12 illustrates how to clone a copy of a local BCV device on a remote array. 
Performing SYMCLI commands from the controlling host allows the remote target device to 
receive a copy of the data from the R2 device. The cloned data can be accessed by remote 
Host A.


Figure 12  Cloning a copy of a local BCV device on a remote array


The following steps outline the example shown in Figure 12:


1. Create an RDF1 type device group:


symdg create Rdf1Grp –type rdf1


2. Add to the device group a BCV device (289) on the local array (sid 3264) to be the 
source device. Associate a target BCV device (289) on the local array. Associate a 
target BCV device (097) on the remote array to hold the clone copy. In this case, the 
remote target device must be a BCV:


symdg -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 add dev 288
symbcv -g Rdf1Grp -sid 3264 associate dev 289 -rdf
symbcv -g Rdf1Grp associate dev 097 -rdf


3. Clone an immediate full copy from the BCV device (BCV001) to the remote BCV target 
device (RBCV001). DEV001 is the logical device name for device 288, and RBCV001 is 
the logical device name for BCV 097:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full BCV001 bcv ld RBCV001 –rdf -bcv


4. To query the progress of the clone operation or verify when the copy is completed, 
issue the following commands that examine the clone pair (source and target):


symclone -g Rdf1Grp query -rdf -bcv
symclone -g Rdf1Grp verify –copied -rdf -bcv
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Cloning a copy on a hop-2 array


Figure 13 illustrates how to clone a copy of a local R1 standard device on a remote array in 
the second level of a multihop environment. Performing SYMCLI commands from the 
controlling host allows the remote target device to receive a copy of the data from the R2 
device. The cloned data can be accessed by remote Host A.


Figure 13  Cloning a copy of a local R1 standard device on a Hop-2 array


The following steps outline the example shown in Figure 13:


1. Create an RDF1 type device group:


symdg create Rdf1Grp –type rdf1


2. Add to the device group an R1 standard device (288) on the local array (sid 3264) to 
be the source device. Associate a BCV device (097) on the Hop-1 array. Associate a 
BCV device (098) on the second-level (Hop-2) remote array to hold the clone copy. To 
perform a remote operation, you must use a remote target list (RTGT or RBCV list). Our 
example uses an RBCV list:


symdg -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 add dev 288
symbcv -g Rdf1Grp associate dev 097 -rdf
symbcv -g RDF1GRP associate dev 098 -rrdf


3. Clone an immediate full copy from the source device (DEV001) to the remote BCV 
target device (RRBCV001). DEV001 is the logical device name for device 288, and 
RRBCV001 is the logical device name for BCV 098:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full RBCV001 bcv ld RRBCV001 –rrbcv


Instead of specifying the device level, you can also specify the device group:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish -full -rrbcv


4. To query the progress of the clone operation or verify when the copy is completed, you 
can issue the following commands that examine the clone pair (source and target):


symclone -g Rdf1Grp query -rrbcv
symclone -g Rdf1Grp verify –copied -rrbcv
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Cloning copies of the same data locally and remotely
Copies of the same data can be cloned to devices on a local and remote array at the same 
time so that their target devices have the same originator data.


Note that in the examples that follow, the procedures are very similar. The only differences 
are the device types used for the local copy (local target and local BCV target) and the 
command arguments used for the respective device type. 


Example 1 Figure 14 illustrates how you can clone copies of a local R1 standard device to a local 
target device and to a remote BCV target device on a remote array.


Figure 14  Cloning copies of a local R1 standard to a local target and to a remote BCV target


1. Create an RDF1 type device group:


symdg create Rdf1Grp –type rdf1


2. Add to the device group an R1 standard device (286) on the local array (sid 3264) to 
be the source device. Add a standard device target (287) on the local array. Associate 
a remote BCV target (097) on the remote array. To perform a remote operation, you 
must use a remote target list (RTGT or RBCV list). This example uses an RBCV list:


symdg -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 add dev 286
symdg -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 add dev 287
symbcv -g Rdf1Grp associate dev 097 -rdf


3. Clone an immediate full copy from the source device (DEV001) to the local and remote 
target devices (DEV002 and RBCV001, respectively). If there is no I/O to the source R1 
device between these two commands, the same data will exist on both the local and 
remote target devices:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full
symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full –rdf


4. To query the progress of the local clone operation or verify when the local copy is 
completed, you can issue the following commands that examine the local cloned pair 
(source and target):
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symclone -g Rdf1Grp query
symclone -g Rdf1Grp verify –copied


5. To query the progress of the remote clone operation or verify when the remote copy is 
completed, you can issue the following commands:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp query -rdf
symclone -g Rdf1Grp verify –copied -rdf


Example 2 Figure 15 illustrates how to clone copies of a local R1 standard device to a local BCV target 
device and to a BCV target device on a remote array. 


Figure 15  Cloning copies of a local device to a local BCV target and to a remote BCV target


1. Create an RDF1 type device group:


symdg create Rdf1Grp –type rdf1


2. Add to the device group an R1 standard device (286) on the local array (sid 3264) to 
be the source device. Add a BCV target (287) on the local array. Associate a remote 
BCV target (097) on the remote array. To perform a remote operation, you must use a 
remote target list (RTGT or RBCV list). This example uses an RBCV list:


symdg -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 add dev 286
symdg -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 add dev 287 -tgt
symbcv -g Rdf1Grp associate dev 097 -rdf


3. Clone an immediate full copy from the source device (DEV001) to the local and remote 
target devices (BCV001 and RBCV001, respectively). If there is no I/O to the source R1 
device between these two commands, the same data will exist on both the local and 
remote target devices:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full -tgt
symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full –rdf


4. To query the progress of the local clone operation or verify when the local copy is 
completed, you can issue the following commands that examine the local cloned pair 
(source and target):


symclone -g Rdf1Grp query
symclone -g Rdf1Grp verify –copied
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5. To query the progress of the remote clone operation or verify when the remote copy is 
completed, you can issue the following commands:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp query -rdf
symclone -g Rdf1Grp verify –copied -rdf


Cloning multiple copies locally and remotely
Multiple copies of the same data can be cloned to devices on a local and remote array at 
the same time so that their target devices have the same originator data. 


The configuration in Figure 16 is basically the same as the configuration in Figures 14 and 
15 except that this configuration uses a single symclone command to clone copies from a 
source device to four target devices on each array instead of cloning copies to one target 
on each array. In this configuration, eight hosts have access to copies of the same target 
data.


Figure 16  Cloning multiple copies on local and remote arrays


The process for building an RDF1 type device group is similar to the previous section. To 
add a source standard R1 device, a range of four standard device targets from the local 
array, and a range of four targets from the remote array:


symdg -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 add dev 100
symdg -g Rdf1Grp addall -devs 101:104 -tgt -sid 3264
symdg -g Rdf1Grp addall -devs 214:218 -rdf -tgt -sid 3265


What is different about this configuration is the cloning of copies from a single source to 
multiple target devices. To clone the four local target devices (TGT002 – TGT005) from the 
local source device (DEV001), you need to issue four symclone establish commands, 
specifying the same source device with each of the four targets:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full DEV001 sym ld TGT002
symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full DEV001 sym ld TGT003
symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full DEV001 sym ld TGT004
symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full DEV001 sym ld TGT005
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To display the progress of all devices involved in the local clone operation, perform a clone 
query with the -multi option:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp query -multi


To verify the clone completion of one or more clone pairs in the device group specifically, 
or all clone devices, enter:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp verify –copied DEV001 sym ld DEV002
symclone -g Rdf1Grp verify –copied


To clone the four remote target devices (RTGT001 – RTGT004) from the source device 
(DEV001), issue four symclone establish commands with the -rdf option:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full –rdf DEV001 bcv ld RTGT001
symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full –rdf DEV001 bcv ld RTGT002
symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full –rdf DEV001 bcv ld RTGT003
symclone -g Rdf1Grp establish –full –rdf DEV001 bcv ld RTGT004


To display the progress of all devices involved in the remote clone operation, perform a 
clone query with the -multi option and the -rdf option:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp query –multi -rdf


To verify the clone completion of one or more remote clone pairs in the device group 
specifically, or all remote clone devices, add the -rdf option:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp verify –copied –rdf DEV001 sym ld RTGT004
symclone -g Rdf1Grp verify –copied -rdf


Cloning a copy at the tertiary site of a cascaded SRDF 
configuration


Using SRDF technology and the TimeFinder hop2 flag (-hop2 option), you can clone 
devices on an array located at the tertiary site of a cascaded SRDF configuration 
(Figure 17). Performing SYMCLI commands from the controlling host allows the tertiary 
target device to receive a copy of the data from the R2 device. The cloned data can be 
accessed by remote Host A.


Figure 17  Cloning a copy at the tertiary site of a cascaded SRDF configuration
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The following steps outline an example of cloning devices on an array located at the 
tertiary site of a cascaded SRDF configuration:


Note: The following procedure provides examples of device group and composite group 
commands.


1. Create an RDF1-type device group or composite group (for example, a group named 
RDF1Grp):


To create an RDF1-type device group:


symdg create Rdf1Grp –type rdf1


To create an RDF1-type composite group:


symcg create Rdf1Grp –type rdf1


2. Add devices to the group. From the primary site array, add an R1 standard device to be 
the source device. From the tertiary site array, add a target BCV device (097) to hold 
the clone copy:


To add devices to a device group:


symdg -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 add dev 288
symbcv -g Rdf1Grp -hop2 -rdfg 1 -remote_rdfg 2 add dev 097


To add devices to a composite group:


symcg -cg Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 add dev 288
symbcv -cg Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 -hop2 -rdfg 1 -remote_rdfg 2 add dev 097


To add target devices to a device group using the -tgt option:


symdg -g Rdf1Grp -hop2 -rdfg 1 -remote_rdfg 2 -tgt add dev 102


To add devices to a composite group using the -tgt option:


symbcv -cg Rdf1Grp -sid 3264 -hop2 -rdfg 1 -remote_rdfg 2 -tgt add dev 102


3. Clone an immediate full copy from the source device to the remote BCV target device:


symclone -g Rdf1Grp –hop2 create -precopy


Or, you can use the -tgt option:


symclone -g RdfGrp1 -hop2 create -precopy -tgt


4. To query the progress of the clone operation or verify when the copy is completed, you 
can issue the following commands that examine the clone pair (source and target):


symclone -g Rdf1Grp query -hop2
symclone -g Rdf1Grp verify –copied -hop2
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Using composite groups to manage clone pairs across arrays
Figure 18 shows a production host locally connected to two arrays (A and B). A composite 
group is defined on the production host and includes source devices and target devices 
from each array. The target devices can be standard devices or BCV devices. Another 
locally connected host allows access to the clone targets.


Figure 18  Using a composite group when a set of devices spans two arrays


Although clone copy operations might normally be performed from the production host 
(Figure 18) because the composite group is defined there in its SYMAPI database, there 
are methods that would allow you to control clone operations from another locally 
connected host like the target host. One way is to copy the composite group definition to 
another host. A more efficient method is to enable Group Naming Services (GNS), which 
automatically propagates the composite group definition to the arrays and other locally 
attached hosts that are running the GNS daemon. 
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The following steps explain how to setup a composite group that spans two arrays as 
shown in Figure 18 on page 67:


1. From the production host, create a Regular type composite group (for example, 
MyGrp):


symcg create MyGrp –type regular


2. Add to the composite group those standard devices on array A (3087) and array B 
(3143) that are the source devices:


symcg –cg MyGrp –sid 3087 add dev 0072
symcg –cg MyGrp –sid 3143 add dev 0095


3. Associate a BCV target device from each array with the composite group:


symbcv –cg MyGrp –sid 3087 associate dev 0053


4. Create clone pair sessions from those devices in the composite group:


symclone –cg MyGrp create


5. Activate these clone pair sessions:


symclone –cg MyGrp activate


Once you have setup the composite group, you can control specific clone pairs within it, 
as long as the devices reside in the same array. To create and activate only the 
DEV001/DEV002 clone pair from all devices in the group:


symclone –cg MyGrp create DEV001 sym ld DEV002
symclone –cg MyGrp activate DEV001 sym ld DEV002


Or using the one-step method:


symclone –cg MyGrp establish -full DEV001 sym ld DEV002
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Command options with device groups
Table 7 lists the symclone control operations and the possible options to use when 
targeting a specified device group.


Table 7  symclone -g control arguments and possible options  (page 1 of 2)


Option


Argument action


create activate
establish
-full establish recreate split


restore
-full restore terminate query verify


-bcv Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-both_sides Y Y Y


-c, -i Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-concurrent Y Y Y Y Y Y


-consistent Y Y Y


-copied Y


-copy Y


-copyinprog Y


-copyonaccess Y


-copyonwrite Y


-created Y


-cycled Y


-differential Y


-exact Y Y


-force Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-hop2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-multi Y


-noprompt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-not_ready Y Y Y Y Y


-offline Y Y


-opt Y Y


-preaction, 
-postaction


Y Y Y


-precopy Y Y Y


-preservetgtlocks, 
-lockid


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-rbcv Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-rrbcv Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-rdf Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Command options with composite groups
Table 8 lists the symclone control operations and the possible options to use when 
targeting a specified composite group.


-recreated Y


-restored Y


-restinprog Y


-skip Y Y Y Y Y


-split Y


-star Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-summary Y Y


-symforce Y


-tgt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-v Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 7  symclone -g control arguments and possible options  (page 2 of 2)


Option


Argument action


create activate
establish
-full establish recreate split


restore
-full restore terminate query verify


Table 8  symclone -cg control arguments and possible options  (page 1 of 2)


Option


Argument action


create activate
establish
-full establish recreate


restore
-full restore terminate query verify


-bcv Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-both_sides Y Y Y


-c, -i Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-concurrent Y Y Y Y Y Y


-consistent Y Y Y


-copied Y


-copy Y


-copyinprog Y


-copyonaccess Y


-copyonwrite Y


-created Y


-cycled Y


-differential Y


-exact Y Y Y Y
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-force Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-hop2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-multi Y


-noprompt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-not_ready Y Y Y Y Y


-offline Y Y


-opt Y Y


-opt_rag Y Y


-preaction, -postaction Y Y Y


-precopy Y Y Y


-preservetgtlocks, -lockid Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-rbcv Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-rrbcv Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-rdf Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-recreated Y


-restinprog Y


-restored Y


-skip Y Y Y


-star Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-split Y


-summary Y Y


-symforce Y


-tgt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-v Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 8  symclone -cg control arguments and possible options  (page 2 of 2)


Option


Argument action


create activate
establish
-full establish recreate


restore
-full restore terminate query verify
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Command options with device files
Table 9 lists the symclone control operations and the possible options to use when 
targeting device pairs specified in a device file of a given array.


Table 9  symclone -file control arguments and possible options 


Option


Argument Action


create activate establish recreate restore terminate query verify


-both_sides Y Y


-c, -i Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-consistent Y Y


-copied Y


-copy Y


-copyinprog Y


-copyonaccess Y


-copyonwrite Y


-created Y


-cycled Y


-differential Y


-exact Y


-force Y Y Y Y Y Y


-multi Y


-noprompt Y Y Y Y Y Y


-not_ready Y Y Y


-preaction, -postaction Y Y


-precopy Y Y Y


-preservetgtlocks, -lockid Y Y Y Y Y Y


-recreated Y


-restinprog Y


-restored Y


-sid Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-skip Y Y Y


-star Y Y Y Y Y Y


-split Y
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-summary Y Y


-symforce Y


-v Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 9  symclone -file control arguments and possible options (continued)


Option


Argument Action


create activate establish recreate restore terminate query verify
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CHAPTER 4
Performing TimeFinder/Snap Operations 
(Enginuity versions 5773 through 5876)


This chapter describes how to control copy sessions for virtual devices using the SYMCLI 
symsnap command.
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TimeFinder/Snap overview
For a high-level overview of TimeFinder/Snap functionality, refer to the EMC Symmetrix 
TimeFinder Product Guide.


Note: TimeFinder/Snap is not supported on the VMAX 10K platform. Refer to your product 
guide for details about supported features.


Snap operations are controlled from the host by using the symsnap command to create, 
activate, terminate, and restore the snap copy sessions. The snap operations 
described in this chapter explain how to manage the devices participating in a copy 
session using the SYMCLI.


Note: Data domain devices are not supported as TimeFinder/Snap source or target 
devices.


Figure 19 illustrates a virtual copy session where the controlling host creates a copy of 
standard device DEV001 on target device VDEV005.


Figure 19  Copy of a standard device to a virtual device (VDEV)


Creating a virtual copy session
Initially, you must create a virtual copy session that defines and sets up the snap devices 
you have selected for the snap operation. For example, to begin a copy session and define 
a specified target device VDEV005 to be the copy of source device DEV001 in group 
ProdDB, enter:


symsnap -g ProdDB create DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005
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The symsnap create action defines the copy session requirements and sets the track 
protection bitmap on the source device to protect all tracks and detect which tracks are 
being accessed by the target host or written to by the source host. The target virtual device 
remains Not Ready to its host and placed on hold status for copy session usage. 


This prevents other control operations from using the device. The device pair state will 
transition from CreateInProg to Created when complete. The virtual data becomes 
accessible to its host when the copy session is activated. Refer to “Activating a virtual 
copy session” on page 79 for more information.


“Copy Session Limits” on page 20 provides details about the number of virtual copy 
sessions that you can create.


Multivirtual snaps


With multivirtual snaps enabled, Solutions Enabler supports up to 128 snaps from a 
source device. This support requires that you enable the following SYMCLI environment 
variable:


SYMCLI_MULTI_VIRTUAL_SNAP = ENABLED


Note: TimeFinder/Snap sessions on VMAX 40K systems always use multi-virtual mode 
regardless of how this variable is set.


This setting appears in the snap device output from symdev show. The Snap State Flags 
value will be MultiVirtual.


A single source device can only have snaps of one type. 


The SYMCLI Auto Terminate policy does not apply to multivirtual snaps. Even if the 
SYMCLI_SNAP_PAIR_POLICY environment variable is set to TERM_OLDEST, you cannot 
create a new multivirtual snap session after the maximum number of sessions has been 
reached.


Note: Starting with Enginuity 5876.159.102, multivirtual snap operations are supported 
with CKD devices. Snap recreate for multivirtual snap operations is supported in 
environments running Enginuity 5875 and higher.


Specifying a SAVE device pool


VMAX supports the creation of multiple named SAVE device pools, allowing symsnap 
commands to use a particular pool.


The -svp option can be used with the create action to specify which SAVE device pool to 
use for an operation. For example, to instruct the copy session created in the example on 
page 76 to use the SAVE device pool Accounting, use the following symsnap command:


symsnap -g ProdDB create DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005 -svp Accounting


Note: The specified pool must exist and contain at least one enabled device before 
creating the copy session.
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In addition to the -svp option, you can also set the environment variable SYMCLI_SVP to a 
poolname to be used when -svp is not present in the command line. If -svp and 
SYMCLI_SVP are not used, the operation will use the default pool, DEFAULT_POOL.


Note: SAVE devices can also be organized into Delta Set Extension pools for use with 
SRDF/A. Refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI User Guide for more 
information on using SAVE devices in this way. 


Monitoring SAVE device usage


Using virtual copies requires proper planning to prevent the SAVE devices from filling up 
with pre-updated data. If the SAVE devices fill up, you will begin to lose the pre-update 
images of the newly changed tracks in the virtual copy session, the virtual device will be 
set to Not Ready, and the session will fail (only sessions with I/O activity will be in a failed 
state, sessions without I/O activity will continue to operate normally). 


Should this happen, you must terminate the failed sessions to clear the tracks on the 
SAVE devices. Once a session is terminated, the virtual data is lost and the SAVE device 
space associated with the session is freed and returned to the SAVE device pool for 
TimeFinder/Snap use. In addition, you should also examine how you are using the SAVE 
device pools and consider adding more SAVE devices.


You can monitor SAVE devices by using the symcfg show command to display SAVE 
device pool details. For more information, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler Array 
Management CLI User Guide.


Pairing an additional target device with each source device in a group


When working with either a composite or device group, you can use the -concurrent 
option with the create action to pair an additional target device with each source device 
in a group. 


To pair an additional target device with each source device in group ProdDB, enter:


symsnap -g ProdDB create -concurrent


When the copy session is created, an additional target device will be paired with each 
source device in the group. For example, if there were two target devices paired with each 
source device in the group before activating the session, there will be three target devices 
paired with each source device after the session is activated.


To verify that each source device in the group has multiple targets, enter:


symsnap -g ProdDB verify -created -concurrent


Copying a virtual device to another virtual device (duplicate snap)


Duplicate snap functionality (Enginuity 5875 and higher) allows you to duplicate a 
point-in-time copy of a virtual device, which is paired in a previously activated snap 
session, to another virtual device. This second point-in-time copy session resides with the 
source device of the original snap session and is charged as part of the maximum number 
of sessions for that source device.
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Use the -duplicate option with the -create command to begin a copy session that will 
take one or more source virtual devices and create a copy of the point-in-time data to one 
or more target virtual devices. For example, to begin a copy session and define virtual 
device VDEV002 to be the copy of source device VDEV001 in group ProdDB, enter:


symsnap -g ProdDB create -duplicate VDEV001 vdev ld VDEV002


In this example, VDEV001 is the target of an activated snap session and VDEV002 is not 
snap paired. The resulting duplicate session is the same point-in-time as the original 
virtual device, but the time stamp is not inherited from the original virtual device’s 
session. The newly created session has its own time stamp indicating the time of its 
creation. 


The following restrictions apply to the duplicate snap functionality:


◆ Snap create and activate operations cannot be mixed between normal snap sessions 
and duplicate snap sessions within the same operation. 


◆ Two is the maximum number of duplicated sessions in the Created state.


◆ When a duplicate snap session is in the Created state, the original session cannot be 
terminated or recreated until the duplicate session is activated.


Activating a virtual copy session
To create a point-in-time image, you must activate the create copy session. To activate the 
copy session created in the example on page 76, use the following symsnap command:


symsnap -g ProdDB activate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005


This activates the copy operation from the source device to the virtual target device. 
Activating the copy session starts the copy on first write mechanism and places the target 
device in the Read/Write state. The target host can access the copy and has access to data 
on the source host until the copy session is terminated.


Note:  Virtual data is made available as a point-in-time copy at the time of activation and 
not at the time that the session was created.


Using the establish command


With Solutions Enabler 7.4 and higher, you can use the symsnap establish command
to create and then immediately activate a copy session with a single command.


To create and then activate the copy session shown in the example on page 76, enter:


symsnap -g ProdDB establish DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005 -full


Making the target device not ready to the host


The Not Ready (-not_ready) option can be used with the activate action to start the 
CopyOnWrite mechanism but causes the target device to remain not ready to its host, as 
follows:


symsnap -g ProdDB activate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005 -not_ready
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The copy session will be activated and the target device will be placed in the Not Ready 
state. The snap copy can later be Read/Write enabled to the host using the symdg ready


command.


Activating copy sessions consistently 


You can consistently activate multiple virtual copy sessions involving a database using the 
Enginuity Consistency Assist (ECA) feature. These features allow snap copy sessions to be 
activated with a consistent, restartable copy of the database. 


Using ECA
You can use the Enginuity Consistency Assist (ECA) feature to activate virtual copy 
sessions that are consistent with the database up to the point in time that the activation 
occurs. The feature suspends writes to the source device during the activation. 


Use the symsnap activate command with the consistent (-consistent) option to 
invoke ECA. When the activation has completed, writes are resumed and the target device 
contains pointers for a consistent production database copy of the source device at the 
time of activation. 


To consistently activate copy sessions using ECA, you must have either a control host with 
no database or a database host with a dedicated channel. This will ensure that in write 
intensive environments SYMAPI will be able to activate the copy sessions within the ECA 
window, regardless of the number of outstanding I/Os held by the HBA. Refer to Figure 20, 
for a depiction of how a control host can consistently activate a copy session involving 
three database hosts that access devices on an array.


A device group, composite group, or a device file must be created on the controlling host 
for the target database to be consistently activated. Device groups can be created to 
include all of the devices being accessed or defined by database host access. For 
example, if you define a device group that includes all of the devices being accessed by 
Hosts A, B, and C (Figure 20), then you can consistently activate all of the copy sessions 
related to those hosts with a single command. However, if you define a device group that 
includes only the devices accessed by Host A, then you can activate those copy sessions 
related to Host A without affecting the other hosts.


Note: When activating a copy session from an R2 device, if the SRDF pair is in adaptive 
copy mode, the -consistent option is not allowed.
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Figure 20  TF/Snap consistent activate using ECA


Activating an additional copy session for each device pair in a group


When working with either a composite or device group, you can use the -concurrent 
option with the activate action to activate an additional copy session for each device 
pair in a group. 


To activate an additional copy session for each device pair in group ProdDB, enter:


symsnap -g ProdDB activate -concurrent


Activating a duplicate snap session


Once a duplicate snap session is activated, the copied session works like a normal snap 
session between the original source device and the duplicated virtual device. This session 
may be used for restore, recreate, and terminate operations.


Use the -duplicate option with the -activate command to activate a duplicate snap 
session. For example, to activate the copy session between target device VDEV002 and 
source device VDEV001 in group ProdDB, enter:


symsnap -g ProdDB activate -duplicate VDEV001 vdev ld VDEV002


In this example, the result is an activated session between DEV001 and VDEV002, which is 
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Combining the create and activate commands for a duplicate snap
You can combine the symsnap create -duplicate and symsnap activate


-duplicate commands into a single action by using the symsnap duplicate command. 
For example, to create and activate a copy session between target device VDEV002 and 
source device VDEV001 in group ProdDB, enter:


symsnap -g ProdDB duplicate VDEV001 vdev ld VDEV002


Recreating a virtual copy session
Starting with Enginuity 5874, snap sessions can be recreated on an existing virtual device 
(VDEV) in preparation of activating a new point-in-time image. Snap recreate is only 
valid when issued against sessions that have been previously activated. This process 
makes it more convenient to reuse a virtual device to acquire a new point-in-time image. 


Since the recreate operation replaces the previous point-in-time image with a new one, 
the used tracks in the SAVE devices that were associated with the previous session are 
freed during the processing of this command. 


Recreating a virtual snap copy session requires the following steps: 


1. Create a snap session. (Refer to page 76.)


2. Activate a snap session. (Refer to page 79.)


3. Recreate a snap session.


4. Activate a snap session. (Refer to page 79.)


5. Repeat the recreate/activate a snap session, as necessary.


6. Terminate the snap session when no longer needed. (Refer to page 87.)


To recreate the copy session activated in the example on page 79 use the following 
symsnap command:


symsnap -g ProdDB recreate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005


With Solutions Enabler 7.4 and higher, you can use the symsnap establish command
to recreate and then immediately activate a copy session with a single command.


To combine steps 3 and 4 described above, enter:


symsnap -g ProdDB establish DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005
The snap recreate functionality is supported with the symsnap query and symsnap
verify commands. For example:


symsnap –g TestDg query –multi
symsnap –g TestDg verify -recreated


Note: You can use the -recreated parameter in combination with other verify states 
when verifying for multiple states. When multiple verify states are listed, the states are 
evaluated in a logical OR fashion so the result will be true if the session is in any of the 
listed states.
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The following restrictions apply to the snap recreate functionality:


◆ The session to be recreated must be in a CopyOnWrite or Copied state.


◆ Any restore session that exists on the device must be terminated prior to issue the 
recreate operation.


◆ Snap recreate for multivirtual snap operations is supported in environments running 
Enginuity 5875 and higher.


Restoring data from virtual devices
Three types of restore operations can be performed for virtual device copy sessions:


◆ Incremental restore back to the original source device.


◆ Incremental restore to a BCV, which has been split from its original standard source 
device but maintains the incremental relationship with the source.


◆ Full restore to any standard or split BCV device outside of the existing copy session. 
The target device of the restore must be of the same size and emulation type as the 
source device.


A new restore copy session between the source device and the restore target device is 
created. A restore operation can only be performed if an additional copy session (two for 
Enginuity 5875 and higher) is available for use.


By default, any existing copy sessions persist until manually terminated by using the 
symsnap terminate command. After the virtual device has been restored to another 
device, the restore copy session must be terminated first, before another restore 
operation is allowed from that virtual device. Use the symsnap query -multi command 
to view all existing targets paired with a source device. The original snap copy session 
displays as being in the CopyOnWrite state, and the restore copy session displays as 
being either in the RestInProg or Restored state.


Incrementally restoring to a source


The following command-line entry shows an incremental restore operation back to the 
original source device DEV001 from the virtual device VDEV005:


symsnap restore DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005


In this example, through the use of device pointers to the SAVE device, the virtual device 
VDEV005 will be incrementally restored back to DEV001. Any changes made to the virtual 
device tracks during the active copy session will be restored back to the original source 
device. 


Note: Any changes written to the original source device during the copy session will be 
overwritten by the virtual device tracks when the source device is restored. 


The restore target device (source device DEV001) and virtual device (VDEV005) are 
automatically set to the Not Ready state while the track protection bitmaps are set up to 
copy any changed tracks. DEV001 automatically becomes available for use (Ready state) 
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as soon as the track protection bitmap completes. The changed tracks then begin copying 
and will continue to copy in the background until all the protected tracks have been 
restored. 


If you want to continue using the original copy session, the virtual device must be 
manually set to the Ready state after the restore operation has completed (all tracks are 
copied back to the source). Use one of the following commands to set the virtual device to 
the Ready state after the above restore operation:


symdg -g Group1 ready -vdev VDEV005
symdev -sid SymmID ready 001C


Once the restore completes, both the original and restore copy sessions are maintained 
and must be terminated manually if not needed for future use. When a original session is 
terminated, the device pointers are deleted from the virtual device and the SAVE device 
space is freed for future use.


Note: The restored copy session must be terminated first, before the original copy session 
is allowed to be terminated.


To terminate the restored copy session, enter:


symsnap terminate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005 -restored


To terminate the original copy session, enter:


symsnap terminate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005


Incrementally restoring to a BCV


The following command-line entry shows an incremental restore operation to a split BCV 
device BCV001 from the virtual device VDEV005: 


symsnap restore BCV001 vdev ld VDEV005


To restore to a BCV device, the BCV device must be split from its standard device. The 
point-in-time snap copy is restored to the BCV as shown in Figure 21. However, any further 
changes made to the point-in-time snap copy (from the attached host to the VDEV), during 
the active copy session, will also be included in the restore action to the split BCV device 
(BCV001). A new copy session begins between the source and target BCV and any changed 
tracks pointed to by the pointers are then copied to the split BCV from the source and 
SAVE devices. (Only the tracks that are different between the BCV and VDEV are copied.) 
Once the restore completes, both the original and restore copy sessions are maintained 
until manually terminated.
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Note: You cannot restore to a BCV running in emulation mode.


Figure 21  Incremental restore to a BCV
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Note: The restored copy session must be terminated first, before the original copy session 
is allowed to be terminated.


To terminate the restored copy session, enter:


symsnap terminate DEV001 bcv ld BCV001 -restored


To terminate the original copy session, enter:


symsnap terminate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005


Optionally, after terminating the copy session, you can also issue a TimeFinder symmir
restore operation from the restored BCV back to the standard source device. For 
information on reestablishing and restoring BCV pairs, refer to Chapter 6.


Fully restoring to anywhere


A full device restore operation from the virtual device is allowed to any device of the same 
size and emulation type as the source device. The following example uses the restore 
command with the -full option to fully restore a virtual device VDEV005 to another 
standard device DEV004:


symsnap -full restore DEV004 vdev ld VDEV005


Any changes made to the virtual device (VDEV005) during the active copy session will be 
restored to the specified device (DEV004). The restore target inherits the virtual device 
pointers. A new copy session begins between the source and target device and any 
changed tracks pointed to by the pointers are then copied to the target device from the 
source and SAVE devices. Upon completion of the restore operation, both the original and 
restore copy sessions are maintained until manually terminated.


The target device (DEV004) and the virtual device (VDEV005) are automatically set to the 
Not Ready state while the track protection bitmaps are set up to copy any changed tracks. 
DEV004 automatically becomes available for use (Ready state) as soon as the track 
protection bitmap completes. The changed tracks then begin copying and will continue to 
copy until all protected tracks have been restored.


If you want to continue using the original copy session, the virtual device must be 
manually set to the Ready state after the restore operation has completed (all tracks are 
copied to the restore target). Use one of the following commands to set the virtual device 
to the Ready state after the above restore operation:


symdg -g Group1 ready -vdev VDEV005
symdev -sid SymmID ready 001E


When a session is terminated, all device pointers are deleted from the virtual device and 
the SAVE device space is freed for future use.


Note: The restored copy session must be terminated first, before the original copy session 
is allowed to be terminated.


To terminate the restored copy session, enter:


symsnap terminate DEV001 sym ld DEV004 -restored
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To terminate the original copy session for a virtual device, enter:


symsnap terminate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005


Terminating a virtual copy session
To terminate the copy session activated in the example on page 79 use the following 
symsnap command:


symsnap -g ProdDB terminate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005


Terminating a copy session deletes the pairing information in the array and removes any 
hold on the target device. Terminating the session causes the target host to lose access to 
data pointed to by the virtual device.


Terminating a session while the device pairs are in the CopyOnWrite state will cause the 
session to end. Once the virtual copy session is terminated, the information is no longer 
available on the virtual device.


If a copy session has been restored, the restored session must be terminated first, before 
the original copy session is allowed to be terminated.


Note: If the state is RestInProg, then the -symforce option must be applied to terminate 
the session. 


Terminating a duplicate snap session


You can terminate a duplicate snap session in the Created state using the symsnap
terminate -duplicate command. For example, enter:


symsnap -g ProdDB terminate -duplicate VDEV001 vdev ld VDEV002


Once a duplicate snap session is activated, the session appears as normal snap session 
and is terminated using the terminate command without the -duplicate option.


Querying snap pairs
You can perform a query to determine the state of a snap pair or all snap pairs in a device 
group, composite group, or device file. The query is sent through the gatekeeper device to 
the array, returning with information about the state of the snap pair(s).


The following forms enable you to target devices in a device group, composite group, or 
device file:


symsnap -g DgName query
symsnap -cg CgName query
symsnap -f[ile] FileName query


Examples To query the state of the snap pairs in the prod device group, enter:


symsnap -g prod query


You can also obtain results using the -offline option, which looks at your configuration 
based on the host database. 
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The results of the query include the following information for each member of a snap pair 
in a device group: 


◆ Logical device name
◆ Device name
◆ Number of invalid tracks
◆ Snap pair state


Using the -summary option


If you use the -summary option with the query argument, the results of the query will 
include the following information:


◆ Number of snap pairs in each snap pair state


◆ Number of invalid tracks


◆ Synchronization rate


◆ Estimated time to completion


The synchronization rate and estimated time to completion are shown only when -i or -c 
is specified and their has been a change in the number of invalid tracks since the previous 
iteration.


The -summary option also works with the verify argument.


Example To view the number of snap pairs in the prod device group that are in each state, and to 
view the estimated time to completion, enter:


symsnap -g prod query -summary -i 60


Verifying snap pair states
You can use the symsnap verify command to verify whether one or all snap pair(s) in a 
device group, composite group, or device file are in a particular state. The command can 
be used in scripts to guarantee that the snap device pair(s) are in a particular state prior to 
executing subsequent SYMCLI commands. If you do not specify any qualifiers with 
symsnap verify, the default is to check for the Copied state.


The following forms enable you to target devices in a device group, composite group, or 
device file:


symsnap -g DgName verify
symsnap -cg CgName verify
symsnap -f[ile] FileName verify


The following options qualify the symsnap verify command. If you need to verify a 
concurrent snap pair, include –concurrent with the option (for example, –copied
–concurrent):


◆ -copied verifies that the copy sessions are in the Copied state.


◆ -copyonwrite verifies that the copy sessions are in the CopyOnWrite state.


◆ -created verifies that the copy sessions are in the Created state.


◆ -recreated verifies that the copy sessions are in the Recreated state.
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◆ -restinprog verifies that the copy sessions are in the RestInProg state


◆ -restored verifies that the copy sessions are in the Restored state.


Examples For a multi-snap or concurrent snap device group, specifying the snap on the command 
line ensures that the verify operation checks the status of the snap. Otherwise, the verify 
operation checks the status of the standard device, which may no longer be established 
with the snap that you want to verify. For example, the following command returns the 
status of standard device DEV001 with its last paired snap:


symsnap -g ProdBgrp verify DEV001


But the following command returns the status of a specific snap pair (DEV001 with 
DEV005):


symsnap -g ProdBgrp verify DEV001 sym ld DEV005


The following command checks status every 30 seconds until all snap pairs in the device 
group (ProdBgrp) or composite group (MyConGrp) are in the Copied state (the default 
when no state is specified on the command line):


symsnap -g ProdBgrp -i 30 verify
symsnap –cg MyConGrp –i 30 verify


Possible outputs at 30-second intervals can be that none, not all, or all devices are 
copied.


The verify action returns a value of zero (code symbol CLI_C_SUCCESS) if the verify criteria 
are met, or one of the unique codes in Table 10 if the verify criteria are not met.


Table 10  Using options to verify a snap pair state


Options used with Verify
Code 
number Code symbol


-copied 55 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_COPIED


-copied 56 CLI_C_NONE_COPIED


-copyonwrite 66 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_COPYONWRITE


-copyonwrite 67 CLI_C_NONE_COPYONWRITE


-created 60 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_CREATED


-created 61 CLI_C_NONE_CREATED


-recreated 68 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RECREATED


-recreated 69 CLI_C_NONE_RECREATED


-restinprog 29 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RESTINPROG


-restinprog 30 CLI_C_NONE_RESTINPROG


-restored 12 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RESTORED


-restored 13 CLI_C_NONE_RESTORED
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Using a BCV as the snap source
As shown in Figure 22 on page 91, you can create a virtual copy session between a BCV 
source device and a virtual target device. The controlling host performs I/O to the standard 
device that is established with a BCV as part of a BCV pair. At some point, when the BCV is 
synchronized with the standard device, you can split the BCV from the standard and create 
a point-in-time copy of the BCV. The split operation must be entirely complete including 
the background phase before you can create a copy session on it. 


Chapter 6 provides additional information on using the symmir command and how to 
perform an instant split operation.


Pair states ruling snap operations


Because other operations can conflict with your copy session, certain rules must be 
considered. The availability of some snap copy operations depends on the current SRDF 
state, clone state, and BCV pair state. The following rules apply to certain BCV pair states:


◆ If the source of a symsnap create or activate operation is a BCV, the BCV pair state 
must be Split. The Split must be totally complete before the operation is allowed.


Note: The existing BCV snap copy session must be terminated before the BCV can be 
reestablished or restored again with its standard device.


◆ A TimeFinder standard source device cannot be created, activated or restored in a 
copy session if the BCV pair state is SplitBfrRest or RestInProg.


Note: If you have an active snap copy session from a standard device that also has an 
established BCV and you attempt to restore the standard from the BCV, the restore 
operation may fail due to insufficient space on the SAVE device. In this case it may be 
best to first restore and terminate the snap copy session, then attempt the BCV restore 
operation.


◆ The symsnap terminate command is allowed for all BCV pair states.


For the TimeFinder pair states that rule TimeFinder/Snap copy sessions, refer to 
Appendix A.


For information regarding possible SRDF pair state conflicts, refer to “State rules for 
TimeFinder/Snap operations” on page 234.


For a description of each BCV pair state, refer to BCV Pair States in Chapter 6.


Example: Creating a virtual copy from a BCV


The following example creates a copy of source device BCV001 in device group ProdDB on 
an array to target device VDEV005 on the same array.


Once the copy session is activated, Host C can access the virtual target device tracks 
containing the device pointers to the point-in-time copy. If Host B writes to BCV device 
tracks, TimeFinder immediately copies the original tracks to the SAVE device before 
allowing new data to overwrite those BCV tracks.
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Note: In this example, where multiple hosts have access to the BCV source, consider using 
the -not_ready option with the split command to make the BCV not ready. This 
enables you to keep the same data on the BCV and virtual devices. If you decide to use 
this option, you may need to release any Not Ready state imposed on any devices after the 
session completes.


Figure 22  Creating a virtual copy from a BCV


For this example, the device pair was set in the Not Ready state.


The following steps outline the example shown in Figure 22 on page 91:
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3. Create a copy session between the BCV source device BCV001 and the virtual target 
device VDEV005:


symsnap -g ProdDB create BCV001 vdev ld VDEV005


or


symsnap -g ProdDb create -bcv


Note: Using the -bcv option applies the command within the device group to use BCV 
devices as the source and VDEV devices as the target.


4. Activate the copy session to Host C:


symsnap -g ProdDB activate BCV001 vdev ld VDEV005


or


symsnap -g ProdDb activate -bcv


5. Query the state of the copy operation and verify the CopyOnWrite state:


symsnap -g ProdDB query
symsnap -g ProdDB verify BCV001 -copyonwrite


6. When the application has finished accessing the data, the copy session and pair 
relationship can be terminated:


symsnap -g ProdDB terminate BCV001 vdev ld VDEV005 -noprompt


or


symsnap -g ProdDb terminate -bcv


7. Incrementally re-establish the BCV pair:


symmir -g ProdDB establish DEV001 -noprompt


Creating multiple virtual copies
This section describes how to create multiple virtual copies from a standard device and a 
BCV device.


Creating multiple virtual copies from a standard device


Figure 23 illustrates creating copy sessions for multiple targets from a standard source 
device DEV001 to four virtual target devices (VDEV005, VDEV006, VDEV007 and VDEV008) 
with various hosts accessing them. 
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Figure 23  Creating multiple virtual copies from a standard device 


Note: A separate copy session must be created between the source device (DEV001) and 
each target device (VDEV005, VDEV006, VDEV007, and VDEV008).


The following steps outline the example shown in Figure 23 on page 93:


1. Create a copy session between the standard source device DEV001 and each of the 
four virtual target devices VDEV005, VDEV006, VDEV007, and VDEV008:


symsnap -g ProdDB create DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005
symsnap -g ProdDB create DEV001 vdev ld VDEV006
symsnap -g ProdDB create DEV001 vdev ld VDEV007
symsnap -g ProdDB create DEV001 vdev ld VDEV008


2. Activate the copy operation with one command to activate all sessions 
simultaneously: 
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        symsnap -g ProdDB activate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005
DEV001 vdev ld VDEV006
DEV001 vdev ld VDEV007
DEV001 vdev ld VDEV008
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3. Using the query argument, you can display the state of all devices involved in the 
copy operation by including the -multi option:


symsnap -g ProdDB query -multi


4. When the host devices have finished using the copy sessions, the pair relationships 
can be terminated individually as needed:


symsnap -g ProdDB terminate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV005 -noprompt
symsnap -g ProdDB terminate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV006 -noprompt
symsnap -g ProdDB terminate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV007 -noprompt
symsnap -g ProdDB terminate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV008 -noprompt


Creating multiple virtual copies from a BCV device


Figure 24 illustrates how to create multiple copy sessions from a BCV source device 
BCV001 to four virtual target devices (VDEV005, VDEV006, VDEV007, and VDEV008) with 
various hosts accessing them. 


Figure 24  Creating multiple virtual copies from a BCV device


The following steps outline the example shown in Figure 24:
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symmir -g ProdDB split DEV001 -not_ready -noprompt


Note: Chapter 6 provides additional information on using the symmir command and 
performing an instant split operation.


2. Verify that the background split is complete. The following command checks every five 
seconds:


symmir -g ProdDB verify DEV001 -split -bg -i 30


3. Create a copy session between the BCV source device BCV001 and each of the four 
virtual target devices VDEV005, VDEV006, VDEV007, and VDEV008:


symsnap -g ProdDB create BCV001 vdev ld VDEV005
symsnap -g ProdDB create BCV001 vdev ld VDEV006
symsnap -g ProdDB create BCV001 vdev ld VDEV007
symsnap -g ProdDB create BCV001 vdev ld VDEV008


4. Activate the copy operation with one command to activate all sessions 
simultaneously:


5. Using the query argument, you can display the state of all devices involved in the 
copy operation by including the -multi option:


symsnap -g ProdDB query -multi -BCV


6. When the host devices have finished accessing the data, the copy sessions and pair 
relationships can be terminated individually as needed:


symsnap -g ProdDB terminate BCV001 vdev ld VDEV005 -noprompt
symsnap -g ProdDB terminate BCV001 vdev ld VDEV006 -noprompt
symsnap -g ProdDB terminate BCV001 vdev ld VDEV007 -noprompt
symsnap -g ProdDB terminate BCV001 vdev ld VDEV008 -noprompt


7. Incrementally reestablish the BCV pair (DEV001 and BCV001):


symmir -g ProdDB establish DEV001 -noprompt


Attaching source and target virtual devices
Use the symsnap attach and detach commands to set up preferred device pairs. 
Pre-determining attached device pairs eliminates the need to specify copy session target 
devices from within the device group for the create and activate arguments. The 
attached pairs will be used whenever a symsnap operation is requested for the specified 
device group. If a symsnap create or activate command does not specify a device pair 
from within the device group, the attached pair will automatically be used for the 
operation.


Note: The attach option can only be used when attaching a standard source device with 
a target VDEV device. You cannot use symsnap attach if the source device is a BCV 
device.


symsnap -g ProdDB activateBCV001 vdev ld VDEV005


BCV001 vdev ld VDEV006


BCV001 vdev ld VDEV007


BCV001 vdev ld VDEV008
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To set up a preferred attached device pair between source device DEV001 in device group 
ProdDB and target device VDEV002, enter:


symsnap -g ProdDB attach DEV001 vdev ld VDEV002


To invoke a copy session operation from within a specified device group ProdDB using the 
pre-determined device pairs, enter:


symsnap -g ProdDB create
symsnap -g ProdDB activate


To detach (undo) the preferred device pair relationship, enter:


symsnap -g ProdDB detach DEV001 vdev ld VDEV002


Using composite groups to manage snap pairs across arrays
Figure 25 illustrates a production host that is locally connected to two arrays (A and B). A 
composite group is defined on the production host and includes source devices and target 
devices from these arrays. The target devices are virtual devices.


Figure 25  Using a composite group when a set of devices spans two arrays
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Although snap operations might normally be performed from the production host because 
the composite group is defined there in its SYMAPI database, there are methods that 
would allow you to initiate copy sessions from another locally connected host like the 
target host. One way is to copy the composite group definition to another host. 


A more efficient method is to enable Group Name Services (GNS), which automatically 
propagates the composite group definition to the arrays and other locally attached hosts 
that are running the GNS daemon. 


The following steps outline the setup required for controlling a set of snap pairs that span 
two arrays, as shown in Figure 25 on page 96:


1. From the production host, create a Regular type composite group (for example, 
MyGrp):


symcg create MyGrp –type regular


2. Add to the composite group those standard devices on array A (3087) and array B 
(3143) that are the source devices:


symcg –cg MyGrp –sid 3087 add dev 0076
symcg –cg MyGrp –sid 3143 add dev 0091


3. Add a virtual device from each array to the composite group:


symcg –cg MyGrp –sid 3087 add dev 0051 -vdev
symcg –cg MyGrp –sid 3143 add dev 004F -vdev


4. Create snap pair sessions from those devices in the composite group:


symsnap –cg MyGrp create


5. Activate the snap pair sessions:


symsnap –cg MyGrp activate


Composite group support allows the source of a snap operation to be a standard device 
(as shown in step 2 above) or a BCV device. If you add BCV devices to the composite group 
for the purpose of being snap sources, you must use the –bcv option with the symsnap 
commands. For example, the following command creates snap pairs in the composite 
group using the BCVs as source devices:


symsnap –cg MyGrp create -bcv


You can add nonsource BCV devices to the composite group for the purpose of restore 
operations. Composite group support allows you to restore to either the original source 
standard device or to a BCV that has been split from its paired standard device. The 
following commands split all BCV pairs in the composite group and perform a restore 
operation from the virtual devices to the BCVs:


symmir –cg MyGrp split
symsnap –cg MyGrp restore -bcv


For more information about performing an incremental restore to a BCV that is split from 
the original source device, refer to “Incrementally restoring to a BCV” on page 84.
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You can control specific snap pairs within the composite group. To create and activate the 
DEV001/VDEV002 snap pair from devices in the group:


symsnap –cg MyGrp create DEV001 vdev ld VDEV002
symsnap –cg MyGrp activate DEV001 vdev ld VDEV002


Snapping a copy on a remote array
You can use a device group or composite group to snap devices on a remote array as 
shown in Figure 26. Performing SYMCLI commands from the controlling host allows the 
remote virtual device to receive a copy of the data from the R2 device. Remote Host A can 
access the snap data.


Figure 26  Snapping a copy on a remote array
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4. Activate the snap pair session:


symsnap -g remotesnaps activate –rdf DEV001 vdev ld RVDEV001


5. To query the progress of the remote snap operation:


symsnap -g remotesnaps query -rdf


Snapping a copy from a remote BCV
Using SRDF technology and the TimeFinder -rdf option, you can snap a copy from a BCV 
located on a remote array (Figure 27). By doing this, the remotely associated BCV is 
synchronized with the R2 device until you decide to split the BCV pair and snap a copy 
from the BCV to the virtual device.


Figure 27  Snapping from a remote BCV source device
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5. When the remote BCV pair is fully synchronized, perform an instant split on the BCV 
pair:


symmir -g Rdf1Grp split –rdf


6. When the background split is complete, create and activate a copy session between 
the remote BCV source device and the remote virtual device:


symsnap -g Rdf1Grp snap create -rbcv RBCV001 vdev ld RVDEV001
symsnap -g Rdf1Grp snap activate -rbcv RBCV001 vdev ld RVDEV001


7. To query the progress of the remote snap operation or verify the copy session, you can 
issue the following commands that examine the snapped pair (the RBCV source device 
and the virtual device):


symsnap -g Rdf1Grp query -rbcv
symsnap -g Rdf1Grp verify -rbcv


Snapping copies of a source device’s data locally and remotely
Figure 28 combines elements of Figures 26 and 27 to illustrate how to snap copies of a 
source device’s data to devices on two arrays. By splitting the BCV pairs on both sides at 
the same time with a consistent split operation, the BCVs on both sides contain data that 
is consistent with the R1 source data up to the time of the split. 


The controlling host can then perform a local snap and a remote snap, resulting in the 
virtual devices on both sides having copies of the source device’s data (provided that the 
BCVs were not written to by their hosts prior to the snap operation).


Figure 28  Snapping copies on local and remote arrays
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2. Add to the device group an R1 standard device (286) on the local array (sid 3264) to 
hold production data. Add local virtual device 287 and remote virtual device 097 to 
hold the snap copies:


symdg -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 add dev 286
symdg -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 add dev 287 -vdev
symdg -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 add dev 097 –rdf -vdev


3. Associate with the device group local BCV 39A and remote BCV 39F:


symbcv -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 associate dev 39A
symbcv -g Rdf1Grp –sid 3264 associate dev 39F -rdf


4. Establish the BCV pairs on both arrays. DEV001 is the logical device name of the R1 
source device (286):


symmir -g Rdf1Grp establish -full DEV001
symmir -g Rdf1Grp establish -full DEV001 –rdf


5. When the BCV pairs are fully synchronized, perform a consistent split on both BCV 
pairs. You can perform this operation with one command, using the –both_sides 
option. For example:


symmir -g Rdf1Grp split –consistent –both_sides


Note: To use the -consistent and -both_sides options, the SRDF pairs must be 
synchronized and in SRDF mode SYNCHRONOUS.


6. When the background split is complete, create the local and remote snap pairs:


symsnap -g Rdf1Grp create -bcv BCV001 vdev ld VDEV001
symsnap -g Rdf1Grp create -rbcv RBCV002 vdev ld RVDEV002


7. Activate the copy sessions for the local and remote snap pairs:


symsnap -g Rdf1Grp activate -bcv BCV001 vdev ld VDEV001
symsnap -g Rdf1Grp activate -rbcv RBCV002 vdev ld RVDEV002


8. To query the progress of the local snap operation or verify when the local copy is 
complete, you can issue the following commands that examine the local snap pair:


symsnap -g Rdf1Grp query -bcv
symsnap -g Rdf1Grp verify -bcv


9. To query the progress of the remote snap operation or verify when the remote copy is 
complete, you can issue the following commands that examine the remote snap pair:


symsnap -g Rdf1Grp query -rbcv
symsnap -g Rdf1Grp verify -rbcv


10. When subsequent snaps are no longer required, you can terminate the copy sessions 
by issuing commands that end copy sessions for the local and remote snap pairs:


symsnap -g Rdf1Grp terminate -bcv BCV001 vdev ld VDEV001 -bcv
symsnap -g Rdf1Grp terminate -rbcv RBCV002 vdev ld RVDEV002
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Snapping multiple copies
The configuration in Figure 29 is basically the same as Figure 28 on page 100 except that 
this configuration snaps from a BCV source to four virtual devices on each array instead of 
to one virtual device on each array. This illustrates how a single symsnap command can 
create an image of a source device (a BCV in this case) on four virtual devices 
simultaneously.


As mentioned previously, by splitting the BCV pairs on both sides of an SRDF configuration 
at the same time, the BCVs on both sides contain data that is consistent with the R1 
source data up to the time of the split. The controlling host can then perform a local snap 
and a remote snap, resulting in virtual devices on both sides having copies of the source 
device’s data (provided that the BCVs were not written to by their hosts prior to the snap 
operation). In this configuration, 10 hosts can have access to copies of the source device’s 
data (two copies on BCVs, and eight copies on virtual devices).


Figure 29  Snapping multiple copies on local and remote arrays
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To snap copies to the four local virtual devices (DEV002 – DEV005) from the local BCV 
source device (BCV001), issue the symsnap create and the symsnap activate 
commands:


To snap copies to the four remote virtual devices (DEV006 – DEV009) from the remotely 
associated BCV source device (BCV002), issue the symsnap commands with the –rbcv 
option:


Snapping a copy at the tertiary site of a cascaded SRDF 
configuration


Using SRDF technology and the TimeFinder-hop2 option, you can snap devices on an 
array located at the tertiary site of a cascaded SRDF configuration (Figure 30). Performing 
SYMCLI commands from the controlling host allows the remote virtual device to receive a 
copy of the data from the R1 device. Remote Host A can access the snap data.


Figure 30  Snapping a copy at the tertiary site of a cascaded SRDF configuration
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The following steps outline an example of snapping local device data on an array located 
at the tertiary site of a cascaded SRDF configuration:


1. Create an RDF2-type device group or composite group (for example, a group named 
remotesnaps):


To create an RDF2-type device group:


symdg create remotesnaps -type rdf2


To create an RDF2-type composite group:


symcg create remotesnaps -type rdf2


2. Add devices to the group. From the array at the primary site, add an R2 standard 
device. From the array at the tertiary site, add a virtual device to hold the snap copy.


To add devices to a device group:


symdg -g remotesnaps -sid 3264 add dev 001
symdg -g remotesnaps -hop2 -rdfg 1 -remote_rdfg 3 -vdev add dev 04f


To add devices to a composite group:


symcg -cg remotesnaps -sid 3264 add dev 001


symcg -cg remotesnaps -sid 3264 -hop2 -rdfg 1 -remote_rdfg 3 -vdev
add dev 04f


3. Create a snap pair session from the devices in the group:


symsnap -g remotesnaps -exact -hop2 create


4. Activate the snap pair session:


symsnap -g remotesnaps -hop2 activate


5. To query the progress of the remote snap session:


symsnap -g remotesnaps query -hop2


6. To terminate the remote snap session:


symsnap -g remotesnaps -hop2 terminate


Snapping a copy from a clone target device
You can perform snap operations from clone target devices. This feature allows the target 
device of a clone session to be used as a source device for one or more snap sessions.


The following restrictions apply to snap from clone target devices:


◆ The original clone session (symclone) must be in the Copied or Split state.


◆ After one or more snap sessions begin using the original clone devices, the only action 
permitted on the original clone session is terminate. All other actions are blocked 
until all of the snaps are terminated.


The only actions permitted on a snap session with a clone session target as their 
source are activate and terminate. All other actions are blocked until the original clone 
session is terminated. 
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For example:


symclone -g DgName create
symclone -g DgName activate
symsnap -g DgName -bcv create
symsnap -g DgName -bcv activate
symsnap -g DgName -bcv terminate
symclone -g DgName recreate


Command options with device groups or composite groups
Options to the symsnap -g and -cg command line arguments provide more action 
flexibility to control copy sessions when you are operating on device(s) of a specified 
device group or composite group. Table 11 lists the symsnap control operations and the 
possible options to use when targeting a specified device group or composite group.


Table 11  symsnap -g and -cg control arguments and possible options  (page 1 of 2)


Argument action


Options create activate duplicate recreate terminate restore query verify attach detach


-bcv Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-both_sides Y Y


-c, -i Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-concurrent Y Y Y Y Y


-consistent Y Y


-copied Y


-copyonwrite Y


-created Y


-duplicate Y Y Y


-exact Y


-force Y Y Y Y Y


-full Y


-hop2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-multi Y


-noprompt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-not_ready Y Y Y


-offline Y Y


-preaction, -postaction Y Y


-preservetgtlocksa-lockid Y Y Y Y Y


-rbcv Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-rdf Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-restinprog Y
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Note:  For command syntax and descriptions of the symsnap options, refer to the EMC 
Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference.


Command options with device files
With the symsnap -file command, you can perform snap control operations on device 
pairs defined in a device file. The device file includes a source device number, a target 
virtual device number, and the Symmetrix ID. Table 12 lists the symsnap control 
operations and the possible options to use when targeting device pairs specified in a 
device file.


-restore Y


-restored Y Y


-skip Y Y Y Y Y


-star Y Y Y Y Y


-summary Y Y


-svp Y


-symforce Y


-v Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


a. The -preservetgtlocks and -lockid option is not supported for -cg commands.


Table 11  symsnap -g and -cg control arguments and possible options  (page 2 of 2)


Argument action


Options create activate duplicate recreate terminate restore query verify attach detach


Table 12  symsnap -file control arguments and possible options 


Argument action


Options create activate duplicate recreate terminate restore query verify attach detach


-c, -i Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-concurrent Y Y


-consistent Y Y


-copied Y


-copyonwrite Y


-created Y


-duplicate Y Y Y


-force Y Y Y Y Y


-full Y


-multi Y


-noprompt Y Y Y Y Y
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-not_ready Y Y Y Y


-preaction, -postaction Y Y


-preservetgtlocks, -lockid Y Y Y Y Y


-restinprog Y


-restore Y


-restored Y Y


-sid Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-skip Y Y Y Y


-star Y Y Y Y Y


-symforce Y


-summary Y Y


-v Y Y Y Y


Table 12  symsnap -file control arguments and possible options (continued)


Argument action


Options create activate duplicate recreate terminate restore query verify attach detach
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TimeFinder VP Snap overview
For a high-level overview of TimeFinder VP Snap functionality, refer to the EMC VMAX 
Family Product Guide.


VP Snap leverages TimeFinder/Clone technology to create space-efficient snaps for thin 
devices by allowing multiple sessions to share capacity allocations within a thin pool. VP 
Snap provides the efficiency of Snap technology with improved cache utilization and 
simplified pool management. With VP Snap, tracks can be stored in the same thin pool as 
the source, or in another pool of your choice.


VP Snap sessions copy data from the source device to the target device only if triggered by 
a host I/O. Read I/Os to protected tracks on the target device do not result in data being 
copied.


Figure 31 shows several VP Snap sessions sharing allocations within a thin pool.


Figure 31  VP Snap sessions sharing allocations within a thin pool


Creating a VP Snap copy session
Example To begin a VP Snap session and define DEV001 as the source device and DEV005 as the 


target device, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB create DEV001 sym ld DEV005 -vse


The following restrictions apply to VP Snap:


• The -vse attribute may only be applied during the creation of the session.


• Both the source device and the target device must be thin devices.


• All of the VP Snap target devices for a particular source device must be bound to 
the same thin pool. 


• A rebind operation is not allowed for devices that are the target of a VP Snap 
session.


• Once created, VP Snap sessions cannot be changed to any other mode.


• The source device and the target device must be the same size.


• VP Snap sessions cannot be combined with TimeFinder/Clone nocopy sessions on 
the same source device.
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• If a FAST VP target extent is part of a VP Snap session, the shared tracks cannot be 
moved between tiers.


• TimeFinder/Snap sessions and VP Snap sessions cannot coexist on a source 
device.


Activating a VP Snap session
Example To activate the VP Snap session created in “Creating a VP Snap copy session” on 


page 110, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB activate DEV001 sym ld DEV005


This activates the copy operation from the source device to the target device. Activating 
the copy session places the target device in the Read/Write state. The target host can 
access the copied data and has access to data on the source host until the copy session is 
terminated.


Note: Copied data is made available as a point-in-time copy at the time of activation and 
not at the time that the session was created.


Using the establish command


To create and then immediately activate a copy session with a single command, you can 
use the symclone establish command.


Example To create and then activate the copy session shown in the example on page 110, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB establish DEV001 sym ld DEV005 -full -vse


Note: The symclone establish command sets the target device to Not Ready for a short 
time. If you are using a filesystem, unmount the target host before performing the 
establish command.


Restoring a VP Snap session
VP Snap supports incremental restore operations back to the original source device. 
Unlike TimeFinder/Clone restore operations, the source device does not have to be fully 
copied and the original session between the source device and the target device is 
maintained. The following restrictions apply:


• Only one restore session is allowed for the source device.


• Because the original session is maintained, a VP Snap restore operation uses two 
session slots on the source device (one for the original session and one for the 
restore session).


• If you have concurrent sessions off of a source device, all of the concurrent 
sessions must be in the Copied or CopyOnWrite state.


• Splitting a clone device pair is not supported for VP Snap restored sessions.
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• Starting from the time of the initiation of the incremental restore command until 
the restore copy is complete, the following restrictions apply:


– None of the existing sessions may be changed from one mode to another.


– None of the existing sessions may perform a differential recreate or incremental 
establish operation.


– No new sessions may be created with another create or full establish 
command.


In the case of an incremental restore, the original session copy direction is reversed and 
changed data is copied from the target device to the source device. 


Example To incrementally restore data from the target device (DEV005) created in the example on 
page 110 to the original source device (DEV001), enter:


symclone -g ProdDB restore DEV001 sym ld DEV005


Note: When constructing a symclone restore command, the device receiving the 
data always appears first in the command, followed by the device from which the data is 
being copied. Therefore, in the above command, DEV001 is actually the target of the data 
being copied from DEV005.


Terminating a VP Snap copy session
Terminating a copy session deletes the pairing information in the array and removes any 
hold on the target device. 


VP Snap restore operations maintain the original session, so when a VP Snap session is 
restored, both the original CopyOnWrite session and the restore session exist. In this case, 
the restored session must be terminated before the original session. This is done by 
specifying the -restored switch on the terminate command. Once the restored session 
is terminated, the original session may be terminated with a normal terminate command 
without the -restored switch.


Example To terminate the restore session in the example on page 111 using the symclone 
command, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB terminate DEV001 sym ld DEV005 -restored


Example To terminate the original session in the example on page 110 using the symclone 
command, enter:


symclone -g ProdDB terminate DEV001 sym ld DEV005
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CHAPTER 6
Performing TimeFinder/Mirror Operations


This chapter describes the business continuance model and explains how to manage and 
control TimeFinder/Mirror (BCV) devices.


Note: For configurations running Enginuity 5874 through 5876, TimeFinder/Mirror 
functions are performed through TimeFinder/Clone software using a process called Clone 
Emulation. Clone Emulation mode makes the use of RAID-protected BCVs transparent to 
the TimeFinder/Mirror user. 
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Clone Emulation mode and TimeFinder/Mirror
Clone Emulation mode is a mapping procedure that allows you to use RAID-protected BCV 
devices in a way that is transparent to TimeFinder/Mirror users. In Clone Emulation mode, 
Solutions Enabler CLI functions convert TimeFinder/Mirror commands to 
TimeFinder/Clone commands.


Note: For environments using Enginuity 5874 through 5876, TimeFinder/Mirror uses Clone 
Emulation mode for all operations. When running Enginuity 5874, any differences in 
operations that you need to keep in mind will be noted in their respective sections.


“TimeFinder/Clone Emulation” on page 117 contains greater detail.


Note: Data Domain devices are not supported as TimeFinder/Mirror source or target 
devices.


TimeFinder/Mirror


TimeFinder/Mirror is essentially a business continuance solution that allows the use of 
special business continuance volume (BCV) devices. Copies of data from a standard 
device (which are online for regular I/O operations from the host) are sent and stored on 
BCV devices to mirror the primary data. Uses for the BCV copies can include backup, 
restore, decision support, and applications testing. Each BCV device has its own host 
address, and is configured as a stand-alone device.


TimeFinder/Mirror involves associating and establishing the BCV device as a mirror of a 
specific standard device. As a result, the BCV device becomes inaccessible (Not Ready in 
Figure 32 on page 115) using its original device address while it is in an established pair. 
Once the BCV device is synchronized with its source, you can separate (split) it from the 
standard device with which it is paired, thereby making it available again to its host for 
backup or other host processes through its original device address. 


After host processing on the BCV device is complete, the BCV may again be mirrored to a 
standard device (either the same device with which it was previously paired, or with a 
different device).
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Figure 32  Establishing a BCV pair


A DMX 1 array allows up to four mirrors for each logical volume. The mirror positions are 
commonly designated M1, M2, M3, and M4. A single BCV can be the second, third, or 
fourth mirror of the standard device. In Figure 32, because standard device DEV001 is 
configured with two mirrors, BCV001 functions as the third mirror. A host logically views 
the M1/M2 mirrored devices as a single device.


SRDF-connected sites


SRDF is a Business Continuance solution that maintains a mirror image of data at the 
device level in arrays located in physically separate sites. In an SRDF configuration, the 
individual devices are designated as either a source or target to synchronize and 
coordinate SRDF activity.
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Remotely mirroring the local standard
There are multiple types of SRDF-connected BCV devices. An SRDF-connected BCV can be 
paired with the R1 mirror or R2 mirror of the local RDF standard devices (RBCV) as shown 
in Figure 33. 


Figure 33  SRDF: Mirroring the local standard


Mirror types
Once a BCV device is established as a mirror of a standard device, those two devices 
together are referred to as a BCV pair. The pair consists of two types of mirrors: the 
standard device mirror(s) and the BCV mirror.


The standard device mirrors contain copies of the data contained in their associated 
standard devices. There can be up to three standard device mirrors (M1, M2, M3).


A BCV mirror is a standard device mirror. It can be a two-way mirror (M1, M2) that is 
assigned upon creation of the BCV pair.


Note: Mirroring tasks such as establish, split, and restore use the symmir command and 
are described later in this chapter.
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Figure 34  Mirror configuration types


TimeFinder/Clone Emulation


TimeFinder automatically maps a TimeFinder/Mirror command to the executable of the 
appropriate TimeFinder/Clone command when it encounters a BCV that is a RAID 5 or RAID 
6 protected device. Under Clone Emulation mode, TimeFinder/Clone initiates the 
pre-copying of data.


Note:  While Clone Emulation mode is primarily a RAID 5 BCV implementation, it can also 
be used with any other BCV protection. Clone Emulation is available with the 
TimeFinder/Clone license and can be used with existing TimeFinder/Mirror scripts.


When you establish a BCV pair under Clone Emulation, the symmir establish -full 
command maps to the symclone create -precopy -differential command. This 
action causes copying to begin while still checking for new writes. The symmir split 
command maps to the symclone activate command. This action causes the data to 
become available to the host as an instant point-in-time copy.
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Table 13 details the mapping of TimeFinder/Mirror operations to their TimeFinder/Clone 
operational equivalents. 


To operate in a mixed BCV set of RAID 5 BCVs and non-RAID 5 BCVs, you must set the 
Clone Emulation environment variable to ENABLED:


SYMCLI_CLONE_EMULATION=ENABLED


In a mixed BCV set, if Clone Emulation is disabled (the default), any control operation 
produces an error when a RAID 5 BCV is encountered.


When in Clone Emulation mode, a standard device can be paired with as many as eight 
concurrent BCVs (RAID 5 or any other BCV protection). Issue the symmir establish


–concurrent command for the same standard device up to eight times, adding one 
additional BCV each time. 


The following limitations apply to TimeFinder/Clone Emulation:


◆ The TimeFinder reverse split feature is not allowed.


◆ Restores will always be protected restores.


◆ Incremental Restore (Reverse Re-Snap) will only be accepted if all tracks were 
originally copied from the source prior to the restore taking place. 


Note: With Clone Emulation mode, an incremental restore will only be accepted if the 
devices are in a Split state and there is no active split.


Table 13  TimeFinder commands mapped to clone operation  


TimeFinder /Mirror symmir operations TimeFinder/Clone symclone operations


FULL ESTABLISH CREATE with pre-copy and differential


SPLIT ACTIVATE or SPLIT


INCREMENTAL ESTABLISH RECREATE


FULL RESTORE FULL RESTORE


INCREMENTAL RESTORE INCREMENTAL RESTORE


VERIFY VERIFY


ATTACH  ATTACH


DETACH DETACH


CANCEL TERMINATE


PROTECT RESTORE Default feature


PROT BCV ESTAB Default featurea


QUERY QUERY


List List


a. Only after the completion of split is the target device fully 
synchronized as in a protected BCV Establish.
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◆ The following option file settings will be ignored:


SYMAPI_DEFAULT_BCV_SPLIT_TYPE, SYMAPI_DEFAULT_BCV_RESTORE_TYPE 
SYMAPI_DEFAULT_BCV_ESTABLISH_TYPE 


◆ The maximum number of BCVs that can be incrementally established with a standard 
device will be eight instead of the 16 allowed by TimeFinder. 
SYMCLI_MAX_BCV_PAIRS can at most be eight.


◆ The BCV states Split-Before-Sync and Split-Before-Restore are not valid states for an 
emulation device. In both cases, a forced split will complete the synchronization 
operation.


TimeFinder operations overview
These management operations can safely be performed with SYMCLI on a copy of an 
actively changing set of the business data. Business Continuance management 
operations include backing up a static copy of a database, or preparing for application 
upgrades.


Device external locks


SYMCLI/SYMAPI uses device external locks in the array to lock device pairs during SRDF 
and TimeFinder control operations. The EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User 
Guide provides more information on external locks.


Skip locks
During TimeFinder/Mirror operations, you can choose to bypass the device external locks 
on standard devices by using the -skip option with the symmir establish and split 
commands. If the specified source devices are either all locked or all unlocked, this option 
will explicitly not lock those source devices.


Preserve target locks
Device external locks are used to lock BCV device pairs and devices participating in a copy 
session during TimeFinder BCV, Snap, and Clone operations. For target devices that have 
been previously locked with the same lock holder ID, you can preserve the original lock for 
use in performing additional TimeFinder control operations. 


Use the -preservetgtlocks and -lockid options with the symmir establish, 
restore, and split commands to preserve the original device lock on target devices. 
You must specify the original lock holder ID number. This option causes the operation to 
not take out additional locks for the specified target devices.


Disallow synchronization actions


For some sites, it may be desirable to block users on a specific host from performing either 
an establish or restore operation on any of the devices. The SYMAPI_SYNC_DIRECTION 
parameter in the options file allows you to confine TimeFinder and SRDF operations to 
either just establish or restore actions. In this way, you can block a user on a host from 
executing a restore or an establish action using the following form: 


SYMAPI_SYNC_DIRECTION=ESTABLISH | RESTORE | BOTH
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where:


ESTABLISH confines the possible operations to just establish actions.


RESTORE confines the possible operations to just restore actions, which includes 
(allows) restore, failback, and R1 update actions.


BOTH (default) does not restrict any TimeFinder or SRDF actions.


Note: The EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference provides more details about the 
options file.


Wait for synchronization actions to complete


By default, the symmir establish command initiates a series of tasks that begins the 
synchronization of one or more BCV pairs. SYMCLI returns control to the caller while the 
establish operation is still in progress. The WAIT_FOR_BCV_SYNC parameter in the options 
file enables you to delay returning control to the caller until the establish operation (or a 
restore operation) is complete:


SYMAPI_WAIT_FOR_BCV_SYNC = TRUE | FALSE


where:


TRUE waits for the operation to complete before returning control to the caller.


FALSE (default) returns control to the caller before the operation completes.


Note: The EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference provides more details about the 
options file.


Listing BCV devices
Configuration and status information is stored in the configuration database file for each 
device on every array, including BCV devices. 


You can find all BCV devices on an array and view their physical and device names. In 
addition, you can display details about the BCV devices, including the BCV device name, 
the device name of the paired standard device, the number of invalid tracks for both the 
BCV device and the standard device, and the BCV pair state.


Examples To list all the BCV devices that are visible to the host, enter:


symbcv list pd


To list all the BCV devices, regardless of whether they are visible to the host, enter:


symbcv list dev


To list all the BCV devices that have SCSI reservations, regardless of whether they are 
visible to the host, enter:


symbcv -resv list


To list all the BCV sessions created on an array, enter:


symmir -sid SymmID list
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To list all the BCV sessions created on array 3264:


symmir list -sid 3264


Symmetrix ID: 000000003264


Standard Device BCV Device State
-------------------- ----------------------- --------------


Invalid Invalid GBE
Sym Tracks Sym Tracks STD <=> BCV
-------------------- ----------------------- --------------
002B 0 0E0B 0 ... Synchronized
002E 0 0E00 0 ..X Synchronized
002E 0 0E0A 0 ... Synchronized
0032 0 0E0F 0 ... Split
00FF 0 00FD 0 ... Split
0DF5 0 0DA5 0 ..X Synchronized
0DF5 0 0DA4 0 ..X Synchronized
0F70 0 001B 3592 X.. SyncInProg
0F71 0 001C 4496 X.. SyncInProg
0F93 0 0DF9 0 ..X Split
1015 0 1069 0 X.. Synchronized


Total -------- --------
Tracks 0 8088
MB(s) 0.0 505.5


Legend:


(G): X = The paired BCV device is associated with a group.
. = The paired BCV device is not associated with a group.


(B): X = The paired BCV device is splitting in the background.
. = The paired BCV device is not splitting in the background.


(E): X = The paired BCV device is emulation mode.
. = The paired BCV device is not emulation mode.


Associating BCV devices with a device group
Various compound (even multihop) remote configurations can be managed by your host 
using various SYMCLI control components. To perform operations on a BCV device using 
the SYMCLI, the BCV device must be associated with an existing device group or 
composite group (this is not a requirement when using a device file). 


Note: For information on associating BCV devices with a composite group, refer to 
“Associating BCV devices with a composite group” on page 128.


When you associate a BCV device with a device group, you can assign it a logical device 
name. If you do not assign the BCV device a logical device name, a logical device name 
will be assigned automatically. 


Note:  Mirroring tasks such as establish, split, and restore use the symmir command and 
are described later in this chapter.
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Examples You can associate BCV devices with a device group by using either the physical device 
name, or the device name. To associate a BCV device with a physical device name of 
/dev/dsk/c0t2d0s2, to a device group named prod, and naming the BCV device BCV7, 
enter:


symbcv -g prod associate pd c0t2d0 BCV7
To associate a BCV device, with a device name of 001F, to a device group named prod, 
naming the BCV device BCV5, enter:


symbcv -g prod associate dev 001F BCV5


Moving device groups
By default, a BCV device cannot be associated with more than one device group at the 
same time when you are using one SYMCLI configuration database file. However, you can 
change this default behavior by enabling the SYMAPI_ALLOW_DEV_IN_MULT_GRPS 
parameter in the options file. 


You can associate all BCV devices with a device group. Only BCV devices that are not 
already associated with a device group will be associated. 


You can either associate all BCV devices that are visible to your host within a device group 
(the default), or are configured in an array. 


To associate all BCV devices on array 123 with a device group prod, enter:


symbcv -g prod -sid 123 associateall dev


Host-visible BCV devices
To associate all BCV devices visible to your host with the device group prod, enter:


symbcv -g prod associateall


You can also associate a range of BCV devices that are visible to your host. For example, to 
associate devices 039A through 039F with the device group prod, enter:


symbcv -g prod associateall -devs 039A:039F


You can associate remote BCV devices with a device group. The following options allow all 
remote BCV devices of a specific type to be associated with a device group:


◆ -rdf specifies remote attached BCVs (RBCVs).


◆ -bcv specifies remote BCVs that mirror local BCVs (BRBCVs). This option must be used 
with the -rdf option.


◆ -rrdf specifies BCVs that are remotely associated with remote BCVs (RRBCVs).


◆ -hop2 specifies BCV devices (2BCVs) that are remotely associated on the second hop 
of a cascaded SRDF configuration.


SRDF-connected BCV device
An SRDF-connected BCV device must be associated with a device group before it can be 
paired with a remote standard device. Figure 35 on page 124 shows a device group of type 
RDF1 (there are three other device group types, RDF2, RDF21, and REGULAR, which are not 
shown). 
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If the group is an RDF1 type, then the remote BCVs (RBCV) can only be paired with the R2 
mirrors on the remote array. If the group is an RDF2 type, then the remote BCVs can only be 
paired with the R1 mirrors on the remote array. When dealing with concurrent RDF devices, 
you can only remotely associate with one RDF group.


To associate an SRDF-connected BCV device to a device group named prod, and assign it 
a logical device name of RBCV001, enter:


symbcv -sid 123 -g prod -rdf -RDFG 1 associate dev 000B


where:


123 is the ID of the local array.


-rdf specifies a remote attachment.


-RDFG 1 specifies the RDF group number (or RA group number) 1 at the local array 
through which the remote BCV is reached.


dev 000B specifies the device name of the BCV on the remote array.


In this example, the remote BCV pair is mirroring the local standard device as shown in 
Figure 35 on page 124.


SRDF-connected BCV mirror device
You can also associate a remote BCV pair that mirrors a local BCV device as shown in 
Figure 35 on page 124. For example:


symbcv -sid 123 -g prod -rdf -bcv -RDFG 2 associate dev 002A


where:


123 is the ID of the local array.


-rdf specifies a remote attachment.


-bcv specifies that it is a remote BCV that mirrors the local BCV.


-RDFG 2 specifies an RDF group number 2, through which the remote BCV is reached.
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Compounded remote configuration
Figure 35 shows how devices in a compounded remote configuration can be associated. 


Figure 35  Compounded remote configuration example


◆ At site A, the SRDF links remotely mirror a local array. 


◆ The remote site B functions as the remote mirror to the standard devices at site A. 


◆ Remote site C (third site) uses an SRDF link to remotely mirror the BCV devices in the 
array at site A. 


◆ The second-level SRDF shows how:


• SRDF can be cascaded where remote site D (the Tertiary site) functions as a remote 
partner of the R21 device, which is the remote partner of the local RDF standard 
device. 


• SRDF can include multiple sites, for example where remote site E functions as a 
remote mirror to the standard devices of site A. 
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Disassociating BCV devices from a device group
Once a BCV device has been associated with a device group, you can disassociate it when 
the BCV device is in a state that allows it to be disassociated. 


You can disassociate a BCV device by using either the physical device name, the device 
name, or the logical device name. 


To disassociate a BCV device named BCV7 from the prod device group, enter:


symbcv -g prod disassociate ld BCV7


To disassociate a BCV device on device 000F from the prod device group, enter:


symbcv -g prod disassociate dev 000F


If the BCV device that you want to disassociate from a device group is currently paired via 
TimeFinder, TimeFinder/Snap, or TimeFinder/Clone, the -force option must be used. 


Note:  When you use the -force option, SYMCLI does not access the array (an offline 
operation). It disassociates the device from the device group without access to the array.


SRDF-connected BCV pair
An SRDF-connected BCV device can be disassociated from a device group. 


You can disassociate a BCV device using either the device name or the logical device 
name. 


To disassociate a remote BCV device that has a logical device name of RBCV001 from a 
device group named SAMPLE1, enter:


symbcv -g SAMPLE1 -rdf disassociate ld RBCV001


To disassociate a remote BCV device that has a device name of 002B from a device group 
named SAMPLE1, enter:


symbcv -g SAMPLE1 -rdf disassociate dev 002B


If you are attempting to disassociate a remote BCV device from a device group, and the 
BCV device is in the synchronized, restored, or transient BCV state, you must use the 
-force option. 


Note:  When you use the -force option, SYMCLI does not access the array (an offline 
operation). It disassociates the device from the device group without access to the array.


Remote SRDF-connected BCV pair
You can disassociate a remote BCV pair that mirrors the local BCV device, which is shown 
associated in Figure 35 on page 124. 
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For example:


symbcv -sid 123 -g SAMPLE1 -rdf -bcv disassociate dev 002A


where:


123 is the ID of the local array.


-rdf specifies a remote attachment.


-bcv specifies that it is a remote BCV that mirrors the local BCV.


Remote BCV or a remote BCV pair
You can disassociate a remote BCV that mirrors the remote BCV device, which is shown 
associated in Figure 35 on page 124. This option can be used to disassociate a BCV device 
that is accessible via SRDF links two hops away. The group must be an RDF group.


For example:


symbcv -sid 123 -g SAMPLE1 -rrdf disassociate dev 002A


where:


123 is the ID of the local array.


-rrdf specifies the BCV is being remotely disassociated with a remote BCV in the 
group.


Remote BCV on the second hop of a cascaded SRDF configuration
You can disassociate a remote BCV on the second hop of a cascaded SRDF configuration, 
which is shown associated in Figure 35 on page 124. This option can be used to 
disassociate a BCV device that is accessible via SRDF links two hops away. The group must 
be an RDF group.


For example:


symbcv -sid 123 -g SAMPLE1 -hop2 disassociate dev 002A


where:


123 is the ID of the local array.


-hop2 specifies the BCV is in the second hop of a cascaded SRDF.


Moving BCV devices from one device group to another device 
group


The symbcv command can be used to move one or all BCV devices from one existing 
device group to another existing device group. The source and destination groups can be 
of different types. When moving a BCV device from one group to another, you can choose 
to have the device’s logical name renamed to the default naming convention of the 
destination group. This helps to avoid naming conflicts that may be encountered. 


Other options are available to limit a move to the devices that meet a specified set of 
criteria, which can be specified along with the moveall action. For a full description of 
these options, refer to symbcv in the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference.
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Moving a specific device
To move BCV device BCV001 from device group prod to the destination group NewGroup 
and rename the moved device, enter:


symbcv -g prod move ld BCV001 NewGroup -rename


Moving all BCV devices
You can move all local BCV devices from one device group to another device group. The 
source and destination groups can be of different types.


To move all BCV devices that are visible to your host from device group prod to device 
group NewGroup, enter:


symbcv -g prod moveall NewGroup


Moving remote BCV devices
Remote BCV devices can be moved from one device group to another device group. The 
following options allow all remote BCV devices of a specific type to be moved:


◆ -rdf specifies remote attached BCVs (RBCVs).


◆ -bcv specifies remote BCVs that mirror local BCVs (BRBCVs). This option must be used 
with the -rdf option.


◆ -rrdf specifies BCVs that are remotely associated with remote BCVs (RRBCVs).


◆ -hop2 specifies BCV devices (2BCVs) that are remotely associated on the second hop 
of a cascaded SRDF configuration.


Removing devices
The symbcv command also contains a remove all action (rmall), which will remove all 
devices meeting the specified criteria from the specified device group.


Managing BCV devices with composite groups
When adding BCV devices to a composite group, consider the following:


◆ The user must specify a local array ID. 


◆ If no devices have been added to the composite group yet, and if there is only one 
RDFG on the array, then that RDFG is assumed; otherwise, you must specify a RDFG 
when adding remote BCVs.


◆ The –host, -SA, and –P parameters are only valid when associating local BCV devices.


◆ If –bcv is specified, the BCV list affected is the BRBCV list (or the BCV of the remote 
BCV device). 


Note:  -rdf is required when –bcv is specified.


◆ If –rdf is specified and –bcv is not specified, the BCV list affected is the RBCV list.


◆ If –rrdf is specified, the BCV list affected is the RRBCV list.
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◆ If -hop2 and -remote_rdfg are specified, the BCV list affected is the 2BCV list.


◆ If –rdf and –bcv and –rrdf are not specified, the BCV list affected is the BCV list.


Associating BCV devices with a composite group
Use the following syntax to associate a BCV using the given device name to the composite 
group:


symbcv -cg CgName -sid SymmID [[-rdf [-bcv]] | [-rrdf] | [-hop2]]
[-rdfg GrpNum [-remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum]]
associate dev SymDevName [LdevName]


Use the following syntax to associate all BCV devices for the SymmID to the composite 
group:


symbcv -cg CgName -sid SymmID [[-rdf [-bcv]] | [-rrdf] | [-hop2]]
[-rdfg GrpNum [-remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum]]
associateall [pd | -host HostName] [-sid SymmID]


[-SA # | ALL] [-p #] [-N #]
[-cap # [-captype mb | cyl]]
[-R1 | -NOR1] [-R2 | -NOR2]
[-sel_rdfg SelRdfGrpNum]
[-devs <SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName


[,<SymDevStart:SymDevEnd | SymDevName>...]>]


Disassociating BCV devices from a composite group
Use the following syntax to disassociate a BCV using the device name:


symbcv -cg CgName -sid SymmID [[-rdf [-bcv]] | [-rrdf] | [-hop2]]
[-rdfg GrpNum [-remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum]]
disassociate dev SymDevName [-force]


Moving BCV devices to a composite group
Use the following syntax to move the BCV that has the given device name to the 
destination composite group:


symbcv -cg CgName -sid SymmID [[-rdf [-bcv]] | [-rrdf] | [-hop2]]
[-rdfg GrpNum [-remote_rdfg RemoteGrpNum]]
move dev SymDevName DestCgName [-force]


Establishing BCV pairs
After configuration and initialization of an array, BCV devices contain no data. The BCV 
devices, like the standard devices, have unique host addresses and are online and ready 
to the hosts to which they are connected. The full establish must be used the first time the 
standard devices are paired with BCV devices.


Figure 36 on page 129 illustrates the initial configuration prior to performing any 
TimeFinder BCV operations. In this figure, the host views the M1/M2 mirrored pair as a 
single standard device (DEV001) and the BCV device as BCV001.
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Figure 36  Initial BCV configuration


To obtain a copy of the data on a standard device, a BCV pair must be established. A BCV 
pair consists of a BCV device and a standard device. The standard device can have various 
mirror structures (unprotected, two-way or three-way mirrored, RAID, RAID with SRDF), as 
long as the number of mirrors does not exceed three. This constraint is in place because 
establishing a BCV pair requires assigning the BCV device as the next available mirror of 
the standard device. 


Since there is a maximum of four mirrors allowed per device in the array, a device already 
having four mirrors is not able to accommodate another one.


Optionally, you can target devices in a device group, composite group, or device file:


symmir -g DgName -full establish
symmir -cg CgName -full establish
symmir -f[ile] FileName -full establish


To initiate a full establish on all the BCV pairs in the prod device group, enter:


symmir -g prod -full establish


To initiate a full establish on one BCV pair, DEV001, in the prod device group, enter:


symmir -g prod -full establish DEV001
To initiate a full establish on more than one BCV pair (list) in the prod device group with 
one command, enter:


symmir -g prod -full establish
DEV001 BCV ld BCV005
DEV002 BCV ld BCV007
DEV003 BCV ld BCV008
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Figure 37 illustrates the full establish of a BCV pair.


Figure 37  Fully establishing a BCV pair


When a full establish is initiated for each specified BCV pair in a device group:


◆ Command validity is checked. For example, the array makes sure that both the 
standard device and the BCV device are the same size, the device specified as the 
BCV has the BCV attribute, the standard device does not already have a BCV device 
assigned to it, and so on.


If the standard device is a metahead device, the BCV must also share the same 
metadevice properties. All metamembers will be implicitly established along with the 
metahead device.


◆ The BCV device is set as Not Ready to the host.


◆ The BCV device is assigned as the next available mirror of the standard device. A BCV 
can be the second, third, or fourth mirror of the standard device. For example, in 
Figure 37, it is the third mirror (M3).


◆ The contents of the standard device are copied to the BCV. For example, in Figure 37, 
the BCV device receives its data from both the first fully valid mirror of the source.


The BCV pair is synchronized when the standard device mirrors and the BCV mirror contain 
identical data.


Note: The BCV device is not available for host use during the time that it is assigned as a 
BCV mirror on a standard device. However, any new data written to the standard device is 
copied to the BCV device while the BCV pair exists.


By default, Solutions Enabler rejects establish commands for CKD online devices. You can 
allow the establish command for CKD online devices by disabling the 
SYMAPI_TF_CHECK_ONLINE_CKD option. For instructions on disabling or enabling this 
option, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler Installation Guide.
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Specifying the default method for establishing BCV pairs


When specifying the default method for establishing BCV pairs, you can either set it at the 
system level by using an options parameter, or at the user level by using an environment 
variable.


Note: User level settings (environment variables) will override system level settings 
(options file parameters).


Note: Because of the load that establish operations place on an array, you should only 
change these settings under the direction of EMC. Please contact your EMC representative 
before changing these settings.


Specifying at the system level
To specify the default method for establishing BCV pairs at the system level, set the 
SYMAPI_DEFAULT_BCV_ESTABLISH_TYPE parameter in the options file. Possible values 
are:


◆ SINGULAR specifies to issue an establish to a single device, including a metamember, 
at a time. This method allows other tasks access to the array when doing a large 
number of establishes.


◆ PARALLEL (default) specifies to issue an establish to each servicing disk adapter (DA) 
in parallel, and then wait for a DA to finish before issuing another establish to that DA. 


◆ SERIAL specifies to issue establishes as fast as the Global Special Task (GST) queue 
can handle them. However, all members of a meta must be established before 
continuing to the next meta or device. This is the default method when using 
metadevices.


Note: The EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference contains information on 
changing the options file parameters.


Specifying at the user level
To specify the default method for establishing BCV pairs at the user level, set the 
SYMCLI_BCV_EST_TYPE environment variable. Possible values for this variable are 
SINGULAR, PARALLEL, or SERIAL, as described earlier on this page.


When specifying the default method as SINGULAR or PARALLEL, you can also set the 
SYMCLI_BCV_EST_DELAY environment variable to specify how long to wait between 
sending commands to the array. Possible value for this variable range from 0 to 30, with 0 
being the default setting.


Note: The EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference contains information on 
changing environment variables.
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Instantly establishing multiple BCV pairs
The multi/instant establish option improves the performance of a typical establish 
operation by submitting multiple BCV pairs in a single system call to be established 
instantly.


You can enable (default)/disable this feature with the SYMAPI_TF_MULTI_ESTAB_REST 
environment variable. Setting the SYMAPI_DEFAULT_BCV_ESTABLISH_TYPE parameter to 
SERIAL or SINGULAR will cause this option to be ignored.


Establishing multiple BCVs with a single standard device
You can fully establish (at different times) up to 16 BCV devices (8 when using emulation 
mode) associated with a single standard device. The BCV devices must also be associated 
to the same device group.


Note: Using the environment variable SYMCLI_MAX_BCV_PAIRS, the maximum number of 
pairs (established or restored) can be adjusted between 1 to 16 BCV devices. 


With this feature, standard devices retain a relationship with multiple BCVs as long as 
those BCVs do not become paired with another standard. Here, the information about 
changed tracks is saved for a split BCV device when another BCV device is subsequently 
established and split from the same standard device. By invoking a series of 
split/-full establish commands over time (as shown in Figure 38), a multi-BCV 
environment becomes established that retains progressive historical images of the 
specified standard.


Note: When the maximum number of multi-BCV pairs is reached, you can alter the BCV 
pair cancel policy that controls the round-robin device usage as you fully establish the 
next device beyond the set maximum pair count. Using environment variable 
SYMCLI_BCV_PAIR_POLICY, you can cancel the incremental relationship between the STD 
and the oldest BCV (default), cancel the newest, or don’t cancel any BCV in the set.


Figure 38  Establishing a multi-BCV environment
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To fully establish the standard with BCV005, enter:


symmir -g prod split DEV001
symmir -g prod -full establish DEV001 BCV ld BCV005


In this environment, you can specify any one of these older BCVs to incrementally restore 
the standard back to a historical copy.


Canceling a multi-BCV relationship
You can completely cancel the incremental relationship between the STD and any one of 
the split multi-BCV devices from the set using the cancel operation. This operation will 
put the BCV in either of the following states, depending on whether you are running 
TimeFinder in native or emulation mode:


You cannot incrementally establish or incrementally restore that BCV pair again until you 
have performed another full establish operation or a full restore operation. 


To remove BCV001 from the set, enter:


symmir -g prod cancel DEV001 BCV ld BCV001


As shown in Figure 39, once you cancel the specified BCV, all records of track changes 
between the STD and the canceled BCV are destroyed.


Figure 39  Canceling a multi-BCV


SRDF-connected BCV pairs
You can specify an establish action to a remote array using the RDF flag (-rdf), which 
fully establishes the remote BCV pairs. 


To perform a full establish operation in the remote array at site B when the RDF flag is 
specified, use the following command:
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symmir -g prod -rdf -full establish


To initiate a full establish on one remote BCV pair, DEV001, in the prod group, enter:


symmir -g prod -rdf -full establish DEV001 bcv ld RBCV001


In this case, the flag indicates that the BCV device being established is an 
SRDF-connected BCV device, which will be established with the remote mirror of the local 
RDF standard device.


To perform a full establish operation in the remote array at site B when the RDF and BCV 
flags (-rdf and -bcv) are specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rdf -bcv -full establish
To initiate a full establish on one remote BCV pair, BCV001, in the prod group, enter:


symmir -g prod -rdf -bcv -full establish BCV001 BCV ld BRBCV001


In this case, the -rdf parameter indicates that the BCV device being established is an 
SRDF-connected BCV device, which will be established with the remote standard mirror of 
the local R1 BCV device.


Second-level remote BCV pairs


You can specify an establish action to a second remote site using the remotely attached 
remote BCV flag (-rrbcv option), which fully establishes second-level remote BCV pairs. 
To perform a full establish operation in the remote array at site C when the remotely 
attached remote BCV flag (-rrbcv option) is specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv -full establish


To initiate a full establish on one remote BCV pair, RBCV001, in the prod group, enter:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv -full establish RBCV001 BCV ld RRBCV001


In this case, the flag indicates that the BCV device being established is a second hop 
SRDF-connected BCV device, which will be established with the remote standard mirror of 
the remote BCV device.


Hop 2 BCV pairs in a cascaded SRDF configuration


You can specify an establish action to an array located at the tertiary site of a cascaded 
SRDF configuration.


To perform a full establish operation in the remote array at the tertiary site (C) when the 
hop 2 flag is specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -hop2 establish -full


In this case, the flag indicates that the SRDF-connected BCV device (2BCV001) is being 
established with the remote partner of the R21 device, which is the remote partner of the 
local RDF standard device.
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Using cascaded Clone Emulation to cascaded clone
In environments running Enginuity 5874 through 5876, the target device of a Clone 
Emulation session can be used as the source for one or more clone sessions and vice 
versa:


◆ Clone session to a Clone Emulation session
◆ Clone Emulation session to a clone session


In environments running Enginuity 5875 and higher, performing an incremental restore to 
a cascaded clone target is supported. For example, devices in an A -> B -> C cascaded clone 
session can copy data from device C to device A.


Clone session to a Clone Emulation session 


In this configuration, the source device A to target device B is a TimeFinder/Clone session, 
and source device B to target device C (BCV) is a TimeFinder/Clone Emulation session. 


Figure 40  Cascaded Clone to a cascaded Clone Emulation session
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Table 15 lists the Clone-to-Clone Emulation target session states. 


Note: When AB session is SyncInProgress or RestoreInProgress, the –symforce flag is 
required when performing a BC split operation.


Table 15  Clone and B to C TimeFinder/Clone Emulation states  


BC session 
state


 Clone A  Clone B  Clone C
session state


AB 
No session


AB 
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AB
Precopy


AB
CopyInProg 
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AB
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Split BC
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Clone Emulation session to a clone target session 


In this configuration, the source device A to target device B (BCV) is a TimeFinder/Clone 
Emulation session, and source device B to target device C is a TimeFinder/Clone session. 
Table 16 lists the Clone Emulation to Clone target session states. 


Note: When AB session SyncInProgress or RestoreInProgress, –symforce flag is 
required on AB split.


Table 16  Clone Emulation and clone target session states  


BC session state
Clone A  Clone B  Clone C


session state
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Establishing concurrent BCV pairs
When you establish a BCV device as a mirror of a standard device, that relationship is 
known as a BCV pair. When you sequentially establish/split/establish a number of BCV 
devices over time with a specified standard, that is known as a multi-BCV relationship. 


You can establish two BCV devices (eight when using emulation mode) as concurrent 
mirrors of a single standard device all within the same symmir command line. This 
relationship is known as a concurrent BCV pair. This feature allows you or an application 
script to instantly generate two synchronized copies of the standard data. When the two 
BCVs are split from the standard, the BCV’s hosts can access the data on either BCV.


When establishing concurrent BCV pairs, you can either specify the BCVs, or use the 
-concurrent option to allow the array to select suitable (in terms of size, emulation, etc.) 
BCV(s) from the available BCV list. 


Example: Specifying the BCVs


To concurrently establish BCV001 and BCV002 with standard DEV012 in device group 
CncGrp, enter:


symmir -g CncGrp establish -full DEV012 bcv ld BCV001
DEV012 bcv ld BCV002


Figure 41  Establish concurrent BCV pairs


After the concurrent BCVs become split at some point, you can then concurrently 
resynchronize the BCVs with an incremental establish:


symmir -g CncGrp establish DEV012 bcv ld BCV001
DEV012 bcv ld BCV002


While these examples pair both BCVs at the same time, you can also establish the first 
BCV device now and the second one later. In either case, the concurrent BCVs become 
synchronized to the standard and remain that way until you split the BCVs from the 
standard.


The following is a valid concurrent BCV pair example, provided there is no split action 
between these commands:


symmir -g CncGrp establish -full DEV012 bcv ld BCV001
.
.
.


symmir -g CncGrp establish -full DEV012 bcv ld BCV002
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In this case, if the standard is already synchronized with one BCV, the array will 
synchronize one other BCV with it. If the standard device is not yet synchronized with a 
BCV, the array will still only synchronize one BCV with it. 


Performing a protected BCV establish (moving all mirrors)
The protected BCV establish (-protbcvest) option (also called the moveall establish) 
can be used with the establish action to move all mirrors of locally mirrored BCV devices to 
join the mirrors of the standard device. This protected BCV moving mirror feature improves 
the availability of the BCV mirrors, particularly after a split operation where all BCV mirrors 
are instantly synchronized. This feature, also known as instant BCV mirror sync, is 
available with full or incremental establish or restore operations. This feature is only 
useful in a native TimeFinder environment.


Note: This feature is not supported if the standard device is a dynamic concurrent SRDF 
device or if TimeFinder is in emulation mode.


Figure 42 compares the array behavior between a normal and a moving protected 
establish action.


Figure 42  Establishing two-way BCV mirrors with protected establish


In a 2-way BCV mirror configuration for a normal establish, M2 is fixed and can only be 
updated from M1 after a split. For a 2-way BCV mirror device for a protected establish, 
both M1 and M2 move to the standard device mirror set and become instantly 
synchronized and available for updates from I/O activity on the standard device.


To initiate a full -protbcvest establish on a 2-way BCV pair with 2-way standard DEV001 
in device group Prod, enter:


symmir -g Prod establish -full -protbcvest DEV001 BCV ld BCV005


For more information about the affects of -protbcvest during a split operation, refer to 
“Splitting a protectively established BCV” on page 148. 
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Incrementally establishing BCV pairs
Incrementally establishing a BCV pair accomplishes the same thing as the establish 
process, with a major time-saving exception: the standard device (DEV001) copies to the 
BCV device (BCV001) only the new data that was updated on the standard device while 
the BCV pair was split. Any changed tracks on the BCV are also overwritten by the data on 
the corresponding tracks on the standard device. 


This process is useful if the data yielded from running an application on the BCV device is 
not needed or if a fresh copy of current data is needed.


Optionally, you can target devices in a device group, composite group, or device file:


symmir -g DgName establish
symmir -cg CgName establish
symmir -f[ile] FileName establish


Examples To initiate an incremental establish on all the BCV pairs in the prod device group, enter:


symmir -g prod establish


To initiate an incremental establish on a BCV pair, DEV001, in the prod device group, 
enter:


symmir -g prod establish DEV001


To initiate an incremental establish on a list of specific BCV pairs in the prod device 
group, enter:


symmir -g prod establish DEV001
DEV002
DEV005


The establish defaults to re-establishing the previous BCV pairing, unless you use either 
the -full option.


Automatically converting an incremental establish to a full establish
TimeFinder will automatically convert an incremental establish to a full establish when it 
determines that the requested devices (local or remote) have no prior relationship. 


The SYMAPI_DEFAULT_BCV_ESTAB_INC_TO_FULL parameter in the options file allows you 
to enable this feature. Disabling this feature (default) will cause the SYMAPI to return the 
error SYMAPI_C_DEVICE_IS_NOT_PAIRED, as it did with previous versions.


Note: Enabling the SYMAPI_DEFAULT_BCV_ESTAB_INC_TO_FULL parameter does not 
eliminate the requirement to use the -full option with the -opt option.


Incrementally establishing multiple BCV pairs
You can incrementally establish (at different times) up to 16 (8 when using emulation) BCV 
devices associated with a single standard device. Note that initially, all the BCV devices 
must have been fully established before you perform any incremental establishes on 
them.


Note: Using the environment variable SYMCLI_MAX_BCV_PAIRS, the maximum number of 
pairs (established or restored) can be adjusted between 1 to 16 BCV devices.
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With this feature, standard devices retain a relationship with multiple BCVs as long as 
those BCVs do not become paired with another standard. Here, the information about 
changed tracks is saved for a split BCV device if another BCV device is subsequently 
incrementally established and split from the same standard device. By invoking a series of 
split/increment establish commands over time (Figure 43), a multi-BCV 
environment becomes established that retains progressive historical images of the data 
on the specified standard.


Figure 43  Establishing a multi-BCV environment


To query for existing multi-BCVs that were originally all previously (full) established, and 
then to incrementally establish BCV005 with the standard, enter:


symmir -g DgName query -multi
symmir -g DgName split DEV001
symmir -g DgName establish DEV001 BCV ld BCV005


In this environment, you can specify any one of these older BCVs to incrementally restore 
or establish the standard back to a historical copy.


SRDF-connected BCV pairs


You can specify an incremental establish action to a remote site using the RDF flag (-rdf 
option), which incrementally establishes the remote BCV pairs. 


To perform an incremental establish operation in the remote array at site B when the -rdf 
option is specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rdf -establish


In this case, the -rdf option indicates that the BCV device being established is an 
SRDF-connected BCV device, which will be established with the remote standard mirror of 
the local RDF standard device.
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Second-level remote BCV pairs


You can specify an incremental establish action to a second remote site using the 
remotely attached remote BCV flag (-rrbcv option), which incrementally establishes 
second-level remote BCV pairs. An incremental establish operation in the remote array at 
site C when the remotely attached remote BCV flag (-rrbcv option) is specified with the 
following command:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv establish


To initiate an incremental establish on one remote BCV pair, RBCV001, in the prod group, 
enter:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv establish RBCV001 BCV ld RRBCV001


In this case, the flag indicates that the BCV device being established is a second Hop 
SRDF-connected BCV device, which will be established with the remote standard mirror of 
the remote BCV device.


Hop 2 BCV pairs in a cascaded SRDF configuration


You can specify an incremental establish action to an array located at the tertiary site of a 
cascaded SRDF configuration.


Perform an incremental establish operation in the remote at the tertiary site (C) when the 
hop 2 flag is specified with the following command:


symmir -g prod -hop2 establish


In this case, the flag indicates that the SRDF-connected BCV device is being established 
with the remote partner of the R21 device, which is the remote partner of the local RDF 
standard device.


Protected BCV incremental establish


The protected BCV establish (-protbcvest) option (also known as the moveall establish) 
can be used with the incremental establish action to move all mirrors of locally mirrored 
BCV devices to join the mirrors of the standard device. This moving of the mirrors feature 
improves availability of the BCV mirrors, particularly after a split operation where all 
mirrors are instantly synchronized.


To initiate a protected (-protbcvest) incremental establish on a 2-way BCV pair with 
2-way standard DEV001 in device group Prod, enter:


symmir -g Prod establish -protbcvest DEV001 BCV ld BCV005


For more information about the protected BCV established environment, refer to 
“Performing a protected BCV establish (moving all mirrors)” on page 139.


Splitting BCV pairs
After an establish operation and the standard device and BCV mirrors are synchronized, 
the BCV device becomes a mirror copy of the standard device. You can split the paired 
devices to where each holds separate valid copies of the data, but will no longer remain 
synchronized to changes when they occur. SYMCLI processes can then be executed with 
the BCV device once the split completes.
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Optionally, you can target devices in a device group, composite group, or device file:


symmir -g DgName split
symmir -cg CgName split
symmir -f[ile] FileName split


Examples To split all the BCV pairs in the prod device group, enter:


symmir -g prod split


To split a BCV pair, DEV001, in the prod device group, enter:


symmir -g prod split DEV001


To split a list of standard devices in the prod device group, enter:


symmir -g prod split DEV001 DEV002 DEV003


Figure 44 illustrates the splitting of a BCV pair. 


Note: Relabeling devices is sometimes required in situations where devices are under an 
MS Windows type volume manager's control. If a BCV (TimeFinder) device holds an 
identical copy of its standard (paired) device, and when the BCV device becomes ready to 
the Windows operating system, the volume manager will detect two identical volumes 
with different mount points. This can cause the volume manager on Windows to exit and 
bring down a system. 


Figure 44  Split the BCV pair
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◆ Any pending write transactions to the standard device and the BCV device are 
destaged.


◆ The BCV device is split from the BCV pair.


◆ If the device is a metadevice, all metamembers are implicitly split as well.


◆ The BCV device state is changed to Ready, enabling host access through its separate 
address (BCV001).


◆ Operation with the standard device is resumed and any tracks changed from write 
operations to the standard device are marked. (This is necessary for updating the BCV 
device if it is reestablished with the same standard device at a later time.)


◆ If the BCV device has any of its own mirrors, the mirrors are synchronized, unless 
protected establish or emulation is used.


Once you finish running any Business Continuance processes on the BCV device, the 
following options are available:


◆ Incremental establish or reestablish of the BCV pair.


◆ Establish new using the same BCV devices with a different standard device.


◆ Restore data to a standard device from the BCV device.


◆ Incrementally restore data to the standard device from the BCV device (if the devices 
were previously paired).


SRDF-connected BCV pairs


You can specify a split action to a remote site using the RDF flag (-rdf option), which 
splits the remote BCV pairs.


To perform the splitting of a remote BCV pair, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rdf split


In this case, the flag indicates that the BCV device being split is an SRDF-connected 
device, which will be split from the remote standard mirror of the local RDF standard 
device.


If a BCV device has its own mirrors (local or remote), these mirrors will become 
synchronized with its first mirror after the BCV pair is split.


Second-level remote BCV pairs


You can specify a split action to a second remote site using the remotely attached 
remote BCV flag (-rrbcv option), which splits second-level remote BCV pairs. To perform 
a split operation in the remote array at site C when the remotely attached remote BCV flag 
(-rrbcv option) is specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv split


To initiate a split on one remote BCV pair, RBCV001, in the prod group, enter:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv split RBCV001 BCV ld RRBCV001


In this case, the flag indicates that the BCV device being split is a second HOP 
SRDF-connected BCV device, which will be split from the remote standard mirror of the 
remote BCV device.
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Hop 2 BCV pairs in a cascaded SRDF configuration


You can specify a split action to an array located at the tertiary site of a cascaded SRDF 
configuration.


To perform an establish operation in the remote array at the tertiary site (C) when the hop 
2 flag is specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -hop2 split


In this case, the flag indicates that the SRDF-connected BCV device (2BCV001) is being 
split from the remote partner of the R21 device, which is the remote partner of the local 
RDF standard device.


Remote copy with BCV split


In addition to splitting a local BCV pair, you can further specify the remote (-remote) 
option which makes the R1 device ready on the link and propagates the R1 BCV copy 
across the SRDF link to the R2 that mirrors the BCV:


symmir -g prod split DEV001 -remote


Performing a reverse split


The reverse (-reverse) option initiates a reverse data copy from the fixed BCV mirror to 
the primary (moving) mirror of the BCV upon the completion of the split operation.


Note: A reverse split is not supported in TimeFinder/Clone Emulation mode.


Normal split behavior


Normally, when a BCV has two mirrors, only the primary mirror (M1) joins the standard 
device in establish or restore operations. As shown in Figure 45, the content of the primary 
BCV mirror is refreshed by data from the standard, when the BCV is established. The 
secondary BCV mirror (M2) is refreshed by data from the primary BCV mirror (M1), after the 
BCV mirror is split from the standard. The primary BCV mirror is referred to as the moving 
mirror, because it moves between the standard and the secondary (fixed) mirror.


Usually, after a split, the fixed BCV mirror is refreshed from the moving BCV mirror. This 
can either be a full copy operation or a differential copy. In a differential copy, only the 
tracks that have changed on the moving mirror during the time it was synchronized with 
the standard are refreshed. 
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Figure 45  Two-way mirror BCV establish/split normal behavior


Reverse split behavior


In a reverse split operation, the direction of data flow between the BCV mirrors is reversed. 
As shown in Figure 46, during a reverse split, the fixed BCV mirror (M2) will refresh the 
moving mirror (M1) after the split operation. This behavior may be desirable when you 
need to revert to an older copy of the data that was on the BCV before it was 
established/restored with the standard.


Figure 46  Two-way mirror reverse establish/split behavior


Note: Be sure this is the behavior you want before invoking the reverse split option since 
the primary BCV mirror data is refreshed with an older mirror of data.
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A reverse split is permitted only if both BCV mirrors were completely synchronized before 
the moving BCV mirror was paired with the standard device. When you anticipate a need 
for future reverse split operations, the -reverse option is applied to an establish or 
restore operation. This option requests a verification check that the BCV’s fixed mirror has 
valid data. You must verify that both mirrors are in the Ready state after the split.


To establish DEV001/BCV005 and later perform a reverse split on DEV001 in device group 
Prod, enter:


symmir -g Prod establish -reverse DEV001
symmir -g Prod split -reverse DEV001
symmir -g Prod verify -bcv_mirrors -ready


Note: Data may not be immediately available. Use the verify command to check that 
both mirrors are in the Ready state for the data to be available.


Figure 47 illustrates a practical use of a reverse split. At midnight a split results in a good 
point-in-time copy of a database. At 10 a.m. a corruption is discovered in the database, 
necessitating a database recovery. At 10:30 a.m. a restore operation is initiated from the 
BCV copy. Because the good data is immediately available to the BCV pair, the recovery 
begins shortly after initiating the restore process. At 11:00 a.m, during the recovery, one of 
the logs re-corrupts the database. 


Though the data on the BCV’s moving mirror has changed during the recovery process, a 
reverse split can be initiated. At 11:20 a.m. the BCV’s fixed mirror refreshes its moving 
mirror, providing access to the good midnight copy of the data.


Figure 47  Practical use of a reverse split


Splitting concurrent BCV pairs
You can establish two BCV devices as concurrent mirrors of a single standard device. This 
relationship is known as a concurrent BCV pair. This feature allows you or an application 
to instantly generate two synchronized copies of the standard data (refer to “Establishing 
concurrent BCV pairs” on page 138).


When you apply a split action to a standard device that was concurrently established with 
two BCV mirrors, both BCVs become split from the standard.


To split concurrently established BCV001 and BCV002 with standard DEV012 in device 
group CncGrp, enter:
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Figure 48  Splitting concurrent BCV pairs


Concurrent BCVs


If you do not want both of the concurrent BCVs to simultaneously split together, you can 
individually target the split action by explicitly specifying the BCV with the standard as 
follows:


symmir -g CncGrp split DEV012 bcv ld BCV001


or:


symmir -g CncGrp split DEV012 bcv ld BCV002


Concurrent splits


To display the status of the background concurrent split for both of these BCVs, enter:


symmir -g CncGrp query -multi -bg


Because invalid track tables are maintained, future concurrent incremental establish 
operations are possible on these split BCVs. After a concurrent split, it is possible to 
resynchronize just one BCV as follows:


symmir -g CncGrp establish DEV012


However, if you do not explicitly specify a BCV and you have not set an attachment 
preference, TimeFinder chooses the BCV to resynchronize, based on which of the two 
concurrent BCVs was split first.


You can also verify that the action has completed, as follows:


symmir -g CncGrp -split verify -bg DEV012 BCV ld BCV002


Splitting a protectively established BCV


A split action splits both of the BCV mirrors away from the standard device that were 
previously established with a -protbcvest option. Figure 49 illustrates the initial 
protected BCV established state and the resulting behavior of a split action on these BCV 
mirrors. For any split command, there is no need to apply the -protbcvest option to 
move all the mirrors away from the standard.
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Figure 49  Split behavior on two-way BCV mirrors


Before you split, you may need to query the array to examine the protected STD/BCV 
mirrored environment to identify the established moved devices for the split action, as 
follows:


symmir -g prod query -protbcvest


To perform a protected establish and later split (for example) on standard DEV001 with its 
BCV mirrors, in device group prod, enter:


symmir -g prod establish -protbcvest DEV001
.
.
.


symmir -g prod split DEV001


For more information about a protected BCV establish, refer to “Performing a protected 
BCV establish (moving all mirrors)” on page 139.


TimeFinder consistent split


TimeFinder consistent split allows you to split off a consistent, restartable copy of a 
database management system within seconds with no interruption to online service. 
Consistency split helps to avoid inconsistencies and restart problems that can occur when 
splitting a database-related BCV without first quiescing the database. Consistent split can 
be implemented using Enginuity Consistency Assist (ECA) functionality or SRDF/A. 


“Consistent split using Enginuity Consistency Assist” on page 150 contains greater detail. 
The EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI User Guide provides complete details on 
SRDF/A.


Note: With Enginuity 5874 through 5876, TimeFinder includes the 
TimeFinder/Consistency Group (TimeFinder/CG) option. You do not need a separate 
license for TimeFinder/CG. For Enginuity 5875 and higher, the EMC Solutions Enabler 
Version 8.0 Installation Guide provides all of the licensing information.
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Consistent split using Enginuity Consistency Assist
You can use Enginuity Consistency Assist (ECA) to perform consistent split operations 
across multiple, heterogeneous hosts. 


Note: With Enginuity 5874 through 5876, TimeFinder includes the TimeFinder/CG option. 
You do not need a separate license for TimeFinder/CG.


Using ECA to consistently split BCV devices from the standards, you must have either a 
control host with no database or a database host with a dedicated channel to the 
gatekeeper devices. The dedicated channel cannot be used for servicing other devices to 
freeze I/O. 


Figure 50 depicts how a control host can perform ECA consistent splits for three database 
hosts that access devices on an array. 


Figure 50  ECA consistent split


Device groups or composite groups must be created on the controlling host for the target 
database to be consistently split. Device groups can be created to include all of the 
devices being accessed or defined by database host access. For example, if you define a 
device group that includes all of the devices being accessed by Hosts A, B, and C (refer to 
Figure 50), then you can consistently split all of the BCV pairs related to those hosts with a 
single command. However, if you define a device group that includes only the devices 
accessed by Host A, then you can split those BCV pairs related to Host A without affecting 
the other hosts.
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Note: For information on performing a consistent split to BCVs in both the local and 
remote arrays, refer to “Consistent split for SRDF/A devices” on page 152.


The following steps explain the example in Figure 50 of how to create one device group 
including all database host accessed devices and perform a consistent split operation on 
all of the BCV pairs accessed by those hosts.


1. Create a REGULAR type device group:


symdg create ProdAgrp -type REGULAR


2. Add all of the standard devices holding the database for each host (A, B, and C) to the 
device group:


symdg -g ProdAgrp addall -devs 0286:028B
symdg -g ProdAgrp addall -devs 0266:026B
symdg -g ProdAgrp addall -devs 0246:024B


3. Associate the BCV devices that will hold the restartable copy of the database with the 
device group:


symbcv -g ProdAgrp associateall -devs 039A:039F
symbcv -g ProdAgrp associateall -devs 037A:037F
symbcv -g ProdAgrp associateall -devs 035A:035F


4. Fully establish all BCV pairs in the device group:


symmir -g ProdAgrp establish -full -noprompt


Note:  When the BCV pairs in device group ProdAgrp (Host A, B, and C - BCV pairs) are 
synchronized, you can perform the consistent split using the symmir split 
command to split all of the BCV pairs associated with those hosts.


5. Use the -consistent option to perform a consistent (instant) split on all BCV pairs in 
the device groups:


symmir -g ProdAgrp split -consistent


Once the symmir split -consistent command is issued, I/O to the device group is 
frozen and a 30-second Enginuity protection timer begins. After the split completes (or 30 
seconds passes, whichever comes first), the I/O channels are thawed, granting (pent up) 
operations access to the standard devices. Splits across all devices in a group are 
considered consistent, if the BCV split execution is performed within that window. 


If for some unknown host or I/O channel reason, not all devices are split within the 
30-second window, symmir returns the following reply at completion: 


Consistency window was closed on some devices before the operation completed.


At this point, the final successful split outside the window is no longer considered to be 
consistent in execution across the device group. For consistency and reliability sake, it is 
recommended that you reestablish the device group, and then (later) attempt the 
consistent split again.
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Consistent split for SRDF/A devices
TimeFinder consistent split allows you to consistently split BCVs from R2 devices operating 
in asynchronous mode (SRDF/A).


Although not required for SRDF/A mode, it is recommended that you use TimeFinder BCVs 
at the remote site to mirror R2 devices and preserve a consistent image of data before 
resynchronization operations. Also, R2 device BCVs can be split off of the R2 without 
having to drop the RDF links and without disruption to the SRDF/A operational cycles. R2 
BCVs can be controlled from the R1-side or the R2-side host as long as the device groups 
have been defined on that host. Controlling the R2 BCVs from the R1-side host requires 
using the symmir command with the -rdf option. To consistently split BCVs off the R2 
RDF/A device in group prod from the R1 host, enter:


symmir -g prod split -rdf -consistent


Split both local and remote RDF devices (-both_sides)
In an RDF environment as shown in Figure 51, you can perform a consistent split to the 
BCVs in both the local and remote arrays. 
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Figure 51  Consistent splits on both SRDF sides using ECA


Restrictions: splitting devices on both local and remote arrays
In the preceding example, symmir -g GroupName split - consistent -both_sides 
split devices on both the local and remote arrays. For the host to perform this operation:


◆ The SRDF links must be up, 


◆ The RDF mode must be synchronous, and 


◆ The devices must have an RDF state of Synchronized.


Fully restoring BCV pairs
Like the full establish operation, a full restore operation copies the entire contents of the 
BCV devices to the standard device. 


Optionally, you can target devices in a device group, composite group, or device file:


symmir -g DgName -full restore
symmir -cg CgName -full restore
symmir -f[ile] FileName -full restore


Examples To initiate a full restore on all the BCV pairs in the prod device group, enter:


symmir -g prod -full restore


To initiate a full restore on a BCV pair, DEV001, in the prod device group, enter:


symmir -g prod -full restore DEV001


To initiate a full restore on more than one (list) of BCV pairs in the prod device group, 
enter:


The restoration process (Figure 52) is complete when the standard device and BCV device 
contain identical data.


symmir -g prod -full restore DEV001 BCV ld BCV001
DEV002 BCV ld BCV002
DEV005 BCV ld BCV003
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Figure 52  Full restore of the BCV pair


Note: The BCV device is not available for host use during the time that it is assigned as a 
BCV mirror on a standard device. However, unless the -protect option is used, any new 
data written to the standard device is copied to the BCV device while the BCV pair exists.


When a full restore is initiated for each specified BCV pair in a device group:


◆ Command validity is checked. For example, the command is rejected if the BCV device 
and the standard device are not the same size.


◆ The BCV device is set as Not Ready to the host.


◆ The BCV is assigned as the next available mirror of the standard device.


◆ The contents of the BCV device are copied to the standard device. For example, in 
Figure 52 on page 154, the array copies the contents of M3 to both M1 and M2, 
overwriting the data present on those devices.


To use a BCV device for Business Continuance procedures, you must again split the BCV 
pair to make the BCV device available to its host. If you want to use a fully synchronized 
copy of the data, suspend all applications that are using the standard device, and make 
sure that all host buffering and intermediate caching is flushed to the appropriate device 
on the array prior to performing the split operation. If you do not require a synchronized 
copy of the data for running a Business Continuance process, this step is unnecessary.


Note that the base tasks performed with symbcv such as list, associate, and disassociate 
locally or remotely connected BCV devices, are described at the beginning of this chapter.


By default, Solutions Enabler rejects restore commands for CKD online devices. You can 
allow the restore command for CKD online devices by disabling the 
SYMAPI_TF_CHECK_ONLINE_CKD option. For instructions on disabling or enabling this 
option, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler Installation Guide.
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Specifying the default method for restoring BCV pairs
The SYMAPI_DEFAULT_BCV_RESTORE_TYPE parameter in the options file enables you to 
specify the default method for restoring BCV pairs. Valid values are:


◆ SINGULAR specifies to issue the restore to one device at a time. This method allows 
other tasks access to the array when doing a large number of restores.


◆ PARALLEL (default) specifies to issue the restore to each servicing DA in parallel, and 
then wait for a DA to finish before issuing another restore to that DA. 


◆ SERIAL specifies to issue restores as fast as the GST queue can handle them. However, 
all members of a meta must be restored before continuing to the next meta or device. 
This is the default method when using metadevices. 


Note: The EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference contains information on 
changing the option file parameters.
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Instantly restoring multiple BCV pairs
The multi/instant restore option improves the performance of a typical restore operation 
by submitting multiple BCV pairs in a single system call to be restored instantly.


You can enable (default)/disable this feature with the SYMAPI_TF_MULTI_ESTAB_REST 
environment variable. Setting the SYMAPI_DEFAULT_BCV_RESTORE_TYPE to SERIAL or 
SINGULAR will cause this option to be ignored.


SRDF-connected BCV pairs


You can also specify a full restore action to a remote site using the -rdf option, which 
fully restores the remote BCV pairs. 


To perform a full restore operation in the remote array at site B when the RDF flag is 
specified with the following command:


symmir -g prod -rdf -full restore DEV001


In this case, the flag indicates that the BCV device being restored is an SRDF-connected 
BCV device, which will be established with the remote standard mirror of the local RDF 
standard device.


To perform a full restore operation in the remote array at site B when the -rdf and -bcv 
options are specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rdf -bcv -full restore BCV001


In this case, the flags indicate that the BCV device being restored is an SRDF-connected 
BCV device, which will be established with the remote standard mirror of the local R1 BCV 
device.


Second-level remote BCV pairs


You can specify a full restore action to a second remote site using the remotely attached 
remote BCV-rrbcv option, which restores second-level remote BCV pairs.To perform a 
restore operation in the remote array at site C when the -rrbcv option is specified, use 
the following command:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv restore -full


To initiate a restore on one remote BCV pair, RBCV001, in the prod group, enter:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv restore RBCV001 BCV ld RRBCV001 -full


In this case, the flag indicates that the BCV device being restored is a second Hop 
SRDF-connected BCV device, which will be established with the remote standard mirror of 
the remote BCV device.


Hop 2 BCV pairs in a cascaded SRDF configuration


You can specify a full restore action to an array located at the tertiary site of a cascaded 
SRDF configuration.


To perform a restore operation in the remote array at the tertiary site (C) with the -hop2 
option, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -hop2 restore -full
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In this case, the -hop2 option indicates that the SRDF-connected BCV device (2BCV001) is 
being established with the remote partner of the R21 device, which is the remote partner 
of the local RDF standard device.


Performing a remote copy with restore
In addition to restoring the specified BCV pair, you can further specify the remote 
(-remote) option, which will propagate the restored copy from the BCV pair across the 
SRDF link from the R2 standard to its R1 BCV in one command step:


symmir -g prod restore -rdf -bcv -remote -full


Note:  The-remote option is not supported for restoring from an R2 standard to an R1 
BCV. Instead you should use the two step method. 


Note: Be sure you want the R1 BCV device to be updated with the restored copy before 
issuing the -remote option along with this restore operation.


It is good practice to perform restore operation at the remote site in two command steps 
(restore the BCV pair first, and then restore the R1 from the R2):


symmir -g DgName restore -bcv -rdf -full
symrdf -g DgName restore -bcv


Incrementally restoring BCV pairs
The incremental restore process (Figure 53 on page 158) accomplishes the same thing as 
the restore process with a major time-saving exception: the BCV (BCV001) copies to the 
standard device (DEV001) only the new data that was updated on the BCV device while the 
BCV pair was split. Any changed tracks on the standard device are also overwritten by the 
data on the corresponding tracks on the BCV device. This maximizes the efficiency of the 
synchronization process.


This process is useful if the results from running a new application on the BCV device were 
desirable, and the user wants to port the data and the new application to the standard 
device.


The following forms enable you to target devices in a device group, composite group, or 
device file:


symmir -g DgName restore
symmir -cg CgName restore
symmir -f[ile] FileName restore


To initiate an incremental restore on all the BCV pairs in the prod device group, enter:


symmir -g prod restore


Note: It might be desirable for your site to set external device locks on all standard and 
BCV devices you are about to restore; refer to “Device external locks” on page 119.


To initiate an incremental restore on a BCV pair, DEV001, in the prod device group, enter:


symmir -g prod restore DEV001
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To initiate an incremental restore on more than one (list) BCV pair in the prod device 
group, enter:


symmir -g prod restore DEV001 DEV002 DEV003


Figure 53 illustrates an incremental restore of a BCV pair. 


Figure 53  Incremental restore the STD


When an incremental restore is initiated for each specified BCV pair in a device group, the 
following occurs:


◆ Command validity is checked. For example, the command is rejected if the BCV device 
and the standard device were not previously paired.


◆ The BCV device is set as Not Ready to the host.


◆ The BCV device is assigned as the next available mirror of the standard device.


◆ The tracks are copied from the BCV device to the standard device. Any new data 
written to the BCV device while the BCV pair was split is written to the standard 
device. Any new data written to the standard device while the BCV pair was split is 
overwritten by the data on the corresponding track on the BCV device.


The BCV pair is synchronized when the standard device and the BCV device contain 
identical data.


Note: The BCV device is not available for host use while it is assigned as a BCV mirror on a 
standard device. However, any new data written to the standard device is copied to the 
BCV device while the BCV pair exists.


Multiple BCV pairs


You can incrementally establish or restore up to 16 BCV pairs (8 pairs when using 
emulation) associated with a single standard device. Using the environment variable 
SYMCLI_MAX_BCV_PAIRS, the maximum amount of pairs can be adjusted from 1 to 16 
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BCV devices. If a series of split/increment establish commands were invoked over 
time (refer to “Incrementally establishing multiple BCV pairs” on page 140), a multi-BCV 
environment becomes established that retains progressive historical images of the 
specified standard.


With the incremental restore command, you can specify any one of these older BCVs to 
incrementally restore the standard back to a specific historical copy. Figure 54 shows the 
standard being restored by the BCV002 copy, which was split at 4 a.m.


Before performing a restore, you may need to query the array to see which BCVs can be 
incrementally restored:


symmir -g DgName query -multi


Note: Before invoking the restore command, be sure this is the data copy you want your 
standard restored to since this BCV is an older version of what is current.


Figure 54  Restoring a BCV in a multi-BCV environment


To restore the current standard with old data from BCV002, enter:


symmir -g DgName split DEV001
symmir -g DgName restore DEV001 BCV ld BCV002


SRDF-connected BCV pairs


You can also specify an incremental restore action to a remote site using the RDF flag 
(-rdf option), which incrementally restores the remote BCV pairs. 


Note: Be sure you want the standard R1 device to be updated with the restored copy 
before issuing the -remote option along with this restore operation.


To perform an incremental restore operation in the remote array at site B when the RDF flag 
is specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rdf restore
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In this case, the flag indicates that the BCV device being restored is an SRDF-connected 
BCV device, which will be established with the remote standard mirror of the local R1 
standard device.


In addition to restoring the specified BCV pair, you can further specify the remote 
(-remote) option, which will propagate the restored copy from the BCV pair across the 
SRDF link to the R1 standard.


Note: The -remote option is required when restoring to an R1 device that is ready on the 
link.


It is good practice to perform restore operations in two command steps (restore the BCV 
pair first, then restore the R1 from the R2):


symmir -g DgName restore -rdf
symmrdf -g DgName restore


Second-level remote BCV pairs


You can specify an incremental restore action to a second remote site using the remotely 
attached remote BCV flag (-rrbcv option), which incrementally restores second-level 
remote BCV pairs. 


To perform an incremental restore operation in the remote array at site C specifying the 
remotely attached remote BCV flag (-rrbcv option), use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv restore


To initiate a restore on one remote BCV pair, RBCV001, in the prod group, enter:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv restore RBCV001 BCV ld RRBCV001


In this case, the flag indicates that the BCV device being restored is a second HOP 
SRDF-connected BCV device, which will be established with the remote standard mirror of 
the remote BCV device.


Hop 2 BCV pairs in a cascaded SRDF configuration


You can specify a incremental restore action to an array located at the tertiary site of a 
cascaded SRDF configuration.


To perform an incremental restore operation in the remote array at the tertiary site (C) 
specifying the hop 2 flag (-hop2 option), use the following command:


symmir -g prod -hop2 restore


In this case, the flag indicates that the SRDF-connected BCV device (2BCV001) is being 
established with the remote partner of the R21 device, which is the remote partner of the 
local RDF standard device.
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Protecting BCV data during full or incremental restores
Once you initiate a restore from the BCV to the standard device, data from the BCV is 
immediately available to a host accessing the standard device. During the time the pair 
are joined, writes are sent to the standard and the BCV, while reads are satisfied by the 
data on the BCV if the data on the standard has not yet been completely updated from the 
BCV. However, this process can alter the BCV data during the restore operation. If you want 
to retain the original BCV data, use the protected restore feature. 


The protected restore feature allows the contents of a BCV to remain unchanged during 
and after a restore operation, even while the BCV and the standard are joined. 
Subsequently, any writes to the BCV pair are not propagated to the BCV while the standard 
and the BCV are joined in a RestInProg or Restored state. This protection offers the same 
advantage as a reverse split, but without the need for a mirrored BCV.


You can restore data from a BCV to a standard device without altering the contents of the 
BCV, by using the protect(-protect) option. It write-disables the BCV mirror(s) during 
and particularly after the restore operation.


Examples To initiate a protected full restore (for example) on the STD mirrors (DEV001) in the Prod 
group, enter:


symmir -g Prod -full restore -protect DEV001


To initiate a protected incremental restore (for example) on the STD mirrors (DEV001) in 
the Prod group, enter:


symmir -g Prod restore -protect DEV001


Note: If you ever need to split a device again that was protected restored, you must use 
the -protect option on the split command:


symmir -g Prod split -protect DEV001


To view device information for the protected restore operation, enter:


symmir -g Prod query -protect


Note: The standard invalid track count displayed in the query operation does not reflect 
any new writes while the device is in the RestInProg state. When the device state changes 
to Restored, the invalid track count displays as zero.


Cancelling BCV pairs
The symmir cancel command allows you to cancel a BCV pair relationship on a device by 
device basis, or for all the devices in a device group or composite group. 


When operating in native TimeFinder, cancelling a BCV pair cancels the existing 
relationship between the specified standard and BCV device(s). Once the relationship is 
cancelled, the corresponding BCV devices go into the SplitNoInc state, and the BCV pair 
can no longer be incrementally established or restored.
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When operating in emulation mode, cancelling a BCV pair terminates the relationship 
between the specified standard and BCV device(s). Once the relationship is terminated, 
the corresponding BCV devices go into the Never Established state, and the BCV pair can 
no longer be incrementally established or restored.


When cancelling a muli-BCV relationship, only the primary BCV is cancelled. For 
information on cancelling a multi-BCV relationship, refer to “Canceling a multi-BCV 
relationship” on page 133.


The following forms enable you to target devices in a device group, composite group, or 
device file:


symmir -g DgName cancel
symmir -cg CgName cancel
symmir -f[ile] FileName cancel


Examples To cancel the BCV relationship for all the devices in the Prod group, enter:


symmir -g Prod cancel


To cancel a specific standard/BCV pair relationship in the Prod group, enter:


symmir -g Prod cancel DEV001 BCV dev 009C


To cancel the relationship of SRDF-connected BCV pairs in the Prod device group, enter 
any of the following:


symmir -g prod cancel -rdf


Cancels the relationship between the remote mirror device(s) and the remote BCV 
device(s).


symmir -g prod cancel -rdf -bcv


Cancels the relationship between the SRDF-connected BCV pair remotely mirroring 
the local BCV device.


symmir -g prod cancel -rrbcv


Cancels the relationship between the remote mirror of the remotely attached BCV 
device (RBCV) and the remotely attached remote BCV (RRBCV).


symmir -g prod cancel -hop2


Cancels the relationship between the remote mirror and the BCV (2BCV) two hops 
away in a cascaded SRDF configuration.


Querying BCV pairs
You can perform a query to determine the state of a BCV pair or all BCV pairs in a device 
group, composite group, or device file. The query is sent via the gatekeeper device to the 
array, returning with information about the state of the BCV pair(s).


The following forms enable you to target devices in a device group, composite group, or 
device file:


symmir -g DgName query
symmir -cg CgName query
symmir -f[ile] FileName query


Examples To query the state of the BCV pairs in the prod device group, enter:
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symmir -g prod query


To query the state of SRDF-connected BCV pairs in the prod device group, enter any of the 
following:


symmir -g prod query -rdf
symmir -g prod query -rdf -bcv
symmir -g prod query -rrbcv
symmir -g prod query -hop2


You can also obtain results using the -offline option, which looks at your configuration 
based on the host database. 


The results of the query include the following information for each member of a BCV pair in 
a device group: 


◆ Logical device name
◆ Device name
◆ Number of invalid tracks
◆ BCV pair state


To query the state of a split action on multi-BCVs or concurrent BCVs in a group prod, 
enter:


symmir -g prod query -multi


To query the state of any background split action on multi-BCVs or concurrent BCVs in a 
group prod, enter:


symmir -g prod query -multi -bg


To query the percent initiated on restore, establish, and split operations, enter:


symmir -g prod query -bg -percent


Using the -summary option


If you use the -summary option with the query argument, the results of the query will 
include the following information:


◆ Number of BCV pairs in each BCV pair state


◆ Number of invalid tracks


◆ Synchronization rate


◆ Estimated time to completion


The synchronization rate and estimated time to completion are shown only when -i or -c 
is specified and their has been a change in the number of invalid tracks since the previous 
iteration.


The -summary option also works with the verify argument.


Example To view the number of BCV pairs in the prod device group that are in each state, and to 
view the estimated time to completion, enter:


symmir -g prod query -summary -i 60
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Verifying BCV pair states
You can use the symmir verify command to verify whether one or all BCV pair(s) in a 
device group, composite group, or device file are in a particular state. The command can 
be used in scripts to guarantee that the BCV device pair(s) are in a Synchronized, 
Restored, or Split state prior to executing subsequent SYMCLI commands. If you do not 
specify any qualifiers with the symmir verify, the default is to check for the 
Synchronized or Restored states.


The following forms enable you to target devices in a device group, composite group, or 
device file:


symmir -g DgName verify
symmir -cg CgName verify
symmir -f[ile] FileName verify


The following options qualify the symmir verify command. If you need to verify a 
concurrent BCV pair, include –concurrent with the option (for example, –synched
–concurrent):


◆ –synched option verifies the Synchronized state.


◆ –syncinprog option verifies the SyncInProg state.


◆ –split option verifies the Split state. With an instant split, the system verifies the 
Split state immediately even though the background split is still in progress. To verify 
completion of a background split after an instant split, use the –split –bg option. 
Until the background split is complete, you cannot perform BCV control operations. 
You can use the –split –bg option to verify that the instant split is 100 percent 
complete in the background. For example:


symmir verify -g ProdBgrp -split -bg DEV001 bcv ld BCV002 –i 30


◆ –restored option verifies the Restored state. You can use the –restored –protect 
option to verify the Protected Restored state. In a concurrent BCV setup, you can use 
–restored –concurrent successfully only if the first BCV has already restored the 
standard and you are restoring now with the second BCV.


◆ –restinprog option verifies the RestInProg state.


◆ –bcv_mirrors option verifies that the mirrors of locally mirrored BCV devices are in 
the specified state. If you do not specify a state with this option, the default is to verify 
a Synchronized state.


Examples For a multi-BCV or concurrent BCV device group, specifying the BCV on the command line 
ensures that the verify operation checks the status of the BCV. Otherwise, the verify 
operation checks the status of the standard device, which may no longer be established 
with the BCV that you want to verify. For example, the following command returns the 
status of standard device DEV002 with its last paired BCV:


symmir -g ProdBgrp verify DEV002


But the following command returns the status of a specific BCV pair (DEV002 with 
BCV001):


symmir -g ProdBgrp verify DEV002 BCV ld BCV001
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The following command checks status every 30 seconds until all BCV pairs in the device 
group (ProdBgrp) or composite group (MyConGrp) are in the Synchronized or Restored 
state (the default when no state is specified on the command line):


symmir -g ProdBgrp -i 30 verify
symmir –cg MyConGrp –i 30 verify


Possible outputs at 30-second intervals can be that none, not all, or all devices are 
synchronized or restored. The time to reach the Synchronized or Restored state varies with 
the number of devices being established or restored and the amount of data being copied.


The verify action returns a value of zero (code symbol CLI_C_SUCCESS) if the verify criteria 
are met, or one of the unique codes in Table 17 and Table 18 if the verify criteria are not 
met:


Table 18 lists the options to verify a BCV pair state. 


Table 17   Using options to verify a BCV mirror state


Options used with Verify Code number Code symbol


–bcv_mirrors 4 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SYNCHRONIZED


–bcv_mirrors 5 CLI_C_NONE_SYNCHRONIZED


–bcv_mirrors -ready 62 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_READY


–bcv_mirrors -ready 63 CLI_C_NONE_READY


–bcv_mirrors -syncinprog 27 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SYNCINPROG


–bcv_mirrors -syncinprog 28 CLI_C_NONE_SYNCINPROG


–bcv_mirrors -restinprog 29 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RESTINPROG


–bcv_mirrors -restinprog 30 CLI_C_NONE_RESTINPROG


Table 18  Using options to verify a BCV pair state


Options used with Verify Code number Code symbol


-synched 10 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SYNCHED


-synched 11 CLI_C_NONE_SYNCHED


-restored 12 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RESTORED


-restored 13 CLI_C_NONE_RESTORED


-split or -split -bg 25 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SPLIT


-split or -split -bg 26 CLI_C_NONE_SPLIT


-syncinprog 27 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SYNCINPROG


-syncinprog 28 CLI_C_NONE_SYNCINPROG


-restinprog 29 CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RESTINPROG


-restinprog 30 CLI_C_NONE_RESTINPROG
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Using composite groups to manage BCV pairs across arrays
A composite group is a user-defined group of devices that can span multiple arrays. This 
feature provides greater flexibility than a device group, which can define devices only on a 
single array. You can control specific BCV pairs within the composite group instead of 
having to operate on the entire group as in previous versions.


Figure 55 illustrates a production host that is locally connected to two arrays (A and B). A 
composite group is defined on the production host and includes BCV pairs from each 
array. Another locally connected host allows you to access the BCVs once the BCV pairs 
are split.


Figure 55  Using a composite group when a set of devices spans two arrays


Although TimeFinder control operations on BCV pairs might normally be performed from 
the production host (as shown in Figure 55) because the composite group is defined there 
in its SYMAPI database, there are methods that would allow you to initiate copy sessions 
from another locally connected host. One way is to copy the composite group definition to 
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automatically propagates the composite group definition to the arrays and other locally 
attached hosts that are running the GNS daemon. For more information, refer to the EMC 
Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI Product Guide.


If you do not create each BCV pair explicitly, certain options such as –opt, opt_rag, and 
–exact allow you to control how multiple devices in a composite group are paired. 
Otherwise, a device-pairing algorithm checks if there were any previous pair assignments 
among the devices and, if not, pairs standards and BCVs of equal sizes.


Used only with a full establish operation, the optimize option that you choose depends on 
whether you are establishing local BCV pairs or remote BCV pairs. The –opt option is for 
local. It optimizes pairings across the local array without regard for whether the devices 
belong to different RDF (RA) groups. The –opt_rag option is for remote and requires the 
–rdf option. It uses optimization rules to create remote BCV pairs from devices within the 
same RDF (RA) group on an array.


The following steps outline the setup required for controlling a set of BCV pairs that spans 
two arrays as shown in Figure 55 on page 166:


1. From the production host, create a Regular type composite group (for example, 
MyGrp):


symcg create MyGrp –type regular


2. Add to the composite group those standard devices on array A (3087) and array B 
(3143) that are the source devices:


symcg –cg MyGrp –sid 3087 add dev 0076
symcg –cg MyGrp –sid 3143 add dev 0091


3. Add a BCV device from each array to the composite group:


symbcv –cg MyGrp –sid 3087 associate dev 0051
symbcv –cg MyGrp –sid 3143 associate dev 004F


4. Create the BCV pairs and initiate full copying from the standards to the BCVs:


symmir –cg MyGrp establish -full


5. When the BCV pairs are fully synchronized, you can split all BCV pairs in the composite 
group to access the BCVs:


symmir –cg MyGrp split


You can control specific BCV pairs within the composite group instead of having to control 
the group as a whole. To establish only the DEV001/ BCV001 pair from all devices in the 
composite group MyGrp:


symmir –cg MyGrp establish DEV001 bcv ld BCV001


Preferred attachment of BCVs (optional operations)
For advanced users, the preferred pair attachment (attach action) is an optional step in 
the management of BCV pairs that eliminates the need to specify a device for each 
subsequent full establish and full restore sequence in a script (for all Enginuity versions). 
It also applies to incremental establish and restore operations. It marks the specified BCV 
device as the preferred BCV to pair with the standard device.
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After configuration and initialization of an array, BCV devices contain no data. The BCV 
devices, like the standard devices, have unique host addresses and are online and ready 
to the host(s) to which they are connected. 


It is at this point, before any full establish or full restore operations are requested, you can 
validate your pairings as a preferred attachment before starting any data copy operations. 
The lists of individual standard devices and BCV devices can be examined, validated, and 
all devices sorted according to storage size, and subsequently, assigned as the preferred 
match (considering disk size) for attachment into BCV pairs. 


Note: A full establish action with the optimize (-opt) or exact (-exact) option overrides 
the attach pairing scheme.


The following commands enable you to target devices in a device group, composite group, 
or a device file:


symmir -g DgName attach
symmir -cg CgName attach
symmir -f FileName attach


To initiate a preferred attachment on a BCV pair (DEV001) in the prod group, enter:


symmir -g prod attach DEV001 BCV ld BCV001


To initiate a preferred attachment on more than one BCV pair (list) in the prod group, 
enter:


Note: The attach and detach preferred relationship are only known to the SYMAPI 
database on which you are operating. 


The attach action checks command validity. For example, the array makes sure that both 
the standard device and the BCV device are the same size, the device specified as the BCV 
has the BCV attribute, the standard device does not already have a BCV device assigned to 
it, and so on.


If the standard device is a metahead device, then the BCV must also share the same 
metadevice properties. All metamembers are implicitly established along with the 
metahead device.


From this point forward, when you invoke the full establish or full restore control action 
with a BCV control operation, you will not need to specify the device names.


Detaching BCV preferences from devices


The detach action allows you to remove the preferred matched-pair association from the 
devices that was initially defined with the attach action.


The following forms enable you to target devices in a device group, composite group, or 
device file:


symmir -g DgName attach
symmir -cg CgName attach
symmir -f FileName attach


symmir -g prod attach DEV001 BCV ld BCV001
DEV002 BCV ld BCV002
DEV002 BCV ld BCV003
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To detach the existing preferred attachment of various BCVs from their standard devices in 
the prod group, enter:


symmir -g prod detach


To detach the attached BCV preference on standard device (DEV001) in the prod group, 
enter:


symmir -g prod detach DEV001


Attaching remote devices as preferred pairs


For advanced usage, you can also specify an attach action to a remote site using the RDF 
flag (-rdf option), which attaches the remote mirror device(s) to the remote BCV 
device(s) as preferred pair(s). 


To perform a preferred attachment operation in the remote array at site B with the RDF 
option (-rdf) specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rdf attach DEV001 bcv ld RBCV001


In this case, the RDF flag indicates that the BCV device being attached is an 
SRDF-connected BCV pair, which will provide remote mirroring to the local standard 
device.


To perform an attach operation in the remote array at site B with the RDF and BCV options 
(-rdf and -bcv) specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rdf -bcv attach BCV001 BCV ld BRBCV001


In this case, the flags indicate that the BCV pair being attached is an SRDF-connected BCV 
pair, which provides remote mirroring to the local BCV device.


Detaching BCV preferences for remote devices


You can specify a detach preference action to a remote site using the RDF flag (-rdf 
option), which detaches the remote BCV(s) from the remote standard device(s) as 
preferred pair(s). 


To perform a detach operation in the remote array at site B with the RDF option specified, 
use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rdf detach DEV001


In this case, the flag indicates that the preferred BCV device being detached is an 
SRDF-connected BCV, which provides remote mirroring to the local standard device.


To perform a detach operation in the remote array at site B with the RDF and BCV options 
(-rdf and -bcv) specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rdf -bcv detach BCV001 BCV ld BRBCV001


In this case, the flags indicate that the BCV pair being detached is an SRDF-connected BCV 
pair, which would provide remote mirroring to the local BCV device.


Attaching second-level remote devices as preferred pairs


You can specify an attach action to a second remote site using the remotely attached 
remote BCV flag (-rrbcv option), which attaches BCV preferences to second-level remote 
BCV pairs. 
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To perform an attach operation in the remote array at site C with the remotely attached 
remote BCV option (-rrbcv) specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv attach


To initiate an attach on one remote BCV pair, RBCV001, in the prod group, enter:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv attach RBCV001 BCV ld RRBCV001


In this case, the flag indicates that the BCV device being attached is a second HOP 
SRDF-connected BCV device, which will be attached with the remote standard mirror of the 
remote BCV device.


Detaching BCV preferences from second-level remote devices 


You can specify a detach action to a second remote site using the remotely attached 
remote BCV flag (-rrbcv option), which detaches BCV preferences from second-level 
remote BCV pairs. 


To perform a detach operation in the remote array at site C with the remotely attached 
remote BCV option (-rrbcv) specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv detach


To initiate a detach on one remote BCV pair, RBCV001, in the prod group, enter:


symmir -g prod -rrbcv detach RBCV001 BCV ld RRBCV001


In this case, the flag indicates that the BCV device being detached is a second HOP 
SRDF-connected BCV device, which will be detached from the remote standard mirror of 
the remote BCV device.


Attaching hop 2 devices as preferred pairs in a cascaded SRDF 
configuration 


For advanced usage, you can specify an attach action to an array located at the tertiary 
site of a cascaded SRDF configuration.


To perform an attach operation in the remote array at the tertiary site (C) when the hop2 
(-hop2 option) is specified with the following command:


symmir -g prod -hop2 attach DEV001
bcv ld 2BCV001


In this case, the flag indicates that the SRDF-connected BCV device (2BCV001) is being 
attached with the remote partner of the R21 device, which is the remote partner of the 
local RDF standard device.


Detaching BCV preferences from hop 2 devices in a cascaded SRDF 
configuration 


For advanced usage, you can also specify an detach preference action to an array located 
at the tertiary site of a cascaded SRDF configuration.


To perform a detach operation in the remote array at the tertiary site (C) with the hop 2 
(-hop2 option) specified, use the following command:


symmir -g prod -hop2 detach DEV001 BCV ld 2BCV001
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In this case, the flag indicates that the SRDF-connected BCV device (2BCV001) is being 
detached from the remote partner of the R21 device, which is the remote partner of the 
local RDF standard device.


Script summary for typical TimeFinder operations


The following is an example script of a set of typical operations using SYMCLI commands 
to manage a BCV environment:


1. Create a device group:


symdg create ProdBgrp


2. Add a standard device to a device group:


symdg -g ProdBgrp add pd c0t2d4


Repeat for all devices, or use RANGE, etc.


3. Associate a BCV device with a device group:


symbcv -g ProdBgrp associate pd c4t2d4


Repeat for all BCVs.


4. Either establish the entire group:


symmir -g ProdBgrp -full establish -noprompt


Or establish explicitly:


symmir -g ProdBgrp -full establish DEV001 BCV ld BCV001 -noprompt


Repeat this command for all pairs.


Transfer a different BCV device to the standard device:


1. Identify the established BCV pair.


2. Split the pair:


symmir -g ProdBgrp split DEV001 -noprompt


3. Select a new BCV to establish with the standard device:


symmir -g ProdBgrp -full establish DEV001 BCV ld BCV020 -noprompt


Script example for multi-BCV environment


The following is an example of a script for a multi-BCV environment:


You are tasked with testing business applications with incoming database data from 
certain anticipated peak periods in the day. Three copies of the database may be needed. 
To establish a multi-BCV environment, you must initially perform a full establish to each 
BCV device in the set. 


1. For example, you plan to have BCV001 through BCV003 in the set to pair with DEV001 
that is the source of your test data:


symmir -g MultigrpA -full establish DEV001 BCV ld BCV001
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symmir -g MultigrpA split DEV001 #split at 3:10pm


symmir -g MultigrpA -full establish DEV001 BCV ld BCV002


symmir -g MultigrpA split DEV001 #split at 3:20pm


symmir -g MultigrpA -full establish DEV001 BCV ld BCV003


2. It is now 4:00 p.m. and BCV003 is still currently established with DEV001. At this point, 
you are testing your business applications and want to reset your database back to 
the business activity that was current up till 3:10 p.m. To incrementally restore DEV001 
to the 3:10 p.m. business data:


symmir -g MultigrpA split DEV001 #split at 4:00pm
symmir -g MultigrpA restore DEV001 BCV ld BCV001


3. You are now working successfully with the 3:10 p.m. data and want to continue test 
operations with this data and remove the second split BCV that occurred at 3:20 p.m. 
as this data will not be needed.


symmir -g MultigrpA cancel DEV001 BCV ld BCV002


4. You decide to call it a day, keeping the remaining two multi-BCVs and need to 
reestablish (incrementally establish) BCV003 to the current standard data:


symmir -g MultigrpA split DEV001 #split at 4:50pm
symmir -g MultigrpA establish DEV001 BCV ld BCV003


BCV pair states
When you invoke BCV control commands on a single BCV device, or on a group of BCV 
pair(s) using the symmir command, the BCV state is changed as illustrated in Table 19. 
You will see the abbreviated BCV pair state listed using the SYMCLI commands.


Table 19  BCV pair states  


BCV pair state


BCV pair state
(abbreviated for 
display) Description


Never Established NeverEstab The BCV device is available for use, and was never 
established. Only the BCV device name is valid.


Sync In Progress SyncInProg When the Establish action is executed, data is 
copied from the standard device to the BCV device 
until both devices contain identical data. 


Restore In Progress RestInProg When the restore action is executed, data is 
copied from the BCV to the standard device until 
both devices contain identical data.


Synchronized Synchronized The BCV and standard devices have identical 
data. Any changes to the standard device are also 
written to the BCV. The BCV is unavailable to the 
host for BC processing.


Restored Restored The BCV and standard devices have identical 
data, although the data was originally on the BCV 
before being synchronized. Any changes to the 
standard device are also written to the BCV. The 
BCV is unavailable to the host for BC processing.
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Transient BCV pair states


When you initially invoke the symmir arguments for TimeFinder operations, BCV pairs 
enter a transient state and upon completion of the action, the BCV pairs enter a final BCV 
pair state (Table 20). 


BCV actions and applicable states


Table 21 describes which BCV control operations can be invoked for a given BCV state.


Invalid states can indicate that the devices in a BCV pair are in a different or mixed state.


Split in Progress SplitInProg The BCV devices are in the process of being 
separated, or split from the standard devices.


Split Split The BCV devices are completely separated, or split 
from the standard devices allowing each device to 
be accessed separately by the host.


Split No 
Incremental


SplitNoInc The BCV devices are completely separated, or split 
from the standard devices but cannot be 
incrementally established or restored.


Split Before Sync SplitBfrSync The split occurred when a BCV device was 
synchronizing. The BCV device is separated from 
the standard device although the BCV device is 
not completely synchronized.


Split Before 
Restore


SplitBfrRest The split occurred when a BCV device was being 
restored to a standard device. The BCV device is 
separated from the standard device although the 
standard device is not completely synchronized.


Invalid Invalid Not all metamembers are in the same BCV state.


Table 19  BCV pair states  (continued)


BCV pair state


BCV pair state
(abbreviated for 
display) Description


Table 20  Actions for BCV devices


Argument Transient state Final state


establish SyncInProg Synchronized


split SplitInProg Split


restore RestInProg Restored
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The -symforce option must be used (where noted in the table as F) to force a pair to a 
specified BCV state.


1. The BVC must be specified or you must use the -exact or -force option.


2. The BCV must be specified or you must use both the -force and -symforce 
options.


3. The F denotes that you must use the -symforce option.


Command options with device groups
Table 22 lists the symmir control operations and the possible options to use when 
targeting a specified device group.


Table 21  BCV control actions and applicable states 


Control 
Operation


Never
Estab


Sync In
Prog Synchronized


Split
In
Prog Split


Split
No
Inc


Split
Bfr
Sync


Split
Bfr
Rest


Rest
In
Prog Restored Invalid


establish -full Y Y Y Y1 Y2 Y


establish Y


split F3 Y F3 Y


restore -full Y Y Y1 Y2 Y1 Y


restore Y


attach Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


detach Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


cancel Y Y Y


Table 22  symmir -g control arguments and possible options 


Options


Argument action


establish
-full establish split


restore
-full restore attach detach cancel


-bcv Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-both_sides Y Y


-bypass Y Y Y


-c, -i Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-concurrent Y Y


-consistent Y


-diff Y


-exact Y Y


-force, -symforce Y Y Y Y Y Y


-hop2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-noprompt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Table 23 lists the symmir view arguments and the possible options to use when targeting 
a specified device group.


-not_ready Y Y Y


-opt Y


-preaction, -postaction Y Y Y Y Y


-preservetgtlocks, -lockid Y Y Y Y Y


-protbcvest Y Y


-protect Y Y Y


-rdf Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-remote Y Y Y Y Y


-reverse Y Y Y Y Y


-rrbcv Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-star Y Y Y Y Y Y


-std_protect Y


-skip Y Y Y


-v Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 22  symmir -g control arguments and possible options (continued)


Options


Argument action


establish
-full establish split


restore
-full restore attach detach cancel


Table 23  symmir -g view arguments and possible options 


Options


Argument action


query verify


-attach Y


-bcv, -rrbcv Y Y


-bcv_mirrors Y


-bg Y Y


-c, -i Y Y


-concurrent Y


-force Y


-hop2 Y Y


-multi Y


-offline Y Y


-percent Y Y


-protbcvest Y
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Note: The base tasks performed with symbcv such as list, associate, and 
disassociate locally or remotely attached BCV devices, are described at the beginning 
of this chapter.


Command options with composite groups
Options to the symmir -cg command line arguments provide more action flexibility to 
control BCV pairs when you are operating on device(s) of a specified composite group. 
Table 24 lists the symmir control operations and the possible options to use when 
targeting a specified composite group.


-protect Y Y


-rdf Y Y


-ready Y


-restinprog Y


-restored Y


-sid Y Y


-split Y


-summary Y Y


-synched Y


-syncinprog Y


Table 23  symmir -g view arguments and possible options (continued)


Options


Argument action


query verify


Table 24  symmir -cg control arguments and possible options  (page 1 of 2)


Options


Argument action


establish 
-full establish split


restore 
-full restore attach detach cancel


-bcv Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-both_sides Y Y


-bypass Y Y Y


-c, -i Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-concurrent Y Y


-consistent, -both_sides Y


-diff Y


-exact Y Y


-force, -symforce Y Y Y Y Y
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Table 25 lists the symmir view arguments and the possible options to use when targeting 
a specified composite group.


-hop2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-noprompt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-not_ready Y Y Y


-opt Y


-opt_rag Y


-preaction, -postaction Y Y Y Y Y


-protbcvest Y Y


-protect Y Y Y


-rdf Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-remote Y Y Y Y Y


-reverse Y Y Y Y Y


-rrbcv Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-sid Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-skip Y Y Y


-star Y Y Y Y Y


-std_protect Y


-v Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 24  symmir -cg control arguments and possible options  (page 2 of 2)


Options


Argument action


establish 
-full establish split


restore 
-full restore attach detach cancel


Table 25  symmir -cg view arguments and possible options  (page 1 of 2)


Options


Argument action


query verify


-attach Y


-bcv, -rrbcv Y Y


-bcv_mirrors Y


-bg Y Y


-c, -i Y Y


-concurrent Y


-hop2 Y Y


-force Y


-multi Y
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Command options with device files
With the symmir -file command, you can perform similar control operations on BCV 
device pairs defined in a device file of a specified array as you can when directing symmir 
to device groups (-g). These control operations (arguments) have similar options that 
allow flexibility in controlling STD/BCV pairs defined in a device file, as opposed to a 
device group. This command is particularly useful when operating on RDF BCV pairs in a 
remote array in the second-level multihop SRDF link.


Table 26 lists the symmir control operations and the possible options to use when 
targeting pairs specified in a device file of a given array. 


-offline Y Y


-percent Y Y


-protect Y


-rdf Y Y


-restored Y


-sid Y Y


-split Y


-synched Y


-syncinprog Y


-ready Y


-restinprog Y


-protbcvest Y


-summary Y


Table 25  symmir -cg view arguments and possible options  (page 2 of 2)


Options


Argument action


query verify


Table 26  symmir -file control arguments and possible options  (page 1 of 2)


Options


Argument Action


establish
-full establish split


restore
-full restore attach detach cancel


-bypass Y Y Y


-c, -i Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-consistent Y


-diff Y


-force, -symforce Y Y Y Y Y Y


-noprompt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


-not_ready Y Y Y
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Table 27 lists the symmir view arguments and the possible options to use when targeting 
pairs specified in a device file of a given array.


-preaction, -postaction Y Y Y Y Y


-preservetgtlocks, -lockid Y Y Y Y Y


-protbcvest Y Y


-protect Y Y Y


-remote Y Y Y Y Y


-reverse Y Y Y Y Y


-skip Y Y Y


-star Y Y Y Y Y Y


-std_protect Y


-v Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 26  symmir -file control arguments and possible options  (page 2 of 2)


Options


Argument Action


establish
-full establish split


restore
-full restore attach detach cancel


Table 27  symmir -file view arguments and possible options 


Options


Argument Action


query verify


-attach Y


-bcv_mirrors Y


-bg Y Y


-c, -i Y Y


-concurrent Y


-force Y Y


-multi Y


-offline Y Y


-percent Y Y


-protbcvest Y


-protect Y


-ready Y


-restinprog Y


-restored Y


-split Y
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Note:  The Symmetrix ID option (-sid) is required for all symmir -file commands.


Various remote multihop configurations
Various compounded remote configurations can be managed by your host using both the 
TimeFinder and SRDF components of SYMCLI.


As Figure 56 on page 182 shows, you can have multiple sites (for example, remote sites C, 
E, F, and H) on SRDF links to remotely mirror a local array at site A. Remote site F, 
functioning as a remote mirror to the standard devices at site A, is most typical. You then 
can have a third site on an SRDF link (remote site H) to remotely mirror just the BCV 
devices in the array at site A.


You can also multihop to a second level SRDF where Remote site G functions as a remote 
mirror to the standard devices of site A and Remote site I remotely mirrors Site A’s BCV.


In addition, you can also create a cascaded SRDF configuration, where tertiary site B 
functions as a remote partner to the R21 device at Site C, which is the remote partner of 
the local RDF standard device at Site A; and tertiary site D functions as a remote partner to 
the R21 device at Site E, which is the remote partner of the local BCV device at Site A.


Command symmir manages each of the BCV pairs at any site while symrdf manages the 
SRDF pairs in the SRDF link.


System-wide device groups
Before you begin applying any symmir operations, you must be working with an existing 
group of RDF devices. To create a device group containing STD and BCV RDF1 devices, 
enter:


symdg create prod -type RDF1
symdg -g prod add dev 0001 -sid 0001 DEV001
symbcv -g prod associate dev 000A BCV001
symbcv -g prod associate dev 000C -rdf RBCV001
symbcv -g prod associate dev 0009 -bcv -rdf BRBCV001
symbcv -g prod associate dev 0004 -rrdf RRBCV001
symbcv -g prod associate dev 0004 -hop2 2BCV001


At this point, all these devices must be established with the symmir and symrdf 
commands. 


-summary Y


-synched Y


-syncinprog Y


Table 27  symmir -file view arguments and possible options (continued)


Options


Argument Action


query verify
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Commands to various multihop devices and links


This section describes the command application of targeting the various devices and links 
in complex multihop SRDF environments.


The following sequence of commands steps through some basic control operations that 
touch every device and RDF link in a complex multihop configuration. The following 
numbering of commands directly associates with the bubble numbers shown in the 
Figure 56 on page 182.


1 symrdf -g <> establish Creates the standard-associated hop 1 copy.


2 symmir -g <> split -rdf Splits the standard-associated hop 1 BCV device 
pair.


3 symrdf -g <> establish -rbcv Creates the standard-associated hop 2 copy.


4 symrdf -g <> restore -rbcv Restores the standard-associated hop 1 BCV 
with the hop 2 copy.


5 symmir -g <> restore -rdf Restores the standard-associated hop 1 copy 
with the hop 1 BCV.


6 symrdf -g <> restore Restores the standard device with the hop 1 
copy.


7 symmir -g <> split Splits the standard/BCV pair.


8 symrdf -g <> establish -bcv Creates the BCV-associated hop 1 remote copy.


9 symmir -g <> split -rdf -bcv Splits the BCV-associated hop 1 device pair.


10 symrdf -g <> establish -brbcv Creates the BCV-associated hop 2 copy.


11 symrdf -g <> restore -brbcv Restores the BCV-associated hop 1 BCV with the 
hop 2 copy.


12 symmir -g <> restore -rdf -bcv Restores the BCV-associated hop 1 copy with the 
hop 1 BCV.


13 symrdf -g <> restore -bcv Restores the BCV device with the hop 1 copy.


14 symmir -g <> restore Restores the standard device with the BCV copy.


15 symmir -file <> -sid 044 establish Creates the BCV-associated with the remote 
partner of the BRBCV (file only).


16 symmir -file <> -sid 044 split Splits the BCV-associated with the remote 
partner of the BRBCV (file only).


17 symrdf -g <> establish Creates the standard-associated hop 1 copy.


18 symrdf -g <> establish -hop2 Creates the standard-associated hop 2 copy.


19 symmir -g <> establish -hop2 Creates the BCV-associated hop 2 BCV copy.


20 symmir -g <> split -hop2 Splits the BCV-associated hop 2 device pair.


21 symrdf -g <> restore -hop2 Restores the standard with the hop 2 copy.


22 symrdf -g <> restore Restores the standard device with the hop 1 
copy.


23 symrdf -g <> establish -bcv Creates the BCV-associated hop 1 remote copy.


24 symrdf -g <> establish -bcv -hop2 Creates the BCV-associated hop 2 copy.


25 symrdf -g <> restore -bcv -hop2 Restores the BCV-associated hop 2 copy.


26 symrdf -g <> restore -bcv Restores the BCV device with the hop 1 copy.
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Figure 56  Control operations on multihop SRDF configurations


Second-level controls for multihop SRDF environments


As previously described, second-level multihop control operations were accomplished 
using the device file (-file) option for managing RDF BCV device pairs. You can use the 
symmir command for device groups (-g) for BCV control capability in second-level 
multihop SRDF environments.


The remote RDF BCV (RRBCV) devices must have been previously associated with the 
device group using the symbcv -rrdf command. “Compounded remote configuration” on 
page 124 contains specific information about how to associate second-level multihop 
BCVs with a device group.


Once the RRBCV devices have been associated with the device group, you can use the 
symmir command with the -rrbcv option to perform control operations on the remote 
mirror of the remote BCV to become established, split, or restored from its BCV. Other 
second-level multihop BCV control operations available with the symmir command 
include query, verify, attach, detach, and cancel.
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Remote optimizing option
The remote optimize (-opt_rag) option only applies to the full Establish operation in a 
remote array that optimizes the disk I/O on the standard/BCV pair selection to achieve a 
high copy speed between them. (Basically, the device pair selection attempts to pair 
devices that are not on the same disk adapter to distribute I/O.) This option overrides all 
current pairing relationships. 


Note:  This option is only applicable for remote array optimization targeting composite 
groups (-cg). 


The command line must include the -rdf option, as follows:


symmir -cg CgName -full establish -rdf -opt_rag


Using the -remote option on multihop split actions


This section describes the command application of targeting the various devices and links 
with the -remote option in complex multihop SRDF environments.


The following sequence of commands steps through some basic control operations that 
touch every device and RDF link in a complex multihop configuration. The following 
numbering of commands directly associates with the callouts shown in the Figure 57 on 
page 184.


1 symrdf -g <> establish Creates the standard-associated hop 1 copy.


2 symmir -g <> split -rdf -remote Splits the standard-associated hop 1 BCV device 
pair and creates a standard-associated hop 2 
copy of the hop 1 BCV.


3 symmir -g <> split -remote Splits the standard/BCV pair and creates a 
BCV-associated hop 1 copy of the local BCV.


4 symmir -g <> split -rdf -bcv -remote Splits the BCV-associated hop 1 BCV device pair 
and creates a BCV-associated hop 2 copy of the 
hop 1 BCV.


5 symmir -g <> split -rrbcv Splits the BCV-associated hop 2 BCV device pair. 
You cannot use the -remote option here.
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Figure 57  The -remote option on multihop configurations
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APPENDIX A
TimeFinder State Rules Reference


This appendix helps you determine if the TimeFinder operation you want to complete is 
supported for devices in a particular pair state.


◆ TimeFinder SnapVX operations..............................................................................  186
◆ Using the tables for Clone, VP Snap, Snap, and Mirror ...........................................  187
◆ TimeFinder/Clone operations ................................................................................  188
◆ VP Snap operations...............................................................................................  199
◆ TimeFinder/Snap operations.................................................................................  205
◆ TimeFinder/Mirror operations................................................................................  214
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TimeFinder SnapVX operations
The following table describes the prerequisites, transient states, and final states for all 
SnapVX control operations.


Table 28  Prerequisites and states for SnapVX control operations.


Operation Prerequisite Transient State Final State


Establish None Establish In Progress Established


Restore Established
If the source device is a link target, it
must be fully copied before initiating
the restore operation.


Restore In Progress Restored


Terminate Established Terminate In Progress NA


Terminate with FLAG1_RESTORED Restored NA NA


Setmode Copy Linked NoCopy Link Copy In Progress Link Copied


Setmode NoCopy Link Copy In Progress or Link Copied NA Linked


Set TTL Established with no links or restores. NA NA


Link Established NA Linked


Link with FLAG1_COPY Established Link Copy In Progress Link Copied


Unlink Linked or
Link Copied
If the target is the source of another
snapshot, the link must be fully copied.


NA NA


Relink Linked or
Link Copied


NA Linked


Relink with FLAG1_COPY Linked or
Link Copied


Link Copy In Progress Link Copied


Rename Established NA NA
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Using the tables for Clone, VP Snap, Snap, and Mirror
To determine which tables you should view for a particular configuration:


1. Go to the appropriate section for the operation that you want to perform and look at 
the basic operations table. For example, if you want to perform a TimeFinder/Clone 
operation, go to “TimeFinder/Clone operations” and look at Table 29, “Basic 
TimeFinder/Clone operations,” If the operation is supported on the device in its 
current pair state, go to the next step.


2. If the device is part of a concurrent copy operation, look at the appropriate table in the 
concurrent operations section. A concurrent copy operation occurs when multiple 
copies are made from the same source. These copies can be any combination of 
TimeFinder/Clone, TimeFinder/Mirror, and TimeFinder/Snap.


Figure 58 illustrates a concurrent copy operation. 


Figure 58  Concurrent copy operation


For example, if you want to complete a TimeFinder/Clone operation on a device that is 
part of a concurrent copy operation in which both a clone and a snap are made from 
the same source device, look at Table 32, “Concurrent TimeFinder/Clone operations: 
Clone and Snap,” If the operation is supported on the device in its current pair state, 
go to the next step.


3. If the device is part of a cascaded copy operation, look at the appropriate table in the 
cascaded operations section. A cascaded copy operation occurs when a device is both 
the source of a copy and the target of a copy, such that the devices are in the 
relationship of A -> B -> C. Examples of cascaded operations include Clone off Clone, 
Snap off Clone, and Snap off BCV.


Figure 58 illustrates a cascaded copy operation. 


Figure 59  Cascaded copy operation


For cascaded operations, you must consider which hop in the cascade you are 
interested in. For example, assume that your device is part of a Snap off Clone 
operation in which a device (B) is the target of a clone (A -> B) and the source of a snap 
(B -> C).


A


B


C


A B C
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Figure 58 illustrates this example. 


Figure 60  Cascaded copy example (Snap off Clone)


If you are interested in the TimeFinder/Clone hop of the cascade, look at Table 37, 
“Snap off Clone operations: Source -> Target,” on page 198 of the TimeFinder/Clone 
Operations section. If you are interested in the TimeFinder/Snap hop of the cascade, 
look at Table 49, “Snap off Clone operations: B -> VDEV,” on page 213 of the 
TimeFinder/Snap Operations section.


If the operation you want to complete is listed as supported in each of the appropriate 
tables, then that operation is supported on your device.


TimeFinder/Clone operations
This section describes the TimeFinder/Clone control operations that are allowed for 
devices in various pair states. 


Basic TimeFinder/Clone operations


Figure 61 illustrates the relationship between devices for a basic TimeFinder/Clone 
operation.


Figure 61  Basic TimeFinder/Clone device relationship


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the source-target pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation. Y indicates that the operation is 
allowable for that state.
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Table 29  Basic TimeFinder/Clone operations (page 1 of 2)
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1. Transient state.


2. Session must be differential.


3. If not already set to this mode.


4. Requires -symmforce (not recommended).


5. Target data will be incomplete.


6. Source data will be incomplete.


7. Cannot be differential.


8. Requires Enginuity 5876.163.105 and higher.


Concurrent TimeFinder/Clone operations


A concurrent copy occurs when a source device is copied to multiple different targets. 
These copy operations can be any combination of TimeFinder/Clone, TimeFinder Snap, 
and TimeFinder/Mirror copies.


Concurrent TimeFinder/Clone


Figure 62 illustrates the relationship between devices for a TimeFinder/Clone pairing of a 
source device with two targets.


Figure 62  Concurrent TimeFinder/Clone device relationships
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Note: The positions of Target 1 and Target 2 are interchangeable in the illustration above.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the Source-Target 1 pair, 
and “Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the Source-Target 2 pair. Y 
indicates that the operation is allowable for that state.


1. Transient state.


2. Session must be differential.


3. If not already set to this mode.


4. Requires -symmforce (not recommended).


5. Target data will be incomplete.


6. Source data will be incomplete.


7. Cannot be differential.


8. Requires Enginuity 5876.163.105 and higher.


9. Requires -concurrent flag only for dgleg operations.


Table 30  Concurrent TimeFinder/Clone operations  


TimeFinder/Clone 
Source -> Target 1
Pair state: 


TimeFinder/Clone 
Source -> Target 2 
Operation: N
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Recreate 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 8


Activate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Full Establish Y Y 9 Y 9 Y 9 Y 9 Y 9 Y 9 Y 9 Y9 Y 9


Incremental Establish Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 


Set Mode Copy 3 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Mode Nocopy 3, 7 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Set Mode Precopy 3 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Full Restore 2 Y Y Y


Incremental Restore2 Y


Split Y Y Y Y


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y 4, 5 Y Y Y Y Y 4, 6 Y Y Y Y
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Concurrent TimeFinder/Clone: Clone and Mirror


Figure 63 illustrates the relationship between devices for a concurrent pairing of a source 
device with a TimeFinder/Clone target and a TimeFinder/Mirror BCV.


Figure 63  Concurrent TimeFinder/Clone device relationships: Clone and Mirror


Note: The positions of Target and BCV are interchangeable in the illustration above.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the STD-BCV pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the Source-Target pair. Y indicates 
that the operation is allowable for that state.


1. Session must be differential.


2. If not already set to this mode.


3. Cannot be differential.
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Table 31  Concurrent TimeFinder/Clone operations: Clone and Mirror 
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4. Native TimeFinder/Mirror only.


5. Requires -concurrent flag only for dgleg operations.


Concurrent TimeFinder/Clone: Clone and Snap


Figure 64 illustrates the relationship between devices for a concurrent pairing of a source 
device with a TimeFinder/Clone target and a TimeFinder/Snap VDEV.


Figure 64  Concurrent TimeFinder/Clone device relationships: Clone and Snap


Note: The positions of Target and VDEV are interchangeable in the illustration above.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the Source-VDEV pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the Source-Target pair. Y indicates 
that the operation is allowable for that state.


1. Transient state.
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Table 32  Concurrent TimeFinder/Clone operations: Clone and Snap 
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2. Session must be differential.


3. If not already set to this mode.


4. Cannot be differential.


5. Requires Enginuity 5876.163.105 and higher.


Cascaded TimeFinder/Clone operations


A cascaded copy operation occurs when a device is both the source of a copy and the 
target of a copy, such that the devices are in the relationship of A -> B -> C.


Cascaded TimeFinder/Clone (Clone off Clone): A -> B


Figure 65 illustrates the relationship between devices for a Clone off Clone operation in 
which source device A is paired with target device B and an additional session uses device 
B as a source paired with target device C.


Figure 65  Clone off Clone device relationship: A -> B


Limitations


◆ Cascading with thin devices is supported on Enginuity 5875 and higher.


◆ Mixed thick and thin devices are not supported. All devices in a cascaded session 
must be thick or thin.


◆ Cascaded sessions cannot exceed two hops.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the B-C pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the A-B pair. Y indicates that the 
operation is allowable for that state.


A B COperation State


Table 33  Clone off Clone operations: A -> B (page 1 of 2)
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1. Transient state.


2. Session must be differential.


3. If not already set to this mode.


4. Not allowed with the PRECOPY flag.


5. Requires Enginuity 5875 and higher.


6. Cannot be differential.


7. Requires Enginuity 5876.163.105 and higher.


Cascaded TimeFinder/Clone (Clone off Clone): B -> C


Figure 66 illustrates the relationship between devices for a Clone off Clone operation in 
which source device A is paired with target device B and an additional session uses device 
B as a source paired with target device C.


Figure 66  Clone off Clone device relationship: B -> C


Limitations:


◆ Cascading with thin devices is supported on Enginuity 5875 and higher.


◆ Mixed thick and thin devices are not supported. All devices in a cascaded session 
must be thick or thin.


◆ Cascaded sessions cannot exceed two hops.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the A-B pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the B-C pair. Y indicates that the 
operation is allowable for that state.
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1. Transient state.


2. Session must be differential.


3. If not already set to this mode.


4. Requires the PRECOPY flag.


5. Requires Enginuity 5875 and higher.


6. Cannot be differential.


7. Requires Enginuity 5876.163.105 and higher.


Mirror off Clone: Source -> STD


Figure 67 illustrates the relationship between devices for a Mirror off Clone operation in 
which the TimeFinder/Clone source device is paired with a target device and an additional 
session uses that device as the STD for TimeFinder/Mirror paired with a BCV.


Figure 67  Mirror off Clone device relationship


Table 34  Clone off Clone operations: B -> C 
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Limitations:


◆ Thin BCVs are only supported for Enginuity 5875 and higher.


◆ Cascading with thin devices is supported on Enginuity 5875 and higher.


◆ Mixed thick and thin devices are not supported. All devices in a cascaded session 
must be thick or thin.


◆ Cascaded sessions cannot exceed two hops.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the STD-BCV pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the Source-STD pair. Y indicates 
that the operation is allowable for that state.


1. Session must be differential.


2. If not already set to this mode.


3. Requires Enginuity 5875 and higher.


4. Cannot be differential.


5. Native TimeFinder/Mirror only.


Table 35  Mirror off Clone operations: Source -> STD 


TimeFinder Mirror 
STD -> BCV
Pair state: 
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Split Y Y Y 5 Y Y Y 5


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Clone off Mirror: BCV -> Target


Figure 68 illustrates the relationship between devices for a Clone off Mirror operation in 
which the TimeFinder/Mirror STD device is paired with a BCV device and an additional 
session uses that device as the source for TimeFinder/Clone paired with a target device. 


Figure 68  Clone off Mirror device relationship


Limitations:


◆ Thin BCVs are only supported for Enginuity 5875 and higher.


◆ Cascading with thin devices is supported on Enginuity 5875 and higher.


◆ Mixed thick and thin devices are not supported. All devices in a cascaded session 
must be thick or thin.


◆ Cascaded sessions cannot exceed two hops.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the STD-BCV pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the BCV-Target pair. Y indicates 
that the operation is allowable for that state.


STD BCV TargetState Operation


Table 36  Clone off Mirror operations: BCV -> Target 
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1. Session must be differential.


2. If not already set to this mode.


3. Requires Enginuity 5875 and higher.


4. Cannot be differential.


Snap off Clone: Source -> Target


Figure 69 illustrates the relationship between devices for a Snap off Clone operation in 
which the TimeFinder/Clone source device is paired with a target device and an additional 
session uses the target device as the source for TimeFinder/Snap paired with a VDEV. 


Figure 69  Snap off Clone device relationship


Note: The TimeFinder/Snap session is not considered to be a hop and does not contribute 
to the two hop maximum.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the Target-VDEV pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the Source-Target pair. Y indicates 
that the operation is allowable for that state.


Source Target VDEVStateOperation


Table 37  Snap off Clone operations: Source -> Target 
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1. Transient state.


2. Session must be differential.


3. If not already set to this mode.


4. Cannot be differential.


5. If the TimeFinder/Clone target has a TimeFinder/Snap session in any state, recreate 
is allowed only with precopy mode.


6. If the TimeFinder/Clone target has a TimeFinder/Snap session in any state, activate 
is allowed only after the precopy operation has completed one cycle. This can be 
verified with a symclone query.


7. Requires Enginuity 5876.163.105 and higher.


VP Snap operations
VP Snap operations have rules not covered in the previous tables.


Basic VP Snap operations


Figure 70 illustrates the relationship between devices for a basic VP Snap operation.


Figure 70  Basic VP Snap device relationship


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the Source-Target pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the Source-Target pair. Y indicates 
that the operation is allowable for that state.


Source Target


Table 38  Basic VP Snap operations (page 1 of 2)
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Concurrent VP Snap: VP Snap with additional VP Snap


Figure 71 illustrates the relationship between devices for a VP Snap pairing of a source 
device with two targets.


Figure 71  Concurrent VP Snap device relationships


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the Source-Target 1 pair, 
and “Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the Source-Target 2 pair. Y 
indicates that the operation is allowable for that state.
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Table 38  Basic VP Snap operations (page 2 of 2)
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Table 39  Concurrent VP Snap: VP Snap with additional VP Snap 
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Source -> Target 
Pair state: 


Additional VP Snap 
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Operation: N
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Concurrent VP Snap: VP Snap with additional TimeFinder/Clone


Figure 72 illustrates the relationship between devices for a concurrent pairing of a source 
device with a VP Snap target and an additional TimeFinder/Clone target.


Figure 72  Concurrent VP Snap: VP Snap with additional TimeFinder/Clone


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the VP Snap Source-Target 
1 pair, and “Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the TimeFinder/Clone 
Source-Target 2 pair. Y indicates that the operation is allowable for that state.
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Table 39  Concurrent VP Snap: VP Snap with additional VP Snap (continued)
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Table 40  Concurrent VP Snap: VP Snap with additional TimeFinder/Clone (page 1 of 2)


VP Snap 
Source -> Target 
Pair state: 
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Concurrent VP Snap: TimeFinder/Clone with additional VP Snap


Figure 73 illustrates the relationship between devices for a concurrent pairing of a source 
device with a VP Snap target and an additional TimeFinder/Clone target.


Figure 73  Concurrent VP Snap: TimeFinder/Clone with additional VP Snap


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the TimeFinder/Clone 
Source-Target 1 pair, and “Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the VP 
Snap Source-Target 2 pair. Y indicates that the operation is allowable for that state.
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Table 40  Concurrent VP Snap: VP Snap with additional TimeFinder/Clone (page 2 of 2)
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Table 41  Concurrent VP Snap: TimeFinder/Clone with additional VP Snap (page 1 of 2)


TimeFinder/Clone 
Source -> Target 
Pair state: 


Additional VP Snap 
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Cascaded VP Snap (VP Snap off Clone): A -> B


Figure 74 illustrates the relationship between devices for a VP Snap off Clone operation in 
which source device A is paired with target device B and an additional VP Snap session 
uses device B as a source paired with target device C.


Figure 74  VP Snap off Clone device relationship: A -> B


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the B-C pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the A-B pair. Y indicates that the 
operation is allowable for that state.
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Table 41  Concurrent VP Snap: TimeFinder/Clone with additional VP Snap (page 2 of 2)
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Table 42  VP Snap off Clone operations: A -> B 


VP Snap
B -> C
Pair state: 


TimeFinder/Clone 
A -> B
Operation: N
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1. If device B has a VP Snap session in any state, recreate is allowed only with precopy 
mode.


2. If device B has a VP Snap session in any state, activate is allowed only after the 
precopy operation has completed one cycle. This can be verified with a symclone 
query.


Cascaded VP Snap (VP Snap off Clone): B -> C


Figure 75 illustrates the relationship between devices for a VP Snap off Clone operation in 
which source device A is paired with target device B and an additional VP Snap session 
uses device B as a source paired with target device C.


Figure 75  VP Snap off Clone device relationship: B -> C
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Table 42  VP Snap off Clone operations: A -> B (continued)
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In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the A-B pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the B-C pair. Y indicates that the 
operation is allowable for that state.


TimeFinder/Snap operations
This section describes the TimeFinder/Snap control operations that are allowed for 
devices in various pair states.


Basic TimeFinder/Snap Operations


Figure 76 illustrates the relationship between devices for a basic TimeFinder/Snap 
operation.


Figure 76  Basic snap device relationship


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the Source-VDEV pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation. Y indicates that the operation is 
allowable for that state.


Table 43  VP Snap off Clone operations: B -> C 


TimeFinder/Clone 
A -> B
Pair state: 


VP Snap 
B -> C
Operation: N
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1. Transient state.


2. Requires Enginuity 5874 through 5876.


3. The restore to a third device must not be related to any session associated with the 
TimeFinder/Snap source device. The third device must be the same thick or thin 
configuration as the TimeFinder/Snap source device.


4. Requires -symforce (not recommended).


5. Requires Solutions Enabler version 7.4 and higher.


Concurrent TimeFinder/Snap operations


A concurrent copy occurs when a source device is copied to multiple different targets. 
These copy operations can be any combination of TimeFinder/Clone, TimeFinder Snap, 
and TimeFinder/Mirror copies.


Table 44  Basic TimeFinder/Snap operations 


TimeFinder/Snap
Source -> VDEV
Pair state:


TimeFinder/Snap 
Source -> VDEV 
Operation: N
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Concurrent TimeFinder/Snap


Figure 77 illustrates the relationship between devices for a TimeFinder/Clone pairing of a 
source device with two targets.


Figure 77  Concurrent TimeFinder/Snap device relationships


Note: The positions of VDEV 1 and VDEV 2 are interchangeable in the illustration above.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the Source-VDEV 1pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the Source-VDEV 2 pair. Y 
indicates that the operation is allowable for that state.
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Table 45  Concurrent TimeFinder/Snap operations 


TimeFinder/Snap 
Source -> VDEV 1
Pair state: 


TimeFinder/Snap 
Source -> VDEV 2 
Operation: N
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1. Transient state.


2. Requires Enginuity 5874 through 5876.


3. The restore to a third device must not be related to any session associated with the 
TimeFinder/Snap source device. The third device must be the same thick or thin 
configuration as the TimeFinder/Snap source device.


4. Requires Solutions Enabler version 7.4 and higher.


Concurrent TimeFinder/Snap: Snap and Mirror


Figure 78 illustrates the relationship between devices for a concurrent pairing of a source 
device with a TimeFinder/Snap VDEV and a TimeFinder/Mirror BCV.


Figure 78  Concurrent TimeFinder/Snap device relationships: Snap and Mirror


Note: The positions of VDEV and BCV are interchangeable in the illustration above.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the STD-BCV pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the Source-VDEV pair. Y indicates 
that the operation is allowable for that state.
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Table 46  Concurrent TimeFinder/Snap operations: Snap and Mirror 
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Pair state: 
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1. Requires Enginuity 5874 through 5876.


2. The restore to a third device must not be related to any session associated with the 
TimeFinder/Snap source device. The third device must be the same thick or thin 
configuration as the TimeFinder/Snap source device.


3. Requires Solutions Enabler version 7.4 and higher.


Concurrent TimeFinder/Snap: Snap and Clone


Figure 79 illustrates the relationship between devices for a concurrent pairing of a source 
device with a TimeFinder/Snap VDEV and a TimeFinder/Clone Target.


Figure 79  Concurrent TimeFinder/Snap device relationships: Snap and Clone


Note: The positions of Target and VDEV are interchangeable in the illustration above.
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Table 46  Concurrent TimeFinder/Snap operations: Snap and Mirror (continued)
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In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the Source-Target pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the Source-VDEV pair. Y indicates 
that the operation is allowable for that state.


1. Transient state.


2. Requires Enginuity 5874 through 5876.


3. The restore to a third device must not be related to any session associated with the 
TimeFinder/Snap source device. The third device must be the same thick or thin 
configuration as the TimeFinder/Snap source device.


4. Requires Solutions Enabler version 7.4 and higher.


Cascaded TimeFinder/Snap operations


A cascaded copy operation occurs when a device is both the source of a copy and the 
target of a copy, such that the devices are in the relationship of A -> B -> C.


Table 47  Concurrent TimeFinder/Snap operations: Snap and Clone 


TimeFinder/Clone 
Source -> Target 
Pair state: 


TimeFinder Snap 
Source -> VDEV 
Operation: N
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Snap off Mirror: BCV -> VDEV


Figure 80 illustrates the relationship between devices for a Snap off Mirror operation in 
which the TimeFinder/Mirror STD device is paired with a BCV device and an additional 
session uses that device as the source for TimeFinder/Snap paired with a VDEV.


Figure 80  Snap off Mirror device relationship


Limitations:


◆ Cascading with thin devices is supported on Enginuity 5875 and higher.


◆ Mixed thick and thin devices are not supported. All devices in a cascaded session 
must be thick or thin.


◆ Cascaded sessions cannot exceed two hops.


◆ The TimeFinder/Snap session is not considered to be a hop and does not contribute to 
the two hop maximum. Therefore, the STD -> BCV pairing could be preceded by a clone 
session such that the final cascade is Clone Source -> STD -> BCV -> VDEV.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the STD-BCV pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the BCV-VDEV pair. Y indicates 
that the operation is allowable for that state.


STD BCV VDEVState Operation
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1. Requires Enginuity 5874 through 5876.


2. The restore to a third device must not be related to any session associated with the 
TimeFinder/Snap source device. The third device must be the same thick or thin 
configuration as the TimeFinder/Snap source device.


3. Requires Enginuity 5874 through 5876.


4. Requires Solutions Enabler version 7.4 and higher.


Snap off Clone: B -> VDEV


Figure 81 illustrates the relationship between devices for a Snap off Clone operation in 
which the TimeFinder/Clone source device is paired with a target device and an additional 
session uses the target device as the source for TimeFinder/Snap paired with a VDEV.


Figure 81  Snap off Clone device relationship


Table 48  Snap off Mirror operations: BCV -> VDEV 
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Limitations:


◆ Cascading with thin devices is supported on Enginuity 5875 and higher.


◆ Mixed thick and thin devices are not supported. All devices in a cascaded session 
must be thick or thin.


◆ Cascaded sessions cannot exceed two hops.


◆ The TimeFinder/Snap session is not considered to be a hop and does not contribute to 
the two hop maximum. Therefore, the STD -> BCV pairing could be preceded by a clone 
session such that the final cascade is Clone Source -> STD -> BCV -> VDEV.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the A-B pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the B-VDEVpair. Y indicates that 
the operation is allowable for that state.


1. Transient State


2. Requires Enginuity 5874 through 5876.


3. The restore to a third device must not be related to any session associated with the 
TimeFinder/Snap source device. The third device must be the same thick or thin 
configuration as the TimeFinder/Snap source device.


4. Requires Solutions Enabler version 7.4 and higher.


5. Requires Solutions Enabler version 7.5 and higher and Enginuity 5874 through 
5876.


Table 49  Snap off Clone operations: B -> VDEV 


TimeFinder/Clone
A -> B
Pair state: 


TimeFinder/Snap 
B -> VDEV
Operation: N
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TimeFinder/Mirror operations
This section describes the TimeFinder/Mirror control operations that are allowed for 
devices in various pair states.


Basic TimeFinder/Mirror operations


Figure 82 illustrates the relationship between devices for a basic TimeFinder/Mirror 
operation.


Figure 82  Basic TimeFinder/Mirror device relationship


Limitations:


◆ With Enginuity 5874 through 5876, all TimeFinder/Mirror operations are done with 
TimeFinder/Clone Emulation. With Enginuity 5874 and lower, the default mode is 
native TimeFinder/Mirror, and TimeFinder/Clone Emulation is a selectable option.


◆ RAID5 and RAID6 BCVs automatically use TimeFinder/Clone Emulation.


◆ Thin BCVs are supported with Enginuity 5875 and higher.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the STD-BCV pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation. Y indicates that the operation is 
allowable for that statearrayuires -symmforce (not recommended)


1. With native TimeFinder/Mirror, this results in the Split Before Sync state, which 
indicates that the BCV data is not complete. With TimeFinder/Clone Emulation 
mode, this results in the Split state, which indicates that the BCV data is complete.


2. Results in the Split Before Restore state, which indicates that the STD data is not 
complete.


STD BCV


Table 50  Basic TimeFinder/Mirror operations 


TimeFinder/Mirror 
STD -> BCV
Pair state: 


TimeFinder Mirror 
STD -> BCV 
Operation: N
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3. Native TimeFinder/Mirror only.


Concurrent TimeFinder/Mirror operations


A concurrent copy occurs when a source device is copied to multiple different targets. 
These copy operations can be any combination of TimeFinder/Clone, TimeFinder/Snap, 
and TimeFinder/Mirror copies.


Concurrent TimeFinder/Mirror


Figure 83 illustrates the relationship between devices for a TimeFinder/Mirror pairing of a 
STD device with two BCVs.


Figure 83  Concurrent TimeFinder/Mirror device relationships


Note: The positions of BCV 1 and BCV 2 are interchangeable in the illustration above.


Limitations:


◆ With Enginuity 5874 through 5876, all TimeFinder/Mirror operations are done with 
TimeFinder/Clone Emulation. With Enginuity 5874 and lower, the default mode is 
native TimeFinder/Mirror, and TimeFinder/Clone Emulation is a selectable option.


◆ RAID5 and RAID6 BCVs automatically use TimeFinder/Clone Emulation.


◆ Thin BCVs are supported with Enginuity 5875 and higher.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the STD-BCV 1 pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the STD-BCV 2 pair. Y indicates 
that the operation is allowable for that state.


STD


BCV 1


 BCV 2


State


Operation
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Concurrent TimeFinder/Mirror: Mirror and Clone


Figure 84 illustrates the relationship between devices for a concurrent pairing of a STD 
device with a TimeFinder/Mirror BCV and a TimeFinder/Clone target.


Figure 84  Concurrent TimeFinder/Mirror device relationships: Mirror and Clone


Note: The positions of BCV and Target are interchangeable in the illustration above.


Limitations:


◆ With Enginuity 5874 through 5876, all TimeFinder/Mirror operations are done with 
TimeFinder/Clone Emulation. With Enginuity 5874 and lower, the default mode is 
native TimeFinder/Mirror, and TimeFinder/Clone Emulation is a selectable option.


◆ RAID5 and RAID6 BCVs automatically use TimeFinder/Clone Emulation.


◆ Thin BCVs are supported with Enginuity 5875 and higher.


Table 51  Concurrent TimeFinder/Mirror operations 


TimeFinder/Mirror 
STD -> BCV 1
Pair state: 


TimeFinder/Mirror 
STD -> BCV 2
Operation: N
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In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the STD-Target pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the STD-BCV pair. Y indicates that 
the operation is allowable for that state.


1. Transient state.


2. Native TimeFinder/Mirror only.


Concurrent TimeFinder/Mirror: Mirror and Snap


Figure 85 illustrates the relationship between devices for a concurrent pairing of a STD 
device with a TimeFinder/Mirror BCV and a TimeFinder/Snap VDEV.


Figure 85  Concurrent TimeFinder/Mirror device relationships: Mirror and Snap


Note: The positions of BCV and VDEV are interchangeable in the illustration above.


Table 52  Concurrent TimeFinder/Mirror operations: Mirror and Clone 


TimeFinder/Clone 
STD -> Target
Pair state: 


TimeFinder/Mirror 
STD -> BCV
Operation: N
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Limitations:


◆ With Enginuity 5874 through 5876, all TimeFinder/Mirror operations are done with 
TimeFinder/Clone Emulation. With Enginuity 5874 and lower, the default mode is 
native TimeFinder/Mirror, and TimeFinder/Clone Emulation is a selectable option.


◆ RAID5 and RAID6 BCVs automatically use TimeFinder/Clone Emulation.


◆ Thin BCVs are supported with Enginuity 5875 and higher.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the STD-VDEV pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the STD-BCV pair. Y indicates that 
the operation is allowable for that state.


1. Transient state.


2. Native TimeFinder/Mirror only.


Cascaded TimeFinder/Clone operations


A cascaded copy operation occurs when a device is both the source of a copy and the 
target of a copy, such that the devices are in the relationship of A -> B -> C.


Clone off Mirror: STD -> BCV


Figure 86 illustrates the relationship between devices for a Clone off Mirror operation in 
which the TimeFinder/Mirror STD device is paired with a BCV and an additional session 
uses that device as the source for TimeFinder/Clone paired with a target device.


Figure 86  Clone off Mirror device relationship


Table 53  Concurrent TimeFinder/Mirror operations: Mirror and Snap 


TimeFinder/Snap 
STD -> VDEV 
Pair state: 


TimeFinder/Mirror 
STD -> BCV 
Operation: N
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Limitations:


◆ With Enginuity 5874 through 5876, all TimeFinder/Mirror operations are done with 
TimeFinder/Clone Emulation. With Enginuity 5874 and lower, the default mode is 
native TimeFinder/Mirror, and TimeFinder/Clone Emulation is a selectable option.


◆ RAID5 and RAID6 BCVs automatically use TimeFinder/Clone Emulation.


◆ Thin BCVs are supported with Enginuity 5875 and higher.


◆ Mixed thick and thin devices are not supported. All devices in a cascaded session 
must be thick or thin.


◆ Cascaded sessions cannot exceed two hops.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the BCV-Target pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the STD-BCV pair. Y indicates that 
the operation is allowable for that state.


1. Transient state.


Mirror off Clone: STD -> BCV


Figure 87 illustrates the relationship between devices for a Mirror off Clone operation in 
which the TimeFinder/Clone source device is paired with a target device and an additional 
session uses that device as the STD for TimeFinder/Mirror paired with a BCV.


Figure 87  Mirror off Clone device relationship


Table 54  Clone off Mirror operations: STD -> BCV 


TimeFinder/Clone 
BCV -> Target
Pair state: 


TimeFinder/Mirror 
STD -> BCV
Operation: N
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Limitations:


◆ With Enginuity 5874 through 5876, all TimeFinder/Mirror operations are done with 
TimeFinder/Clone Emulation. With Enginuity 5874 and lower, the default mode is 
native TimeFinder/Mirror, and TimeFinder/Clone Emulation is a selectable option.


◆ RAID5 and RAID6 BCVs automatically use TimeFinder/Clone Emulation.


◆ Thin BCVs are supported with Enginuity 5875 and higher.


◆ Mixed thick and thin devices are not supported. All devices in a cascaded session 
must be thick or thin.


◆ Cascaded sessions cannot exceed two hops.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the Source-STD pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the STD-BCV pair. Y indicates that 
the operation is allowable for that state.


1. Transient state.


Snap off Mirror: STD -> BCV


Figure 88 illustrates the relationship between devices for a Snap off Mirror operation in 
which the TimeFinder/Mirror STD device is paired with a BCV device and an additional 
session uses the BCV device as the source for TimeFinder/Snap paired with a VDEV.


Figure 88  Snap off Mirror device relationship


Table 55  Mirror off Clone operations STD -> BCV 


TimeFinder/Clone 
Source -> STD
Pair state: 


TimeFinder/Mirror 
STD -> BCV
Operation: N
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Limitations:


◆ With Enginuity 5874 through 5876, all TimeFinder/Mirror operations are done with 
TimeFinder/Clone Emulation. With Enginuity 5874 and lower, the default mode is 
native TimeFinder/Mirror, and TimeFinder/Clone Emulation is a selectable option.


◆ RAID5 and RAID6 BCVs automatically use TimeFinder/Clone Emulation.


◆ Thin BCVs are supported with Enginuity 5875 and higher.


◆ Mixed thick and thin devices are not supported. All devices in a cascaded session 
must be thick or thin.


◆ Cascaded sessions cannot exceed two hops.


In the following table, “Pair state” refers to the current state of the BCV-VDEV pair, and 
“Operation” refers to the intended control operation on the STD-BCV pair. Y indicates that 
the operation is allowable for that state.


1. Transient state.


Table 56  Snap off Mirror operations: STD -> BCV 


TimeFinder/Snap 
BCV -> VDEV 
Pair state: 


TimeFinder/Mirror 
STD -> BCV 
Operation: N
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APPENDIX B
SRDF State Rules Reference


This appendix describes the applicable SRDF pair states that rule the TimeFinder SnapVX, 
TimeFinder/Clone, and TimeFinder/Snap copy session operations.


◆ Determine SnapVX states-SRDF operations interaction rules..................................  224
◆ SRDF pair states....................................................................................................  226
◆ State rules for TimeFinder SnapVX operations .......................................................  227
◆ State rules for TimeFinder/Clone operations..........................................................  229
◆ State rules for TimeFinder/Snap operations...........................................................  234
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Determine SnapVX states-SRDF operations interaction rules 
The following table describes how SnapVX states are identified for SRDF operations 
allowed with SnapVX source devices. 


Display examples for each active state are shown in “SnapVX State Determination 
Examples” on page 224.


SnapVX State Determination Examples


Established #> symsnapvx -cg Sparrow -snapshot_name Bailey list


Composite Group (CG) Name : Sparrow
CG's Type : ANY
Number of Symmetrix Units : 1


CG's Symmetrix ID : 000197300076 (Microcode Version: 5977)


-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sym Num Flgs
Dev Snapshot Name Gens FLRG Last Snapshot Timestamp
----- -------------------------------- ---- ---- ------------------------
000A0 Bailey 1 .... Fri Oct 24 15:51:19 2014
000A1 Bailey 1 .... Fri Oct 24 15:51:19 2014


Flgs:
(F)ailed : X = Failed, . = No Failure
(L)ink : X = Link Exists, . = No Link Exists
(R)estore : X = Restore Active, . = No Restore Active
(G)CM : X = GCM, . = Non-GCM


Table 57  SnapVX State Determination  


SnapVX State SnapVX CLI Determination of State


Established symsnapvx list The flags field indicates:
(F)ailed: = . for No Failure


Restore In 
Progress


symsnapvx list
-restored


-detail


The Done(%) field is not at 100%


Restored syms‘napvx list
-restored


–detail


The Done(%) field is at 100%


Terminate in 
Progress


symsnapvx list The snapshot is still seen on the display.


Terminated symsnapvx list The snapshot is not seen on the display.


Failed symsnapvx list The flags field indicates:
(F)ailed = X for Failed


Link Copy In 
Progress


symsnapvx list
–link


–tgt –detail


The flags field indicates:
(C)opy = I for CopyInProg


The Done (%) field is not at 100% 


Link Copied symsnapvx list
–link


–tgt –detail


The flags field indicates:
(C)opy = C for Copied or
D for Copied/Destaged


The Done (%) field is at 100% 


Linked symsnapvx list
-linked


The flags field indicates :
(C)opy = . for NoCopy Link
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Restore in Progress #> symsnapvx -cg Sparrow -sna Bailey list -restored -detail


Composite Group (CG) Name : Sparrow
CG's Type : ANY
Number of Symmetrix Units : 1


CG's Symmetrix ID : 000197300076 (Microcode Version: 5977)


----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sym Flgs Remaining Done
Dev Snapshot Name Gen F Snapshot Timestamp (Tracks) (%)
----- ------------------ ---- ---- ------------------------ ---------- -----
000A0 Bailey 0 . Fri Oct 24 15:51:18 2014 72206 47
000A1 Bailey 0 . Fri Oct 24 15:51:18 2014 0 100


Flgs:
(F)ailed : X = Failed, . = No Failure


Restored #> symsnapvx -cg Sparrow -sna Bailey list -restored -detail


Composite Group (CG) Name : Sparrow
CG's Type : ANY
Number of Symmetrix Units : 1


CG's Symmetrix ID : 000197300076 (Microcode Version: 5977)


------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sym Flgs Remaining Done
Dev Snapshot Name Gen F Snapshot Timestamp (Tracks) (%)
----- ----------------- ----- ------ -------------------------- -------- -----
000A0 Bailey 0 . Fri Oct 24 15:51:18 2014 0 100
000A1 Bailey 0 . Fri Oct 24 15:51:18 2014 0 100


Flgs:
(F)ailed : X = Failed, . = No Failure


Link Copy in Progress #> symsnapvx -cg Sparrow -sna Bailey list -linked -detail


Composite Group (CG) Name : Sparrow
CG's Type : ANY
Number of Symmetrix Units : 1


CG's Symmetrix ID : 000197300076 (Microcode Version: 5977)


------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sym Link Flgs Remaining Done
Dev Snapshot Name Gen Dev FCMD Snapshot Timestamp (Tracks) (%)
----- --------------- ----- ----- ----- ----------------------- ---------- ----
000A0 Bailey 0 000B0 .I.. Fri Oct 24 15:51:19 2014 118579 14
000A1 Bailey 0 000B1 .I.. Fri Oct 24 15:51:19 2014 128275 7


Flgs:
(F)ailed : F = Force Failed, X = Failed, . = No Failure
(C)opy : I = CopyInProg, C = Copied, D = Copied/Destaged, . = NoCopy Link
(M)odified : X = Modified Target Data, . = Not Modified
(D)efined : X = All Tracks Defined, . = Define in progress


Link Copied #> symsnapvx -cg Sparrow -sna Bailey list -linked -detail


Composite Group (CG) Name : Sparrow
CG's Type : ANY
Number of Symmetrix Units : 1


CG's Symmetrix ID : 000197300076 (Microcode Version: 5977)


------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sym Link Flgs Remaining Done
Dev Snapshot Name Gen Dev FCMD Snapshot Timestamp (Tracks) (%)
----- --------------- ----- ----- ---- ------------------------ -------- ------
000A0 Bailey 0 000B0 .D.X Fri Oct 24 15:51:18 2014 0 100
000A1 Bailey 0 000B1 .D.X Fri Oct 24 15:51:18 2014 0 100
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Flgs:
(F)ailed : F = Force Failed, X = Failed, . = No Failure
(C)opy : I = CopyInProg, C = Copied, D = Copied/Destaged, . = NoCopy Link
(M)odified : X = Modified Target Data, . = Not Modified
(D)efined : X = All Tracks Defined, . = Define in progress


Linked #> symsnapvx -cg Sparrow -sna Bailey list -linked


Composite Group (CG) Name : Sparrow
CG's Type : ANY
Number of Symmetrix Units : 1


CG's Symmetrix ID : 000197300076 (Microcode Version: 5977)


------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sym Link Flgs
Dev Snapshot Name Gen Dev FCMD Snapshot Timestamp
----- -------------------------------- ---- ----- ---- ------------------------
000A0 Bailey 0 000B0 .... Fri Oct 24 15:51:18 2014
000A1 Bailey 0 000B1 .... Fri Oct 24 15:51:18 2014


Flgs:


(F)ailed : F = Force Failed, X = Failed, . = No Failure
(C)opy : I = CopyInProg, C = Copied, D = Copied/Destaged, . = NoCopy Link
(M)odified : X = Modified Target Data, . = Not Modified
(D)efined : X = All Tracks Defined, . = Define in progress


SRDF pair states
Certain TimeFinder copy operations are not allowed within arrays employing SRDF for 
remote mirroring as these operations can conflict with one another. The availability of 
some actions depends on the current state of SRDF pairs. Refer to your product guide for 
details about supported features.


The following table provides a description the various SRDF pair states.


Table 58  SRDF pair states 


State Description


Consistent The R2 mirrors of SRDF/A devices are in a Consistent state. Consistent state 
signifies the normal state of operation for device pairs operating in 
asynchronous mode.


Failed Over The R1 is currently Not Ready or write disabled and operations have been failed 
over to the R2.


Invalid The default state when no other SRDF state applies. The combination of R1, R2, 
and SRDF link states and statuses do not match any other pair state. This state 
may occur if there is a problem at the disk director level. 


Mixed A composite device group SRDF pair state. There exists different SRDF pair 
states within a device group. 


Partitioned Solutions Enabler is currently unable to communicate through the 
corresponding SRDF path to the remote array. Partitioned may apply to devices 
within an RA group.
For example, if Solutions Enabler is unable to communicate to a remote array 
via an RA group, devices in that RA group will be marked as being in the 
Partitioned state.


R1 Updated The R1 is currently Not Ready or write disabled to the host, there are no local 
invalid tracks on the R1 side, and the link is Ready or write disabled.


R1 UpdInProg The R1 is currently Not Ready or write disabled to the host, there are invalid 
local (R1) tracks on the source side, and the link is Ready or write disabled.


Split The R1 and the R2 are currently Ready to their hosts, but the link is Not Ready or 
write disabled.
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State rules for TimeFinder SnapVX operations
This section identifies the symsnapvx control operations that are available for use within 
each of the SRDF pair states.


TimeFinder SnapVX R1 source


The following table identifies the SnapVX control operations that are allowed on R1 source 
devices while SRDF is in the various pair states.


1. Action is not allowed if there are local R1 invalids on the R1 side or remote invalids 
on the R2 side.


2. The remote option (-remote) must be applied.


3. Not allowed with both sides operation.


Note: The Partitoned1 pair state indicates that the remote Symmetrix is in the SYMAPI 
database and was discovered. The Partitioned2 pair state indicates the remote Symmetrix 
is not in the SYMAPI database and was not discovered, or was removed from this 
database.


Suspended The SRDF links have been suspended and are Not Ready or write disabled. If 
the R1 is Ready while the links are suspended, any I/O will accumulate as 
invalid tracks owed to the R2.


Synchronized The R1 and the R2 are currently in a Synchronized state. The same content 
exists on the R2 as the R1. There are no invalid tracks between the two pairs.


SyncInProg A synchronization is currently in progress between the R1 and the R2. There are 
existing invalid tracks between the two pairs and the logical link between both 
sides of an SRDF pair is up.


Transmit Idle The SRDF/A session cannot push data in the transmit cycle across the link 
because the link is down.


Table 58  SRDF pair states (continued)


State Description


Table 59  SnapVX control operations allowed on R1 source device by SRDF state


SRDF State:


SnapVX Control 
Operation: S
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Establish Y1, 3 Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3 Y1, 3


Restore Y1, 2 Y2 Y Y Y Y1, 2 Y1, 2


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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TimeFinder SnapVX R2 source


The following table identifies the SnapVX control operations that are allowed on R2 source 
devices while SRDF is in the various pair states.


1. Not allowed if Adaptive Copy.


2. Not allowed with both sides operation.


3. Not allowed if target device is an R2 larger than the R1.


Note: The Partitoned1 pair state indicates that the remote Symmetrix is in the SYMAPI 
database and was discovered. The Partitioned2 pair state indicates the remote Symmetrix 
is not in the SYMAPI database and was not discovered, or was removed from this 
database.


TimeFinder SnapVX R1 target


The following table identifies the SnapVX control operations that are allowed on R1 target 
devices while SRDF is in the various pair states


1. Action is not allowed if there are local R1 invalids on the R1 side or remote invalids 
on the R2 side.


2. The remote option (-remote) must be applied.


Table 60  SnapVX control operations allowed on R2 source device by SRDF state


SRDF State:


SnapVX Control 
Operation: S
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Establish Y1 Y3 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2


Restore Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 61  SnapVX control operations allowed on R1 target device by SRDF state


SRDF State:


SnapVX Control 
Operation: S
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Link/Relink


Link/Relink Copy Y1, 2 Y2 Y Y Y Y1, 2 Y1, 2


Unlink Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Note: The Partitoned1 pair state indicates that the remote Symmetrix is in the SYMAPI 
database and was discovered. The Partitioned2 pair state indicates the remote Symmetrix 
is not in the SYMAPI database and was not discovered, or was removed from this 
database.


TimeFinder SnapVX R2 target


The following table identifies the SnapVX control operations that are allowed on R2 target 
devices while SRDF is in the various pair states.


1. Not allowed if Async.


2. Not allowed if target device is an R2 larger than the R1.


Note: The Partitoned1 pair state indicates that the remote Symmetrix is in the SYMAPI 
database and was discovered. The Partitioned2 pair state indicates the remote Symmetrix 
is not in the SYMAPI database and was not discovered, or was removed from this 
database.


State rules for TimeFinder/Clone operations
This section identifies the symclone copy actions that are available for use within each of 
the SRDF pair states.


This section refers to the copy source and the copy target. It is important to note that 
“source” and “target” refer to the direction of the data flow. In this context, these terms do 
not refer to the TimeFinder/Clone device pair relationship.


Table 62  SnapVX control operations allowed on R2 target device by SRDF state


SRDF State:


SnapVX Control 
Operation: S
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Link/Relink


Link/Relink Copy Y2 Y2 Y1, 2 Y2


Unlink Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Figure 89 shows an establish operation for which the R1 device is the source of the data 
for the clone copy operation. In other words, the TimeFinder/Clone source device is the 
source for the clone copy.


Figure 89  R1 device as TimeFinder/Clone copy source.


Figure 89 shows a restore operation for which the R1 device is the target of the data for the 
clone copy operation. In other words, for a restore, the TimeFinder/Clone source device is 
the target of the clone copy.


Figure 90  R1 device as TimeFinder/Clone copy target.


Source device


Target device


TimeFinder/Clone 
establish 


R1


Source device


Target device


R1


TimeFinder/Clone 
restore 
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TF/Clone operations R1 source


1. Action is not allowed if there are local R1 invalids or remote R2 invalids.


2. Action is not allowed if the -consistent option is specified.


TF/Clone operations R1 target


1. Action is not allowed if there are local R1 invalids or remote R2 invalids.


2. The -force option must be applied.


3. Action is not allowed with CopyOnAccess.


Table 63  TF/Clone operations allowed when R1 is source of clone copy data 


SRDF State:
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Operation: S
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Create/recreate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 1 Y


Activate Y 1 Y Y Y Y Y Y 2 Y 2 Y 1 Y


Establish Y 1 Y Y Y Y Y Y 2 Y 2 Y 1 Y


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Restore Y 1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 1 Y


Split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 64  TF/Clone operations allowed when R1 is target of clone copy data 


SRDF State:


Clone Control 
Operation: S
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Create/recreate Y 1, 2, 3 Y 2, 3 Y Y Y Y 1, 2, 3 Y


Activate Y 1, 2, 3 Y 2, 3 Y Y Y Y 1, 2, 3 Y


Establish Y 1, 2, 3 Y 2, 3 Y Y Y Y 1, 2, 3 Y


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Restore Y 1, 2, 3 Y 2, 3 Y Y Y Y 1, 2, 3 Y


Split Y 1, 2, 3 Y 2, 3 Y Y Y Y Y 1, 2, 3 Y
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TF/Clone operations R2 source


1. Action is not allowed if there are local R1 invalids or remote R2 invalids.


2. With Enginuity 5874 and lower, the precopy option (-precopy) must be applied.


3. If the precopy option is not applied, the action is not allowed if either of the 
following applies:


a. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not activated and supported on the SRDF/A 
session, or


b. The SRDF pair is the R21-> R2 of a cascaded configuration and any of the 
following apply:


i. The R21 Symmetrix array is running an Enginuity level lower than 
5876.159.102, or


ii. The R2 Symmetrix array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5875, or


iii.The R21 device is not pace-capable.


4. Action is not allowed if there are remote R1 invalids or local R2 invalids.


5. The precopy option (-precopy) must be applied for SRDF/A.


TF/Clone operations R2 target


Table 65  TF/Clone operations allowed when R2 is source of clone copy data 


SRDF State:


Clone Control 
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Create/recreate Y 3 Y Y 3 Y 3 Y 2, 3 Y Y 2, 3 Y 2, 3 Y 2, 3 Y 5


Activate Y 4 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 1 Y 1


Establish Y 3, 4 Y Y 3 Y 3 Y 2, 3 Y Y 2, 3 Y 2, 3 Y 1, 2, 3 Y 1, 
5


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Restore Y Y Y Y Y


Split Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 66  TF/Clone operations allowed when R2 is target of clone copy data 


SRDF State:


Clone Control 
Operation: S
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Create/recreate Y 2 Y 2 Y 1, 2 Y 2


Activate Y 2 Y 2 Y 1, 2 Y 2


Establish Y 2 Y 2 Y 1, 2 Y 2
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Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Restore Y 2 Y 2 Y 1, 2 Y


Split Y 2 Y 2 Y 1, 2 Y 2


Table 66  TF/Clone operations allowed when R2 is target of clone copy data (continued)


SRDF State:


Clone Control 
Operation: S
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1. Action is not allowed if the R2 target device is in asynchronous mode.


2. Action is not allowed if the target device is an R2 larger than the R1.


State rules for TimeFinder/Snap operations
This section identifies what symsnap copy actions are available for use within each of the 
SRDF pair states.


TimeFinder/Snap operations R1 source


1. Action is not allowed if there are local R1 invalids or remote R2 invalids.


2. The force option (-force) must be applied.


3. The force option (-force) must be applied.


4. Action is not allowed if there are local invalids on the R1 side or remote invalids 
owed to the R1 on the R2 side. 


Table 67  TimeFinder/Snap operations allowed when R1 is source of the snap 


SRDF State:


Snap Control 
Operation: S
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Create/recreate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Activate Y 4 Y Y Y Y Y Y 1 Y 1 Y 1 Y


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Incremental 
restore to source


Y 3, 4 Y 3 Y Y Y Y 1, 2 Y


Incremental 
restore to a split 
BCV or full restore 
to any device


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 1 Y 1 Y Y
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TimeFinder/Snap operations R1 target


TimeFinder/Snap operations R2 source


1. The force option (-force) must be applied.


2. Action is not allowed if either of the following is true:


a. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not activated and supported on the SRDF/A 
session, or


b. The SRDF pair is the R21-> R2 of a cascaded configuration, and any of the 
following apply:


i. The R21 Symmetrix array is running an Enginuity level lower than 
5876.159.102, or


ii. The R2 Symmetrix array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5875, or


iii.The R21 device is not pace-capable.


3. Action is not allowed if the SRDF pair is operating in asynchronous mode and any of 
the following are true:


a. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side of 


Table 68  TimeFinder/Snap operations allowed when R1 is target of the snap 


SRDF State:


Snap Control 
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Table 69  TimeFinder/Snap operations allowed when R2 is source of snap 


SRDF State:


Snap Control 
Operation: S
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Create/recreate Y 2 Y Y Y 3 Y 3 Y Y 3 Y 3 Y


Activate Y 5 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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restore to source


Y Y Y Y Y Y 4 Y 4


Incremental 
restore to a split 
BCV or full restore 
to any device


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 1 Y 4
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the SRDF/A session, or


b. The SRDF pair is the R21-> R2 of a cascaded configuration and either of the 
following applies:


i. The R21 Symmetrix array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5876 Q2012 
SR, or


ii. The R2 Symmetrix array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5875.


c. The SRDF pair is not the R21-> R2 of a cascaded configuration and either the R1 or 
the R2 Symmetrix array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5875.


4. Action is not allowed if the R2 target is in asynchronous mode.


5. Action is not allowed if there are remote invalids owed to the R2 on the R1 side or 
local invalids on the R2 side.


TimeFinder/Snap operations R2 target


Table 70  TimeFinder/Snap operations allowed when R2 is target of the snap 


SRDF State:


Snap Control 
Operation: S
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Terminate Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Incremental 
restore to a split 
BCV or full restore 
to any device


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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APPENDIX C
rcopy State Rules Reference


This appendix describes the interaction rules for TimeFinder SnapVX /Snap/Clone 
operations and rcopy states. Topics include:


◆ TimeFinder SnapVX operations..............................................................................  238
• “SnapVX source with rcopy push” on page 238
• “SnapVX source with rcopy pull” on page 238
• “SnapVX target with rcopy push” on page 239
• “SnapVX target with rcopy pull” on page 239


◆ TimeFinder/Snap and TimeFinder/Clone operations ..............................................  240
• “Clone source with rcopy push” on page 240
• “Clone source with rcopy pull” on page 240
• “Clone target with rcopy push” on page 241
• “Clone target with rcopy pull” on page 242
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TimeFinder SnapVX operations
This section identifies the SnapVX control operations that are available in each of the 
rcopy pair states. 


SnapVX source with rcopy push


The following table identifies the SnapVX control operations allowed on SnapVX source 
devices with rcopy PUSH sessions while rcopy is in various states.


SnapVX source with rcopy pull


The following table identifies the SnapVX control operations allowed on SnapVX source 
devices with rcopy PULL sessions while rcopy is in various states.


Table 71  SnapVX control operations allowed on source device with rcopy push 
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Table 72  SnapVX control operations allowed on source device with rcopy pull 


rcopy state: 
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SnapVX target with rcopy push


The following table identifies the SnapVX control operations allowed on SnapVX target 
devices with rcopy PUSH sessions while rcopy is in various states.


SnapVX target with rcopy pull


The following table identifies the SnapVXcontrol operations allowed on SnapVX target 
devices with rcopy PULL sessions while rcopy is in various states.


Table 73  SnapVX control operations allowed on target device with rcopy push 


rcopy state: 
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Copy
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Table 74  SnapVX control operations allowed on target device with rcopy pull


 rcopy state: 


SnapVX 
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Link/Relink 
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TimeFinder/Snap and TimeFinder/Clone operations
This section identifies the Snap and Clone control operations that are available in each of 
the rcopy pair states. 


Clone source with rcopy push


The following table identifies clone operations allowed when a TimeFinder Clone source 
device is the control device for a rcopy PUSH session.


Clone source with rcopy pull


The following table identifies clone operations allowed when a TimeFinder Clone source 
device is the control device for a rcopy PULL session.


Table 75  TimeFinder Clone source device is control device for rcopy push session
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Create/recreate Y Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya


Activate Y Y Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya


Establish Y Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya


Terminate Y Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya


Restore Y Ya,b


Split Y Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya


a. Not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS (5977) or higher.


b. Not supported for incremental restore on arrays running Enginuity less than 5875.


Table 76  TimeFinder Clone source device is control device for rcopy pull session


rcopy state: 


Clone
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Operation: N
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Activate Y Yb


Establish Y Yb
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Clone target with rcopy push


The following table identifies clone operations allowed when a TimeFinder Clone target 
device is the control device for a rcopy PUSH session.


Terminate Y Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb


Restore Y Ya,b
,c


Split Y Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb


a. Not supported with Donor Update.
b. Not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS (5977) or higher.
c. Not supported for incremental restore on arrays running Enginuity less than 5875.


Table 76  TimeFinder Clone source device is control device for rcopy pull session
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Table 77  TimeFinder Clone target device is control device for rcopy push session


rcopy state: 


Clone
Control 
Operation: N
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Create/recreate Y Ya


Activate Y Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya


Establish Y Ya


Terminate Y Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya


Restore Y Y a Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya


Split Y Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya Ya


a. Not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS (5977) or higher.
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Clone target with rcopy pull 


The following table identifies clone operations allowed when a TimeFinder Clone target 
device is the control device for a rcopy PULL session.


Table 78  TimeFinder Clone target device is control device for rcopy pull session


rcopy state: 


Clone
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Operation: N
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Create/recreate Y Ya,b


Activate Y Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb


Establish Y Ya,b


Terminate Y Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb


Restore Y Yb


Split Y Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb Yb


a. Not supported with Donor Update.


b. Not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS (5977) or higher. 
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its 
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not 
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product 
release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your EMC representative if a product does not function properly or does not 
function as described in this document.


Note: This document was accurate at publication time. New versions of this document 
might be released on EMC Online Support https://support.EMC.com. Check to ensure that 
you are using the latest version of this document.


Purpose
This document describes how to use Solutions Enabler SYMCLI to manage SRDF®. 


Audience
This document is for advanced command-line users and script programmers to manage 
various types of control operations on arrays and devices using Solutions Enabler’s 
SYMCLI commands.


Related documentation
The following documents provide additional information about Solutions Enabler:


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler V8.0.2 Release Notes - Describes new features and any known 
limitations. 


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler Installation Guide - Provides host-specific installation 
instructions.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference - Documents the SYMCLI commands, 
daemons, error codes and option file parameters provided with the Solutions Enabler 
man pages.


◆ EMC VMAX3 Family Product Guide - Describes the VMAX3 platform and software 
products available.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User Guide - Describes how to configure 
array control, management, and migration operations using SYMCLI commands.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder Family CLI User Guide - Describes how to configure 
and manage TimeFinder environments using SYMCLI commands.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler SRM CLI User Guide - Provides Storage Resource Management 
(SRM) information related to various data objects and data handling facilities.


◆ EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide - Describes how to configure VMAX 
Family security settings.


The following provide additional information:
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◆ EMC VMAX V3 Family Documentation Set - Contains documentation related to the 
VMAX 100K, 200K, and 400K arrays. 


◆ EMC VMAX Family (10K, 20K, 40K) Documentation Set - Contains documentation 
related to the VMAX 10K, 20K, and 40K arrays. 


◆ EMC VMAX3 Family with HYPERMAX OS Release Notes - Detail new features and any 
known limitations. 


◆ EMC VMAX Family Viewer for Desktop and iPad® - Illustrates system hardware, 
incrementally scalable system configurations, and available host connectivity offered 
for VMAX arrays.


◆ E-Lab™ Interoperability Navigator (ELN) - Provides a web-based interoperability and 
solution search portal. You can find the ELN at https://elabnavigator.EMC.com.


◆ SolVe Desktop - — Provides links to documentation, procedures for common tasks, 
and connectivity information for 2-site and 3-site SRDF configurations. To download 
the SolVe Desktop tool, go to EMC Online Support at https://support.EMC.com and 
search for SolVe Desktop. Download the SolVe Desktop and load the VMAX Family 
and DMX procedure generator.


Note: You need to authenticate (authorize) your SolVe Desktop. Once it is installed, 
please familiarize yourself with the information under Help tab.


Typographical conventions
EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Normal Used in running (nonprocedural) text for:
• Names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, 


buttons, fields, and menus
• Names of resources, attributes, pools, Boolean expressions, buttons, 


DQL statements, keywords, clauses, environment variables, functions, 
and utilities


• URLs, pathnames, filenames, directory names, computer names, links, 
groups, service keys, file arrays, and notifications


Bold Used in running (nonprocedural) text for names of commands, daemons, 
options, programs, processes, services, applications, utilities, kernels, 
notifications, array calls, and man pages


Used in procedures for:
• Names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, 


buttons, fields, and menus
• What the user specifically selects, clicks, presses, or types


Italic Used in all text (including procedures) for:
• Full titles of publications referenced in text
• Emphasis, for example, a new term
• Variables


Courier Used for:
• System output, such as an error message or script
• URLs, complete paths, filenames, prompts, and syntax when shown 


outside of running text


Courier bold Used for specific user input, such as commands


Courier italic Used in procedures for:
• Variables on the command line
• User input variables 
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Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained on EMC Online Support 
as described next.


Note: To open a service request through EMC Online Support, you must have a valid 
support agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for details about obtaining a 
valid support agreement or to answer any questions about your account. 


Product information


For documentation, release notes, software updates, or for information about EMC 
products, licensing, and service, go to EMC Online Support (registration required) at:


https://support.EMC.com


Technical support


EMC offers a variety of support options. 


Support by Product — EMC offers consolidated, product-specific information on the Web 
at:


https://support.EMC.com/products 


The Support by Product web pages offer quick links to Documentation, White Papers, 
Advisories (such as frequently used Knowledgebase articles), and Downloads, as well as 
more dynamic content, such as presentations, discussion, relevant Customer Support 
Forum entries, and a link to EMC Live Chat. 


EMC Live Chat  — Open a Chat or instant message session with an EMC Support Engineer. 


eLicensing support


To activate your entitlements and obtain your license files, visit the Service Center on 
http://support.EMC.com, as directed on your License Authorization Code (LAC) letter 
e-mailed to you.


For help with missing or incorrect entitlements after activation (that is, expected 
functionality remains unavailable because it is not licensed), contact your EMC Account 
Representative or Authorized Reseller.


For help with any errors applying license files, contact the EMC Customer Support Center.


< > Angle brackets enclose parameter or variable values supplied by the user 


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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If you are missing a LAC letter, or require further instructions on activating your licenses 
through EMC Online Support, contact EMC's worldwide Licensing team at 
licensing@emc.com or call:


◆ North America, Latin America, APJK, Australia, New Zealand: SVC4EMC 
(800-782-4362) and follow the voice prompts.


◆ EMEA: +353 (0) 21 4879862 and follow the voice prompts.


Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall 
quality of the user publications. Send your opinions of this document to:


VMAXContentFeedback@emc.com


Revision history


Table 1 lists the revision history of this document.


Table 1  Document revision history


Solutions 
Enabler version New/revised content


8.0.3 New restriction for the “update” operation when the R2 device is on an array 
running OS 5977.
New restrictions for “createpair -establish”, “createpair -restore”, “createpair 
-invalidate R1”, “createpair -invalidate R2”, and “createpair -format” operations 
when R1 device is part of an Rcopy PUSH operation. 


8.0.2 New content:
• “Cascaded Operations” on page 191
• “SRDF/Star Operations” on page 215
• “SRDF operations for TimeFinder Snap VX” on page 436
• “SRDF set operations for TimeFinder Snapvx sessions” on page 444
Changed/updated content:
• Storage groups (SGs) are a collection of devices stored on the array that are 


used by an application, a server, or a collection of servers.
“Creating pairs with -sg option” on page 98


8.0.1 New content
• Track size increased to 128K: Geometry Compatibility Mode supports full 


SRDF functionality for devices of different track sizes. 
“Geometry Compatible Mode” on page 28


Changed/updated content:
• Multi-core, multi-ports per director: Specify both the director AND the ports 


for the SRDF emulation to use on each side. “symrdf addgrp command 
syntax” and “symrdf modifygrp command syntax”


Removed content (deprecated commands and options):
• symrdf monitor command, including all options and arguments. symcfg 


monitor command provides identical functionality.
• -port option removed from the symcfg -ra all list command.
• -vxfs and -rdb options removed from the symreplicate start command.
• SYMAPI_SYNC_DIRECTION option removed from the options file.
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7.6 New content:
SRDF devices can be tagged for use with RecoverPoint. A new flag -rp has been 
added to the symrdf command. For more information, see white paper VMAX 
RecoverPoint Splitter and Enhancements in Enginuity 5876
Revised content:
SRDF pair state tables were updated: “SRDF operations and pair states” on 
page 377
Removed content: 
The following chapters were moved from this guide to the SolVe Desktop VMAX 
Family and DMX procedure generator:
• Performing SRDF Control Operations
• Querying and verifying with SRDF Commands
• Implementing Consistency Protection
• Performing SRDF/Automated Replication Operations
The steps to download SolVe and the generator are described in “Related 
documentation” on page 17


Table 1  Document revision history


Solutions 
Enabler version New/revised content
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction to the SRDF CLI


This chapter describes the following topics:


◆ Introduction............................................................................................................  24
◆ SRDF documentation...............................................................................................  25
◆ What’s new in Solutions Enabler 8.0.2 ....................................................................  25
◆ SYMCLI for SRDF......................................................................................................  29


• “SYMCLI SRDF commands” on page 30


• “symrdf command options” on page 32


• “Commands to display, query and verify SRDF configurations” on page 34


• “symrdf list command options” on page 38


• “ping command” on page 39


• “Using the verify command” on page 39


◆ Understanding SRDF pair states and links ...............................................................  42
◆ Before you begin.....................................................................................................  45
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Introduction
SRDF® is a family of disaster recovery, parallel processing, and data migration solutions. 


SRDF configurations require at least two arrays; a primary array and at least one secondary 
array. The arrays can be located in the same room, in different buildings within the same 
campus, or hundreds, even thousands of kilometers apart. 


Figure 1  Typical 2-site SRDF configuration in open systems host environment


In the open systems host environment:


◆ A control host at the production site is connected to the primary array.


◆ Primary and secondary sites are connected other over SRDF links.


◆ The production host writes I/O to devices (R1) at the primary site.


◆ SRDF mirrors the production I/O to the devices (R2) at the secondary site(s). 


HYPERMAX OS


VMAX 100K/200K/400K arrays (referred to as VMAX3TM arrays) running HYPERMAX OS can 
use SRDF to replicate to:


◆ VMAX3 arrays running HYPERMAX OS.


◆ VMAX 10K/20K/40K arrays running Enginuity™ version 5876 with applicable ePack.


Enginuity versions 5773 - 5876


Refer to the SRDF Two-site Interfamily Connectivity tool for information about SRDF 
features supported between arrays running Enginuity versions 5773 through 5876.


Production 
(source)host


Remote (target) 
host (optional)


Secondary site 
Array B


 SRDF links 


Primary site 
Array A


Active
host path


Recovery
path


 Open systems host environment


R1 R2
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SRDF documentation


What’s new in Solutions Enabler 8.0.2


This section lists changes introduced by Solutions Enabler 8.0.2/HYPERMAX OS.


Cascaded SRDF
Cascaded SRDF configurations can include one or more arrays running Solutions Enabler 
8.0.2/HYPERMAX OS Q1 2015 SR. 


An array running Solutions Enabler 8.0.2/HYPERMAX OS Q1 2015 SR supports device 
types R1, R2, and R21 and can connect to:


◆ VMAX 3 arrays also running HYPERMAX OS.


◆ VMAX 10K/20K/40K arrays running Enginuity 5876 with the applicable ePack.


“Cascaded Operations” on page 191 provides more information.


Concurrent and Cascaded SRDF/Star
Concurrent and Cascaded SRDF/Star configurations can include one or more arrays 
running Solutions Enabler 8.0.2/HYPERMAX OS Q1 2015 SR.


Table 2  SRDF documentation


For information on See


Technical concepts and operations of the SRDF 
product family. Topics include:
• SRDF Solutions
• SRDF interfamily connectivity
• SRDF concepts and terminology
• SRDF/DM, SRDF/AR,  SRDF/Concurrent
• SRDF integration with other products


EMC VMAX3 Family Product Guide 


Configure and manage arrays using the SYMCLI. EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management 
CLI User Guide 


Determine which SRDF replication features are 
supported between two or three arrays running 
Enginuity 5773-5876, or HYPERMAX OS.


Download the SolVe Desktop and load 
the VMAX Family and DMX procedure 
generator. Select SRDF 2-site Interfamily 
connectivity or SRDF 3-site Interfamily 
connectivity.


Securing your configuration EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration 
Guide


Host connectivity EMC Host Connectivity Guides for your 
operating system.


Managing legacy versions of SRDF using SYMCLI Download the SolVe Desktop and load 
the VMAX Family and DMX procedure 
generator. Select VMAX 10K, 20K, 40K, 
DMX -> Customer procedures -> 
Managing SRDF using SYMCLI.
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An array running Solutions Enabler 8.0.2/HYPERMAX OS Q1 2015 SR supports device 
types R1, R2, R21, and R22 and can connect to:


◆ VMAX 3 arrays also running HYPERMAX OS.


◆ VMAX 10K/20K/40K arrays running Enginuity 5876 with the applicable ePack.


IMPORTANT


Solutions Enabler 8.0.2/HYPERMAX OS Q1 2015 SR includes changes to the format of the 
Star definition file. Older versions of Solutions Enabler cannot list/query/show/control 
Star CGs on arrays running Solutions Enabler 8.0.2/HYPERMAX OS Q1 2015 SR. 


“SRDF/Star Operations” on page 215 provides more information.


Storage groups
Storage groups (SGs) are a collection of devices stored on the array that are used by an 
application, a server, or a collection of servers. Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI 
User Guide provides more information about storage groups. 


symrdf createpair operations have been modified to support storage groups. “Creating 
pairs with -sg option” on page 98 provides more information.


symrdf control and set operations that support the -file Filename option have been 
modified to support the same operations on a storage group. 


The following command options have been added or modified:


◆ - sg SGName - Name of storage group on the local array. Required for all -sg 
operations. 


◆


◆ -hop2_rdfg GroupNum - SRDF group for the second hop. Used with -sg createpair 
-hop2.


◆ -rdfg GroupNum - SRDF group associated with the SG. Required for all -sg operations. 


Note: -hop2_rdfg GroupNum specifies the SRDF group at hop 2 used to create the new 
hop2 pair. 


◆ -remote_sg SGName - Name of the storage group on the remote array. Used only for 
createpair operations. 


The following topics provide additional information:


◆ “Pairing devices using storage groups” on page 98


◆ “Pairing mixed devices using storage groups” on page 100


◆ “Pairing devices in cascaded storage groups” on page 100


◆ “Pairing devices in storage groups (second hop)” on page 101


Operations (other than createpair) that have a mixture of RDF and non-RDF devices, or 
different RDF types (R1, R2) are not allowed.
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Note: Createpair operations for SGs that have a mixture of RDF and non-RDF devices, or a 
set of RDF devices that have a mixture of different RDF types is allowed.


If devices in the SG have 2 SRDF mirrors, two commands are required, one for each mirror.


Cascaded SGs contain one or more child SGs. For Cascaded SGs, operations work on all 
devices in the specified scope. If the scope is a parent SG containing multiple child SGs, 
operations work on all devices in all child SGs.


RDF operations that use SG as the selection type select only devices which are not 
considered to be gatekeepers.


8.0.2 Restrictions


◆ Solutions Enabler 7.6/Enginuity 5876 cannot discover arrays running Solutions 
Enabler 8.0.2/HYPERMAX OS.


◆ When one side of an SRDF link is running HYPERMAX OS, and the other side is running 
Enginuity 5876, the RDF pair state is Partitioned.


SRDF backward compatibility to Enginuity 5876


You can use SRDF features in Solutions Enabler 8.0.2/HYPERMAX OS to replicate to/from:


◆ VMAX 3 arrays also running HYPERMAX OS.


◆ VMAX 10K/20K/40K arrays running Enginuity 5876 with the applicable ePack.


When one array in an SRDF configuration is running HYPERMAX OS, and one or more other 
arrays are running Enginuity 5876, the following rules and restrictions apply:


◆ All SRDF groups and devices must be dynamic. 


◆ SRDF/A sessions use legacy mode. See “SRDF/A cycle modes” on page 118.


◆ Directors on arrays running HYPERMAX OS support up to 16 ports and 250 SRDF 
groups. If a port on the array running HYPERMAX OS is connected to an array running 
Enginuity 5876:


• The port supports a maximum of 64 RDF groups. 


• The director associated with the port supports a maximum of 186 RDF groups. 


◆ SRDF device pairs with meta-devices on one side are allowed if the meta-devices are 
on the array running Enginuity 5876.


Output of the symrdf query, symrdf list, and symdev show commands has been 
enhanced to display RDF mode as MIXED when a meta head device on an array 
running Enginuity 5876 has different RDF modes than its members.


When you see a device in MIXED mode, you can then use the set mode command to 
choose the appropriate mode for the device pair.


◆ The symcfg list -ra command has been modified to report the remote SID when the RDF 
Pair State is Partitioned.


◆ Adaptive copy write pending is not supported in HYPERMAX OS.
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• For swap and failover operations - If the R2 device is on an array running 
HYPERMAX OS, and the mode of the R1 is adaptive copy write pending, SRDF sets 
the mode to adaptive copy disk. 


• For migrate -replace R1 operations - If the R1 (after the replacement) is on an array 
running HYPERMAX OS, and the mode of the R1 is adaptive copy write pending 
mode, SRDF sets the mode of the migrated pair to adaptive copy disk. 


Geometry Compatible Mode
An array running HYPERMAX OS cannot create a device that is exactly the same size as a 
device with an odd number of cylinders on an array running Enginuity 5876. In order to 
support the full suite of features:


◆ SRDF requires that R1 and R2 devices in a device pair be same size.


◆ TimeFinder requires that source and target devices are the same size. 


HYPERMAX OS manages the size difference without user intervention, using a new device 
attribute, Geometry Compatible Mode (GCM). A device with GCM set is treated as half a 
cylinder smaller than its true configured size, enabling full functionality between 
HYPERMAX OS and Enginuity 5876 for SRDF, TimeFinder SnapVX, and TimeFinder 
emulations (TimeFinder/Clone, TimeFinder VP Snap, TimeFinder/Mirror), and ORS.


You can use the set command to manually set the GCM attribute for devices on V3 arrays. 
However, for most operations, Solutions Enabler sets it automatically when required. For 
example, Solutions Enabler automatically sets the GCM attribute when restoring from a 
physically larger R2. 


◆ The symdev set /unset, symdg set/unset, symcg set/unset, and symsg set/unset 
commands have been enhanced with a new option -gcm to set and unset GCM for a 
device or group. 


◆ The symrdf createpair command has been enhanced to transparently set/unset the 
GCM attribute as part of the create pair operation, as follows:


• Set the GCM attribute for a target device that is configured ½ a cylinder larger. The 
source of the copy can be: 


– A device on an array running Enginuity 5876 with an odd number of cylinders 
and capacity that matches the GCM size of the target device. 


– A GCM device on an array running HYPERMAX OS.


• Unset the GCM attribute for a target device that is configured the exact same size 
as the source of the copy. The source of the copy can be:


– A source device on an array running Enginuity 5876 with even number of the 
cylinders and capacity that matches the size of the target device on the array 
running HYPERMAX OS


– A source device on the array running HYPERMAX OS without the GCM attribute.


IMPORTANT


The GCM setting for a device cannot be changed if the target of the data device is 
already part of another replication session.


◆ The symdev show, symdev list –v, symdg show ld, symdg list ld –v, sympd show, and 
sympd list –v commands have been enhanced to report the GCM attribute. 
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SYMCLI for SRDF
This section describes:


◆ “SYMCLI command syntax”


◆ “Getting command help”


◆ “Setting environmental variables”


◆ “Presetting names and IDs”


◆ Table 3 on page 30 lists the four main SRDF SYMCLI commands to establish, maintain 
and monitor SRDF configurations.


◆ Table 4 on page 32 lists options for the symrdf command.


◆ Table 5 on page 34 lists a variety of commands to display, query and verify your SRDF 
configuration.


◆ Table 6 on page 38 lists options for the symrdf list command


SYMCLI command syntax
The following example shows the command syntax for initiating a full establish for the 
SRDF pairs in the prod device group.


Getting command help
Type command -h to display command line help for the specified command.


To display help for the symrdf command:


symrdf - h


On UNIX arrays, type man command to display the man page for the specified command.


To display the man page for the symrdf command:


man symsrdf 


◆ On UNIX hosts: specify the SYMCLI man page directory (/usr/symcli/man/) in the 
SYMCLI_MANPATH environment variable.


◆ On Windows hosts: the default directory for man pages is C:\Program 
Files\EMC\symcli\man


Setting environmental variables
SYMCLI includes variables to streamline command line sessions.


To display a list of variables that can be set for your SYMCLI session:


symcli -env


To view the variables that are set:


symrdf -g prod establish -full


command
option and parameter


argument option


}
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symcli - def


To set a variable, type setenv VARIABLE_NAME value:


setenv SYMCLI_VERBOSE 1


To turn off a variable, type unsetenv VARIABLE_NAME:


unsetenv SYMCLI_VERBOSE


Presetting names and IDs
Use the SYMCLI environmental variables to preset the identity of objects, such as SID. 
Once the object’s identity is defined, you do not need to type them in the command line. 


To set the SID for all -sid arguments:


set env SYMCLI_SID 000192601365


To view a list of environment variables that can be set for a given SYMCLI session:


symcli -env
To view the current setting for all environment variables:


symcli -def


SYMCLI SRDF commands 


Table 3  SYMCLI SRDF commands (page 1 of 2)


Command Description For more information


symrdf Control operations on SRDF devices, including:
• Establishes (mirrors) an SRDF pair by initiating a data copy from the source 


(R1) side to the target (R2) side. This operation can be a full or incremental 
establish.


• Restores remote mirroring. Initiates a data copy from the target (R2) side to 
the source (R1) side. This operation can be a full or incremental restore. 


• Splits an SRDF pair, which stops mirroring for the SRDF pairs in a device 
group.


• Fails over and back from the source (R1) side to the target (R2) side, 
switching data processing to the target (R2) side.


• Updates the source (R1) side after a failover, while the target (R2) side may 
still be operational to its local host(s).


• Swaps the source (R1) and target (R2) destinations between the target and 
the source.


• Creates, deletes, or swaps dynamic SRDF device pairs.
• Performs dynamic SRDF group controls to add, modify, and remove 


dynamic groups.
• Enables link domino locally or remotely when creating dynamic groups.
• Enables auto link recovery locally or remotely when creating dynamic 


groups.
• Enables/disables consistency for SRDF/A capable devices operating in 


asynchronous mode that are managed by a device group or file.


See:
• “Basic SRDF control 


operations summary” on 
page 52


• “SRDF basic control 
operations” on page 55


• symrdf man page.


symreplicate Invokes a replicate session that generates automated recurrent, background 
copies of the standard data following a path across SRDF links and cascading 
BCVs. 
Start, stop, and restart a replicate session. 
Used for SRDF/Automated Replication. 


See:
• “Automated Recovery 


Operations” on page 367 
• symreplicate man page.
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symstar Uses concurrent SRDF/Synchronous and SRDF/Asynchronous links to 
replicate source data synchronously to a nearby regional site and 
asynchronously to a distant remote site. 


See:
• “SRDF/Star Operations” on 


page 215 
• symstar man page.


symrecover Monitor the session state during attempts to restart a group session if it 
enters the suspended or partitioned state.


See:
• “symrecover command” on 


page 369 
• symrecover man page.


Table 3  SYMCLI SRDF commands (page 2 of 2)


Command Description For more information
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symrdf command options


Note: Refer to the symrdf man page for more detailed descriptions of the options used 
with the symrdf command.


Table 4  symrdf command options (page 1 of 3)


Command option Description


-all Targets the SRDF action at all devices in the device group, which includes standard SRDF devices and any 
BCV SRDF devices that are locally associated with the device. When used with list, the -all option 
shows all SRDF mirrors of the selected devices.


Note: The -all flag is not supported for SRDF control operations on device groups or composite groups with 
type ANY.


-autostart Specifies whether SRDF/A DSE is automatically activated when an SRDF/A session is on (Enabled) or off 
(Disabled) for the SRDF group. 
Valid values are on (Enabled) or off (Disabled).


Note: AutoStart for DSE is enabled by default in HYPERMAX OS.


-bcv Targets the specified BCV devices associated with a device or composite group and are configured as SRDF 
BCV devices. By default, only the SRDF standard devices are affected by the SRDF control operations.


-brbcv Targets the SRDF action at the specified remotely associated SRDF (Hop 2) BCV devices that can be paired 
with the remote mirrors of the local BCV devices.


-both_sides Targets the SRDF control operation at both sides of an SRDF link.


-bypass Causes the SRDF control operation to bypass existing exclusive locks. Use this option ONLY if no other 
SRDF operation is in progress at either the local and/or remote arrays.


-c Counts the number of times to display or to attempt acquiring exclusive locks on the host database, the 
local array, and the remote arrays. 
If the (-c) option is not specified and an interval (-i) is specified, the program loops continuously to 
produce infinite redisplays, or until the SRDF control or set operation starts.


-cg Specifies the composite group for SRDF operations.


-cons_exempt For an SRDF group supporting an active SRDF/A session, allows devices to be added, removed, or 
suspended without affecting the state of the SRDF/A session or requiring that other devices in the session 
be suspended to perform the control operation. When used with list, this option shows devices that are 
consistency exempt or that are paired with devices that are consistency exempt.


-fibre Uses the Fibre Channel communication protocol.


-file Filename Specifies the device file for SRDF operations.


-force Performs the control operations on SRDF devices that are not in the expected state for a control operation.
By using this option, the control operation is attempted, regardless of the pair state of the SRDF devices, 
and according to the rules in Table 43 on page 378.


-format Used with createpair to clear all tracks on the R1 and R2 sides, ensuring no data exists on either side, 
and makes the R1 read write to the host. 


-full Requests a full establish or restore operation.


-g GroupName Specifies the device group for SRDF operations.


-h Provides brief, online help.


-hop2 For cascaded configurations, specifies a group's second-hop devices.
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-hop2_rdfg Used with the createpair command that specifies a storage group. Specifies the SRDF group number at the 
second hop.
Used only with createpair -hop2 when creating pairs using storage groups. 


-hwcomp Enables or disables hardware compression, which minimizes the amount of data to transmit over an SRDF 
link.


-i Executes a command at repeat intervals to display information or to attempt to acquire an exclusive lock on 
the host database, the local array, and the remote arrays. The default interval is 10 seconds. The minimum 
interval is 5 seconds.


-immediate Applies only to SRDF/A-backed devices. Causes failover, split, and suspend actions to drop the 
SRDF/A session immediately.


-label Specifies a label for a dynamic SRDF group.


-noecho Suppresses the display of progress status information.


-noprompt Suppresses the message asking you to confirm an SRDF control operation.


-nowd Bypasses the check to ensure the target of the operation is not writable by the host.


-offline Obtains the data strictly from the configuration database. No connections are made to any arrays. The 
symrdf command uses information previously gathered from the array and held in the host database as 
opposed to interrogating the array directly. The offline option can alternatively be set by assigning the 
environment variable SYMCLI_OFFLINE to 1.


-rdfa_devpace Indicates the operation affects the SRDF/A device-level write pacing feature.


-rdfa_dse Indicates the operation affects the SRDF/A Delta Set Extension (DSE) feature.


-rdfa_pace Indicates the operation affects both the group-level and the device-level components of the SRDF/A write 
pacing feature.


-rdfa_wpace Indicates the operation affects the SRDF/A group-level write pacing feature.


-rdfa_wpace_exe
mpt


Excludes the specified devices from SRDF/A group-level write pacing.


-rdfg Targets a specific SRDF group number.
When used -sg createpair -hop2, identifies the SRDF group associated with the specified storage group.


Note: -hop2_rdfg specifies the SRDF group used to create the hop2 pair.


-rdf_mode Used in createpair to set the SRDF mode of device pairs to one of the following: synchronous (sync), 
semi-synchronous (semi), asynchronous (async), adaptive copy disk mode (acp_disk), or adaptive copy 
write pending mode (acp_wp).


Note: Adaptive copy write pending mode (acp_wp) is not supported when the R1 side of the RDF pair is on 
an array running HYPERMAX OS.


-refresh Marks the source (R1) devices or the target (R2) devices to refresh from the remote mirror.


-remote Requests a remote data copy with the failback, restore, resume, createpair and update 
actions. When the concurrent links are ready, data is also copied to the concurrent SRDF mirror. For these 
actions to execute, use this option or suspend the concurrent links.


-remote_rdfg Specifies the SRDF group number for the remote array.


Table 4  symrdf command options (page 2 of 3)


Command option Description
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Commands to display, query and verify SRDF configurations


Table 5 lists SYMCLI commands to display, query, and verify your SRDF configuration. 


-remote_sg Specifies the remote storage group name. 
Used with createpair to specify the storage group. 
Used with createpair -hop2 to specify the storage group at the second hop. 


-remote_sid Specifies the remote array ID.


-restore Used with failover to swap the R1 and R2 and restore the invalid tracks on the new R2 side (formerly 
R1) to the new R1 side (formerly R2). For more information, refer to “Dynamic failover restore” on page 114.


-rp Used with -establish|-restore, createpair, failback, merge, restore, resume, 
update, and refresh, to allow the operation even when one or more devices are tagged for 
RecoverPoint. When used with refresh, only allowed for refresh R1.


-rrbcv Targets the SRDF action at the specified remotely associated SRDF (Hop 2) BCV devices, which can be 
paired with the remote mirrors of the local standard devices.


-sg Specifies a storage group for SRDF operations. 


-sid Specifies the local array ID.


-swcomp Enables or disables software compression, which minimizes the amount of data to transmit over an SRDF 
link.


-symforce Requests that the array force an operation by overriding all instances causing the array to reject an 
operation. The SYMAPI_ALLOW_RDF_SYMFORCE setting in the options file must be set to TRUE to use 
-symforce.
With -symforce, a split command executes on an SRDF pair, even during a sync in progress state. 


Note: Use caution when applying this option as data can become lost or corrupted.


-until Checks the number of invalid tracks that are allowed to build up from the active R2 local I/O before another 
update (R2 to R1) copy is retriggered. The update sequence loops until the invalid track count is less than 
the number specified for the -until value. Refer to “Continuous R1 updates” on page 82 for more 
information.


-v Provides more detailed, verbose command output.


Table 4  symrdf command options (page 3 of 3)


Command option Description


Table 5  Commands to display and verify SRDF, devices, and groups


SYMCLI command Description of command output


symcfg list


symcfg list Displays the connectivity (Local or Remote) of each array. 
Useful for verifying that only one array is connected to the host in a SRDF/Star 
configuration. 


symcfg list -v Displays a more detailed (verbose) listing, including:
• Concurrent SRDF Configuration State 
• Dynamic SRDF Configuration State
• Concurrent Dynamic SRDF Configuration
• RDF Data Mobility Configuration State 
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symcfg list -sid SID -rdfg 
{all|RDF_group_number}


Displays SRDF group-level settings for a specific group or all groups on a array, 
such as:
• Group type
• Director configuration
• Group flags, including auto link recovery, link domino, SRDF/Star mode, 


SRDF software and hardware compression, and SRDF single round trip
• SRDF flags, including consistency and SRDF status and mode


symcfg list -RA {all|Director}


symcfg list -RA {all|Director} 
-rdfg RDF_group_number 


Display all RDF directors, or a a specified RDF director.
Display RDF directors associated with a specified SRDF group.


symcfg list -RA {all|Director} -p 
{all|Port}


HYPERMAX OS only.
Display all ports or specified port for SRDF groups configured on all or the 
specified director.:
• Port ID
• Negotiated speed (Gb/second)
• Maximum speed (Gb/second)
• Port status (online or offline)


symdev list


symdev list –r1 Displays only the R1 side of the SRDF configuration. 
R1 devices not in a device group are displayed as N/Grp’d.


symdev list -sid SID -r1 -bcv Displays the RDF1 BCV devices for the specified array.


symdev list -sid SID -devs 
Device:Device -lock


Display devices with a device external lock.
Displays a specified range of devices that have a device external lock. 


symdev show


symdev show Device_number -sid SID Displays information about the specified SRDF devices, including:
• SRDF device type and its group number
• Whether it is paired with a diskless or concurrent device
• Whether it has a standard/thin relationship
• If the R2 device is larger than its R1 
• Whether SRDF/A group-level and/or device-level write pacing is currently 


activated and supported for the SRDF/A session
• Whether it is pace-capable


symdg show


symdg show group_name Displays detailed information about device groups, including RDF groups. 


symmir query


symmir -g RDF_group_name query Displays the BCV pairs in the specified device group and their state of 
mirroring.


symrdf list


Table 5  Commands to display and verify SRDF, devices, and groups


SYMCLI command Description of command output
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symrdf list Displays the SRDF configuration, including source devices, remote target 
devices, and whether a device is an R1 or R2, SRDF group, replication method, 
pair state, invalid tracks, and the state of each device and the SRDF links that 
connect them.
See Table 6, “Options for symrdf list command,” for a list of symrdf list 
command options.


symrdf query


symrdf -g RDF_device_group_name 
query


Displays the state of the SRDF devices and their SRDF links in the specified 
device group.
During normal operations, the SRDF pair is Synchronized:
• The R1 devices and SRDF links are read-writable.
• The R2 devices are write disabled. 
• The link is in synchronous replication.
During failed over operations:
• The R1 devices are write disabled.
• The R2 devices are read/write.
• The SRDF links are suspended.


symrdf -g RDF_device_group_name 
query -all


Displays the SRDF pair state of all devices in the specified device group, 
regardless of the device type.


symrdf -g RDF_group_name query -bcv Displays the SRDF pair state of the SRDF BCV devices in the specified 
device group.


symrdf -g RDF_device_group_name 
query -summary


Displays summarized information about the state of the SRDF devices and their 
SRDF links in the specified device group, including:
• Pair state
• Number of invalid tracks on the source and target
• Synchronization rate
• Estimated time remaining for SRDF pair synchronization.


symrdf -cg composite_group_name 
query


Displays the state of the SRDF devices and their SRDF links in the specified 
composite group.


symrdf -sid SID -rdfg GrpNum -sg 
storage_group_name query


Displays the state of the SRDF devices and their SRDF links in the specified 
storage group.


symrdf verify (group)


symrdf -g RDF_group_name verify Verifies/displays the state of devices in the specified device group.


symrdf -g RDF_group_name verify 
-failedover 


Verifies/displays whether any devices in the specified device group are in the 
‘Failed Over’ state.


symrdf -g RDF_group_name verify 
-synchronized


Verifies/displays whether any devices in the specified device group are in the 
‘Synchronized’ state.


symrdf -g RDF_group_name verify –i 
30 -synchronized


Verifies/displays a message every 30 seconds as to whether any devices in the 
specified device group are in the ‘Synchronized’ state.


symrdf -g RDF_group_name verify 
-all -i 5 -synchronized


Verifies/displays a message every 5 seconds as to whether any devices in the 
specified device group are in the ‘Synchronized’ state until all SRDF pairs are 
synchronized.


symrdf -g RDF_group_name verify 
-split 


Verifies/displays whether any devices in the specified device group are in the 
‘Split’ state.


Table 5  Commands to display and verify SRDF, devices, and groups


SYMCLI command Description of command output
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symrdf -g RDF_group_name verify 
-syncinprog


Verifies/displays whether any devices in the specified device group are in the 
‘SyncInProg’ state.


symrdf verify (composite group)


symrdf -cg composite_group_name 
verify


Displays the state of devices in the specified composite group.


symrdf -cg composite_group_name 
verify -consistent


Verifies/displays whether devices in the specified composite group are in the 
‘Consistent’ state.


symrdf -cg composite_group_name 
verify -consistent -noinvalids -i 
60


Monitors and reports (one line message) the clearing of invalid tracks.
Verifies/displays a one-line message every 60 minutes as to whether any 
devices in the specified composite group are in the ‘Consistent with no invalid 
tracks’ state until all SRDF pairs in the group are the “Consistent with no invalid 
tracks” state.


symrdf verify -summary -consistent 
-noinvalids -cg 
composite_group_name -i 45


Monitors and reports (detailed message) the clearing of invalid tracks.
Verifies/displays a detailed message every 45 minutes as to whether any 
devices in the specified composite group are in the ‘Consistent with no invalid 
tracks’ state until all SRDF pairs in the group are the “Consistent with no invalid 
tracks” state.


symrdf verify (storage group)


symrdf -sg storage_group_name -sid 
SID -rdfg RdfGrpNum verify


Verifies/displays the state of devices in the specified storage group.


symrdf -sg storage_group_name -sid 
SID -rdfg RdfGrpNum verify 
-failedover 


Verifies/displays whether any devices in the specified storage group are in the 
‘Failed Over’ state.


symrdf -sg storage_group_name -sid 
SID -rdfg RdfGrpNum verify 
-synchronized


Verifies/displays whether any devices in the specified storage group are in the 
‘Synchronized’ state.


symrdf -sg storage_group_name -sid 
SID -rdfg RdfGrpNum verify –i 30 
-synchronized


Verifies/displays a message every 30 seconds as to whether any devices in the 
specified storage group are in the ‘Synchronized’ state.


symrdf -sg storage_group_name -sid 
SID -rdfg RdfGrpNum verify -all -i 
5 -synchronized


Verifies/displays a message every 5 seconds as to whether any devices in the 
specified storage group are in the ‘Synchronized’ state until all SRDF pairs are 
synchronized.


symrdf -sg storage_group_name -sid 
SID -rdfg RdfGrpNum verify -split 


Verifies/displays whether any devices in the specified storage group are in the 
‘Split’ state.


symstar list


symstar list Displays all the SRDF/Star composite groups visible to the host.


symstar list -local Displays all the SRDF/Star composite groups local to your host.


symstat command options


-rdfg #|ALL Collect/display statistics for SRDF/A sessions by specified RA group 
number or all groups.


-RepType rdf|rdfa Collect/display statistics for the specified replication type.


Table 5  Commands to display and verify SRDF, devices, and groups


SYMCLI command Description of command output
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symrdf list command options


Table 6 lists options for the symrdf list command, and describes the resulting output.


-type REQUESTS|CACHE|CYCLE|RDF Collect/display specified statistic type.
REQUEST (default) -I/O requests and throughput for device(s) and director(s).
CACHE - Cache activity for selected front-end or remote link director(s).
CYCLE - Active SRDF/A sessions or sessions that have non-zero cache usage.
RDF - SRDF/A sessions.


-RE|-RA|ALL Collect/display statistics for the specified SRDF director (-RA), GigE SRDF 
director (-RE) or both (ALL).


-rdflink Collect/display SRDF link-level statistics.


-rdf_nw_comp Collect/display SRDF network compression (iSCSI statistics).


-rdf_spdlmt Collect/display SRDF speed limit information (iSCSI statistics).


Table 5  Commands to display and verify SRDF, devices, and groups


SYMCLI command Description of command output


Table 6  Options for symrdf list command (page 1 of 2)


symrdf list option Description of output


-all Lists all mirrors of the selected SRDF devices.


-bcv Lists only BCV devices.


-both Lists all SRDF devices that are RDF1 or RDF2 capable, when used with -dynamic.


-c Specifies the number (count) of times to repeat the operation, displaying results appropriate to 
the operation at each iteration. 


-concurrent Lists concurrent SRDF (RDF11, RDF22, and RDF21) devices and the SRDF devices paired with a 
concurrent SRDF device. 
When used with -R1, lists RDF11 devices and RDF1 devices that are paired with a concurrent 
SRDF device.
When used with -R2, lists RDF22 devices and RDF2 devices that are paired with a concurrent 
device.


-consistency Displays the SRDF consistency state when listing SRDF devices. 
To show the consistency state in the list of all the SRDF devices in array 333:
symrdf -sid 333 -consistency list


-cons_exempt Lists devices that are consistency exempt or are paired with devices that are consistency
exempt. 


-dir Lists the local directors (separated by commas), such as, 1a, 1b, and so on.


-diskless_rdf Lists diskless SRDF devices and the devices paired with diskless SRDF devices. 
When used with -R1, lists RDF1 devices that are either diskless or that are paired with a 
diskless device. 
When used with -R2, lists RDF2 devices that are either diskless or are paired with a diskless 
device. 
When used with -R21, lists RDF21 devices that are either diskless or that are paired with a 
diskless device.
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ping command


Use the symrdf -rdf ping command to determine if a array using SRDF links is up and 
running. 


To ping SID 123:


symrdf -rdf -sid 123 ping


The return codes tell you whether some or all of the arrays were successfully pinged. 


For more information on return codes, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command 
Reference.


Using the verify command


Use the symrdf verify command to verify the SRDF mode and pair states of device 
groups, composite groups, and device files. 


-dup_pair Lists SRDF devices that are paired with the same SRDF type. 
To list all of the duplicate pair devices in array 333:
symrdf -sid 333 -dup_pair list


Note: Duplicate pair devices can result from an SRDF/Star failover scenario or a configuration 
change.


-dynamic Lists devices configured as dynamic SRDF. 
Use the qualifiers of -R1, -R2, or BOTH to restrict the display to the specified device type.


-half_pair Lists devices whose partner is not an SRDF device. 
To list all of the half pair devices in array 333:
symrdf -sid 333 -halfpair list


Note: Half pair devices can result from an SRDF/Star failover scenario, a half_deletepair 
operation, or a configuration change.


-nobcv Lists standard SRDF devices only (excludes SRDF BCV devices).


-R1 


-R2


-R21


Lists devices of RDF1 types (-R1), RDF2 types (-R2), or RDF21 types (-R21), respectively.


-rdfa Lists devices that are SRDF/A-capable. 


-rdfa_not_pace_capable Lists devices participating in the SRDF/A session that are not pace-capable


-rdfa_wpace_exempt Lists devices that are exempt from group-level write pacing


-rdfg Lists all devices within a specified SRDF group. 


-resv Lists SRDF devices with SCSI reservations. 
To list all the SRDF devices in array 333 that have SCSI reservations:
symrdf -sid 333 -resv list


-star_mode Lists device that are SRDF/Star protected. For more information, refer to the EMC VMAX3 Family 
Product Guide.


Table 6  Options for symrdf list command (page 2 of 2)


symrdf list option Description of output
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Use the symrdf verify -enabled command to verify that device pairs are enabled for 
consistency protection. 


Verify SRDF mode
When verifying two or more SRDF modes using one command, Solutions Enabler logically 
ORs each mode to determine the result. 


Example In the following example, a device group named STAGING contains devices in synchronous 
(-sync), and adaptive copy disk (-acp_disk) modes, but no devices in asynchronous 
(-async) mode. 


◆ If the verify command specifies only asynchronous mode:


symrdf -g STAGING -rdfg 129 verify -async


None of the device pairs in STAGING are in asynchronous mode, and the following 
message is displayed:


None of the devices in the group 'STAGING' are in 'Asynchronous' 
mode.


◆ If the verify command specifies asynchronous, synchronous mode, OR adaptive copy 
disk mode:


symrdf -g STAGING -rdfg 129 verify -async -sync -acp_disk


All device pairs in STAGING are using synchronous OR adaptive copy disk mode. The 
following message is displayed, even though NO devices are in asynchronous mode:


All devices in the group 'STAGING' are in 'Asynchronous, Synchronous, 
Adaptive Copy Disk' modes.


Verify SRDF pair states 
When verifying two or more SRDF pair states using one command, Solutions Enabler 
logically ORs each pair state to determine the result. 


Example In the following example, a device group named STAGING contains devices in -split, 
-suspended, and -synchronized states, but no devices in -consistent state. 


◆ If the verify command specifies only Consistent state:


symrdf -g STAGING -rdfg 129 verify -consistent


None of the device pairs in STAGING are in the Consistent state, and the following 
message is displayed:


None of the devices in the group 'STAGING' are in 'Consistent' state.


◆ If the verify command specifies Consistent OR Split state:


symrdf -g STAGING -rdfg 129 verify -consistent -split


Some of the device pairs are in the Split state, none are in the Consistent state, and 
the message is:


Not All devices in the group 'STAGING' are in 'Consistent, Split' 
states.


◆ If the verify command specifies Consistent, Split, Suspended, OR Synchronized states:
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symrdf -g STAGING -rdfg 129 verify -consistent -split -suspended 
-synchronized


All device pairs in STAGING are in the Split, Suspended, OR Synchronized state. The 
following message is displayed, even though NO devices are in the Consistent state:


All devices in the group 'STAGING' are in 'Consistent, Split, 
Suspended, Synchronized' states.


Verify both SRDF mode and pair state in one command line
When verifying both SRDF states and modes in the same command line, Solutions Enabler 
logically ORs the states, logically ORs the modes, and then logically ANDs the two results.


Example In the following example, a device group named STAGING has devices in:


• Synchronous, and adaptive copy disk modes


• Synchronized, suspended and split states, but NOT consistent state


◆ If the verify command specifies synchronous, OR adaptive copy disk mode, AND 
Synchronized, Suspended, OR Split states:


symrdf -g STAGING -rdfg 129 verify -sync -acp_disk -synchronized 
-suspended -split


All device pairs in STAGING are using synchronous OR adaptive copy disk mode AND 
are in the Synchronized, Suspended, OR Split state, and the following message is 
displayed:


All devices in the group 'STAGING' are in 'Synchronized, Suspended, 
Split' states and 'Synchronous, Adaptive Copy Disk' modes.


◆ If the verify command specifies adaptive copy disk mode AND the Synchronized, 
Suspended, OR Split state:


symrdf -g STAGING -rdfg 129 verify -acp_disk -synchronized -suspended 
-split


Some device pairs in the STAGING group are using synchronous mode, and the 
following message is displayed:


Not All devices in the group 'STAGING' are in 'Synchronized, 
Suspended, Split' states and 'Adaptive Copy Disk' modes.


◆ If the verify command specifies synchronous, adaptive copy disk mode AND the 
Consistent state:


symrdf -g STAGING -rdfg 129 verify -sync -acp_disk -consistent


None of the device pairs in the STAGING group are in the Consistent state, and the 
following message is displayed:


None of the devices in the group 'STAGING' are in 'Consistent' state 
and 'Synchronous, Adaptive Copy Disk' modes.
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Understanding SRDF pair states and links


IMPORTANT


Before you begin SRDF control operations, you must understand how SRDF devices and 
links work together to secure data within SRDF configurations. 


Note: The following content assumes you understand SRDF devices, including R1, R11, R2, 
and R21. For a detailed description of SRDF devices, refer to EMC VMAX3 Family Product 
Guide.


An SRDF pair state encompasses:


◆ SRDF device state on the source (R1) device


◆ SRDF device state on the target (R2) device


◆ The number of tracks owed between the R1 and R2 devices (invalid tracks), and


◆ The SRDF link state between the R1 and R2 devices


Note: See “Invalid tracks in SRDF pairs” on page 44.


Figure 2 shows states SRDF devices and links can report.


Figure 2  SRDF device and link states


NR Not Ready. Reads and writes are both disabled.


RW Ready. Enabled for both reads and writes.


WD Write Disabled. Enabled for reads but not writes.


NA Not Available. Unable to report on correct state.


Production host Remote host


Secondary site 
B


 Link States


 RW, WD, NR


   


Primary site 
A


SRDF-States


SRDF Device States:
RW, WD, NR, NA, # invalid tracks 


R1 R2
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About SRDF pair states


SRDF operation requires that the SRDF pair(s) on which an operation acts must be in a pair 
state that is valid for that operation. 


“SRDF operations and pair states” on page 377 lists control actions and the prerequisite 
SRDF pair state for each action, including:


◆ “Cascaded SRDF control operations and applicable pair states” on page 383 


◆ “Concurrent SRDF control operations and applicable pair states” on page 390


◆ “Consistency group control operations and applicable pair states” on page 396


“Commands to display, query and verify SRDF configurations” on page 34 describes the 
SYMCLI commands to verify pair states.


Table 7 lists the name and description of SRDF pair states.


Table 7  SRDF pair states (page 1 of 2)


Pair State Description


SyncInProg A synchronization is currently in progress between the R1 and the R2 devices:
• There are existing invalid tracks between the two pairs, and 
• The logical links between both sides of an SRDF pair are up.


Synchronized The R1 and the R2 are currently in a synchronized state:
• The same content exists on the R2 as the R1. 
• There are no invalid tracks between the two pairs.


Split The R1 and the R2 are currently ready to their hosts, but:
• The links are not ready or,
• Write disabled.


Failed Over The R1 is currently not ready or write disabled. 
Operations have been failed over to the R2.


R1 Updated The R1 is currently not ready or write disabled to the host:
• There are no local invalid tracks on the R1 side, and 
• The links are ready or write disabled.


R1 UpdInProg The R1 is currently not ready or write disabled to the host:
• There are invalid local (R1) tracks on the source side, 
• Data is being copied from the R2 to the R1 device, and the links are ready.


Suspended The SRDF links have been suspended and are not ready or write disabled. 
If the R1 is ready while the links are suspended, any I/O will accumulate as invalid 
tracks owed to the R2.


Partitioned The SYMAPI is currently unable to communicate through the corresponding SRDF 
path to the remote array. 
The Partitioned state may apply to devices within an RA group. For example, if 
SYMAPI is unable to communicate to a remote array from an RA group, devices in 
that RA group will be marked as being in the Partitioned state. 
A half pair and a duplicate pair are also reported as Partitioned.


Mixed A composite SYMAPI device group SRDF pair state. 
There are different SRDF pair states within a device group. 
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Invalid tracks in SRDF pairs
On both sides of an SRDF configuration, the array keeps an account of the tracks that are 
"owed" to the other side. Invalid tracks are tracks that are not synchronized between the 
two devices in an SRDF pair. Remote invalids are tracks owed the remote member of the 
device pair.


For example:


◆ The logical connection between an R1 device and its R2 is suspended. 


◆ If both devices are made write-accessible, hosts on both sides of the SRDF links write 
to their respective devices, without the writes being mirrored. 


◆ This creates invalid tracks on the R1 side, and remote invalid tracks on the R2 side. 


◆ Each invalid track represents a track of data that has changed since the two sides were 
split. To re-establish the logical links between the R1 and R2, the invalid tracks must 
first be resolved.


How you resolve invalid tracks depends on which control operation you perform. For 
example if you have remote invalids on both the R1 and R2 sides:


◆ An establish operation copies the modified R1 tracks to the R2 side. 


Any tracks that were modified on the R2 side are overwritten with data from 
corresponding tracks on the R1 side. 


◆ A restore operation copies the modified R2 tracks to the R1 side. 


Any tracks that were modified on the R1 side are overwritten with data from 
corresponding tracks on the R2 side.


SRDF device and link state combinations
Control actions on an SRDF pair may change the SRDF pair state. 


Additionally, the state of a device can change if its front-end or back-end directors change 
in the SRDF links.


Table 8 shows:


• SRDF pair states resulting from the combination of the states of the source and 
target devices and the SRDF links. 


Invalid The default state when no other SRDF state applies. 
• The combination of the R1 device, the R2 device, and the SRDF link states do 


not match any other pair state. 
• This state may occur if there is a problem at the disk director level. 


Consistent The R2 SRDF/A capable devices are in a consistent state. 
Consistent state signifies the normal state of operation for device pairs operating 
in asynchronous mode.


Transmit Idle The SRDF/A session cannot push data in the transmit cycle across the link 
because the link is down.


Table 7  SRDF pair states (page 2 of 2)


Pair State Description
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• The possible R1 or R2 invalid tracks for each SRDF pair state. 


1. Refers to invalid local (R1) tracks on source.


2. Any status value is possible (Ready, Not Ready, Write Disabled, or Not Available).


3. Viewed from the host locally connected to the source (R1) device


4. Viewed from the host locally connected to the target (R2) device.


5. When no other SRDF states apply, the state defaults to Invalid.


6. The combination of source SRDF, SRDF links, and target SRDF statuses do not match 
any other SRDF state; therefore, the SRDF state is considered Invalid.


Before you begin
This section includes the following topics:


◆ “Array access rights”


◆ “Device external locks”


◆ “SRDF operations and copy sessions”


◆ “Migrating R1 to a larger R2 device”


◆ “Restricting synchronization”


◆ “Enabling SRDF software and hardware compression”


◆ “SRDF/A and the consistency exempt option”


◆ “Enabling mixed-mode workloads on an SRDF director”


Table 8  Possible SRDF device and link state combinations


SRDF pair state
Source (R1)
SRDF state SRDF link state


Target (R2) 
SRDF state


R1 or R2 
invalid tracks


Synchronized Ready (RW) Ready (RW) Not Ready or WD 0


Failed Over Not Ready or WD Not Ready Ready (RW) —


R1 Updated Not Ready or WD Ready (RW) or WD Ready (RW) 01


R1 UpdInProg Not Ready or WD Ready (RW) or WD Ready (RW) >01


Split Ready (RW) Not Ready or WD Ready (RW) —


SyncInProg Ready (RW) Ready (RW) Not Ready or WD >0


Suspended Any status2 Not Ready or WD Not Ready or 
Write Disabled


—


Partitioned3 Any status Not Ready Not Available —


Partitioned4 Not Available Not Ready Any status —


Mixed 5 5 5 —


Invalid5 Any status6 Any status Any status —


Consistent Ready (RW)6 Ready (RW) Not Ready or WD 0


Transmit Idle Ready (RW)6 Ready (RW) Not Ready or WD —
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◆ “FAST VP SRDF coordination”


Array access rights


Hosts must have specific access rights to a array to perform certain control operations. 
Table 9 lists common control operations and the required array access rights. 


Device external locks


SYMAPI and SYMCLI use device external locks to lock BCV pairs during TimeFinder control 
operations and to lock SRDF device pairs during SRDF control operations. 


When a symrdf control command is initiated, device external locks are set on all SRDF 
devices. Device external locks are automatically released when the control operation 
completes.


“Managing locked devices” on page 354 describes how to acquire, recover, and release 
external locks. 


SRDF operations and copy sessions


Certain SRDF operations are not allowed for arrays employing either TimeFinder/Snap or 
TimeFinder/Clone operations, which use copy session pairs. The availability of some SRDF 
actions depends on the current pair state of the TimeFinder/Snap or TimeFinder/Clone 
copy session devices. 


“SRDF operations and TimeFinder sessions” on page 397 describes the TimeFinder/Snap 
and TimeFinder/Clone pair states, and which SRDF operations are available in each state.


Migrating R1 to a larger R2 device


You can copy data from an R1 device to a larger R2 device but the following restrictions 
apply:


◆ All swap and SRDF/Star operations are blocked.


Table 9   Access rights required by an array


Operations Required access rights


symrdf set -rdf CFGSYM or SRDF


symrdf set -rdfa CFGSYM or SRDF


symrdf set rdfa_dse CFGSYM or SRDF


symrdf set rdfa_pace CFGSYM or SRDF


symrdf addgrp CFGSYM


symrdf modifygrp CFGSYM


symrdf removegrp CFGSYM


symqos set IO CFGSYM


symqos reset IO CFGSYM
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◆ The SYMAPI_RDF_CREATEPAIR_LARGER_R2 option in the options file must be set to 
ENABLE. 


If SYMAPI_RDF_CREATEPAIR_LARGER_R2 is set to DISABLE, all createpair 
operations are blocked.


◆ Data mirrored to a larger R2 device cannot be restored back to its R1 device.


Note: For some types of file arrays and attached hosts, host-dependent operations may be 
required to access data migrated to a larger R2 device.


Restricting synchronization


The SYMAPI_SYNC_DIRECTION option in the options file allows you to confine SRDF and 
TimeFinder operations to only establish or restore actions. 


HYPERMAX OS SYMAPI_SYNC_DIRECTION option is not supported on VMAX 3 arrays running HYPERMAX 
OS.


Enginuity 5876 or less For some sites running Enginuity 5876 or less, it may be desirable to block users on a host 
from performing either establish or restore operations. 


To block a user on a host from executing a restore or an establish action, edit the following 
entry in the options file:


SYMAPI_SYNC_DIRECTION=ESTABLISH | RESTORE | BOTH


◆ ESTABLISH restricts operations to only establish actions.


◆ RESTORE restricts operations to restore, failback, and R1 update actions.


◆ BOTH (default) does not restrict any SRDF or TimeFinder actions.


Enabling SRDF software and hardware compression


Compression minimizes the amount of data transmitted over an SRDF link.


You can activate both software and hardware compression simultaneously for SRDF traffic 
over GigE and Fibre Channel. 


Data is first compressed by software and then further compressed by hardware.


Hardware compression is available on Fibre Channel directors.


You can enable software and hardware compression on both the R1 and R2 sides, but the 
actual compression happens from the side initiating the I/O, make sure you enable 
compression on the R1 side. 


symrdf set rdfg command syntax


To set hardware and software compression for an SRDF group:


symrdf -sid SymmID -rdfg GrpNum [-v] [-symforce]
[-noprompt] [-i Interval] [-c Count]


.............


set rdfg
[-hwcomp {on|off}]
[-swcomp {on|off}]>
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[-both_sides]


“Setting SRDF group attributes” on page 91 provides more information about SRDF group 
attributes.


Examples To turn on software compression on both sides of SRDF group 12:


symrdf -sid 134 -rdfg 12 set rdfg -swcomp on -both_sides


To turn off hardware compression on both sides of SRDF group 12:


symrdf -sid 134 -rdfg 12 set rdfg -hwcomp off -both_sides


To view SRDF software and hardware compression status for an SRDF group:


symcfg list -rdfg 


To view software or hardware compression status for a specified group (12) and specified 
SID (432):


symcfg list -sid 432 -rdfg 12


SRDF/A and the consistency exempt option


By default, control operations for an active SRDF/A session are targeted at all device pairs 
in the session. 


The -cons_exempt option marks devices targeted by the command as consistency 
exempt. Devices marked consistency exempt can be controlled independently of other 
devices in the active SRDF/A session. 


Enginuity automatically clears the consistency exempt status when:


◆ The affected device pairs have become consistent, and 


◆ When the data on the R1 gets applied to the R2.


Enabling mixed-mode workloads on an SRDF director


For arrays running Enginuity 5876.x, you can use the symqos command to set the 
percentage of the SRDF director (RA) CPU resources assigned to each workload type.


Workload percentages must add up to 100%, and can include:


◆ Synchronous I/Os 


◆ Asynchronous I/Os 


◆ Copy I/Os


Workload settings for the director are used until you explicitly reset them. After reset, the 
array-level distributions are used.


For information on the symqos command syntax, see the EMC Solutions Enabler Array 
Management CLI User Guide. 


symqos command syntax


The syntax for the command is:


symqos -RA -sid SymmID
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   enable -io
   disable -io


symqos -RA -sid SymmID


   set IO -default
       -sync SyncPercent -async AsyncPercent -copy CopyPercent


   set IO -dir <# | ALL>
       -sync SyncPercent -async AsyncPercent -copy CopyPercent 
        
   reset IO -dir <# | ALL>


symqos -RA [-sid SymmID]


   list -io 


Examples To enable the workload percentage settings for synchronous, asynchronous, and copy 
I/Os on SID 1234:


symqos -RA -sid 1234 enable -io


To set the default settings of the workload percentages for all directors on SID 1234 to 
60% for Synchronous I/Os, 30% for asynchronous I/Os and 10% for copy I/Os:


symqos -RA -sid 1234 set IO -default -sync 60 -async 30 -copy 10 
     


To set the settings of the workload percentages on director 8G of SID 1234 to 50% for 
synchronous I/Os, 30% for asynchronous I/Os, and 20% for copy I/Os:


symqos -RA -sid 1234 -dir 8G set IO -sync 50 -async 30 -copy 20 


To reset the customized settings of the workload percentages to the default settings on 
director 8G of SID 1234:


symqos -RA -sid 1234 -dir 8G reset IO 


FAST VP SRDF coordination


If both arrays on an SRDF link are running Enginuity 5876 or later, you can enable SRDF 
coordination to instruct FAST VP to factor the R1 device statistics into move decisions on 
the R2 device. 


For information on FAST and FAST VP, see the EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management 
CLI User Guide.
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CHAPTER 2
Basic SRDF Control Operations


This chapter describes the following topics:


◆ Basic SRDF control operations summary..................................................................  52
Table 10 on page 52 lists the SRDF control operations described in this chapter, the 
arguments associated with the symrdf command used to perform the operation, and a 
summary of the operation.


◆ SRDF basic control operations.................................................................................  55
The remainder of this chapter consists of detailed descriptions and command 
examples for the operations listed in Table 10.
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Basic SRDF control operations summary 
Table 10  SRDF control operations summary (page 1 of 3)


Control operation symrdf argument Description


Set SRDF mode of replication
page 55


set mode 
[sync|asynch|acp_dis
k|acp_wp|acp|off]


Set the replication mode for a device, device group, composite group, 
storage group, or list of devices in a device file.


Enable or disable consistency 
protection
page 58


enable
disable


Enables or disables consistency protection for SRDF/A capable devices.


Establish an SRDF pair (full)
page 58


establish -full Establishes remote mirroring and initiates a full data copy from the 
source (R1) device to the target (R2) device.
Use this for:
• Initial synchronization of SRDF mirrors.
• Replacement of a failed drive on the R2 side.


Establish an SRDF pair 
(incremental)
page 60


establish Establishes remote mirroring and initiates an incremental data copy 
from the source (R1) device to the target (R2) device.
Use this to resynchronize after a split if you can discard the target data.


Failback
page 62


failback Switches data processing from the target side (R2) back to the source 
(R1) side.
Use this to return the source site from the target site after resolving the 
cause of a failure.


Failover
page 64


failover Switches data processing from the source (R1) side to the target (R2) 
side.
Use this when a failure occurs on the source side.


Invalidate R1
page 65


invalidate r1 Invalidates all tracks on the source (R1) side so that they can be copied 
over from the target (R2) side.


Invalidate R2 
page 65


invalidate r2 Invalidates all tracks on the target (R2) side so that they can be copied 
over from the source (R1) side.


Make ready the R1 
page 67


ready r1 Sets the source (R1) device to be SRDF ready to its local host.


Make ready the R2 
page 68


ready r2 Sets the target (R2) device to be SRDF ready to its local host.


Make the R1 not ready
page 67


not_ready r1 Sets the source (R1) device to be SRDF not ready to its local host.


Make the R2 not ready
page 68


not_ready r2 Sets the target (R2) device to be SRDF not ready to its local host.


Merge the track tables of the R1 
and R2 devices
page 69


merge Merges the track tables between the source (R1) and the target (R2) 
side.


Move one-half of an SRDF pair
page 69


half_movepair Moves one-half of the SRDF device pair to a different SRDF group.


Note: If the RA ends up supporting more than 64K devices in the new 
SRDF group, this operation fails.
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Move SRDF device pairs
page 70


movepair Moves the SRDF device pair to a different SRDF group.


Note: If the RA ends up supporting more than 64K devices in the new 
SRDF group, this operation fails.


Read/write disable target device
page 71


rw_disable r2 Read/write disables the target (R2) device to its local host.


Refresh R1 
page 71


refresh r1 Marks any changed tracks on the source (R1) side to be refreshed from 
the R2 side.


Refresh R2 
page 71


refresh r2 Marks any changed tracks on the target (R2) side to be refreshed from 
the R1 side.


Restore from a target device
page 72


restore -full Resumes remote mirroring and initiates a full data copy from the target 
(R2) device to the source (R1) device.
Use this for:
• Initial (reverse) synchronization of SRDF mirrors.
• Replacement of a failed drive on the R1 side.


Restore from a target device 
(incremental)
page 74


restore Resumes remote mirroring and initiates an incremental data copy from 
the target (R2) device to the source (R1) device.
Use this for resynchronizing SRDF mirrors after a split if you can discard 
the source data.


Resume SRDF links
page 75


resume Resumes I/O traffic on the SRDF links for the remotely mirrored SRDF 
pairs in the group.


Split an SRDF pair
page 76


split Stops remote mirroring between the source (R1) device and the target 
(R2) device. The target device is made available for local host 
operations.
Use this when both sides require independent access, such as for 
testing purposes.


Suspend SRDF links
page 78


suspend Suspends I/O traffic on the SRDF links for the remotely mirrored SRDF 
pairs in the group.


Swap SRDF pairs
page 80


swap Swaps the SRDF personality of the designated dynamic SRDF pair. 
Source R1 devices become target R2 devices and target R2 devices 
become source R1 devices.


Swap one-half of an SRDF pair
page 79


half_swap Swaps the SRDF personality of one half of the designated dynamic SRDF 
pair. Source R1 devices become target R2 devices or target R2 devices 
become source R1 devices.


Update R1 mirror
page 80


update Updates the source (R1) side with the changes from the target (R2) side 
while the target (R2) side is still operational to its local hosts.
Use this to synchronize the R1 side with the R2 side as much as 
possible before performing a failback, while the R2 side is still online to 
the host.


Write disable source device
page 82


write_disable r1 Write disables the source (R1) device to its local host.


Write disable target device
page 82


write_disable r2 Write disables the target (R2) device to its local host.


Write enable source device
page 83


rw_enable r1 Write enables the source (R1) device to its local host.


Table 10  SRDF control operations summary (page 2 of 3)


Control operation symrdf argument Description
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Write enable target device
page 83


rw_enable r2 Write enables the target (R2) device to its local host.


Table 10  SRDF control operations summary (page 3 of 3)


Control operation symrdf argument Description
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SRDF basic control operations
The remainder of this chapter describes the steps to perform typical SRDF operations.


Set mode


SRDF modes of operation determine the following:


◆ How R1 devices are remotely mirrored to R2 devices across the SRDF links


◆ How I/Os are processed in an SRDF solution


◆ When the production host’s write I/O command is acknowledged.


This section describes the commands to set SRDF mode, including:


◆ “Setting the default mode”


◆ “Setting the mode”


◆ “Setting mode: synchronous”


◆ “Setting mode: adaptive copy”


• “Setting mode: adaptive copy write pending”


• “Setting mode: adaptive copy disk”


◆ “Setting mode: asynchronous”


Setting the default mode
The default mode of operation is adaptive copy disk. If you create device pairs without 
setting a mode, the devices are created in adaptive copy disk mode.


Use the SYMAPI_DEFAULT_RDF_MODE parameter in the options file to modify the default 
mode. 


Setting the mode
Use the createpair command to set the SRDF replication mode when you create SRDF 
device pairs.


See “symrdf createpair command syntax (-file option)” on page 96.


Use symrdf set command to set or modify the SRDF replication mode for a device 
group, a composite group, a storage group, or for devices listed in a device file. 


The syntax to set mode on a device group, composite group, storage group, and device 
file:


symrdf -g DgName set mode Mode
symrdf -cg CgName set mode Mode
symrdf -sg SgName set mode Mode -sid SymmID -rdfg GroupNumber
symrdf -f[ile] FileName set mode Mode -sid SymmID -rdfg GroupNumber


Setting mode: synchronous
Synchronous mode maintains a real-time image of data between the R1 and R2 devices. 


Data must be successfully stored in cache at both the primary and the secondary site 
before an acknowledgment is sent to the production host at the primary site. 
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Synchronous mode ensures that the source (R1) and target (R2) devices contain identical 
data.


To set the replication mode in group prod to synchronous: 


symrdf -g prod set mode sync


Setting mode: adaptive copy
Adaptive copy mode is designed to transfer large amounts of data without loss of 
performance. 


Adaptive copy mode allows the R1 and R2 devices to be more than one I/O out of 
synchronization. Unlike the asynchronous mode, adaptive copy mode does not guarantee 
a dependent-write consistent copy of data on R2 devices. 


The amount of data (number of tracks) out of synchronization between the R1 and the R2 
devices at any given time is determined by the maximum skew value. “Setting adaptive 
copy disk skew” describes the steps to set the maximum skew value.


Adaptive copy modes revert to the specified mode of operation (synchronous mode or 
semi-synchronous mode) when certain conditions are met.


There are two types of adaptive copy mode:


◆ “Setting mode: adaptive copy write pending”


◆ “Setting mode: adaptive copy disk”


Setting mode: adaptive copy write pending 
In adaptive copy write pending (acp_wp) mode, the array acknowledges all writes to the 
source (R1) device as if it is a local device.


The amount of data (number of tracks) out of synchronization between the R1 and the R2 
devices at any given time is determined by the maximum skew value. You can set the 
maximum skew value using SRDF software.


New data accumulates in cache until it is successfully written to the source (R1) device 
and the remote director has transferred the write to the target (R2) device.


This SRDF mode is designed to have little or no impact on performance between the host 
and the array containing the source (R1) device.


HYPERMAX OS Adaptive copy write pending mode is not supported if the R1 side of the SRDF device pair 
is on an array running HYPERMAX OS. 


You cannot set the mode to adaptive copy write pending mode if the R1 side of an SRDF 
pair is on an array running HYPERMAX OS.


HYPERMAX OS/Enginuity 5876 backward compatibility


In SRDF configurations where R1 devices are on an array running HYPERMAX OS, 
connected to one or more arrays are running Enginuity 5876, the following restrictions 
apply:


◆ For swap and failover operations - If the R2 is on an array running HYPERMAX OS, and 
the mode of the R1 is adaptive copy write pending mode, SRDF sets the mode to 
adaptive copy disk.
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◆ For migrate -replace R1 operations - If the R1 being replaced is on an array running 
HYPERMAX OS, and the mode of the R1 is adaptive copy write pending mode, SRDF 
sets the mode of the migrated pair to adaptive copy disk.


Examples To set the replication mode in group prod to adaptive copy write pending:


symrdf -g prod set mode acp_wp


To disable adaptive copy write pending and set the replication mode in group prod to 
synchronous:


symrdf -g prod set mode acp_off


Setting mode: adaptive copy disk
Adaptive copy disk (acp_disk) mode is designed to transfer large amounts of data without 
loss of performance.


Because the array cannot fully guard against data loss should a failure occur, EMC 
recommends:


◆ Use the adaptive copy disk mode to transfer the bulk of your data to target (R2) 
devices, and then,


◆ Switch to synchronous mode to ensure full data protection.


When you set the SRDF mode to adaptive copy disk, the array acknowledges all writes to 
source (R1) devices as if they were local devices. New data accumulates on the source 
(R1) device and is marked by the source (R1) side as invalid tracks until it is subsequently 
transferred to the target (R2) device. The remote director transfers each write to the target 
(R2) device whenever link paths become available. 


Examples To set the replication mode in group prod to adaptive copy disk:


symrdf -g prod set mode acp_disk


To disable adaptive copy disk mode and set the replication mode in group prod to 
synchronous: 


symrdf -g prod set mode acp_off


Setting adaptive copy disk skew
Skew is an attribute that defines the maximum number of invalid tracks supported by 
adaptive copy disk mode. 


If the number of invalid tracks defined by the skew attribute is exceeded, the 
remotely-mirrored device switches to synchronous mode.


As soon as the number of invalid tracks drops below the skew threshold, the 
remotely-mirrored pair reverts back to adaptive copy mode. 


Skew is configured at the device level and may be set to a value between 0 and 65,534 
tracks. For devices with more than a 2 GB capacity drive, you can specify a value of 65,535 
to indicate all tracks of any given drive.


Examples To:


◆ Change the adaptive copy skew value to the number of tracks on device BCV023 of 
group prod, and 
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◆ Lock device BCV023 into adaptive copy disk mode (since the number of invalid tracks 
cannot exceed the maximum threshold of 65, 535):


symrdf -g prod set acp_skew 65535 -bcv BCV023


To change the adaptive copy skew value to 30,000 tracks for device BCV023 of group 
prod:


symrdf -g prod set acp_skew 30000 -bcv BCV023


Setting mode: asynchronous
In asynchronous mode (SRDF/A), data is transferred from the source (R1) site in 
predefined timed cycles or delta sets to ensure that data at the remote (R2) site is 
dependent write consistent.


The array acknowledges all writes to the source (R1) devices as if they were local devices. 
Host writes accumulate on the source (R1) side until the cycle time is reached and are then 
transferred to the target (R2) device in one delta set. Write operations to the target device 
are confirmed when the current SRDF/A cycle commits the data to disk by successfully 
de-staging it to the R2 storage devices. 


Because the writes are transferred in cycles, any duplicate tracks written to can be 
eliminated through ordered write processing, which transfers only the changed tracks 
within any single cycle. 


The point-in-time copy of the data at the secondary site is slightly behind that on the 
primary site. 


SRDF/A has little or no impact on performance at the primary site as long as the SRDF links 
contain sufficient bandwidth and the secondary array is capable of accepting the data as 
quickly as it is being sent across the SRDF links.


When you set the mode as asynchronous for an SRDF group, all devices in the group must 
operate in that mode.


To set the replication mode in group prod to asynchronous: 


symrdf -g prod set mode async


Note: A device status check is performed on all TimeFinder Snap and Clone device pairs in 
the group before the set mode async operation is allowed. Depending on the device pair 
state, asynchronous mode may not be allowed for devices employing either 
TimeFinder/Snap or TimeFinder/Clone operations. “SRDF operations and TimeFinder 
sessions” on page 397 explains the applicable device pair states for TimeFinder/Snap or 
TimeFinder/Clone operations.


“SRDF/Asynchronous operations” on page 124 provides additional information on 
operating in asynchronous mode.


Establish (full)


A full establish initiates the following activities for each specified SRDF pair in a device 
group, consistency group, storage group, or list of devices in a device file:


◆ The target (R2) device is write disabled to its local host I/O. 
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◆ Traffic is suspended on the SRDF links.


◆ All the tracks on the target (R2) device are marked invalid. 


◆ All tracks on the R2 side are refreshed by the R1 source side. The track tables are 
merged between the R1 and R2 side.


◆ Traffic is resumed on the SRDF links.


When the establish control operation has successfully completed and the device pair is in 
the Synchronized state, the source (R1) device and the target (R2) device contain identical 
data.


A full establish on SRDF pairs is required only:


◆ At initial set up of SRDF pairs,


◆ When an R2 member of an SRDF pair is either fully invalid, or has been replaced. 


Figure 3 illustrates establishing an SRDF pair. 


Figure 3  Full establish


Note: When the symrdf command is initiated, device external locks are set on all SRDF 
devices you are about to establish. See “Device external locks” on page 46 and “Display 
devices with a device external lock.” on page 35.


“establish -full” on page 379 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


symrdf establish -full command syntax


You can issue the establish -full operation on a device group, composite group, 
storage group, and device file::


symrdf -g DgName establish -full
symrdf -cg CgName establish -full
symrdf -sg SgName establish -full
symrdf -f[ile] FileName establish -full


“Creating a device file” on page 94 describes the steps to create a device file.
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Use verify to confirm that the establish is complete:


◆ SRDF pairs are in the Synchronized state, and 


◆ Remote mirroring is resumed.


Examples To establish all the SRDF pairs in the device group prod:


symrdf -g prod establish -full


To establish one SRDF pair with logical device DEV001 in the device group prod:


symrdf -g prod establish -full DEV001


To establish a list of SRDF pairs in the device group prod:


symrdf -g prod establish -full DEV001 DEV002 DEV003


Note: The R2 may be set to read/write disabled (not ready) if 
SYMAPI_RDF_RW_DISABLE_R2=ENABLE is set in the options file. For more 
information, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference. 


Establish (incremental)


An incremental establish re-synchronizes data on the source (R1) and target (R2) device 
when a split RDF pair is rejoined. Only the new data that was updated on the source (R1) 
device while the SRDF pair was split is copied, greatly reducing the amount of data that is 
copied. 


An incremental establish initiates the following activities for each specified SRDF pair in a 
device group:


◆ The target (R2) device is write disabled to its local host I/O. 


◆ Traffic is suspended on the SRDF links.


◆ The invalid tracks on the target (R2) device are refreshed from the changed tracks of 
the source (R1) device. 


◆ The track tables are merged between the source (R1) device and the target (R2) device. 


◆ Traffic is resumed on the SRDF links.


The SRDF pair is in the Synchronized state when the source (R1) device and the target (R2) 
device contain identical data.


Figure 4 illustrates the incremental establishing of an SRDF pair. 
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Figure 4  Incremental establish


Note: When the symrdf command is initiated, device external locks are set on all SRDF 
devices you are about to establish. See “Device external locks” on page 46 and “Display 
devices with a device external lock.” on page 35.


“establish” on page 379 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation.


symrdf establish command syntax


You can issue the incremental -establish operation on a device group, composite 
group, storage group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName establish
symrdf -cg CgName establish
symrdf -sg SgName establish
symrdf -f[ile] FileName establish


“Creating a device file” on page 94 describes the steps to create a device file.


Examples To initiate an incremental establish on all SRDF pairs in the prod device group: 


symrdf -g prod establish


To initiate an incremental establish on one SRDF pair with logical device DEV001 in the 
prod device group: 


symrdf -g prod establish DEV001


To initiate an incremental establish for a list of SRDF pairs in the device group prod:


symrdf -g prod establish DEV001 DEV002 DEV003


Note: R2 may be set to read/write disabled (not ready) if 
SYMAPI_RDF_RW_DISABLE_R2=ENABLE is set in the options file. For more information, 
refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference.
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Failback


After a failover (planned or unplanned), use the failback command to resume normal SRDF 
operations by initiating read/write operations on the source (R1) devices, and stop 
read/write operations on the target (R2) devices. 


Failback initiates the following activities for each specified SRDF pair in a device group:


◆ The target (R2) device is write disabled to its local hosts. 


◆ Traffic is suspended on the SRDF links.


◆ If the target side is operational, and there are invalid remote (R2) tracks on the source 
side (and the force option is specified), the invalid R1 source tracks are marked to 
refresh from the target side.


◆ The invalid tracks on the source (R1) side are refreshed from the target R2 side. The 
track tables are merged between the R1 and R2 sides. 


◆ Traffic is resumed on the SRDF links. 


◆ The source (R1) device is read/write enabled to its local hosts. 


The target (R2) devices become read-only to their local hosts while the source (R1) devices 
are read/write enabled to their local hosts.


Failback includes the following general steps:


1. Stop I/Os on the failover host at site B.


2. Make all R2 devices in array at site B Not Ready or Read Only (Write Disabled) to the 
host.


3. If the array at site A was powered off, ensure that SRDF links between array A and array 
B are disabled before powering on the array at site A.


4. If the array at site A running Enginuity 5874 or earlier was powered off and you do not 
want to discard its changed data, disconnect or disable the SRDF links between array 
A and array B before powering on array A. In this way, you will prevent changed data 
from array B (secondary) from moving automatically to array A (primary).


5. Power on the array at site A and make R1 devices Read/Write enabled to the 
production host. 


6. Enable the SRDF links between the array at site A and the array at site B.


7. Bring the SRDF links online and restart the local host. The R1 devices automatically 
receive data from the R2 devices which accumulated invalid tracks on their R2 SRDF 
mirrors during production processing.


8. Once all SRDF pairs are synchronized, enable consistency groups on the SRDF links 
between the array at site A and the array at site B.


9. Restart the site A host and applications.


Figure 5 shows the failback of an SRDF pair. 
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Figure 5  Failback of an SRDF device


Note: When the symrdf command is initiated, device external locks are set on all SRDF 
devices you are about to establish. See “Device external locks” on page 46 and “Display 
devices with a device external lock.” on page 35.


“failback” on page 379 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


symrdf failback command syntax


You can issue the failback control operation a device group, composite group, storage 
group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName failback
symrdf -cg CgName failback
symrdf -sg SgName failback
symrdf -f[ile] FileName failback


Note: The R2 may be set to read/write disabled (not ready) if 
SYMAPI_RDF_RW_DISABLE_R2=ENABLE is set in the options file. For more 
information, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference.


“Creating a device file” on page 94 describes the steps to create a device file.


Examples To initiate a failback on all the SRDF pairs in the prod device group:


symrdf -g prod failback


To initiate a failback on one SRDF pair, DEV001, in the prod device group:


symrdf -g prod failback DEV001


To initiate a failback on a list of SRDF pairs in the device group prod:


symrdf -g prod failback DEV001 DEV002 DEV003
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Failover


Failovers are used to move processing to the R2 devices during scheduled maintenance 
(planned failover) or when an outage makes the R1 devices unreachable (unplanned 
failover). 


A failover transfers processing to the target (R2) devices and makes them read/write 
enabled to their local hosts. 


Failover initiates the following activities for each specified SRDF pair in a device group:


◆ If the source (R1) device is operational, the SRDF links are suspended.


◆ If the source side is operational, the source (R1) device is write disabled to its local 
hosts. 


◆ The target (R2) device is read/write enabled to its local hosts.


A planned failover is a controlled failover operation to test the robustness of the disaster 
restart solution, or to perform maintenance at the primary site. The secondary site 
temporarily becomes the primary/production site.


A planned failover includes the following general steps:


1. Shut down all applications on the production host.


2. Take all SRDF links between array A and array B offline to suspend remote mirroring.


3. When SRDF/CG is enabled, disable consistency groups between array A and array B. 


4. Swap personalities between R1 and R2 devices.


SRDF devices at array B are now R1 devices.


SRDF devices at array A are now R2 devices.


In SRDF/S configurations, devices are ready to resume production operations at array 
B. 


5. When SRDF/CG is used, enable consistency between array B and array A.


6. Bring all SRDF links between array B and array A online to resume remote mirroring. 


7. Start production applications from the host attached to array B.


An unplanned failover moves production applications from the primary site to the 
secondary site after an unanticipated outage at the primary site, and the primary site is 
not available. 


A unplanned failover includes the following general steps:


1. Take all SRDF links between array A and array B offline to suspend remote mirroring. 


2. Change the R2 device states to Read/Write to the secondary host connected to array B.


3. Start applications on the secondary host and resume production to write-enabled R2 
devices in array B. 


Figure 6 shows failover of an SRDF pair.
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Figure 6  Failover of an SRDF device


“failover” on page 379 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


Note: When the symrdf command is initiated, device external locks are set on all SRDF 
devices you are about to establish. See “Device external locks” on page 46 and “Display 
devices with a device external lock.” on page 35.


symrdf failover command syntax


You can issue the failover operation on a device group, composite group, storage 
group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName failover
symrdf -cg CgName failover
symrdf -sg SgName failover
symrdf -f[ile] FileName failover


“Creating a device file” on page 94 describes the steps to create a device file.


Examples To perform a failover on all the pairs in the prod device group:


symrdf -g prod failover


To perform a failover on one SRDF pair with device DEV001 in the prod device group:


symrdf -g prod failover DEV001


To perform a failover on a list of SRDF pairs in the device group prod:


symrdf -g prod failover DEV001 DEV002 DEV003


Invalidate R1 tracks


The invalidate r1 action invalidates all tracks on the source (R1) side, so they can be 
copied over from the target (R2) side.
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symrdf invalidate r1 command syntax


You can issue the invalidate r1 operation on a device group, composite group, storage 
group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName invalidate r1
symrdf -cg CgName invalidate r1
symrdf -sg SgName invalidate r1
symrdf -f[ile] FileName invalidate r1


Note: Use the -nowd option with the invalidate r1 command to bypass the validation 
check to ensure that the target of operation is write disabled to the host.


“Creating a device file” on page 94 provides details about defining a device file.


Examples To invalidate the source (R1) devices in all the SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod invalidate r1


To invalidate the source (R1) device in one SRDF pair, DEV007, in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod invalidate r1 DEV007


To invalidate the source (R1) device for a list of SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod invalidate r1 DEV002 DEV003 DEV007


Note: To invoke this operation, the SRDF pairs at the source must already be Suspended 
and write disabled (not ready). 


Invalidate R2 tracks


The invalidate r2 action invalidates all tracks on the target (R2) side so that they can 
be copied over from the source (R1) side.


symrdf invalidate r2 command syntax


You can issue the invalidate r2 operation on a device group, composite group, 
storage group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName invalidate r2
symrdf -cg CgName invalidate r2
symrdf -sg SgName invalidate r2
symrdf -f[ile] FileName invalidate r2


Note: Use the -nowd option with the invalidate r1 or invalidate r2 commands to 
bypass the validation check to ensure that the target of operation is write disabled to the 
host.


“Creating a device file” on page 94 provides details about defining a device file.


Examples Note: To invoke this operation, the SRDF pairs at the source must already be Suspended 
and write disabled (not ready). 


To invalidate the target (R2) devices in all the SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod invalidate r2
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To invalidate the target (R2) device in one SRDF pair, DEV007, in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod invalidate r2 DEV007


Make R1 ready


The ready state means the specified mirror is ready to the host. The mirror is enabled for 
both reads and writes.


ready r1 sets the source (R1) devices to ready for their local hosts. 


This operation is particularly helpful when all SRDF links are lost and the devices are 
operating in domino mode.


“ready R1” on page 379 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


symrdf ready r1 command syntax


You can issue the ready r1 operation on a device group, composite group, storage 
group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName ready r1
symrdf -cg CgName ready r1
symrdf -sg SgName ready r1
symrdf -f[ile] FileName ready r1


“Creating a device file” on page 94 provides details about defining a device file.


Examples To make the source (R1) device ready in all the pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod ready r1


To make the source (R1) device ready in one SRDF pair, DEV007, in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod ready r1 DEV007


To make the source (R1) device ready in a list of SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod ready r1 DEV002 DEV003 DEV007


Make R1 not ready


The not ready state means the specified mirror is not ready to the host. Both reads and 
writes are disabled.


not_ready r1 sets the source (R1) devices to not ready for their local hosts.


“not_ready R1” on page 379 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


symrdf not-ready r1 command syntax


You can perform the not_ready r1 operation on a device group, composite group, 
storage group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName not_ready r1
symrdf -cg CgName not_ready r1
symrdf -sg SgName not_ready r1
symrdf -f[ile] FileName not_ready r1


“Creating a device file” on page 94 provides details about defining a device file.
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Examples To make the source (R1) devices not ready in all the SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod not_ready r1


To make the source (R1) device not ready in one SRDF pair, DEV007, in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod not_ready r1 DEV007


To make the source (R1) device not ready in a list of SRDF pairs, DEV007, in device group 
prod:


symrdf -g prod not_ready r1 DEV002 DEV003 DEV007


Make R2 ready


The ready state means the specified mirror is ready to the host. The mirror is enabled for 
both reads and writes.


ready r2 sets the target (R2) devices to ready for their local hosts. 


“ready R2” on page 380 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


symrdf ready r2 command syntax


You can issue the ready r2 operation on a device group, composite group, storage group, 
and device file:


symrdf -g DgName ready r2
symrdf -cg CgName ready r2
symrdf -sg SgName ready r2
symrdf -f[ile] FileName ready r2


“Creating a device file” on page 94 provides details about defining a device file.


Examples To make the target (R2) devices ready in all the SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod ready r2


To make the target (R2) device ready in one SRDF pair, DEV007, in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod ready r2 DEV007


To make the source (R2) device ready in a list of SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod ready r2 DEV002 DEV003 DEV007


Make R2 not ready


The not ready state means the specified mirror is not ready to the host. Both reads and 
writes are disabled.


not_ready r2 sets the target (R2) devices to not ready for their local hosts.


“not_ready R2” on page 379 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for these operations. 


symrdf not-ready r2 command syntax


You can issue the not_ready r2 operation on a device group, composite group, storage 
group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName not_ready r2
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symrdf -cg CgName not_ready r2
symrdf -sg SgName not_ready r2
symrdf -f[ile] FileName not_ready r2


“Creating a device file” on page 94 provides details about defining a device file.


Examples To make the target (R2) devices not ready in all pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod not_ready r2


To make the target (R2) device in one pair not ready, DEV007, in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod not_ready r2 DEV007


To make the target (R2) device not ready in a list of pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod not_ready r2 DEV002 DEV003 DEV007


Merge track tables


The merge operation merges the track tables between the source (R1) and the target (R2) 
devices. 


Merge compares track tables on SRDF device pairs in a device group. Use the merge 
operation to compare the track tables between SRDF device pairs that have been split and 
re-established.


symrdf merge command syntax


“merge” on page 379 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


You can issue the merge operation on a device group, composite group, storage group, 
and device file:


symrdf -g DgName merge
symrdf-cg CgName merge
symrdf -sg SgName merge
symrdf -f[ile] FileName merge


“Creating a device file” on page 94 provides details about defining a device file.


Examples To merge the track tables of all the SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod merge


To merge the track table of one SRDF pair, DEV007, in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod merge DEV007


To merge the track table of a list SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod merge DEV002 DEV003 DEV007


Move one-half of an SRDF pair


The half_movepair command moves one side of a dynamic SRDF pair from one SRDF 
group to another. The current invalid track counters on both R1 and R2 stay intact, so 
resynchronization is required.


Example To move one-half of the SRDF pairing of SRDF group 10 to a new SRDF group 15:


symrdf half_movepair -sid 123 -file devicefile -rdfg 10 -new_rdfg 15
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This command moves the first device listed in each line of the device file to the new SRDF 
group.


“Moving dynamic SRDF device pairs” on page 108 also provides information on the 
symrdf movepair command for device files. 


Move both sides of SRDF device pairs


The movepair command moves both the R1 and R2 sides of devices from one SRDF group 
to another. The current invalid track counters on both R1 and R2 stay intact, so 
resynchronization is required. 


Note: You can only move pairs from like devices: from R1 to R1 or from R2 to R2.


The movepair operation has the following restrictions:


◆ A device cannot move when it is enabled for SRDF consistency.


◆ A device cannot move if it is in asynchronous mode when an SRDF/A cleanup or 
restore process is running.


◆ When moving one mirror of a concurrent R1 or an R21 device to a new SRDF group, the 
destination SRDF group must not be the same as the one supporting the other SRDF 
mirror.


◆ When issuing a full movepair operation, the destination SRDF group must connect the 
same two arrays as the original SRDF group.


◆ If the destination SRDF group is in asynchronous mode, the SRDF group type of the 
source and destination group must match. In other words, in asynchronous mode, 
devices can only be moved from R1 to R1, or from R2 to R2.


◆ If the destination SRDF group is supporting an active SRDF/A session, the 
-cons_exempt option must be specified.


◆ If the original SRDF group is supporting an active SRDF/A session, the device pairs 
being moved must have been suspended using the -cons_exempt option.


symrdf movepair command syntax


You can move SRDF pairs using a device file, storage group, or device group:


symrdf movepair -sid SID -g DgName -rdfg RDFgroup -new_rdfg NewRDFgroup
symrdf movepair -sid SID -sg SgName -rdfg RDFgroup -new_rdfg NewRDFgroup 
symrdf movepair -sid SID -f FileName -rdfg RDFgroup -new_rdfg NewRDFgroup


Usage notes


◆ -new_rdfg NewRDFgroup is required. 


◆ -cons_exempt allows devices to be moved into an active SRDF/A session without 
affecting the state of the session or requiring that other devices in the session be 
suspended. 


Example To move pairs in a file from SRDF group 10 to SRDF group 15:


symrdf movepair -sid 123 -file devicefile -rdfg 10 -new_rdfg 15
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This moves the first line of the device file to the new SRDF group, and moves the second 
device listed in each line of the remote SRDF group that is paired with the new SRDF group. 


Read/write disable target device


The rw_disable r2 action blocks reads from and writes to the target (R2) devices from 
their local host. 


Use this command to set the specified device to the not ready state on the R2 side by 
making the device not ready on the RA.


“rw_disable R2” on page 380 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


symrdf rw_disable r2 command syntax


You can issue the rw_disable r2 operation on a device group, composite group, storage 
group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName rw_disable r2
symrdf -cg CgName rw_disable r2
symrdf -sg SgName rw_disable r2 -rdfg2
symrdf -f[ile] FileName rw_disable r2 -rdfg2


“symrdf movepair command syntax” on page 109 provides details on the symrdf 
movepair command for storage groups and device files.


Examples To read/write disable all the target (R2) mirrors in the SRDF pairs in a device group prod:


symrdf -g prod rw_disable r2 


To read/write disable the target (R2) mirror in the SRDF pair, DEV007, in device group 
prod:


symrdf -g prod rw_disable r2 DEV007


To read/write disable the target (R2) mirror in a list of SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod rw_disable r2 DEV002 DEV003 DEV007


Refresh R1


The refresh R1 mirror action marks any changed tracks on the source (R1) side to refresh 
from the R2 side.


Use the refresh R1 mirror action when the R2 device holds the valid copy and the R1 
device’s invalid tracks will be refreshed using the R2 data.


“refresh R1” on page 380 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


symrdf refresh r1 command syntax


You can issue the refresh r1 operation on a device group, composite group, storage 
group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName refresh r1
symrdf -cg CgName refresh r1
symrdf -sg SgName refresh r1
symrdf -f[ile] FileName refresh r1


Examples To refresh all the source (R1) devices in all the SRDF pairs in the device group prod:


symrdf -g prod refresh r1
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To refresh the source (R1) device in the SRDF pair, DEV007, in the device group prod:


symrdf -g prod refresh r1 DEV007


To refresh the source (R1) device in the list of SRDF pairs in the device group prod:


symrdf -g prod refresh r1 DEV002 DEV003 DEV007


Refresh R2


The refresh R2 mirror action marks any changed tracks on the target (R2) side to refresh 
from the R1 side. 


Use the refresh R2 mirror action when the R1 device holds the valid copy and the R2 
device’s invalid tracks will be refreshed using the R1 data.


“refresh R2” on page 380 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


symrdf refresh r2 command syntax


You can issue the refresh r1 and refresh r2 operations on a device group, composite 
group, storage group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName refresh r2
symrdf -cg CgName refresh r2
symrdf -sg SgName refresh r2
symrdf -f[ile] FileName refresh r2


Examples To refresh the target (R2) devices in all the SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod refresh r2


To refresh the target (R2) device in one SRDF pair, DEV007, in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod refresh r2 DEV007


To refresh the target (R2) device for a list of SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod refresh r2 DEV002 DEV003 DEV007


Restore (full)


Full restore copies the entire contents of the target (R2) device to the source (R1) device. 
After the restore operation completes, the pairs synchronize. 


When a restore is initiated for each specified SRDF pair in a device group, the following 
occurs:


◆ The source (R1) device is write disabled to its local hosts. 


◆ The target (R2) device is write disabled to its local hosts. 


◆ Traffic is suspended on the SRDF links.


◆ All tracks on the source (R1) device are marked as invalid.


◆ All R1 tracks are refreshed from the R2 side. The track tables are merged between the 
R1 and R2 side.


◆ Traffic is resumed on the SRDF links.
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◆ The source (R1) device is read/write enabled to its local hosts.


The restoration process is complete when the source (R1) and target (R2) device contain 
identical data. After the restore is complete, the SRDF pair is in the Synchronized state.


Note: R2 may be set to read/write disabled (not ready) if 
SYMAPI_RDF_RW_DISABLE_R2=ENABLE is set in the options file. For more 
information, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference.


Figure 7 illustrates restoring an SRDF pair. 


Figure 7  Restore (full) an SRDF device


“restore -full” on page 379 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation.


Note: When the symrdf command is initiated, device external locks are set on all SRDF 
devices you are about to establish. See “Device external locks” on page 46 and “Display 
devices with a device external lock.” on page 35.


symrdf restore -full command syntax


You can issue the restore -full operation on a device group, composite group, 
storage group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName restore -full
symrdf -cg CgName restore -full
symrdf -sg SgName restore -full
symrdf -f[ile] FileName restore -full


“Creating a device file” on page 94 provides details about defining a device file.


Use verify to confirm that the SRDF pairs are in the Synchronized state.


Examples To initiate a full restore on all SRDF pairs in the prod device group:


symrdf -g prod restore -full


To initiate a full restore on one SRDF pair with logical device DEV001 in the prod device 
group:
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symrdf -g prod restore -full DEV001


To initiate a full restore on a list of SRDF pairs in the device group prod:


symrdf -g prod restore -full DEV001 DEV002 DEV003


Restore (incremental)


An incremental restore re-synchronizes data from the target (R2) to the source (R1) device 
when a split RDF pair is rejoined. Only those tracks on the target (R2) device that changed 
while the SRDF pair was split are copied, greatly reducing the amount of data that is 
copied. 


For example, when results from running a new application on the target (R2) device are 
desirable, and you want to move the changed data and the new application to the source 
(R1) device.


An incremental restore initiates the following activities for each specified SRDF pair in a 
device group:


◆ The source (R1) device is write disabled to its local hosts. 


◆ The target (R2) device is write disabled to its local hosts.


◆ Traffic is suspended on the SRDF links.


◆ The invalid tracks on the source (R1) device are refreshed from the changed tracks on 
the target (R2) side. The track tables are merged between the R1 and R2 side. 


◆ Traffic is resumed on the SRDF links.


◆ The source (R1) device is read/write enabled to its local hosts.


After the restore control operation has successfully completed, the SRDF pairs will 
synchronize. 


Note: R2 may be set to read/write disabled (not ready) if 
SYMAPI_RDF_RW_DISABLE_R2=ENABLE is set in the options file. For more 
information, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference.


Figure 8 illustrates the incremental restore of an SRDF pair. 
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Figure 8  Incremental restore an SRDF device


“restore” on page 379 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


Note: When the symrdf command is initiated, device external locks are set on all SRDF 
devices you are about to establish. See “Device external locks” on page 46 and “Display 
devices with a device external lock.” on page 35.


symrdf restore command syntax


You can issue the incremental restore operation con a device group, composite group, 
storage group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName restore
symrdf -cg CgName restore
symrdf -sg SgName restore
symrdf -f[ile] FileName restore


“Creating a device file” on page 94 provides details about defining a device file.


Use verify to confirm that the SRDF pairs are in the Synchronized state.


Examples To initiate an incremental restore on all SRDF pairs in the prod device group:


symrdf -g prod restore


To initiate an incremental restore on one SRDF pair with logical device DEV001 in the prod 
device group:


symrdf -g prod restore DEV001


To initiate an incremental restore for a list of SRDF pairs in the device group prod:


symrdf -g prod restore DEV001 DEV002 DEV003


Resume I/O on links


The resume action argument resumes I/O traffic on the SRDF links for all remotely 
mirrored SRDF pairs in a group or device file.
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“resume” on page 380 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


symrdf resume command syntax


You can issue the resume control operation on device group, composite group, storage 
group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName resume
symrdf -cg CgName resume
symrdf -sg SgName resume
symrdf -f[ile] FileName resume


Note: The resume operation is rejected if you do not specify -force when the merge track 
table is required, 


Examples To resume the SRDF links between all the SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod resume


To resume the SRDF links between one SRDF pair, DEV007, in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod resume DEV007


To resume the SRDF links (between the pairs) on a list of SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod resume DEV002 DEV003 DEV007


Split


Split SRDF pairs when you require read and write access to the target (R2) side of one or 
more devices in a device group, composite group, or device file.


A split performs the following activities for each specified SRDF pair in a device group:


◆ Traffic is suspended on the SRDF links. 


◆ The target (R2) device is read/write enabled to its local hosts.


◆ After the target (R2) device is split from the source (R1) device, the SRDF pair is in the 
Split state.


Figure 9 illustrates splitting an SRDF pair.
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Figure 9  Split an SRDF pair


“split” on page 379 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


Note: When the symrdf command is initiated, device external locks are set on all SRDF 
devices you are about to establish. See “Device external locks” on page 46 and “Display 
devices with a device external lock.” on page 35.


symrdf split command syntax


You can issue the split operation on a device group, composite group, storage group, 
and device file:


symrdf -g DgName split
symrdf -cg CgName split
symrdf -sg SgName split
symrdf -f[ile] FileName split


Note: The -force option is required when the device pairs are in domino mode or 
adaptive copy mode.


“Creating a device file” on page 94 provides details about defining a device file.


Examples To perform a split on all the SRDF pairs in the prod device group:


symrdf -g prod split


To perform a split on one SRDF pair with logical device DEV001 in the prod group:


symrdf -g prod split DEV001


To initiate a split to a list of SRDF pairs in the device group prod:


symrdf -g prod split DEV001 DEV002 DEV003


Splits that impact databases
If the split action impacts the access integrity of a database, additional actions such as 
freezing may be necessary. The freeze action suspends writing database updates to disk.


Use the freeze action in conjunction with the TimeFinder or split operation. 
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Use the symioctl command to invoke I/O control operations to freeze access to a 
specified relational database or database objects.


Note: For access to the specified database, set SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT to your username 
and password.


Freeze access to a database


To freeze all I/O access to a specified relational database:


symioctl freeze -type DbType Object Object


SQL Server allows some or all databases to be specified. Oracle and Informix allow you to 
freeze or thaw an entire DB array.


If you have set the connection environment variables, the syntax is:


symioctl freeze Object Object


To freeze databases HR and Payroll:


symioctl freeze HR Payroll


Thaw access to a database


Once the freeze action is completed, the split may proceed. 


When the split operation completes, use the symioctl thaw command to resume full 
I/O access to the database instance. 


To resume I/O access:


symioctl thaw 


Oracle databases: Hot backup control


For Oracle only, you can perform hot backup control on a list of tablespace objects. Hot 
backup control must be performed before and after a freeze/thaw command. 


The steps required to split a group of SRDF pairs follows:


1. Issue the symioctl begin backup command.


2. Issue the symioctl freeze command.


3. Split the SRDF pairs. This may involve several steps depending on your environment.


4. Issue the symioctl thaw command.


5. Issue the symioctl end backup command.


Consistency groups


“SRDF consistency group operations” on page 155 describes consistency group split 
operations.


Suspend I/O on links


The suspend action suspends I/O traffic on the SRDF links for all remotely mirrored SRDF 
pairs in the group or device file.
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When the suspend has completed successfully, the devices are suspended on the SRDF 
links and their link status is set to not ready (NR).


Note: The suspend operation is rejected if the specified device is in domino mode.


“suspend” on page 380 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


symrdf suspend command syntax


You can issue the suspend operation on a device group, composite group, storage group, 
and device file:


symrdf -g DgName suspend [-immediate | -cons_exempt]
symrdf -cg CgName suspend [-immediate | -cons_exempt]
symrdf -sg SgName suspend [-immediate | -cons_exempt]
symrdf -f[ile] FileName suspend [-immediate | -cons_exempt]


Note: Use the consistency exempt (-cons_exempt) option to allow devices to be 
suspended without affecting the state of the SRDF/A session or requiring that other 
devices in the session be suspended.


Examples To suspend the SRDF links between all the pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod suspend


To suspend the SRDF links between one pair, DEV007, in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod suspend DEV007


To suspend the SRDF links (between the pairs) on a list of pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod suspend DEV002 DEV003 DEV007


Suspend/resume timestamp


Suspend/resume causes SRDF link status to change from read/write to not ready and not 
ready to read/write. This status information is displayed in the output of the symdev, 
sympd, and symdg show commands. 


Note: The timestamp in the displays is relative to the clock on the host where the 
command was issued and is reported for each SRDF mirror on both the R1 and R2 mirrors. 
This timestamp is not associated with the R2 data for SRDF/A.


Swap one-half of an SRDF pair


The half_swap command swaps the personality of one half of an SRDF relationship. It 
changes an R1 mirror to an R2 mirror or an R2 mirror to an R1 mirror. 


You can swap one half of a designated SRDF pair as specified in a device file, device 
group, or composite group. 


The half_swap operation has the following restrictions:


◆ The R2 device cannot be larger than the R1 device.


◆ A swap cannot be performed during an active SRDF/A session or when cleanup or 
restore is running.
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◆ Adaptive copy write pending is not supported when the R1 side of the RDF pair is on 
an array running HYPERMAX OS. If the R2 side is on an array running HYPERMAX OS 
and the mode of the R1 is adaptive copy write pending, SRDF sets the mode to 
adaptive copy disk.


Example To swap the R1 designation of the associated BCV RDF1 pairs in device group prod, and 
refresh the data on the current R1 side:


symrdf -g Prod -bcv half_swap -refresh R1


“Half-swapping dynamic R1/R2 devices” on page 113 describes half-swapping dynamic 
pairs.


Swap SRDF pairs


The swap command swaps the personality of both halves in an SRDF relationship. The 
source (R1) device becomes the target (R2) device and the target (R2) device becomes the 
source (R1) device. 


The swap operation has the following restrictions:


◆ A swap is not allowed if the R1 device (which becomes the R2) is currently a target for 
a TimeFinder/Snap or TimeFinder/Clone emulation. A device may not have two 
sources for data (in this case, the R1 and the emulation source). This is not allowed 
even if the emulation session has already completed copying the data.


◆ Adaptive copy write pending is not supported when the R1 side of the RDF pair is on 
an array running HYPERMAX OS. If the R2 side is on an array running HYPERMAX OS, 
and the mode of the R1 is adaptive copy write pending, SRDF sets the mode to 
adaptive copy disk.


IMPORTANT


The current states of the various devices involved in the SRDF swap must be considered 
before executing a swap action. Table 12 on page 111 lists which states are legal for this 
operation.


Example To swap the R1 designation of the associated BCV RDF1 pairs in device group prod, and 
refresh the data on the current R1 side:


symrdf -g Prod -bcv swap -refresh R1


“Swapping dynamic R1/R2 devices” on page 112 describes swap operations for device 
files, device groups, or composite groups.


Update R1 mirror


The update operation starts an update of the source (R1) side after a failover while the 
target (R2) side may still be operational to its local hosts.


Use update to perform an incremental data copy of only the changed tracks from the 
target (R2) device to the source (R1) device while the target (R2) device is still Write 
Enabled to its local host.


An update is initiated for each specified SRDF pair in a device group as follows:


◆ The SRDF (R1 to R2) links are suspended when the SRDF links are up.
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◆ If there are invalid remote (R2) tracks on the source side and the force option was 
specified, tracks that were changed on the source devices are marked to refresh from 
the target side.


◆ The invalid tracks on the source (R1) side are refreshed from the target R2 side. The 
track tables are merged between the R1 and R2 sides. 


◆ Traffic is resumed on the SRDF links. 


IMPORTANT


If you perform an update while the SRDF pair is Suspended and not ready at the source, 
the SRDF pair types are in an Invalid state as the update completes. To resolve this 
condition, use the rw_enable r1 command to make the SRDF pairs become 
Synchronized.


When the update has completed successfully, the pairs are in the R1 Updated state.


Figure 10 illustrates the update of an SRDF pair.


.


Figure 10  Update SRDF device track tables


“update” on page 379 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for this operation. 


Note: When the symrdf command is initiated, device external locks are set on all SRDF 
devices you are about to control. See “Device external locks” on page 46 and “Display 
devices with a device external lock.” on page 35.


symrdf update command syntax


You can issue the update operation on a device group, composite group, storage group 
and device file:


symrdf -g DgName update
symrdf -cg CgName update
symrdf -sg SgName update
symrdf -f[ile] FileName update


Host Host


SYM 001763


SRDF Links


Site BSite A


R2 data changes copied to R1


Write Disabled


R1 R2
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“Creating a device file” on page 94 provides details about defining a device file.


Examples To initiate an update of all the source (R1) devices in the SRDF pairs, for device group 
prod:


symrdf -g prod update


To initiate an update of the source (R1) device in the SRDF pair with logical device DEV001 
in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod update DEV001


To initiate an update on a list of SRDF pairs in the device group prod:


symrdf -g prod update DEV001 DEV002 DEV003


Continuous R1 updates
Use the update -until # command for scenarios where you want I/O to continue from 
the remote host and periodically update an inactive R1 device over an extended period of 
time.


The -until option checks the number of invalid tracks that are allowed to build up from 
the active R2 local I/O before another update (R2 to R1 copy) is triggered. The update 
sequence loops until the invalid track count is less than the number specified by the # 
value.


Note that these update sequences start with an immediate update once this command is 
started as follows:


1. Update R1 mirror.


2. Changed tracks are built on R2.


3. Check invalid track count.


Note: If the invalid track count is less than the number of tracks specified by the -until 
# value, the command exits, otherwise, the above sequence of operations for update R1 
mirror is retriggered until the threshold is reached.


To update the R1 mirror of device group prod continuously until track the number of tracks 
to be copied is below 1000:


symrdf -g prod update -until 1000


Write disable R1


The write disable R1 action write disables the source (R1) devices for their local hosts.


“write_disable R1” on page 380 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for these operations. 


symrdf write_disable r1 command syntax


You can issue the write_ disable r1 operation on a device group, composite group, 
storage group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName write_disable r1
symrdf -cg CgName write_disable r1
symrdf -sg SgName write_disable r1
symrdf -f[ile] FileName write_disable r1
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Examples To write disable all the source (R1) mirrors in the SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod write_disable r1


To write disable the source (R1) mirror in the SRDF pair, DEV007, in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod write_disable r1 DEV007


To write disable the source (R1) mirror in a list of SRDF pairs, (DEV002, DEV003, DEV007) in 
device group prod:


symrdf -g prod write_disable r1 DEV002 DEV003 DEV007


Write disable R2


The write disable R2 action write disables the source (R2) devices for their local hosts.


“write_disable R2” on page 380 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for these operations. 


symrdf write_disable r2 command syntax


You can issue the write_ disable r2 operation on a device group, composite group, 
storage group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName write_disable r2
symrdf -cg CgName write_disable r2
symrdf -sg SgName write_disable r2
symrdf -f[ile] FileName write_disable r2


Examples To write disable all the target (R2) mirrors in the SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod write_disable r2


To write disable the target (R2) mirror in the SRDF pair, DEV007, in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod write_disable r2 DEV007


To write disable the target (R2) mirror in a list of SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod write_disable r2 DEV002 DEV003 DEV007


Write enable R1


The read/write enable R1 action enables the source (R1) devices for their local hosts.


“rw_enable R1” on page 380 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for these operations. 


You can issue the rw_enable r1 operation on a device group, composite group, and 
device file:


symrdf -g DgName rw_enable r1
symrdf -cg CgName rw_enable r1
symrdf -f[ile] FileName rw_enable r1


Examples To read/write enable all the source (R1) mirrors in all the SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod rw_enable r1


To read/write enable the source (R1) mirrors in one SRDF pair, DEV007, in device group 
prod:
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symrdf -g prod rw_enable r1 DEV007


Write enable R2


The read/write enable R2 action write enables the target (R2) devices for their local hosts. 


“rw_enable R2” on page 380 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for these operations. 


You can issue the rw_enable r2 operation on a device group, composite group, and 
device file:


symrdf -g DgName rw_enable r2
symrdf -cg CgName rw_enable r2
symrdf -f[ile] FileName rw_enable r2


Examples To read/write enable all the target (R2) mirrors in the SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod rw_enable r2


To read/write enable the target (R2) mirror in one SRDF pair, DEV007, in device group 
prod:


symrdf -g prod rw_enable r2 DEV007


To read/write enable the target (R2) mirror of a list of SRDF pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod rw_enable r2 DEV002 DEV003 DEV007
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CHAPTER 3
Dynamic Operations


This chapter describes the following topics:


◆ Overview.................................................................................................................  86
◆ SRDF group attributes .............................................................................................  87
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◆ Deleting dynamic SRDF device pairs ......................................................................  105
◆ Moving dynamic SRDF device pairs........................................................................  108
◆ Swapping SRDF devices ........................................................................................  110
◆ Dynamic failover operations..................................................................................  113
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Overview
An SRDF group is comprised of SRDF devices and SRDF directors that reside on a given 
array. The SRDF mirrors that belong to these SRDF devices point to the SRDF partner 
devices that reside on another array and are configured to the partner SRDF group.


SRDF groups communicate with their partner SRDF groups in another array across the 
SRDF links. SRDF group configuration parameters include the partner array identification 
and the set of SRDF directors that belong to the partner SRDF group. 


You must create SRDF groups on both ends of the SRDF links. 


SRDF groups can be created, modified, and deleted on demand while the array is in 
operation. 


As soon as an empty SRDF group is created on one array, a partner SRDF group must be 
created on the other array. The SRDF directors assigned to each group share CPU 
processing power, SRDF ports, and serve all SRDF devices that are added to an SRDF group 
associated with that director. SRDF directors on each side of the SRDF links cooperate to 
support regular SRDF I/O operations. 


The maximum number of SRDF groups and SRDF groups per SRDF director varies by 
operating system version:


◆ Enginuity 5773:


• 128 SRDF groups, 


• 32 SRDF groups per SRDF director


◆ Enginuity 5874 and higher:


• 250 SRDF groups 


• 64 SRDF groups per SRDF director


◆ HYPERMAX OS


• 250 SRDF groups per SRDF director


HYPERMAX OS All SRDF devices and SRDF groups on arrays running HYPERMAX OS are created as 
dynamic.


For configurations where one array is running HYPERMAX OS, and the second array is 
running Enginuity 5876, SRDF groups on the 5876 array must be created as dynamic. You 
cannot pair static SRDF groups or devices on one array with dynamic SRDF groups or 
devices on a second array. 


HYPERMAX OS supports multiple ports per director. 


When both arrays connected by an SRDF group are running HYPERMAX OS:


◆ Up to 250 SRDF groups can be defined across all of the ports per SRDF director or


◆ Up to 250 SRDF groups can be defined on 1 port on a specific RDF director. 


When one array is running HYPERMAX OS and the second array is running Enginuity 5876:


◆ The port on the array running HYPERMAX OS which is connected to a port on an array 
running Enginuity 5876 can support up to 64 SRDF groups.
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Thus, the maximum number of SRDF groups supported on the HYPERMAX OS director 
is effectively 186 (250-64).


SRDF group attributes


All SRDF groups have configurable attributes that are applied to the devices in the group, 
including:


◆ “Link limbo”


◆ “Domino mode”


◆ “Autolink recovery”


◆ “Hardware compression”


◆ “Software compression”


Note: SRDF/A device groups have additional configurable attributes. See “Setting SRDF/A 
group cycle time, priority, and transmit idle” on page 126.


Link limbo


Note: This option is for advanced users only.


Link limbo is an advanced user feature that allows you to set a specific length of time for 
Enginuity to wait when a down link is detected before updating the link status. 


You can specify a link limbo value on the local side or both the local and remote sides of a 
dynamic SRDF group. If the link status is still not ready after the link limbo time expires, 
devices are marked not ready to the link. 


Valid values for the link limbo timer are 0 through 120 seconds.


The default is 10 seconds.


To protect from session drops after the maximum link limbo time, enable the Transmit Idle 
feature. “Managing transmit idle” on page 141 provides more information.


IMPORTANT


Because the setting of the link limbo timer affects the application timeout period, it is not 
recommended to set while running in synchronous mode.
Switching to SRDF/S mode with the link limbo parameter configured for more than 10 
seconds could result in an application, database, or host failure if SRDF is restarted in 
synchronous or semi-synchronous mode.


Domino mode
Under certain conditions, the SRDF devices can be forced into the Not Ready state to the 
host. For example, if the host I/Os cannot be delivered across the SRDF link. 


Use the domino attribute to stop all subsequent write operations to both R1 and R2 
devices to avoid data corruption. 


While such a shutdown temporarily halts production processing, domino modes can 
protect data integrity in case of a rolling disaster. 
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Autolink recovery
If all SRDF links fail, the array remembers the SRDF states of the affected SRDF devices and 
can automatically restore the devices to these states once the SRDF links become 
operational.


Enable the Autolink recovery attribute (-autolink_recovery) to allow SRDF to 
automatically restore the SRDF links.


Valid values for -autolink_recovery are on (enabled) and off (disabled).


The default is off. 


Hardware compression
SRDF hardware compression (-hwcomp)is available over Fibre Channel and GigE links. 
Compression minimizes the amount of data  transmitted over an SRDF link. 


Valid values for -hwcomp are on (enabled) and off (disabled).


The default is off.


Software compression
Software compression (-swcomp) can be applied to SRDF traffic over Fibre Channel and 
GigE SRDF links. If software compression is enabled, Enginuity compresses data before 
sending it across the SRDF links.


Arrays at both sides of the SRDF links must support software compression and must have 
the software compression feature enabled in the configuration file. 


Valid values for -swcomp are on (enabled) and off (disabled).


The default is off.


Managing SRDF groups
This section includes procedures to create, manage, and delete SRDF groups. Topics 
include:


◆ “Adding SRDF groups”


◆ “Setting SRDF group attributes”


◆ “Adding/removing supporting directors for an SRDF group”


◆ “Removing SRDF groups”


Adding SRDF groups


The following are requirements for adding an SRDF group:


◆ The dynamic_rdf parameter must be enabled. 


◆ The local or remote array must not be in the symavoid file. 


If either array is in the symavoid file, an error message is generated. 


◆ You can perform multiple operations (addgrp, modifygrp, removegrp), but each 
operation must complete before the next can be started. 
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◆ A group label must be specified when adding a dynamic group.


Create an SRDF group and add pairs
Use the symrdf addgrp command to create a new SRDF group.


symrdf addgrp command syntax


symrdf addgrp -sid SID -label GrpLabel -rdfg GrpNum [-noprompt] [-i 
Interval] [-c Count]


...........


-dir Dir:Port,Dir:Port,…
-remote_rdfg GrpNum 
-remote_sid SID
-remote_dir Dir:Port,Dir:Port,…
-fibre | -gige | -farpoint
-link_domino {on|off}
-remote_link_domino
-auto_link_recovery {on|off}
-remote_auto_link_recovery
-link_limbo Secs
-rem_link_limbo Secs


Where:


◆ -dir Dir:Port, Dir:Port specifies a comma-separated list one or more ports on 
a local director to be added to the group.


◆ -remote_dir Dir:Port, Dir:Port specifies a comma-separated list one or more 
ports on a remote director to be added to the group.


HYPERMAX OS Arrays running HYPERMAX OS support multiple ports per director. You must specify 
both the director ID and the port number when specifying the local and remote ports 
to add to the new SRDF group. To specify 3 ports on each array:


symrdf addgrp -label new_group -rdfg 39 -remote_rdfg 49
-dir 2f:11,1f:12,2h:3 -remote_dir 1h:2,2e:3,2f:12 -sid 000197100001
-remote_sid 000197100228 -nop


Enginuity 5773 - 5876 Arrays running Enginuity 5773 - 5876 support a single port per director. Specify only 
the director ID when specifying the local and remote ports to add to the new SRDF 
group. For example:


symrdf addgrp -label new_group -rdfg 39 -remote_rdfg 49
-dir 2f -remote_dir 1h -sid 000195700001
-remote_sid 000195700228 -nop


Mixed configurations When one array in an SRDF configuration is running HYPERMAX OS, and one array is 
running Enginuity 5876, specify only the director ID on the array running 5876, and 
specify both the director ID and port number on the array running HYPERMAX OS. For 
example:


symrdf addgrp -label new_group -rdfg 39 -remote_rdfg 49
-dir 3h:12 -remote_dir 5f -sid 000197100001
-remote_sid 000195700228 -nop


◆ -remote_rdfg GrpNum specifies the SRDF group number on the remote array.


◆ -remote_sid SID specifies the ID of the remote array.


◆ -fibre | -gige | -farpoint species the communication protocol for the group: 
Fibre Channel, Gigabit Ethernet, or FarPoint.
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◆ -link_domino {on|off} enables/disables “Establish (full)”.


◆ -remote_link_domino {on|off} enables “Establish (full)” remotely.


◆ -auto_link_recovery {on|off} enables/disables local “Autolink recovery”.


◆ -remote_auto_link_recovery enables “Autolink recovery” remotely.


◆ -link_limbo 0 - 120 enables “Link limbo”.


◆ -rem_link_limbo 0 - 120 enables “Link limbo” remotely.


Procedure To create a dynamic SRDF group, do the following:


1. Use the symcfg list command to display the arrays visible to the host. 


2. Use the symsan list -sanrdf command to display the SRDF topology from the 
local array, including available director pairs on the two arrays. 


For example, to determine which remote directors are visible from array 6180:


symsan -sanrdf -sid 6180 -dir all list


In this example, the output shows that director 13a on array 6240 is visible from 
director 12a on array 6180


Symmetrix ID: 000194906180


    Flags                Remote             
--- ------- ---------------------------------
    Dir Lnk
Dir CT  S   Symmetrix ID Dir WWN
--- --- --- ------------ --- ----------------
12A SO  C   000192606240 13A C465090872090050
14A SO  C   000192602586 15A C465090872016879


Legend:
  Director:
    (C)onfig : S = Fibre-Switched, H = Fibre-Hub
               G = GIGE, - = N/A
    S(T)atus : O = Online, F = Offline, D = Dead, - = N/A


  Link:
    (S)tatus : C = Connected, P = ConnectInProg
               D = Disconnected, I = Incomplete, - = N/A


3. Use the symrdf addgrp command to create an empty dynamic SRDF group. 


In the following example, the symrdf addgrp command:


• Creates a new dynamic SRDF group, specifying the local array (-sid 6180) and 
remote array (-remote_sid 6240). 


• Assigns an SRDF group number for the local array (-rdfg 4), and for the remote 
array (-remote_rdfg 4) to the new group. 


• Assigns a group label (-label dyngrp4) to the new group. 


This label can be up to 10 characters long, and provides a user-friendly ID to 
modify or delete the new group.


The group label is required to add/remove directors from the SRDF group. See 
“Adding/removing supporting directors for an SRDF group” on page 92.
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• Adds directors on the local array (-dir 12a) and the remote array (-remote_dir 
13a) to the new group:


symrdf addgrp -sid 6180 -rdfg 4 -label dyngrp4 -dir 12a 
-remote_rdfg 4 -remote_sid 6240 -remote_dir 13a


IMPORTANT


Network topology is important when choosing director endpoints. If using Fibre 
Channel protocol, the director endpoints chosen must be able to see each other 
through the Fibre Channel fabric in order to create the dynamic SRDF links. Ensure 
that the physical connections between the local RA and remote RA are valid and 
operational.


4. Use the symcfg -sid SID list -rdfg GroupNumber command to confirm that 
the group was added to both arrays.


5. Use the symrdf createpair command to add SRDF pairs to the new group.


Note: When creating an RDF pair between HYPERMAX OS and Enginuity 5876, the 
maximum symdev number that can be used on the array running HYPERMAX OS is 
FFBF (65471).


In the following example, the symrdf createpair command:


• Adds the dynamic SRDF pairs listed in the device file (-file dynpairsfile) to 
the new dynamic SRDF group 4 (-rdfg 4)


• Specifies the local array (-sid 6180) as the R1 side for the group (-type R1)


• The -invalidate option (-invalidate R2) indicates that the R2 devices are the 
targets that will be refreshed from the R1 source devices.


symrdf createpair -sid 6180 -rdfg 4 -file dynpairsfile -type R1 
-invalidate R2


“Device pairing operations” on page 94 provides more information. 


Use the symcfg list -ra all -switched command to display all SRDF groups on the 
local array and its remotely connected arrays.


Setting SRDF group attributes


Use the symrdf set rdfg command to set the attributes for an SRDF group.


Note: The remote side must be reachable in order to set the SRDF group attributes.


symrdf set rdfg command syntax


symrdf -sid SymmID -rdfg GrpNum [-v] [-symforce]
[-noprompt] [-i Interval] [-c Count]


.............


set rdfg
[-limbo {0 - 120}]                                      
[-domino {on|off}]                           
[-autolink_recovery {on|off}]
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[-hwcomp {on|off}]
[-swcomp {on|off}]
[-both_sides]


Where:


◆ -both_sides applies the group attribute to both the source and target sides of an 
SRDF session. If this option is not specified, attributes are only applied to the source 
side.


◆ -limbo {0 - 120} enables/disables “Link limbo”.


◆ -domino {on|off} enables/disables “Domino mode”


◆ -autolink_recovery {on|off} enables/disables “Autolink recovery”


◆ -hwcomp {on|off}] enables/disables “Hardware compression”


◆ -swcomp {on|off} enables/disables “Software compression”


Note: For arrays running Enginuity 5876 or earlier, you can also use the symconfigure 
command to set SRDF group attributes. For more information, see the EMC Solutions 
Enabler Array Management CLI User Guide.


Examples To set the link limbo value to one minute (60 seconds) for both sides of SRDF group 4 on 
array 6180:


symrdf -sid 6180 -rdfg 4 set rdfg -limbo 60 -both_sides


To set the Link Domino mode on both sides of group 4 on array 6180:


symrdf -sid 6180 -rdfg 4 set rdfg -domino on -both_sides


To set the Autolink Recovery mode on both sides of group 4 on array 6180:


symrdf -sid 6180 -rdfg 4 set rdfg -autolink_recovery on -both_sides


To set limbo to thirty seconds and turn off Link Domino and Autolink Recovery modes for 
SRDF group 12:


symrdf -sid 134 -rdfg 12 set rdfg -limbo 30 -domino off -autolink_recovery off


To turn on software compression and turn off hardware compression on both sides of the 
SRDF group 12:


symrdf -sid 134 -rdfg 12 set rdfg -swcomp on -hwc off -both_sides


Adding/removing supporting directors for an SRDF group


Use the symrdf modifygrp command to modify a dynamic SRDF group. 


symrdf modifygrp command syntax


symrdf modifygrp {-add | -remove} -rdfg GrpNum|-label GrpLabel-sid SID 
-i Interval -c Count -star
.........
-dir Dir:Port,Dir:Port,…
-remote_dir Dir:Port,Dir:Port,…


Where:


◆ -dir Dir:Port, Dir:Port specifies a comma-separated list of one or more ports 
on a local director to be added to the group.
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◆ -remote_dir Dir:Port, Dir:Port specifies a comma-separated list of one or 
more ports on a remote director to be added to the group.


HYPERMAX OS Arrays running HYPERMAX OS support multiple ports per director. You must specify 
both the director ID and the port number when modifying the local and remote ports. 
To add port 12 on local director 3h to SRDF group 38:


symrdf modifygrp -add -rdfg 38 -dir 3h:12 -sid 000197100001 -nop


Enginuity 5773 - 5876 Arrays running Enginuity 5773 - 5876 support a single port per director. Specify only 
the director ID when specifying the ports to add/remove to/from the SRDF group. For 
example:


symrdf modifygrp -add -rdfg 38 -dir 3h -sid 000195700001 -nop


Mixed configurations When one array in an SRDF configuration is running HYPERMAX OS, and one array is 
running Enginuity 5876, specify only the director ID on the array running 5876, and 
specify both the director ID and port number on the array running HYPERMAX OS. For 
example:


symrdf modifygrp -add -rdfg 38 -dir 3h:12 -remote_dir 5f -sid 
000197100001 -remote_sid 000195700228 -nop


When adding a director to a dynamic group, the specified director for the local array must 
be online and a physical link to one online director in the remote array must exist.


IMPORTANT


Making physical cable changes within the SRDF environment may disable the ability to 
modify and delete dynamic group configurations.


Note: Reassigning directors for SRDF dynamic groups requires that you understand the 
network fabric topology when choosing director endpoints. 


The group label or group number is required for modify operations.


Examples To remove director 13a from the group dyngrp4 on the local array 6180:


symrdf modifygrp -sid 6180 -label dyngrp4 -remove -dir 13a


To add director 12a group dyngrp4 on the local array 6180: 


symrdf modifygrp -sid 6180 -label dyngrp4 -add -dir 12a


Removing SRDF groups


Use the symrdf removegrp command to remove an SRDF group


The following must be true before you can remove an SRDF group:


◆ Both sides of the SRDF configuration must be defined and reachable


◆ The group must be empty. 


Use the symrdf deletepair command to remove all devices from the group.


◆ At least one physical connection between arrays must exist. 


Note: Deleting the group removes all local and remote director support.
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Example In the following example:


◆ The symrdf deletepair command deletes SRDF dynamic pairs defined in a device 
file dynpairsfile, 


◆ The symrdf removegrp command removes the local and remote dynamic SRDF 
groups:


symrdf deletepair -sid 80 -rdfg 4 -file dynpairsfile 


symrdf removegrp -sid 80 -label dyngrp4


Removing an SRDF group from one side of an SRDF configuration
Use the -symforce option with symrdf removegrp command to remove a dynamic SRDF 
group from one side of an SRDF configuration.


The following must be true before you can remove one side of an SRDF group:


◆ The other side is not defined or reachable.


If the other side of the SRDF configuration is reachable, you cannot execute this 
command.


◆ The group is empty. 


Example The following example removes dyngrp4 from array 180 on the local side:


symrdf removegrp -sid 180 -label dyngrp4 -symforce


Device pairing operations
SRDF enables the creation and deletion of SRDF pairs while the array is in operation. 


You can specify the devices to be paired using a device file or storage group. 


This section describes the steps to add and delete dynamic SRDF pairs, including:


◆ “Creating a device file”


◆ “Creating SRDF device pairs”


◆ “Creating dynamic concurrent pairs”


◆ “Deleting dynamic SRDF device pairs”


Creating a device file


To create a device file to define SRDF device pairs:


◆ Create a text file containing two columns.


◆ Add a separate line in the file for each device pair. 


All devices for one side of the SRDF pair must be in the first column, and all devices for 
the other side of the SRDF pair must be in the second column. 


It does not matter which side (R1 or R2) is in which column. The -type option of the 
symrdf createpair command determines which column is R1 or R2.
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IMPORTANT


All devices for an SRDF side must be in the same column. That is, all R1 devices must 
be in either the left or right column, and all R2 devices must be in the other column.


HYPERMAX OS Solutions Enabler 8.0.1 or higher/HYPERMAX OS does not support meta-devices. 


SRDF device pairs consisting of meta-devices on one side and non-meta-devices on the 
other side are allowed if the meta-devices are on an array running Enginuity 5876.


Example In the following example, the vi text editor creates the RDFG148 device file consisting of 7 
SRDF pairs for the local and remote arrays. 


If the left column is R1, the first line pairs local device 0060 with remote device 0092:


vi RDFG148
0060 0092
0061 0093
0062 0094
0063 0095
0064 0096
0065 0097
0066 0098


When the symrdf createpair -file command references the device file, the -type 
option determines whether the devices in the left column are R1 or R2.


Note: The maximum symdev number that can be used on the HYPERMAX OS array is FFBF 
(65471).


Creating SRDF device pairs


This section explains the various ways to create dynamic SRDF device pairs. Topic include:


◆ “Supported devices (thin, standard, diskless)”


◆ “Blocking createpair when R2 is larger than R1”


◆ “Verifying host cannot write to target devices with -nowd option”


◆ “Creating pairs with -file option”


◆ “Creating pairs with -sg option”


◆ “Creating pairs with -establish option”


◆ “Creating pairs with -format option”


◆ “Creating pairs with -invalidate option”


◆ “Creating pairs with -restore option”


◆ “Creating dynamic concurrent pairs”
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Supported devices (thin, standard, diskless)
Table 11 lists the valid device type combinations for creating an SRDF pair.


1. FBA devices require Enginuity 5875 or higher. 
CKD devices are not supported.


2. FBA devices require Enginuity 5875 or higher. 
CKD devices require Enginuity 5876 Q42012 SR or higher.


3. Only on Enginuity versions 5671, 5773.50154, or 5875 and higher.


4. 5876 diskless devices cannot be paired with devices on HYPERMAX OS.


Blocking createpair when R2 is larger than R1


IMPORTANT


R2 devices larger than their corresponding R1 devices cannot restore or failover to the R1. 


SYMAPI_RDF_CREATEPAIR_LARGER_R2 in the options file enables/disables creating 
SRDF pairs where R2 is larger than its corresponding R1. Valid values for the option are: 


ENABLE - (default value) createpair for devices where R2 is larger than its R1 is 
allowed.


DISABLE - createpair for devices where R2 larger than its R1 is blocked. 


symrdf createpair command syntax (-file option)


symrdf -file Filename -sid SymmID -rdfg GrpNum [-bypass] [-noprompt] 
[-i Interval] [-c Count]
[-v|-noecho] [-force] [-symforce] [-star]


createpair 
-type {R1|R2}
-invalidate {R1|R2} 
-establish 
-restore> 
-nowd
-rp
-format 
-establish
-rdf_mode {sync|acp_wp|acp_disk|async}
-g NewDg 
-remote
-cons_exempt


Where:


Table 11  Device type combinations for creating SRDF pairs


Device 1 Device 2


Standard Standard


Thin Thin


Standard Diskless4


Thin1 Diskless1,4


Thin2 Standard3
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◆ -type [R1|R2] specifies whether the devices listed in the left column of the device 
file are configured as the R1 side or the R2 side. 


◆ -invalidate [R1|R2] marks the R1 devices or R2 devices in the list to be the 
invalidated target for a full device copy once the SRDF pairs are created. 


◆ -establish begins copying data to invalidated targets, synchronizing the dynamic 
SRDF pairs in the device file once the SRDF pairs are created.


◆ -restore begins copying data to the source devices, synchronizing the dynamic SRDF 
pairs in the device file once the SRDF pairs are created. 


◆ -nowd bypasses the check explained in “Verifying host cannot write to target devices 
with -nowd option” on page 98.


◆ -rp allows the operation even when one or more devices are tagged for RecoverPoint.


A non-concurrent R1 device can be tagged for RecoverPoint. A RecoverPoint tagged 
device can be used as an R1 device. A device tagged for RecoverPoint cannot be used 
as an R2 device (createpair) or swapped to become an R2 device (swap, half-swap).


◆ -format clears all tracks on the R1 and R2 sides to ensure no data exists on either 
side, and makes the R1 read write to the host. 


You can specify this option with -establish, -type, -rdf_mode, -cons_exempt, 
and -g. 


When used with -establish, the devices become read write on the SRDF link and are 
synchronized. 


◆ -rdf_mode sets the SRDF mode of the pairs to be one of the following: 


• synchronous (sync), 


• asynchronous (async), 


• adaptive copy disk mode (acp_disk), 


• adaptive copy write pending mode (acp_wp).


Note: Adaptive copy write pending mode is not supported when the R1 mirror of 
the RDF pair is on an array running HYPERMAX OS. 


Adaptive Copy Disk is the default mode unless overridden by the 
SYMAPI_DEFAULT_RDF_MODE options file setting. See “Blocking createpair when 
R2 is larger than R1” on page 96.


◆ -g specifies the device group name to be created with the devices in the device file. 


◆ -remote requests a remote data copy. When the link is ready, data is copied to the 
SRDF mirror.


◆ -cons_exempt option allows devices to be added without affecting the state of an 
SRDF/A session or requiring that other devices in the session be suspended.
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Verifying host cannot write to target devices with -nowd option
When the SYMAPI_RDF_CHECK_R2_NOT_WRITABLE parameter in the options file is 
enabled, it verifies that the host cannot write to the R2 devices during createpair 
operations (other than createpair -invalidate <R1|R2>). This parameter is disabled 
by default. 


Use the -nowd option of the symrdf createpair command to bypass this check. The 
-nowd option applies to:


◆ R2 devices for all createpair actions 


◆ R1 devices for the createpair -invalidate R1


◆ The source (R1) devices for -invalidate R1 and to the target (R2) devices for 
-invalidate R2.


Creating pairs with -file option
“Creating a device file” on page 94 describes the steps to create a device file. 


Example In the following example, the createpair command:


◆ Creates device pairs using device pairs listed in a device file devicefile, 


◆ Ignores the check to see if the host can write to its targets (-nowd), 


◆ Sets the mode to the default (adaptive copy disk) by not specifying another mode:


symrdf createpair -sid 123 -file devicefile -type r1 -rdfg 10 -nowd


Creating pairs with -sg option
Starting in Solutions Enabler 8.0.2/HYPERMAX OS Q1 2015 SR you can manage SRDF 
operations using storage groups. “Storage groups” on page 26 provides more 
information.


Use the -sg SG_Name option to create dynamic pairs using storage groups (SGs).


This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Pairing devices using storage groups”


◆ “Pairing mixed devices using storage groups”


◆ “Pairing devices in cascaded storage groups”


◆ “Pairing devices in storage groups (second hop)”


Pairing devices using storage groups


The createpair operation uses the following logic to pair devices in storage groups:


◆ R1s are paired to R2s of like sizes. GCM is taken into account.


SRDF detects whether GCM is set or can be set/unset on local and remote devices. 
“Geometry Compatible Mode” on page 28 provides more information about GCM.


◆ If the R2 is larger than R1, the device chosen to be the R2 is as close to the R1 size as 
possible.


◆ Device pairs must be the same emulation:


• CKD 3380 to CKD 3380
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• CKD 3390 to CKD 3390


• AS400 512 to AS400 512


• AS400 520 to AS400 520


• FBA to FBA


◆ FBA meta devices are paired as follows:


• Concatenated metas are paired to concatenated metas and striped metas are 
paired to striped metas.


• The number of members in the two metas must be the same.


• The stripe size of the two metas must be the same.


• Thin-to-thin pairs are created before thin-to-thick pairs.


• Thick-to-thick pairs are created before thin-to-thick pairs.


IMPORTANT


If any of the devices in the two storage groups cannot be paired using these rules, the 
createpair operation fails.


Example In the following example, storage group localSG includes 4 devices:


---------------------------------------------------------
Sym                             Device               Cap 
Dev    Pdev Name                Config        Sts    (MB)
---------------------------------------------------------
000A0  N/A                      TDEV           RW    3278
000A1  N/A                      TDEV           RW    1875
000B1  N/A                      TDEV           RW    4125
000C1  N/A                      TDEV           RW    3278


and remote storage group remoteSG also has 4 devices:


---------------------------------------------------------
Sym                             Device               Cap 
Dev    Pdev Name                Config        Sts    (MB)
---------------------------------------------------------
00030  N/A                      TDEV           RW    1877
00031  N/A                      TDEV           RW    4125
00050  N/A                      TDEV           RW    3278
00061  N/A                      TDEV           RW    4125


The createpair -type r1 operation pairs the devices in the local storage group localSG with 
devices in remote storage group remoteSG:


symrdf createpair -sid 123 -rdfg 456 -sg localSG -type r1 -remote_sg 
remoteSG 
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After the operation, pairings are as follows:


Pairing mixed devices using storage groups


You can pair devices in a storage group that contains a mixture of RDF and non-RDF 
devices, or RDF devices with different RDF types, if the remote SG contains devices that 
can be paired with the R1s in the local SG.


Example In the following example, local storage group localSG contains 4 devices of mixed types. 
Before the createpair operation, device A0 is an R1 device and B1 is an R2 device:


---------------------------------------------------------
Sym                             Device               Cap 
Dev    Pdev Name                Config        Sts    (MB)
---------------------------------------------------------
000A0  N/A                      RDF1+TDEV      RW    3278
000A1  N/A                      TDEV           RW    1875
000B1  N/A                      RDF2+TDEV      RW    4125
000C1  N/A                      TDEV           RW    3278


The createpair operation pairs the devices in the local storage group localSG with devices 
in remote storage group remoteSG:


◆ -sid 123 -sg localSG -type r1 - Create device pairs so that devices in local 
storage group localSG on array 123 are R1 devices.


◆ -remote_sg remoteSG - Pair the devices in local storage group localSG with devices 
in remote storage group remoteSG:


symrdf createpair -sid 123 -rdfg 456 -sg localSG -type r1 -remote_sg 
remoteSG 


After the operation, device A0 is an R11 and device B1 is an R21:
---------------------------------------------------------
Sym                             Device               Cap 
Dev    Pdev Name                Config        Sts    (MB)
---------------------------------------------------------
000A0  N/A                      RDF11+TDEV  RW    3278
000A1  N/A                      RDF1+TDEV      RW    1875
000B1  N/A                      RDF21+TDEV     RW    4125
000C1  N/A                      RDF1+TDEV      RW    3278


Pairing devices in cascaded storage groups


All combinations of cascaded and non-cascaded storage groups are supported. You can 
pair all the devices in a parent storage group, or only the devices in a specified child 
storage group. 


Local storage group Remote storage group


Device name Device size Device name Device size


000A0 3278 MB 00050 3278 MB


000A1 1875 MB 00030 1875 MB


000B1 4125 MB 00031 4125 MB


000C1 3278 MB 00061 4125 MB
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To pair all the devices in a local parent storage group, (including devices in any child 
storage groups) with devices in a remote parent storage group, (including devices in any 
child storage groups) specify the parent storage group names. 


To pair devices in a local child storage group with devices in a specified remote child 
storage group, specify both child storage groups. 


Example To pair devices in local parent storage group SG-P1 (including devices in SG-P1’s child 
storage groups) with devices in remote parent storage group SG-P2 (including devices in 
SG-P2’s child storage groups):


symrdf createpair -sg SG-P1 -remote_sg SG-P2


Example To pair devices in local child storage group local-SG-Child-1 with devices in remote child 
storage group remote-SG-Child-2:


symrdf createpair –sg local-SG-Child-1 –remote_sg remote-SG-Child-2


Pairing devices in storage groups (second hop)


Use the following command:


symrdf -sg SgName -sid SID -rdfg GroupNum -remote_sg SgName createpair 
-type {r1|r2} -hop2 -hop2_rdfg GroupNum 


to pair devices in the local storage group and RDF group with devices in the specified 
remote storage group and RDF group located at hop 2. 


IMPORTANT


To create pairs using the -hop_2 option:
- Devices in the remote storage group must have 2 RDF mirrors and the operation 
is performed on the other mirror. 


- Devices in the remote storage group cannot be R21, R22, or R11 devices before 
the createpair operation. 


- The remote storage group must already exist.


Example The following example creates an R1 -> R21 -> R2 configuration starting with an R1 -> R2 
pair.


Before the operation, SG_ABC in RDF group 16 on local SID 085 contains 2 R1 devices:


---------------------------------------------------------
Sym                             Device               Cap 
Dev    Pdev Name                Config        Sts    (MB)
---------------------------------------------------------
01AA0  N/A                      RDF1+TDEV      RW    3278
01AB1  N/A                      RDF1+TDEV      RW    4125


paired with 2 R2 devices in storage group SG_ABC on remote SID 086 (hop 1):


Logical  Sym    T R1 Inv  R2 Inv   K Sym    T...
Device   Dev    E Tracks  Tracks   S Dev    E...
--------------------------------- -- --------...
N/A      01AA0 RW       0       0 NR 0007A WD...
N/A      01AB1 RW       0       0 NR 0007B WD...


On the remote SID 087 (hop 2), storage group SG_ABC_HOP2 in RDF group 6 contains two 
unpaired devices:


---------------------------------------------------------
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Sym                             Device               Cap 
Dev    Pdev Name                Config        Sts    (MB)
---------------------------------------------------------
0009A  N/A                      TDEV           RW    3278
0009B  N/A                      TDEV           RW    4125


The following command:


symrdf -sg SG_ABC -sid 085 -rdfg 16 -remote_sg remote_SG_ABC_HOP2 
createpair -type R1 -est -hop2 -hop2_rdfg 6


creates an R1 -> R21 -> R2 configuration. The devices at hop 2 (SID 087) become R2 
devices:


---------------------------------------------------------
Sym                             Device               Cap 
Dev    Pdev Name                Config        Sts    (MB)
    ---------------------------------------------------------
0009A  N/A                      RDF2+TDEV      RW    3278
0009B  N/A RDF2+TDEV      RW    4125


The devices at hop 1 that were R2 before the operation, are now R21 devices. 


Creating pairs with -establish option
Example In the following example, the createpair -establish command:


◆ Creates device pairs using device pairs listed in a device file devicefile,


◆ Begins copying data to its targets, synchronizing the device pairs listed in the device 
file.


symrdf createpair -file devicefile -sid 55 -rdfg 1 -type R1 -establish


Note: For the createpair -establish option, the R2 may be set to read/write disabled 
(not ready) if SYMAPI_RDF_RW_DISABLE_R2=ENABLE is set in the options file. For 
more information, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User Guide.


Creating pairs with -format option
The format option (-format) clears all tracks on the R1 and R2 sides to ensure no data 
exists on either side, and makes the R1 read write to the host. When you use this option to 
create dynamic pairs, an application cannot write to these devices.


The symrdf createpair -format option has the following restrictions:


◆ Enginuity 5876 and higher.


◆ Not supported in concurrent  SRDF environments.


◆ The R1 and R2 cannot be mapped to a host.


Example In the following example, the createpair -format command:


◆ Creates device pairs using device pairs listed in a device file devicefile, 


◆ Ignores the check to see if the host can write to its targets (-nowd), 


◆ Sets the mode for the device pairs to synchronous (-rdf_mode sync)


◆ Clears tracks on the R1 and R2 sides to ensure no data exists on either side, and 
makes the R1 read write to the host (-format):
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symrdf createpair -sid 66 -format -file devicefile -type r1 -rdfg 117 
-rdf_mode sync -nop


Creating pairs with -invalidate option
Example In the following example, the symrdf createpair command:


◆ Creates new SRDF pairs from the list of device pairs in the file devicefile. 


◆ The -type R1 option identifies the first-column devices in the device file in array 55 
as R1 type devices. 


◆ The -invalidate option indicates that the R2 devices are the targets to be 
refreshed from the R1 source devices.


◆ The -nowd option bypasses the validation check to ensure that the target of operation 
is write disabled to its host.


◆ The SRDF pairs become members of SRDF group 1.


symrdf createpair -sid 55 -file devicefile -rdfg 1 -type R1 -invalidate 
r2 -nowd


When the command completes, the pairing information is added to the SYMAPI database 
file on the host. 


When the command completes, you can use the establish command to start copying 
data to the invalidated target devices:


symrdf -sid 55 -file devicefile establish -rdfg 1


Use the query command to check the progress of the establish operation: 


symrdf -sid 55 -file devicefile query -rdfg 1


Once synchronized, you can perform various SRDF operations on SRDF pairs listed in the 
device file


Creating pairs with -restore option
Example Use the -restore option to perform a restore operation to copy data back to the R1 


source devices:


symrdf createpair -sid 55 -file devicefile -rdfg 1 -type R1 -restore


Once the SRDF device pairs are created, the restore operation begins copying data to the 
source devices, synchronizing the dynamic SRDF device pairs listed in the device file.


The createpair with -restore operation is rejected when:


◆ The device is in one of the following BCV pair states: Synchronized, SyncInProg, 
Restored, RestoreInProg, SplitInProg.


◆ The device is the source or target of a TimeFinder/Snap operation.


◆ There is a background BCV split operation in progress.


◆ Devices are in the backend not ready state.


◆ There is an optimizer swap in progress on a device.


◆ The emulation type is not the same (such as, AS/400 has specific pairing rules).


◆ There are existing local invalid tracks on either the local or remote device.
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◆ The SRDF/A session is active and -cons_exempt is not specified.


◆ The SRDF group is in asynchronous mode and the devices being added are not the 
same SRDF type R1 or R2.


◆ The SRDF group is in asynchronous mode with the SRDF links suspended and the 
-establish or -restore option is selected.


◆ The SRDF group is enabled for SRDF consistency protection.


◆ The operation involves one or more of the following unsupported devices: 
VCM DB, SFS, RAD, DRV, RAID-S, WORM-enabled devices, 4-way mirror, Meta member.


Creating dynamic concurrent pairs


In concurrent SRDF, R1 devices are mirrored concurrently to two R2 devices that reside in 
two remote arrays.


Use the symrdf createpair command to dynamically create concurrent SRDF pairs. 
This feature allows a second remote mirror to be dynamically added by converting a 
dynamic R1 device to a concurrent SRDF device. 


Two remote mirrors are supported for any dynamic R1 device. With Enginuity 5875 or 
higher, both mirrors of a concurrent R1 device can be operating in SRDF/A mode.


“Concurrent Operations” on page 183 provides more information.


The following rules apply when creating a dynamic concurrent SRDF pair:


◆ The SRDF BCVs designated as dynamic SRDF devices are not supported.


◆ The two SRDF mirrors of the concurrent device must be assigned to different SRDF 
groups.


◆ The concurrent dynamic SRDF, dynamic SRDF, and concurrent SRDF states must be 
enabled.


◆ With the -restore selection, the -remote option is required if the link status for the 
first created remote mirror is read/write.


To dynamically create a second remote mirror using the symrdf createpair command, 
you must create two separate device files:


◆ One file containing the first set of R1/R2 device pairs, and


◆ A second device file listing the same R1 device paired with a different remote R2 
device. 


In a previous example, the createpair command created dynamic device pairs and RDF 
group 1 using a device file named devicefile. Devices in the first column of the device 
file were configured as R1 devices on array 55:


symrdf createpair -file devicefile -sid 55 -rdfg 1 -type R1 


Use the createpair command and specify a second device file to create a second set of 
device pairs for the pairs created in the previous example.


Example In the following example: 


◆ symrdf createpair command creates new SRDF pairs from the list of devices in a 
second device file devicefile2 
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◆ -type R1 tells SRDF that devices listed in the first column of devicefile2 are R1 
type devices on array 55. 


Devices listed in the second-column become the second remote mirror devices. 


◆ -rdfg 2 configures the new SRDF device pairs as members of SRDF group 2. 


◆ -invalidate R1|R2 marks the R1 devices and R2 devices to invalidate for a full 
copy when the SRDF pair is created.


symrdf createpair -sid 55 -rdfg 2 -file devicefile2 -type R1 
-invalidate R1|R2


Use the createpair command with the -restore -remote options to restore the 
standard R2 type devices. 


Example In the following example:


◆ -restore begins a full copy from the target to the source, synchronizing the dynamic 
SRDF pairs in the device file.


◆ -remote copies data is copied to the concurrent SRDF mirror when the concurrent 
link is ready.


Note: These operations require the remote data copy option, or the concurrent link to 
be suspended.


symrdf createpair -file devicefile2 -sid 55 -type R1 -restore -remote


Note: The concurrent mirror device pairs must belong to a separate RA group than those 
defined in the first device file pairing.


Deleting dynamic SRDF device pairs


This section describes the steps to delete dynamic SRDF pairs. Topics include:


◆ “Deleting a dynamic SRDF pair”


◆ “-symforce option to clear local invalid tracks”


◆ “Deleting one-half of an SRDF pair”


Deleting a dynamic SRDF pair
The deletepair operation:


◆ Cancels the dynamic SRDF pairs, 


◆ Removes the pairing information from the array and the SYMAPI database,


◆ If the device file option (-file Filename) is specified, changes the specified devices 
to non-SRDF devices (except for concurrent SRDF pairs). 


◆ If the group option (-g GroupName) is specified, changes the device group to a regular 
device group (except when an SRDF concurrent pair exists).


When deleting pairs using the group option: 
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If additional devices were added to the device group before the symrdf deletepair 
command is issued, those added devices are also changed to non-SRDF devices, and 
the device group is changed to a regular device group, only if the added devices 
contained within it were dynamic devices. If the device group contained both SRDF 
and non-SRDF devices, the device group would be changed to an Invalid state.


The deletepair operation is rejected when:


◆ The device is in one of the following BCV pair states: Synchronized, SyncInProg, 
Restored, RestoreInProg, and SplitInProg.


◆ There is a background BCV split operation in progress.


◆ Devices in the backend are not in the ready state.


◆ There is an optimizer swap in progress on a device.


◆ SRDF consistency protection is enabled and the devices were not suspended with the 
-cons_exempt option.


◆ The SRDF links are not suspended.


IMPORTANT


You must suspend the SRDF links using the symrdf suspend command before 
performing the symrdf deletepair command.


Examples To delete pairs for an SRDF group:


◆ symrdf suspend suspends the SRDF links for group NewGrp


◆ symrdf deletepair changes Newgrp to a non-SRDF group


symrdf suspend -sid 55 -g NewGrp


symrdf deletepair -sid 55 -g NewGrp


To delete pairs using a device file:


◆ symrdf suspend suspends the SRDF links for the devices listed in devicefile,


◆ symrdf deletepair deletes the specified SRDF pairs. The devices become 
non-SRDF devices.


◆ -rdfg 2 specifies the SRDF group number:


symrdf suspend -sid 55 -file devicefile -rdfg 2


symrdf deletepair -sid 55 -file devicefile -rdfg 2


Note: To prevent a device group or a composite group from becoming invalid, first remove 
the devices from the group before performing the deletepair action on a device file.


After execution of the symrdf deletepair command, the dynamic SRDF pairs are 
canceled.


-symforce option to clear local invalid tracks
For Enginuity 5876 and higher, use -symforce with symrdf deletepair command to:


◆ Remove the SRDF relationship between the R1 and R2 devices
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◆ Clear any local invalid tracks on these devices. 


Example To suspend the SRDF relationship for device pairs listed in device file devicefile:


symrdf suspend -sid 55 -rdfg 112 -file devicefile 


To delete the device pairs listed in device file devicefile:


symrdf deletepair -sid 55 -rdfg 112 -symforce -file devicefile 


Note: This functionality is not supported for diskless devices and does not delete any 
device pairs containing R11, R21, or R22 devices. 


Deleting one-half of an SRDF pair
The half_deletepair command allows you to dynamically remove the SRDF pairing 
relationship between R1/R2 device pairs. One-half of the specified device pair is 
converted from an SRDF device to a regular device. 


The half_deletepair command can be specified using a device file or device group. 
When specified using a device file, all devices listed in the first column of the file are 
converted to regular devices (non-SRDF). 


“half_deletepair” on page 378 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for half_deletepair 
operations. 


The symrdf half_deletepair is rejected when:


◆ The device is in one of the following BCV pair states: Synchronized, SyncInProg, 
Restored, RestoreInProg, and SplitInProg.


◆ There is a background BCV split operation in progress.


◆ Devices in the backend are not in the ready state.


◆ There is an optimizer swap in progress on a device.


◆ SRDF consistency protection is enabled and the devices were not suspended with the 
-cons_exempt option.


◆ The SRDF links are not suspended.


Examples To remove the SRDF pairing from device group Prod and convert the devices assigned to 
Prod to regular (non-SRDF) devices, leaving their remote partners as SRDF devices:


symrdf suspend -g Prod


symrdf -g Prod half_deletepair


To remove the SRDF pairing of SRDF group 4 on array 1123 and convert one-half of those 
device pairs to regular (non-SRDF) devices:


symrdf suspend -sid 123 -rdfg 4 -file devicefile 


symrdf half_deletepair -sid 123 -rdfg 4 -file devicefile 


Note: Use the symrdf list -half_pair command to list all half pair devices for a 
specified SID or SRDF group. In addition to half_deletepair operations, half pairs can 
result from symrdf failover operations or a configuration changes.
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Grouping, moving and swapping dynamic devices
This section describes the steps to group, move and swap dynamic SRDF devices, 
including:


◆ “Grouping dynamic pairs with a device file”


◆ “Moving dynamic SRDF device pairs”


◆ “Swapping SRDF devices”


Grouping dynamic pairs with a device file


Device groups are the primary method to manage SRDF devices. 


An SRDF device file to allows you to manage the devices specified in the file as a single 
entity. 


Procedure To create a device group:


1. Create a list of device pairings in a device file.


2. Use the createpair command to create the dynamic SRDF pairs, 


3. Use the -g GroupName option to add the devices in the device file to a device group 
with the specified name.


For example, to create dynamic devices as specified in file devicefile and add them 
to a group named Newgrp:


symrdf createpair -sid 55 -rdfg 2 -file devicefile -type rdf1 
-invalidate r2 -g NewGrp


All SRDF commands for these dynamic pairs can now be executed within the context of 
the NewGrp device group


4. Use the -g GroupName option to SRDF commands to perform operations on all the 
dynamic SRDF pairs in the group. 


For example, establish the group: 


symrdf -g NewGrp establish


Moving dynamic SRDF device pairs


Prior to Enginuity version 5773 SRDF pairs could not be moved between groups. To move 
pairs, original SRDF pairs had to be deleted, new pairs created, and then moved to a new 
group. 


Beginning with Enginuity 5773, you can move dynamic SRDF devices from one SRDF group 
to another.


Note: There is no need to fully resynchronize the devices when performing the move. The 
current invalid track counters on both R1 and R2 stay intact. 


This section describes moving dynamic SRDF pairs, including:


◆ “Moving SRDF pairs”


◆ “Moving half pairs”
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◆ “SRDF mode after a movepair”


Moving SRDF pairs
Use the movepair -new_rdfg GrpNum command to move SRDF pairs. 


For SRDF/A sessions, use the consistency exempt (-cons_exempt) option to allow 
devices to be moved into an active SRDF/A session without affecting the state of the 
session or requiring that other devices in the session be suspended. 


To move devices out of an active SRDF/A session without affecting the state of the 
session, first suspend the devices using the -cons_exempt option. 


After a successful move, the pair state is unchanged.


“movepair” on page 378 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for movepair operations. 


symrdf movepair command syntax


SRDF pairs can be moved using a device file, storage group, or device group:


symrdf -file Filename -sid SymmID -rdfg GrpNum movepair -new_rdfg 
GrpNum


symrdf -sg SgName -sid SymmID -rdfg GrpNum movepair -new_rdfg GrpNum


symrdf -g GroupName movepair -new_rdfg GrpNum


Note: The -new_rdfg GrpNum option is required. 


See “Move both sides of SRDF device pairs” on page 70 for an example.


The movepair operation has the following restrictions:


◆ A device cannot move when it is enabled for SRDF consistency.


◆ A device cannot move if it is in asynchronous mode when an SRDF/A cleanup or 
restore process is running.


◆ When moving one mirror of a concurrent R1 or an R21 device to a new SRDF group, the 
destination SRDF group must not be the same as the one supporting the other SRDF 
mirror.


◆ When issuing a full movepair operation, the destination SRDF group must connect the 
same two arrays as the original SRDF group.


◆ If the destination SRDF group is in asynchronous mode, the SRDF group type of the 
source and destination groups must match. In other words, in asynchronous mode, 
devices can only be moved from R1 to R1, or from R2 to R2.


◆ If the destination SRDF group is supporting an active SRDF/A session, the 
-cons_exempt option must be specified.


◆ If the original SRDF group is supporting an active SRDF/A session, the device pairs 
being moved must have been suspended using the -cons_exempt option.


Moving half pairs
The half_movepair operation moves only one side of an SRDF pair from one SRDF group 
to another. 
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See “Move one-half of an SRDF pair” on page 69 for an example.


“half_movepair” on page 379 lists the applicable SRDF pair states for control operations. 


After a successful half_movepair the pair state can go from partitioned to a different 
state or vice versa. 


For example, when a half_movepair action results in a normal SRDF pair configuration, 
the resulting SRDF pair state will be Split, Suspended, FailedOver or Partitioned.


SRDF mode after a movepair
After a movepair or half_movepair action, the resulting SRDF mode for the moved 
device is as follows:


◆ When moving a device to an SRDF group that is currently in asynchronous mode, the 
resulting SRDF mode for the moved device is asynchronous.


◆ When moving a device from an SRDF group that is in asynchronous mode to an SRDF 
group that is not in asynchronous mode, the resulting SRDF mode for the moved 
device will be adaptive copy disk.


Swapping SRDF devices


This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Required states before a swap operation”


◆ “Displaying SRDF swap-capable devices”


◆ “Impact on I/O”


◆ “Disabling SYMAPI control parameter”


◆ “Refreshing the data status”


◆ “Swapping dynamic R1/R2 devices”


◆ “Half-swapping dynamic R1/R2 devices”


◆ “Swapping cascaded SRDF devices”


The following general steps are required to perform an R1/R2 personality swap and 
resume SRDF operations:


◆ Suspend the SRDF remote mirroring.


◆ Perform a personality swap by converting the R1 to R2 and the R2 to R1 devices.


◆ Determine the synchronization direction and synchronize the R1 and the R2 devices.


◆ Resume remote mirroring.


Host I/Os are accepted at the secondary site (now R1 device) and are remotely 
mirrored to the R2 device at the primary site.
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Required states before a swap operation


The current states of the various devices involved in the SRDF swap must be considered 
before executing a swap action. Table 12 lists which states are legal for this operation.


Displaying SRDF swap-capable devices


Use the symrdf list command with the -dynamic option to display SRDF devices 
configured as dynamic SRDF-capable:


symrdf list -dynamic [-R1] [-R2] [-both]


◆ Use the command with no options to display all SRDF-capable devices. 


◆ Use the -R1 option to display all dynamic SRDF-capable devices that are configured 
as capable of becoming R1. 


◆ Use the -R2 option to display all dynamic SRDF-capable devices that are configured as 
capable of becoming R2.


◆ Use the -both option to display a list of dynamic SRDF-capable devices that are 
configured as capable of becoming R1 or R2


From the displayed list, determine which dynamic devices you want to swap.


Impact on I/O


When swapping source and target attributes I/O is not allowed to the R1 device, but I/O is 
allowed to the R2 device.


Disabling SYMAPI control parameter


In the options file, SYMAPI_CTRL_OF_NONVISIBLE_DEVS must be set to DISABLE to 
prevent control of devices that are not mapped to the user host. The default is ENABLE.


Once devices are dynamically swapped, an incremental establish operation is 
initiated and the devices become immediately available on the link. “Establish 
(incremental)” on page 60 explains this operation. 


Refreshing the data status 


Swapping the R1/R2 designation of the SRDF devices can impact the state of your stored 
data.


The refresh action indicates which device does not hold a valid copy of the data before the 
swap operation begins. If you determine that the R1 holds the valid copy, the action of 
refresh R2 will obtain a count of the tracks that are different on the R2 and mark those 
tracks to refresh from the R1 to the R2 device. 


The result will be the reverse if you choose to refresh R1 as the option:


Table 12  SRDF device states before swap operation


SRDF state Source R2 invalids Target R2 invalids State after swap


Suspended with R1 Write 
Disabled


Refresh R1|R2 Refresh R1|R2 Suspended


R1 Updated Refresh R1 NA Suspended


Failed Over Refresh R1 NA Suspended
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◆ -refresh R1 — The R2 device holds the valid copy and the R1 device’s invalid tracks 
are updated using the R2 data.


◆ -refresh R2 — The R1 device holds the valid copy and the R2 device’s invalid tracks 
are updated using the R1 data.


symrdf swap -refresh command syntax


You can issue the swap command for device groups, composite groups, storage groups, 
and device files:


symrdf [-g DgName |-cg CgName |-sg SgName |-f FileName]
[-v | -noecho] 
[-force] 
[-symforce]
[-bypass] 
[-noprompt] 
[-i Interval] 
[-c Count]
[-hop2 | -bcv [-hop2] | -all | -rbcv | -brbcv]
[-rdfg GrpNum] 
[-star]
[-sid SID]


Note: -sid SID is required for -sg and -f operations.


Where:


◆ -bcv targets just the BCV devices associated with the SRDF device group for the swap 
action. 


• Use -all to target both BCV and standard devices. 


• Use nothing to target only standard devices.


◆ -refresh marks the source R1 devices or the target R2 devices to refresh from the 
remote mirror.


◆ -hop2 targets the SRDF action at the group's second-hop devices in a cascaded SRDF 
relationship. 


• Use alone to target standard devices


• Use -bcv -hop2 to target BCV devices


Example The following example:


◆ Swaps the R1 designation of the associated BCV RDF1 devices within device group 
ProdGrpB. 


◆ Marks to refresh any modified data on the current R1 side of these BCVs from their R2 
mirrors:


symrdf -g ProdGrpB -bcv swap -refresh R1


Swapping dynamic R1/R2 devices
Dynamic R1/R2 swaps switch the SRDF personality of the SRDF device or composite group. 
Swaps can also be performed on devices in SRDF/A mode. Dynamic SRDF must be 
enabled to perform this operation.
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With a dynamic swap, source R1 devices become target R2 devices and target R2 devices 
become source R1 devices.


Dynamic SRDF devices are configured as one of three types: RDF1 capable, RDF2 capable, 
or both. Devices must be configured as both in order to participate in a dynamic swap. 


Dynamic swap operations have the following restrictions:


◆ Dynamic swap is not supported on arrays where the R2 device is larger than the R1 
device.


◆ Do not perform a dynamic swap on SRDF/A devices enabled for consistency protection 
or if the SRDF/A session is actively copying. 


HYPERMAX OS ◆ Adaptive copy write pending is not supported when the R1 side of the RDF pair is on 
an array running HYPERMAX OS. If the R2 side is on an array running HYPERMAX OS 
and the mode of the R1 is adaptive copy write pending, SRDF sets the mode to 
adaptive copy disk.


Half-swapping dynamic R1/R2 devices
You can issue a half_swap command that swaps one half of an SRDF relationship. This 
command changes an R1 mirror to an R2 mirror or an R2 mirror to an R1 mirror. 


The half_swap operation has the following restrictions:


◆ The R2 device cannot be larger than the R1 device.


◆ A swap cannot be performed during an active SRDF/A session or when cleanup or 
restore is running.


Swapping cascaded SRDF devices
Swapping of an R21 device in a cascaded SRDF relationship is allowed as long as the R21 
device is converted into a concurrent R1 (R11) device. 


You can convert a concurrent R1 device into an R21 device.


For example, in an R2->R11->R2 configuration, you can swap either side of the relationship:


◆ Swap R2-> to get R1-> R21->R2


◆ Swap R11-> R2 to get R2-> R21->R1


The following swap is allowed:


Swap R1->R21 to get R2-> R11-> R2 


The following swap is not allowed:


Swap R21->R2 to get R1->R22-> R1 


Dynamic failover operations


SRDF dynamic devices can be quickly failed over, swapped, and then re-established all 
within a single command-line operation. 


Note: This functionality requires that dynamic devices be both RDF1 and RDF2 capable.
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Dynamic failover establish
The symrdf failover -establish command can be used as a composite operation 
on dynamic SRDF devices to quickly perform the following operations on SRDF devices in 
the specified group using a single command:


1. Failover the devices in the group.


R2 devices in the group are made read/write enabled to their local hosts.


“Failover” on page 64 provides a detailed explanation of a failover operation. 


2. After the failover operation has completed, swap the SRDF pair personalities.


R1 devices become R2 devices and the R2 devices become R1 devices).


“Swapping dynamic R1/R2 devices” on page 112 provides a detailed explanation with 
restrictions that apply when performing a dynamic swap operation. 


3. Once the devices are dynamically swapped, perform an incremental establish 
operation.


The devices become immediately available on the link.


“Establish (incremental)” on page 60 explains this operation.


The failover restore operation has the following restrictions:


◆ Both the R1 and the R2 devices in the failover must be dynamic SRDF devices.


◆ The R2 device cannot be larger than its R1 device.


◆ The swap cannot result in a cascaded R21<-->R21 device pair.


◆ Cannot execute this command on both mirrors of a concurrent R1 device (composite 
group operation). This swap would convert the concurrent R1 into a concurrent R2, 
with a restore on both mirrors of that concurrent R2.


Dynamic failover restore


IMPORTANT


The symrdf failover -establish operation does not support devices operating in 
asynchronous mode with a read/write link because the R2 data is two cycle switches 
behind the R1 data, and swapping these devices would result in data loss.


Restrictions


◆ If an SRDF group being failed over is operating in asynchronous mode, then all devices 
in the group must be failed over in the same operation.


◆ The R1 and the R2 devices in the failover must be dynamic SRDF devices.


◆ The R2 device cannot be larger than its R1 device.


◆ The SRDF swap cannot result in a cascaded R21<-->R21 device pair.


◆ Not supported by any device group operations with more than one SRDF group.


◆ Cannot execute this command on both mirrors of a concurrent R2 device (composite 
group operation). This swap would convert the concurrent R2 into a concurrent R1, 
with a restore on both mirrors of that concurrent R1.
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The symrdf failover -restore swaps the R1 and R2 and restores the invalid tracks on 
the new R2 side (formerly R1) to the new R1 side (formerly R2). 


You can execute this command for device groups, composite groups, storage groups, and 
device files. The devices in this failover can be using synchronous or asynchronous links. 


symrdf failover command syntax


For device groups:


symrdf -g [-g DgName |-cg CgName |-sg SgName |-f FileName]
[-bypass] 
[-noprompt] 
[-i Interval] 
[-c Count]
[-hop2 | -bcv [-hop2] | -all | -rbcv | -brbcv]
[-rdfg GrpNum] 
[-star]
[-sid SID]


failover [- immediate | -establish | -restore [-remote]]


Note: -sid SID is required for -sg and -f operations.


Where:


◆ -immediate - deactivates the SRDF/A session immediately, without waiting for the 
two cycle switches to complete before starting the failover -restore operation.


◆ -restore - causes the dynamic SRDF device pairs to swap personality and start an 
incremental restore.


◆ -remote - requests a remote data copy flag with failback, failover, restore, update, 
and resume. When the concurrent link is ready, data is copied to the concurrent SRDF 
mirror. These operations require the remote data copy option, or the concurrent link to 
be suspended.


Usage notes


◆ Enginuity 5773 and higher is required to perform a swap resulting in a cascaded R21 
device.


◆ Enginuity 5773.150 or higher is required to perform a swap resulting in a concurrent 
R2 device.
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SRDF/Asynchronous Operations
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Overview
SRDF/Asynchronous (SRDF/A) is a long distance disaster restart solution with fast 
application response times. 


SRDF/A cycle modes


SRDF/A provides an R2 copy that is slightly behind its associated R1. Host writes are 
collected for a configurable interval (-cycle_time) into delta sets. Delta sets are 
transferred to the remote array in predefined timed cycles. 


Control of SRDF/A cycles varies depending on whether the array is running in legacy mode 
(Enginuity 5773 - 5876) or multi-cycle mode (HYPERMAX OS):


Enginuity 5876 If either array in the solution is running Enginuity 5876, there are 2 cycles on the R1 side, 
and 2 cycles on the R2 side. 


Each cycle switch moves the delta set to the next cycle in the process. This mode is 
referred to as “legacy mode”. 


A new capture cycle cannot start until the transmit cycle completes its commit of data from 
the R1 side to the R2 side, and the R2 apply cycle is empty. 


The basic steps in the life of a delta set in legacy mode include:


1. On the R1 side, host writes collect in the Capture cycle's delta set for a specified 
number of seconds. 


The length of the cycle is specified using the -cycle_time attribute.


If a given track is overwritten multiple times, only the last write is preserved.


2. Once the cycle timer expires, and both the R1's Transmit cycle and the R2's Apply 
cycle are empty:


• The delta set in the R2's Receive cycle is moved to the R2's Apply cycle, from which 
it is transferred to disk.


• The delta set in the R1's Capture cycle is moved to the R1's Transmit cycle, from 
which it begins transferring to the R2's Receive cycle.


• A new delta set is created as the R1 Capture cycle, to collect host writes. The delta 
set is received on the R2 side.


Subsequent host writes are collected into the next delta set.
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Figure 11  SRDF/A legacy mode


Mixed configurations When one array in an SRDF configuration is running HYPERMAX OS, and one or more other 
arrays are running Enginuity 5876:


◆ SRDF/A single sessions (SSC) have only two cycles on the R1 side (legacy mode)


◆ SRDF/A multi-session consistency sessions (MSC) operate in legacy mode.


When a delta set is applied to the R2 target device, the R1 and R2 are in the consistent pair 
state. The R2 side is consistently 2 cycles behind the R1 site. 


In the event of a failure at the R1 site or of the SRDF links, a partial delta set of data can be 
discarded, preserving consistency on the R2. The maximum data loss of for such failures is 
two SRDF/A cycles or less.


Multiple devices or device groups that require consistency can be grouped into 
consistency groups. Members of consistency groups cycle at the same time, to ensure 
consistency among the members, and if one member is interrupted, all other members 
suspend.


“SRDF consistency group operations” on page 155 provides more information.


HYPERMAX OS If both arrays in the solution are running HYPERMAX OS, both SSC and MSC operate in 
multi-cycle mode. There can be 2 or more cycles on the R1, but only 2 cycles on the R2 
side. Cycle switches are decoupled from committing delta sets from the R1 to the R2. 


When the preset Minimum Cycle Time is reached, the R1 data collected during the capture 
cycle is added to the transmit queue and a new R1 capture cycle is started. There is no 
wait for the commit on the R2 side before starting a new capture cycle.
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The transmit queue holds cycles waiting to be transmitted to the R2 side. Data in the 
transmit queue is committed to the R2 receive cycle when the current transmit cycle and 
apply cycle are empty. 


Figure 12  SRDF/A multi-cycle mode


Queuing allows smaller cycles of data to be buffered on the R1 side and smaller delta sets 
to be transferred to the R2 side.


The SRDF/A session can adjust to accommodate changes in the solution. If the SRDF link 
speed decreases or the apply rate on the R2 side decreases, more SRDF/A capture cycles 
can be added to the R1 side.


Data on the R2 side can be more than 2 cycles behind the R1.


In event of R1 failure or link failure, a partial delta set of data can be discarded, preserving 
consistency on the R2. The maximum data loss of for such failures can be more than two 
SRDF/A cycles.


EMC VMAX3 Family Product Guide provides a detailed description of SRDF/A multi-cycle 
mode. 


SRDF/A write pacing, transmit idle, and Delta Set Extension


Unexpected write volume, transient link outages and other problems can result in the 
SRDF/A session being dropped. The following features help prevent session drop:


◆ Write pacing throttles host I/O to prevent cache overflow. 


You can enable/disable write pacing for a group or a device.


“Managing SRDF/A write pacing” on page 141 provides more information.


◆ Transmit idle allows SRDF/A to wait a specified interval before dropping a session due 
to an SRDF link outage.


Transmit idle allows the SRDF/A session to survive transient link outages.


“Managing transmit idle” on page 141 provides more information.


◆ Delta Set Extension (DSE) pools page tracks to save pools when the array’s write 
pending count exceeds the array's write pending limit (-threshold). 


DSE pools help SRDF/A manage unexpected spikes in I/O.


“Managing Delta Set Extension” on page 133 provides more information.
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SRDF/A benefits


◆ Provides remote mirroring at extended distances without adding response time to the 
R1 host. SRDF/A response times are equivalent to local non-SRDF devices.


◆ Supports efficient bandwidth usage.


During the interval when SRDF collects host writes into a delta set, if the host writes 
the same track multiple times, SRDF sends only the latest change over the link.


◆ Supports all current SRDF topologies, including point-to-point and switched fabric.


Supports all hosts and data emulation types supported by the array (FBA, CKD, AS 
400).


◆ Provides dependent write consistency.


Many applications (in particular, DBMS), use dependent write logic to ensure data 
integrity in the event of a failure. A dependent write is a write that is not issued by the 
application unless some prior I/O has completed. For example, when a DBMS updates 
a database:


1. It first writes to the disk containing the log to indicate an update is coming, then


2. It writes the data to the database dataset, and finally


3. It writes again to the log volume to indicate that the database update is complete.


These three writes (log, database, and log again) are related and each successive I/O 
is not issued until the prior I/O has successfully completed. If the writes are out of 
order, and an event such as a failure, or a creation of a point in time copy happens at 
that exact time, unrecoverable data loss may occur.


SRDF/A ensures that dependent writes are in the same delta set or that later writes are 
in later delta sets. 


SRDF /A features


◆ Supports multiple SRDF/A sessions per array. 


You can configure all your SRDF groups as SRDF/A-capable.


◆ Supports database consistency with SRDF/A-capable devices in composite groups 
using Multi-session Consistency (MSC). 


“SRDF consistency group operations” on page 155 provides more information.


◆ Maintains data consistency when mode is switched from asynchronous to 
synchronous.


“Enabling/disabling consistency for SRDF/A devices” on page 128provides more 
information. 


◆ Allows you to dynamically modify session priority, minimum cycle time, transmit idle 
and DSE pools.


HYPERMAX OS For arrays running HYPERMAX OS, use the symrdf set command to dynamically 
change SRDF/A settings.


Enginuity 5773 - 5876 For arrays running Enginuity 5773-5876, use the symconfigure command to 
dynamically change SRDF/A settings.
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◆ Allows you to dynamically add/remove device pairs from an active SRDF/A session 
without affecting the state of the session, or the reporting of SRDF pair states for 
devices that are not the target of the operation. 


“Adding/removing devices using consistency exempt” on page 129provides more 
information.


◆ Improves link utilization using software and hardware compression (Enginuity 5875 
and higher). 


Restrictions


◆ If either the R1 side or R2 side of an SRDF/A session is running HYPERMAX OS, 
Solutions Enabler 8.0.1 or higher is required to monitor MSC groups.


◆ All SRDF/A-capable devices running in asynchronous mode must be managed 
together in an SRDF/A session. 


◆ For SRDF/A-capable devices enabled for consistency group protection, consistency 
must be disabled before attempting to change the mode from asynchronous.


◆ SRDF Automated Replication (SRDF/AR) control operations are currently not supported 
for SRDF/A-capable devices running in asynchronous mode.


◆ All SRDF/A sessions enabled within a consistency group operate in the same mode, 
multi-cycle or legacy. For example, if:


• SRDF group 1 connects Site A and Site B, both running HYPERMAX OS, and 


• SRDF group 2 Site A running HYMPERMAX OS and Site C running 5876.


– Group 1 can run in multi-cycle mode.


– Group 2 must run in legacy mode. 


If both groups are in the same consistency group and are enabled together, then group 
1 will transition from multi-cycle to legacy mode as a part of the enable.


◆ If there are tracks owed from the R2 to the R1, do not switch to asynchronous mode.


Note: If tracks are owed to the R1 device, the -force option is required to make 
SRDF/A-capable devices in asynchronous mode Ready on the link.


TimeFinder snaps and clones


◆ TF/Snap and TF/Clone operations affect whether SRDF devices are allowed to be set in 
asynchronous mode. 


◆ TF/Snap and TF/Clone pair states impact setting SRDF devices to asynchronous mode.


“SRDF operations and TimeFinder sessions” on page 397 provides more information.


◆ Some Snap and Clone operations are not be allowed SRDF/A-capable devices 
operating in asynchronous mode.


EMC Solutions Enabler Symmetrix TimeFinder Family CLI Product Guide provides more 
information.
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Move operations


After a movepair or half_movepair action, the resulting SRDF mode for the moved 
device will be as follows:


◆ When moving a device to an SRDF group that is currently in asynchronous mode, the 
resulting SRDF mode for the device being moved will be asynchronous.


◆ When moving a device from an SRDF group in asynchronous mode, the resulting SRDF 
mode for the device being moved is synchronous.


Using BCVs to protect the R2 side 


EMC recommends that you use TimeFinder BCVs at the remote site to mirror R2 devices. 
This practice preserves a consistent image of data before resynchronization operations.


R2 device BCVs can be consistently split off of the R2 without dropping the SRDF links or 
disrupting to the SRDF/A operational cycles. 


R2 BCVs can be controlled from the R1-side or the R2-side host as long as the device 
groups have been defined on that host. 


EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder Family CLI User Guide provides more information.


Immediate option


By default, the failover, split, and suspend operations cause SRDF to wait until the 
current cycle completes before dropping the session and making the devices Not Ready on 
the link. Completion time for these operations may be quite long. 


Use the -immediate option in conjunction with failover, split, or suspend 
commands to immediately drop the SRDF/A session and make the devices Not Ready on 
the link. 


The devices remain in asynchronous mode and pending tracks are converted to invalid 
tracks.


Use the symrdf query -rdfa command to display the number of tracks not committed 
to the R2 side and invalid tracks.


Restrictions


◆ The -immediate option applies only to devices participating in an active SRDF/A 
session. 


◆ The -immediate option may result in remote invalid tracks on both the R1 and the R2 
sides. 


◆ The -immediate option does not compromise the consistency of data on the R2 side, 
but requires operator intervention to resolve any invalid tracks by using the correct 
symrdf command and pair state.


◆ If consistency is enabled on SRDF/A-capable devices, the -force option must used.
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SRDF/Asynchronous operations
All SRDF/A operations (with the exception of consistency exempt, discussed later) must be 
performed on all devices in an SRDF group. 


Thus, all devices in an SRDF group must be in the same SRDF device group. This is in 
contrast with SRDF/S, where operations can be performed on a subset of devices in an 
SRDF group.


Table 13 summarizes the operations described in this chapter. 


Table 13  SRDF/A control operations


Control operation Command Description


Transition to asynchronous 
mode
page 125


symrdf set mode async Change the mode of the an SRDF group, composite group 
or device list to asynchronous mode.


Set SRDF group attributes
page 126


symrdf set rdfa Set the cycle time, session priority, and transmit idle for 
and SRDF/A group.


Check R1 devices for invalid 
tracks
page 127


symrdf verify -noinvalids 
-consistent


Verify whether invalid tracks exist on both the R1 and R2 
devices for a SRDF group, composite group or devices in a 
device list.


Enable/disable consistency for 
SRDF/A devices
page 128


symrdf enable Enable/disable consistency for a device group or devices in 
a device list.


Add/remove devices using the 
consistency exempt option
page 129


symrdf createpair
symrdf suspend
symrdf movepair
symrdf resume
symrdf verify


Dynamically add and remove device pairs from an active 
SRDF/A session.


Display checkpoint complete 
status
page 132


symrdf checkpoint Display a checkpoint complete status when the data in the 
current cycle is committed to the R2 side.


Manage DSE
page 133


symrdf set rdfa_dse
symconfigure commit
symcfg show


Set the SRDF/A DSE attributes for an SRDF group.
Enginuity 5786 only:


Add/remove/enable devices in DSE pools.
Associate a DSE pool with and SRDF group.
Monitor/display DSE pools.


Activate/deactivate DSE
page 139


rdfa_dse_autostart
symrdf activate/deactivate


Activate/deactivate SRDF/A DSE.


Enable transmit idle
page 141


symrdf set rdfa -transmit_idle Allow SRDF/A sessions to manage transient link outages 
without dropping.


Throttle host I/O
page 143


symrdf set rdfa_pace
symrdf -rdfa_pace activate
symrdf -rdfa_pace deactivate
symrdf -rdfa_wpace_exempt


Enable SRDF/A write pacing for groups or devices.


Display SRDF/A sessions
page 148


symdg show
symrdf -g DgName query -rdfa


Display SRDF/A sessions.
Display SRDF/A groups.


Display SRDF devices page 148 symrdf list -rdfa List SRDF/A capable devices.
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Transitioning to asynchronous mode


You can create a new device group and specify the mode as asynchronous, or you can 
transition an existing SRDF device or group to asynchronous from another mode. The time 
it takes for devices or groups to transition from one mode to asynchronous mode varies 
depending on the original mode:


◆ From synchronous mode:


If the devices are in a Synchronized state, the R2 devices already have a consistent 
copy. 


Enabling SRDF/A provides consistent data on the R2 immediately.


◆ From adaptive copy disk mode:


Invalid tracks owed to the R2 are synchronized.


Enabling SRDF/A provides consistent data on the R2 in two cycles.


◆ From adaptive copy write pending mode:


Write pending slots are merged into the SRDF/A cycles.


Enabling SRDF/A provides consistent data on the R2 two cycles after there are no more 
write pending slots.


symrdf set mode async command syntax


You can set the mode to asynchronous for a device group, composite group, or devices in 
a device file:


symrdf -g DgName set mode async
symrdf -cg CgName set mode async
symrdf -file Filename set mode async


Examples To set device group prod to asynchronous mode: 


symrdf -g prod set mode async


To set composite group Comp to asynchronous mode: 


symrdf -cg Comp set mode async


To set the devices listed in Device.txt to asynchronous mode: 


symrdf -file device.txt set mode async


Note: This operation may not be allowed on TimeFinder/Snap and TimeFinder/Clone 
device pairs. “set mode async” on page 428, and page 429 provides more information.


Transitioning to synchronous mode
You can transition an SRDF/A device or device group to synchronous mode without losing 
consistency. Consistency on the R2 side is preserved.


The amount of time to complete the transition varies depending on whether the mode is 
legacy or multi-cycle:


◆ In legacy mode, the switch from asynchronous to synchronous requires two SRDF/A 
cycle switches to complete.
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◆ In multi-cycle mode, the amount of time required includes the time to commit the 
current capture cycle and all cycles currently in the transmit queue to the R2 side.


Switching from asynchronous to synchronous is supported on Enginuity 5671 and higher.


symrdf set mode sync -consistent command syntax


You can set the mode to synchronous for a device group, storage group, or devices in a 
device file:


symrdf -g DgName -consistent set mode sync
symrdf -sg SgName -consistent set mode sync
symrdf -file Filename -consistent set mode sync


Examples To switch modes from asynchronous to synchronous and maintain R2 data consistency in 
group prod:


symrdf -g prod -consistent set mode sync


To switch modes from asynchronous to synchronous and maintain R2 data consistency for 
devices listed in device file devfile1:


symrdf -f devfile1 -consistent set mode sync


Setting SRDF/A group cycle time, priority, and transmit idle


SRDF/A configuration parameters include array-wide parameters, and group level settings. 


EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User Guide describes the steps to set the 
following SRDF/A array-wide parameters:


◆ SRDF/A cache usage - The percentage of write pending slots available to SRDF/A. 
Raising the value increases how much cache SRDF/A can use. Lowering the value 
reserves additional cache for non-SRDF/A cache usage.


◆ Maximum host throttle time - When the write pending limit is reached, delays writes 
from the host until a cache slot becomes free.


symrdf set rdfa command syntax


To set the SRDF/A group-level attributes on an SRDF group:


symrdf -sid SymmID -rdfg GrpNum [-v] [-symforce]
     [-noprompt] [-i Interval] [-c Count]


.............


set rdfa
[-cycle_time 1 - 60]                                      
[-priority 1 - 64]                           
[-transmit_idle {on|off}]
[-both_sides]


Where:


◆ -cycle_time (-cyc) is the minimum time to wait before attempting an SRDF/A cycle 
switch. 


Valid values are 1 through 60 seconds. 


Default value for Enginuity 5874 and higher is 15.
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Default value for Enginuity lower than 5874 is 30. 


See “Enabling and disabling SRDF consistency protection” on page 158 for details 
about how minimum cycle times are handled when you enable consistency protection.


◆ -priority (-pri) determines which SRDF/A sessions are dropped if the cache 
becomes full.


Valid values are 1 (highest priority, last to be dropped) through 64 (lowest priority). 


The default value is 33.


◆ -transmit_idle (-tra) allows the SRDF/A session to wait (not drop) when the link 
cannot transmit data.


Valid state values are on and off.


Default is on.


◆ -both_sides applies the SRDF/A attributes to both the source and target sides of an 
SRDF/A session. If -both_sides is not specified, attributes are only applied to the 
source side.


Examples To set the minimum cycle time for both sides of SRDF/A group 160:


symrdf -sid 134 -rdfg 160 set rdfa -cycle_time 32 -both_sides


To set the session priority for both sides of SRDF/A group 160:


symrdf -sid 134 -rdfg 160 set rdfa -priority 55 -both_sides


To set the cycle time and session priority for only the source side of SRDF/A group 12:


symrdf -sid 134 -rdfg 12 set rdfa -cycle_time 32 -priority 20


An RDF Set 'Attributes' operation execution is in progress for RDF group 12. 
Please wait...


    SRDF/A Set Min Cycle Time(1134,012)..........................Started.
    SRDF/A Set Min Cycle Time (1134,012).........................Done.
    SRDF/A Set Priority (1134,012)...............................Started.
    SRDF/A Set Priority (1134,012)..........................,,,,,Done.
The RDF Set 'Attributes' operation successfully executed for RDF group 12.


Checking for R1 invalid tracks


Under normal operations, the symrdf verify -consistent command verifies that 
SRDF device pairs are in the R2 Consistent pair state. No invalid tracks are owed to the R2 
side from its R1 side.


When an SRDF pair is in the Split state and the host writes to its R2 device, invalid tracks 
are owed to its R1 device. 


When the pair is restored, the pair is still in the Consistent state because no invalid tracks 
are owed to the R2 device. SRDF does not recognize invalid tracks owed from R2 to R1. 


Use the -noinvalids and -consistent options to perform an addition check to verify 
whether invalid tracks exist on both the R1 and R2 devices.
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symrdf verify command syntax


You can issue the symrdf verify command with -noinvalids and -consistent 
options, to device groups, composite groups, storage groups, and device files. 


symrdf verify -g DgName -consistent -noinv 
symrdf verify -cg CgName -consistent -noinv 
symrdf verify -sg SgName -consistent -noinv
symrdf verify -file DeviceFile -consistent -noinv 


Example To monitor the clearing of invalid tracks every 60 seconds for the device group dg1:


symrdf verify -g dg1 -consistent -noinv -i 60


None of the devices in the group 'dg1' are in 'Consistent with no 
invalid tracks' state.


Not all devices in the group 'dg1' are in 'Consistent with no invalid 
tracks' state.


All devices in the group 'dg1' are in 'Consistent with no invalid 
tracks' state.


Enabling/disabling consistency for SRDF/A devices


The consistency feature ensures the dependent-write consistency of the data distributed 
across multiple R1 devices. The R1 and R2 devices can be distributed across multiple 
primary and secondary arrays.


Consistency groups are groups of SRDF devices enabled for database consistency. SRDF 
devices that belong to the same consistency group act in unison to preserve 
dependent-write consistency of a database distributed across multiple devices within the 
consistency group. 


The consistency group ensures that remote mirroring is suspended for all SRDF devices in 
a consistency group as soon as one SRDF device in the group fails to send data across the 
SRDF links. 


◆ Use the enable argument to enable consistency protection for devices in 
SRDF/Asynchronous mode by device group or device list.


When consistency is enabled, and data cannot be copied from the R1 to the R2, all 
devices in the group will be made not ready on the links.


◆ Use the disable argument to disable consistency protection for devices in 
SRDF/Asynchronous mode by device group or device list. 


When consistency is disabled, and data cannot be copied from the R1 to the R2, only 
the devices in the group that are experiencing problems will be made not ready on the 
links. The device state for any remaining devices in the group will remain the same.


“SRDF consistency group operations” on page 155 describes how to enable consistency 
protection for SRDF/A pairs in a composite group.


symrdf enable command syntax


You can enable consistency for SRDF/A device pairs in a device group, storage group, or 
devices in a device file:


symrdf -g DgName -sid SID -rdfg RdfgNum enable
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symrdf -sg SgName -sid SID -rdfg RdfgNum enable
symrdf -file Filename -sid SID -rdfg RdfgNum enable


IMPORTANT


For concurrent SRDF configurations, you must enable consistency for each R2 mirror 
separately.


To use the -file Filename option:


◆ All device pairs in that SRDF group must be in the device file. 


◆ If the device file includes concurrent devices, only the R2 side specified by the -sid 
SID -rdfg arguments is enabled. 


The device group on the second R2 side is not enabled.


To use the -g DgName option:


◆ All device pairs in that SRDF group must be in the device group.


◆ If the device group includes concurrent devices, only the R2 side specified by the 
-sid SID -rdfg arguments is enabled. 


Restrictions


Because you must enable consistency for each R2 mirror separately in a concurrent 
relationship, you cannot use the -rdfg all option.


Examples To enable consistency protection for SRDF/A pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod enable


To enable consistency protection for SRDF/A pairs listed in device file devfile1:


symrdf -file devfile1 -sid 123 -rdfg 10 enable


To disable consistency protection for SRDF/A pairs in device group prod:


symrdf -g prod disable


To disable consistency protection for SRDF/A pairs listed in device file devfile1:


symrdf -file devfile1 -sid -rdfg 10 disable


To enable consistency for devices in device file file1:


symrdf -f file1 -sid 123 -rdfg 55 enable


To enable consistency for R2 devices in a concurrent configuration (SRDF group 56 and 
SRDF group 57) of devgroup2:


symrdf -g devgroup2 -rdfg 56 enable
symrdf -g devgroup2 -rdfg 57 enable


Adding/removing devices using consistency exempt


Note: The consistency exempt option is available with Enginuity 5773.150 and higher.


The consistency exempt option (-cons_exempt) allows you to dynamically add and 
remove device pairs from an active SRDF/A session without affecting:
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◆ the state of the session, or 


◆ the reporting of SRDF pair states for devices that are not the target of the operation


When enabled, the consistency exempt option places devices into a consistency exempt 
state. Exempt devices are excluded from the group’s consistency check. 


After the operation is complete, the consistency exempt state is automatically terminated. 
Specifically, consistency is terminated when:


◆ The target devices are resumed and fully synchronized and 


◆ Two full cycle switches have occurred, or 


The devices are removed from the group.


You can use the -cons_exempt option with the following commands:


◆ createpair


The SRDF pairs become consistency exempt in the SRDF group in which they are 
created.


◆ movepair, half_movepair


The SRDF pairs become consistency exempt in the target SRDF group into which they 
are moved.


◆ suspend 


Device pairs become consistency exempt in their current SRDF group. Device pairs 
moved from one group to another can be suspended with consistency exempt without 
effecting other devices in their group.


When devices are suspended and consistency exempt (within an active SRDF/A session) 
they can be controlled apart from other devices in the session. This is useful for resume, 
establish, deletepair, half_deletepair, movepair, and half_movepair 
operations.


Restrictions


◆ The consistency exempt option cannot be used:


• For devices that are part of an SRDF/Star configuration.


• For an SRDF/A session that is in the Transmit Idle state.


◆ If the device is an R2 device and the SRDF/A session is active, the half_movepair 
and half_deletepair commands are blocked. 


◆ If the session is deactivated before the consistency exempt state is cleared, when 
re-activated, the device remains in the consistency exempt state until the device has 
no invalid tracks that need to be synchronized.


◆ A movepair operation of an SRDF pair to another SRDF group with an active SRDF/A 
session is only allowed when the SRDF pair state is suspended and can be blocked if 
in the failed over or split pair state.


◆ The createpair and movepair operations are allowed without the -cons_exempt 
option if the new SRDF group is operating in the asynchronous mode but the SRDF/A 
session is not active.
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Adding device pairs to an active SRDF/A session
Procedure The following example uses device file “Myfile” to add device pairs to an active SRDF/A 


session:


1. Use the createpair -establish command to create the new device pairs, add 
them to a temporary SRDF group (10), and synchronize: 


symrdf createpair -file Myfile -sid 1234 -rdfg 10 -type RDF1 
-establish 


2. Use the verify -synchronized command to monitor synchronization:


symrdf verify -file MyFile -sid 1234 -rdfg 10 -synchronized


When the device pairs are synchronized:


3. Use the suspend command to suspend the device pairs in th temporary group so they 
can be moved to the active SRDF/A group:


symrdf suspend -file MyFile -sid 1234 -rdfg 10


Note: The temporary group is synchronous, thus the consistency exempt option is not 
allowed.


4. Use the movepair command with the -cons_exempt option to move the device 
pairs from the temporary SRDF group to the active SRDF/A group:


symrdf movepair -file MyFile -sid 1234 -rdfg 10 -new_rdfg 20 
-cons_exempt


5. Use the resume command to resume the device pairs:


symrdf resume -file MyFile -sid 1234 -rdfg 20


6. Use the verify -consistent -noinvalids command to display when the device 
pairs become consistent and there are no invalid tracks on the R1 and R2 sides:


symrdf verify -file MyFile -sid 1234 -rdfg 20 -consistent -noinvalids


Do not enable host access to the R1 side until the pair state for the devices reaches 
Consistent.


Removing device pairs from an active SRDF/A session
Procedure The following example uses device file “Myfile” to remove device pairs from an active 


SRDF/A session:


1. Use the suspend command with the -cons_exempt option to suspend the device 
pairs to be removed:


symrdf suspend -file MyFile -sid 1234 -rdfg 20 -cons_exempt


2. Use the movepair command to move the device pairs from the current SRDF group to 
another SRDF group:


symrdf movepair -file MyFile -sid 1234 -rdfg 20 -new_rdfg 30


3. Use the resume command to resume the devices in their new group:


symrdf resume -file MyFile -sid 1234 -rdfg 30
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4. Use the verify -synchronized command to monitor synchronization:


symrdf verify -file MyFile -sid 1234 -rdfg 30 -synchronized


Do not enable host access to the R1 side until the pair state for the devices reaches 
Consistent.


Displaying checkpoint complete status


Use the checkpoint argument to display a checkpoint complete status when the data in 
the current cycle is committed to the R2 side.


The target devices must be in an active SRDF/A session. 


symrdf checkpoint command syntax


You can issue the checkpoint operation on a device group, composite group, storage 
group, and device file:


symrdf -g DgName [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-rdfg GrpNum]
[ -hop2 | -bcv [-hop2] | -all | -rbcv | -brbcv] checkpoint


symrdf -cg CgName [-i Interval] [-c Count]
     [ -hop2 ] [-rdfg SymmID:GrpNum | name:RdfGroupName] checkpoint


symrdf -sg SgName -sid SymmID -rdfg GrpNum
 [-i Interval] [-c Count] checkpoint


symrdf -file Filename -sid SymmID -rdfg GrpNum
 [-i Interval] [-c Count] checkpoint


Where:


◆ -c Count specifies the number of times (Count) to repeat the operation before 
exiting. 


◆ -i Interval specifies the number of seconds to wait between successive iterations 
of the operation.


Default: 10 seconds. 


Minimum interval: 5 seconds.


If -c Count is not specified and -i Interval is specified, the operation repeats 
continuously at the specified interval.


If -c Count is specified and -i Interval is not specified, the operation repeats the 
specified number of iterations using the default interval.


Restrictions


◆ For All specified devices must be in the same SRDF/A session.


Examples To confirm R2 data copy for device group prod:


symrdf -g prod checkpoint


To confirm the R2 data copy for devices in device group Test in RA group 7 on the second 
hop of a cascaded SRDF configuration:
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symrdf -g Test -rdfg 7 -hop2 checkpoint


Managing Delta Set Extension
When many SRDF/A groups run on the same array, complex I/O profiles and link 
availability/bandwidth issues complicate the task of calculating cache requirements.


SRDF/A Delta Set Extension (DSE) extends the cache space available for SRDF/A session 
cycles by off loading cycle data from cache to preconfigured pool storage. DSE helps 
SRDF/A to ride through larger and longer throughput imbalances than cache-based 
buffering alone.


DSE is enabled by default on arrays running HYPERMAX OS, and disabled by default on 
arrays running Enginuity 5773 - 5876.


Note: DSE is not designed to solve permanent or persistent problems such as 
unbalanced/insufficient cache, host writes that consistently overrun cache, and long link 
outages. 


When the SRDF/A session is activated, DSE is activated (on the R1 and R2 sides) if the 
autostart for DSE is set to enabled on both the R1 and the R2 sides. Autostart for DSE can 
be enabled/disabled, but the change does not take effect until the SRDF/A session is 
dropped and re-activated. By default, autostart for DSE is enabled regardless of whether 
the side is the R1 or R2 side.


DSE starts paging SRDF/A tracks to the DSE pool when the array write pending count 
crosses the DSE threshold (-threshold attribute). The default threshold is 50 percent of the 
System Write Pending Limit. After a cycle switch, Enginuity reads tracks from the DSE pool 
back into the array cache so that they can be transferred to the R2. 


Enginuity 5733 -5876 Arrays running Enginuity 5773 - 5876, can share SRDF/A DSE pools among multiple 
SRDF/A groups. A single SRDF/A group can have up to 4 DSE pools associated with it (one 
for each device emulation type).


“Managing DSE pools (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)” on page 135 describes best practices, 
restrictions and procedures to manage DSE pools.


HYPERMAX OS Arrays running HYPERMAX OS come preconfigured with one or more Storage Resource 
Pools (SRPs) containing all the storage available to the array. SRDF/A DSE allocations are 
made against one SRP per array designated as the SRP for DSE. 


The SRP designated for DSE supports the DSE allocations for all SRDF/A sessions on the 
array. 


The default SRP for DSE is the default SRP for FBA devices.


You can change which SRP is associated with DSE, and you can change the capacity of the 
SRP associated with DSE.


◆ “Managing the DSE SRP capacity (HYPERMAX OS)” on page 134 describes the 
procedures to manage the capacity of the DSE SRP.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User Guide describes the steps to 
modify which SRP is associated with DSE.
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Managing the DSE SRP capacity (HYPERMAX OS)


This section describes the steps to modify the capacity of the DSE SRP for arrays running 
HYPERMAX OS, including:


◆ “Restrictions” on page 134


◆ “About the DSE SRP” on page 134


◆ “Modify the DSE SRP capacity” on page 134


Restrictions


◆ CFGSYM access rights and Storage Admin authorization rights are required to run the 
symconfigure set command.


◆ If DSE requests for allocations exceed the maximum capacity of the DSE SRP, the 
SRDF/A session may drop. 


◆ HYPERMAX OS does not support user defined DSE pools, and the following symrdf set 
commands are not supported:


• symrdf set rdf_dse –fba_pool


• symrdf set rdf_dse –ckd3390_pool


• symrdf set rdf_dse –ckd3380_pool


• symrdf set rdf_dse –as400_pool


About the DSE SRP
The default SRP associated with DSE is configured prior to installation. You can create 
another SRP for use with DSE, but only one SRP per array can be associated with DSE. All 
SRDF/A sessions on the array use the one SRP designated for use with DSE. 


◆ If you enable SRDF/A DSE (rdfa_dse attribute) on another SRP, that SRP becomes the 
SRP for all DSE allocations.


The SRP that was previously designated to support DSE is automatically modified not 
to support DSE (its rdfa_dse attribute is set to disabled).


◆ If you disable the rdfa_dse attribute on the DSE SRP without designating another SRP 
to support DSE, the default SRP for FBA emulation automatically becomes the DSE 
SRP.


Modify the DSE SRP capacity
Use the symconfigure set symmetrix dse_max_cap command to modify the capacity 
of the DSE SRP. 


symconfigure set symmetrix dse_max_cap command syntax


symconfigure –sid SID commit -cmd “set symmetrix dse_max_cap = 
MaxCap;”


Where:


◆ MaxCap specifies the maximum capacity in the array’s DSE SRP. Valid values are:


• 1 - 100000 - Specifies the maximum number of GB in the specified SRP that can be 
used by DSE.
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• NoLimit - Specifies that DSE can use the entire capacity of the specified SRP.


Examples To set the maximum DSE capacity on SID 230 to a value of 100 GB:


symconfigure –sid 230 commit -cmd “set symmetrix dse_max_cap = 100;”


Execute a symconfigure operation for symmetrix '000197100230' (y/[n]) ? y


A Configuration Change operation is in progress. Please wait...


    Establishing a configuration change session...............Established.
    Processing symmetrix 000197100230
    {
          set symmetrix dse_max_cap=100;
    }


    Performing Access checks..................................Allowed.
     . . .
    Terminating the configuration change session..............Done.


The configuration change session has successfully completed.


To set the maximum DSE capacity on SID 230 to unlimited:


symconfigure –sid 230 commit -cmd “set symmetrix dse_max_cap = nolimit;”


Execute a symconfigure operation for symmetrix '000197100230' (y/[n]) ? y
.
.
.
The configuration change session has successfully completed.


Managing DSE pools (Enginuity 5773 - 5876)


This section describes DSE pool management for arrays running Enginuity 5773 - 5876, 
including:


◆ “DSE pool best practices”


◆ “Setting SRDF/A DSE attributes for an SRDF group”


◆ “Clearing existing DSE pool names”


◆ “Adding devices to an SRDF/A DSE pool”


◆ “Removing devices from an SRDF/A DSE pool”


◆ “Enabling/disabling devices in an SRDF/A DSE pool”


◆ “Associating an SRDF group with a DSE pool”


◆ “Displaying/monitoring SRDF/A DSE pool usage”


IMPORTANT


The procedures in this section are not applicable to VMAX 3 arrays running HYPERMAX OS. 
For the procedures applicable to VMAX 3 arrays, refer to “Managing the DSE SRP capacity 
(HYPERMAX OS)” on page 134


Restrictions


◆ A DSE pool cannot have the same name as a Snap pool on the same array. 


◆ Each DSE pool can only contain one type of device emulation: FBA, CKD3390, 
CKD3380, or AS400.
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◆ Each SRDF group can have at most one pool of each emulation.


DSE pool best practices
◆ Configure DSE pools on both R1 and R2 arrays.


◆ Plan for peak workloads.


◆ Spread the DSE pool devices across as many disks as possible.


◆ Ensure that sufficient DA and RA CPU resources are available for the DSE task.


◆ To simplify management and make the most efficient use of resources, use as small a 
number of DSE pools as possible.


◆ Configure DSE pools and enable DSE on the primary and on the secondary array. When 
TimeFinder/Snap sessions are used to replicate either R1 or R2 devices, create two 
separate preconfigured storage pools: DSE and Snap pools.


◆ Configure a separate DSE pool for each device emulation type (FBA, IBMi, CKD3380 or 
CKD3390). You can create multiple DSE pools for different SRDF/A groups.


Best Practices for EMC® SRDF®/A Delta Set Extension Technical Note provides more 
information.


Setting SRDF/A DSE attributes for an SRDF group
Use the set rdfa_dse command to set the SRDF/A DSE attributes for an SRDF group.


Note: The remote array must be reachable to complete this task.


symrdf set rdfa_dse command syntax


symrdf -sid SymmID -rdfg GrpNum [-v] [-symforce]
     [-noprompt] [-i Interval] [-c Count]


.............


set rdfa_dse
[-autostart {on | off}] 
[-threshold 20 - 100]
[-fba_pool PoolName]
[-ckd3390_pool PoolName]
[-ckd3380_pool PoolName]
[-as400_pool PoolName>]
[-both_sides]


Where:


◆ -autostart (-aut) specifies whether SRDF/A DSE is automatically enabled or 
disabled when an SRDF/A session is activated for an SRDF group. 


Valid values are on or off.


Default is off.


◆ -threshold (-thr) specifies the percentage of the array's write pending limit. If 
cache usage of all active SRDF/A groups in the array exceeds this limit, data tracks for 
this SRDF group start to spill over to disks. 


Valid values 20 - 100. 
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Default is 50.


◆ -fba_pool (-fba) PoolName associates the pool PoolName containing SAVE devices 
with FBA emulation with the specified SRDF group. 


If the argument PoolName is not specified, the currently associated FBA pool is 
removed from the group.


◆ -ckd3380_pool (-ckd3380) PoolName associates the pool PoolName containing 
SAVE devices with CKD 3380 emulation with the specified SRDF group. 


If the argument PoolName is not specified, the currently associated CKD 3380 pool is 
removed from the group.


◆ -ckd3390_pool (-ckd3380) PoolName associates the pool PoolName containing 
SAVE devices with CKD 3390 emulation with the specified SRDF group. 


If the argument PoolName is not specified, the currently associated CKD 3390 pool is 
removed from the group.


◆ -as400_pool (-as400) PoolName associates the pool PoolName containing SAVE 
devices with an AS400 emulation with the specified SRDF group. 


If the argument PoolName is not specified, the currently associated AS400 pool is 
removed from the SRDF group.


◆ -both_sides sets the SRDF/A DSE attributes on both the source and target sides of 
an SRDF/A session. 


If -both_sides is not specified, attributes are only applied to the source side.


For arrays running Enginuity 5876, you can also use the symconfigure command to set 
these SRDF/A DSE attributes. See the EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User 
Guide.


Clearing existing DSE pool names
Use the -_pool commands with no PoolName argument to remove the association 
between the specified SRDF group and DSE pools.


Example To clear the DSE pool names for all 4 emulation types:


symrdf -sid 432 -rdfg 75 set rdfa_dse -fba_pool -ckd3390_pool -ckd3380_pool 
-as400_pool 


An RDF Set 'Attributes' operation execution is in progress for
RDF group 75. Please wait...


    SRDF/A Set FBA Pool (0432,075)....................................Started.
    SRDF/A Set FBA Pool (0432,075)....................................Done.
    SRDF/A Set CKD3380 Pool (0432,075)................................Started.
    SRDF/A Set CKD3380 Pool (0432,075)................................Done.
    SRDF/A Set CKD3390 Pool (0432,075)................................Started.
    SRDF/A Set CKD3390 Pool (0432,075)................................Done.
    SRDF/A Set AS400 Pool (0432,075)..................................Started.
    SRDF/A Set AS400 Pool (0432,075)..................................Done.
   
The RDF "Attributes'' operation successfully executed for RDF group 75.


Adding devices to an SRDF/A DSE pool
Devices can be added to a DSE pool if they are:
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◆ Disabled


◆ Inactive


◆ Do not belong to another pool


Command syntax


To add and enable SAVE devices to a DSE pool:


add dev SymDevName [:SymDevName] to pool PoolName
type = <snap | rdfa_dse>
[, member_state = <ENABLE | DISABLE> ];


Example add dev 018B:018C to pool finance,
type = rdfa_dse,
member_state=ENABLE;


Removing devices from an SRDF/A DSE pool
You can remove SAVE devices from an SRDF/A DSE pool, only if the devices are disabled 
and drained. 


When you remove a device from a pool, it becomes available for use by other SAVE device 
pools.


The last device cannot be removed from an SRDF/A DSE pool if the pool is associated with 
an SRDF group. 


Command syntax


remove dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] 
from pool PoolName,
type = <snap | rdfa_dse>;


Example remove dev 018B from pool finance, type = rdfa_dse;


Enabling/disabling devices in an SRDF/A DSE pool 
Devices in a DSE pool do not all have to be in the same state (enabled or disabled):


◆ If all the devices in a pool are disabled, the pool is disabled. 


◆ If at least one device in a pool is enabled, the pool is enabled. 


To enable or disable a range of devices, all the devices must be in the same pool. 


You cannot disable all the devices in an SRDF/A DSE pool if the pool is currently 
associated with an SRDF group and SRDF/A DSE is active for the group.


Command syntax


enable dev SymDevName[:SymDevName] in pool PoolName, 
type = <snap | rdfa_dse>;


Example enable dev 018C in pool finance,
type = rdfa_dse


Associating an SRDF group with a DSE pool
SRDF/A DSE pools are created and managed in command files that are executed using the 
symconfigure command. 
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Procedure To set the SRDF/A DSE threshold, associate an SRDF group with a pool, and activate DSE:


1. Use the symcfg list -sid SID -pools -rdfa_dse command to list the 
configured DSE pools.


2. Create a text file containing the commands to set attributes for an SRDF group.


The first command in the file must be to set the threshold.


To set the threshold, associate with DSE pool r1pool, and specify FBA emulation, and 
enable autostart for SRDF group 7:


set rdf group 7 rdfa_dse_threshold=20;
set rdf group 7 rdfa_dse_pool=r1pool, emulation=fba;
set rdf group 7 rdfa_dse_autostart=enable;


3. Use the symconfigure commit command to perform the operation:


symconfigure commit -sid 12 -file setup_dse.cmd


EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User Guide provides more information 
about the symconfigure command. 


Displaying/monitoring SRDF/A DSE pool usage
Use the symcfg show command to display the pool utilization for a specified SRDF/A DSE 
pool.


Command syntax


symcfg show [-sid SymmID] -pool PoolName -rdfa_dse


Example To display the utilization for DSE pool BC_DSE:


symcfg show -sid 03 -pool BC_DSE -rdfa_dse


Activating/deactivating SRDF/A DSE
There are several methods to activate SRDF/A DSE:


◆ Set the SRDF/A group parameter rdfa_dse_autostart to ENABLE.
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SRDF/A DSE becomes active when the SRDF/A session is activated.


◆ Modify the SRDF/A DSE status for a device group, composite group, or file when the 
SRDF link status is Read Write, 


This activates or deactivates SRDF/A DSE for groups on both the R1 and R2 sides.


Note: The SRDF links must be in asynchronous mode and SRDF/A must be active for 
activate or deactivate actions to succeed.


Use the following commands to modify the device group, composite group, or file:


symrdf [-g DgName | -cg CgName | -f FileName] 
activate | deactivate -rdfa_dse


◆ Modify the SRDF/A DSE status using RA group operations when the SRDF link status is 
Read Write.


Use the following commands to modify the group:


symrdf -sid SymmID -rdfg GrpNum [-v][-noprompt] [-i Interval] [-c 
Count]


activate   -rdfa_dse  [-both_sides]
deactivate  -rdfa_dse [-both_sides]


The -both_sides option activates/deactivates SRDF/A DSE for groups on both the 
source and target sides. Otherwise, the activate/deactivate is only performed on the 
source side.


◆ Set the group mode to sync or acp when SRDF/A DSE is active for an SRDF group.


This method does not require deactivating SRDF/A DSE. 


Deactivating SRDF/A in a group automatically deactivates SRDF/A DSE for that group.


Requirements to activate SRDF/A DSE with Dynamic Cache Partitioning


Requirements for activating SRDF/A DSE with dynamic cache partitioning include:


◆ All devices in the SRDF/A session must be in the same DCP.


◆ The rdfa_dse_threshold must be set, and must be lower than the 
rdfa_cache_percentage setting.


◆ The SRDF group must have at least one associated DSE pool with SAVE devices 
enabled.


Use the following syntax to activate SRDF/A DSE when dynamic cache partitioning is 
enabled:


symrdf type activate -rdfa_dse


Valid values for type are -dg, -cg, -file, or -rdfg. 


Note: After activation, R1 and R2 cache usage is reported as a percent of DCP Write 
Pending Limit.
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Managing transmit idle


Transmit idle allows an SRDF/A session to manage transient link outages without 
dropping. If transmit idle is not enabled, the SRDF/A session drops when the link cannot 
transmit data. 


If transmit idle is enabled, a link failure starts the link limbo timer. If the link status is still 
Not Ready after the link limbo time expires, devices are marked Not Ready to the link. 
When the link recovers, the SRDF pair state returns to Consistent or SyncInProg. 


See also “Link limbo” on page 87 and “Setting SRDF group attributes” on page 91.


Restrictions


When the SRDF pair is in the Transmit Idle state, only the following operations are allowed 
from the R1 side:


◆ rw_enable -r1 


◆ write_disable -r1


◆ ready -r1


◆ not_ready -r1 


◆ suspend -immediate 


When the SRDF pair is in the Transmit Idle state, only the following operations are allowed 
from the R2 side:


◆ suspend -immediate 


◆ failover -immediate 


If at the beginning of a control action, all SRDF/A groups are not in the Transmit Idle state, 
the action fails if one of the groups enters the Transmit Idle state during processing.


symrdf set_rdfa command syntax


symrdf -sid SymmID -rdfg GrpNum [-v] [-symforce]
[-noprompt] [-i Interval] [-c Count]
.............


set rdfa
[-transmit_idle {on | off}] 
[-both_sides]


Example To enable transmit idle on both sides for SRDF/A group 12:


symrdf -sid 134 -rdfg 12 set rdfa -transmit_idle on -both_sides 


Managing SRDF/A write pacing


SRDF/A write pacing extends the availability of SRDF/A by preventing conditions that 
result in cache overflow on both the R1 and R2 sides. Write pacing balances cache 
utilization by extending the host write I/O response time to prevent SRDF/A operational 
interruptions. 


There are two types of write pacing:


◆ Group-level pacing is dynamically enabled for the entire SRDF/A group when 
slowdowns in host I/O rates, transmit cycle rates, or apply cycle rates occur.


SRDF/A group-level write pacing monitors and responds to:
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• Spikes in the host write I/O rates


• Slowdowns in data transmittal between R1 and R2


• R2 restore rates. 


Group-level pacing controls the amount of cache used by SRDF/A. This prevents cache 
overflow on both the R1 and R2 sides, and helps the SRDF/A session to stay up and 
running.


Group-level pacing requires Enginuity 5874 or greater.


HYPERMAX OS HYPERMAX OS introduces enhanced group-level pacing. Enhanced group-level pacing 
paces host I/Os to the DSE transfer rate for an SRDF/A session.


When DSE is activated for an SRDF/A session, host-issued write I/Os are throttled so 
their rate does not exceed the rate at which DSE can offload the SRDF/A session’s 
cycle data.


Enhanced group-level pacing requires HYPERMAX OS on the R1 side. The R2 side can 
be running either HYPERMAX OS or Enginuity 5876.


Enhanced group-level pacing responds only to the spillover rate on the R1 side. It is 
not affected by spillover on the R2 side.


Enginuity 5773-5876 ◆ Device-level pacing is for SRDF/A solutions in which the SRDF/A R2 devices participate 
in TimeFinder copy sessions. 


Note: device-level pacing is not supported in HYPERMAX OS.


SRDF/A device-level write pacing addresses conditions that lead to cache overflow 
specifically due to TimeFinder/Snap and TimeFinder/Clone sessions on an R2 device 
running in asynchronous mode.


Device-level write pacing requires Enginuity version 5875.135.91 or higher on both 
arrays.


You can enable/disable either or both write pacing options. Both write pacing options are 
compatible with each other and with other SRDF/A features including tunable cache 
utilization, Reserve Capacity, and MSC. 


Enginuity version 5876.82.57 or higher includes a global write pacing statistics report.


You can activate and control group-level and device-level write pacing individually or 
simultaneously at the group, device group, composite group, or file level on the R1 side. 


Each has an autostart capability that automatically activates write pacing whenever an 
SRDF/A session becomes active. If an SRDF group has both group-level and device-level 
pacing configured to autostart, both are activated when the SRDF/A session becomes 
active.


For information on using group-level and device-level write pacing, see “Write pacing 
operations” on page 143.


Requirements


◆ Group-level pacing is supported on Enginuity 5874.207.166 and higher.


• The group-level exemption capability requires that the R1 side be running 
Enginuity 5875 and higher.
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◆ Enhanced group-level write pacing requires that the R1 and R2 arrays be running 
Enginuity 5876 and higher.


◆ Device-level write pacing is supported on Enginuity 5875 and higher.


◆ The activate argument requires that the SRDF/A session be active and contain at 
least one participating device. 


This requirements does not apply to the autostart capability.


Write pacing operations
SRDF/A write pacing bases some of its actions on the following:


◆ R1 side cache usage


◆ Transfer rate of data from transmit delta set to receive delta set


◆ Restore rate on the R2 side


Starting with Enginuity 5876 SRDF/A group-level write pacing can respond to the following 
conditions:


◆ The write-pending level on an R2 device in an active SRDF/A session reaches the 
device's write-pending limit.


◆ The restore (apply) cycle time on the R2 side is longer than the capture cycle time.


The enhanced group-level write pacing feature can effectively pace host write I/Os in the 
following operational scenarios:


◆ Slower restore (apply) cycle times on specific R2 devices that are managed by 
slower-speed physical drives.


◆ FAST operations that lead to an imbalance in SRDF/A operations between the R1 and 
R2 sites.


◆ Sparing operations that lead to R2-side DAs becoming slower in overall restore 
operations.


◆ Production I/Os to the R2 side that lead to DAs and/or RAs becoming slower in restore 
operations.


◆ Restore delays during the pre-copy phase of TimeFinder/Clone sessions before 
activation.


The configuration and management of group-level write pacing are unaffected by this 
enhancement.


Write pacing considerations


Group level write pacing


◆ Only the group-level pacing values configured for the SRDF group on the R1 side of the 
SRDF/A session are used.


◆ In a cascaded SRDF environment:


• With Enginuity 5876 and lower, group-level write pacing is only supported on the 
R1->R21 hop of the relationship.
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• With Enginuity 5876 Q4 2012 SR and higher, group-level write pacing is supported 
on both the R1->R21 and R21->R2 hops of the relationship.


◆ In a concurrent SRDF/A environment, group-level pacing is supported on both mirrors 
of the concurrent R1. In this case, write pacing calculations are performed 
independently for the two SRDF/A sessions, and the host write I/Os sessions are 
subject to the greater of the two calculated delays.


Device-level write pacing


◆ Only the device-level pacing values configured for the SRDF group on the R1 side of 
the SRDF/A session are used.


◆ In a cascaded SRDF environment:


• With Enginuity 5876 and lower, device-level write pacing is only supported on the 
R1->R21 hop of the relationship.


• With Enginuity 5876 Q4 2012 SR and higher, device-level write pacing is 
supported on both the R1->R21 and R21->R2 hops of the relationship.


◆ There is no exemption from device-level pacing as there is for group-level pacing, and 
the R1 group-level exempt state does not affect device-level pacing.


◆ In a concurrent SRDF/A environment, device-level pacing is supported on both mirrors 
of the concurrent R1. In this case, write pacing calculations are performed 
independently for the two SRDF/A sessions, and the host write I/Os sessions are 
subject to the greater of the two calculated delays.


◆ If both group-level pacing and device-level pacing are active for an SRDF/A session, 
the group-level and device-level delays are calculated independently, and the greater 
calculated value is used for pacing. Note that as many as four different calculation 
results may be taken into account for a concurrent R1 device with both mirrors 
operating in asynchronous mode (group-level pacing for each mirror, device-level 
pacing for each mirror), using the greatest calculated delay in the calculation.


Identifying devices that cannot be paced in a cascaded SRDF configuration
A source device might not be paced because it has been set exempt from group-level write 
pacing or because it is not currently pace-capable.


◆ Exempt source devices (R1 or R21) have been excluded from group-level write pacing 
using the -rdfa_wpace_exempt option of the symrdf command. Exempt devices can 
be paced by device-level write pacing.


◆ R21 devices (in an R21>R2 pair) are not pace-capable if the corresponding R1>R21 
SRDF pair is read/write (RW) on the SRDF link and operating in an adaptive copy 
mode. A device that is not pace-capable cannot be paced by device-level write pacing 
or group-level write pacing. The -force option is required for actions that will cause a 
device to become not pace-capable.


To identify devices that cannot be paced:


1. Use the symcfg list command with the -rdfa option to determine if the SRDF/A 
session includes devices that cannot be paced. This command provides the following 
information related to write pacing:


• The state of write pacing (group-level and device-level) for the SRDF group
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• Whether write pacing is currently activated and supported


• Whether write pacing is configured for autostart


• Whether there are devices in the SRDF/A session that might not be paced either 
because they have been set exempt from group-level write pacing or because they 
are not pace-capable.


To view write pacing information for SRDF group 153:


symcfg list -sid 1134 -rdfg 153 -rdfa


Symmetrix ID : 000195701134


                  S Y M M E T R I X   R D F A   G R O U P S                  


-------- ---------- -------- ----- --- --- --------- ------------------------
                                                           Write Pacing    
 RA-Grp  Group      Flags    Cycle Pri Thr Transmit   Delay  Thr GRP DEV FLGS
         Name       CSRM TDA time          Idle Time (usecs) (%) SAU SAU P
-------- ---------- -------- ----- --- --- --------- ------- --- --- --- ----
153 (98) lc153142   .IS- XI.    15  33  50 000:00:00   50000  60 I.- I.- X
.
.
    (FLGS) Flags for Group-Level and Device-Level Pacing: 
      Devs (P)aceable : X = All devices, . = Not all devices, - = N/A


An X in the FLGS P column indicates that all of the devices in the SRDF group can be 
paced. A period in the FLGS P column indicates that some of the devices in the SRDF 
group cannot be paced either because they have been set exempt from group-level 
write pacing or because they are not pace-capable.


2. Use the symrdf list command to determine which devices cannot be paced.


a. Use the symrdf list command with the -rdfa_wpace_exempt option to identify 
devices that are exempt from group-level write pacing.


b. Use the symrdf list command with the -rdfa_not_pace_capable option to 
identify devices participating in the SRDF/A session that are not pace-capable.


3. Use the symdev show command to obtain additional information about the devices 
identified in the previous step. This command provides the following information 
related to write pacing:


• Whether the device is exempt from group-level write pacing


• Whether write pacing is currently activated and supported


• Whether the device is pace-capable


To view write pacing information for device 00d1:


symdev show -sid 230 00d1


.


.


.
Write Pacing Information
            {
            Pacing Capable                     : Yes
            Configured Group-level Exempt State: Disabled
            Effective Group-level Exempt State : Enabled
            Group-level Pacing State           : Enabled
            Device-level Pacing State          : Disabled
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.


.


.


Setting SRDF/A group-level write pacing attributes
Use the symrdf set rdfa_pace command to set the SRDF/A write pacing attributes for 
an SRDF group.


symrdf set rdfa_pace command syntax


symrdf -sid SymmID -rdfg GrpNum [-v] [-symforce]
     [-noprompt] [-i Interval] [-c Count]


.............


set rdfa_pace
[-dp_autostart {on | off}] 
[-wp_autostart {on | off}]
[-delay 1 - 1000000] 
[-threshold 1 - 99]>
[-both_sides]


To set these group attributes, the remote side must be reachable.


Where:


◆ -dp_autostart (-dp_aut) specifies whether SRDF/A device-level pacing is 
automatically enabled or disabled when an SRDF/A session is activated or 
deactivated for an SRDF group. 


Valid state values are on or off.


Default is off. 


◆ -wp_autostart (-wp_aut) specifies whether the SRDF/A group-level pacing feature 
is automatically enabled or disabled when an SRDF/A session is activated for an SRDF 
group. 


Valid state values are on or off.


Default is off. 


◆ -delay (-del) sets the maximum host I/O delay, in microseconds, that the SRDF/A 
write pacing can cause. 


Valid values are 1 through 1000000 microseconds. 


The default is 50000 microseconds.


◆ -threshold (-thr) sets the minimum percentage of the array write-pending cache at 
which the array begins pacing host write I/Os for an SRDF group. 


Valid values are between 1 and 99. 


The default is 60.


◆ -both_sides sets the SRDF/A write pacing attributes on both the source and target 
sides of an SRDF/A session. Otherwise, these attributes are only set on the source 
side.
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Note: If you plan on swapping the personalities of the R1 and R2 devices, configure the 
same SRDF/A write pacing values on both sides.


Examples In the following example, SRDF/A group-level write pacing is enabled for SRDF group 12 
with:


◆ A maximum of a 1000 microsecond delay


◆ A write pending cache threshold of 55 percent 


If the calculated delay is less than the specified delay (1000), then the calculated 
delay is used.


symrdf -sid 134 -rdfg 12 set rdfa_pace -delay 1000 -threshold 55 -wp_autostart on


Use the -both_sides, option to display two entries for each attribute being applied; one 
for the source side and one for the target side:


symrdf -sid 432 -rdfg 75 set rdfa_pace -delay 500 -threshold 10 -wp_autostart on 
-dp_autostart on -both_sides


Activating write pacing


symrdf activate command syntax 


To activate and deactivate SRDF/A write pacing at the device-group level:


symrdf -g DgName [-v | -noecho] [-force] [-symforce]


activate [-rdfa_dse | -rdfa_pace | -rdfa_wpace | -rdfa_devpace] |
-rdfa_wpace_exempt [LdevName [LevdevName....]]


deactivate [-rdfa_dse | -rdfa_pace | -rdfa_wpace | -rdfa_devpace]|
-rdfa_wpace_exempt [LdevName [ LevdevName....]]


Examples To activate group-level write pacing for SRDF group 76:


symrdf -sid 123 -rdfg 76 activate -rdfa_wpace 


To exempt DEV001 in the prod group from SRDF/A write pacing:


symrdf -g prod -rdfg 76 -rdfa_wpace_exempt DEV001


To deactivate device-level write pacing for DEV012 in the prod device group:


symrdf -g prod deactivate -rdfa_devpace DEV012


Controlling simultaneous group-level and device-level write pacing 
When write pacing is activated at both group-level and device-level, Enginuity monitors 
both the SRDF link performance of the SRDF/A session and the performance of the devices 
on the R2 side.


Requirements for controlling group and device-level write pacing


◆ The symrdf activate/deactivate -rdfa_pace commands are targeted at all 
devices in the SRDF group.


◆ The R1 array is accessible.
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◆ The SRDF/A session being controlled is active and contains at least one participating 
device. 


◆ The symrdf deactivate -rdfa_pace command requires the following:


• The R2 array is accessible to verify that there are no TimeFinder/Snap or 
TimeFinder/Clone sessions off the R2 devices before deactivating device-level 
pacing.


• If the SRDF/A session is in the transmit idle state, issue symrdf deactivate 
-rdfa_pace -symforce from the R1 side.


Examples To activate group-level and device-level write pacing simultaneously for the ConsisGrp 
CG:


symrdf -cg ConsisGrp activate -rdfa_pace


To exempt DEV001 in the prod group from both group-level and device-level write pacing:


symrdf -g prod -sid 55 -rdfg 76 -rdfa_pace_exempt DEV001


To deactivate both group-level and device-level write pacing on the devices in 
DeviceFile2:


symrdf -file DeviceFile2 -sid 55 -rdfg 2 deactivate -rdfa_pace


Displaying SRDF/A 


Note: Output of srdf list and query commands varies depending on whether SRDF/A is in 
multi-cycle mode (HYPERMAX OS) or legacy mode (Enginuity 5876). 


Display SRDF/A group information


Use the symdg show DgName command to display SRDF/A session status information.


Use the symrdf -g DgName query -rdfa command to display SRDF/A group 
information.


SRDF/A-capable devices in an SRDF group are considered part of the SRDF/A session. The 
session status is displayed as active or inactive, as follows:


◆ Active indicates the SRDF/A mode is activated and that SRDF/A session data is 
currently being transmitted in operational cycles to the R2.


◆ Inactive indicates the SRDF/A devices are either Ready or Not Ready on the link and 
working in their basic mode (synchronous, semi-synchronous, or adaptive copy). 


Note: If the links are suspended or a split operation is in process, SRDF/A is disabled and 
will show a session status of Inactive.


List SRDF/A- capable devices 


Use the symrdf list -rdfa command to list SRDF/A-capable devices (R1, R2 and R21 
devices) that are currently configured in SRDF groups.
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Note: SRDF/A-capable does not mean the device is actually operating in asynchronous 
mode, only that it is capable of doing so. There is no command that lists devices that are 
actually operating in asynchronous mode.


The device type is shown as R1 for SRDF/A-capable devices on the R1 and type R2 for 
SRDF/A-capable devices on the R2. 


The R21 device type represents a cascaded SRDF device configuration. 
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Consistency Group Operations
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Overview
SRDF consistency preserves the dependent-write consistency of devices within a group by 
monitoring data propagation from source devices to their corresponding target devices. If 
a source R1 device in the consistency group cannot propagate data to its corresponding 
R2 device, SRDF consistency suspends data propagation from all the R1 devices in the 
group. 


SRDF consistency allows you to quickly recover from certain types of failures or physical 
disasters by retaining a consistent, DBMS-restartable copy of your database. 


SRDF consistency group protection is available for SRDF/S and SRDF/A. 


An SRDF consistency group is a composite group comprised of SRDF devices with 
consistency enabled. 


The devices in the consistency group are configured to act in unison to maintain the 
integrity of a database when distributed across multiple arrays or across multiple devices 
within an array. 


Domino mode also ensures consistency of a remote database. 


Consistency protection using the SRDF daemon


The SRDF daemon (storrdfd) provides consistency protection for:


◆ SRDF/A Multi-Session Consistency (MSC) consistency groups in multi-array 
environments


◆ SRDF/S RDF-Enginuity Consistency Assist (ECA) consistency groups in multi-array 
environments


◆ Multiple SRDF groups within the same array


◆ For MSC consistency groups, the SRDF daemon performs cycle switching and cache 
recovery for all SRDF/A sessions within a consistency group, and manages the R1 -> R2 
commits for SRDF/A sessions in multi-cycle mode. 


If a data flow interruption (such as a trip event) occurs, storrdfd:


• Halts R1->R2 data propagation


• Analyzes the status of all SRDF/A sessions. 


• Either commits the last cycle of data to the R2 targets or discards it. 


◆ For RDF-ECA consistency groups, storrdfd continuously polls SRDF/S sessions for data 
flow interruptions. 


If any R1 device is unable to propagate data to its R2 target, storrdfd:


• Halts all R1->R2 data flow within an RDF-ECA consistency group. 


storrdfd ensures that you always have a consistent R2 copy of a database at the point in 
time in which a data interruption occurs. 


Before you begin
Before storrdfd can monitor and manage a consistency group, you must:
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◆ Create a composite group with SRDF consistency enabled (-rdf_consistency 
option)


◆ Enable the composite group (symcg enable command). 


“Creating an SRDF consistency group” on page 155 provides more information.


Enabling the SRDF daemon 
The storrdfd daemon is required for SRDF consistency group operations. 


By default, the storrdfd daemon is disabled and must be enabled for all applications using 
the SYMAPI configuration database file and SRDF consistency protection. 


Enable storrdfd using the following SYMAPI options file setting:


SYMAPI_USE_RDFD=ENABLE


Each host running the SRDF daemon must also be running the base daemon (storapid).


EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference explains common daemon tasks, 
including how to start and stop daemons.


Enabling the Group Naming Services daemon
The storrdfd daemon runs on each host for which SRDF consistency is required. 


If the Group Naming Services (GNS) daemon is enabled, storrdfd relies on GNS to 
propagate updated CG definitions to all hosts locally attached to the same set of arrays. 


If GNS is not enabled, you must manually recreate the updated CG definition on each one 
of these hosts. 


Enable GNS on each host using the following SYMAPI options file setting:


SYMAPI_USE_GNS=ENABLE


IMPORTANT


When using GNS, enabling the gns_remote_mirror option in the daemon_options file will 
not mirror the CG if it includes any devices listed in "Mirroring exceptions” in the EMC 
Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User Guide.


Redundant consistency protection


You can run two instances of the SRDF daemon simultaneously on separate control hosts 
to create redundant consistency protection for composite groups.


Simultaneous SRDF daemons perform independent monitoring and switching operations. 
If one fails, the other SRDF daemon takes it place, and completes all pending tasks 
(commit the last cycle to the target site). 


Redundant SRDF daemons allow you to avoid service interruptions caused by:


◆ Performance bottlenecks on one of the control hosts


◆ Link failures of the redundant SRDF daemons 


◆ Failure of one control hosts
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Each control host must have a common view of the composite group being monitored. To 
give each control host a common view, do one of the following:


◆ Run the GNS daemon on each control hosts, as shown in Figure 13, or 


◆ Manually define the composite group on all control hosts. 


Figure 13  Running redundant hosts to ensure consistency protection


In Figure 13, Host-1 and Host-2 run all three daemons: base daemon, SRDF daemon, and 
GNS daemon to ensure data consistency protection


IMPORTANT


EMC strongly recommends running redundant SRDF daemons on at least two control hosts 
at each site. This ensures at least one SRDF daemon is available to perform time-critical, 
consistency monitoring operations. 


EMC recommends that you do not run the SRDF daemon on the same control host running 
the database applications. Use this control host to issue other control commands (such as 
SRDF, TimeFinder, and Clone operations). 


If the control host is powerful enough to efficiently handle all CPU operations, and is 
configured with sufficient gatekeeper devices for all your management applications, you 
can run ECC and Unisphere for VMAX with the Solutions Enabler daemons.
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GNS Daemon
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SYMAPI
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SRDF consistency group operations
SRDF composite groups are initially created using the symcg create command. Once 
they are created, they are populated with devices and device groups. 


In order to be enabled as an SRDF consistency group, the composite group must be:


◆ Defined as a type RDF1, RDF2, or RDF21


◆ Have consistency enabled using the option-rdf_consistency option. 


symrdf control operations can change a composite group. For example, a device 
personality swap operation can change an RDF1 CG to an RDF2 CG. SRDF control 
operations (failover -establish and swap operations) cannot change the type of an 
ANY composite group but can affect the devices in that CG.


“Consistency group control operations and applicable pair states” on page 396 provides a 
list of control actions and the required SRDF pair states for consistency group operations.


Note: Enginuity 5773.150 and higher is required for thin devices in a composite group in 
SRDF/S and SRDF/A configurations.


Creating an SRDF consistency group


The following steps illustrate how to build a consistency group when devices in the group 
are either all synchronous or all asynchronous. 


Note: All devices containing application and array data must be included in the 
consistency group for each DBMS or across the DBMS controlling the multi-database 
transactions.


1. Use the symcfg list command to list all SRDF (RA) groups on the source arrays 
connected to the local hosts to determine which devices to include in the CG:


symcfg list -rdfg all


2. Use the symcg create command to create a consistency group (ConsisGrp) on one 
of the local hosts.


Specify the SRDF type of the group and the -rdf_consistency option:


symcg create ConsisGrp -type rdf1 -rdf_consistency


3. Use the symcg addall command to add the devices from an SRDF (RA) group, such 
as RDG 64, into the consistency group (ConsisGrp):


symcg -cg ConsisGrp -sid 3264 addall dev -rdfg 64


4. In a database configuration with multiple local hosts, you must build the same 
consistency group on all local hosts in the configuration. 


You can use the symcg export command to manually transfer the consistency 
group definition, or if enabled, use GNS to automatically transfer it. 


The following commands create the consisgrp.txt text file containing the new 
ConsisGrp composite group definition and then transfer it to Host-1:
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symcg export ConsisGrp -f consisgrp.txt
rcp consisgrp.txt Host-1:/.


In the following command, the -rdf_consistency option adds the imported 
ConsisGrp definition to the SRDF consistency database on Host-1: 


symcg import ConsisGrp -f consisgrp.txt -rdf_consistency


5. Verify that all devices in the group are either all synchronous or all asynchronous. 


symrdf -cg ConsisGrp verify -async


6. If the devices are currently operating with synchronous replication and you want them 
to be operating asynchronously, set the composite group for asynchronous 
replication:


symrdf -cg ConsisGrp set mode async


7. If the SRDF pairs are not in the Consistent or Synchronized state at this time (the Split 
or Suspended state), you can use the symrdf establish command to initiate SRDF 
copying of R1 data to the R2 side. 


symrdf -cg ConsisGrp establish


The device state is SyncInProg until the Consistent or Synchronized state is reached.


With asynchronous replication, it may take two cycle switches for all devices to reach 
the Consistent state.


In multi-cycle mode, if either the link is or destaging the R2Apply cycle is slow, it may 
take more than 2 cycle switches for all devices to reach Consistent state.


8. From one of the local hosts, use the symcg enable command to enable the 
composite group for consistency protection:


symcg -cg ConsisGrp enable


The ConsistGrp CG becomes an SRDF consistency group managed by the SRDF 
daemon. The SRDF daemon watches for any problems with R1->R2 data within the 
ConsisGrp CG.


Creating composite groups from various sources


Topics in this section include:


◆ “Creating a composite group from an existing device group”


◆ “Creating a composite group from an RDBMS database”


◆ “Creating a composite group from a logical volume group”


Note: The E-Lab™ Interoperability Navigator at http://elabnavigator.EMC.com provides 
detailed interoperability information.


Creating a composite group from an existing device group
You can use the symdg command with the -rdf_consistency option to translate the 
devices of an existing device group to a new or existing composite group. 


In the following example the symdg command:
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◆ Translates devices to SRDF


◆ Adds all devices from a device group Symm64DevGrp to a composite group 
ConsisGrp. 


◆ Adds the composite group to the SRDF consistency database on the host 


◆ Enables the group for SRDF consistency protection:


symdg dg2cg Symm64DevGrp ConsisGrp -rdf_consistency


Creating a composite group from an RDBMS database
You can use the export command to translate the devices of an existing RDBMS 
database or tablespace to a new or existing composite group. 


Note: For SYMCLI to access a specified database, you must set the SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT 
environment variable to the username and password of the array administrator's account. 


In the following example, a local connect is used, and the export command sets the 
variable to a username of "array" and a password of "manager”. 


export SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT=array/manager


Note: The Bourne and Korn shells use the export command to set environment 
variables. The C shell uses the setenv command.


Connecting by network


When connecting by the network, you need to add a database-specific variable to the 
RDB_CONNECT definition. 


When connecting through the network in an Oracle environment, Oracle has a network 
listener process running.


You must add an Oracle connection string such as the Transparent Network Substrate 
(TNS).


Examples In the following example, the export command adds the TNS alias name "api217":


export SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT=array/manager@api217


When connecting through the network in an SQL Server 2000 environment you must add a 
string to indicate the ODBC data source administrator.


In the following example, the export command adds string "HR”:


set SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT=array/manager@HR


Optionally, you can set the SYMCLI_RDB_TYPE environmental variable to a specific type 
of database (oracle, informix, sqlserver, or ibmudb) so that you do not have to 
include the -type option on the symrdb rdb2cg command line. 


In the following example, the export command sets this variable to oracle:


export SYMCLI_RDB_TYPE=oracle
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Translating devices


You can translate the devices in a database to a composite group.


Examples In the following example, the symrdb rdb2cg command:


◆ Translates the devices of an Oracle-type database named oradb to an RDF1 type 
composite group named ConsisGrpDb. 


◆ The -rdf_consistency option adds the composite group to the SRDF consistency 
database on the host:


symrdb -type oracle -db oradb rdb2cg ConsisGrpDb -cgtype rdf1 -rdf_consistency


You can translate the devices in an Oracle type tablespace to a composite group.


In the following example, the symrdb tbs2cg command translates the devices of an 
oracle type tablespace orats to an RDF1 type composite group named ConsisGrpTs:


symrdb -type oracle -tbs orats tbs2cg ConsisGrpTs -cgtype rdf1 -rdf_consistency


With most RDBMS database arrays, you must set up environment variables specific to that 
array. 


Oracle arrays use ORACLE_HOME and ORACLE_SID. 


Sybase arrays use SYBASE and DSQUERY. 


Creating a composite group from a logical volume group
You can use the symvg command to translate the devices of an existing logical volume 
group to a new or existing composite group. This command does not require environment 
variables.


Example In the following example, the symvg command:


◆ Translates the devices of a logical volume group named LVM4vg to an RDF1 type 
composite group named ConsisGrp. 


◆ The -rdf_consistency option adds the composite group to the SRDF consistency 
database on the host:


symvg vg2cg LVM4vg ConsisGrp -cgtype rdf1 -rdf_consistency


Enabling and disabling SRDF consistency protection
You can enable or disable consistency protection for all the devices in a composite group. 
When you enable the composite group for consistency, the group is referred to as an SRDF 
consistency group.


Restrictions


◆ You can have either consistency protection or the domino effect mode enabled for a 
device, but not both.


◆ When a composite group is enabled for consistency protection:


• Its name cannot be changed without first disabling the consistency protection. 
After the name change, re-enable the composite group using the new name.
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• If the composite group is enabled for SRDF/A consistency protection, the SRDF 
daemon immediately begins cycle switches on the SRDF groups within the 
composite group (or named subset in MSC mode). 


The cycle switches for all SRDF groups will be performed at the same time. The 
interval between these cycle switches is determined by the smallest minimum 
cycle time defined on the R1 SRDF groups in the composite group (or named 
subset). 


The smallest minimum cycle time supported by the SRDF daemon is 3 seconds. 
This value is used if the smallest minimum cycle time across all component groups 
is less than 3 seconds.


◆ If you change the minimum cycle time for any of the R1 SRDF groups while the 
composite group (or named subset) is enabled for SRDF/A consistency protection, the 
new minimum cycle time will not take effect until you disable consistency protection 
and then re-enable it.


◆ If you change the minimum cycle time, the new minimum cycle time will not take effect 
until you disable consistency protection and then re-enable it.


◆ You can change contents of a composite group by doing one of the following:


• Disable consistency protection on a composite group while you add or remove 
devices, and then re-enable consistency protection after editing the composite 
group. 


Devices in the composite group are unprotected during the time required to edit 
and then re-enable the composite group.


• For RDF1 composite groups, you can dynamically modify the composite group 
while maintaining consistency protection during the editing process.


“Modifying consistency groups” on page 168 provides more information.


Enabling consistency: composite group vs. SRDF group name


You can enable and disable consistency protection at the composite group level or at the 
SRDF group name level. 


Composite group level
When consistency is enabled at the composite group level, all devices within the 
consistency group operate as a single unit. 


If one R1 device in a CG is unable to propagate data to its R2 target, the SRDF links of all 
the devices within that CG are suspended. 


To enable consistency protection at the composite group level, all device mirrors must be 
operating in the same SRDF mode: all device mirrors must be operating either 
synchronously or asynchronously.


Use the symcg enable and symcg disable commands to enable/disable consistency 
protection at the composite group level. All device pairs in the specified group are 
enabled/disabled.


Examples To enable consistency protection for all device pairs in composite group prod CG:


symcg -cg prod enable
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To disable consistency protection for all device pairs in prod CG:


symcg -cg prod disable


SRDF group name level
When consistency protection is enabled at the SRDF group level, only the devices in the 
specified SRDF group operate as a unit.


If an R1 device in a CG cannot send data to its R2 target, the SRDF links for only those 
devices in the specified SRDF group of the CG are suspended.


SRDF group protection is useful for concurrent devices with one mirror operating in 
synchronous mode and the other mirror operating in asynchronous mode.


To enable consistency protection at the SRDF group name level, you must first define one 
or more named subsets of devices within the composite group. 


A subset can consist of one or more of the SRDF groups within the composite group. 


Restrictions


When a subset of a CG is enabled for consistency protection at the SRDF group name level:


◆ You must disable consistency protection on the subset before you can:


• Change the name of the subset.


• Add or remove SRDF groups to the subset.


Note: For an RDF1 composite group, you can dynamically modify the contents of a 
subset while consistency protection is enabled. “Modifying consistency groups” 
on page 168 provides more information.


◆ You cannot enable a composite group at the CG level and a member SRDF group at the 
same time.


• If a composite group is enabled at the CG level, no part of it can be simultaneously 
enabled at the SRDF group name level. 


• If a subset of the group is enabled at the SRDF group name level, the group cannot 
be enabled at the CG level.


Example In the following example, composite group SALES consists of a set of concurrent SRDF 
devices distributed across two arrays, 076 and 077. 


On array 076:


◆ SRDF group 100 operates in asynchronous mode, and 


◆ SRDF group 120 operates in synchronous mode. 


On array 077:


◆ SRDF group 101 operates in asynchronous mode, and 


◆ SRDF group 121 operates in synchronous mode. 


The following commands create two named subsets of the composite group:


◆ One containing the asynchronous SRDF groups:
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symcg -cg SALES set -name sales1 -rdfg 76:100
symcg -cg SALES set -name sales1 -rdfg 77:101


◆ One containing the synchronous SRDF groups:


symcg -cg SALES set -name sales2 -rdfg 76:120
symcg -cg SALES set -name sales2 -rdfg 77:121


The following commands enable independent consistency protection for the two subsets:


symcg -cg SALES enable -rdfg name:sales1
symcg -cg SALES enable -rdfg name:sales2


SRDF/S devices The enable action enables consistency protection either:


◆ Across all synchronous-mode devices in a consistency group, or 


◆ Across all synchronous-mode devices in a named subset of a composite group. 


If any R1 devices in an SRDF/S consistency group cannot propagate data to their 
corresponding R2 targets, the SRDF daemon suspends data propagation from all R1 
devices in the consistency group, halting all data flow to the R2 targets. 


Examples To enable consistency protection for SRDF/S pairs in the prod CG:


symcg -cg prod enable 


To disable consistency protection for SRDF/S pairs in the prod CG:


symcg -cg prod disable 


SRDF/A devices The enable action enables consistency protection either:


◆ Across all asynchronous-mode devices in a consistency group, or 


◆ Across all asynchronous-mode devices in a named subset of a composite group. 


If an SRDF/A session that was enabled for consistency protection cannot propagate data 
from the R1 devices to their corresponding R2 target, Enginuity deactivates that session, 
suspending data propagation for all devices in the SRDF/A session and preserving R2 
consistency. 


If the consistency group or named subset of a composite group is comprised of multiple 
SRDF/A sessions, the SRDF daemon suspends data propagation for the other SRDF/A 
sessions, halting all data flow to the R2 targets in order to preserve R2 consistency. 


Examples To enable consistency protection for SRDF/A pairs in the prod2 CG:


symcg -cg prod2 enable 


To disable consistency protection for SRDF/A pairs in the prod2 CG:


symcg -cg prod2 disable 


Enabling SRDF consistency protection for concurrent SRDF devices


You can enable and disable consistency protection for concurrent devices at the 
composite group level or at the SRDF group name level. 
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Composite group level
To enable consistency protection for concurrent devices at the composite group level, all 
device mirrors must be operating in the same SRDF mode: all device mirrors must be 
operating either synchronously or asynchronously.


If the two groups are operating in asynchronous mode, they cycle-switch together. 


In either asynchronous or synchronous mode, the SRDF daemon suspends the SRDF links 
for both groups if a concurrent R1 device is unable to propagate its data to either of its 
remote R2 partners. This preserves the consistency of R2 data.


Use the symcg enable and symcg disable commands to enable/disable consistency 
protection at the composite group level. All device pairs in the specified group are 
enabled/disabled.


If the concurrent mirrors are in asynchronous mode, the enable command enables 
consistency with MSC consistency protection.


If the concurrent mirrors are in synchronous mode, the enable command enables 
consistency with RDF-ECA consistency protection.


Examples In the following example, composite group prod contains a concurrent R1 with two 
asynchronous target mirrors. 


To enable consistency protection with MSC consistency protection for the two target 
mirrors:


symcg -cg prod enable


To disable consistency protection for all device pairs in prod CG:


symcg -cg prod disable


Group name level
When consistency is enabled at the SRDF group name level, the SRDF daemon monitors 
the SRDF groups separately.


If a concurrent R1 device is unable to propagate its data to one of its remote R2 partners, 
the daemon suspends the SRDF links for only the group representing that R2 mirror.


Restrictions


◆ If the two mirrors of the concurrent R1 devices in the composite group are operating in 
different modes (one mirror in synchronous mode and the other mirror in 
asynchronous mode), SRDF consistency protection cannot be enabled at the 
composite group level. 


You must individually enable each group representing the device mirrors by its group 
name. 


◆ Enginuity 5874 or higher is required to enable RDF-ECA for both mirrors of a concurrent 
R1.


◆ Enginuity 5875 or higher is required to enable MSC for both mirrors of a concurrent R1.
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◆ Table 14 lists the combinations of consistency protection modes allowed for the 
mirrors of a concurrent relationship.


Example 1. Use the symcg command to define the group name to associate with the SRDF group 
number.


In the following example, the name cGrpA is associated with SRDF group 55 on array 
123: 


symcg -cg prod set -name cGrpA -rdfg 123:55


2. Use the symcg command to enable consistency protection for the SRDF group.


In the following example, the name cGrpA is associated with SRDF group 55 on array 
123:


symcg -cg prod enable -rdfg name:cGrpA


• If the mirrors in SRDF group 55 are operating in asynchronous mode, the SRDF 
group is enabled with MSC consistency protection.


• If the mirrors in SRDF group 55 are operating in synchronous mode, the SRDF group 
is enabled with RDF-ECA protection.


3. Repeat the steps above to enable consistency protection for the second concurrent 
SRDF group


Use a unique name for the second group.


Checking if device pairs are enabled for consistency protection


Use the symrdf verify -enabled command to validate whether device pairs are 
enabled for consistency protection.


“ping command” on page 39 provides more information.


Example To verify whether the device pairs in the STAGING group are enabled for consistency 
protection:


symrdf -g STAGING verify -enabled


Table 14  Consistency modes for concurrent mirrors


R1->R2 (first mirror) R1->R2 (second mirror)


MSC None


MSC RDF-ECA


MSC MSC


RDF-ECA None


RDF-ECA RDF-ECA


RDF-ECA MSC


None None


None MSC


None RDF-ECA
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If none of the device pairs in the STAGING group are enabled for consistency 
protection, the following message displays:


None of the devices in the group 'STAGING' are 'Enabled’.


If all devices in the STAGING group were enabled for consistency protection, the 
following message displays:


All devices in the group 'STAGING' are 'Enabled’.


Use the symrdf verify -enabled -synchronized -consistent command to verify 
whether the device pairs are enabled for consistency protection and are in the 
synchronized OR consistent pair state.


Example To verify whether the device pairs in the STAGING group are enabled for consistency 
protection and are in the synchronized or consistent pair state:


symrdf -g STAGING verify -enabled -synchronized -consistent


If all devices are enabled and in the synchronized OR consistent pair state, the 
following message displays:


"All devices in the group 'STAGING' are 'Enabled' and in 
'Synchronized, Consistent' states."
'Synchronized, Consistent' states."Blocking symcg enable on R2 side


Blocking symcg enable on R2 side


You can execute the symcg enable command from the R1 or R2 side of an SRDF 
relationship. 


The SYMAPI_ALLOW_CG_ENABLE_FROM_R2 in the options file allows you to prevent the 
symcg enable operation from being executed on the R2 side.


The default for SYMAPI_ALLOW_CG_ENABLE_FROM_R2 is enabled. When enabled, this 
option allows the SDRF daemon running on the R2 side to close the RDF-ECA window due 
to a link failure, even though the failure prevents the R2 side from communicating with the 
R1 side. 


This option can be set as:


◆ ENABLE - (Default) Allows the composite group to be enabled on the R2 side. 


◆ DISABLE - Blocks the composite group from being enabled on the R2 side. 


Deleting an SRDF consistency group


When you delete an SRDF consistency group from a CG, the SRDF daemon stops 
monitoring the CG.


After deletion, SRDF consistency protection on the R2 data cannot be guaranteed even 
though the devices formerly in the CG may remain enabled. 


Best practice is to disable consistency protection before deleting a group. “Enabling and 
disabling SRDF consistency protection” on page 158 provides more information.


The -force option is required if the group is disabled and there are members in the group.
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The -symforce option is required if the group is enabled. The composite group remains 
enabled but is removed from the SYMAPI database.


Examples To delete a disabled SRDF consistency group mycg1 (with members):


symcg delete mycg1 -force


Suspending SRDF consistency protection


You can use the suspend, split or failover commands to suspend consistency 
protection for all devices in an SRDF consistency group where all devices are either 
synchronous or asynchronous. 


The state of the R2 devices at the end of the deactivation varies depending on whether the 
suspend or split command is used:


◆ symrdf -cg suspend - The R2 devices are in the write disabled state and cannot be 
accessed by the target-side hosts.


R2 database copy is consistent with the production copy on the R1 side. 


◆ symrdf -cg split - The R2 devices are enabled for both reads and writes by the 
target-side hosts.


The -force option is required:


When the same consistency group is defined on multiple hosts, you can initiate a suspend 
operation from any host provided the consistency group is enabled.


Note: If you execute the failover command on both mirrors of a concurrent R1 device, 
the concurrent R1 is converted into a concurrent R2 with a restore on both mirrors of the 
concurrent R2.


Examples To deactivate consistency in a consistency group named ConsisGrp:


symrdf -cg ConsisGrp suspend -force


To resume the SRDF links between the SRDF pairs in the SRDF consistency group and I/O 
traffic between the R1 devices and their paired R2 devices:


symrdf -cg ConsisGrp resume


Consistency protection is automatically restored upon resumption of the link. 


Consistency protection is not disabled unless you specify symcg -cg disable.


For asynchronous replication, use the symrdf -cg verify command with the 
-cg_consistent option to ensure that the SRDF consistency group is SRDF-consistency 
enabled and in a consistent state. 


A consistent state means that at least two cycle switches have occurred and all devices in 
each SRDF (RA) group have reached a consistent state.


Verify consistency


Example To verify that the SRDF consistency group ConsisGroup is SRDF-consistency enabled and in 
a consistent state. 


symrdf -cg ConsisGrp verify -cg_consistent
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(For synchronous operations) To verify if the device pairs in ConsisGroup are in 
Synchronized state:


symrdf -cg ConsisGrp verify -synchronized


Using the msc_cleanup command


When an SRDF/A single mode session is dropped, Enginuity automatically starts a 
cleanup process:


◆ The primary array marks new incoming writes as being owed to the secondary array.


◆ The capture and transmit delta sets are discarded, but the data is marked as being 
owed to the secondary array. All of these owed tracks are sent to the secondary array 
once SRDF is resumed, as long as the copy direction remains primary to secondary.


◆ The secondary array marks and discards the receive delta set only. Data is marked as 
tracks owed to the primary array. 


◆ The secondary array makes sure the apply (N-2) delta set is safely applied to disk; this 
is the dependent-write consistent image.


When a SRDF/A multiple mode session with Multi-Session Consistency (MSC) is dropped, 
MSC cleanup operations either:


◆ Discards any incomplete SRDF/A data, or 


◆ Commits completed data to the R2 to maintain dependent write consistency. 


When a SRDF/A multiple mode session with MSC is dropped, additional cleanup is 
required in fault scenarios where all delta sets of a transition have not been fully applied 
or discarded. 


Use the msc_cleanup command to cleanup after a session is dropped for devices 
operating in SRDF/A mode with consistency enabled MSC. 


For example, if a link failure causes protection to be triggered, the daemon may not be 
able to process all cleanup operations for the R2 devices where the receive and apply 
delta sets reside. Run the symrdf msc_cleanup command manually from the R2 site. If 
no consistency group definition is available at the R2 site, direct the cleanup operation to 
an SRDF (RA) group that was included as part of the consistency group. 


The command can be executed by composite group from the R1 or R2 site or by SRDF 
group from the R2 site.


Use the symcfg list command check whether a MSC cleanup operation is required.


Use the symcfg list command with the -rdfg all option to display whether a MSC 
cleanup operation is required for only SRDF (RA) groups on the specified array. 


Output of the symcfg list command includes flag information for SRDF groups 
operating in SRDF/A mode. An X in the RDFA Flags “M" column denotes that an MSC 
cleanup operation is required.


Examples To cleanup a composite group (mycg):


symrdf -cg mycg msc_cleanup
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To cleanup from the remote host at the R2 site for array 1123 and direct the command to 
SRDF group 4:


symrdf -sid 123 -rdfg 4 msc_cleanup
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Modifying consistency groups
You can dynamically add or remove the following device types for an RDF1 consistency 
group without first disabling consistency protection:


◆ Simple R1


◆ Concurrent R11


Use the symcg modify command with the add and remove options to modify SRDF 
consistency groups. 


Before you begin
Before you begin, you must understand how the SRDF daemon maintains consistency 
protection during dynamic modification:


◆ On the local host, the SRDF daemon continuously monitors the consistency group 
being changed. 


The SRDF daemon must be running locally on the host where the symcg modify 
command is issued.


◆ On other hosts, the SRDF daemons do the following:


• On hosts running GNS - SRDF daemons monitor the consistency group as it is being 
modified as long as these hosts are locally attached to the same set of arrays as 
the control host. 


Depending on the timing of the GNS updates, there may be a brief period during 
which the SRDF daemon stops monitoring the consistency group while waiting for 
the updated consistency group definition to propagate to the local GNS daemon. 


• On hosts not running GNS - If the SRDF daemons are running Solutions Enabler 
versions lower than 7.3.1, the daemons stop monitoring the CG during dynamic 
modification. These older daemons see the old CG definition until the symstar 
buildcg -update command is issued.


IMPORTANT


EMC strongly recommends running GNS on your hosts to ensure consistency 
protection while dynamically modifying CGs.


To restart monitoring the modified consistency group on these hosts, perform the 
following steps after you complete the modification operation:


1. Use the symcg export operation on the control host to export the new 
definition to a file.


2. Send the file to the other host.


3. Use the symcg import operation on the control host to import the new 
definition file.


Restrictions


The following apply to dynamic add and remove options of the symcg modify command:


◆ Enginuity 5773 or higher is required on all arrays of the CG. 
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◆ All arrays are reachable.


◆ The SRDF daemon must be running locally on the host where the symcg modify 
command is issued. 


◆ The symcg modify command only applies to RDF1 composite groups. 


It is not allowed for RDF2, RDF21, or type=ANY composite groups.


◆ The symcg modify command is not allowed for:


• CGs consisting of device groups.


• CGs containing  concurrent  SRDF devices.


• Any devices in SRDF/Star mode. 


Use the symstar modifycg command to modify devices in the CG are in STAR 
mode. “SRDF/Star consistency group operations” on page 253 provides more 
information.


◆ The SRDF groups affected by the symcg modify command cannot contain any devices 
enabled for consistency protection by another CG. 


◆ Devices within SRDF groups of the CG to be modified must be in one of the following 
SRDF pair states: 


• Synchronized


• SyncInProg with invalid tracks owed to the R2


• Consistent with no invalid tracks


• Within an affected SRDF group, device pairs can be a mixture of Synchronized and 
SyncInProg or a mixture of Consistent and SyncInProg. 


Note: If the symcg modify command fails, you can rerun the command or issue symcg 
modify -recover. No control operations are allowed on a CG until after a recover 
completes on that CG.


Preparing the staging area


Before you can dynamically modify SRDF consistency groups, you must create a staging 
area that mirrors the configuration of the CG. The staging area consists of:


◆ SRDF groups containing the device pairs to be added to a consistency group (symcg 
modify -add operations),


◆ SRDF groups for receiving the device pairs removed from a consistency group (symcg 
modify -remove operations).


◆ The SRDF groups in the staging area must be established between the same arrays as 
the SRDF groups in the consistency group.


For concurrent CGs, the SRDF groups in the staging area must be established among 
three arrays.


Restrictions: SRDF groups and devices in the staging area
◆ SRDF groups cannot be part of an SRDF/Star configuration.
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◆ Devices cannot be enabled for consistency protection.


◆ Devices cannot be defined with SRDF/Star SDDF (Symmetrix Differential Data Facility) 
sessions.


◆ BCVs are not allowed.


◆ All devices must be SRDF dynamic and of the same type:


• Simple R1 devices


• Concurrent R11 devices


◆ All device pairs must set in the same mode: 


• Adaptive copy disk


• Adaptive copy write pending for diskless R21->R2 device pairs


Note: Adaptive copy write pending mode (acp_wp) is not supported when the R1 
side of the RDF pair is on an array running HYPERMAX OS, and diskless R21 devices 
are not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS.


Restrictions: SRDF groups and devices for dynamic add operations
The dynamic modify add operation moves device pairs from the staging area into the SRDF 
groups of a consistency group. 


All devices in the staging area must be in one of the following SRDF pair states for each 
SRDF group: 


◆ Synchronized 


◆ SyncInProg with invalid tracks owed to the R2


◆ Suspended


◆ Suspended with invalid tracks owed to the R2 


If any device pair is Suspended (with or without invalid tracks on any of its SRDF groups), 
then the device pairs in the same SRDF group must all be Suspended. 
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Figure 14 shows a staging area for an R1->R2 configuration: 


Figure 14  Staging area for adding devices to the R1CG consistency group


RDFG 101 is established between the same array as the RDFG 100 in the R1CG consistency 
group.


Figure 15 shows the R1CG consistency group after the dynamic add operation:. 


Figure 15  R1CG consistency group after a dynamic modify add operation


Devices 50 and 51 were moved to R1CG.


The staging area contains the empty RDFG 101.


Dynamic remove operation
The dynamic modify remove operation moves the device pairs from the consistency group 
into the SRDF groups in the staging areas. 


To prepare the staging area for this operation, create the SRDF groups for receiving the 
device pairs removed from a consistency group.
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Note: The dynamic modify remove operation must never leave an SRDF group empty.


Example Figure 16 shows empty group RDFG 34 configured to receive devices removed from RDFG 
32: 


Figure 16  Preparing the staging area for removing devices from the MyR1 CG


The staging area consists of RDFG 34, an R1->R2 configuration established between the 
same array as RDFG 32 in the MyR1 consistency group.


Figure 17 shows the MyR1 consistency group and its staging area after the dynamic 
modify remove operation has completed. 


Figure 17  MyR1 CG after a dynamic modify remove operation


Restrictions - add operations


The following are restrictions for dynamically adding devices to an SRDF consistency group 
using the symcg modify -add command:
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◆ The symcg modify -add command:


• Cannot add new SRDF groups to the CG.


• Cannot add a concurrent R11 device to a CG enabled at the composite group level.


• Prohibits adding both mirrors of a concurrent R11 device to the same SRDF group 
name.


• Cannot add a triangle of devices to a CG. In other words, a concurrent R11 device 
cannot have one R1 mirror paired with an R21 device, which is then paired with an 
R22 device that is paired with the other R1 mirror of the concurrent R1 device.


• Prohibits adding a cascaded R1 device to a concurrent CG.


• Prohibits adding a concurrent R1 device to a cascaded CG.


◆ If the target is a cascaded CG, the operation must be enabled by CG hop 1 or by the 
SRDF group name hop 1.


◆ If the target is a cascaded CG and the devices to be added are simple R1 devices, the 
CG cannot be enabled by CG hop 2 or by SRDF group name hop 2.


◆ If the target is a cascaded CG and the devices to be added are cascaded R1 devices 
paired with diskless R21 devices, then all R21 devices in the affected SRDF group 
must also be diskless.


◆ If the target is a cascaded CG and the devices to be added are cascaded R1 devices 
paired with non-diskless R21 devices, then all R21 devices in the affected SRDF group 
must be non-diskless.


Restrictions - remove operations


The following are restrictions for dynamically removing devices from an SRDF consistency 
group using the symcg modify -remove command:


◆ The dynamic modify remove operation must never leave an SRDF group empty.


◆ The symcg modify -remove command cannot remove SRDF groups from a 
consistency group.


◆ The symcg modify -remove command prohibits a cascaded R1 device from being 
removed from a consistency group enabled at the composite group level.


◆ The symcg modify -remove command cannot remove both legs of a concurrent R11 
device if they are enabled for consistency protection by the same SRDF group name.
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Adding devices to an RDF1 consistency group


Table 15 lists the allowable device types for a dynamic modify add operation on a 
composite group enabled for consistency protection at the composite group level and the 
SRDF group name level. This RDF1 CG is not concurrent or cascaded.


Examples To move devices 50 and 51 from SRDF group 101 in the staging area to SRDF group 100 in 
R1CG on array 306:


symcg -cg R1CG modify -add -sid 306 -stg_rdfg 101 -devs 50:51 -cg_rdfg 100 


To check if the devices were added to R1CG:


symrdf -cg R1CG query -detail


Adding devices to a concurrent RDF1 consistency group


Before you perform this procedure, review “Enabling SRDF consistency protection for 
concurrent SRDF devices” on page 161. 


Table 16 shows the allowable device types for a dynamic modify add operation on a 
concurrent RDF1 composite group enabled for consistency protection at the composite 
group level and the SRDF group name level. 


Table 17 lists the allowable consistency modes for the SRDF groups of a concurrent CG.


Table 15  Allowable device types for adding devices to an RDF1 CG


Device type in 
staging area Enabled at CG level Enabled at SRDF group name level


Simple R1 
(R1->R2)


Allowed Allowed


Concurrent R11 Not allowed Only allowed if both affected SRDF groups 
in the CG already exist and are assigned to 
different SRDF group names.


Cascaded R1 Not allowed Not allowed


Table 16  Allowable device types for adding devices to a concurrent RDF1 CG


Device type in 
staging area Enabled at CG level Enabled at SRDF group name level


Simple R1
(R1->R2)


Allowed Allowed


Concurrent R11 Not allowed Only allowed if each mirror is assigned to a 
different SRDF group


Cascaded R1 Not allowed Not allowed


Table 17  Supported consistency modes for concurrent SRDF groups 


SRDF group 1 (first mirror) SRDF group 2 (second mirror)


RDF-ECA RDF-ECA


RDF-ECA MSC


RDF-ECA Not enabled
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Example In this example, device 20 is added to two independently-enabled SRDF groups of a CG.


Figure 18 on page 175 shows the staging area shared by array 306, 311, and 402 in a 
concurrent SRDF configuration: 


Figure 18  Adding a device to independently-enabled SRDF groups of a concurrent CG


The staging area contains devices 20 and 21. 


Since the SRDF groups 70 and 71 of ConCG operate in different SRDF modes, they were 
enabled independently for consistency protection using the following SRDF group names:


◆ Boston: device pairs operate in SRDF/S mode and are set for RDF-ECA consistency 
protection.


◆ New York: device pairs operate in SRDF/A mode and are enabled for MSC consistency 
protection


To add only device 20 from the staging area into SRDF groups 70 and 71 of ConCG:


symcg -cg ConCG modify -add -sid 306 -stg_rdfg 80,81 -devs 20 -cg_rdfg 70,71 


To check if the devices were added to ConCG:


Not enabled RDF-ECA


MSC RDF-ECA


MSC MSC


MSC Not enabled


Not enabled MSC


Table 17  Supported consistency modes for concurrent SRDF groups 
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symrdf -cg ConCG query -detail


Adding devices to a cascaded RDF1 consistency group


Before you perform this procedure, review “Checking if device pairs are enabled for 
consistency protection” on page 163.


Table 18 shows the allowable device types for a dynamic modify add operation on a 
cascaded R1 composite group enabled for consistency protection at the composite group 
level and the SRDF group name level.


Table 19 lists the allowable consistency modes for the hops of a cascaded CG.


Example Figure 19 shows a cascaded SRDF configuration sharing the staging area among array 
306, 311, and 402:


Table 18  Allowable device types for adding devices to a cascaded RDF1 CG


Device type 
in staging 
area


Enabled at CG level Enabled at SRDF group name level


Hop 1 enabled 
Hop 2 not 
enabled


Hop 1 enabled
Hop 2 enabled


Hop 1 not 
enabled
Hop 2 enabled


Hop 1 enabled 
Hop 2 not 
enabled


Hop 1 enabled
Hop 2 enabled


Hop 1 not enabled
Hop 2 enabled


Simple R1 
(R1->R2)


Allowed Not allowed Not allowed Allowed Not allowed Not allowed


Concurrent 
R11


Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed


Cascaded R1 Allowed Allowed Not allowed Allowed Allowed Not allowed


Table 19  Supported consistency modes for cascaded hops


R1->R21 (hop 1) R21->R2 (hop 2)


RDF-ECA MSC


RDF-ECA Not enabled


MSC Not enabled
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Figure 19  Adding devices to independently-enabled SRDF groups of a cascaded CG


.The staging area contains devices 20 and 21 to be added to CasCG.


The hops were independently enabled for consistency protection using the following SRDF 
group names:


◆ New York: device pairs operate in SRDF/S mode and are set for RDF-ECA consistency 
protection.


◆ New Jersey: device pairs operate in SRDF/A mode and are enabled for MSC 
consistency protection.


To add devices 20 and 21 from the staging area into SRDF groups 38 and 39 of CasCG:


symcg -cg CasCG modify -add -sid 306 -stg_rdfg 28 -devs 20:21 -stg_r21_rdfg 29 
-cg_rdfg 38 -cg_r21_rdfg 39


To check if the devices were added to CasCG:


symrdf -cg CasCG query -detail -hop2


Removing devices from an RDF1 consistency group


Table 20 shows the allowable device types for a dynamic modify remove operation on a 
composite group enabled for consistency protection at the composite group level and the 
SRDF group name level. This RDF1 CG is not concurrent or cascaded.


Example To remove devices 50 and 51 from RDFG 100 of R1CG on array 306 to RDFG 101 in the 
staging area:


symcg -cg R1CG modify -remove -sid 306 -stg_rdfg 101 -devs 50:51 -cg_rdfg 100 


Table 20  Allowable device types for removing devices from an RDF1 CG 


Device type in 
CG Enabled at CG level Enabled at SRDF group name level


Simple R1 
(R1->R2)


Allowed Allowed


Concurrent R11 Not applicable Not applicable


Cascaded R1 Not applicable Not applicable
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Removing devices from a concurrent RDF1 consistency group


Table 21 shows the allowable device types for a dynamic modify remove operation on a 
concurrent R1 composite group enabled for consistency protection at the composite group 
level and the SRDF group name level. 


Example To remove devices 20 through 30 from SRDF groups 70 and 80 of ConCG on array 306 into 
SRDF groups 71 and 81 in the staging area:


symcg -cg ConCG modify -remove -sid 306 -stg_rdfg 71,81 -devs 20:30 -cg_rdfg 70,80 


Removing devices from a cascaded RDF1 consistency group


Table 22 shows the allowable device types for performing a dynamic modify remove 
operation on a cascaded R1 composite group enabled for consistency protection at the CG 
level and the SRDF group name level.


Example To remove device 20 of SRDF groups 38 (R1->R21) and 39 (R21->R2) of CasCG on array 306 
into SRDF groups 28 and 29 in the staging area:


symcg -cg CasCG modify -remove -sid 306 -cg_rdfg 38 -devs 20 -cg_r21_rdfg 39 -stg_rdfg 28 
-stg_r21_rdfg 29 


Recovering from a failed dynamic modify operation


Details about dynamic modify operations (target CG, SRDF groups, staging area, and 
operation type) are stored in the Symmetrix File System (SFS). 


If a dynamic modify operation fails and all sites are reachable:


1. Re-run the command with the exact parameters. 


Table 21  Allowable device types for removing devices from a concurrent RDF1 CG


Device type in 
CG Enabled at CG level Enabled at SRDF group name level


Simple R1 
(R1->R2)


Allowed Allowed


Concurrent R11 Not allowed Only allowed if both mirrors are not enabled 
by the same SRDF group name.


Cascaded R1 Now allowed Not allowed


Table 22  Allowable device types for removing devices from a cascaded RDF1 CG


Device type 
in CG


Enabled at CG level Enabled at SRDF group name level


Hop1 enabled 
Hop2 not 
enabled


Hop1 enabled
Hop2 enabled


Hop1 not 
enabled
Hop2 enabled


Hop1 enabled 
Hop2 not 
enabled


Hop1 enabled
Hop2 enabled


Hop1 not enabled
Hop2 enabled


Simple R1 
(R1->R2)


Allowed Not applicable Not applicable Allowed Not applicable Not applicable


Concurrent 
R11


Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed Not allowed


Cascaded R1 Allowed Allowed Not allowed Allowed Allowed Not allowed
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2. If the command fails again, execute the symcg modify -recover command:


symcg modify -cg CasCG -recover


This command uses the dynamic modify command information in SFS. 


The recover operation either:


◆ Completes the unfinished steps of the dynamic modify operation, or


◆ Rolls back any tasks performed on the CG before failure, placing the CG into its original 
state.


For example, if a concurrent R11 loses a link to one of its mirrors during a dynamic modify 
add operation, the recover operation may remove all devices added to the CG by this 
operation. This ensures that the CG device pairs are consistent at all three sites. 
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Consistency groups with a parallel database
Figure 20 illustrates an SRDF consistency group with a parallel database such as Oracle 
Parallel Server (OPS). 


◆ The production database array spans two hosts and two arrays, A and C. 


◆ A SRDF consistency group includes R1 devices from arrays A and C.


Figure 20  Using an SRDF consistency group with a parallel database configuration


The same consistency group definition must exist on both hosts. If enabled, Group Name 
Services (GNS) automatically propagates a composite group definition to the arrays and to 
all locally-attached hosts running the GNS daemon.


Although each production host can provide I/O to both R1 devices in the configuration, 
the DBMS has a distributed lock manager that ensures two hosts cannot write data to the 
same R1 device at the same time. 


The SRDF links to two remote arrays (B and D) enable the R2 devices on those arrays to 
mirror the database activity on their respective R1 devices.


A typical remote configuration includes a target-side host or hosts (not shown in the 
illustration) to restart and access the database copy at the target site.


Figure 20 shows the SRDF daemons located on the production hosts.EMC recommends 
that you do not run the SRDF daemon on the same control host running database 
applications. “Redundant consistency protection” on page 153 provides more 
information.
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Consistency groups with BCV access at the target site
When an SRDF consistency group includes devices on one or more source arrays 
propagating production data to one or more target arrays, TF BCVs at the target site can be 
indirectly involved in the consistency process. 


Figure 21 illustrates a configuration with target-side BCVs that mirror the R2 devices:


Figure 21  Using an SRDF consistency group with BCVs at the target site


You must split the BCV pairs at the target sites to access data on the BCVs from the 
target-side hosts. 


The recovery sequence in a configuration that includes BCVs at the target site is the same 
as described in “Recovering from a failed dynamic modify operation” on page 178 with 
the following exception:


At the end of the sequence, the DBMS-restartable copy of the database exists on the 
target R2 devices and on the BCVs if the BCVs were synchronized with the target site's R2 
devices at the time the interruption occurred.


When data propagation is interrupted, the R2 devices of the suspended SRDF pairs are in 
a Write Disabled state. The target-side hosts cannot write to the R2 devices, thus 
protecting the consistent DBMS-restartable copy on the R2 devices. 


You can perform disaster testing and business continuance tasks by splitting off the BCV 
version of the restartable copy, while maintaining an unchanged R2 copy of the database. 
The R2 copy can remain consistent with the R1 production database until normal SRDF 
mirroring between the R1 and R2 sides resumes.


This configuration allows you to split off and access the DBMS-restartable database copy 
on the BCVs without risking the data protection that exists on the R2 devices when 
propagation of data is interrupted.
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To manage the BCVs from the R2 side, associate the BCVs with a single SRDF consistency 
group defined on the target-site host that is connected to arrays B and D. 


Figure 21 shows the SRDF daemons located on the production hosts.EMC recommends 
that you do not run the SRDF daemon on the same control host running database 
applications. “Redundant consistency protection” on page 153 provides more 
information.
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Concurrent Operations


This chapter describes the following topics:


◆ Overview...............................................................................................................  184
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◆ Restoring concurrent devices ................................................................................  187
◆ Viewing concurrent SRDF devices ..........................................................................  189
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Overview
In a concurrent SRDF configuration, the source R1 device is mirrored to two R2 devices on 
two different remote arrays. 


Figure 22  Concurrent SRDF 


The two R2 devices operate independently but concurrently using any combination of 
SRDF modes.


Note: Starting with Enginuity 5875, both legs of the concurrent SRDF configuration can be 
in asynchronous mode


If both R2 mirrors are synchronous:


◆ A write I/O from the host at the R1 device side is returned as completed when both 
remote array’ signal that the I/O is in cache at the remote side. 


If one R2 is synchronous and the other R2 is adaptive copy:


◆ I/O from the R2 operating in synchronous mode must present ending status to the 
sending array before a second host I/O can be accepted. 


The host does not wait for the R2 operating in adaptive copy mode. 


Restrictions


◆ The R2 devices at each remote array must belong to a different SRDF group.


◆ Asynchronous SRDF to both R2 devices requires Enginuity 5875 or higher on the R1 
side. 


◆ Simultaneous restore from both R2 devices to the R1 device cannot be performed. 


◆ SRDF swap cannot be performed.
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Both R2 devices in synchronous mode
If both R2 devices are in synchronous mode, both target sites have exact replicas of the 
source data. For this configuration, all three sites must be within synchronous distances. 


Figure 23 shows three sites that are within synchronous distance: 


Figure 23  Concurrent SRDF/S to both R2 devices


Both R2 devices in asynchronous mode
You can configure concurrent SRDF/A to asynchronously mirror to recovery sites located at 
extended distances from the workload site. 


Figure 24  Concurrent SRDF/A to both R2 devices


With concurrent SRDF, you can build a device group or a composite group containing 
devices that only belong to the two SRDF groups representing the concurrent remote 
mirrors. 
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Your device group can also include BCV devices and SRDF devices that are not concurrent 
SRDF devices but that belong to either one of the concurrent SRDF groups. 


Each mirror in a concurrent relationship must belong to a different SRDF group. When 
controlling or setting concurrent SRDF devices:


◆ -rdfg n performs the operation on the specified SRDF group number (remote mirror)


◆ -rdfg ALL performs the operation on the both SRDF groups.


Other documentation


Applicable pair states for concurrent SRDF operations


You can perform a control operation on one of these legs only if the other leg is in an 
acceptable pair state. 


“Concurrent SRDF control operations and applicable pair states” on page 390 provides 
more information.


Consistency protection


You can enable consistency protection for devices in a concurrent configuration. 


“Enabling SRDF consistency protection for concurrent SRDF devices” on page 161 
provides more information.


Note: Consistency protection for two mirrors participating in different consistency groups 
with SRDF/S requires Enginuity 5874 and higher.


Concurrent SRDF operations
To configure a concurrent SRDF relationship:


1. Create the initial R1 -> R2 pair between the first array and second array.


2. Create the R11 -> R2 pair between first array and the third array.


Creating/establishing concurrent SRDF devices


Procedure To create a device group for the concurrent SRDF devices and initially synchronize 
(establish) the devices across the concurrent SRDF links:


1. Use the symdg command to create an R1 device group.


symdg [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-v] 
.....
create DgName -type RDF1


symdg create ConcGrp -type RDF1


2. Use the symdg add command to add all concurrent SRDF devices to the device group:


symdg -g DgName [-i Interval] [-c Count] [-v]
.....
add dev SymDevName 


symdg add dev 0001 -g ConcGrp -sid 0001
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symdg add dev 0021 -g ConcGrp 
symdg add dev 002A -g ConcGrp


3. Use the symrdf establish command to establish concurrent SRDF pairs that belong 
to the device group for the first R2 devices:


symrdf -g DgName [-v | -noecho] 
......
-rdfg GrpNum establish


symrdf -g ConcGrp establish -rdfg 1


4. Repeat Step 3 to establish concurrent SRDF pairs that belong to the device group for 
the second R2 devices:


symrdf -g ConcGrp establish -rdfg 2


You can also use the -rdfg ALL option to simultaneously establish both mirrors of 
each SRDF pair in one command:


symrdf -g concGrp -full establish -rdfg ALL


Note: Business Continuance Volume (BCV) devices cannot contain concurrent SRDF 
mirrors.


Splitting concurrent SRDF devices


Use the symrdf split command to split concurrent SRDF pairs, either one at a time or at 
the same time.


Examples To split the concurrent pairs one at a time:


symrdf -g DgName split -rdfg GroupNum of first mirror
symrdf -g DgName split -rdfg GroupNum of second mirror


For example, to split the concurrent pairs for device group concGrp one at a time:


symrdf -g concGrp split -rdfg 1
symrdf -g concGrp split -rdfg 2


To split the concurrent pairs simultaneously:


symrdf -g DgName split -rdfg All


For example, to split the concurrent pairs for device group concGrp at the same time:


symrdf -g concGrp split -rdfg ALL


Note: Concurrent R1 devices can have two mirrors participating in different consistency 
groups with MSC consistency protection enabled. This applies only to Enginuity 5875 and 
higher. 


Restoring concurrent devices


In concurrent configuration, there are two RDFG groups of R2 devices.


◆ You can restore the R1 device from either of the R2 devices.


To restore the R1 device from either of the R2 devices, you must specify which R2 
device to use. 
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◆ You can restore both the R1 and one R2 device from the second R2 device.


Restoring R1 from a concurrent R2
Use the restore command to restore only the R1 device from the specified R2:


Figure 25  Restoring the R1 a concurrent configuration


When the restore command is executed:


◆ Both remote mirrors are split.


◆ The R1 device is restored from and synchronized with the R2 device in the specified 
RDFG group specified in the command.


◆ The R2 device belonging to SRDF group not used in the restore operation remains in 
the split state. 


Use the symrdf restore command to restore from the specified RDFG group:


symrdf -g DgName restore -rdfg GroupNum of selected R2 mirror


Examples To restore devices in group concGrp from RDFG group 1:


symrdf -g concGrp restore -rdfg 1


Use the establish command to re-establish the R2 devices not used in the restore 
operation:


symrdf -g DgName restore -rdfg GroupNum of group not used to restore


To re-establish second mirror (RDFG 2) for group concGrp:


symrdf -g concGrp establish -rdfg 2


Restoring both R1 and R2 from the second concurrent R2
Use the restore command with the remote option to restore both the R1 devices and 
the R2 devices on one leg from the R2 devices on the second leg:
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Remote Site B


Remote Site C
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Host


Local Site A
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Split


Restore R1Restore R1R1


R2


R2
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Figure 26  Restoring the source device and mirror in a concurrent SRDF configuration


When the restore command with the remote option is executed:


◆ Data from the specified R2 SRDF group 2 propagates data to the R1.


◆ The R1 SRDF group uses this data to restore the other R2 mirror, synchronizing all 
concurrent SRDF mirrors. 


Note: You cannot simultaneously restore from both remote mirrors to the R1 device.


Use the symrdf restore command with the remote option to restore both the R1 
devices and R2 devices on the second leg from the specified RDFG group:


symrdf -g DgName restore -rdfg GroupNum -remote


Example To restore the both the R1 and the R2 devices in RDF group 1 using the data in RDF 
group 2:


symrdf -g ConcGrp restore -rdfg 2 -remote


Viewing concurrent SRDF devices


Use the symrdf list command with the –concurrent option to display concurrent SRDF 
devices on the local array. 


Each device of a concurrent pair belongs to a different RDF group, as shown in the RDF 
Typ:G column.


symrdf list -concurrent -sid 321


Symmetrix ID: 000192600321


                              Local Device View                             
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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                    STATUS     MODES                     RDF  S T A T E S   
Sym        RDF      ---------  -----  R1 Inv   R2 Inv ---------------------- 
Dev RDev  Typ:G    SA RA LNK  MDATE  Tracks   Tracks Dev RDev Pair          
---- ---- --------  ---------  ----- -------  ------- --- ---- ------------- 


00060 00060   R1:128  RW RW RW   S..1.       0        0 RW  WD   Synchronized  
     00060   R1:228  RW RW RW   S..1.       0        0 RW  WD   Synchronized  
00061 00061   R1:128  RW RW RW   S..1.       0        0 RW  WD   Synchronized  


.


.


.


Use the query -rdfg all command to display the state of concurrent SRDF pairs.


In the following example, concurrent SRDF pairs are in the process of synchronizing 
(SyncInProg):


symrdf -g conrdf query -rdfg all


Device Group (DG) Name             : conrdf
DG's Type                          : RDF1
.
.
.
Source (R1) View                 Target (R2) View     MODES           
-------------------------------- ------------------------ ----- ------------
             ST                  LI      ST                                    
Standard      A                   N       A                                   
Logical       T  R1 Inv   R2 Inv  K       T  R1 Inv   R2 Inv       RDF Pair    
Device  Dev   E  Tracks   Tracks  S Dev   E  Tracks   Tracks MDAE  STATE       
-------------------------------- -- ------------------------ ----- ------------


DEV001  00060 RW       0    69030 RW 0060 WD       0        0 S...  SyncInProg  
             RW       0    69030 RW 0060 WD       0        0 S...  SyncInProg  
DEV002  00061 RW       0    69030 RW 0061 WD       0        0 S...  SyncInProg  


RW       0    69030 RW 0061 WD       0        0 S...  SyncInProg  
DEV003  00062 RW       0    69030 RW 0062 WD       0        0 S...  SyncInProg  


During synchronization, use the symrdf verify -summary command to displays a 
summary message every 30 seconds until both concurrent mirrors of each SRDF pair are 
synchronized:


symrdf -g conrdf verify -summary -rdfg all -i 30 -synchronized
.
.
None of the devices in the group 'conrdf' are in 'Synchronized' 
state.
.
.
Not All devices in the group 'conrdf' are in 'Synchronized' state.
.
.
All devices in the group 'conrdf' are in 'Synchronized' state.
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Overview
Cascaded SRDF is a three-way data mirroring and recovery solution that consists of:


◆ A R1 device replicating data to 


◆ An R21 device at a secondary site, which replicates the same data to a 


◆ R2 device located at a tertiary site 


Cascaded SRDF reduces recovery time at the tertiary site because replication continues to 
the tertiary site if the primary site fails. 


This enables a faster recovery at the tertiary site, if that is where the data operation is 
restarted. You can achieve zero data loss up to the point of the primary site failure.


Figure 27 shows a basic cascaded SRDF configuration.


Figure 27  Cascaded SRDF configuration


Note: Cascaded SRDF requires Enginuity 5773 and higher. 


Cascaded SRDF uses a new type of SDRF device: the R21 device. An R21 device is both an 
R1 mirror and an R2 mirror, and is used only in cascaded SRDF configurations.


An R21 device is both:


◆ An R2 in relation to the R1 source device at the primary site, and 


◆ An R2 in relation to the R2 target device at the tertiary site.


There are two sets of pair states in a cascaded configuration:


◆ Pair states between the primary and secondary site (R1  R21)


◆ Pair states between the secondary and tertiary sites (R21  R2)


These two pair states are separate from each other. 


When performing a control operation on one pair, the state of the other device pair must 
be known and considered. 


“Cascaded SRDF control operations and applicable pair states” on page 383 provides 
more information.


Note: To perform cascaded SRDF operations with Access Control enabled, you need SRDF 
BASECTRL, BASE, and BCV access types. EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI 
User Guide provides more information.


Primary SiteA


SRDF links


Secondary SiteB Tertiary SiteC


SRDF links


Host I/O


R1 R21 R2
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SRDF modes in cascaded configurations
The SRDF modes supported on each hop in a cascaded configuration vary depending on 
whether the R21 device is diskless (EDP is configured).


Table 23 lists the SRDF modes supported from R1  R21, and R21  R2 when the R21 
device is NOT diskless.


Table 24 lists the SRDF modes supported from R1  R21, and R21  R2 when EDP is 
configured and the R21 device is diskless.


* Adaptive Copy Write Pending mode is not supported when the R1 mirror of the RDF pair 
is on an array running HYPERMAX OS.


Note: Asynchronous mode can be run on either the R1 > R21 hop, or the R21  R2 hop, 
but not both.


SRDF modes in cascaded configurations with EDP
SRDF/Extended Distance Protection (EDP) enables you to designate an R21 device as a 
diskless device. 


A diskless R21 device directly cascades data to the remote R2 disk device, streamlining 
the linkage and cost of storage at the middle site. 


*Adaptive copy write pending mode (acp_wp) is not supported when the R1 side of the 
RDF pair is on an array running HYPERMAX OS, and diskless R21 devices are not supported 
on arrays running HYPERMAX OS.


Table 23  SRDF modes for cascaded configurations (no EDP)


R1R21 R21R2


Adaptive copy disk Asynchronous
Adaptive copy disk


Adaptive copy write pending* Asynchronous
Adaptive copy disk 


Asynchronous (no EDP) Adaptive copy disk


Semi-synchronous (for 5671 only) Asynchronous
Adaptive copy disk 


Synchronous Asynchronous
Adaptive copy disk


Table 24  SRDF modes for cascaded configurations with EDP


R1 Diskless R21 Diskless R21R2


Synchronous
Adaptive copy disk
Adaptive copy write pending*


Asynchronous


Synchronous
Adaptive copy disk
Adaptive copy write pending*


Adaptive copy write pending*
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Restrictions (cascaded SRDF)


◆ The secondary site (R21 devices) must be running Enginuity 5773 or higher.


◆ R1 and R2 devices must be running Enginuity 5671 or Enginuity 5773 and higher.


◆ An R21 device cannot be paired with another R21 device


R1 R21  R21  R2 is not supported.


◆ R21 devices cannot be BCV devices or PPRC devices.


◆ R21 devices are supported only on GigE and Fibre RAs.


◆ If the first device added to an SRDF group is in asynchronous mode (-rdf_mode 
async), all subsequent devices added to the SRDF group must also be added in 
asynchronous mode. 


◆ If you do not specify a mode, the option file setting SYMAPI_DEFAULT_RDF_MODE is 
used. The default is adaptive copy.


◆ Mixing thin and thick devices is supported with the following restrictions:


• The arrays that contain the thin devices must be running Enginuity 5876.x.


• For FBA devices, the arrays that contain the thick devices must be running 
Enginuity 5876.x.


• For CKD devices, the arrays that contain the thick devices must be running 
Enginuity 5876.x.


◆ If the device to be the R21 device is currently an R1 device, and is in synchronous or 
adaptive copy write pending mode, creation of the R1 -> R21 relationship is blocked. 


For diskless devices, creation of an R1 device operating in adaptive copy disk is 
blocked.


Diskless devices are not supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS.


◆ If both SRDF groups for the R21 device are not on a Fibre or GigE director, creation of 
an R21 device is blocked.


◆ The same SRDF group cannot be configured for both R21 device mirrors.


Setting up cascaded SRDF


Setting up a cascaded SRDF relationship


Setting up a cascaded SRDF relationship is a two-step process:


1. Create the initial R1 –> R21 pair between array A and array B for the first hop. SRDF/S, 
SRDF/A, adaptive copy disk mode, or adaptive copy write-pending mode is allowed 
over the first hop.


Note: Adaptive copy write pending mode (acp_wp) is not supported when the R1 side 
of the RDF pair is on an array running HYPERMAX OS.
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Note: Only one hop (R1 –> R21 or R21 –> R2) can be asynchronous at a time. If R1 -> 
R21 is in asynchronous mode, R21 -> R2 must be in adaptive copy disk mode.


2. Create the R21 –> R2 pair between array B and array C for the second hop. SRDF/S, 
SRDF/A or adaptive copy disk mode is allowed over the second hop. 


The most common implementation is SRDF/S mode for the first hop and SRDF/A mode 
for the second hop.


Note: For cascaded SRDF without Extended Distance Protection (EDP), the R21 device 
paired with an R2 device must be in either asynchronous or adaptive copy disk mode


Use the symrdf createpair command with the -rdf_mode option to create the SRDF 
pairs for both the first and second hops, and set the SRDF mode.


Note: Use the command twice, once for each hop.


symrdf createpair command syntax (-file option)


symrdf -file Filename -sid SymmID -rdfg GrpNum 
      [-bypass] [-noprompt] [-i Interval] [-c Count]
      [-v|-noecho] [-force] [-symforce] [-star]


    createpair -type <R1|R2>
      <-invalidate <R1|R2> | -establish | -restore>
      [-rdf_mode <sync|acp_wp|acp_disk|async>] 
      [-g NewDg] [-remote]


Note: Adaptive copy write pending mode (acp_wp) is not supported when the R1 side 
of the RDF pair is on an array running HYPERMAX OS.


Example In the following example:


◆ TestFile1 specifies two device pairs on SIDs 284 and 305:


0380 0390
0381 0391 


1. Use the symrdf createpair command to configure the device pairs, SRDF group, 
and SRDF mode for the first (R1 -> R2) hop:


symrdf createpair -file TestFile1 -sid 305 -rdfg 210 -type R2 -establish -rdf_mode sync
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Figure 28  Configuring the first hop


The SRDF R1 -> R2 device pairs are created and established in SRDF synchronous 
mode. 


• TestFile2 specifies two device pairs on SIDs 305 and 282:


– 0390  03A0


– 0391 03A1 


2. Use a second symrdf createpair command to configure the device pairs, SRDF 
group, and SRDF mode for the second hop(R21 -> R2):


symrdf createpair -file TestFile2 -sid 305 -rdfg 230 -type R1 -establish -rdf_mode acp_disk


Figure 29  Configuring the second hop


Devices 0390 and 0391 are R21 devices in the cascaded configuration. They are:


◆ R2 devices in the R1 ->R21 relationship


◆ R1 devices in the R21-> R2 relationship 


Applicable pair states for cascaded SRDF operations


In a cascaded relationship, control operations are only allowed for the pair R1->R21 when 
the R21->R2 pair is in a specific pair state. 
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“Cascaded SRDF control operations and applicable pair states” on page 383 provides 
more information.


RDF21 SRDF groups


You can create device groups and composite groups to contain R21 devices as standards. 
These groups are identified with an SRDF group type: RDF21. 


Use the symdg create and symcg create commands to create device and composite 
groups with type RDF21. 


Examples To create a device group with SRDF group type RDF21:


symdg -type RDF21 create test_group_dg


To create a composite group with SRDF group type RDF21:


symcg -type RDF21 create test_group_cg


To create an RDF1 composite group, add devices and set an SRDF group name:


To create an empty RDF1 composite group testcg:


symcg -type rdf1 create testcg


To add all devices visible to the local host at SID 284 to composite group testcg:


symcg -cg testcg addall dev -sid 284 -rdfg 210


To add all devices visible to the local host at SID 256 to composite group testcg:


symcg -cg testcg addall dev -sid 256 -rdfg  60


To set the SRDF group name to name1:


symcg -cg testcg set -name name1 -rdfg 284:210,256:60


Managing R21 devices
In a cascaded SRDF relationship, the term first hop refers to the R1-> R21 device pair, the 
term second hop refers to the R21->R2 device pair. 


When controlling an R2 device in a cascaded SRDF relationship, the first hop represents 
the R2->R21 relationship and the second hop represents the R21-> R1 relationship.


Operations against one pair relationship depend on the state of the other pair 
relationship. The SRDF state of the R21 device in a cascaded relationship is determined as 
follows:


◆ The SRDF pair state of the R1 -> R21 device is determined by the RA status. 


◆ The SRDF pair state of the R21 -> R2 mirror is determined by the SA status.
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Figure 30 illustrates how the R21 SRDF device state is determined and how each SRDF 
mirrored pair state is determined.


Figure 30  Determining SRDF pair state in cascaded configurations


Device actions modify only the SA status of the R21 device. 


For example, if a rw_enable r1 is performed against the R1 -> R21 pair, and the R21 has 
a device SA status of WD, the overall device SRDF state is WD. 


You must perform both a rw_enable r1 against the R21 -> R2 pair and a rw_enable r2 
against the R1 -> R21 pair to make the R21 device rw_enable to the host.


Note: If either the R1 or the R2 mirror of an R21 SRDF device is made NR or WD, the R21 
device will be NR or WD to the host.


“Cascaded SRDF control operations and applicable pair states” on page 383 provides 
more information.


Hop 2 controls
You can perform control operations from hosts connected any of the three arrays in a 
cascaded configuration. 


Use the -hop2 option to control an SRDF device that is two hops away. The -hop2 option 
can be used with device groups, composite groups, STDs, and local BCVs.


Use the -hop2 option to control the:


◆ R21->R2 relationship for an RDF1 device group or composite group


◆ R1->R21 relationship for an RDF2 device group or composite group


Device RDF status


Device RDF status


R1 -> R21 Pair State


R21 -> R2 Pair State


   Device RDF status
+ RA status
   R2 device state


   Device RDF status
+ SA status
   R1 device state


SYM-001831
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The location of hop-2 devices depends on the location of the controlling host.


Figure 31  Location of hop-2 devices


In Figure 31:


◆ When the controlling host is at Site A, a control operation with the -hop2 option acts 
on the device pair in the array from Site B to Site C. 


◆ When the controlling host is at Site C, a control operation with the -hop2 option acts 
on the device pair in the array from Site B to Site A.


Examples Use the -hop2 option with -rdfg name: to operate on the second hop SRDF 
relationship for the specified -rdfg name: Assume the following composite group with 4 
devices spread across two arrays: 


CG: testcg     cg type: RDF1   with  R1->R21->R2


Sym: 000192600284  / rdf group  210   /  rdfg name:  name1
R1 device  0380
R1 device  0381


Sym: 000192600256  / rdf group   60   /  rdfg name:  name1
R1 device  0940
R1 device  0941


The following command only operates on the R21->R2 SRDF relationships associated with 
all the R1 devices using SRDF groups named name1:


symrdf -cg testcg -rdfg name:name1 -hop2 establish
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Cascaded SRDF with EDP
SRDF/Extended Distance Protection (EDP) streamlines cascaded SRDF linkage to the R2 
with a diskless R21 device. 


With EDP, replication between the R1 and R2 does not require disks at R21 site. 


Note: SRDF/EDP is requires Enginuity 5874 or higher on the array where the R21 device is 
located. The arrays where the R1 and R2 devices are located require Enginuity 5773 or 
higher. 


Figure 32  Cascaded SRDF with EDP


Without EDP, the R21 disk device has its own local mirrors so there are three full copies of 
data, one at each of the three sites. 


With EDP, the R21 diskless device has no local mirrors. 


Thus, there are only two full copies of data, one on the R1 disk device and one on the R2 
disk device. 


When using a diskless R21 device, changed tracks received from the R1 mirror are saved 
in cache until these tracks are sent to the R2 disk device. Once the data is sent to the R2 
device and the receipt is acknowledged, the cache slot is freed and the data no longer 
exists on the R21. 


SRDF/EDP rules


The following rules apply when creating diskless SRDF devices:


◆ For Enginuity 5773, a patch is required to connect to a diskless device.


◆ A diskless device cannot be mapped to the host. Therefore, no host is able to directly 
access a diskless device for I/O data (read or write).


◆ The diskless SRDF devices are only supported on GigE and Fibre RAs.


◆ Other replication technologies (TimeFinder/Snap, TimeFinder/Clone, Open Replicator, 
and Federated Live Migration) do not work with diskless devices as the source or the 
target of the operation.
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◆ The symreplicate command returns an error if a diskless device is found in the 
configuration.


◆ Diskless devices are not supported with thin CKD devices.


◆ The R1 and R2 volumes must be both thin or both standard. For example: 


• Thin R1-> diskless R21->thin R2, or 


• Standard, fully provisioned R1 -> diskless R21 -> standard, fully provisioned R2.


Setting up cascaded SRDF with EDP


Setting up a SRDF/EDP relationship is a two-step process: 


1. Create the DLR1 --> R2 pair between array B and array C.


2. Create the R1 --> DLR2 pair between array A and array B. 


Now, the configuration is R1 --> DLR21 --> R2.


Table 25 lists the SRDF modes allowed for SRDF/EDP.


Use the symrdf createpair command with the -rdf_mode option to create the SRDF 
pairs for both the first and second hops, and set the SRDF mode.


Use the command twice, once for each hop.


“symrdf createpair command syntax (-file option)” on page 195 describes the command 
syntax.


Note: Adaptive copy write pending mode (acp_wp) is not supported when the R1 side of 
the RDF pair is on an array running HYPERMAX OS.


In an SRDF/EDP configuration, you cannot bring devices Read Write on the link until the 
diskless devices are designated as being R21s. 


Use the -invalidate R2 option instead of the -establish option. 


Note: Since the R21 devices are diskless and cannot be mapped, you do not need to make 
the device Not Ready or Write Disabled before using the -invalidate R2 option.


Example In the following example procedure, TestFile1 specifies two device pairs on SIDs 284 and 
305:


◆ 0380 07A0


◆ 0381 07A1 


Table 25  SRDF modes allowed for SRDF/EDP


R1 - DLR21 DLR21 - R2


Synchronous Asynchronous


Adaptive copy diska Asynchronous


a. Adaptive copy mode on the first leg does not provide full time 
consistency of the R21 or R2 devices.
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1. Use the symrdf createpair command to configure the device pairs, SRDF group, 
and SRDF mode for the first (R1 -> R2) hop:


symrdf createpair -file TestFile1 -sid 305 -rdfg 210 -type R2 -invalidate R2 -rdf_mode sync


Figure 33  Set up first hop in cascaded SRDF with EDP


The SRDF device pairs are created and placed in synchronous mode. 


• TestFile2 specifies two device pairs:


– 07A0  03A0


– 07A1 03A1 


2. Use a second symrdf createpair command to configure the device pairs, SRDF 
group, and SRDF mode for the second (R21 -> R2) hop:


symrdf createpair -file TestFile3 -sid 305 -rdfg 230 -type R1 -establish -rdf_mode acp_disk


Figure 34  Set up second hop in cascaded SRDF with EDP


3. Use the symrdf establish command to make the R1 device pairs Read Write in the 
first (R1->R21) hop on the link.


symrdf establish -file TestFile1 -sid 305 -rdfg 210
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Rules/restrictions for diskless devices in cascaded SRDF


Note: Diskless devices should only be used as R21 devices in a cascaded environment. 
Diskless R1, R2, or R22 devices should only be used as an intermediate step to create a 
diskless R21 device.


General restrictions
◆ The following control operations are blocked for diskless devices in a R1->R2 


relationship that is not part of a cascaded configuration (R1->R2, R2<-->R2, or 
R1->R22<-R1), or is not going to become part of a cascaded relationship


• Establish, resume, restore, failback, R1_update, merge


• Failover if the R2 is a diskless device


• Createpair –restore or –establish 


• Refresh R1 or swap –refresh R1


• Refresh R2 or swap –refresh R2


• Ready/not_ready R1 of a diskless R1 device


• Ready/not_ready R2 of a diskless R2 device


◆ A diskless SRDF device may not be paired with another diskless SRDF device.


◆ For SRDF groups in asynchronous mode, all the devices in the SRDF group must be 
either diskless or non-diskless. 


◆ You cannot set the skew limit when the R21->R2 hop is in adaptive copy write pending 
mode. SRDF behaves as if the skew is infinite.


◆ You must make the link between R21->R2 Ready (RW) before making the R1->R21 link 
ready (RW). Otherwise, Enginuity makes the diskless R1->R21 devices NR on the link 
when the R21->R2 state is NR on the link.


Control and set restrictions
You can perform SRDF control and set operations for diskless environments on composite 
groups, device groups, and files that contain both diskless and non-diskless devices. 


Note: You can control SRDF pairs with diskless devices and without diskless devices in a 
single control operation if some of the R21 devices in the group are diskless and others 
are not. 


◆ The following configurations are supported when the R21 is a diskless SRDF device:


• R1->R21->R2


• R11->R21->R2


• R11->R21->R22


◆ You cannot set the mode for an SRDF group containing diskless and non-diskless 
devices to asynchronous. 


Table 23 on page 193 lists the modes allowed for cascaded SRDF configurations.
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Table 24 on page 193 lists the modes allowed for cascaded SRDF configurations 
where the R21 is diskless.


All other combinations are blocked. If synchronous mode is not allowed, specify a 
valid SRDF mode when creating these device pairs


The adaptive copy write pending -> asynchronous combination in Table 24 on 
page 193 cannot reach the Consistent state. The R21->R2 hop hangs in the 
SyncInProg state with 0 invalid tracks. 
To reach the consistent state, configure asynchronous -> asynchronous.


Dynamic control restrictions
You can use dynamic SRDF controls (createpair, deletepair, swap_personality, 
movepair, and failover –establish actions) to create and manage diskless device 
relationships. 


The following rules apply for these operations:


◆ A diskless SRDF device can only be configured on a Fibre or GigE SRDF director. 


◆ A createpair action is blocked when both sides are diskless devices.


◆ The createpair and movepair actions are blocked if the action results in a mixture 
of diskless and non-diskless devices in an SRDF group containing devices in 
asynchronous mode.


◆ The createpair, movepair, swap_personality, and failover -establish 
actions will be blocked if the action will result in a violation of the allowable SRDF 
modes as outlined in “Control and set restrictions” on page 203.


◆ The createpair action is blocked if the action results in an R1->R21->R2 relationship 
where the R1 and the R2 are the diskless devices.


SRDF query restrictions
◆ A diskless device has no local mirrors. Thus, no local invalid tracks are reported for the 


device. 


◆ Queries to a diskless R1 device do not show any R1 invalid tracks. 


◆ Queries to a diskless R2 device do not show any R2 invalid tracks.   


◆ Queries to a diskless R21 device do not show any R1 invalid tracks. 


◆ Queries to diskless R21 device do not show any R1 invalid tracks when queried from 
the R21->R2 relationship point of view.


◆ Queries to diskless R21 device do not show any R2 invalid tracks when queried from 
the R1->R21 relationship point of view.


Creating diskless devices


Use the symconfigure command to perform control operations (creation, configuration, 
convert, and delete) for diskless devices, using the following device type designations: 


◆ DLDEV
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◆ RDF1+DLDEV


◆ RDF2+DLDEV


◆ RDF21+DLDEV


You can create a diskless device using the existing create/configure dev command 
with one of the these device types.


You cannot create an RDF21+DLDEV device directly. Use the add rdf mirror command 
with symconfigure to create R21 diskless devices. “Adding a diskless SRDF mirror” on 
page 205 provides more information.


You can also use the set dev command with symconfigure to set attributes on 
diskless devices.


Note: For more information about the symconfigure, see the EMC Solutions Enabler 
Array Management CLI User Guide.


Adding a diskless SRDF mirror


Use the symconfigure add rdf mirror command to add both static and dynamic SRDF 
mirrors to diskless devices. 


The procedure to set up a diskless R21 device is the same as any other type of R21 device.


In order to add the diskless device, it must already be an RDF1+DLDEV or an RDF2+DLDEV 
device:


Figure 35  Adding a diskless SRDF mirror


Use the symconfigure command to add the R21 mirrors.


Perform the add rdf mirror command twice; once for each site.


Example To add the specified device from site A:


add rdf mirror to dev 01A
ra_group=67, mirror_type=RDF1
remote_dev=140


...
To add the specified device from site C:


add rdf mirror to dev 04F
ra_group=67, mirror_type=RDF2
remote_dev=140


Restrictions
◆ Either the local or the remote device can be diskless, however, both the local and the 


remote SRDF device cannot be diskless.


Workload site A Secondary site B Tertiary site C


SYM-001741
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◆ Diskless devices can only be configured on a fibre or GigE SRDF directors.


◆ Cannot add a mix of diskless and non-diskless SRDF devices to an SRDF group with 
devices in Async mode.


◆ The create pair action is blocked if it results in an R1->R21->R2 relationship where the 
R1 and the R2 are diskless devices.


◆ When configuring a diskless device the modes should be set as per rules discussed in 
“Control and set restrictions” on page 203.


Restarting in diskless configuration


◆ When restarting a diskless SRDF configuration:


The R21->R2 hop is recovered before the R1->R21 hop. 


The R1->R21 relationship cannot be RW on the link when the R21->R2 relationship is 
NR on the link.


◆ When recovering with a diskless R21 device:


The restart_sync_type is in adaptive copy write pending mode for the R21->R2 
relationship.


Adaptive copy write pending mode (acp_wp) is not supported when the R1 side of the 
RDF pair is on an array running HYPERMAX OS, and diskless R21 devices are not 
supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS.


Sample session: planned failover
This section is an example of a planned failover of the cascaded SRDF configuration 
depicted in Figure 36:


Figure 36  Cascaded configuration before planned failover


For the example session:


◆ Commands are issued from a control host connected to SID 198. 


◆ Commands are issued to an SRDF device group.


1. Use the symcfg list command to verify that both array 321 and 256 are visible to 
the control host.
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2. Use the symrdf -g GroupName query -hop2 command to verify that the RDF Pair 
State for devices in the SID 321 -> SID 256 hop are Synchronized.


The SID 321 -> SID 258 hop is synchronous. Healthy device pairs are “Synchronized”.


3. Use the symrdf -g GroupName query -rdfa command to verify that the RDF Pair 
State for devices in the SID 256 -> SID 198 hop are Consistent.


The SID 256 -> SID 198 hop is asynchronous. Healthy device pairs are “Consistent”.


4. Use the symrdf -g GroupName suspend -hop2 command to suspend the device 
pairs of the SID 321 -> SID 256 hop.


5. Use the symrdf -g GroupName query -hop2 command to verify that the RDF Pair 
State for devices in the SID 321 -> SID 256 hop is Suspended.


6. Use the symrdf -g GroupName suspend -force command to suspend the device 
pairs of the SID 256 -> SID 198 hop.


7. Use the symrdf -g GroupName query command to verify that the RDF Pair State for 
devices in the SID 256 -> SID 198 hop is Suspended.


8. Use the symrdf -g GroupName failover -hop2 command to failover from SID 
321 to SID 256.


9. Use the symrdf -g GroupName failover -force command to failover from SID 
256 to the SID 198.


10. Use the symrdf -g GroupName query -hop2 command to verify that the RDF Pair 
State for devices in the SID 321 -> SID 256 hop are Failed Over.


11. Use the symrdf -g GroupName query command to verify that the RDF Pair State for 
devices in the SID 256 -> SID 198 hop are Failed Over.


12. Use the symrdf -g GroupName set mode acp_disk -hop2 command to change 
the SRDF mode between SID 321 and SID 256 to adaptive copy disk mode.


13. Use the symrdf -g GroupName swap -hop2 command to swap personalities 
between SID 321 and SID 256.


The configuration is now:


Figure 37  Planned failover - after first swap
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14. Use the symrdf -g GroupName swap command to swap personalities between SID 
256 and SID 198.


The configuration is now:


Figure 38  Planned failover - after second swap


15. Use the symrdf -g GroupName resume -hop2 command to resume the device 
pairs of the SID 256 -> SID 321 hop.


16. Use the symrdf -g GroupName resume -force command to resume the device 
pairs of the SID 198 -> SID 256 hop.


Note: Do not change the SRDF mode from SID 256 -> SID 321. The R1 -> R21 hop is now 
Asynchronous. Only adaptive copy disk mode is supported for the R21 -> R2 hop.


Displaying/querying cascaded SRDF
See alsoTable 6, “Options for symrdf list command”and Table 5, “Commands to display 
and verify SRDF, devices, and groups”.


Listing cascaded SRDF devices


◆ Use the symrdf list command with the -R21 option to displays all R21 devices.


This option cannot be specified in the same command with the -R1 or -R2 option.


◆ Use the -cascade option to list all R21 devices and the R1 and R2 devices with which 
they are paired. 


This option also lists R1 and R2 devices participating in cascaded SRDF relationships. 


◆ Use the -cascade option in conjunction with the -R1, -R2, or -R21 options to 
display only R1, R2, or R21 devices participating in cascaded SRDF relationships.


R21 devices and the devices with which they are paired are considered concurrent 
devices. You can also use the -concurrent flag to display these devices.
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Listing R21 devices
Output of the symrdf list command includes the SRDF Mirror Type associated with the 
SRDF group. 


In the following example, Mirror Type is in bold text.


symrdf list -sid 305 -cascaded


Symmetrix ID: 000192600305


                              Local Device View                             
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                    STATUS     MODES                     RDF  S T A T E S   
Sym        RDF      ---------  -----  R1 Inv   R2 Inv ---------------------- 
Dev  RDev  Typ:G    SA RA LNK  MDATE  Tracks   Tracks Dev RDev Pair          
---- ---- --------  ---------  ----- -------  ------- --- ---- ------------- 


00390 00380  R21:210  RW WD RW   S..2.       0        0 WD  RW   Synchronized  
     003A0  R21:230  RW RW RW   C.D1.       0        0 RW  WD   Synchronized  
00391 00381  R21:210  RW WD RW   S..2.       0        0 WD  RW   Synchronized  
     003A1  R21:230  RW RW RW   C.D1.       0        0 RW  WD   Synchronized  
.
.
.
Legend for MODES:


 M(ode of Operation)   : A = Async, S = Sync, E = Semi-sync, C = Adaptive Copy
 D(omino)              : X = Enabled, . = Disabled
 A(daptive Copy)       : D = Disk Mode, W = WP Mode, . = ACp off
 (Mirror) T(ype)       : 1 = R1, 2 = R2
 (Consistency) E(xempt): X = Enabled, . = Disabled, M = Mixed, - = N/A


Viewing diskless devices


IMPORTANT


symcg, symdg, or symdev commands used with relabel option fail when the scope 
includes any diskless device.


symrdf list
Use the symrdf list command with the –diskless_rdf option to view SRDF diskless 
devices. 


You can use the -diskless_rdf option with –R1, -R2, -R21, or –dynamic.


The output displays the requested diskless SRDF or SRDF capable devices.


Example To display SRDF diskless devices:


symrdf list -diskless_rdf


symdev list
Use the symdev list command with the -dldev option to display all configured 
diskless devices.


You can use the -dldev option with -R1, -R2, -R21, or -dynamic.


Example To display all diskless devices for Symm 305:


symdev list -sid 305 -dldev
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Symmetrix ID: 000192600305


        Device Name          Directors                   Device                
--------------------------- ------------- -------------------------------------
                                                                           Cap 
Attribute    Sts   (MB)
--------------------------- ------------- -------------------------------------


007A0 Not Visible            ???:? ???:?   RDF21+DLDEV Grp'd      RW    1031
007A1 Not Visible            ???:? ???:?   RDF21+DLDEV Grp'd      RW    1031


symdev show
The symdev show command displays the following information related to diskless 
devices:


◆ Device Configuration - shows the device as being an R21 diskless device.


◆ Device SA Status - always N/A. Diskless devices cannot be mapped to a host.


◆ Paired with Diskless Device - indicates if the device is in an SRDF relationship 
with a diskless SRDF device, and the device type for the SRDF partner of this device. 


Example To display information about the specified diskless device:


symdev show 07A0 -sid 05
.
    Device Configuration     : RDF21+DLDEV      (Non-Exclusive Access)
.
.
Device Status            : Ready            (RW)


    Device SA Status         : N/A              (N/A)


    Mirror Set Type          : [R2 Remote,R1 Remote,N/A,N/A]


    Mirror Set DA Status     : [RW,RW,N/A,N/A]


    Mirror Set Inv. Tracks   : [0,0,0,0]


    Back End Disk Director Information
        {
        Hyper Type                             : R2 Remote
        Hyper Status                           : Ready           (RW)
        Disk [Director, Interface, TID]        : [N/A,N/A,N/A]
        Disk Director Volume Number            : N/A
        Hyper Number                           : N/A
        Mirror Number                          : 1


        Hyper Type                             : R1 Remote
        Hyper Status                           : Ready           (RW)
        Disk [Director, Interface, TID]        : [N/A,N/A,N/A]
        Disk Director Volume Number            : N/A
        Hyper Number                           : N/A
        Mirror Number                          : 2
...
}
    RDF Information
        {
        Device Symmetrix Name                  : 007A0
        RDF Type                               : R2
        RDF (RA) Group Num                     : 210 (D1)
        
        Remote Device Symmetrix Name           : 00380
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        Remote Symmetrix ID                    : 000192600284


        R2 Device Is Larger Than The R1 Device : False
        Paired with Diskless Device            : False
        Concurrent RDF Relationship            : False
        Cascaded RDF Relationship              : True
...
    RDF Information
        {
        Device Symmetrix Name                  : 007A0
        RDF Type                               : R1
        RDF (RA) Group Num                     : 230 (E5)
        
        Remote Device Symmetrix Name           : 003A0
        Remote Symmetrix ID                    : 000192600282


        R2 Device Is Larger Than The R1 Device : False
        Paired with Diskless Device            : False


 Paired with a Concurrent RDF Device    : False
       Paired with a Cascaded RDF Device      : False
...


Querying hop 2 information


Use the symrdf -cg CGName -rdfg name:name -hop2 query command to display 
information about the second hop SRDF pair of a cascaded SRDF relationship, for the 
specified subset of the composite group.


Example To display second hop information for composite group testcg:


symrdf -cg testcg -rdfg name:name1 -hop2 query


Composite Group Name      :  testcg
Composite Group Type      :  RDF1
Number of Symmetrix Units :  2
Number of RDF (RA) Groups :  2
RDF Consistency Mode      :  NONE


Symmetrix ID                      : 000192600284    (Microcode Version: 5874)
Hop-2 Symmetrix ID                : 000192600305    (Microcode Version: 5874)
Hop-2 Remote Symmetrix ID         : 000192600282    (Microcode Version: 5874)
RDF (RA) Group Number             : 210 (D1)
Hop-2 RDF (RA) Group Number       : 230 (E5)


        Source (R1) View             Target (R2) View       MODES STATES              
--------------------------------  ------------------------- ----- ------ ------------
              ST                 LI      ST                       C  S               
  Standard     A                  N       A                       o  u               
Logical  Sym   T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv  K       T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv       n  s   RDF Pair    
Device   Dev   E  Tracks Tracks   S Dev   E  Tracks  Tracks MDAE  s  p   STATE       
-------------------------------- -- ----------------------- ----- ------ ------------
DEV001   00390 RW       0       0 RW 003A0 WD       0       0 C.D.  .  -   Synchronized
DEV002   00391 RW       0       0 RW 003A1 WD       0       0 C.D.  .  -   Synchronized


Symmetrix ID                      : 000192600256    (Microcode Version: 5874)
Hop-2 Symmetrix ID                : 000192600321    (Microcode Version: 5874)
Hop-2 Remote Symmetrix ID         : 000192600198    (Microcode Version: 5874)
RDF (RA) Group Number             :  60 (3B)
Hop-2 RDF (RA) Group Number       :  70 (45)


        Source (R1) View             Target (R2) View       MODES STATES              
--------------------------------  ------------------------- ----- ------ ------------
              ST                 LI      ST                       C  S               
  Standard     A                  N       A                       o  u               
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Logical  Sym   T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv  K       T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv       n  s   RDF Pair    
Device   Dev   E  Tracks Tracks   S Dev   E  Tracks  Tracks MDAE  s  p   STATE       
-------------------------------- -- ----------------------- ----- ------ ------------
DEV003   00944 RW       0       0 RW 00942 WD       0       0 C.D.  .  -   Synchronized
DEV004   00945 RW       0       0 RW 00943 WD       0       0 C.D.  .  -   Synchronized


Total            ------- -------            ------- -------
  Track(s)             0       0                  0       0
  MBs                0.0     0.0                0.0     0.0


Legend for MODES:


 M(ode of Operation)   : A = Async, S = Sync, E = Semi-sync, C = Adaptive Copy
 D(omino)              : X = Enabled, . = Disabled
 A(daptive Copy)       : D = Disk Mode, W = WP Mode, . = ACp off
 (Consistency) E(xempt): X = Enabled, . = Disabled, M = Mixed, - = N/A


Legend for STATES:


 Cons(istency State)   : X = Enabled, . = Disabled, M = Mixed, - = N/A
 Susp(end State)       : X = Online, . = Offline, P = Offline Pending, - = N/A


Query output information


◆ Number of SRDF (RA) Groups — Represents the number of R1 -> R21 SRDF groups in the 
composite group.


◆ Symmetrix ID — Symmetrix ID of the R1 device.


◆ Hop-2 Symmetrix ID — Symmetrix ID of the R21 device.


◆ Hop-2 Remote Symmetrix ID — Symmetrix ID of the R2 device.


◆ SRDF (RA) Group Number — SRDF group of the R1 device.


◆ Hop-2 SRDF (RA) Group Number — SRDF group of the R21 device.


◆ Total — Sums the invalid tracks (and MB) across all displayed R21 -> R2 SRDF groups 
(that is, it sums all hop-2 invalid tracks).


Note: With an R1->R21-> R2 configuration, issuing a query -hop2 from an RDF1 
composite group indicates that the query should show the relationship of the R21-> R2 
device pairs. Thus the query displays the R21 device from the R1 mirror point of view (and 
vice versa for RDF2 CG).


To see both hops of the RDF1 or RDF2 CG that contains devices in a cascaded SRDF 
relationship, use the symrdf -cg query command with the -hop2 and the -detail 
options. 


Detailed output
To display detailed information about the second hop SRDF pair of a cascaded SRDF 
relationship, use the -detail option with the symrdf query command. 


Detailed output displays the association of the cascaded pair with the appropriate local 
pair.


Note: The -detail option is not supported for a device group.
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Example To display detailed information about the second hop SRDF pair of a cascaded SRDF 
relationship for composite group testcg:


symrdf query -cg testcg -rdfg name:name1 -hop2 -detail


Composite Group Name      :  testcg
Composite Group Type      :  RDF1
Number of Symmetrix Units :  2
Number of RDF (RA) Groups :  2
RDF Consistency Mode      :  NONE


RDFG Names:
    {
    RDFG Name                          : name1
    RDF Consistency Mode               : NONE
    }


Symmetrix ID                      : 000192600284    (Microcode Version: 5874)
Remote Symmetrix ID               : 000192600305    (Microcode Version: 5874)
RDF (RA) Group Number             : 210 (D1) - name1


        Source (R1) View             Target (R2) View       MODES
--------------------------------  ------------------------- ----- ------------
              ST                 LI      ST                      
  Standard     A                  N       A                      
Logical  Sym   T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv  K       T  R1 Inv R2 Inv       RDF Pair    
Device   Dev   E  Tracks Tracks   S Dev   E  Tracks Tracks MDACE STATE       
-------------------------------- -- ------------------------- ----- ------------
DEV001   00380 RW       0       0 RW 00390 WD       0       0 S.... Synchronized
DEV002   00381 RW       0       0 RW 00391 WD       0       0 S.... Synchronized


Hop-2
    {
    Symmetrix ID                      : 000192600305    (Microcode Version: 5874)
    Remote Symmetrix ID               : 000192600282    (Microcode Version: 5874)
    RDF (RA) Group Number             : 230 (E5)


            Source (R1) View             Target (R2) View       MODES
    --------------------------------  ------------------------- ----- ------------
                  ST                 LI      ST                      
      Standard     A                  N       A                      
    Logical  Sym   T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv  K       T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv       RDF Pair    
    Device   Dev   E  Tracks Tracks S Dev   E  Tracks  Tracks MDACE STATE       
    -------------------------------- -- ------------------------- ----- ------------
    DEV001   00390 RW       0       0 RW 003A0 WD       0       0 C.D.. Synchronized
    DEV002   00391 RW       0       0 RW 003A1 WD       0       0 C.D.. Synchronized
    }


Symmetrix ID                      : 000192600256    (Microcode Version: 5874)
Remote Symmetrix ID               : 000192600321    (Microcode Version: 5874)
RDF (RA) Group Number             :  60 (3B) - name1


        Source (R1) View             Target (R2) View       MODES
--------------------------------  ------------------------- ----- ------------
              ST                 LI      ST                      
  Standard     A                  N       A                      
Logical  Sym   T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv  K       T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv       RDF Pair    
Device   Dev   E  Tracks Tracks   S Dev   E  Tracks  Tracks MDACE STATE       
--------------------------------- -- ------------------------ ----- ------------
DEV003   00940 RW       0       0 RW 00944 WD       0       0 S.... Synchronized
DEV004   00941 RW       0       0 RW 00945 WD       0       0 S.... Synchronized


Hop-2
{
    Symmetrix ID                      : 000192600321    (Microcode Version: 5874)
    Remote Symmetrix ID               : 000192600198    (Microcode Version: 5874)
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    RDF (RA) Group Number             :  70 (45)


            Source (R1) View             Target (R2) View       MODES
    --------------------------------  ------------------------- ----- ------------
                  ST                 LI      ST                      
      Standard     A                  N       A                      
    Logical  Sym   T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv  K       T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv       RDF Pair    
    Device   Dev   E  Tracks Tracks   S Dev   E  Tracks  Tracks MDACE STATE       
    --------------------------------- -- ------------------------ ----- ------------
    DEV003   00944 RW       0       0 RW 00942 WD       0       0 C.D.. Synchronized
    DEV004   00945 RW       0       0 RW 00943 WD       0       0 C.D.. Synchronized
    }


Total            ------- -------            ------- -------
  Track(s)             0       0                  0       0
  MBs                0.0     0.0                0.0     0.0


  Hop-2 Track(s)       0       0                  0       0
  Hop-2 MBs          0.0     0.0                0.0     0.0


Legend for MODES:


 M(ode of Operation)   : A = Async, S = Sync, E = Semi-sync, C = Adaptive Copy
 D(omino)              : X = Enabled, . = Disabled
 A(daptive Copy)       : D = Disk Mode, W = WP Mode, . = ACp off
 C(onsistency State)   : X = Enabled, . = Disabled, M = Mixed, - = N/A
 (Consistency) E(xempt): X = Enabled, . = Disabled, M = Mixed, - = N/A


Query output information


◆ Symmetrix ID — Symmetrix ID of the R1 device if outside a Hop-2 {. . .} group, or the 
Symmetrix ID of the R21 device if inside a Hop-2 {. . .} group.


◆ Remote Symmetrix ID — Symmetrix ID of the R21 device if outside a Hop-2 {. . .} group, 
or the Symmetrix ID of the R2 device if inside a Hop-2 {. . .} group; had this been an 
RDF2 CG, then Remote Symmetrix ID inside a Hop-2 {. . .} group would represent the 
Symmetrix ID of the R1 device.


◆ SRDF (RA) Group Number — SRDF group from the R1->R21 devices if outside a Hop-2 {. 
. .} group, or the SRDF group from the R21->R2 devices if inside a Hop-2 {. . .} group; 
had this been an RDF2 CG, then SRDF (RA) Group Number inside a Hop-2 {. . .} group 
would represent the SRDF group from the R21->R1 devices.


Note: As with the -hop2 query of the same CG illustrated earlier, different R21->R2 
SRDF groups are reported separately.
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Overview
SRDF/Star deployments include three geographically dispersed data centers. SRDF/Star 
protects against a primary site failure or a regional disaster by mirroring production data 
synchronously to a nearby site and asynchronously to a distant site. This architecture can 
be expanded to include multiple triangles.


If a failure occurs at the workload site, one target site resumes data replication for the 
workload site while the other resumes as a protected secondary target site. 


SRDF/Star uses dynamic SRDF devices that can function as either an R1 or an R2 device. 
During failure recovery, the R2 devices at either the synchronous target site or the 
asynchronous target site are dynamically converted to R1 devices to become production 
devices at the new workload site.


The basic component of the SRDF/Star configuration is the composite group (CG). 
Multi-session Consistency (MSC) or Enginuity Consistency Assist (ECA) technology ensures 
data consistency, and that all members in the CG are either replicating or not replicating. 


The CG definition can span cascaded and concurrent SRDF configurations (SRDF/A and 
SRDF/S) across multiple arrays. 


Note: SRDF/Star requires a control host at the workload site, SRDF/A recovery links, and a 
control host at one of the target sites.


SRDF/Star topologies include 


◆ “Concurrent SRDF/Star”, and


◆ “Cascaded SRDF/Star”


SRDF/Star topologies can also include concurrent devices, as described in:


◆ “SRDF/Star concurrent R22”


Concurrent SRDF/Star


In a concurrent configuration, data at the workload site is replicated directly to two remote 
target sites:


◆ The “synchronous target site” is within synchronous distances and is linked to the 
workload site by SRDF/S replication.


◆ The “asynchronous target site” can be hundreds of miles from the workload site and is 
linked to the workload site by SRDF/A replication.


Concurrent SRDF/Star environments dramatically reduce the time to reestablish 
replication operations in the event of a failure. 
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Figure 39 shows a concurrent SRDF/Star configuration: 


Figure 39  Concurrent SRDF/Star configuration


Data transfer from the workload site is:


• Synchronous to the nearby target site (NewYork) and,


• Asynchronous to the distant target site (London). 


During normal operations, the recovery links between synchronous target site and the 
asynchronous target site are inactive.


In the event of an outage at the workload site, an SRDF/A session can be quickly 
established between the two target sites.


In the event of a rolling disaster at the workload site, you can determine which target site 
contains the most current data. 


Cascaded SRDF/Star


In a cascaded configuration, data at the workload site is replicated to a “synchronous 
target site” within synchronous distances. 


The data is then replicated from the “synchronous target site” to a more remote 
“asynchronous target site”. 


Cascaded SRDF/Star environments also dramatically reduce the time to reestablish 
replication operations.
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Figure 40 shows a cascaded SRDF/Star configuration:


Figure 40  Cascaded SRDF/Star configuration


In cascaded SRDF/Star, the synchronous target site is always more current than the 
asynchronous target site, but you can choose which site’s data to use for recovery.
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Figure 41  Typical concurrent SRDF/Star with R22 devices


Figure 42, shows a typical cascaded SRDF/Star using R22 devices:


Figure 42  Typical cascaded SRDF/Star with R22 devices


R11and R22 devices have two mirrors, each paired with a different mirror. 


Only one of the R22 mirrors can be active (read/write) on the link at a time.
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◆ In the event of a workload site failure occurs, SRDF/Star reduces the time to failover 
and resume asynchronous data transfer between the remaining target sites.


◆ In the event of a rolling disaster at the workload site, you can choose which of the 
target sites holds the more current data and switch workload operations to that site.


◆ You can add and remove devices from an SRDF consistency group to maintain data 
consistency without interrupting the workload.


Restrictions


◆ If any array in a SRDF/Star configuration is running HYPERMAX OS, Solutions Enabler 
8.0.1 or higher is required in order to issue Star controls.


◆ Redundant control hosts at the workload site and a target site are required.


◆ Each control host must be connected to only one site in the SRDF/Star triangle. 


EMC strongly recommends running redundant SRDF daemons on multiple control 
hosts to ensure that at least one SRDF daemon is available to perform time-critical, 
consistency monitoring operations. Redundant SRDF daemons avoid service 
interruptions caused by performance bottlenecks local to a control host.


◆ An SRDF daemon must be running on at least one control host attached locally to each 
site.


◆ SRDF/A recovery links are required.


◆ SRDF groups cannot be shared between separate SRDF/Star configurations.


◆ R22 devices are required in SRDF/Star environments that include VMAX 10K or VMAXe 
arrays.


◆ CKD striped metadevices are not supported.


◆ R2 devices larger than their R1 devices are not supported.


◆ Composite groups consisting of device groups are not supported.


◆ Devices cannot be BCV devices.


◆ Every device must be dynamic SRDF (R1 and R2 capable).


◆ BCV device management must be configured separately.


Note: EMC strongly recommends that you have BCV device management available at 
both the synchronous and asynchronous target sites.


◆ Enginuity 5874.228.182 and higher supports concurrent and cascaded SRDF/Star 
environments with thin devices. 


◆ With Enginuity 5876.159.102 and higher, a mixture of thin and (non-diskless) thick 
devices is supported.


Note: If the thick device is on a DMX array running Enginuity 5773.184.130 and 
higher, thick-to-thin migration is supported if the VMAX array is running Enginuity 
5876.163.105 and higher.
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Understanding SRDF/Star states and operations
The state of your SRDF/Star environment determines which operations you can perform, 
and includes:


◆ The “SRDF/Star state”of your configuration, 


◆ “Target site states”, and 


◆ The location of the workload site and target sites.


SRDF/Star state


SRDF/Star state refers to the workload site and both target sites as a complete entity. 


Table 26 describes the SRDF/Star states.


IMPORTANT


Your configuration must be in the Star Protected state to in order to have SRDF/Star’s 
consistent data protection and incremental recovery capabilities. 


Target site states


SRDF/Star target site state refers to the relationship between the target sites and the 
workload site. 


Table 27 describes the SRDF/Star target site states. 


Table 26  SRDF/Star states


 State Description


Star Protected There is data flow and consistency protection at each target site. 
SDDF sessions are tracking the differences between the sites. 
If the workload site failed, a differential synchronization between the two 
target sites would be possible. 


Star Tripped There is no data flow between the workload site and at least one of the target 
sites.


Star Unprotected A differential synchronization between the target sites would not be possible.


Table 27  SRDF/Star target site states


 State Description


Disconnected May indicate that there is no data flow between the workload site and the 
target sites.


Note: If SRDF/Star cannot determine the site state, it will report the state as 
Disconnected even though there may still be data flow between the sites.


Connected There is data flow between the sites.
The target site is not necessarily synchronized with the workload site.


Protected There is data flow between the sites.
Dependent write consistency of the data at the target site is assured.
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SRDF/Star site transitions


In the following discussion, the initial configuration of is as follows:


◆ Site A is the workload site, 


◆ Site B is the nearby synchronous target site, and 


◆ Site C is the distant asynchronous target site.


After a switch or reconfiguration, the workload site can shift to sites B or C.


The new location of the synchronous target and the asynchronous target varies based on 
the new configuration. 


In cascaded configurations, there are two possible configurations when the workload is at 
site C:


◆ Site A is the first hop toward Site B


◆ Site B is the first hop toward Site A


The following diagrams show the site locations for the original configuration (workload is 
at Site A), and after the workload has been moved to Site B or C. 


When the workload is at site C:


- Both of the target sites are long-distance links, so neither site can be synchronously
mirrored. 


- It can only be protected at one other site and it can never become fully STAR protected.


In the following diagrams, one of the targets is labeled as the (Sync) target in order to 
differentiate between the two target sites.


Figure 43 shows site configurations for Cascaded SRDF/Star and Concurrent SRDF/Star 
without concurrent devices.


Halted There is no data flow between the sites.
There is no data protection at the target site relative to the workload site.
The data at each site is the same.


Isolated There is no data flow between the sites.
The devices at the target site are read/write enabled to their local host.


PathFail There is no data flow between the sites. 


Note: Occurs only if the specified target was in a Protected state.


The PathFail;CleanReq state indicates that the cleanup operation is 
required to perform MSC cleanup on the async target before it will be 
consistent.


Table 27  SRDF/Star target site states


 State Description
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Figure 43  Site configuration transitions without concurrent devices


Figure 44 shows the site configurations for Cascaded SRDF/Star and Concurrent SRDF/Star 
with concurrent devices.


Figure 44  Site configuration transitions with concurrent devices
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Operation categories


SRDF/Star operations can be broken into four categories. Table 28 describes the types of 
SRDF/Star operations. 


Table 28  SRDF/Star operation categories


Operation 
Category


Description


Normal operations Used to configure and setup SRDF/Star to achieve SRDF/Star protection.
Includes the actions required to isolate a site for testing or other required 
data processing.


Transient fault 
operations


Used to recover from a temporary failure caused by loss of network 
connectivity or either target site. 
Transient faults do not disrupt production at the workload site, so these 
operations can be executed at the workload site.


Switch operations Planned: Used to move the production workload to a new site with a planned 
procedure. 
Planned switch operations are often used for maintenance purposes. They 
can also be used to return the workload to the original workload site after a 
disaster forced a move of production activity to one of the target sites.
Unplanned: Used to recover from faults caused by the loss of a workload site.
The loss of a workload site requires an unplanned switch of the workload to 
one of the target sites.


Reconfigure 
operations


Planned: Transitions the SRDF/Star setup from concurrent SRDF to cascaded 
SRDF or vice versa as part of a planned event.
Unplanned: Transitions the SRDF/Star setup from concurrent SRDF to 
cascaded SRDF or vice versa after a failure.
Reconfigure operations can be used to resolve a transient fault or as part of a 
switch operation.
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Required states for operations: Concurrent SRDF/Star


Normal operations
Figure 45 shows the normal operations that are available from each state.


Figure 45  Concurrent SRDF/Star: Normal operations
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Transient fault operations
Figure 46 shows the transient fault operations that are available from each state.


Figure 46  Concurrent SRDF/Star: Transient fault operations


After a transient fault:


◆ The reset operation transitions the state from PathFail to Disconnected.


◆ The cleanup operation performs MSC cleanup at the target site and transitions the 
state from PathFail;CleanReq to PathFail if the transient fault resulted from the failure 
of the link to the asynchronous target site.


◆ The reconfigure -reset operation changes the setup to a cascaded SRDF/Star. 
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◆ The connect, protect, and enable actions bring the system to the Star Protected 
state.


EMC strongly recommends that you capture a gold copy at the failed target site after 
the reset action and before the connect operation.


Unplanned switch operations
Figure 47 shows the unplanned switch operations that are available from each state.
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Note: The rounded rectangles that represent the target sites after a switch are not color 
coded because the definition of the workload site and the target sites can change after the 
switch.


Figure 47  Concurrent SRDF/Star: Unplanned switch operations


If the workload site fails, an unplanned switch operation is required to move the 
production workload to one of the target sites.
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Planned switch operations
Figure 48 shows the planned switch operations that are available from each state.


Figure 48  Concurrent SRDF/Star: Planned switch operations
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Figure 49 shows the normal operations that are available from each state.


Figure 49  Cascaded SRDF/Star: Normal operations
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Note: This diagram assumes that the synchronous target stayed protected during the fault.


Figure 50  Cascaded SRDF/Star: Transient fault operations (asynchronous loss)


◆ The reset operation transitions the state from PathFail to Disconnected after a 
transient fault from the loss of the asynchronous target site. 


◆ The cleanup operation (if required) performs MSC cleanup at the target site and 
transitions the state from PathFail;CleanReq to PathFail. 


Convert Cascaded to Concurrent
Figure 51 shows the use of the reconfigure -reset operation to convert to Concurrent 
SRDF/Star with the workload site communicating directly with the asynchronous target. 


Figure 51  Cascaded SRDF/Star: Transient fault operations (synchronous loss)
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Note: The rounded rectangles that represent the target sites after a switch are not color 
coded because the definition of the workload site and the target sites can change after the 
switch.


Figure 52  Cascaded SRDF/Star: Unplanned switch operations
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operation is required to move the production workload to one of the target sites.
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SRDF/Star operations - summary
Table 29  SRDF/Star control operations  (page 1 of 2)


Control operation symstar argument Description
Workload 
or target 


Set up your SRDF/Star 
configuration
page 236


symrdf list
symcg create
symcg addall
symcg set
symstar setup
symstar buildcg
symstar connect
symstar protect
symstar enable


Sample procedure showing the basic steps to configure and 
activate your SRDF/Star environment.


Display SRDF/Star
page 247
page 249
page 250


query
show
list


• Displays the status of a given SRDF/Star site configuration.
• Displays the contents of the internal definition for a given 


SRDF/Star site configuration.
• Lists each SRDF/Star composite group configuration, 


including workload name, mode of operation, CG and Star 
states, and target names and states. 


W/T


Isolate a target site from the 
SRDF/Star configuration 
page 251


isolate Isolates one target site from the SRDF/Star configuration and 
makes its R2 devices read/write enabled to their hosts.


W


Disable SRDF consistency 
protection for a target site 
page 252


unprotect Disables SRDF/Star consistency protection to the specified 
target site.


W


Halt SRDF/Star
page 252


halt Used to prepare SRDF/Star for a planned switch of the workload 
to a target site. This action write-disables the R1 devices, drains 
all invalid tracks and MSC cycles so that 
NewYork=NewJersey=London, suspends SRDF links, disables 
all consistency protection, and sets adaptive copy disk mode.


W/T


Clean up after a disaster 
(workload site) failure
page 252


cleanup Cleans up internal meta information and cache at the remote 
site after a failure at the workload site.


T


Dynamically modify an 
SRDF/Star consistency group
page 253


modifycg Maintains consistency protection when adding or removing 
device pairs from an SRDF/Star consistency group. 


W


Upgrade an existing 
SRDF/Star environment
page 305


configure Upgrades or transitions an existing SRDF/Star environment to 
employ R22 devices, provided the current SRDF/Star 
environment is operating in normal condition. 


W


Begin SRDF synchronization connect Starts the SRDF data flow in adaptive copy disk mode. W


Enable full SRDF/Star 
protection


enable Enables complete SRDF/Star consistency protection across the 
three sites.


W


Enable SRDF consistency 
protection for a target site
page 253


protect Synchronizes devices between the workload and target sites 
and enables SRDF/Star consistency protection to the specified 
target site.


W


Change the Star replication 
path
page 297,page 299,
page 301,page 303


reconfigure Transitions the SRDF/Star setup from concurrent SRDF to 
cascaded SRDF or vice versa after a site or link failure, or as part 
of a planned event.


W
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symstar command options


Note: The symstar man page provides more detailed descriptions of the options used 
with the symstar command.


Reset after a transient failure
page 264, page 282


reset Cleans up internal meta information and cache at the remote 
site after transient fault (such as a loss of connectivity to the 
synchronous or asynchronous target site).


W


Switch workload operations 
to a target site
page 268, page 289
page 293


switch Transitions workload operations to a target site after a workload 
site failure or as part of a planned event.


T


Verify the given site or 
SRDF/Star setup is in the 
desired state.
page 247


verify Returns success if the state specified by the user matches the 
state of the Star setup.


W/T


Table 29  SRDF/Star control operations  (page 2 of 2)


Control operation symstar argument Description
Workload 
or target 


Table 30  symstar command options (page 1 of 3)


Command option Description


-add The element of configuration to add.


-c Specifies the number (count) of times to display or to acquire an exclusive lock on the host database, 
the local array, and the remote arrays. If this option is not specified and an interval (-i) is specified, the 
display shows continuously, or until the SRDF/Star operation starts.


-cg Name of the host composite group.


-cg_rdfg The SRDF group(s) within the SRDF/Star CG in which to add or remove devices. For a concurrent 
SRDF/Star CG, two SRDF groups must be specified, separated by a comma. These SRDF groups are 
associated with the SRDF groups in the -stg_rdfg option. This association is based on their order in 
this option and -stg_rdfg.


-cg_r21_rdfg The SRDF group connecting the R21 and R2 arrays of a cascaded SRDF/Star CG. It is only valid for 
operations involving cascaded R1 devices. This SRDF group is associated with the SRDF group specified 
in the -stg_r21_rdfg option.


-cleanreq Verifies the site is in the PathFail state and needs cleaning.


-connected Verifies the site is in the connected state.


-devs Specifies the ranges of devices to add or remove.


-disconnected Verifies the site is in the disconnected state.


-distribute Performs an automatic SRDF/Star definition file distribution. This form
of setup does not disrupt an active protected SRDF/Star setup.


-full Used by reconfigure, switch, and connect. Performs a full SRDF resynchronization if SRDF 
incremental resync is not available. Used by the list action to display full names instead of 
abbreviations.


-halted Verifies the site is in the halted state.


-haltfail Verifies the site is in the haltfail state.
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-haltstarted Verifies the site is in the haltstarted state.


-i Executes a command at repeat intervals to display information or to attempt to acquire an exclusive lock 
on the host database, the local array, and the remote arrays. The default interval is 10 seconds. The 
minimum interval is 5 seconds.


-isolated Verifies the site is in the isolated state


-keep_data Identifies which site's data is retained when used with the switch and connect action. If you switch to the 
SyncTargetSite and choose to keep the data of the AsyncTargetSite, the SRDF devices are reconfigured to 
make a new R1?¨ R2 pairing. For the connect action, an SRDF establish or restore operation is performed, 
depending on which site's data is retained. By default, the workload site data is retained.


-local Lists only the locally-defined CGs. Available only for the list action.


-offline Obtains the data strictly from the configuration database. No connections are made to any arrays. The 
symstar command uses information previously gathered from the array and held in the host database 
as opposed to interrogating the array directly. The offline option can alternatively be set by assigning the 
environment variable SYMCLI_OFFLINE to 1.


-opmode Specifies the mode of operation (concurrent or cascaded).


-path Specifies the sites on which the new SRDF pairs are created when the
reconfigure action is issued.


-pathfail Verifies the site is in the pathfail state.


-pathfailinprog Verifies the site is in the pathfailinprog state.


-protected Verifies the site is in the protected state. If -site is not specified, verifies that SRDF/Star is in the 
protected state.


-noprompt Suppresses the message asking you to confirm an SRDF control operation.


-reload_options Reads the specified options file to update the SRDF/Star definition file when using the setup action. 


Note: Do not change any SITE_NAME values with this option.


-remote Indicates the remote data copy flag. Used with the connect action when keeping remote data and the 
concurrent link is ready. Data is also copied to the concurrent SRDF mirror. 


Note: Not required if the concurrent link is suspended.


-remove • For the reconfigure action, specifies the sites on which the SRDF pairs are removed.
• For the setup action, specifies that all SRDF/Star mode settings for all SRDF groups be set to off if the 


CG is defined in the symapi database, and to remove all SRDF/Star metadata associated with the 
group.


• For the modifycg action, indicated to remove the specified devices from the SRDF/Star CG to the 
staging area.


-reset Performs a reset action on the path when the reconfigure action is issued. 
• When used with the halt action, allows the application to be restarted at the same site after the halt 


command has completed or failed. 
• When used with the configure action, specifies the element of the reset operation.


-site Specifies the SiteName to apply the given action.


-stg_r21_rdfg For modifycg operations, indicates the SRDF group comprising the staging area at the R21 array when 
the configuration is cascaded. 
Required for an add or remove operation when the setup is cascaded. 
This SRDF group is associated with the SRDF group in the -cg_r21_rdfg option.


Table 30  symstar command options (page 2 of 3)


Command option Description
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Command failure while in Connected state


While in the SRDF/Star Connected state, if an operation fails that indicates the SRDF mode 
is invalid, issue the symstar configure -reset rdf_mode command at the workload 
site. 


This command resets the device pairs in the SRDF/Star CG to adaptive copy, and if the 
composite group has R22 devices, the SRDF mode for the recovery pairs is also set to 
adaptive copy. 


Restrictions for cascaded mode


◆ symstar protect command to the asynchronous target is allowed only if the 
synchronous target site is in a Protected state. 


An unprotected flow of data is not allowed from the workload site to the synchronous 
target site if the asynchronous target site is in a Protected state as this will result in an 
inconsistent data image at the asynchronous target site.


◆ If the asynchronous target site is in a Protected state, the symstar connect and 
symstar unprotect commands are not allowed to the synchronous target site as 
this will also result in an inconsistent data image at the asynchronous target site.


◆ symstar isolate command cannot be issued to the synchronous target site since it 
is not possible to isolate only the synchronous target site


The remainder of this chapter consists of detailed descriptions and command examples 
for the operations listed in Table 29.


-stg_rdfg For the modifycg operations, indicates the SRDF group(s) comprising the staging area. For a 
concurrent CG, two groups must be specified, separated by a comma. These SRDF groups are associated 
with the SRDF groups in the -cg_rdfg option. This association is based on their order in this option and 
-cg_rdfg.


-trip Transitions the site to pathfail state when used with disconnect action.


-tripped Verifies SRDF/Star is in the tripped state.


-trip_inprogress Verifies SRDF/Star is in the trip_inprogress state.


-unprotected Verifies the site is in the unprotected state. 
If -site is not specified, verifies SRDF/Star is in the unprotected state.


-update Allows the updating of the existing host composite group from the STAR definition file.


-v Provides more detailed, verbose command output.


-wkload Specifies the current workload site name if symstar fails to determine the current workload site name.


Table 30  symstar command options (page 3 of 3)


Command option Description
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Configure and bring up SRDF/Star
This section lists the steps to configure and bring up the SRDF/Star environment and links 
to detailed instructions for each step:


1. Verify the SRDF/Star host is locally connected to only one of the three sites. 


“Step 1: Verify SRDF/Star host connectivity.”


2. Verify the settings for each array to be included in the SRDF/Star configuration.


“Step 2: Verify array settings.” 


3. Create a composite group at the workload site. 


“Step 3: Create an SRDF/Star composite group” on page 237.


4. Create an SRDF/Star options file containing specific parameters for the setup 
procedure. 


“Step 4: Create the SRDF/Star options file” on page 242.


5. Use the SRDF/Star symstar setup command to read and validate the information in 
the host composite group definition, and build the SRDF/Star definition file that 
defines the R1 composite group. 


“Step 5: Perform the symstar setup operation” on page 243. 


6. Optionally, use the symstar buildcg command to build matching R2 or R21 
composite groups at the target sites. 


“Step 6: Create R2 or R21 composite groups” on page 245.


7. Optionally, add BCVs to the SRDF/Star configuration. 


“Step 7: (optional) Add BCV devices to the SRDF/Star configuration” on page 245.


8. Bring up your SRDF/Star configuration.


“Step 8: Bring up the SRDF/Star configuration” on page 246


To perform SRDF/Star operations with access control enabled, you need the SRDF, 
BASECTRL, BASE, and BCV access types. 


EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User Guide provides more information.


Note: An SRDF/Star environment contains one or more triangles, where each triangle has a 
unique SRDF group for the synchronous link, the asynchronous link, and the recovery 
group link. No sharing of SRDF groups is allowed between any two SRDF/Star triangles.


The examples in this section use the following names:


◆ StarGrp - the composite group and 


◆ NewYork - workload site


◆ NewJersey - synchronous target site


◆ London - asynchronous target site
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Step 1: Verify SRDF/Star host connectivity
The SRDF/Star host must be connected locally to only one of the three sites. 


Use the symcfg list command to verify the configuration. 


The following output displays the required connectivity of Local, Remote, Remote under 
Attachment:


symcfg list


S Y M M E T R I X


Mcode    Cache      Num Phys  Num Symm
SymmID       Attachment  Model     Version  Size (MB)  Devices   Devices


000194901217 Local       VMAX-1SE  5876       28672       369      6689
000194901235 Remote      VMAX-1SE  5876       28672         0      6890
000194901241 Remote      VMAX-1SE  5876       28672         0      7007                 


Step 2: Verify array settings
◆ Verify that each array within SRDF/Star uses dynamic SRDF devices. 


Use the symrdf list command with the -dynamic option to display SRDF devices 
configured as dynamic SRDF-capable.


◆ Verify that the SRDF directors are Fibre or GigE (RF or RE). 


Use the symcfg list -sid SID -rdfg all command to display SRDF group-level 
settings for a specific group or all groups including director configuration.


◆ Use the symcfg list -v command to verify that the following states exist for each 
array within SRDF/Star:


• Concurrent SRDF Configuration State = Enabled
• Dynamic SRDF Configuration State = Enabled
• Concurrent Dynamic SRDF Configuration = Enabled
• RDF Data Mobility Configuration State = Disabled


◆ Use the symcfg list -rdfg -v command to verify that each SRDF group in the 
composite group has the following configuration:


• Prevent RAs Online Upon Power On = Enabled
• Prevent Auto Link Recovery = Enabled


Note: Preventing automatic recovery preserves the remote copy that was consistent at 
the time of the link failure.


Step 3: Create an SRDF/Star composite group
This step includes the following tasks:


◆ Create an RDF1 type composite group on the control host for the array at the workload 
site (NewYork). 


◆ Enable consistency protection for the composite group.


◆ Populate the consistency group with devices. 


This step varies depending on the topology of your SRDF configuration:
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◆ If your topology is concurrent, proceed to “Create a composite group in concurrent 
SRDF/Star” on page 238.


◆ If your topology is cascaded, skip to “Create a composite group in cascaded 
SRDF/Star” on page 240.


Create a composite group in concurrent SRDF/Star
Follow these steps if your SRDF/Star configuration is a concurrent topology. 


The following example procedure includes:


◆ A composite group named StarGrp 


◆ The workload site is NewYork


◆ The synchronous target site is NewJersey, and


◆ The asynchronous target site is London.


Figure 53 shows the concurrent topology:


Figure 53  Concurrent SRDF/Star setup using the StarGrp composite group


Note: EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User Guide provides additional 
information on composite groups and using the symcg -cg command. 


Use the following steps to build an RDF1 type composite group on the control host of the 
SRDF/Star workload site (NewYork, SID 11) in a concurrent configuration:


1. Determine which devices on the local array are configured as concurrent dynamic 
devices.
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CG StarGrp contains 
SRDF groups 22 and 23.


Recovery group for 22 is 60.
Recovery group for 23 is 62
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To list the concurrent dynamic devices for array 11: 


symrdf list -sid 11 -concurrent -dynamic -both


Note: Use the -dynamic and -both options to display dynamic SRDF pairs in 
which the paired devices can be either R1 or R2 devices.


2. Create an RDF1-type composite group with consistency protection on the control host 
at the workload site.


To create composite group StarGrp on array NewYork:


symcg create StarGrp -type rdf1 -rdf_consistency


Note: The -rdf_consistency option specifies consistency protection for the 
group.


3. Add devices to the composite group from those SRDF groups that represent the 
concurrent links for the SRDF/Star configuration.


To add all the devices in SRDF groups 23 and 22 to composite group StarGrp:


symcg -cg StarGrp -sid 11 addall dev -rdfg 23


Note: With concurrent SRDF, the command that adds one of the two concurrent groups 
adds both concurrent groups (in this example, the synchronous SRDF group 22 is 
automatically added with the asynchronous SRDF group 23). 


4. Create two SRDF group names; one for all synchronous links and one for all 
asynchronous links.


To create two SRDF group names NewJersey for SRDF Group 22 on SID 11and SRDF 
group name London for SRDF group 23 on SID 11:


symcg -cg StarGrp set -name NewJersey -rdfg 11:22
symcg -cg StarGrp set -name London -rdfg 11:23


Note: You could include additional synchronous SRDF groups in (synchronous) 
NewJersey using the sid:rdfg syntax. The site named London includes 
concurrent asynchronous SRDF group 23.


You must also include the names NewJersey and London in the SRDF/Star options 
file as the values for the synchronous and asynchronous target site names, 
respectively. 


“Step 4: Create the SRDF/Star options file” on page 242 provides more information.


5. For each source SRDF group that you added to the composite group, define a 
corresponding recovery SRDF group at the remote site. 


A recovery SRDF group can be static or dynamic, but it cannot be shared. A recovery 
SRDF group cannot contain any devices.


In the following example:
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• SRDF group 60 is an empty static or dynamic group on the remote array to which 
source SRDF group 22 is linked.


• Recovery SRDF group 62 was configured on the other remote array as a match for 
the source SRDF group 23. 


To set the remote recovery group for StarGp RDF group 22 to SRDF group 60 at the 
remote site:


symcg -cg StarGrp set -rdfg 11:22 -recovery_rdfg 60
To set the remote recovery group for StarGp RDF group 23 to SRDF group 62 at the 
remote site:


symcg -cg StarGrp set -rdfg 11:23 -recovery_rdfg 62


Note: These two recovery group definitions represent one recovery SRDF group as 
viewed from each of the two target sites. 


6. Skip to “Step 4: Create the SRDF/Star options file” on page 242.


Create a composite group in cascaded SRDF/Star 
Follow these steps if your SRDF/Star configuration is a cascaded topology. 


The following example procedure includes:


◆ A composite group named StarGrp 


◆ The workload site is NewYork


◆ The synchronous target site is NewJersey, and


◆ The asynchronous target site is London.


Figure 53 shows the cascaded topology:
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Figure 54  Cascaded SRDF/Star setup using the StarGrp composite group


Use the following steps to build an RDF1type composite group on the control host of the 
SRDF/Star workload site (NewYork, SID 11) in a cascaded environment:


1. Determine which devices on the local array (-sid 11) are configured as cascaded 
dynamic devices.


To list the cascaded dynamic devices for array 11: 


symrdf list -sid 11 -R1 -cascaded -dynamic -both


Note: Use the -dynamic and -both options to display dynamic SRDF pairs in which 
the paired devices can be either R1 or R2 devices.


2. Create an RDF1-type composite group with consistency enabled on the control host at 
the workload site. 


To create composite group StarGrp with consistency enabled at NewYork:


symcg create StarGrp -type rdf1 -rdf_consistency


Note: Use the -rdf_consistency option to specify consistency protection for the 
group.


3. Add devices to the composite group from those SRDF groups that represent the 
cascaded links for the SRDF/Star configuration.


To add devices in SRDF group 22 to composite group StarGrp:


symcg -cg StarGrp -sid 11 addall dev -rdfg 22


4. Create one SRDF group name for all synchronous links.


To create SRDF group name NewJersey for devices in SRDF group 22 on SID 11:


symcg -cg StarGrp set -name NewJersey -rdfg 11:22


Note: The site named NewJersey includes synchronous SRDF group 22 on array 11. 
Use the sid:rdfg syntax to add additional synchronous groups.


You must include the site names NewJersey and London in the SRDF/Star options 
file as the values for the synchronous and asynchronous target site names, 
respectively. “Step 4: Create the SRDF/Star options file” on page 242 provides more 
information.


5. For each source SRDF group that you added to the composite group, define a 
corresponding recovery SRDF group at the local (workload) site. 


The recovery SRDF group: 


• Can be static or dynamic


• Cannot be shared. 


• Cannot contain any devices. 


• Must be empty.
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For the cascaded setup in Figure 54 on page 241, the recovery SRDF group is the 
empty SRDF group 23 configured between the NewYork sync site and the London 
asynchronous site. 


To add this recovery SRDF group:


symcg -cg StarGrp set -rdfg 11:22 -recovery_rdfg 23


Step 4: Create the SRDF/Star options file
The SRDF/Star options file specifies the names of each SRDF/Star site and other required 
parameters.


You can add comment lines that begin with”#”, as shown below. This file must conform to 
the following syntax:


SYMCL_STAR_OPTION=Value


Example #Comment
SYMCLI_STAR_WORKLOAD_SITE_NAME=WorkloadSiteName
SYMCLI_STAR_SYNCTARGET_SITE_NAME=SyncSiteName
SYMCLI_STAR_ASYNCTARGET_SITE_NAME=AsyncSiteName
SYMCLI_STAR_ADAPTIVE_COPY_TRACKS=NumberTracks
SYMCLI_STAR_ACTION_TIMEOUT=NumberSeconds
SYMCLI_STAR_TERM_SDDF=Yes|No
SYMCLI_STAR_ALLOW_CASCADED_CONFIGURATION=Yes|No
SYMCLI_STAR_SYNCTARGET_RDF_MODE=ACP|SYNC
SYMCLI_STAR_ASYNCTARGET_RDF_MODE=ACP|ASYNC


Note: If the options file contains the SYMCLI_STAR_COMPATIBILITY_MODE parameter, it 
must be set to v70.


◆ WorkloadSiteName - Configure a meaningful name for the workload site. 


◆ SyncSiteName - Configure a meaningful name for the synchronous target site. 


This name must match the SRDF group name used for the synchronous SRDF groups 
when building the composite group.


◆ AsyncSiteName - Configure a meaningful name for the asynchronous target site.


This name must match the SRDF group name that you used for the asynchronous SRDF 
groups when building the composite group for a concurrent STAR configuration. 


There are no SRDF group names for the asynchronous site in a cascaded configuration.


◆ NumberTracks - Maximum number of invalid tracks allowed for Star to transition 
from adaptive copy mode to synchronous or asynchronous mode. Star will wait until 
the number of invalid tracks is at or below NumberTracks before changing the SRDF 
mode. 


The default is 30,000.


◆ NumberSeconds - Maximum time (in seconds) that the system waits for a particular 
condition before returning a time-out failure. 


The wait condition may be the time to achieve R2-recoverable SRDF/Star protection or 
SRDF consistency protection, or the time for SRDF devices to reach the specified 
number of invalid tracks while synchronizing. 


The default is 1800 seconds (30 minutes).
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The smallest value allowed is 300 seconds (5 minutes).


◆ SYMCLI_STAR_TERM_SDDF - Enables/disables termination of Symmetrix Differential 
Data Facility sessions on both the SYNC and ASYNC target sites during a symstar 
disable. 


Yes - Terminates SDDF sessions during a symstar disable.


No - (default setting) Deactivates (instead of terminates) the SDDF sessions during a 
symstar disable.


◆ SYMCLI_STAR_ALLOW_CASCADED_CONFIGURATION - Enables/disables STAR mode 
for cascaded SRDF/Star configurations.


Yes - STAR mode for a cascaded SRDF/Star configuration. 


No - (default setting).


◆ SYMCLI_STAR_SYNCTARGET_RDF_MODE - Sets the SRDF mode between the workload 
site and the synchronous target site at the end of the symstar unprotect operation.


ACP - (default setting) Sets the SRDF mode between the workload site and the 
synchronous target site transitions to adaptive copy mode at the end of the symstar 
unprotect operation.


SYNC - Sets the SRDF mode between the workload site and synchronous target site 
remains synchronous at the end of the symstar unprotect action.


◆ SYMCLI_STAR_ASYNCTARGET_RDF_MODE - Sets the SRDF mode between the workload 
site and the asynchronous target site at the end of the symstar unprotect 
operation.


ACP - (default setting) Sets the SRDF mode between the workload site and the 
asynchronous target site to transition to adaptive copy mode at the end of the 
symstar unprotect operation. 


ASYNC - The SRDF mode between the workload site and asynchronous target site 
remains asynchronous at the end of the symstar unprotect action. 


Sample options file


The following sample options file defines sites in NewYork, NewJersey, and London as 
operating points of a company’s concurrent SRDF/Star storage environment:


#ABC Company’s April 2012 financial Star storage environment
SYMCLI_STAR_WORKLOAD_SITE_NAME=NewYork
SYMCLI_STAR_SYNCTARGET_SITE_NAME=NewJersey
SYMCLI_STAR_ASYNCTARGET_SITE_NAME=London
SYMCLI_STAR_ADAPTIVE_COPY_TRACKS=30000
SYMCLI_STAR_ACTION_TIMEOUT=1800
SYMCLI_STAR_TERM_SDDF=No
SYMCLI_STAR_ALLOW_CASCADED_CONFIGURATION=No
SYMCLI_STAR_SYNCTARGET_RDF_MODE=ACP


Step 5: Perform the symstar setup operation
The SRDF/Star symstar setup command:


◆ Reads and validates the information in the host composite group definition, and 


◆ Builds the SRDF/Star definition file that defines the R1 consistency group for the 
workload site. 
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This information is combined with the settings in your SRDF/Star options file, and then 
automatically written in an internal format to the SFS on a array at each site.


symstar setup command syntax


The following is the syntax for the symstar setup command: 


symstar -cg CgName
setup -options OptionsFile [-distribute]


[-site SiteName]
[-opmode <concurrent | cascaded>]


setup -options OptionsFile -reload_options


setup -remove [-force]


Where:


◆ -reload_options - updates the options values in the SRDF/Star definition file.


Note: Do not use this option to update any site name values.


◆ setup -remove - changes the STAR mode setting of all participating SRDF groups to 
OFF and removes the SRDF/Star definition files from all reachable sites. 


◆ setup -options OptionsFile - validates the specified host composite group 
definition and builds the file that defines the R1 consistency group for the workload 
site.


◆ -distribute - distributes SRDF/Star CGs in which the SRDF/Star definition file was 
manually copied to each site. 


This option automatically distributes the SRDF/Star definition file to a array at each 
site without altering the state of the SRDF/Star setup. 


Note: Use the -distribute option from the workload site when both target sites are 
reachable.


Usage notes


◆ Use the setup -remove option from the workload site and when the target sites are 
either in the Connected or Disconnected state.


Note: SRDF/Star must be disabled with both target sites in the Unprotected state.


◆ You can run setup -remove -force from a non-workload site when the remote sites 
are in the PathFail state or in a STAR Tripped state. 


◆ The setup -remove -force command removes all distributed SRDF/Star definition 
files associated with an SRDF/Star consistency group even when its definition no 
longer exists in the SYMAPI database. It also removes the host's local definition files 
for the SRDF/Star CG. 


◆ If a site is unreachable, you must run the setup -remove -force command at that 
site to remove the SRDF/Star definition file from the SFS, and remove the host's local 
definition files of the SRDF/Star CG. 
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Example To build the definition file for the StarGrp CG using the settings from the options file 
created in Step 4 (MyOpFile.txt):


symstar -cg StarGrp setup -options MyOpFile.txt


Step 6: Create R2 or R21 composite groups
Once the setup is complete and the SRDF/Star definition file is distributed to the SFS at 
the other sites, use the symstar buildcg command to create the matching R2 or R21 
composite groups needed for recovery operations at the synchronous and asynchronous 
target sites.


symstar buildcg command syntax


symstar -cg CgName [-noprompt]
buildcg -site SiteName [-update]


To create the matching composite groups for NewJersey and London:


symstar -cg StarGrp buildcg -site NewJersey
symstar -cg StarGrp buildcg -site London


Usage notes


◆ The setup and buildcg actions ignore BCV devices that you may have added to 
the composite group at the workload site (NewYork). 


◆ If remote BCVs are protecting data during the resynchronization of the synchronous 
and asynchronous target sites, you must manually add the BCVs to the synchronous 
and asynchronous composite groups.


The next step varies depending on whether you are using BCV devices:


◆ If you are using BCV devices to retain a consistent restartable image of the data, 
proceed to “Step 7: (optional) Add BCV devices to the SRDF/Star configuration.”


◆ If you are not using BCV devices, skip to “Step 8: Bring up the SRDF/Star 
configuration.”


Step 7: (optional) Add BCV devices to the SRDF/Star configuration
BCVs retain a consistent restartable image of the data volumes during periods of 
resynchronization.


BCVs are optional, but strongly recommended at both the synchronous and asynchronous 
target sites (NewJersey and London). 


Use the following steps to add BCV devices to the SRDF/Star configuration:


1. Add BCVs at the remote target sites by associating the BCVs with the composite group.


To associate the BCVs with the composite group StarGrp:


symbcv -cg StarGrp -sid 11 associateall dev -devs 182:19A -rdf -rdfg 22


To associate the BCVs with the composite group StarGrp in a concurrent SRDF/Star 
configuration:


symbcv -cg StarGrp -sid 11 associateall dev -devs 3B6:3C9 -rdf -rdfg 23


Note: Include the SRDF group number of the local R1 source devices.
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2. Use the following commands to synchronize the remote BCV pairs. Data is copied from 
the R2 or R21 devices on the remote arrays to the BCV devices there. 


The -rdf option identifies the targets as the remote BCVs. 


The names NewJersey and London are those that were previously set for SRDF 
groups 22 and 23 (concurrent SRDF/Star setup only), respectively. 


The -star option is required for any TimeFinder operations that affect BCV devices 
in an SRDF/Star composite group. To synchronize the remote BCV pairs.


symmir -cg StarGrp establish -star -full -rdf -rdfg name:NewJersey
symmir -cg StarGrp establish -star -full -rdf -rdfg name:London


Note: You can associate BCVs to a composite group either before or after performing the 
setup operation. The setup operation does not save BCV information for the composite 
group, so any BCVs that were associated are excluded from the internal definitions file 
copied to the remote hosts.


Step 8: Bring up the SRDF/Star configuration
1. Use the symstar query command to determine if the setup action left the target 


sites in a Connected or Disconnected state. 


To query SRDF group StarGrp:


symstar -cg StarGrp query -detail


Note: “symstar show command” on page 249 provides an example of the output 
returned with this command.


2. The next step varies depending on whether the system state is Connected or 
Disconnected. For both concurrent and cascaded environments:


If the system state is:


• Connected - The devices are already read/write (RW) on the SRDF link.


Skip to step 3 .


• Disconnected - Use the following commands to connect SRDF/Star: first 
NewJersey and then London.:


symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site NewJersey
symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site London


3. Use the following commands to bring up SRDF/Star: first NewJersey and then 
London:


symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site NewJersey
symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp enable
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Where:


◆ The connect action sets the mode to adaptive copy disk and brings the devices to 
RW on the SRDF links, but does not wait for synchronization.


◆ The protect action transitions to the correct SRDF mode (sync or async), enables 
SRDF consistency protection, waits for synchronization, and sets the STAR mode 
indicators.


◆ The enable action provides complete SRDF/Star protection, including: 


• Creates and initializes the SDDF sessions, 


• Sets the STAR mode indicators on the recovery groups, 


• Enables SRDF/Star to wait for R2-recoverable STAR protection across SRDF/S and 
SRDF/A before producing a STAR Protected state. 


Note: To bring up London and then NewJersey in a concurrent SRDF/Star configuration, 
reverse the order of the symstar protect commands. 


Displaying your symstar configuration


This section describes output of the following:


◆ “symstar query command”


◆ “symstar show command”


◆ “symstar list command”


See also:


◆ “Commands to display, query and verify SRDF configurations” on page 34


◆ “symrdf list command options” on page 38


symstar query command
Use the symstar query command to display the local and remote array information and 
the status of the SRDF pairs in the composite group. 


To display the status of the SRDF/Star site configuration for a composite group called 
StarGrp, enter:


symstar query -cg StarGrp


Site Name                                     : NewYork


Workload Site                                 : NewYork
1st Target Site                               : NewJersey
2nd Target Site                               : London


Composite Group Name                          : StarGrp
Composite Group Type                          : RDF1
Composite Group State nsistent                : Valid


Workload Data Image Consistent                : Yes
System State:
  {
  1st_Target_Site                             : Protected
  2nd_Target_Site                             : Protected
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  STAR                                        : Protected
  Mode of Operation                           : Concurrent
  }


Last Action Performed                         : Enable
Last Action Status                            : Successful
Last Action Timestamp                         : 10/15/2010_16:07:39


STAR Information:
  {
  STAR Consistency Capable                    : Yes
  STAR Consistency Mode                       : STAR
  Synchronous Target Site                     : NewJersey
  Asynchronous Target Site                    : London
  Differential Resync Available               : Yes
  R2 Recoverable                              : Yes
  Asynchronous Target Site Data most Current  : No
  }


1st Target Site Information:
  {
  Source Site Name                            : NewYork
  Target Site Name                            : NewJersey
  RDF Consistency Capability                  : SYNC
  RDF Consistency Mode                        : SYNC
  Site Data Image Consistent                  : Yes


            Source Site                     Target Site
  ------------------------------ -- ------------------------------ - ------------
            ST                   LI           ST                   M             
        RD   A                    N Rem   RD   A                   O             
  Symm   F   T   R1 Inv   R2 Inv  K Symm   F   T   R1 Inv   R2 Inv D RDF Pair    
  ID     G   E   Tracks   Tracks  S ID     G   E   Tracks   Tracks E STATE       
  ----- --- -- -------- -------- -- ----- --- -- -------- -------- - ------------


  02011  22 RW        0        0 RW 00016 150 WD        0        0 S Synchronized


   Totals:  -- -------- -------- --           -- -------- -------- - ------------
            RW        0        0 RW           WD        0        0 S Synchronized
  }


2nd Target Site Information:
  {
  Source Site Name                            : NewYork
  Target Site Name                            : London
  RDF Consistency Capability                  : MSC
  RDF Consistency Mode                        : MSC
  Site Data Image Consistent                  : Yes


            Source Site                     Target Site
  ------------------------------ -- ------------------------------ - ------------
            ST                   LI           ST                   M             
        RD   A                    N Rem   RD   A                   O             
  Symm   F   T   R1 Inv   R2 Inv  K Symm   F   T   R1 Inv   R2 Inv D RDF Pair    
  ID     G   E   Tracks   Tracks  S ID     G   E   Tracks   Tracks E STATE       
  ----- --- -- -------- -------- -- ----- --- -- -------- -------- - ------------


  02011  23 RW        0        0 RW 00109 145 NR        0        0 A Consistent


   Totals:  -- -------- -------- --           -- -------- -------- - ------------
            RW        0        0 RW           NR        0        0 A Consistent
  }


Legend:


 Modes:
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    Mode of Operation: A=Async, C=Adaptive Copy, S=Sync, O=Other, M=Mixed


Note: Using the -detail option with query includes extended information, such as the 
full Symmetrix IDs, status flags, recovery SRDF groups, and SRDF mode in the output.


symstar show command
Use the symstar show command to display the contents of the SRDF/Star definition file 
that was created by the symstar setup command. To display the SRDF/Star definition 
file for the StarGrp composite group, enter:


symstar -cg StarGrp show


Composite Group Name : StarGrp


Recovery RDF Pairs configured : Yes
Diskless Device Site : N/A


     Site NewYork to site NewJersey Information:


      ----------------------------------
Workload View SyncTarget View


      ----------------  ----------------
                   RD               RD 
      Symmetrix     F  Symmetrix     F 
      ID            G  ID            G 
      ------------ --  ------------ ---
      000190102011 22 000190300016 8


--------------------------------------


Site NewYork to site London Information:
      {
      --------------------------------------


Workload View ASyncTarget View
      ----------------  ----------------
                   RD               RD 
      Symmetrix     F  Symmetrix     F 
      ID            G  ID            G 
      ------------ --  ------------ ---
      000190102011 23 000190300109 14


---------------------------------------


Site NewJersey to site London Information:


      --------------------------------------
SyncTarget View ASyncTarget View


      ----------------- ----------------
                   RD   RD 
      Symmetrix     F  Symmetrix     F 
      ID            G  ID            G 
      ------------ --  ------------ ---
      000190300016 60 000190300109 62


---------------------------------------


Options file settings                 :


      WorkloadSite                       : NewYork
      SyncTargetSite                     : NewJersey
      AsyncTargetSite                    : London


Adaptive_Copy_Tracks               : 30000
      Action_Timeout                     : 1800


Term_Sddf : Yes
Allow_Cascaded_Configuration : No
Star_Compatibility_Mode : v70
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Auto_Distribute_Internal_File : Yes
SyncTarget_RDF_Mode  : ACP
AsyncTarget_RDF_Mode : ASYNC


Note: To display all the devices with SRDF/Star, include the -detail option.


symstar list command
The symstar list command displays configuration information about the SRDF/Star 
composite groups that have the SRDF/Star definition file defined locally or on 
locally-attached SFS devices. 


To list the configurations for all the SRDF/Star composite groups, enter:


symstar list


S T A R   G R O U P S                            
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                          First Target      Second Target
                  Flags Workload   Star   ----------------- -----------------
Name               MLC  Name       State  Name       State  Name       State
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
abc_test_cg_1      CW.  MyStarSit* Unprot MyStarSit* Conn   MyStarSit* Disc  
boston_grp         CFV  Hopkinton  Trip   Westborou* Pfl    Southboro* Pfl 
citi_west          CFV  Site_A     Unprot Site_B     Disc   Site_C     Conn  
ha_apps_cg         CS.  Boston     Unprot Cambridge  Haltst SouthShor* Haltfl
ny                 CW.  A          Unprot B          Halt   C          Halt  
star_cg            AS.  Boston     Prot   NewYork    Prot   Philly     Prot  
ubs_core           AFI  A_Site     Trip   B_Site     Pfl    C_Site     Pfl   
zcg                AW.  SITEA      -      SITEB      -      SITEC      -
zcg2               ..I  -          -      -          -      -          -
zcg3               ..I  -          -      -          -      -          -


Legend:


  Flags:
    M(ode of Operation) : C = Concurrent, A = Cascaded, . = Unknown
    L(ocal Site)        : W = Workload, F = First target,
                          S = Second target, . = Unknown
    C(G State)          : V = Valid, I = Invalid, R = RecoveryRequired,. = Not defined


  States:
    Star State          : Prot = Protected, Prprot = PartiallyProtected,
                          Trip = Tripped, Tripip = TripInprogress,
                          Unprot = Unprotected, - = Unknown


    Target State        : Conn = Connected, Disc = Disconnected, Halt = Halted,
                          Haltfl = HaltFail, Haltst = HaltStarted,
                          Isol = Isolated, Pfl = PathFail, Prot = Protected,
                          Pflip = PathFailInProg, Pflcl = Pathfail CleanReq, 
                          - = Unknown


An entry containing a dash or a dot in the symstar list output indicates the command 
was unable to determine this value.
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Basic SRDF/Star operations
This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Isolating the SRDF/Star sites”


◆ “Unprotecting the target sites”


◆ “Halting the target sites”


◆ “Cleanup metadata”


Isolating the SRDF/Star sites


There may be occasions when you want to isolate one of the SRDF/Star sites, perhaps for 
testing purposes, and then rejoin the isolated site with the SRDF/Star configuration. The 
symstar isolate command allows you to temporarily isolate one or all of the SRDF/Star 
sites.


Note: In rejoining an isolated site to the SRDF/Star configuration, any updates made to 
London’s R2 devices while isolated are discarded. That is, the data on the R1 devices 
overwrites the data on the R2 devices.


The symstar isolate command has the following requirements:


◆ SRDF/Star protection must be disabled.


◆ The site to be isolated must be in the Protected state.


◆ If there are BCVs at the target site that are paired with the SRDF/Star R2 devices, split 
these BCV pairs before executing the command.


Note: In a cascaded SRDF/Star configuration you cannot isolate a sync site.


Isolating a protected target site
If SRDF/Star is running normally and in the STAR Protected state, the symstar disable 
command disables STAR but leaves both target sites in the Protected state, from which 
you can isolate either site. For example:


symstar -cg StarGrp disable
symstar -cg StarGrp isolate -site London


This action isolates site London by splitting its SRDF pairs and making the R2 devices 
read/write enabled to the London host.


Isolating a disconnected target site
If the site you want to isolate is in the Disconnected state, you must first get it to the 
Protected state with the connect and protect commands. For example:


symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp isolate -site London
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Rejoining an isolated site
After performing testing or other tasks in London that require the isolation, you can rejoin 
the London site with the SRDF/Star configuration and enable SRDF/Star protection again. 
To do this, you must first transition London from the Isolated state to the Disconnected 
state. Then proceed to connect and protect. For example:


symstar -cg StarGrp disconnect -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp enable


After rejoining the London site, you need to reestablish any London BCV pairs that are part 
of the StarGrp composite group.


Unprotecting the target sites


To unprotect the target sites, you must first turn off SRDF/Star protection (assuming the 
system state is STAR Protected). The following command sequence must be executed from 
the workload site (NewYork):


symstar -cg StarGrp disable
symstar -cg StarGrp unprotect -site NewJersey
symstar -cg StarGrp unprotect -site London


Where:


◆ The disable action disables SRDF/Star protection and terminates the SDDF 
sessions.


◆ The unprotect action disables SRDF consistency protection and sets the STAR mode 
indicators.


Halting the target sites


The halt operation is used to prepare for a planned switch of the workload site to a target 
site. It suspends the SRDF links, disables all consistency protection, and sets the mode to 
adaptive copy disk. In addition, this operation write-disables the R1 devices and drains all 
invalid tracks to create a consistent copy of data at each site. To halt SRDF/Star, enter:


symstar -cg StarGrp halt


IMPORTANT


For halt operations, all RDF links between the 3 sites, including the RDF links for the 
recovery leg, must be online before you initiate the halt operation.


Cleanup metadata 


The symstar cleanup command cleans up internal metadata and array cache after a 
failure. 


The cleanup action applies only to the asynchronous site. 


To clean up any internal metadata or array cache for composite group StarGrp remaining 
at the asynchronous site (London) after the loss of the workload site:


symstar -cg StarGrp cleanup -site London
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SRDF/Star consistency group operations
This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Before you begin: SRDF daemon interaction”


◆ “Restrictions”


◆ “Preparing the staging area”


◆ “Adding devices to a concurrent SRDF/Star consistency group”


◆ “Adding devices to a cascaded SRDF/Star consistency group”


◆ “Removing devices from an SRDF/Star concurrent consistency group”


◆ “Removing devices from an SRDF/Star cascaded consistency group”


◆ “Recovering from a failed consistency group modification”


You can dynamically add or remove devices from an SRDF/Star consistency group while 
maintaining consistency protection if the group is in the Connected, Protected, or STAR 
enabled states for the following configurations:


◆ Concurrent SRDF/Star CG


◆ Concurrent SRDF/Star CG with R22 devices


◆ Cascaded SRDF/Star CG 


◆ Cascaded SRDF/Star CG with R22 devices


“Consistency Group Operations” on page 151 provides additional information about 
managing consistency groups. 


In SRDF/Star configurations, the symstar modifycg command with the add and remove 
options perform dynamic modification of SRDF/Star consistency groups. 


IMPORTANT


Run the symstar modifycg command from the workload site.


The remove operation moves the device pairs from the SRDF/Star consistency group into 
the SRDF groups in the staging areas. 


Before you begin: SRDF daemon interaction


Before performing any control operations on a dynamic consistency group, you must 
understand how the SRDF daemon (storrdfd) maintains consistency protection of an 
SRDF/Star CG during modification.


◆ The SRDF daemon must be running locally on the host where the symstar modifycg 
operation is issued. 


◆ The SRDF daemon on the local host continuously monitors the SRDF/Star consistency 
group that is being changed.


◆ The SRDF daemons running on other hosts do the following:
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• On hosts not running GNS, SRDF daemons running on Solutions Enabler versions 
lower than 7.3.1 stop monitoring the SRDF/Star CG during dynamic modification. 
These daemons see the old CG definition until the symstar buildcg -update 
command is issued. 


symstar buildcg -update retrieves the new SRDF/Star CG definition file from 
the local array and replaces the old CG definition with the updated one on that 
host. 


• On hosts running GNS, SRDF daemons monitor the consistency group while it is 
being modified. 


After the SRDF/Star CG definition is modified, the GNS daemon sends the new CG 
definition file to all hosts local to the workload array.


Issue the symstar buildcg -update command from only one host attached to 
each affected remote array. 


Depending on the timing of the GNS updates, there may be a brief period during 
which the SRDF daemon stops monitoring the SRDF/Star CG while waiting for the 
updated CG definition to propagate to the local GNS daemon.


IMPORTANT


Do not enable the gns_remote_mirror option in the GNS daemon’s options file if 
you are using GNS with SRDF/Star. This option is not supported in SRDF/Star 
environments. 


gns_remote_mirroring does not remotely mirror CGs that contain concurrent or 
cascaded devices. If you are using GNS, enabling the gns_remote_mirror option 
will not mirror the CG if it includes any devices as listed in the "Mirroring 
exceptions” in the EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User Guide. Refer 
to the guide for a detailed description of GNS.


To switch to a remote site, use the symstar buildcg command to build a 
definition of the CG at each site in the SRDF/Star configuration.


Restrictions


These restrictions apply to the add and remove options of the symstar modifycg 
command:


◆ Enginuity 5773 or higher is required.


◆ The symstar modifycg command must be executed at the workload site.


◆ All arrays are reachable.


◆ The SRDF daemon must be running locally on the host where the symstar modifycg 
command is issued. 


◆ The symstar modifycg command can only move devices within one SRDF/Star 
triangle in the CG.


◆ The following options in the SRDF/Star options file must have these settings:


SYMCLI_STAR_AUTO_DISTRIBUTE_INTERNAL_FILE=YES
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SYMCLI_STAR_COMPATIBILITY_MODE =v70


◆ If the symstar modifycg command is run when one of its target sites is in the 
Connected state, the SRDF mode must be adaptive copy.


◆ When devices are virtually provisioned, all arrays in the Star triangle of the SRDF/Star 
CG must be running Enginuity 5874.210.168 or higher.


Note: In the event the symstar modifycg command fails, you can rerun the command or 
issue symstar recover. No control operations are allowed on a CG until after a recover 
completes on that CG.


Preparing the staging area


Before you can dynamically modify of SRDF/Star consistency groups, you must create a 
staging area that mirrors the configuration of the CG being used for the Star triangle that is 
being modified. The staging area consists of:


◆ SRDF groups containing the device pairs to be added to an SRDF/Star consistency 
group (symstar modifycg -add operations).


◆ SRDF groups for receiving the device pairs removed from an SRDF/Star consistency 
group (symstar modifycg -remove operations).


◆ The SRDF groups in the staging area must be established between the same arrays as 
the SRDF groups in the SRDF/Star consistency group being used for the Star triangle 
being modified.


Restrictions: SRDF/Star staging area
See also:


◆ “Restrictions” on page 220


◆ “Restrictions: SRDF groups and devices for dynamic add operations” on page 170


The following additional restrictions apply to the SRDF groups and devices in the staging 
area for dynamic symstar modifycg add operations:


◆ All device pairs must be set in the same mode: 


• Adaptive copy disk


• Adaptive copy write pending for diskless R21->R2 device pairs


Note: Adaptive copy write pending mode is not supported when the R1 side of the 
RDF pair is on an array running HYPERMAX OS, and diskless R21 devices are not 
supported on arrays running HYPERMAX OS.


◆ Devices in the staging area must be in one of the following SRDF pair states for each 
SRDF group: 


• Synchronized


• SyncInProg with no invalid tracks


• Suspended with no invalid tracks 
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If any device is Suspended on any of its SRDF groups, then all devices must be 
Suspended on all of their SRDF groups.


◆ All devices to be added in the staging area must be of the same configuration (and 
over the same arrays) as the Star configuration that you are updating:


• Concurrent R1 devices


• Cascaded R1 devices with diskless R21 devices


• Cascaded R1 devices with non-diskless R21 devices.


◆ No devices in the staging area can be configured as R22 devices, but they must have 
an available dynamic mirror position. 


◆ Devices in the staging area cannot be enabled for consistency protection.


◆ Devices in the staging area cannot be defined with SRDF/Star SDDF sessions.


Adding devices to a concurrent SRDF/Star consistency group


Use the symstar modifycg command to move devices between the staging area and 
the SRDF/Star CG, and update the CG definition.


symstar modifycg command syntax


symstar -cg CgName 
-i Interval 
-c Count
-noprompt 
-v
-sid SymmID
-devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd or


SymDevName, SymDevStart:SymDevEnd or
SymDevName... or


-file FileName
-stg_rdfg GrpNum,GrpNum
-cg_rdfg CgGrpNum,CgGrpNum
-stg_r21_rdfg R21GrpNum 
-cg_r21_rdfg CgR21GrpNum


modifycg -add [-force]
modifycg -remove


Where:


◆ -devs SymDevStart:SymDevEnd or SymDevName, SymDevStart:SymDevEnd 
SymDevName...or -file FileName - Specifies the ranges of devices to add or remove.


◆ -stg_rdfg GrpNum,GrpNum - Indicates the SRDF group(s) comprising the staging 
area. For a concurrent CG, two groups must be specified, separated by a comma. 
These SRDF groups are associated with the SRDF groups in the -cg_rdfg option. This 
association is based on their order in this option and -cg_rdfg.


◆ -cg_rdfg CgGrpNum,CgGrpNum - The SRDF group(s) within the SRDF/Star CG in 
which to add or remove devices. For a concurrent SRDF/Star CG, two SRDF groups 
must be specified, separated by a comma. These SRDF groups are associated with the 
SRDF groups in the -stg_rdfg option. This association is based on their order in this 
option and -stg_rdfg.
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◆ -stg_r21_rdfg R21GrpNum - The SRDF group comprising the staging area at the 
R21 array when the configuration is cascaded. It is required for an add or remove 
operation when the setup is cascaded. This SRDF group is associated with the SRDF 
group in the -cg_r21_rdfg option.


◆ -cg_r21_rdfg CgR21GrpNum - The SRDF group connecting the R21 and R2 arrays of 
a cascaded SRDF/Star CG. It is only valid for operations involving cascaded R1 
devices. This SRDF group is associated with the SRDF group specified in the 
-stg_r21_rdfg option.


Restrictions: adding devices to an SRDF/Star concurrent consistency group
The following restrictions apply to the symstar modifycg add operation:


◆ The add operation can only add new device pairs to an existing Star triangle within the 
SRDF/Star CG. It cannot add a new Star triangle to the SRDF/Star CG.


◆ If the target of the operation is a concurrent SRDF/Star CG (with or without R22 
devices), the devices to be added must be concurrent R1 devices. 


◆ If the target of the operation is a cascaded SRDF/Star CG (with or without R22 devices), 
the devices to be added must be cascaded R1 devices. 


◆ If the target of the operation is a cascaded SRDF/Star CG (with or without R22 devices) 
and the devices to be added are cascaded R1 devices with a diskless R21, then the 
R21 devices in the affected triangle of the SRDF/CG CG must also be diskless.


◆ If the target of the operation is a cascaded SRDF/Star CG (with or without R22 devices) 
and the devices to be added are cascaded R1 devices with a non-diskless R21, then 
the R21 devices in the affected triangle of the SRDF/Star CG must also be 
non-diskless.


Table 31 lists the valid SRDF/Star states for adding device pairs to a CG in a concurrent 
SRDF/Star configuration.


Example The example in Figure 55 shows:


◆ CG ConStarCG spanning a concurrent SRDF/Star configuration


◆ The 3 arrays are: 306, 311, and 402


◆ The staging area contains devices 20 and 21:


Table 31  Allowable SRDF/Star states for adding device pairs to a concurrent CG


State of 1st target site 
(Synchronous)


State of 2nd target site 
(Asynchronous)


STAR state


Connected Connected Unprotected


Protected Connected Unprotected


Connected Protected Unprotected


Protected Protected Unprotected


Protected Protected Protected
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Figure 55  Adding a device to a concurrent SRDF/Star CG


To add only device 20 from the staging area into SRDF groups 40 and 80 of ConStarCG:


symstar -cg ConStarCG modifycg -add -sid 306 -stg_rdfg 45,85 -devs 20 -cg_rdfg 40,80 


To check if device 20 was added to ConStarCG:


symstar show -cg ConStarCG -detail


Figure 56 shows ConStarCg after device 20 was added. 


Note that device 21 is still in the staging area:
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Figure 56  ConStarCG after a dynamic add operation


Adding devices to a cascaded SRDF/Star consistency group


Table 32 shows the valid states for adding device pairs to a CG in a cascaded SRDF 
configuration.


Example The example in Figure 57 shows:


◆ CG CasStarCG spanning a cascaded SRDF/Star configuration


◆ The 3 arrays are: 306, 311, and 402. 
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Table 32  Allowable states for adding device pairs to an SRDF/Star cascaded CG


State of 1st target site 
(Synchronous)


State of 2nd target site 
(Asynchronous)


STAR state


Connected Connected Unprotected


Protected Connected Unprotected


Protected Protected Unprotected


Protected Protected Protected
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◆ The staging area contains devices 20 and 21:


Figure 57  Adding devices to a cascaded SRDF/Star CG


1. Use the symstar -cg GroupName modifycg -add command to move the devices 
from the staging area to the SRDF group(s).


To move devices 20 and 21 from the staging area to SRDF groups 84 and 85 of 
CasStarCG:


symstar -cg CasStarCG modifycg -add -sid 306 -stg_rdfg 74 -devs 20:21 -stg_r21_rdfg 75 -cg_rdfg 
84 -cg_r21_rdfg 85


2. Use the symstar show -cg GroupName -detail command to verify that the 
devices were moved. 


To verify devices 20 and 21 were added to CasStarCG:


symstar show -cg CasStarCG -detail


Figure 58 shows the configuration after the move: 


◆ Devices 20 and 21 were added to CasStarCG. 


◆ The staging area contains empty SRDF groups 74 and 75:


Figure 58  CasStarCG after a dynamic add operation
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Pair states of devices in an SRDF/Star CG after a symstar modifycg -add
Table 33 shows the pair states of the devices in the SRDF/Star CG after the symstar 
modifycg -add command completes. These pair states are based on the state of the 
SRDF/Star site and the SRDF mode of the device pairs in the CG.


Removing devices from consistency groups


The dynamic modifycg remove operation moves the device pairs from an SRDF/Star 
consistency group to the staging area. If the SRDF/Star CG has R22 devices, a deletepair 
operation on the recovery links of the CG is performed automatically. 


Note: Never use the dynamic modifycg remove operation to remove an existing triangle 
from the SRDF/Star CG.


Restrictions: SRDF/Star groups and devices for dynamic remove operations
The following restrictions apply to the SRDF groups and devices in the staging area for 
dynamic symstar modifycg remove operations:


◆ SRDF groups in the staging area are not in the STAR state.


◆ SRDF groups in the staging area are not in asynchronous mode. 


Table 33  Pair states of the SRDF devices after symstar modifycg -add completion


State of 
SRDF/Star 
sites


Mode of device 
pairs in CG


Pair state of devices in CG 
after symstar modifycg 
-add 


Possible delay for symstar 
modifycg -add command


Connected
Adaptive copy 
disk


Synchronized or 
SyncInProg


No delay because command 
completes when pair is 
SyncInProg.


Protected


SRDF/S Synchronized Completes when devices are 
synchronized.


SRDF/A Consistent without invalid 
tracks


Completes when the consistency 
exempt option 
(-cons_exempt)clears on the 
devices added to the CG.


Star
Protected


SRDF/S Synchronized Completes when devices are 
synchronized.


SRDF/A Consistent without invalid 
tracks


Completes when devices are 
recoverable.
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Removing devices from an SRDF/Star concurrent consistency group
Table 34 shows the valid states for removing device pairs from a CG in a concurrent 
SRDF/Star configuration.


Example To move device 35 from the RDG groups 40 and 80 of ConStarCG into SRDF groups 45 and 
85 of the staging area:


symstar -cg ConStarCG modifycg -remove -sid 306 -stg_rdfg 45,85 -devs 35 -cg_rdfg 40,80 


To check if the dynamic remove operation was successful for ConStarCG:


symstar show -cg ConStarCG -detail


Removing devices from an SRDF/Star cascaded consistency group
Table 35 shows the valid states for removing device pairs from a CG in a cascaded SRDF 
configuration.


Example To move devices 21 and 22 from SRDF groups 84 and 85 of ConStarCG into SRDF groups 
74 and 75 of the staging area:


symstar -cg ConStarCG modifycg -remove -sid 306 -stg_rdfg 74 -devs 21:22 -stg_r21_rdfg 75 
-cg_rdfg 84 -cg_r21_rdfg 85


To check if the dynamic remove operation was successful:


symstar -cg ConStarCG show -detail


Recovering from a failed consistency group modification


Details about change operations (target CG, SRDF groups, staging area, and operation 
type) are stored in the SFS. 


If a modifycg operation fails and all SRDF/Star sites are reachable:


Table 34  Allowable states for removing device pairs from an SRDF/Star concurrent CG


State of 1st target site 
(Synchronous)


State of 2nd target site 
(Asynchronous)


Star state


Connected Connected Unprotected


Protected Connected Unprotected


Connected Protected Unprotected


Protected Protected Unprotected


Protected Protected Protected


Table 35  Allowable SRDF/Star states for removing device pairs from a cascaded CG


State of 1st target site 
(Synchronous)


State of 2nd target site 
(Asynchronous)


Star state


Connected Connected Unprotected


Protected Connected Unprotected


Protected Protected Unprotected


Protected Protected Protected
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1. Reissue the modifycg command using exactly parameters as the command that failed.


2. If the command fails again, execute the following command at the workload site:


symstar -cg CGName recover


If the workload site or any of the SRDF/Star CG sites are unreachable, use -force:


symstar -cg CGName recover -force


The symstar recover command uses all existing information of a dynamic modifycg 
operation in SFS. 


The recover operation either completes the unfinished steps of the dynamic modifycg 
operation or rolls back any tasks performed on the CG by this operation, placing the CG 
into its original state before failure.


Example In this example, re-try of the symstar modifycg add operation run from Site A fails due 
to a trip event at Site C: 


1. From Site A, use the symstar -cg GroupName query -detail command to 
display whether the Composite Group State is RecoveryRequired.


To display CG SampleCG:


symstar -cg SampleGCG query -detail


2. Use the symstar -cg GroupName recover -force command to re-try the failed 
operation.


To re-try the failed symstar modifycg add for CG SampleCG:


symstar -cg SampleCG recover -force


Output varies depending on whether the recovery succeeds.


If the recovery succeeds, final line of output:


RecoverAdd..................................................Done.


If the recovery fails, SRDF rolls back the operation and removes any devices added 
before the failure. Final line of output:


RecoverRollBack.............................................Done.


SRDF pair states of devices in an SRDF/Star CG after a recovery
Table 36 shows the possible pair state of the devices in the SRDF/Star CG after the 
symstar recover operation completes. 


The synchronous target site and/or the asynchronous target site can be in the 
Disconnected or PathFail state when the recover operation is issued for a concurrent 
SRDF/Star CG or a cascaded SRDF/Star CG.
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1. The SRDF pair state can be Partitioned if the SRDF link is offline. 


Command failure while in the Connected state
While in the SRDF/Star Connected state, if a dynamic modification operation fails and 
indicates the SRDF mode of one or more legs in the STAR CG is invalid, issue the symstar 
configure -reset rdf_mode command at the workload site. This command resets the 
device pairs in the SRDF/Star CG to adaptive copy mode. After the symstar configure 
-reset rdf_mode successfully completes, you can reissue the symstar modifycg 
operation.


Recovery and switch operations: concurrent SRDF/Star
This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Recovery operations: concurrent SRDF/Star”


◆ “Workload switching: concurrent SRDF/Star”


Recovery operations: concurrent SRDF/Star


This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Recovering from transient faults: concurrent SRDF/Star”


◆ “Recovery from a transient fault without reconfiguration: concurrent SRDF/Star”


◆ “Recovery from transient fault with reconfiguration: concurrent SRDF/Star”


Recovering from transient faults: concurrent SRDF/Star
A transient fault does not disrupt the production workload site. Only the transfer of data 
across the link is affected. Transient faults during normal SRDF/Star operations require a 
recovery action.


An SRDF/Star fault caused by network or remote storage controller faults is a transient 
fault.


This section describes recovery when a transient fault occurs while SRDF/Star is in the 
Protected or Star_Protected states.


If a transient fault occurs on a link that is in the Connected state, the link is disconnected. 
Restarting synchronization again from a Disconnected state (after correcting the cause of 
the failure) requires only the connect action. 


Table 36  Possible pair states of the SRDF devices after a recovery


State of SRDF/Star 
sites


Mode of device pairs in CG Pair state of devices in 
CG after a recovery


Disconnected Adaptive copy disk Suspended1


PathFail
SRDF/S Suspended1


SRDF/A Suspended1
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Figure 59 shows a temporary interruption on the SRDF/A link in a concurrent SRDF/Star 
environment:


Figure 59  Transient failure: concurrent SRDF/Star


There are two methods to cleanup and restore SRDF/Star:


◆ When the transient fault is corrected, you can clean up the internal metadata and the 
cache at the asynchronous target site and return the site to SRDF/Star Protected. 
“Recovery from a transient fault without reconfiguration: concurrent SRDF/Star” on 
page 265 describes the steps to recover from a transient fault on the SRDF/A link 
when the fault has been repaired.


◆ If you cannot wait for the transient fault to be corrected, you can reconfigure SRDF/Star 
to recover the asynchronous site. “Recovery from transient fault with reconfiguration: 
concurrent SRDF/Star” on page 266 describes the steps to avoid a long wait when the 
asynchronous site must be recovered sooner than the transient fault will be repaired.


Recovery from a transient fault without reconfiguration: concurrent SRDF/Star
If the synchronous target (NewJersey in Figure 59) state is Protected, and the 
asynchronous target (London) state is PathFail. 


1. Use the symstar -cg Groupname reset command to clean up any internal 
metadata or cache remaining at the asynchronous site after the transient fault 
occurred.


To cleanup cache and metatdata for CG StarGrp at site London:


symstar -cg StarGrp reset -site London


If remote BCVs are configured, split the remote BCVs after a transient fault to maintain 
a consistent image of the data at the remote site until it is safe to reestablish the BCVs 
with the R2 devices. 
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Resynchronization temporarily compromises the consistency of the R2 data until the 
resynchronization is fully completed. The split BCVs retain a consistent restartable 
image of the data volumes during periods of SRDF/Star resynchronization.


The next step varies depending on whether you are protecting SRDF/Star data at the 
remote site with TimeFinder BCVs:


• If you are protecting SRDF/Star data at the remote site with TimeFinder BCVs, 
proceed to 2.


• If you are not protecting SRDF/Star data at the remote site with TimeFinder BCVs, 
skip to Step 3.


2. If you are protecting SRDF/Star data with TimeFinder BCVs at the remote site, perform 
the appropriate TimeFinder actions. 


To split off a consistent restartable image of the data volumes prior to 
resynchronization at the asynchronous target (London) site:


symmir -cg StarGrp split -star -rdf -rdfg name:London


3. Use the symstar -cg GroupName command with the connect, protect, and 
enable options to return the asynchronous site to the SRDF/Star configuration.


To connect, protect and enable the CG StarGrp at the London site:


symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp enable


4. If any London BCV pairs are part of the composite group, use the symmir -cg 
GroupName establish command to reestablish them.


To reestablish the BCV pairs 


symmir -cg StarGrp establish -star -rdf -rdfg name:London


Recovery from transient fault with reconfiguration: concurrent SRDF/Star
If the transient fault persists, you may not want to wait for the fault to be repaired to 
reestablish your SRDF/Star protection. 


This procedure describes the steps to recover your SRDF/Star by reconfiguring the path 
between the synchronous site and the asynchronous site.


This alternate method avoids a long wait when the asynchronous site needs to be 
recovered sooner than the transient fault will be repaired.
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Figure 60  Transient fault recovery: before reconfiguration


Figure 60 shows a fault where the links between the workload site and the asynchronous 
target sites are lost. 


◆ The asynchronous target site (London) is accessible by the recovery SRDF groups at 
the synchronous site (NewJersey). 


◆ The failure causes SRDF/Star to enter a tripped state.


You can restore SRDF/Star protection to the asynchronous target site by reconfiguring from 
concurrent SRDF/Star to cascaded mode.


Use the reconfigure operation (to change the mode to cascade) as the initial recovery 
step.


symstar reconfigure command syntax


symstar -cg CgName [-noprompt] [-i Interval][-c Count]
-wkload SiteName
-opmode concurrent | cascaded
reconfigure 


-path SrcSiteName:TgtSiteName
-site TgtSiteName
-remove SrcSiteName:TgtSiteName
-full
-reset
-force


Where:


◆ -path SrcSiteName:TgtSiteName specifies the sites on which the new SRDF pairs 
are created when the reconfigure command is issued.


◆ -site TgtSiteName specifies the SiteName to apply the given action.


◆ -reset Performs a reset action on the path when the reconfigure action is issued. 


◆ -remove SrcSiteName:TgtSiteName Specifies the sites on which the SRDF pairs 
are removed.
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Usage notes


◆ If the asynchronous target site is in the Disconnected state and STAR is unprotected, 
you must use the -full option. 


◆ If the asynchronous target site is in the PathFail state and STAR is unprotected, use the 
-reset and -full options.


◆ Use the -full option only when an SRDF incremental resync is not available.


◆ Use the recover operation to recover from PathFail (asynchronous target site) and a 
tripped state (SRDF/Star)


Example To reconfigure CG StarGrp so that the path to London is NewJersey -> London:


symstar -cg StarGrp reconfigure -reset -site London -path NewJersey:London


The topology of the configuration is now cascaded:


Figure 61  Transient fault recovery: after reconfiguration


Workload switching: concurrent SRDF/Star


This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Planned workload switching: concurrent SRDF/Star”


◆ “Unplanned workload switching: concurrent SRDF/Star”


◆ “Unplanned workload switch to synchronous target site: concurrent SRDF/Star”


◆ “Unplanned workload switch to asynchronous target site: concurrent SRDF/Star”


◆ “Switch back to the original workload site: concurrent SRDF/Star”


Planned workload switching: concurrent SRDF/Star
A planned workload switch operation switches the workload function to one of the remote 
target sites, even when:


◆ The original workload site is operating normally,
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◆ The system state is STAR Protected, or 


◆ The target sites are at least Connected.


IMPORTANT


For planned switch operations, all RDF links between the 3 sites, including the RDF links 
for the recovery leg, must be online before you initiate the planned switch operation.


To switch the workload from the original site:


1. Use the symstar query command to confirm the system state.


2. Stop the application workload at the current workload site, unmount the file systems, 
and export the volume groups.


3. Use the SRDF/Star halt action from the control host. 


To halt the CG StarGrp:


symstar -cg StarGrp halt


Note: If you change your mind after halting SRDF/Star, issue the halt -reset 
command to restart the workload site on the same host.


The halt action at the initial workload site (NewYork):


• Disables the R1 devices


• Waits for all invalid tracks and cycles to drain, 


• Suspends the SRDF links, 


• Disables SRDF consistency protection, and 


• Sets the STAR mode indicators. 
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The target sites transition to the Halted state, with all three sites having the data, as 
shown in Figure 62:


Figure 62  Concurrent SRDF/Star: halted


4. From a control host at the synchronous target site (NewJersey), use the switch 
command to switch the workload to the synchronous target site (NewJersey).


symstar -cg StarGrp switch -site NewJersey


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 63:


Figure 63  Concurrent SRDF/Star: switched


5. From a control host at the synchronous target site (NewJersey), use two connect 
commands to 
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• Connect NewJersey to NewYork (synchronously)


• Connect NewJersey to London (asynchronously):


symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site NewYork
symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site London


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 64:


Figure 64  Concurrent SRDF/Star: connected


6. From a control host at the synchronous target site (NewJersey), use two protect 
commands and the enable command to:


• Protect NewJersey to NewYork


• Protect NewJersey to London 


• Enable SRDF/Star


symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site NewYork
symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp enable
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The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 65:


Figure 65  Concurrent SRDF/Star: protected


Unplanned workload switching: concurrent SRDF/Star
Loss of the workload site (NewYork) is a disaster because it disrupts the workload. 


Use the switch command to:


◆ Switch the workload to either one of the remote sites, and 


◆ Resume data replication 


You can switch the workload to either the synchronous or asynchronous target site. 


If the loss of the workload site was caused by a rolling disaster, the data at the 
synchronous target site can be ahead of the data at asynchronous site, or vice versa.


You can specify which site’s data to keep.


Figure 66 shows concurrent SRDF/Star where a disaster fault has caused the loss of the 
workload site (NewYork):
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Figure 66  Loss of workload site: concurrent SRDF/Star


Unplanned workload switch to synchronous target site: concurrent SRDF/Star
In the following example, loss of the workload site (NewYork) has resulted in a system 
state of NewJersey:Pathfail, London:Pathfail, and STAR:Tripped. 


Note: If you switch the workload to the synchronous target site but choose to keep the 
data from the asynchronous target site, there is a wait for all the SRDF data to synchronize 
before the application workload can be started at the synchronous site. 


The symstar switch command does not return control until the data is synchronized.


This procedure:


◆ Brings up the synchronous NewJersey site as the new workload site. 


◆ Asynchronously replicates data from NewJersey data to the asynchronous target site 
(London).


Note: If the links from the workload to the asynchronous target are in the TransmitIdle 
state, use the following command to get the asynchronous site to the PathFail state:


symstar -cg StarGrp disconnect -trip -site London


1. From a control host at the synchronous target site (NewJersey), use the symstar 
cleanup command to clean up any internal metadata or cache remaining at the 
asynchronous site. 


To clean up the London site:


symstar -cg StarGrp cleanup -site London
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Note: After a workload site failure, splitting the remote BCVs maintains a consistent 
image of the data at the remote site until it is safe to reestablish the BCVs with the R2 
devices.


The next step varies depending on whether you are protecting SRDF/Star data at the 
remote site with TimeFinder BCVs:


• If you are protecting SRDF/Star data at the remote site with TimeFinder BCVs, 
proceed to 2.


• If you are not protecting SRDF/Star data at the remote site with TimeFinder BCVs, 
skip to Step 3.


2. If you are protecting SRDF/Star data with TimeFinder BCVs at the London site, perform 
the appropriate TimeFinder actions. 


Prior to the switch and resynchronization between NewJersey and London, there is no 
existing SRDF relationship between the synchronous and asynchronous target sites.


BCV control operation must be performed with a separate device file instead of the 
composite group. 


In the following example, the device file (StarFileLondon) defines the BCV pairs on 
array 13 in London. 


To split off a consistent restartable image of the data volumes during the 
resynchronization process using the device file:


symmir -f StarFileLondon split -star -sid 13


3. From a control host at the synchronous target site (NewJersey), use the symstar 
switch command to start the workload at the specified site. The following command:


• Specifies NewJersey as the new workload site (-site NewJersey)


• Retains the data at the NewJersey data instead of the London data (-keep_data 
NewJersey):


symstar -cg StarGrp switch -site NewJersey -keep_data NewJersey


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 67:
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Figure 67  Workload switched to synchronous site: concurrent SRDF/Star


4. From a control host at the synchronous target site (NewJersey), use the connect 
command to connect NewJersey to London (asynchronously):


symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site London


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 68:


Figure 68  Concurrent SRDF/Star: new workload site connected to asynch site
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symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp enable


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 69:


Figure 69  Concurrent SRDF/Star: protected to asynchronous site


The connect and protect actions:


• Reconfigure the SRDF devices between NewJersey and London into SRDF pairs 
with R1 devices at site NewJersey paired with the R2 devices at site London.


• Perform the differential resynchronization of the data between NewJersey and 
London. 


When the recovery tasks are complete, the NewJersey workload is remotely protected 
through an asynchronous link to London. 


You can begin the workload at NewJersey any time after the switch action 
completes. However, if you start the workload before completing the connect and 
protect actions, you will have no remote protection until those actions complete.


The next step varies depending on whether you are protecting SRDF/Star data at the 
remote site with TimeFinder BCVs:


• If you are protecting SRDF/Star data at the remote site with TimeFinder BCVs, 
proceed to 6.


• If you are not protecting SRDF/Star data at the remote site with TimeFinder BCVs, 
skip to Step 7.


6. Reestablish any BCV pairs at the London site. Use either:


• The device file syntax (-f StarFileLondon) or,


• The -cg syntax (if you have associated the London BCV pairs with the StarGrp 
composite group on the control host).
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To reestablish London BCV pairs in the composite group StarGrp using the -cg 
syntax:


symmir -cg StarGrp establish -star -rdf -rdfg name:London


7. When the NewYork site is repaired, you may want to bring NewYork back into the 
SRDF/Star while retaining the workload site at NewJersey. 


For example, to recover and enable the NewYork site, enter the following commands 
from the NewJersey control host:


symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site NewYork
symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site NewYork
symstar -cg StarGrp enable


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 70:


Figure 70  Concurrent SRDF/Star: protect to all sites


Unplanned workload switch to asynchronous target site: concurrent SRDF/Star
In the following example, loss of the workload site (NewYork) has resulted in a system 
state of NewJersey:Pathfail, London:Pathfail, and STAR:Tripped. 


Note: If you switch the workload to the asynchronous target site but choose to keep the 
data from the synchronous target site, there is a wait for all the SRDF data to synchronize 
before the application workload can be started at the asynchronous site. 


The symstar switch command does not return control until the data is synchronized.


This procedure:


◆ Brings up the asynchronous London site as the new workload site. 


◆ Asynchronously replicates data from London data to the asynchronous target site 
(NewJersey).
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1. From a control host at the asynchronous target site (London), use the symstar 
cleanup command to clean up any internal metadata or cache remaining at the 
asynchronous site. 


To clean up the London site:


symstar -cg StarGrp cleanup -site London


Note: After a workload site failure, splitting the remote BCVs maintains a consistent 
image of the data at the remote site until it is safe to reestablish the BCVs with the R2 
devices.


The next step varies depending on whether you are protecting SRDF/Star data at the 
remote site with TimeFinder BCVs:


• If you are protecting SRDF/Star data at the remote site with TimeFinder BCVs, 
proceed to 2.


• If you are not protecting SRDF/Star data at the remote site with TimeFinder BCVs, 
skip to Step 3.


2. If you are protecting SRDF/Star data with TimeFinder BCVs at the NewJersey site, 
perform the appropriate TimeFinder actions. 


Prior to the switch and resynchronization between NewJersey and London, there is no 
existing SRDF relationship between the synchronous and asynchronous target sites.


BCV control operation must be performed with a separate device file instead of the 
composite group. 


In the following example, the device file (StarFileNewJersey) defines the BCV pairs 
on array 13 in London. 


To split off a consistent restartable image of the data volumes during the 
resynchronization process using the device file:


symmir -f StarFileNewJersey split -star -sid 16


3. From a control host at the asynchronous target site (London), use the symstar 
switch command to start the workload at the specified site. The following command:


• Specifies London as the new workload site (-site NewJersey)


• Retains the data at the NewJersey data instead of the London data (-keep_data 
NewJersey):


symstar -cg StarGrp switch -site London -keep_data NewJersey


The workload site switches to London and the R2 devices at London become R1 
devices.


The London site connects to the NewJersey site and retrieves the NewJersey data.


Note: The connect action is not required because the switch action specified that 
SRDF retrieve the remote data from the NewJersey site. 


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 71:
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Figure 71  Workload switched to asynchronous site: concurrent SRDF/Star


4. From a control host at the asynchronous target site (London), use the protect 
command to protect London to NewJersey


symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site NewJersey


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 69:


Figure 72  Concurrent SRDF/Star: protected to asynchronous site
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London is now using the NewJersey data. You cannot start the application workload 
in London until the switch action completes. This ensures that all of the SRDF pairs 
are synchronized prior to starting the workload.


The symstar switch command blocks other action until it completes.


The next step varies depending on whether you are protecting SRDF/Star data at the 
remote site with TimeFinder BCVs:


• If you are protecting SRDF/Star data at the remote site with TimeFinder BCVs, 
proceed to 5.


• If you are not protecting SRDF/Star data at the remote site with TimeFinder BCVs, 
skip to Step 6.


5. Reestablish any BCV pairs at the NewJersey site. Use either:


• The device file syntax (-f StarFileNewJersey) or,


• The -cg syntax (if you have associated the NewJersey BCV pairs with the 
StarGrp composite group on the control host).


To reestablish NewJersey BCV pairs in the composite group StarGrp using the -cg 
syntax:


symmir -cg StarGrp establish -star -rdf -rdfg name:NewJersey


6. The London site is at asynchronous distance from both NewYork and NewJersey. 
SRDF/Star supports only one asynchronous site. 


When the NewYork site is repaired, you cannot connect and protect NewYork without 
switching the workload back to a configuration that has only one asynchronous site 
(NewYork or NewJersey). 


However, you can connect to NewYork. The connect action sets the mode to 
adaptive copy disk and brings the devices to RW on the SRDF links.


To connect to NewYork, use the connect command from the London site:


symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site NewYork


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 69:
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Figure 73  Concurrent SRDF/Star: one asynchronous site not protected


If the workload remains at the asynchronous London site, you can perform a protect 
action on NewYork only if you first unprotect NewJersey. 


The protect action transitions the link from adaptive copy mode to asynchronous 
mode and enables SRDF consistency protection.


The symstar enable action is blocked because there is already one asynchronous 
link in the Star.


Note: Using SYMCLI to Implement SRDF/Star Technical Note provides expanded 
operational examples for SRDF/Star.


Switch back to the original workload site: concurrent SRDF/Star
When the original workload site returns to normal operations, you can switch back to the 
original workload site to reestablish the original SRDF/Star configuration.


To switch back to the original workload site:


◆ You must be able to completely synchronize the data at all three sites. 


◆ The current workload site’s SRDF links must be connected to the other two sites. 
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whether the workload was switched to the synchronous target site or the asynchronous 
target site:


◆ If you switched the workload to the synchronous target site, the following states are 
required to switch back:


• STAR Protected
• Both target sites are Protected
• One target site is Protected and the other is Connected
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◆ If you switched the workload to the asynchronous target site, the following states are 
required to switch back:


• One target site is Protected and the other is Connected


• Both target sites are Connected


The following procedure assumes the original workload site is NewYork, but the workload 
is now running at the synchronous site NewJersey. This configuration is depicted in 
Figure 70 on page 277.


1. Stop the workload at the site where your control host is connected.


2. Use the halt command from the control host where the workload is running.


To halt SRDF from the NewJersey control host:


symstar -cg StarGrp halt


The halt action:


• Disables the R1 devices, 


• Waits for all invalid tracks and cycles to drain, 


• Suspends the SRDF links, 


• Disables SRDF consistency protection, and 


• Sets the STAR indicators. 


The target sites transition to the Halted state, and all the data on all three sites is the 
same.


3. Run the following commands from the control host at the original site of the workload 
(NewYork):


symstar -cg StarGrp switch -site NewYork
symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site NewJersey
symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site NewJersey
symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp enable


◆ The workload is switched to NewYork, and 


◆ NewYork is (synchronously) connected to NewJersey 


◆ NewYork is (asynchronously) connected to London 


◆ The state is STAR Protected.


Recovery and switch operations: cascaded SRDF/Star
This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Recovery operations: cascaded SRDF/Star”


◆ “Workload switching: cascaded SRDF/Star”


Recovery operations: cascaded SRDF/Star


This section describes the following topics:
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◆ “Recovering from transient faults without reconfiguration: cascaded SRDF/Star”


◆ “Recovering from transient faults with reconfiguration: cascaded SRDF/Star”


Recovering from transient faults: cascaded SRDF/Star
Figure 74 shows a temporary interruption (transient fault) on the SRDF/A link in a 
cascaded SRDF/Star environment:


Figure 74  transient failure: cascaded SRDF/Star


There are two methods to cleanup and restore SRDF/Star:


◆ When the transient fault is corrected, you can clean up the internal metadata and the 
array cache at the asynchronous target site and return the site to SRDF/Star Protected. 
“Recovering from transient faults without reconfiguration: cascaded SRDF/Star” on 
page 283 describes the steps to recover from a transient fault on the SRDF/A link 
when the fault has been repaired.


◆ If you cannot wait for the transient fault to be corrected, you can reconfigure SRDF/Star 
to recover the asynchronous site. “Recovering from transient faults with 
reconfiguration: cascaded SRDF/Star” on page 285 describes the steps to avoid a 
long wait when the asynchronous site must be recovered sooner than the transient 
fault will be repaired.


Recovering from transient faults without reconfiguration: cascaded SRDF/Star
Figure 75 shows the SRDF states when links to the asynchronous target site are down: 
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Figure 75  Cascaded SRDF/Star with transient fault


The SRDF devices are now in the Suspended state.


1. Use the symrdf list command to display the state the state of SRDF devices and 
the SRDF links that connect them. 


See Table 6, “Options for symrdf list command,” for a list of symrdf list command 
options.


The next step varies depending on the state of the links to the asynchronous target 
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4. From the control host at the workload site, use the symstar -cg GroupName reset 
command to clean up any internal metadata or cache remaining at the asynchronous 
site after the transient fault occurred.


To cleanup cache and metadata for CG StarGrp at site London:


symstar -cg StarGrp reset -site London
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The resulting SRDF/Star states are shown in Figure 76:


Figure 76  Cascaded SRDF/Star: asynchronous site not protected


Recovering from transient faults with reconfiguration: cascaded SRDF/Star


Note: Performing this operation changes the STAR mode of operation from cascaded to 
concurrent.


If:


◆ The asynchronous target site is no longer accessible, but 


◆ The workload site is still operational, and


◆ The asynchronous target site is accessible through the recovery SRDF group, 


You can:


◆ Reconfigure the SRDF/Star environment, and 


◆ Resynchronize data between the workload site and the asynchronous target site to


◆ Achieve direct SRDF/A consistency protection between the workload site and the 
asynchronous target site.


Figure 75 on page 284 shows cascaded SRDF/Star with the workload site at NewYork, and 
a fault between the synchronous target site (NewJersey, and the asynchronous target site 
(London). The SRDF states are as follows:


◆ Synchronous target site (NewJersey): Protected 


◆ Asynchronous target site (London): PathFail 


◆ STAR state: Tripped 


The first step varies depending on the state of the links to the asynchronous target site 
(London).


◆ If the links to the asynchronous target are in the TransmitIdle state, proceed to Step 1.
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◆ If the links to the asynchronous target are in the PathFail state, skip to Step 2.


1. Use the symstar -cg GroupName disconnect -trip command to transition links 
to the asynchronous site to the PathFail state.


symstar -cg StarGrp disconnect -trip -site London


2. Use the symstar reconfigure command from the workload site (NewYork) control 
host. 


See “symstar reconfigure command syntax” and “Usage notes” on page 268


To reconfigure CG StarGrp as concurrent with the new SRDF pairs on the workload site 
(NewYork) and asynchronous target site (London), and perform a reset action:


symstar -cg StarGrp reconfigure -reset -site London -path NewYork:London


Note: If the system was not STAR Protected, you must use the -full option to perform full 
resynchronization.


The resulting SRDF/Star states are shown in Figure 77:


Figure 77  SRDF/Star: after reconfiguration to concurrent


Workload switching: cascaded SRDF/Star


This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Planned workload switching: cascaded SRDF/Star”


◆ “Unplanned workload switching: cascaded SRDF/Star”


◆ “Unplanned workload switch to synchronous target site: cascaded SRDF/Star”


◆ “Unplanned switch to the asynchronous target site: cascaded SRDF/Star”
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Planned workload switching: cascaded SRDF/Star
Maintenance, testing and other activities may require you to switch the production 
workload site to another site.


This section describes the steps to switch workload sites when the operation can be 
scheduled in advance. 


This operation requires you to:


◆ Stop the workload at the current production site, 


◆ Halt the SRDF/Star environment (draining and synchronizing both remote sites in 
order for all three sites to have the same data), and 


◆ Switching the production workload site to one of the remote sites. 


If you switch the workload to the synchronous target site, you can transition to the STAR 
Protected state. 


There is limited support for this configuration. 


When configured as cascaded SRDF with the workload at London:


◆ Only the asynchronous link can be protected. 


◆ The synchronous link (NewJersey -> NewYork) can only be connected. 


◆ SRDF/Star cannot be enabled at London.


At the end of the switch operation the system comes up in the same STAR mode of 
operation that was configured before the switch operation was initiated.


1. At the current workload site (NewYork), use the SRDF/Star halt action. 


To halt the CG StarGrp:


symstar -cg StarGrp halt


The halt action:


• Disables the R1 devices


• Waits for all invalid tracks and cycles to drain, 


• Suspends the SRDF links, 


• Disables SRDF consistency protection, and 


• Sets the STAR mode indicators. 
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The target sites transition to the Halted state, with all three sites having the data, as 
shown in Figure 78:


Figure 78  Cascaded SRDF/Star: halted


2. From a control host at the synchronous target site (NewJersey), use the switch 
command to switch the workload to the synchronous target site (NewJersey).


symstar -cg StarGrp switch -site NewJersey


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 79:


Figure 79  Cascaded SRDF/Star: switched workload site


Note: The entire SRDF/Star environment can also be halted from a non-workload site.
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Unplanned workload switching: cascaded SRDF/Star
This section describes the procedure for switching the workload site to the synchronous 
site because of an unplanned event, such as a hurricane, causing the current workload 
site to stop processing I/Os. 


This type of operation assumes the system is STAR Protected.


Note: There is limited support when switching from NewYork to London. When 
configured as cascaded SRDF/Star with the workload at London, only the long-distance 
link can be protected. The short-distance link can only be connected. SRDF/Star cannot be 
enabled at London.


Unplanned workload switch to synchronous target site: cascaded SRDF/Star
In cascaded mode, data at the synchronous target site is always more current than the 
data at asynchronous target site. 


IMPORTANT


You cannot retain the data at the asynchronous target site if you move the workload to the 
synchronous target site. 


In the following example, loss of the workload site (NewYork), has resulted in a system 
state of NewJersey:Pathfail: 


Figure 80  Loss of workload site: cascaded SRDF/Star


1. The first step varies depending on the state of the asynchronous target site (London).


• If the asynchronous target site (London) is in Disconnected or PathFail state, skip 
to Step 2.


• If the asynchronous target site (London) is in Protected state, issue a disconnect 
command from a control host at the synchronous target site (NewJersey) to get the 
asynchronous site to the PathFail state:


symstar -cg StarGrp disconnect -trip -site London
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2. From a control host at the synchronous target site (NewJersey), use the symstar 
cleanup command to clean up any internal metadata or cache remaining at the 
asynchronous site. 


To clean up the London site:


symstar -cg StarGrp cleanup -site London


3. From a control host at the synchronous target site (NewJersey), use the symstar 
switch command to start the workload at the specified site. The following command:


• Specifies NewJersey as the new workload site (-site NewJersey)


• Retains the data at the NewJersey data instead of the London data (-keep_data 
NewJersey):


symstar -cg StarGrp switch -site NewJersey -keep_data NewJersey


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 81:


Figure 81  Workload switched to synchronous target site: cascaded SRDF/Star


4. If you are protecting your data with BCV devices, make a TimeFinder/Clone or 
TimeFinder/Mirror copy.


For details, see “Step 7: (optional) Add BCV devices to the SRDF/Star configuration” 
on page 245.


5. After the switch, you can bring up SRDF/Star in a cascaded mode or reconfigure to 
come up in concurrent mode. The following examples explain the steps required for 
each mode:


• Proceed to Step 6 to bring up SRDF/Star in cascaded mode (the default).


• Skip to Step 8 to reconfigure SRDF/Star in concurrent mode.


6. From a control host at the new workload site (NewJersey), use two connect 
commands to:


• Connect NewJersey to NewYork (synchronously)
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• Connect NewYork to London (asynchronously):


symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site NewYork
symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site London


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 82:


Figure 82  After workload switch to synchronous site: cascaded SRDF/Star


7. From a control host at the new workload site (NewJersey), use two protect 
commands and the enable command to:


• Protect NewJersey to NewYork


• Protect NewJersey to London 


• Enable SRDF/Star


symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site NewYork
symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp enable
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The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 83:


Figure 83  Cascaded SRDF/Star after workload switch: protected


8. From a control host at the new workload site, use the symstar reconfigure 
command from the workload site to change the mode to concurrent. 


See “symstar reconfigure command syntax” on page 267 


To reconfigure SRDF/Star to operate in concurrent mode with:


• The workload at NewJersey, 


• The synchronous target site at NewYork, and


• The asynchronous target site at London:


symstar -cg StarGrp reconfigure -site London -path NewJersey:London


The resulting SRDF/Star configuration is shown in Figure 84:


Figure 84  After reconfiguration to concurrent mode
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9. Run the following commands from a control host at the new worload site (NewJersey) 
to: 


• Connect NewJersey to NewYork (synchronously)


• Connect NewJersey to London (asynchronously) 


• Protect NewJersey to NewYork


• Protect NewJersey to London 


• Enable SRDF/Star 


symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site NewYork 
symstar -cg StarGrp connect -site London 
symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site NewYork 
symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site London 
symstar -cg StarGrp enable


The resulting SRDF/Star configuration is shown in Figure 84:


Figure 85  Protected after reconfiguration from cascaded to concurrent mode


Unplanned switch to the asynchronous target site: cascaded SRDF/Star
This section describes two procedures to switch the workload to the asynchronous target 
site:


◆ “Switch workload site: keep asynchronous site’s data”


◆ “Switch workload site: keep synchronous site’s data”
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Switch workload site: keep asynchronous site’s data


In the following example, the workload site (NewYork) has been lost: 


Figure 86  Loss of workload site: cascaded SRDF/Star


From a control host at the asynchronous target site (London), perform the following steps 
to:


• Switch the workload site to London


• Keep the data from the asynchronous target site (London):


1. If London is in a Protected state, use the disconnect command:


symstar -cg StarGrp disconnect -trip -site London 
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When the NewYork site is repaired, you cannot connect and protect NewYork without 
switching the workload back to a configuration that has only one asynchronous site 
(NewYork or NewJersey). 


However, you can connect to NewYork. The connect action sets the mode to 
adaptive copy disk and brings the devices to RW on the SRDF links.


Use two connect commands to connect the workload site (London) to both target 
sites (NewJersey and New York):
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5. Use a protect command protect one target site (NewJersey):


symstar -cg StarGrp protect -site NewJersey


The resulting SRDF/Star configuration is shown in Figure 87:


Figure 87  Cascaded SRDF: after switch to asynchronous site, connect, and protect


If you are protecting your data with BCV devices, make a TimeFinder/Clone or 
TimeFinder/Mirror copy.


“Step 7: (optional) Add BCV devices to the SRDF/Star configuration” on page 245.


“Switch back to the original workload site: concurrent SRDF/Star” on page 281 
describes the steps to switch the workload site back to the initial site (NewYork).


Switch workload site: keep synchronous site’s data


From a control host at the asynchronous target site (London), perform the following steps 
to:


• Switch the workload site to London


• Keep the data from the synchronous target site (NewJersey):


1. If London is in a Protected state, use the disconnect command:


symstar -cg StarGrp disconnect -trip -site London 


2. If the disconnect leaves London in a CleanReq state, use the cleanup command:


symstar -cg StarGrp cleanup -site London 


3. Use the switch command to switch the workload site to the asynchronous target site 
(London) and keep the synchronous target’s (NewJersey) data:


symstar switch -cg StarGrp -site London -keep_data NewJersey


The workload site switches to London and the R2 devices at London become R1 
devices.


The London site connects to the NewJersey site and retrieves the NewJersey data.
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Note: The connect action is not required because the switch action specified that 
SRDF retrieve the remote data from the NewJersey site. 


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 71:


Figure 88  Cascaded SRDF: after switch to asynchronous site


If you are protecting your data with BCV devices, make a TimeFinder/Clone or 
TimeFinder/Mirror copy.


“Step 7: (optional) Add BCV devices to the SRDF/Star configuration” on page 245.


Reconfiguration operations
This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Reconfiguring mode: cascaded to concurrent”


◆ “Reconfiguring cascaded paths”


◆ “Reconfiguring mode: concurrent to cascaded”


◆ “Reconfiguring mode without halting the workload site”


Before you begin
◆ Reconfiguration of the STAR mode of operation is allowed only from the Halted: Halted 


state and leaves the system in Halted: Halted state. 


◆ When the workload site is at NewYork or NewJersey, you can only reconfigure the path 
to the asynchronous target site. 


◆ When the workload site is at London, you can reconfigure the path to either the 
synchronous target site or the asynchronous target site.


◆ If you do not want to halt the workload site, see “Reconfiguring mode without halting 
the workload site” on page 303.
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Reconfiguring mode: cascaded to concurrent


This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Change mode to concurrent: from synchronous workload site”


◆ “Change mode to concurrent: from asynchronous workload site”


Change mode to concurrent: from synchronous workload site
1. From a control host at the workload site, use the halt command to stop SRDF:


symstar -cg StarGrp halt


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 89:


Figure 89  Halted cascaded SRDF/Star


2. Use the symstar reconfigure command to reconfigure the NewYork-> NewJersey -> 
London path to NewYork -> London:


symstar -cg StarGrp reconfigure -site London -path NewYork:London


See “symstar reconfigure command syntax” on page 267
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The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 90:


Figure 90  After reconfiguration to concurrent


Change mode to concurrent: from asynchronous workload site
1. From a control host at the workload site, use the halt command to stop SRDF:


symstar -cg StarGrp halt


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 91:


Figure 91  Halted cascaded SRDF/Star
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See “symstar reconfigure command syntax” on page 267


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 92:


Figure 92  After reconfiguration to concurrent
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The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 93:


Figure 93  Halted cascaded SRDF/Star


2. Use the symstar reconfigure command with -path and -remove options to 
reconfigure the path from:


London -> NewJersey -> NewYork 


to:


London -> NewYork -> NewJersey:


symstar -cg StarGrp reconfigure -site NewYork -path London:NewYork 
-remove London:NewJersey


See “symstar reconfigure command syntax” on page 267


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 94:


Figure 94  After cascaded path reconfiguration
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Reconfiguring mode: concurrent to cascaded


This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Change mode to cascaded: from synchronous workload site”


◆ “Change mode to cascaded: from asynchronous workload site”


Change mode to cascaded: from synchronous workload site
1. From a control host at the workload site, use the halt command to stop SRDF:


symstar -cg StarGrp halt


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 95:


Figure 95  Halted concurrent SRDF/Star


2. Use the symstar reconfigure command to reconfigure the path from NewYork-> 
London to NewYork -> NewJersey -> London:


symstar -cg StarGrp reconfigure -site London -path NewJersey:London


See “symstar reconfigure command syntax” on page 267
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The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 96:


Figure 96  After reconfiguration to cascaded


Change mode to cascaded: from asynchronous workload site
1. From a control host at the workload site, use the halt command to stop SRDF:


symstar -cg StarGrp halt


The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 91:


Figure 97  Halted concurrent SRDF/Star


2. Use the symstar reconfigure command to reconfigure the concurrent path from 
London -> NewYork to cascaded path London -> NewJersey -> NewYork:


symstar -cg StarGrp reconfigure -site London -path NewJersey:London


See “symstar reconfigure command syntax” on page 267
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The resulting SRDF/Star state is shown in Figure 98:


Figure 98  After reconfiguration to cascaded


Reconfiguring mode without halting the workload site


This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Reconfiguring cascaded mode to concurrent mode”


◆ “Reconfiguring concurrent mode to cascaded mode”


You can inject an disconnect/trip error to suspend the SRDF links to the asynchronous 
target site, and then follow the steps outlined in “Recovering from transient faults with 
reconfiguration: cascaded SRDF/Star” on page 285.


IMPORTANT


These operations take the system out of the "STAR Protected" state. 


Once reconfiguration is complete, re-enable STAR protection.


Reconfiguring cascaded mode to concurrent mode 
In the following example:


◆ The SRDF/Star environment is cascaded mode 


◆ States are: Protected Sync, Protected Async, and Protected STAR


◆ The workload is at NewYork.


◆ The symstar disconnect command drops the links between NewJersey and 
London, 


◆ The reconfigure changes the mode to concurrent:


symstar -cg StarGrp disconnect -trip -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp reconfigure -reset -site London -path NewYork:London
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Note: Always follow -trip with reconfigure -reset. 


Reconfiguring concurrent mode to cascaded mode
In the following example:


◆ The SRDF/Star environment is operating in concurrent mode


◆ States are: Protected Sync, Protected Async, and Protected Star


◆ The workload is at NewYork. 


◆ The symstar disconnect drops the links between NewYork and London, 


◆ The reconfigure changes the mode to cascaded.


symstar -cg StarGrp disconnect -trip -site London
symstar -cg StarGrp reconfigure -reset -site London -path NewJersey:London


SRDF/Star configuration with R22 devices
This section describes the following topics:


◆ “Before you begin”


◆ “Transitioning SRDF/Star to use R22 devices”


Before you begin


When creating an SRDF/Star configuration with R22 devices, verify/perform the following:


◆ The STAR compatibility mode must be set to v70 (the default value).


SYMCLI_STAR_COMPATIBILITY_MODE=v70


See “Step 4: Create the SRDF/Star options file” on page 242. 


◆ All devices at the workload site must be configured as concurrent (R11) devices with 
one mirror paired with the R2 mirror of the remote R21 device (sync target site) and 
the other mirror paired with an R2 mirror of the remote R22 device (asynchronous 
target site).


◆ All devices at the sync target site must be configured as R21 devices paired with an R1 
remote partner at the workload site and an R2 remote partner at the asynchronous 
target site.


◆ All devices at the asynchronous target site must be configured as R22 devices paired 
with an R21 remote partner at the sync target site and an R11 remote partner at the 
workload site.


◆ Create the appropriate RDF1 composite group (CG), adding the devices to the CG, 
setting RDFG names, etc. Note that in contrast to other SRDF/Star configurations, 
recovery SRDF groups do not need to be set in the CG for concurrent configurations. 


◆ Once the configuration is ready, execute the symstar setup command using the 
-opmode option to choose either concurrent or cascaded operation.


The symstar setup command is allowed if the following SRDF pair states are 
Suspended, Synchronized, and SyncInProg:
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◆ workload to sync target, 


◆ workload to asynchronous target, or 


◆ workload to sync target, 


◆ sync target to asynchronous target site


Example symstar -cg StarGrp setup -options MyOptnFile.txt -opmode concurrent


A STAR Setup operation is
in progress for composite group StarGrp. Please wait...


Setup ...............................................Started
Reading options file options.txt ....................Started
Reading options file options.txt ....................Done
Analyzing Host Composite Grp: r22cg .................Started
Syncing Symmetrix information ....................Started
Syncing Symmetrix information ....................Done
Gathering Symmetrix SID: 000192600077 RDFG: 66......Started
Gathering Symmetrix SID: 000192600077 RDFG: 66......Done
Gathering Symmetrix SID: 000192600077 RDFG: 67......Started
Gathering Symmetrix SID: 000192600077 RDFG: 67......Done
...
Distributing setup information to remote sites ......Started
Distributing setup information to remote sites ......Done
Update persistent state information .................Started
Update persistent state information .................Done
Setup ...............................................Done


Transitioning SRDF/Star to use R22 devices


You can transition an existing SRDF/Star environment to use R22 devices if the following 
are true:


◆ The current SRDF/Star environment is operating in normal condition. 


◆ All sites must be reachable


◆ Relationships between the workload site and target sites must be properly configured. 


Use the symstar configure command from the workload site:


symstar -cg CgName configure -add recovery_rdf_pairs
[-opmode concurrent|cascaded]


This command is allowed from the workload site only while in the following states:


◆ Disconnected/Connected/Halted (to sync target site) and 


◆ Disconnected/Connected/Halted (to asynchronous target site)


After the configure command completes, target sites are in the same states as they were 
in when the configure command was issued.


Example To immediately upgrade SRDF/Star to use R22 devices:


symstar -cg StarGrp configure -add recovery_rdf_pairs -opmode cascaded


A STAR Configure operation is
in progress for composite group StarGrp. Please wait...


Configure: Adding Recovery RDF Pairs................. Started
Update persistent state information ................. Started
Update persistent state information ................. Done
SA Write Disable Devs SID:000192600090............... Started
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SA Write Disable Devs SID:000192600090............... Done
Createpair SID:000192600083 RDFG:114................. Started
Createpair SID:000192600083 RDFG:68.................. Started
Createpair SID:000192600083 RDFG:114................. Done
Createpair SID:000192600083 RDFG:68.................. Done
SA Write Enable Devs SID:000192600090................ Started
SA Write Enable Devs SID:000192600090................ Done
Distributing setup information to remote sites .......Started
Distributing setup information to remote sites .......Done
Update persistent state information ................. Started
Update persistent state information ................. Done
Configure: Adding Recovery RDF Pairs ................ Done


Use the symstar show command to verify R22 devices are configured as the recovery 
SRDF pairs. For example (truncated output):


Composite Group Name    : StarGrp
    


Recovery RDF Pairs Configured : Yes


    Site SiteA to site SiteB Information:


Use the symstar query command to verify that adding recovery RDF pairs was the last 
action performed. For example (truncated output):


symstar -cg CgName query


...
Last Action Performed :ConfigureAddRcvryRDFPair
Last Action Status :Successfull
Last Action timestamp :03/15/2008_12:29:37
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Overview
SRDF device migration allows you to replace an existing device in an SRDF pair with a new 
device on a different array. 


During migration, a concurrent SRDF relationship is established to transfer data from an 
existing R1 device to a new device in adaptive copy disk mode.


When data transfer completes, the R1 device or the R2 device is replaced with the 
newly-populated device in the SRDF pair. 


Requirements


◆ Each array must have a unique ID (sid).


◆ The existing SRDF device and the new devices must be dynamic R1 or R2 capable.


HYPERMAX OS ◆ Adaptive copy write pending mode is not supported when the R1 side of the RDF pair 
is on an array running HYPERMAX OS.


For configurations where the R1 side is on an array running HYPERMAX OS, and the R2 
side is running Enginuity 5876, the mode of the new device pair is set to the RDF mode 
of the R1 device being replaced. 


◆ The Geometry Compatibility Mode attribute (-gcm) allows devices on arrays running 
HYPERMAX OS to be paired with devices on arrays running Enginuity 5876 that have 
an odd number of cylinders. When GCM is set, migration operations are subject to the 
following restrictions:


• If the new device is on an array running HYPERMAX OS:


– If the R1 device is being replaced:


If the existing R2 device is on an array running Enginuity 5876 with an odd 
number of cylinders, then the migration is allowed if the new device can be 
made the same size using the GCM attribute.


If the existing R2 device is on an array running HYPERMAX OS with GCM set, 
then the migration is allowed if the new device can be made the same size by 
setting the GCM attribute.


– If the R2 is being replaced:


If the existing R1 device is on an array running Enginuity 5876 with an odd 
number of cylinders, then the migration is allowed if the new device can be 
made the same size by setting the GCM attribute.


If the existing R1 device is on an array running HYPERMAX OS with GCM set, 
then the migration is allowed if the new device can be made the same size by 
setting the GCM attribute. 


• If the new device is on an array running Enginuity 5876 and has an odd number of 
cylinders:


– If the R1 is being replaced:


If the existing R2 device is on an array running Enginuity 5876, then the new 
device must be the same configured size.
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If the existing R2 device is on an array running HYPERMAX OS with GCM set, 
then the migration is allowed if the new device has the same GCM size as the 
R2 device.


– If the R2 is being replaced:


If the existing R1 device is on an array running Enginuity 5876, then the new 
device must be the same configured size.


If the existing R1 device is on an array running HYPERMAX OS with GCM set, 
then the migration will be allowed if the new device has the same GCM size as 
the R1.


R1 device migration


Before you can migrate an R1 device to a new array, you must create a temporary 
concurrent SRDF configuration with the new array as one of the R2 sites. 


This section describes the steps to complete an R1 migration, including:


◆ “Configure a temporary SRDF group” and R1 device to enable the migration.


◆ “Establish a concurrent SRDF relationship”to transfer data to the from the old R1 
device to the device that will become the new R1.


◆ “Replace the R1 device” with the newly-populated device in the SRDF pair. 


Configure a temporary SRDF group
Configure a temporary SRDF group to synchronize data from the existing R1 device to the 
new R1 device. 


Figure 99  R1 migration: configuration setup 


In Figure 99:
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◆ Site A contains the existing R1 device paired with the R2 device in Site B,


◆ Site C contains the new non-SRDF device you want replace the existing R1 device. 


The dotted lines indicate that there are no SRDF relationships to Site C.


◆ A temporary SRDF group (RDFG 17) is used to synchronize data from the existing R1 to 
the new device in Site C. 


The new R1 device replaces the existing R1 device during the migration. 


Establish a concurrent SRDF relationship
Use the symrdf migrate -setup command to establish a concurrent relationship 
between the source device and two target devices.


Figure 100  R1 migration: establishing a concurrent relationship


In Figure 100:


◆ The R1 device becomes the concurrent R11 device writing to two R2devices.


◆ Data synchronization in adaptive copy disk mode begins between the device and the 
R2 device on Site C. 


◆ No SRDF pairing exists between the devices on Site C and Site B.


Note: You may need to modify  existing device group or composite group scripts to 
accommodate the new R11 configuration.


Replace the R1 device
1. Wait until the two R2 devices are near synchronization with the R11 device.


2. Shut down any applications writing to the source device.
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3. Use the symrdf migrate -replace R1 command to replace the source device.


Figure 101  R1 migration: replacing the source device


The symrdf migrate -replace R1 command executes the following actions:


1. Sets the source device to USR-NR (user not ready).


This prevents applications writing to or reading from the R1 device.


2. Verifies the devices are in the correct pair state for replacement. 


See also “SRDF pair states for migration” on page 327.


3. (If applicable) Waits until all invalid tracks are cleared.


4. (If applicable) Drains the SRDF/A session. 


5. Removes the SRDF pairing between the devices on the current R11 (Site A) and the 
original R2 (Site B).


6. Removes the SRDF pairing between the devices on the current R11 (Site A) and the 
new R2 (Site C).


7. Sets an SRDF pairing between the devices on Site C and B using the original SRDF 
mode of Site A and B. 


No additional copying of data is required between this SRDF pair because data is 
already the same on both devices. 


8. Makes the devices read/write on the SRDF links.


The new R1 device is ready. You can restart the applications writing to the new R1 device 
on Site C. 


The original R1 device remains USR-NR.
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R2 device migration


R2 device migration allows you to replace the original R2 devices with new R2 devices. It 
shows the initial two-site topology, the migration process, and the final SRDF topology.


Figure 102  Migrating R2 devices


This section describes the steps to complete an R2 migration, including:


◆ “Configure a replacement R2 as a non-SRDF device:” 


◆ “Establish a concurrent SRDF relationship”to transfer data to the from the R1 device to 
the device that will become the new R2.


◆ “Replace the R2 device” with the newly-populated device in the SRDF pair. 
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Configure setup for R2 migration
Configure a replacement R2 as a non-SRDF device:


Figure 103  R2 migration: configuration setup


In Figure 103:


◆ Site A contains the R1 device paired with the existing R2 device in Site B, 


◆ Site C contains the new non-SRDF device that will replace the R2 device.


The dotted lines indicate no SRDF pairing exists with Site C.
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Establish a concurrent SRDF relationship
Use the symrdf migrate -setup command to establish a concurrent SRDF relationship 
among the three sites:


Figure 104  R2 migration: establishing a concurrent relationship


The establish action creates a concurrent SRDF relationship to transfer data from the 
existing source device to both target devices.


In Figure 104, the R1 becomes the R11 device writing to two target R2 devices. 


◆ The source site continues to accept I/Os from the host.


◆ There is no need to shut down the applications writing to R1. 


◆ No temporary pairing (like an R1 migration) is required.


◆ The source and target devices do not have to be close to synchronization.


Note: You may need to modify  existing device group or composite group scripts to 
accommodate the new configuration.
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Replace the R2 device
Use the symrdf migrate -replace R2 command to replace the existing R2 device with 
the new R2 device in the SRDF pair:


Figure 105  R2 migration: replacing the target device


The symrdf migrate -replace R2 command executes the following actions:


1. Verifies the devices are in the correct pair state for replacement. 


“SRDF pair states for migration” on page 327 provides more information.


2. Removes the SRDF pairing between the devices on Site A and B.


3. Sets the mode of Site A and C using the original SRDF mode of Site A and B.


R1 and R2 migration procedures


Before you begin


◆ Plan for each migration. 


If you have defined scripts for your existing R1/R2 pair, evaluate how you may need to 
modify those scripts with new SIDs, SRDF device pairings, device groups, and 
composite groups. 


Keep in mind that during a device migration, the R1/R2 pair transforms into a 
concurrent SRDF relationship (R2<-R11->R2), and then back into an R1->R2 
relationship. 


◆ An SRDF group must exist for the new device. 
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If R1 is being replaced, this is the SRDF group between the new R1 and the existing R2.


If R2 is being replaced, this is the SRDF group between the new R2 and the existing R1.


◆ For an R1 migration only, a temporary SRDF group is required to synchronize data from 
the existing R1 device to the new device. 


If performing an R1 migration, create this temporary SRDF group. 


◆ Before replacing the R1 device, you must shut down all applications using it. 


Application shutdown is not required when replacing an R2 device.


◆ Review “SRDF pair states for migration” on page 327.


Restrictions and limitations


SRDF/A device pairs
◆ The attributes associated with an existing SRDF group pertaining to an SRDF/A session 


are not automatically associated with the new SRDF group after migration. 


You must issue the symconfigure command on the new SRDF group and set the 
appropriate attributes, such as the minimum_cycle_time and the DSE (Delta Set 
Extension) autostart settings.


◆ If replacing a device of an SRDF pair in SRDF/A mode, all existing rules for DSE apply if 
DSE autostart is enabled on the new SRDF group. 


For example, the DSE threshold must be less than the maximum cache usage for the 
new SRDF group.


◆ If replacing the R1 device of an SRDF pair in SRDF/A mode, the new SRDF group in the 
new R1 array must be SRDF/A capable.


◆ If replacing a device of an SRDF pair in SRDF/A mode and Cache partitioning is 
enabled on the new array, all new devices must belong to the same cache partition.


◆ If the existing device is in SRDF/A mode, the entire SRDF group must be migrated.


◆ If the existing device is in SRDF/A mode, the new SRDF group must be empty. 


◆ If replacing the R1 device, the temporary SRDF group must not be in SRDF/A mode.


◆ The existing SRDF device pair cannot be in semi-synchronous mode.


Devices 
◆ The new device (R1 or R2) cannot be an SRDF device before migration.


◆ The existing device (R1 or R2) and the replacement device cannot be diskless.


◆ The new R1 device cannot be larger than the existing R1 device.


◆ The existing R1 device cannot have any local invalid tracks.


◆ After migration, the R2 device cannot be larger than the R1 device.


◆ The existing (R1 or R2) and the new device cannot be configured for SRDF/Star.


◆ The existing device and the replacement device cannot be a source or a target device 
for TF/Mirror, TF/Snap, TF/Clone, Open Replicator, and Federated Live Migration. 
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This restriction does not apply to the SRDF partner of the existing device.


◆ The existing R1/R2 device pair cannot be in a concurrent  SRDF relationship. 


Set the -config option to equal pair in symrdf migrate -setup to indicate this 
pair is not part of such a configuration.


◆ An SRDF consistency protection group must be enabled at the RDFG-name level, NOT 
at the composite-group level. 


Otherwise, the migrate -setup command stops the monitoring/cycle switching of 
your composite group. 


“Sample procedure: migrating R1 devices”, explains the procedure for an SRDF 
consistency protection group enabled at the composite-group level.


Sample procedure: migrating R1 devices


For this sample procedure, the SRDF consistency protection group is enabled at the 
composite-group level. 


This procedure shows the steps to change this setting and enable SRDF consistency 
protection at the RDFG-name level.


Figure 106  R1 migration example: Initial configuration


Figure 106 shows an R1 and R2 relationship between array 43 and array 90. 


After R1 migration, the devices in array 306 will become the source devices for array 90.


Step 1: Querying the sample SRDF/A configuration
Use the symrdf query -detail command to query a configuration with SRDF 
consistency protection enabled at the composite-group level. 


symrdf -cg MigrateRDF query -detail


Composite Group Name      :  MigrateRDF
Composite Group Type      :  RDF1
Number of Symmetrix Units :  1
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Number of RDF (RA) Groups :  1
RDF Consistency Mode      :  MSC


RDFA MSC Consistency Info:{
    Session Status                     : Active
    Consistency State                  : CONSISTENT
    }


Symmetrix ID                      : 000192600043 (Microcode Version: 5874)
Remote Symmetrix ID               : 000192600090 (Microcode Version: 5874)
RDF (RA) Group Number             :   1 (00) 13 (0C)
RDFA Info:
    {
    Cycle Number                       : 29
    Session Status                     : Active - MSC
    Consistency Exempt Devices         : No
    Minimum Cycle Time                 : 00:00:30
    Avg Cycle Time                     : 00:00:30
    Duration of Last cycle             : 00:00:30
    Session Priority                   : 33
    Tracks not Committed to the R2 Side: 0
    Time that R2 is behind R1          : 00:00:42
    R2 Image Capture Time              : Mon Sep 21 13:28:44 2009
    R2 Data is Consistent              : True
    R1 Side Percent Cache In Use       : 0
    R2 Side Percent Cache In Use       : 0
    R1 Side DSE Used Tracks            : 0
    R2 Side DSE Used Tracks            : 0
    Transmit Idle Time                 : 00:00:00
    }


        Source (R1) View             Target (R2) View       MODES
--------------------------------  ------------------------- ----- ------------
              ST                 LI      ST
  Standard     A                  N       A
Logical  Sym   T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv  K       T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv       RDF Pair
Device   Dev   E  Tracks Tracks   S Dev   E  Tracks  Tracks MDACE STATE
--------------------------------- -- ------------------------ ----- ------------
DEV001   0005A NR       0       0 RW 00012 WD       0       0 A..X. Consistent
DEV002   000F8 NR       0       0 RW 00029 WD       0       0 A..X. Consistent


Total            ------- -------            ------- -------
  Track(s)             0       0                  0       0
  MBs                0.0     0.0                0.0     0.0


Step 2: Changing the SRDF consistency protection setting
To maintain consistency protection after establishing a concurrent SRDF relationship:


◆ Remove the SRDF consistency protection enabled at the composite-group level, and 
then 


◆ Enable consistency protection at the RDFG-name level.


In the following example:


◆ The symcg set -name siteb command sets the SRDF group name to siteb.


◆ The symcg disable command disables SRDF consistency protection at the 
composite-group level


◆ The symcg enable command enables SRDF consistency protection at the RDFG-name 
level. 


symcg -cg MigrateRDF -rdfg 043:13 set -name siteb
symcg -cg MigrateRDF disable
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A consistency 'Disable' operation execution is
in progress for composite group 'MigrateRDF'. Please wait...


The consistency 'Disable' operation successfully executed for
composite group 'MigrateRDF'.


symcg -cg MigrateRDF -rdfg name:siteb enable


A consistency 'Enable' operation execution is
in progress for composite group 'MigrateRDF'. Please wait...


The consistency 'Enable' operation successfully executed for
composite group 'MigrateRDF'.


Verifying the changes


Use the symrdf query -detail command to verify that the changes and additions were 
made to the SRDF/A configuration. 


In the following example, SRDF consistency protection is now enabled using the SRDF 
group name of siteb.


symrdf -cg MigrateRDF query -detail


Composite Group Name      :  MigrateRDF
Composite Group Type      :  RDF1
Number of Symmetrix Units :  1
Number of RDF (RA) Groups :  1
RDF Consistency Mode      :  NONE


RDFG Names:
    {
    RDFG Name                          : siteb
    RDF Consistency Mode               : MSC
    MSC Consistency Info:
        {
        Session Status                 : Active
        Consistency State              : Consistent
        }
    }


Step 3: Pairing devices
Create a device file to pair SRDF devices with the new non-SRDF devices. 


“Creating a device file” on page 94 provides more information.


This pairing is used temporarily to transfer data from the existing R1 devices to the devices 
that will eventually replace them in an SRDF pair. 


In the following example, device file R1MigrateFile contains two pairs:


05A 005
056 006


R1 devices 05A and 056 in array 43 are paired with the new devices 005 and 006 in array 
306. 


Step 4: Establishing a concurrent SRDF relationship
The symrdf migrate -setup command establishes a concurrent SRDF relationship 
between the existing R1 devices and the new devices in adaptive copy disk mode, and 
begins the synchronization of these devices. 
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Note: You may need to modify  existing device group or composite group scripts to 
accommodate the temporary change of the existing R1 devices to R11 devices.


The symrdf -migrate -setup -config pair -force command establishes a 
concurrent SRDF relationship between the R1 devices in array 43 and the new devices in 
array 306 using SRDF group 17. 


This is a temporary relationship to transfer data from the existing R1 to its replacement.


Using the -force option


You must use the -force option because SRDF consistency protection is enabled. 


symrdf -sid 043 -rdfg 17 -f R1MigrateFile migrate -setup -config pair -force


An RDF 'Migrate Setup' operation execution is
in progress for device file 'R1migrateFile'. Please wait...


    Migrate Setup for R1 device(s) in (043,017)......................Started.
    Create RDF Pair in (0043,017)....................................Started.
    Create RDF Pair in (0043,017)....................................Done.
    Mark target device(s) in (0043,017) for full copy from source....Started.
    Devices: 06F0-06FF in (0043,017)................................ Marked.
    Mark target device(s) in (0043, 017) for full copy from source...Done.
    Merge track tables between source and target in (0043,017).......Started.
    Devices: 06F0-06FF in (0043,017)................................ Merged.
    Merge track tables between source and target in (0043,017).. ....Done.
    Resume RDF link(s) for device(s) in (0043,017)...................Started.
    Resume RDF link(s) for device(s) in (0043,017)...................Done.
    Migrate Setup for R1 device(s) in (0043,017) ....................Done.


The RDF 'Migrate Setup' operation finished successfully
for device file 'R1MigrateFile'.


Note: If the host is reading and writing to the R1 device during this action, a synchronized 
pair state may not be attainable because the pair is operating in adaptive copy disk mode. 


Figure 107  Concurrent SRDF relationship


In Figure 107:
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◆ Devices 05A and 056 are paired with devices 005 and 006 in a concurrent SRDF 
relationship using SRDF group 17. 


◆ Devices 005 and 006 are made read/write on the SRDF links in adaptive copy disk 
mode. 


◆ SRDF group 17 is used temporarily to transfer data from the R1 devices to the new 
devices.


Step 5: Replacing R1 devices with new devices
1. If consistency is enabled, use the symcg disable command to disable it.


To disable SRDF consistency protection for composite group MigrateRDF:


symcg -cg MigrateRDF -rdfg name:siteb disable


A consistency 'Disable' operation execution is
in progress for composite group 'MigrateRDF'. Please wait...


The consistency 'Disable' operation successfully executed for
composite group 'MigrateRDF'.


2. Terminate any TF/Mirror, TF/Snap, TF/Clone, Open Replicator, and Federated Live 
Migration sessions. 


3. Use the symrdf migrate -replace command to set R1 (R11) device as USR-NR, 
complete the final synchronization of data between the existing and the new device, 
and reconfigure the devices into a new SRDF pair. 


The device pairings of the replaced devices are removed. The new devices become R1 
devices paired with the existing R2 devices using the original SRDF mode of the 
replaced pair.


Note: The migrate -replace R1 command waits for synchronization to finish and 
may take a long time. To avoid the locking of the SYMAPI database for this entire time, 
set the environment variable SYMCLI_CTL_ACCESS=PARALLEL. If you set this variable, 
you may need to run the symcfg sync command after the R1 migration is complete.


In the following example, the migrate -replace R1 command specifies the new SRDF 
group 72 to reconfigure and connect the new R1 devices 005 and 006 in array 306 with 
the R2 devices 012 and 029 in Symmetix 90:


symrdf -sid 043 -rdfg 17 -f R1migrateFile migrate -replace r1 -config pair -new_rdfg 72


An RDF 'Migrate Replace R1' operation execution is
in progress for device file 'R1migrateFile'. Please wait...


    Migrate Replace R1 for new R1 device(s) in (0306, 072)...........Started.
    Waiting for invalid tracks to reach 0 in   (0043, 013)...........Started.
    Waiting for invalid tracks to reach 0 in   (0043, 017)...........Started.
    Waiting for invalid tracks to reach 0 in   (0043, 013)...........Done.
    Waiting for invalid tracks to reach 0 in   (0043, 017)...........915994 remaining.
    Waiting for invalid tracks to reach 0 in   (0043, 017)...........519572 remaining.
    Waiting for invalid tracks to reach 0 in   (0043, 017)...........245889 remaining.
    Waiting for invalid tracks to reach 0 in   (0043, 017)...........107613 remaining.
    Waiting for invalid tracks to reach 0 in   (0043, 017)...........1110 remaining.
    Waiting for invalid tracks to reach 0 in   (0043, 017)...........Done.
    Suspend RDF link(s) for device(s) in (0043,013)..................Started.
    Suspend RDF link(s) for device(s) in (0041,013)..................Done.
    Suspend RDF link(s) for device(s) in (0043,017)..................Done.
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    Delete RDF Pair in (0043,013)....................................Started.
    Delete RDF Pair in (0043,017)....................................Started.
    Delete RDF Pair in (0043,013)....................................Done.
    Delete RDF Pair in (0043,017)....................................Done.
    Create RDF Pair in (0306,072)....................................Started.
    Create RDF Pair in (0306,072)....................................Done.
    Resume RDF link(s) for device(s) in (0306,072)...................Started.
    Merge track tables between source and target in (0306,072).......Started.
    Devices: 0690-069F in (0306,072)................................ Merged.
    Merge track tables between source and target in (0306,072).......Done.
    Resume RDF link(s) for device(s) in (0306,072)...................Done.
    Migrate Replace R1 for new R1 device(s) in (0306, 072)...........Done.


The RDF 'Migrate Replace R1' operation finished successfully
for device file 'R1migrateFile'.


After replacing the R1 devices:


◆ Recreate your device groups and/or composite groups, 


◆ Possibly update your scripts, since the devices are no longer concurrent SRDF.


◆ Recreate any TF/Mirror, TF/Snap, TF/Clone, Open Replicator, and Federated Live 
Migration sessions (used on the original R1 devices) on the new R1 devices.


In the following example, the MigrateRDF consistency group is deleted and re-created:


◆ The symcg delete command deletes the MigrateRDF consistency group.


◆ The symcg create command recreates MigrateRDF as an RDF1 with consistency.


◆ The symcg addall dev command add devices MigrateRDF.


◆ The symcg enable command enables consistency protection.


symcg -force delete MigrateRDF
symcg create MigrateRDF -type rdf1 -rdf_consistency
symcg -cg MigrateRDF -sid 306 -rdfg 72 addall dev
symcg -cg MigratRDF enable


A consistency 'Enable' operation execution is
in progress for composite group 'MigrateRDF'. Please wait...


The consistency 'Enable' operation successfully executed for
composite group 'MigrateRDF'.


When migration is complete (as shown in Figure 108):


◆ SID 306 devices are the R1 devices.


◆ SID 306 devices are paired with the R2 devices in SID 90.
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◆ This new SRDF pair uses the original SRDF mode of the replaced pair.


Figure 108  Migrated R1 devices


Step 6: Verifying the new pair and setting changes
Use the symrdf query -detail to verify that:


◆ The SID 306 devices are now the source devices for SID 90, 


◆ Consistency protection is rebuilt.


symrdf -cg MigrateRDF query -detail


Composite Group Name      :  MigrateRDF
Composite Group Type      :  RDF1
Number of Symmetrix Units :  1
Number of RDF (RA) Groups :  1
RDF Consistency Mode      :  MSC


RDFG MSC Consistency Info:{
Session Status                 : Active
Consistency State              : CONSISTENT


    }


Symmetrix ID                      : 000190100306 (Microcode Version: 5773)
Remote Symmetrix ID               : 000192600090 (Microcode Version: 5874)
RDF (RA) Group Number             :   3 (02) - siteb
RDFA Info:
    {
    Cycle Number                       : 3
    Session Status                     : Active - MSC
    Consistency Exempt Devices         : No
    Minimum Cycle Time                 : 00:00:30
    Avg Cycle Time                     : 00:00:33
    Duration of Last cycle             : 00:00:30
    Session Priority                   : 33
    Tracks not Committed to the R2 Side: 0
    Time that R2 is behind R1          : 00:00:34
    R2 Image Capture Time              : Mon Sep 21 13:52:03 2009
    R2 Data is Consistent              : True
    R1 Side Percent Cache In Use       : 0
    R2 Side Percent Cache In Use       : 0
    R1 Side DSE Used Tracks            : 0
    R2 Side DSE Used Tracks            : 0
    Transmit Idle Time                 : 00:00:00
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    }


        Source (R1) View             Target (R2) View       MODES
--------------------------------  ------------------------- ----- ------------
              ST                 LI      ST
  Standard     A                  N       A
Logical  Sym   T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv  K       T  R1 Inv  R2 Inv       RDF Pair
Device   Dev   E  Tracks Tracks   S Dev   E  Tracks  Tracks MDACE STATE
--------------------------------- -- ------------------------ ----- ------------
DEV001   00005 RW       0       0 RW 00012 WD       0       0 A..X. Consistent
DEV002   00006 RW       0       0 RW 00029 WD       0       0 A..X. Consistent


Total            ------- -------            ------- -------
  Track(s)             0       0                  0       0
  MBs                0.0     0.0                0.0     0.0
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Sample procedure: migrating R2 devices


In this migration example, the devices in array 306 will become the R2 devices for array 
43.


Figure 109  R2 migration example: Initial configuration


Figure 109 shows the R1 and R2 relationship between array 43 and array 90.


Step 1: Pairing devices
Create a device file to pair SRDF devices with the new non-SRDF devices. 


“Creating a device file” on page 94 provides more information.


In the following example, device file R2MigrateFile contains two pairs:


05A 005
056 006


When migration is complete, R1 devices 05A and 056 in array 43 will be paired with the 
new devices 005 and 006 on array 306.


Step 2: Establishing a concurrent SRDF relationship
The symrdf migrate -setup command establishes a concurrent SRDF relationship 
between the existing R1 devices and the new devices in adaptive copy disk mode, and 
begins the synchronization of these devices. 


Because this is an R2 migration, the R1 continues to process I/Os from its host, and 
synchronization is not required between the R1 and the new device. 


Note: You may need to modify  existing device group or composite group scripts to 
accommodate the temporary change of the existing R1 devices to R11 devices.


The symrdf migrate -setup -config pair command establishes a concurrent SRDF 
relationship between the R1 devices 05A and 056 in array 43 and the new devices 005 
and 006 in array 306 using SRDF group 17:
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symrdf -file R2migrateFile -sid 043 -rdfg 17 migrate -setup -config pair


Figure 110  Concurrent SRDF relationship


In Figure 110:


◆ Devices 05A and 056 are paired with devices 005 and 006 in a concurrent SRDF 
relationship using the SRDF group 17,


◆ Devices 005 and 006 are made read/write on the SRDF links in adaptive copy disk 
mode. 


Unlike an R1 device migration, the SRDF group 17 is permanent, and synchronizes data 
from the source to the target devices.


Step 3: Replacing R2 devices with new devices
1. If SRDF consistency protection is enabled, disable it.


2. Terminate any TF/Mirror, TF/Snap, TF/Clone, Open Replicator, and Federated Live 
Migration sessions.


3. Use the symrdf migrate -replace R2 command to delete the SRDF pairing 
between array 43 and array 90.


Note: After replacing R2, you must modify device groups and/or composite groups to 
remove all BCVs, VDEVS, TGTs from the original R2 and then add appropriate 
counterparts to the new R2. 


You must also recreate any TF/Mirror, TF/Snap, TF/Clone, Open Replicator, and 
Federated Live Migration sessions on the new R2.


In the following. example, the symrdf migrate -replace R2 -config pair 
command uses the SRDF group 17 to reconfigure and connect the R1 devices 05A and 056 
with the new R2 devices 005 and 006:
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symrdf -file R2migrateFile -sid 043 -rdfg 17 migrate -replace R2 -config pair.


Figure 111  Migrated R2 devices


When migration is complete, the array 306 devices become the R2 devices and are paired 
with the R1 devices in Symmetix 43. 


This new pair uses the original SRDF mode of the replaced pair.


SRDF pair states for migration
An existing R1 and R2 pair must in a specific SRDF state to perform certain migration 
control operations. 


Table 37 shows the applicable pair states for symrdf migrate -setup for an R1 and an 
R2 migration.


1. The remote array is in the SYMAPI database (it was discovered).


2. The remote array is not in the SYMAPI database (it was not discovered or was 
removed).


3. Only when replacing the R2 devices.
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Table 37  SRDF migrate -setup control operation and applicable pair states


Control operation:


Pair state: existing R1->R2
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Pair states for migrate -setup


Figure 112 shows a sample configuration for an R1 migration:


Figure 112  R1 migration: applicable R1/R2 pair states for migrate -setup


The R1 in array A and the R2 in array B must be in one of the applicable pair states before 
issuing the symrdf migrate -setup command, which establishes a concurrent SRDF 
relationship among the three sites.
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Applicable pair states:
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 - Split
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 - Consistent
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Figure 113 shows a sample configuration for an R2 migration:


Figure 113  R2 migration: applicable R1/R2 pair states for migrate -setup


The R1 in array A and the R2 in array B must be in one of the applicable pair states before 
issuing the symrdf migrate -setup command, which establishes a concurrent SRDF 
relationship among the three sites.


Pair states for migrate -replace for first leg of concurrent SRDF


Figure 114 shows the SRDF pair state required before replacing an R1, the R11 and its 
existing device. 


Figure 115 shows the SRDF pair state required when replacing R2, the R11 and its existing 
R2 device. For the purpose of this discussion, this is the first leg of the concurrent SRDF 
relationship for both R1 and R2 migrations.


Table 38 shows the applicable pair states for symrdf migrate -replace for an R1 and 
an R2 migration.


1. The remote array is in the SYMAPI database (it was discovered).
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Table 38  SRDF migrate -replace control operation and applicable pair states


Control operation:


Pair state: Existing ->R2
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2. The remote array is not in the SYMAPI database (it was not discovered or was 
removed).


Figure 114 shows a sample concurrent SRDF configuration for an R1 migration:.


Figure 114  R1 migration: R11/R2 applicable pair states for migrate -replace (first leg)


The R11 in array A and the R2 device in array B must be in one of the applicable pair states 
before issuing the symrdf migrate -replace command.
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Figure 115 shows a sample concurrent SRDF configuration for an R2 migration:


Figure 115  R2 migration:R11/R2 applicable pair states for migrate -replace (first leg) 


The R11 in array A and the R2 device in array B must be in one of the states before issuing 
the symrdf migrate -replace command


Pair states for migrate -replace for second leg of concurrent SRDF


Before replacing an R1, the R11 and its replacement device must in a specific SRDF pair 
state shown in Figure 116. This temporary pairing was used to perform the concurrent 
SRDF data transfer to the new device. When replacing R2, the R11 and the new R2 device 
(new pair) must also be in a certain pair state shown in Figure 117. 


Table 39 shows the applicable pair states for symrdf migrate -replace for an R1 and 
an R2 migration.


1. The remote array is in the SYMAPI database (it was discovered).


2. The remote array is not in the SYMAPI database (it was not discovered or was 
removed).
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Table 39  SRDF migrate -replace control operation and applicable pair states


Control operation:


Pair state: Temporary or New ->R2
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Figure 116 shows a sample concurrent SRDF configuration for an R1 migration.


Figure 116  R1 migration: applicable R11/R2 pair states for migrate -replace (second leg)


The R11 device in array A and the R2 device in array C must be in one of the applicable pair 
states before issuing the symrdf migrate -replace command.
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Figure 117 shows a sample concurrent SRDF configuration for an R2 migration:


Figure 117  R2 migration: applicable R11/R2 pair states for migrate -replace (second leg)


The R11 in array A and the R2 device in array C must be in one of the states before issuing 
the symrdf migrate -replace command.
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CHAPTER 10
SRDF/Automated Replication


This chapter describes the following topics:
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◆ Managing locked devices ......................................................................................  354
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Overview
SRDF/Automated Replication (SRDF/AR) provides a long-distance disaster restart solution. 
SRDF/AR can operate:


◆ In two-site topologies that use SRDF/DM in combination with TimeFinder.


◆ In three-site topologies that use a combination of SRDF/S, SRDF/DM, and TimeFinder.


Three-site topologies operate in synchronous mode in the first hop and in adaptive 
copy mode in the second hop.


Note: Note: Multi-hop SRDF/AR requires Enginuity version 5876.159.102 or higher.


SRDF/AR provides automated consistent replication of data from standard devices and 
RDF1 BCV devices over SRDF links to remote SRDF pairs. 


SRDF/AR is invoked using the symreplicate command.


◆ symreplicate supports single-hop and multi-hop SRDF configurations. 


◆ You can start, stop, or restart a symreplicate session without degrading the data 
copy. 


◆ You can set up a concurrent BCV to have access to an independent copy of the 
replicating data during a symreplicate session. 


By default, the symreplicate replication process is performed in the background. 


Restrictions


◆ SRDF/AR does not support SRDF/Asynchronous-capable devices.


◆ The symreplicate command operates on device groups and composite groups.


Scope for the symreplicate command cannot be limited to a specific SRDF group 
using the -rdfg option.


◆ When running symreplicate against device groups and composite groups of type 
ANY:


• Concurrent  SRDF devices are not supported for device groups (DG) or composite 
groups (CG). 


• The following combinations of standard devices are supported when using the 
-consistent option:


– All STDs are non-SRDF


– All STDs are R1 devices


– All STDs are R2 devices


– STDs contain a mixture of R1s and non-SRDF devices


– STDs contain a mixture of R2 and non-SRDF devices
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Note: Device external locks in the array are held during the entire symreplicate 
session. Locks are necessary to block other applications from altering device states while 
the session executes. “Managing locked devices” on page 354 provides more 
information.


SRDF/Automated Replication operations


Configuring single-hop sessions


Figure 118 shows how symreplicate copies data in a single-hop configuration for a 
complete copy cycle:


Figure 118  Automated data copy path in single-hop SRDF systems


The copy process includes the following steps:


◆ 1 - From the standard device to the BCV of the local array.


◆ 2 - From the BCV device of the local array to the standard device of the remote array.


◆ 3 - From the remote standard device to its BRBCV device.


Before you begin: setting the hop type parameter
You must set the replication type parameter in the replicate options file before you can 
configure a single-hop symreplicate session.


“SYMCLI_REPLICATE_HOP_TYPE=<RepType>” on page 350provides more information.


Set the parameter as follows:


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_HOP_TYPE=SINGLE


The symreplicate session:


◆ Incrementally establishes SRDF and BCV pairs, and 
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◆ Differentially splits BCV pairs to reduce data transfers.


Setting up single-hop data replication
To set up a single-hop symreplicate session:


1. Select any number of standard devices of the same type (R1, R2, or non-SRDF).


2. Use the symdg create command to create a device group or composite group of the 
same type. 


symdg create newdg


3. Use the symdg add dev command to add the devices to the device group.


symdg add dev 0000 -g newdg -sid 35002
symdg add dev 0001 -g newdg 


4. Use the symbcv associate command to associate an equal number of R1-BCV 
devices of matching sizes.


symbcv associate dev 01C0 -g newdg
symbcv associate dev 01C1 -g newdg


5. Use the symbcv associate command to associate an equal number of BRBCV 
devices (remote BCVs), also of matching sizes.


symbcv associate dev 0210 -g newdg -bcv -rdf
symbcv associate dev 0211 -g newdg -bcv -rdf


.


.


.


Note: The symreplicate command uses composite groups (-cg) to implement 
single-hop or multi-hop configurations for devices that span multiple arrays.


The following must be true before you start a symreplicate session:


◆ Both sets of BCV pairs must have a pairing relationship.


◆ The local BCV pairs must be established.


◆ The SRDF pairs must be in the Suspended pair state.


◆ The remote BCVs (BRBCVs) must be in the split pair state. 


◆ No writes are allowed to the BRBCV by any directly attached host at the remote site.


Setting up pair states automatically
You can set up the required pair state pair for SRDF/AR automatically using either:


◆ symreplicate setup command 


◆ symreplicate start command with the -setup option 


Auto-replication setup sets up the required pair states for devices and executes one copy 
(auto-replication) cycle. 


Setting up the device states ahead of time reduces replication processing time. 


The setup commands execute one cycle of the symreplicate session (regardless of the 
number of cycles defined in the options file), and then exits.
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The default setup operation provides no I/O optimization, and does not engage any 
special algorithm changes in the selection of pair assignments. For standard devices 
encountered without BCVs, the first unassigned BCV device found is paired with the 
standard.


Setup operations correct only pair states of devices in the group. If a BCV in the group is 
paired with a standard device outside of the group, setup does not correct it.


The setup command does not exit until the devices are in the required pair state to run the 
symreplicate session. This may take some time.


Note: Optionally, you can manually reproduce the single-hop replication cycle using a 
sequence of SRDF and TimeFinder CLI commands. 


The following topics provide more information:


◆ “Manually setting up single hop” on page 340 


◆ “Manually setting up multi-hop” on page 342


◆ “Setting the symreplicate control parameters” on page 350


Examples To execute the symreplicate setup command on a device group (DevGrp1) using an 
options file (OpFile):


symreplicate -g DevGrp1 setup -options Opfile


The first cycle of the symreplicate start -setup command puts the devices into the 
required pair state. 


To execute the symreplicate start command with the -setup option:


symreplicate -g DevGrp1 start -options Opfile -setup


Using the -exact option
Use the -exact option to start the symreplicate session with the STD-BCV pair 
relationships in the exact order that they were associated/added to the device group or 
composite group. 


Using the -optimize option
Use the -optimize option in conjunction with the -setup option or the setup argument 
to optimize the disk I/O on standard/BCV pairs in the device or composite group. 


The -optimize option splits all pairs and performs an optimized STD-BCV pairing within 
the specified group. 


If you use the -optimize option with device groups, the device pair selection attempts to 
distribute I/O by pairing devices in the group that are not on the same disk adapter.


Example symreplicate setup -g DgName -optimize


Use the -optimize option with composite groups to specify the same pairing behavior for 
an RA group. 


Use the -optimize_rag option with either the -setup option or the setup argument to 
configure pair assignments for RA groups that provide remote I/O optimization 
(distribution by using different remote disk adapters).
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Example: symreplicate setup -cg CgName -optimize_rag


Note: Single-hop replication does a full optimization on all RA groups.


Using the consistent split option
Use the -consistent option with the start action to:


◆ Consistently split all of the BCV pairs on the local array in a typical SRDF configuration


◆ Consistently split all of the BCV pairs on the Hop 1 remote array in a multi-hop 
configuration. 


Note: This requires a TimeFinder/CG license. 


Consistent split operations are automatically retried if the split fails to complete within the 
allotted window. If a consistent split operation fails due to the consistency timing window 
closing before the split can complete (SYMAPI_C_CONSISTENCY_WINDOW_CLOSED):


◆ The first-hop local BCV device pairs are automatically resynchronized, and 


◆ The split operation is reattempted. 


The consistent split error recovery operation is attempted the number of times specified in 
the SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CONS_SPLIT_RETRY file parameter, defined in the replicate 
options file. 


If a value is not specified, then the recovery operation is attempted 3 times before 
terminating the symreplicate session.


“SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CONS_SPLIT_RETRY=<NumRetries>” on page 353 provides more 
information.


Manually setting up single hop
To manually reproduce the single-hop replication cycle using a sequence of SRDF and 
TimeFinder CLI commands:


1. Wait for any ongoing establish to complete.


2. Split the BCV pairs:


symmir split -g newdg


3. Establish the SRDF pairs:


symrdf establish -g newdg -bcv


4. Wait for any ongoing establish to complete.


5. Suspend the SRDF pairs:


symrdf suspend -g newdg -bcv


6. Establish the BCV pairs:


symmir establish -g newdg -exact


7. Establish the remote BRBCV pairs:


symmir establish -g newdg -bcv -rdf -exact
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8. Wait for any ongoing establish to complete.


9. Split the remote BRBCV pairs:


symmir split -g newdg -bcv -rdf


Note: You may have to include additional command options in some of the above steps 
(for example, establish -full for BCV pairs without relationships).


Configuring multi-hop sessions


Figure 119 shows a complete symreplicate copy cycle in a multi-hop configuration:


Figure 119  Automated data copy path in multi-hop SRDF 


Data copy paths in Figure 119 are:


◆ 1 - From the local standard device to a standard device on the array at Hop 1


◆ 2- From the Hop 1 standard device to its BCV (RBCV)


◆ 3 - From the RBCV device at Hop 1 to the standard device on the array at Hop 2


◆ 4 - From the Hop 2 standard device to its BCV (RRBCV)


Path 2d requires a BCV in the array at Hop 2. The BCV must not be disabled.


Before you begin: setting the hop type and use final parameters
Set the replication type parameter in the replicate options file before you configure a 
multi-hop symreplicate session.


Set the parameter as follows:


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_HOP_TYPE=MULTI


“SYMCLI_REPLICATE_HOP_TYPE=<RepType>” on page 350 provides more information.


Set the replication use final BCV parameter in the replicate options file to FALSE to 
prevent the final Hop 2 BCV from being updated:
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SYMCLI_REPLICATE_USE_FINAL_BCV=FALSE


“Setting the symreplicate control parameters” on page 350 provides more information.


Setting up for a multi-hop configuration
To set up a multi-hop symreplicate session:


1. Use the symdg create command to create an R1 device group (-g) or composite 
group (-cg).


symdg create newdg2 -type RDF1


2. Use the symdg add dev command to add any number of R1 devices. 


symdg add dev 0040 -g newdg2 -sid 0001


3. Use the symdg add dev command to remotely associate an equal number of 
matching sized R1-BCVs or Hop 1 RBCV devices.


symbcv associate dev 01A0 -g newdg2 -rdf
symbcv associate dev 01A1 -g newdg2 -rrdf


The following must be true before you start a symreplicate session without a setup 
operation:


◆ The local SRDF pairs must be synchronized


◆ The BCV pairs must be established


◆ The remote SRDF pairs must be suspended. 


◆ If the final BCVs in the second-hop array are used, the BCVs must be in the split state.


Device pair state can be configured automatically using the symreplicate setup 
command or the -setup option with the symreplicate start command. 


“Setting up pair states automatically” on page 338 provides more information.


Manually setting up multi-hop
To manually reproduce the multi-hop replication cycle using a sequence of SRDF and 
TimeFinder CLI commands:


1. Wait for any ongoing establish to complete.


2. Split the BCV pairs (2b in Figure 119):


symmir split -g newdg2 -rdf -remote


The -remote option specifies that the remote SRDF pairs establish.


3. Wait for the establish to complete.


4. Suspend the remote SRDF pairs (2c in Figure 119), and establish the BCV pairs (2b in 
Figure 119):


symmir establish -g newdg2 -rdf -exact


5. Use either a device file or the -rrbcv option to establish the BCV pairs in the second 
hop (2d in Figure 119):


symmir establish -f 2nd_hop_devs.txt -sid SymmID
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or


symmir establish -g newdg2 -rrbc


Note: To use the -rrbcv option, the SRDF BCV devices must have been previously 
associated with the group, using symbcv -rrdf.


6. Wait for any ongoing establish to complete.


7. Split the 2nd hop BCV pairs:


symmir split -f 2nd_hop_devs.txt


or


symmir split -g newdg2 -rrbcv


Perform Steps 5 and 7 when you want to use the final hop 2 BCVs in the replicate cycle.


You can use the -preaction and -postaction options to specify scripts for 
symreplicate to run before and after splitting the BCVs (step 2).


Note: You may have to include additional command options in some of the above steps 
(such as establish -full for BCV pairs without relationships).


Concurrent BCVs with SRDF/AR


Set up concurrent BCVs if you need an independent copy of your data during a replication 
cycle.


◆ One BCV copy is associated with the SRDF/AR device group and


◆ The other BCV copy is not. 


The BCV not associated with the replication cycle receives the same data as the one 
associated with the SRDF/AR devices. This BCV can be accessed by its host during the 
symreplicate cycle.
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Figure 120  Concurrent BCV in a multi-hop configuration


In Figure 120, Devices 0027 and 0039 are not part of the SRDF/AR copy cycle. 


To access these devices from the production host during the SRDF/AR copy cycle, you 
must define separate device files on the host that include the standard R2 device and the 
R2 BCV on Hop 1 and Hop 2. 


The device files are used to establish the BCV pairs, split BCV pairs, and access the BCV 
devices. 


Setting replication cycle parameters


You can manipulate the replication cycle patterns to fit your needs by setting the following 
parameters in the symreplicate options file:


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE=CycleTime


CycleTime is a timer that indicates the period of time in minutes or 
hours:minutes(hh:mm) between when each copy action starts and when it starts 
again (how often the copy reoccurs). For example, a CycleTime of 120 would initiate a 
new copy every 2 hours.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_NUM_CYCLES=NumCycles


NumCycles indicates the number of replication cycles (copies) to perform before 
symreplicate exits. For example, a zero value (the default value) results in 
continuous cycling until the symreplicate stop command is issued.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_DELAY=Delay
Delay indicates the minimum amount of time to wait between the end of one copy 
cycle and the beginning of the next. For example, a Delay of 20 would always force a 
wait of 20 minutes or more between cycles.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_OVERFLOW=OvfMethod
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OvfMethod indicates how to behave when the actual copy time of your data and/or 
data transfer throughput is so large as to exceed the CycleTime value. Here, the initial 
copy event has overflowed into the period that should be for the next copy cycle. 
Possible behavior values are:


IMMEDIATE — When overflowed, starts a new cycle immediately after the current copy 
finishes.


NEXT — When overflowed, waits for the copy to finish, and then starts at the next 
expiration time (CycleTime). (Starts the copies on multiples of the CycleTime 
parameter.) 


For example, if a 1-hour copy cycle completed in 1.5 hours, the next cycle could be set 
to begin immediately (IMMEDIATE) or in half an hour (NEXT).


Setting the first time cycle parameters
You may not have enough information to set the exact cycle time parameters when you 
first create the SRDF configuration. 


Best practice 


◆ Start the symreplicate session with the basic parameters set.


◆ Use symreplicate query to monitor session progress, and record the timing results 
of the initial copies. 


◆ Adjust the various timing parameters to best accommodate the copy requirements for 
your needs.


Table 40 provides two parameter setups for an initial symreplicate session trial:


Viewing cycle time and invalid track statistics
Use the symreplicate stats command to display statistical information for cycle time 
and invalid tracks. 


Use the command to display cycle time and invalid tracks for a specified:


◆ Device group (-g)


◆ Composite group (-cg) 


◆ Symmetrix ID (-sid) 


Use the -log option to write information to a specified log file. 


Use the -cycle option to display only cycle time statistics for the last SRDF/AR cycle 
time, the maximum cycle time and the average cycle time. 


Table 40  Initial setups for cycle timing parameters 


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE=60
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_DELAY=0
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_OVERFLOW=NEXT


Every hour if possible, or every 2, or 3 hours 
based on data throughput and size.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE=0
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_DELAY=60


Cycle through the first copy, then wait 60 
minutes (delay), and then another cycle, 
delay, and so on.
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Use the -itrks option to display only invalid track statistics for the last SRDF/AR cycle, 
the maximum invalid tracks and the average number of invalid tracks per SRDF/AR cycle. 


Use the -all option (default) to display both the cycle time and invalid tracks statistics.


Example To display both cycle time and invalid track statistics for device group srdfar on SID 
1123:


symreplicate -g srdfar -sid 123 -all stats


Group Name: srdfar


Cycle Time (hh.mm.ss):
---------------------------------------


Last Cycle Time: 06:10:01
Max Cycle Time: 08:00:00
Avg Cycle time: 06:00:00


Invalid Tracks:
---------------------------------------


Last Cycle: 12345 ( 9055.5 MB)
Maximum: 10780 ( 8502.3 MB)
Average: 11562 ( 7500.0 MB)


Logging symreplicate steps


To track the steps in a symreplicate session, set the log step entry in the options file to 
TRUE:


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_LOG_STEP=TRUE


When this option is enabled, symreplicate writes an entry to the SYMAPI log file after 
each step is completed.


Log entries contain the time that the step ended and whether it was successful.


“SYMCLI_REPLICATE_LOG_STEP=<TRUE|FALSE>” on page 351 provides more information.


Clustered SRDF/AR
Clustered SRDF/AR enables you to start, stop, and restart symreplicate sessions from 
any host connected to any local array participating in the symreplicate session. 


In the clustered SRDF/AR environment, you can write the replication log file directly to the 
Symmetrix File System (SFS) instead of the local host directory of the node that began the 
session. 


If the primary node should fail, then any locally attached host to the array containing the 
log file can restart the SRDF/AR session from where it left off. 


Writing log files to a specified SFS


Use the symreplicate start command with the -sid and -log options to write the 
log file to the SFS. You must specify:


◆ -sid - ID of the array where the log file is to be stored at the start of the 
symreplicate session.
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◆ -g or -cg - Group name.


◆ -log LogFilename - (Optional) User log filename. 


Usage notes


◆ If you do not specify the Symmetrix ID (-sid) at the start of the session, the log file is 
written to local disk using the default SYMAPI log directory. This is not restartable from 
another node.


◆ If you begin a session and specify a user log file name (-log LogFilename), you 
must specify the -log option for all other commands in the session sequence. 


◆ If you begin a session and specify only the group name (-g, -cg):


• The log file is given the same name as the group, 


• You must specify only the -g or -cg option for all other commands in the session 
sequence.


HYPERMAX OS ◆ In HYPERMAX OS/Solutions Enabler 8.0.1 or higher, the following options for the 
symreplicate start command are not supported, and the command fails with the 
message “Illegal option”. 


• - vxfs


• -rdb


To write the log file for device group session1 to a file named srdfar1.log at the SFS 
on array 201:


symreplicate start -g session1 -log srdfar1.log -sid 201


Restarting from another host


When log files are sent to the SFS, then any locally attached host to the array containing 
the log file can restart the SRDF/AR session from where it left off.


Use the symreplicate restart command with the -recover option to restart the 
session using the specified log and recover the device locks from the previous session. 


Command usage notes


The -recover option recovers the device locks from the previously started session. Verify 
that no other currently running symreplicate session is using the same devices before 
using the -recover option.


You do not need to specify the device or composite group name (-g, -cg) on the host 
where the session is restarted.


Example To restart the SRDF/AR session from another local host:


symreplicate restart -g session1 -log srdfar1.log -sid 201 -recover
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Displaying log files written to the SFS


symreplicate list
Use the symreplicate list command with the -sid option to display a list of the 
current SRDF/AR log files written to the SFS at the specified SID.


Use the symreplicate list command with the -sort option to sort the log file list by 
name (default) or type.


Example To list the log files at SID 201:


symreplicate list -sid 201


symreplicate show
Use the symreplicate show command to display the information content of a particular 
log file.


Usage notes


◆ Log filename (-log) and the Symmetrix ID (-sid) are required.


◆ Use the -args option to display only command line arguments.


◆ Use the -devs option to display only devices.


◆ Use the -opts option to display only options.


◆ Use the -all option (default) to display all available information contained in the 
log.


EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference provides more information.


Example To display the log file srdfar1.log at SID 201:


symreplicate show -log srdfar1.log -sid 201 -all


Deleting a log file written to SFS


Use the symreplicate delete -log command to delete the specified log file written to 
SFS.


Usage notes


Specify either the group name (-g, -cg) or the log filename (-log) depending on whether 
you defined a user log name when you began the session.


Example To delete log file srdfar1.log written to the SFS:


symreplicate delete -log srdfar1.log


Setting symreplicate parameters in the options file
You can modify parameters in the symreplicate options file to:


◆ Set replication retry and sleep timers


◆ Control replicate behavior
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Note: If you specify an options file on restart, you may not change the following 
options: 
“SYMCLI_REPLICATE_USE_FINAL_BCV=<TRUE|FALSE>” 
“SYMCLI_REPLICATE_HOP_TYPE=<RepType>”
If you attempt to change these options, an error message is displayed. All other options 
may be changed, and the new values take effect immediately.


IMPORTANT


You must specify the RepType. See:


“SYMCLI_REPLICATE_HOP_TYPE=<RepType>” on page 350.


Set a nonzero value for either a CycleTime or a Delay time, (even though their default 
values are zero). See:


“SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE=CycleTime” on page 344


“SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_DELAY=Delay” on page 344


Option file format


Make sure that your changes conform to the syntax in the example below.


The desired value is entered for the italicized text. 


Lines beginning with a "#" (comment) are ignored by SYMCLI:


#Comment
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_HOP_TYPE=<RepType>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE=<CycleTime>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_OVERFLOW=<OvfMethod>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_DELAY=<Delay>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_NUM_CYCLES=<NumCycles>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_USE_FINAL_BCV=<TRUE|FALSE>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_LOG_STEP=<TRUE|FALSE>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_TIME_LIMIT=<TimeLimit>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_SLEEP_TIME=<SleepTime>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_RDF_TIME_LIMIT=<TimeLimit>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_RDF_SLEEP_TIME=<SleepTime>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_BCV_TIME_LIMIT=<TimeLimit>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_BCV_SLEEP_TIME=<SleepTime>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_BCV_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR=<Factor>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_RDF_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR=<Factor>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_PROTECT_BCVS=<Protection>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_TF_CLONE_EMULATION=<TRUE|FALSE>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_PERSISTENT_LOCKS=<TRUE|FALSE>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CONS_SPLIT_RETRY=<NumRetries>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_R1_BCV_EST_TYPE=<EstablishType>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_R1_BCV_DELAY=<EstablishDelay>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_FINAL_BCV_EST_TYPE=<EstablishType>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_FINAL_BCV_DELAY=<EstablishDelay>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_ENABLE_STATS=<TRUE|FALSE>
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_STATS_RESET_ON_RESTART=<TRUE|FALSE>


Setting replication retry and sleep times


Control how long and how often symreplicate executes control operations by setting the 
following parameters in the symreplicate options file:
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SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_TIME_LIMIT=TimeLimit


Controls how long errors of a general nature, such as waiting for a lock, are retried.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_RDF_TIME_LIMIT=TimeLimit


Controls how long to wait for SRDF devices to enter a specific state.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_BCV_TIME_LIMIT=TimeLimit


Controls how long to wait for BCV devices to enter a specific state.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_SLEEP_TIME=SleepTime


Controls how long symreplicate should sleep before retrying a general operation.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_RDF_SLEEP_TIME=SleepTime


Controls the minimum time symreplicate should sleep before retrying an SRDF 
operation.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_BCV_SLEEP_TIME=SleepTime


Controls the minimum time symreplicate should sleep before retrying a BCV 
operation.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_BCV_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR=Factor


Controls the maximum time that symreplicate sleeps before checking the BCV 
device state.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_RDF_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR=Factor


Controls the maximum time that symreplicate sleeps before checking the SRDF 
device state.


Setting the symreplicate control parameters


You can modify the following parameters in the symreplicate options file to control 
replicate behavior:


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_HOP_TYPE=<RepType>


Defines your configured environment in which to operate the data symreplicate 
session. This parameter is not optional and must be specified. Possible RepType 
values are:


SINGLE — Single-hop configuration


MULTI —Multi-hop configuration


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_USE_FINAL_BCV=<TRUE|FALSE>


Indicates whether to update the BCV in the final (last) remote array (for multi-hop 
only).


TRUE -(default) Replicates data copy the BCV in the final (last) remote array.


FALSE -The second hop BCV devices will be omitted.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_PROTECT_BCVS=
<NONE|BOTH|LOCAL|REMOTE|FIRST_HOP|SECOND_HOP>
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NONE - (default) Establishes BCV-STD pairs without the protective establish 
behavior, relating to two-way mirrored BCV devices. 


LOCAL or REMOTE - Causes the two mirrors of the BCV to be moved or joined to the 
standard device.


BOTH - Both the local BCV mirrors and the remote BCV mirrors get joined to their 
standard device. 


FIRST_HOP or SECOND_HOP - Performs the protect BCV establish for first or second 
hop devices only in a multi-hop configuration.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE=<CycleTime>


Defines the period to wait between copy operations in total minutes or in an 
hours:minutes (hh:mm) format. 


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_DELAY=<Delay>


Specifies the minimum time to wait between adjacent cycles. Even if a cycle overruns 
the specified CycleTime and OvfMethod is set to IMMEDIATE when Delay is specified, 
the session waits this delay time before beginning another cycle.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_NUM_CYCLES=<NumCycles>


Specifies the number of cycles to perform before exiting. If you specify a value of zero, 
the symreplicate session cycles forever. The NumCycles default value is zero.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_OVERFLOW=<OvfMethod>


Describes what to do if the cycle overruns the specified CycleTime. Possible 
OvfMethod values are:


IMMEDIATE — Begins next cycle immediately (the default)


NEXT — Skips this copy cycle and wait for the next to begin


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_LOG_STEP=<TRUE|FALSE>


TRUE - Writes a log entry to the SYMAPI log file after each step of the 
symreplicate cycle is completed. The entry displays the time that the step ended 
and whether the step was successful.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_TIME_LIMIT=<TimeLimit>


Indicates how long errors of a general nature should be retried (for example, 
attempting to acquire a array lock). Currently, the general TimeLimit only applies when 
initiating an SRDF split or establish operation. 


The default general TimeLimit is 00:30 if not specified.


The TimeLimit value enables you to control how long symreplicate retries certain 
types of operations. TimeLimit must be specified using one of the following formats:


hh:mm — Specifies the number of hours and minutes


sss — Specifies the number of seconds


A TimeLimit specified as zero (0) indicates that no time limit applies, causing the 
operation to be retried indefinitely.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_RDF_TIME_LIMIT=<TimeLimit>
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Indicates how long to wait for SRDF devices to enter a specific state. For example, after 
successfully issuing the command to establish an R2 BCV device with the 
corresponding R1 standard device, symreplicate waits the indicated length of time 
for the devices to become synchronized. 


The default SRDF TimeLimit is 04:00 if not specified.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_BCV_TIME_LIMIT=<TimeLimit>


Indicates how long to wait for BCV devices to enter a specific state. For example, after 
successfully issuing the command to establish a BCV device with the corresponding 
standard device, symreplicate waits the indicated length of time for the devices to 
become synchronized. 


The default BCV TimeLimit is 02:00 if not specified.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_SLEEP_TIME=<SleepTime>


Indicates how long symreplicate should sleep before retrying a general operation 
(for example, attempting to acquire a array lock). Currently, the general SleepTime only 
applies when initiating an SRDF split or establish operation. The default general 
SleepTime is 10 seconds if not specified.


The SleepTime value enables you to control how long symreplicate sleeps before 
retrying certain types of operations. SleepTime must be specified using one of the 
following formats:


hh:mm — Specifies the number of hours and minutes


sss — Specifies the number of seconds


A SleepTime must be specified as greater than zero (0).


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_RDF_SLEEP_TIME=<SleepTime>


Indicates the minimum length of time that symreplicate should sleep before 
retrying an SRDF device operation. For example, after issuing the command to 
establish an R2 BCV device with the corresponding R1 standard device, 
symreplicate sleeps the indicated length of time before retrying the operation. 


The default SRDF SleepTime is 15 seconds if not specified.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_BCV_SLEEP_TIME=<SleepTime>


Indicates the minimum length of time that symreplicate should sleep before retrying a 
BCV device operation. For example, after issuing the command to establish a BCV 
device with the corresponding standard device, symreplicate sleeps the indicated 
length of time before retrying the operation. 


The default BCV SleepTime is 10 seconds if not specified.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_BCV_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR=<Factor>


Provides a way to specify the maximum time that symreplicate sleeps before 
checking again to see if BCV devices have entered a specific state. The product of this 
value multiplied by the sleep time gives the maximum time that symreplicate 
sleeps. The factor is specified using a nonzero integer. If not specified, the default 
factor is 3.
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By default, symreplicate sleeps between 10 and 30 seconds when checking on the 
state of BCV devices, up to a maximum time of 2 hours.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_RDF_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR=<Factor>


Provides a way to specify the maximum time that symreplicate sleeps before 
checking again to see if SRDF devices have entered a specific state. The product of this 
value multiplied by the sleep time gives the maximum time that symreplicate 
sleeps. The factor is specified using a nonzero integer. 


If not specified, the default factor is 4.


Note: By default, symreplicate sleeps between 15 and 60 seconds when checking 
on the state of SRDF devices, up to a maximum time of 4 hours.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_TF_CLONE_EMULATION=<TRUE|FALSE>


Indicates that TF/Clone emulation is enabled/disabled. 


FALSE - (default) The TF/Clone emulation default is disabled.


TRUE - Indicates that clone emulation is enabled.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_PERSISTENT_LOCKS=<TRUE|FALSE>


Allows device locks to persist in the event of a system crash or component failure.


TRUE - Causes symreplicate to acquire the device locks for the symreplicate 
session with the SYMAPI_DLOCK_FLAG_PERSISTENT attribute. 


FALSE - The persistent attribute will not be used to acquire the device locks for the 
session. If the base daemon (storapi daemon) is running and persistent locks are 
not set, the base daemon will release the device locks in the event of a failure.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CONS_SPLIT_RETRY=<NumRetries>


Specifies the number of error recovery attempts that will be made when a consistent 
split operation fails because the timing window closed before the split operation 
completed. A default retry value of 3 will be used if the 
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CONS_SPLIT_RETRY option parameter is not specified when a 
consistent split (-consistent) is requested. A retry value of 0 indicates that no retry 
attempts should be made.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_R1_BCV_EST_TYPE=<EstablishType>


Specifies the establish type for the local/first hop BCV devices. EstablishType 
specifies the way that BCV establish operations will be executed by TimeFinder. One of 
the following values may be specified:


SINGULAR — BCV devices will be established one at a time; the next device will 
not be established until the previous device has been established.


SERIAL — BCV devices will be established as fast as the establish requests can be 
accepted by the array.


PARALLEL — BCV devices establish requests will be passed in parallel to each of 
the servicing DA directors.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_R1_BCV_DELAY=<EstablishDelay>
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Denotes how long to wait between issuing establish requests. Establish types of 
SINGULAR and PARALLEL, for an <EstablishDelay> can be specified through the 
SYMCLI_REPLICATE_R1_BCV_DELAY file parameter.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_FINAL_BCV_EST_TYPE=<EstablishType>


Identifies the establish type for the remote/second hop BCV devices.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_FINAL_BCV_DELAY=<EstablishDelay>


Indicates how long to wait between issuing establish requests for the remote/second 
hop BCV devices. For an establish type of PARALLEL the delay value indicates how 
long to wait before passing the next establish request to an individual servicing DA 
director. An establish delay of 0 to 30 seconds may be specified with a value of 0 
being the default.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_ENABLE_STATS=<TRUE|FALSE>


Enables or disables the gathering of statistics. 


TRUE - (default) Indicates that statistics gathering is enabled.


FALSE - Indicates that statistics gathering is to be disabled.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_STATS_RESET_ON_RESTART=<TRUE|FALSE>


Resets statistics when a restart action is executed. 


TRUE - Indicates that statistics are to be reset when restarting a symreplicate 
session.


FALSE - (default) Statistics are not reset upon restart of a symreplicate session. 


Managing locked devices
Device external locks in the array are held during the entire symreplicate session. 
Device external locks block other applications from altering device states while the 
symreplicate session executes. 


When a symreplicate session terminates because the SRDF link goes down 
unexpectedly, the locked devices prevent session restart when the SRDF link is restored. 


You can recover, release or acquired to persist device locks.


Recovering locks


Use the symreplicate start or restart command with the -recover option to 
recover the device locks and restart the session.


Note: Device locks can be recovered as long as exactly the same devices are still locked 
under the lock holder ID of the previous symreplicate session.


Releasing locks


Optionally, you can release the device external locks held in the array for a terminated 
SRDF/AR session. 
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Locks may need to be released manually if a session is terminated unexpectedly due to a 
system crash or component failure. Device locks for a terminated session can be released 
manually for a device group, composite group or log file without restarting the session. 


Use the symreplicate release command to release any device external locks 
associated with devices in the specified device group that are still held from when they 
were locked from the terminated SRDF/AR session.


Example To release devices locks on a terminated session for device group prod on array 35002:


symreplicate -g prod release -sid 35002


Restrictions to release locks
◆ The SRDF/AR session for the targeted devices must not be active.


◆ Devices must have been locked by the previous session and the lock holder ID must 
match the previous session’s ID.


◆ The number of devices to be unlocked must be less than or equal to the total number 
of devices in the previous SRDF/AR session.


The force (-force) option is required to release device locks in the following situations:


◆ If the release action is requested in a clustered SRDF/AR environment on a host that 
did not initiate the session and the status of the session cannot be determined.


◆ If any of the devices’ lock holder ID in the targeted SRDF/AR session do not match the 
session’s lock hoder ID, and the user wants to release the devices locked with the 
session’s lock holder ID.


◆ If the lock holder ID for some devices in the targeted SRDF/AR session do not match 
the lock holder ID of that session, and the user wants to release the devices locked 
with the session’s original lock holder ID.


Acquiring persistent locks


If the base daemon (SYMAPI daemon) is running, device locks are automatically released 
in the event of a system crash or component failure. 


To acquire the device using the persistent attribute, set the persistent locks parameter in 
the symreplicate options file to TRUE: 


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_PERSISTENT_LOCKS=TRUE


See “SYMCLI_REPLICATE_PERSISTENT_LOCKS=<TRUE|FALSE>” on page 353.
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CHAPTER 11
TimeFinder and SRDF operations


This chapter describes the following topics:


◆ TimeFinder consistent splits in SRDF configurations ..............................................  358
• “Enginuity Consistency Assist”


◆ Multi-hop operations ............................................................................................  359
• “Before you begin: system-wide device groups”
• “Controlling basic operations in a multi-hop configuration”
• “System-wide splits”


◆ TimeFinder SnapVX and SRDF ...............................................................................  363
• “TimeFinder SnapVX and Cascaded SRDF”
• “TimeFinder SnapVX and Concurrent SRDF”
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TimeFinder consistent splits in SRDF configurations
TimeFinder consistent split allows you to split off a consistent, restartable copy of a 
database management array within seconds with no service interruption. 


A concurrent split helps to avoid inconsistencies and restart problems that can occur 
when splitting database-related BCVs without first quiescing the database. 


Consistent split operations are implemented using the Enginuity Consistency Assist (ECA) 
feature. ECA allows you to consistently activate copy sessions across multiple 
heterogeneous hosts. 


Consistent split operations can also be used in conjunction with SRDF Automated 
Replication (SRDF/AR) to set up automatic remote mirroring according to a predefined 
copy schedule. 


SRDF/AR is explained in “SRDF/Automated Replication” on page 335.


Enginuity Consistency Assist 


TimeFinder consistent split operations are performed using the symir command with 
-consistent option. 


You can also use the symreplicate command with the -consistent option to run a 
copy cycle that freezes I/O to all devices in a device or composite group for both 
single-hop and multi-hop configurations.


Figure 121 on page 359 depicts how a control host can perform ECA consistent splits for 
three database hosts that access devices on a array. 
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Figure 121  ECA consistent split


To consistently split BCV pairs using ECA:


◆ You must have either a control host with no database or a database host with a 
dedicated channel. 


◆ Device or composite groups must be created on the controlling host for the target 
database to be consistently split. 


These groups can be created to include all of the devices being accessed or defined by 
database host access.


For example, if you define a device group that includes all of the devices being accessed 
by Hosts A, B, and C, then you can consistently split all of the BCV pairs related to those 
hosts with a single command.


Multi-hop operations


You can manage various compounded remote configurations using both the TimeFinder 
and SRDF components of SYMCLI. 


Figure 123 on page 361, shows multiple sites (remote Sites B and C) remotely mirroring to 
a local array at Site A. 


The most typical configuration is a remote site (Site B in Figure 123), functioning as a 
remote mirror to standard devices (Site A). 


A third site (Site C) can remotely mirror just the BCV devices at Site A.


Multi-hop SRDF 


You can also configure a multi-hop to a second-level SRDF. 


In Figure 123:


◆ Site D remotely mirrors standard devices at Site A, and 


◆ Site E remotely mirrors Site A’s BCV.


◆ The symrdf command manages the SRDF pairs within the SRDF link


◆ The symmir command manages the BCV pairs within any one site.


Before you begin: system-wide device groups


symmir operations require an existing group of SRDF devices. 


To create a device group containing STD and BCV RDF1 devices:


1. Use the symdg create command to create an empty device group:


symdg create prod -type RDF1


2. Use the symdg add dev command to add devices to the new device group:


symdg -g prod add dev 0001 -sid 344402 DEV001
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3. Use the symbcv associate commands to associate the devices with a local BCV, 
and remote BCVs:


symbcv -g prod associate dev 000A BCV001
symbcv -g prod associate dev 000C -rdf RBCV001 
symbcv -g prod associate dev 0009 -bcv -rdf BRBCV001
symbcv -g prod associate dev 0004 -rrdf RRBCV001


All devices must be established with the symmir and symrdf commands. 


Figure 122  Commands used to perform splits in a complex configuration
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Controlling basic operations in a multi-hop configuration


Figure 123  Basic operations in multi-hop SRDF configurations


Table 41 is a sequence of commands to perform basic control operations in a multi-hop 
configuration. 


Each Step number correlates to a bubble number in Figure 123.
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Table 41  Basic operations in a multi-hop configuration  (page 1 of 2)


Step CLI control operation Description


1 symrdf -g <> establish Creates the standard associated hop 1 copy.


2 symmir -g <> split -rdf Splits the standard associated hop 1 BCV device pair.


3 symrdf -g <> establish -rbcv Creates the standard associated hop 2 copy.


4 symrdf -g <> restore -rbcv Restores the standard associated hop 1 BCV with the hop 2 copy.


5 symmir -g <> restore -rdf Restores the standard associated hop 1 copy with the hop 1 BCV.


6 symrdf -g <> restore Restores the standard device with the hop 1 copy.


7 symmir -g <> split Splits the standard/BCV pair.


8 symrdf -g <> establish -bcv Creates the BCV associated hop 1 remote copy.


9 symmir -g <> split -rdf -bcv Splits the BCV associated hop 1 device pair.


10 symrdf -g <> establish -brbcv Creates the BCV associated hop 2 copy.


11 symrdf -g <> restore -brbcv Restores the BCV associated hop 1 BCV with the hop 2 copy.
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System-wide splits


Figure 123 shows how the symmir and symrdf commands might be applied to split 
operations in a complex configuration.


Note: You must have established SRDF device groups before you perform any symmir 
and symrdf operations.


Examples To split the BCV pair within Site A:


symmir -g prod split


To split SRDF pairs at Site B from host-connected Site A:


symrdf -g prod split


To split the BCV pairs within Site B:


symmir -g prod -rdf split


To split BCV SRDF pairs at Site C from host-connected Site A:


symrdf -g prod -bcv split


To split the BCV pairs within Site C:


symmir -g prod -rdf -bcv split


To split BCV SRDF pairs at Site D from host standard-associated Site B:


symrdf -g prod -rbcv split


To split the BCV pairs within Site D:


symmir -f dfile -sid 0014 split


or


symmir -g prod -rrbcv split


To split BCV SRDF pairs at Site E from host BCV-associated Site C:


symrdf -g prod -brbcv split


12 symmir -g <> restore -rdf -bcv Restores the standard device associated hop 1 copy with the hop 
1 BCV.


13 symrdf -g <> restore -bcv Restores the BCV device with the hop 1 copy.


14 symmir -g <> restore Restores the standard device with the BCV copy.


15 symmir -f <> -sid 056 establish
or
symmir -g <> -rrbcv establish


Creates the BCV associated hop 2 BCV copy.


16 symmir -f <> -sid 056 split
or
symmir -g <> -rrbcv 


Splits the BCV-associated hop 2 device pair.


Table 41  Basic operations in a multi-hop configuration  (page 2 of 2)


Step CLI control operation Description
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To split the BCV pairs within Site E (hop 2):


symmir -f dfile -sid 0015 split


Perform operations such as establish and restore in the same manner for remote 
sites.


EMC Solutions Enabler Symmetrix TimeFinder Family CLI Product Guide provides more 
information.


TimeFinder SnapVX and SRDF
HYPERMAX OS introduces TimeFinder SnapVX. SnapVX creates snapshots by storing 
changed tracks directly in the Storage Resource Pool of the source device. With SnapVX:


◆ You do not need to specify a target device and source/target pairs when you create a 
snapshot. 


◆ You can create links from the snapshot to one or more target devices. 


◆ You can link and relink until the correct snapshot is located.


This section provides an example of:


◆ “TimeFinder SnapVX and Cascaded SRDF”


◆ “TimeFinder SnapVX and Concurrent SRDF”


IMPORTANT


Starting in Starting in Solutions Enabler 8.0.2/HYPERMAX OS Q1 2015 SR you can manage 
SRDF operations using storage groups. “Storage groups” on page 26 provides more 
information.


HYPERMAX OS uses emulations to transparently convert legacy commands 
(TimeFinder/Clone, TimeFinder VP Snap, and TimeFinder/Mirror) to SnapVX commands. 
You can still run existing scripts that include legacy commands, but the underlying 
mechanism is SnapVX. 


EMC VMAX3 Family Product Guide provides detailed information about TimeFinder 
SnapVX. 


TimeFinder SnapVX and Cascaded SRDF


The following example uses device groups to manage TimeFinder operations in a 
cascaded SRDF configuration.


1. Create device group DeptAB, add local devices 00019:0001A as R1 (source) devices, 
and 0001D:0001E as TGT devices:


symdg create DeptAB -type ANY
symdg -g DeptAB -sid 000197300076 addall dev -devs 00019:0001A
symdg -g DeptAB -sid 000197300076 addall dev -devs 0001D:0001E -tgt


2. Add devices 0001D:0001E on remote array (R21, 1st hop) as TGT devices.


symdg -g DeptAB -sid 000197300076 addall dev -devs 0001D:0001E -tgt 
-rdf
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3. Add devices 0001D:0001E in RDF group 12 on remote array (R2, 2nd hop) as TGT 
devices:


symdg -g DeptAB -sid 000197300076 addall dev -devs 0001D:0001E -tgt 
-rdf


Figure 124 on page 364 shows the resulting configuration:


Figure 124  SnapVX and Cascaded SRDF


The following examples use the configuration shown in Figure 124 on page 364:


◆ Create, activate, and link a SnapVX snapshot (named LocalSnap) on the local array:


symsnapvx -g DeptAB establish -name LocalSnap
symsnapvx -g DeptAB -snapshot_name LocalSnap link


◆ Create, activate, and link a SnapVX snapshot (named Hop1Snap) on the remote array 
at Hop 1:


symsnapvx -g DeptAB establish -name Hop1Snap –rdf
symsnapvx -g DeptAB -snapshot_name Hop1Snap link -rdf


◆ Create, activate, and link a SnapVX snapshot (named Hop2Snap) on the remote array 
at Hop 2:


symsnapvx -g DeptAB establish -name Hop2Snap -hop2
symsnapvx -g DeptAB -snapshot_name Hop2Snap link -hop2


TimeFinder SnapVX and Concurrent SRDF


The following example uses composite groups to manage TimeFinder operations in a 
concurrent SRDF configuration.


1. Create composite group DeptPR and with RDF consistency enabled, add devices in RDF 
group 20 as source (R11) devices:


symcg create DeptPR -rdf_consistency -type ANY
symcg -cg DeptPR addall dev -sel_rdfg 20 -sid 197300076 


2. Set the name of RDF group 20 to SiteB and the name of RDF group 21 to SiteC:


symcg -cg DeptPR set -name SiteB -rdfg 000197300076:20
symcg -cg DeptPR set -name SiteC -rdfg 000197300076:21


3. Add devices local devices B8:BF as TGT devices:


symcg -cg DeptPR addall dev -devs b8:bf –tgt


4. Add devices B8:BF in RDF group 20 as RTGTs: 
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symcg -cg DeptPR addall dev -devs b8:bf -tgt -rdf -sid 000197300076 
-rdfg 20


5. Add devices B8:BF in RDF group 21 as RTGTs: 


symcg -cg DeptPR addall dev -devs b8:bf -tgt -rdf -sid 000197300076 
-rdfg 21


Figure 125 on page 365 shows the resulting configuration:


Figure 125  SnapVX and Concurrent SRDF


The following examples use the configuration shown in Figure 125 on page 365:


◆ Create, activate, and link a SnapVX snapshot (named LocalSnap) on the local array:


symsnapvx -cg DeptPR establish -name LocalSnap 
symsnapvx -cg DeptPR -snapshot_name LocalSnap link


◆ Create, activate, and link a SnapVX snapshot (named SiteBSnap) of devices in RDF 
group SiteB at remote array 197300078:


symsnapvx -cg DeptPR establish -name SiteBSnap -rdfg name:SiteB -rdf
symsnapvx -cg DeptPR -snapshot_name SiteBSnap -rdfg name:SiteB -rdf 
link


◆ Create, activate, and link a SnapVX snapshot (namedSiteCSnap) on devices in RDF 
group SiteC at the remote array 197300238:


symsnapvx -cg DeptPR establish -name SiteCSnap -rdfg name:SiteC -rdf 
symsnapvx -cg DeptPR -snapshot_name SiteCSnap -rdfg name:SiteC -rdf 
link
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Automated Recovery Operations


This chapter describes the following topics:
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Overview
SRDF Automated Recovery is a utility for optimizing ever-ready fault management 
responses in basic SRDF  environments. 


SRDF Automated Recovery runs in the background and monitors the state of various 
SRDF/S or SRDF/A sessions. 


SRDF Automated Recovery is implemented by the symrecover command.


If SRDF Automated Recovery detects a session failure, it attempts an automatic recovery 
and restart of the session. The restart uses preconfigured settings specified in the 
symrecover options file. 


The options file also provides parameters for:


◆ Setting up error logging and event notification through email, and 


◆ Parameters for monitor, recovery strategies, and restart actions.


Note: SRDF Automated Recovery is not supported in SRDF/Star environments.


Figure 126 shows a basic SRDF recover environment:


Figure 126  SRDF Recovery environment


In a basic recovery environment, a primary R1 site replicates to the secondary R2 site over 
a synchronous or asynchronous link. 


A gold copy (BCV or clone) can be built on the R2 site to augment recovery restart 
strategies.


Requirements and strategies


◆ The symrecover session must be started either at the primary R1 site or the remote 
R2 site. 


◆ Solutions Enabler binaries must either be in the PATH or specified as a parameter.
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◆ The symrecover command can only be run with the Perl script shipped with Solutions 
Enabler.


◆ If the group is concurrent, then symrecover must be run from the R1 workload site.


◆ The initial group state must be CONSISTENT or SYNCHRONIZED, depending on the 
target SRDF state, unless the restart_group_on_startup option is specified (not 
the default).


Consistency protection restrictions
◆ If consistency protection is desired, it must be enabled prior to starting symrecover. 


A symrecover session must be started on the same site where consistency was 
enabled via a consistency group. 


Note: If you are managing using device groups, symrecover can be started at other 
sites.


Gold copy restrictions
◆ You can perform R2 gold copying with either Native Clones or Business Continuance 


Volumes (BCVs).


◆ BCV-to-STD association for the R2 gold copy is dynamic using the symmir defaults. 


Restart restrictions


Note: See Table 42 on page 372 for a complete list of parameters and optional recovery 
actions to be set in the symrecover options file.


◆ A recovery fails if monitoring a leg that has an R22 device when the other SRDF mirror 
of the R22 is read/write (RW) on the link (such states as synchronized, syncinprog, 
or consistent).


◆ The recovery does not start when the -restart_group_on_starup parameters are 
specified, and an R22 device has another SRDF mirror that is already RW on the link.


symrecover command


SRDF Automated Recovery is launched and optimized by the symrecover command.


symrecover command syntax


symrecover [-h]
symrecover [-env | -version]


symrecover start {-g DgName | -cg CgName}
[-mode {SYNC | ASYNC}] [-out LogPath]
[-options OptnFile]


Where:


◆ Either a device group (-g DgName) or composite group (-cg CgName)must be 
specified.


◆ -mode - specifies the type of SRDF session. Valid values are SYNC and ASYNC. There is 
no default and this option must be specified. 
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◆ -out LogPath - specifies an alternate fully-qualified directory location to use for the 
log file.


◆ -options OptnFile - specifies the fully-qualified file containing program options.


Usage notes


◆ The symrecover command does not support the monitoring or recovery of a device 
group or composite group that is set with an ANY group type.


◆ Any options specified on the command line take precedence over the options 
specified by -options OptnFile.


◆ In a cascaded SRDF environment:


• Specify the target composite group.


• Do not use the -mode option. 


Note: The symrecover command returns an error if used with an SRDF device pair 
containing thin and standard devices. The thin device must be on a array running 
Enginuity 5875 or higher. The standard device must be on a array running Enginuity 5671, 
5773.50154, or 5875 and higher (but not Enginuity 5874).


Examples To start a recovery in a basic SRDF/S environment:


symrecover start -g DgName -mode sync -options OptnFile


To start a recovery in a cascaded SRDF environment:


symrecover start -cg CgName -cascaded_monitor_both_hops -options 
OptnFile


Starting SRDF Automated Recovery
The symrecover command can be invoked manually from the command line, but more 
commonly is configured to run continuously in the background using:


◆ Windows Scheduled Tasks, 


◆ UNIX CRON/scheduled task, or 


◆ UNIX (RC.2) file.


You can run the symrecover command from either the R1 or the R2 side as long as all the 
SRDF standard devices in the device group or the composite group are local to the host.


When devices in groups are not local to a host, they are marked as invalid, stop all control 
operations from being performed against them. 


If an SRDF/A group becomes synchronous (SRDF/S), symrecover attempts to reset the 
SRDF link to SRDF/A mode.


You can define devices in groups on the R2 side with a corresponding partner but 
symrecover cannot start in this environment because you cannot monitor groups on the 
R2 side when the remote partner is concurrent. You must monitor these groups from the 
host.
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Examples To manually start symrecover for an SRDF/A composite group named RDFAmon, using 
the options file named cg_mon_opts:


symrecover start -cg RDFAmon -mode async -options cg_mon_opts


where the cg_mon_opts options file includes the following settings and default 
values for a BCV gold copy:


# Options file for symrecover
#######################################################
goldcopy_clone_list = TGT
goldcopy_location = R2
goldcopy_max_wait = 1800
goldcopy_resync_interval = 0
goldcopy_state_post_restart = ACTIVATED
goldcopy_state_startup = ACTIVATED
goldcopy_type = CLONE
help = 0
log_level = 3
monitor_cycle_time = 300
monitor_only = 0
out = /var/symapi/log
restart_adcopy_resynch_threshold = 30000
restart_attempt_pause = 60
restart_delay = 30
restart_group_on_startup = 0
restart_max_attempts = 5
restart_max_wait_adcopy_sync = 0
restart_max_wait_state_change = 0
restart_max_wait_warn_interval = 600
restart_rdfa_min_cycle_warn_interval = 300
restart_rdfa_min_cycle_warn_value = 0
restart_state_syncinprog_wait_time = 120
restart_state_syncinprog_warn_interval = 300
restart_state_transmit_wait_time = 120
restart_state_transmit_warn_interval = 300
restart_sync_type = ADCOPY
restart_window = 3600
run_once = 0
run_until_first_failure = 0


To recover a cascaded SRDF environment, add the following parameter settings to the 
options file in the previous example:


cascaded_monitor_both_hops = 1
goldcopy_location = All


These options:


◆ Allow recovery on both hops, and 


◆ Build gold copies at the R21 and R2 sites. 


The hop2 (R21->R2 link) restarts quickly and safely in ADCOPY mode, during the R2 
resynchronization period.


Stopping SRDF Automated Recovery
To stop symrecover manually, enter a Ctrl/C. 


To stop a symrecover task running in the background use one of the following options:
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◆ Windows - Cancel the task in the Scheduled Tasks, or use End Task in the Task 
Manager. 


◆ UNIX - Use the kill command.


symrecover options file parameters
Table 42 describes the valid settings in the symrecover options file. 


Many of these settings in Table 42 have Boolean values of 0 or 1. 


◆ 0 disables the setting 


◆ 1 enables the setting


Table 42  symrecover options file parameters (page 1 of 5)


Setting Description


cascaded_monitor_both_hops= [0|1] 0 - (default) Monitors/recovers a single hop only invoked from any site.
1 - For cascaded SRDF environments, the symrecover session


monitors both hops linking the cascaded sites. 
The symrecover session ignores the -mode option and can be 
invoked at either the R1 primary or the remote R2 tertiary site only (not 
at R21 site). 


email_addr_target=


<e_addr1, e_addr2, ..., ...>


Email notification address on errors. If any of the email_* options are 
specified, then this option must also be specified to activate email alerts. 
Multiple comma delimited addresses may be specified. There is no default 
value.


email_addr_source= e_addr1 Specifies an address that will be used as the ‘from’ field of any e-mails that 
symrecover sends. 
No checks are done about the validity of the e-mail address. If this is not 
specified, then a default value is generated based on the array’s hostname 
and current user account.


email_server= e_srvr_addr Specifies the host target email server. 
If any of the email_* options are specified then this option must also be 
specified to activate email alerts. There is no default value.


email_subject= err_subject_string Specifies the email notification subject on errors. The default value is: 
SymRecover Alert: Host [HostName] Group [GrpName]


email_log_level= SeverityLevel The severity level desired for the email alert triggering message. Valid 
values are:


0 = Off.
1 = Only Errors are reported.
2 = Errors and Warnings are reported.
3 = Errors, Warnings, and Informational messages are reported.
4 = All messages are reported, including all SYMCLI commands and 
responses.


Note: For each message that meets the particular logging level 
requirement, an email is sent with that message. It is highly recommended 
that at most this be set to either a 1 or a 2.


If the required email options (email_server and 
email_addr_target) are not specified, then the default value is 0. If 
they are specified then the default value is 1.
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goldcopy_location= LocationValue Specifies the location of the backup gold copy. Possible (case insensitive) 
values are:
• NONE = No gold copy is desired. All other gold copy optional 


parameters in this list are ignored.
• R2 = A gold copy on the R2 site is desired.
R2 is the default setting. Any R2 BCV pairs need to be already defined 
before calling symrecover.


goldcopy_type=CopyType


Old alternate, if still necessary:
goldcopy_type_r2= CopyType


Specifies the type of goldcopy to create on the R2 side. Valid (case 
insensitive) values are:


none = No gold copy is desired. All other goldcopy_* options are 
ignored.
bcv = BCV gold copy on the R2 side is created, which is the default.
clone = Clone gold copy on the R2 is created.


Note: For the BCV gold copy, the R2 BCVs must be paired with the R2 
devices before starting symrecover. 


For the clone gold copy, the target devices must have a clone session with 
the R2 devices before starting symrecover.


goldcopy_state_startup= CopyType


Old alternate, if still necessary:
goldcopy_bcv_r2_mirror_state_startup= 
CopyState


Specifies the desired state of the R2 gold copy upon routine startup. Valid 
(case insensitive) values are:


establish = the devices must be established (BCV gold copy only).
split = The devices must be split (BCV gold copy only).
activated = The devices must be in the copied state (clone gold copy 
only).
created = The devices must be in the precopy state (clone gold copy 
only).
none = The devices must be unchanged, which is the default.


Note: If the gold copy type is BCV and the default state of the BCVs is 
establish, this has been shown to increase SRDF/A session drops.


goldcopy_state_post_restart= CopyState


Old alternate, if still necessary:
goldcopy_bcv_r2_mir_state_post_restart
= CopyState


Following a successful SRDF/A session restart or BCV resync, specifies 
which state the R2 gold copy should be. Valid (case insensitive) values are:


establish = The devices must be left established (BCV gold copy only).
split = The devices must be split, which is the default (BCV gold copy 
only). 
activated = The devices must be in the copied state (clone only). 
created = The devices must be in the precopy state (clone only).


Note: If the gold copy type is BCV and the default state of the BCVs is 
establish, this has been shown to increase SRDF/A session drops.


goldcopy_max_wait= MaxWaitTime


Old alternate, if still necessary:
goldcopy_max_wait_bcv= MaxWaitTime


Specifies the length of time, in seconds, for symrecover to wait for 
synchronization. Valid values are 0 to maxint (2147483647). 
The default is 0, which indicates for symrecover to wait forever.
For clone gold copies, if the goldcopy_state_post_restart option 
is set to activated, it waits for the clone copied state to be reached 
before performing synchronization. If this option is set to created, it 
waits for the clone precopied state to be reached.


Table 42  symrecover options file parameters (page 2 of 5)


Setting Description
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goldcopy_resync_interval= resynctime


Old alternate, if still necessary:
goldcopy_bcv_r2_mirror_resync_interval
= resynctime


Defines the resync interval, in minutes, for symrecover to automatically 
create a new clone gold copy or a new BCV gold copy, which overrides the 
existing gold copy. This action only takes place during non-error periods.
Valid values are 0, and 15 to maxint. Zero (0) indicates that the mirrors 
are never to be automatically synchronized outside of error-producing 
events.The default is 15.


Note: If the gold copy type is BCV, the act of frequently synchronizing the 
R2 BCVs has been shown to increase SRDF/A session drops.


goldcopy_clone_list= List For a clone gold copy, this option tells symrecover which list within the 
device group or the composite group to search for clone devices. Valid 
(case insensitive) values are:


tgt = Uses the TGT list.
bcv = Uses the BCV list. 


monitor_cycle_time= cycletime Defines the number of seconds to pause between monitor status scans. 
The minimum value is 30 seconds, the maximum is 3600 seconds. The 
default value is 300 seconds.


monitor_only= [0|1] Specifies to only monitor the state of specified group. No recovery actions 
will take place. This option is not enabled by default.


Note: monitor_only, run_once, and run_until_first_failure 
are mutually exclusive options.


run_once= [0|1] Specifies to check the status of the group once. If the group needs recovery 
actions perform them. Exit after one check. This option is not enabled by 
default. This option ignores the setting of restart_max_attempts.


Note: monitor_only, run_once, and run_until_first_failure 
are mutually exclusive options.


run_until_first_failure= [0|1] Specifies to monitor the group until the first failure occurs and then exit 
without performing any recovery action. This option is not enabled by 
default. This option ignores the setting of restart_max_attempts.


Note: monitor_only, run_once, and run_until_first_failure 
are mutually exclusive options.


rdfg= rdfgvalue When working with device groups or composite groups that contain 
concurrent devices, symrecover supports monitoring only one of the SRDF 
groups that contain mirrors of the concurrent devices. Use the rdfg option 
to indicate the SRDF group that symrecover should monitor. Note that 
monitoring of concurrent SRDF defined groups is only supported when 
symrecover is executed from the R1 side. The value is taken directly as 
specified and no data validation is performed on it.
This option is not set by default and non-concurrent SRDF groups are 
assumed.


Note: If the group is a composite group, and consistency is enabled, this 
must be of the "name:" format and this value is case sensitive.


restart_adcopy_resynch_threshold= 
tracks


Specifies the number of tracks outstanding that during recovery will trigger 
a switch over to SRDF/A or SRDF/S. The default value is 30000.


Table 42  symrecover options file parameters (page 3 of 5)


Setting Description
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restart_attempt_pause= time Inserts a specified wait time before an attempt is made to restart a failed 
session to allow for things to settle down. After the 
restart_attempt_pause is complete, symrecover redrives the 
overall monitor loop. If there is still a problem, the restart failure count is 
incremented and a restart is attempted.
Valid values are 30 to 3600 seconds. The default is 60 seconds.


restart_delay= time Inserts a specified wait time after an attempt is made to restart a failed 
session and the attempt itself fails.
Valid values are 0 (no delay, immediately restart) to maxint. The default is 
30 seconds.


restart_group_on_startup= [0|1] On symrecover startup, if the group being monitored is not initially in a 
Consistent state (for SRDF/A) or a Synchronized state (for SRDF/S), 
symrecover considers this an error condition and exits. If this option is 
specified, symrecover will attempt to recover the group on startup. This 
option is not enabled by default.


restart_max_attempts= attempts Specifies the maximum number of restart attempts that are performed 
within the restart_window interval. After this limit is reached the 
program will terminate.
The range is from 0 to maxint. The value of 0 means to attempt 
indefinitely.The default is 5 attempts.


restart_max_wait_adcopy_sync= time Specifies the length of time (in seconds) during a restart for a program to 
wait for a group to achieve the 
restart_adcopy_resync_threshold number of tracks pending.
Valid values are 0 to maxint. The value of 0 means to infinitely wait. The 
default is 0.


restart_max_wait_state_change= 
statetime


Specifies the length of time (in seconds) during a restart for a program to 
wait for a group to change to a desired state (once requested).
Valid values are 0 to maxint. The value of 0 means to infinitely wait. The 
default is 0.


restart_max_wait_warn_interval= 
warntime


Specifies the length of time (in seconds) during a restart, while waiting for 
a state change to occur, to display a progress warning message.
Valid values are 0 and 30 to maxint. The value of 0 means to wait forever. 
The default is 600 seconds.


restart_rdfa_min_cycle_warn_interval= 
cyclewarntime


Specifies the length of time (in seconds) before repetitively displaying a 
warning when the RDFA minimum cycle time exceeds the 
restart_rdfa_min_cycle_warn_value parameter.
Valid values are 30 to maxint.The default is 600.


restart_rdfa_min_cycle_warn_value= 
warntime


Specifies the maximum value (in seconds) to which a trigger can occur with 
a warning message, indicating the RDFA minimum cycle time has exceeded 
this value.
Valid values are 0 and 30 to maxint. The value of 0 means this feature is 
turned off, which is the default.


restart_state_syncinprog_wait_time 
time


The maximum length of time (in seconds) during a group syncinprog state 
that sleep is done before rechecking the group status.
Valid values are [30] to [maxint]. The default is [120] seconds.


restart_state_transmit_warn_interval= 
time


Specifies the interval of time (in seconds) that while a group remains in a 
transmit idle state, to generate a warning message.
Valid values are 0 to maxint. The default is 300 seconds.


Table 42  symrecover options file parameters (page 4 of 5)


Setting Description
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restart_state_transmit_wait_time= 
transwaittime


Specifies the maximum length of time (in seconds) that during a group 
transmit idle state, a sleep is done before rechecking the group status.
Valid values are 30 to maxint. The default is 120 seconds.


restart_sync_type= synctype Specifies the type of synchronization to be used following the detection of 
a failed SRDF/A session. Valid values are:


ADCOPY = adaptive copy disk (default).
SYNC = synchronous mode.
NONE = No intermediate track resynch stage will be attempted. A direct 
re-establish using the existing SRDF session mode will be attempted.


Note that if cascaded_monitor_both_hops is set, 
restart_sync_type is ignored as ADCOPY is used in the R21->R2 link 
at restart.


restart_window= time Specifies a time window (in seconds) during which no more than 
restart_max_attempts failures and accompanying restart attempts will be 
tolerated before monitoring is terminated. The window begins at the time 
of the first failure and ends restart_window seconds later. A new window 
begins with a failure after expiration of the previous window.


log_level= level The desired logging level. Valid values are:
0 = Off.
1 = Only Errors are reported.
2 = Errors and Warnings are reported.
3 = Errors, Warnings, and Informational messages are reported 
(default).
4 = All messages are reported.


Table 42  symrecover options file parameters (page 5 of 5)


Setting Description
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SRDF operations and pair states


This appendix describes the following topics:


◆ SRDF operations and applicable pair states...........................................................  378
• “Control operations for R1 -> R2 pair states”


◆ Cascaded SRDF control operations and applicable pair states ...............................  383
• “Cascaded SRDF: R1 -> R21 control operations allowed for R21-> R2 pair states”
• “Cascaded SRDF: R21 -> R2 control operations allowed for R1 -> R21 pair states”


◆ Cascaded SRDF set operations and applicable pair states .....................................  389
• “Cascaded SRDF: R1 -> R21 set operations allowed for R21 -> R2 pair states”
• “Cascaded SRDF: R21 -> R2 set operations allowed for R1 -> R21 pair states”


◆ Concurrent SRDF control operations and applicable pair states .............................  390
• “Concurrent SRDF: control operations 1st leg R1-> 2nd leg R1 pair states”
• “Concurrent SRDF: control operations 1st leg R2 -> 2nd leg R2 pair states”


◆ Consistency group control operations and applicable pair states...........................  396
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SRDF operations and applicable pair states
When you issue a command to perform an SRDF control operations, SRDF verifies the state 
of the device pairs.


If the device pair is not in a legal SRDF state to initiate the control operation, the action is 
blocked. 


Use the -force option to perform the control operation, regardless of the pair state. 


Note: If devices are running in SRDF/A mode, control operations for restore, update R1, 
and failback require the use of the -force option. 


Examples:


To initiate a failover on all SRDF pairs in the prod group that are in the Split state:


symrdf -g prod -force failover


To initiate a failover on one SRDF pair, DEV001, in the prod group that is n the SyncInProg 
state:


symrdf -g prod -force failover DEV001


IMPORTANT


The -force option may place the SRDF pair into an undesirable state. After using this 
option, always check the pair state. 


Control operations for R1 -> R2 pair states


The first column in Table 43 lists the control operations you can invoke for the listed pair 
states. 


Allowed actions are noted by Ys.


The Partitoned1 pair state indicates that the remote array is in the SYMAPI database and 
was discovered. The Partitioned2 pair state indicates the remote array is not in the SYMAPI 
database and was not discovered, or was removed from this database.9


Table 43  SRDF control operations and applicable pair states  (page 1 of 3)
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deletepair Y28,36,
37


Y28,36,
37


Y28,36,
37


half_deletepair Y28,36,
37


Y28,36,
37


Y28,36 Y28,36,
37


Y28,36,
37


movepair Y Y Y
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half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y


swap Y43 Y6,43 Y43 Y43


swap -refresh R1 Y29,43 Y6,29,
43


Y29,43 Y29,43


swap -refresh R2 Y29,43 Y6,29,
43


half_swap Y43 Y43 Y43 Y43 Y43


establish  Y26 Y26 Y5,26 Y5,26 Y12


establish -full   Y26 Y26 Y5,26 Y5,26  Y12, 17


split Y15,19,


28,36,37
Y Y19,28,


36,37
Y19,28,
36,37


 Y19,28,
36,37


restore  Y29 Y3,29 Y5,29 Y5,29 Y13


restore -full  Y29 Y3,29 Y5,29 Y5,29 Y13,14


update  Y1,28,


29, 45
Y28,29, 
45


Y28,29, 
45


 


failback  Y26,28,
29


Y1,26,


28,29
Y26,28,
29


Y8,18,


26
Y8,18,


26
Y26,28,
29


Y26,28,
29


 


failover Y15,19,
30,41,42


Y19,30,
41,42


Y18,19,
30,41,
42


Y19,30,
41,42


Y9,19,
41,42


Y9,19,
41,42


Y19,30,
41,42


Y15,19,
30,41,
42


Y18,19
30, 41,
42


Y19,30, 
41,42


Y 19,30, 
41,42


failover -establish Y15,17,
29,30
43


 Y 29, 
30, 43


Y18,19,
30,43


Y29,30,
43


Y29,30,
43


Y29,30,
43


Y15,29,
30,43


Y18,29,
30,43


failover -restore Y15,26,
31, 43


Y 26,31, 
43


Y18,26,
31,43


Y26,31, 
43


Y18,26,
31, 43


Y18,26,
31,43


Y 26,31 
43


invalidate R1  Y2,29  


invalidate R2  Y26  


merge  Y3,33,


34
Y18,33,


34
 


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y9 Y9


not_ready R1 Y6,21 Y6,21 Y6,21 Y6,21 Y21 Y6,8,


21
Y6,8,


21
Y21 Y21 Y6,21 Y6,21 Y6,8,21


not_ready R2 Y10,17,


21
Y10,21 Y10,21 Y21 Y10,21 Y7,9,


21
Y7,9,


21
Y10,21 Y10,


21
Y10,17,
21


ready R1 Y21 Y21 Y21 Y21 Y21 Y8,21 Y8,21 Y21 Y21 Y21 Y21 Y21
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ready R2 Y17,21 Y21 Y21 Y21 Y21 Y9,21 Y9,21 Y21 Y21 Y17,21


refresh R1  Y1,20,


39
Y18,39  


refresh R2  Y1,18,


26
 


resume  Y  


suspend Y15,19,


28,36,


37,38


Y Y16,18,


19,28,


36,37,


38


Y7,19,


28,36,


37,38


Y5,19,


28,36,


37,38


Y19,


28,36,


37,38


Y19,


28,36,


37,38


Y19,


28,36,


37,38


Y15,19,


28,36,


37,38


Y18,19,


28,36,


37,38


Y19,20,


28,36,


37,38


Y19,20,


28,36,


37,38


disable Y41 Y41 Y41 Y41 Y41 Y18,41 Y18,41 Y41 Y41 Y41 Y41 Y23


enable Y24 Y24 Y24 Y24 Y24 Y24 Y24 Y Y23


rw_disable R2 Y17 Y Y11 Y Y11 Y7,9 Y7,9 Y11 Y11 Y2,17


rw_enable R1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y18 Y1,8 Y1,8 Y1 Y1 Y1,8


rw_enable R2  Y7 Y7,9 Y7,9  


write_disable R1 Y18 Y18 Y18 Y18 Y4,8 Y4,8 Y18 Y18 Y4,8


write_disable R2  Y18 Y18 Y18 Y9,10 Y9,10 Y18 Y18 Y18 Y9,10


activate -rdfa_dse Y22 Y Y23


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y22 Y Y23


activate 
-rdfa_devpace


Y22,44 Y44 Y23,44


deactivate 
-rdfa_devpace


Y22,44 Y44 Y23,25,
44


activate -rdfa_pace Y22 Y Y23


deactivate 
-rdfa_pace


Y22 Y Y23,25


activate -rdfa_wpace Y22 Y Y23


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace


Y22 Y Y23


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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1. SA is Write Disabled or is Not Ready on the source side. 


2. SA is Write Disabled, or is Not Ready on the source side, or must use -nowd. 


3. SA is Write Disabled, or is Not Ready on the source side, or must use -force.


4. SA is Ready on the source side.


5. Source is not visible to any host.


6. Write Disabled on the source.


7. SA or RA is Write Disabled or is Not Ready on the target side.


8. Host application running while connected to the source.


9. Host application running while connected to the target.


10.RA is Ready on the target side.


11.RA is Write Disabled on the target side.


12.Source and target are Not Ready but the SRDF link is Ready and there are no local or 
remote invalid tracks on the source or the target.


13.Source and target are Not Ready but the SRDF link is Ready and there are no remote 
invalid tracks on the source side.


14.Source and target are Not Ready but the SRDF link is Ready and there are no local or 
remote invalid tracks on the source side.


15.Can use -symforce.


16.Write Disabled on the SRDF link.


17.Not allowed when SRDF/A is active. 


18.Must use -force.


19.If enabled for SRDF consistency protection, must use -force. 


20.Must use -immediate.


21.Not allowed on a diskless device.


22.SRDF/A must be active.


23.Source must be reachable.


24.Must be in async mode.


25.Only allowed on the R1 side and must use -symforce.


26.No local invalid tracks on the source side.


27.No remote invalid tracks on the source side.


28.If remote invalid tracks are on the source side, must use -force.


29.No local invalid tracks on the target side.


30.If remote invalid tracks are on the source side, must use -symforce.


31.If remote invalid tracks are on the target side, must use -force.


32.No remote invalid tracks on the target side.


33.Source device is Read Write Enabled and there are no local and remote invalid 
tracks on the target side.


34.Target device is Read Write Enabled and there are no local and remote invalid tracks 
on the target side.


35.Source and target devices are Read Write Enabled.


36.If there are local invalid tracks on the source side, must use -symforce if the source 
is not an R11 or R21.


37.If there are local invalid tracks on the target side, must use -symforce if the target is 
not an R11 or R21.
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38.Write Disabled on the SRDF link and must use -force.


39.No local invalid tracks on the target side and no remote invalid tracks on the source 
side and must use -force.


40.If the SRDF device pair is operating in adaptive copy mode, must use -symforce.


41.If enabled for CG SRDF consistency protection, must use -force.


42.If local invalid tracks are on the target side, must use –symforce.


43.Not allowed if enabled for SRDF consistency protection.


44.Not allowed if the R1 or R2 array is running Enginuity 5977 or higher


45.Not allowed if the R1 array is running Enginuity 5876 and the R2 array is running 
Enginuity 5977 or higher.
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Cascaded SRDF control operations and applicable pair states
Allowable control operations vary depending on the type of SRDF device. This section 
describes allowable operations by device pair types in cascaded configurations.


Cascaded SRDF: R1 -> R21 control operations allowed for R21-> R2 pair states


Table 44 lists the allowable control operations for the R1->R21 pair given the pair states for 
the R21->R2 pair. 


Allowed actions are noted by Ys.


Note: The Partitoned1 pair state indicates that the remote array is in the SYMAPI database 
and was discovered. 
The Partitioned2 pair state indicates the remote array is not in the SYMAPI database and 
was not discovered, or was removed from this database.


Table 44  R1->R21 cascaded SRDF control operations and applicable pair states  (page 1 of 3)


R1 ->R21 control 
operation:


R21 ->R2 pair state:
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createpair -establish Y1,3,4,


16,17,21,
22


Y1,3,
21,22


Y1,12,
21,22


Y1,12,
21,22


Y1,12,
20,22


Y1,12,
21,22


Y1,3,4,16, 
17,22


Y1,3,4,16, 
17,22


createpair -restore Y1,5,16, 
17,22


Y1,22 Y1,12,
21,22


Y1,12,
21,22


Y1,12,
20,22


Y1,6,


12,22
Y1,6,16,17,
22


Y1,5,16,17,
22


createpair -invalidate R1 Y1,5,16,
22


Y1,6,2
2


Y1,22 Y1,22 Y1,22 Y1,22 Y1,22 Y1,22 Y1,16,22 Y1,5,16,22


createpair -invalidate R2 Y1,6,16,
22


Y1,6, 
22


Y1,6, 
22


Y1,6, 
22


Y1,6, 
22


Y1,6, 
22


Y1,6, 
22


Y1,6, 
22


Y1,16, 22 Y1,16, 22


deletepair Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,13 Y1,12 Y1,12


half_deletepair Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,13 Y1,12 Y1,12


movepair Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


half_movepair Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


swap Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12


half_swap Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12


swap -refresh R1 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12


swap -refresh R2 Y1 Y1 Y1,20 Y1


establish Y4,17 Y2 Y12 Y12 Y12,
20


Y12 Y2,4,17 Y2,3,4,17


establish -full Y3,4,17 Y3 Y12 Y12 Y12,
20


Y12 Y2,3,4,17 Y2,3,4,17
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split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y5,17 Y Y12 Y12 Y12,
20


Y6,12 Y17 Y5,6,17


restore -full Y5,17 Y Y12 Y12,
20


Y6,12 Y17 Y5,6,17


update Y5,17 Y Y12 Y12 Y12 Y12 Y Y Y17 Y5,17


failback Y5,17 Y Y12 Y12 Y12,
20


Y6,12 Y Y5,6,17


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12,
20


Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12


failover -restore Y1,8,11,


12
Y1,11,


12
Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12,


20
Y1,12 Y1,11,12 Y11,12 Y1,8,11,12 Y1,8,11,12


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y14 Y14 Y14 Y14 Y14 Y14 Y14 Y14 Y14 Y14


msc_cleanup


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y4,5,17 Y5 Y12 Y12 Y12,
20


Y12 Y2,4,17 Y2,3,4,5,17


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 44  R1->R21 cascaded SRDF control operations and applicable pair states  (page 2 of 3)


R1 ->R21 control 
operation:


R21 ->R2 pair state:
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1. If the other pair (the one not being controlled) is enabled for SRDF consistency 
protection, must use -force. This operation can change the composite group type, 
causing SRDF consistency monitoring to stop. 


2. If the other pair (not being controlled) is enabled for SRDF consistency protection, 
must use -force. 


3. Must use -force.


4. Not allowed if operation results in R1->R21<-R2 data resychronization.


5. Not allowed if R21 is diskless and operation will result in R1<-R21->R2 data 
resynchronization.


6. If tracks are owed to R21 while R21->R2 is in the Transmit Idle state, data 
resynchronization between R1->R21 cannot complete. 


7. Not allowed if operation results in local invalid tracks on the R21 device.


8. Not allowed if R2 owes tracks to R21.


9. Not allowed if operation results in data flowing from R2->R21.


10.Not allowed if operation creates a concurrent R22 device on a array running on an 
Enginuity level lower than 5773.150.


11.Must use -remote.


12.Not allowed if R21 is diskless.


13.Not allowed if R1 is diskless and the SRDF link of the other pair is RW.


14.Not allowed if R21 is diskless and both mirrors of R21 have invalid tracks.


15.Must use -force. The state of the other pair changes to Suspended.


16.Not allowed if SRDF/A group-level write pacing or SRDF/A device-level write pacing 
is active and supported on the R1 mirror of what will become the R21 and the R21 
array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5876 Q42012 SR.


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 44  R1->R21 cascaded SRDF control operations and applicable pair states  (page 3 of 3)


R1 ->R21 control 
operation:


R21 ->R2 pair state:
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17.If the pair being controlled is the R1->R21 pair and is operating in adaptive copy 
mode and the R1 mirror of the R21 has either SRDF/A group-level or SRDF/A 
device-level write pacing activated and supported, must use -force.


18.If the pair being controlled is (or will become) the R21->R2 pair and is operating in 
asynchronous mode with SRDF/A device-level or group-level write pacing configured 
for autostart on the R1 mirror of the R21, and the R1->R21 pair is operating in 
adaptive copy mode and is read/write (RW) on the SRDF link, must use -force.


19.If the R1->R21 pair is operating in adaptive copy mode and is read/write (RW) on the 
SRDF link, must 
use –force.


20.The R21 is not visible to any host.


21.Not allowed when what will become the R21->R2 is in Synchronous mode. 


22.Not allowed if the R21 (or what will become the R21), R1 or R2 array is running 
HYPERMAX OS/Solutions Enabler 8.0.1 or higher.


Cascaded SRDF: R21 -> R2 control operations allowed for R1 -> R21 pair states


Table 45 lists the allowable control operations for the R21->R2 pair given the SRDF pair 
states for the R1->R21 pair. 


Allowed actions are noted by Ys.


The Partitoned1 pair state indicates that the remote array is in the SYMAPI database and 
was discovered. The Partitioned2 pair state indicates the remote array is not in the SYMAPI 
database and was not discovered, or was removed from this database.


Table 45  R21->R2 cascaded SRDF control operations and applicable pair states  (page 1 of 3)


R21->R2 control operation:


R1 ->R21 pair state:
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createpair -establish Y1,18, 
22


Y1,18, 
22


Y1,5, 22 Y1,5, 
22


Y1,5,2
2


Y1,5, 
22


Y1, 22 Y1, 22 Y1, 22 Y1, 22


createpair -restore Y1,6, 22 Y1, 22 Y1,6, 
22


Y1,6, 
22


Y1, 22 Y1, 22


createpair -invalidate R1 Y1, 22 Y1, 22 Y1, 22 Y1, 22 Y1,6, 
22


Y1,6, 
22


Y1, 22 Y1, 22 Y1, 22 Y1, 22


createpair -invalidate R2 Y1, 22 Y1, 22 Y1,5, 22 Y1,5, 
22


Y1,5, 
22


Y1,5, 
22


Y1, 22 Y1, 22 Y1,6, 
22


Y1, 22


deletepair Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1 Y1,12 Y1,12


half_deletepair Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1,12 Y1 Y1,12 Y1,12


movepair Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


half_movepair Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


swap Y1,10, 
12, 22


Y1,10, 
12, 22


Y1,10, 
22


Y1,10, 
22


Y1,10, 
22


Y1,2,
10, 
22


Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,2,


10, 22
Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12, 22
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half_swap Y1,10,


12, 22
Y1,10,


12, 22
Y1,10, 
22


Y1,10, 
22


Y1,10, 
22


Y1,10
22


Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12, 22


swap -refresh R1 Y1,10,


12, 22
Y1,10,


12, 22
Y1,10,


22
Y1,10,


22
Y1,10,


22
Y1, 
10,22


Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12, 22


swap -refresh R2 Y1,10,


12, 22
Y1,10,


12, 22
Y1,10, 
22


Y1,10, 
22


Y1,10, 
22


Y1, 
10,22


Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12, 22


establish Y18 Y18 Y5 Y5 Y5 Y5 Y Y Y Y


full establish Y18 Y18 Y5 Y5 Y5 Y5 Y Y Y


split Y12 Y12 Y Y Y Y Y12 Y12 Y12 Y13 Y Y


restore Y Y Y Y Y Y


full restore Y Y Y Y Y Y


update Y Y Y Y Y Y


failback Y Y Y Y12 Y Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y12 Y12 Y13


failover -establish Y1,10,


12, 22
Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12,20, 
22


Y1, 
10,22


failover -restore Y1,5,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12, 22


Y1,10,
12,20, 
22


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y5,7 Y5,7 Y5 Y5 Y5,7 Y5,7 Y5,7 Y5,7 Y5,7 Y5,7


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y20 Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y12 Y12 Y Y Y Y Y12 Y12 Y12 Y13 Y Y


resume Y9,18 Y9,18 Y5 Y5 Y5 Y5 Y Y Y9 Y6,9


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 45  R21->R2 cascaded SRDF control operations and applicable pair states  (page 2 of 3)


R21->R2 control operation:


R1 ->R21 pair state:
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Note: Table 45 uses the same keys as Table 44 on page 383.


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y19 Y19 Y Y Y Y Y19 Y19 Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y19 Y19 Y Y Y Y Y19 Y19 Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y19 Y19 Y Y Y Y Y19 Y19 Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 45  R21->R2 cascaded SRDF control operations and applicable pair states  (page 3 of 3)


R21->R2 control operation:


R1 ->R21 pair state:
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Cascaded SRDF set operations and applicable pair states
Allowable set operations vary depending on the type of SRDF device. This section 
describes allowable operations by device pair types in cascaded configurations.


Cascaded SRDF: R1 -> R21 set operations allowed for R21 -> R2 pair states


Table 46 lists the allowable set operations for the R1->R21 pair given the pair states for the 
R21->R2 pair. 


Allowed actions are noted by Ys.


The Partitoned1 pair state indicates that the remote array is in the SYMAPI database and 
was discovered. The Partitioned2 pair state indicates the remote array is not in the SYMAPI 
database and was not discovered, or was removed from this database.


1. You must use -force if SRDF/A device-level and/or group-level write pacing is 
activated and supported for the SRDF/A session that includes the R21->R2 RDF 
device pair, and the R1->R21 SRDF device pair (that is being controlled) is read/write 
(RW) on the SRDF link.


2. Async mode is not supported on both sides of an R21. It is only supported on one 
side or the other.


Cascaded SRDF: R21 -> R2 set operations allowed for R1 -> R21 pair states


Table 47 lists the allowable set operations for the R21->R2 pair given the pair states for the 
R1->R21 pair. 


Allowed actions are noted by Ys.


Table 46  R1->R21 cascaded SRDF set operations and applicable pair states


R1->R21 set 
operation: 


R21->R2 pair state:
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set mode async2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y1 Y1


set mode acp_wp Y1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y1 Y1
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The Partitoned1 pair state indicates that the remote array is in the SYMAPI database and 
was discovered. The Partitioned2 pair state indicates the remote array is not in the SYMAPI 
database and was not discovered, or was removed from this database.


1. Must use -force if all of these conditions apply:


a. SRDF/A device-level and/or group-level write pacing is configured for autostart 
for the SRDF/A session that includes the R21->R2 SRDF device pair.


b. The R21->R2 SRDF device pair (that is being controlled) is read/write (RW) on the 
SRDF link.


c. The R1->R21 SRDF device pair (that is not being controlled) is operating in 
adaptive copy mode and is read/write (RW) on the SRDF link.


2. Not allowed if SRDF/A device-level and/or group-level write pacing is configured for 
autostart for the SRDF/A session that includes the R21->R2 device pair.


Concurrent SRDF control operations and applicable pair states
This section provides the concurrent SRDF control operations and their applicable pair 
states for concurrent R1 (R11) and concurrent R2 (R22).


About concurrent R1 In a concurrent R1 relationship, there are two separate links, or legs, sending data from 
one R1 device to two separate R2 mirrors. You can perform a control operation on one of 
these legs only if the other leg is in a certain pair state.


Note: If a concurrent R1 device is made RW (read write) from either of the SRDF 
relationships, it is also seen as RW from the other relationship. The commands to make a 
concurrent R1 device RW are: rw_enable R2, split, and failover.


Concurrent SRDF: control operations 1st leg R1-> 2nd leg R1 pair states


Table 48 lists the allowable control operations for the first leg of the concurrent R1 pair 
(the one being controlled by an SRDF action) given the pair state of the second leg (the 
one not being controlled). 


Allowed actions are noted by Ys.


Table 47  R21->R2 Cascaded RDF Set Operations and Applicable Pair States


R21->R2 set 
operation: 


R1->R21 pair state:
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set mode async Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y Y2 Y1 Y1 Y2 Y Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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The Partitoned1 pair state indicates that the remote array is in the SYMAPI database and 
was discovered. The Partitioned2 pair state indicates the remote array is not in the SYMAPI 
database and was not discovered, or was removed from this database. 


Table 48  SRDF control operations and applicable states for concurrent R1 pairs (page 1 of 2)


Control operation of
1st leg of concurrent SRDF R1 
pair:


Pair state of 2nd leg of concurrent SRDF R1 pair:
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createpair -establish Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


createpair -restore Y1,5,6 Y1,6 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,6 Y1,5 Y1,5,6 Y1,5,6


createpair -invalidate R1 Y1,5 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,5 Y1 Y1,5 Y1,5


createpair -invalidate R2 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


deletepair Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


half_deletepair Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


movepair Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


half_movepair Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


swap Y1,12,
17,18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17,
18


Y1,17,
18


Y1,17,
18


Y1,17,
18


Y1,17,
18


Y1,17
,18


Y1,17,1
8


Y1,17,
18


Y1,12, 
18


Y1,12,18


half_swap Y1,12,
17,18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17,
18


Y1,17,
18


Y1,17,
18


Y1,17,
18


Y1,17,
18


Y1,17
,18


Y1,17,1
8


Y1,12, 
18


Y1,18


swap -refresh R1 Y1,5, 
12,17, 
18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1, 
17, 18


Y1,5, 
17, 18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,5, 
12,18


Y1,5,12, 
18


swap -refresh R2 Y1,12,
17, 18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17
18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,17, 
18


Y1,12, 
18


Y1,12, 18


establish Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


full establish Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


split Y Y Y Y Y2 Y Y Y3 Y Y Y


restore Y5,6 Y6 Y Y Y Y Y6 Y6 Y5,6 Y5,6


full restore Y5,6 Y6 Y Y Y Y Y6 Y6 Y5,6 Y5,6


update Y5,6 Y6 Y Y Y Y Y Y6 Y5,6 Y5,6


failback Y5 Y Y5 Y5 Y5 Y5 Y5 Y Y5 Y6 Y5 Y5


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y1,12, 
13, 18


Y1, 18 Y1,8, 
18


Y1,8, 
18


Y1,8,
15, 18


Y1,8, 
18


Y1,8, 
18


Y1,12, 
13, 18


Y1,12,13, 
18


failover -restore Y1,11,


12,13, 
18


Y1, 18 Y1,8, 
18


Y1,8, 
18


Y1,8,
15, 18


Y1,8, 
18


Y1,8, 
18


Y1,12, 
13, 18


Y1,4,11,


12,13, 18


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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1. If the other pair (the one not being controlled) is enabled for SRDF consistency 
protection, must use -force. This operation can change the composite group type, 
causing SRDF consistency monitoring to stop. 


2. Must use -force. The state of the other pair changes to Suspended.


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y5 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y5 Y5 Y5


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y5 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y5 Y5 Y5


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y5,7 Y7 Y Y Y Y Y6 Y Y5 Y5,6 Y5,7 Y5,7


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 48  SRDF control operations and applicable states for concurrent R1 pairs (page 2 of 2)


Control operation of
1st leg of concurrent SRDF R1 
pair:


Pair state of 2nd leg of concurrent SRDF R1 pair:
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3. Changes the state of the other pair to Split.


4. If device will become an R21 and the other pair is in Transmit Idle pair state, data 
synchronization between R1->R21 cannot complete. 


5. Not allowed if R2->R11<-R2 data resynchronization will result.


6. Must use -remote.


7. Only allowed if data flows from R2 to R11 and -remote is used.


8. Not allowed if R11 is diskless.


9. Not allowed if a diskless device and will become an R21 device.


10.Not allowed if tracks are owed to R21 from concurrent R2.


11.Not allowed if a diskless device and will become an R21 device and results in 
R1<-R21->R2 data resynchronization.


12.Not allowed if SRDF/A group-level write pacing or SRDF/A device-level write pacing 
is active and supported on the other R1 mirror what will become the R21 and the 
R21 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5876 Q42012 SR.


13.If the pair being controlled is operating in adaptive copy mode, must use -force if 
the R1 mirror of what will become the R21 has SRDF/A group-level and/or 
device-level write pacing activated and supported.


14.If the pair being controlled is operating in asynchronous mode, with SRDF/A 
group-level and/or device-level write pacing enabled for autostart on what will be 
the R1 mirror of the resulting R21, must use -force if the other pair (that is not being 
controlled) is operating in adaptive copy mode.


15.The R11 is not visible to any host.


16.The other pair's (the one not being controlled) R1 is not visible to any host.


17.Not allowed when what will become the R21->R2 is in Synchronous mode.


18.Not allowed if what will become the R21, R1 or R2 array is running HYPERMAX 
OS/Solutions Enabler 8.0.1 or higher.


Concurrent SRDF: control operations 1st leg R2 -> 2nd leg R2 pair states


Concurrent R2 devices are intended for SRDF/Star configurations. 


In a concurrent R2 configuration, an R2 device has two remote mirrors, only one of which 
can be active (read/write) at a given time. EMC VMAX3 Family Product Guide provides 
more information.


Table 49 lists the allowable control operations for the first leg (the one being controlled by 
an SRDF action) of the concurrent R2 pair given the pair state of the second leg (the one 
not being controlled). 


Allowed actions are noted by Ys.
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SRDF operations and pair states

The Partitoned1 pair state indicates that the remote array is in the SYMAPI database and 
was discovered. The Partitioned2 pair state indicates the remote array is not in the SYMAPI 
database and was not discovered, or was removed from this database. 


Table 49  SRDF control operations and applicable states for concurrent R2 pairs (page 1 of 2)


Control operation of 
1st leg of concurrent SRDF R2 
pair:


Pair state of 2nd leg of concurrent SRDF R2 pair:
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createpair -establish Y1,2, 
18


Y1, 18 Y1,2, 
18


Y1, 18


createpair -restore Y1,2, 
18


Y1, 18 Y1,2, 
18


Y1, 18


createpair -invalidate R1 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,2, 
18


Y1,18 Y1,2, 
18


Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18


createpair -invalidate R2 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,2, 
18


Y1,18 Y1,2, 
18


Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18


deletepair Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


half_deletepair Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


movepair Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


half_movepair Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


swap Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18


half_swap Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18


swap -refresh R1 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18 Y1,18


swap -refresh R2 Y1,18 Y1,18


establish Y2 Y Y2 Y


establish -full Y2 Y Y2 Y


split Y Y3 Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y2 Y Y2 Y


restore -full Y2 Y Y2 Y


update Y Y Y Y


failback Y2 Y Y2 Y


failover Y Y3 Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y 18 Y3,18 Y16, 
18


Y 18


failover -restore Y1,18 Y1,3, 
18


Y1,16,
18


Y1,18 Y1,14,
18


Y1,14, 
18


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y Y Y
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Note: Table 49 uses the same keys as Table 48 on page 391.


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y2 Y Y2 Y Y Y2 Y2 Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y2 Y Y2 Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y2 Y Y2 Y Y2 Y2 Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y3 Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y2 Y Y2 Y Y2 Y2 Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 49  SRDF control operations and applicable states for concurrent R2 pairs (page 2 of 2)


Control operation of 
1st leg of concurrent SRDF R2 
pair:


Pair state of 2nd leg of concurrent SRDF R2 pair:
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Consistency group control operations and applicable pair states
This section provides the consistency group (SRDF/CG) control operations and the 
applicable pair states for devices within a consistency group.


Allowed actions are noted by Ys.


1. There are no local invalid tracks on the source side and no remote invalid tracks on 
the remote side.


2. Must use -force.


Table 50  SRDF control operations and applicable pair states for devices in an SRDF/CG


Control operation: 


Pair state: 
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enable Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


disable Y Y Y Y Y Y2 Y2 Y Y Y Y Y2


modify -add Y1 Y Y


modify -remove Y1 Y Y


modify -recover Y Y Y Y2 Y2 Y
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APPENDIX B
SRDF operations and TimeFinder sessions


This appendix describes the following topics: 


◆ SRDF operations during TimeFinder/Snap/VP Snap sessions ................................  398
• “SRDF operations when R1 is source of TimeFinder Snap/VP Snap”
• “SRDF operations when R1 is target of TimeFinder Snap/VP Snap”
• “SRDF operations when R2 is source of TimeFinder Snap/VP Snap”
• “SRDF operations when R2 is target of TimeFinder Snap/VP Snap”


◆ SRDF operations for TimeFinder/Clone sessions....................................................  408
• “SRDF operations when R1 is source of TimeFinder Clone”
• “SRDF operations when R1 is target of TimeFinder Clone”
• “SRDF operations when R2 is source of TimeFinder Clone”
• “SRDF operations when R2 is target of TimeFinder Clone”


◆ SRDF operations for Extent-level TimeFinder/Clone sessions .................................  418
• “SRDF operations when R1 is source of Extent-level Clone”
• “SRDF operations when R1 is target of Extent-level Clone”
• “SRDF operations when R2 is source of Extent-level Clone”
• “SRDF operations when R2 is target of Extent-level Clone”


◆ SRDF set operations for TimeFinder/Snap sessions ...............................................  428
• “SRDF set operations when R1 is source of TimeFinder/Snap”
• “SRDF set operations when R1 is target of TimeFinder/Snap”
• “SRDF set operations when R2 is source of TimeFinder/Snap”
• “SRDF set operations when R2 is target of TimeFinder/Snap”


◆ SRDF set operations for TimeFinder/Clone sessions ..............................................  431
• “SRDF set operations when R1 is source of TimeFinder/Clone”
• “SRDF set operations when R1 is target of TimeFinder/Clone”
• “SRDF set operations when R2 is source of TimeFinder/Clone”
• “SRDF set operations when R2 is target of TimeFinder/Clone”


◆ SRDF set operations for Extent-level TimeFinder/Clone sessions............................  434
• “SRDF set operations when R1 is source of Extent-level Clone”
• “SRDF set operations when R1 is target of Extent-level Clone”
• “SRDF set operations when R2 is source of Extent-level Clone”
• “SRDF set operations when R2 is target of Extent-level Clone”


◆ SRDF operations for TimeFinder Snap VX ...............................................................  436
• “SRDF operations when R1 is source of Snapvx”
• “SRDF operations when R1 is target for Snapvx”
• “SRDF operations when R2 is source of Snapvx”
• “SRDF operations when R2 is target for Snapvx”


◆ SRDF set operations for TimeFinder Snapvx sessions.............................................  444
• “SRDF set operations when R1 is source of TimeFinder Snapvx”
• “SRDF set operations when R1 is target of TimeFinder Snapvx”
• “SRDF set operations when R2 is source of TimeFinder Snapvx”
• “SRDF set operations when R2 is target of TimeFinder Snapvx”
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SRDF operations and TimeFinder sessions

SRDF operations during TimeFinder/Snap/VP Snap sessions
This section lists the allowable SRDF operations for TimeFinder/Snap and TimeFinder VP 
Snap copy sessions on the R1 source and target and the R2 source and target.


Note: TimeFinder/Snap and TimeFinder VP Snap are separate features. They are combined 
in this section because their interactions with SRDF are very similar. 


Some footnotes in the tables below refer to devices that are not pace-capable. For 
additional details, see “Identifying devices that cannot be paced in a cascaded SRDF 
configuration” on page 144.


SRDF operations when R1 is source of TimeFinder Snap/VP Snap


Table 51 identifies the allowable SRDF actions when the R1 is the source of a 
TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap session.


Table 51  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the source of a TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap


SRDF control operation: N
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createpair -establish Y Y Y Y Y Y3 Y Y


createpair -restore Y Y Y Y Y2 Y3 Y Y


createpair -invalidate R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y3 Y Y


createpair -invalidate R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y3 Y Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


half_swap Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


swap -refresh R1 Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


swap -refresh R2 Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


establish Y Y Y Y Y Y3 Y Y


establish -full Y Y Y Y Y Y3 Y Y


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y Y Y Y Y3 Y Y


restore -full Y Y Y Y Y2 Y Y
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SRDF operations and TimeFinder sessions

update Y Y Y Y Y Y3 Y Y


failback Y Y Y Y Y Y3 Y Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


failover -restore Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y Y Y Y Y3 Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y3 Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y Y Y Y Y3 Y Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 51  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the source of a TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap 


SRDF control operation: N
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SRDF operations and TimeFinder sessions

1. Not allowed if the devices are in asynchronous mode and R1 and R2 array are 
running Enginuity 5876 or less and there is a TimeFinder/Snap off of the R1 and 
either:


a. The SRDF pair is an R22->R1 of a concurrent R2 setup in which either:


i. The R22 array is running an Enginuity level less than 5876 or the R1 array is 
running an Enginuity level less than 5875..


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R2 side.


b. The SRDF pair is not an R22->R1 of a concurrent R2 setup and either:


i. The Enginuity level is lower than 5875 on either the R1 or R2 array.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R2 side.


2. Allowed for TimeFinder VP Snap. If not TimeFinder VP Snap, must use -force.


3. Only allowed for TimeFinder VP Snap.


SRDF operations when R1 is target of TimeFinder Snap/VP Snap


Table 52 identifies the allowable SRDF actions when R1 is the target of a TimeFinder/Snap or 


VP Snap session.


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 51  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the source of a TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap 


SRDF control operation: N
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Table 52  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the target of a TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap
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createpair -restore Y Y Y


createpair -invalidate R1 Y Y Y


createpair -invalidate R2 Y Y Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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swap Y Y


half_swap Y Y


swap -refresh R1 Y Y


swap -refresh R2 Y Y


establish Y Y Y


establish-full Y Y Y


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y Y


restore -full Y Y Y


update Y Y Y


failback Y Y Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y Y


failover -restore Y Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 52  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the target of a TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap 
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Note: There are no subscripts for TimeFinder/Snap R1 targets.


SRDF operations when R2 is source of TimeFinder Snap/VP Snap


Table 53 identifies the allowable SRDF actions when the R2 is the source of a 
TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap copy session.


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 52  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the target of a TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap 
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Table 53  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the source of a TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap


SRDF control operation: N
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createpair -establish Y Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2


createpair -restore Y Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2


createpair -invalidate R1 Y Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2


createpair -invalidate R2 Y Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y4 Y4 Y4 Y4 Y Y Y4


half_movepair Y Y4 Y4 Y4 Y4 Y Y Y4


swap Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_swap Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


establish Y Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2


establish -full Y Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y1 Y2 Y2


restore -full Y Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y1 Y2 Y2


update Y Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2


failback Y Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -restore Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 53  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the source of a TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap 
(continued)
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1. Only allowed if the required Enginuity levels or patches are detected. If TimeFinder 
VP Snap, requires Enginuity version 5876 Q42012 SR and higher.


2. Not allowed if the devices are in asynchronous mode and R1 and R2 array are 
running Enginuity 5876 or less and there is a TimeFinder/Snap off of the R2 and 
either:


a. The SRDF pair is an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup in which either:


i. The R21 array is running an Enginuity level less than 5876 or the R2 array is 
running an Enginuity level less than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R21 
side.


b. The SRDF pair is not an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The Enginuity level is lower than 5875 on either the R1 or R2 array.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side.


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 53  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the source of a TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap 
(continued)


SRDF control operation: N
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3. If the SRDF/A session is in the Transmit Idle state, you must issue the command with 
-symforce from the R1 side.


4. Not allowed if the devices are moving to a group operating in asynchronous mode 
and R1 and R2 arrays are running Enginuity 5876 or less, and there is a 
TimeFinder/Snap off of the R2 and either:


a. The SRDF pair is an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup in which either:


i. The R21 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5876, or the R2 array is 
running an Enginuity level lower than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side 
of the new group.


b. The SRDF pair is not an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The Enginuity level is lower than 5875 on either the R1 or R2 array.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side 
of the new group.


5. If a TimeFinder VP Snap, you must use -force.


SRDF operations when R2 is target of TimeFinder Snap/VP Snap


Table 54 identifies the allowable SRDF actions when the R2 is the target of a 
TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap copy session.


Table 54  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the target of a TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap
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createpair -establish Y Y


createpair -restore Y Y


createpair -invalidate R1 Y Y


createpair -invalidate R2 Y Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap Y Y Y Y


half_swap Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R1 Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R2 Y Y Y Y


establish Y Y Y Y


establish -full Y Y Y Y
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split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y Y Y


restore -full Y Y Y Y


update Y Y Y Y


failback Y Y Y Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y Y Y Y


failover -restore Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y Y Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 54  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the target of a TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap 
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deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 54  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the target of a TimeFinder/Snap or VP Snap 
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SRDF operations for TimeFinder/Clone sessions
This section lists the allowable SRDF operations for TimeFinder /Clone copy sessions on 
the R1 source and target and the R2 source and target. 


SRDF operations when R1 is source of TimeFinder Clone


Table 55 identifies the allowable SRDF actions when the R1 is the source of a 
TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


Table 55  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the source of a TimeFinder/Clone


SRDF control operation: N
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createpair -establish Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


createpair -restore Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


createpair -invalidate R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


createpair -invalidate R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y1 Y1 Y Y1


half_swap Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y1 Y1 Y Y1


swap -refresh R1 Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y1 Y1 Y Y1


swap -refresh R2 Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y1 Y1 Y Y1


establish Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


establish -full Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore -full Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


update Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failback Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y1 Y1 Y Y1


failover -restore Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y1 Y1 Y Y1
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1. Not allowed if the devices are in asynchronous mode and R1 and R2 arrays are 
running Enginuity 5876 or less and there is a TimeFinder/Clone off of the R1 and 


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 55  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the source of a TimeFinder/Clone (continued)
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either:


a. The SRDF pair is an R22->R1 of a concurrent R2 setup in which either:


i. The R22 array is running an Enginuity level less than 5876 or the R1 array is 
running an Enginuity level less than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R2 side.


b. The SRDF device pair is not an R22->R1 of a concurrent R2 setup and either:


i. The Enginuity level is lower than 5875 on either the R1 or R2 array.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R2 side.


SRDF operations when R1 is target of TimeFinder Clone


Table 56 identifies the allowable SRDF actions when the R1 is the target of a 
TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


Table 56  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the target of a TimeFinder/Clone


SRDF control 
operation: N
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createpair -establish Y Y Y Y Y


createpair -restore Y Y Y Y Y


createpair -invalidate 
R1


Y Y Y Y Y


createpair -invalidate 
R2


Y Y Y Y Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap Y Y


half_swap Y Y


swap -refresh R1 Y Y


swap -refresh R2 Y Y


establish Y Y Y Y Y Y


full establish Y Y Y Y Y Y


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y Y Y Y


restore -full Y Y Y Y Y
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update Y Y Y Y Y


failback Y Y Y Y Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y Y


failover -restore Y Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y Y Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_devpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_devpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 56  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the target of a TimeFinder/Clone (continued)
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Note: There are no subscripts for TimeFinder/Clone R1 targets.


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 56  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the target of a TimeFinder/Clone (continued)
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SRDF operations when R2 is source of TimeFinder Clone 


Table 57 identifies the allowable SRDF actions when the R2 is the source of a 
TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


Table 57  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the source of a TimeFinder/Clone


SRDF control operation: N
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createpair -establish Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y1,
3


Y3 Y Y3


createpair -restore Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y3


createpair -invalidate R1 Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y


createpair -invalidate R2 Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y5 Y5 Y5 Y Y Y Y5 Y5 Y Y Y Y5


half_movepair Y Y5 Y5 Y5 Y Y Y Y5 Y5 Y Y Y Y5


swap Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_swap Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


establish Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y Y3


full establish Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3,
1


Y3 Y Y Y3


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y2 Y Y3


restore -full Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y2 Y Y3


update Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y Y3


failback Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y Y3


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -restore Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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merge Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y Y3


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_devpace


Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y3 Y Y3


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y3 Y Y3


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 57  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the source of a TimeFinder/Clone (continued)
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1. Only allowed if required Enginuity levels or patches are detected and not a 
TimeFinder VP Snap.


2. Not allowed if the devices are in async mode and there is a TimeFinder/Clone off of 
the R2 either:


a. The SRDF pair will become an R21->R2 for which any of the following apply:


i. The R21 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5876 Q42012 SR, or the 
R2 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side.


iii.If the R21->R2 pair will be read/write (RW) on the SRDF link, the R21 must be 
pace-capable.


b. The SRDF device pair is not an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The Enginuity level is lower than 5875 on either the R1 or R2 array.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side.


3. Not allowed if the devices are in asynchronous mode and R1 and R2 array are 
running Enginuity 5876 or less and there is a TimeFinder/Clone off of the R2 and 
either:


a. The SRDF pair is an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup in which either:


i. The R21 array is running an Enginuity level less than 5876 or the R2 array is 
running an Enginuity level less than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R21 
side.


b. The SRDF pair is not an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The Enginuity level is lower than 5875 on either the R1 or R2 array.


i. ii.SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 
side.


4. Not allowed if the devices are moving to a group operating in async mode and there 
is a TimeFinder/Clone off of the R2 and either:


a. The SRDF pair is an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and any of the following apply:


i. The R21 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5876 Q42012 SR, or the 
R2 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side 
of the new group.


b. The SRDF device pair is not an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The Enginuity level is lower than 5875 on either the R1 or R2 array.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side 
of the new group.


5. Not allowed if the devices are moving to a group operating in asynchronous mode 
and R1 and R2 arrays are running Enginuity 5876 or less and there is a 
TimeFinder/Clone off of the R2 and either:


a. The SRDF pair is an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup in which either:


i. The R21 array is running an Enginuity level less than 5876 or the R2 array is 
running an Enginuity level less than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side 
of the new group.


b. The SRDF pair is not an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The Enginuity level is lower than 5875 on either the R1 or R2 array.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side 
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of the new group.


SRDF operations when R2 is target of TimeFinder Clone


Table 58 identifies the allowable SRDF actions when the R2 is the target of a 
TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


Table 58  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the target of a TimeFinder/Clone
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createpair -establish Y Y


createpair -restore Y Y


createpair -invalidate R1 Y Y


createpair -invalidate R2 Y Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap Y Y Y Y Y


half_swap Y Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y


establish Y Y Y Y Y


establish -full Y Y Y Y Y


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y Y Y Y


restore -full Y Y Y Y Y


update Y Y Y Y Y


failback Y Y Y Y Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y Y Y Y Y


failover -restore Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Note: There are no subscripts for the TimeFinder/Clone R2 targets.


merge Y Y Y Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y Y Y Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_devpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 58  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the target of a TimeFinder/Clone (continued)


SRDF control operation: N
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SRDF operations for Extent-level TimeFinder/Clone sessions
This section lists the allowable SRDF operations for Extent-level TimeFinder /Clone copy 
sessions on the R1 source and target and the R2 source and target.


SRDF operations when R1 is source of Extent-level Clone


Table 59 identifies the allowable SRDF actions when the R1 is the source of an Extent-level 
TimeFinder/Clone copy session. 


Table 59  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the source of an Extent-level Clone


SRDF control operation: N
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createpair -establish Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


createpair -restore Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


createpair -invalidate R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


createpair -invalidate R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y1 Y1 Y Y1


half_swap Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y1 Y1 Y Y1


swap -refresh R1 Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y1 Y1 Y Y1


swap -refresh R2 Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y1 Y1 Y Y1


establish Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


establish -full Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore -full Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


update Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failback Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y1 Y1 Y Y1


failover -restore Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y1 Y1 Y Y1
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1. Not allowed if the devices are operating in asynchronous mode and R1 and R2 
arrays are running Enginuity 5876 or less and there is a TimeFinder/Clone off of the 


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 59  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the source of an Extent-level Clone (continued)
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R1 and either:


a. The SRDF pair is an R22->R1 of a concurrent R2 setup in which either:


i. The R22 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5876, or the R1 array is 
running an Enginuity level lower than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R2 side.


b. The SRDF device pair is not an R22->R1 of a concurrent R2 setup and either:


i. The Enginuity level is lower than 5875 on either the R1 or R2 array.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R2 side.


SRDF operations when R1 is target of Extent-level Clone


Table 60 identifies the allowable SRDF actions when the R1 is the target of an Extent-level 
TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


Table 60  Allowable SRDF operations when the R1 is the target of an Extent-level Clone


SRDF control 
operation: N
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createpair -establish Y


createpair -restore Y


createpair -invalidate 
R1


Y


createpair -invalidate 
R2


Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y


half_deletepair Y


movepair Y


half_movepair Y


swap Y


half_swap Y


swap -refresh R1 Y


swap -refresh R2 Y


establish Y Y Y Y Y Y


establish -full Y Y Y Y Y Y


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y


restore -full Y
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update Y


failback Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y


failover -restore Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not _ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_devpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_devpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 60  Allowable SRDF operations when the R1 is the target of an Extent-level Clone (continued)


SRDF control 
operation: N
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Note: There are no subscripts for the Extent-level TimeFinder/Clone R1 targets.


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 60  Allowable SRDF operations when the R1 is the target of an Extent-level Clone (continued)


SRDF control 
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SRDF operations when R2 is source of Extent-level Clone 


Table 61 identifies the allowable SRDF actions when the R2 is the source of an Extent-level 
TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


Table 61  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the source of an Extent-level Clone


SRDF control operation: N
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createpair -establish Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y1, 
3


Y3 Y Y3


createpair -restore Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y3


createpair -invalidate R1 Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y


createpair -invalidate R2 Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y5 Y5 Y5 Y Y Y Y5 Y5 Y Y Y Y5


half_movepair Y Y5 Y5 Y5 Y Y Y Y5 Y5 Y Y Y Y5


swap Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_swap Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


establish Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y Y3


establish -full Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y1, 
3


Y3 Y Y Y3


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y2 Y Y3


restore -full Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y2 Y Y3


update Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y Y3


failback Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y Y3


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -restore Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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merge Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not _ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y Y3


rw_disable R2 Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y3 Y Y3


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y Y Y Y3 Y3 Y Y3 Y Y3


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 61  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the source of an Extent-level Clone (continued)
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1. Only allowed if required Enginuity levels or patches are detected.


2. Not allowed if the devices are in async mode and there is a TimeFinder/Clone off of 
the R2 and either:


a. The SRDF pair will become an R21->R2 for which any of the following apply:


i. The R21 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5876 Q42012 SR, or the 
R2 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side.


iii.If the R21->R2 pair will be read/write (RW) on the SRDF link, the R21 must be 
pace-capable.


b. The SRDF device pair is not an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The Enginuity level is lower than 5875 on either the R1 or R2 array.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side.


3. Not allowed if the devices are in asynchronous mode and R1 and R2 arrays are 
running Enginuity 5876 or less and there is a TimeFinder/Clone off of the R2 and 
either:


a. The SRDF pair is an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup in which either:


i. The R21 array is running an Enginuity level less than 5876 or the R2 array is 
running an Enginuity level less than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R21 
side.


b. The SRDF pair is not an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The Enginuity level is lower than 5875 on either the R1 or R2 array.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side.


4. Not allowed if the devices are moving to a group operating in asynchronous mode 
and there is a TimeFinder/Clone off of the R2 and either:


a. The SRDF pair is an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and any of the following apply:


i. The R21 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5876 Q42012 SR, or the 
R2 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side 
of the new group.


b. The SRDF device pair is not an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The Enginuity level is lower than 5875 on either the R1 or R2 array.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side 
of the new group.


5. Not allowed if the devices are moving to a group operating in asynchronous mode 
and R1 and R2 arrays are running Enginuity 5876 or less and there is a 
TimeFinder/Clone off of the R2 and either:


a. The SRDF pair is an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup in which either:


i. The R21 array is running an Enginuity level less than 5876 or the R2 array is 
running an Enginuity level less than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side 
of the new group.


b. The SRDF pair is not an R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The Enginuity level is lower than 5875 on either the R1 or R2 array.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 side 
of the new group.
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SRDF operations when R2 is target of Extent-level Clone


Table 62 identifies the allowable SRDF actions when the R2 is the target of an Extent-level 
TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


Table 62  Allowable SRDF operations when the R2 is the target of an Extent-level Clone


SRDF control 
operation: N
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createpair -establish Y


createpair -restore Y


createpair -invalidate 
R1


Y


createpair -invalidate 
R2


Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y


half_deletepair Y


movepair Y


half_movepair Y


swap Y


half_swap Y


swap -refresh R1 Y


swap -refresh R2 Y


establish Y


establish -full Y


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y


restore -full Y


update Y


failback Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y


failover -restore Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Note: There are no subscripts for Extent-level TimeFinder/Clone R2 targets.


merge Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_devpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_devpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 62  Allowable SRDF operations when the R2 is the target of an Extent-level Clone (continued)


SRDF control 
operation: N
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SRDF set operations for TimeFinder/Snap sessions
This section lists the allowable SRDF set operations for TimeFinder /Snap copy sessions 
on the R1 source and target and the R2 source and target. 


SRDF set operations when R1 is source of TimeFinder/Snap 


Table 63 identifies the allowable SRDF set actions when the R1 is the source of a 
TimeFinder/Snap copy session.


Note: There are no subscripts for the operations in this table.


SRDF set operations when R1 is target of TimeFinder/Snap 


Table 64 identifies the allowable SRDF set actions when the R1 is the target for a 
TimeFinder/Snap copy session.


Note: There are no subscripts for the operations in this table.


Table 63  Allowable SRDF set operations when R1 is the source of a TimeFinder/Snap


SRDF set operation: N
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set mode async Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 64  Allowable SRDF set operations when R1 is the target of a TimeFinder/Snap


SRDF set operation: N
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set mode async Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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SRDF set operations when R2 is source of TimeFinder/Snap 


Table 65 identifies the allowable SRDF set actions when the R2 is the source of a 
TimeFinder/Snap copy session.


1. If the R2 is not an extent-based TimeFinder/Snap source device and R1 and R2 
arrays are running Enginuity 5876 or less, then not allowed if either of the following 
is true:


a. The RDF device pair is the R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The R21 array is running an Enginuity level less than 5876 or the R2 array is 
running an Enginuity level less than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 
group of the R21 device.


b. The SRDF pair is not the R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The R1 or the R2 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 
group.


SRDF set operations when R2 is target of TimeFinder/Snap 


Table 66 identifies the allowable SRDF set when the R2 is the target of a TimeFinder/Snap 
copy session.


Table 65  Allowable SRDF set operations when R2 is the source of a TimeFinder/Snap


SRDF set operation: N
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set mode async Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 66  Allowable SRDF set operations when R2 is the target of a TimeFinder/Snap


SRDF set operation: N
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set mode async Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Note: There are no subscripts for the operations in this table.
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SRDF set operations for TimeFinder/Clone sessions
This section lists the allowable SRDF set operations for TimeFinder /Clone copy sessions 
on the R1 and R2 source and the R1 and R2 target.


SRDF set operations when R1 is source of TimeFinder/Clone


Table 67 identifies the allowable SRDF set actions when the R1 is the source of a 
TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


Note: There are no subscripts for the operations in this table.


SRDF set operations when R1 is target of TimeFinder/Clone


Table 68 identifies the allowable SRDF set actions when the R1 is the target of a 
TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


1. Not allowed if TimeFinder/Clone pair was created with -copy.


Table 67  Allowable SRDF set operations when R1 is the source of a TimeFinder/Clone


SRDF set control 
operation: N
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set mode async Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 68  Allowable SRDF set operations when R1 is the target of a TimeFinder/Clone


SRDF set control 
operation: N
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set mode async Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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SRDF set operations when R2 is source of TimeFinder/Clone


Table 69 identifies the allowable SRDF set actions when the R2 is the source of a 
TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


1. If the R2 is not an extent-based TimeFinder/Clone source device and R1 and R2 
array are running Enginuity 5876 or less, then not allowed if either of the following 
is true:


a. The RDF device pair is the R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The R21 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5876 or the R2 array is 
running an Enginuity level less than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 
group of the R21 device.


b. The SRDF pair is not the R21->R2 of a cascaded setup and either:


i. The R1 or the R2 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5875.


ii. SRDF/A device-level write pacing is not configured for autostart on the R1 
group.


SRDF set operations when R2 is target of TimeFinder/Clone


Table 70 identifies the allowable SRDF set actions when the R2 is the target of a 
TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


Table 69  Allowable SRDF set operations when R2 is the source of a TimeFinder/Clone


SRDF set control 
operation: N
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set mode async Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y Y Y Y1 Y1 Y Y Y1


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 70  Allowable SRDF set operations when R2 is the target of a TimeFinder/Clone


SRDF set control 
operation: N
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set mode async Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Note: There are no subscripts for the operations in this table.
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SRDF set operations for Extent-level TimeFinder/Clone sessions
This section lists the allowable SRDF set operations for Extent-level TimeFinder /Clone 
copy sessions on the R1 and R2 source and the R1 and R2 target.


SRDF set operations when R1 is source of Extent-level Clone 


Table 71 identifies the allowable SRDF set actions when the R1 is the source of an 
Extent-level TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


Note: There are no subscripts for the operations in this table.


SRDF set operations when R1 is target of Extent-level Clone 


Table 72 identifies the allowable SRDF set actions when the R1 is the target of an 
Extent-level TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


Note: There are no subscripts for the operations in this table.


Table 71  Allowable SRDF set operations when R1 is the source of an Extent-level Clone


SRDF set control 
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set mode async Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 72  Allowable SRDF set operations when R1 is the target of an Extent-level Clone


SRDF SET control 
operation: N
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set mode async Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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SRDF set operations when R2 is source of Extent-level Clone 


Table 73 identifies the allowable SRDF set actions when the R2 is the source of an 
Extent-level TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


Note: There are no subscripts for the operations in this table.


SRDF set operations when R2 is target of Extent-level Clone 


Table 74 identifies the allowable SRDF set actions when the R2 is the target of an 
Extent-level TimeFinder/Clone copy session.


Table 73  Allowable SRDF set operations when the R2 is the source of an Extent-level Clone


SRDF set control 
operation: N
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set mode async Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 74  Allowable SRDF set operations when R2 is the target of an Extent-level Clone


SRDF set control 
operation: N
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set mode async Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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SRDF operations for TimeFinder Snap VX
This section lists the allowable SRDF operations for TimeFinder Snap VX sessions on VMAX 
3 arrays running HYPERMAX OS.


Determine SnapVX states-SRDF operations interaction rules 


The following table describes how Snap VX states are identified for SRDF operations 
allowed with Snap VX source devices.


Table 75  SnapVX State Determination


Snap VX State Snap VX CLI Determine State


Established symsnapvx list The flags field indicates:
(F)ailed: = . for No Failure


Restore In Progress symsnapvx list
-restored 


-detail


The Done(%) field is not at 100%


Restored syms‘napvx list
-restored 


–detail


The Done(%) field is at 100%


Terminate in Progress symsnapvx list The snapshot is still seen on the display.


Terminated symsnapvx list The snapshot is not seen on the display.


Failed symsnapvx list The flags field indicates:
(F)ailed  =  X  for Failed


Link Copy In Progress symsnapvx list 
–link


 –tgt –detail


The flags field indicates:
(C)opy = I for CopyInProg


The Done (%) field is not at 100% 


Link Copied symsnapvx list 
–link


 –tgt –detail


The flags field indicates:
(C)opy = C for Copied or
D for Copied/Destaged


The Done (%) field is at 100% 


Linked symsnapvx list 
-linked


The flags field indicates :
(C)opy = . for NoCopy Link
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SRDF operations when R1 is source of Snapvx


Table 76 identifies allowable SRDF operations when the R1 is the source of a TimeFinder 
Snapvx session 


Table 76  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the source of a TimeFinder Snapvx


SRDF Control Operation: N
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createpair - establish Y Y Y Y Y


createpair - restore Y Y Y Y Y


createpair - invalidate R1 Y Y Y Y Y


createpair - invalidate R2 Y Y Y Y Y


createpair - format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap Y Y Y Y


half_swap Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R1 Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R2 Y Y Y Y


establish Y Y Y Y Y


establish -full Y Y Y Y Y


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y Y Y Y


restore -full Y Y Y Y Y


update Y Y Y Y Y


failback Y Y Y Y Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y Y Y Y


failover -restore Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y Y Y Y
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msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y Y Y Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 76  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the source of a TimeFinder Snapvx


SRDF Control Operation: N
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SRDF operations when R1 is target for Snapvx


Table 77 identifies allowable SRDF operations when the R1 is the target of a TimeFinder 
Snapvx session 


Table 77  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the target of a TimeFinder Snapvx


SRDF Control Operation: N
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createpair - establish Y Y


createpair - restore Y Y


createpair - invalidate R1 Y Y


createpair - invalidate R2 Y Y


createpair - format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y


swap Y


half_swap Y


swap -refresh R1 Y


swap -refresh R2 Y


establish Y Y Y


establish -full Y Y Y


split Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y


restore -full Y Y


update Y Y


failback Y Y


failover Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y


failover -restore Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y
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Note: There are no subscripts for the operations in this table.


SRDF operations when R2 is source of Snapvx


Table 78 identifies allowable SRDF operations when the R2 is the source of a TimeFinder 
Snapvx session 


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y


Table 77  Allowable SRDF operations when R1 is the target of a TimeFinder Snapvx


SRDF Control Operation: N
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Table 78  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the source of a TimeFinder Snapvx


SRDF Control Operation: N
o 
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createpair - establish Y Y Y2 Y


createpair - restore Y Y Y Y


createpair - invalidate R1 Y Y Y Y


createpair - invalidate R2 Y Y Y Y


createpair - format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap Y Y Y Y Y


half_swap Y Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y


swap -refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y


establish Y Y Y Y Y


establish -full Y Y Y2 Y Y


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore -full Y Y Y Y Y Y


update Y Y Y Y Y


failback Y Y Y Y Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y Y Y Y Y


failover -restore Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y Y Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y Y Y Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 78  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the source of a TimeFinder Snapvx


SRDF Control Operation: N
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1. If the SRDF/A session is in Transmit Idle state, you must use symforce from the R1 side.


2. Must use -force


SRDF operations when R2 is target for Snapvx


Table 79 identifies allowable SRDF operations when the R2 is the target of a TimeFinder 
Snapvx session.


Table 79  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the target of a TimeFinder Snapvx


SRDF Control Operation: N
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createpair - establish Y


createpair - restore Y


createpair - invalidate R1 Y


createpair - invalidate R2 Y


createpair - format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y


swap Y Y


half_swap Y Y


swap -refresh R1 Y Y


swap -refresh R2 Y Y


establish Y Y


establish -full Y Y


split Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y


restore -full Y Y


update Y Y


failback Y Y


failover Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y Y


failover -restore Y Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y
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SRDF set operations for TimeFinder Snapvx sessions
This section lists the allowable SRDF set operations for Timefinder Snapvx sessions on the 
R1 and R2 source, and the R1 and R2 target.


merge Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace_exempt Y Y Y Y


Table 79  Allowable SRDF operations when R2 is the target of a TimeFinder Snapvx


SRDF Control Operation: N
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SRDF set operations when R1 is source of TimeFinder Snapvx


Table 80 identifies allowable SRDF set operations when the R1 is the source of a 
TimeFinder Snapvx session. 


SRDF set operations when R1 is target of TimeFinder Snapvx


Table 81 identifies allowable SRDF set operations when the R1 is the target of a 
TimeFinder Snapvx session. 


Table 80  Allowable SRDF set operations when R1 is the source of a TimeFinder Snapvx


SRDF Set Operation: N
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set mode async Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 81  Allowable SRDF set operations when R1 is the target of a TimeFinder Snapvx


SRDF Set Operation: N
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set mode async Y Y Y Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y
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SRDF set operations when R2 is source of TimeFinder Snapvx


Table 82 identifies allowable SRDF set operations when the R2 is the source of a 
TimeFinder Snapvx session. 


SRDF set operations when R2 is target of TimeFinder Snapvx


Table 83 identifies allowable SRDF set operations when the R2 is the target of a 
TimeFinder Snapvx session. 


Table 82  Allowable SRDF set operations when R2 is the source of a TimeFinder Snapvx


SRDF Set Operation: N
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set mode async Y Y Y Y Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 83  Allowable SRDF set operations when R2 is the target of a TimeFinder Snapvx


SRDF Set Operation: N
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set mode async Y


set mode sync Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_disk Y Y Y Y Y


set mode acp_wp Y Y Y Y Y
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APPENDIX C
SRDF operations and rcopy States


This appendix describes the following topics:


◆ R1 is part of an Rcopy PUSH ..................................................................................  448
◆ R1 is part of an Rcopy PULL ...................................................................................  450
◆ R2 is part of an Rcopy PUSH ..................................................................................  453
◆ R2 is part of an Rcopy PULL ...................................................................................  455
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SRDF operations and rcopy States

Rcopy Session on the R1 side
This section lists the allowable SRDF operations with their applicable Rcopy states when 
there is an Rcopy session on the R1.


R1 is part of an Rcopy PUSH


Table 84 identifies the allowable SRDF actions with their applicable Rcopy states when 
there is an Rcopy PUSH session on the R1.


Table 84  Allowable SRDF operations with Rcopy PUSH session on the R1


Rcopy State:


SRDF Control Operation: N
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createpair -establish Y 7 Y 7 Y 7 Y 7 Y 7 Y 7 Y 7 Y 7 Y 7 Y 7 Y 7 Y 7 Y 7 Y1,6,
7


Y 7 Y 7 Y 7 Y 7


createpair -restore Y Y1,
7


Y1,
7


Y1,
7


Y1,
6, 7


createpair -invalidate R1 Y Y1,
7


Y1,
7


Y1,
7


Y1,
6, 7


createpair -invalidate R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y1,
6, 7


Y Y Y Y Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap Y


half_swap Y


swap -refresh R1 Y


swap -refresh R2 Y


establish Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y4 Y1,6 Y Y Y Y


establish -full Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y4 Y1,6 Y Y Y Y


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,6


restore -full Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,6


update R1 Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,6


failback Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,6
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failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y


failover -restore Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,6


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y6 Y1,6 Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,6


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y6 Y1,6 Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y2 Y5 Y2 Y2 Y5 Y2 Y5 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y5,6 Y2,6 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 84  Allowable SRDF operations with Rcopy PUSH session on the R1 (continued)
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SRDF operations and rcopy States

1. Not allowed if the R1 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5874.


2. Not allowed if the R2 owes data to the R1.


3. If the R2 owes data to the R1, not allowed if the R1 array is running an Enginuity level 
lower than 5874, or if donor update is specified.


4. Not allowed if the Rcopy session has front end zero detect.


5. If R2 owes data to the R1, not allowed if the R1 array is running an Enginuity level 
less than 5874 or if donor update specified.


6. Not allowed if the Rcopy session has front end zero detect.


7. Not allowed if the R1 array is running HYPERMAX OS (5977) or above.


R1 is part of an Rcopy PULL


Table 85 identifies the allowable SRDF actions with their applicable Rcopy states when 
there is an Rcopy PULL session on the R1. 


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 84  Allowable SRDF operations with Rcopy PUSH session on the R1 (continued)
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Table 85  Allowable SRDF operations with Rcopy PULL session on the R1


Rcopy State:


SRDF Control 
Operations: N
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createpair -establish Y


createpair -restore Y


createpair -invalidate R1 Y


createpair -invalidate R2 Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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swap Y


half_swap Y


swap -refresh R1 Y


swap -refresh R2 Y


establish Y Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3


establish-full Y Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3 Y1,3


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y


restore -full Y


update Y


failback Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y


failover -restore Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2 Y2


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y


refresh R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y1,2,3 Y1,3 Y1,2,3 Y1,2,3 Y1,3 Y1,2,3 Y1,2,3 Y1,2,3 Y1,2,3 Y1,2,3 Y1,2,3 Y1,2,3 Y1,2,3


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 85  Allowable SRDF operations with Rcopy PULL session on the R1 (continued)


Rcopy State:
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SRDF operations and rcopy States

1. Not allowed if the R1 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5874.


2. Not allowed if the R2 owes data to the R1.


3. Not allowed if the Rcopy session has front end zero detect.


4. If R2 owes data to the R1, not allowed if the R1 array is running an Enginuity level 
less than 5874.


Rcopy Session on the R2 side
This section lists the allowable SRDF operations with their applicable Rcopy states when 
there is an Rcopy session on the R2.


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_devpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 85  Allowable SRDF operations with Rcopy PULL session on the R1 (continued)


Rcopy State:


SRDF Control 
Operations: N
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R2 is part of an Rcopy PUSH


Table 86 identifies the allowable SRDF actions with their applicable Rcopy states when 
there is an Rcopy PUSH session on the R2.


Table 86  Allowable SRDF operations with Rcopy PUSH session on the R2
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SRDF control operation: N
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createpair -establish Y


createpair -restore Y


createpair -invalidate R1 Y


createpair -invalidate R2 Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap Y


half_swap Y


swap -refresh R1 Y


swap -refresh R2 Y


establish Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,2,3


establish -full Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,2,3


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,3 Y3 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


restore -full Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,3 Y3 Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1


update Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y3 N Y Y Y Y


failback Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y


failover -restore Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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1. Not allowed if the R2 array is running an Enginuity level lower than 5874.


2. Not allowed if donor update specified.


merge Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1,2,3


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_devpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 86  Allowable SRDF operations with Rcopy PUSH session on the R2 (continued)
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SRDF control operation: N
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SRDF operations and rcopy States

3. Not allowed if the Rcopy session has front end zero detect.


R2 is part of an Rcopy PULL


Table 87 identifies the allowable SRDF actions with their applicable Rcopy states when 
there is an Rcopy PULL session on the R2.


Table 87  Allowable SRDF operations with Rcopy PULL session on the R2


Rcopy State:


SRDF control 
operation: N
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createpair -establish Y


createpair -restore Y


createpair -invalidate 
R1


Y


createpair -invalidate 
R2


Y


createpair -format Y


deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_deletepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


half_movepair Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


swap Y


half_swap Y


swap -refresh R1 Y


swap -refresh R2 Y


establish Y


establish -full Y


split Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


restore Y


restore -full Y


update Y


failback Y


failover Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


failover -establish Y


failover -restore Y


invalidate -R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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invalidate -R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


merge Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


msc_cleanup Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


not_ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


ready R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


refresh R2 Y


suspend Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


resume Y


rw_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


rw_enable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


write_disable R2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_dse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_devpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_devpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate -rdfa_pace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate -rdfa_wpace Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


activate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


deactivate 
-rdfa_wpace_exempt


Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


Table 87  Allowable SRDF operations with Rcopy PULL session on the R2


Rcopy State:


SRDF control 
operation: N
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Preface


As part of its effort to continuously improve and enhance the performance and capabilities of the
EMC product line, EMC periodically releases new versions of both the EMC Enginuity Operating
Environment and EMC Solutions Enabler. Therefore, some functions described in this guide may not
be supported by all versions of Enginuity or Solutions Enabler currently in use. For the most up-to-
date information on product features, see your product release notes.


Contact your EMC representative if a product does not function properly or does not function as
described in this document.


This document was accurate at publication time. New versions of this document might be
released on the EMC Online Support site. Check the EMC Online Support site to ensure
that you are using the latest version of this document.


Purpose
This reference guide provides man pages for all the SYMCLI commands in HTML format. It also
includes information about environment variables, return codes, and options files.


Audience
This manual provides reference information for command-line users and script programmers that
focus on configuring and managing storage on Symmetrix arrays.


Related documents
The following documents provide additional information about SRDF/TimeFinder Manager and
Solutions Enabler:


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler V8.0 Release Notes— Describe new features and any known


limitations.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler Installation Guide — Provides host-specific installation instructions.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference — Documents the SYMCLI commands,


daemons, error codes and option file parameters provided with the Solutions Enabler man
pages.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI User Guide — Describes how to configure and manage


SRDF environments using SYMCLI commands.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder Family CLI User Guide — Describes how to configure and


manage TimeFinder environments using SYMCLI commands.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler SRM CLI User Guide — Provides Storage Resource Management (SRM)


information related to various data objects and data handling facilities.


◆ EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide — Describes how to configure VMAX Family


security settings.


The following documents provide additional hardware platform information:
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◆ EMC VMAX3 Family Documentation Set— Contains documentation related to the VMAX 100K,


200K, and 400K arrays.


◆ EMC Symmetrix VMAX Family (10K, 20K, 40K) Documentation Set— Contains documentation


related to the VMAX 10K, 20K, and 40K arrays.


◆ EMC VMAX3 with HYPERMAX OS Release Notes— Describe new features and any known


limitations.


◆ EMC VMAX Family Viewer for Desktop and iPad® — Illustrates system hardware,


incrementally scalable system configurations, and available host connectivity offered for VMAX
arrays.


◆ E-Lab™ Interoperability Navigator (ELN) — Provides a web-based interoperability and solution


search portal. You can find the ELN at https://elabnavigator.EMC.com.


◆ SolVe Desktop — Provides links to documentation, procedures for common tasks, and


connectivity information for 2-site and 3-site SRDF configurations. To download the SolVe
Desktop tool, go to EMC Online Support at https://support.EMC.com and search for SolVe
Desktop. Download the SolVe Desktop and load the VMAX Family and DMX procedure
generator.


You need to authenticate (authorize) your SolVe Desktop. Once it is installed, please
familiarize yourself with the information under Help tab.


Conventions used in this manual
EMC uses the following conventions for special notices.


Every use of the word SYMCLI means Solutions Enabler.


CAUTION, used with the safety alert symbol, indicates a hazardous situation
which, if not avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury.


NOTICE is used to address practices not related to personal injury.


A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


Typographical conventions
EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:
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Normal Used in running (nonprocedural) text for:


◆ Names of interface elements (such as names of windows, dialog boxes,


buttons, fields, and menus)


◆ Names of resources, attributes, pools, Boolean expressions, buttons, DQL


statements, keywords, clauses, environment variables, filenames, functions,
utilities


◆ URLs, pathnames, filenames, directory names, computer names, links,


groups, service keys, file systems, notifications


Bold Used in running (nonprocedural) text for:


◆ Names of commands, daemons, options, programs, processes, services,


applications, utilities, kernels, notifications, system call, man pages


Used in procedures for:


◆ Names of interface elements (such as names of windows, dialog boxes,


buttons, fields, and menus)


◆ What user specifically selects, clicks, presses, or types


Italic Used in all text (including procedures) for:


◆ Full titles of publications referenced in text


◆ Emphasis (for example a new term)


◆ Variables


Courier Used for:


◆ System output, such as an error message or script


◆ URLs, complete paths, filenames, prompts, and syntax when shown outside


of running text.


Courier
bold


Used for:


◆ Specific user input (such as commands)


Courier
italic


Used in procedures for:


◆ Variables on command line


◆ User input variables


< > Angle brackets enclose parameter or variable values supplied by the user


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections -the bar means “or”


{ } Braces indicate content that you must specify (that is, x or y or z)


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained on EMC Online Support as
described next.


To open a service request through EMC Online Support, you must have a valid support
agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for details about obtaining a valid
support agreement or to answer any questions about your account.


Product information


For documentation, release notes, software updates, or for information about EMC products,
licensing, and service, go to EMC Online Support (registration required) at:


https://support.EMC.com


Technical support


EMC offers a variety of support options.


Support by Product


EMC offers consolidated, product-specific information on the Web at:


https://support.EMC.com/products


The Support by Product web pages offer quick links to Documentation, White Papers, Advisories
(such as frequently used Knowledgebase articles), and Downloads, as well as more dynamic
content, such as presentations, discussion, relevant Customer Support Forum entries, and a link to
EMC Live Chat.


EMC Live Chat


Open a Chat or instant message session with an EMC Support Engineer.


eLicensing support


To activate your entitlements and obtain your Symmetrix license files, visit the Service Center on
https://support.EMC.com, as directed on your License Authorization Code (LAC) letter emailed to
you.


For help with missing or incorrect entitlements after activation (that is, expected functionality
remains unavailable because it is not licensed), contact your EMC Account Representative or
Authorized Reseller.


For help with any errors applying license files through Solutions Enabler, contact the EMC Customer
Support Center.


If you are missing a LAC letter, or require further instructions on activating your licenses through the
Online Support site, contact EMC's worldwide Licensing team at licensing@emc.com or call:


North America, Latin America, APJK, Australia, New Zealand: SVC4EMC (800-782-4362) and follow
the voice prompts.


EMEA: +353 (0) 21 4879862 and follow the voice prompts.


Your comments


Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall quality of
the user publications. Send your opinions of this document to: VMAXContentFeedback@emc.com.
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SYMCLI Commands


This chapter includes UNIX-style man pages for all SYMCLI commands. Commands are listed
alphabetically.
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symaccess
Performs Auto-provisioning Group operations on storage, initiator, and port groups.


Allows you to create and manage masking views.


SYNOPSIS


symaccess -h


Storage Group


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -name <Group_name> -type storage


[-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]]


create


create -g <DgName> [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev] [-tgt]


create -file <DeviceFileName> [src] [tgt]


create devs <SymDevStart:SymDevEnd> |


<SymDevName[,SymDevName[,SymDevName...]]>


create sg <SgName>[,<SgName1>,<SgName2>,.,<SgNamen>]


delete [-force][-noprompt]


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -name <Group_name> -type storage


rename -new_name <NewGroupName>


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -name <GroupName> -type storage


[-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]]


[-ckd] [-celerra] [-rp]


add -g <DgName> [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev] [-tgt] [-lun <addr>]


add -file <DeviceFileName> [src] [tgt] [-lun <addr>]
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add devs <SymDevStart:SymDevEnd> [-lun <Addr>] |


<SymDevName> [-lun <Addr>] |


<SymDevName,SymDevName,SymDevName...>


[-lun <Addr> | -lun <Addr,Addr,Addr...>]


add sg <SgName>[,<SgName1>,<SgName2>,...,<SgNamen>]


[-lun <Addr>]


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -name <GroupName> -type storage


[-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]] [-force]


[-unmap [-celerra] [-rp]] [-ckd]


remove -g <DgName> [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev] [-tgt]


remove -file <DeviceFileName> [src] [tgt]


remove devs <SymDevStart:SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName> |


<SymDevName,SymDevName,SymDevName...>


remove sg <SgName>[,<SgName1>,<SgName2>,...,<SgNamen>]


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -target_sid <SymmID>


copy -name <GroupName> -type storage


[-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]]


symaccess -sid <SymmID> [-offline] | -file <backup_filename>


list -type storage


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> |


<SymDevName> | <<SymDevName>,<SymDevName>...>>]


[-name <GroupName>] [-v | -detail]


show <GroupName> -type storage


Initiator Group
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symaccess -sid <SymmID> -name <GroupName> -type initiator


[-consistent_lun]


create


create -wwn <wwn>


create -iscsi <iscsi>


create -file <InitiatorFileName>


create -ig <InitiatorGroupName>


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -name <GroupName> -type initiator


delete [-force] [-noprompt]


rename -new_name <NewGroupName>


symaccess -sid <SymmID>


rename -wwn <wwn> -alias <alias>


rename -iscsi <iscsi> -alias <alias>


replace -wwn <wwn> -new_wwn <NewWWN> [-noprompt]


replace -iscsi <iscsi> -new_iscsi <NewiSCSI> [-noprompt]


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -name <GroupName> -type initiator


add -wwn <wwn>


add -iscsi <iscsi>


add -ig <InitiatorGroupName>
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add -file <InitiatorFileName>


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -name <GroupName> -type initiator


remove -wwn <wwn> [-login]


remove -iscsi <iscsi> [-login]


remove -ig <InitiatorGroupName> [-login]


remove -file <InitiatorFileName> [-login]


symaccess -sid <SymmID> <-wwn <wwn> | -iscsi <iscsi>>


[-dirport <Dir>:<Port>] -login


remove


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -target_sid <SymmID>


copy -name <GroupName> -type initiator


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -wwn <wwn> | -iscsi <iscsi>


set hba_flags <on <flag,flag,flag...> <-enable |-disable> |


off [flag,flag,flag...]>


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -name <GroupName> -type initiator


set ig_flags <on <flag> <-enable |-disable> |


off [flag]>


set consistent_lun <on | off [-force]>


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -wwn <wwn>


set lockdown <on <fcid> | off>
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symaccess -sid <SymmID> -wwn <wwn> | -iscsi <iscsi>


list logins [-dirport <Dir>:<Port>] [-v]


symaccess -sid <SymmID> [-offline] | -file <backup_filename>


list -type initiator [-wwn <wwn> | -iscsi <iscsi>]


[-name <GroupName>] [-detail | -v]


show <GroupName> -type initiator [-detail]


Port Group


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -name <GroupName> -type port


create


create -dirport <Dir>:<Port>[,<Dir>:<Port>...]


delete [-force][-noprompt]


rename -new_name <NewGroupName>


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -name <GroupName> -type port


-dirport <Dir>:<Port>[,<Dir>:<Port>...]


add [-celerra][-rp][-ckd]


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -name <GroupName> -type port


-dirport <Dir>:<Port>[,<Dir>:<Port>...]


[-ckd][-force]


remove [-unmap [-celerra][-rp]]


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -target_sid <SymmID>
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copy -name <GroupName> -type port


symaccess -sid <SymmID> [-offline] | -file <backup_filename>


list -type port [-dirport <Dir>:<Port>]


[-name <GroupName>] [-detail | -v]


show <GroupName> -type port


Masking View


symaccess -sid <SymmID> view -name <ViewName>


[-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]]


[-ckd] [-celerra] [-rp]


create -sg <StorageGroupName> -pg <PortGroupName>


-ig <InitiatorGroupName> [-lun <Addr>]


create <-wwn <wwn> | -iscsi <iscsi>>


-dirport <Dir>:<Port>[,<Dir>:<Port>...]


< devs <SymDevStart:SymDevEnd> [-lun <Addr>] >  |


< <SymDevName> [-lun <Addr>] > |


< <SymDevName,SymDevName,SymDevName...>


[ -lun <Addr,Addr,Addr...>] >


create <-wwn <wwn> | -iscsi <iscsi>>


-dirport <Dir>:<Port>[,<Dir>:<Port>...]


<-g <DgName> [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev] [-tgt]> |


<-file <DeviceFileName> [src] [tgt]>


symaccess -sid <SymmID> view -name <ViewName>


[-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]]


delete [-unmap [-celerra][-rp]][-ckd][-noprompt]


rename -new_name <NewViewName>
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symaccess -sid <SymmID> -target_sid <SymmID>


copy -name <ViewName> view [-ckd] [-celerra] [-rp]


[-reserve_id ResvID[,ResvID[,ResvID...]]]


symaccess -sid <SymmID> [-offline] | -file <backup_filename>


[-detail]


list view [-name <ViewName>] [-v]


show view <ViewName> [-ig <ChildInitiatorGroupName>]


CHAP


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -iscsi <iscsi>


enable chap


disable chap


set chap -cred <Credential> -secret <Secret>


symaccess -sid <SymmID> -dirport <Dir>:<Port>


set chap -cred <Credential> -secret <Secret>


symaccess -sid <SymmID> [-dirport <Dir>:<Port>]


enable chap


disable chap


delete chap


symaccess -sid <SymmID> | -file <backup_filename>


list chap [-dirport <Dir>:<Port>] [-v]
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Miscellaneous


symaccess discover hba [-rename] [-v]


symaccess list hba [-v]


symaccess -sid <SymmID>


-file <BackupFileName> [-noprompt]


backup  [-symforce]


restore [-remove_ckd] [-disassociate] [-force]


symaccess -sid <SymmID> | -file <backup_filename> [-log]


verify


symaccess -sid <SymmID> [-offline] | -file <backup_filename>


list [-name <GroupName>] [-v | -detail]


list devinfo [-ig <InitiatorGroupName> [-detail]]


symaccess -sid <SymmID>


list assignment [-v] -devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> |


<SymDevName> | <<SymDevName>,<SymDevName>...>>


list no_assignments [-dirport <Dir>:<Port>]


DESCRIPTION


The symaccess command provides the ability to perform the


following actions:


- Create initiator, port, and storage groups.
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- Create masking views, each one containing a single


initiator, port, and storage group.


- Delete a masking view.


- Delete initiator, port, and storage groups when they


are not part of a masking view.


- Rename masking views or initiator, port, or


storage groups.


- Associate an ASCII name with the initiator as a


convenience. To NULL the alias, use a slash (/) as


input.


- Add or remove devices for a specifed storage group.


- Add or remove front-end director-ports for a specified


port group.


- Add or remove initiators for a specified initiator


group.


- Copy masking views or initiator, port, or


storage groups from one Symmetrix array to another.


- Replace the host HBA without losing established


permissions. 


- Set HBA port flags on a per initiator basis. This


feature allows the user to change some attributes


for a different host type on the FA or SE for the


specified initiator.


- Set the consistent LUN flag for an initiator group to


force that any device masked to this group has the
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same LUN for all ports.


- Display the login history table.


- Associate the Fibre Channel ID (FCID) of a switch


in a fabric to the path from a host HBA to a


Symmetrix array. This further restricts the path


by which a host can connect to a Symmetrix array.


- Set, enable, disable, or delete CHAP credentials


from the database for either the director/port


or a specified iSCSI initiator.


- Back up the Auto-provisioning Group data to a user-named


file on the host.


- Restore the Auto-provisioning Group data from a backup


file stored on the host.


- List the host HBA information.


- List the group information.


- List the view information.


- Verifies that the AutoProvisioning Database is


consistent.


ARGUMENTS


add          Adds elements to the specified group.


backup       Creates a file containing all of the group


and view information currently on the


array.


copy         Copies views or groups from one Symmetrix
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array to another.


create       Creates a view or group of the specifed type.


delete Deletes the masking view or security


information that was previously set for


either a director/port or an iSCSI initiator.


disable      Disables security information that was


previously set for a director/port or an


iSCSI initiator.


discover     Discovers the WWN or iSCSI names of the


HBAs on the host which has paths to the


Symmetrix and writes the ASCII alias names


to the login history table (if empty).


enable       Enables security information that was


previously set for a director/port or an


iSCSI initiator.


list         Lists the group, view, or security


information.


remove       Removes elements from the specified group.


rename       Renames the ASCII name of a group or view, or


renames the alias for the specifed initiator


within a group and the login history table.


replace      Replaces the WWN or iSCSI name within an


initiator group with the specified new WWN


or iSCSI name.


restore      Restores all of the group, view, and security


information from the specified backup file.
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set          Sets initiator attributes or CHAP credentials.


show         Shows detailed information about the groups


or views.


verify       Checks the Auto-provisioning database to 


verify that it is consistent.


KEYWORDS


assignments  Lists the currently assigned initiators for


the specified devices.


chap         Specifies the iSCSI CHAP credential.


consistent_lun


Sets the consistent LUN for the specified


initiator group.


devinfo      Lists the device information by initiator


group.


devs         Specifies devices to be added or removed.


hba    Specifies the WWN or iSCSI name of the HBA


on the host.


hba_flags    Sets the HBA port settings for an initiator


within a group for any settings that should


differ from the current settings on the port.


ig_flags     Sets the port settings for an initiator


group for any settings that should differ


from the current settings on the port.


lockdown     Sets the FCID value for an initiator within


a group.
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logins       Specifies the entries in the login history


table.


no_assignment


Lists devices that are mapped, but not


yet assigned within a masking view.


sg           Indicates a list of storage group names.


src          Limits the action to the source devices


in a device file.


tgt          Limits the action to the target devices


in a device file.


view         Indicates that the action will be performed


on a view.


OPTIONS


-bcv         Limits the action to the BCV devices of


a device group.


-celerra     Required to map and unmap Celerra devices.


-ckd         Allows CKD devices to be masked. By default,


CKD devices are blocked from masking but will


be allowed if the devices are already mapped.


-consistent_lun


Sets the consistent LUN for the initiator


group being created.


-detail      Provides detailed information for the


specified group or masking views.


-devs        Applies Symmetrix device names to the action.
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-dirport     Specifies the director and port number.


-disable     Disables the overridden HBA port flags on a


per initiator basis.


-disassociate


Disassociates the storage group from a FAST


policy if the contents of the group would


contain invalid devices for FAST.


-enable      Enables the overridden HBA port flags on a


per initiator basis.


-file        Specifies the filename. The file option can be


used to specify a device, initiator, or backup


file. -f is synonymous with -file.


-force       Forces the deletion of the storage,


port, or initiator group with or without


members. For a storage group, it allows the


removal of invalid devices from the storage


group. For a restore, it forces the


restore of a backup file.


-g           Applies a device group name to the command.


-h           Provides brief, online help.


-ig          Specifies the initiator group name. The -ig


option is synonymous with -initgrp.


-iscsi       Specifies the iSCSI name.


-log         Reports all of the inconsistencies found in


the AutoProvisioning Database in the SYMAPI


log.
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-lun         Specifies the LUN addresses to be used for


the devices being added to a storage group,


to the host HBA, or to a view. Supply a


single LUN address for all devices to be


added, or provide a list of LUN addresses


equal to the number of device ranges in


the list. For storage groups, LUN values


may only be supplied after a storage group


belongs to a view.


-name        Specifies the group or view name.


-new_name    Specifies the new name for the group or


view.


-noprompt    Requests that no prompts are returned


after the command is entered. The default


is to prompt the user for confirmation.


-pg          Specifies the name of the port group.


-pg is synonymous with -portgrp.


-remove_ckd  Skips over all CKD devices within the backup,


which allows the backup to be restored if the


CKD devices are no longer mapped.


-rename      Forces the hostname/adapter or hostname/IP


to be written out to both the login history


table and the specified initiator within a


group, even if one is present. Overwrites


any existing alias in the record.


-reserve_id  Specifies the device reservation IDs for the


devices in the operation.


-rp          Required to map and unmap devices tagged
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for RecoverPoint use.


-secret      Designates the secret value associated with


the CHAP protocol's authentication data.


-sg          Specifies the name of the storage group when


creating a view. -sg is synonymous with


-storgrp.


-sid         Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID.


-std         Limits the action to the source devices


of a device group.


-symforce    Forces the operation to execute when


normally it would be rejected. On backup,


it causes an inconsistent masking


database to be backed up.


IMPORTANT: Use extreme caution with


this option.


-target_sid  Specifies the unique target Symmetrix ID.


-tgt         Limits the action to the target devices


of a device group.


-type        Specifies one of the following group types:


Type          Description


----------- ---------------


storage       Indicates a storage group.


It may contain up to 4,000


Symmetrix devices.


initiator     Indicates an initiator group.


It may contain up to 32 fibre


initiators, 8 iSCSI names,
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the name of another


initiator group, or a


combination of them.


port          Indicates a port group.


It may contain any number of


valid front-end ports.


-unmap       Unmaps devices from ports.


When a device is removed from a storage group


that is part of a view, the device will get


unmapped from the ports contained in the port


group of that view.


When a port is removed from a port group that


is part of a view, all devices in the storage


group associated with the view will be


unmapped from this port.


When a view is dissolved, all devices in the


storage group associated with the view will be


unmapped from all ports in the port group of


that view.


If the devices are mapped to the same ports


through other views, those mappings will


remain in place.


-v           Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-vdev        Limits the action to the VDEV devices in a


device group.


-wwn         Specifies a World Wide Name. Only one WWN


can be provided on the command line. Some


commands allow a file to be taken in as input.


Multiple WWNs can be provided in this file.


PARAMETERS
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Addr            The LUN address to be used for the


corresponding device.


BackupFileName  The backup file name to which operations


will be performed.


ChildInitiatorGroupName


The child initiator group name. Changes the


output to diplay the initiator and LUN


information for the child initiator group.


Credential      The CHAP protocol's credential name.


For Microsoft users, the string should


be between 8 and 256 characters.


DeviceFileName  Name of the file where devices are


listed. The device file can contain


devices (SymDevNames) separated by new


lines or device pairs (SymDevNames) listing


a pair each line (the source device,


followed by a target device).


Examples of device file format:


Example 1:


0026  0029


0015  0016


Example 2:


0001


0002


DgName          The device group name.
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Dir             Applies a director number designation.


fcid            A Fibre Channel ID associated with


the switch.


flag            Specifies the overridden HBA port flags or


initiator group port flags from the


following values in []:


Supported HBA port flags:


- Common_Serial_Number     [C]


- Disable_Q_Reset_on_UA    [D]


- Environ_Set              [E]


- Avoid_Reset_Broadcast    [ARB]


- AS400                    [AS4]


- OpenVMS                  [OVMS]


- SCSI_3                   [SC3]


- SPC2_Protocol_Version    [SPC2]


- SCSI_Support1            [OS2007]


Supported initiator group port flags:


- Volume_Set_Addressing    [V]


- Common_Serial_Number     [C]


- Disable_Q_Reset_on_UA    [D]


- Environ_Set              [E]


- Avoid_Reset_Broadcast    [ARB]


- AS400                    [AS4]


- OpenVMS                  [OVMS]


- SCSI_3                   [SC3]


- SPC2_Protocol_Version    [SPC2]


- SCSI_Support1            [OS2007]


GroupsAndViewName


The group and view name.
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GroupName       The group name.


InitiatorFileName


The file which contains initiator names.


The format of the file is each initiator


on a new line which starts with 'WWN:' or


'iSCSI:' or 'IG:' depending on the type of


the initiator or initiator group name.


Any line which starts with '#' will be


considered a comment line.


Example of initiator file format:


WWN:10000000c94ef69c


iSCSI:iscsiname


IG:IgName


#WWN:10000000c94ef69d


InitiatorGroupName


The initiator group name.


iscsi           An iSCSI name.


NewGroupName    The new group name.


NewViewName     The new masking view name for a


rename operation.


off             Turn feature off.


on              Turn feature on.


Port            Applies a port number designation.


PortGroupName   The port group name.


ResvID          The device reservation ID.
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Secret          The CHAP protocol's secret value, which is


a user-defined string of up to 32 ASCII


characters or 64 binary characters.


Binary values should be prefixed with


the string 0X. Microsoft users must


specify between 12 and 16 characters.


SgName          The storage group name.


StorageGroupName


The storage group name.


SymDevEnd       The last Symmetrix device name in a


sequence, such as 00B6.


SymDevName      The Symmetrix device name.


SymDevStart     The first Symmetrix device name in a


sequence, such as 001C.


SymmID          The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


ViewName        The masking view name.


wwn             The World Wide Name.


EXAMPLES


To create an initiator group named initexample, and to add


WWN initiator 210000e08b04daac to it, enter:


symaccess -sid 234 -type initiator -wwn 210000e08b04daac


-name initexample create


To create a storage group named storexample, and to add


device 0026 to it, enter:
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symaccess -sid 234 -type storage devs 0026


-name storexample create


To create a port group named portexample, and to add


director 7E and port 1 to it, enter:


symaccess -sid 234 -type port -dirport 7E:1


-name portexample create


To add devices to a storage group named storexample,


enter:


symaccess -sid 234 -type storage -name storexample


add devs 0027


To add storage groups storgrp_1 and storgrp_2 to a storage


group named storgrp_3 enter:


symaccess -sid 234 -type storage -name storgrp_3


add -sg storgrp_1,storgrp_2


To remove WWN initiator 210000e08b04daac from an initiator


group named initexample, enter:


symaccess -sid 234 -type initiator -wwn 210000e08b04daac


-name initexample remove


To delete an initiator group named initexample, enter:


symaccess -sid 234 -type initiator -name initexample


delete


To list all initiator, port and storage groups, enter:


symaccess -sid 234 list
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To create a view named viewexample, containing initiator


group initexample, port group portexample, and storage


group storexample, enter:


symaccess -sid 234 -name viewexample -sg storexample


-pg portexample -ig initexample create view


To delete a view named viewexample, enter:


symaccess -sid 234 -name viewexample delete view


To rename a view named viewexample to mvexample, enter:


symaccess -sid 234 rename view -name viewexample


-new_name mvexample


To create a view, storage, port and initiator group


named TEST, and to add devices to storage group TEST,


initiators to initiator group TEST, and director ports


to port group TEST, enter:


symaccess -sid 234 create view -name TEST -wwn


210000e08b04daac -dirport 7E:1 devs 0026


To backup groups and views of Symmetrix ID 234 to a


file backup_from_lab, enter:


symaccess -sid 234 backup -file backup_from_lab


To restore group and view information in file


backup_from_lab to Symmetrix ID 234, enter:


symaccess -sid 234 restore -file backup_from_lab
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symacl
Sets up or updates Symmetrix access control information.


SYNOPSIS


symacl -h


symacl <-file <CommandFile> | 'redirect stdin'>


[-v | -noecho]


preview


symacl -sid <SymmID> [-v | -noecho]


<-file <CommandFile> | 'redirect stdin'>


prepare


commit [-force] [-restore]


symacl


release -sid <SymmID> [-noprompt]


symacl [-sid <SymmID | ALL>]


list [-v]


list [-accpool | -accgroup | -acl]


show accpool <PoolName> [-acl]


show accgroup <GroupName> [-acl]


symacl


backup -sid <SymmID> -file <CommandFile>
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symacl -unique [-passphrase [<PassPhrase> |


-file <PassFile>]] [-force]


DESCRIPTION


The symacl command allows the user to set up or update


Symmetrix access control information. All information


regarding access control of Symmetrix devices is stored


within the Symmetrix array.


A lock is taken out by the specified Symmetrix during an


access control change session. Only one access control


session can be active within a Symmetrix array at any one


time. When making changes to the access control database,


the host making the change must have the ADMIN privilege


and the caller must supply an ADMIN PIN. The verbose list


option can help determine if a host has such an


ADMIN privilege. The verbose list option can be used to


check if a Symmetrix array was configured for access


control.


To execute a change to the Symmetrix access control


information, you need to enter the changes in a command


file (CommandFile) and execute the following operations:


- preview


- prepare


- commit


The preview argument is used after you first create the


command file. It verifies the syntax and correctness of


the contents of the entries in the command file.


The prepare argument performs the preview checks and


also verifies the appropriateness of the requested


access control modifications against the current state of


the Symmetrix array.
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The commit argument performs both the preview and prepare


checks and then commits the contents of the command file


to the Symmetrix access control database.


Note: It is not mandatory to execute a preview or


prepare action before a commit. Use these actions


in the debug of the command file entries or to ensure


the commit action is not rejected. If you are


the security administrator and you intend to release a


lock on the command file session, you must either set


the environment variable SYMCLI_ACCESS_PIN to your access


ID or enter your PIN every time symacl prompts you.


The command file format contains various command entries,


terminated with a semicolon (;). The commands are parsed


case insensitive, but the data with the commands is


parsed case sensitive.


The following are various types of changes possible in


the command file:


- Create new access groups


- Add and remove access IDs to access groups


- Move an access ID from one group to another


- Remove access IDs from access groups


- Create new device pools


- Add and remove devices to device pools


- Delete device pools and groups


- Add ACEs to grant access


- Remove ACEs to deny access


Optionally on UNIX platforms, you can redirect


a number of command operations to stdin to save


keystroke entries and avoid using the command file.


The backup operation saves the contents of the access
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control database in the file specified by the file


argument. The file must not previously exist. The backup


file created is compatible for use with the symacl


utility.


The restore operation replaces the contents of the access


control database with the contents of the file specified


by the file argument.


By default, in the client/server mode, the access ID


displayed when using the -unique option belongs to the


server host. If the option SYMAPI_CLIENT_SIDE_ACCESS_ID is


enabled in the options file on the client, the access ID


of the client host is displayed.


ARGUMENTS


backup         Backs up the access control database for


the specified Symmetrix array to the


specified file.


commit         Commits the changes defined in the


command file into the specified


Symmetrix array.


list           Lists all ACEs, device (access) pools, or


access groups.


prepare        Performs the preview checks and also


verifies the appropriateness of the


requested access control modifications


against the current state of the


Symmetrix array.


preview        Verifies the syntax of the changes


specified in the command file.
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release        Releases any pending access control session


lock and aborts the access control session.


show           Shows detailed information about the access


group or pool.


KEYWORDS


accgroup       Returns the access IDs of a specified


access group.


accpool        Returns the Symmetrix devices in a


specified access-controlled device pool.


OPTIONS


-accgroup      Returns the access group information


associated with a specific Symmetrix array.


-accpool       Returns the access pools associated


with a specific Symmetrix array.


-acl           Displays access control entries in the list


and show argument output. In addition,


it can display all access control entries


for a specified access group.


-file          Specifies the command file containing the


access control changes to be processed.


-force         Forces a commit action, even if there are


non-fatal errors encountered in the prepare


stage. Use this option with discretion.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-noecho        Blocks the printing of session status and
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progress messages during the access control


change session's preview, prepare, and


commit actions. Cannot be used with the


-v option.


-noprompt      Suppresses the automatic reply (prompt) to


the user for confirmation before executing


the indicated operation, when used with the


release action.


-passphrase    Specifies the passphrase used to


generate the encrypted 24-digit access ID.


The passphrase needs to be between 4-1000


characters and can contain following


characters:


a-z A-Z 0-9 _ ! @ # $ % ^ & * () - . and a


space character.


If a passphrase is not supplied on the


command line, it must be provided using


-file option.


-restore       Replaces the contents of the access control


database with the contents of the specified


file.


-sid           Specifies the Symmetrix ID whose access


control information is read or


modified. When ALL is specified, the


action is directed to all Symmetrix arrays.


-unique        Returns an encrypted 24-digit access ID for


the host machine or operating node.


-v             Echoes the contents of the command file to


the output terminal. Cannot be used with the


-noecho option. When used with list, a more


detailed, verbose listing is provided.
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Use the verbose list option to verify the


specified Symmetrix complies with the


requirements for host-based access


control changes.


PARAMETERS


CommandFile    The command file name. The command file


contains a set of access control command


entries.


GroupName      The access control group name of some


common users or hosts (31 character


maximum).


Passfile       The passphrase file name. The passphrase


file name contains the passphrase used


for generating the 24-digit access ID.


The passphrase must be between 4-1000


characters and can contain following chars:


a-z A-Z 0-9 _ ! @ # $ % ^ & * () - . and a


space character.


PoolName       The pool name of a specific set of devices


to be protected.


redirect stdin The command line entries passed to stdin.


Optionally, on UNIX platforms, you can


redirect a number of command operations


to stdin to save keystroke entries and avoid


using a command file.


For example, to prepare a series of symacl


commands on the command line to be


redirected to stdin, use the following


syntax:
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symacl -sid SymmID prepare <<DELIM


create accgroup foo...;


add host accid...;


add user accid...;


add user accid...;


DELIM


SymmID         The 12-character ID that specifies the


Symmetrix array.


COMMAND FILE SYNTAX


The following illustrateS the syntax for command file


entries:


To create a new pool:


create accpool <PoolName>;


To add devices to a pool:


add dev <StartDevName>[:<EndDevName>] to


accpool <PoolName>;


To remove devices from a pool:


remove dev <StartDevName>[:<EndDevName>] from


accpool <PoolName>;


To delete a pool:


delete accpool <PoolName> [remove_aces=true];


To create a new access group:


create accgroup <GroupName>
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To add an access ID to an access group:


add user accid <Id> name <IdName> to accgroup AdminGrp;


add host accid <Id> name <IdName> to


accgroup <GroupName>;


add restored accid <Id> name <IdName> to


accgroup <GroupName>;


add default accid name <IdName> to accgroup <GroupName>;


To remove an access ID from an access group:


remove accid name <IdName> from accgroup <GroupName>;


To move an access ID to an access group:


move accid name <IdName> to accgroup <GroupName>;


To delete an access group:


delete accgroup <GroupName> [remove_aces=true];


To grant an access control entry:


grant access=<AccessType,...> to accgroup <GroupName>


for <accpool <PoolName>> | ALL | <NON-POOLED devs>;


To remove access control entries:


remove access=<AccessType,...> from


accgroup <GroupName> for


<accpool <PoolName>> | ALL | <NON-POOLED devs>;


remove aces from accgroup <GroupName>;


remove aces from accpool <PoolName>;


COMMAND FILE KEYWORDS


ALL            When used with the grant command,
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creates an ACE for all devices in the


Symmetrix array regardless of whether


they are already part of a device pool.


When used with the remove access command,


removes the ACE for all devices.


When ALL is specified, the PoolName is


not entered as part of the command.


NON-POOLED     When used with the grant command,


creates an ACE for all devices in the


Symmetrix array that are not currently


part of a device pool.


When used with the remove access command,


removes the ACE.


remove_aces=true


When deleting a pool or group, this


command option removes any corresponding


access control entries. If this action is


not done, ACEs must be removed before the


pool or group can be deleted.   


COMMAND FILE PARAMETERS


accessType     The type of access desired for the pool


or group. Possible values are:


Access Type


----------- ---------


ADMIN           ECC


ADMINRD         ERASE


ALL             OPTMZR


BASE            POWRPATH


BASECTRL        QOS
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BCV             RCOPY


CACHCTRL        RDF


CFGDEV        RPA


CFGSYM          SDDF


CHECKSUM        SDR


CREATEDV        SNAP


DIRCTRL         VLOGIX


Note: ALL, CFGSYM, CREATEDV, DIRCTRL,


POWRPATH, and VLOGIX access types can be


specified only for all the devices in a


Symmetrix array or all NON-POOLED devices


not associated with an access control


device pool. These types cannot be


associated with access control device


pools.


CHECKSUM access type is not available on


Enginuity 5977 and higher.  


EndDevName     The last Symmetrix device name in a


sequence (such as 02C).


GroupName      The name of the access group (no spaces,


case sensitive; alphanumeric characters,


plus underscore, and dash). A maximum of


8 characters for Enginuity 5771 and lower;


a maximum of 31 characters for Enginuity


5772 and higher.


Id             The unique ID. If creating a host-based


access ID, the ID is obtained by using the


-unique option of symacl. If creating a


new user-based access ID for the AdminGrp,


the ID, which is assigned by the access


control administrator, must be between


four and twelve characters long.
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IdName         The name of the access ID (no spaces,


case sensitive; alphanumeric characters,


plus underscore, and dash). A maximum of


8 characters for Enginuity 5876 and lower;


a maximum of 31 characters for Enginuity


5977 and higher.


PoolName       The name of the device pool (no spaces,


case sensitive; alphanumeric characters,


plus underscore, and dash). A maximum of 8


characters for Enginuity 5771 and lower; a


maximum of 31 characters maximum for


Enginuity 5772 and higher.


StartDevName   The first Symmetrix device name in a


sequence (such as 00C).


RETURN CODES


Code #         Code Symbol


------ -----------


0            CLI_C_SUCCESS


1            CLI_C_FAIL


2            CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


19            CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix


array are currently locked.


EXAMPLES


The following examples create pools and groups, add


devices and IDs, and assign access control entries to
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those groups and pools. It also sets up default access


for those hosts that are not yet or never will


be registered.


Pool Examples


To create an access pool named poola using a command file,


enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file add_new_pool.cmd commit


Where add_new_pool.cmd command file contains:


create accpool poola;


To add devices to an access pool using a command file,


enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file add_new_devices.cmd commit


Where add_new_devices.cmd contains:


add dev 0A:0B to accpool poola;


To remove devices from an access pool using a command


file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file remove_devices.cmd commit


Where remove_devices.cmd contains:


remove dev 0A:0B from accpool poola;


To delete an access pool and all the ACEs associated


with the access pool using a command file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file delete_pool_aces.cmd commit
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Where delete_pool_aces.cmd contains:


delete accpool poola remove_aces;


To delete an access pool using a command file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file delete_pool.cmd commit


Where delete_pool.cmd contains:


delete accpool poola;


Group Examples


To create an access group using a command file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file add_new_group.cmd commit


Where add_new_group.cmd contains:


create accgroup groupa;


To add a user access ID to an access group using a


command file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file add_new_id_to_grp.cmd commit


Where add_new_id_to_grp.cmd contains:


add user accid my_pin name admin1 to accgroup groupa;


To add a host access ID to an access group using a


command file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file add_new_id_to_grp.cmd commit
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Where add_new_id_to_grp.cmd contains:


add host accid 12345678-34567890-08974321


name nodea to accgroup groupa;


To add the default access ID to an access group using a


command file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file add_new_id_to_grp.cmd commit


Where add_new_id_to_grp.cmd contains:


add default accid name unknown to accgroup groupa;


To remove an ID from an access group using a


command file, enter:


symacl commit -sid 12345 -file remove_id_from_grp.cmd


Where remove_id_from_grp.cmd contains:


remove accid name nodea from accgroup groupa;


To move an ID to an access group using a command


file, enter:


symacl commit -sid 12345 -file move_id_to_group.cmd


Where move_id_to_group.cmd contains:


move accid name nodea to accgroup groupa;


To delete an access group, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file delete_group.cmd commit


Where delete_group.cmd contains:
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delete accgroup groupa;


To delete an access group and corresponding ACEs


(if any exist) using a command file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file del_grp_and_aces.cmd commit


Where del_grp_and_aces.cmd contains:


delete accgroup groupa remove_aces;


Add ACE Examples


To add an ACE, granting ADMIN privilege, using a


command file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file add_acl.cmd commit


Where add_acl.cmd contains:


grant access=ADMIN to accgroup groupa


for accpool poola;


To add an ACE for all Symmetrix devices regardless of


whether they are already in a pool and grant BASE access


using a command file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file grant_all_devs_acl.cmd commit


Where grant_all_devs_acl.cmd contains:


grant access=BASE to accgroup groupa for ALL devs;


To add an ACE granting BASE access for all Symmetrix


devices that do not belong to an access pool, using a


command file, enter:
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symacl -sid 12345 -file add_not_in_pool_devs_acl.cmd


commit


Where add_not_in_pool_devs_acl.cmd contains:


grant access=BASE to accgroup groupa for


NON-POOLED devs;


Remove ACE Examples


To remove an ACE using a command file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file remove_acl.cmd commit


Where remove_acl.cmd contains:


remove access=ADMIN from accgroup groupa for


accpool poola;


To remove all ACEs for groupa using a command


file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file remove_aces_for_group.cmd


commit


Where remove_aces_for_group.cmd contains:


remove aces from accgroup groupa;


To remove all ACEs for poola using a command


file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file remove_aces_for_pool.cmd


commit


Where remove_aces_for_poola.cmd contains:
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remove aces from accpool poola;


To remove an ACE setup of BASE access for all Symmetrix


devices regardless of whether they are already in a pool,


using a command file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file rem_all_devs_acl.cmd commit


Where rem_all_devs_acl.cmd contains:


remove access=BASE from accgroup groupa for ALL devs;


To remove an ACE setup of BASE access for all Symmetrix


devices not already in a pool using a command file, enter:


symacl -sid 12345 -file rem_not_in_pool_devs_acl.cmd


commit


Where rem_not_in_pool_devs_acl.cmd contains:


remove access=BASE from accgroup groupa


for NON-POOLED devs;
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symapierr
Translates a SYMAPI return code to a string.


SYNOPSIS


symapierr [-h] <ErrorCode>


DESCRIPTION


Returns a string with a detailed description of any


return code generated by any SYMAPI function.


ARGUMENTS


None.


OPTIONS


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


PARAMETERS


ErrorCode      A numerical representation of an error.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol  


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


To return a string for error number 10, enter:
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symapierr 10


The following will be output:


SYMAPI Error Symbol : SYMAPI_C_NO_DEVS_FND_UPGRADE


SYMAPI Error Message: No Symmetrix devices found with


microcode version 5x63 or up.
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 symaudit
Allows the user to extract records from a


 Symmetrix audit log file to determine what


application on what host initiated actions that


directed Symmetrix arrays behavior.


Provides a monitor option for displaying the


records as they are written to the log file.


Provides the ability to determine the date and


time of the current log file data and its size.


SYNOPSIS


symaudit -h


symaudit list -sid <SymmID> [-text | -v]


[-function_class [-exclude]


<ClassName>[, <ClassName>, ...] ]


[-action_code [-exclude]


<ActionName>[, <ActionName>, ...] ]


[-host <HostName>]


[-vendor_id <VendorId>]


[-application_id


<ApplId>[, <ApplId>, ...] ]


[-activity_id <ActivityId>]


[-symdev_range <SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd>]


[-start_date <date_time>] [-end_date <date_time>]


[-record_num <RecordNumber>]


[-n <RecordCount>]


[-last_n <RecordCount>]


[-user <UserName>]


symaudit monitor -sid <SymmID> [-text | -v]


[-i Interval] [-c Count]


symaudit show -sid <SymmID>
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DESCRIPTION


The symaudit command is used to retrieve information from


the Symmetrix audit log file. Data is written to the audit


file during control operations initiated by host


applications. The audit file correlates activity from all


hosts into one file.


The symaudit command can filter the extracted data through


the use of options that specify match criteria. The


options include host name, application name, function


class, and action code. A combination of filters can be


used.


The monitor action polls the Symmetrix for new audit log


records every Interval, defined in seconds, until the


iteration Count is satisfied or the program is stopped.


The command is run in the foreground. Verbose mode (-v)


provides more detailed output.


ARGUMENTS


list           Lists the extracted audit log records.


monitor        Monitors the Symmetrix array for new audit


log data in real time.


show           Shows the time period and quantity of data


in the audit log file.


OPTIONS


-action_code   Filters the audit log records so that only


the records containing the specified action


code return.


-activity_id   Filters the audit log records to only show
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records with the matching Activity ID.


-application_id


Filters the audit log records so that only


the records generated by the specified


application return.


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


poll for data. If this option is not


specified, the audit log is polled


continuously.


-end_date      Indicates the date and time of the last


audit log record to display. The format is


[mm/dd[/yy]]:[hh:mm[:ss]]. If only the


hh:mm is provided, the current day will be


assumed. If only mm/dd is provided, the


current year is assumed. A four-digit year


can also be specified. If no time is


specified, it will default to 0:0:0, the


very beginning of the day. If the end_date


and the -n options are omitted, the output


continues until the end of file.


-exclude       Filters out, or excludes, records that


match the specified values.


-function_class


Filters the audit log records so that only


the records belonging to the specified


function_class return.


-h             Provides brief online help information.


-host          Filters the audit log records so that only


the records generated from the specified


host return.
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-i             Specifies the repeat interval in seconds.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-last_n        Specifies the number of most recent records


to display.


-n             Specifies the number of records to display.


-record_num    Indicates at which record number in the


audit log to start processing.


-sid           Specifies the Symmetrix ID of the Symmetrix


audit log file to process.


-start_date    Indicates the date and time of the first


audit log record to display. Format is


[mm/dd[/yy]]:[hh:mm[:ss]]. If only the


hh:mm is provided, the current day will be


assumed. If only mm/dd is provided, the


current year is assumed. A four-digit year


can also be specified. If no time is


specified, it will default to 0:0:0, the


very beginning of the day.


-symdev_range  Filters the audit log records so that only


the records containing the name of a symdev


within the indicated range in the text


field are returned.


-text          Indicates that the text associated with


the audit log record should be displayed.
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-user          Filters the audit log records so that only


the records containing the specified


user name return.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-vendor_id     Filters the audit log records so that only


the records containing the specified


vendor_id are returned.


PARAMETERS


ActionName     The name of a control action associated


with an audit log entry. These are not case


sensitive. Possible actions are:


Action Names


-------------- -------------- --------------


Abort          AbortSnapshot  AbrtSnap


Activate       Acquire        Add


AllocateStart  AllcStrt       AllocateStop


AllcStop       Analyze        ArchiveLog


ArchLog        Associate      Assoc


AuthCtrl       AuthControl


BegBckup       BeginBackup    BeginRestore


BeginSnapshot  BegRestr       BegSnap


Bind           BlksIO         Block


BlockDirectIO  Break


Cancel         CheckPoint     Chkpt


Cleanup        ClearStats     ClrStats


CodeLoad       Commit         CompressStart


CompStrt       CompressStop   CompStop


Configur   Configure      Connect


Convert        CPAnalyze      CPAnalyz


Create         CreatePair     CrtPair


ORMOff         ORMOn          ORMSys


Deactivate     Deactiv        Delete
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DeletePair     DelPair        Denied


Disable        Disassociate   Disassoc


DisConn        Disconnect


Enable         EndBackup      EndBckup


EndRestore   EndRestr       EndSnapshot


EndSnap        Erase          ExpandDB


Expand


Failover       Failback       FASTMove


FASTSchedule   FASTSchd       FASTSwap


FileTrf        Freeze         FreeStart


FreeStrt       FreeStop       FSnapRes


FullEsta       FullEstablish  FullRstr


FullRestore    FullSnapRestore


GcmOff GcmOn          GenSwapList


GnSwpLst


HalfDeletePair HalfMovePair   HMovPair


HalfSwap       Halt           HBAState


HDelPair       Hold           HostIO


HSwap


IncEstablish   IncEsta        IncRestore


IncRstr        Initialize     Init


Invalidate     Invldate       ISnapRes


Isolate        IncSnapRestore


LedOn          LedBlue        LedBlueFlash


LedSlow        LebSlowBlink   Link


Lock           Login          Logout


Map            Merge          Migrate


Modify         MovePair       MovPair


MSCClnup       MSCCleanup     MSCSwitch


NotReady       NotRdy


Offline        Online         OptmzrMove


OptMove        OptSchd        OptmzrSchedule


OptmzrSwap     OptSwap        Other


PerstOn        PerstOff       PhoneHome


PhonHome       Pin            PortAccess


PortAccs       Prepare       Protect


R1Update       RDFSet         Ready
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Reassociate    Reassoc        Rebind


Reboot         ReclaimStart   RclmStrt


ReclaimStop    RclmStop       Reconfig


Reconfigure    Recover        Recreate


Refresh        Relabel        Release


Relocated      Relocted       ReLink


Remove


Rename         Repair         Replace


Reserve        Reset          Restart


Resume         Rollback       RWEnable


RWDisable      RWDisabl


Scan           Set            SetCopy


SetGcmOff     SetGcmOn       SetNoCopy


SetORMOn       SetORMOff      SetORMSystem


SetPersistentOff       SetPersistentOn


SetTTL


SnapCrea       SnapCreate     SnapTerm


Sparing        Split          StarDis


STARdisable    StarEna        STARenable


STARrefresh    STARref        STARrefresh


Start          Stop           Suspend


Swap           Switch         Sync


Syscalls


Terminat       Terminate      Thaw


TokenMgt


Unbind         Unblock        UnblksIO


Unhold         UnblockDirectIO


UncompressStart               UncoStrt


UncompressStop                UncoStop


UnLink


Unlock         Unpin          UnProtct


Unprotect


Validate       VolAccess      VolAcces


VTOC


WRDisable      WRDisab
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ActivityId     The Activity ID associated with the


performed action in the audit log.


ApplId    The name of an application whose activity


generated audit log entries.


ClassName      The name of a functional class area. These


values are not case sensitive. Valid class


names are:


Class Names


----------- ---------- ---------


Base         BCV         CfgChg


CGRDF        Checksum    Clone


DDF          DevMask     Dir


Erase        Maint       N/A


Migrate      Optmzr      Other


QoS          RCopy       RDF


Recovery     ResvCtrl    Security


Snap         UserFunc    Worm


Fast


HostName       The name of the host system whose


application generated the audit log entry.


RecordCount    A count of the number of audit log records


that should be returned.


RecordNumber   A record sequence number that is within


the audit log file's current range.


SymDevEnd      The last Symmetrix device name in a


range that should be used to filter log


file entries.


SymDevStart    The first Symmetrix device name in a range


that should be used to filter log file
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entries.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


VendorId       The name of the vendor that produced the


application whose activity generated audit


log entries.


RETURN CODES


Code #      Code Symbol


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


19        CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix


array are currently locked.


EXAMPLES


To show the time period and information for a specific


array's audit log, enter:


symaudit -sid 04 show


The following output returns:


A U D I T   L O G   D A T A


Symmetrix ID            : 000192606204


Starting date           : 04/26/2011 12:55:39


Ending date             : 05/11/2011 13:40:37
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Starting record number  :  175500


Ending record number    :  237198


Total record count      :   61699


To list detailed audit log entries for a specific array


within a certain time period, enter:


symaudit -sid 04 list -v -start_date 5/11:9:40


-end_date 5/11:9:45


The following output returns:


A U D I T   L O G   D A T A


Symmetrix ID            : 000192606204


Record Number         :   237178


Records in Seq      :        1


Offset in Seq       :        1


Time                : 05/11/11 09:42:37


Vendor ID           : EMC Corp


Application ID      : SYMAUTH


Application Version : 7.3.0.0


API Library         : SEK


API Version         : V7.3.0.0 (Edit Level: 1207)


Host Name           : host_196


OS Name             : SunOS


OS Revision         : 5.8Generic


Client Host  :


Process ID          : 00001235


Task ID             : 00000001


Function Class      : ACCESS


Action Code         : Set


Text                : Starting a User Authorization


operation to modify settings:


Enforcement Policy [enforce]


Username            : H:host_196\\ruggip
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Activity ID         : SE57a9e3d8d8


Record Number         :   237179


Records in Seq      :        1


Offset in Seq       :        1


Time                : 05/11/11 09:42:37


Vendor ID           : EMC Corp


Application ID      : SYMAUTH


Application Version : 7.3.0.0


API Library         : SEK


API Version         : V7.3.0.0 (Edit Level: 1207)


Host Name           : host_196


OS Name             : SunOS


OS Revision         : 5.8Generic


Client Host         :


Process ID          : 00001235


Task ID             : 00000001


Function Class      : ACCESS


Action Code         : Set


Text                : The User Authorization modify


settings operation SUCCEEDED


Username            : H:host_196\\ruggip


Activity ID         : SE57a9e3d8d8


To list all audit log entries matching several functional


classes, enter:


symaudit -sid 04 list -function_class BCV, CGRDF, RDF


To list all audit log entries which are not of several


action code types, enter:


symaudit -sid 04 list -action_code -exclude Init, Add


To list audit log entries made by a certain user from a


certain host, within a given record range, enter:
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symaudit -sid 04 list -user root -host myHost


-record 200 -n 100
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symauth
Sets up or updates Symmetrix user authorization information.


SYNOPSIS


symauth -h


symauth [-sid <SymmID>] [-noprompt]


enable


disable


symauth [-sid <SymmID>] [-noprompt]


set enforcement [advise | enforce]


symauth [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline]


list


list -users [-by_domain | -by_role | -by_user]


symauth


list -roles


symauth


list -components


symauth


show -username


symauth [ -sid <SymmID> ] [-v | -noecho] [-noprompt]


[-file <CommandFile> | 'redirect stdin']
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preview


commit


symauth -sid <SymmID>


backup -f <BackupFile>


commit -restore -f <BackupFile> [-noprompt]


DESCRIPTION


This command allows the user to set up or modify Symmetrix


user authorization information. All Symmetrix information


authorization information for a Symmetrix array are stored


on the array itself.


This mechanism allows an authorization role to be assigned


to a user or group (of users).  This role then controls


access to the array and the types of management functions


that can be performed on it.


The following roles are supported:


None             No access allowed.


Monitor          Ability to perform read-only / view


operations.


PerfMonitor      Ability to perform read-only / view


operations and set performance monitors


in UniSphere for Vmax with Performance


Analyzer product.   


Auditor          Ability to view security information
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and the Symmetrix audit log.


StorageAdmin     Ability to perform any storage


management operations.


SecurityAdmin    Ability to perform security operations.


Admin            Ability to perform any storage or


security operations.      


To support Storage Pool Manager functionality within


the SMC  product, the ability to limit access to an


individual storage group or thin data pool is provided.


Only Virtualization Domain users or groups (ones whose


name has the form 'V:Domain\\name') can be assigned a


role of StorageAdmin for a specific storage group or


thin data pool.


To change the Symmetrix user authorization information,


enter the changes in a command file (CommandFile) and


execute the preview and commit operations against the file.


The preview operation can be used after you first create


the command file. It verifies the syntax and validity of


the entries in the command file.


The commit operation performs the preview checks and then


commits the contents of the command file to the Symmetrix


user authorization database.


Note: It is not necessary to execute a preview action


before a commit as the preview action is automatically


performed during a commit.


The CommandFile is used to specify several commands, each


of which is terminated with a semicolon (;). With the
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exception of the names that can be used in the file (User,


Group, ThinPool, StorageGroup etc.), the commands in the


file are not case sensitive.


The following operations can be specified in


the CommandFile:


- assign/reassign a user or group to a role


- delete the role assigned to a user or group


- remove a role assigned to a user or group


if there are multple roles assigned


- set the enforcement mode


The enforcement mode can also be set directly on the


command line.


On UNIX platforms, you can redirect commands from stdin


(standard input) instead of using a command file by using


the following syntax:


symauth -sid <SymmID> preview|commit <<DELIM


assign user testuser to role monitor;


assign user testadmin to role admin;


DELIM


The backup operation saves the contents of the user


authorization database from a Symmetrix array to the


specified file.


The restore operation re-initializes the user authorization


database on a Symmetrix array from a previously generated


backup file. The specified file should have been created


by an earlier backup operation - from the same or a


different Symmetrix array. If the restoration image does


not assign a role of Admin or SecurityAdmin to you, the


final step in which Authorization is re-enabled for the


array will fail.
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Note: In this case, you may need to assign yourself one


of those roles and then manually enable User


Authorization. Alternatively, you can have someone else


who does have Admin or SecurityAdmin privileges perform


that operation.


The 'show -username' operation displays the user and group


name that will be used for the currently logged in user.


If user authorization is disabled, users are granted full


rights to the Symmetrix array.  Otherwise, rights for


users are calculated as follows.


Authorization entries contain either a User or Group


name and a corresponding Role that corresponds to a set


of rights.  These names, as described below, can be


either fully qualified or unqualified.


An example of an entry with a fully qualified name:


User    H:host1\\joe      Admin


Group   D:domain1\\sales  StorageAdmin


Examples of entries with unqualified names:


User    H:*\\joe          Monitor


Group   H:host1\\*        Monitor


User    joe               Monitor


Rights present in any User or Group entries that match


a user's identity are granted to the user.


Unqualified User entries will only be used if there are


no fully qualified User entries that match the user.


Unqualified Group entries will only be used if there


are no fully qualified Group entries that match the


user.
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ARGUMENTS


backup         Backs up the user authorization database


for the specified Symmetrix array to the


specified file.


commit         After verification, commits the changes


defined in the CommandFile and updates the


authorization data on the Symmetrix array.


With the -restore option, a previously


generated backup image is restored to the


Symmetrix array.


disable        Disables user authorization.


enable         Enables user authorization.


list           Lists user authorization information.


preview        Verifies the syntax of the CommandFile.


set            Sets the Symmetrix authorization mode.


show           Shows your current UserName.


KEYWORDS


enforcement    If authorization is enabled, this controls


how the authorization rules are applied.


There are two values:


Value      Description


-------- --------------


enforce    Authorization rules are enforced.


If a user does not have the


necessary rights (role),
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operations will fail.


This is the default setting.


advise     Authorization rules are checked


but not enforced.  Operations


will succeed if the user does not


have the necessary rights (role).


In both cases, authorization errors are


written to both the SYMAPI log file and the


Symmetrix Audit log.


OPTIONS


-by_domain     Used in conjunction with list and -users.


This option causes the list of known users


(and groups) to be sorted by their domain.


-by_role    Used in conjunction with list and -users.


This option causes the list of known users


(and groups) to be sorted by their assigned


role.


-by_user       Used in conjunction with list and -users.


This option causes the list of known users


(and groups) to be sorted by their UserName.


-components    Lists the component types that are


supported. Only used with list.


-file          Specifies the CommandFile to be processed


for changes to the user authorization


database.


-h             Provides brief online help information.


-noecho        Blocks the printing of session status and
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progress messages during preview and commit


actions. Cannot be used with the -v option.


-noprompt      Requests that no prompts are required


after the command is entered. The default


is to prompt the user for confirmation.


-offline       Used in conjunction with list and -users.


With this option specified, cached data will


be returned instead of being retrieved from


the Symmetrix. If there is no cached data


available, no data will be displayed.


-restore       Replaces the contents of the user


authorization database from the specified


file.


-roles         Lists the various user authorization roles


available on a Symmetrix array along with a


short description of that role. Only used


with list.


-sid           Specifies the Symmetrix ID for which to read


or modify authorization information.


-username      Displays the currently logged on UserName


and GroupName. Only used with the show


argument.


-users         Lists the users and groups currently defined


on the Symmetrix array along with their


corresponding role. Only used with the list


argument.


-v          Echoes the contents of the CommandFile to


the output terminal when used with a


preview or a commit action. Cannot be used
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with the -noecho option.


PARAMETERS


BackupFile     Name of a backup image generated by the


backup command.


CommandFile    Name of the file containing a set of


authorization commands.


redirect stdin Command line entries passed to stdin.


Optionally, on UNIX platforms, you can


redirect a number of command operations


to stdin to save keystroke entries and avoid


using a command file.


For example, use the following syntax:


symauth -sid SymmID preview <<DELIM assign


user testuser role...;


DELIM


SymmID         The 12-character ID that specifies the


Symmetrix array.


COMMAND FILE SYNTAX


The following are the possible command syntaxes for the


<CommandFile> entries.


Assign a user or group to an authorization role:


assign user <UserName> to role <RoleName>;


assign group <GroupName> to role <RoleName>;


Re-assign a user or group to a different authorization


role:
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reassign user <UserName> to role <RoleName>;


reassign group <GroupName> to role <RoleName>;


Delete a user or group authorization role:


delete user <UserName>;


delete group <UserName>;


Assign, re-assign or delete a user or group authorization


role for a Symmetrix sub-component:


assign user <UserName> to role <RoleName>


for <Comp> <CompName>;


assign group <GroupName> to role <RoleName>


for <Comp> <CompName>;


reassign user <UserName> to role <RoleName>


for <Comp> <CompName>;


reassign group <GroupName> to role <RoleName>


for <Comp> <CompName>;


delete user <UserName> for <Comp> <CompName>;


delete group <UserName> for <Comp> <CompName>;


Anywhere <RoleName> is shown above it can be subsituted


with up to four roles. The roles are added with "+"


between them:


assign user <UserName> to role <RoleName>+<RoleName>;


With multiple roles, the assign command can assign


additional authorization roles to existing roles for


users and groups. The syntax of the assign command is


the same as when a new assignment is made:


assign user <UserName> to role <RoleName>+<RoleName>;


With multiple roles, individual roles can be removed
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using the remove command:


remove user <UserName> from role <RoleName>;


Set the authorization enforcement policy:


set enforcement [advise | enforce];


COMMAND FILE PARAMETERS


UserName       The name of a user.


A name can consist of 3 fields:


<Type>:<Qualifier>\\<Name>


<Type>       The type of name - how it was


authenticated to the system.


<Qualifier>  The host or domain name that


the name was authenticated


on.


<Name>       The user name.


A <Qualifier> or <Name> consisting of a


single '*' character is a wildcard - which


will match any host/domain or user name.


A fully qualified name is one in which all


three fields are present - with no implicit


or explicit wildcard characters.


Examples of fully qualified names are:


H:host\\joe     User "joe" logged into


the specified host.


D:domain\\joe   User "joe" logged in


through the specified


Windows domain.


domain\\joe     Interpreted the same as
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"D:domain\\joe".


Examples of partially qualified names are:


H:host\\*       Any user logged onto


the specified host.


D:*\\joe        User 'joe' logged in


through any Windows


domain.


D:\\joe         Interpreted the same as


"D:*\\joe".


joe             User "joe" regardless


of how they have logged


in - any host or domain.


*               Any user.


The following names indicate alternate


authentication mechanisms - and are only


relevant for users logged on through SMC.


V:domain\\joe   User "joe" authenticated


through the specified


Virtualization Domain.


C:host\\joe     User "joe" authenticated


through the built-in


SMC user database on the


specified host.


L:host\\joe     User "joe" authenticated


through the LDAP server


on the specified host.


Spaces can be included in the name by


quoting ("") the entire name.


"H:host1\\User 123"


The fully qualified UserName and GroupName
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of the user running the symauth command


can be obtained via:


symauth show -username


GroupName      The name of a group.  The syntax is the


same as for UserName above - but identifies


a group instead of a user.


RoleName       The name of the role to assign to a


user or group.  The following roles are


supported:


- Admin


- SecurityAdmin


- Auditor


- StorageAdmin


- Monitor


- PerfMonitor


- None


Role names are not case sensitive. Up to


four roles can be defined. The roles are


separated by "+".


Comp           A type of component : either ThinPool


(Thin Data Pool) or StorGrp (Storage Group).


CompName       The name of a Thin Pool or Storage Group.


Only Virtualization Domain users or groups


(with names of the form 'V:Domain\\name')


can be granted access to a specific


component.


RETURN CODES


Code #         Code Symbol
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------ -----------


0            CLI_C_SUCCESS


1            CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


To enable user authorization, enter:


symauth -sid 0123 enable


To disable user authorization, enter:


symauth -sid 0123 disable


To enforce user authorization checks, enter:


symauth -sid 0123 set enforcement enforce


To list the overall authorization state, enter:


symauth -sid 0123 list


To list the supported roles, enter:


symauth list -roles


To list the authorization roles assigned to users/groups,


enter either of:


symauth -sid 0123 list -users


symauth -sid 0123 list -users -by_role


To list the authorization roles assigned to users/groups


sorted by domain or host, enter:
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symauth -sid 0123 list -users -by_domain


To list the authorization roles assigned to users/groups


sorted by name, enter:


symauth -sid 0123 list -users -by_user


To display the UserName and GroupName for the current


user, enter:


symauth show -username


The following examples display and change user


authorizations using a command file.


To add an authorization role for a user or group using a


command file, enter:


symauth -sid 0123 -file assign_user.cmd commit


Where assign_user.cmd contains:


assign user  John  to role Admin;


assign group Sales to role StorageAdmin;


assign user  Bob   to role StorageAdmin+Auditor;


To change the authorization role for a user or group using


a command file, enter:


symauth -sid 0123 -file reassign_user.cmd commit


Where reassign_user.cmd contains:


reassign user  John  to role SecurityAdmin;


reassign group Sales to role Monitor;


reassign user  Bob   to role SecurityAdmin+Monitor;
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To delete the authorization role assigned to a user or


group using a command file, enter:


symauth -sid 0123 -file del_user.cmd commit


Where del_user.cmd contains:


delete user  John;


delete group Sales;


To remove authorization role(s) from a set of roles


assigned to a user or group using a command file, enter:


symauth -sid 0123 -file remove_user.cmd commit


Where remove_user.cmd contains:


remove group Sales from role Monitor;


remove user  Bob   from role SecurityAdmin+Monitor;
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symbcv
Performs support operations on one or more


Symmetrix BCV (Business Continuance Volume)


devices.


SYNOPSIS


symbcv -h


symbcv [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline] [-v]


[-resv | -emulation] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


list pd


list [dev]


symbcv -g <DgName> [-offline] [-v]


associate pd <PdevName> [<LdevName>]


associateall [pd | -host <HostName>] [-sid <SymmID>]


[-SA <# | ALL>] [-p <#>] [-N <#>]


[-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]]


[-R1 | -NOR1] [-R2 | -NOR2]


[-sel_rdfg <SelRdfGrpNum>]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


disassociate pd <PdevName> [-force]


move pd <PdevName> <DestDgName> [-force] [-rename]


copy pd <PdevName> <DestDgName> [-force] [-rename]


symbcv -g <DgName> [-offline] [-sid <SymmID>]


[[-rdf [-bcv]] | [-rrdf] | [-hop2]]


[-rdfg <GrpNum> [-remote_rdfg <RemoteGrpNum>]]
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[-v]


associate dev <SymDevName> [<LdevName>] [-rdfg <GrpNum>]


[-remote_rdfg <RemoteGrpNum>]


disassociate dev <SymDevName> [-force]


move dev <SymDevName> <DestDgName> [-force] [-rename]


copy dev <SymDevName> <DestDgName> [-force] [-rename]


symbcv -g <DgName> [-offline]


[[[-rdf] [-bcv]] | [-rrdf]] [-force] [-v]


disassociate ld <LdevName>


copy ld <LdevName> <DestDgName>[-rename]


move ld <LdevName> <DestDgName>[-rename]


symbcv -g <DgName> [-offline] [-force]


[-SA <# | ALL>] [-p <#>] [-N <#>]


[-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]]


[-R1 | -NOR1] [-R2 | -NOR2]


[[[-rdf] [-bcv]] | [-rrdf]]


[-remote_rdfg <RemoteGrpNum>] [-SA <#|ALL>] [-p <#>]


[-sel_rdfg <SelRdfGrpNum>]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


[-v]


associateall [devs | -host <HostName>]


rmall


copyall <DestDgName> [-rename]
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moveall <DestDgName> [-rename]


symbcv -cg <CgName> [-offline] [-v]


associate pd <PdevName> [<LdevName>]


associateall [pd | -host <HostName>] [-sid <SymmID>]


[-SA <# | ALL>] [-p <#>] [-N <#>]


[-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]]


[-R1 | -NOR1] [-R2 | -NOR2]


[-sel_rdfg <SelRdfGrpNum>]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


disassociate pd <PdevName> [-force]


move pd <PdevName> <DestCgName> [-force]


copy pd <PdevName> <DestCgName> [-force]


symbcv -cg <CgName> [-offline] -sid <SymmID>


[[-rdf [-bcv]] | [-rrdf] | [-hop2]]


[-rdfg <GrpNum> [-remote_rdfg <RemoteGrpNum>]]


[-v]


associate dev <SymDevName> [<LdevName>]


disassociate dev <SymDevName> [-force]


move dev <SymDevName> <DestCgName> [-force]


disassociate ld <LdevName> [-force]


move ld <LdevName> <DestCgName> [-force] [-rename]


copy ld <LdevName> <DestCgName> [-force] [-rename]
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symbcv -cg <CgName> [-offline] [-sid <SymmID>]


[-SA <# | ALL>] [-p <#>] [-N <#>]


[-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]]


[-R1 | -NOR1] [-R2 | -NOR2]


[[-rdf [-bcv]] | [-rrdf] | [-hop2]]


[-rdfg <GrpNum>] [-remote_rdfg <RemoteGrpNum>]


[-sel_rdfg <SelRdfGrpNum>] [-force]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


[-v]


associateall [devs | -host <HostName>]


moveall <DestCgName>


copyall <DestCgName>


rmall


DESCRIPTION


The symbcv command performs operations on a BCV device. The


BCV device can be addressed by its physical (host) name or


by its device Symmetrix name.


Note that in certain versions of Enginuity, the BCV device


must be local to this host before it can be associated with


a group. These operations include:


- Associating a BCV device with a device group.


- Associating all devices in a Symmetrix array with a


device group.


- Listing the BCV devices.


- Disassociating a BCV device from a device group.


- Associating a BCV device with a composite group.


- Associating all devices in a Symmetrix array with a


composite group.
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- Disassociating a BCV device from a composite group.


ARGUMENTS


associate      Associates a Symmetrix BCV device with an


existing group. Note that add can be


substituted for associate.


associateall   Associates all BCV devices with an existing


group. Associateall only acts on BCV devices


that are not associated with a group. 


The dev keyword specifies all Symmetrix


devices, regardless of whether they are


visible to the host. Note that addall can be


substituted for associateall.


copy           Copies one BCV device from one existing group


to another existing group. The source and


destination groups can be different group


types.


copyall        Copies all BCV devices from one existing


group to another existing group. The source


and destination groups can be different


group types.


disassociate   Disassociates a BCV device from a group.


The group must exist, the BCV device must


have been previously associated with the


group, and the BCV device must be in a state


that allows it to be disassociated. Note


that remove can be substituted for


disassociate.


list  Lists all BCV devices that are configured on


the Symmetrix arrays attached to this host,


when used with the dev keyword (default).
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Lists all BCV devices that are visible to


this host, when used with the pd keyword.


move           Moves one BCV device from one existing group


to another existing group. The source and


destination groups can be different group


types.


moveall        Moves all BCV devices from one existing


group to another existing group. The source


and destination groups can be different


group types.


rmall          Removes all BCV devices from an existing


group.


KEYWORDS


dev            Indicates a Symmetrix device name.


devs           Indicates multiple Symmetrix device names.


ld             Indicates a logical device name.


pd             Indicates a physical device name.


OPTIONS


-bcv           Indicates that the remotely attached BCV


will be paired with the remote mirror of a


locally attached BCV RDF device. This option


can only be used in conjunction with the


-rdf option.


-c             Indicates the number (count) of times to


display. If this option is not specified and


an interval (-i) is specified, statistics
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will display continuously.


-cap           Sets a minimum device size to the selection


criteria of devices.


-captype <mb | cyl>


Specifies the units of capacity, either


megabytes or cylinders.  The default is mb.


-cap           Sets the BCV device capacity (size) in MB.


-cg            Specifies the composite group name.


Note that the -cg and -g options cannot be


used at the same time.


-devs          Specifies the ranges of BCV devices to add,


remove, and move. For example, to associate


BCV devices 00A to 00D, specify a range of


00A:00D.


-emulation     Lists BCV devices that are clone emulated.


-force         Forces BCV device(s) to be disassociated or


moved from a group without querying the


Symmetrix array for the device's BCV pair


state(s).


-g             Specifies the device group name. Note that


the -cg and -g options cannot be used at the


same time.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-hop2          Indicates that the device is two hops away.


For add and addall operations, if -hop2 is


specified, both -rdfg and -remote_rdfg


must also be specified.
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-host          Limits devices associated to those mapped to


the host's front-end directors.


-i             Sets the repeat interval in seconds.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-N             Sets the number of BCV devices to add,


remove, or move to/from a specified group.


-NOR1          Indicates that BCV RDF R1 devices should


not be associated through the SRDF links.


-NOR2          Indicates that BCV RDF R2 devices should not


be associated through the SRDF links.


-offline       Obtains information from the Symmetrix


host configuration database.


-p             Supplies the front-end (SCSI or Fibre)


director port number only to selected


devices that are physically connected


through this director port. All ports are


selected by default.


-R1            Indicates that only BCV RDF R1 devices


should be associated.


-R2            Indicates that only BCV RDF R2 devices


should be associated.


-resv          Lists BCV devices that have SCSI


reservations.
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-rdf           Indicates that the BCV is being remotely


associated with the group. This option can


be used when the BCV device is reachable by


the SRDF links and the group is an RDF


group.


-rdfg          Indicates the Symmetrix RA (RDF) group


number through which the remotely-associated


BCV device is reached. It must be the same


RA group of the group. This option can only


be used with the -rdf or -rrdf options.


-remote_rdfg   Indicates the Symmetrix RA (RDF) group


number through which the remotely-associated


RBCV device or 2BCV is reached. This option


can only be used with the -rrdf and the


-hop2 options.


-rename        Renames the BCV device(s)to the default


names when they are moved from their current


group to the destination group. By default,


they will retain their current logical


names.


-rrdf          Indicates that the BCV is being remotely


associated with a remote BCV in the


group. This option can be used when the BCV


device, reachable by the SRDF links, is two


hops away. The group must be an RDF group.


-SA            Supplies the front-end (SCSI or Fibre)


director number.


-sel_rdfg      Indicates the Symmetrix RA (RDF) group


number of the devices to be added by the


an associateall operation.
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-sid           Supplies the unique Symmetrix ID.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


PARAMETERS


Count          Number of iterations to execute before


exiting.


DestCgName     Destination composite group in which to


move the BCV device(s).


DestDgName     Destination device group in which to


move the BCV device(s).


DgName         Device group name.


GrpNum         RDF (RA) group number.


HostName       Host name.


Interval       Interval between polls, in seconds.


LdevName       BCV logical device name, either named by


the user or automatically assigned when a


BCV device is associated with a group.


PdevName       Physical device (host) name for the


device, such as /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s2


RemoteGrpNum   Remote RDF (RA) group number.


SelRdfGrpNum   Symmetrix RA (RDF) group number of the


devices to be added when using an


associateall operation.


SymDevName     Symmetrix device name, unique to each
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Symmetrix array, such as 01C.


SymDevEnd      Symmetrix device name, ending the


contiguous range of selected devices, such


as 00C.


SymDevStart    Symmetrix device name, starting the


contiguous range of selected devices, such


as 00C.


SymmID         12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol    


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


2         CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


19        CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix array are


currently locked.


EXAMPLES


To associate a BCV device with device group ProdDB, enter:


symbcv -g ProdDB associate pd /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s2


To associate a BCV device with device group ProdDB, and


name it ProdBCV001, enter:


symbcv -g ProdDB associate dev 00C ProdBCV001
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To associate all BCV devices (that are not already


associated with any group and are visible to this host) on


the specified Symmetrix array with device group ProdDB,


enter:


symbcv -g ProdDB -sid 87 associateall


To list all BCV devices that are visible to a host, enter:


symbcv list pd


To list all BCV devices regardless of whether they are


visible to a host, enter:


symbcv list


To disassociate a BCV device from device group ProdDB,


enter:


symbcv -g ProdDB disassociate ld ProdBCV001


To associate a BCV device with composite group MyCg, enter:


symbcv -cg MyCg associate pd /dev/rdsk/c3t0d2s2


To associate a BCV device with composite group MyCg, enter:


symbcv -cg MyCg associate dev 00C -sid 87


To associate all BCV devices (that are not already


associated with any group and are visible to this host) on


the specified Symmetrix array with composite group MyCg,


enter:


symbcv -cg MyCg -sid 87 associateall
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symcfg
Discovers or displays Symmetrix configuration


 information. Refreshes the host's Symmetrix


database file or removes Symmetrix information


 from the database file. Rebuilds the set of


 devices known to the local host.


It can also be used to:


- View or release a hanging Symmetrix


exclusive lock.


- Set online or offline one RDF (RA) director.


- Set online or offline one RA or FA director


port.


- Display available network services entered


in the network service file.


- Display existing UNIX gatekeeper and


database semaphores.


- Display application and host registration


information.


- Display feature registration information.


- Display host port connection information.


- Display mainframe CU image information.


- Display the state of major components in


a configuration (environment data).


- Manage an authorization file.


- Display the list of Enginuity patches


installed on the Symmetrix array.


- Verify the state of Virtual Provisioning


thin devices.


- Change the lockbox password used to access it


in attended mode.


- Reset the Stable System Values (SSVs) saved


in the lockbox.


- Display a list of Guest OS containers on the


Symmetrix array.


- Display the configuration of a specific Guest OS


container on a Symmetrix array.
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- Display IP Interface, iSCSI Target and IP Route


Information.


SYNOPSIS


symcfg -h


symcfg [-version | -kit | -db]


symcfg


discover [-pdev [-sid <SymmID>] | -sid <SymmID>]


[-cache | -nocache]


scan


symcfg


sync [-sid <SymmID>] [-rdf | -bcv | -local | -dirsts |


-snap | -cfgmgr | -rcopy | -env_data | -sg |


-fast | -tier | -vpdata | -masking]


remove [-sid <SymmID>] [-noprompt]


release [-sid <SymmID>] [-force] [-noprompt] [-lockn #]


symcfg -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


<-pool <PoolName>               |


-g <DgName>      |


-sg <SgName>                   |


-cg <CgName>                   |


-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>>


verify -tdev


<-bound | -binding | -allocating | -deallocating |


-unbound | -unbinding | -reclaiming | -compressing |
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-uncompressing | -freeingall>


symcfg -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


<-pool <PoolName>             |


-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>>


verify -datadev


<-draining | -drainwait | -disabled | -enabled |


-deactivated | -nonpooled | -balancing>


symcfg -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


-pool <PoolName>


verify -poolstate


<-enabled | -disabled | -balancing>


symcfg [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline]


list [-DA  <# | ALL>] [<-v | -port [-p <#>]>]


list [-DX  <# | ALL>] [<-v | -port [-p <#>]>]


list [-dir <# | ALL>] [-address [-available] [-fibre]]


[-p <#>]


list [-dir <# | ALL>] [-v [-ALL]] [-p <#>]


list [-dir <# | ALL>] [-port [-[no]virtual] [-p <#>]]


list [-EA  <# | ALL>] [<-v | -port [-p <#>]>]


list [-EA  <# | ALL> [-p <#>]] [-address [-available]]


list [-EF  <# | ALL>] [<-v | -port [-p <#>]>]


list [-EF  <# | ALL> [-p <#>]] [-address [-available]]
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list [-FA  <# | ALL> [-p <#>]] [-address [-available]]


list [-FA  <# | ALL>]


[<-v [-ALL] | -port [-[no]virtual] [-detail]


[-p <#>]>]


list [-RA  <# | ALL>  [<-v | -p <#>>] [-switched]


[-rdfg <# | ALL>]


list [-RE  <# | ALL>] [<-v | -port [-p <#>]>]


list [-RF  <# | ALL>] [<-v | -port [-p <#>]>]


list [-SE  <# | ALL>] [<-v | -port [-detail] [-p <#>]>]


symcfg [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline]


list -port -free


<[-slot <#>] [-fc | -iscsi] [-speed <#>] | -dir <#>>


symcfg [-sid <SymmID>]


list -host_cache


list -memory [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline]


list -rdfg <# | ALL> [-dynamic | -static] [-offline]


[-rdfa | -detail]


list -status


list -upatches


symcfg [-sid <SymmID>] [-v]
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list [-LRU <# | ALL>] [-offline]


list [-lock]


list [-lockn <# | RDFA | RDF | SRDF_MSCS | GNS |


FAST | ALL>]


list [-ssid]


list [-connections [-sorthost] [-capacity] [-offline]


[-ipv6]]


list [-applications [-client] [-host <HostName>]


[-offline]]


list [-features [-class <ClassName>]


[-disabled | -enabled]


[-blocked | -unblocked]]


list [-cuimage]


list [-env_data [-service_state [not]degraded |


[not]failed | [not]normal][-offline]]


list -container [-v]


[-dir <# | ALL>]


show -container <ContainerName>


show -applications <AppID> [-client] [-host <HostName>]


show -cuimage <CuImage_Number> [-ssid_num <SSID>]


show -env_data <BayName> [-offline]


symcfg [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline]
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list [-bay_info]


symcfg [-v]


list [-services] [-offline]


list [-semaphores]


symcfg [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline] [-mb | -gb | -tb]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


list [-pool [-snap | -rdfa_dse [-rdfg <GrpNum>]] [-v]


[-fba] [-ckd] [-ckd3390] [-ckd3380] [-as400] [-all]]


list [-pool -thin [-fba] [-ckd] [-all] [-v]]


list [-pool -thin -detail [-fba] [-ckd]]


list [-savedev [-fba] [-ckd3390] [-ckd3380] [-as400]


[-nonpooled]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


list [-datadev [-fba] [-ckd] [-nonpooled]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


list [-tdev


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


[-pool <PoolName> | [-fba] [-ckd3390]


[-bound | -unbound]]


[-sg <SgName>] [-detail | -tier]]


show -pool <PoolName> <-snap | -rdfa_dse | -thin>


[-all] [-fba | -ckd3390 | -ckd3380 | -as400]
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show -pool <PoolName> -thin -detail [-all]


symcfg [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline] [-gb | -tb]


list -slo [-detail] [-by_resptime] [-all] [-v]


list -srp [-detail] [-rdfa_dse] [-v]


list -srp -demand -type <slo | sg> [-detail]


list -tdev -srp


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


[-sg <SgName>]


show -slo <SLOName>


show -srp <SRPName> [-detail]


symcfg -RA <#> [-p <#>] -sid <SymmID> [-noprompt] [-v]


online


offline


symcfg -FA <#> -p <#> -sid <SymmID> [-noprompt] [-v]


online


offline


symcfg


authorization list [-vmware] [-v]


authorization list [-hyperv] [-v]
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authorization <add | update> -host <HostName>


-username <UserName> [-password <PassWord>]


[-namespace <NameSpace>] [-ahost <HostName>]


[<-vmport | -port> port] [-vmware]


authorization <add | update> -host <HostName>


-username <UserName> [-password <PassWord>]


[-hyperv]


authorization delete -host <HostName>


-username <UserName>


[-namespace <NameSpace>] [-vmware]


authorization delete -host <HostName>


-username <UserName> [-hyperv]


symcfg [-sid <SymmID>] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-percent <1-100> -action <ScriptFile> [-norepeat]]


[-snap | -rdfa_dse | -thin] [-pool <PoolName>]


[-mb | -gb]


monitor


symcfg -sid <SymmID>


set -led < on | blue_flash >


set -led < on | slow_blink > -bay_name <BayName>


symcfg -lockbox [-password <PassWord>]


reset -ssv


setpw [-new_password <NewPassWord>]


DESCRIPTION
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The symcfg command is used to discover a Symmetrix


configuration, refresh the host's Symmetrix configuration


database file, and display configuration information


about the Symmetrix arrays and any of its directors


attached to the host.


It includes the ability to rebuild the set of physical


disks that are known to the host: (symcfg scan).


Directed-Symmetrix discovery is performed by specifying


the SymmID, and if Symmetrix devices are freshly mapped


to the host (and any host OS required scan operations are


performed), the -pdev flag can be used to bring the new


pdevs into the configuration database.


It can be used to view whether the specified


Symmetrix array(s) have an exclusive Symmetrix lock.


You can release a lock if it is determined to be hanging.


The symcfg command can be used to set one RDF RA


director or one RA or FA port on a locally attached


Symmetrix array to either online or offline. The symcfg


command can also be used to display the LRU cache


management configuration.


The symcfg command can also be used to list the services


entered in the network services file (netcnfg) or list all


the UNIX gatekeeper, database, and lock file semaphores. It


can display application and host registration, and port


connection information. The symcfg command can also list


feature registration data, including usage information and


capacity limits.


In addition, some arrays require authorization


information to access the array. The symcfg authorization


command is used to supply this information for use in
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subsequent discovery operations. The symcfg authorization


command allows you to list, add, update, or delete this


connectivity information. The update option allows you to


update the password of an existing entry.


If a configuration has devices mapped to either an


EA (ESCON) or EF (FICON) front-end director, the CU


image information can be viewed.


Larger Symmetrix arrays contain a system bay and a set of


drive bays. Environmental data and status for internal


modules can be viewed/synched using the -env_data option.


This requires Enginuity 5771 or above.


When the host is upgraded or when the lockbox file has


been moved to another host, the host fingerprint may no


longer match and the Stable System Values (SSVs) saved


in the lockbox. They must be reset before the lockbox being


accessible from Solution Enabler. To reset the SSVs in the


lockbox, the password for the lockbox is required. To


better protect the contents in the lockbox, a new password


can also be set after its first creation with a default


password.


ARGUMENTS


authorization  Supplies and manages the connectivity


information required to communicate with


either:


- certain storage arrays


- the Virtual Infrastructure Service


(Virtual Center Server or ESX).


The symcfg authorization command allows


you to list, add, update, and delete this


connectivity information.
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This connectivity information consists of


the following data:


Information              Option to Use


------------------- -------------


agent address            [-host]


user name                [-user]


password                 [-password]


port [-port]


alternate agent address  [-ahost]


namespace                [-namespace ]


The agent address, user name, and password


data information is required. While the


the password can be entered via the


command line option it is recommended to


not specify the option on the command line


and have the command prompt for the


password. This is a more secure way of


entering the password. The port and


alternate agent address is useful for


storage arrays.                     


The optional namespace parameter, if


present, qualifies the agent address in some


way. If it was provided when authorization


information was originally defined, it must


be provided during any subsequent update


or delete operations.


discover       Scans all devices on the host looking


for Symmetrix devices and builds (or


rebuilds) the Symmetrix host database.


If the Symmetrix array is reconfigured by


adding or removing devices that it sees,


then run the discover command before
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running sync to obtain accurate information.


This command interrogates all SCSI devices


and can take a significant amount of time


to complete. If you need to update the


device configuration status information,


the sync action is more efficient.


The -cache option attempts to recover


the results of a previous SCSI


interrogation from a running base daemon


for increased speed. Configuration data


is always retrieved from cache, if


possible.


Note: If you had previously run discover


and had subsequently removed Symmetrix


array(s), a later execution of discover


will not remove from the the database


information relating to the removed


Symmetrix array(s).


For selected Symmetrix array discovery,


use the -sid option.


list           Lists brief or detailed information about


the Symmetrix configuration. Can also


be used to view whether one or more


Symmetrix arrays have an exclusive


lock, host registration data, and


application and feature registration data.


Using the -lock option with list, you can


view whether one or more Symmetrix arrays


have an external lock held. By default,


only lock 0 is checked. The -lockn ALL


command checks for all Symmetrix external
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locks known to SYMAPI. The -lockn RDF


command checks for locks specific to RDF.


The -lockn GNS command lists the GNS


specific locks. The -lockn SRDF_MSCS lists


the SRDF/CE for MSCS specific locks. The


-lockn FAST command lists the FAST Hint


Manager specific locks.


In addition, the list action can 


list network services available and the


state of gatekeeper and database


semaphores. The -rdfg option


displays a list of RDF groups for the


specified Symmetrix array.


monitor        Checks the total percent full of the devices


in SNAP, RDFA_DSE or THIN pools and can


optionally execute a script file if a


specified percentage is encountered.


offline  Sets one RDF RA director or one RA or FA


director port on a locally-attached


Symmetrix array to the offline status.


Note: Use caution when applying this action.


online         Sets one RDF RA director or one RA or FA


director port on a locally-attached


Symmetrix array to the online status.


Note: Use caution when applying this action.


release        Releases any existing Symmetrix exclusive


locks from the specified Symmetrix array(s).


WARNING: Use this action ONLY if you are


SURE that no operation using these locks


is currently in progress.
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remove         Removes all information about the specified


Symmetrix array from the host database.


If there are more than one Symmetrix array


attached, then information and definitions


about all arrays are removed. 


reset          Resets the Stable System Values (SSVs) saved


in the lockbox. This operation is required


when the host fingerprint has changed, which


usually occurs when the host is upgraded or


the lockbox file has been moved to another


host.


scan           Results in a list of devices accessible to


the host system. It should be initiated when


the set of devices that a host can access


has changed. Follow this action with a


discover if the device changes are


associated with Symmetrix devices. 


Also see the -pdev option.


set            Used with -led to change the state of


system bay or drive bay LEDs.


setpw          Sets a new password for the lockbox.


show           Shows detailed application registration


data, CU image definitions, environment


data, or a SAVE device pool for a specific


system or drive bay.


sync     Refreshes the Symmetrix configuration


database file with data from the arrays.


The Symmetrix configuration must have been


previously discovered, using the discover


action. If you reconfigure your Symmetrix
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array by adding or removing devices that


the host sees, you need to run a


discover before a symcfg sync to obtain


accurate information.


verify         Without the -tdev and -datadev flags,


verifies whether the Symmetrix configuration


and the Symmetrix configuration database


file are in sync.


With the -tdev flag, verifies whether


one or more named device(s) (with the


-devs flag), standard devices in a


composite group (with the -cg flag),


devices in a storage group (with the


-sg flag), or all Symmetrix thin


devices in a named pool are in a given


state.


With the -datadev flag, verifies whether


one or more named device (with the -devs


flag) or all Symmetrix data devices in a


named pool are in a given state.


OPTIONS


-action        Selects a script to run when


the specified percent value is encountered.


The full pathname to the action script needs


to be specified. The first argument passed


to the script is automatically set to the


percent value. This option requires the


-percent option and is only valid with the


monitor command.


-address       Lists the Vbus, TID, and LUN addresses


associated with devices mapped to the
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front-end directors.


-ahost         Specifies an alternate host name during


authorization actions. To display this


during a list operation, the -v (verbose)


option must be applied.


-all           If used with list -v on a front-end director,


all port flags will be listed. If used with


pool operations, both active and inactive


information about the pools will be


included in the display.


If used with 'list -slo', it specifies that


all the SLOs configured in the array be


listed.


-allocating   Specifies that the applicable Symmetrix


thin devices must be in the "allocating"


state for the verification to return


success.


-applications  Lists the application registrations


sorted by Symmetrix ID. Only those


applications that have been run will


be listed.


-as400         Specifies pools or SAVE devices with


emulation type AS400.


-available     Requests the next available Vbus, TID, or


LUN address be appended to the output


list. Used with the -address option.


-balancing     Verifies devices that are balancing.


-bay_info      Displays the name of each system and drive
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bay along with bay location information


and bay LED state.


Requires Enginuity level 5875 and higher.


-bay_name      Specifies the system bay or drive bay for


control of the LED.


-bcv           Refreshes (synchronizes) the configuration


database file with BCV information from the


Symmetrix array.


-binding       Specifies that the applicable Symmetrix


thin devices must be in the "binding"


state for the verification to


return success.


-blocked       Displays only blocked features.


Not compatible with -unblocked.


-bound         When listing, lists devices that are bound


to a thin pool. When verifying, specifies


that the applicable Symmetrix thin devices


must be in the "bound" state in order for


the verification to return success.


-by_resptime   When listing SLOs, display the list of SLOs


in sorted order by response time, it can be


abbreviated to 6 characters including the


'-' character.


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


execute an exclusive lock or thin device


verification operation.  If this option is


not specified but an interval (-i) is


specified, the program will loop


continuously. The looping may be terminated


during verification if all devices enter
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the requested state.


-cache         Attempts to recover the results of a


previous SCSI interrogation from a


running base daemon for increased speed.


Configuration data is always retrieved


from cache, if possible.


-capacity      Shows the total Symmetrix storage space


connected to each registered host, based


on devices mapped to director/port. For


a list of masked devices per host,


use the symmaskdb list capacity command.


-cfgmgr        Refreshes the SYMAPI configuration database


file with disk space and Symmetrix


configuration metrics gathered from the


Symmetrix configuration server.


-class         Displays only features in the specified


class.


-client        Directs the application registration list


and show commands to reference the client


application table, instead of referencing


the SYMAPI-generated application table.


-ckd3380       Specifies pools or SAVE devices with


emulation type CKD3380.


-ckd3390       Specifies pools or SAVE devices with


emulation type CKD3390.


-compressing   Specifies that the applicable Symmetrix


thin devices must be in the "compressing"


state for the verification to


return success.
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-connections   Applies the list action to display the


host-to-Symmetrix connectivity, sorted by


Symmetrix ID. Only those hosts that have


at least one registered application will


be listed.


-container     Applies the list or show action to display


configuration information on Guest OS


containers on the specified Symmetrix.


When used with the show command, this option


takes an optional argument to specify the


name of the container to be displayed.


-CUimage       Lists or shows mainframe CU image


information.


-DA            Limits the action to a disk director


number. To select all disk director


numbers, specify ALL.


-datadev       Displays information about or verifies


the DATA devices.


-db            Displays Symmetrix configuration


database information.


-deactivated   Specifies that the applicable Symmetrix


data devices must be in the "deactivated"


state for the verification to


return success.


-deallocating  Specifies that the applicable Symmetrix


thin devices must be in the


"deallocating" state for the


verification to return success.
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-demand        Specifies a demand report be generated and


and can be abbreviated to 4 characters.


-detail        Displays detailed information for thin


devices or RDF groups.  Used with -port


in order to request that FA-specific or


SE-specific flag settings be displayed.


-devs          Specifies a set of Symmetrix device ranges


and/or individual Symmetrix devices.


-dir           Limits the action to a director number.


To select all director numbers,


specify ALL.


-dirsts        Refreshes the configuration database file


with director status information from the


specified Symmetrix array.


-disabled      When displaying features, shows only


disabled features. Not compatible


with -enabled.


When verifying thin devices, specifies


that the applicable Symmetrix data


devices must be in the "disabled"


state in order for the verification to


return success.


-draining      Specifies that the applicable Symmetrix


data devices must be in the "draining"


state in order for the verification to


return success.


-drainwait     Specifies that the applicable Symmetrix


data devices must be in the "drainwait"
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state in order for the verification to


return success.


-DX            Limits the action to the DX director.


To select all DX director numbers,


specify ALL.


-dynamic       Lists dynamic RDF groups.


-env_data      Displays or synchronizes the status of


the major hardware modules comprising


a Symmetrix system with Enginuity level


5771 or above. Verbose or summarized formats


are available when displaying data.


-EA            Limits the action to an ESCON director


number. To select all ESCON director


numbers, specify ALL.


-EF            Limits the action to a FICON


(Fibre-ESCON) director number. To select


all FICON director numbers, specify ALL.


-enabled       Display only enabled features.


Not compatible with -disabled.


-FA          Identifies the front-end (Fibre) director


number. Use ALL to return data for all


available Fibre front-end directors.


-fast          Refreshes (synchronizes) the configuration


database file with FAST information


gathered from the Symmetrix array.


-fba           Specifies pools or SAVE devices with


emulation type FBA.
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-fc            Use with -free in order to restrict the


display of free ports to those which support


the Fibre Channel interface type.


-features      Lists the feature registrations and


usage data. Where appropriate, capacity


types and limits are also displayed.


Usage information is displayed when the -v


option is provided.


-fibre         Confines the front-end information output


to Fibre directors only. Used with the


-address option.


-force         Forces the release of a Symmetrix external


lock (EMC use only). Currently, releasing


lock 15 (Symmetrix configuration lock)


requires the use of this option.


CAUTION: Use this action ONLY if you are


SURE that no operations using these locks


are in progress.


-free          Use with -port in order to request a display


of ports which are currently available to be


associated with a director.


-freeingall    Specifies that the applicable Symmetrix


thin devices must be in the


"freeingall" state for the verification


to return success.


-gb            Lists capacity in gigabytes.


-h             Provides brief online help information.


-host          Lists only application information for
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the specified host or specifies a host


name during authorization actions.


-host_cache    Lists detailed information about host cache


cards for each host associated with the


specified Symmetrix.  A list of devices


registered for control by each host cache


card is provided.


-hyperv        Indicates that the supplied information is


for Hyper-V Virtual Infrastructure Service.


Used with the authorization action.


-i             Specifies the repeat interval in seconds to


execute an exclusive lock or thin device


verification operation.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-ipv6          Specifies that the output display should not


truncate IPv6 node names or addresses.


-iscsi         Use with -free in order to restrict the


display of free ports to those which support


the ISCSI interface type.


-kit           Lists the SYMAPI kit details.


-local         Refreshes (synchronizes) the configuration


database file with local Symmetrix


information.


-led           Used with the set keyword to change the
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state of system bay or drive bay LEDs.


-lock          Displays whether the Symmetrix array has


an exclusive lock.


-lockbox       Manages accessibilty of the lockbox from


Solution Enabler:


- reset SSVs saved in the lockbox.


- set a new password for the lockbox.


-lockn         Specifies the Symmetrix external lock


(SEL) number. You can choose to set a


specific lock number to return, and if


this option is not specified, the lock


number defaults to 0. Optionally, you can


return only RDF locks by specifying RDF,


RDFA locks by specifying RDFA, SELs used


by GNS by specifying GNS, or the SRDF/CE


for MSCS locks by specifying SRDF_MSCS. To


list all locks, specify ALL.


-LRU         Lists the cache-slot allocation and


allocation percentage of a specified LRU


cache management group number, when used


with the list action. Use ALL to list all


the LRUs.


-masking       Refreshes (synchronizes) the configuration


database file with masking information


gathered from the Symmetrix array.


-mb            Lists capacity in megabytes.


-memory        Displays information about the


memory boards.


-namespace     Specifies a namespace with authorization
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operations.


-new_password  The new password for the lockbox. This


option has to be used in combination with


the -lockbox option. If it is not specified


on the command line the new password is


prompted for. The characters entered are


not displayed for additional security.


-nocache       Bypasses the cache and rescans the


devices for configuration information.


-nonpooled     Lists or verifies devices that are ready


to be assigned to a pool.


-noprompt      Requests that no prompts are returned


after the command is entered. The default


is to prompt the user for confirmation.


-norepeat      Specifies that the action script should


be run only once if the threshold has been


met. Used with the action script option on


the monitor command.


-novirtual     Use with -port in order to restrict the


display to physical ports only.


-offline       Sets the operation to work in offline mode,


utilizing the host configuration database


exclusively.


-p             Identifies a specific port number to be used.


-password      The password associated with the user


supplied by the -username option. The


option is optional. If it is not specified


on the command line the password is
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prompted for. The characters entered are


not displayed for additional security.


When this option is used in combination with


-lockbox option, the input password is for


the lockbox. If it is not specified on the


command line the password is prompted for as


above.


-pdev          For a discover operation, this limits the


work performed to collect only the pdev


information.  In cases where the Symmetrix


configuration was changed, a full discovery


is performed.  When used with the -sid


option, only pdevs for the specified


Symmetrix array are updated.


-percent       Causes the action script to be executed


when the percent full argument is


encountered.


-pool          Specifies the pool type.


When used with the monitor command, this


option takes an argument to specify the


pool to be monitored.


-poolstate     Verifies the state of the named thin pool.


-port          Requests a display of port-level information.


When used with the authorization command,


this takes an argument to provide the port


at which the agent is listening.


When used with -free, lists information about


ports available to be associated with a
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director.


-RA            Limits the action to an RDF director


number. To select all RDF director


numbers, specify ALL.


-rcopy         Refreshes (synchronizes) the configuration


database file with remote copy session


information gathered from the Symmetrix


array.


-rdf           Refreshes (synchronizes) the configuration


database file with RDF information from


the Symmetrix array(s) and the attached


remote Symmetrix array(s).


-rdfa          Displays SRDF/Asynchronous information.


-rdfg          If given an RDF group number, the particular


RDF group is displayed; if ALL is


specified, all RDF groups are displayed.


-rdfa_dse      Displays SRDF/Asynchronous DSE pool


information.


When used with 'list -srp', display only SRPs


that can be used for RDFA DSE spillover.


-RE            Limits the action to an RDF Gig-E director


number.  To select all RDF Gig-E director


numbers, specify ALL.


-reclaiming    Verifies devices that are currently


being reclaimed from a thin pool.


-RF            Limits the action to an RDF Fibre director


number.  To select all RDF Fibre director
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numbers, specify ALL.


-savedev       Displays information about the SAVE devices.


-SE            Limits the action to a Gig-E director


number. To select all Gig-E director


numbers, specify ALL.


-semaphores    Displays gatekeeper, database, and lock


file semaphores.


-service_state Limits the display of environment data to


include only modules that are in the


specified service state.


-services      Displays configured network services.


-sg            Refreshes (synchronizes) the configuration


database file with Storage Group (SG)


information gathered from the Symmetrix


array or specifies the name of the storage


group to use.


-sid           Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID.


-slo           Display information about the SLOs.


-slot          Use with -free in order to restict the


display of free ports to those which


reside on a specified slot.


-snap          Refreshes (synchronizes) the configuration


database file with updated TimeFinder/Snap


information when used with sync.


If used with pools, displays Snap pool


information.


-sorthost      Sorts the -connections list by host,
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rather than by Symmetrix ID.


-speed         Use with -free in order to restrict the


display of free ports to those of a


specified maximum speed (Gb/sec).


-srp           Display information about the SRPs.


-ssid          Displays MVS subsystem information.


-ssid_num      Identifies a specific SSID group


indicating which group to display if a CU


image contains multiple SSID groups.


-ssv           Indicates to reset the Stable System


Values (SSVs) saved in the lockbox.


-static        Lists static RDF groups.


-status        Displays status information referring


to whether the configuration has


changed and if the Symmetrix array was


discovered during the last discover


action.


-switched      Displays the local and remote Symmetrix


arrays, their RDF directors, and RA groups


connected in the open RDF switch


fabric.


-tdev          Displays information about thin devices.


-thin          Displays Virtual Provisioning thin pool


information.


-tier          Refreshes (synchronizes) the configuration


database file with tier information
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gathered from the Symmetrix array.


-unblocked     Displays only unblocked features.


Not compatible with -blocked.


-unbinding     Verifies devices that are currently


unbinding from a thin pool.


-unbound       Lists or verifies devices that are


ready to be bound to a thin pool.


-uncompressing Specifies that the applicable Symmetrix


thin devices must be in the "uncompressing"


state for the verification to


return success.


-upatches      Lists all Enginuity patches on this


Symmetrix array.


-username      Indicates the name of the user to authorize.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-version       Displays SYMCLI/SYMAPI version information.


-virtual       Use with -port in order to restrict the


display to virtual ports only.


-vmware        Indicates that the supplied information is


for a VMWare Virtual Infrastructure Service.


Used with the authorization action.


-vpdata        Refreshes (synchronizes) the configuration


database file with virtual provisioning


information gathered from the Symmetrix


array.
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PARAMETERS


AppID          The application ID.


BayName        The Symmetrix cabinet name.


BayName must conform to one of the patterns


below.  These will be accepted in either


upper or lower case.


SB-x   where x is a system bay number


DB-xy  where x is a drive bay index


and y is the bay side (A, B, C, D)


These forms are consistent with bay names


displayed in output returned by the


"symcfg -env_data" and "symcfg -bay_info"


list commands.


ClassName  The class of features list. This


string must match what is displayed as the


feature class in the normal feature output.


Class names with spaces must be enclosed in


quotes.


ContainerName  The name of the container to be displayed.


HostName       The host name.


NameSpace      The namespace used with Authorization


actions.


NewPassWord    The new password for the lockbox.


PassWord       The password associated with the UserName


supplied during authorization actions.
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When used in combination with -lockbox


option, the input password is for the


lockbox.


PoolName       The device pool name.


ScriptFile     The full pathname of a script file to be


executed.


SgName         The storage group name.


SLOName        The SLO name.


SRPName        The SRP name.


SSID           The subsystem number.


SymDev         A single Symmetrix device name, such as


008A.


SymDevStart    The first Symmetrix device name in a


sequence, such as 001C.


SymDevEnd      The last Symmetrix device name in a


sequence, such as 00B6.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


UserName       The username supplied during authorization


actions.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol  


------ -----------


0       CLI_C_SUCCESS
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1       CLI_C_FAIL


2       CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


19       CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix


array are currently locked.


Return codes for symcfg -lock


16       CLI_C_SYM_NOT_ALL_LOCKED


Only returned if not all the


targeted Symmetrix arrays


currently have an exclusive


Symmetrix lock.


17       CLI_C_SYM_NONE_LOCKED    


Only returned if none of the


targeted Symmetrix arrays


currently has an exclusive


Symmetrix lock.


Return codes for symcfg verify 


24       CLI_C_NOT_IN_SYNC


The Symmetrix configuration


and the symapi database file


are not in sync. You should


run either a discover or a


full sync.


EXAMPLES


To discover all Symmetrix arrays connected to this host,


and to build or rebuild the Symmetrix configuration


database file from information gathered, enter:
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symcfg discover


To display information about the attached Symmetrix


arrays, enter:


symcfg list


To display detailed information about the attached


Symmetrix arrays and their directors, enter:


symcfg list -v -dir all


To display detailed information about the attached


Symmetrix arrays and director 1B, enter:


symcfg list -v -dir 1B


To display information about all front-end directors


for the specified Symmetrix array, enter:


symcfg list -SA ALL -sid 710


To list information about all registered hosts


connected to the specified Symmetrix array, enter:


symcfg list -connections -sid 010000658710


To list information about all registered applications


on every locally-attached Symmetrix array, enter:


symcfg list -applications


To list all configured network services in the network


services file, enter:


symcfg list -services
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To list all gatekeeper and database semaphores, enter:


symcfg list -semaphores


To verify whether the Symmetrix 0098 configuration


and the Symmetrix configuration database are in sync,


enter:


symcfg verify -sid 0098


To display the content of CU image 0x00, enter:


symcfg -cumage show 0


To display the status of modules comprising a


storage array running Enginuity 5771 or above that are


in a failed state, enter:


symcfg -env_data list -service_state failed
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symcg
Performs operations on a Symmetrix composite group (CG).


SYNOPSIS


symcg -h


symcg [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]


activate <CgName> [-noprompt]


activateall [-noprompt]


create <CgName>


[-type REGULAR | RDF1 | RDF2 | RDF21 | ANY]


[-apidb | -rdf_consistency]


delete <CgName> [-force] [-symforce]


export <CgName> [-file <FileName>] [-rdf]


[-grpfile <GrpDbFileName>]


exportall [-file <FileName>] [-rdf]


[-grpfile <GrpDbFileName>]


import <CgName> [-file <FileName>]


[-apidb | -rdf_consistency] [-rename]


importall [-file <FileName>]


[-apidb | -rdf_consistency]


list [-offline] [-v]


[-apidb | -rdf_consistency]


[-grpfile <GrpDbFileName>]


list [-inactive]
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release <CgName> [-force] [-noprompt]


[-sid <SymmID>] [-lock <#>]


rename <OldCgName> <NewCgName>


show <CgName> [-inactive] [-offline | -lock]


[-grpfile <GrpDbFileName>]


symcg -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]


add dg <DgName>[,<DgName1>,<DgName2>,...]


add [pd] <PdevName> [<LdevName>]


copy ld <LdevName> <DestCgName> [-force] [-rename]


move ld <LdevName> <DestCgName> [-force] [-rename]


rename ld <OldLdevName> <NewLdevName>


remove ld <LdevName> [-force] [-symforce]


remove [pd] <PdevName> [-force] [-symforce]


set <-name [<Name>] | -recovery_rdfg <GrpNum>>


[-rdfg <<SymmID>:<<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|all>[,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>]>]


show ld <LdevName>      


symcg -cg <CgName> -sid <SymmID>


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]


[-rdf | -hop2]


[-rdfg <GrpNum> [-remote_rdfg <RemoteGrpNum>]]


add dev <SymDevName> [LdevName] [-vdev | -tgt]
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remove dev <SymDevName> [-force] [-symforce]


[-vdev | -tgt]


remove dg <DgName>[,<DgName1>,<DgName2>,...]


symcg -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]


[-sid <SymmID>]


[-SA <# | ALL>] [-P <#>] [-N <#>]


[-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]]


[-rdf | -hop2] [-vdev | -tgt]


[-rdfg <GrpNum> [-remote_rdfg <RemoteGrpNum>]]


[-sel_rdfg <SelRdfGrpNum>]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


addall [pd | devs [-rdf | -hop2]]


[-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF] [-v]


rmall [-rdf | -hop2] [-force] [-symforce]


[-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF]


symcg -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]


[-sid <SymmID>]


[-SA <# | ALL>] [-P <#>] [-N <#>]


[-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]]


[<-vdev | -tgt> [-hop2] | -rvdev | -rtgt]


[-rdfg <GrpNum> [-remote_rdfg <RemoteGrpNum>]]


[-sel_rdfg <SelRdfGrpNum>]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


copyall <DestCgName> [-force] [-symforce] [-rename]


[-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF]


moveall <DestCgName> [-force] [-symforce] [-rename]


[-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF]
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symcg -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-noprompt] [-v]


[-rdfg name:<Name>] [-hop2] [-star]


enable


disable [-force]


symcg -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-noprompt] [-v] [-force]


[-bcv | -vdev | -tgt] [-rp] [-star][-sid <SymmID>]


[-celerra]


rw_enable [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


write_disable [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


symcg -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-noprompt] [-v] [-force]


[-bcv | -vdev | -tgt] [-star][-sid <SymmID>]


host_active [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


pin [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


relabel [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


unpin [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


symcg -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]


[-noprompt] [-force]


[-bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv | -rrbcv |


-vdev [-hop2] | -rvdev | -tgt [-hop2] | -rtgt ]


[-rp] [-star] [-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <<SymmID>:<<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|all>[,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>]>] [-celerra]
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not_ready [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


ready [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


hold [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


compress [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]] [-stop]


uncompress [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]] [-stop]


bind -pool <PoolName>


unbind


rebind -pool <PoolName>


allocate [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-persistent]


allocate [LdevName [LdevName...]] -stop


free [-all] [LdevName [LdevName...]]


free [-all] [LdevName [LdevName...]] -stop


reclaim [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-persistent]


reclaim [LdevName [LdevName...]] -stop


set -persistent [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


unset -persistent [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


set -orm < system | on | off>


[<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


symcg -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]


[-noprompt] [-symforce]
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[-bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv | -rrbcv |


-vdev [-hop2] | -rvdev | -tgt [-hop2] | -rtgt ]


[-rp] [-star] [-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <<SymmID>:<<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|all>[,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>]>] [-celerra]


unhold [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


set -gcm [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


unset -gcm [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]]


symcg -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-noprompt] [-v]


-sid <SymmID>


-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]> |


-file <FileName>


-stg_rdfg <GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>]


-cg_rdfg <CgGrpNum>[,<CgGrpNum>]


[-stg_r21_rdfg <R21GrpNum> -cg_r21_rdfg <CgR21GrpNum>]


modify -add [-force]


modify -remove


symcg -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-noprompt] [-v] [-force]


modify -recover


DESCRIPTION


The symcg command performs the following operations


specific to composite groups: creating a new composite


group; deleting, exporting, importing, listing, or showing


information about a composite group; adding devices to a
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composite group; removing devices from a composite group;


and enabling and disabling RDF consistency on a composite


group.


The symcg command also performs the following control


actions on some or all of the devices in a composite group:


write_disable, rw_enable, ready, not_ready, hold, unhold,


pin, unpin, compress, uncompress, relabel, set, unset,


bind, unbind, rebind, allocate, free and reclaim.  By


default the actions will only be applied to the standard


devices in the group.  The -bcv and -tgt switches must be


specified to operate on those types of devices.


ARGUMENTS


allocate       Allocates storage in the thin pool.


activate       Activates a specified composite group.


activateall    Activates all of the inactive composite


groups. Imports to Group Name Services


(GNS).


add            Adds a Symmetrix device or an existing


device group to an existing composite


group.


addall         Adds all Symmetrix devices that are


visible to this host, are not already


members of a composite group, and belong to


a specified Symmetrix array to the specified


existing composite group. When the dev


keyword is specified, devices that are not


visible to the host are also added.


bind           Binds the thin device(s) to the thin pool.
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compress       Starts data compression on thin device(s).


When combined with the -stop option,


data compression is stopped.


copy           Copies one device from one existing


composite group to another existing


composite group. The source and


destination composite groups must have


compatible types.


copyall        Copies all specified devices from one


existing composite group to another


existing composite group. The source and


destination composite groups must have


compatible types.


create         Creates an empty composite group.


If no type is specified, then the group


will become a REGULAR group.


delete         Deletes an existing composite group. If


the composite group has members, the


command will fail unless the -force


option is used.


If the -force option is specified, the


devices that are members of the group are


removed and the group is deleted.


If RDF consistency is enabled and cannot


be disabled, the command will fail unless


the -symforce option is used.


disable        Disables RDF consistency for all device(s)


in the CG or for all devices(s) in the


rdfg name.
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enable         Enables RDF consistency for all device(s)


in the CG or for all device(s) in the


rdfg name.


export         Exports the contents of a composite group


to a text file, which can later be used to


import the composite group.


exportall      Exports the contents of all composite groups


to a text file, which can later be used to


import all of the composite groups.


free           Frees storage in the thin pool.


hold           Holds all devices in the composite group.


By default, all devices in the STD device


list are acted upon.


host_active    Sets the host active mode on device(s).


The device(s) must be in a host passive mode


for this operation to succeed.


If a device is host visible, the command


will fail unless the -symforce option is


used.


import         Imports the composite group described


by a text file that was created by the


export action.


importall      Imports all of the composite groups


described by a text file that was created by


the exportall action.


list           Lists all of the composite groups that have


been created for this host. If the


-inactive option is specified, all of the
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inactive composite groups will be listed.


modify         Moves devices between the staging area and


the RDF Consistency enabled CG, and updates


the CG definition to reflect the change. 


move           Moves one device from one existing


composite group to another existing


composite group. The source and


destination composite groups must have


compatible types.


moveall        Moves all specified devices from one


existing composite group to another


existing composite group. The source and


destination composite groups must have


compatible types.


not_ready      Makes all of the devices in the composite


group not ready. By default, all devices


in the STD device list are acted upon.


pin            Sets the device(s) to the user pinned state.


User pinned device(s) will not be moved


via FAST controller, but they can be moved


via Optimizer or Symmigrate.


ready          Makes all devices in the composite group


ready. By default, all of the devices in the


STD device list are acted upon.


rebind         Rebinds the device(s) to the thin pool.


reclaim        Reclaims storage from the thin pool.


relabel        Applies the defined label to the device.


Please refer to the symlabel command to
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learn how to define a device label.


release        Releases the Device External Lock (DEL)


associated with the devices within a


composite group.


remove         Removes a Symmetrix device or device group


from an existing composite group.


If RDF consistency is enabled, the command


will fail unless the -force option is


used.


If RDF consistency cannot be disabled,


the command will fail unless the -symforce


option is used.


rename         Renames a logical device.


rmall          Removes all Symmetrix devices from an


existing composite group.


If RDF consistency is enabled, the command


will fail unless the -force option is


used.


If RDF consistency cannot be disabled,


the command will fail unless the -symforce


option is used.


rw_enable      Enables all devices in the composite group


for reads and writes. By default, all


devices in the STD device list are acted


upon.


set            Associates a logical name or a STAR


recovery RDF group number with an RDF (RA)
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group(s) when combined with the -name or


-recovery_rdfg option. Sets the persistent


indicator for allocations on thin device(s)


when combined with the -persistent option.


Sets the Optimized Read Miss mode when


combined with the -orm option.  Sets GCM


mode when combined with -gcm.


show           Shows detailed information about the devices


in a composite group.


unbind         Unbinds device(s) from the thin pool.


uncompress     Starts data decompression on thin device(s).


When combined with the -stop option,


data decompression is stopped.


unhold         Releases the hold on all devices in the


composite group. By default, all devices


in the STD device list are acted upon.


unpin          Unset the device(s) from the user pinned


state.


unset          Clears the persistent indicator for


allocations on thin device(s) when combined


with the -persistent option.  Clears GCM


mode when combined with -gcm.


write_disable  Disables writes for all devices in the


composite group. By default, all devices


in the STD device list are acted upon.


KEYWORDS


dev            Performs the action against a Symmetrix


device given its Symmetrix device name.
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devs           Performs the action against multiple


Symmetrix devices given their Symmetrix


device names.


dg             Performs the action against a device group


given its device group name.


ld             Performs the action against a Symmetrix


device given its logical device name.


name           Performs the action against the specified


RDF group's logical name.


pd             Performs the action against a Symmetrix


device given its physical (host) device


name.


OPTIONS


-add           Specifies that the devices will be added to


the RDF Consistency enabled CG from the


staging area.


-all           Used with the free operation in order to


specify that all allocations associated


with the indicated devices are to be


freed, regardless of whether data has


been written or not.


-apidb         Lists the composite groups that are in the


SYMAPI database. On a create or import,


overrides the options file setting and


stores the RDF CG in the SYMAPI database


only.


-bcv           Specifices all devices in the BCV device
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list of a composite group.


-brbcv         Specifies all devices in the BRBCV device


list of a composite group.


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


attempt to acquire an exclusive lock on


the Symmetrix host database and (for


control operations) on the local and/or


remote Symmetrix arrays.


The time to wait between attempts to


acquire a needed lock is specified by


-i (interval).


If neither -c nor -i is specified,


operations will fail if unable to acquire


a requested lock.


If -c is not specified, and -i is


specified, the program will loop


continuously until the operation has


acquired the locks it needs and can start.


-cap           Sets a minimum device size to the selection


criteria of devices.


-captype <mb | cyl>


Specifies the units of capacity in megabytes


or cylinders.  If the unit of measurement is


not specified, the default is mb.


-celerra       Allows controls on Celerra FBA devices.


-cg            Specifies the composite group name.


-cg_rdfg       Specifies the RDF group(s) within the CG to
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which devices will be added or from which


devices will be removed. For a concurrent


CG, two groups must be specified (separated


by a comma). These RDF groups are 


associated (in order) with the RDF groups


specified by the -stg_rdfg option.


-cg_r21_rdfg   Specifies the RDF group connecting the R21


and R2 Symmetrix arrays of a cascaded CG.


It is only valid for operations involving


cascaded R1 devices. This RDF group is


associated with the RDF group specified by


the -stg_r21_rdfg option.


-orm           Allows setting the Optimized Read Miss


mode to system default, on, or off for


the specified devices.


-devs          Specifies the ranges of Symmetrix devices


to add and remove.


-file          For the import and export action, specifies


the file to be used.


For the modify action, specifies the


filename containing the list of devices to


be acted upon. Only the SymDevName specified


on the first column of each line is used.


-force         Forces the deletion of a composite group,


with or without members. Also used with


disable to perform the action when


devices are in unexpected RDF modes


and states. When used with remove, if


the device is enabled, it will be


disabled and removed.
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Also applies to the following actions:


write_disable, rw_enable, ready, not_ready,


hold, unhold, host_active and relabel.


-gcm           Allows setting or clearing the device GCM


mode.


-grpfile       Specifies an alternate group database


file for use in list, show, export


and exportall actions.


-h  Provides brief, online help information.


-hop2          Indicates that the device is two hops away.


If used for add/remove dev, addall, rmall,


moveall, or copyall operations, then -rdfg,


-remote_rdfg, and -tgt or -vdev must also


be specified. 


When holding or readying devices, the hop2


flag must be used with -bcv, -vdev, or


-tgt.


If used for enable/disable operations,


targets the operation at the group's


second-hop devices in a Cascaded RDF


relationship. For example, given an RDF1


group, the R21->R2 pair of the R1->R21->R2


relationship will be enabled or disabled.


-i             Specifies the interval, in seconds, to


wait between attempts to acquire an


exclusive lock on the Symmetrix host


database and, for control operations,


on the local and/or remote Symmetrix


arrays.
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The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-inactive Lists or shows inactive composite groups.


-lock          Displays whether the devices have any


exclusive locks.      


-name          Specifies the RDF group name(s). Reset it by


setting it to the null string (for example:


symcg -cg w1 set -rdfg 13:55).


-noprompt      Eliminates the prompt for user confirmation.


-noRDF         Adds, copies, moves, or removes non RDF


devices only.


-offline   Obtains information from the Symmetrix


host configuration database.


-persistent    Used with set or unset it specifies operation


on the persistent indicator.  Used with


allocate or reclaim it specifies the use of


persistent storage.


-pool          Specifies a Thin Pool Name.


-R1            Adds, copies, moves, or removes RDF1 (R1)


devices only.


-R2            Adds, copies, moves, or removes RDF2 (R2)


devices only.


-R21           Adds, copies, moves, or removes RDF21 (R21)
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devices only.


-rbcv          Chooses all devices in the RBCV device


list of a composite group.


-rdf           Exports the remote Symmetrix ID(s) and


remote Symmetrix device names. This allows


the composite group to be imported on a


host connected to the remote Symmetrix


arrays.


When used in conjunction with -vdev, it


indicates that  the device is an RVDEV


device. When used in conjunction with -tgt,


it indicates that the device is an RTGT


device.


-rdf_consistency


Creates or imports the CG, allowing it to


be enabled for RDF consistency once


devices have been added to the CG.


-rdfg          Adds, removes, or controls devices that


belong to the specified RDF (RA) group(s).


For an add operation, this parameter is


only valid with -vdev or -tgt. For


control operations (ready, not_ready,


hold, unhold), this parameter must be used


with a remote device type (-rbcv, -brbcv,


-rrbcv, -rvdev, -rtgt).


-recover       Recovers the failed modify add or modify


remove operation and puts the CG into a


known state.


-recovery_rdfg


Specifies a STAR recovery RDF (RA) group.
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This is a ones-based number. Reset it


by setting it to zero.


-remote_rdfg   Specifies the RDF (RA) group to access


a two-hop device from the first hop.


-remove        Specifies that the devices will be removed


from the RDF Consistency enabled CG to the


staging area.


-rename        Specifies a new name for the CG.


-rp            Indicates that the action is targeted


for devices tagged for RecoverPoint.


-rrbcv         Specifies all devices in the RRBCV device


list of a composite group.


-rtgt          Specifies all devices in the RTGT device


list of a composite group.


-rvdev         Specifies all devices in the remote VDEV


device list of a composite group.


-sel_rdfg      Indicates the Symmetrix RA (RDF) group


number of the devices to be added via


an addall operation.


-sid           Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID.


-star          Indicates that the action is targeted


for devices in STAR mode.


-stg_r21_rdfg  The RDF group connecting the R21 and R2


Symmetrix arrays in the staging area that is


used to add or remove cascaded devices from


a cascaded CG. It is only valid for
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operations involving cascaded R1 devices.


This RDF group is associated with the RDF


groups specified by the -cg_r21_rdfg option.


-stg_rdfg      Specifies the RDF group(s) that comprise the


staging area. For a concurrent CG, two


groups must be specified (separated by a


comma). These RDF groups are associated (in


order) with the RDF groups specified by the


-cg_rdfg option.


-stop          Specifies that the compress, uncompress,


allocate, free or reclaim operation will


be stopped.


-symforce      Forces the operation (when used with remove


or delete) if the device is enabled for


consistency and it cannot be disabled.


Also applies to the following actions:


unhold, set -gcm and unset -gcm.


-tgt           Targets the indicated action at the


devices in TGT list of the composite group.


-type          Specifies the composite group type. Values


are: REGULAR, RDF1, RDF2, RDF21, and ANY.


The default type is REGULAR.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-vdev          Chooses all devices in the VDEV device


list of a composite group.


PARAMETERS


CgGrpNum       The RDF (RA) group number of an RDF Group
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within the enabled CG.


CgName         The composite group name assigned by the


user. The name must be unique to this host.


CgR21GrpNum    The RDF (RA) group number connecting the


R21 Symmetrix to the R2 Symmetrix of a


Cascaded R1 CG.


DestCgName     The destination composite group name for


copy/copyall or move/moveall operations.


DgName         The name of the device group to be


contained by the composite group.


FileName       For the import or export action, the


text file name to be used.


For the modify action, the file name


that contains a list. Only the SymDevName


specified on the first column of each line


is used.


GrpDbFileName  Specifies an alternate group database


file for use in list, show, export and


exportall actions.


GrpNum         The RDF (RA) group number.


LdevName       The device logical name assigned by the user


or automatically assigned when a device is


added to a composite group.


NewCgName      The new composite group name.


OldCgName      The current composite group name.
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PdevName      The host physical name for the device (for


example: /dev/rhdiskpower61).


R21GrpNum      The RDF (RA) group number of the R1


Mirror of the R21 device.


RdfGroupName   The logical name associated with the RDF


(RA) group(s).


RemoteGrpNum   The RDF (RA) group number from the


first hop to the second hop.


SelRdfGrpNum   The Symmetrix RA (RDF) group


number of the devices to be added via


an addall operation.


SymDevEnd      The last Symmetrix device name in a


sequence (for example: 00B6).


SymDevName     The Symmetrix device name, unique per


Symmetrix (for example: 001C).


SymDevStart    The first Symmetrix device name in a


sequence (for example: 001C).


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


RETURN CODES


Code #      Code Symbol    


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


2         CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED
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19        CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix array


are currently locked.


FILES


The output file created by the export argument and read


by the import argument has the following format:


<CG TYPE>


S <SYMMETRIX_ID> <SYMMETRIX_DEVICE_NAME>


B <SYMMETRIX_ID> <SYMMETRIX_DEVICE_NAME>


R <SYMMETRIX_ID> <SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<LOGICAL_DEVICE_NAME>


Z <SYMMETRIX_ID> <SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<LOGICAL_DEVICE_NAME>


Y <SYMMETRIX_ID> <SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<REMOTE_SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<LOGICAL_DEVICE_NAME>


D <SYMMETRIX_ID> <SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<HOP_2_SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<LOGICAL_DEVICE_NAME>


V <SYMMETRIX_ID> <LOGICAL_DEVICE_NAME>


W <SYMMETRIX_ID> <SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<LOGICAL_DEVICE_NAME>


E <SYMMETRIX_ID> <SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<HOP_2_SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<LOGICAL_DEVICE_NAME>


T <SYMMETRIX_ID> <LOGICAL_DEVICE_NAME>


X <SYMMETRIX_ID> <SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<LOGICAL_DEVICE_NAME>


F <SYMMETRIX_ID> <SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<HOP_2_SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<LOGICAL_DEVICE_NAME>


N <SYMMETRIX_ID> <SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NAME>
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C <SYMMETRIX_ID> <SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


<SYMMETRIX_RECOVERY_RA_GROUP_NUM>


G <DgName>


In the output described above, the <CG TYPE> values are:


Symbolic Name              Value


----------------------- -----


SYMAPI_C_CGTYPE_NA           0


SYMAPI_C_CGTYPE_RDF1         1


SYMAPI_C_CGTYPE_RDF2         2


SYMAPI_C_CGTYPE_REGULAR      3


SYMAPI_C_CGTYPE_RDF21        4


SYMAPI_C_CGTYPE_ANY          5


The single-character codes that represent device types are:


Code    Description


---- -----------


S      Identifies an STD device.


B      Identifies a local BCV device.


R      Identifies an RBCV device.


Z      Identifies a BRBCV device.


Y      Identifies an RRBCV device.


D      identifies a HOP 2 BCV device.


V      Identifies a VDEV.


W      Identifies an RVDEV device.


E      Identifies a HOP 2 VDEV device.


T      Identifies a TGT device.


X      Identifies an RTGT device.


F      Identifies a Hop 2 TGT device.


N      Identifies an RA Group Name.


G      Identifies a DG


The parameters used to describe the devices include:


Parameter            Description
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--------- ---------------


<SYMMETRIX_ID>       The 12-digit identifier of


the Symmetrix upon which the


local STD devices resides.


<SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


The RDFG (RA) number that


can be used in combination with


the local Symmetrix ID to get to


the remote Symmetrix.


<REMOTE_SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


The RDFG (RA) number that can be


used in combination with the


local RA group number and the


local Symmetrix ID to get to the


Symmetrix that is one hop away.


<HOP_2_SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NUM>


The RDFG (RA) number that can be


used in combination with the


local and remote RA group numbers


and the local Symmetrix ID to get


to the Symmetrix that is two hops


away.


<SYMMETRIX_DEVICE_NAME>


The Symmetrix device number.


<LOGICAL DEVICE NAME>


The name of the device in the


group.


<SYMMETRIX_RA_GROUP_NAME>


The RDFG (RA) group name.


<SYMMETRIX_RECOVERY_RA_GROUP_NUM>
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The RDFG (RA) recovery RDFG (RA)


group number.


The file will have as many device description lines as


the composite group has members.


Lines in the file that are blank or have a pound sign


(#) in the first column will be ignored.


EXAMPLES


To create a REGULAR Symmetrix composite group called


mycg1, enter:


symcg create mycg1


To list all of the Symmetrix composite groups in a detailed


format, enter:


symcg -v list


To show information about composite group oracg, enter:


symcg show oracg


To export composite group oracg to a text file called


'oracg.txt', enter:


symcg export oracg -file oracg.txt


To delete Symmetrix composite group oracg, regardless


of whether the group has devices in it, enter:


symcg -force delete oracg


To import composite group oracg from a text file,


called 'oracg.txt', enter:
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symcg import oracg -file oracg.txt


To add a device to Symmetrix composite group oracg,


enter:


symcg -cg oracg add pd /dev/rhdiskpower61


To remove a device from a Symmetrix composite group


oracg, enter:


symcg -cg oracg -sid 55 remove dev 00C
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symchg
Marks areas of Symmetrix disk storage so that


objects occupying those areas can be monitored


for changes by the Change Tracker.


SYNOPSIS


symchg  [-h]


symchg [-sid <SymmID>] [-v]


create dev <SymDevName> [-type <read | write | rw>]


mark   dev <SymDevName>


delete dev <SymDevName> [-force]


remove dev <SymDevName> [-force]


symchg <-g <DgName> | -cg <CgName>> [-bcv] [-v]


create [ld <LdevName>] [-type <read | write | rw>]


mark   [ld <LdevName>]


delete [ld <LdevName>] [-force]


remove [ld <LdevName>] [-force]


symchg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-v]


create [-type <read | write | rw>]


mark


delete [-force]
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remove [-force]


symchg -file <DevFile> -sid <SymmID> [-v]


create [-type <read | write | rw>]


mark


delete [-force]


remove [-force]


symchg [-sid <SymmID>] [-v]


list


list -session [dev] [-type <read | write | rw>]


symchg [-v]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-reset | -multi]


view dev <SymDevName> [-sid <SymmID>] [-native]


view <-g <DgName> | -cg <CgName>> [-bcv]


[-native | -log <LogFile>]


view <-g <DgName> | -cg <CgName>> ld <LdevName>


[-native]


view -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-native |


-log <LogFile>]


view [-sid <SymmID>] -file <DevFile> [-native |


-log <LogFile>]


symchg -session [-v]
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view dev <SymDevName> [-sid <SymmID>]


view <-g <DgName> | -cg <CgName>> [-bcv]


view <-g <DgName> | -cg <CgName>> ld <LdevName>


view -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID>


view [-sid <SymmID>] -file <DevFile>


symchg [-ra <NumRAs>] [-rate <KB/s>]


[-resync [<mmmm|hh:mm>]]


[-start <mmddyyyy hh:mm>] [-stop <mmddyyyy hh:mm>]


[-backend] [-native] [-v]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


report -log <LogFile> <-g <DgName> | -cg <CgName>>


[-bcv]


report -log <LogFile> -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID>


report -file <DevFile> -log <LogFile> [-sid <SymmID>]


DESCRIPTION


The symchg command (also known as Change Tracker)


timestamps and marks an area of Symmetrix disk storage


occupied by a disk storage object using an SDDF


bitmap. This allows the changes to a marked area to be


viewed at a later time. You can mark storage objects such


as Symmetrix devices, lists of Symmetrix devices in a 


device file or a storage group, and the standard or BCV


devices of a Symmetrix device group or a composite group.


When viewing the changes for an object, the output can


either be sent to stdout or saved to a user-defined log


file. The information saved to the log file is stored in a
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comma-delimited format so the data to be imported into a


spreadsheet for analysis. The results in the log file can


be summarized by specifying the report argument to symchg.


The information saved to the log file can be the number of


tracks (delta) changed between sample intervals (by


specifying the -reset option), or the cumulative tracks


changed over time (sum), or both the changed and cumulative


tracks (by specifying -multi). The sum method is the


default.


The symchg utility calculates certain RDF capacity


planning values based on the amount of change to the


monitored objects. The RDF values that can be calculated


are re-synchronization time, the number of remote adapters


(RA) and the RA transfer rates. Two of these values are


specified on the command line, and the third value is


calculated.


ARGUMENTS


create         Creates a Change Tracker session that


monitors changes to logical objects.


You can mark and examine more than one


object per session. This command supports


Symmetrix devices using the Symmetrix


device name, logical device name, device


group, or BCV devices of a device group.


delete         Removes the marked object from the symchg


database and deletes the Change Tracker


session.


list           Lists all the disk storage objects that


were marked. Lists all Symmetrix


devices that have an established Change


Tracker session.
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mark   Marks the area of disk storage to be


monitored. A session must first be created


for the device containing the object to be


marked.


remove         Removes the marked object from the symchg


database without terminating the Change


Tracker session.


report         Generates a report on the amount of change


for the specified object in the specified


log file. Reports are generated for device


groups only.


view           Processes the bitmap that corresponds to the


disk storage object and displays the amount


and the rate of change. Also shows whether a


Change Tracker session exists for a


specified disk device. The possible storage


objects are specified by selecting a


Symmetrix device name, logical device name,


device group, or BCV devices of a


device group.


OPTIONS


-backend       Displays the DA and back-end disk address of


the device whose changes are being measured.


-bcv           Limits the action to the BCV devices


of the device group.


-c             Specifies a count for the number of times to


repeat execution of the view action. If -c


is not specified and the -i option is


specified, the change information for the


object is displayed continuously at every
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interval.


-cg            Specifies the composite group name.


-devs          Specifies a set of Symmetrix device ranges


and/or individual Symmetrix devices for the


report action.


-file          Specifies the device list file.


-force         Works with delete and remove operations.


With the delete operation, the -force option


forces the cancellation of the Change


Tracker session on each device and


forces the removal of the devices from the


symchg database. This action is performed


even if one or more devices does not exist


in the symchg database or if the object type


does not match. 


With the remove operation, the -force option


forces the removal of the devices from the


symchg database. This action is performed


even if one or more devices does not exist


in the symchg database or if the object type


does not match.


-g             Specifies a Symmetrix device group name.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-i             Specifies the repeat interval (seconds)


between the executions of the view action.


The default interval value between counts is


60 seconds. The minimum value between counts


is 30 seconds. If the -c option is not
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specified, the change information is


displayed continuously at every interval.


-log           Specifies a log file (owned by the user)


that is read (report action) from or written


(view action) to. The data written in log


file are based on 32k track size.


-multi Reports changed tracks for both the Sum and


the Delta methods. This option requires the


-i or -c options.


-native        Reports or views data based on native track


size.


-ra            Specifies the quantity of RA directors in


your Symmetrix configuration for the report


action.


-rate          Specifies the RA director's transfer rate


(in KB/sec) to the report action.


-reset         Causes the specified storage device or


object to be marked unchanged. This option


requires the -i or -c options.


-resync        Specifies the specified time window (in


minutes or hours and minutes) to synchronize


the SRDF pair to the report action.


-session       Causes the list argument to list all of the


physical devices with created Change Tracker


sessions. Causes the view argument to


show if a Change Tracker session exists


for the devices that the object spans.


-sg            Specifies the storage group name.
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-sid           Specifies a unique Symmetrix ID.


-start         Specifies a start date/time to begin


processing data in the log file. The


default operation is to start at the


beginning of the log file.


-stop          Specifies a stop date/time to stop


processing data in the log file. The default


operation is to stop at the end of the


log file.


-type          Specifies the Change Tracker session type to


be created or listed. If -type is not


specified the default session type is write.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


PARAMETERS


CgName         The composite group name.


DevFile        The device list file containing the list of


devices to be acted upon. The file should


have one SymDevName per line.


DgName         The device group name. The name must be


unique to this host.


LogFile        The log file name.


LdevName       The logical device name either named by the


user or automatically assigned when a


logical device is added to a device group.


SgName         The storage group name.
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SymDevEnd      The Symmetrix device name, ending the


contiguous range of selected devices,


such as 00C.


SymDevName     The Symmetrix device name, unique per


Symmetrix, such as 01C.


SymDevStart    The Symmetrix device name, starting the


range of selected devices, such as 002.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


read           The change Tracker read session.


rw             The change Tracker read_write session.


write          The change Tracker write session.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol


------ -----------


0       CLI_C_SUCCESS


1       CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


To create a Change Tracker write session for Symmetrix


device 17C, enter:


symchg create dev 017C


To create a Change Tracker read session for each Symmetrix
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device in device group ProdDB, enter:


symchg create -g ProdDB -type read


To examine the amount and rate of change for logical


device Ldev1 in device group ProdDB, enter:


symchg view -g ProdDB ld Ldev1


To save changed information in logfile /tmp/logfile


for device group ProdDB, performing 10 samples and


resetting the changed information after each sample,


enter:


symchg view -g ProdDB -reset -log /tmp/logfile -c 10


To list all of the disk storage objects that are currently


marked, enter:


symchg list


To list all of the devices with Change Tracker write


session that are currently marked, enter:


symchg list -session


To list devices that are visible to the host with


Change Tracker read sessions, enter:


symchg list -session dev -type read


To generate a summary report on each of the Symmetrix


devices of device group ProdDB for /tmp/logfile, enter:


symchg report -g ProdDB -log /tmp/logfile -v


To generate a summary report (/tmp/logfile) on device
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group ProdDB with an RA transfer of 1000 KB/sec, and


perform a resync of the changed tracks every 10 minutes,


enter:


symchg report -g ProdDB -log /tmp/logfile -rate 1000


-resync 10


To delete the marks and terminate the Change Tracker


session for Symmetrix device 14D, enter:


symchg delete dev 14D


To unmark all the Symmetrix devices associated with


device group ProdDB without deleting the Change Tracker


session for these devices, enter:


symchg remove -g ProdDB
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symchksum
Performs Symmetrix checksum operations on


the RDBMS database devices, RDBMS tablespace


devices, or Symmetrix devices.


SYNTAX


symchksum [-h]


symchksum [-type <RdbType>] [-sid <SymmID>]


[-range <SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd>]


list [-v]


symchksum [-sid <SymmID>]


show dev <SymDevName> [-blocks|-kb|-mb]


symchksum -type generic -sid <SymmID>


[dev <SymDevName>] [-range <SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd>]


enable


disable


symchksum -type generic [-g <DeviceGroup>]


enable


disable


symchksum -type oracle [-db <DbName>] [-tbs <TbsName>]


[-control] [-redo] [-h]


enable [-reject_io] [-fractured_reject_io] [-discard]


[-phone_home] [-v]


[-check_dba] [-check_all_blocks] [-straddle]
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[-suppress_feature <Keyword>[,<Keyword>]]


disable [-v]


validate [-v]


verify [-v]


disable -force -sid <SymmID> dev <SymDevName>


DESCRIPTION


The symchksum command enables checksum checking on a set


of Symmetrix devices. Relational databases or generic


applications are selected using the -type option.


For the generic type, the feature is enabled or disabled


on a device basis. Devices can be specified as a single


device, a range of devices, or a group of devices. The


generic type operations do not perform the checks or


provide the options available with the relational type.


For relational types, the I/O of enabled extents on a


specified device are checked by executing a specified


checksum algorithm. When checksum errors are detected,


an error is logged to the Symmetrix array. Users can


decide whether to reject the I/O or have the


Symmetrix phone home when a checksum error is detected.


By default, the symchksum command attempts to select the


following tests:


- block checksum value (Checksum)


- blocksize verification (BlkSize)


- 3-bit magic number (MagicNumber) in Oracle data blocks


(not available for redo logs)


- checks for non-zero data block addresses (NonZeroDba)
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To suppress one or more of these operations, use the


-suppress_feature option and supply the name of the


feature. Multiple feature names can be separated by


commas.


The following three operations can be manually enabled:


- Check all blocks in the I/O - This option causes magic


number and non-zero data block address checks to be


performed on all blocks in the write. Normally, these


checks are performed on the first block of the write


only.To select this feature, use the -check_all_blocks


option.


- Check for I/O straddling of Oracle extents - If a


single I/O spans beyond the bounds of defined EMC


DoubleChecksum extents, the I/O is said to straddle.


This options checks for straddle I/O. Do not use this


feature if autoextend is used on the RDBMS datafiles.


To select this feature, use the -straddle option.


- Compare data block addresses and target blocks of I/O


(-check dba) - When this option is enabled, extended


data is stored on each extent. This limits the


ability of symchksum to collapse adjacent extents.


To select this feature, use the -check_dba option.


If an I/O is not a multiple of the object blocksize, the


user can choose to reject the I/O. This is called a


fractured I/O and is selected with the


-fractured_reject_io option. When using this option,


the -reject_io option must also be used.


When extents are enabled with -discard, EMC Double


Checksum writes blocks to disk until a failed block is


detected. The -discard option divides a large I/O into


smaller units of 32K bytes each. When a checksum failure
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is detected, all blocks in that unit and subsequent units


are discarded.


When a database, control file, redo log, or tablespace


name is specified, the device information that defines


those objects is obtained using SYMAPI database mapping


routines. The extents of those devices are used when  


defining the set of extents to be checked for checksum


errors.


When the disable action is specified for a Symmetrix


device, the -force option is required. Disabling extents


in this way can cause a mapped tablespace or database to


be only partially protected, so use the -force option with


caution.  All the extents being monitored for checksum


errors on the specified Symmetrix device are disabled.


There is a maximum of 200 extents per device that can be


monitored at one time for Enginuity 5x70 rev 50 and higher.


The maximum is 31 extents for earlier Enginuity revisions.


When listing the physical devices that have checksum


checking enabled, the information reported is from the


first extent encountered. If you want to see all the


extent details for a particular device, use the show


command.


The only checksum algorithm type supported is for Oracle


RDBMS products. The Oracle instance must be configured to


perform checksum checking when used with the Symmetrix


checksum functionality.


The database user login information must be supplied with


the SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT environment variable. The user


login information is specified in the following format:


username/password@service. The username and password


must be non-NULL.
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To execute the symchksum utility, you must have the


proper application software installed and the environment


variables set.


You can specify the database type and database name with


environment variables.  The command line options take


priority over the environment variables:


- SYMCLI_RDB_TYPE - database type, instead of -type


- SYMCLI_RDB_NAME - database name, instead of -db


Only one restrictor clause can be used at one time.


Restrictors are -tbs, -redo, -control.


In Oracle, the database name does not need to be


specified. The default will be taken from the instance


represented by the connection arguments and environment


variables.  Client/server mode is not supported.


Note: For Oracle, the specified database user must have


one of the following to run this utility:


- "select any table" privilege (Oracle 8i and earlier)


- SELECT_CATALOG_ROLE (Oracle 9i and later)


- DBA role


- SYSDBA system role


ARGUMENTS


disable        Disables checksum checking on the extents


of the specified devices.


enable         Enables checksum checking on the extents


of the specified devices.


list           Lists all the devices that currently have
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checksum checking enabled.


show           Shows the extents of a specified device


that is having checksum checking


performed.


validate       Validates if a specified database of


tablespace devices can have checksum


checking enabled.


verify         Verifies if a specified database or


tablespace has checksum checking enabled on


all their devices.


KEYWORDS


BlkSize        A default operation that checks I/O


blocksize to block header.


Checksum       A default operation that checks the computed


checksum of the block where the checksum


value is stored.


MagicNumber    A default operation that verifies the


3-bit magic number.


NonZeroDba     A default operation that checks for


non-zero data block addresses.


OPTIONS


-check_all_blocks


Checks all blocks in the I/O.  Otherwise,


only the first block is checked.


-check_dba     Compares the data block address and target


block of I/O.


-control       Specifies a relational database control
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file.


-db            Specifies a relational database name.


-discard       Discards bytes in the current buffer and


subsequent buffers when checksum failure


is detected.


-force         Forces checksum to disable.


-fractured_reject_io


Rejects I/O if it is not a multiple of the


blocksize.


-g             Specifies a device group.


-h             Provides brief online help information.


-phone_home    Phones home when a checksum error is


detected.


-range         Specifies a range of devices.


-redo          Specifies the relational database redo


logs.


-reject_io     Rejects I/O when a checksum error is


detected.


-sid           Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID.


-straddle      Checks for writes that straddle defined


database extents.


-suppress_feature


Turns off a default operation.
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-tbs           Specifies a relational database tablespace


name.


-type          Specifies a relational database type.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


PARAMETERS


DbName         A relational database name.


RdbType        An application type, such as


Oracle or generic.


SymDevName     A Symmetrix device name.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


TbsName        A relational database tablespace name.


RETURN CODES


Code #      Code Symbol


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


18         CLI_C_ALREADY_IN_STATE


The device(s) are already in the


desired checksum state. Applicable only


for checksum control actions.


Return codes for symchksum verify


14         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_VALID
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Only returned if some of the


specified RDBMS extents are


checksum enabled.


15         CLI_C_NONE_VALID


Only returned if none of the


specified RDBMS extents are


checksum enabled.


EXAMPLES


To list the devices on the specified Symmetrix array that


have extents being checked for checksum errors, enter:


symchksum -sid 3890 list


To show all the extents of the specified Symmetrix


device that are being checked for checksum errors,


enter:


symchksum show dev 0A1


To enable Oracle checksum type checking on the extents


of all the devices that define the current Oracle


database instance, and when an error is detected, phone 


home, enter:


symchksum -type Oracle -phone_home enable


To enable Oracle checksum type checking on the extents


of all the devices that define the specified Oracle 


tablespace, and when an error is detected, log that error,


enter:


symchksum -type Oracle -tbs SYSTEM enable


To enable Oracle checksum type checking on the extents
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of all the devices that house the Oracle control files,


and when an error is detected, log that error, enter:


symchksum -type Oracle -control enable


To verify that the specified Oracle tablespace has checksum


checking for all devices that define it, enter:


symchksum -type Oracle -tbs USER01 verify


To disable checksum checking on the current Oracle


instance, enter:


symchksum -type Oracle disable


To disable checksum checking for all checksum extents on


the specified Symmetrix device, enter:


symchksum -sid 3890 disable dev 0A1 -force


To validate the Oracle tablespace, enter:


symchksum validate -tbs ACCOUNTING_1


To enable Oracle checksum and add the optional


operations of check dba and check all blocks, enter:


symchksum -type Oracle enable -check_dba


-check_all_blocks
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symcli
Provides a brief description of all the commands


included in the Solutions Enabler Symmetrix


Command Line Interface (SYMCLI) and the


environment variables.


SYNOPSIS


symcli [-env] [-def] [-h] [-v]


DESCRIPTION


The symcli command provides a brief explanation of the


commands included in the Symmetrix Command Line


Interface. Manual pages are available for each


individual command listed using the symcli command.


ARGUMENTS


None


OPTIONS


-def           Displays the SYMCLI environmental variable


values that are currently set.


-env           Displays the list of environmental


variables that can be used with SYMCLI


commands.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-v             Provides a brief description of all the


SYMCLI commands.


PARAMETERS


None
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RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol  


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


To obtain a list of all SYMCLI commands, enter:


symcli -v


To obtain a list of the environment variables that


can be set, enter:


symcli -env
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symclient  
Description of client server installation,


management, and execution.


The client would be a SYMCLI command running


on a local host.


The server would be the SYMAPI Server


running on a remote host.


INSTALLATION


The SYMCLI installation procedure installs the


client server SYMAPI server in the binaries


directory. The executable is storsrvd.  It also


installs two files, netcnfg and symapinlck, in the


configuration directory. On both a client host or


server host the netcnfg file lists a network service


available from that local host or network services


available from one or more remote hosts. The


symapinlck file is used as a lock file on a server


host to guarantee a single port listener for a


network service. To execute a remote SYMCLI session,


both the client and server host netcnfg file should


have the identical network service entry in it, to


generate a TCP/IP network connection between them.


The netcnfg file is a template. The system


administrator can use a text editor to add one or


more network service entries to it. The syntax of the


network service entry is as follows, on one line:


service-name domain-name network-protocol


server-node-name server-network-address port-number


The domain-name should unspecified and substituted by


a hyphen (-).  An unspecified server-node-name or
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server-network-address can be substituted by a


hyphen (-). But at least one must be specified.


Both service-name and port-number are mandatory.


The currently supported network protocol is TCP/IP


and its field is required.


Example:


SYMAPI_SERVER - TCPIP  node001  12.345.670.89  7777


BACKUP_SERVER - TCPIP  node002  - 6666


A comment line can be specified by a hatch (#) as


the first character.


SERVER SYMAPI SERVER STARTUP


On the server host the storsrvd executable for a


network service can be started either by a startup


script or interactively, by command line:


stordaemon start storsrvd [-args -port Port]


SERVER SYMAPI SERVER SHUTDOWN


Either on a client host or the server host the


storsrvd executable for a network service can be


stopped either by a shutdown script or interactively,


by command line:


stordaemon shutdown storsrvd


INVOKING CLIENT SERVER OPERATIONS


The following is a description of invoking a client


server session using the SYMCLI commands.


To invoke a client server session, first start the
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SYMAPI Server executable, storsrvd, on the remote


host as already described.


Then set the environment variable SYMCLI_CONNECT to


the desired service name, as entered in the netcnfg


file, on the local host.


Then optionally set the environment variable


SYMCLI_CONNECT_TYPE to the desired connection


type: LOCAL, REMOTE.  If REMOTE, operations


will be executed on the remote server.


If LOCAL, they are executed locally and the


SYMCLI_CONNECT environment variable is ignored.


Run any SYMCLI executable.


EXAMPLE:


setenv SYMCLI_CONNECT SYMAPI_SERVER


/usr/symcli/bin/symcfg list
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symclone
Performs TimeFinder/Clone control operations on


a device group, composite group, devices within


the device group, or devices in a device file.


SYNOPSIS


symclone -h


symclone -g <DgName> [-v] [-noprompt] [-force]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-star]


[-preserveTGTLocks -lockid <lockNum>]


[-tgt [-bcv] | -rdf [-bcv | -tgt] |


-rbcv -tgt | -rrbcv | -hop2 [-tgt]]


create [-opt | -exact] [-concurrent] [-skip]


[[-nocopy | -vse] [-nodifferential]] |


[[-copy | -precopy] [-differential | -nodifferential]]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


split [-skip]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


activate [-consistent [-both_sides]]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip] [-concurrent]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


terminate [-symforce] [-skip] [-restored] [-not_ready]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|
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<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


recreate [-skip] [-precopy]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


establish [-consistent [-both_sides]]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip]


[-full [-opt|-exact] [-vse]] [-concurrent]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


restore [-preaction <ScriptFile>][-postaction


<ScriptFile>] [-full]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


symclone -g <DgName> [-offline] [-i <Interval>][-c <Count>]


[-bcv | -rdf [-bcv] | -rbcv | -rrbcv | -hop2]


query [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]] [-multi] [-summary]


verify [-created | -copied | -copyinprog |


-copyonaccess | -copyonwrite | -precopy [-cycled] |


-recreated | -restored | -restinprog | -split]


[-force] [-concurrent] [-summary]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


symclone -g <DgName> [-force]


[-tgt [-bcv] | -rdf [-bcv | -tgt] |


-rbcv -tgt | -rrbcv | -hop2 [-tgt]]
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set mode <copy | nocopy | precopy>


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


symclone -sid <SymmID> <-file <DeviceFileName> [-noprompt] |


-noprompt 'redirect stdin'>


[-force] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-star]


[-preserveTGTLocks -lockid <LockNum>] [-v]


create [-skip]


[[-nocopy | -vse] [-nodifferential]] |


[[-copy | -precopy] [-differential | -nodifferential]]


split [-skip]


activate [-consistent]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip]


terminate [-symforce] [-skip] [-restored] [-not_ready]


recreate [-skip] [-precopy]


establish [-consistent]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip]


[-full [-opt | -exact] [-vse]]


restore [-preaction <ScriptFile>][-postaction


<ScriptFile>] [-full]


symclone -sid <SymmID> <-file <DeviceFileName> [-noprompt] |


-noprompt 'redirect stdin'> [-force]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


set mode <copy | nocopy | precopy>
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symclone -sid <SymmID> <-file <DeviceFileName> |


'redirect stdin'>


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


query [-multi] [-summary]


verify [-created | -copied | -copyinprog |


-copyonaccess | -copyonwrite | -precopy [-cycled] |


-recreated | -restored | -restinprog | -split]


[-force] [-concurrent] [-summary]


symclone [-sid <SymmID>] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-offline]


list [-copy | -nocopy | -precopy | -vse]


symclone -cg <CgName> [-v] [-noprompt] [-force]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-star]


[-tgt [-bcv] | -rdf [-bcv | -tgt] |


-rbcv -tgt | -rrbcv | -hop2 [-tgt]]


[-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>,...]>]


create [-opt | -opt_rag | -exact] [-concurrent] [-skip]


[[-nocopy | -vse] [-nodifferential]] |


[[-copy | -precopy] [-differential | -nodifferential]]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


split [-skip]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


activate [-consistent]
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[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip] [-concurrent]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


terminate [-symforce] [-skip] [-restored] [-not_ready]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


recreate [-skip] [-precopy]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


establish [-consistent]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip]


[-full [[-opt | -opt_rag] [-vse | -exact]]


[-concurrent]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


restore [-preaction <ScriptFile>][-postaction


<ScriptFile>] [-full]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


symclone -cg <CgName> [-offline] [-i <Interval>]


[-bcv | -rdf [-bcv] | -rbcv | -rrbcv | -hop2]


[-c <Count>] [-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>,...]>]
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query [-multi] [-summary]


[LdevName [LdevName...]]


verify [-created | -copied | -copyinprog |


-copyonaccess | -copyonwrite | -precopy [-cycled] |


-recreated | -restored | -restinprog | -split]


[-force] [-concurrent] [-summary]


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


symclone -cg <DgName> [-force]


[-tgt [-bcv] | -rdf [-bcv | -tgt] |


-rbcv -tgt | -rrbcv | -hop2 [-tgt]]


set mode <copy | nocopy | precopy>


[<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [[SYM | BCV] ld <LdevName>]...]


DESCRIPTION


The symclone command performs TimeFinder/Clone operations


on a device or composite group, on a device within a


device or composite group, or on pairs listed in a device


file.


These operations include creating and activating a


source device with a target device in a copy session,


terminating the session, and querying the state of the


device pair.


You can perform all clone operations on a group or


individual device basis. 


Before you can copy a source device to a target device,


the target device must have been previously associated with
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the device group and the target device must be the same


size as the source device.


ARGUMENTS


activate       Activate an internal copy session with the 


devices in the device or composite group and


one or more target devices associated with


the group.


While the operation is in progress, the


state of the device pair is either


CopyInProgress or CopyOnAccess. When the


operation completes, the state changes to


Copied.


create       Creates an internal copy session with the


devices in the device or composite group and


one or more target devices associated with


the group. 


While the operation is in progress, the


state of the device pair is


CreateInProgress. When the operation


completes, the state changes to Created.


establish    Creates and activates an internal copy


session with the devices in the group and


one or more target devices associated with


the group. Specifying this argument


without the -full option performs a recreate


followed by an activate operation.


list         Lists all copy sessions created on the


Symmetrix array.


query        Returns clone state information about one
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or all device pairs in a group or device


file. 


recreate     Copies only the tracks that changed since


the last activate action to the target


device. The session must have been created


with the -differential option. You must


issue a subsequent activate action to


establish a new point-in-time copy.


restore      Initiates a copy from the target device to a


source device. When you specify this


argument with the -full option, a full copy


of the data currently on the target device


will occur. The device must be in a Copied


state for a restore to take place.


set mode     Changes a session in the Created state to


Precopy, Copy, or NoCopy. Once a session is


in the Precopy state, you cannot change it


to one of the other states.


split        Splits a clone device pair that is in the


Restored state. Once in the Split state, you


can either recreate or restore the pair.


terminate    Stops the existing internal copy session


between the specified source and target


devices in a group.


verify       Verifies whether one device pair or all


device pairs in a group are in the Copied


state.


KEYWORDS


BCV            Specifies a BCV target device. 


dev          Indicates a Symmetrix device name.
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ld             Indicates a logical device name.


Locks          Locks on the target devices. The target


devices must already be locked by the same


lock holder ID. Requires -lockid.


name           Indicates an RDF group's logical name.


pd             Indicates a physical device name.


SRCDEVS        Specifies to use the path names from the


standard devices being controlled.


SYM            Specifies a Symmetrix target device


(STD or BCV). 


OPTIONS


-bcv           When used with the -rdf option,


executes the operation on the remote


BCV devices (RBCVs).


-both_sides    Activates all locally and remotely


associated clone pairs in an SRDF group.


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


display or to acquire an exclusive lock on


the Symmetrix host database. If you do not


specify this option and specify an interval


(-i), the program will loop continuously to


display or start the mirroring operation.


-cg            Applies a composite group name to the


command.


-concurrent    When used with the verify argument, this


option verifies the standard device and
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multiple target devices. When used with the


active commands, this option performs the


operation on a pair with an additional


target device.


-consistent    Consistently activates the source and


target pairs.


-copied        Verifies that the copy session(s) are in


the Copied state.


-copy          Performs the device copy in the background.


Normally, tracks are not copied unless the


source device is written to, or the target


device is read from or written to. When the 


create -copy operation executes, the state


of the device pair is CopyInProgress. If all


tracks are eventually moved to the target


device, the state changes to Copied.  When


used with the list command, lists only


sessions with background copy active.


-copyinprog    Verifies that the copy session(s) are in


the CopyInProg state.


-copyonaccess  Verifies that the copy session(s) are in


the CopyOnAccess state.


-copyonwrite   Verifies that the copy session(s) are in


the CopyOnWrite state.


-created       Verifies that the copy session(s) are in


the Created state.


-cycled        Verifies that the copy session(s) have


completed one precopy cycle. Requires


the -precopy option.
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-differential  Creates a differential session, which you


can recreate at a later time.


-exact         Selects pairs according to the exact order


in which the source and target devices were


added to the specified group. This option


overrides all other pairing algorithms and


only applies to group operations. 


-file          Applies a device file to the command. The


device file contains device pairs


(SymDevnames) listing a pair per each line


(the source device first, a space, and the


target device last within each line entry).


Device files can include comment lines that


begin with the pound sign (#). A Symmetrix


ID is required for this option. -f is


synonymous with -file.


-force         Attempts to force the operation even though


one or more paired devices in the device


group may not be in the normal, expected


state(s) for the specified operation.


-full          Copies data from all tracks to the target


device. This option is only valid with a


Restore or Establish command.


-g             Applies a device group name to the command.


-h             Provides brief online help information.


-hop2          Performs the specified action on the


Symmetrix array two hops away.


-i             Specifies the repeat interval, in seconds,
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to display or to acquire an exclusive lock


on the Symmetrix host database.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


When used with the verify action, the


number of seconds specified indicates the


interval of time (in seconds) to repeat


the verify command before the verify


action finds and reports the pairs fully


synchronized.


-lockid        Specifies the lock holder ID for preserving


the target locks on the control operation.


The lock number ID must be a hexadecimal


number.


-multi         Applies to the query operation in a


multi-copy session environment to show all


targets that are paired with the source


devices.


-nocopy        Creates a session without a background


copy. This option is not allowed with the


-differential option.  When used with the


list command, lists only sessions with


background copy inactive.


-nodifferential 


Creates a non-differential session,


which cannot be recreated without a full


copy of the data.


-noprompt      Requests to not return a prompt after you
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enter a command. The default is to prompt


for confirmation.


-not_ready     Following the clone operation, for activate


and establish leaves the target device(s)


Not Ready to the host and for terminate


leaves the target(s) in their prior Ready or


Not Ready state.


-offline       Specifies that the Symmetrix data connection


is offline from the host in-memory


database.


-opt           Applies the symclone create command to


optimize the device pair selection (source


and target devices) to achieve the highest


copy speed between them. For remote BCV


operations, use the -opt_rag option.


-opt_rag       Applies to the full create or establish


operations for remote device optimization


to distribute the I/O load so that


the remote adapters are not connected to


the same devices of the selected pair.


Requires that you also specify the -rdf or


-rrbcv option.


-postaction    Executes the script argument after a copy


session has been activated.


-preaction     Executes the script argument before a copy


session has been activated.


-precopy       Performs the device copy in the background


before the activate starts. Normally, the


copying of tracks does not start until the


activate occurs. The precopy process
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continuously runs in the background until


the activate is called. Precopy implies


-copy.  When used with the list command,


lists only sessions with precopy active.


-preserveTGT   Performs the action without taking out


device locks on the target devices. The


target devices must already be locked by the


same lock holder ID. Requires the -lockid


option.


-rdf           Performs the action on the remote Symmetrix


array.


-rdfg          Performs the requested action on a subset of


the composite group defined by one or more


Symmetrix/RA Group combinations supplied as


the argument to -rdfg.


-restored      With the verify command, verifies that the


copy session(s) are in the Restored state.


With the terminate command, terminates a


restored VP Snap session.


-rrbcv         Performs the action on the multi-hop


Symmetrix array.


-sid           Applies the command to the specified


Symmetrix ID. Specify this option with the


-file option to select the Symmetrix array


on which to perform the operation, or


specify this option with -cg option to


restrict the operation to a single Symmetrix


array.


-skip          Skips the source locks action. This option


will not lock the source devices if all of
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the specified source devices are either


locked or unlocked. Applicable only


when the source device is a standard device


(not a BCV).


-vse           Sets the copy mode to VP Snap


nodifferential.  When used with the list


command, lists only VP Snap sessions.


-split         Verifies that the Copy session(s) are in the


Split state.


-star          Targets the action at devices in STAR mode.


-summary       Shows device state summary.


-symforce      Forces the operation to execute when


normally it is rejected. Use extreme caution


with this option.


-tgt           Uses TGT devices as clone targets. When you


use this option with the -rdf option, the


operation will use RTGT devices.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


PARAMETERS


CgName         The composite group name.


DgName         The device group name.


DeviceFileName The device file name. The device file


contains device pairs (SymDevNames)


listing a pair each line (the source


device first, a space, followed by the


target device name on each line).
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GrpNum         The RDF (RA) group number.


LockNum        The hexadecimal value of the lock holder


ID.


LdevName       The device logical name of either the


standard or the BCV device.


RdfGroupName   The logical name associated with the RDF


(RA) group(s).


PdevName       The target or Symmetrix device physical


(host) name.


ScriptFile     The full pathname of a script file to


execute.


SymDevName     The target or Symmetrix device name.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


2         CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


18        CLI_C_ALREADY_IN_STATE


The device or device group is already in the


desired Copy state.


19        CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All gatekeepers to the Symmetrix array are
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currently locked.


22        CLI_C_NEED_FORCE_TO_PROCEED


Requires the force flag to proceed.


23        CLI_C_NEED_SYMFORCE_TO_PROCEED


Requires the symforce flag to proceed.


CAUTION: Extreme caution should be exercised


when using this option.


Return codes for symclone verify


53        CLI_C_NOT_ALL_COPYINPROG


Not all source devices are in


the CopyInProg state.


54        CLI_C_NONE_COPYINPROG


No source devices are in the


CopyInProg state.


55        CLI_C_NOT_ALL_COPIED


Not all source devices are in


the Copied state.


56        CLI_C_NONE_COPIED


No source devices are in the


Copied state.


57        CLI_C_NOT_ALL_COPYONACCESS


Not all source devices are in


the CopyOnAccess state.


58        CLI_C_NONE_COPYONACCESS


No source devices are in the


CopyOnAccess state.


60        CLI_C_NOT_ALL_CREATED
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Not all source devices are in


the Created state.


61        CLI_C_NONE_CREATED


No source devices are in the


Created state.


68        CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RECREATED


Not all source devices are in


the Recreated state.


69        CLI_C_NONE_RECREATED


No source devices are in the


Recreated state.


73        CLI_C_NOT_ALL_PRECOPY


Not all source devices are in


the Precopy state.


74        CLI_C_NONE_PRECOPY 


No source devices are in the


Precopy state.


75        CLI_C_NOT_ALL_PRECOPY_CYCLED


Not all source devices have


completed one precopy cycle.


76        CLI_C_NONE_PRECOPY_CYCLED


No source devices have


completed a precopy cycle.


EXAMPLES


To create the device group ProdDB as a REGULAR device


group, enter:


symdg create ProdDB
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To define device group ProdDB as the default device group,


enter:


setenv SYMCLI_DG ProdDB


To add the standard device /dev/rdsk/c1t1d1s2 to device


group ProdDB and name it act1, enter:


symdg add pd c1t1d1s2 act1


To associate the BCV device /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s2 to device


group ProdD and name it mybcv1, enter:


symbcv associate pd c2t0d2s2 mybcv1


To create a clone copy of the source device act1 in group


ProdDB with a specified target device (associated with the


group), enter:


symclone create act1 bcv ld mybcv1 -copy


symclone activate act1 bcv ld mybcv1


To wait until the BCV pair is fully copied, polling every


30 seconds, enter:


symclone -i 30 verify act1


To terminate the device act1 in group ProdDB, enter:


symclone terminate act1 bcv ld mybcv1


To query information about all paired devices in device


group ProdDB, enter:


symclone query
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symconfigure
- Allows you to create and delete Symmetrix


devices.


Allows you to modify Symmetrix devices,


ports, RDF characteristics, and host


assignments.


Provides SAVE device (SAVEDEV) and DATA


device pool management.


Provides management and support for device


reservations.


Provides a query option to allow monitoring


the progress of a Symmetrix configuration


change.


Provides an abort option for situations


where the host connection to the


configuration server was dropped and left a


configuration change session in progress.


Provides a verify option to determine if


the Symmetrix configuration complies with


the requirements for host-based


configuration changes.


Provides a list option to display


information about the available space on


the physical disks in the Symmetrix array.


Provides support to create gatekeeper


devices and set disk group names and


reset them back to their default names.


Provides support to create external disk
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groups and add/remove external disks


to/from external disk groups.


Provides support for setting parameters on


Storage Resource Pools (SRPs).


SYNOPSIS


symconfigure -h


symconfigure -sid <SymmID> [-h] [-v]


[-file <CmdFile> | 'redirect stdin' | -cmd "Cmd"]


[-noprompt] [-noecho] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-reserve_id <ResvID>[,<ResvID>[,<ResvID>]]]


[-remote_reserve_id <ResvID>[,<ResvID>[,<ResvID>]]]


preview


prepare


commit


symconfigure -sid <SymmID>


abort -session_id <SessionID>


verify


symconfigure -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-session_id <SessionID>] [-v]


query


symconfigure -sid <SymmID>


<-v | -freespace [-units CYLINDERS | MB] >


list
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symconfigure -version [-v] [-sid <SymmID>]


symconfigure -sid <SymmID> [-expire <ExpirationDate>]


[-f[ile] <CmdFile> | 'redirect stdin' | -cmd "Cmd"]


[-noprompt] [-v]


-owner <Owner> -comment "UserComment"


[-enforce | -advise]


reserve


symconfigure -sid <SymmID>


-reserve_id <ResvID>[,<ResvID>[,...]]


[-noprompt]


release


symconfigure -sid <SymmID> -reserved


list


symconfigure -sid <SymmID> -reserve_id <ResvID>


show


COMMAND FILE (or -cmd) SYNTAX


Adding a new device for 5876 and below:


create dev count=<n>,


size = <n> [MB | GB | CYL],


emulation=<EmulationType>,


config=<DevConfig>


[, data_member_count=<n>]


[, remote_config=<DevConfig>, ra_group=<n>


[, remote_data_member_count=<n>]


[, remote_mvs_ssid=<n>]
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[, dynamic_capability =


<DYN_RDF | DYN_RDF1_ONLY | DYN_RDF2_ONLY>]]


[, mvs_ssid=<n>]


[, attribute=<CKD_META | SAVEDEV | DATADEV>


[, in pool=<PoolName>]


[, member_state=<ENABLE | DISABLE>]]


[, meta_member_size = <n> [MB | GB | CYL]]


[, meta_config = <STRIPED | CONCATENATED>]


[, disk_group=<<n>| name:<DskGrpName>>


[, remote_disk_group=<<n> | name:<DskGrpName>>]]


[, binding to pool=<PoolName>


[, preallocate size = <ALL>


[, allocate_type = PERSISTENT]]


[, remote_pool=<PoolName>]]


[, mapping to dir <director_num:port>


[starting] target = <scsi_target>,


lun=<scsi_lun>, vbus=<fibre_vbus>


[starting] base_address = <cuu_address>[,...]]


[, device_attr =


<SCSI3_PERSIST_RESERV | ACLX | DIF1 |


AS400_GK>[,...]]


[, device_name='<DeviceName>' [,number=<n | SYMDEV>]]


[, sg=<SgName> [,remote_sg=<SgName>]];


Adding a new device for 5977 and above:


create dev count=<n>,


size = <n> [MB | GB | CYL],


emulation=<EmulationType>,


config=<DevConfig>


[, preallocate size = <ALL>


[, allocate_type = PERSISTENT]]


[, remote_config=<DevConfig>, ra_group=<n>]


[, sg=<SgName> [, remote_sg=<SgName>]]


[, mapping to dir <director_num:port>


[starting] target = <scsi_target>,


lun=<scsi_lun>, vbus=<fibre_vbus>
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[starting] base_address = <cuu_address>[,...]]


[, device_attr =


<SCSI3_PERSIST_RESERV | DIF1 |


AS400_GK>[,...]]


[, device_name='<DeviceName>'[,number=<n | SYMDEV> ]];


Adding a new spare disk:


create spare count=<n>,


[format = [512 | 520]];


Adding a gatekeeper device:


create gatekeeper count=<n>,


emulation=<EmulationType>,


[, type=thin


[, binding to pool=<PoolName>]]


[, mvs_ssid=<n>, ]


[, [mapping to dir <director_num:port>


[starting] target = <scsi_target>,


lun=<scsi_lun>, vbus=<fibre_vbus>


[starting] base_address = <cuu_address>]...];


Adding a meta member:


add dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


to meta <SymDevName>


[, protect_data=[TRUE | FALSE],


bcv_meta_head=<SymDevName>];


Adding an RDF mirror:


add rdf mirror to dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


ra_group=<n>, mirror_type = [RDF1 | RDF2],


remote_dev = <SymDevName>,


invalidate = <invalidate_opt>,


start_copy = [YES | NO]
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[,rdf_mode = [sync|semi|acp_wp|acp_disk|async]];


Assigning PAV alias addresses to devices mapped to


EA/EF (mainframe) ports for Enginuity 5671:


add pav alias to dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>],


starting alias=<cuu_address>;


Assigning PAV alias addresses to devices mapped to


EA/EF (mainframe) ports for Enginuity 5771+:


add pav alias to dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>],


alias count=<n>;


Assigning a PAV alias address range to a CU image:


add pav alias_range <n:n>


to mvs_ssid=<n>;


Configuring a device by copying a similar device:


configure [<n.n> [MB | GB] | <n> devices]


copying dev <SymDevName>


[mapping to dir <director_num>:<port_num>


[masking hba [awwn=<awwn> | wwn=<wwn> |


iscsi=<iscsi> |


aiscsi=<aiscsi>]


[host_lun=<lun> |


dynamic_lun]]]


[,device_name=<DeviceName>


[,number=<n | SYMDEV> ]]


[overriding


[size=<n> [MB | GB | CYL]]


[emulation=<EmulationType>]


[config=<DevConfig>]


[data_member_count=<n>]


[mvs_ssid=<n>]
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[disk_group=<n>| name:<DskGrpName>]];


Converting a device's configuration:


convert dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>] to


<DevConfig>


[emulation=CELERRA_FBA,]


[ ra_group=<n>, remote_dev=<SymDevName>,


invalidate=<invalidate_opt>,


[remote_mvs_ssid=<n>],


start_copy=<YES | NO> ]


[mvs_ssid=<n>] [raidset = [TRUE | FALSE]];


Converting a metadevice's configuration:


convert meta <SymDevName>


config=<meta_option>


[, stripe_size=<meta_stripe_size>[cyl]],


[, protect_data=[TRUE | FALSE],


bcv_meta_head=<SymDevName>];


Converting an RDF device from static RDF to dynamic RDF:


convert rdf dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


to dynamic;


Converting a director's type:


convert dir <director_num> to type = <FA | RF>;


Deleting a Symmetrix device:


delete dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


[, raidset = [TRUE | FALSE]];


Deleting a spare disk:
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delete spare disk =


"["<director_num>, <da_interface>, <scsi_id>"]";


Dissolving a metadevice:


dissolve meta dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


[[,<SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]]...];


Forming a metadevice:


form meta from dev <SymDevName>,


config=<meta_option>


[, stripe_size=<meta_stripe_size> [cyl] ]


[, count=<member_count>];


Mapping a device to an address, or mapping a range of devices to


consecutive addresses by specifying a starting address:


map dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


to dir <director_num>:<port_number>,


[starting] [target=<scsi_target>,] lun=<scsi_lun>


[, vbus=<fibre_vbus>]


[, awwn=<awwn> | wwn=<wwn> | iscsi=<iscsi> |


aiscsi=<aiscsi> ]


[, masking [host_lun=<lun> | dynamic_lun] ]


[, emulation=CELERRA_FBA];


Mapping a range of devices to EA/EF (mainframe) ports:


map dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


to dir <director_num>:<port_number>,


starting base_address=<cuu_address>


[mvs_ssid=<n>];


Mapping a range of devices to an EA/EF (mainframe)


port by using the same addressing from a different


port for Enginuity 5671:
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map dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


to dir <director_num>:<port_number>,


copying dir <director_num>:<port_number>;


Removing a metamember:


remove dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


from meta <SymDevName>;


Removing the PAV alias addresses from devices mapped to


EA/EF (mainframe) ports for Enginuity 5671:


remove pav alias


from dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>],


starting alias=<cuu_address>;


Removing PAV alias addresses from devices mapped to


EA/EF (mainframe) ports for Enginuity 5771 or higher:


remove pav alias from dev


<SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>], alias count=<n>;


Removing PAV alias address range from a CU image:


remove pav alias_range from mvs_ssid=<n>;


Removing an RDF mirror:


remove rdf mirror from


dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>],


ra_group=<n>;


Setting a device's emulation type:


set dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


emulation=<EmulationType>;
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Setting a device attribute:


set dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


attribute = [NO ]<DevAttr>;


set dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


identity = NO identity;


Setting a device identifier:


set dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


[device_name='<DevName>' | NO device_name]


[[hp_identifier='<hp_id>' | NO hp_identifier] |


[vms_identifier=<vms_id> | NO vms_identifier]];


Setting port characteristics:


set port <director_num>:<port_number>


[ <flag_name>=<ENABLE | DISABLE> [, ...] ]


[[gige] [primary_ip_address=<IPaddress>],


[primary_netmask=<IPaddress>],


[default_gateway=<IPaddress>],


[isns_ip_address=<IPaddress>],


[primary_ipv6_address=<IPaddress>],


[primary_ipv6_prefix=<0-128>],]


[fa_loop_id=<integer>] [hostname=<HostName>];


set port <director_num>:<port_number>,


copying port <director_num>:<port_number>,


[fa_loop_id=<integer>] [hostname=<HostName>];


Setting a Storage Resource Pool (SRP) parameter:


set srp <SRP Name>,


<[resv_cap = <n | NONE>]


[,rdfa_dse = <ENABLE | DISABLE>]
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[,description = 'SRP Description']>;


Setting a name to an Service Level Objective (SLO):


set slo <SLOName>


<name=NewSLOName | BASE NAME>;


Setting a Symmetrix configuration metric:


set symmetrix


<metric_name> = <metric_value>


[, <metric_name> = <metric_value>];


Unmapping a device:


unmap dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>] from dir


< ALL:ALL | ALL:<port_number> |


<director_num>:ALL |


<director_num>:<port_num> >


[, emulation=CELERRA_FBA]


[, devmask_access = <remove | retain> ];


Unmapping a range of devices from EA or EF


(mainframe) ports:


unmap dev <SymDevName>:[<SymDevName>] from dir


< ALL:ALL | ALL:<port_num> |


<director_num>:ALL |


<director_num>:<port_num> >


[new_ssid=<n>];


Reserving a device:


reserve dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>];


Creating a snap, RDFA_DSE, or thin pool:
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create pool <PoolName>,


type = <snap | rdfa_dse | thin>


[, max_subs_percent= <n>]


[, rebalance_variance = <n>]


[, max_dev_per_rebalance_scan = <n>]


[, pool_resv_cap = <n>]


[, vp_compression = <ENABLE>];


Deleting a snap, RDFA_DSE, or thin pool:


delete pool <PoolName>,


type = <snap | rdfa_dse | thin>;


Setting thin pool attributes:


set pool <PoolName>,


type = <thin>,


<[max_subs_percent= <n | NONE>]


[, rebalance_variance = <n>]


[, max_dev_per_rebalance_scan = <n>]>


[, pool_resv_cap = <n | NONE>]


[, vp_compression = <ENABLE | DISABLE>];


Renaming a snap, RDFA_DSE, or thin pool:


rename pool <PoolName> to <NewPoolName>


type = <snap | rdfa_dse | thin>; 


Renaming a Storage Resource Pool (SRP):


rename SRP <SRP Name> to <New SRP Name>;


Adding a SAVEDEV to a snap or RDFA_DSE pool, or


adding a DATADEV to a thin pool:


add dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>] to pool <PoolName>


type = <snap | rdfa_dse | thin>
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[, member_state = <ENABLE | DISABLE> ];


Removing a SAVEDEV or DATADEV from a named pool:


(Once removed, the device is available and can be


added to any snap, RDFA_DSE, or thin pool.)


remove dev <SymDevName>:[<SymDevName>]


from pool <PoolName>,


type = <snap | rdfa_dse | thin>;


Enabling a SAVEDEV or DATADEV for use:


enable dev <SymDevName>:[<SymDevName>] in pool


<PoolName>, type = <snap | rdfa_dse | thin>;


Disabling a SAVEDEV or DATADEV from use:


disable dev <SymDevName>:[<SymDevName>] in pool


<PoolName>, type = <snap | rdfa_dse | thin>;


Activating a DATADEV for use:


activate dev <SymDevName>:[<SymDevName>] in pool


<PoolName>, type = <thin>;


Activating an edisk for use:


activate external_disk <wwn=<wwn> | spid=<SpindleID>>;


Deactivating a DATADEV for use:


deactivate dev <SymDevName>:[<SymDevName>] in pool


<PoolName>, type = <thin>;


Starting a drain operation on a DATADEV:


start drain on dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]
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in pool <PoolName> type = <thin>;


Starting a drain operation on a external disk


start drain on external_disk <wwn=<wwn> | spid=<SpindleID>>;


Stoping drain operation on a external disk


stop drain on external_disk <wwn=<wwn> | spid=<SpindleID>>;


Stopping a drain operation on a DATADEV:


stop drain on dev <SymDevName>[:<SymDevName>]


in pool <PoolName> type = <thin>;


Starting a pool balancing operation on a thin pool:


start balancing on pool <PoolName>;


Stopping a pool balancing operation on a thin pool:


stop balancing on pool <PoolName>


Setting a disk group attribute:


set disk_group <DskGrpNum | name:DskGrpName>


group_attribute_name = value


Creating a disk group:


create disk_group DskGrpName


disk_location = <external>


Deleting a disk group:


delete disk_group <DskGrpNum | name:DskGrpName>


Adding an external device from the external array to a
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disk group for 5876 and below:


add external_disk wwn=<wwn>


[to disk_group=<DskGrpNum | name:DskGrpName>]


encapsulate_data=<NO | YES [pool=<PoolName>]>


[meta_member_size=<n> [MB | GB | CYL]]


[member_size_equal=<YES | NO>] [dir=<Director_num>];


Adding an external disk for 5977 and above:


add external_disk wwn=<wwn>


encapsulate_data=<YES | NO <SRP=<SRPName>>>


[dir=<Director_num>];


Removing an external device from a disk group:


remove external_disk <wwn=<wwn> | spid=<SpindleID>>


[force_remove=<YES | NO>];


Associating a port to a director emulation:


associate port <port_num>[,<port_num>...] to


dir <director_num>;


Disassociating a port from a director emulation:


disassociate port <port_num>[,<port_num>...] from


dir <director_num>;


DESCRIPTION


The symconfigure command allows you to modify aspects of a


Symmetrix configuration. A lock may be taken out by the


specified Symmetrix configuration server while the


configuration change session is active. A session is


processed in a series of stages which may be monitored by


using the query option.
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EMC has restricted what state the Symmetrix configuration


must be in before allowing changes to be applied from a


host system. To determine if a Symmetrix array can be


modified, use the verify command.


Not all stages in the change process must be executed.


The user indicates which stages should be completed to


allow command files to be debugged without reconfiguring


the Symmetrix array. The preview argument verifies the


syntax and correctness of each individual change defined,


and then aborts the session.


The prepare argument performs the preview checks and


also verifies the appropriateness of the resulting


configuration definition against the current state of the


Symmetrix array and then aborts the session.


The commit argument completes all stages and activates


the changes within the Symmetrix array.


The definitions of changes may be placed into a command


file, or provided with the command line argument -cmd,


which is read and processed by the utility. Alternatively,


stdin redirection can be used with "here documents" in


UNIX shell scripts. Each change in the file is terminated


by a semi-colon (;). The parsing of the file is 


case insensitive.


With Enginuity Version 5x69+, all different types of


changes can be performed in the same session, except RDF


changes and pool changes.


Earlier Enginuity versions allowed multiple changes to be


made in one session, but all the changes had to be in


the same class. An exception to this is that increasing


and decreasing mirror protection could always be done
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in the same session.


Mapping and unmapping devices includes options for


modifying the device masking associated with those


devices. See symmask and symmaskdb for additional


information. On Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874


and later, the masking options for mapping and


unmapping commands are not supported. See the symaccess


command for additional information.


The classes of changes available are:


Creating:


- Creating new Symmetrix devices


- Configuring new Symmetrix devices


Mapping:


- Mapping/unmapping a Symmetrix device to a front-end port


- Mapping/unmapping a range of devices that form a


mainframe CU image to a front-end port


- Copying device mappings from one EA/EF port to another


- Adding or removing PAV aliases from mainframe devices


FBA metadevice handling:


- Forming/dissolving metadevices


- Adding/removing metamembers


- Converting meta types


CKD metadevice handling:


- Creating/deleting metadevices


Device configuring:


- Adding/removing BCV attributes


- Adding/removing DRV attributes


Increase mirroring (Enginuity 5874 use symmigrate):


- Adding mirror(s) to an existing device;
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for example, converting 2-Way-Mir to 4-Way-Mir or


converting RDF1 to RDF1+Mir


Decrease mirroring (Enginuity 5874 use symmigrate):


- Removing mirror(s) from an existing device, resulting in


the creation of a new device;


for example, converting 4-Way-Mir to 2-Way-Mir


SAVEDEV and DATADEV pool management:


- Adding or deleting pools


- Adding or removing pool members


- Enabling or disabling pool members


- Renaming pools


Setting device attributes:


- Marking devices as available for use as dynamic RDF


devices, VCM/ACLX database devices, or RDB


checksum devices


- Enabling the SCSI3 Persistent Reservation option for


clustered devices


- Restoring a device's identity to its original value


Setting device emulation:


(Note: device emulation can be changed among FBA


emulation types only.)


Setting front-end port attributes:


- Setting/resetting SCSI or fibre-port flags


- Setting fibre FA loop ID


- Setting port connection's host name


- Setting Gig-E front-end port IP addresses and netmasks


Setting Symmetrix metrics, including the following:


- auto_meta


- auto_meta_config


- auto_meta_member_size


- dse_max_cap
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- FBA_multi_access_cache (Obsolete in Enginuity 5874+)


- min_auto_meta_size


- pav_alias_limit


- pav_mode


- rdfa_cache_percent


- rdfa_host_throttle_time


Spare disk management:


- Adding a new spare disk


- Removing a spare disk


Disk group management:


- Setting and resetting disk group names


External disk management:


- Adding and removing an eDisk to and from an external


disk group.


Port Asssociation/Disassociation:


- Association of port to director emulation


- Diassociation of port from director emulation


Storage Resource Pool (SRP) management:


- Setting the reserve capacity for the SRP


- Setting the SRP to be used for RDFA DSE allocations


The overall processing time for the application of the


changes can vary from seconds to over an hour, depending


on the class of the changes and the complexity of the


Symmetrix configuration. RDF changes will also be applied


to the remote Symmetrix array. Depending on the state of


the RDF pairs, additional processing time will be needed


if the devices are to be synchronized.


Pool sessions are executed directly within the Symmetrix


array and do not communicate with the configuration


server. The query and abort arguments are not available
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for pool sessions.   


Support for reserving devices and front-end mapping


addresses for future, planned configuration changes is


provided through the use of the reserve, release, list,


and show commands. A reserve ID is assigned to a


reservation for use with configuration change and masking


operations. A reservation can be defined as requiring


enforcement or as an advisory. Management of advisories


varies with the application. Management of enforced


reservations is done by the SYMAPI and requires the user to


specify the reserve ID to be able to use the devices.


Devices are reserved by using the RESERVE argument. All


standard configuration change commands that deal with


devices can be used or a reserve command can be used to


reserve devices.


The configure command option allows you to create


new devices by copying an existing device, optionally


changing some of the attributes and/or mapping the devices


to a specified port. This allows a series of commands


(create, map, convert, form) to be specified in a


single command file entry. The port addresses for the


mapping will be generated. If the device being copied is a


metadevice, the newly created devices will also be


metadevices. Mapping to EA/EF ports is not supported.


In addition to mapping the configure command also supports


masking options. On Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874


and later, the masking options are not supported. See the


symaccess command for additional information.


The list argument currently has two options (-v and


-freespace). The -v option lists out configuration


information that is not stored in the SYMAPI database and


that needs to be retrieved directly from the configuration


server.
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The -freespace option focuses solely on the free physical


disk space within the Symmetrix array as it can be used to


create new Symmetrix devices for different emulation modes.


If a physical disk has been partially used to create a


device, that disk is considered to be formatted, and the


rest of the available space can only be used for devices


of the same emulation mode. Free disk space on unformatted


disks is shown as available for all emulation modes.


Freespace is shown in units of cylinders by default. To


have it converted to megabytes, use the -units MB option.


ARGUMENTS


abort        Attempts to gain control of an existing


session to abort it and free the


configuration lock. On Enginuity 5874 and


higher, if there is more than one session


running, a user can use the -session_id


option to abort a particular session.


commit       Activates the changes defined in the


command file into the specified Symmetrix


array.


list         Lists the relevant details, depending on


the option:


- When used with -freespace, shows the free


physical disk space within the Symmetrix


array as it can be used to create new


Symmetrix devices for different emulation


modes. Free disk space on unformatted disks


is shown as available for all emulation


modes. If a physical disk has been


partially used to create a device, that
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device is considered formatted and the rest


of the available space can only be used for


devices of the same emulation mode.


- When used with -v, displays configuration


information that is not stored in the


SYMAPI database and that needs to be


retrieved directly from the configuration


server.


prepare      Verifies the validity of the command file


changes and their appropriateness for the


specified Symmetrix array. The prepare


action has no function for pool sessions.


preview    Verifies the validity of the command file


changes.


query        Returns information about the status of a


configuration change session. On Enginuity


5874 and higher, if there is more than one


session running, a user can use the


-session_id option to query a particular


session.


release      Releases the specified device reservation.


reserve      Processes the command file to reserve


the indicated devices and displays


the resulting reserve ID.


show         Shows the details of the specified device


reservation.


verify       Verifies that the configuration currently


running in the specified Symmetrix array


complies with the requirements for
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host-based configuration changes.


OPTIONS


-advise      Marks a device reservation as being an


advisory to all users that the included


devices have been scheduled for a pending


configuration change or device masking


change. Applications may allow the user


to proceed with using these devices.


-c           Specifies the number (count) of times to


attempt the requested action. If this option


is not specified and an interval (-i) is


specified, the process will loop querying


for status until the session for the


specified Symmetrix array completes. When


used with the preview/prepare/commit


actions, the process will attempt -c number


of times waiting for the database or


configuration locks.


-cmd         Specifies the list of commands containing


the configuration change definitions. Each


command must be terminated by a semicolon.


-comment     Provides additional details about a device


reservation request.


-enforce     Marks a device reservation for enforcement,


by requiring you to supply the device


reservation ID to use the devices. This


is the default behavior when reserving


devices. Older applications may not be


able to process reservation IDs.


-expire      Sets the date and time for a reservation
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to expire, which will cause it to be


removed from the reservation database


automatically.


-f[ile] Specifies the command file containing the


configuration change definitions.


-h           Provides brief, online help information.


-i           Specifies the repeat interval for retrying


the requested action. For a query, this


option indicates how often to display the


session's status. For a


preview/prepare/commit, this option


indicates how often to attempt to get the


needed resources to start a new session.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-noecho      Blocks the printing of session status and


progress messages during the configuration


change session. For use with PREVIEW,


PREPARE, and COMMIT actions. Cannot be used


with the -v option.


-noprompt    Bypasses the confirmation requests issued


to the output terminal. Intended for use


in script files.


-owner       Specifies the individual or organization


that owns the devices being reserved. This


is a required field.


-remote_reserve_id
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Specifies the identification number assigned


to a reservation on a remote Symmetrix array.


-reserve_id  Specifies the identification number assigned


to a reservation.


-sid         Identifies the Symmetrix (Symmetrix ID)


configuration to change.


-v           Echoes the contents of the command file to


the output terminal. Cannot be used with


the -noecho option.


-version     Lists the SYMCLI, SYMAPI, and configuration


server version information. Also connects


to the configuration server managing the


the Symmetrix configuration to request its


version. If a host is connected to more


than one Symmetrix array, the -sid option


is required.


PARAMETERS


CmdFile      The name of an ASCII text file containing


the set of commands to process.


ExpirationDate


The optional date and time for a device


reservation to be expired. The default is no


expiration. The format is:


[mm/dd[/yy]:][hh:mm[:ss]]


If only the hh:mm is provided, the current


day will be assumed. If only mm/dd is


provided, the current year is assumed. A


four-digit year can also be specified.
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Owner        The name of the owner of the reservation.


ResvID       The device reservation ID.


SymmID       The 12-character ID of the Symmetrix array.


UserComment  The user comment detailing the device


reservation.


COMMAND FILE (or -cmd) PARAMETERS


alias        An alternative front-end mapping address,


used by a mainframe host to access a


device.


awwn         The alias WWN which identifies the HBA


by a user-specified alias.


base_address The base address to be assigned to the


first device in the mapping request. It


will be incremented by one for each device


in the range of devices being mapped.


bcv_meta_head


When adding new members to an existing


striped metadevice, or when reconfiguring


the stripe format, if the data on the


metadevice is to be protected, you must


specify the name of a bcv_meta that matches


the original metadevice in capacity,


stripe count, and stripe size.


ckd_meta     An option available when creating a device


with an emulation type of CKD-3380 or


CKD-3390. Indicates that the device should be


a striped metadevice. CKD metadevices must
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be created in sets of four devices.


count        A positive integer.


cuu_address  A base or alias address for a device being


mapped to an EA or EF port. These are


mainframe ports which expect devices to be


mapped in groups to form CU images. The


first digit in the address is the CU image


number, which can range from 0 to 0xF. The


remaining two digits can range from 00 to


0xFF.


cycle_time   The minimum time to wait before attempting


an RDF/A cycle switch. Possible values range


from 1 to 60 seconds for Enginuity 5773+


and 5 to 60 seconds for Enginuity


versions before 5773.


cylinders    A positive integer. A cylinder for FBA


emulation is:


- Enginuity 5671 and earlier: 960 512-byte


blocks


- Enginuity 5771+: 1920 512-byte blocks


To convert a device size in blocks to


cylinders for Enginuity 5671 and earlier,


use the following:


cylinders = (number of blocks) / 960


To convert a size in megabytes to cylinders,


use the following for Enginuity 5671 and


earlier:


cylinders = megabytes * 1048576 / (512 * 960)
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Devices that are going to be used as BCV,


RDF, or metamembers need to precisely match


the corresponding devices in size. Use the


symdev/sympd show command or the


symdev/sympd list -cyl command to see


relevant device sizes.


With the exception of the two variable size


emulation types of AS/400_M2107_099 and


AS/400_M2107_050 supported in Enginuity


5875+ with SE 7.2, AS/400 devices have


specific sizes that must be used:


Device Type Size Meta Minimum Enginuity


---------------- ------ ----------------- -----------


AS/400_M590 17484 5x67


AS/400_M590R 17484 5x67


AS/400_M6713_30 17540 5x67


AS/400_M6713_50 17540 5x67


AS/400_M6717_50 17540 5x67


AS/400_M2105_A01 17484 5x68


AS/400_M2105_A81 17484 5x68


AS/400_M6718_50 35720* 8930 5x68


AS/400_M2105_A02 35720* 8930 5x68


AS/400_M2105_A82 35720* 8930 5x68


AS/400_M2105_A84 143584* 8974 5671


AS/400_M9337_5AA 35720* 8930 5x67


AS/400_M9337_5AC 35720* 8930 5x67


AS/400_M2105_A04 143584* 8974 5x68


AS/400_M4326_50 71568* 8946 5x68


AS/400_M4327_50 143584* 8974 5x68


AS/400_M2105_A05 71568* 8946 5x68


AS/400_M2105_A85 71568* 8946 5x68


AS/400_M4328_50 143576* 17947 5771


AS/400_M2107_A06 143576* 17947 5771


AS/400_M2107_A07 287152* 17947 5771


AS/400_M2107_A86 143576* 17947 5771


AS/400_M2107_A87 287152* 17947 5771


AS/400_M2107_A02 17860* 4465 5773


AS/400_M2107_A04 71792* 17948 5773
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AS/400_M2107_A05 35784* 8946 5773


AS/400_M2107_A82 17860* 4465 5773


AS/400_M2107_A84 71792* 17948 5773


AS/400_M2107_A85 35784* 8946 5773


* These device models cannot be created as a


single volume, as they exceed the maximum


size supported by the Symmetrix array. On


Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5772 and


earlier, they must be created as smaller


devices and formed into a metadevice. On


Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5773 or


higher, users can directly create


metadevices by enabling the auto meta


feature.


da_interface The DA SCSI path (c, d, e, or f).


datadev      An option available when creating a device,


which indicates that the device should


become part of the thin device pool for


use with thin devices.


data_member_count


When creating a RAID-5 or RAID-6 device on a


Symmetrix array with Enginuity 5772 and


later. Set the value to 3 or 7 for


RAID-5 (3+1) and RAID-5 (7+1) or, 6 or 14 for


RAID-6 (6+2) and RAID-6 (14+2).


default_gateway


The gateway or router address for a


front-end Gig-E port.


DevAttr      A device attribute that restricts how a


device can be accessed. These include:
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- RDB_Cksum


- Dyn_rdf   (can be either R1 or R2)


- Dyn_rdf1_only


- Dyn_rdf2_only


- VCMdb (Obsolete in Enginuity 5874+ and


replaced by ACLX)


- ACLX (Supported in Enginuity 5874+)


- SCSI3_persist_reserv


- RCVRPNT_TAG (Supported in Enginuity 5875+)


- DIF1 (Supported in Enginuity 5876+)


- AS400_GK (Supported in Enginuity 5876+)


The use of the RAD attribute is no longer


supported. EMC will be using this attribute


in the mainframe environment.


DevConfig    A valid SYMAPI device configuration. When


used to apply or remove the BCV, DRV, or


RDF attribute, if the device configuration


would result in a change to the device's


mirroring, the change will be denied.


The mirroring protection of a device can be


increased, but this must be done in a


separate session from BCV/DRV/RDF changes.


The mirroring protection of a device can


also be decreased, but must be done in a


separate session from BCV/DRV/RDF changes.


As a result of removing mirrors from a device,


a new device is created from the discarded


mirrors, resulting in a new symdevice. If the


original or new device is unprotected, it


cannot be mapped to a host.


This cannot be used to convert RDF1 devices


to RDF2.
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Configurations include:


- Unprotected


- 2-Way-Mir


- 3-Way-Mir (2)


- 4-Way-Mir (3)


- RAID-S (1)


- RDF1


- RDF2


- RDF1+R-S or RDF1-R-S * (1)


- RDF2+R-S or RDF2-R-S * (1)


- RDF1+Mir or RDF1-Mir


- RDF2+Mir or RDF2-Mir


- BCV


- 2-Way-BCV-Mir


- DRV (3)


- 2-Way-DRV-MIR


- RDF1+TDEV or RDF1-TDEV


- RDF2+TDEV or RDF2-TDEV


- RDF1-BCV *


- RDF2-BCV *


- RDF1-BCV+MIR or RDF1-BCV-MIR *


- RDF2-BCV+MIR or RDF2-BCV-MIR *


- VDEV


- TDEV


- DLDEV


- RAID-5


- RAID-6


- BCV+R-5 or BCV-R-5


- BCV+R-6 or BCV-R-6


- RDF1+R-5 or RDF1-R-5


- RDF1+R-6 or RDF1-R-6


- RDF2+R-5 or RDF2-R-5


- RDF2+R-6 or RDF2-R-6


- RDF1-BCV+R-5 or RDF1-BCV-R-5 *


- RDF2-BCV+R-5 or RDF2-BCV-R-5 *
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- RDF1-BCV+R-6 or RDF1-BCV-R-6 *


- RDF2-BCV+R-6 or RDF2-BCV-R-6 *


- RDF1+DLDEV or RDF1-DLDEV


- RDF2+DLDEV or RDF2-DLDEV


- BCV+TDEV or BCV-TDEV (4)


- RDF1-BCV+TDEV or RDF1-BCV-TDEV(5)


- RDF2-BCV+TDEV or RDF2-BCV-TDEV(5)


*   Not allowed for create device


(1) Not allowed for Enginuity 5771 or


higher.


(2) Not allowed for Enginuity 5772 or


higher.


(3) Not allowed for Enginuity 5874 or


higher.


(4) Only allowed with 5874 Q2 2010 SR


or higher.


(5) Only allowed with 5875 Q2 2011 SR


or higher.


DevName      A user-defined device name of up to 64


characters in length.


DeviceName   The <DeviceName> is the user specified name


with a maximum of 64 characters including the


suffix. The legal characters for the device


name include all alphanumeric, underscore( _ )


and period( . ). The device name plus optional


suffix can have a maximum of 64 characters. 


If using a numerical suffix, the device name


will be limited to 50 characters (prefix) and


the trailing numerical suffix number will be


limited to 14 characters. If not using a


numerical suffix, all 64 characters can be


specified for the device name.


The maximum starting suffix is 1000000. The
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<n> in the number= option represents the user


supplied number for the starting suffix while


using SYMDEV will mean that the corresponding


Symmetrix Device Number will be used as the


suffix.


devmask_access


When unmapping devices, this can be used to


indicate whether a device masking database


should be updated. (Not supported on


Enginuity 5874 and higher.)


director_num The director number (for example, 16A).


DskGrpName   A disk group name of up to 32 characters in


length. If the name is reset, it goes back to


its default name in the format DISK_GROUP_xxx,


where xxx is the disk group number.


dynamic_lun  Specifies to use the dynamic LUN addressing


features, but does not require the user to


give a LUN address for each device. The LUN


addresses will be assigned based on what may


already be in use for that host HBA.


encapsulate_data


Option available when adding an eDisk, which


indicates that the data that is currently in


the external device be preserved


(encapsulating).


When setting this option to NO, to not


preserve the data, any data that is currently


on the external device will be deleted.


EmulationType


A valid SYMAPI emulation type, including:
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- FBA


- CELERRA_FBA


- VME_512_FBA


- CKD-3380


- CKD-3390


(Enginuity 5x67+):


- AS/400_M590


- AS/400_M590R


- AS/400_M6713_30


- AS/400_M6713_50


- AS/400_M6717_50


- AS/400_M9337_5AA


- AS/400_M9337_5AC


(Enginuity 5x68+):


- AS/400_M6718_50


- AS/400_M2105_A01


- AS/400_M2105_A02


- AS/400_M2105_A81    (Enginuity 5568 only)


- AS/400_M2105_A82    (Enginuity 5568 only)


- AS/400_M2105_A84


- AS/400_M2105_A04


- AS/400_M4326_50


- AS/400_M4327_50


- AS/400_M2105_A05


- AS/400_M2105_A85


(Enginuity 5771+):


- AS/400_M4328_50


- AS/400_M2107_A06


- AS/400_M2107_A86


- AS/400_M2107_A07


- AS/400_M2107_A87
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(Enginuity 5773+):


- AS/400_M2107_A02


- AS/400_M2107_A82


- AS/400_M2107_A04


- AS/400_M2107_A84


- AS/400_M2107_A05


- AS/400_M2107_A85


(Enginuity 5875+):


- AS/400_M2107_099


- AS/400_M2107_050


(Enginuity 5876+):


- AS/400_D910_099


When changing a device's emulation, changes


can only be among FBA emulation types.


fibre_vbus   The virtual bus address. This is only used


when mapping to an FA port using volume set


addressing.


FlagName     A SCSI, fibre, or iSCSI port flag name. SCSI


port flags can be set on SA, SE, and FA ports,


unless otherwise noted. FA port flags can only


be set on FA and SE ports.


For Enginuity levels 5671 or greater:


SCSI port flags:        


- Negotiate_Reset          [N]


(SA ports only)


- Soft_Reset               [S]


- Environ_Set              [E]


- HP3000_Mode  [B]


(Return Busy on Abort)
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(Not Supported 5874+)


- Common_Serial_Number     [C]


- Disable_Q_Reset_on_UA    [D]


- Sunapee               [SCL]


(Not Supported 5874+)


- Siemens                  [S]


(Not Supported 5874+)


- Sequent                  [SEQ]


(Not Supported 5874+)


- Avoid_Reset_Broadcast    [ARB]


- Server_On_AS400          [A4S]


- SCSI_3                   [SC3]


- SPC2_Protocol_Version    [SPC2]


(5670+)


- SCSI_Support1            [OS2007]


(5671+)


Fibre port flags:


- Volume_Set_Addressing    [V]


- Non_Participating+       [NP]


- Init_Point_to_Point+     [PP]


(Not Supported 5977+)


- Unique_WWN+              [UWN]


(Not Supported 5977+)


- VCM_State                [VCM]


(Not supported in Enginuity 5874+


and replaced by ACLX)


- Access_Logix             [ACLX]


(Only supported in Enginuity 5874+)


- OpenVMS        [OVMS]


- AS400                    [AS4]


- Auto_Negotiate           [EAN]


+ Not available for GigE ports


force_remove Option available when removing an eDisk, set


to YES for forced removal of eDisk when it
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has IVTOC TRACKS.


format       The recording format to be used on a spare


disk. Values are 512 or 520. Select a


format based on what type of disk it should


be able to replace.


For Enginuity 5568 and above:


- CKD and FBA, use 512


- AS400 and tandem, use 520


For Symm 4:


With selective llf enabled:


- CKD and FBA, use 512


- AS400 and tandem, use 520


If no AS400 or tandem devices:


- CKD and FBA, use 512


If AS400 or tandem devices:


- CKD, use 512


- FBA, AS400 and tandem, use 520


gige         Indicates that one or more network address


values are going to be specified for a


front-end Gig-E director.


group_attribute_name


The disk group attribute to be set. Possible


values are:


Attribute Name      Description


--------------- -------------------------


disk_group_name     The new disk group name.


To reset a name to the


default disk group name


use: DEFAULT NAME
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HostName     The host name, 12 characters.


host_lun     The LUN addresses to be used for


each device that is to be added for the


host HBA.


hp_id        A user-defined HP device identifier less than


or equal to 128 characters in length.


invalidate_opt


The RDF device to invalidate so that a full


copy can be initiated from the remote mirror.


Allowed values are R1 (invalidate the source),


or R2 (invalidate the target).


IPaddress    A valid IPv4 or IPv6 address is expected.


iscsi        The iSCSI name.


isns_ip_address


The IP address for the iSNS name server


associated with a front-end Gig-E port.


max_subs_percent


The maximum limit (in %) for the pool


subscription. If there is no limit, set to


NONE.


max_dev_per_rebalance_scan


The maximum limit for the pool rebalance


scan device range. It can be set in the


range of 1 to 1024. The default value


is 256.


member_count The total number of devices to add to the new
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metadevice, including the head. To be used


when the configuration server should select


the members from the pool of unmapped devices.


Only devices that match the specified head


in size, emulation, protection, and


attributes will be selected. Omit this option


if you are going to select the members


yourself using the add dev command.


member_size_equal


Indicates that the meta members created on an


eDisk will have the same size. Available when


adding an eDisk with encapsulation.


meta_option  The meta type configuration. Possible values


are: CONCATENATED or STRIPED.


meta_stripe_size


The metadevice stripe size, specified in 512


byte blocks, or cylinders. If specifying


cylinders, the keyword cyl must follow the


size field (for example, 2cyl).


If no stripe size is specified when creating


a striped meta, 2 cylinders will be assigned.


For Enginuity 5x69+, 1920 blocks or


2 cylinders is the only stripe size allowed.


For earlier Enginuity levels:


Valid choices:


<meta_stripe_size>     (=) Cylinders


------------------ -------------


1920                  2


3840                  4*
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7680                  8*


15360                 16*


30720                 32*


61440                 64*


* Available with Enginuity 5x68 or earlier.


metric_name  The Symmetrix metric to be set. Possible


values are:


Metric Name          Description


-------------- -----------------


auto_meta            Enables the auto meta


feature. Can be enabled


only if the other auto


meta parameters


min_auto_meta_size,


auto_meta_config, and


auto_meta_member_size


are set to valid values.


Possible values are


ENABLE or DISABLE.


Not applicable for


CKD meta devices.


auto_meta_config     Specifies the default


meta config when auto


meta feature is enabled.


Possible values are


CONCATENATED, STRIPED,


or NONE.


auto_meta_member_size


Specifies the default


meta member size in


cylinders when auto_meta


feature is enabled.
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Possible values


range from 0 to the


max size specified


in the table below:


Enginuity  32K_compatibility  Max Cylinders


--------- ---------------- -------------


5773         Disabled          65520 


5773         Enabled           131040


5874+        Disabled          262668


5874+        Enabled           525336


dse_max_cap          The maximum capacity


for DSE in GB. The value


NOLIMIT is used to set


an unlimited capacity.


fba_multi_access_cache


Specifies that read


requests can share cache


slots in some conditions.


Possible values are


ENABLE or DISABLE.


(Obsolete in Enginuity


5874+)


pav_alias_limit      If PAV is enabled,


specifies the maximum


number of aliases that


can be assigned to a


device. Possible


values are:


- Enginuity 5670: 1-7;


- Enginuity 5671: 1-15;


- Enginuity 5771: 1-255;


- Enginuity 5772: 1-255;
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- Enginuity 5773+: 1-127.


min_auto_meta_size   Specifies the size


threshold that triggers


auto meta creation.


When users try to


create a device greater


than or equal to the


min_auto_meta_size, and


auto_meta is enabled, a


meta will be created.


Possible values are


between 0 and the maximum


value from the table


below (the default value


is the same as the


maximum value):


Enginuity  32K_compatibility  Max/Default cyl


--------- ----------------- ---------------


5773         Disabled            65521


5773         Enabled             131042


5874+        Disabled            262669


5874+        Enabled             525338


PAV_mode             Enables the use of PAV


(Parallel Access


Volumes).


Possible values are:


PAV_mode     Description


----------- -----------


NONE         No PAV volumes can


be configured in


the Symmetrix


array.
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(Not available for


customer use.)


STANDARD     Standard PAV


volumes with


static aliasing


can be configured.


DYNAMIC_STANDARD


Standard PAV


volumes with


dynamic aliasing


can be configured.


SIEMENS      Standard PAV


volumes with


static aliasing


modified for


Fujitsu Siemens


hosts.


(Not available for


customer use.)


DYNAMIC_SIEMENS


Standard PAV


volumes with


dynamic aliasing


modified for


Fujitsu Siemens


hosts.


(Not available for


customer use.)


rdfa_cache_percent   The percentage of write


pending cache that can be
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used by RDF/A. Possible


values are from 0 to 100


percent.


rdfa_host_throttle_time


The number of seconds to


throttle host writes to


RDF/A devices when cache


is full, before dropping


RDF/A sessions.


Throttling will delay a


write from the host until


a cache slot becomes


free. Possible values


are from 0 to 65535


metric_value


Either a numeric or string value to be


assigned to the specified metric.


meta_config  Used with the create dev command to override


the default Symmetrix-wide auto_meta_config.


User can only override the meta_config when


the Symmetrix-wide auto meta is enabled and


the total device size is greater than the


Symmetrix-wide min_auto_meta_size.


meta_member_size 


When it is used with the create dev command,


it overrides the default Symmetrix-wide


auto_meta_member_size. User can only override


the meta_member_size when the Symmetrix-wide


auto meta is enabled and the total device size


is greater than the Symmetrix-wide


min_auto_meta_size.


When it is used with the add external disk


command, it allows user to chose the meta
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member size when encapsulating data on the


external disk.


minimum_cycle_time


The minimum time to wait before attempting an


SRDF/A cycle switch. Values range from 5 to 59


seconds.


mtu          The mtu field allows the user to specify MTU


(maximum transmission unit) value in the range


of 1500-9000 for the IP interface. The default


value is 1500.


mvs_ssid     See remote_mvs_ssid below.


network_id   The network_id/namespace can be used for


the purpose of isolating IP routing tables.


It is used to support multiple IP addresses


with same IP subnet on a SE director


emulation. Valid values are from 0 to 16384.


Default value is 0.


NewPoolName  The new pool name. See PoolName.


pav  alias   See alias.


pool         Pools can either contain SAVE devices or


DATA devices. A SAVEDEV pool can be a SNAP


pool, which is used for snap sessions or a


RDFA_DSE pool which is used for RDF/A


spillover. A DATADEV pool is used for thin


devices.


PoolName     A sequence of 1 to 12 alphanumeric or


'-' (hyphen) or '_' (underscore) characters.


pool_resv_cap       


Pool reserve capacity (in %) for the thin
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pool. Valid pool_resv_cap percentage values


range from 1 to 80.


port_num     The port number.


primary_ip_address


The IPv4 address for a front-end Gig-E port.


primary_ipv6_address


The IPv6 address for a front-end Gig-E port.


primary_netmask


The IPv4 netmask for a front-end Gig-E port.


primary_ipv6_prefix


The IPv6 mask prefix for a front-end Gig-E


port. Can be 0 - 128, indicating the number


of initial bits in the subnet that are


identical.


protect_data When adding members to an existing striped


meta, you must specify whether the data on


the existing metadevice needs to be


protected. Valid settings are TRUE and


FALSE.


ra_group     A positive integer specifying the RDF group.


raidset      When requesting a change to a member of a


RAID-S group, this option indicates that all


members of the group should be processed. It


is not necessary to list the other members.


This option is available for converting


RAID-S groups to unprotected devices or


deleting all members of the group.


rdfa_devpace_autostart
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Specifies whether the SRDF/A device-level


pacing feature is automatically enabled when


an SRDF/A session is activated for the RDF


group.


rdfa_dse     When used with an SRP, enabling it will


allow that SRP to be used for RDFA DSE


spillover.


rdfa_dse_autostart


Specifies whether RDF/A DSE is automatically


activated when an SRDF/A session is activated


for the group. Valid values are ENABLE and


DISABLE


rdfa_dse_threshold


The percentage of the Symmetrix array's


write pending limit. Once the cache usage of


all active groups in the array exceeds


this limit, data tracks for this group start


to spill over to disks.


rdfa_transmit_idle


Enables or disables the transmit_idle


feature on the RDF group. Possible


values are ENABLE or DISABLE.


rdfa_wpace_autostart


Specifies whether the SRDF/A write pacing


feature is automatically enabled when an


SRDF/A session is activated for the RDF group.


rdfa_wpace_delay


The maximum host I/O delay that the SRDF/A


write pacing feature will cause. The value


is specified in microseconds; the allowable


values are from 1 to 1000000 (1 sec).


The default value is 50000 usecs (50 ms).
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rdfa_wpace_threshold


The minimum percentage of the system write


pending cache at which the Symmetrix array


will start pacing host write I/Os for this


RDF group. The allowable values are from


1 to 99 percent. The default value is 60%.


rebalance_variance


The value (in %) for the pool Rebalance


Variance. It can be set in the range of 1 to


50. Its default value is 1.


refresh_opt  The RDF device to mark for refresh


from the remote mirror. Allowed values are:


R1 (mark the source device for refresh) or R2


(mark the target device for refresh).


remote_config


When creating an RDF device, indicates the


device configuration of the corresponding


remote device.


remote_data_member_count


When creating an RDF RAID-5 or RAID-6 device


on Symmetrix arrays with Enginuity 5772 and


later, the user should set the value to 3


or 7 for RAID-5 (3+1) and RAID-5 (7+1)


respectively, or 6 or 14 for RAID-6 (6+2) and


RAID-6 (14+2), respectively.


remote_dev   A hexadecimal value specifying the Symmetrix


device name.


remote_mvs_ssid


When creating a device in a Symmetrix array


that also contains CKD devices, an mvs_ssid


value must be provided so the new FBA
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devices are not seen as part of an existing


SID group.


Only one mvs_ssid and remote_mvs_ssid can


be used in a session. They will be applied


to all devices created within that session.


When using the convert device command to


reduce mirroring, the removed mirror


becomes a new stand-alone symdev. An


attempt will be made to use the same


mvs_ssid for the new device. If the mvs_ssid


group is full, you will need to specify a


new mvs_ssid.


When mapping a set of devices to an EA or


EF port, the current mvs_ssid assigned to


the devices may need to be changed. If the


devices are becoming part of an existing CU


image, they will be assigned the mvs_ssid


of the devices already mapped. If a new CU


image is being formed and mapped, a new


mvs_ssid can be assigned during the map


request. It is not valid to have some


devices with a particular SSID mapped and


some unmapped.


remote_sg    When creating an RDF device, indicates the


remote storage group in which the remote


device will be added upon creation.


(supported on Enginuity 5977 and higher).


remove       Used with devmask_access in an unmap command


to indicate that any device masking access


entries for this device and path should be


removed. (Not supported on Enginuity


5874 and later.)
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resv_cap     Percentage of the capacity of the SRP that


will be reserved for devices write IO


activities. Valid values for the percentage


are from 1 to 80, or NONE to disable it


(supported on Enginuity 5977 and higher).


retain       Used with devmask_access in an unmap command


to indicate that any device masking access


entries for this device and path should be


retained. (Not supported on Enginuity


5874 and later.)


savedev      An option available when creating a device,


that indicates the device should become part


of the SAVE device pool for use with


virtual copy sessions or rdfa_dse.


scsi_id      The disk's SCSI ID (a hex value).


scsi_lun     The SCSI logical unit number (a hex value).


scsi_target  The SCSI target ID (a hex value).


sess_priority


The priority used to determine which RDF/A


sessions to drop if cache becomes full.


Possible values range from 1 to 64, with 1


being the highest priority (that is, the last


to be dropped).


SgName       User specified storage group name in which


the devices will be added upon creation


(supported on Enginuity 5977 and higher).


spid         Indicates the specific spindle ID of the


target eDisk.
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SRP Name    User specified storage resource pool (SRP).


SLOName      User specified service level objective (SLO).


NewSLOName   New name for the user specified SLO.


start_copy   Indicates whether an RDF pair should be


synchronized after the configuration change


is committed.


vms_id       A user-defined VMS device identifier from


0 to 32766.


vp_compression


Enables or disables the compression feature


on the thin device pool. Possible values are


ENABLE or DISABLE.


wwn          The World Wide Name.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol    


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


2         CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


19         CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All Gatekeepers to the Symmetrix array are


currently locked.


48         CLI_C_CONFIG_LOCKED
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A configuration change session cannot


be started because another application


has the Symmetrix configuration locked.


EXAMPLES


To add four new Symmetrix devices to Symmetrix array


12345 as two-way mirrored devices with a size of 1100


cylinders, using FBA emulation, and to create the hypers


to support the new devices in disk group 3, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file add_new_symdevs.cmd


Where add_new_symdevs.cmd contains:


create dev count=4 size=1100,


emulation=FBA, config=2-Way-Mir,


disk_group=3;


To create three new DATA devices as two-way-mirrored with


a size of 1200 cylinders, using FBA emulation, and to add


it in a thin pool tp_pool with member state enabled, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file addnewdatadevs.cmd


Where addnewdatadevs.cmd contains:


create dev count=3 size=1200,


emulation=FBA, config=2-Way-Mir,


attribute=datadev, in pool=tp_pool


member_state=ENABLE;


To create 10 2 GB thin devices, bind them to a thin pool


tp_pool, and preallocate 1 GB to each thin device, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file add_new_tdevs.cmd
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Where add_new_tdevs.cmd contains:


create dev count=10, size=2 GB


emulation=FBA, config=TDEV,


binding to pool=tp_pool, preallocate size=1 GB;


NOTE: default unit for <size> and <preallocate size> are


in CYL. User should ensure that units for <size>


and <preallocate size> are either both defaulted


or match.


To create a CKD metadevice of 1200 cylinders by first


creating four Symmetrix devices of 300 cylinders and then


forming a metadevice, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file add_new_ckdmeta.cmd


Where add_new_ckdmeta.cmd contains:


create dev count=4 size=1200,


emulation=ckd-3390, config=2-Way-Mir,


attribute=ckd_meta;


To add 4 FBA thin devices of 1200 cylinders and map them to


director 7E:0 and 8H:0 on a Symmetrix array with Enginuity


5874 and higher, use the create device command with


the mapping clause. Note that the command can support more


than one mapping definition:


create dev count=4, size = 1200 cyl, emulation=FBA,


config=TDEV,


mapping to dir 7E:0, starting lun = F04,


mapping to dir 8H:0, starting lun = F14;


To create 4 devices of 1200 cylinders and set the


SCSI3_persist_reserv device attribute on a Symmetrix array


running Enginuity 5874 and higher, use the
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create device command with the device_attr clause:


create dev count=2, size = 1200, emulation=FBA,


config=2-Way-Mir,


device_attr = SCSI3_PERSIST_RESERV;


Note: A create device command can also have both the


mapping and device_attr clause, as in the example below:


create dev count=2, size = 30, emulation=FBA,


config=unprotected,


device_attr = SCSI3_PERSIST_RESERV


mapping to dir 7E:0, starting lun = F02;


To create a striped metadevice in Symmetrix array 12345,


using device 030 as the metahead and 031-033 as members,


enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file add_meta.cmd


Where add_meta.cmd contains:


form meta from dev 030 config=striped,


stripe_size = 2 cyl;


add dev 031:033 to meta 030;


To verify the mapping command file is correct and later


map the metahead to director 16A, port 0, SCSI


target/lun 0/7, enter:


symconfigure preview -sid 12345 -file meta_map.cmd


Where meta_map.cmd contains:


map dev 030 to dir 16A:0 target=0, lun=7;


To map a device to a fibre port that uses volume set
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addressing, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file map_vsa.cmd


Where map_vsa.cmd contains:


map dev 122 to dir 03A:0, vbus=0A, target=0F, lun=3;


To map 40 devices to a mainframe port and assign a set of


aliases (on Enginuity 5671), enter the following (the SSID


of the devices will be changed during the mapping. The


devices will form a new CU image, 0x7.):


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file cu_7.cmd


Where cu_7.cmd contains:


map dev 040:068 to dir 03B:0,


starting base_address=700,


mvs_ssid=701;


add pav alias to dev 040:068,


starting alias=780;


To map a set of devices in CU image 0x07 to a second


director port copying the addresses and aliases


on Enginuity 5671, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file copy_map.cmd


Where copy_map.cmd contains:


map dev 040:068 to dir 15B:0 copying dir 03B:0;


To remove the alias addresses from the devices in CU image


0x07, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file alias_rem.cmd
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Where alias_rem.cmd contains:


remove pav alias from dev 040:068,


starting alias=780;


To unmap devices 020-024 from all front-end directors,


enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file unmap_dev.cmd


Where unmap_dev.cmd contains:


unmap dev 020:024 from dir ALL:ALL;


To unmap half the devices in CU image 0x07 and assign them


a new SSID, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file unmap_range.cmd


Where unmap_range.cmd contains:


unmap dev 040:54 from dir ALL:ALL, new_ssid=620;


To enable the use of VCM/ACLX for masking device visibility


to host systems for director 03A, port 0, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 3160 -file setup_fa_port.cmd


Where setup_fa_port.cmd contains:


For Enginuity 5773 and earlier:


set port 03A:0 VCM_State=enable;


For Enginuity 5874 and later:


set port 03A:0 Access_Logix=enable;
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To set the RDF/A session priorities for two different RA


groups, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file setup_rdfa.cmd


Where setup_rdfa.cmd contains:


set ra group 24, session_priority=1;


set ra group 42, session_priority=8;


To setup the symmetrix auto meta parameters:


symconfigure commit -sid 3160 -file set_symm_metrics.cmd


Where set_symm_metrics.cmd contains:


set symmetrix auto_meta_config = concatenated,


auto_meta_member_size = 65521;


To change the emulation type of three devices from FBA to


CELERRA FBA, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 3160 -file device_set.cmd


Where device_set.cmd contains:


set dev 01A:01C emulation=CELERRA_FBA;


To remove the device masking database attribute from a


device masking database device, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 3160 -file device_reset.cmd


Where device_reset.cmd contains:


For Enginuity 5773 and earlier:


set dev 01A, attribute = NO VCMdb;
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For Enginuity 5874 and later:


set dev 01A, attribute = NO ACLX;


To reserve an unused disk as a spare disk, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 3160 -file add_spare.cmd


Where add_spare.cmd contains:


create spare, count=1, format=512;


To remove a disk from being reserved as a spare disk,


enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 3160 -file rem_spare.cmd


Where rem_spare.cmd contains:


delete spare disk=[ 02A, D, 1 ];


To configure 6 GB of available free space into BCVs


matching an existing standard device and mapping them


to port 14B:0, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 3420 -file cfg_bcv.cmd


Where cfg_bcv.cmd contains:


configure 6 gb copying dev 07A,


mapping to dir 14B:0, overriding


config=bcv;


To create a new pool and move some SAVE devices from an


existing pool into it, enter:


<session 1>
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disable dev 01D:01F in pool FINANCE, type=snap;


<session 2>


create pool HR, type=snap;


add dev 01D:01F to pool HR, type=snap,


member_state=ENABLE;


To rename an existing pool HR of type snap to newHR,


enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file renamepool.cmd


Where renamepool.cmd contains:


rename pool HR to newHR, type=snap;


To rename an existing SRP TestAndDev to NewTestAndDev,


enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 12345 -file renamesrp.cmd


Where renamesrp.cmd contains:


rename SRP TestAndDev to NewTestAndDev;


To reserve a set of devices for later conversion to BCV


devices, enter:


symconfigure reserve -sid 3241 -file bcv.cmd


-owner "LabMgr" -comment "Adding BCV devs to dept xxx"


Where bcv.cmd (the actual change definition) contains:


convert dev 030:03A to 2-way-bcv-mir;


or:
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symconfigure reserve -sid 3241 -file reserve.cmd


-owner "LabMgr" -comment "Adding BCV devs to dept xxx"


Where reserve.cmd (strictly a reservation file) contains:


reserve dev 030:03A;


To set a disk group name for disk group 2, enter:


set disk_group 2, disk_group_name = MY_DISK_GROUP;


To reset the disk group name for disk group 2, enter:


set disk_group 2, disk_group_name = DEFAULT NAME;


To create a disk group for external disks and give it the


name my_external_disk_group, enter:


symconfigure commit -sid 3241 -file cmdfile.cmd


Where cmdfile.cmd contains:


create disk_group my_external_disk_group


disk_location = external;


To delete a disk group with the name


my_external_disk_group, create and commit a command file


that contains:


delete disk_group name:my_external_disk_group;


To add an external disk to disk group


my_external_disk_group with the encapsulating option,


create and commit a command file that contains:


add external_disk wwn=60000970000194900306533030314341


to disk_group=name:my_external_disk_group,
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encapsulate_data=YES;


To remove an eDisk, create and commit a command file that


contains:


remove external_disk


wwn=60000970000194900306533030314341;
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symconnect
Allows the administrator to setup or modify


the Symmetrix security functionality,


including CHAP authentication and


Radius server.


SYNOPSIS


symconnect -h


symconnect -sid <SymmID> [-dir <#|all> -p <#|all>] [-v]


list [chap | radius]


[-iscsi <iSCSIName> | -initiator] [-dir_port]


symconnect -file <Filename> [-dir <#|all> -p <#|all>] [-v]


list [-iscsi <iSCSIName> | -initiator] [-dir_port]


symconnect -sid <SymmID> -iscsi <iSCSIName>


<-dir <#> -p <#> | -dir all -p all>


set chap -cred <Credential> -secret <Secret>


set radius


symconnect -sid <SymmID> -iscsi <iSCSIName>


[-dir <#|all> -p <#|all>]


enable <chap | radius>


disable <chap | radius>


delete <chap | radius>


symconnect -sid <SymmID> -dir <#> -p <#>


set chap -cred <Credential> -secret <Secret>
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set radius


-server <ServerName> -ip <Ip> -key <Key>


[-port <PortNum>]


-rank <Primary | Backup1 | Backup2>


[-c <Count> -i <Interval>]


symconnect -sid <SymmID> [-dir <#|all> -p <#|all>]


enable chap


disable chap


delete chap


enable radius [-rank <Primary | Backup1 | Backup2>]


disable radius [-rank <Primary | Backup1 | Backup2>]


delete radius [-rank <Primary | Backup1 | Backup2>]


symconnect -sid <SymmID> -file <Filename> [-noprompt]


backup <chap | radius>


restore <chap | radius>


init <chap | radius>


DESCRIPTION


The symconnect command lists the security information


from the Symmetrix array or a backup file. In addition,


this command allows the following:


- CHAP credentials to be set, enabled, disabled,


or deleted from the database for either the


director/port or a specified iSCSI initiator.
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- The use of a Radius server to be set, enabled,


disabled, or deleted from the database for


a specified iSCSI initiator.


- The Radius server information to be set, enabled,


disabled, or deleted from the database for


a director/port.


- The CHAP credential or Radius server


information to be initialized, as well as backed


up or restored, from a backup file.


- Enginuity level 5874 and above, all support for


CHAP credential or Radius server information to be


set, enabled or disabled for a given iSCSI initator


through symaccess.


ARGUMENTS


backup         Makes a copy of all the security data


present in a backup file that can be


used later for restore.


delete         Deletes security information that was


previously set for either a director/port


or an iSCSI initiator.


disable        Disables security information that was


previously set for either a director/port


or an iSCSI initiator.


enable         Enables security information that was


previously set for either a director/port


or an iSCSI initiator.


init           Initializes the security information.
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list           Lists the security information.


restore        Restores the security information from


a backup file.


set            Allows security information to be


established for either a director/port


or an iSCSI initiator.


KEYWORDS


chap           Specifies the iSCSI CHAP credential.


radius         Specifies the iSCSI Radius server.


OPTIONS


-c             Indicates the number of times to retry.


-cred          Specifies the credential name associated


with the CHAP protocol's authentication


data.


-dir           Confines the action to a director number.


-dir_port      Lists all the information for the


director/port.


-file          Specifies a backup file name.


-h             Provides brief, online help.


-i             Repeats the interval in seconds.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that
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do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-initiator     Lists all the information for initiators.


-ip            Indicates an IP address.


-iscsi         Specifies an iSCSI name.


-key           Specifies the key associated with the


Radius server data.


-noprompt      Requests that no prompts are returned


after the command is entered.


-p             Identifies a specific port.


-port          Identifies a Radius server port.


-rank          Specifies the Radius server rank.


-secret        Designates the secret associated with


the CHAP protocol's authentication data.


-server        Specifies the Radius server name.


-sid           Supplies the Symmetrix serial number or ID.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


PARAMETERS


#              A specific director or port number.


All            All directors or ports.


Backup1        The first backup for the Radius server.
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Backup2        The second backup for the Radius server.


Count          The number of times to retry the


Radius server.


Credential     The CHAP protocol's credential name.


For Microsoft users, the string should


be between 8 and 256 characters.


Filename       The name of a backup file.


Interval       The time (in seconds) between retries


of the Radius server.


Ip             The IP address of the Radius server.


iSCSIName      An iSCSI name.


Key            The Radius server key.


PortNum        A Radius server port, the default value


is 1812.


Primary        The primary Radius server to be used.


Secret         The CHAP protocol's secret value, a


user-defined string of up to 32 ASCII


characters, or 64 binary characters.


Binary values should be prefixed with


the string 0X. Microsoft users must


specify between 12 and 16 characters.


ServerName  The Radius server name.


SymmID         The Symmetrix serial number or ID.


EXAMPLES
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To set CHAP credentials for a host initiator so the array


knows to challenge the host, enter:


symconnect -sid 847


-iscsi iqn.1991-05.com.microsoft:laqa0227.lss.emc.com


set chap -cred laqa0227credentials -secret mysecrets123


-dir 15c -p 0


To set CHAP credentials for the array so that the array is


able to respond to a challenge from the host, enter:


symconnect -sid 847 -dir 15C -p 0 set chap


-cred MyPeerCredentials -secret MyPeerSecret1234


To list the CHAP records for a given director and port,


enter:


symconnect -sid 847 -dir 15c -p 0 list chap


To set Radius server for a host initiator, enter:


symconnect -sid 847


-iscsi iqn.1991-05.com.microsoft:laqa0227.lss.emc.com


set radius -dir 15c -p 0


To list the Radius server records for a given director and


port, enter:


symconnect -sid 847 -dir 15c -p 0 list radius
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symdev


Performs operations on a specific Symmetrix


device.


SYNOPSIS


symdev -h


symdev [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline] [-v] [-resv | -pgr]


[-wwn | -wwn_encapsulated [-detail] ] [-all]


list [ -FA <#|ALL> [-p <#>] |


-SA <#|ALL> [-scsi] [-fibre] [-p <#>]]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


[-cap <#> [-captype <mb | cyl>]] [-N <#>]


[-vcm | -aclx] [-held] [-gige] [-[no]gcm]


[-ficon] [-escon] [-dldev] [-dd]


[-noport|-firstport|-multiport] [-[no]bcv|-drv]


[-meta] [-nomember]


[-spare] [-dynamic] [-vdev]


[-savedev [-nonpooled]] [-raids]


[-disk_group <DskGrpNum> | name:<DskGrpName>]


[-disk_director <#|ALL>]


[-ext_spid <SpindleID>]


[-rg][-sec_raid] [-unprotected] [-sec_unprotected]


[-raid1] [-sec_raid1] [-bcv_emulation]


[-raid5 [-protection <3+1 | 7+1>]]


[-raid6 [-protection <6+2 | 14+2>]]


[-sec_raid5 [-sec_protection <3+1 | 7+1>]]


[-sec_raid6 [-sec_protection <6+2 | 14+2>]]


[-emulation fba|ckd|ckd3390|ckd3380|as400|celerra]


[-star_mode] [-star_sync_target] [-star_async_target]


[-[no]reserved] [-cyl] [-geometry_set]


[-service_state [not]degraded | [not]failed |


[not]normal]
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[-tdev [-bound | -unbound]] [-datadev [-nonpooled]]


[-migr_tgt] [-pinned] [-host_passive] [-identity_set]


[-identity [-detail]] [-sg <SgName>] [-rp]


[-host_cache] [-dif1] [-as400_gk] [-fast]


[-orm system | on | off]


[-technology <EFD | FC | SATA>]


[-internal | -external | -encapsulated [-limited]]


[-R1] [-R2] [-R21] [-notrdf] [-rdfg <RdfGrpNum>]


[-rdfa]] [-half_pair] [-dup_pair]


[-insg | -notinsg]


list pd [ -FA <#|ALL> [-p <#>] |


-SA <#|ALL> [-scsi] [-fibre] [-p  <# >]]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


[-cap <#> [-captype <mb | cyl>]] [-N <#>]


[-vcm | -aclx] [-held] [-gige] [-[no]gcm]


[-ficon] [-escon]


[-noport|-firstport|-multiport] [-[no]bcv|-drv]


[-meta] [-nomember]


[-spare] [-dynamic] [-vdev]


[-savedev [-nonpooled]] [-raids]


[-disk_group <DskGrpNum> | name:<DskGrpName>]


[-disk_director <#|ALL>]


[-ext_spid <SpindleID>]


[-rg][-sec_raid] [-unprotected] [-sec_unprotected]


[-raid1] [-sec_raid1] [-bcv_emulation]


[-raid5 [-protection <3+1 | 7+1>]]


[-raid6 [-protection <6+2 | 14+2>]]


[-sec_raid5 [-sec_protection <3+1 | 7+1>]]


[-sec_raid6 [-sec_protection <6+2 | 14+2>]]


[-emulation fba|ckd|ckd3390|ckd3380|as400|celerra]


[-star_mode] [-star_sync_target] [-star_async_target]


[-[no]reserved] [-cyl] [-geometry_set]


[-service_state [not]degraded | [not]failed |


[not]normal]


[-tdev [-bound | -unbound]]
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[-migr_tgt] [-pinned] [-host_passive] [-identity_set]


[-identity [-detail]] [-sg <SgName>] [-rp]


[-dif1] [-as400_gk]


[-technology <EFD | FC | SATA>]


[-host_cache]


[-orm system | on | off]


[-internal | -external | -encapsulated [-limited]]


[-R1] [-R2] [-R21] [-notrdf] [-rdfg <RdfGrpNum>]


[-rdfa] [-half_pair] [-dup_pair]


[-insg | -notinsg]


symdev [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline]


list -space <-DA <#|ALL> | -DX <#|ALL>> [-cyl] [-spindle]


list -inventory


symdev [-sid <SymmID>] [-hyper <#|ALL>] [-spindle]


[-firstport] [-host_cache]


[-orm system | on | off] [-offline]


list [-internal |


[-DA <#|ALL>] [-interface <#|ALL>] [-disk <#|ALL>]]


list [-external |


[-DX <#|ALL>] [-encapsulated [-limited]]]


symdev [-sid <SymmID>] [-v]


list -lock


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


list -identifier <device_name|hp_id|vms_id>


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]
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symdev [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline] [-cyl]


show <SymDevName> | -wwn <WWN>


symdev -sid <SymmID> [-force]


release [-lock <#>] [-noprompt]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


symdev -sid <SymmID> [-noprompt] [-rp] [-star] [-celerra]


rw_enable     <SymDevName>  [[-SA | -FA] <#|ALL>


[-p <#>]]


write_disable <SymDevName>  [[-SA | -FA] <#|ALL>


[-p <#>]]


ready         <SymDevName>


not_ready     <SymDevName>


hold          <SymDevName>


unhold        <SymDevName>  [-symforce]


set -geometry <SymDevName> -cyl <#> <-symm6 | -symm7 |


-symm9 | -sec_trk <#> -trk_cyl <#>>


[-host_capacity <NumBlocks>]


set -geometry <SymDevName> -host_capacity <NumBlocks>


set -geometry <SymDevName> -default


symdev -sid <SymmID> [-noprompt] [-star]


relabel           <SymDevName>
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pin <SymDevName>


unpin             <SymDevName>


host_active       <SymDevName> [-force]


set -persistent   <SymDevName>


unset -persistent <SymDevName>


set -orm < system | on | off >  <SymDevName>


set -gcm          <SymDevName>


unset -gcm        <SymDevName>


symdev -sid <SymmID> -file <FileName>


[-noprompt] [-rp] [-star] [-celerra]


rw_enable     [-SA <#|ALL> [-p <#>]]


write_disable [-SA <#|ALL> [-p <#>]]


ready


not_ready


hold


unhold        [-symforce]


set -geometry -cyl <#> <-symm6 | -symm7 | -symm9 |


-sec_trk <#> -trk_cyl <#>>


[-host_capacity <NumBlocks>]


set -geometry -host_capacity <NumBlocks>
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set -geometry -default


symdev -sid <SymmID> -file <FileName>


[-noprompt] [-star]


relabel


pin


unpin


host_active   [-force]


compress [-stop]


uncompress [-stop]


bind -pool <PoolName>


unbind


rebind -pool <PoolName>


allocate [-persistent]


allocate -stop


free [-all]


free [-all] -stop


reclaim [-persistent]


reclaim [-stop]


set -persistent
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unset -persistent


set -orm < system | on | off >


set -gcm


unset -gcm


symdev -sid <SymmID> [-noprompt] [-rp] [-star] [-celerra]


-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>


rw_enable     [-SA <#|ALL> [-p <#>]]


write_disable [-SA <#|ALL> [-p <#>]]


ready


not_ready


hold


unhold        [-symforce]


set -geometry -cyl <#> <-symm6 | -symm7 | -symm9 |


-sec_trk <#> -trk_cyl <#>>


[-host_capacity <NumBlocks>]


set -geometry -host_capacity <NumBlocks>


set -geometry -default


symdev -sid <SymmID> [-noprompt] [-star]


-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>


relabel
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pin


unpin


host_active   [-force]


compress [-stop]


uncompress [-stop]


bind -pool <PoolName>


unbind


rebind -pool <PoolName>


allocate [-persistent]


allocate -stop


free [-all]


free [-all] -stop


reclaim [-persistent]


reclaim [-stop]


set -persistent


unset -persistent


set -orm < system | on | off >


set -gcm
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unset -gcm


symdev -sid <SymmID> -file <DevPairFile>


[-noprompt]


copy -geometry


DESCRIPTION


The symdev command displays information about all


or selected Symmetrix devices regardless of whether


they are visible to the local host. You can release


a Device External Lock (DEL) on one or more specified


Symmetrix devices.


The symdev command also performs the following control


actions on all or selected Symmetrix devices:


write_disable, rw_enable, ready, not_ready, hold, unhold,


pin, unpin, compress, uncompress, relabel, set, unset,


bind, unbind, rebind, allocate, free and reclaim.


ARGUMENTS


allocate       Allocates storage in the thin pool.


bind           Binds the thin device(s) to the pool.


compress       Starts data compression on thin device(s).


When combined with the -stop option,


data compression is stopped.


copy           Copies the source device geometry to the


target device geometry when the -geometry


option is specified.


free           Frees storage in the thin pool.
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hold           Sets the hold bit on a device. The hold bit


is automatically placed on a target device


during a TimeFinder/Snap operation.


host_active    Sets the host active mode on device(s).


The device(s) must be in a host passive mode


for this operation to succeed.


list           Lists all nonprivate Symmetrix devices that


are configured in one or more Symmetrix


arrays connected to this host.


list pd        Lists all host visible Symmetrix devices


that are configured in one or more


Symmetrix arrays connected to this host.


not_ready      Sets the device(s) to be Not Ready. The


device must be in a User Ready state for


this operation to succeed.


pin            Sets the device(s) to the user pinned state.


User pinned device(s) will not be moved


via FAST controller, but they can be moved


via Optimizer or symmigrate.


ready          Sets the device(s) to be Ready. The device


must be in a User Not Ready state for


this operation to succeed.


rebind         Rebinds the device(s) to the thin pool.


reclaim        Reclaims storage from the thin pool.


relabel        Applies the defined label to the device.


The device must be in a User Not Ready


state for this operation to be accepted.


Refer to the symlabel command to
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learn how to define a device label.


release        Releases the Device External Lock associated


with one or more devices within a


Symmetrix array.


Caution: Use the release lock action only


if it appears that a Symmetrix lock is


currently hung and there are no other


operations in progress on the Symmetrix


array (local or remote). Also, make sure


that your application is authorized to use


the specified lock number.


rw_enable      Sets the device(s) to be Read and Write


Enabled to the local hosts on the specified


front director port(s). If no ports are


specified, then the device(s) will be Read


and Write Enabled on all ports where the


device is visible.


set            Sets the device geometry when combined with


-geometry option. Sets the persistent


indicator for allocations on thin device(s)


when combined with the -persistent option.


Sets the Optimized Read Miss mode when


combined with the -orm option.  Sets GCM


mode when combined with -gcm.


show           Shows detailed information about a specific


Symmetrix device, such as 000C.


unbind         Unbinds device(s) from the thin pool.


uncompress     Starts data decompression on thin device(s).


When combined with the -stop option,


data decompression is stopped.
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unhold         Resets the hold bit on a device. The hold


bit is automatically removed from a target


of a Snap device when the TimeFinder/Snap


pair is stopped. However, the unhold


argument can be used if there was a problem


removing the hold bit.


unpin          Resets the device(s) from the user pinned


state.


unset          Clears the persistent indicator for


allocations on thin device(s) when combined


with the -persistent option.  Clears GCM


mode when combined with -gcm.


write_disable  Sets the device(s) to be Write Disabled


to the local hosts on the specified


front-end director port(s).


OPTIONS


-aclx          Lists all device masking devices in


Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 and


higher.


-all           Lists all private devices (Vault devices,


SAVE devices, DRV devices, SFS devices, and


COVD devices) along with other Symmetrix


devices.


When used with the free operation,


specifies that all allocations associated


with the indicated devices are to be


freed, regardless of whether data has


been written or not.
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-as400_gk      Lists the Symmetrix devices that have the


as400_gk attribute set.


-bcv           Lists the BCV device(s).


-bcv_emulation Lists clone emulated BCV devices.


-bound         Lists devices bound to a Thin pool.


-cap           Sets the device capacity to a specific


value (in megabytes or cylinders) for the


selection criteria to be listed. See


the '-captype' switch to set the units


used.


-captype       Sets the capacity units to a specific


value (either 'mb' or 'cyl') for the


selection criteria to be listed.


-celerra       Allows controls on Celerra FBA devices.


-cyl           Lists the device capacity in cylinders, or


specifies the device capacity when setting


the device geometry. The default is


megabytes (MB).


-orm           When combined with the set action, allows


setting the Optimized Read Miss mode to


system default, on, or off for the specified


device(s). When used with the list action,


lists devices with Optimized Read Miss mode


set to system default, on, or off.


-DA            Lists the Symmetrix devices that are mapped


to a certain DA director number. The


interface, disk, and hyper IDs can also be
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used to limit the list further, but the


default is ALL unless otherwise specified.


-datadev       Lists the data device(s).


-dd            Lists the Symmetix devices that are


identified as Data Domain devices.


-default       Specifies the device's native geometry when


setting the device geometry.


-detail        Lists the full WWN of the device when


displaying the external identity


information.  When used with the


-wwn_encapsulated option, lists vendor


information for the device.


-devs          Specifies a set of Symmetrix device ranges


and/or individual Symmetrix devices.


-dif1      Lists the Symmetrix devices that have the


dif1 attribute set.


-disk          Lists the Symmetrix devices that are mapped


to a certain disk Target ID. The DA,


interface, and hyper IDs can also be used


to limit the list further, but the default


is ALL unless otherwise specified.


-disk_director Lists the Symmetrix devices with hypers


residing on spindles configured to the


specified back-end disk director and engine


to which that director belongs.


-disk_group    Lists the Symmetrix devices whose hypers


are contained on disks within the specified


disk group.
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-dldev         Lists the diskless devices.


-drv           Lists the DRV devices.


-dup_pair      Lists the SRDF devices in duplicate pair


configurations.


-DX            Lists the Symmetrix devices that are mapped


to a certain DX director number. The hyper


IDs can also be used to limit the list


further, but dfaults to ALL unless


specified.


-dynamic       Lists the dynamic SRDF devices capable of


being formed into SRDF pairs. When used


with -R1, lists RDF1-capable devices. When


used with -R2, lists RDF2-capable devices.


When used with both -R1 and -R2,


lists RDF1-capable or RDF2-capable devices.


When used without -R1 or -R2, lists


RDF1-capable, RDF2-capable, and


RDF1 or RDF2-capable devices.


-emulation     Lists devices that match the corresponding


emulation type.


-encapsulated  Lists devices that are created on external


spindles with encapsulation.


-escon         Lists devices mapped to front-end Escon


directors.


-external      Lists the Symmetrix devices that are created


on external spindles.


-ext_spid      Lists the Symmetrix devices with hypers


residing on the specified external spindle.
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-FA            Lists devices mapped to a specific fibre


front-end director number.


-fast          Lists the Symmetrix devices that are in 


FAST Managed Storage Groups.


-fibre         Lists devices mapped to front-end fibre


directors.


-ficon         Lists devices mapped to front-end Ficon


directors.


-file          Specifies a file name with a list of devices


to be acted upon. In copy geometry


operations, the file must contain two 


SymDevNamed per line. Otherwise, the file


must contain one SymDevName per line.


-firstport     Limits the display to just the first port


of information for devices that are mapped


to more than one port.


-force         Causes a device lock to be released


independent of other options currently


controlling the use of device locks.


Also applies to the host_active option.


-gcm           Allows setting or unsetting the device GCM


attribute. Also lists devices with GCM


attribute.


-geometry      Specifies the operation that will set or


reset the device geometry.


-geometry_set  Lists all devices that have the device


geometry set.
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-gige          Lists devices mapped to front-end GigE


directors.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-half_pair     Lists SRDF devices in a half-pair


configuration.


-held          Lists Symmetrix devices in the device


group that have device holds for a


TimeFinder/Snap session.


-host_cache    Lists Symmetrix devices which are registered


for control by host cache cards.


-host_capacity Specifies the device host usable capacity


in 512 bytes blocks.  Supported only on


Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5876 and


above.


-host_passive  Lists devices set with host passive mode.


-hyper         Lists the Symmetrix devices that are mapped


to a certain hyper ID. The DA, interface,


and disk IDs or the DX can also be used to


limit the list further, but the default


is ALL unless otherwise specified.


-identifier    Lists the Symmetrix device identifiers


assigned to devices by the user or other


applications. The user must choose one


of the four identifier types currently


supported to be displayed.


-identity      Lists the external identity information


for each device. The external identity will


be displayed if the device has external
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identity set. Otherwise, the device native


identity will be displayed.


-identity_set  Lists devices whose external identity has


been changed as part of a federated live


migration operation.


-insg          Indicates that only devices contained


within a Storage Group are listed.


-interface     Lists the Symmetrix devices that are


mapped to a certain DA director interface


path. The DA, disk, and hyper IDs can also


be used to limit the list further, but the


default is ALL unless otherwise specified.


-internal      Lists the Symmetrix devices that are created


on internal spindles.


-inventory     Returns a table listing the number of


configured Symmetrix devices for each


supported emulation type.


-limited       Lists encapsulated devices that are


geometry limited.


-lock          Lists devices that have a device external


lock, or identifies a lock to release.


-meta          Lists meta-head devices.


-migr_tgt      Lists the Symmetrix devices that are


usable as a migration target.


-multiport     Lists the Symmetrix devices that are mapped


to multiple front-end director ports.
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-N             Sets the number of devices to list.


The # specifies the maximum number of


devices to return. The actual number


returned may be less than the specified


number if fewer devices exist. The default


is to list all devices.


-nobcv         Lists standard devices only; excludes BCV


devices.


-nogcm         Lists only devices that do not have GCM


attribute.


-nomember      Lists only devices that are not meta


members.  This includes non-meta devices as


well as meta head devices.


-nonpooled     Lists devices that are ready to be assigned


to a pool.


-noport        Lists the Symmetrix devices that are not


mapped to any front-end director ports.


-noprompt      Requests that no prompts are returned after


the command is entered. The default is to


prompt the user for confirmation.


-noreserved    Lists all Symmetrix devices that are not


reserved as part of a device reservation


(see symconfigure).


-notrdf        Lists only devices that are not RDF devices.


-notinsg       Indicates that only devices not contained


within a Storage Group are listed.


-offline       Displays the Symmetrix devices from the


Symmetrix configuration database without
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refreshing the data from the Symmetrix


array.


-persistent    Used with set or unset it specifies operation


on the persistent indicator.  Used with


allocate or reclaim it specifies the use of


persistent storage.


-pgr           Lists the WWN and reservation key of


Symmetrix devices that have SCSI3 persistent


group reservations.


-pinned        Lists the devices that were pinned.


-pool          Specifies a Thin Pool Name.


-protection    Applies to -raid5 or -raid6 only.


Further filters raid devices based on


protection types (3+1, 7+1, 6+2 or 14+2).


-p             Lists devices mapped to a specific SCSI or


front-end fibre director port. By default,


all ports are selected.


-R1            Lists RDF1 (R1) devices. When used with


-dynamic, lists devices that are RDF1


capable (see -dynamic).


-R2            Lists RDF2 (R2) devices. When used with


-dynamic, lists devices that are RDF2


capable. Also, see -dynamic.


-R21           Lists RDF21 (R21) devices.


-raid1         Lists RAID-1 devices.


-raid5         Lists RAID-5 devices.
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-raid6         Lists RAID-6 devices.


-raids         Lists RAID-S devices by RAID group number.


The -raid option is synonymous with -raids.


-rdfa          Lists devices that are RDFA-backed.


-rdfg          Lists devices that belong to the specified


RdfGroup.


-resv          Lists all Symmetrix devices that have SCSI


reservations.


-reserved      Lists all Symmetrix devices that have device


reservations (see symconfigure).


-rg            Lists primary and secondary RAID group


information for each device.


-rp            Allows controls on devices that have


been tagged for RecoverPoint use.


Lists the Symmetrix devices that are


RecoverPoint devices.


-SA            Lists devices mapped to a specific SCSI or


fibre front-end director number.


-savedev       Lists devices that are Symmetrix SAVE


devices.


-scsi          Lists devices mapped to SCSI front-end


directors (SAs).


-sec_protection


Applies to -sec_raid5 or -sec_raid6
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only. Further filters devices with secondary


RAID-5 or RAID-6 RAID groups based on


protection types (3+1, 7+1, 6+2 or 14+2).


-sec_raid      Lists devices with a secondary RAID group.


-sec_raid1     Lists devices with a secondary RAID-1


RAID group.


-sec_raid5     Lists devices with a secondary RAID-5


RAID group.


-sec_raid6     Lists devices with a secondary RAID-6


RAID group.


-sec_trk       Specifies the number of sectors per track.


-sec_unprotected


Lists devices with a secondary Unprotected


RAID group.


-service_state Lists devices that match the corresponding


service state.


-sg            Lists the Symmetrix devices that belong to a


specified storage group.


-sid           Specifies a unique Symmetrix ID.


-space         Shows the available or unconfigured storage


space for the specified list of disks.


Capacities refer to physical usage on-disk


(spindle). Disks containing device hypers


of different emulation types are listed with


a Format of "Mixed." Disks containing no


hypers (such as empty or spare) are not
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included.


Note that the summary Total and Unconfigured


values are repeated for each emulation type.


These values refer to cumulative capacities


for the listed disk(s) and are not specific


to each emulation type.


-spare         Lists devices that have a spare disk invoked


against them during dynamic sparing.


-spindle       Displays spindle information instead of


the standard disk address information.


-star          Indicates that the action is targeted for


devices in STAR mode.


-star_async_target


Lists devices in STAR ASYNC target mode.


-star_mode     Lists devices in STAR mode.


-star_sync_target


List devices in STAR SYNC target mode.


-stop          Specifies that the compress, uncompress,


allocate, free or reclaim operation will


be stopped.


-symforce      Requests that the Symmetrix force the


operation to be executed when normally it


is rejected. Use extreme caution


when using this option.


-symm6         Specifies the Symmetrix 6 device geometry.


It indicates 64 sectors per track and 15


tracks per cylinder.
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-symm7         Specifies the Symmetrix 7 device geometry.


It indicates 128 sectors per track and 15


tracks per cylinder.


-symm9         Specifies the Symmetrix 9 device geometry.


It indicates 256 sectors per track and 15


tracks per cylinder.


-tdev      Lists the thin device(s).


-technology    Specifies the drive technology type of the


primary local back-end storage for the


device.


-trk_cyl       Specifies the number of tracks per cylinder.


-unbound       Lists devices that are not bound to


a Thin pool.


-unprotected   Lists unprotected devices.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-vcm           Lists all of the device masking (or VCM)


devices in the Symmetrix array.


This option is obsolete in Enginuity 5874


and higher, and is replaced by -aclx.


-vdev          Lists devices that are Symmetrix virtual


devices.


-vnx           Specifies the VNX device geometry.


It indicates 16 sectors per track and 32


tracks per cylinder.


-wwn           Lists the full WWN of all devices, or
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select a device by its WWN.


-wwn_encapsulated


Lists the WWN of the backing external


spindle for the device, if the spindle is


encapsulated.  Devices which are not


backed by encapsulated external spindles


will not be listed.


PARAMETERS


DevPairFile    The name of the file that contains pairs of


source and target device. One pair per line


with the format of source device first, a


space and the target device.


For example:


10A 20A


10B 20B


DskGrpName     The disk group name.


DskGrpNum   The disk group number.


EFD            The Enterprise Flash disk drives.


FC             The Fibre Channel disk drives.


FileName       The name of the file that contains a list


(one SymDevName per line) of devices to


be acted upon.


NumBlocks      The number of 512 bytes blocks.


RdfGroupNum    The RDF Group number.


SATA           The SATA disk drives.
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SgName         The storage group name.


SymDevName     The Symmetrix device name, unique per


Symmetrix, such as 01C.


SymDevStart    The first Symmetrix device name in a


sequence, such as 001C.


SymDevEnd      The last Symmetrix device name in a


sequence, such as 00B6.


SymmID         12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol  


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


19        CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix


array are currently locked.


EXAMPLES


To list all nonprivate Symmetrix devices that are


configured in Symmetrix arrays connected to this


host, enter:


symdev list


To show detailed information about Symmetrix device 00C


in a Symmetrix array with the specified ID, enter:


symdev -sid 870 show 00C
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To list the first 20 BCV devices starting at Symmetrix


device 01F that are configured in a Symmetrix array


enter:


symdev list -bcv -devs 01F -N 20


To list details about devices in the range from Symmetrix


device (0000 to 000A) with device external


lock of 9 locked, enter:


symdev list -sid 870 -lock 9 -devs 0000:000A -v


To release all Symmetrix devices in Symmetrix 870 that


have a device external lock of 9, enter:


symdev -sid 3009 release -lock 9
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symdg
Performs operations on a Symmetrix device group.


SYNOPSIS


symdg -h


symdg [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]


create <DgName>


[-type REGULAR | RDF1 | RDF2 | RDF21 | ANY]


delete <DgName> [-force]


rename <DgName> <NewDgName>


export <DgName> [-delete] [-file <FileName>]


[[-rdf [-rdfg <GrpNum>]] | [-sid <SymmID>]]


[-grpfile <GrpDbFileName>]


exportall [-delete] [-file <FileName>]


[[-rdf [-rdfg <GrpNum>]] | [-sid <SymmID>]]


[-grpfile <GrpDbFileName>]


import <DgName> [-file <FileName>]


importall [-file <FileName>]


list [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline] [-v]


[-grpfile <GrpDbFileName>]


list [-inactive]


show <DgName> [-inactive] [-offline | -lock ]


[-grpfile <GrpDbFileName>]


activate <DgName> [-noprompt]


activateall [-noprompt]
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dg2file <DgName> [-file <FileName>]


[-ftype STD | R1BCV | STD_BCV |


STD_R1BCV | STD_VDEV | BCV_VDEV]


file2dg <DgName> [-file <FileName>]


[-type REGULAR | RDF1 | RDF2 | RDF21]


dg2cg <DgName> <CgName> [-rename] [-force]


[-bcv [-hop2] | -nobcv | -rbcv | -rrbcv | -brbcv |


-vdev [-hop2] | -rvdev | -tgt [-hop2] | -rtgt]


[-apidb | -rdf_consistency]


dg2sg <DgName> <SgName> [-bcv | -vdev | -tgt ]


symdg -g <DgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]


[-offline]


add pd  <PdevName> [LdevName]


addall [-sid <SymmID>] [pd | -host <HostName>]


[-SA <# | ALL>] [-p <#>] [-N <#>]


[-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]]


[<-rdf | -hop2> <-vdev | -tgt>


[-rdfg <GrpNum> [-remote_rdfg <RemoteGrpNum>]]]


[-sel_rdfg <SelRdfgNum>]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


list ld [-v] [-cyl] [-held] [-offline | -resv]


show ld <LdevName> [-geometry]


rename ld <LdevName> <NewLdevName>


remove ld <LdevName> [-force]
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move ld <LdevName> <DestDgName> [-force] [-rename]


copy ld <LdevName> <DestDgName> [-force] [-rename]


symdg -g <DgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]


[-offline] [-sid <SymmID>]


[<-rdf | -hop2> <-vdev | -tgt>


[-rdfg <GrpNum> [-remote_rdfg <RemoteGrpNum>]]]


add dev <SymDevName> [LdevName]


addall devs


[-SA <# | ALL>] [-p <#>] [-N <#>]


[-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]]


[-sel_rdfg <SelRdfgNum>]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


symdg -g <DgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]


[-offline] [-sid <SymmID>]


[-SA <# | ALL>] [-p <#>] [-N <#>]


[-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]]


[-sel_rdfg <SelRdfgNum>]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


[-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF]


copyall <DestDgName> [-force] [-rename]


[<-vdev | -tgt> [-hop2] | -rvdev | -rtgt]


moveall <DestDgName> [-force] [-rename]


[<-vdev | -tgt> [-hop2] | -rvdev | -rtgt]


rmall [-force]


[<-vdev | -tgt> -rdf [-rdfg <GrpNum>] | -hop2]
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symdg -g <DgName> [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-bcv | -vdev | -tgt] [-rp] [-star] [-celerra]


rw_enable [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-p <#>] [-SA <#|ALL>]


write_disable [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-p <#>]


[-SA <#|ALL>]


symdg -g <DgName> [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-bcv | -vdev | -tgt] [-star]


relabel [LdevName [LdevName...]][-force]


pin    [LdevName [LdevName...]]


unpin  [LdevName [LdevName...]]


host_active  [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-force]


symdg -g <DgName> [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv  | -brbcv | -rrbcv |


-vdev [-hop2] | -rvdev | -tgt [-hop2] |


-rtgt] [-rp] [-star] [-celerra]


ready  [LdevName [LdevName...]]


not_ready [LdevName [LdevName...]]


hold   [LdevName [LdevName...]]


unhold [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-symforce]


compress [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-stop]


uncompress [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-stop]
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bind -pool <PoolName>


unbind


rebind -pool <PoolName>


allocate [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-persistent]


allocate [LdevName [LdevName...]] -stop


free [-all] [LdevName [LdevName...]]


free [-all] [LdevName [LdevName...]] -stop


reclaim [LdevName [LdevName...]] [-persistent]


reclaim [LdevName [LdevName...]] -stop


set -persistent [LdevName [LdevName...]]


unset -persistent [LdevName [LdevName...]]


set -orm < system | on | off > [LdevName [LdevName...]]


set -gcm [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]] [-symforce]


unset -gcm [<LdevName> [<LdevName> ...]] [-symforce]


symdg [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


release <DgName> [-force] [-lock #] [-noprompt]


break -g <DgName> [LdevName] [-noprompt] [-vdev]


DESCRIPTION
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The symdg command performs the following operations


specific to device groups: creating new device groups,


importing ASCII group files, exporting groups to files,


deleting groups, translating groups to/from Symmetrix


Manager files, renaming groups, and listing and showing


information about a device group.


The symdg command also performs the following operations


specific to a device in a device group: adding a device to


a device group, adding all available devices to a device


group, listing all devices in a device group, removing a


device from a device group, removing/moving a device or


all devices from a device group, renaming a device in a


device group, and showing detailed information about


a device in a device group.


The symdg command also performs the following control


actions on some or all of the devices in a device group:


write_disable, rw_enable, ready, not_ready, hold, unhold,


pin, unpin, compress, uncompress, relabel, set, unset,


bind, unbind, rebind, allocate, free and reclaim.  By


default the actions will only be applied to the standard


devices in the group.  The -bcv and -tgt switches must be


specified to operate on those types of devices.


ARGUMENTS


activate       Activates a specified device group


(imports to GNS). If GNS is enabled on the


host, this command allows device groups to


be imported from the host database into the


GNS repository. If GNS is not enabled on


the host, this command has little or no use.


For example, if GNS was previously enabled,


and the GNS groups were copied to the host's


configuration database, then the command


would import those GNS device groups to the
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host's device group list.


activateall    Activates all the inactive device groups.


If GNS is enabled on the host, this command


allows device groups to be imported from


the host database into the GNS repository.


If GNS is not enabled on the host, this


command has little or no use. For example,


if GNS was previously enabled, and the GNS


groups were copied to the host's


configuration database, then the command


would import those GNS device groups to the


host's device group list.


add dev        Adds any ungrouped Symmetrix device (given


its Symmetrix device name) to an existing


device group.


add pd         Adds to an existing device group an


ungrouped device by specifying its physical


(host) device name. 


addall devs    Adds all ungrouped Symmetrix devices from


a specified Symmetrix array to an existing


device group.


addall         Adds all ungrouped physical devices from


a specified Symmetrix array to an existing


device group.


allocate       Allocates storage in the thin pool.


bind           Binds the thin device(s) to the thin pool.


break          Breaks SCSI device reservations on one or


all devices in the device group.
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compress       Starts data compression on thin device(s).


When combined with the -stop option,


data compression is stopped.


copy ld        Copies one standard device from one


existing device group to another


existing device group. The source and


destination device groups must have


compatible types.


copyall        Copies all standard devices from one


existing device group to another


existing device group. The source and


destination device groups must have


compatible types.


create         Creates an empty device group of type


REGULAR, RDF1, RDF2, or RDF21. Only RDF


devices can belong to an RDF device group.


Only non-RDF devices can belong to the


REGULAR group. All devices added to a group


must belong to the same Symmetrix array.


If you do not specify a type, the device


group will be created using type REGULAR.


delete         Deletes an existing device group. If the


device group has member or gatekeeper


devices that are associated with it, the


command will fail unless the -force option


is used.


If the -force option is specified, the


devices that are members of the group are


removed from the group and become


ungrouped devices.


dg2cg          Adds selected members of a device group
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to a target composite group.


dg2file        Creates a file in the same format used by


the EMC Symmetrix Manager (SM-CLI) from a


DG. This action should not be used to make


a backup copy of a device group; use export


for that purpose.


dg2sg          Adds selected members of a device group


to a target storage group.


export         Creates a text file that details the


members of an existing device group. The


device group can later be recreated from


this file using the import command.


exportall      Creates a text file that details the


members of the existing device groups. The


device groups can later be recreated from


this file using the importall command.


file2dg        Creates a device group from an EMC Symmetrix


Manager (SM-CLI) format device file.


free           Frees storage in the thin pool.


hold           Creates a hold on all available devices


from an existing device group. When a


hold is placed on a device, TimeFinder and


Snap operations will be blocked.


host_active    Sets the host active mode on device(s).


The device(s) must be in a host passive mode


for this operation to succeed.


import         Creates a device group from data


contained in a text file previously
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created using the export command.


importall      Creates device groups from data


contained in a text file previously


created using the exportall command.


list           Lists all of the device groups that have


been created for this host. If -inactive


is specified, it lists all of the device


groups from the inactive group list.


list ld        Lists all of the available devices from an


existing device group.


move ld        Moves one standard device from one


existing device group to another


existing device group. The source and


destination device groups must have


compatible types.


moveall        Moves all standard devices from one


existing device group to another


existing device group. The source and


destination device groups must have


compatible types.


not_ready      Sets the device(s) to be Not Ready. The


device must be in a User Ready status


for this operation to succeed.


pin            Set the device(s) to the user pinned state.


User pinned device(s) will not be moved


via FAST controller, but they can be moved


via Optimizer or symmigrate.


ready      Sets the device(s) to be Ready. The device


must be in a User Not Ready status for
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this operation to succeed.


rebind         Rebinds the device(s) to the thin pool.


reclaim        Reclaims storage from the thin pool.


relabel        Applies the defined label to the device.


The device must be in a User Not Ready


status for this operation to be accepted.


Refer to the symlabel command for details


about how to define a device label.


release        Releases a device external lock associated


with all devices within a device group.


remove ld      Removes a standard device from an existing


device group.


rename         Renames an existing device group. Use a


device group name that is unique to this


host.


rename ld      Renames a device within a device group.


rmall          Removes all standard devices from an


existing device group.


rw_enable      Sets the devices to be Read and Write


Enabled to their local hosts on


the specified front director ports.


If no ports are specified, then the


devices will be Read and Write Enabled


on all ports on which the devices are


visible.


set            Sets the persistent indicator for


allocations on thin device(s) when combined
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with the -persistent option. Sets the


Optimized Read Miss mode when combined


with the -orm option.  Sets GCM mode when


combined with -gcm.


show           Shows information about a device group


including: group type, Symmetrix ID,


creation time, number of devices that are


members, a list of associated gatekeeper


devices, and a list of associated Business


Continuance Volume (BCV) devices.


show ld        Shows status information about a device


in the device group.


unbind         Unbinds device(s) from the thin pool.


uncompress     Starts data decompression on thin device(s).


When combined with the -stop option,


data decompression is stopped.


unhold         Releases devices that were previously


set to the hold state.


unpin          Unsets the device(s) from the user pinned


state.


unset          Clears the persistent indicator for


allocations on thin device(s) when combined


with the -persistent option.  Clears GCM mode


when combined with -gcm.


write_disable  Sets the devices to be Write Disabled


to their local hosts on the


specified front director ports. If no


ports are specified, then the devices


will be Write Disabled on all ports
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on which the devices are visible.


OPTIONS


-all           Used with the free operation in order to


specify that all allocations associated


with the indicated devices are to be


freed, regardless of whether data has


been written or not.


-apidb         Creates the device group in the SYMAPI


configuration database only.


-bcv           This flag may be used for one of the


following reasons:


- Adds only BCV devices to the target


device or storage group.


- Targets the operation to the specified


BCV device(s) that are locally associated


with the device group.


-brbcv         This flag may be used for one of the


following reasons:


- Adds only the BRBCV devices to the target


device group.


- Targets the action at the specified


remotely associated RDF BCV device(s)


in the device group.


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


attempt to acquire an exclusive lock on


the Symmetrix host database and (for RDF


control operations) on the local and/or
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remote Symmetrix arrays.


The time to wait between attempts to


acquire a needed lock is specified by


-i (interval).


If neither -c nor -i is specified,


operations will fail if unable to acquire


a requested lock.


If -c is not specified, and -i is


specified, the program will loop


continuously until the operation has


acquired the locks it needs and can start.


-cap           Sets a minimum device size to the selection


criteria of devices.


-captype <mb | cyl>


Specifies the units of capacity in


megabytes or cylinders.  The default unit of


measure is mb.


-celerra       Allows controls on Celerra FBA devices.


-orm           Allows setting the Optimized Read Miss


mode to system default, on, or off for


the specified devices.


-cyl           Displays the device capacity in cylinders.


The default unit of measure is megabytes


(MB).


-delete        Deletes the device group after the group


is exported to a file (when used with the


export argument). The default is to export


the device group to the file without


deleting the device group.
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-devs          Specifies the ranges of Symmetrix


devices to add, remove, and move.


-file          Specifies a file to write to or read from.


-force         This flag may be used for one of the


following reasons:


- Forces a deletion of a device group, with


or without members, or forces a partial


device group conversion (dg2cg) of the


devices to a consistency group


(even though some devices cannot be


converted).


- Applies force with the specified action


on a device group that would otherwise be


rejected. Forces standard devices to be


removed or moved from a device group


without querying the Symmetrix array for


the device's BCV pair states (if any).


-ftype         Specifies the device type to create a


Symmetrix Manager file containing a list of


the specified type of devices. Only one


device type can be specified. If no type is


specified, a list of standard devices will


be used to create the file.


Possible values are:


-ftype      Description


-------- ---------------------------


STD         Creates a file containing a


list of all of the


standard devices in the group.
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R1BCV       Creates a file containing a


list of all of the R1 BCV


devices in a group.


STD_BCV     Creates a file containing a


list of all of the


standard/BCV pairs that are in


the group. This includes both


established and split pairs


(from the point of view of the


standard device).


STD_R1BCV   Creates a file containing a


list of all of the standard/R1


BCV pairs that are in the


group. This is a subset of the


list provided by the STD_BCV


option, but it does not


include devices that have


never been paired.


STD_VDEV    Creates a file containing a


list of all of the


standard/virtual device pairs


that are in the group.


BCV_VDEV    Creates a file containing a


list of all of the BCV/virtual


device pairs that are in the


group.


-g             Specifies a device group name.


-gcm           Allows setting or clearing the device GCM


mode.


-geometry      Shows device geometry.
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-grpfile       Specifies an alternate group database


file for use in list, show, export


and exportall actions.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-held          Lists devices in the device group that


have device holds.


-hop2          Indicates that the device is two hops away.


If used, -vdev, -tgt, or -bcv must also


be specified.


When adding, removing, moving, or


copying devices, -rdfg, -remote_rdfg,


and -tgt or -vdev must also be


specified.


When holding or readying devices, the


hop2 flag must be used with -bcv,


-vdev, or -tgt.


-host          Limits the devices added to only those


mapped to the host's front-end directors.


-i             Specifies the interval, in seconds, to


wait between attempts to acquire an


exclusive lock on the Symmetrix host


database and (for RDF control operations)


on the local and/or remote Symmetrix


arrays.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.
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-inactive      Lists or shows inactive device groups.


When GNS is enabled on the host, the


inactive groups are those that were


previously defined in the host's


configuration database file. When GNS is


disabled on the host, this may show group


definitions present the last time GNS was


enabled on the host (if they were captured


in the host database file).


-lock          Displays existing device external locks


on devices within the group. Use with


the show argument.


-N             Sets the number of devices to add, remove,


or move.


-nobcv         Adds only STD devices to the target


device group.


-noprompt      Disables the prompt for confirmation


feature. The default is to prompt the


user for confirmation before executing the


operation.


-noRDF         Adds, copies, moves, or removes non RDF


devices only.


-offline       Obtains information from the Symmetrix


host configuration database.


-p             Specifies the front-end (SCSI or Fibre)


director port number to only select


devices that are primarily visible


through this director port. By default,


all ports are selected.
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-persistent    Used with set or unset it specifies operation


on the persistent indicator.  Used with


allocate or reclaim it specifies the use of


persistent storage.


-pool          Specifies a Thin Pool Name.


-R1            Adds, copies, moves, or removes RDF1 (R1)


devices only.


-R2            Adds, copies, moves, or removes RDF2 (R2)


devices only.


-R21           Adds, copies, moves, or removes RDF21 (R21)


devices only.


-rbcv          This flag may be used for one of the


following actions:


- Adds only RBCV devices to the target


device group.


- Targets the action at the device group's


locally associated RDF BCV devices that


can be BCV paired with the remote mirrors


of the standard RDF devices.


-rdf           This flag may be used for one of the


following actions:


- Allows the group to be imported on the


remote Symmetrix array from the file which


is created. When exporting an RDF group,


this will use the remote Symmetrix ID and


device names and toggle the RDF group


type from R1 to R2 or vice versa.
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- Indicates that remote VDEVs or TGTs are


being added to the group.


-rdf_consistency


Creates a CG and allows it to be enabled


for RDF consistency after adding devices


to the CG.


-rdfg          This flag may be used for one of the


following actions:


- Supplies the RA (RDF) group number to


only add devices that belong to this


RA group number.


- Indicates the Symmetrix RA (RDF) group


number to reach the remotely associated


BCV device.


-remote_rdfg   Specifies the RDF (RA) group to access


a two-hop device from the first hop.


-rename        This flag may be used for one of the


following actions:


- Assigns new logical device names to all


added devices.


- Renames the standard device(s) to the


default names as they are moved from 


their current device group to the


destination device group.


-resv          Lists devices in the device group that


have SCSI reservations.


-rp            Indicates that the action is targeted
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for devices tagged for RecoverPoint.


-rrbcv         This flag may be used for one of the


following actions:


- Adds only the RRBCV devices to the target


device group.


- Targets the action at the specified


remotely associated remote BCV device(s)


in the device group.


-rtgt          This flag may be used for one of the


following actions:


- Adds only RTGT devices to the target


device group.


- Targets the indicated action at the


devices in RTGT list of the device group.


-rvdev         This flag may be used for one of the


following actions:


- Adds only devices that are Symmetrix


remote virtual devices to the target


device group.


- Targets the indicated action at the


specified remote VDEV device(s) that


are associated with the device group.


-SA            Specifies the front-end (SCSI or Fibre)


director number to only select devices


that are primarily visible through this


director. Alternatively, if ALL


(the default) is specified, all devices
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satisfying any other selection criterion


will be selected.


-sel_rdfg      Indicates the Symmetrix RA (RDF) group


number of the devices to be added via


an addall operation.


-sid           This flag may be used for one of the


following actions:


- Lists the device group information for a


specified Symmetrix ID.


- Supplies the Symmetrix ID to add


only devices belonging to the specified


Symmetrix array. 


-star          Indicates that the action is targeted for


devices in STAR mode.


-stop          Specifies that the compress, uncompress,


allocate, free or reclaim operation will


be stopped.


-symforce      Forces the operation to be executed when


normally it would be rejected.


Caution: Extreme caution should be


exercised when using this option.


-tgt           This flag may be used for one of the


following reasons:


* Adds only TGT devices to the target


device or storage group.


* Targets the indicated action at the
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devices in TGT list of the device group.


-type          Identifies the type of device group,


either REGULAR, RDF1, RDF2, R21 or


ANY. The default type is REGULAR.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-vdev          This flag may be used for one of the


following actions:


- Adds only devices that are Symmetrix


virtual devices to the target


device or storage group.


- Targets the indicated action at the


specified VDEV device(s) that are


associated with the device group.


PARAMETERS


CgName         The target composite group name.


DestDgName     The destination device group to which


the standard devices are moved.


DgName         The device group name assigned by the user.


The name must be unique to this host.


FileName       The data file used to export or import a


device list, or used in the translation of


a Symmetrix Manager device list.


GrpDbFileName  Specifies an alternate group database


file for use in list, show, export and


exportall actions.


GrpNum         The RDF (RA) group number.
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HostName       The name of the host system.


LdevName       The logical device name that is named


by the user or automatically assigned


when a device is added to a device group.


NewDgName      The renamed device group name.


SelRdfGrpNum   The Symmetrix RA (RDF) group


number of the devices to be added via


an addall operation.


SgName         The target storage group name.


SymDevEnd      The last Symmetrix device name in a


sequence, such as 00B6.


SymDevName     The Symmetrix device name, unique per


Symmetrix, such as 01C.


SymDevStart    The first Symmetrix device name in a


sequence, such as 001C.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


FILES


The export argument creates a group file (ASCII text) and


the import argument reads the file to import a device


group. The file will contain as many device description


lines as devices and gatekeepers that are being defined in


the group list. Any lines that are blank or have a pound


sign (#) in the first column are ignored.


Group files contain device parameters in the following


format:
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<GroupType> <SymmID>


<DeviceType> <DeviceParameters>


<DeviceType> <DeviceParameters>


. . .


The following list describes the various parameters within


the file:


Parameter          Description


---------------- -------------------------


<GroupType>        Specifies an integer value that defines


the type of group for this group list.


Possible values include:


Symbolic Name              Value


------------------ -----


SYMAPI_C_DGTYPE_REGULAR      0


SYMAPI_C_DGTYPE_RDF1         1


SYMAPI_C_DGTYPE_RDF2         2


SYMAPI_C_DGTYPE_RDF21        3


SYMAPI_C_DGTYPE_ANY          4


<SymmID>           Specifies the 12-digit ID of the


Symmetrix array associated with the


group.


<DeviceType>       Defines the device type for the group


member being exported or imported:


Type  Meaning


---- --------------


S   Standard Device (STD)


B   Local BCV Device (BCV)


R   Remote BCV Device (RBCV)


Z   BCV Remote BCV Device (BRBCV)


Y   Remote Remote BCV Device (RRBCV)


D   Hop 2 BCV Device (2BCV)
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G   Gatekeeper Device


V   VDEV Device


W   Remote VDEV Device (RVDEV)


E   Hop 2 VDEV Device (2VDEV)


T   Target Device


X   Remote Target Device (RTGT)


F   Hop 2 Target Device (2TGT)


<DeviceParameters> Defines the device parameters:


Type  Parameters


---- --------------


S   <SymmID> <LdevName>


B   <SymmID> <LdevName>


V   <SymmID> <LdevName>


R   <SymmID> <LdevName> <RDFGrpNum>


W   <SymmID> <LdevName> <RDFGrpNum>


E   <SymmID> <RDFGrpNum>


<HOP2RDFGrpNum> <LdevName>


Z   <SymmID> <LdevName> <RDFGrpNum>


Y   <SymmID> <RDFGrpNum>


<RemoteRDFGrpNum><LdevName>


D   <SymmID> <RDFGrpNum>


<HOP2RDFGrpNum> <LdevName>


G   <PdevName>


T <SymmID> <LdevName>


X   <SymmID> <LdevName> <RDFGrpNum>


F   <SymmID> <RDFGrpNum>


<HOP2RDFGrpNum> <LdevName>


The parameters are:


Parameter        Description


--------- -----------


<HOP2RDFGrpNum>  The RDF group number


of the device on an


array two hops from
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the standard.


<LdevName>       A logical device


name (for example:


DEV002).


<PdevName>       The gatekeepers


physical device name


(for example:


/dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s2).


Appears for a


gatekeeper (G) type


only.


<RDFGrpNum>      The RDF group number


of the standard


device with which the


BCV is paired.


<RemoteRDFGrpNum>


The RDF group number


of the device on a


remote array.


<SymmID>         The 12-digit ID of


the Symmetrix array


associated with the


group.


RETURN CODES


Code #      Code Symbol    


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL
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2         CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


18         CLI_C_ALREADY_IN_STATE


The device or device group is


already in the desired state.


Applicable only for the rw_enable


and write_disable actions.


19         CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix


unit are currently locked.


EXAMPLES


To create a Symmetrix device group mydg_r1


of type RDF (R1), enter:


symdg -type RDF1 create mydg_r1


To list all Symmetrix device groups in detailed format,


enter:


symdg -v list


To rename Symmetrix device group mydg_r1 to


oradg_rdf1, enter:


symdg rename mydg_r1 oradg_rdf1


To show information about device group oradg_rdf1,


enter:


symdg show oradg_rdf1


To export the device group to a file named


oradg_rdf1.txt and then delete the device
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group, enter:


symdg -file oradg_rdf1.txt -delete export oradg_rdf1


To recreate the device group from the file


oradg_rdf1.txt, enter:


symdg -file oradg_rdf1.txt import oradg_rdf1


To translate the device group into


a device file named devices.txt, enter:


symdg -file devices.txt -ftype STD_BCV dg2file oradg_rdf1


To delete Symmetrix device group oradg_rdf1, regardless of


whether the group has members or associated gatekeeper


or BCV devices, enter:


symdg -force delete oradg_rdf1


To recreate the device group from the device file


devices.txt, enter:


symdg -file devs.txt -type REGULAR  file2dg oradg_rdf1


To add the device group's BCV devices to a composite


group named oracg, enter:


symdg -bcv dg2cg oradg_rdf1 oracg


To add a Symmetrix host device to group ProdDB, and


assign a device logical name temp1, enter:


symdg -g ProdDB add pd /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s2 temp1


To add a Symmetrix device to group ProdDB and assign


a device logical name temp2, enter:
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symdg -g ProdDB add dev 01C temp2


To add to group ProdDB all devices that are primarily


visible from this host on Port 0 (top port) of


Symmetrix SCSI director 1, enter:


symdg -g ProdDB -SA 1 -p 0 addall pd


To add to group ProdDB all devices that are primarily


visible from this host and fall in the following


device range, enter:


symdg -g ProdDB -devs 000:00F addall pd


To list all devices in device group ProdDB, enter:


symdg -g ProdDB list ld


To rename device DEV001 to log1 in group ProdDB, enter:


symdg -g ProdDB rename ld DEV001 log1


To remove device log1 from device group ProdDB, enter:


symdg -g ProdDB remove ld log1


To show detailed information about device log1, enter:


symdg -g ProdDB show ld log1


To write disable device DEV001 on Symmetrix director


16A and Port 0, enter:


symdg -g ProdDB -SA 16A -p 0 write_disable DEV001


To relabel all BCV devices that are locally-associated


with device group ProdDB, enter:
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symdg -g ProdDB -bcv -v relabel


To add to group ProdDB, all VDEVs that are primarily


visible from this host and fall in the following


device range, enter:


symdg -g ProdDB -devs 000:00F addall pd -vdev
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symdisk
- Reports on the configuration and status of disks


(spindles) and their hypers for Symmetrix arrays.


SYNOPSIS


symdisk [-h]


symdisk [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline] [-cyl | -mb | -gb | -tb]


[-disk_group <DskGrpNum | name:<DskGrpName> | ALL>


[-all]] [-failed]


list [-spindle [-internal]] [-isspare] [-nospares]


[-v [-hypers] [-spare_info] [-gaps]]


[-DA <# | ALL>] [-interface <# | ALL>]


[-tid <# | ALL>]


list [-spindle


[-external [-detail] [-encapsulated [-free]]]]


[-v [-hypers] [-gaps]]


[-DX <# | ALL>]


symdisk [-sid <SymmID>] -external -spindle -state


[-spid <SpindleID>]


list


symdisk [-sid <SymmID>] -external -spindle -paths


[-spid <SpindleID> |-DX <# | ALL> [-port <# | ALL>]]


list -detail


list [-offline]


symdisk -sid <SymmID> -external


[-wwn <ExternalWWN> | -spid <SpindleID>]


<-draining | -drained | -active | -disabled>


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]
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verify


symdisk [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline] [-cyl | -mb | -gb | -tb]


list -dskgrp_summary [-v]


[-disk_group <DskGrpNum | name:<DskGrpName> | ALL>]


| -internal | -external]


list -dskgrp_summary -by_engine [-v | -detail]


[-disk_group <DskGrpNum | name:<DskGrpName> | ALL>]


| -internal | -external]


show <DiskAddress> [-gaps_only]


symdisk -sid <SymmID> [-offline] [-cyl | -mb | -gb | -tb]


show -spid <SpindleID> [-gaps_only]


show -wwn <ExternalWWN> [-gaps_only]


DESCRIPTION


The symdisk command allows access to the configuration


information of the disks (spindles) that make


up a Symmetrix array. It can be used to list all of


the disks for a Symmetrix array or only those that match


certain criteria.


The selection criteria allows the user to return only data


about the disks on a certain disk director (DA), disk


interface (INT), or disk Target ID (TID). In addition,


the -isspare flag may be used to select only those disks


that are configured as spare disks.


Using the -v option will provide more detailed information.


The -hypers flag can be used with -v to display additional
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information about each of the logical hypers on a


given disk (including which Symmetrix devices they make


up).


ARGUMENTS


list           Lists all disks. With the use of options,


the list can be restricted. The -v and


-hypers options will return additional


information about each disk.


show           Displays detailed information about the


disk(s) that match the given DA, INT,


and TID.


verify         Verifies whether one or all disks are in a


given state.


OPTIONS


-active        The specified disk is ready to accept new


writes.


-all           Includes spare disks in the -disk_group


disk listing. This option is specific to


-disk_group and is not compatible with


-dskgrp_summary.


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


execute the verify operation. If this option


is not specified but an interval (-i) is


specified, the program will loop


continuously. The looping may be terminated


during verification if all devices enter


the requested state.


-cyl           Displays the disk capacities in terms
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of cylinders. The default is megabytes (MB).


-DA            Indicates the disk director number. A value


of ALL returns all disk directors.


-detail        Displays detailed path information for


external spindles.  Alternatively, displays


external array id and external device name


information for external spindles.


-disabled Drain operation is incomplete for the


specified disk.


-disk_group    Lists the disks that are members of the


specified disk group name or number. When


used with the ALL qualifier, all disk groups


are listed.  When used with the -all option,


any spare disks are also included in the


disk group listing.


-by_engine     When used with the -dskgrp_summary option,


displays aggregate information about


spindles configured to specific engines


within a disk group. The default output is


in table format with additional information


provided when used with the -v (verbose) or


-detail listing option.  All engines


supporting spindles are included in the


listing unless otherwise restricted by


additional filter options.


-draining      Drain operation is in progress for the


specified disk.


-drained       Drain operation is complete for the


specified disk.
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-dskgrp_summary


Displays summary information for disk


groups. The default output is in table


format. When used with the -v option, the


output is in expanded format (one field per


line).


-DX            Indicates the external disk director number.


A value of ALL returns all disk directors.


-encapsulated  Lists only encapsulated spindles.


-external      Lists only external spindles.


-failed        Lists only those spindles that have been


flagged as failed.


-free          Lists only those external encapsulated


spindles that have no allocations on all of


their datadevs or have no RAID groups


existing on the spindle.


-gaps          Lists the size and location of freespace


gaps as they occur within the list of hyper


information.


-gaps_only     Shows only the gap information.


-gb            Displays the disk capacities in gigabytes.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-hypers        Shows hyper information when used with -v.


-i             Specifies the repeat interval in seconds to


execute the verification operation.


The default interval is 30 seconds.
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The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


-isspare       Indicates that only spare disks should


be displayed.


-interface     Indicates the disk interface number. A value


of ALL returns all interfaces.


-internal      Lists only internal spindles.


-mb            Displays the disk capacities in megabytes.


-nospares      Indicates that only internal disks


(spindles) that are capable of being covered


by a spare, but currently are not, should be


displayed.  This option is only supported on


Enginuity version 5876 and above.  No disks


(spindles) will be displayed if this option


is issued for a Symmetrix running a prior


Enginuity version.  In addition, this option


is not applicable for external spindles


(external spares do not exist) and no


external spindles will be returned when this


option is specified.


-paths         Displays path information for external


spindles.  The default display provides a


DX port summary, with counts representing


DX ports which have connections.  When


combined with the -detail option, all paths


are displayed, including multiple paths per


DX port (if configured).


-sid           Indicates a unique ID of the Symmetrix


array.


-spare_info    If the disk is a spare and it has been
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invoked against a failed disk during dynamic


sparing, this flag will return information


about the failed disk.  The -v option must


also be specified.  Note that this display


is not applicable for permanent sparing.


-spid          Indicates the specific spindle ID of the


target disk.


-spindle       Displays spindle information instead of


the standard disk address information.


-state         Reports the current state of the disk(s).


-tb            Displays the disk capacities in terabytes.


-tid           Indicates a target ID. A value of ALL


returns all targets.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-wwn           Display detailed information for the


external spindle specified by ExternalWWN.


PARAMETERS


#              The number of the disk group, director, disk


interface, or target ID.


ALL            All of the directors, disk interfaces,


target IDs, or disk groups.


DiskAddress    The disk adapter, interface, and TID values


in the format <XXX:YZ>, where XXX is the


disk director, Y is interface, and Z is the


TID. It is also acceptable to supply those


same values in the format <XXX,Y,Z>.
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DskGrpName     The disk group name.


DskGrpNum      The disk group number.


ExternalWWN    The WWN of the target external spindle.


SpindleID      The spindle ID of the disk in hex format.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol    


------ -----------


0       CLI_C_SUCCESS


1       CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


To list all of the disks for Symmetrix 012345678901, enter:


symdisk list -sid 012345678901


To display additional verbose information about disk 01A:C3


and its hypers, enter:


symdisk list -sid 012345678901 -da 01A -interface C


-tid 3 -v -hypers


To display detailed information about the disk whose DA


is 16B, INT is D, and TID is 5, enter:


symdisk show 16B:D5


To display detailed information about the disk whose DA
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is 16B, INT is D, and TID is 5 as shown in the previous


example using an alternative input format, enter:


symdisk show 16B,D,5


To list all disks organized by disk group number, including


spare disks, enter:


symdisk list -disk_group ALL -all


To list all disks with spindle information, organized by


disk group number, including spare disks, enter:


symdisk list -disk_group ALL -all -spindle


To list all disks for Symmetrix 012345678901 with their


spindle ID information, enter:


symdisk list -spindle -sid 012345678901


To display detailed information about the disk whose


spindle ID is 0x11D0, enter:


symdisk show -spid 11D0
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symdrv
Displays information for selected Dynamic Reallocation Volume (DRV) devices.


SYNOPSIS


symdrv [-sid <SymmID>] [-h] [-offline] [-v]


list [-cap <#>] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


DESCRIPTION


The symdrv command lists all the DRV devices that are


configured on Symmetrix arrays attached to this host.


ARGUMENTS


list           Lists all the DRV devices (SymDevNames)


that are configured on Symmetrix arrays


attached to this host.


OPTIONS


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


display DRV devices. If this option is not


specified and an interval (-i) is specified,


the list of statistics will be displayed


continuously.


-cap           Specifies to display only those devices


whose capacities match (in megabytes) that


value.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-i             Specifies the repeat interval in seconds.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.
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For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-offline       Displays Symmetrix devices from the


Symmetrix configuration database without


refreshing the data from the Symmetrix


array.


-sid           Supplies the Symmetrix ID to limit the scope


of the operation to the specified Symmetrix


array.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose


listing.


PARAMETERS


Count          Number of iterations to execute before


exiting.


Interval       Interval between polls, in seconds.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol  


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


19        CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix


array are currently locked.
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EXAMPLES


To list all DRV devices that are configured on


Symmetrix arrays attached to this host, enter:


symdrv list
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symevent
Enables the monitoring and tracking of events on Symmetrix arrays.


SYNOPSIS


symevent -h


symevent [-sid <SymmID>] [-v] [-warn | -error | -fatal]


monitor [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


list [-start <Date:Time>] [-end <Date:Time>] [-dir]


DESCRIPTION


The symevent command allows an administrator to monitor


events within a Symmetrix array that may affect its


operation. In most cases, a reported event represents a


condition that has already been repaired. This tool allows


an administrator to track those events to understand


the events that have occurred, or are occurring,


on your Symmetrix array.


The monitor action sets the command to run in the


foreground where it polls the Symmetrix array for new


events every interval, defined in seconds, until the


iteration count is satisfied or the program is stopped.


The list action reports on the history of events, which


is stored on the Symmetrix array. Specifying a start and


end time allows you to retrieve events that occurred


between the specified time bounds.


In addition, you can restrict the query to a specific


Symmetrix array and restrict the events reported to a


minimum severity level (warnings, errors, or fatal


events).
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When run against a Symmetrix at Enginuity 5671 or higher,


event timestamps are calculated relative to the host


(i.e., the same time zone) from which the command is


issued. In client/server mode, this is the server


host. For a Symmetrix array with an earlier Enginuity


level, timestamps are relative to the time


on the Symmetrix array, usually GMT/UTC.


Note: Beginning with Enginuity 5761, the Error Number is


reported using a new numbering scheme. This allows


the error numbers to remain constant across all future


Enginuity releases.


ARGUMENTS


list           Lists events which have occurred over time


on the Symmetrix array.


monitor        Monitors the Symmetrix array in real time


for new events.


OPTIONS


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


poll for events. If this option is not


specified, symevent will continuously poll


for events.


-dir           Displays events sorted on the basis of


reporting director.


-end           Specifies a date and time before which to


report on events. Used with the list


argument.


-error         Displays only events with a severity of
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Error or greater.


-fatal         Displays only events with a severity of


Fatal.


-h             Provides brief online help information.


-i             Defines the time interval, in seconds,


between polls.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-sid           Specifies a unique Symmetrix ID.


-start         Specifies a date and time after which to


report on events. Used with the list


argument.


-v    Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-warn          Displays only events with a severity of


Warning or greater.


PARAMETERS


Count          The number of iterations to execute before


exiting.


Date:Time      The date and time specification of the


form [mm/dd/yyyy]:[hh:mm[:ss]].


The current date and time will be


substituted for omitted fields.


Interval       The interval between polls, in seconds.
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SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


REPORTED EVENTS


The following list contains the reported events using the


following format:


Event Code Symbol


Severity: <severity-level>


Event Code Text


DIAG_TRACE_TRIG


Severity: Informational


A Symmetrix diagnostic event-trace was triggered


DIAG_TRACE_TRIG_REMOTE


Severity: Informational


A diagnostic event-trace was triggered for a


Symmetrix remotely attached via RDF links


TOO_MANY_SUSPHALT_CHAINS


Severity: Informational


Too many suspend/halt chains switching to Adaptive


Copy Write Pending Mode


MEM_DISABLE_INVOKED
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Severity: Informational


One or more memory banks were disabled due to cache


errors


SPARE_INVOKED


Severity: Informational


A Spare Disk was invoked against a Symmetrix Disk


M2_RESYNC_WITH_M1


Severity: Informational


An M2 mirror of a Symmetrix Device is resynchronizing


with the M1 mirror


M1_RESYNC_WITH_M2


Severity: Informational


An M1 mirror of a Symmetrix Device is resynchronizing


with the M2 mirror


DISK_ADAPTER_DEAD


Severity: Fatal


A Symmetrix Disk Director is not responding


ALL_DEVICES_MIGRATED


Severity: Informational


All Symmetrix migration devices have completed the


data migration


DEVICE_RESYNC_STARTED


Severity: Informational


A Symmetrix device resynchronization process has


started


SPARE_INVOKED_REMOTE


Severity: Informational


A Spare Disk was invoked against the Disk of the R2


mirror in Symmetrix remotely attached via RDF links
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RDF_SIM_MESSAGE


Severity: Informational


The RDF subsystem initiated a SIM message to a


Symmetrix remotely attached via RDF links


RDF_ERROR


Severity: Error


The RDF subsystem has experienced an error


FC_OPTICAL_MOD_ERROR


Severity: Warning


A Fibre Channel optical module has experienced


a problem


ALL_RDF_LINKS_DOWN


Severity: Warning


No RDF links in an RDF group are operational


ALL_RDF_LINKS_NOW_UP


Severity: Informational


All RDF links in an RDF group are now operational


BUS_PROBLEM


Severity: Informational


Bus Arbiter problem: primary arbiter has


experienced a problem


TEMPERATURE_PROBLEMS


Severity: Warning


The Symmetrix is experiencing temperature problems


ALARM_SIGNAL


Severity: Warning


An alarm signal was set but no alarm was found


ALARM_SIGNAL_POWER


Severity: Warning
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An alarm signal was set indicating a power subsystem


error


MIRROR_NR


Severity: Warning


A device has a mirror that is Not Ready


MIRROR_WD


Severity: Warning


A Symmetrix device has a member or a mirror that is


Write Disabled


RDF2_DEVICE_NR


Severity: Informational


One of the RDF2 devices was found to be Not Ready


SP_NOT_RESPONDING


Severity: Warning


The Symmetrix Service Processor is not communicating


with the Symmetrix


SP_PHONEHOME_FAIL


Severity: Warning


The Symmetrix Service Processor could not complete a


Call Home for service


12_VOLTS_ON


Severity: Warning


One of the Symmetrix subsystems is running in the


abnormal 12-Volts mode


SENSE_CABLE_MISSING


Severity: Warning


A Symmetrix power subsystem Environment sense cable


is missing


AC_LINE_INTERRUPTED
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Severity: Warning


A Symmetrix power subsystem AC line interruption was


detected


HIGH_CHARGE_MISSING


Severity: Warning


The Symmetrix battery system is not fully charged


LATCHED_ALARMS


Severity: Warning


A Symmetrix power subsystem discovered latched


alarms


ONE_RDF_LINK_DOWN


Severity: Warning


A single RDF link in an RDF group is not operational


ONE_RDF_LINK_NOW_UP


Severity: Warning


A single RDF link in an RDF group is now operational


after a 'Single Link Down' event


SP_PHONEHOME_SUCCESS


Severity: Informational


The Symmetrix Service Processor completed a Call Home


for service


UNABLE_TO_SET_REGISTER


Severity: Warning


A Symmetrix communication subsystem was unable to set


a shared register


DISABLED_MEMORY_BANK


Severity: Warning


A Symmetrix Director reported Disabled Memory Bank


to a host


INVALID_ENVIR_BITS


Severity: Warning
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A validity problem was detected during an


environmental test


ENABLED_ENVIR_TESTING


Severity: Informational


An event was detected to enable environmental testing


in diagnosis mode


COMM_BOARD_MISMATCH


Severity: Error


The Symmetrix communication board software data has


a mismatch


OLD_BOARD_MISMATCH


Severity: Error


The Symmetrix communication board old information


does not match current information


THERMAL_DET_FAILED_TEST


Severity: Error


The Symmetrix thermal tests detected a failure


THERMAL_EVENT


Severity: Error


A thermal event was detected in the Symmetrix


POWER_ON_TIME_FAILED_TEST


Severity: Error


The Symmetrix environment tests found


inconsistencies in Power-on-Time


SP_CONNECT_TIME_NOT_FOUND


Severity: Error


The Symmetrix has no records of the last Service


Processor connection time


SP_CONNECT_VIA_SERIAL_LINE
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Severity: Informational


The Service Processor is currently communicating


via a serial line


SYMREMOTE_CONNECTED


Severity: Informational


A SymmRemote session is currently connected to the


Service Processor


SYMREMOTE_REJECTED


Severity: Informational


A SymmRemote session to the Service Processor was


denied access


SYMREMOTE_DISCONNECTED


Severity: Informational


A SymmRemote session to the Service Processor was


disconnected


SP_EXCESS_MEMORY_USAGE


Severity: Warning


The Service Processor software detected excessive


memory usage


BATTERY_FAILED_TEST


Severity: Warning


Automatic battery tests detected failures


NO_COMM_TO_MII_DIR


Severity: Warning


The Service Processor could not communicate to


a director


CANT_QUERY_MII_DIR


Severity: Warning


The Service Processor could not query a director
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SP_COMM_TO_MII_DIR


Severity: Informational


The Service Processor is communicating via a


local director


CANT_READ_ENVIR_SENSOR


Severity: Warning


The Service Processor failed to read an


environmental sensor


UNRECOGNIZED_EPO_CARD


Severity: Warning


The Service Processor has detected a failed or


unrecognized communication card


ENVIR_READING_OUT_OF_LIMIT


Severity: Warning


The Service Processor found environmental readings


to be out of limits


HIGH_TEMP_DETECTED


Severity: Warning


The Service Processor detected high temperature


EXCESS_TEMP_DETECTED


Severity: Warning


The Service Processor detected excessive temperature


SP_DISK_FULL


Severity: Warning


The Service Processor disk is full


SMOKE_DETECT_MALFUNCTION


Severity: Warning


The Service Processor detected a malfunction in the


smoke detector


SMOKE_DETECT_ALERT
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Severity: Warning


The Service Processor detected a smoke detector


alert


PHONEHOME_TRIGGER


Severity: Informational


A certain event triggered a Call Home for service


DB_CHECKSUM_TRIGGER


Severity: Informational


A Database Double Checksum detection event was


triggered


RDF_CG_TRIGGER


Severity: Informational


An RDF CG trip event was triggered


SP_REBOOT_SUCCESS


Severity: Informational


The Service Processor has successfully rebooted


SAVEDEVS_FULL


Severity: Error


The save or data device pool is full


SRDFA_INACTIVE


Severity: Warning


SRDF/A is now inactive


SRDFA_ACTIVE


Severity: Informational


SRDF/A is now active


ACCESS_TO_NR_DEVICE


Severity: Warning


Access was attempted to a Not Ready device
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SAVEDEVS_NEAR_FULL


Severity: Warning


The save or data device pool is almost full


SAVEDEV_NOT_RDY


Severity: Error


An active device in the Timefinder/Snap save device


pool has gone Not Ready


DIRECTOR_DEAD


Severity: Fatal


A Symmetrix Director is not responding


TIMEOUT_R2_WP_LIMIT


Severity: Error


Timeout writing to an R2 device. Maximum writes


pending is reached


RDFA_SESS_DROP_WPL_DSBL


Severity: Error


SRDF/A Session dropped, write pending limit reached.


Host throttling disabled


RDFA_SESS_DROP_WPL_ENBL


Severity: Error


SRDF/A Session dropped, write pending limit reached.


Host throttling enabled


RDFA_SESS_DROP_DEV_NR_OFF


Severity: Error


SRDF/A Session dropped, device not ready. Tolerance


mode is off


RDFA_SESS_DROP_DEV_NR_CG


Severity: Error


SRDF/A Session dropped, device not ready through


consistency group
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RDFA_SESS_DROP_NO_RDF_LNK


Severity: Error


SRDF/A Session dropped, no RDF links operational


RDFA_SESS_DROP_TIMEOUT_MSC


Severity: Error


SRDF/A Session dropped, time out in MSC mode


RDFA_SESS_DROP_TIMEOUT_HA


Severity: Error


SRDF/A Session dropped, time out on an HA


RDFA_SESS_DROP_TIMEOUT_RA


Severity: Error


SRDF/A Session dropped, time out on an RA


GEN_CHECKSUM_TRIGGER


Severity: Informational


A Generic Double Checksum detection event was


triggered


POWER_ZONE_COUNTDOWN_STARTED


Severity: Error


Power zone count down started. One of the power


zones is down, count down (20 hours) for


Vault-Shutdown is started


POWER_ZONE_5_HOURS_BEFORE_SHUTDOWN


Severity: Error


Power zone 5 hours before shutdown, one of the power


zones is down. 5 hours before Vault shutdown


POWER_ZONE_ILLEGAL_STATUS


Severity: Error


Power zone down, illegal status, found file with


old information
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POWER_ZONE_DOWN_FAILED


Severity: Error


Power zone down failed


POWER_ZONE_WAIT_TIME_CHANGED_ON_GUI


Severity: Error


Power zone down - wait time changed on the GUI


RDFA_DROP_ISSUED_FROM_HOST


Severity: Warning


SRDF/A session drop requested [host software


initiated]


RDFA_DEACTIVATE_ISSUED_FROM_HOST


Severity: Warning


SRDF/A session transition out of Asynchronous mode


requested [host software initiated]


RDFA_PENDING_DROP_ISSUED_FROM_HOST


Severity: Warning


SRDF/A session drop at cycle boundary requested


[host software initiated]


RDFA_CONSISTENT_DEACTIVATE_ISSUED_FROM_HOST


Severity: Warning


SRDF/A session transition from Asynchronous to


Synchronous mode requested [host software initiated]


RDFA_DROP_ISSUED


Severity: Warning


SRDF/A session drop requested


RDFA_DEACTIVATE_ISSUED


Severity: Warning


SRDF/A session transition out of Asynchronous mode


requested
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RDFA_PENDING_DROP_ISSUED


Severity: Warning


SRDF/A session drop at cycle boundary requested


RDFA_CONSISTENT_DEACTIVATE_ISSUED


Severity: Warning


SRDF/A session transition from Asynchronous to


Synchronous mode requested


DAE_PSA_M_FAN_FAULT


Severity: Error


Environmental Error: Power Supply A multiple Fan fault


DAE_PSA_S_FAN_FAULT


Severity: Error


Environmental Error: Power Supply A single Fan fault


DAE_PSA_FAULTED


Severity: Error


Environmental Error: Power Supply A faulted


DAE_PSA_SHUTDOWN


Severity: Error


Environmental Error: Power Supply A shutdown


DAE_PSB_M_FAN_FAULT


Severity: Error


Environmental Error: Power Supply B multiple fan fault


DAE_PSB_S_FAN_FAULT


Severity: Error


Environmental Error: Power Supply B single fan fault


DAE_PSB_FAULTED


Severity: Error


Environmental Error: Power Supply B faulted
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DAE_PSB_SHUTDOWN


Severity: Error


Environmental Error: Power Supply B shutdown


DAE_LCC_A_TEMP_HIGH


Severity: Error


Environmental Error: Link Card Controller A


temperature high


DAE_LCC_B_TEMP_HIGH


Severity: Error


Environmental Error: Link Card Controller B


temperature high


DAE_SPS_INTRN_FAULT


Severity: Error


Environmental Error: Supplemental Power Supply


internal fault


DAE_SPS_BAT_ENDLINE


Severity: Error


Environmental Error: Supplemental Power Supply battery


end of line


DAE_SPS_LOW_VOLTAGE


Severity: Error


Environmental Error: Supplemental Power Supply low


input AC Voltage


RDFA_SE_TRANS_IDLE


Severity: Error


SRDF/A Session entering transmit idle state


RDFA_SR_TRANS_IDLE


Severity: Warning


SRDF/A Session recovered from a transmit idle state
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RDFA_TO_TRANS_IDLE


Severity: Error


SRDF/A Session dropped, transmit idle state timeout


RDFA_SD_NO_ONL_RA


Severity: Error


SRDF/A Session dropped, no online RAs


AUDIT_HIGH_ACTIVITY:


Severity: Warning


Entries are being written to the audit log at an


unusually high rate


AUDIT_SFS_MIRR_OFF:


Severity: Error


Audit log has lost its redundancy due to an SFS


mirror being offline


AUDIT_LOG_WRAPPED:


Severity: Warning


Audit log entries have been overwritten in an


unusually short time period


RDFA_SE_DROP_WPL_CP:


Severity: Error


SRDF/A Session dropped, write pending limit reached


on a cache partition


RDFA_NO_CYCLE_SWITCH:


Severity: Warning


There has been no SRDF/A cycle switching within the


past hour


SRDF_JFC_STATE_CHANGE:


Severity: Warning


The job flow control setting has changed on RDF group
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EXAMPLES


To list the events for a specific Symmetrix array, enter:


symevent -sid 54 list


To report on all events, on all locally connected


Symmetrix arrays, every 10 seconds, forever, enter:


symevent monitor


To poll for and display events of severity Warning or


greater on Symmetrix 012345678901 every 10 minutes for


a 24-hour period, enter:


symevent monitor -sid 012345678901 -i 600 -c 144 -warn


To retrieve a verbose list of the events that have


occurred on the given Symmetrix array between 9 a.m.


and 5 p.m. today, enter:


symevent list -sid 012345678901 -v -start 9:00


-end 17:00
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symfast
Performs FAST operations on tiers, storage groups, policies, and the FAST controller.


SYNOPSIS


symfast -h 


symfast -fp -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


create -name <FastPolicyName> [-tier_name <TierName>


[-max_sg_percent <MaxSgPercent>]]


delete -fp_name <FastPolicyName> [-force]


symfast -fp -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


-fp_name <FastPolicyName>


add -tier_name <TierName>


[-max_sg_percent <MaxSgPercent>]


remove -tier_name <TierName>


modify -tier_name <TierName>


-max_sg_percent <MaxSgPercent>


rename -name <NewFastPolicyName>


symfast -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


-fp_name <FastPolicyName>


associate -sg <SgName> [-priority <PriorityValue>]


[-rdf_coordination <ENABLE | DISABLE>]


disassociate -sg <SgName>


modify -sg <SgName> [-priority <PriorityValue>


[-rdf_coordination <ENABLE | DISABLE>]
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symfast -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


-sg <SgName>


reassociate -fp_name <FastPolicyName>


symfast -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-noprompt]


enable [-dp | -vp]


disable [-dp | -vp]


set -control_parms


[-approval_mode <AUTO_APPROVE | USER_APPROVE>]


[-vp_data_move_mode <AUTO | NONE>]


[-min_perf_period <PerfTime>]


[-workload_period <WorkTime>]


[-max_simult_devs <MaxSimultDevs>]


[-max_devs <MaxDevs>]


[-vp_reloc_rate <VPRate>]


[-swap_notvisible_devs <ENABLE | DISABLE>]


[-allow_only_swap <ENABLE | DISABLE>]


[-pool_resv_cap <ResvPct>]


[-vp_allocation_by_fp <ENABLE | DISABLE>]


[-time_to_compress <NumDays | never>]


[-fast_compression_rate <FastCompRate>]


symfast -plan -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-noprompt]


approve -id <PlanID> [-begin_at <TimeVal>]


decline -id <PlanID>


symfast [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline]


list -fp [-v] [-dp | -vp [-ckd | -fba]]
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list -association [-demand [-sg <SgName> |


-fp_name <PolicyName>] [-mb]]


symfast -sid <SymmID> [-offline]


list -demand [-v]


<[-technology <EFD | FC | SATA | ALL>]


[-external | -internal]>


[-dp | -vp] [-allocated]


list -control_parms


symfast -sid <SymmID>


list -history [-v]


[-start_date <TimeVal>] [-end_date <TimeVal>]


symfast -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


list -plan [-v]


list -state [-dp | -vp]


symfast [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline]


show -association -sg <SgName> [-all] [-v]


show -fp_name <FastPolicyName>


DESCRIPTION


The symfast command provides the ability to perform the


following actions:


- Create a FAST policy.
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- Delete a FAST policy.


- Add a tier to a FAST policy.


- Remove tiers from a FAST policy.


- Modify a FAST policy.


- Rename a FAST policy.


- Associate a FAST policy to a storage group.


- Dissassociate a FAST policy from a storage group.


- Modify a FAST policy and also its association.


- Set FAST control parameters.


- Enable the FAST controller.


- Disable the FAST controller.


- Query the FAST controller.


- Display FAST policies, associations, plans, history


and reports. Plans and history  are not displayed


for FAST VP.


ARGUMENTS


add          Adds a tier to the specified FAST policy.


approve      Approves the FAST plan based on plan ID


(not applicable to FAST VP).


associate    Associates a storage group with a FAST policy.
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create       Creates a FAST policy.


decline      Declines the FAST plan based on plan ID


(not applicable to FAST VP).


delete       Deletes the FAST policy.


disable      Disables FAST controller.


disassociate


Disassociates a storage group from a FAST


policy.


enable       Enables the FAST controller.


list         Lists the FAST policies, associations, plans,


history, and reports. Plans and history are


not listed for FAST VP.


modify       Modifies the properties of a FAST policy or


of an association between a policy and a


storage group.


reassociate  Re-associates the storage group to a different


FAST policy.


remove       Removes a tier from the FAST policy.


rename       Renames the FAST policy.


set          Sets FAST control parameters.


show         Shows FAST policies or associations


between policies and storage groups.


OPTIONS
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-all             Displays all of the devices in a storage


group. Includes even those devices which


are not managed by FAST.


-allocated       Displays Max SG Demand in the FAST VP


demand report based on the allocated


capacity of thin devices under FAST


control. By default, Max SG Demand


displays based on the configured capacity.


-allow_only_swap Indicates that the FAST controller can


only perform a full swap of devices and


cannot move devices to unconfigured space.


Valid values are ENABLE and DISABLE.


-approval_mode   Specifies the mode of the FAST controller


either in automatic(AUTO_APPROVE) or user


approval mode (USER_APPROVE).       


-association     Displays FAST associations that exist


between storage groups and FAST policies.


-begin_at        Schedules the plan to run at a specific


time.


-c               Indicates the number (count) of times to


attempt the action. If this option is not


specified, and an interval (-i) is


specified, the process will attempt -c


number of times waiting for the database


lock.


-ckd             Indicates devices with CKD emulation.


-control_parms   Specifies the control parameters for


the FAST controller.


-demand          Displays demand reports for FAST.
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-dp              Specifies that the operation be performed


on FAST policies containing disk


group-provisioned tiers.


-end_date        Identifies the end date and time for


reading the history entries.


-external        Indicates the devices that are


provisioned on external disk groups.


-fast_compression_rate


Indicates how aggressively FAST VP should


compress the data. Valid range is between


1 and 10. Default value is 5.


-fba             Indicates devices with FBA emulation.


-force           Allows a non-empty FAST policy to be


deleted.


-fp              Indicates that the action is related to 


a FAST policy.


-fp_name         Specifies a FAST policy name.


-h               Provides brief, online help information.


-history         Displays all data movement history


including both FAST and Optimizer command


history.


-i               Specifies the repeat interval for retrying


the requested action. This option


indicates how often to attempt to get the


needed resources to start a new session.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.
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For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions


that do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-id              Specifies the plan ID number.


-internal        Indicates the devices that are


provisioned on internal disk groups.


-max_devs        Specifies the maximum number of devices


that can be moved in a 24-hour period.


-max_sg_percent  Specifies an upper limit of space allowed


for a tier in a policy as a percentage of


total storage group capacity.


-max_simult_devs Specifies the maximum number of devices


that can be moved simultaneously.


-mb              Lists capacity in megabytes.


-min_perf_period Specifies the minimum amount of workload


sampling that the FAST controller should


complete before analyzing the samples for


the first time.


-name            Specifies the name of the FAST policy


being created or the new name if a policy


is being renamed.


-noprompt        Requests no confirmation prompt before


performing an action.


-offline         Displays information about FAST policies


and associations from the Symmetrix


configuration database without refreshing


the data from the Symmetrix array.
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-plan            Specifies that the action is related to


FAST plans.


-pool_resv_cap   Specifies the capacity from each DATA


device pool that will be reserved for


non-FAST activities. Possible values are


1 to 80.


-priority        Specifies the priority of the association


between storage group and a policy. The


priority values can be 1 (highest), 2, or


3 (lowest).


-rdf_coordination


Specifies that RDF coordination is


required on RDF devices in the 


associated storage group.


-sg              Specifies a storage group name.


-sid             Specifies the Symmetrix ID.


-start_date      Identifies the start date and time for


reading the history entries.


-state           Displays the state of the FAST controller.


-swap_notvisible_devs


Enables or disables the FAST controller's


functionality to use devices that are


not visible to the host to do a full swap 


with devices in storage groups.


Valid values are ENABLE and DISABLE. 


-technology      Specifies the drive type. The currently


supported types are EFD, FC, or SATA.
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If the user specifies ALL, it includes


EFD, FC, and SATA.


-time_to_compress


Indicates how many days FAST VP will wait


before start compressing data in the tier.


Valid values are between 40 days to 400


days or never. Default value is never.


-vp              Specifies that the operation be performed


on FAST policies containing virtual


provisioned tiers.


-vp_allocation_by_fp


Indicates whether VP allocation comes from


a bound pool or from any pool within the


policy.


-vp_data_move_mode


Specifies the Virtual Provisioning data


movement mode of the FAST controller


either in AUTO or NONE mode. In AUTO


mode, the FAST controller performs


data movement for thin devices without


user intervention within the data movement


window. In NONE mode, the FAST controller 


will not perform any data movement for


thin devices.


-vp_reloc_rate


Specifies the aggressiveness of the data


movements for thin devices. The lower the


value, the more aggressive FAST will be.


Possible values are 1 to 10.


-tier_name       Specifies the storage tier name.


-v            Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.
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-workload_period Specifies the amount of workload sampling


that the FAST controller should maintain


for the sample analysis. It is specified


in units of time (hours).


PARAMETERS


ALL               All the drive types (EFD,FC,SATA).


AUTO_APPROVE      The automatic mode of the FAST


controller.


Count             The number of iterations to execute


before exiting.


DISABLE           Disables a FAST controller setting.


EFD               The enterprise Flash disk drives.


ENABLE            Enables FAST controller setting.


FastPolicyName    The FAST policy name.    


FC                The Fibre Channel disk drives.


Interval          The interval between polls, in seconds.


MaxDevs           The number of devices that can be moved


or swapped in a 24-hour period. Possible


values are 2 to 200 devices.


MaxSgPercent      The percentage of total logical device


capacity in the storage group. Valid


values are 1 to 100.


MaxSimultDevs     The number of devices that can be moved


or swapped simultaneously. Possible
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values are 2 to 32 devices.


NewFastPolicyName The new FAST policy name.


PerfTime          The minimum length of the time (in hours)


to be used for performance analysis if


the user does not want to wait until the


entire workload period has elapsed.


Allowed  values are:


Minimum: 2 hours


Maximum: Current value of the workload


period parameters.


PlanID            The plan ID number. The format is:


mmddyyyy:hhmmss.


PriorityValue     The priority of the storage group


associated with the policy.


SATA              The SATA disk drives.


SgName            The storage group name.


SymmID            The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


TierName          The storage tier name.


TimeVal           A specific date and time


(MMDDYYYY:HHMMSS format).


USER_APPROVE      The user approval mode of the FAST


controller.


WorkTime          A time in hours that the FAST controller


should maintain for sample analysis.


Valid values are 2 to 672 hours.


RETURN CODES
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Code #    Code Symbol


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


2         CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


19         CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All Gatekeepers to the Symmetrix array are


currently locked.


EXAMPLES


To create a FAST policy, enter:


symfast -sid 207 -fp create -name DBPolicy


To create a FAST policy and add a tier to it, enter:


symfast -sid 207 -fp create -name DBPolicy


-tier_name PrimeDBTier -max_sg_percent 30


To delete a FAST policy, enter:


symfast -sid 207 -fp delete -fp_name DBPolicy


To add a tier to a policy, enter:


symfast -sid 207 -fp add -tier_name ArchiveDBTier


-max_sg_percent 10 -fp_name DBPolicy


To remove a tier from a policy, enter:


symfast -sid 207 -fp remove -tier_name ArchiveTier
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-fp_name FinanceData


To modify policy tier capacity, enter:


symfast -sid 207 -fp modify -fp_name DBPolicy


-tier_name PrimeDBTier -max_sg_percent 70


To rename a policy, enter:


symfast -sid 207 -fp rename -fp_name DBPolicy


-name OraDBPolicy


To list policies containing DP tiers, enter:


symfast -sid 207 list -fp -dp


To list policies containing VP tiers, enter:


symfast -sid 207 list -fp -vp


To list all policies in a Symmetrix array, enter:


symfast -sid 207 list -fp


To show a policy in a Symmetrix array, enter:


symfast -sid 207 show -fp_name DBPolicy


To associate a storage group to a policy, enter:


symfast -sid 207 associate -sg OraSales


-fp_name DBPolicy -priority 1


To list associations, enter:


symfast -sid 207 list -association
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To show a association, enter:


symfast -sid 207 show -association -sg


Finance2009


To enable the FAST controller, enter:


symfast -sid 207 enable


To set the control parameters of the FAST controller,


enter:


symfast -sid 207 set -control_parms


-approval_mode AUTO_APPROVE -min_perf_period 100


-workload_period 200


To approve a plan, enter:


symfast -plan -sid 207 approve -id 04142009:130114


-begin_at 07132009:9:45


To decline an approved or a running plan, enter:


symfast -plan -sid 207 decline -id 04142009:130114


To query the FAST controller state, enter:


symfast -sid 207 list -state


To list the FAST controller settings, enter:


symfast -sid 207 list -control_parms


To list the FAST controller plan, enter:


symfast -sid 207 list -plan
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To display FAST data movement history, enter:


symfast -sid 207 list -history


To list the compliance report, enter:


symfast -sid 207 list -association -demand


To list the FAST tech demand report, enter:


symfast -sid 207 list -technology ALL -demand -dp


To list the FAST VP tech demand report, enter:


symfast -sid 207 list -tech ALL -demand -vp
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symhost
Displays host configuration information and performance statistics.


SYNOPSIS


symhost show -config [-h]


symhost stats [-h] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-type CPU | MEMORY | DISK | ALL]


DESCRIPTION


The symhost command displays host configuration


information and performance statistics. The


performance statistics are displayed for CPU,


memory, and host devices. Note that not all


statistics are available for all hosts.


ARGUMENTS


show           Shows detailed configuration information.


stats          Shows performance statistics.


OPTIONS


-c             Indicates the number (count) of times to


display statistics. If this option is not


specified, and an interval (-i) is


specified, stats will be displayed


continuously.


-config        Shows detailed configuration information.


-h             Provides brief online help information.


-i             Repeats the interval in seconds.
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The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-type          Specifies the type of performance


information to display. The default is to


display ALL statistics. Individual CPU,


memory, and disk statistics can be selected


by specifying one of the following:


-type     Description


------- --------------------


CPU       Reports user, system, wait I/O,


idle CPU time, interrupts,


system calls, and context switch


statistics for each processor


and overall.


MEMORY    Reports system-wide page in-


page out and swap in-swap out


statistics.


DISK      Reports read, write, busy, and


idle time statistics for each


host disk.


PARAMETERS


None.


RETURN CODES


Code #         Code Symbol    


------ -----------
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0           CLI_C_SUCCESS


1           CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


To display configuration information for the local


host, enter:


symhost show -config


To display statistics about all processors, memory,


and disk every 60 seconds, enter:


symhost stats -i 60


To display statistics about all host processors,


every 30 seconds for one hour, enter:


symhost stats -i 30 -c 120 -type CPU


H:M:S CPU  %User %Sys  %WIO  %Idle Int/s Calls/s  CtxSw/s


A    B     C     D     E      F    G     H        I


A  Time of day


B  CPU number/id


C  100 * (CPU busy time in user mode / elapsed time)


D  100 * (CPU busy time in system mode / elapsed time)


E  100 * (CPU idle time for wait I/O / elapsed time)


F  100 * (CPU idle time / elapsed time)


G  Interrupts per second


H  System calls per second


I  Process context switches per second


To display statistics about host memory, every
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symhost stats -i 30 -c 120 -type MEMORY


H:M:S      Pi/s Ppi/s Po/s Ppo/s Si/s Psi/s So/s Pso/s


A         B     C    D     E    F    G     H     I


A  Time of day


B  Page in requests per second


C  Number of pages paged in per second


D  Page out requests per second


E  Number of pages paged out per second


F  Swap in requests per second


G  Number of pages swapped in per second


H  Swap out requests per second


I  Number of pages swapped out per second


To display statistics about all host disks every 30


seconds for one hour, enter:


symhost stats -i 30 -c 120 -type DISK


H:M:S  Disk  RW/s  R/s  W/s  KbRW/s KbR/s KbW/s %Busy %Wait


A     B     C     D    E     F     G     H      I     J


A  Time of day.


B  Disk name


C  Read and write requests per second


D  Read requests per second


E  Write requests per second


F  KB read and written per second


G  KB read per second


H  KB written per second


I  100 * (disk active time / elapsed time)


J  100 * (non-empty wait queue time / elapsed time)
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syminq
Issues a SCSI INQUIRY command, and optionally


a SCSI READ CAPACITY, on one or all devices.


In addition, it can be used to obtain a list


of the local host's HBAs.


SYNOPSIS


syminq [-h]


syminq [-sym] [-bcv] [-powerpath] [PdevName]


[-symmids] [-la | -nocapacity]


[-pdevfile] [-cache | -nocache]


[-v [-nocapacity]]


[-copa] [-wwn [-colons]]


[-winvol] [-native] [-host_cache]


syminq [-clariion] [-powerpath] [PdevName]


[-cids] [-la | -nocapacity]


[-v [-nocapacity]]


[-wwn [-colons]]


syminq [-hds] [PdevName]


[-hids] [-la | -nocapacity]


[-v [-nocapacity]]


syminq [-storworks] [PdevName]


[-swids] [-la | -nocapacity]


[-v [-nocapacity]]


syminq [-mapinfo] [PdevName]


[-sym[-powerpath]|-clariion[-powerpath]|


-hds|-storworks]


[-cache | -nocache] [-colons] [-winvol]


syminq hba [-fibre | -scsi | -iscsi | -snia]
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syminq -identifier <device_name|nice_name|hp_id|vms_id>


[PdevName] [-sym [-bcv]| -clariion]


DESCRIPTION


The syminq command can issue a SCSI INQUIRY, and


optionally a SCSI READ CAPACITY, on one or all devices.


By default, the scope of the command is for all disk


devices. You can limit the scope to Symmetrix,


CLARiiON, HDS, or StorageWorks devices.


The syminq command also lists the HBAs in the


local host, for fibre, SCSI, or both.


The option -cache attempts to recover the results


of a previous SCSI interrogation from a running base


daemon for increased speed.


ARGUMENTS


None.


OPTIONS


-bcv           Displays Symmetrix BCV devices only.


-cache         Attempts to recover the results of


a previous SCSI interrogation from


a running base daemon for increased


speed.


-cids          Displays CLARiiON IDs.


-clariion      Displays CLARiiON devices only.


-colons        Indicates to use a colon separator


between bytes of WWN data.
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-copa          Lists physical device names only in a


format to input into EMC's COPA tool.


-fibre         Modifies the request for listing HBAs


to include Fibre HBAs only.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-hds           Displays HDS devices only.


-hids          Displays HDS IDs.


-host_cache    Displays devices registered for control


by host cache cards only.


-identifier    Lists the Symmetrix device identifiers


assigned to devices by the user or other


applications. The user must choose one


of the four identifier types currently


supported to be displayed. If nice_name


is specified, nice names for CLARiiON


devices also display.


-iscsi         Modifies the request for listing HBAs


to include iSCSI HBAs only.


-la            Lists physical device names, Symmetrix


IDs, or CLARiiON IDs, only in a


left-aligned format.


-mapinfo       Displays target mapping information


for devices mapped through Fibre HBAs.


-native        Displays the native inquiry data


if the inquiry data is altered.


-nocache       Bypasses the cache and rescans the
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devices.


-nocapacity    Skips issuing a SCSI READ CAPACITY to


the device(s).


-pdevfile      Lists physical device names in a format


for use as pdevfile entries.


-powerpath     Displays EMC PowerPath devices only.


-scsi          Modifies the request for listing HBAs


to include SCSI HBAs only.


-snia          Indicates the use of only the SNIA API to


gather HBA data. This implies -fibre.


-storworks     Displays StorageWorks devices only.


-swids         Displays StorageWorks IDs.


-sym           Displays Symmetrix devices only.


-symmids       Displays Symmetrix IDs.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


Cannot be used with -copa or -la options.


-winvol        Displays Windows volumes only.


-wwn           Displays the device WWN.


PARAMETERS


hba            The host bus adapter.


PdevName       The host name for the device, such as


/dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s3.
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EXAMPLES


To issue a SCSI INQUIRY to all Symmetrix devices that


are visible to this host, enter:


syminq -sym -nocap


To issue a SCSI INQUIRY and READ CAPACITY to a


device, enter:


syminq /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s3


To issue a SCSI INQUIRY and READ CAPACITY to a device


and display with more detailed, verbose information,


enter:


syminq -v /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s3


To list the SCSI HBAs in the local host, enter:


syminq hba -scsi
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symioctl
Sends I/O control commands to a specified application.


SYNOPSIS


symioctl -type <DbType> [-h] [-noprompt]


begin backup [<object> [<object>...]] [-checkpoint]


freeze [<object> [<object>...]] [-checkpoint]


checkpoint [<object> [<object>...]]


end backup [<object> [<object>...]]


thaw [<object> [<object>...]]


archive log


begin snapshot <object> SAVEFILE <SaveFile>


[-checkpoint] [-overwrite]


restore snapshot <object> SAVEFILE <SaveFile>


[-norecovery | -standby]


end snapshot <object>


abort snapshot <object>


DESCRIPTION


The symioctl command allows control actions to be sent


to a specified application. This utility is intended


to be used in conjunction with a split operation.


The symioctl freeze command suspends updates from


writing to disk. Once the freeze action completes,


you can perform a TimeFinder or SRDF split. After the
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split is complete, use the command symioctl thaw to


resume normal application activity.


Additionally, for Oracle, Hot Backup control of all


tablespaces to be backed up must be performed before


and after a freeze/thaw command. The steps to split


a group of BCV devices are:


1. symioctl begin backup


2. symioctl freeze


3. Split standard and BCV pairs.  This may involve


several steps depending on your environment.


4. symioctl thaw


5. symioctl end backup


For SQLServer 2000 or higher, the snapshot commands


support the SQLServer BACKUP and RESTORE database


with snapshot operations using the Virtual Device


Interface (VDI). The database can be restored in


recovery, norecovery, or standby mode.


The database user login information must be supplied


using the SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT environment variable. 


The user login information is specified in the


following format: username/password@service. 


The username and password must be non-NULL.


If the NT trusted authentication is used, the user


login information is specified in the following


format: @sqlservername.


The object list  is not always required, as shown in the


following table:


Action          RDBMS        Objects           List


------------- ----------- --------------- ----


Freeze/         Oracle       database server   No


Thaw            SQL Server   database name     Yes
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Informix     database server   No


IBM DB2/UDB  database name     Yes


Sybase     database name     No


Checkpoint      Oracle       database server   No


SQL Server   database name     Yes


Informix     database server   No


Begin/End       Oracle       tablespace        Yes


Hot Backup


Archive Log     Oracle       database server   No


Begin/End       SQLServer    database name     No


Abort/Restore


Snapshot


Important Note: The user of the symioctl command


must have database administrator privileges.


To execute the symioctl utility, you must have


the appropriate application software installed and the


environment variables set.


You can specify the database type information from


an environment variable. The command line option


takes priority over the follwoing environment variable:


Environment      Can be Used     To Specify


Variable         Instead of


--------------- -------------- -------------------


SYMCLI_RDB_TYPE  -type           Application type to


perform requested


action.


If an argument specified on the command line contains


special shell characters (e.g., $, ', \\, etc.), those


characters must be escaped with a backslash (\\).
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If symioctl is being run in client/server mode, and the


required RDBMS environment variables are set in the


client's environment, they are sent to the server


to be used.


For IBM UDB/DB2, if the user tries to freeze all user


databases' I/O while one or more databases' I/O have


already been frozen, the freeze operation will fail.


ARGUMENTS


abort snapshot


For SQLServer 2000 and higher. The


BACKUP DATABASE SQL command for the


specified database will terminate and


database writes will resume.


archive log    Archives the current log. This is an


Oracle-specific command. 


begin backup   Places the specified tablespace objects


into Hot Backup mode. This is an


Oracle-specific command.


begin snapshot For SQLServer 2000 and higher. A BACKUP


DATABASE TO VIRTUAL_DEVICE WITH SNAPSHOT


SQL command is sent to SQLServer which


will begin the snapshot backup and suspend


writes for the specified database. After


the BCV mirrors are split, the end


snapshot command should be issued to save


the snapshot meta-data to a file.


checkpoint     Issues a checkpoint to the RDBMS.


end backup     Ends the Hot Backup for the specified
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tablespace objects. This is an Oracle-


specific command.


end snapshot   For SQLServer 2000 and higher.


The "BACKUP DATABASE" SQL command


for the specified database will


complete, database writes will


resume and the snapshot meta-data


will be saved to the save-file


(which is needed for a subsequent


snapshot restore).


freeze         Suspends I/O at the application layer. 


Each application has a slightly different


behavior, but they all provide a mechanism


to halt modifications while a split


operation occurs.


restore snapshot


For SQLServer 2000 and higher.


A "RESTORE DATABASE FROM VIRTUAL_DEVICE


WITH SNAPSHOT" SQL command for the


specified database is sent to


SQLServer. The previously saved


snapshot meta-data is used by


SQLserver to logically restore the


database. The -norecovery and -standby


options allow the RESTORE to operate


in NORECOVERY or STANDBY mode. The


undo file for -standby option is


automatically generated. It is in the


same location as the savefile with the


file name undo_(database name).ldf.


thaw           Resumes I/O at the application layer.


OPTIONS
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-checkpoint    Requests a checkpoint prior to the


specified action.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-noprompt      Turns off the prompt for user confirmation.


-norecovery    Restores an SQLServer database with the


NORECOVERY option.


-overwrite     Allows the backup process to overwrite


an existing save file. By default,


existing save files are protected.


-standby       Restores the SQLServer database with the


STANDBY option.


-type          Identifies the database type on which


to perform the requested action. Types


include: Informix, Oracle, SQLServer,


IBMUDB, and Sybase.


PARAMETERS


object         Database or tablespace name(s). If no


objects are specified, the action defaults


to all objects of the specified type


database.


SaveFile       For SQLServer snapshot only. Name of the


save file used by begin snapshot and


restore snapshot. For client/server mode,


the meta-data file is saved by the server.


It is recommended that an absolute path


(e.g. C:\\TEMP\\PUBS.SAV) be specified


(especially for client/server) to ensure
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that the file can be located for


protection or subsequent restores.


RETURN CODES


Code #     Code Symbol


------ -----------


0        CLI_C_SUCCESS


1        CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


The following example will backup and then restore the


SQLServer pubs database on a group of BCV devices. The


snapshot meta data will be saved in C:\\TEMP\\PUBS.SAV.


The database login parameters will be set via the


environment to be user = sa, passwd = pass and


service = sqlserv. Do the following:


setenv SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT "sa/pass@sqlserv"


setenv SYMCLI_RDB_TYPE SQLServer


symioctl begin snapshot pubs SAVEFILE C:\\TEMP\\PUBS.SAV


Split standard and BCV pairs.


symioctl end snapshot pubs


Protect the PUBS.SAV save file.


- - - - -


Restore the PUBS.SAV save file.


Shut down SQLServer.


Restore the standard devices from BCVs.


Restart SQLServer.


symioctl restore snapshot pubs SAVEFILE


C:\\TEMP\\PUBS.SAV


To freeze all the I/O in the Oracle instance represented


by the connection information without prompting for
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confirmation, enter: 


setenv SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT "scott/tiger"


symioctl freeze -type Oracle -noprompt -checkpoint


The database will perform a checkpoint prior to executing


the freeze command.  The database login parameters will


be set via the environment to be user = scott and


passwd = tiger.  


To thaw all the I/O in the Oracle instance represented by


connection information, enter:


setenv SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT "scott/tiger@acme"


symioctl thaw -type Oracle


The database login parameters will be set via the


environment to be user = scott, passwd = tiger and


service = acme.


To place all tablespaces in the Oracle instance


represented by connection information into Hot Backup


mode, enter:


setenv SYMCLI_RDB_TYPE oracle


symioctl backup begin -noprompt


The database type parameter will be set via


the environment.


To archive the current log of the Oracle instance


represented by connection information, enter:


setenv SYMCLI_RDB_TYPE oracle


symioctl archive log -noprompt


The database type parameter will be set via the


environment.
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To freeze I/O for the Informix database without prompting


for confirmation, enter: 


setenv SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT "infadm/pass@infserv"


symioctl freeze -type Informix -noprompt


The database login parameters will be set via the


environment to be user = infadm, passwd = pass, and


service = infserv.


To perform a checkpoint for the Informix database, enter: 


setenv SYMCLI_RDB_TYPE informix symioctl checkpoint


The database type parameter will be set via the


environment.
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symipsec
Displays or sets parameters that control the


behavior of IPSec encryption on Gigabit


Ethernet connections.


SYNOPSIS


symipsec -h


symipsec -sid <SymmID> -dir <#>|ALL [-port <#>|ALL]


list -priority <<Level#> | -all>


list -stats -type <StatsType> [-local_addr <IPendPt>]


[-priority <Level#>]


list -spi


show -priority <Level#> | -all


symipsec -sid <SymmID> -dir <#> [-port <#>]


set spi <on <SpiStart> [ length <SpiLen> ] | off>


symipsec -sid <SymmID> -file <FileName> -dir <#> [-port <#>]


preview


commit


DESCRIPTION


The symipsec command allows you to display and set


the values of control parameters for Symmetrix IPSec


encryption and authentication support.


Commands for listing or retrieving policies, or


retrieving statistics may be executed directly from the
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command line. The results will be returned to the


screen for viewing.


Commands for setting, modifying, or clearing policies


may be placed in a command file, which will then be


processed by this utility. Alternatively, stdin


redirection can be used with "here documents" in


UNIX shell scripts.  Each command in the file has to be


terminated by a semi-colon (;). There is no limit on the


number of commands or the type of commands that can be


placed in a command file.


Prior to making any changes, the preview argument can be


used to verify that the command file is syntactically


correct without applying the changes to the Symmetrix


array.


When using the commit argument, commands are executed


sequentially, and do not execute within the context of


a session.  Therefore, if there are three or more


commands in the file and the second one fails,


processing will abort, and the effects of the first


command will remain.


The commands in the command file are not case sensitive


however, the parameters entered are case sensitive.


ARGUMENTS


list           Displays the priority number(s) for


one or more policies. Optionally, can


retrieve and display statistical


information about IPSec processors or


list the SPI range reserved for manual


IPSec policies.


show           Shows detailed information about one or
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more policies.


preview        Verifies the syntax of the changes


specified in the command file.


commit         Updates the Symmetrix with the changes


defined in the command file.


set          Reserves a range of SPI values for


manual IPSec policies.


OPTIONS


-all           Targets all policy level numbers.


-dir           Targets a specific director.


-file          Specifies the command file that holds


the policy definitions.


-port          Targets a specific Port. Currently, only


port 0 is a valid value and the default.


-priority      Targets a specific policy priority level


number.


-local_addr    Specifies a local endpoint IP address.


-stats         Retrieves and displays statistical


information about IPSec processors


within the Symmetrix array.


-sid           Targets a specific Symmetrix array ID.


-spi           Lists reserved SPI (Security Parameter


Indexing) range for the specified


director.
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-length        Specifies the number of SPI values in the


range to be reserved for manual IPSec


policies.


-type          Selects the type of statistics to


retrieve.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


PARAMETERS


#        Specific director or port number.


Optionally ALL may be supplied, during


a policy list or show to select all


applicable directors on the Symmetrix


array.


FileName        The target command file name that holds


the policies.


IPendPt         The local endpoint or IP address to obtain


IKE errors from.


Level#          The selected IPSec policy priority


number (0-110). The value "ALL" may be


supplied, during a policy list or show


to select all policy level numbers.


SpiLen          The number of values in the range to be


reserved for manual IPSec policies.


Default value is 1.


SpiStart        The starting SPI value to be reserved for


manual IPSec policies.  Must be 0 to remove


reservations or > 255 to set reservations.
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StatsType       The statistical type of report to return.


Possible values are:


- ike_errors


- ipsec_details


When retrieving IKE errors, the local


address parameter must be supplied.


Likewise, the priority level number must


be provided when retrieving IPSec


details.


SymmID          The ID of the Symmetrix array


(up to 12-digits).


COMMAND FILE SYNTAX


The following shows how to define and modify policies using


command file entries.


When executing a command that changes the array


configuration, the preview operation will syntax-check


the command file for errors, and the commit operation


will send the policy changes to the array.


Note that adding and modifying a policy are almost


identical.  The former requires that the policy not


exist, and the latter requires that the policy already


exists and will be overwritten.


Note: Currently, you can only define one proposal and one


transform per policy declaration.


Remove an existing policy:


policy delete -priority Level#;
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Add or modify a policy:


policy add|modify


-priority Level#


-action discard|secure|bypass


[-assoc_ike_policy Level#]


#(only if proposal_type is IPSEC)


-local_addr IPaddr


[-ipproto IPprotocol#|all][-ipport IPport#|all]


[-mask IPaddr]


-remote_addr IPaddr


[-ipproto IPprotocol#|all][-ipport IPport#|all]


[-mask IPaddr]


[-remote_tunnel_addr IPaddr]


#(only if esp_mode is 'tunnel')


[-selectivity {destip|destport|srcport} SPECIFICITY]


#(for policies with wildcarded ipaddr/port/proto only)


-proposal_set


-proposal_set_type auto|manual|ike


[-key_format hex|ascii]


[-presharedkey Keystring]


#(if proposal_set_type is IKE only)


[-inenc_key Keystring -outenc_key Keystring]


#(if transform_type is ESP or IKE, and


#propset_type is MANUAL)


[-inauth_key Keystring -outauth_key Keystring]


#(only if proposal_set_type is MANUAL


# and auth_alg isn't NULL)


[-in_spi SPI# -out_spi SPI#]


#(only if proposal_set_type is MANUAL)


[-in_nonce NONCE -out_nonce NONCE]


#(only if proposal_set_type is MANUAL


#and -enc_alg is one of the aes-cm modes)


[-ike_mode main|aggressive]


#(only if proposal_set_type is IKE)


[-pfs on|off]


#(only if proposal_set_type is IKE)
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-proposal


-proposal_type ike|ipsec


-transform


-transform_type ike|esp


[-auth_alg null|sha1|md5|xcbc]


[-enc_alg null|des|3des|aes_128|aes_256|


aes_cm_128|aes_cm_256]


#(only if transform_type is ESP or IKE)


[-dhgroup 1|2|3|4]


#(only if transform_type is IKE)


[-esp_mode tunnel|transport]


#(only if transform_type is ESP)


[-lifetime [LifeParam1][,][LifeParam2]]


[-auth_method preshared_key|dsa|rsa]


#(only if transform_type is IKE)


COMMAND FILE OPTIONS


-priority          Specifies the index number of the


policy to be retrieved or modified.


When packets arrive, policies with


lower numbered priorities are examined


first. Also, any IKE policies must have


a lower priority index number (higher


priority) than the corresponding


IPSec policy.


-action            Specifies the kind of action to run:


discard, secure, or bypass.


-assoc_ike_policy  For IPSec policies, specifies the IKE


policy that will set up and maintain


session details for this IPSec policy.


-local_addr        Specifies the local IP address.


-remote_addr       Specifies the remote IP address.
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-ipproto           Specifies the IP protocol number.


-ipport           Specifies the IP port number.


-mask              Specifies the IP address to mask.


-remote_tunnel_addr


Specifies the remote tunnel IP address.


-selectivity       Specifies to use selectivity lists


confined to destination or source


points and optional specificity


types/protocols for wildcarded


proposals only. When a endpoint field's


properties has been wildcarded,


determines whether new connections will


share an existing security association


(selectivity POLICY), or if new


connections will cause a new security


association to be created (selectivity


PACKET). Selecting PACKET results in a


more secure configuration, since


encryption keys won't be shared between


connections, but consumes more


resources. Selecting POLICY conserves


security associations, when this is


desired.  Properties that may be


wildcarded include IP address, IP port


number, and IP protocol number.


-proposal_set      Starts a proposal set declaration.


-proposal_set_type


Specifies the type of proposal to set


for key management:


auto, manual, or ike
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-key_format        Specifies the format in which the keys


provided in the policy are presented.


Default value is hex.


Note that ASCII strings will be half the


length of hex strings, but security is


slightly diminished, since 1/8 of the


available hex key space is not available


to ASCII strings.


-presharedkey      Specifies the preshared key string.


(Same secret string shared between


security points.)


-inenc_key         Specifies an encryption key string used


for encrypting/decrypting incoming


traffic. Must match the corresponding


field on the remote endpoint. For


manual IPSec proposals with a non-NULL


ESP mode only.


-outenc_key        Specifies an encryption key string used


for encrypting/decrypting outgoing


traffic. Must match the corresponding


field on the remote endpoint. For


manual IPSec proposals with a non-NULL


ESP mode only.


-inauth_key        Specifies a hash key string used for


authenticating incoming traffic. Must


match the corresponding field on the


remote endpoint. For manual IPSec


proposals with a non-NULL auth mode


only.


-outauth_key       Specifies a hash key string used for


authenticating outgoing traffic. Must
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match the corresponding field on the


remote endpoint. For manual IPSec


proposals with a non-NULL authenticate


mode only.


-in_spi            Specifies the Security Parameter


Indexing (SPI) number for incoming


traffic decode security associations.


Applies to a manual proposal only.


-out_spi           Specifies the Security Parameter


Indexing (SPI) number for outgoing


traffic encode security associations.


Applies to a manual proposal only.


-in_nonce          Specifies a random nonce value on


incoming traffic to counter replay


attacks.


-out_nonce         Specifies a random nonce value on


outgoing traffic to counter replay


attacks.


-ike_mode          For IKE phase 1 negotiations specifies


the intensity of examination. Main mode


is more intense and secure, but time


consuming. Aggressive mode provides


faster negotiations but exposes identies


of the peers to eavesdropping.


-pfs               Turns on, or off, Perfect Forward


Secrecy (PFS) mode for IKE policies.


(Typically, this should be left on,


unless you have a special environment.)


-transform         Specifies the start of a transform


declaration.
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-transform_type    Specifies the type of transform to apply


to the policy. Possible values are:


- ike -- IP Key Exchange


- esp -- Encapsulation Security Payload


Note that value ah for authentication


header is not currently supported.


-auth_alg          Specifies the authentication algorithm


for IKE or ESP policy transform hash


functions. Possible values are:


- null


- sha1


- md5


- xcbc


-enc_alg           Specifies the encryption algorithm for


IKE or ESP policy transforms. Possible


values are:


- null


- des


- 3des


- aes_128


- aes_256


- aes_cm_128


- aes_cm_256


-dhgroup           Specifies which Diffie-Hellman (dh)


group to use for the symmetrical key


generation. Groups 1 through 4 are


supported.


-esp_mode         Specifies the Ecapsulating Security
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Payload (ESP) transform mode:


- tunnel


- transport


-lifetime          Specifies the life of a policy with


time and/or data size parameters.


-auth_method       Specifies the authentication method for


IKE transforms. Possible values are:


- preshared_key


- dsa


- rsa


COMMAND FILE PARAMETERS


Level#    An unsigned 32-bit integer that specifies the


priority level (policy index number 0-110).


IPaddr    The local, remote, or remote-tunnel endpoint IP


address.


In addition to the IP address, the mask and


IP protocol options can also be specified here:


[-mask IPaddr]


#(mask not valid when using "ipaddr all")


[-ipproto IPprotocol#|all]


#(defaults to all)


[-ipport IPport#|all]


#(defaults to all)


Where:


- IPprotocol# is a protocol number. For example,


6 for TCP, or 1 for IPv4-ICMP.


- IPport# is an IP port number. For example,


3260 for iSCSI, or 1748 for RDF.
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The CLI will determine if this is an IPv4 or v6


address by looking for the presence of dots


('.',v4) or colons (':',v6) in the address. If


both are present in 'mixed-mode' form


(e.g., ::FFFF:a.b.c.d), only the v4 section will


be used.


When specifying the remote tunnel address, -mask,


-ipproto, and -ipport are not supported.


SPI#      Security parameter index number for


Security Associations (SA's). An unsigned


32-bit integer greater than 255.


NONCE     An unsigned 32-bit integer. Required when using


AES counter mode. A nonce is a random value


used to prevent replay attacks. It makes sure


the sender is really participating in the


conversation.


Keystring A string of concatenated hexadecimal digit


pairs, without per-byte delimeters, that


represent an encryption or authentication key.


The following key length restrictions must be


adhered to:


- MD5: exactly 16 bytes


- SHA1: exactly 20 bytes


- AES_CBC: exactly 16 bytes


- DES: exactly 8 bytes


- 3DES: exactly 24 bytes


- AES_128: exactly 16 bytes


- AES_256: exactly 32 bytes


- Preshared: between 1 and 64 bytes


SPECIFICITY
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A string that defines what happens when a new


packet matches this policy, and the policy


contains a wildcard in the corresponding field


(i.e., src/dest ip address, src/dest port,


protocol). The following possible string values


may only be specified when the corresponding


object is wildcarded:


- packet: A new SA will be created to handle


this connection. (fine-grained)


- policy: A single SA will be created that will


handle all connections that match


this policy (coarse-grained).


LifeParam Lifetime parameters concerning time and data


size. Just one, or both values in any order, can


be specified:


- a time value in minutes or hours


(e.g., 90m or 5h)


- a data size value in megabytes or gigabytes


(e.g., 50mb or 3gb)


If both are specified, apply a comma between


parameters with no intervening space. The first


limit reached will end life.


RETURN CODES


Code #     Code Symbol


------ -----------


0        CLI_C_SUCCESS


1        CLI_C_FAIL
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2        CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


19        CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All gatekeepers to the Symmetrix


array are currently locked.


EXAMPLES


To list the policy priorities on all directors within a


specific Symmetrix, enter:


symipsec -sid 123456789012 -dir ALL -port ALL


list -all


To show the policy details for a specific policy, enter:


symipsec -sid 123456789012 -dir 1A -port 0


show -priority 20


To check the syntax of a command file, enter:


symipsec -sid 123456789012 -dir 1A -port 0


-file /tmp/commandfile preview


To display IPSec SA details for a specific priority, enter:


symipsec -sid 123456789012 -dir 1A -port 0


list -stats -type ipsec_details -priority 20


To add an IPSec iSCSI policy to the policy database, enter:


symipsec -sid 0039 -dir 1A -port 0 -file /tmp/ap commit


Where /tmp/ap contains:


policy add


-priority 50 -assoc_ike_policy 40 -action secure
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-local_addr 172.23.195.20 -ipport 3260 -ipproto 6


-remote_addr 50.60.70.80 -ipport 3260 -ipproto 6


-selectivity destip packet -selectivity destport packet


-proposal_set -proposal_set_type auto -proposal


-proposal_type ipsec -transform -transform_type esp


-encalg aes_cm_256  -lifetime 90m,5gb


;


To remove an IPSec policy to the policy database, enter:


symipsec -sid 0039 -dir 1A -port 0 -file /tmp/dp commit


Where /tmp/dp contains:


policy delete -priority 50;
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symlabel
Performs device label operations on one or more devices.


SYNOPSIS


symlabel -h


symlabel -g <DgName> [-noprompt]


define <LdevName> [label <Label>]


undefine <LdevName> -type WNT


symlabel -g <DgName> [-type WNT] [-offline]


list [-bcv | -vdev]


show <LdevName>


symlabel [<SymDevName> | -range <SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd>]


define -type solaris -sid <SymmID>


DESCRIPTION


The symlabel command performs device label (signature)


operations on the device(s) of a device group. A device


label (or signature) is initially assigned to each


Symmetrix device by the host operating system. These labels


must be relabeled during TimeFinder operations using a


symdg relabel command. For SYMCLI usage, you can define


labels of devices in a device group in the SYMAPI


configuration database. For WNT labels, you can list or


show defined or actual labels for these devices and


undefine device labels.


ARGUMENTS
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define         Defines the device labels in the Symmetrix


configuration database for the specified


device in a device group.


list           For Windows only, lists the defined


or actual labels of the devices in a


device group. If the offline option is


used, it lists only the defined labels


in the Symmetrix configuration database.


show           For Windows only, shows the device label


and information about a specified device


in the device group.


undefine       Removes the device labels that were


previously defined in the Symmetrix


configuration database. Only labels of


type WNT can be undefined.


KEYWORDS


label          Applies an 8-digit hexadecimal label


for Windows or a device label for


Solaris.


solaris        Writes a Solaris type label on the device.


WNT            Writes Windows type label on the device.


OPTIONS


-bcv        Targets the indicated action at the


specified BCV device(s) that are


locally associated with the device


group.
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-g             Specifies a device group name.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-noprompt      Disables the prompt flag. The default


is to prompt the user for confirmation


before executing the indicated operation.


-offline       Obtains information from the Symmetrix


host configuration database. Only defined


labels will be displayed. If this option


is omitted, the actual device label(s)


will also be read from the device(s) and


then displayed.


-range         Applies the labeling action to a number


of Symmetrix devices within a contiguous


range.


-sid           Supplies the Symmetrix ID to limit the scope


of the operation to the specified Symmetrix


array.


-type          Specifies a device label type. Currently


supports WNT and solaris types.


-v  Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-vdev          Performs the action on VDEVs that are


locally associated with a device group.


PARAMETERS


DgName         The device group name.


Label          An 8-digit hexadecimal label for Windows.
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LdevName       The device logical name, either named by


the user, or automatically assigned when


a device is added to a device group.


SymDevName     The Symmetrix device name, unique per


Symmetrix array, such as 001C.


SymDevStart    The first Symmetrix device name in a


sequence, such as 001C.


SymDevEnd      The last Symmetrix device name in a


sequence, such as 00B6.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


RETURN CODES


Code #     Code Symbol


------ -----------


0        CLI_C_SUCCESS


1        CLI_C_FAIL


2        CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


19        CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix


array are currently locked.


EXAMPLES


To define a device label for BCV device BCV001


in device group ProdDB, enter:


symlabel -g ProdDB define BCV001 label ABCDEF
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To list the defined device labels for all BCV devices


in device group ProdDB, enter:


symlabel -g ProdDB -bcv -offline list


To list both the defined and the actual device labels,


for all BCV devices in device group ProdDB, enter:


symlabel -g ProdDB -bcv list


To undefine the device label for standard device


DEV005 in device group ProdDB, enter:


symlabel -g ProdDB undefine DEV005


To write a Solaris label to device 0123 on Symmetrix


000190300343, enter:


symlabel define -type solaris -sid 000190300343 0123


To write Solaris labels to the range of devices


0123-01FF on Solaris 000190300343, enter:


symlabel define -type solaris -sid 000190300343


-range 0123:01FF
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symlmf
- This command is used to manage licenses with Solutions Enabler.


SYNOPSIS


symlmf  <LicenseKey>


symlmf  add    -type se -lic <LicenseKey>


delete -type se -license <LicenseKey>


list   -type se [-v] [-summary]


add    -type emclm -sid <SymmID> -file <FileName>


list   -type emclm -sid <SymmID>


query  -type emclm -sid <SymmID>


show   -type emclm -sid <SymmID>


list   -type sym -sid <SymmID>


DESCRIPTION


symlmf is used to manage licenses with Solutions Enabler.


There are two types of licenses that are supported:


Traditional Solutions Enabler licenses - indicated by


a type of "se".


New style EMCLM licenses - indicated by a type of


"emclm".


For the traditional SE licenses:


The 'add' action can be used to register a license.
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add -type se -lic <LicenseKey>


The existing format, without the '-type se add -lic'


arguments, continues to be supported.  The use of new


syntax is encouraged since the older format may be


deprecated in the future.


The 'delete' action can be used to delete a license.


delete -type se -license <LicenseKey>


The 'list' action can be used to display installed


licenses.


list -type se [-v] [-summary]


For the new EMCLM licenses:


The 'add' action can be used to register licenses from a


file on disk.


add  -type emclm -sid <SymmID> -file <FileName>


The 'list' action can be used to display installed


licenses.


list -type emclm -sid <SymmID>


The 'query' action can be used to display information


about the current capacity of licensed features.


query -type emclm -sid <SymmID>


The 'show' action can be used to display the current


licensing file of a particular Symmetrix.


show -type emclm -sid <SymmID>
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For the Symmetrix features:


The 'list' action can be used to display only


licenses that apply to a particular Symmetrix.


list -type sym -sid <SymmID>


If symlmf is invoked with no arguments, it prompts you to


supply traditional style Solutions Enabler licenses.  The


use of this method is discouraged since it may be deprecated


in the future.


The SYMCLI_CONNECT environment variable can be set to


connect to a remote Solutions Enabler server.


ARGUMENTS


add           Register one or more licenses.


SE licenses are supplied on the command line


via the '-lic <LicenseKey>' option.


EMCLM licenses are supplied by supplying the


pathname to a license file on disk


('-file <FileName>').


delete        Delete one or more SE licenses.


SE licenses are supplied on the command line


via the '-license <LicenseKey>' option.


EMCLM licenses may not be deleted.


list          Displays information about SE or EMCLM


licenses that are currently installed.


query         Displays information about Symmetrix features,


whether they have EMCLM licenses or are enabled


by other means and the capacities these
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features are currently using.


show          Displays the current licensing file of a


particular Symmetrix.


OPTIONS


-file         Specifies the path to a license file.


-license      Specifies a traditional SE license key.


-sid          Specifies Symmetrix serial number of the


license.


-summary      Provides a list of all license types enabled


by the installed SE licenses.


-type         Indicates the type of license to be operated


upon.  This takes a parameter of either


"emclm" or "se".


-v            Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


PARAMETERS


FileName      The path to a file.


LicenseKey    A Traditional license key, with the


following syntax:


1234-5678-9ABC-DEF0.


SymmID        Symmetrix serial number of the license.


RETURN CODES
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Code #    Meaning


------ -----------


0      The operation succeeded.


1     There was an error.  Perhaps an invalid


key was supplied.


EXAMPLES


To add EMCLM Symmetrix licenses from a license file,


enter:


symlmf add -type emclm -sid 000111222333


-file /tmp/hk111222333.lic


To add an SE license from the command line, enter:


symlmf add -type se -license 1234-5678-9ABC-EDF0


or


symlmf 1234-5678-9ABC-DEF0


Note: The use of the above example should be


discontinued as this method is being depreciated.


To delete an SE license from the command line, enter:


symlmf delete -type se -license 1234-5678-9ABC-EDF0


To display the currently installed SE licenses, enter:


symlmf list -type se


To display the currently installed SE licenses with more
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information, enter:


symlmf list -type se -v


To display all the license types enabled by the currently


installed SE licenses, enter:


symlmf list -type se -summary


To display the current licenses installed on a Symmetrix,


enter:


symlmf list -type emclm -sid <SymmID>


To display the current capacity usage of licensed and


non-licensed features on a Symmetrix, enter:


symlmf query -type emclm -sid <SymmID>


To display the current license file of a particular


Symmetrix, enter:


symlmf show -type emclm -sid <SymmID>


To display the current Symmetrix based licenses of


a particular Symmetrix, enter:


symlmf list -type sym -sid <SymmID>
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symlv
Displays performance statistics and detailed


mapping information about one or more logical


volumes that are defined in a logical volume


group and performs control operations on


logical volumes.


SYNOPSIS


symlv -g <VgName> [-type <VgType>] [-h] [-kb|-blocks|-mb]


list  [-v]


show  <LVolName> [-stripe_column]


[-no_extents|-expand|-collapse|-pdev_extents]


create <LVolName> -size Size [-nmirror <Mirrors>]


[-striped|-RAID5] [-ncols <Columns>]


[-strsize <StripeSize>] [-pd <Pdevname...>]


delete <LVolName>


add <LVolName> -nmirror <Mirrors> 


[-striped|-RAID5]


[-ncols <Columns>] [-strsize <StripeSize>]


[-pd <Pdevname...>]


remove <LVolName> [-nmirror <Mirrors>] [-mir <MirName>]


extend <LVolName> -size <Size> [-pd <Pdevname...>]


reduce <LVolName> -size <Size> [-pd <Pdevname...>]


symlv stats [-type <VgType> [-g <VgName> [-lv <LVolName>]]]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-h]


DESCRIPTION
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The symlv command displays detailed logical-to-physical


mapping information specific to a volume in a logical


volume group. It also supports control operations, such


as, create, delete, extend, reduce, and remove on


logical volumes.


In the lists of mirror physical extents and mirror


physical devices for the logical volume, CLARiiON


devices are distinguished from other device types by


a (C) indicator.


Volume group name length restriction:


The volume group name field is limited to 63


characters. This length restriction is inclusive


of the name and absolute path of the volume group


even if the user only specified the volume group


name itself. The behavior is undefined if the


length is exceeded.


Logical volume name length restriction:


The logical volume name field is limited to 63


characters. The behavior is undefined if the


length is exceeded.


When mapping objects in the ASM volume manager,


three environment variables are required in order


to contact the ASM instance:


Environment Variable   Description


-------------------- ------------------


SYMAPI_ASM_HOME        Oracle Home of ASM instance


SYMAPI_ASM_SID         Oracle Sid of ASM instance


SYMCLI_ASM_CONNECT     username/password of ASM instance


ARGUMENTS
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add            Adds mirror images to a logical volume of


the specified type. The default VgType is


assumed if a VgType is not specified.


Not all VgTypes are supported.


create       Creates a logical volume of the specified


type. The default VgType is assumed if a


VgType is not specified. Not all VgTypes


are supported.


delete         Deletes a logical volume of the specified


type. The default VgType is assumed if a


VgType is not specified. Not all VgTypes


are supported.


extend         Extends/grows a logical volume of the


specified type to given size. The default


VgType is assumed if a VgType is not


specified. Not all VgTypes are supported.


Size parameter should be greater than the


current size of the logical volume.   


list           Lists all defined volumes in an existing


logical volume group. The behavior is


undefined if the volume group and volume


name is more than 63 characters.


show           Shows detailed logical-to-physical mapping


information about a volume in the logical


volume group. 


stats          Shows performance statistics about logical


volumes. The default VgType is assumed if


a VgType is not specified. Default VgType


for AIX and SunOS is Veritas volume


manager. For Linux it is LVM2 and for


HPUX it is Native logical vol manager.
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For windows default VgType for statistics


is same as other operations.


Note that, on the Windows platform, you


may need to first run the command


"diskperf -yv" in order to obtain


performance statistics. On SunOS,


metadevices need to be mounted before


trying to get I/O statistics.


reduce         Reduces/shrinks a logical volume of the


specified type to given size. The default


VgType is assumed if a VgType is not


specified. Not all VgTypes are supported.


Size parameter should be lesser than the


current size of the logical volume.


remove         Removes mirrors of a logical volume of


the specified type. The default VgType is


assumed if a VgType is not specified. Not


all VgTypes are supported.


OPTIONS


-blocks        Displays size information in 512-byte


blocks.


-c             Specifies the number of times to poll for


data.


-collapse      Collapses the extents of a logical


volume, if possible.


-expand        Expands the extents of a logical volume,


if possible.


-g             Specifies a logical volume group name.


-h             Provides brief, Online help information.
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-i             Specifies the repeat interval in seconds.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-kb            Displays the size information in Kilobytes.


-lv            Specifies a logical volume name.


-mb            Displays the size information in Megabytes.


This is the default.


-mir           Specifies the name of the mirror to remove.


-ncols         Specifies the number of stripe columns.


-no_extents    Specifies to not display extents


information.


-nmirror       Specifies the number of mirrors in the


logical volume. For the create action,


if this option specifies a number less


than or equal to 0, then 1 is assumed by


default.


-pd            Specifies a list of the device names used


for the operation. On the Solaris platform 


for SVM, the device pathname must be


specified to create a metadevice (volume).


-pdev_extents  Specifies physical device-level extents


only. (Does not expand extents to reflect


an underlying meta device configuration).
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-RAID5         Defines a RAID5 logical volume type.


-size          Defines the size of the logical volume in


512 byte blocks. An optional suffix can be


specified to indicate the unit of size


measurement. The optional suffixes


supported are:


- b = size in Blocks.


- k = size in Kilobytes


- m = size in Megabytes


On the Windows platform if the size


specified is less than 1 Megabyte, a


volume of size 1 Megabyte will be created.


On the Solaris platform for SVM, the size


option should not be specified for


creating a volume. The volume size will be


the same as the size of the device


partition, on which the volume is created.


-stripe_column Displays the extent's stripe column number


for striped volumes.


-striped       Defines a striped logical volume type.


-strsize       Specifies the size of each stripe column


in 512 byte blocks. An optional suffix


can be specified to indicate the unit of


size measurement. The optional suffixes


supported are:


- b = size in Blocks.


- k = size in Kilobytes


- m = size in Megabytes


-type          Specifies the volume group type.
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-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


PARAMETERS


Columns      The number of stripe columns.


Count        A positive integer.


Interval     The interval between polls, in seconds.


LVolName     A logical volume name. On the Solaris


platform for SVM, the volume name should


follow the SVM guideline of naming


metadevices (e.g., d11,d12,etc.).


MirName      The name of the mirror.


Mirrors      The number of mirrors in logical volume.


PdevName     A fully qualified host or physical device


name.


Size         The logical volume size in 512 byte


blocks or size with the appropriate


suffix specified.        


StripeSize   The logical volume stripe size in 512 byte


blocks or size  with the appropriate suffix


specified.  


VgName       A specific logical volume manager's volume


group name.


VgType       The volume group type. Possible values are:


Group Type


------------ -------------
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DEFAULT               LINUX_LVM          


AIX_LVM               LINUX_POOL         


AIX_VXVM              LINUX_VXVM         


AS400_LVM             ORACLE_ASM         


DYNIX_SVM             SUN_SOLSTICE       


EMC_PVM               SUN_VXVM           


HP_LVM WIN_LDM            


HP_VXVM               WIN_VXVM           


Note: Statistics are not available for


AIX_LVM, DYNIX_SVM, AS400_LVM and


ORACLE_ASM.


RETURN CODES


Code #        Code Symbol


------ -----------


0             CLI_C_SUCCESS


1             CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


To list all volumes in the default volume group ProdVG,


enter:


symlv -g ProdVG list


To display detailed logical-to-physical mapping


information for the logical volume vol1 in the volume


group ProdVG, enter:


symlv -g ProdVG show vol1


To create a simple volume called testlv of size 500m in


the volume group named testvg, enter:
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symlv -g testvg create testlv -size 500m


To list all volumes in the HP-UX VXVM volume group


vg00, enter:


symlv -g vg00 -type HP_VXVM list


To display statistics about all logical volumes of VXVM


on SunOS every 30 seconds for one hour, enter:


symlv stats -i 30 -c 120 -type SUN_VXVM


The output key follows:


Volume Group Type : SunOS VxVM


H:M:S VgName LvName RW/s R/s W/s KbRW/s KbR/s KbW/s %Busy %Wait


A     B       C      D   E   F   G      H     I     J      K


A  Time of day


B  Volume group name


C  Logical volume name


D  Read and write requests per second


E  Read requests per second


F  Write requests per second


G  KB read and written per second


H  KB read per second


I  KB written per second


J  100 * (logical volume active time / elapsed time)


K  100 * (non-empty wait queue time / elapsed time)
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symmask
Allows the administrator to set up and modify


Symmetrix device masking functionality.


SYNOPSIS


symmask -h


symmask discover hba [-rename] [-v]


symmask list hba [-v]


symmask -sid <SymmID> <-wwn <wwn> | -awwn <awwn>> |


<-iscsi <iscsi> | -aiscsi <aiscsi> -name <name>> |


-host <hostname> -dir <#|all> -p <#|all>


[-celerra] [-rp]


[-reserve_id <ResvID>[,<ResvID>[,<ResvID>]]]


add devs <SymDevStart:SymDevEnd> |


<SymDevName> | <<SymDevName>,<SymDevName>...>


[-dynamic_lun | -lun <Addr> | <<Addr>,<Addr>...>]


[-noprompt] [-remove_unmapped] [-map]


add -g <DgName> [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev] [-tgt] [-noprompt]


[-dynamic_lun | -lun <Addr>] [-remove_unmapped]


add -file <DeviceFileName> [src] [tgt] [-noprompt]


[-dynamic_lun | -lun <Addr>] [-remove_unmapped]


remove devs <SymDevStart:SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName> |


<SymDevName,SymDevName,SymDevName...> [-unmap] [-force]


remove -g <DgName> [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev] [-tgt] [-force]


remove -file <DeviceFileName> [src] [tgt] [-force]


symmask -sid <SymmID> -wwn <wwn> | -awwn <awwn> |
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-iscsi <iscsi> | -aiscsi <aiscsi> | -host <hostname>


set heterogeneous


<on <host> | off> -dir <#|all> -p <#|all>


set hba_flags


<on <<flag>,<flag>...> <-enable | -disable> |


off [<flag>,<flag>...] >


-dir <#|all> -p <#|all>


symmask -sid <SymmID> -wwn <wwn> | -awwn <awwn> |


-iscsi <iscsi> | -aiscsi <aiscsi>


list logins [-dir all [-p all] | -dir # [-p <#|all>]]


[-pdev <PdevName>] [-v]


set lunoffset <on <offset> <base>|off> -dir <#> -p <#>


set visibility <on|off> -dir <#> -p <#>


replace <wwn | iscsi> [-noprompt]


symmask -sid <SymmID> <-wwn <wwn> | -awwn <awwn>> |


<-iscsi <iscsi> | -aiscsi <aiscsi> [-name <name>]>


delete [-dir all -p all | -dir # -p #] [-login]


[-reserve_id <ResvID>[,<ResvID>[,<ResvID>]]]


symmask -sid <SymmID> -wwn <wwn> | -awwn <awwn>


set lockdown <on <fcid> | off> -dir <#> -p <#>


symmask -sid <SymmID> -wwn <wwn> | -iscsi <iscsi>


rename <awwn | aisci>


symmask -sid <SymmID> [-noprompt]
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refresh [-verify]


symmask -sid <SymmID> -iscsi <iscsi> | -aiscsi <aiscsi>


set authentication  -type <authentication_type>


-credential <credential_name> -secret <secret_value>


authentication  [ enable | disable | show ]


DESCRIPTION


The symmask command discovers the HBAs on the host


and assigns ASCII or alias names to the login history


table entries for those initiators that are not set.


This command also provides the following functions:


- Lists the hosts' HBA information.


- Adds devices to and removes devices from the


device masking database (VCMDB).


- Displays the login history table.


- Sets a LUN offset. This feature was added to


address the restrictions of LUN values allowed


to be assigned to HBAs.


- Sets a heterogeneous host. This feature was


added to allow the user to change some attributes


for a different host type.


- Sets the HBA port flags. This feature is similar


to the hetergeneous host feature, but the user is


able to specify which settings are enabled and


disabled.


- Sets volume visibility. This feature allows HP hosts


to find all assigned devices, even if they are
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assigned non-continuously.


- Replaces the host HBA without losing established


permissions. 


- Removes an initiator from the device masking


database, along with all of the devices associated


with that initiator.   


- Associates the Fibre Channel ID (FCID) of a switch


in a fabric to the path from a host HBA to a


Symmetrix array. This further restricts the path by


which a host can connect to a Symmetrix array.


- Associates an ASCII name with the initiator as a


convenience. To NULL the alias, use a


slash (/) as input.


- Refreshes Fibre Channel and Gige directors with the


latest copy of the data in the device masking VCMDB.


- Manages the authentication data for connections


using iSCSI paths.


ARGUMENTS


add            Adds devices to the record in the database


with the matching WWN, iSCSI name or the


hostname part of the alias.


delete         Deletes the record(s) matching the WWN or


iSCSI name from the database.


disable        Disables the use of authentication by the


Symmetrix for the indicated host HBA.


discover Discovers the WWN or iSCSI names of the


HBAs on the host and writes the ASCII
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names to the login history table, if empty.


enable         Enables the use of authentication by the


Symmetrix for the indicated host HBA. The


authentication data must have previously


been established using the set command.


list           Lists the requested data.


refresh        Updates the fiber and gige adapters with


changes to the database.


remove         Removes devices from the record in the


database with the matching WWN or iSCSI


name.


rename         Changes the ASCII name or alias in the


database and the login history table.


replace        Changes the WWN or iSCSI name in the


database.


set            Allows certain device masking features to 


be enabled or disabled. Allows


authentication data to be established for


iSCSI connections.


show           Shows the current authentication data for


the specified iSCSI host HBA. The CHAP


secret will not be displayed.


KEYWORDS


authentication


Indicates iSCSI authentication data is


being managed.
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devs           Specifies devices to be added or removed.


hba            Specifies the WWN or iSCSI name of the HBA


on the host.


heterogeneous  Sets the record in the database to hold


information on the host type that may


differ than the current setting on the


corresponding FA.


hba_flags      Sets the record in the database to hold


information on the HBA port setting that may


differ than the current setting on the


corresponding FA.


lockdown       Sets the FCID value in the database to


correlate that entry with a specific path.


logins         Specifies the entries in the login history


table.


lunoffset      Sets the record in the database to hold


information of a LUN offset and base or


starting values.


src Acts on only the source devices when used


with a device file.


tgt            Acts on only the target devices when used


with a device file.


visibility     Sets information in the device masking


database to note that the host should find


all devices, even if they are not


contiguous.


OPTIONS
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-aiscsi        Specifies a user-given name, or alias


iSCSI name.


-awwn          Specifies a user-given name, or alias WWN.


-bcv           Acts on only the BCV devices when used with


a device group.


-celerra       Allows controls on Celerra FBA devices.


-credential    Specifies the credential name associated


with the CHAP protocol's authentication


data.


-disable       Disables the overridden HBA port flags on a


per initiator basis.


-dynamic_lun   Specifies to use the dynamic LUN addressing


features but does not require the user to


give a LUN address for each device. The LUN


addresses will be assigned based on what may


already be in use for that host HBA.


-enable        Enables the overided HBA port flags on a per


initiator basis.


-file          Applies a device file to the command. The


device file contains device pairs


(SymDevnames) listing a pair per each line


(the source device first, a space, and the


target device last within each line entry).


Device files can include comment lines that


begin with the pound sign (#). A Symmetrix


ID is required for this option. -f is


synonymous with -file.
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-force         Forces the SYMAPI server to allow actions


that ordinarily would fail.  The force


flag should be used when removing devices


that should not be masked, such as


metamembers, or when a range of devices


covers devices that may not be masked.


-g             Applies a device group name to the command.


-h             Provides brief, online help.


-host          Specifies the host name.


-iscsi       Specifies the iSCSI name.


-login         Deletes the entries in the login history


table and the entries in the masking


database.


-lun           Specifies the starting LUN addresses to be


used for the devices being added to the host


HBA. The user may supply a single starting


LUN address for all devices being added, or


a list of starting LUN addresses equal to


the number of device ranges in the list.


-map           Allows the user to map the devices while


adding them to the masking  database. This


option is supported for Enginuity 5773 only.


-name          Specifies the access logix record name.


This option to be used along with -iscsi


or -aiscsi option for Symmetrix arrays


running Enginuity 5874.


-noprompt      Requests that no prompts are returned


after the command is entered.  The default
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is to prompt the user for confirmation.


-pdev          Applies a physical device name (host


path) to the list login action,


which allows you to determine if an


HBA is logged on to this device.


-p             Applies a port number designation.


-remove_unmapped


Assists the user to convert an existing


device masking record to use the new dynamic


feature in a single step. Records that


currently contain unmapped devices are not


able to be converted until those devices are


removed.  This option will allow the user to


remove those unmapped devices at the same


time as adding devices with dynamic


addressing.


-rename        Forces the hostname/adapter or hostname/IP


to be written out to both the login history


table and device masking VCMDB, even if one


is present. Overwrites any existing alias


in the record.


-reserve_id    Specifies the device reservation IDs for


the devices in the operation. For Enginuity


5874, device reservation IDs must be


specified when a record is being deleted.


-rp           Allows controls on devices tagged


for RecoverPoint use.


-secret        Specifies the secret associated with


the CHAP protocol's authentication data.


-sid           Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID.
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-std           Acts on only the standard devices when used


with a device group.


-tgt           Acts on only the target devices when used


with a device group.


-type          Specifies the type of authentication


protocol being established, currently


only CHAP is supported.


-unmap         Allows the user to unmap the devices while


removing them from the masking database. This


option is supported for Enginuity 5773 only.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-vdev          Acts on only the vdevs when used with


a device group.


-verify        Allows the user to compare the information


in the database to what's currently on the


local directors to all changes before the


refreshed.


-wwn           Specifies a World Wide Name.


PARAMETERS


#              A specific director or port number.


Addr           The LUN address to be used for the


corresponding device.


aiscsi         A user-given name, in two parts separated


by a slash (/).
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all            All directors or ports.


authentication_type


The security protocol.  The only type


supported is CHAP.


awwn           A user-given name, in two parts separated


by a slash (/).


base           The base value of the offset value


in hexadecimal.


credential_name


The CHAP protocol's credential name, a


user-defined string of between 8 and 256


characters.


DeviceFileName The name of the file where device pairings


are listed.


DgName         The device group name.


fcid           A Fibre Channel ID associated with the


switch.


flag           The overridden HBA port flags from the


following values in []:


Port Flag                Value Indicator


--------------------- ---------------


Common_Serial_Number     [C]


Disable_Q_Reset_on_UA    [D]


Environ_Set              [E]


Siemens                  [S]


Volume_Set_Addressing  [V]


Avoid_Reset_Broadcast    [ARB]


AS400                    [AS4]
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OpenVMS                  [OVMS]


SCSI_3                   [SC3]


Sunapee        [SCL]


Sequent                  [SEQ]


SPC2_Protocol_Version    [SPC2]


SCSI_Support1            [OS2007]


host           The host type from the following:


Valid Host Types


---------------- --------------


AS400              AS400_LSE


BULL_AIX           BULL_AIX_PP15


CELERRA            DEC_OVMS


DEC_UNIX           DG_AViiON


HP-UX              IBM_AIX


IBM_AIX_PP15       IBM_AIX_DMP


IBM_AIX_DMP_PP15   IBM_EMC


IBM_EMC_PP15       ICL_OPEN


FSC_BS2000         LINUX


LINUX_DMP          NCR


NCR_MP             NCR_NT


NCR_NT_MP          NOVELL


NOVELL_CLUSTER     PRIMEPOWER


PRIMEPOWER_DMP     PRIMEPOWER_PP15


RELIANT            SEQUENT


SEQUENT_FCSW       SOLARIS


SOLARIS_DMP        SOLARIS_PP15


SUN_CLUSTER        SUN_CLUSTER30


VERITAS            VERITAS20


VERITAS_DMP        VMWARE


WINDOWS            WINDOWS_DMP


WINDOWS_DMP_PP15   WINDOWS_HP


WINDOWS_HP_DMP     WINDOWS_HP_DMP_PP15


WINDOWS_HP_PP15    WINDOWS_PP15


LINUX_DMP_VCS
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hostname       The host name.


iscsi          An iSCSI name.


on             Turn feature on.


off            Turn feature off.


offset         The hex value of the offset in


LUN addressing.


PdevName       A physical device name for the specified


action.


ResvID         A device reservation ID.


secret_value   The CHAP protocol's secret value, a


user-defined string of up to 32 ASCII


characters, or 64 binary characters.


Binary values should be prefixed with


the string 0X. Microsoft users must


specify between 12 and 16 characters.


SymDevEnd      The end of a range of logical devices. 


SymDevName     A Symmetrix device to be added or removed.


SymDevStart    The start of a range of logical devices.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


wwn            The World Wide Name.
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symmaskdb
Allows the administrator to back up, restore,


initialize, and show the contents of the


device masking VCMDB. Also provides limited


conversion and attribute options.


SYNOPSIS


symmaskdb -h


symmaskdb -sid <SymmID> | -file <FileName> [-v]


list database [-dir all [-p all] | -dir <#>


[-p <#|all>]][-wwn <wwn> | -awwn <awwn> |


-iscsi <iscsi> | -aiscsi <aiscsi>]


symmaskdb -sid <SymmID> | -file <FileName>


list devs [-wwn <wwn> | -awwn <awwn> |


-iscsi <iscsi> | -aiscsi <aiscsi>]


symmaskdb -sid <SymmID>


list assignment [-v] -devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> |


<SymDevName> | <<SymDevName>,<SymDevName>...>>


list no_assignment [-dir all [-p all] |


-dir <#> [-p <#|all>]]


list capacity -host <HostName>


symmaskdb -sid <SymmID> [-noprompt] -file <FileName>


restore [-skip_authentication]


[-vcmdb_type <4 | 5>]


backup
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symmaskdb -sid <SymmID> -file <FileName>


init [-vcmdb_type <3 | 4 | 5>]


symmaskdb -sid <SymmID> [-noprompt]


convert [-vcmdb_type <4 | 5> -file <FileName>]


set no_direct_io |direct_io


remove -meta_member


DESCRIPTION


The symmaskdb command provides the following options:


- Lists the device masking VCMDB.


- Lists the devices assigned to an HBA in the device


masking VCMDB.


- Lists which HBAs have been assigned to the given


devices.


- Lists which devices mapped to a given director and port


have not yet been assigned.


- Lists the capacity of devices assigned to a particular


host.


- Restores the device masking database from a backup file


stored on the host.


- Backs up the device masking database to a user-named


file on the host.


- Initializes the device masking database and also
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requires a user-named file on the host for an initial


backup.


- Converts a Type 3 or Type 4 database to a Type 4 or


Type 5. Type 4 databases require a database device of


at least 48 cylinders, and Type 5 requires at least


96 cylinders.


- Blocks direct I/O writes to the database area.


- Removes metamembers from the device masking database,


while keeping the metaheads in place.


ARGUMENTS


backup         Specifies a backup of the database to


be copied to a given file.


convert        Converts the database from a Type 3


to a Type 4 or Type 5 database or


converts the database from a Type 4


to a Type 5 database.


init           Initializes the database.


list           Lists various records in the database.


remove         Removes the metamember devices.


restore        Restores the database from a given file.


set            Allows setting of the [no_]direct_io


attribute.


KEYWORDS


assignment     Names the HBAs that are assigned in


the device masking VCMDB.
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capacity       Specifies the size of the device.


database       Lists records within the device masking


VCMDB.


devs           Lists devices assigned by records in the


device masking VCMDB.


direct_io      Directly reads and writes from the host


to the VCMDB device.


no_assignment  Lists devices that are mapped, but not


yet assigned, in the device masking VCMDB.


no_direct_io   Blocks direct reads and writes from


the host to the VCMDB device.


OPTIONS


-aiscsi        Specifies a user-given name, or alias


iSCSI name.


-awwn          Specifies a user-given name, or


alias WWN.     


-devs          Specifies a set of Symmetrix device ranges


and/or individual Symmetrix devices.


-dir           Applies a director number designation.


-file          Applies a backup file to the specified


action.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-host          Specifies the host name.
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-iscsi         Specifies the iSCSI name.


-meta_members  Specifies the metamembers, other than


the metaheads.


-noprompt      Requests that no prompts are returned


after the command is entered. The default


is to prompt the user for confirmation.


-p             Applies a port number designation.


-sid           Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID.


-skip_authentication 


Skips over the authentication information


in a backup file and does not restore it.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-vcmdb_type    Specifies the type of database. Possible


values are:


Value    Description


----- -----------------


3      24 cylinders, allowing up


to 32 fibre or iscsi


connections per port.


4      48 cylinders, allowing up


to 64 fibre connections or


128 iscsi connections per port.


5      96 cylinders, allowing up


to 64 fibre connections or 128


iSCSI connections per port.


-wwn           Applies a World Wide Name (WWN).
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PARAMETERS


#              A specific director or port number.


aiscsi         A user-given name in two parts, separated


by a slash (/).


all            All fibre directors or ports.


awwn           A user-given name, in two parts separated


by a slash (/).


FileName       The name of the device masking backup file.


HostName       The host name.


iscsi          The iSCSI name.


SymDevEnd   The end of a range of logical devices.


SymDevName     A Symmetrix device to be added or removed.


SymDevStart    The start of a range of logical devices.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


wwn            The system-generated World Wide Name.
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symmigrate
Allows the physical disk space associated


with a Symmetrix device to be changed to


a different data protection scheme, or to


be relocated to disks with different


performance characteristics. The device can


be migrated to use the storage of existing


devices that do not contain live data or to


unconfigured disk space.


Alternatively, a thin device may be migrated


between thin pools or the data in a thin pool


for a specified set of thin devices may be


migrated to another thin pool.


SYNOPSIS


symmigrate -h


For configured space


Using device file input:


symmigrate [-v]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-noprompt]


-name <SessionName>


-file <DevFile> -sid <SymmID>


validate


establish


Using target criteria:


symmigrate [-v]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-noprompt]


-name <SessionName>


<-file <SrcFile> -sid <SymmID> |
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-sg <SgName>    -sid <SymmID> |     


-g <DgName>     [-bcv | -tgt]>


-tgt_config -tgt_dsk_grp <DskGrp | name:<DskGrpName>>


<-tgt_unprotected                 |


-tgt_raid1                       |


-tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot <3+1 | 7+1> |


-tgt_raid6 -tgt_prot <6+2 | 14+2>> 


validate [-outfile <OutputFile>]


establish


For unconfigured space:


symmigrate [-v]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-noprompt]


-name <SessionName>


<-file <SrcFile> -sid <SymmID> |


-sg <SgName>    -sid <SymmID> |   


-g <DgName>     [-bcv | -tgt]>


-tgt_unconfig -tgt_dsk_grp <DskGrp | name:<DskGrpName>>


<-tgt_unprotected                 |


-tgt_raid1                       |


-tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot <3+1 | 7+1> |


-tgt_raid6 -tgt_prot <6+2 | 14+2>> 


validate


establish


Using a target thin pool:


symmigrate [-v]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-noprompt] [-force]


-name <SessionName>


<-file <SrcFile> -sid <SymmID> |


-sg <SgName>    -sid <SymmID> |   
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-g <DgName>     [-bcv | -tgt]>


[-src_pool <PoolName>]


-tgt_pool -pool <PoolName>


validate


establish


General operations:


symmigrate [-v] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


-name <SessionName> -sid <SymmID>


query [-detail | -summary]


terminate [-noprompt]


verify [-createinprog | -syncinprog    |


-synchronized | -migrateinprog |


-migrated | -failed | -invalid]


[-summary]


symmigrate [-v] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


list [-sid <SymmID>] [-names] [-detail]


DESCRIPTION


The symmigrate command performs LUN migration operations


on a set of source devices. The target disk spaces can be


either configured disk spaces or unconfigured disk spaces.


Both source devices and target devices can be specified


by using a device file (containing pairs of devices).


If a device file is not used, the source devices can be


specified by using a device group, a storage group,


or a source file (containing a list of source devices),
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however, the target disk spaces must then be specified by


using a disk group number.


The operations include validating the migration request


and establishing a migration session for a set of source


devices and target disk spaces.


ARGUMENTS    


establish      Starts a new session and begins the


syncing process.


list           Lists all the sessions for a given


Symmetrix array, or for all Symmetrix


arrays.


query          Queries for the status of sessions.


terminate     Removes a migrated session from the


Symmetrix array.  When using -sg,


-dg, or -file to specify devices, those


devices must exactly match the devices


in the session with the supplied


session name or an error will return. 


validate       Verifies that the information provided is


currently allowed. No changes will be made


to the device(s) and the command can


optionally output a file containing the


device pairs (using configured space).


verify         Verifies that a session is in a specified


state.


OPTIONS


-bcv           Indicates that the control operation is
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targeted at the BCV device in the device


group.       


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


display or to acquire an exclusive lock on


the Symmetrix host database. If this option


is not specified but an interval (-i) is


specified, the program will loop


continuously to display or to start the


control operation.


-createinprog  Verifies that the migration device pairs are


in the CreateInProg state.


-detail        Lists detailed information for all migration


sessions with information specific to the


source devices and target devices or disks


in each session.


-failed        Verifies that the migration device pairs are


in the Failed state.


-file          Applies a DevFile or SrcFile to the command.


A Symmetrix ID is required for this option.


-f is synonymous with -file.


-force         Allows a migration to occur in a thin


migration when the source devices include


different emulation types and not all of


the emulations match the emulation of the


target pool. In this case, only the devices


with emulations that match the pool's


emulation will be migrated.


-g             Applies a device group name to the command


to specify the source devices.
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-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-i             Specifies the repeat interval in seconds to


display or to acquire an exclusive lock on


the Symmetrix host database.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-invalid       Verifies that the migration device pairs are


in the Invalid state.


-migrated      Verifies that the migration device pairs are


in the Migrated state.


-migrateinprog Verifies that the migration device pairs are


in the MigrateInProg state.


-name          Indicates a session name when establishing


or validating a migration session.


-names         Indicates that the list command should only


show the session names for active migration


sessions.


-noprompt      Requests that no prompts are returned after


the command is entered. The default is to


prompt the user for confirmation.


-outfile       Specifies an output file for a command.


-pool          Specifies the name of the pool to be used


as target space.


-sg            Applies a storage group name to the command
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to specify the source devices.


-sid           Identifies the Symmetrix ID for the


operation.


-src_pool      Specifies the name of the source pool to be


used for a Virtual Provisioning migration


when moving allocations from a source pool


to a target pool.


-summary       Displays a summary of the session


information.


-synchronized  Verifies that the migration device pairs are


in the Synchronized state.


-syncinprog    Verifies that the migration device pairs are


in the SyncInProg state.


-tgt           Indicates that the control operation is


targeted at the TGT devices in the device


group.


-tgt_config    Indicates that the configured disk space


will be used as the target disk space.


-tgt_dsk_grp   Specifies the target disk group number


or name (when preceeded by 'name:').


-tgt_pool      Indicates that this is a Virtual


Provisioning migration.


-tgt_prot      Specifies the number of disks used to


provide RAID-5 or RAID-6 protection.


-tgt_raid1     Indicates that the target protection type


is RAID-1.
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-tgt_raid5     Indicates that the target protection type


is RAID-5.


-tgt_raid6     Indicates that the target protection type


is RAID-6.


-tgt_range     Applies a range of Symmetrix devices to a


command to specify the target devices.


-tgt_unconfig  Indicates that the unconfigured disk space


will be used as the target disk space.


-tgt_unprotected


Indicates that the target protection type


is unprotected.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


PARAMETERS


Count          The number of iterations to execute


before exiting.


DgName         The device group name.


DskGrp         The disk group number.


DskGrpName     The disk group name.


Interval       Interval between polls, in seconds.


DevFile        A text file that contains pairs of source


and target devices.  One pair per line in


the file. If a line is too long, the line


continuation character '\\' can be used.
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Examples:


10     20


12     22


14     27


Or for a meta SRC device with non meta


TGT devices:


15     28, 29, 30, 31, \\


32, 33, 34, 39


SessionName    A name for the migration session.


SgName         The storage group name.


SrcFile        A text file that contains only source


devices. One device per line in the file.


Example:


9A


9E


9F


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1   CLI_C_FAIL


2         CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED
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19         CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix array are


currently locked.


23         CLI_C_NEED_SYMFORCE_TO_PROCEED


Requires the symforce flag to proceed.


WARNING: Extreme caution should be exercised


when using this option.


EXAMPLES


To migrate data by specifying source and target device


pairs in a file, first define a pair file, such as


input.txt with the device pair information. Pair file


input.txt contains the following information:


10      20


11      21


12      22


13      23


To migrate data in the input.txt file defined above,


validate the pairs defined in the file prior to


establishing the data. In this example, the target


protection type is RAID-5 (3+1), and the target disk


group number is 1. Enter the following:


symmigrate validate -sid 123 -f input.txt


-tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot 3+1 -tgt_dsk_grp 1


-name DevFile


symmigrate establish -sid 123 -f input.txt


-tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot 3+1 -tgt_dsk_grp 1


-name DevFile


To migrate data on source devices that are in a file
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(input.txt) to target devices that are configured,


create the input.txt file, as follows:  


Source file input.txt contains:


10


11


12


13


To migrate data in the input.txt file defined above,


with the target protection type of RAID-5 (3+1)


and the target disk group number 3, enter:


symmigrate establish -sid 123 -f input.txt


-tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot 3+1 -tgt_dsk_grp 3


-tgt_config -name DGTargets


To list all migration sessions established on one


Symmetrix array, enter:


symmigrate list -sid 123 -detail


To monitor a migration session named 'mysession', enter:


symmigrate query -name mysession -sid 123 -i 5 -c 2
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symmir
Performs Symmetrix BCV control operations on a


device group, composite group, devices within the


group, or on devices within a file.


SYNOPSIS


symmir -h


symmir -g <DgName> [-v] [-force] [-symforce] [-reverse]


[-noprompt] [[-rdf] [-bcv] | [-rrbcv] | [-hop2]]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-preserveTGTLocks -lockid <LockNum>] [-star]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


establish [-full [-opt | -opt_rag | -exact]]


[-protbcvest] [-skip] [-concurrent]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


restore [-full [-exact] [-remote] [-bypass]]


[-not_ready] [-protect]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


split [-remote] [-bypass] [-not_ready] [-diff]


[-protect] [-std_protect] [-skip]


[-consistent [-both_sides]]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


symmir -g <DgName> [[-rdf] [-bcv] | [-rrbcv] | [-hop2]]


[-offline] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]
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query [[-attach] [-multi] [-protect] [-protbcvest]


[-bg [-percent]]] | [-summary]


[<LdevName> [<LdevName>....]]


verify [-synchronized | -restored [-protect] |


-split [-bg] | -syncinprog | -restinprog [-protect] ]


[-concurrent] [-force] [-summary]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


verify -bcv_mirrors [-ready | -syncinprog | -restinprog]


[-concurrent]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


symmir -g <DgName> [-v] [[-rdf] [-bcv] | [-rrbcv] |


[-hop2]] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-noprompt]


attach


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


cancel [-force] [-skip] [-star]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


detach


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


symmir -cg <CgName> [-v] [-force] [-symforce] [-reverse]


[-noprompt] [[-rdf] [-bcv] | [-rrbcv] | [-hop2]]
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[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-star]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RDFGroupName>[,<RDFGroupName>,...]]


establish [-full [-opt | -opt_rag | -exact]]


[-protbcvest] [-skip] [-concurrent]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


restore [-full [-exact] [-remote] [-bypass]]


[-not_ready] [-protect]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


split [-remote] [-bypass] [-not_ready] [-diff]


[-protect] [-std_protect] [-skip]


[-consistent [-both_sides]]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


symmir -cg <CgName> [[-rdf] [-bcv] | [-rrbcv] | [-hop2]]


[-offline] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RDFGroupName>[,<RDFGroupName>,...]]


query [[-attach] [-multi] [-protect] [-protbcvest]


[-bg [-percent]]] | [-summary]


[<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


verify [-synchronized | -restored [-protect] |


-split [-bg]| -syncinprog | -restinprog [-protect]]
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[-concurrent] [-force] [-summary]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


verify -bcv_mirrors [-ready | -syncinprog |


-restinprog]


[-concurrent]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


symmir -cg <CgName> [-v] [[-rdf] [-bcv] | [-rrbcv] |


[-hop2]] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-noprompt]


[-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RDFGroupName>[,<RDFGroupName>,...]]


attach


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


cancel [-force] [-skip] [-star]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


detach


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LdevName>]...]


symmir -sid <SymmID>


<-file <DeviceFileName> [-noprompt] |


-noprompt 'redirect stdin'>


[-v] [-force] [-symforce] [-reverse]
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[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-star]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-preserveTGTLocks -lockid <LockNum>]


establish [-full] [-protbcvest] [-skip]


restore [-full] [-bypass] [-not_ready] [-protect]


split [-diff] [-bypass] [-not_ready] [-skip]


[-protect] [-std_protect] [-consistent]


symmir -sid <SymmID>


<-file <DeviceFileName> | 'redirect stdin'>


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


query [[-attach] [-multi] [-protect] [-protbcvest]


[-bg [-percent]]] | [-summary]


verify [-synchronized | -restored [-protect] |


-split [-bg]| -syncinprog | -restinprog [-protect] ]


[-concurrent] [-summary] [-force]


verify -bcv_mirrors [-ready | -syncinprog |


-restinprog] [-concurrent] [-force]


symmir [-sid <SymmID>] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-offline]


list


symmir -sid <SymmID>


<-file <DeviceFileName> [-noprompt] |


-noprompt 'redirect stdin'> [-v]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


attach
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detach


cancel [-skip] [-star]


DESCRIPTION


The symmir command performs mirroring operations on a


device group, composite group, devices within the group,


or on devices in a file.


These operations include establishing (mirroring) the


device with a BCV device, splitting the device pair,


restoring the device from the BCV device, and querying


the state of the device pair.


You can perform both the establish and restore operations


fully (entire copy) or incrementally (only changed


tracks are synchronized). By default, if you do not specify


the -full option, the system will attempt an incremental


establish or restore. Note that you cannot perform an


incremental establish or restore if the BCV pair state is


Never Established.


You can perform all of these operations on a group or


individual device basis.


Before you can establish a BCV device with a standard


device, the BCV device must have been previously associated


with the device group and the BCV device must be the same


size as the standard device.


You can perform all of these operations on a group,


individual device, or list basis (for more than one


device with one command). For device lists, you can either


concatenate the list of standard device names (LdevNames)


and/or BCV device names within the command, or on UNIX


only, you can specify a specific import file that contains
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the device names. For example, to perform an establish


operation on multiple device pairs listed in a file, use


the form:


symmir -g <DgName> establish -nop `cat LdevListFile`


The file, read by this UNIX command, must have logical


device names with one device or a pair of names per line.


For example, the following is the file format for listing


BCV device pairs:


DEV001 bcv ld BCV001


DEV002 bcv ld BCV002    


ARGUMENTS


attach         Attaches a BCV device to a standard device


as the preferred BCV device to be paired


with the standard device when a full


establish or full restore action is issued.


cancel         Cancels the existing internal SDDF session


between the specified standard and BCV


device(s). Once the SDDF session is


cancelled, the corresponding BCV device


goes into the SplitNoInc state, and the


BCV pair can no longer be incrementally


established or restored.


detach         Detaches a BCV device from the standard


device and disassociates (unmarks) the pair


as the preferred pair when full establish


or restore operations occur.


establish    Establishes (mirrors) one or all standard


devices in a device group with one or more
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BCV devices associated with the group.


Depending on whether the establish


operation is full or incremental, all or


only the changed tracks are internally


copied to the BCV device.


While the operation is in progress, the


state of the device pair is SyncInProg.


When the operation completes, the state


changes to Synchronized.


list           Lists all the BCV sessions created on the


Symmetrix array.


query          Returns mirror state information about one


or all device pairs in a group or device


file.


restore        Restores one or all standard devices in a


device group from one or more BCV devices


associated with the group. Depending on


whether the restore operation is full or


incremental, all or only the changed tracks


are internally copied to the standard


device.


While the operation is in progress, the


state of the device pair is RestInProg.


When the operation completes, the state


changes to Restored.


split          Splits one or all BCV devices from the


mirror pair(s) in a device group. While the


operation is in progress, the state of the


device pair is SplitInProg. When the


operation completes, the state changes to


Split.
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verify         Verifies whether one device pair is or all


device pairs in a device group are in the


Synchronized or Restored states.


KEYWORDS


BCV            Specifies a BCV target device.


dev            Indicates a Symmetrix device name.    


ld             Indicates a logical device name.


name           Specifies to perform the action against the


specified RDF group's logical name.


pd             Indicates a physical device name.


OPTIONS


-attach        Alters the query to display BCV attachment


information for the standard device(s) in


the device group.


-bcv           Indicates that the BCV control operation is


targeted at the remote mirror of a locally


attached BCV RDF device and the remotely


attached BCV device that is associated


with the device group. You can only use


this option with the -rdf option.


-bcv_mirrors   Verifies that the mirrors of the BCV


device(s) are in the indicated state. The


default is to verify that the mirrors of


the BCV device(s) are in the synchronized


state. Alternatively, if you also specify


the -syncinprog flag or the -restinprog
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flag, then the system will verify the


mirrors of the BCV device(s) against the


state that corresponds to the specified


flag. If you specify the -ready option, the


system will verify that the mirrors are


ready to the host.


-bg            Applies to query and verify operations.


With query, shows the BCV pairs that are


still in the background split mode. With


verify, verifies that the BCV pair(s) are


in the Split state, and that they have


completed splitting in the background. With


verify, you can only use this option with


the -split option.


-both_sides    Splits all locally and remotely associated


BCV pairs in an RDF group.


-bypass        Bypasses device reservations by other


hosts.


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


display or to acquire an exclusive lock on


the Symmetrix host database. If you do not


specify this option and specify an interval


(-i), the program will loop continuously to


display or to start the mirroring operation.


-cg            Applies a composite group name to the


command.


-concurrent    When used with the verify argument, this


option verifies the STD device and the two


most recent BCVs. When used with the


establish argument, this option establishes


a second available BCV device.
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-consistent  Consistently splits the managed standard


devices.


-diff          Indicates that the split operation should


initiate a differential data copy from the


first (moving) mirror of the BCV device to


the rest of the BCV mirrors when the split


operation completes.


-exact         Specifies to pair devices in the exact order


that the standard and BCV devices have been


added to the device group. This option


applies to full establish or full restore


operations.


-file          Applies a device file to the command. The


device file contains device pairs (by


device number) listing a pair per each line


(the source device first, a space, and the


VDEV target device last within each line


entry). A Symmetrix ID is required for this


option. -f is synonymous with -file.


-force         Attempts to force the operation even though


one or more paired devices in the device


group may not be in the normal, expected


state(s) for the specified operation.


-full          Requests a full establish or restore


operation. The default is incremental.


-g             Applies a device group name to the command.


-h             Provides brief online help information.


-hop2          Performs the specified action on the
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Symmetrix array two hops away.


-i             Specifies the repeat interval in seconds to


display or to acquire an exclusive lock on


the Symmetrix host database.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-lockid        Specifies the lock holder ID for preserving


the target locks on the control operation.


-multi         Shows all BCVs that can be incrementally


established/restored to/from the standard


device. This option only applies to a


query command. This feature is available


with Enginuity 5x66 or later.


-noprompt      Requests to not return a prompt after you


enter a command. The default is to prompt


for confirmation.


-not_ready     Performs the BCV control operation


but leaves the target device(s) Not Ready.


That is, each BCV device will be set Not


Ready when the split completes. And each


standard device will be set Not Ready on


the initiation of the restore operation.


This option only applies to a restore or


split command.


-offline       Specifies that the Symmetrix array data


connection is offline from the host


in-memory database.
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-opt           Applies to the full establish operation


that optimizes the standard/BCV pair


selection to achieve the highest copy speed


between them. (Basically, the device pair


selection is such that they are not


connected to the same disk adapters to


distribute the I/O.) This option overrides


all other pairing algorithms, which allows


devices to be assigned as BCV pairs


regardless of the previous pair assignment,


since previously paired standard devices


are normally paired with the same BCV


devices. For remote BCV operations, use


the -opt_rag option.


-opt_rag       Applies to the full establish operation for


remote device optimization to distribute


the I/O load in that the remote adapters


are not connected to the same devices of


the selected pair. Requires that you also


specify the -rdf option.


-percent       When used with the -bg option in a query,


this option specifies to show the percentage


of progress in a background split operation.


-postaction    Specifies to execute the script argument


after an establish, restore, or split


operation. You must specify the full


pathname of the script.


-preaction     Specifies to execute the script argument


before an establish, restore, or split


operation. You must specify the full


pathname of the script.


-preserveTGTLocks
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Specifies to not take out device locks on


the target devices. The target devices must


already be locked by the same lock holder


ID. Requires the -lockid option.


-protbcvest    Specifies to move all mirrors of the BCV


device to join the mirrors of the standard


device. Applies only with an establish or


query command. Applies to two-way mirrored


BCV devices. For query actions, displays


whether the BCV devices were established


with the -protbcvest flag.


-protect       Specifies to write protect the BCV before


initiating the restore operation. Must


be used with the split command when


splitting devices that were restored


protected. For query actions, displays


whether the restored BCVs were restored with


the protect option. When used with verify


(with -restored or -restinprog), verifies


that the protected restore operation is


completed.


-rdf           Indicates that the BCV control operation


is targeted at the remote mirror and the


remotely attached BCV device is


associated with the device group.


-rdfg          Performs the requested action on a subset of


the composite group defined by one or more


Symmetrix/RA group combinations supplied as


the argument to -rdfg.


-ready         Verifies that all the BCV mirrors are ready


to the host. You can only specify this


option with -bcv_mirrors. This option is
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useful after a reverse split to indicate


the data on the BCV is available.


-remote        Specifies to propagate the data to the


remote mirror of the RDF device and to


resume the RDF link if necessary. Applies


only to a split of a BCV RDF1 device, or


to a restore from a BCV to a STD RDF1


device. If you do not specify this flag, the


default is to not propagate the data to the


remote mirror of the RDF device.


-restinprog    Verifies that the BCV pair(s) are in the


RestInProg state.


-restored      Verifies that the BCV pair(s) are in the


Restored state.


-reverse       Specifying this option with a split


operation, indicates that the split


operation should initiate a reverse data


copy from the rest of the BCV mirrors to the


first (moving) mirror of the BCV when the


split operation completes.


Specifying this option with an establish


or restore operation requests to verify


that the BCV's non-moving mirror has valid


data so that the next BCV split can be a


reverse split.


-rrbcv         Indicates that the BCV control operation is


targeted at both the remote mirror of the


remotely attached BCV device (RBCV) and the


remotely attached remote BCV (RRBCV) device


associated with the device group.
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-sid           Applies the command to the specified


Symmetrix ID. Specify this option with the


-file option to select the Symmetrix array


on which to perform the operation or specify


this option with -cg option to restrict the


operation to a single Symmetrix array.


-skip          Skips the source locks action. This option


will not lock the source devices if all of


the specified source devices are either


locked or are unlocked.


-split         Verifies that the BCV pair(s) are in the


Split state.


-star          Targets the action at devices in STAR mode.


-std_protect   Specifying this option with the Split


command checks that the STD device has


either mirror protection (aside from the


BCV) or RAID-5 protection prior to starting


the Split operation.


-summary       Shows device state summary.


-synchronized  Verifies that the BCV pair(s) are in the


Synchronized state.


-syncinprog    Verifies that the BCV pair(s) are in the


SyncInProg state.


-symforce      Forces the operation to execute when


normally it is rejected. On a Split, it


causes the Symmetrix array to split a


synchronizing BCV pair. On an Establish or


Restore, it inhibits SYMCLI from verifying


whether there are invalid tracks at the
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source device. You should use extreme


caution with this option.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


PARAMETERS


CgName         The composite group name.


DgName         The device group name.


DeviceFileName The device Filename. The device file


contains device pairs (SymDevNames)


listing a pair each line (the source


device first, a space, followed by the


target device name on each line).


GrpNum         The RDF (RA) group number.


LockNum        The hexadecimal value of the lock holder


ID.


LdevName       The device logical name of either the


standard or the BCV device.


Name           The logical name associated with the RDF


(RA) group(s).


PdevName       The BCV or Symmetrix device physical (host)


name.


ScriptFile     The full pathname of a script file to


execute.


SymDevName     The Symmetrix device name for the BCV


device. This name must be unique on the


Symmetrix array. For example: 01C.
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RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


2         CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


18         CLI_C_ALREADY_IN_STATE


The device or device group is already in the


desired BCV state. Applies only to BCV


control actions.


19         CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix array are


currently locked.


22         CLI_C_NEED_FORCE_TO_PROCEED


Requires the force flag to proceed.


23         CLI_C_NEED_SYMFORCE_TO_PROCEED


Requires the symforce flag to proceed.


WARNING: Extreme caution should be exercised


when using this option.


77         CLI_C_CONSISTENCY_TIMEOUT


The operation failed because of a consistency


window timeout.


Return codes for symmir establish


47         CLI_C_WONT_REVERSE_SPLIT


There are either Write Pending
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I/O in the Symmetrix cache


for a BCV device, which will


prevent the establish action


from starting or the mirrors


of the BCV are not


synchronized. You can


automatically repeat the action


using the -i and/or -c flags.


Return codes for symmir restore


20         CLI_C_WP_TRACKS_IN_CACHE


There are write pending


I/O in the Symmetrix cache


for a standard device, which


will prevent the restore action


from starting. You can


automatically repeat the


action using the -i and/or


-c flags


47         CLI_C_WONT_REVERSE_SPLIT


There is either write


pending I/O in the Symmetrix


cache for a BCV device, which


will prevent the restore


action from starting or the


mirrors of the BCV are not


synchronized. You can


automatically repeat the


action using the -i and/or


-c flags.


Return codes for symmir verify


4         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SYNCHRONIZED


Not all standard devices are
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in the Synchronized or the


Restored states.


5         CLI_C_NONE_SYNCHRONIZED


No standard devices are in the


Synchronized or the Restored


states.


10         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SYNCHED


Not all standard devices are in


the Synchronized state.


11         CLI_C_NONE_SYNCHED


No standard devices are in the


Synchronized state.


12         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RESTORED


Not all standard devices are in


the Restored state.


13         CLI_C_NONE_RESTORED


No standard devices are in the


Restored state.


25         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SPLIT


Not all standard devices are in


the Split state.


26         CLI_C_NONE_SPLIT


No standard devices are in the


Split state.


27         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SYNCINPROG


Not all standard devices are in


the SyncInProg state.


28         CLI_C_NONE_SYNCINPROG
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No standard devices are in the


SyncInProg state.


29         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RESTINPROG


Not all standard devices are in


the RestInProg state.


30         CLI_C_NONE_RESTINPROG


No standard devices are in the


RestInProg state.


EXAMPLES


To create the device group ProdDB as a REGULAR device


group, enter:


symdg create ProdDB


To define the device group ProdDB as the default device


group, enter:


setenv SYMCLI_DG ProdDB


To add the standard device /dev/rdsk/c1t1d1s2 to device


group ProdDB and name it act1, enter:


symdg add pd c1t1d1s2 act1


To associate BCV device /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s2 to device


group ProdD and name it mybcv1, enter:


symbcv associate pd c2t0d2s2 mybcv1


To establish standard device act1 in group ProdDB with a


specified BCV device (associated with the group), enter:


symmir -full establish act1 bcv ld mybcv1
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To wait until the BCV pair is fully synchronized, polling


every 30 seconds, enter:


symmir -i 30 verify act1


To split all established devices in group ProdDB and skip


any devices already split, enter:


symmir split


To perform an incremental restore onto standard device


act1 in group ProdDB from its paired BCV device, enter:


symmir restore act1


To issue a full establish to three specified BCV pairs in


group ProdDB, enter:


symmir -full establish DEV001 bcv ld BCV002 \\


DEV005 bcv ld BCV027 \\


DEV020 bcv ld BCV005


To split three device pairs in group ProdDB, enter:


symmir -force split DEV001 DEV005 DEV020


To query information about all paired devices in device


group ProdDB, enter:


symmir query
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symntctl
Implements the functionality available in


the Symmetrix Integration Utility (SIU) on a


Windows platform.


SIU consists of a number of software


components that provide tools to augment the


storage functionality of the Windows operating


environment.


SYNOPSIS


symntctl -h


symntctl [-output xml_attribute | xml_element]


list -datastore


list -disk [-v]


list -volume [-v]


list -signature


show -datastore DatastoreName


show -pd diskN [-signature]


show -vol VolName [-g VolGroup]


show -guid VolGuid


show -sid SymId -symdev SymDev [-signature]


show -drive DriveLetter


show -path MountPnt
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symntctl


flush -all


flush -drive DriveLetter


flush -path MountPnt


flush -vol VolName [-g VolGroup]


flush -guid VolGuid


symntctl [-drive DriveLetter] | [-path MountPnt]


mount -vol VolName [-g VolGroup]


mount -guid VolGuid


mount -sid SymId -symdev SymDev [-part PartitionNum]


mount -pd Pdev [-part PartitionNum]


symntctl <force>


umount -drive Driveletter


umount -path MountPnt


umount -vol VolName [-g VolGroup]


umount -guid VolGuid


umount -sid SymId -symdev SymDev [-part PartitionNum]


umount -pd Pdev [-part PartitionNum]


symntctl [-sig Signature] | [-erase] | [-initialize]
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signature -pd diskN


signature -sid SymId -symdev SymDev


signature -initialize


symntctl rescan


symntctl


update -all


update -sid SymId -symdev SymDev


update -pd Pdev


symntctl


mask -sid <SymmID> -symdev <SymDev> |


<SymDevName>,<SymDev> |


<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd>


[-wwn <wwn> |-iscsi <iscsi>] [-no_refresh |


-no_rescan | -no_discover] [-force]


mask -pd <PdevName> [-wwn <wwn> |-iscsi <iscsi>]


[-no_refresh | -no_rescan | -no_discover]


[-force]


symntctl


unmask -sid <SymmID> -symdev <SymDev> |


<SymDevName>,<SymDev> |


<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd>


[-wwn <wwn> |-iscsi <iscsi>]


[-no_refresh | -no_rescan | -no_discover]


symntctl [-set Flag] | [-clear Flag <-all>]


flag -vol VolName [-g VolGroup]
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flag -guid VolGuid


flag -sid SymId -symdev SymDev [-part PartitionNum]


flag -pd Pdev [-part PartitionNum]


flag -drive DriveLetter


flag -path MountPnt


DESCRIPTION


This command integrates and extends the Windows resource


management functionality so that it operates more


effectively with and on the Symmetrix Business Continuance


storage devices.


ARGUMENTS


flag           Sets and clears volume flags.


flush          Flushes to disk all pending unwritten file 


system entries in cache.


list           Lists all visible physical devices or


volumes.


mask           Removes access to the specified Symmetrix


device on all HBAs of the host where the


specified device is visible.


mount          Mounts the specified volume to the specified


drive letter or mount point.


rescan         Scans the drive connections and discovers


any new disks available to the system.
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show           Displays single disk or volume details.


signature      Manipulates disk signatures.


umount         Unmounts a volume from the drive letter and


all mount points. The unmount process


flushes any pending writes to the volume


and takes the volume offline.


unmask         Adds access to the specified Symmetrix


device on all HBAs of the host that is


connected to the specified Symmetrix array.


update         Updates the partition table on a disk.


OPTIONS


-all           Performs the action on all disks or volumes.


-clear         Clears a volume flag (READONLY, HIDDEN, or


NO_DEFAULT_DRIVE_LETTER).


-datastore     Confines the list action to just displaying


VMware datastores in the environment.


Specifies a datastore name as the target


of the show action.


-disk          Confines the list action to just displaying


disk configuration across the system.


-drive         Specifies a drive as the target for the


specified action.


-erase         Erases the signature of the specified disk.


-force         Requests that a volume's open handles be
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ignored during the umount. These open


handles will be broken.


-g             Specifies a volume group as the target for


the specified action.


-guid          Specifies a volume's global unique


identifier as the target for the specified


action.


-initialize    Assigns a signature to any disks found


without a signature.


-iscsi         Specifies the iSCSI initiator name.


-no_discover   Prevents disk discovery during masking/


unmasking actions.


-no_refresh    Prevents VCM database update, disk rescan,


and discovery during masking/unmasking


actions.


-no_rescan     Prevents disk rescan and discovery during


masking/unmasking actions.


-path          Specifies a device mount point as the target


to the specified action. This directory path


(of the form device:\dir) must be empty.


-pd            Specifies a physical disk as the target for


the specified action. Note that the


host-visible disk identifiers of the form


diskN can be viewed with the list -physical


command.


-part          Specifies the partition number of a disk.
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-set           Sets a volume flag (READONLY, HIDDEN, or


NO_DEFAULT_DRIVE_LETTER).


-sid           Specifies the ID of the Symmetrix array


containing the device or volume on which the


action is to be performed.


-sig           Writes the signature passed in -sig to the


specified disk.


-signature     Specifies a disk signature.


-symdev        Specifies the ID of the Symmetrix device on


which the action is to be performed.


-vol           Specifies a volume name as the target for


the specified action.


-volume        Confines the list action to just displaying


volume configuration across the system.


-wwn           Specifies the World Wide Name of the HBA.


PARAMETERS


diskN          The number of the physical disk in the


system of the form diskN.


DriveLetter    The drive letter designation as viewed in


the Windows directories (such as E:).


iSCSI          The iSCSI initiator.


MountPnt       A device mount point or directory path


(for example, device:\dir).


PartitionNum   The partition number (greater than, or
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equal to one) on the Symmetrix device that


is to be mounted. If omitted, this value


defaults to one.


Signature      An 8-digit hex number for each disk.


SymmID         A 2 to 12-digit Symmetrix ID.


SymDev         A 3 to 5-digit Symmetrix device ID.


VolGroup       The name of the volume group.


VolName        The volume name of the device.


VolGuid        The global unique identifier (128-bit


integer) of a volume.


WWN            The HBA world wide name.  


RETURN CODES


Code #      Description    


------ -----------


0         Command is successful.


1         Command is not successful.


2         Applies to the openhandle command and


indicates there is at least one open handle


on the volume.


EXAMPLES


To flush buffers on Drive E, enter:


symntctl flush -drive E:
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To list device information and configuration of disk2,


enter:


symntctl show -pd disk2


To change a disk's signature, enter:


symntctl signature -pd disk2 -sig 1234ABCD


To mount a volume, enter:


symntctl mount -drive W: -vol volume2


or:


symntctl mount -path C:\\mt -vol volume2 -dg Api172Dg0


To unmount a volume, enter:


symntctl umount -drive W:


To remove a Symmetrix device from the host, enter:


symntctl mask -pd disk4


or:


symntctl mask -sid 000190300186 -symdev 3ED


To present a Symmetrix device to the host, enter:


symntctl unmask -sid 000190300186 -symdev 3ED
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symoptmz
Displays or sets parameters that control the


behavior of Symmetrix Optimizer and displays


the current status of Symmetrix Optimizer.


SYNOPSIS


symoptmz -h  


symoptmz -sid <SymmID>


enable


disable


clear_stats


query [-v]


sync -version


symoptmz -sid <SymmID>


list [-range <[SymDevStart]:[SymDevEnd]>]


[-n <NumDevs>]


show [-v] -swap_list | -activity_list


[-manual | -generated ]


show -parms [-dp | -vp] [-offline]


show -composite [-dp | -vp]


show [-v] -swap_hist | -rollback_list


read -log_type <RUNTIME | ERROR>


[-start <DateTime>] [-stop <DateTime>]
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release


symoptmz -sid <SymmID>


<-file <CommandFile> |'redirect stdin'> [-v |-noecho]


preview


prepare


commit


DESCRIPTION


The symoptmz command can be used to display and set


the values of control parameters for Symmetrix Optimizer.


For every invocation, symoptmz implicitly starts an


Optimizer API session. It closes the session just before


exiting. For actions that update Optimizer, symoptmz will


implicitly acquire an Optimizer API Lock. It releases the


lock just before exiting.


Stdin redirection can be used with "here documents" in


UNIX shell scripts. Each command in the file has to be


terminated by a semi-colon (;). There is no limit on the


number of commands or the type of commands that can be


placed in a command file. All the commands in a command


file are executed in a single Optimizer session.


The commands in the command file are not case sensitive,


however, the parameters entered are case sensitive.


Prior to making any changes, the preview argument can be


used to verify that the command file is syntactically


correct.


The prepare argument will perform some range checks,


in addition to the syntax checks of preview. Note that
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these changes are NOT submitted to the Symmetrix


Optimizer.


In addition to performing the steps of preview and


prepare, the commit argument will update the Symmetrix


Optimizer with the modified parameters.


Users are highly encouraged to first run PREVIEW on their


command files and ensure that there are no syntax errors.


After the syntax errors are corrected, run the command


files through PREPARE. This stage will perform some range


checks on the supplied values. After the command file


passes PREPARE, they may run COMMIT.


Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 only require the


COMMIT action.


ARGUMENTS


clear_stats    Clears disk statistics maintained by the


Optimizer.


commit         Updates Optimizer with the changes defined


in the command file.


disable        Disables the Optimizer algorithm


processing.


enable         Enables the Optimizer algorithm processing.


list           Displays Optimizer specific attributes of


Symmetrix devices.


prepare        Performs extra range checks on changes


specified in the command file.


preview        Verifies the syntax of the changes


specified in the command file.
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query          Queries Symmetrix Optimizer and displays


the current state and version information


of the Optimizer. If -v is specified,


displays additional information about


Optimizer version and open Optimizer


API sessions.


read           Reads from Optimizer's log file.


release        Attempts to gain control of an existing


Optimizer API session to abort it and


release the Optimizer API lock.


Not supported in Optimizer Rev 8.1.


rollback       Rolls back a Symmetrix configuration to


that of a previous point-in-time.


show           Shows information about the current


Optimizer parameters. By default, displays


control parameters.


sync           Acquires version information from


Optimizer. This argument is supported ONLY


in conjunction with -version.


OPTIONS


-activity_list Displays all the swap lists and migrations


currently known to Optimizer


(an alias for -swap_list).


-composite     Displays composite time windows. Composite


time windows are generated by Optimizer by


combining all known user-defined time


windows.


-dp            Specifies the data movement time windows for
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standard devices.     


-file          Specifies the name of the command file


containing changes to Optimizer.


-generated     Specifies the Optimizer generated device


swap plan.


-h             Provides brief online help.


-log_type      Defines the type of log file to be read.


Types of log files supported are: RUNTIME


and ERROR.


-manual        Specifies the user defined device swap plan.


-n             Specifies the number of devices


to list or set.


-noecho        Blocks the printing of session


status and progress messages during the


Optimizer change session. For use with


PREVIEW, PREPARE, and COMMIT actions.


Cannot be used with the -v option.


-offline       Displays information from Symmetrix


configuration database without refreshing


the data from the Symmetrix array.    


-parms         Displays information about the control


parameters of Symmetrix Optimizer. This is


the default option for show.


-range         Specifies the start and end


Symmetrix device names.  


-rollback_list Displays a list of possible rollback
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points.      


-sid      Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID.


-start         Identifies the log file entries whose


time stamp is after this date and time that


will be read.


-stop          Identifies the log file entries whose


time stamp is before this date and time that


will be read.


-swap_hist     Displays the history of the swaps known to


Optimizer.


-swap_list     Displays all the swap lists and migrations


currently known to Optimizer.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-version       Displays version information of Symmetrix


Optimizer. The symoptmz command queries


Optimizer for version information and


caches it in the SYMAPI database.


Subsequent symoptmz calls with -version


would read the version information from


the SYMAPI database for efficiency.


If sync is specified with -version, any


cached information from SYMAPI database is


cleared and symoptmz re-queries Optimizer.


-vp            Specifies the data movement time windows for


thin devices.


PARAMETERS


CommandFile    The name of an ASCII text file containing
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the set of commands to process.


DateTime       A specific date and time


(MMDDYYYY:HHMMSS format).


ERROR          The Optimizer error log.


NumDevs        The number of devices to display or set.


RUNTIME        The Optimizer activity log.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


SymDevEnd      The last Symmetrix device name in a range.


SymDevStart    The first Symmetrix device name in a range.


COMMAND FILE SYNTAX


Syntax of commands allowed in <command_file> are:


For setting control parameters:


set control_parms


[swap_mode=<AUTO | USER_OK>,]


[min_perf_period=<min_perf>,]


[workload_period=<workload>,]


[max_simult_swaps=<max_simult>,]


[swap_rate=<max_swaps>];


For setting time windows:


set time_window id=<tw_id>,


type=<SWAP [, provisioning=<VP | DP>]


| PERF>,


flag=<INCLUDE | EXCLUDE>,


period=<ONCE | WEEKLY | WEEKLY_BY_DAY>,
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starting=<date_time>,


ending=<date_time>,


[days=<day_list>,


start_time=<hh:mm>, end_time=<hh:mm>];


Where <date_time> is in the form of MMDDYYYY:HHMMSS,


and <day_list> is any comma-separated combination of


MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, or SUN. For the case


of WEEKLY, <day_list> should also include one of


the following: MON_START, TUE_START, WED_START,


THU_START, FRI_START, SAT_START, or SUN_START.


Each of "*_START" represents the corresponding day


of the week on which the time window starts. Refer


to the example at the end of this man page.


Provisioning type can be specified only for swap time


windows with Enginuity Version 5875 and higher.


For clearing time windows:


clear time_window;


For setting manual swap lists with Enginuity version


5773 and earlier:


set swap_list {Hyper1} with {Hyper2}


[, {Hyper3} with {Hyper4},... ]


[begin_at=<time_val>];


{HyperN} is of the form {DDD,I,T,HH} where:


- DDD is the director Identifier,


- I   is the Director Interface,


- T   is the Target ID,  and


- HH  is the Hyper Number.


time_val is in the form of MMDDYYYY:HHMMSS.


For setting manual swap lists with Enginuity version
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5874 and higher:


set dev_swap <SymDevName1> with <SymDevName2>


[, <SymDevName3> with <SymDevName4>, ...]


[begin_at=<time_val>];


time_val is in the form of MMDDYYYY:HHMMSS.


For managing swap lists:


set swap <APPROVE | DECLINE>


[begin_at=<time_val>,]


TIMESTAMP=<time_val>


[,ROLLBACK];


Where time_val is in the form of MMDDYYYY:HHMMSS.


For setting swap priority:


set swap_priority TO <NO_SWAP | NORMAL | HIGH> for


dev <SymDevStart>[:<SymDevEnd>];


For setting advanced parameters:


set advanced_parms [max_rollback = <max_days>,]


[hot_spot = <TRUE | FALSE>];


The migration feature is not available with Enginuity 5874


and higher. Use symmigrate to migrate devices.


For initiating a migration with Enginuity 5773 and earlier:


migrate


dev[s] <SymDevStart1>[:<SymDevEnd1>]


[,<SymDevStart2>[:<SymDevStart2>],...]


TO disk[s] {disk1} [,{disk2},...]


[unmapped=TRUE] [unmasked=TRUE]


[begin_at=<time_val>];
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migrate


device_group <DgName>


TO disk_group_num <disk_group_num>


[unmapped=TRUE] [unmasked=TRUE]


[begin_at=<time_val>];


migrate


device_group <DgName>


TO disk[s] {disk1} [,{disk2},...]


[unmapped=TRUE] [unmasked=TRUE]


[begin_at=<time_val>];


migrate


dev[s] <SymDevStart1>[:<SymDevStart1>]


[,<SymDevStart2>[:<SymDevStart2>],...]


TO disk_group_num <disk_grou_num>


[unmapped=TRUE] [unmasked=TRUE]


[begin_at=<time_val>];


{diskN} is of the form {DDD,I,T} where


DDD is the director Identifier,


I   is the Director Interface, and


T   is the Target ID


time_val is in the form of MMDDYYYY:HHMMSS.


See the Symmetrix Optimizer documentation for a


description of the parameters and their legal values.


While setting time windows, note that the time windows


defined in a single command file are treated as a set and


replace the current time window definitions in the


Optimizer. They are not treated as additions to the


current definitions. Swap time windows and performance


time windows are treated as one set.
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RETURN CODES


Code #     Code Symbol


------ -----------


0        CLI_C_SUCCESS


1        CLI_C_FAIL


2        CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


19        CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All gatekeepers to the Symmetrix


array are currently locked.


EXAMPLES


To display the current Optimizer control parameters for


a specific Symmetrix array, enter:


symoptmz -sid 123456789012 show -parms


To list the swap priorities of all Symmetrix devices


that are configured in Symmetrix arrays connected to


this host, enter:


symoptmz list -sid 123456789012


To display the current Optimizer swap lists for a specific


Symmetrix array, enter:


symoptmz show -sid 123456789012 -swap_list


To define a sets of time windows, enter:


symoptmz commit -sid 123456789012


-file define_timewindow.cmd
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Where define_timewindow.cmd contains:


set time_window id =MySwapTimeWondow type=swap


flag=include period=once


starting=04152009:00000


ending=12302009:000000


days=Sun start_time=04:00 end_time=12:00;


set time_window id = MyPerfTimeWindow type=perf


flag=exclude period=WEEKLY_BY_DAY


starting=01142009:000000


ending=12302009:000000


days=SAT start_time=04:00 end_time=12:00;


To set the control parameters, enter:


symoptmz commit -sid 123456789012


-file set_cntrlparms.cmd


Where set_cntrlparms.cmd contains:


set control_parms swap_mode=auto


swap_rate=30 max_simult_swaps=32


min_perf_period=200 workload_period=300;


To set the swap priority of a range of Symmetrix


devices, enter:


symoptmz commit -sid 123456789012


-file set_swap_priority.cmd


Where set_swap_priority contains:


set swap_priority to high for dev 0078:0092;


To swap twp devices with the same size, enter:


symoptmz commit -sid 123456789012
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-file swap_device.cmd


Where swap_device.cmd contains:


set dev_swap 00C1 with 00C2;
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sympart
Displays partition information about a host


device.


SYNOPSIS


sympart [-h] [-v] [-kb|-blocks|-mb]


show <HostDevName>


list [-count FirstNMatches]


[-device_type DeviceType]


[-label PartLabel] [-type PartType]


[-exclude]


DESCRIPTION


The sympart command displays detailed information about


the geometry and layout of a host device. This includes


information specific to the partitions of the device


such as the partition name, type, attributes, offset


into the full device, and the size of the partition.


ARGUMENTS


list            Lists partition information of all


devices connected to the host.


List can be filtered using filter options.


show            Shows detailed partition information for


the specified host device.


OPTIONS


-blocks         Displays the partition offset and size


information in 512-byte blocks.
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-count          Lists only first N matches found.


-device_type    Lists partition information for only the


specified device type.


-exclude        Excludes partitions meeting filter


criteria and lists others.


-h              Provides brief, online help information.


-kb             Displays the offset and size information in


kilobytes.


-label          Lists information of devices with the


specified partition label.


-mb             Displays offset and size information in


megabytes. This is the default.


-type           Lists information of partitions with the


specified partition type.


-v              Displays partition data in an expanded


(verbose) format.


PARAMETERS


DeviceType      The device type.


[ SYMMETRIX | CLARIION ]


FirstNMatches   The number of partitions, such as 10.


HostDevName     The physical (host) device name, such as


c2t0d2s2.


PartLabel       The partition label of the physical device.
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[ MBR | GPT | VTOC | EFI ]


PartType        The partition type:


[ PART_UNASSIGNED | PART_BOOT       |


PART_ROOT       | PART_SWAP       |


PART_USR        | PART_FULL_DISK  |


PART_STAND      | PART_VAR        |


PART_HOME       | PART_ALT_SECTOR |


PART_CACHE      | PART_RESERVED   |


PART_VX_PUBLIC  | PART_VX_PRIVAT  |


PART_EXTENDED   | PART_FAT12      |


PART_FAT16      | PART_FAT32      |


PART_FAT32_X13  | PART_HUGE       |


PART_IFS        | PART_LDM        |


PART_NTFT       | PART_OS2BOOT    |


PART_PREP       | PART_UNIX       |


PART_XENIX_1    | PART_XINT13     |   


PART_XINT13_EX  | PART_VALID_NTFT |


PART_UNUSED     | PART_XENIX_2    |


PART_VERSION6   | PART_SYSTEM_V   |


PART_VERSION8 | PART_VERSION7   |


PART_BSD_4_1    | PART_BSD_4_2    |


PART_ADVFS      | PART_LSMPUBLIC  |


PART_LSMPRIVAT  | PART_LSMSIMPLE  |


PART_LSMNOPRIV  | PART_DATABASE   |


PART_RAWDATA    | PART_DRD        |


PART_CNX        | PART_CDFS       |


PART_LINUX      | PART_LINUX_LVM  ]


RETURN CODES


Code #         Code Symbol


------ -----------


0           CLI_C_SUCCESS


1           CLI_C_FAIL
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EXAMPLES


To display partition information in kilobytes about a


physical device on a SunOS system, enter:


sympart -kb show c2t0d2s2


To display partition information in blocks about a physical


device on a Windows system, enter:


sympart -blocks show PHYSICALDRIVE9


To list all of the partitions of the devices connected to 


the host, enter:


sympart list


To list all of the partitions of the Symmetrix devices 


connected to the host, with the size and offset displayed


in kilobytes, enter:


sympart list -kb -device_type symmetrix


To list all of the partitions of the devices with the


partition style GPT on a Windows system, enter:


sympart list -label GPT


To list all of the partitions of the devices with the


partition style GPT or MBR on Windows systems, enter:


sympart list -label "GPT|MBR"


To list all of the partitions of the devices with the


partition style EFI on SunOS system, enter:


sympart list -label EFI
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sympd
- Performs operations on a device given the


device's physical (host) name.


SYNOPSIS


sympd  -h


sympd [-offline] [-sid <SymmID>] [-v]


list [-resv]


list [-SA <#|ALL>] [-p <#>] [-scsi] [-fibre]


[-escon] [-ficon] [-gige] [-iscsi_port <#>]


[-powerpath] [-vcm | -aclx] [-pdevfile] [-cyl]


sympd [-offline] [-sid <SymmID>] [-v]


list [-DA <#|ALL>] [-interface <#|ALL>]


[-disk <#|ALL>] [-hyper <#|ALL>]


[-spindle]


list [-DX <#|ALL] [-spindle]


list [-vm]


sympd show <PdevName> [-geometry]


sympd


export -file <FileName>


verify -file <FileName> [-v]


DESCRIPTION


The sympd command performs operations on a device given
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the device's physical name, such as listing devices by


Symmetrix ID, and showing device information given the


device's physical name, such as /dev/rdsk/c3t0d3s2.


The export option writes the current list of physical


device names visible to the host to a file. It stores


other information about the physical device, such as its


Symmetrix ID, device number, and director/port.


The verify option compares the current list of


physical device names to the ones stored in the


specified file for any differences.


ARGUMENTS


export         Stores the physical device information


to a specified file.


list           Lists all Symmetrix devices visible to


this host. 


show           Shows the status information about a


Symmetrix device that is visible to


this host.


verify   Compares the current physical device


information to the information stored in a


specified file.


OPTIONS


-aclx          Lists the device masking (ACLX) devices.


This option is supported in Enginuity 5874


and higher.


-cyl           Lists the device capacity in cylinders.


The default is in megabytes (MBs).
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-DA            Lists the host-visible Symmetrix devices


that match DA, interface, disk, and hyper


values. Interface, disk, and hyper values


default to ALL if not specified.


-disk          Lists the host-visible Symmetrix devices


that match disk, DA, interface, and


hyper values.


-DX            Lists the host-visible Symmetrix devices


that match the DX director number. Default


to ALL if not specified.


-escon         Lists the devices mapped to the ESCON


front-end directors.


-fibre         Lists the devices mapped to the Fibre


front-end directors.


-ficon         Lists the devices mapped to the FICON


front-end directors.


-file          Names the file to store or compare


physical device information.


-geometry      Shows device geometry feature.


-gige          Lists the devices mapped to the Gig-E


front-end directors.


-h             Provides brief online help information.


-hyper         Lists the host-visible Symmetrix devices


that match hyper, DA, interface, and


disk values.
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-interface     Lists the host-visible Symmetrix devices


that match interface, DA, disk, and


hyper values.


-iscsi_port    Specifies the iSCSI target port number.


-offline       Obtains information from the Symmetrix


host configuration database.


-p             Specifies a front-end (SCSI or Fibre)


director port number.


-pdevfile      Lists the device names in a format for


use as pdevfile entries.


-powerpath     Lists the host-visible EMC PowerPath


devices, their Symmetrix configurations,


and their alternate paths.


-resv          Lists all Symmetrix devices that are


visible to this host and have SCSI 


reservations.


-SA            Lists the front-end (SCSI or Fibre)


director number.


-scsi          Lists the devices mapped to the SCSI


front-end directors.


-sid           Filters the display of visible Symmetrix 


devices by the specified Symmetrix array.


-spindle       Displays spindle information instead of


the standard disk address information.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.
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-vcm Lists the device masking (VCM) devices.


This option is obsolete in Enginuity 5874


and higher and replaced by the -aclx option.


-vm            Displays the virtual machine device name.


This option only displays valid virtual


machine names on VMWare ESX server


environments.


PARAMETERS


FileName       The name of the file containing the list


of devices.       


PdevName       The host name for the device, such as


/dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s3.


RETURN CODES


Code #     Code Symbol    


------ -----------


0        CLI_C_SUCCESS


1        CLI_C_FAIL


19        CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix


array are currently locked.


EXAMPLES


To list all Symmetrix devices visible to this host, enter:


sympd list


To show detailed information about a Symmetrix device,
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enter:


sympd show /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s3


To list only Symmetrix devices visible to this host


that are mapped to all Fibre Channel directors on


port 0, enter:


sympd -sa all -p 0 -fibre list


NAME
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symqos
- Provides Quality of Service controls on


specified devices.


The maximum Open Replication bandwidth


percentages for selected ports can also


be viewed or changed with symqos.


SYNOPSIS


symqos -h


symqos -g <DgName> [-bcv | -nobcv]


set <BCV|RDF|MIR|CLONE|VLUN>


<pace|priority <URGENT|<Value>|STOP>>


[LdevName]


query


list


symqos <-sg <SgName> |


-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>


. . .]>


set <BCV|RDF|MIR|CLONE|VLUN>


<pace|priority <URGENT|<Value>|STOP>>


-sid <SymmID>>


list [-sid <SymmID>]


symqos [-sid <SymmID>]


list


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>
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[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


[-pace_range <[MinPace]:[MaxPace]>]


symqos -pst -sid <SymmID>


enable


disable


symqos -pst -sid <SymmID>


-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>


set hostio priority <Value>


symqos -pst -g <DgName> [-std] [-bcv]


set hostio priority <Value>


symqos -pst


list -sid <SymmID>


[-all | -hostio_priority <<Value>|ALL>]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> |


<SymDevName>>...]>]


list -g <DgName> [-std] [-bcv]


[-hostio_priority <<Value>|ALL>]


symqos -cp -sid <SymmID>


enable


disable


analyze
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set empty <preserve | remove>


symqos -cp -name <Name> -sid <SymmID>


create -target <TargetPercent>


-min <MinPercent>


-max <MaxPercent>       


-wp <WritePendingLimit>


-time <DonationTime>


modify [-target <TargetPercent>]


[-min <MinPercent>]


[-max <MaxPercent>]


[-wp <WritePendingLimit>]


[-time <DonationTime>]


rename -new_name <NewCPName>


delete


symqos -cp -name <CPName> -sid <SymmID>


add dev <SymDevName>


remove dev <SymDevName>


symqos -cp -name <CPName> -sid <SymmID>


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]> |


-rdfg <GrpNum> |


-pool <PoolName> <-snap | -rdfa_dse | -thin>]


addall


rmall
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symqos -cp -name <CPName> -g <DgName>


add ld <LdevName>


remove ld <LdevName>


addall [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev]


rmall [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev]


symqos -cp [-name <CPName>] [-offline]


list -sid <SymmID>


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> |


<SymDevName>>...]> |


-rdfg <GrpNum>]


list -g <DgName> [-std] [-bcv] [-vdev]


list [-sid <SymmID>] -settings [-usage] [-v]


symqos -cp -sid <SymmID> [-offline]


list [-all]


[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>]


symqos -RA -sid <SymmID>


enable -io


disable -io


symqos -RA -sid <SymmID>


set IO -default


-sync <SyncPercent>
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-async <AsyncPercent>


-copy <CopyPercent>


set IO -dir <# | ALL>


-sync <SyncPercent>


-async <AsyncPercent>


-copy <CopyPercent>


reset IO -dir <# | ALL>


symqos -RA [-sid <SymmID>]


list -io


symqos -rcopy -sid <SymmID>


-dir <# | ALL> [-p <# | ALL>]


set ceiling <<CeilingPercent> | DISABLE | NONE>


list ceiling


DESCRIPTION


The symqos command is used to view or change copy


priorities for a range of devices, or selected members


of a device group.


The symqos is also used to view or change the


priority service time of devices with Enginuity 5772.


The default device priority is 1 - the highest priority.


Cache partitions can be created or modified for


different device groupings in addition to the default


cache partition to which all devices belong initially


with Enginuity 5772 and higher.


ARGUMENTS
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add            Adds a device to a particular cache


partition.


addall         Adds a range of devices to a particular


cache partition.


analyze        Enables analysis for cache partitioning.


This mode allows the user to see if the


target cache allocation of their partitions


is reasonable. The min must be set to 0%,


the max must be set to 100%, and the


donation time must be 0 for all partitions.


create         Creates a new cache partition if there is


one available.


delete         Deletes a cache partition that is no longer


being used.


disable        Disables the cache partition settings or


disables the device priority QoS feature


for a Symmetrix array.


When used with -io, disables the workload


percentage settings for Synchronous,


Asynchronous and Copy I/Os for all the RDF


directors on the Symmetrix array.


enable         Enables the cache partition settings or


enables the device priority QoS feature


for a Symmetrix array.


When used with -io, enables the workload


percentage settings for Synchronous,


Asynchronous and Copy I/Os for all the


RDF directors on the Symmetrix array.
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list           Displays QoS copy priorities for a range of


devices.


Displays device priority for a range of


devices or a device group.


Displays cache partition settings for one


or all partitions.


Displays cache partition devices for a range


of devices, an RDF group, or a device group.


When used with -io, displays the defined


workload percentages for Synchronous,


Asynchronous and Copy I/Os on the Symmetrix


array and all the RDF directors.


When used with -rcopy, displays the


maximum bandwidth percentage allowed for


Open Replicator usage for a given director,


port, director and port, or all directors


and ports.


modify   Modifies one or more of the attributes for


a given cache partition.


query          Displays QoS copy priorities for specified


members of a device group. Defaults to


viewing STD and BCV devices.


remove         Removes a device from a particular cache


partition.


rename         Changes the name of a cache partition.


reset          Resets the RDF director I/O settings for
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Synchronous, Asynchronous and Copy I/O


workloads to the Symmetrix default.


rmall          Removes a range of devices from a


particular cache partition.


set            Allows the setting of the specified keyword.


When used with IO, the percentages given for


-sync, -async and -copy must each be greater


than 1 and must add up to 100.


When used with -rcopy, sets the maximum


allowed bandwidth percentage for Open


Replicator usage for a given director,


port, director and port or all directors


and ports.


KEYWORDS


ceiling        Used with -rcopy set and -rcopy list


to set or display the percentage of


director/port bandwidth allowed for


Open Replicator usage.


dev            Specifies the action to a device by


Symmetrix device name.


empty          Specifies the action to all empty


partitions. By default, empty partitions,


or those without device assignments, will


be removed after 2 hours.


hostio priority


Assigns host I/O priority to a range


of devices or devices in a device group.


For device group, if no device type flag
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is specified, the priority will be set


for the STD devices only.


IO             Sets or resets the percentage of RDF


director CPU resources assigned to


Synchronous, Asynchronous, and Copy I/Os on


the Symmetrix array or the specified RDF


Director(s).


ld             Specifies the action to a device by logical


device name.


pace           Sets the QoS copy pace. Unless an


LDevName is specified, it defaults to


setting parameters on STD and BCV devices.


Pace setting: integers between 0 (fastest


pace) to 16 (slowest pace) are valid.


priority       Sets the QoS copy priority. Unless an


LDevName is specified, it defaults to


setting parameters on STD and BCV devices.


Host I/O priority: integers between


1 (highest priority) to 16 (lowest


priority) are valid.


OPTIONS


-all           Lists all Symmetrix devices, including


internal devices (VAULT devices, etc.)


-async         Specifies the percentage of RDF director CPU


resources assigned to the Asynchronous


workload on the Symmetrix array or RDF


director(s).


-bcv           Limits the devices from the device group


to BCV devices.
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-copy          Specifies the percentage of RDF director CPU


resources assigned to the Copy workload on


the Symmetrix array or RDF director(s).


-cp            Specifies a cache-partition operation.


-default       Specifies the default setting of the


specified keyword.


When used with IO, specifies the percentage


of CPU resources assigned to Synchronous,


Asynchronous, and Copy I/Os for all the RDF


directors on the Symmetrix array.


-devs          Specifies one or more ranges of Symmetrix


devices to add, remove, move, or on which


to set priority.


-dir           Specifies the director ID.


-g             Specifies a device group.


-h             Provides brief, online help.


-hostio_priority


Specifies a host I/O priority value range


from 1 to 16. 1 is the highest, 16 is the


lowest.


-io            Specifies an RDF Director I/O workload


operation.


When used with list, lists the workload


percentage settings for Synchronous,


Asynchronous, and Copy I/Os on the Symmetrix


array.
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When used with enable or disable, enables or


disables the workload percentage settings


for Synchronous, Asynchronous, and Copy I/Os


for all the RDF directors on the Symmetrix


array.


-max          Specifies the maximum cache percentage for


a cache partition.


-min           Specifies the minimum cache percentage for


a cache partition.


-name          Indicates a cache partition name.


-new_name Indicates a new cache partition name for


a rename action.


-nobcv         Specifies to work on group members


that are not BCVs.


-offline       Displays information from Symmetrix


configuration database without refreshing


the data from the Symmetrix array.


-p             Sets the port number on which to list or


set the ceiling. Defaults to ALL.


-pace_range    Sets the minimum/maximum pace values


for display.


-pst           Specifies a priority service time operation.


-RA            Specifies operation for an RDF Adaptor (RA),


also referred to as an RDF director.


-rcopy         Used with set or list ceiling to set or
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display the percentage of director/port


bandwidth allowed for Open Replicator


usage.


-rdfg          Specifies devices that belong to the


specified RDF (RA) group.


-settings      Lists the general cache partition


configuration for the Symmetrix array.


-sg            Specifies the name of the storage group.


-sid           Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID.


-std           Limits the devices from the device group


to standard devices.


-sync          Specifies the percentage of RDF director CPU


resources assigned to the Synchronous


workload on the Symmetrix array or RDF


director(s).


-target        Specifies the target cache percentage for


a cache partition.


-time          Specifies the donation time in seconds -


the time for when idle cache is made


available to other cache partitions.


-usage         Specifies the cache partition usage.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing


of the cache partition configuration.


-vdev          Limits the devices from the device group


to VDEV devices.
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-wp            Specifies the write pending limit


percentage for a cache partition [40-80].


PARAMETERS


AsyncPercent   The percentage of RDF director CPU resources


assigned to Asynchronous I/Os.


CeilingPercent The percentage of director/port bandwidth


allowed for open replicator usage.


Acceptable values are 0-100, DISABLE or


NONE. If the value DISABLE is used, this


will block Open Replicator I/O on the


director/port specified. If the value NONE


is used, this will turn off the ceiling


function on this director/port,


effectively enabling Open Replicator pace


for sessions using this director/port.


CopyPercent    The percentage of RDF director CPU resources


assigned to Copy I/Os.


CPName         A name assigned to a cache partition. The


name must be unique and up to 31 characters.


DgName         The device group name.


DonationTime   The donation time in seconds.


GrpNum         The RDF (RA) group number.


LdevName       The device logical name of a specific


member of the device group on which


priorities should be set.


MinPace        The minimum pace value in a range.


MinPercent     The minimum cache percentage for a cache


partition.
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MaxPace        The maximum pace value in a range.


MaxPercent     The maximum cache percentage for a cache


partition.


NewCPName      A new name that can be assigned to an


existing cache partition.


SgName         The storage group name.


SymDevEnd      The last Symmetrix device name in a range.


SymDevName     The Symmetrix device name, unique per


Symmetrix array, such as 01C.


SymDevStart    The first Symmetrix device name in a range.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


SyncPercent    The percentage of RDF director CPU resources


assigned to Synchronous I/Os.


TargetPercent  The target cache percentage value for a


cache partition. The target cache percentage


should be more than or equal to the minimum


cache percentage and less than or equal to


the maximum cache percentage.


Value          An integer value.


Pace setting: integers between 0 (fastest


pace) to 16 (slowest pace) are valid.


If the value URGENT is used, the copy pace


is classified as urgent, and may be faster


than the default.  If the value STOP is


used, the background initiated copy will


stop. Note that BCV is not supported with
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URGENT or STOP.


Host I/O priority: integers between


1 (highest priority) to 16 (lowest


priority) are valid.


WritePendingLimit


The write pending limit percentage for a


cache partition [40-80].


RETURN CODES


Code #      Code Symbol    


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


To view the copy priorities for devices 10 through


20 on Symmetrix 1234, enter:


symqos -sid 1234 -devs 10:20 list


To view the copy priorities for all STD and BCV


devices in device group DeviceGroup, enter:


symqos -g DeviceGroup query


To enable host I/O device priority feature for


Symmetrix 1234, enter:


symqos -pst -sid 1234 enable


To assign all STD devices of device group DeviceGroup
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to host I/O priority 1, enter:


symqos -pst -g DeviceGroup set hostio priority 1 -std


To view device priorities for device 10 through 20


on Symmetrix 1234, enter:


symqos -pst -sid 1234 -devs 10:20 list


To enable the cache-partition feature for Symmetrix 1234,


enter:


symqos -cp -sid 1234 enable


To create a cache partition on Symmetrix 1234, enter:


symqos -cp -name TestPartition -sid 1234 \\


-target 10 -min 5 -max 40 -wp 50 -time 10 create


To add device 00C to TestPartition on Symmetrix 1234,


enter:


symqos -cp -name TestPartition -sid 1234 add dev 00C


To view the setting of cache partition TestPartition,


enter:


symqos -cp -name TestPartition list -settings


To enable the workload percentage settings for Synchronous,


Asynchronous and Copy I/Os on Symmetrix 1234, enter:


symqos -RA -sid 1234 enable -io


To set the default settings of the workload percentages


on Symmetrix 1234 to 60% for Synchronous I/Os, 30% for


Asynchronous I/Os and 10% for Copy I/Os, enter:
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symqos -RA -sid 1234 set IO -default -sync 60


-async 30 -copy 10


To change the settings of the workload percentages on


director 8G of Symmetrix 1234 to 50% for Synchronous I/Os,


30% for Asynchronous I/Os and 20% for Copy I/Os, enter:


symqos -RA -sid 1234 -dir 8G set IO -sync 50


-async 30 -copy 20


To reset the settings of the workload percentages on


director 8G of Symmetrix 1234, enter:


symqos -RA -sid 1234 -dir 8G reset IO
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symrcopy
Performs remote copy control operations between storage arrays on a collection of device pairs.


SYNOPSIS


symrcopy [-h]


symrcopy <-file <FileName> [-noprompt] |


-noprompt 'redirect stdin'> [-star]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


create <-push <-hot | -cold>


[-differential | -nodifferential] |


-pull <-hot [-donor_update] | -cold>


[-frontend_zero] [-force]>


[-name <SessionName>] [-copy | -precopy | -nocopy]


[-force_copy] [-pace <Pace>]


create -pull -migrate -host_type <OsType>


[-hba_type <HbaType>] [-mp_type <MpType>]


[-name <SessionName>] [-pace <Pace>] [-force]


remove


symrcopy <-file <FileName> [-noprompt] |


-session_name <SessionName> [-noprompt] |


-noprompt 'redirect stdin'>


[-v] [-force] [-star] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


activate [-consistent | -migrate]


failback -migrate


recreate [-name <SessionName>] [-pace <Pace>] [-precopy]


restore [-name <SessionName>] [-pace <Pace>]


[-donor_update]
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rename -name <SessionName>


set mode <copy | nocopy | precopy>


set pace <Pace> [-migrate]


set donor_update off [-consistent] [-force]


set frontend_zero off [-migrate]


terminate [-symforce] [-all_sessions | -migrate]


terminate -symforce -rp


symrcopy [-sid SymmID] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


list [-offline] [-detail | -wwn]


[-type <migrate | standard | recoverpoint>]


symrcopy <-file <FileName> | -session_name <SessionName> |


'redirect stdin'>


[-offline] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


query [-detail | -wwn]


query -summary


verify [-summary]


[-createinprog | -created | -recreateinprog |


-recreated | -copyinprog | -copyonaccess |


-copyonwrite | -copied | -terminateinprog |


-failed | -verifyinprog | -restored | -restinprog |


-precopy [-cycled] | -syncinprog | -synchronized |


-failedback]


symrcopy [-sid <SymmID>]
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export -file <FileName> -session_name <SessionName>


DESCRIPTION


The symrcopy command controls Symmetrix Remote Copy


sessions which can copy data from various types of


arrays within the Storage Area Network (SAN). Copy


operations are controlled from a host attached to


a Symmetrix array (referred to as the control side). 


Data can be copied to (push operation) or from (pull


operation) the remote side array. Copy operations are


either online (hot) or offline (cold). Copying data


from a Symmetrix to devices on remote storage arrays


allows for data to be copied fully or incrementally.


ARGUMENTS


activate       Starts the copying process on an existing


session.


create         Defines a new session.


export         Creates the specified file with all of the


session information for sessions matching


session_name.


failback       Stops a federated live migration session and


returns the control device(s) to host active


mode and the remote device(s) to host 


passive mode. The control device(s) will 


retain the WWN and geometry of the remote


device(s).


list           Lists all the sessions for a given


Symmetrix array, or for all Symmetrix


arrays.
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query          Queries for the status of sessions.


recreate       Creates an incremental session on an


existing session. Only valid for sessions


created with the -differential flag.


remove         Removes remote devices from a differential


session in the Copied state.


restore        Restores copied data from the remote device


of an incremental push to the control


device. Restore can only be run on an


incremental push session in the Copied


state.


rename         Changes the name of a session. Can only


be executed on a differential session in


the Copied state.


set donor_update off


Allows the donor_update portion of a


session to be cancelled.


set frontend_zero off


Turns off the feature that improves


performance of pull sessions to thin devices


by detecting incoming zero patterns.


set mode       Allows the session mode to be changed to


nocopy (while in the CopyInProg state),


causing the session state to change to


CopyOnAccess if the session was created


with the pull flag, or to CopyOnWrite if


the session was created with the push flag.


Allows the session mode to be changed
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to copy (while in the CopyOnAccess or


CopyOnWrite state), causing the session


state to change to CopyInProg.


Allows the session mode to be changed


to precopy (while in the Created or


Recreated state), causing the session


state to change to Precopy.


set pace     Allows the session pace to be changed while


in the CopyInProg state. Valid values are


from 0 to 9, where 0 is the fastest pace,


and 9 is the slowest pace.


terminate      Terminates a session and removes it from


the Symmetrix array.


verify         Verifies that a session is in a specified


state.


OPTIONS


-all_sessions  Terminates all sessions associated with


the control device. Remote devices in the


control file are ignored.


-c             Specifies a count to perform a specific


action.


-cold          Indicates that any directors that are


mapped to the local device and can reach


the targets may be used. Therefore, the


source devices must be set to User Not


Ready.


With a push operation, there may be up to


16 targets.
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-consistent    Causes the source and target pairs to be


consistently copied.


-copy          Causes the device copy to take place in


the background. If -nocopy is specified,


the copying of tracks is not completed


unless all tracks have been accessed


during a pull, or all tracks have been


written during a push. Only used with


create.


After the operation is executed, the state


of the device pair is Copy in Progress.


If all the tracks are eventually moved to


the Target device, the state changes to


Copied.


-cycled        Used with verify command and precopy flag


to verify first cycle of precopy is


completed.


-detail        Specifies a more detailed list or query. 


Note that output text may not fit in some


displays.


-differential  Allows a session to be recreated for


incremental copy.  A session created


with -nodifferential cannot be recreated


for incremental copy.


-donor_update  Writes data to the control device and the


remote device during a hot pull.


-file          Specifies a file name to be used for the


action, which contains device pairs. A


device pair is a control device and a remote
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device.


Note that data flows from the control to


the remotes on a -push, but on a -pull,


data flows from the remote to the control.


Control devices and remote devices may be


specified as LUN World Wide Names (WWNs)


or Symmetrix device names.


Valid tags are symdev and wwn.


Source devices and remote devices are space


delimited.


Lines that start with a pound sign (#)


are ignored. Control devices are always


in the left hand column, and remote devices


are always in the right.


The usual file format will be:


symdev=<SymmID>:<DevName> wwn=<LUN WWN>


...


...


To specify more than one target per source


device, add subsequent records, using the


same source device and new remote device.


Valid only for -push -cold.


-force         Forces the SYMAPI server to allow an action


that would ordinarily fail.


-force_copy    Forces a create operation even though one or


more paired devices in the device file may


not be large enough to contain the whole
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extents of the control device on a push, or


the whole extents of the remote device on a


pull.


If the operation is a pull, and the


control device is too small, the session


will be created so that it will only copy


the total number of blocks that will fit


into the control device.


If the operation is a push, and the remote


device is too small, the session will be


created so that it will only copy the


total number of blocks that will fit 


into the remote device, if it is visible


to the API host.


-frontend_zero Feature that provides improved performance


of pull sessions to thin devices through


the detection of incoming zero patterns.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-hba_type      The application host's HBA driver type.


-host_type     Specifies the application host operating


system in a federated live migration


operation.


-hot           Indicates that all directors that are


mapped to the local device must be able to


reach the targets. The source devices may


be Read Write.


With a push operation, there may be only one


remote device.
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-i             Specifies the interval in seconds to


repeat a specific action.


The default interval is 30 seconds if -c is


used.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-migrate       Indicates a session performing a federated


live migration operation.


-mp_type       The application host's MP vendor and


version.


-name          Indicates a session name when creating,


recreating, restoring, or renaming a


session.


-nocopy       Causes the copying of tracks only to happen


for tracks accessed during a pull, or


written during a push. The copying of


tracks is not completed unless all tracks


have been accessed or written. Normally, the


device copy takes place in the background.


Only used with create.


After the operation is executed, the state


of the device pair is Copy on Access or Copy


on Write. If all the tracks are eventually


moved to the Target device, the state


changes to Copied.


-nodifferential


Prevents a session from being recreated for


incremental copy.  A session must be created


with -differential to be recreated for
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incremental copy.


-offline       Relies on information from the database


for updated session information; does not


query the Symmetrix array. Used with list


or query.


-pace          Sets the pace value used for the session


Used for create and recreate.


-precopy       Begins copying data immediately in the


background at create or recreate time, but


without taking a point in time image of the


device. Only available for hot push


sessions.


-pull          Pulls data from the remote to the control


device when the session is created with


the -pull flag.


-push          Pushes data from the control device to the


remote device(s) when the session is


created with the -push flag.


-rp            Indicates a RecoverPoint session.


Used with terminate and -symforce to


clean up a RecoverPoint session.


-session_name  Specifies the name of the session (or


group of sessions) that you want to


control.


-star          Targets the action for devices that are in


Star mode.


-summary       Lists the number of sessions in each state.
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-symforce      Terminates a session that has not yet


finished copying. Also used with -rp to


terminate a RecoverPoint session.


Used only with terminate.


-type          Specifies which type of sessions to include


in the list command output. If -type is not


specified, all sessions will be included.


Type          Description


------------ ---------------


migrate       Indicates federated live


migration sessions


recoverpoint  Indicates sessions used by


the RecoverPoint appliance


standard      Indicates sessions that are


neither recoverpoint nor


federated live migration


-v             Provides more detailed, verbose information.


-wwn           Specifies a World Wide Name (WWN). Used for


list or query to display remote devices as


WWNs.


PARAMETERS


FileName       The name of the file that contains the


source and target pairs.


HbaType        The Host Bus Adapter type.


Possible values are:


- Emulex


- Qlogic
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MpType         The multi-path IO type.


Possible values are:


- DMP      (Dynamic multi-path)


- PPath    (PowerPath 4.6+)


- PPath_45 (PowerPath 4.5 only)


- NATIVE   (Native multi-path)


OsType         The application host operating system.


Possible values are:


- AIX


- HPUX


- LINUX


- SunOS_Sparc


- VMWARE


- Windows


Pace           The pace value assigned to the session


during create, recreate, or set pace


commands.


SessionName    The optional assigned name used to control


a session or group of sessions.


SymmID         The 12-digit Symmetrix ID number.


RETURN CODES


Code #     Code Symbol    


------ -----------


0        CLI_C_SUCCESS


1        CLI_C_FAIL


2        CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED
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18        CLI_C_ALREADY_IN_STATE


The device or session is


already in the desired state.


19        CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix


array are currently locked.


Return codes for symrcopy verify


209        CLI_C_NOT_ALL_VERIFIED


Some but not all of the devices


are in the specified state.


210        CLI_C_NONE_VERIFIED


None of the devices are in the


specified state.


EXAMPLES


To create a hot push session from an input file, enter:


symrcopy create -f input.txt -hot -push


To activate a session from an input file, enter:


symrcopy activate -f input.txt


To query a session from an input file, enter:


symrcopy query -f input.txt


To terminate a session from an input file, enter:


symrcopy terminate -f input.txt


Input file examples:
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The following file will control a single session with


control device 10 and remote device 34:


symdev=000000001234:10 symdev=000000005678:34


The following file will control two separate sessions


with different control and remote devices:


symdev=000000001234:01 symdev=000000005678:42


symdev=000000001234:02 symdev=000000005678:43


The following file shows a mix of symdev and wwn usage:


symdev=000000001234:01 symdev=000000005678:42


symdev=000000001234:02 symdev=000000005678:43


symdev=000000001234:03 wwn=6006048000000000567853594D303434


The following file will control a session with one control


device (01) and multiple remotes. (41 and 42) (Note: this


can only be used with -cold and -push):


symdev=000000001234:01 symdev=000000005678:41


symdev=000000001234:01 symdev=000000005678:42
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symrdb
Displays detailed mapping information about one


or more schemas, tables, files, tablespaces,


or segments that are defined in a specified


database instance.


SYNOPSIS


symrdb [-h] -type <DbType> [-db <DbName>] [-kb|-blocks|-mb]


list [TBS | FILE [-datalog] | SCHEMA | TABLE]


[-v] [-unalloc]


show [-no_extents | -expand | -collapse]


[TBS <TbsName>|FILE <FileName>|SCHEMA <SchemaName> |


TABLE <TableName>]


symrdb [-h] [-v] -type <DbType> [-db <DbName>]


[-kb|-blocks|-mb]


list [FILE | SEG | TABLE] -tbs <TbsName>


list [FILE | SEG | TABLE] -schema <SchemaName>


symrdb [-h] -type <DbType> [-db <DbName>] [-kb|-blocks|-mb]


[-no_extents | -expand | -collapse]


show -tbs <TbsName>


[FILE <FileName>|SEG <SegmentName>|TABLE <TableName>]


show -schema <SchemaName>


[FILE <FileName>|SEG <SegmentName>|TABLE <TableName>]


symrdb [-h] [-v] -type <DbType> [-db <DbName>]


[-sid <SymmID>] [-rdfg <GrpNum>] [-R1|-R2]


[-bcv | -nobcv | -vdev] [-data] [-log] [-control]


[-force]


rdb2dg <DgName> [-dgtype REGULAR | RDF1 | RDF2]


rdb2cg <CgName> [-cgtype REGULAR | RDF1 | RDF2]
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[-apidb | -rdf_consistency]


symrdb [-h] [-v] -type <DbType> [-db <DbName>]


-tbs <TbsName> [-sid <SymmID>] [-rdfg <GrpNum>]


[-R1|-R2] [-bcv | -nobcv | -vdev] [-force]


tbs2dg <DgName> [-dgtype REGULAR | RDF1 | RDF2]


tbs2cg <CgName> [-cgtype REGULAR | RDF1 | RDF2]


[-apidb | -rdf_consistency]


symrdb [-h] [-v] -type <DbType> [-db <DbName>]


show -config [-all]


symrdb [-h] [-v] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


stats stats_option


symrdb [-h] startup db_startup_options


symrdb [-h] shutdown db_shutdown_options


DESCRIPTION


The symrdb command displays mapping information specific


to a schema, table, file, tablespace, or segment in a


database instance. Detailed information can be obtained


for tablespaces, schemas, files and tables by specifying


the -v option with the list command, or issuing the


show command.


The symrdb rdb2cg and rdb2dg commands are used to convert


a specified database into a composite group or device


group. The symrdb tbs2cg and tbs2dg commands are used to


convert a specified tablespace into a composite group


or device group.
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For database objects that are defined on Symmetrix


devices, you can obtain logical-to-physical information


of where the file, table, schema, or tablespace extents


are mapped on Symmetrix devices.


The database user login information must be supplied


with the SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT environment variable. The


user login information is specified in the following


format, "username/password@service". The username


and password must be non NULL.


Note: For Oracle, the database user specified must have


one of the following in order to run this utility:


- "select any table" privilege (Oracle8i and earlier)


- SELECT_CATALOG_ROLE (Oracle9i and later)


- DBA role


If list is specified without a key word, and neither -tbs


or -schema are present on the command line, the default


is to list the database names. If -db, -tbs, or -schema


are present on the command line, the default is to list


the tables of the specified database, tablespace, or


schema.


Given a database name, you can obtain a list of:


- files defined to make up the database


- schemas defined within the database


- tablespaces defined within the database


- tables defined within the database


Given a database name and tablespace or schema name,


you can obtain a list of:


- files that make up the tablespace or schema


- segments defined within the tablespace or schema
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- tables defined within the tablespace or schema


To execute the symrdb utility, you must have the


proper application software installed and


environment variables set.


You can specify the database type, database, schema,


and tablespace name from environment variables.


The command line options take priority over the


environment variables as follows:


Environment Variable   Use to Specify   Instead of


-------------------- -------------- ----------


SYMCLI_RDB_TYPE        database type    -type


SYMCLI_RDB_NAME        database name    -db


SYMCLI_SCHEMA_NAME     schema name      -schema


SYMCLI_TBS_NAME        tablespace name  -tbs


In Oracle, the database name does not need to be


specified. The default will be taken from the instance


represented by the connection arguments.


If a name specified on the command line contains special


shell characters, those characters must be escaped with a


\\ back slash. (e.g. $, ', \\, etc.)


If symrdb is being run in client/server mode and the


required RDBMS environment variables are set in the


client's environment, they will be sent to the server


to be used.


On DB2, for additional information about what some of


the configuration values mean, please refer to


"Administration Guide: Performance" or Configuration
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parameters in the DB2 Information Center.


ARGUMENTS


list           Lists the defined databases (or object type


when a keyword is specificed) for the


database instance. For Oracle, the name


of the database instance is returned.


rdb2cg         Translates the specified database into a


composite group.


rdb2dg         Translates the specified database into a


device group.


show           Shows database names, states pertaining to


the connected server, status and usage of


each of the databases. When a keyword is


specified, detailed logical-to-physical


mapping information about that object


is returned.


stats          Shows performance statistics about


a specified database (type). The current


supported databases are Oracle, SQL Server,


Sybase, and IBMUDB.


tbs2cg         Translates the specified database table


space into a composite group. Only


data database files are translated.


tbs2dg         Translates the specified database


tablespace into a device group. Only data


database files are translated.


KEYWORDS
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FILE           Specifies the action on defined files for a


specified database instance.


REGULAR        Specifies a device or composite group type


of regular.


RDF1           Specifies a device or composite group type


of RDF1.


RDF2           Specifies a device or composite group type


of RDF2.


SCHEMA         Specifies the action on defined schemas


for a specified database instance,


tablespace, or schema.


SEG            Specifies the action on defined segments


for a specified tablespace or schema.


TABLE          Specifies the action on defined tables


for a specified database instance,


tablespace, or schema.


TBS            Specifies the action on defined tablespaces


for a specified database instance.


OPTIONS


-all           Displays all the possible database


configuration values (use with -config).


-apidb         Creates the CG in the SYMAPI DB only.


-bcv           Associates only BCV devices to the target


group.


-blocks        Displays size information in 512-byte
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blocks.


-c             Indicates the number (count) of times to


display statistics. If this option is not


specified and an interval (-i) is


specified, stats will be displayed


continuously.


-cgtype        Specifies a composite group type.


-collapse      Collapses the extents of a database object,


if possible. This is the default.


-config        Displays the database configuration value.


-control       Specifies to only operate on control


database files. Default is all database


files.


-data          Specifies to only operate on data


database files.


-datalog       Displays "data and log" as a separate file


type item. The default is to treat data and


log as file type data. Used for Sybase only.


-db            Specifies a relational database name.


-dgtype        Specifies a device group type.


-expand   Expands the extents of a database object,


if possible.


-force         Attempts to force the operation even though


one or more devices in the database or


tablespace may already be part of another


DG or CG group.
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-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-i             Repeats the interval in seconds. 


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-kb            Displays size information in Kilobytes.


-log           Operates only on log database files.


-mb            Displays size information in Megabytes.


This is the default.


-nobcv         Adds only standard devices to the target


group. The default behavior is to add


both standard and BCV devices.


-no_extents    Excludes extents information from the


display.


-R1            Adds R1 devices to the target device


group.


-R2            Adds R2 devices to the target device


group.


-rdf_consistency


Creates a CG, allowing it to be enabled


for RDF consistency once devices have


been added to the CG.


-rdfg          Selects RDF devices that belong to the


specified Symmetrix RA (RDF) group number.
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-schema        Specifies a database schema name.


-sid           Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID.


-target        Identifies the database statistics output


options, refers to the stats_option on


ora_options, sybase_options,


sqlserver_options, and ibmudb_options.


-tbs           Specifies a database tablespace name.


-type          Specifies a database type (DbType).


-unalloc       Displays unallocated space, for Sybase


database file only.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-vdev          Adds VDEVs to the target group.


PARAMETERS


CgName         The composite group name.


DbName         A specific database name.


db_startup_options


See below for specific database options.


db_shutdown_options


See below for specific database options.


DbTarget       The metrics available for the specified


database statistic.


DbType         The database type. Supported values are:
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- Oracle


- SQLServer


- Sybase


- MVSDB2


- IBMDB2


- IBMUDB


- Informix


- Exchange


- Exchange2007


- SharePoint


DgName         The device group name.


FileName       A specific database filename.


GrpNum         The RDF (RA) group number.


SchemaName     A specific database schema name.


SegmentName    A specific database segment name.


stats_option   See below for specific database options.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


TableName      A specific database table name.


TbsName        A specific database tablespace name.


Oracle Startup/Shutdown/Stats Options:


Startup...


symrdb [-h] startup -type Oracle


[ [FORCE] [RESTRICT] [PFILE=filename] [QUIET]


[MOUNT [-db dbname] |


[ [OPEN | OPEN_READ_ONLY | OPEN_READ_WRITE |
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OPEN_READ_WRITE_RECOVER | OPEN_RECOVER]


[-db dbname] ] | NOMOUNT]] |


[ [PFILE=filename] MIGRATE [QUIET]]


where:


Option or


Keyword    Description


--------- ----------------------------


dbname     Identifies the database name to mount


or open. Refer to Oracle documentation


for the definition.


filename   Specifies a filename to be used while


starting up the instance.


FORCE      Shuts down the current Oracle


instance (if it is running) with the


shutdown option ABORT, before


restarting it.


MIGRATE    Starts the database in OPEN MIGRATE


mode and sets system initialization


parameters to specific values required


to enable the database upgrade or


downgrade scripts to run.


MOUNT      Mounts the database; does not open it.


NOMOUNT    Causes the database not to be mounted


upon instance startup.


OPEN       Mounts and opens the database.


OPEN_READ_ONLY


Specifies READ ONLY to restrict users


to read-only transactions, and prevent
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them from generating redo logs.


OPEN_READ_WRITE


Specifies READ WRITE to open the


database in read/write mode, allowing


users to generate redo logs. This is


the default.


OPEN_READ_WRITE_RECOVER


Specifies READ WRITE to open the


database in read/write mode, and


Specifies that media recovery should


be performed, if necessary, before


starting the instance.


OPEN_RECOVER


Specifies to open the database, and that


media recovery should be performed, if


necessary, before starting the instance.


QUIET      Suppresses the display of System


Global Area information for the


starting instance.


RESTRICT   Allows only Oracle users with the


RESTRICTED SESSION system privilege


to connect to the database.


Shutdown...


symrdb [-h] shutdown -type Oracle


[ABORT | IMMEDIATE | NORMAL |TRANSACTIONAL [LOCAL]]


where:


Keyword    Description


--------- ----------------------
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ABORT      Proceeds with the fastest possible


shutdown. Does not wait for calls


to complete or users to disconnect.


IMMEDIATE  Does not wait for current calls to


complete, prohibits further connects,


and closes and dismounts the database.


Finally, shuts down the instance.


Does not wait for connected users to


disconnect. Does not require instance


recovery on next startup.


LOCAL      Specifies a transactional shutdown


only on the local instance.


NORMAL     Waits for currently connected users to


disconnect from the database, prohibits


further connects, and closes and


dismounts the database. Finally, shuts


down the instance. Does not require


instance recovery on the next startup.


NORMAL is the default option.


TRANSACTIONAL   


Shuts down an instance while


minimizing interruption to clients.


No client can start a new


transaction on the instance.


Stats...


symrdb stats -type Oracle -target


< INSTANCE | SESSION | FILE | ALL >


where:


Keyword    Description
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--------- ----------------------


INSTANCE   Specifies instance stats.


SESSION    Specifies session stats.


FILE   Specifies file stats.


Sybase Startup/Shutdown/Stats Options:


Startup...


symrdb startup -type Sybase


-f runserver_file [-m] [-t delay_time]


where:


Keyword    Description


--------- ----------------------


delay_time Estimated time to startup the


Sybase server in seconds.


-m         Starts database in a single user


mode.


runserver_file


The absolute path name of a


runserver file used as a reference


each time you restart a Sybase


server.


Shutdown...


symrdb shutdown -type Sybase


[-f srvname] [-w {wait | nowait}]


where:


Keyword    Description


--------- ----------------------
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nowait     Shuts down the server immediately.


srvname    Specifies a logical name by which


the backup server is known in the


server's sysservers system table.


wait       Brings the server down gracefully.


Stats...


symrdb stats -type Sybase -target


< SERVER | OBJECT | DEVICE | ALL >


where:


Keyword    Description


--------- ----------------------


OBJECT     Specifies object stats.


DEVICE     Specifies device stats.


SERVER     Specifies server stats.


SqlServer Startup/Shutdown/Stats Options:


Startup...


symrdb startup -type SqlServer


-s instance [-c] [-f] [-m] [-n] [-x]


[-p master_file_path] [-e error_log_path]


[-l master_log_path] [-g virtual_addr_space]


[-t trace_number]


where:


Keyword    Description


--------- ----------------------


-c         Shortens startup time.
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-f         Starts an instance with minimal


configuration.


error_log_path     


Names the error log file.


instance   Specifies the instance name to start.


-m         Starts an instance in single-user mode.


master_file_path 


Names the master database file.


master_log_path   


Names the master database log file.


-n         Does not use the Windows application log


to record an SQL Server event.


trace_number


Specifies a trace number.


virtual_addr_space 


Displays the amount of virtual address


space in megabytes.


-n         Does not use the Windows application log


to record an SQL Server event.


-x         Disables the keeping of CPU time and


cache-hit ratio statistics to allow


maximum performance.


Shutdown...


symrdb shutdown -type SqlServer -s instance
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where:


Keyword    Description


--------- ----------------------


instance   Instance name to be shut down.


Stats...


symrdb stats -type SqlServer -target


< INSTANCE | DATABASE | OBJECT | FILE | ALL >


where:


Keyword    Description


--------- ----------------------


INSTANCE   Specifies instance stats.


DATABASE   Specifies database stats.


FILE       Specifies file stats.


OBJECT     Specifies object stats.


IBMUDB Startup/Shutdown/Stats Options:


Startup...


symrdb startup -type IBMUDB


[ [-n node


[ADDNODE -u hostname -p port


[-c computer] [-nt netname]


[NODE | CATALOG -tsn tablespace_node] ] |


[RESTART [-u hostname] [-p port] [-nt netname]] |


[STANDALONE]] ]


where:


Keyword or


Option     Description
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--------- ----------------------


ADDNODE    Issues the ADD NODE command.


computer   Specifies the computer name.


CATALOG    Indicates that the containers for


the temporary tablespaces should be


the same as those for the catalog


node of each database.


hostname   Specifies the system name.


netname    Specifies the net name.


NODE       Indicates that the containers for the


temporary tablespaces should be the


same as those for the specified node.


node       Specifies the node number.


port       Specifies the port number.


profile    Specifies the name of the profile.


RESTART    Issues the RESTART DATABASE command.


STANDALONE Starts the node in STANDALONE mode.


tablespace_node 


Specifies the node number from which


the temporary tablespace definitions


should be obtained.


username/password


Specifies how it is set in the


environment variable SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT.


The parameters are mandatory with
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option ADDNODE on Windows, but is


ignored on other operating systems.


Shutdown...


symrdb shutdown -type IBMUDB


[ [FORCE | DROP] [DROP_ACT | CONTINUE | TERMINATE]


[-f profile] [-n node] ]


where:


Keyword or


Option     Description


--------- ----------------------


CONTINUE   Subsequent call. Continue processing


after a prompt.


DROP       Drops the node from the db2nodes.cfg


file.


DROP_ACT   Initial call.


FORCE      Issues the FORCE APPLICATION (ALL)


command.


node       Specifies the node number.


profile    Specifies the name of the profile.


TERMINATE  Subsequent call. Terminate processing


after a prompt.


Stats...


symrdb stats -type Ibmudb -target


< DATABASE | TABLE | TABLESPACE | ALL >
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where:


Keyword    Description


--------- ----------------------


DATABASE Specifies database stats.


TABLE      Specifies table stats.


TABLESPACE Specifies tablespace stats.


RETURN CODES


Code #         Code Symbol


------ -----------


0           CLI_C_SUCCESS


1           CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


To define the database login parameters to be


user = scott, passwd = tiger, and service = acme, enter:


setenv SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT scott/tiger@acme


To list all tables that reside in tablespace


tbl_space1, enter:


symrdb -type Oracle -tbs tbl_space1 list TABLE


To display a detailed listing of the table name EMP


that resides in schema SCOTT, enter:


symrdb -type Oracle -schema SCOTT show TABLE EMP


To display a detailed listing of the table name


SYS$TABLE that resides in tablespace tbl_space1, and


to display the extent information in expanded mode
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and size in megabytes, enter:


symrdb -type Oracle -tbs tbl_space1


show TABLE SYS\\$TABLE -expand -mb


To define the database name HR as the default database


name, enter:


setenv SYMCLI_RDB_NAME HR


To define the database login parameters to be user =


sa, passwd = sa_pass, and service = local, enter:


setenv SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT "sa/sa_pass@local"


To list all tablespaces that define the database


named master, enter:


symrdb -type SQLServer -db master list TBS


To list all files that define the database


named master, enter:


symrdb -type SQLServer -db master list FILE


To list all tables that reside in the database


named master, enter:


symrdb -type SQLServer -db master list TABLE


To create a REGULAR device group named newdg with


only the R1-BCV devices from the SQL Server database


named master, enter:


symrdb -type SQLSERVER -db master rdb2dg newdg


-R1 -bcv -dgtype REGULAR
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To create a composite group named newcg with the R1


and R1-BCV devices from the Oracle tablespace


named tbl_space1, enter:


symrdb -type ORACLE -tbs tbl_space1 tbs2cg newcg


-cgtype RDF1 -R1


To start up an Oracle data manager with mode


OPEN READ ONLY, enter:


symrdb startup -type ORACLE OPEN_READ_ONLY


To shut down an Oracle data manager with mode


NORMAL, enter:


symrdb shutdown -type ORACLE NORMAL


To display statistics about a session of a


specified database Oracle every 30 seconds for


one hour, enter:


symrdb stats -type ORACLE -i 30 -c 120 -target SESSION


H:M:S      sessionID   memory


A              B        C


A  Time of day


B  Session ID


C  memory usage per second


NOTE: All the statistics values are per second.
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symrdf
Performs a Symmetrix ping to all Symmetrix arrays or a specified Symmetrix array.


Lists all or selected SRDF devices on a Symmetrix array. 


Performs Symmetrix SRDF control or set mode operations on a group of devices, or on one device
pair.


A group of device pairs can be specified using device group, composite group, storage group or
device file.


Performs Symmetrix SRDF query or verify on a group of devices.


Also performs dynamic SRDF operations:


Adding and modifying dynamic SRDF groups, and creating and deleting SRDF pairs.


SYNOPSIS


symrdf -h


symrdf [-sid <SymmID>] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-rdf]


ping


symrdf [-sid <SymmID>] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-offline] [-v]


[-all]


[-rdfg <GrpNum>] [-bcv | -nobcv] [-rdfa] [-resv]


[-consistency] [-concurrent]


[-cascade] [-diskless_rdf]


[[-R1 | -R2 | -R21] |


[-dynamic [-R1 | -R2 | -BOTH]]]


[-half_pair] [-dup_pair] [-star_mode]


[-star_sync_target] [-star_async_target]


[-cons_exempt] [-rdfa_wpace_exempt]


[-rdfa_not_pace_capable]


list [dev]


list pd
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symrdf -sid <SymmID> -rdfg <GrpNum> [-v]


[-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-star]


activate    <<-rdfa_dse [-both_sides]> |


<-rdfa_pace | -rdfa_wpace | -rdfa_devpace


[-force]>>


deactivate  <<-rdfa_dse [-both_sides]> | -rdfa_wpace |


<<-rdfa_pace | -rdfa_devpace> [-symforce]>>


msc_cleanup


set rdfg    <[-limbo <Secs>]


[-domino <State>]


[-autolink_recovery <State>]


[-hwcomp <State>]


[-swcomp <State>]>


[-both_sides]


set rdfa    <[-cycle_time <CycleTime>]


[-priority <SessPriority>]


[-transmit_idle <State>]>


[-both_sides]


set rdfa_pace


<[-dp_autostart <State>]


[-wp_autostart <State>]


[-delay <WpaceDelay>]


[-threshold <WpaceThreshold>]>


[-both_sides]


set rdfa_dse


<[-autostart <State>]


[-threshold <DseThreshold>]


[-fba_pool <PoolName>]


[-ckd3390_pool <PoolName>]
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[-ckd3380_pool <PoolName>]


[-as400_pool <PoolName>]>


[-both_sides]


set label <GrpLabel>


Device Groups


symrdf -g <DgName> [-v | -noecho] [-force] [-symforce]


[-bypass] [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-hop2 | -bcv [-hop2] | -all | -rbcv | -brbcv]


[-rdfg <GrpNum>] [-star]


deletepair


establish [-full] [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


failback  [-remote] [-rp] [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


failover  [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


[-establish | -restore [-remote]]


half_deletepair


half_movepair -new_rdfg <GrpNum>


half_swap


merge     [-rp] [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


movepair -new_rdfg <GrpNum>


restore   [-remote] [-rp] [-full]


[<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


resume    [-remote] [-rp] [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


split     [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]
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swap   [-refresh R1|R2]


suspend   [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


update    [-remote] [-rp] [-until <InvalidTracks>]


[<LdevName>...]


invalidate <R1|R2> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]] [-nowd]


not_ready  <R1|R2> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


ready      <R1|R2> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


refresh <R1|R2> [-rp] [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


rw_disable R2 [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


rw_enable     <R1|R2> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


write_disable <R1|R2> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


symrdf -g <DgName>


[-hop2 | -bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv | -all]


[-offline] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-rdfg <GrpNum>]


query [-rdfa | -summary] [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


verify [-summary]


[-enabled | -synchronized | -suspended |


-susp_offline | -split | -failedover | -updated |


-syncinprog | -updateinprog | -partitioned |


-valid | -consistent [-noinvalids] |


-acp_disk | -acp_wp | -asynchronous |


-semisynchronous | -synchronous]


[<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]
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symrdf -g <DgName> [-v] [-bypass] [-force] [-star]


[-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-hop2 | -bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv | -all]


[-rdfg <GrpNum>]


set acp_skew <SkewVal> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


set domino <State>  [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


set mode <ModeVal> [skew <SkewVal>]


[<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]] [-consistent]


set nr_if_invalid <State> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


Device group operations specific to SRDF/A


symrdf -g <DgName> [-v | -noecho] [-force] [-symforce]


[-bypass] [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-hop2 | -bcv [-hop2] | -all | -rbcv | -brbcv]


[-rdfg <GrpNum>] [-star]


disable


enable


failover [-immediate] [-establish | -restore [-remote]]


half_movepair -new_rdfg <GrpNum> [-cons_exempt]


movepair -new_rdfg <GrpNum> [-cons_exempt]


split    [-immediate]


suspend  [-immediate | -cons_exempt]


activate  <-rdfa_dse |


-rdfa_pace | -rdfa_wpace | -rdfa_devpace |
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-rdfa_wpace_exempt [<LdevName> [LdevName>...]]>


deactivate <-rdfa_dse |


-rdfa_pace | -rdfa_wpace | -rdfa_devpace |


-rdfa_wpace_exempt [<LdevName> [LdevName>...]]>


symrdf -g <DgName>


[-hop2 | -bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv | -all]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-rdfg <GrpNum>]


checkpoint


Composite Groups


symrdf -cg <CgName> [-v | -noecho] [-force] [-symforce]


[-bypass] [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID:GrpNum <,GrpNum,...>> | all [,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>,...]]


[-hop2 | -bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv] [-star]


deletepair


establish  [-full] [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


failback   [-remote] [-rp] [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


failover   [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


[-establish | -restore [-remote]]


half_deletepair


half_swap


merge     [-rp] [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


msc_cleanup
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restore  [-remote] [-rp] [-full]


[<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


resume   [-remote] [-rp] [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


split   [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


suspend [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


swap    [-refresh <R1|R2>]


update    [-remote] [-rp] [-until <InvalidTracks>]


<LdevName ...>


invalidate <R1|R2> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]] [-nowd]


not_ready  <R1|R2> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


ready      <R1|R2> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


refresh    <R1|R2> [-rp] [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


rw_disable   R2    [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


rw_enable  <R1|R2> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


write_disable <R1|R2> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


symrdf -cg <CgName> [-offline] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-hop2 | -bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv]


[-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID:GrpNum <,GrpNum,...>> | all [,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>,...]]


query  [-detail | -summary] [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


verify [-summary]
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[-enabled | -synchronized | -suspended |


-susp_offline | -split | -failedover | -updated |


-syncinprog | -updateinprog | -partitioned |


-valid | -consistent [-noinvalids] |


-cg_consistent |


-acp_disk | -acp_wp | -asynchronous |


-semisynchronous | -synchronous]


[<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


symrdf -cg <CgName> [-v] [-force]


[-bypass] [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-hop2 | -bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv]


[-sid <SymmID> | -rdfg <SymmID:GrpNum <,GrpNum,...>> |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>,...]] [-star]


set acp_skew <SkewVal> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


set domino <State> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


set mode <ModeVal> [skew <SkewVal>]


[<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


set nr_if_invalid <State> [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


Composite group operations specific to SRDF/A


symrdf -cg <CgName> [-v | -noecho] [-force] [-symforce]


[-bypass] [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID:GrpNum <,GrpNum,...>> | all [,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>,...]]


[-hop2 | -bcv [-hop2] | -rbcv | -brbcv] [-star]


failover [-immediate] [-establish | -restore [-remote]]


split    [-immediate]
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suspend  [-immediate | -cons_exempt]


activate <-rdfa_dse |


-rdfa_pace | -rdfa_wpace | -rdfa_devpace |


-rdfa_wpace_exempt [<LdevName> [LdevName>...]]>


deactivate  <-rdfa_dse |


-rdfa_pace | -rdfa_wpace | -rdfa_devpace |


-rdfa_wpace_exempt [<LdevName> [LdevName>...]]>


symrdf -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-hop2]


[-rdfg name:RdfGroupName]


checkpoint


Storage Groups


symrdf -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> -rdfg <GrpNum>


[-bypass] [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-v | -noecho] [-force] [-symforce] [-star]


[-hop2]


createpair -type <R1|R2> -remote_sg <SgName>


<-invalidate <R1|R2> | -establish | -restore [-rp] |


-format [-establish]>


[-hop2_rdfg <GrpNum>]


[-rdf_mode <sync | acp_wp | acp_disk>]


[-remote] [-nowd]


deletepair


establish [-full]


failback  [-remote] [-rp]


failover [-establish | -restore [-remote]]
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half_deletepair


half_movepair -new_rdfg <GrpNum>


half_swap


merge [-rp]


movepair -new_rdfg <GrpNum>


restore  [-remote] [-rp] [-full]


resume  [-remote] [-rp]


split


suspend


swap [-refresh <R1|R2>]


update [-remote] [-rp] [-until <InvalidTracks>]


invalidate    <R1|R2> [-nowd]


not_ready     <R1|R2>


ready         <R1|R2>


refresh       <R1|R2> [-rp]


rw_disable     R2


rw_enable     <R1|R2>


write_disable <R1|R2>


symrdf -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> -rdfg <GrpNum>


[-offline] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]
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[-hop2]


query [-summary]


verify [-summary]


[-enabled | -synchronized | -suspended |


-susp_offline | -split | -failedover | -updated |


-syncinprog | -updateinprog | -partitioned |


-valid |


-acp_disk | -acp_wp |


-synchronous]


symrdf -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> -rdfg <GrpNum>


[-force] [-v] [-bypass] [-noprompt]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-star]


[-hop2]


set acp_skew <SkewVal>


set domino <State>


set mode <ModeVal> [skew <SkewVal>] [-consistent]


set nr_if_invalid <State>


Storage group operations specific to SRDF/A


symrdf -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> -rdfg <GrpNum>


[-bypass] [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-v | -noecho] [-force] [-symforce] [-star]


[-hop2]


createpair -type <R1|R2> -remote_sg <SgName>


<-invalidate <R1|R2> | -establish | -restore [-rp] |


-format [-establish]>


[-hop2_rdfg <GrpNum>]


[-rdf_mode <async>]
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[-remote] [-cons_exempt] [-nowd]


disable


enable


failover [-immediate] [-establish | -restore [-remote]]


half_movepair -new_rdfg <GrpNum> [-cons_exempt]


movepair -new_rdfg <GrpNum> [-cons_exempt]


split    [-immediate]


suspend  [-immediate | -cons_exempt]


activate   <-rdfa_dse |


-rdfa_pace | -rdfa_wpace | -rdfa_devpace |


-rdfa_wpace_exempt>


deactivate <-rdfa_dse |


-rdfa_pace | -rdfa_wpace | -rdfa_devpace |


-rdfa_wpace_exempt>


symrdf -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> -rdfg <GrpNum>


[-offline] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-hop2]


query [-rdfa | -summary]


verify [-summary]


[-enabled | -suspended |


-susp_offline | -split | -failedover | -updated |


-syncinprog | -updateinprog | -partitioned |


-valid | -consistent [-noinvalids] |


-asynchronous]
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symrdf -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> -rdfg <GrpNum>


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-hop2]


checkpoint


Device Files


symrdf -file <Filename> -sid <SymmID> -rdfg <GrpNum>


[-bypass] [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-v | -noecho] [-force] [-symforce] [-star]


createpair -type <R1|R2>


<-invalidate <R1|R2> | -establish | -restore [-rp] |


-format [-establish]>


[-rdf_mode <sync|semi|acp_wp|acp_disk|async>]


[-g <NewDg>] [-remote] [-nowd]


deletepair


establish [-full]


failback  [-remote] [-rp]


failover [-establish | -restore [-remote]]


half_deletepair


half_movepair -new_rdfg <GrpNum>


half_swap


merge [-rp]


movepair -new_rdfg <GrpNum>


restore  [-remote] [-rp] [-full]


resume  [-remote] [-rp]
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split


suspend


swap [-refresh <R1|R2>]


update [-remote] [-rp] [-until <InvalidTracks>]


invalidate    <R1|R2> [-nowd]


not_ready     <R1|R2>


ready         <R1|R2>


refresh       <R1|R2> [-rp]


rw_disable     R2


rw_enable     <R1|R2>


write_disable <R1|R2>


symrdf -file <Filename> -sid <SymmID> -rdfg <GrpNum>


[-offline] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


query [-rdfa | -summary]


verify [-summary]


[-enabled | -synchronized | -suspended |


-susp_offline | -split | -failedover | -updated |


-syncinprog | -updateinprog | -partitioned |


-valid | -consistent [-noinvalids] |


-acp_disk | -acp_wp | -asynchronous |


-semisynchronous | -synchronous]


symrdf -file <Filename> -sid <SymmID> -rdfg <GrpNum>


[-force] [-v] [-bypass] [-noprompt]
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[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-star]


set acp_skew <SkewVal>


set domino <State>


set mode <ModeVal> [skew <SkewVal>] [-consistent]


set nr_if_invalid <State>


Device File operations specific to SRDF/A


symrdf -file <Filename> -sid <SymmID> -rdfg <GrpNum>


[-bypass] [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-v | -noecho] [-force] [-symforce] [-star]


createpair -type <R1|R2>


<-invalidate <R1|R2> | -establish | -restore [-rp] |


-format [-establish]>


[-rdf_mode <async>]


[-g <NewDg>] [-remote] [-cons_exempt] [-nowd]


disable


enable


failover [-immediate] [-establish | -restore [-remote]]


half_movepair -new_rdfg <GrpNum> [-cons_exempt]


movepair -new_rdfg <GrpNum> [-cons_exempt]


split    [-immediate]


suspend  [-immediate | -cons_exempt]


activate   <-rdfa_dse |
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-rdfa_pace | -rdfa_wpace | -rdfa_devpace |


-rdfa_wpace_exempt>


deactivate <-rdfa_dse |


-rdfa_pace | -rdfa_wpace | -rdfa_devpace |


-rdfa_wpace_exempt>


symrdf -file <Filename> -sid <SymmID> -rdfg <GrpNum>


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


checkpoint


symrdf -file <Filename> -sid <SymmID> -rdfg <GrpNum>


[-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-v | -noecho] [-force]


migrate <-setup |      


-replace <R1 -new_rdfg <GrpNum> | R2>>


<-config <PairConfigType>>


Dynamic Groups


symrdf addgrp -label <GrpLabel> -rdfg <GrpNum>


-sid <SymmID>


-dir <Dir[:<Port>,...][,Dir[:<Port>,...][,...]>


-remote_rdfg <GrpNum> -remote_sid <SymmID>


-remote_dir <Dir[:<Port>,...][,Dir[:<Port>,...][,...]>


[-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[[-fibre] | [-gige] | [-farpoint]]


[-link_domino] [-remote_link_domino]


[-auto_link_recovery] [-remote_auto_link_recovery]


[-link_limbo <Secs>] [-rem_link_limbo <Secs>]


symrdf modifygrp <-add | -remove>


<-rdfg <GrpNum> | -label <GrpLabel>>


-sid <SymmID>


[-dir <Dir[:<Port>,...][,Dir[:<Port>,...][,...]>]


[-remote_dir <Dir[:<Port>,...][,Dir[:<Port>,...]
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[,...]>]


[-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-star]


symrdf removegrp -sid <SymmID>


<-rdfg <GrpNum> | -label <GrpLabel>>


[-noprompt] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-star]


[-symforce]


DESCRIPTION


The symrdf command invokes an SRDF operation on a group of


remotely-mirrored standard devices, or on one


remotely-mirrored standard device. These operations can be


performed on device groups, device files, composite groups,


storage groups, and individual devices.


These operations include establishing (data copy from the


source side to the target side), splitting the remotely


mirrored pair, restoring (data copy from the target side


to the source side), querying the state of the remotely


mirrored pair, and setting the SRDF mode.


Both the establish and restore operations can be done


fully (entire copy) or incrementally (only changed tracks


are synchronized). By default, if the -full option is not


specified, an incremental establish or restore is


attempted. Note that you cannot perform an establish or


restore if the remote pair state is not split or suspended.


Other operations include: creating, modifying and


removing dynamic SRDF groups; creating, deleting and


swapping SRDF device pairs; querying the state of


SRDF pairs; verifying the state of SRDF pairs.


For device lists, you can either concatenate the list of


device names (LdevNames) within the command, or on UNIX


only, specify a specific import file that contains the
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device names. For example, to perform a split operation on


multiple devices listed in a file, use this form:


symrdf -g DgName split `cat LdevListFile`


The file, read by this UNIX command, must have logical


device names with one LdevName per line. A composite


group enabled for remote database consistency is called an


SRDF consistency group. 


Dynamic SRDF group operations consist of adding and


modifying dynamic SRDF groups and creating and modiying


SRDF device pairs.


ARGUMENTS


activate       Activates the SRDF/A DSE or SRDF/A write


pacing feature.


addgrp         Creates a dynamic SRDF group.


checkpoint     Returns checkpoint complete status when


the data in the current cycle is committed


to the R2 side.    


Valid only for SRDF/A-capable devices


that are participating in an active SRDF/A


session. All the supplied devices must


be in the same SRDF/A session.


createpair     Creates dynamic SRDF pairs based on devices


specified in a device file. 


The Symmetrix ID specified is the


R1 side by default, but can be the R2


side if the -R2 option is used. 


deactivate     Deactivates the SRDF/A DSE or SRDF/A


write pacing feature.
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deletepair     Deletes dynamic SRDF pairing in the


specified device group.


disable        Disables consistency protection for


SRDF/A-capable devices.


enable         Enables consistency protection for


SRDF/A-capable devices.


establish      Resumes remote mirroring and initiates a


data copy from the source (R1) side to the


target (R2) side.


Depending on whether the operation


is full or incremental, all or only the


changed tracks are copied to the target


(R2) side.


Write disables the target devices to


their local hosts. Subsequently, for


each SRDF pair, invalidates all or the


required tracks for the target (R2) side.


Finally, a full data copy is started from


the source (R1) side to target (R2) side.


For this action to execute, the standard


SRDF devices in the group must be split.


failback       Switches data processing back to the


source (R1) side.


If the target (R2) is operational, write


disables the devices on the target side


to their local hosts, and resumes I/O


traffic on the SRDF links. Then it write


enables the devices on the source (R1)
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side to their local hosts.


failover       Switches data processing from the source


(R1) to the target (R2) side.


If the source (R1) is operational, suspends


I/O traffic on the SRDF links and write


disables the devices on the source (R1)


side to their local hosts. Then, it


suspends traffic on the SRDF links, write


enables the devices on the target side


to their local hosts.


half_deletepair


Deletes one-half of the designated dynamic


SRDF pair.


half_movepair  Moves one side of the dynamic SRDF pair


from one group to another group.


half_swap      Swaps the SRDF personality of one-half of


the designated dynamic SRDF pair. Source R1


devices become target R2 devices,


and target R2 devices become source


R1 devices.


invalidate     Invalidates the source (R1) device(s) or


the target (R2) device(s) so that a full


copy can be initiated from the remote


mirror.


label    Modifies the label of an existing dynamic


SRDF group.


list           Lists all SRDF devices.


merge          Merges the device track tables of the
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source (R1) side and the target (R2) side


for one or all devices in a device group.


migrate        Migrates an existing R1 or R2 device


to a new device in a new Symmetrix array. 


modifygrp      Modifies an existing dynamic SRDF group.


movepair       Moves both sides of a dynamic SRDF pair


from one group to another group.


msc_cleanup    Initiates an MSC cleanup operation.


not_ready      Sets the source (R1) devices or


the target (R2) devices to be SRDF Not


Ready to their respective local hosts.


ping           Pings one or more Symmetrix arrays. By


default, only the remotely-connected


Symmetrix arrays are pinged over SRDF


links. If the -rdf option is specified, an


RDF-configured Symmetrix array 


attached locally is pinged over SRDF


links. The default is to ping it locally


over the I/O channel.


The ping action returns a unique return


code if all or some of the targeted


Symmetrix arrays were successfully pinged.


query          Returns information about the state of the


SRDF mirroring for one or all device pairs


in a device group.


ready          Sets the source (R1) devices or


the target (R2) devices to be SRDF Ready


to their respective local hosts.
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refresh        Marks the source (R1) devices or the


target (R2) devices to refresh from


the remote mirror.


removegrp      Removes a dynamic SRDF group.


restore        Resumes remote mirroring and initiates a


data copy from the target (R2) side to the


source (R1) side. Depending on the


operation, all (full) or only changed


tracks (incremental) are copied to the


source (R1) side.


Write disables the target devices to


their local hosts. Subsequently, for


each SRDF pair, invalidates all or the


required tracks for the source (R1) side.


Finally, a data copy is started from the


target (R2) side to the source (R1) side.


This action can only be executed if the


standard SRDF devices in the group are


in the Split pair state.


resume         Resumes I/O traffic on the SRDF links for


the remotely-mirrored pairs in the group.


rw_disable     Read/write disables the source (R1)


devices or the target (R2) devices to


their local hosts.


rw_enable      Sets the source (R1) devices or the


target (R2) devices to be read and


write enabled to their local hosts.


set            Modifies the setting to the specified value.
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split          Stops remote mirroring for the SRDF pairs


in the group. For each SRDF pair, suspends


I/O traffic on the SRDF links and write


enables the target devices to their


local hosts.


This action can only be executed if the


remotely-mirrored standard devices in


the group are synchronized.


suspend        Suspends I/O traffic on the SRDF links for


the remotely mirrored pairs in the


group.


swap           Swaps the SRDF personality of the


designated SRDF devices. Source R1


devices become target R2 devices,


and target R2 devices become source


R1 devices.


update         Starts an update of the source (R1) side


after a failover, and while the target


(R2) side may still be operational to its


local hosts.


verify         Verifies whether one SRDF device pair or


all SRDF device pairs in a device group or


device file are in specific pair state,


SRDF mode, or are enabled.


The verify action returns a unique


return code if the verify criteria are not


met.


write_disable  Write disables the source (R1) devices or


the target (R2) devices to their


local hosts.
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KEYWORDS


acp_skew       Modifies the value of the skew factor for


the set adaptive copy mode.


dev            Lists all SRDF devices that are configured


on the Symmetrix arrays attached to this


host. This is the default with the list


command.


domino         Sets the domino mode for one or more SRDF


pairs in a device group to enabled


or disabled. Acceptable values are


on (enabled) or off (disabled).


mode           Sets the SRDF mode for one or more SRDF


pairs in a device group to a <ModeVal>


of synchronous (sync), semi-synchronous


(semi), asynchronous (async), adaptive copy


disk mode (acp_disk), or adaptive copy


write pending mode (acp_wp), or it turns


off the adaptive copy mode (acp_off).


nr_if_invalid  Identifies whether the R2 devices in the


devices pairs are marked as Not Ready


due to invalid tracks. Acceptable values


are on (enabled) or off (disabled).


pd Lists all SRDF devices visible to this host.


rdfa           Sets the SRDF/A attributes.


rdfa_dse       Sets the SRDF/A data set extension


attributes.


rdfa_pace      Sets the SRDF/A pace attributes.
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rdfg           Sets the SRDF/A group attributes.


OPTIONS


-acp_disk       Verifies whether the SRDF device pairs are


operating in adaptive copy disk mode.


-acp_wp         Verifies whether the SRDF device pairs are


operating in adaptive copy write pending


mode.


-add           Adds supporting SRDF directors to a dynamic


SRDF group.


-all           Lists all SRDF mirrors of the selected


devices. Used with symrdf list.


When performing an SRDF control or set


operation, it targets the SRDF action at


all devices in the device group: Standard


SRDF devices and locally-attached BCV SRDF


devices.


This option is only supported for list


and device group operations.


-asynchronous  Verifies whether the SRDF device pairs are


operating in asynchronous SRDF mode.


-as400_pool    Specifies a DSE pool name containing SAVE


devices with an AS400 emulation.If no


argument is provided, the currently


associated as400 pool is removed from the


SRDF group.


-auto_link_recovery
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Specifies whether the auto_link_recovery


feature is locally enabled or disabled.


Acceptable values are on (enabled) or off


(disabled).


-autolink_recovery


Specifies whether the autolink_recovery


feature is locally enabled or disabled, or


if enabled on both sides if -both_sides is


specified. Acceptable values are on


(enabled) or off (disabled).


-autostart     Specifies whether SRDF/A DSE is


automatically activated when an SRDF/A


session is on (Enabled) or off (Disabled)


for the SRDF group. Acceptable values are


on (Enabled) or off (Disabled).


-bcv        Targets the SRDF action at the device


group's locally-associated BCV devices


that are configured as SRDF BCV devices.


-both          Lists all SRDF devices that are RDF1 or


RDF2 capable, when used with -dynamic.


-both_sides    Targets the SRDF control at both sides of


the SRDF link.


-brbcv         Targets the SRDF action at the device


group's remotely-associated SRDF BCV


devices that can be BCV paired with the


remote mirrors of the locally-associated


SRDF BCV devices.


-bypass        Bypasses any existing Symmetrix exclusive


locks during an SRDF operation.


WARNING: Only use this flag if you are


certain no other SRDF operation is in
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progress at the local and/or remote


Symmetrix arrays.


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


repeat the operation, displaying results


appropriate to the operation at each


iteration. Used with list, ping,


query, and verify operations.


Specifies the number (count) of times to


attempt to acquire an exclusive lock on the


Symmetrix host database, or on the local


and/or remote Symmetrix arrays.


For SRDF control and set operations.


The time to wait between operation


iterations or between attempts to acquire


a needed lock is specified by -i (interval).


If neither -c nor -i is specified,


these operations fail if unable to


acquire a requested lock.


If -c is not specified and -i is


specified, the program loops continuously,


repeating the specified list, ping,


query, or verify operation, or until the


specified SRDF control or set operation has


acquired the locks it needs and can start.


-cascade       Lists cascaded SRDF devices (RDF21) and


SRDF devices paired with RDF21 devices.


When used with -R1, lists RDF1 devices


paired with RDF21 devices. When used


with -R2, lists RDF2 devices paired


with RDF21 devices.
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-cg            Specifies a composite group name.


-cg_consistent Verifies that CG is RDF consistent.


-ckd3380_pool 


Specifies a DSE pool name containing SAVE


devices with a CKD3380 emulation. If no


argument is provided the currently


associated ckd3380 pool is removed


from the SRDF group.


-ckd3390_pool


Specifies a DSE pool name containing SAVe


devices with CKD3390 emulation. If no


argument is provided, the currently


associated ckd3390 pool is removed


from the SRDF group.


-concurrent    Lists concurrent SRDF devices (RDF11, RDF22)


and SRDF devices paired with a concurrent


SRDF device. When used with -R1, lists RDF11


devices and SRDF devices paired with a


concurrent SRDF device. When used with -R2,


lists RDF22 devices and RDF2 devices paired


with a concurrent device.


-config        Specifies the existing device pair 


configuration type. The only valid value


is pair, which indicates the device pair is


an R1-R2 pair that is not part of an SRDF


concurrent or cascaded configuration.


-consistency   Displays the SRDF consistency state when


listing SRDF devices.


-consistent    Verifies that the SRDF device pairs for a


single SRDF group are in the R2 consistent
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SRDF pair state, when used with the verify


command. If the -noinvalids option is


specified, it also verifies the SRDF device


pairs do not have invalid tracks on the


R1 and R2 sides.


When used with set mode sync, transitions


from async to sync mode.


-cons_exempt   Allows devices to be added, removed, or


suspended without affecting the state of the


SRDF/A session or requiring that other


devices in the session be suspended.


Used for an SRDF group supporting an active


SRDF/A session.


When used with list operations, lists


devices that are consistency exempt or that


are paired with devices that are consistency


exempt.


-cycle_time    The minimum time to wait before attempting


an SRDF/A cycle switch.


-delay         The maximum host I/O delay that the SRDF/A


write pacing feature will cause. Valid range


of values for wpace_delay is between 1 and


1000000 micro-seconds.


-detail        Displays detailed information for a CG,


with information specific to the enable


mode.


-dir          Lists the local Symmetrix directors


(separated by commas), such as,


1a, 1b, and so on.
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-diskless_rdf  Lists diskless SRDF devices as well as


devices paired with diskless SRDF devices.


When used with -R1, lists RDF1 devices that


are either diskless or that are paired with


a diskless device. When used with -R2,


lists RDF2 devices that are either diskless


or are paired with a diskless device. When


used with -R21, lists RDF21 devices that


are either diskless or that are paired with


a diskless device.


-domino        Specifies whether link domino is locally


enabled or disabled, or enabled on both


sides of an SRDF link when -both_sides


is specified. Acceptable values are on


(enabled) or off (disabled).


-dp_autostart  Specifies whether the SRDF/A device-level


pacing feature is automatically on (Enabled)


or off (Disabled) when an SRDF/A session is


activated for the RDF group. Acceptable


values are on (enabled) or off (disabled).


-dup_pair      Lists devices whose partner is of the same


SRDF personality.


-dynamic       Lists dynamic SRDF devices only. When used


with -R1, lists RDF1 devices that are


dynamic. When used with  -R2, lists RDF2


devices that are also dynamic. When used


with -both, lists SRDF devices that are RDF1


and RDF2 capable.


-enabled       Verifies that the SRDF device pairs are


in the SRDF consistency state.


-establish     Begins a device copy. When used with
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createpair, a full copy from the source


to the target is started, synchronizing


the dynamic SRDF pairs in the device file.


When used with failover, the dynamic SRDF


device pairs swap personality and an


incremental establish is initiated.


When used with -format option, the dynamic


SRDF pair(s) will be made read/write on the


RDF link without synchronization of the


source and target after all tracks are


cleared on what will become the R1 and R2


side. 


-failedover    Verifies the SRDF device pairs are


in the Failedover pair state.


-farpoint      Uses the FarPoint communication protocol.


-fba_pool      Specifies a DSE pool name containing SAVE


devices with an FBA emulation. If no


argument is provided, the currently


associated FBA pool is removed from


the SRDF group.


-fibre         Uses the Fibre Channel communication


protocol.


-file          Specifies a device file for SRDF operations.


The device file contains device pairs


(SymDevnames) listing a pair on each line.


R1 devices are listed in the first column


and R2 devices are listed in the second


column. When using this option, specify an


RDF group to which all devices in the first


column belong.


For an R1 migration, you create a device
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file to pair SRDF devices with the new


non-SRDF devices. This pairing is used to


temporarily transfer data from the existing


R1 devices to the devices that will


eventually replace them in an SRDF pair. The


first column of the device file contains the


existing R1 devices paired with the new


non-SRDF devices in the second column.


For an R2 migration, you create a device


file to pair SRDF devices with the new


non-SRDF devices, which will eventually


replace the existing R2 devices. The first


column of the device file contains the R1


devices that are paired with the new


devices in the second column when migration


is complete.


-force         Attempts to force the operation even though


one or more devices in the device group may


not be in the normal, expected SRDF state or


SRDF mode for that operation.


-format        When used with createpair, no data


synchronization is done between source


and target dynamic SRDF pairs in the device


file after all tracks are cleared on what


will become the R1 and R2 side.


-full          Requests a full establish or restore


operation. By default, if the -full option


is not specified, an incremental


establish or restore is attempted.


-g             Specifies the device group name. For


createpair, the device group is created


with the devices in the device file. 
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-gige          Uses the Gigabyte Ethernet protocol.


-h             Provides brief online help information.


-half_pair     Lists devices whose partner is not an SRDF


device.


-hop2          Targets the SRDF action at the group's


second-hop devices in a cascaded SRDF


relationship. For example, in an RDF1


group, the action targets the R21->R2


pair of the R1->R21->R2 relationship.


-hop2_rdfg     Specifies the SRDF group number for the


second-hop. This can only be used


when issuing a createpair -hop2 with


an SG.


-hwcomp        Specifies whether the hardware compression


feature is on (enabled) or off (disabled).


Compression minimizes the amount of data to


be transmitted over an SRDF link.


Acceptable values are on (enabled) or off


(disabled).


-i             Specifies the interval, in seconds, to


wait, either between successive iterations


of a list, ping, query, or verify


operation, or between attempts to acquire


an exclusive lock on the Symmetrix host


database or on the local and/or remote


Symmetrix arrays for SRDF control and set


operations.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is
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15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-immediate     Applies only to SRDF/A-capable devices.


Causes failover, split, and suspend


commands to drop the SRDF/A session


immediately.


-invalidate    Marks the source (R1) devices or the


target (R2) devices to invalidate for


a full copy when an SRDF pair is created.


-label         Specifies a label for a dynamic SRDF group.


-limbo         Specifies the local link limbo value if


used with the set argument and the remote


link limbo value if used with the


-both_sides option.


This option is for advanced users only.


The link limbo range is 0-120 seconds. This


value specifies the length of time for


Enginuity to wait from the point of


link-down detection before actually


updating the link status as down.


If the link status is still sensed as


Not Ready after the link limbo time expires,


devices are then marked Not Ready to the


link. The default time is 10 seconds.


-link_domino   Specifies whether the link domino feature


is enabled or disabled. Acceptable values


are on (enabled) or off (disabled).


-link_limbo    Specifies a local link limbo value if used


with the addgrp argument.
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This option is for advanced users only.


The link limbo range is 0-120 seconds. This


value specifies the length of time for


Enginuity to wait from the point of


link-down detection before actually


updating the link status as down.


If the link status is still sensed as


Not Ready after the link limbo time expires,


devices are then marked Not Ready to the


link. The default time is 10 seconds.


-new_rdfg      Specifies a new group in which to move a


dynamic SRDF pair.


When used with the migrate -replace R1


operation, specifies the SRDF group that


connects the new R1 device to the existing


R2 device.


-nobcv         Lists standard SRDF devices only (excludes


SRDF BCV devices).


-noecho        Does not echo the progress status of the


SRDF action to stdout.


-noinvalids    Used with the -consistent option to verify


the SRDF device pairs are in the R2


Consistent pair state, and the device pairs


do not have invalid tracks on the R1 and R2


sides.


-noprompt      Requests that prompts are not displayed


after the command is entered. The default


is to prompt the user for confirmation.


-nowd          Bypasses the check to ensure the target of
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the operation is not writable by the host.


This applies to the source (R1) devices for


the invalidate R1 action and to the target


(R2) devices for the invalidate R2 action.


It applies to the R2 devices for all


createpair actions, as well as to the R1


devices for the createpair -invalidate R1


action.


-offline       Obtains data only from the configuration


database on the host. No connections are


made to any Symmetrix arrays. Available


only for query and list actions.


-partitioned   Verifies whether the SRDF device pairs are


in the Partitioned pair state.


-priority      The priority used to determine which SRDF/A


sessions to drop if the cache becomes full.


Valid range of values is 1-64.


-R1            Lists the RDF1 (R1) devices only. When


used with -dynamic, lists the dynamic RDF1


devices.


-R2            Lists the RDF2 (R2) devices only. When


used with -dynamic, lists the dynamic RDF2


devices.


-R21           Lists the RDF21 (R21) devices only.


-rbcv          Targets the SRDF action at the device


group's locally-associated SRDF BCV


devices that can be BCV-paired with


the remote mirrors of the standard RDF


devices.
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-rdf           Pings the specified Symmetrix array using


the SRDF links, even though it may be


attached locally to the host.


-rdf_mode      Sets the following SRDF modes for one or


more SRDF pairs when issuing createpair:


Synchronous (sync),


Semi-synchronous (semi),


Asynchronous (async), Adaptive Copy


Disk mode (acp_disk), or Adaptive Copy


Write Pending mode (acp_wp).


-rdfa          Lists or queries devices that are


SRDF/A-capable.


-rdfa_devpace  Indicates that the operation affects the


SRDF/A device-level write pacing feature.


-rdfa_dse      Indicates that the operation affects


the SRDF/A Delta Set Extension (DSE)


feature.


-rdfa_not_pace_capable


When used with list operations, lists


RDF pairs that cannot be write paced for


any reason other than exemption from


group-level SRDF/A Write Pacing.


-rdfa_pace     Indicates that the operation affects


both the group-level and the device-level


components of the SRDF/A Write Pacing


feature.


-rdfa_wpace    Indicates that the operation affects


the SRDF/A group-level Write Pacing


feature.
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-rdfa_wpace_exempt


When used with activate operations,


excludes the specified devices from


SRDF/A group-level Write Pacing.


When used with deactivate operations,


clears a previously-set exempt state


so that the specified devices can


participate in SRDF/A group-level


Write Pacing.


When used with list operations, lists


devices that are exempt from SRDF/A


group-level Write Pacing.


-rdfg          Displays the SRDF devices belonging to the


specified Symmetrix RA (SRDF) group number


when used with list operations. When


combined with other list options, displays


devices that match those options within the


specified group.


When used with controls, modify, and query,


this option causes the operation to target a


specific SRDF group.


When used with -sg createpair -hop2 this


identifies the SRDF group associated with


the SG. The -hop2_rdfg identifies the


SRDF group to be used to create the new


hop2 pair.


For the migrate operation, -rdfg


represents the SRDF group used to pair


the existing R1 device to the associated


device in the second column of the file.
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When migrating the R1 device, this SRDF group


is temporary.


For composite groups, the format is a


comma-separated combination of Symmetrix


IDs and RA group numbers (SID:GRP,SID:GRP),


or a comma-separated list of predefined


names in the form of name:RdfGroupName,


RdfGroupName, and so on.


-refresh       Marks the source (R1) devices or the


target (R2) devices to refresh from the


remote mirror.


-remote        Requests a remote data copy flag with


failback, failover, restore, update, and


resume. When the concurrent link is ready,


data is copied to the concurrent


SRDF mirror. These operations require the


remote data copy option, or the concurrent


link to be suspended.


-remote_auto_link_recovery 


Enables auto-link recovery remotely.


-remote_dir    Specifies a comma-separated list of remote


Symmetrix directors, such as 1a,1b, and so


on.


-remote_link_domino 


Enables link domino remotely.


-remote_link_limbo                      


Specifies a remote link limbo value


(range is 0-120 seconds).


This option is for advanced users only.
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This period specifies the length of time for


Enginuity to wait from the point of


remote-link-down detection before actually


updating the remote link status as down. If


the remote link status is still sensed as


Not Ready after the link limbo time expires,


devices are then marked Not Ready to the


remote link. Default time is 10 seconds.


-remote_rdfg   Specifies the SRDF group number for the


remote Symmetrix array.


-remote_sg     Specifies the remote storage group name.


When used with createpair -hop2 this


is the remote storage group for the


second-hop.


-remote_sid    Specifies the remote Symmetrix array


unique ID.


-remove        Removes supporting RDF directors from a


dynamic SRDF group.


-replace       Replaces an original R1 or R2 device with a


new device on another Symmetrix array. This


is the second step of the SRDF migrate


procedure.


-restore       Begins a full copy from the target to the


source, synchronizing the dynamic SRDF


pairs in the device file. When used with


failover, the dynamic SRDF device pairs


swap personality and an incremental restore


is initiated.


-resv          Lists SRDF devices that have SCSI


reservations.
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-rp            Allows the operation even though one or more


devices are tagged for RecoverPoint. When


used with refresh, only allowed for refresh


R1.


-semisynchronous


Verifies whether the SRDF device pairs are


operating in a semi-synchronous SRDF mode.


-setup         Establishes a relationship and starts data


synchronization between an existing R1


device on one Symmetrix array and a new


device on another Symmetrix array. This is


the first step of the SRDF migrate


procedure.


-sg            Specifies a storage group name.


-sid           Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID.


For file operations, identifies the


Symmetrix ID associated with the devices in


the first column of the file.


-split         Verifies the SRDF device pairs are in


the Split pair state.


-star          Specifies the action is targeted for


devices in STAR mode.


-star_mode     Lists devices currently in STAR mode.


-star_async_target


Allows the devices in async mode


in an SRDF/Star environment to track changes


between two target SRDF/Star sites.
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-star_sync_target


Allows the devices in sync mode


in a SRDF/Star environment to track changes


between two target SRDF/Star sites.


-summary       Displays a table showing the number of


device pairs in each SRDF pair state.


When used with query operations,


replaces the usual command output.


When used with the verify operation, 


includes the table with the command output.


When used with the -interval and/or -count


options, also displays synchronization rate


and estimated ime to completion for both the


query and verify operations.


-suspended     Verifies whether the SRDF device pairs


are in the Suspended pair state.


-susp_offline  Verifies whether the SRDF device pairs


are in the Suspended pair state and


the SRDF link Suspend state is OFFLINE.


-swcomp        Specifies whether the software compression


feature is enabled or disabled. Compression


minimizes the amount of data to be


transmitted over an SRDF link.  Acceptable


values are on (enabled) or off (disabled).


-symforce      Requests the Symmetrix array force operation


be executed when normally it is rejected.


Use extreme caution when using this option.
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When used with removegrp action, removes one


side of a dynamic SRDF group if the other


side is not defined or is not accessible.


CAUTION: Use care when applying -symforce,


as data could be lost or corrupted. Use of


this option is not recommended, except in


an emergency.


NOTE: To enable -symforce, a parameter


called SYMAPI_ALLOW_RDF_SYMFORCE in the


options file must be set to TRUE.


When used with -symforce, a split command


executes on an SRDF pair, even when the pair


is sync in progress or restore in progress.


During the execution of an establish or


restore command, -symforce prohibits the


verification of valid tracks on the device


at the source.


-synchronized  Verifies whether the SRDF device pairs are


in the Synchronized pair state.


-synchronous   Verifies whether the SRDF device pairs are


operating in synchronous SRDF mode.


-syncinprog    Verifies whether the SRDF device pairs are


in the SyncInProg pair state.


-threshold     When used with rdfa_dse, it specifies the


percentage of the Symmetrix array's write


pending limit. Once the cache usage of all


active SRDF/A groups in the array exceeds


this limit, data tracks for this SRDF group


start to spill over to disks. Acceptable


values are between 20 and 100 integer


values.
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When used with rdfa_pace, it specifies the


minimum percentage of the system write


pending cache at which the Symmetrix array


starts pacing host write I/Os for this SRDF


group. Valid range of values is between


1 and 99.


-transmit_idle


If set to on (enabled), provides an extra


level of protection so that the SRDF/A


session does not drop when the SRDF link


cannot transmit data. Acceptable values are


on (enabled) or off (disabled).


-type          Indicates the SRDF mirror type (R1 or R2)


of the local devices when creating SRDF


device pairs.


-until         Specifies the number of invalid tracks to


reach on the target side before the update


action stops repeating every time the SRDF


pair becomes updated.


-updated       Verifies whether the SRDF device pairs


are in the R1 Updated pair state.


-updateinprog  Verifies whether the SRDF device pairs are


in the R1 UpdInProg RDF pair state.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose output.


-valid         Verifies whether the SRDF device pairs


are in a valid pair state.


-wp_autostart  Specifies whether the SRDF/A write pacing


feature is automatically on (enabled) when


an SRDF/A session is activated for the SRDF
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group. Acceptable values are on (enabled)


or off (disabled).


PARAMETERS


acp_disk       Sets the device pairs to


adaptive copy disk mode.


acp_off        Turns off the adaptive copy mode for


the device pairs.


acp_wp         Sets the device pairs to


adaptive copy write pending mode.


all            All SRDF (RA) groups.


async Sets the device pairs to asynchronous


mode.


CgName         The composite group name.


CycleTime      The minimum time to wait before attempting


an SRDF/A cycle switch.


DgName     The device group name.


Dir            Local or remote Symmetrix director.


DseThreshold   Specifies the percentage of the Symmetrix


array's write pending limit.


Filename       The device file name.


GrpLabel       The dynamic SRDF group label.


GrpNum         The SRDF (RA) group number.


LdevName       The logical device name of the standard
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SRDF device.


ModeVal        Sets the SRDF mode for one or more SRDF


pairs in a device group. Possible values


are:


sync


semi


acp_disk


acp_wp


acp_off


async


Note: The skew <SkewVal> and <LdevName>


cannot be used with the async value. The


-consistent option is only allowed with the


sync value.


NewDg          Identifies the DG name in which to add the


device pair after the pair is created.


off            Turns domino mode, hwcomp, swcomp,


auto_link_recovery, transmit_idle,


wp_autostart, dp_autostart,


autostart or nr_if_invalid off.


on             Turns domino mode, hwcomp, swcomp,


auto_link_recovery, transmit_idle,


wp_autostart, dp_autostart,


autostart or nr_if_invalid on.


PairConfigType Identifies the pair configuration type


for the migrate action.  Possible values


are:


pair


PdevName       Hostname for the physical device,


such as /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s3.
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PoolName       Specifies the name of a collection of SAVE


devices with a particular emulation type to


use for SRDF/A DSE.


Port           Local or remote Symmetrix director port.  


R1             Operation is targeted at the source


(R1) side.


R2             Operation is targeted at the target


(R2) side.  


RdfGroupName   Logical name associated with the RDF


(RA) group(s).


Secs           Number of seconds to set for link limbo.


semi           Sets the device pairs into semi-synchronous


mode.


SessPriority   The priority used to determine which SRDF/A


sessions to drop if the cache becomes full.


SgName         The storage group name.


SkewVal        Sets the skew factor for the adaptive copy


mode. Possible values range from 0 to


65,534 tracks. For devices larger than


2 GB, a value of 65,535 can be specified


to target all the tracks of any given


drive.


State          Specifies the state for various SRDF set


operations. Possible values are:


on


off 


SymmID         12-character ID that specifies the


Symmetrix array.
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sync           Sets the device pairs into synchronous


mode.


value          Adaptive copy skew value or link


limbo value.


WpaceDelay     The maximum host I/O delay that the SRDF/A


write pacing feature will cause.


WpaceThreshold


The minimum percentage of the system write


pending cache at which the Symmetrix array


will start pacing host write I/Os for this


SRDF group.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol    


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


2         CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


3         CLI_C_SYM_IS_LOCKED


18        CLI_C_ALREADY_IN_STATE


The device or device group is already in the


desired RDF state or mode. Applicable only for


RDF control and RDF set mode actions.


19        CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix array are


currently locked.
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21        CLI_C_NEED_MERGE_TO_RESUME


You must issue an RDF merge track table


before you can resume the RDF links.


22        CLI_C_NEED_FORCE_TO_PROCEED


You can only proceed if you are certain,


use the force flag.


23        CLI_C_NEED_SYMFORCE_TO_PROCEED


You can only proceed if necessary,


use the symforce flag. NOTE: EMC DOES NOT


RECOMMEND USING THIS FLAG EXCEPT IN AN


EMERGENCY.


WARNING: Using symforce may result


in DATA INTEGRITY PROBLEMS.


The following codes are returned by the ping action:


8         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_PINGED


Not all of the targeted


Symmetrix arrays are


successfully pinged.


9         CLI_C_NONE_PINGED   


None of the targeted Symmetrix


arrays are successfully pinged.


The following codes are returned by the verify action:


4         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SYNCHRONIZED


Not all requested devices are


in the Synchronized state.


5         CLI_C_NONE_SYNCHRONIZED   


No requested devices are in
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the Synchronized state.


6         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_UPDATED      


Not all requested devices are


in the Updated state.


7         CLI_C_NONE_UPDATED        


No requested devices are in the


Updated state.


14         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_VALID      


Not all requested devices are


in a valid RDF state (some


devices are in the Invalid RDF


state).


15         CLI_C_NONE_VALID        


No requested devices are in a


valid RDF state (all devices


are in the Invalid RDF state).


25         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SPLIT        


Not all requested devices are


in the Split RDF state (some


devices are in the Split RDF


state).


26         CLI_C_NONE_SPLIT     


No requested devices are in the


Split RDF state.


27         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SYNCINPROG


Not all requested devices are


in the SyncInProg RDF state


(some devices are in the


SyncInProg RDF state).
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28         CLI_C_NONE_SYNCINPROG


No requested devices are in


the SyncInProg RDF state.


31         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SUSPENDED


Not all requested devices are


in the Suspended RDF state


(some devices are in the


Suspended RDF state).


32         CLI_C_NONE_SUSPENDED


No requested devices are in


the Suspended RDF state.


33         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_FAILED_OVER


Not all requested devices are


in the Failed Over RDF state.


34         CLI_C_NONE_FAILED_OVER


No requested devices are in


the Failed Over RDF state.


35         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_UPDATEINPROG


Not all requested devices are


in the R1 UpdInProg RDF state.


36         CLI_C_NONE_UPDATEINPROG


No requested devices are in


the R1 UpdInProg RDF state.


37         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_PARTITIONED


Not all requested devices are


in the Partitioned RDF state.


38         CLI_C_NONE_PARTITIONED


No requested devices are in


the Partitioned RDF state.
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39         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_ENABLED


Not all devices in the request


are in the Enabled consistency


state.


40         CLI_C_NONE_ENABLED


No devices in the request are


in the Enabled consistency


state.


45         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SUSP_AND_OFFLINE


Not all devices in the request


are in the Suspended state and


the Offline link suspend


state.


46         CLI_C_NONE_SUSP_AND_OFFLINE


None of the devices in the


request are in the Suspended


state and the Offline link


suspend state.


70         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_CONSISTENT


Not all of devices in the


request are consistent.


71         CLI_C_NONE_CONSISTENT


None of the devices in the


request are consistent.


146         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_CONSISTENT_NOINVALIDS


Not all of the devices in the


request are consistent and have no


invalid tracks.


147         CLI_C_NONE_CONSISTENT_NOINVALIDS
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None of the devices in the


request are consistent and have no


invalid tracks.


148         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SYNCHRONOUS


Not all of the devices in the


request are in synchronous RDF mode.


149         CLI_C_NONE_SYNCHRONOUS


None of the devices in the


request are in synchronous RDF mode.


150         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_SEMISYNCHRONOUS


Not all of the devices in the


request are in semisynchronous RDF mode.


151         CLI_C_NONE_SEMISYNCHRONOUS


None of the devices in the


request are in semisynchronous RDF mode.


152         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_ASYNCHRONOUS


Not all of the devices in the


request are in asynchronous RDF mode.


153         CLI_C_NONE_ASYNCHRONOUS


None of the devices in the


request are in asynchronous RDF mode.


154         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_ACP_WP


Not all of the devices in the


request are in adaptive copy write pending 


RDF mode.


155         CLI_C_NONE_ACP_WP


None of the devices in the


request are in adaptive copy write pending


RDF mode.
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156         CLI_C_NOT_ALL_ACP_DISK


Not all of the devices in the


request are in adaptive copy disk RDF mode.


157         CLI_C_NONE_ACP_DISK


None of the devices in the


request are in adaptive copy disk RDF mode.


EXAMPLES


To create an R1 device group called ProdDB, enter: 


symdg create ProdDB -type RDF1


To add an R1 device as logical device acct1 to the 


device group prod, enter:


symdg -g ProdDB -sid 001 add dev 006 acct1


To split all standard SRDF devices in device group ProdDB,


enter:


symrdf -g ProdDB split


To split a list of standard RDF devices in device group


ProdDB, enter:


symrdf -g ProdDB split DEV001 DEV015 DEV020


To establish standard device acct1 in group ProdDB, and


initiate a full data copy from the source side (R1) to


the target side (R2) for the device acct1, enter:


symrdf -g ProdDB -full establish acct1


To perform an incremental restore from the target (R2)


side to the source side (R1) for the SRDF pair acct1 in
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group ProdDB, enter:


symrdf -g ProdDB restore acct1


To query information about all SRDF standard devices in


device group ProdDB, enter:


symrdf -g ProdDB query


To query information about a list of SRDF standard devices


in device group ProdDB, enter:


symrdf -g ProdDB query DEV001 DEV015 DEV020


To invoke a failover operation on multiple logical SRDF


devices (DEV001, DEV002, and DEV011) in group


prodDB, enter:


symrdf -g prodDB failover DEV001 DEV002 DEV011


For UNIX only, to invoke a failover operation on multiple


logical SRDF devices in group ProdDB listed in


a separate file (yourldevlist), enter:


symrdf -g ProdDB failover `cat yourldevlist`


In the above UNIX example, the imported file has the exact


same logical device name listing and format as shown in


the previous example.


The following example creates a dynamic SRDF pair


from a file called devices. The devices file contains


Symmetrix device names that constitute the dynamic


pairs. The local source Symmetrix is sid 810. Enter:


symrdf createpair -g ProdDB -file devices -sid 810


-rdfg 2 -invalidate r2 -nop -type RDF1
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Communication is through SRDF group 2. The -invalidate


option indicates that the R2 devices are the targets


that will be refreshed from the R1 source devices.


The device file syntax contains two columns. R1 devices


are listed in the first column and R2 devices are listed


in the second column as follows:


010A   00B7


010F   00BF


0106   00C5


To delete the SRDF pair, enter:


symrdf deletepair -g ProdDB -rdfg 2
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symrecover
Provides the user interface to the


EMC SRDF Automated Recovery tool.


SYNOPSIS


symrecover [-h]


symrecover [-env | -version]


symrecover start -g <DgName> | -cg <CgName>


-mode SYNC | ASYNC [-out <LogPath>]


[-options <OptionFile>]


DESCRIPTION


The symrecover command provides the user interface to


the EMC SRDF Automated Recovery tool. The various compound


actions perform the necessary commands, in the proper


order, to allow you to monitor and restart a single


EMC SRDF/S or SRDF/A session.


This command can be run from either the R1 or the R2


side as long as the group being monitored is fully


viewable from the host. Either -g or -cg must be


specified.


PATH is a REQUIRED environment variable setting.


The fully qualified path to the PERL binary directory


that is shipped with Solutions Enabler must be added


to the head of default system path. Optionally the


monitor can be invoked by fully qualifying the perl


executable.


ARGUMENTS


start         Starts the recovery session.
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OPTIONS


-cg           Specifies the name of the composite group


to monitor.


-env          Displays the default option settings.


All other coded options are ignored.


This option is ignored if coded in the


options file.


-g       Specifies the name of the device group to


monitor.


-h            Provides brief, online help information.


-mode         Specifies the type of SRDF session to


monitor. Valid values are SYNC and ASYNC.


There is no default and this option must be


specified.


-options      The fully-qualified file containing these


program options.


Double quote characters are allowed to


frame the option's value but are not


required. If quotes are used, leading


and trailing blanks are preserved in all


enclosed values.


Options with no CLI value can be assigned 0


for disable and 1 for enable. Comments are


allowed using the "#" character anywhere on


the line. Blank lines are permitted.


'g' and 'cg' can not be placed in the


options file.
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Option names are case sensitive.


Example:


#


# Option file for cg TestCG01


#


monitor_cycle_time = 180


# Changing monitor


# cycle time from 300


# (default) to 180


# seconds


# Currently installed symcli location


symcli_dir =


C:\\program files\\tps\\emc\\symcli\\bin


#


monitor_only = 1


#


-out          Specifies an alternate fully-qualified


directory location to use for the log file.


If the output directory cannot be created


or written to, a warning message is issued


and monitoring continues, and messages are


displayed on the console but are not written


to the log file.


The default is to the log in the current


working directory.


-version      Returns the installed symrecover version.


This option is ignored if coded in the


options file.


PARAMETERS
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CgName        Specifies the user-defined composite group


name.


DgName        Specifies the user-defined device group name.


LogPath       Defines an alternate directory location for


the log file directory. Overrides the


default directory.


OptionFile    Specifies the filename and path of the


internal log file. If an alternate log file


name is specified when starting a


symreplicate session, the same log file name


must be specified when issuing the stop,


restart, query, show, and delete commands for


the same symreplicate session.


RETURN CODES


Code #      Code Symbol


------ -----------


0          CLI_C_SUCCESS


1          CLI_C_FAIL


FILES


The option file is created by the user. It must


conform to the following syntax:


#Comment


cascaded_monitor_both_hops=[0 | 1]


email_server= <e_srvr_addr> /


[email_addr_target= <e_addr1, e_addr2, ..., ...>
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[email_subject= <err_subject_string>]


[email_log_level= <severity_level>]


[email_frequency= <email_frequency>]


goldcopy_location= <location>


goldcopy_type= <copytype>


goldcopy_state_startup= <copystate>


goldcopy_state_post_restart= <copystate>


goldcopy_resync_interval= <resynctime>


goldcopy_max_wait= <maxwaittime>


goldcopy_clone_list= <list>


log_level= <severity_level>


monitor_cycle_time= <cyc_time>


monitor_only=[0 | 1] | run_once=[0 | 1]


| run_until_first_failure=[0 | 1]


rdfg <concur_def>


restart_adcopy_resynch_threshold= <tracks>


restart_attempt_pause= <time>


restart_delay= <time>


restart_group_on_startup


restart_max_attempts= <attempts>


restart_max_wait_adcopy_sync= <time>


restart_max_wait_state_change= <statetime>


restart_max_wait_warn_interval= <warntime>


restart_rdfa_min_cycle_warn_interval= <cyclewarntime>


restart_rdfa_min_cycle_warn_value= <warntime>


restart_state_syncinprog_wait_time= <time>


restart_state_transmit_warn_interval= <time>


restart_state_transmit_wait_time= <transwaittime>


restart_sync_type= <synctype>


restart_window= <time>


# End of Option File script
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The following are the descriptions of the various option


parameters available within an option file:


Option             Description


---------------- --------------------


cascaded_monitor_both_hops


Values: 0 or 1


Specifies to monitor both hops of


a cascaded SRDF configuration. This


option is not enabled by default.


This option requires the R1->R21


session to be in SYNC mode and R21->R2


session to be in ASYNC mode.


Note: If this option is enabled,


the -mode option is ignored.


email_addr_source  Value: an email address, e_addr1


Specifies the email address to use in


the 'from' field of all emails sent by


symrecover. No checks are done about the


validity of this email address. If


this value is not set, then a default


value is generated based on the


system's hostname and current user.


email_addr_target  Value: a list of valid email addresses,


e_addr1,e_addr2, ..., ...


Specifies the email notification


address(es) to alert on errors. If


any of the email_* options are


specified, this option must also be
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specified to activate email alerts. 


Multiple comma-delimited addresses may


be specified.


There is no default value.


email_server       Value: e_srvr_addr


Specifies the host target email server.


If any of the email_* options are


specified, then this option must also be


specified to activate email alerts.


There is no default value.


email_subject      Value: err_subject_string


Specifies the email notification


subject on errors. The default value


is:


SymRecover Alert: Host [HostName]


Group [DgName]


email_log_level    Value: severity_level


Specifies the severity level desired


for the email alert-triggering message.


Possible values are:


Value   Meaning


----- -------


0     Off


1     Only errors are reported


2     Errors and Warnings are


reported


3     Errors, Warnings, and
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Informational messages are


reported


4     All messages are reported


including all SYMCLI commands


and responses.


Note:  For each message that meets the


particular logging level requirement, an


email is shipped with that message.


It is highly recommended that at most


this be set to either a 1 or a 2.


If the required email options


(email_server and email_addr_target) are


not specified, then the default value


is 0. If they are specified, then the


default value is 1.


email_frequency    Value: email_frequency


Specifies the email frequency desired.


Possible values are:


Value            Meaning


------ ----------------------


per_log_msg      Email per log msg that


meets logging level


requirement.


per_monitor_loop Email per monitor loop


per_restart      Email when error is


detected, when session


is restarted and


finished.


default: per_restart.


goldcopy_location  Value: location
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Specifies the location of the backup


(gold copy). Possible values are:


Location  Meaning


-------- -------------------


NONE      No gold copy is desired.


All other goldcopy_* options


are ignored.


R2        A gold copy on the R2 side


is desired.


ALL       A gold copy on the R21 side


and R2 side is desired.


The default is R2 and this value is


case insensitive.


goldcopy_type      Value: copytype


Specifies the type of goldcopy to


create on the R2 side. Possible values


are:


copytype  Meaning


-------- ---------------


none      No gold copy is desired.


bcv       A BCV gold copy on the R2


side is desired.


clone     A Clone gold copy on the R2


will be created.


The default is bcv and this value is
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not case sensitive.


Note:  When bcv copytype is selected,


BCVs must be paired with the R2 devices


before starting symrecover.


Note:  When clone copytype is selected,


target devices must have a clone session


with the R2 devices before starting


symrecover.


goldcopy_state_startup


Value: copystate


Specifies the desired state of the


R2 BCV gold copy upon routine startup.


Possible values are:


copystate  Meaning


--------- -------------


establish  The devices should be


established (BCV only).


split      The devices should be split


(BCV only).


activated  The devices should be


activated (Clone only).


created    The devices should be


in created state


(Clone only).


none       The devices should be


unchanged.


The default is none and this value is
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case insensitive.


Note: If the goldcopy type is BCV and


the default state of the BCVs is


establish, this may drop an SRDF/A


session under certain conditions.


goldcopy_state_post_restart


Value: copystate


Following a successful SRDF/A session,


restart or BCV resync, specifies the


required state of the R2 gold copy.


Possible values are:


copystate  Meaning


--------- -------------


establish  The devices should be


left established


(BCV only).


split      The devices should be split


(BCV only).


activated  The devices should be


activated (Clone only).


created    The devices should be


in created state


(Clone only).


The default is split and this value is


case insensitive.


Note: If the goldcopy type is BCV and


the default state of the BCVs is


establish this drop an SRDF/A session
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under certain conditions.


goldcopy_max_wait  Value: maxwaittime


Specifies the maximum length of time in


seconds for the program to wait for a


group to finish synchronizing the


standard devices with the goldcopies


during a restart.


Possible values are 0 to maxint.


The default is 0 which is to wait


forever.


goldcopy_clone_list


Value: list


If goldcopy_type is set to CLONE, this


option tells symrecover which list


within the DG or CG to use to find the


CLONE devices.


Possible values are:


list       Meaning


--------- -------------


tgt        Use the TGT list.


bcv        Use the BCV list.


goldcopy_resync_interval


Value: resynctime


Defines the amount of time in minutes


when the gold copy BCV mirror or clone


is automatically resynchronized. If the
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goldcopy_state_post_restart is split or


activated, the resynchronization


causes the BCV mirror to be established


and then the split or clone to be


recreated and activated. If the


goldcopy_state_post_restart is 


establish, or created then 


resynchronization, this ensures the BCVs


or Clones are in the requested state.


This action only takesplace during


non-error periods.


Valid values are 0, and 15 to maxint.


Zero (0) indicates that the mirrors are


never to be automatically synchronized


outside of error producing events. The


default is 0.


Note:  If the goldcopy type is BCV, then


the act of frequently synchronizing the


R2 BCVs may drop an SRDF/A session


under certain conditions.


monitor_cycle_time Value: cycletime


Defines the number of seconds to pause


between monitor status scans.


The minimum value is 60 seconds; the


maximum is 3600 seconds.


The default value is 300 seconds.


monitor_only       Values allowed: 0 or 1
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Specifies whether to monitor only the


state of the specified group. No


recovery actions are performed.


This option is not enabled by default.


Note:  monitor_only, run_once, and


run_until_first_failure are


mutually exclusive options.


run_once           Values allowed: 0 or 1


Specifies whether to check the status of


the group once. If the group required


recovery actions, it performs them.


Exits after one check.


This option is not enabled by default.


This option ignores the setting of


restart_max_attempts.


Note:  monitor_only, run_once, and


run_until_first_failure are


mutually exclusive options.


run_until_first_failure


Values allowed: 0 or 1


Specifies whether to monitor the group


until the first failure occurs, and then


exits without performing any recovery


action.


This option is not enabled by default.


This option ignores the setting of
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restart_max_attempts.


Note:  monitor_only, run_once, and


run_until_first_failure are


mutually exclusive options.


rdfg               Specifies the concurrent RDF definition


for the group. This value is taken


directly as specified and no data


validation is done on it.


Monitoring RDF1 type DG/CG


containing concurrent R1 devices or


monitoring RDF2 type DG/CG containing


concurrent R2 devices requires that


the -rdfg option is specified.


This option is not set by default and


non-concurrent RDF groups are assumed.


Note: If the group is a composite group


and consistency is enabled, then this


must be of the "name:" format and this


value is case sensitive.


restart_adcopy_resynch_threshold


Value: tracks


Specifies the number of tracks


outstanding that, during recovery, will


trigger a switch over to SRDF/A.


The default value is 30000.


restart_attempt_pause


Value: time (seconds)
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Specifies the wait time before an


attempt is made to restart a failed


session to allow for things to settle


down. Then after the


restart_attempt_pause is complete,


symrecover restarts the overall monitor


loop.


If there is still a problem, the restart


failure count is incremented and a


restart is attempted.


Valid values are 30 to 3600 seconds.


The default is 60 seconds.


restart_delay      Value: time (seconds)


Specifies the wait time after an


attempt is made to restart a failed


session and the attempt itself fails.


Valid values are 0 (no delay,


immediately restart) to maxint.


The default is 30 seconds.


restart_group_on_startup


On symrecover startup, if the group


being monitored is not initially in a


CONSISTENT state, symrecover, by


default, considers that an error


occurred and exits.


If this option is specified, symrecover


attempts to recover the group on


startup.
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This option is not enabled by default.


restart_max_attempts


Value: attempts


Specifies the maximum number of restart


attempts to perform within the


restart_window interval. After this


limit is reached, the program


terminates.


The valid range is from 0 to maxint.


The value of 0 means to infinitely


attempt.


The default is 5 attempts.


restart_max_wait_adcopy_sync


Value: time (seconds)


Specifies the length of time in seconds


that, during a restart, the program


waits for a group to achieve the


restart_adcopy_resync_threshold number


of tracks pending.


Valid values are 0 to maxint.


The value of 0 means to infinitely wait.


The default is 0.


restart_max_wait_state_change


Value: statetime (seconds)
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Specifies the length of time in seconds,


during a restart, that the program


waits for a group to change to a desired


state once the change is requested.


Valid values are 0 to maxint.


The value of 0 means to infinitely wait.


The default is 0.


restart_max_wait_warn_interval


Value: warntime (seconds)


Specifies the length of time in seconds,


while waiting for a state change to


occur during a restart, for a progress


warning message to be displayed.


Valid values are 0 and 30 to maxint.


The value of 0 means to wait forever.


The default is 600 seconds.


restart_rdfa_min_cycle_warn_interval


Value: cyclewarntime (seconds)


Specifies the length of time in seconds


for a warning message to be repetitively


displayed when the RDFA minimum cycle


time exceeds the


restart_rdfa_min_cycle_warn_value


parameter.


Valid values are 30 to maxint.
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The default is 600.


restart_rdfa_min_cycle_warn_value


Value: warntime (seconds)


Specifies the maximum value in seconds


which a trigger can occur with a


warning message, indicating that the


RDFA minimum cycle time has exceeded


this value.


Valid values are 0 and 30 to maxint.


The value of 0 means this feature is


turned off.


The default is 0.


restart_state_syncinprog_wait_time


Value: time (seconds)


Specifies the maximum length of time in


seconds, during a group syncinprog


state, that a sleep is done before


rechecking the group status.


Valid values are 30 to maxint.


The default is 120 seconds.


restart_state_transmit_warn_interval


Value: time (seconds)


Specifies the interval of time in


seconds, while a group remains in


a transmit idle state, that a warning


message is generated.
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Possible values are 0 to maxint.


The default is 300 seconds.


restart_state_transmit_wait_time


Value: transwaittime (seconds)


Specifies the maximum length of time in


seconds during a group transmit


idle state, that a sleep is done before


rechecking the group status.


Valid values are 30 to maxint.


The default is 120 seconds.


restart_sync_type  Value: synctype


Specifies the type of synchronization to


use following the detection of a failed


SRDF/A session. Possible values are:


synctype  Meaning


-------- ---------------


ADCOPY    Adaptive copy disk


SYNC      Synchronous mode


NONE      Intermediate track resynch


stage is attempted. A


direct re-establish using


the existing SRDF session


mode is attempted.


The default is ADCOPY.
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restart_window     Value: time (seconds)


Specifies the length of time in seconds,


starting with the first failure, that


begins the clock for counting all


successive failures.


Any failures that occur within


this timespan are considered grouped.


This window is used to determine the


maximum number of restarts that are


permitted per window of time.


The minimum value is 1800 seconds; the


maximum is 86400 seconds.


The default is 3600 seconds.


log_level          Value: The desired logging level.


Possible values are:


Value  Meaning


----- --------------


0    Off.


1    Only Errors are reported.


2    Errors and Warnings are


reported.


3    Errors, Warnings, and


Informational messages are


reported.


4    All messages are reported.
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The default is 3.
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symreplicate
Performs a coherent, recurrent, background


copy of data through an SRDF/TimeFinder


configuration.


SYNOPSIS


symreplicate [-h]


start -g <DgName> | -cg <CgName>


-options <OptionFile> [-log <LogFile>]


[-sid <SymmID>] [-preaction <ScriptFile>]


[-postaction <ScriptFile>] [-postcycle <ScriptFile>]


[-steperror <ScriptFile>] [-foreground] [-noprompt]


|-consistent] [-recover]


[-setup [-optimize|-optimize_rag|-exact]]


setup -g <DgName> | -cg <CgName>


-options <OptionFile>


[-log <LogFile>] [-sid <SymmID>]


[-optimize|-optimize_rag|-exact]


[-foreground] [-noprompt] [-recover]


stop -g <DgName> | -cg <CgName> | -log <LogFile>


[-sid <SymmID>] [-step] [-noprompt]


restart -g <DgName> | -cg <CgName> | -log <LogFile>


[-sid <SymmID>] [-options <OptionFile>]


[-foreground] [-noprompt] [-recover]


query -g <DgName> | -cg <CgName> | -log <LogFile>


[-sid <SymmID>] [-i Interval] [-c Count]


show -g <DgName> | -cg <CgName> | -log <LogFile>


[-sid <SymmID>] [-args] [-devs] [-opts] [-all]


list -sid <SymmID> [-sort <Field>]
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delete [-g <DgName> | -cg <CgName> | -log <LogFile>]


-sid <SymmID>


release -g <DgName> | -cg <CgName> | -log <LogFile>


[-sid <SymmID>] [-force]


stats -g <DgName> | -cg <CgName> | -log <LogFile>


[-sid <SymID>] [-i Interval] [-c Count]


[-cycle] [-itrks] [-all]


DESCRIPTION


The symreplicate command performs automated, incremental,


coherent copies of data. By default, the symreplicate


session is performed as a background process on Unix and


Windows platforms. Two Symmetrix array configurations are


supported:


1. SINGLE_HOP configuration


2. MULTI_HOP configuration


The symreplicate SINGLE_HOP configuration:


|---------------|---------------|


|  Symmetrix 1  |  Symmetrix 2  |


|  ----------- |  ----------- |


|               |               |


|   Standard    |               |


|    Devices    |               |


|       |       |               |


|       |                       |


|    R1-BCV ---------- R2       |


|    Devices         Devices    |


|               |       |       |


|               |       |       |


|               |      BCV      |
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|               |    Devices    |


|               |               |


|---------------|---------------|


The single-hop configuration copies data from the


standard devices on Symmetrix array 1 to the BRBCV


devices on Symmetrix array 2. Then symreplicate


incrementally establishes SRDF and BCV pairs, and


differentially splits BCV pairs to reduce required


data transfers.


Device locks are held during the entire symreplicate


session. This keeps other applications from altering


device states while symreplicate is active. For example,


if a symreplicate session terminates unexpectedly due to


a system crash, you may need to manually release


the locks. For more information on releasing the locks,


refer to the symdev manpage.


To set up this configuration, take any number of standard


devices of the same type (R1, R2, or non-RDF), and


create a device or composite group of the same type. Add


devices to the group, associate an equal number of


R1-BCV devices of matching sizes, and then associate an


equal number of BRBCV devices, also of matching sizes.


The required SYMCLI command sequence is similar to


the following:


symdg create newdg


symdg add dev 000 -g newdg -sid 0001


symdg add dev 001 -g newdg


< . . . >


symbcv associate dev 1C0 -g newdg


symbcv associate dev 1C1 -g newdg


< . . . >


symbcv associate dev 210 -g newdg -bcv -rdf
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symbcv associate dev 211 -g newdg -bcv -rdf


< . . . >


To start a symreplicate session, the following conditions


must be met, or you must perform these actions using


the setup command:


- Both sets of BCV pairs must have a pairing


relationship.


- The local BCV pairs must be Established, the SRDF


pairs must be Suspended, and the BRBCV pairs must


be Split.


These conditions can be met through a manual process or


symreplicate can put the devices into the initial state


if you specify -setup on the command line.


To manually set up the devices, follow these steps,


which are the same steps used by the symreplicate -setup


option:


1) Split the BCV pairs.


(Wait for any ongoing establish to complete...)


symmir split -g newdg


2) Establish the SRDF pairs.


symrdf establish -g newdg -bcv


3) Suspend the SRDF pairs.


(Wait for the establish operation to complete...)


symrdf suspend -g newdg -bcv


4) Establish the BCV pairs.


symmir establish -g newdg


5) Establish the BRBCV pairs.
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symmir establish -g newdg -bcv -rdf


6) Split the BRBCV pairs.


(Wait for the establish operation to complete...)


symmir split -g newdg -bcv -rdf


You may have to use additional flags for the SYMCLI


commands shown above (such as -full) if the BCV pairs do


not have an existing pairing relationship. For more


information on BCV pairing, refer to the symmir manpage.


Use the -preaction and -postaction options to


specify scripts to run before and after step 1.


The symreplicate multi-hop configuration:


|---------------|---------------|---------------|


|  Symmetrix 1  |  Symmetrix 2  |  Symmetrix 3  |


|  ----------- |  ----------- |  ----------- |


|                               |               |


|      R1 ------------ R2       |               |


|    Devices         Devices    |               |


|               |       |       |               |


|               |       |                       |


|               |    R1-BCV ---------- R2       |


|               |    Devices         Devices    |


|               |               |       |       |


|               |               |       |       |


|               |               |  (   BCV   ) |


|               |               |  ( Devices ) |


|               |               |       |


|---------------|---------------|---------------|


The multi-hop configuration copies data from the R1


devices on Symmetrix array 1 to the R2 devices on


Symmetrix array 2 (and, by default, to BCV devices), which


are then copied to devices on Symmetrix array 3.
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The symreplicate command then incrementally establishes


the SRDF and BCV pairs, and differentially splits the


BCV pairs to reduce required data transfers.


The second-hop BCV devices are used by default, but may


be omitted by disabling the USE_FINAL_BCV option in the


options file. For more information, refer to the FILES


section below.


Device locks are held during the entire symreplicate


session. This prohibits other applications from altering


device states while symreplicate is active. For example,


if a symreplicate session terminates unexpectedly due to


a system crash, you may need to manually release


the locks. For more information on releasing the locks,


refer to the symdev manpage.


To set up this configuration, create an R1 device or


composite group, and add any number of R1 devices.


Remotely associate an equal number of matching sized


R1-BCV RBCV devices. If the second-hop BCVs are being


used, these must also have a pairing relationship with


the second-hop R2 devices.


The required SYMCLI command sequence is similar to


the following:


symdg create newdg2 -type RDF1


symdg add dev 040 -g newdg2 -sid 0001


symdg add dev 041 -g newdg2


< . . . >


symbcv associate dev 1A0 -g newdg2 -rdf


symbcv associate dev 1A1 -g newdg2 -rdf


< . . . >


Note that the final BCVs, if used, are not a part of


the group itself. It is useful during setup to use a
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device file to control the second-hop pairs. For more


information on device files, refer to the symmir man page.


To start a symreplicate session, the following


conditions must be met, or use -setup to perform these


tasks:


- All BCV pairs must have a pairing relationship.


- The local SRDF pairs must be Synchronized, the BCV


pairs must be Established, and the remote SRDF pairs


must be Suspended.


- If the final BCVs are used, the BCV pairs on the


second-hop Symmetrix array must also be in the


Split state.


These conditions can be met through a manual process or


symreplicate can put the devices into the initial state


if you specify -setup on the command line.


To manually setup the devices, follow these steps,


which are the same steps used by the symreplicate -setup


option:


1) Split the first-hop BCV pairs.


(Wait for any ongoing establish to complete...)


symmir split -g newdg2 -rdf -remote


2) Establish the remote SRDF pairs.


(This step is completed via the previous command.)


3) Suspend the remote SRDF pairs.


(This step will be completed by the next command.)


4) Establish the first-hop BCV pairs.


(Wait for the RDF establish to complete...)
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symmir establish -g newdg2 -rdf


5) Establish the second-hop BCV pairs.


symmir establish -f second_hop_devs.txt


6) Split the second-hop BCV pairs.


(Wait for the establish operation to complete...)


symmir split -f second_hop_devs.txt


Note that steps 5 and 6 are only performed if the


second-hop BCV pairs are used. The second_hop_devs.txt file


is the device file. For more information on device files,


refer to the symmir man page.


You may need to use additional flags for the SYMCLI


commands shown above (such as -full) if the BCV pairs do


not have an existing pairing relationship. For more


information on BCV pairing, refer to the symmir manpage.


Use the -preaction and -postaction flags to specify


scripts to run before and after step 1.


ARGUMENTS


delete         Deletes the symreplicate log files written 


to the SFS (Symmetrix File System).


list           Lists the symreplicate log files written to


the SFS.


query          Displays the status of a symreplicate


session.


release        Releases device locks held from a


terminated symreplicate session.


restart        Restarts a terminated symreplicate session
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at the step where it stopped.


setup          Places all devices into the initial state,


then stops.


show           Shows information from the symreplicate


log file.


start          Begins a new symreplicate session.


stats          Displays cycle time and/or invalid track


statistics.


stop           Terminates an existing symreplicate


session.


OPTIONS


-all           Displays all available information,


including -args, -devs, and -opts for a


show action or "-itrks -cycle" for a stats


action. This is the default for both


actions.


-args          Shows information about command line


arguments used to start the symreplicate


session.


-c             Specifies a count to perform a specific


action.


-cg            Specifies a composite group name.


-consistent    Consistently splits all the BCV pairs on


the local Symmetrix array for a single-hop


configuration, or on the Hop 1


remote Symmetrix array for a multi-hop
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configuration.


-cycle         Displays cycle time statistics. Valid for a


stats action only.


-devs          Shows the devices that participate in


the symreplicate session.


-exact         Causes setup to pair all STDs and BCVs


exactly as they appear in the group.


Valid only for -setup.


-force         Forces the SYMAPI server to allow an action


that would ordinarily fail. Valid for a


release action only.


-foreground    Makes the symreplicate process run in the


foreground (background is the default).


Not available on Windows systems.


-g             Specifies the device group name.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-i             Specifies the interval in seconds to repeat


a specific action.


The default interval is 30 seconds if -c is


used.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-itrks         Display invalid track statistics. Valid


for a stats action only.


-log           Specifies a log file name.
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-noprompt      Disables the system prompt for user


confirmation.


-optimize      Causes -setup to split all pairs and


perform an optimized STD-BCV pairing


within a Symmetrix array. Valid only


for -setup.


-optimize_rag  Causes -setup to split all pairs and


perform an optimized STD-BCV pairing


within RA Groups. Valid only for -setup.


-options    Specifies an options file.


-opts          Shows options from the symreplicate


options file that were used to start


the session.


-postaction    Performs this action after the instant


or consistent split. Information is


provided through the following command


line arguments:


Argument    Meaning


-------- --------------


P1       Device group name


-postcycle     Performs this action after each cycle.


Information about the completed cycle


is provided through the following


command line arguments:


Argument    Meaning


-------- --------------


P1       Device group name.


P2       Current cycle number.
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P3       Number of cycles (<NumCycles>


from the option file, see


below).


P4       Cycle duration in seconds.


The -postcycle option is not available


on all platforms.


-preaction     Performs this action before the instant


or consistent split. Information is


provided through the following command


line arguments:


Argument    Meaning


-------- --------------


P1       Device group name


-recover       Tells symreplicate to recover the device


locks, if possible. Makes sure that no


other symreplicate session using the same


devices is running when using -recover.


-setup         Performs the steps necessary to place the


devices in the initial state.


-sid Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID to where


the symreplicate log file is written. The


Symmetrix array must be running Enginuity


version 5669 or higher.


-sort          Specifies how the symreplicate log file


names are sorted, either by name or by


type. The default is to sort the log


files by name.


-step          Stops after the current symreplicate


step completes, rather than waiting until
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the end of a cycle.


-steperror     Performs this action when symreplicate


encounters an error during normal cycling.


This parameter takes effect after a


symreplicate session was successfully


launched. Diagnostic information about the


error is provided through the following


command line arguments:


Argument   Meaning


-------- --------------


P1      Device or composite group name.


P2      Current cycle number.


P3      Number of cycles (<NumCycles>


from the option file, see


below).


P4      Cycle duration in seconds.


P5      Step number where the error


occurred.


P6      Text message describing when


the error occurred. Details


about the error are written to


the SYMAPI log file.


This parameter does not replace the need


to check for a non-zero exit status from


symreplicate. Errors that occur before the


symreplicate session is launched do not


cause the script to execute. The


-steperror option is not available on


all platforms.


PARAMETERS


CgName         Composite group name provided by user.
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DgName         Device group name.


Field          Field to use when sorting the file


names. Valid fields are name and type.


LogFile        Filename and path of an internal


log file. If an alternate logfile name


is specified when starting a symreplicate


session, the same logfile name must


be specified when issuing stop, restart,


query, show, and delete commands for 


the same symreplicate session.


OptionFile     Name of the text file that contains


the required parameters of the replicate


actions.


ScriptFile     Filename of the pre-action or post-action


script.


SymmID         12-digit Symmetrix ID. See the -sid option


above for restrictions. Also, if -sid is


specified when starting a symreplicate


session, the same Symmetrix ID must be


specified when issuing stop, restart,


query, show, and delete commands for


the same symreplicate session.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol    


------ -----------


0          CLI_C_SUCCESS


1          CLI_C_FAIL
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FILES


The option file is created by the user. It must


conform to the following syntax:


#Comment


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_HOP_TYPE=<RepType>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE=<CycleTime>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_OVERFLOW=<OvfMethod>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_DELAY=<Delay>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_NUM_CYCLES=<NumCycles>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_USE_FINAL_BCV=<TRUE|FALSE>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_LOG_STEP=<TRUE|FALSE>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_TIME_LIMIT=<TimeLimit>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_SLEEP_TIME=<SleepTime>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_RDF_TIME_LIMIT=<TimeLimit>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_RDF_SLEEP_TIME=<SleepTime>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_BCV_TIME_LIMIT=<TimeLimit>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_BCV_SLEEP_TIME=<SleepTime>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_BCV_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR=<Factor>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_RDF_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR=<Factor>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_PROTECT_BCVS=<Protection>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_TF_CLONE_EMULATION=<TRUE|FALSE>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_PERSISTENT_LOCKS=<TRUE|FALSE>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CONS_SPLIT_RETRY=<NumRetries>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_R1_BCV_EST_TYPE=<EstablishType>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_R1_BCV_DELAY=<EstablishDelay>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_FINAL_BCV_EST_TYPE=<EstablishType>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_FINAL_BCV_DELAY=<EstablishDelay>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_ENABLE_STATS=<TRUE|FALSE>


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_STATS_RESET_ON_RESTART=<TRUE|FALSE>


The allowed options are as follows:


Option Name     Description


-------------- -----------------------


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_HOP_TYPE
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<RepType> is required, and is one of:


<RepType>  Meaning


--------- ---------


SINGLE     Single-hop configuration.


MULTI      Multi-hop configuration.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE


<CycleTime> is the period to wait


between copy operations, in minutes, or


in hh:mm format. Defaults to 0. Either


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE or


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_DELAY is


required, though both may be set to 0.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_OVERFLOW


<OvfMethod> is a description of what to


do if the cycle overruns the specified


CycleTime. It is one of the following:


<OvfMethod>  Meaning


----------- ---------


IMMEDIATE    Begin the next cycle


immediately. This is the


default.


NEXT         Skip this cycle and wait


for the next to begin.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_DELAY


<Delay> is the minimum time to wait


between adjacent cycles. Even if a cycle


overruns the specified CycleTime and


OvfMethod is set to IMMEDIATE, if a


Delay is specified, symreplicate still waits


this long before beginning another cycle.


Defaults to 0. Either


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE or
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SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_DELAY is


required, though both may be set to 0.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_NUM_CYCLES


<NumCycles> is the number of cycles to


perform before exiting. A value of zero


causes the action to cycle indefinitely.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_USE_FINAL_BCV


May be used to omit the final BCV copy


in the chain of data propagation for a


multi hop configuration. By default,


the final BCV is used. If this option is


set to FALSE, the second-hop BCV devices


will be omitted.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_LOG_STEP


Causes symreplicate to write an entry to


the SYMAPI log file after each step is


completed. The entry shows the time the


step ended and whether or not the step


was successful.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_TIME_LIMIT


Controls how long to retry recoverable


errors that occur when a BCV or RDF


control operation fails. An example of


this type of error is failing to acquire


a Symmetrix lock.


<TimeLimit>


Controls how long symreplicate retries


operations. The timer applies only when


an error occurs continuously, or when no


data has flowed for the duration of the


timer.
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Therefore, it is possible to set a


TimeLimit that is smaller than the


actual amount of time that the


operation requires. For example, if on


average it takes an hour to establish


your RDF devices, it is possible to


set a 15 minute RDF time limit that only


expires when no data is transferred


between the devices for a period of


15 minutes. As long as data flows


between the devices, the timer does not


expire.


Time limits are specified using either


of the following formats:


1. HH:MM - Specifies the number of hours


and minutes


2. SSS   - Specifies the number of


seconds


If not specified, the following default


time limit, specified as HH:MM, applies:


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_TIME_LIMIT=00:30


A time limit of zero (0) indicates that


no time limit applies. This causes the


operation to be retried indefinitely.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_BCV_TIME_LIMIT


Controls how long to retry errors, or to


wait for data to flow, while querying


BCV devices to determine whether or not


they have entered a specific state.
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<TimeLimit>


See SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_TIME_LIMIT.


If not specified, the following default


time limit, specified as HH:MM, applies:


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_BCV_TIME_LIMIT=02:00


A time limit of zero (0) indicates that


no time limit applies. This causes the


operation to be retried indefinitely.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_RDF_TIME_LIMIT


Controls how long to retry errors, or to


wait for data to flow, while querying


SRDF devices to determine whether or not


they have entered a specific state.


<TimeLimit>


See SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_TIME_LIMIT.


If not specified, the following default


time limit, specified as HH:MM, applies:


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_RDF_TIME_LIMIT=04:00


A time limit of zero (0) indicates that


no time limit applies. This causes the


operation to be retried indefinitely.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_SLEEP_TIME


During normal processing, symreplicate


must wait for certain operations to


complete before going on to the next


step. The symreplicate action determines
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that an operation is complete when


devices have entered a specific state.


If the operation is not complete,


symreplicate sleeps for a period of time,


then checks the device state again.


<SleepTime>


Specifies the minimum time that


symreplicate sleeps before checking


to see if devices have entered a specific


state, or retrying an operation when a


recoverable error occurs.


When checking the device state,


symreplicate calculates how long to


sleep based on the number of invalid


tracks and the rate at which data is


moving. Therefore, the actual time that


symreplicate sleeps may be greater than


SleepTime. To set the maximum time that


symreplicate sleeps, specify the


corresponding factor.


SleepTimes are specified using the same


format as for TimeLimits. However,


unlike TimeLimits, a SleepTime must be


greater than zero.


If not specified, the following default


sleep time applies:


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_SLEEP_TIME=10


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_BCV_SLEEP_TIME


During normal processing, symreplicate


must wait for certain BCV operations to
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complete before going on to the next


step. The symreplicate action determines


that a BCV operation is complete when


devices have entered a specific state.


If the operation is not complete,


symreplicate sleeps for period of time,


then checks the device state again.


<SleepTime>


See SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_SLEEP_TIME


If not specified, the following default


sleep time applies:


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_BCV_SLEEP_TIME=10


To set a maximum sleep time for BCV


operations, use


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_BCV_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_RDF_SLEEP_TIME


During normal processing, symreplicate


must wait for certain SRDF operations to


complete before going on to the next


step. The symreplicate action determines


that an SRDF operation is complete when


devices have entered a specific state.


If the operation is not complete,


symreplicate sleeps for period of time,


then checks the device state again.


<SleepTime>


See SYMCLI_REPLICATE_GEN_SLEEP_TIME


If not specified, the following default
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sleep time applies:


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_RDF_SLEEP_TIME=15


To set a maximum sleep time for SRDF


operations, use


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_RDF_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_BCV_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR


Provides a way to specify the maximum time


that symreplicate sleeps before checking


again to see if BCV devices have entered a


specific state.


<Factor>


The product of this value multiplied by


the sleep time provides the maximum time


that symreplicate sleeps.


Specifies a factor using a positive,


non-zero integer.


If not specified, the following default


factor applies:


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_BCV_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR=3


By default, symreplicate sleeps between 10


and 30 seconds when checking on the state


of BCV devices, up to a maximum time of 2


hours.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_RDF_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR


Provides a way to specify the maximum time


that symreplicate sleeps before rechecking


if the SRDF devices have entered a specific
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state.


<Factor>


The product of this value multiplied by


the sleep time provides the maximum time


that symreplicate sleeps.


Specifies a factor using a positive,


non-zero integer.


If not specified, the following default


factor applies:


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_MAX_RDF_SLEEP_TIME_FACTOR=4


By default, symreplicate sleeps between 15


and 60 seconds, up to a maximum of 4 hours,


when checking on the state of SRDF devices.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_PROTECT_BCVS


Specifies how symreplicate performs a


TimeFinder establish operation when using


two-way mirrored BCV devices. If specified,


all mirrors of the BCV devices join with the


mirrors of the standard devices.


<Protection> can be one of the following


values:


<Protection>  Meaning


------------ ---------------


NONE          Performs a normal TimeFinder


establish operation, which is


the default.


LOCAL         Performs a protected BCV
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establish for the local


devices only in a single-hop


configuration.


FIRST_HOP     Performs a protected BCV


establish for the first-hop


devices only in a multi-hop


configuration.


REMOTE        Perform a protected BCV


establish for the remote


devices only in a single-hop


configuration.


SECOND_HOP    Performs a protected BCV


establish for the


second-hop devices only in


a multi-hop configuration.


BOTH          Perform a protected BCV


establish for both the local


and remote devices


(single-hop) or the first


and second-hop devices


(multi-hop).


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_TF_CLONE_EMULATION


Indicates TimeFinder clone emulation is


enabled. By default, clone emulation is


disabled. A value of TRUE indicates clone


emulation is enabled.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_PERSISTENT_LOCKS


Causes symreplicate to acquire the device


locks for the session with the


SYMAPI_DLOCK_FLAG_PERSISTENT attribute.


The default is FALSE, indicating the
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persistent attribute is not used when


acquiring the device locks for the session.


A value of TRUE indicates to use the


persistent attribute.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CONS_SPLIT_RETRY


Controls retry attempts when a consistent


split operation fails because the timing


window closed before the split operation


completed.


<NumRetries>


Specifies the number of error recovery


attempts to be made.


A default retry value of 3 is  used if


the SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CONS_SPLIT_RETRY


option parameter is not specified when a


consistent split (-consistent) is


requested.


A retry value of 0 indicates that no retry


attempts be made.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_R1_BCV_EST_TYPE


Specifies the establish type for the


local first-hop BCV devices.


<EstablishType>


Specifies the way the BCV establish


operation is executed by TimeFinder.


Specify one of the following values:


<EstablishType>  Meaning


--------------- ---------
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SINGULAR         BCV devices are


established one at a


time; the next device


is not established


until the previous


device is


established.


SERIAL           BCV devices are


established as fast as


the establish requests


are accepted by the


Symmetrix array.


PARALLEL         BCV device establish


requests are passed


in parallel to each of


the servicing DA


directors.


For establish types of SINGULAR and


PARALLEL, an <EstablishDelay> is


specified through the


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_R1_BCV_DELAY option.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_FINAL_BCV_EST_TYPE


Specifies the establish type for the


remote second-hop BCV devices.


<EstablishType>


See SYMCLI_REPLICATE_R1_BCV_EST_TYPE


For establish types of SINGULAR and


PARALLEL, an <EstablishDelay> can be


specified through the


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_FINAL_BCV_DELAY option
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parameter.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_R1_BCV_DELAY


Controls the rate of issuing establish


requests for the local first-hop BCV


devices.


<EstablishDelay>


For an establish type of SINGULAR, this


value denotes how long to wait between


issuing establish requests.


For an establish type of PARALLEL, the


delay value indicates how long to wait


before passing the next establish request


to an individual servicing DA director.


An establish delay of 0 to 30 seconds may


be specified with a value of 0 being the


default.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_FINAL_BCV_DELAY


Controls the rate of issuing establish


requests for the remote/second-hop BCV


devices.


<EstablishDelay>


See SYMCLI_REPLICATE_R1_BCV_DELAY


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_ENABLE_STATS


May be used to enable or disable the


gathering of statistics. By default,


statistics gathering is enabled.


A value of FALSE indicates that statistics
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gathering is to be disabled.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_STATS_RESET_ON_RESTART


May be used to reset statistics when a


restart action is executed. By default


the statistics are not reset upon restart


of a symreplicate session.


A value of TRUE indicates that statistics


are to be reset when restarting a


symreplicate session.


EXAMPLES


To start a session for device group newdg, using an


option file named opt.txt, enter:


symreplicate -g newdg -options opt.txt start


The file opt.txt could contain the following:


#Copy the data in a single-hop setup...


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_HOP_TYPE=SINGLE


#...every 15 minutes...


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE=15


#...or as often as possible, if 15 minutes is


#... not enough.


SYMCLI_REPLICATE_CYCLE_OVERFLOW=IMMEDIATE


To query the status of the above session, enter:


symreplicate -g newdg query


To terminate the above session, enter:
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symreplicate -g newdg stop


To restart the terminated session, enter:


symreplicate -g newdg restart


SEE ALSO


symmir(1), symrdf(1), symdev(1), symreturn(1)
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symreturn
Indicates a return value within pre-action and


post-action scripts.


SYNOPSIS


symreturn [-h] [<return_code>]


DESCRIPTION


The symreturn command is the suggested method of exiting a


command script used by the symmir -instant split command. 


The command script is specified as an argument to the


-preaction or -postaction option to the symmir command.


ARGUMENTS


none


OPTIONS


-h              Provides brief, online help information.


PARAMETERS


return_code     A return code can be supplied to indicate


a success or failure result code from the


script.  If no return code is supplied,


a success is assumed.


The return code can be user-defined to


indicate a unique error condition that


might occur in a specific situation


during script processing.


RETURN CODES
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Code #    Code Symbol  


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


#         CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


To exit the script with a successful return code, enter:


symreturn 0
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symrslv
Displays detailed mapping information about


a disk storage object.


SYNOPSIS


symrslv [-h] [-version] [-kb | -blocks | -mb]


pd <PdevName>


[-no_extents | -expand | -pdev_extents]


lv <LVolName> -g <VgName>


[-no_extents | -expand | -pdev_extents]


[-stripe_column] [-type <VgType>]


file <FileName>


[-no_extents | -expand | -pdev_extents |


-collapse | -phys_collapse]


dir <Directory>


[-no_extents | -expand | -pdev_extents]


fs <MountPoint>


[-no_extents | -expand | -pdev_extents]


[-nfs]


object <ObjectName>


identify <ObjectName>


DESCRIPTION


The symrslv command displays detailed logical-to-physical


mapping information specific to a disk storage object. 


By default, it provides data relating to the physical


extents of these objects. Currently, the supported disk


storage objects are:
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- Physical devices


- Logical volumes


- Regular files 


- Directories


- File systems 


- Object


Object restriction:


Because not all options apply to all supported


objects, no options can be passed if keyword


object is specified.


Note that Veritas Quick I/O devices (or the symbolic links


to them) are treated like physical devices by symrslv and


require the pd argument.


The collapse flag is applicable to files that reside on


file systems that are mounted on a striped or RAID5 LVM


mirror. This collapse is a logical collapse, meaning the


data can be reconstructed with the meta data returned. 


The phys_collapse flag causes a physical collapse, which


means that the data cannot be reconstructed with the


meta data returned.


In the lists of mirror physical extents and mirror


physical devices for the disk storage object, CLARiiON


devices are distinguished from other device types by


a (C) indicator.


Volume group name length restriction:


The volume group name field is limited to 63


characters. This length restriction is inclusive


of the name and absolute path of the volume group


even if the user only specified the volume group


name itself. The behavior is undefined if the


length is exceeded.
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Logical volume name length restriction:


The logical volume name field is limited to 63


characters. The behavior is undefined if the


length is exceeded.


Note that network based file systems based on the NFS


protocol is supported on Linux, Solaris, HP_UX and AIX.


Network based file systems based on CIFS protocol is


supported on Linux and Windows. Resolving file system


to a physical device and extent level is not applicable


for network based file systems.


ARGUMENTS


dir            Specifies a directory.


file           Specifies a file name.


fs             Specifies a file system mount point.


identify       Specifies that the object be only identified


but not resolved. Only objects with its


corresponding object name can be specified


as an argument to identify. Options cannot


be specified because not all options apply


to all supported object types, and the


object type is not known when object is


specified in the command line.


lv             Specifies a logical volume name.


pd             Specifies a device physical name.


object         Specifies a generic object. In this case


object could be either a directory,


filename, file system mount point,


logical volume name or a device physical


name. Options cannot be specified because
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not all options apply to all supported


object types, and the object type is not


known when the object is specified in the


command line.


OPTIONS


-blocks        Displays size information in 512-byte


blocks.


-collapse      Logically collapses the extents. 


-expand        Expands the extents, if possible. The


default is to collapse the extents.


-g             Specifies a volume group name for use with


the lv argument.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.


-kb            Displays size information in Kilobytes.


-mb            Displays size information in Megabytes.


This is the default.


-nfs           Displays information on mounted network


based file systems.  


-no_extents    Excludes any extents information from


displaying.


-pdev_extents  Displays Pdev level extents only (does


not expand extents to reflect an


underlying meta device configuration).


-phys_collapse


Physically collapses the extents. 
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-stripe_column


For striped logical volumes, displays the


extent's stripe column number.


-type          Specifies the volume group type.


-version       Displays SYMAPI build and runtime versions.


PARAMETERS


Directory      The directory name. For a directory that is


also a mount point, use a trailing slash at


the end of the directory name to obtain the


directory information.


FileName       The file name.


LVolName       The logical volume name.


MountPoint     The file system mount point,


(for example, d:). For a directory that is


also a mount point, do not use a trailing


slash at the end of the directory name to


obtain the file system.


ObjectName     The directory, file name, logical volume


name, MountPoint, or PdevName.


PdevName       The device physical (host) name for the


device, such as /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s2.


VgName         The logical volume group name.


VgType         The volume group type. Supported values are:


Group Type
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------------ -------------


DEFAULT               LINUX_LVM          


AIX_LVM               LINUX_POOL         


AIX_VXVM              LINUX_VXVM         


AS400_LVM             ORACLE_ASM         


DYNIX_SVM             SUN_SOLSTICE       


EMC_PVM               SUN_VXVM           


HP_LVM                WIN_LDM            


HP_VXVM               WIN_VXVM           


RETURN CODES


Code #     Code Symbol


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


To display physical extent information in kilobytes


about the physical device /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s2, enter:


symrslv -kb pd /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s2


To display an expanded listing of physical extent


information in blocks about the logical volume lvol1


in volume group ProdVG, enter:


symrslv -blocks -expand -g ProdVG lv lvol1


To display physical extent information in megabytes


about the file accounts, enter:


symrslv -mb file accounts
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To display physical extent information in blocks about


the directory /usr, enter:


symrslv -blocks dir /usr


To display physical extent information in kilobytes


about the file system whose mount point is /, enter:


symrslv -kb fs /


To display physical extent information about object


/usr, enter:


symrslv object /usr


To identify object /usr, enter:


symrslv identify /usr


Notes:


- If object were to be passed as an argument to symrslv,


user should not specify dir, file, fs, lv,


or pd as an argument. The keyword object also does the type


resolution.


- On the AS400 platform, only the lv and pd arguments


are supported.
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symsan
Lists the ports visible from a given director


and the logical unit numbers (LUNs) visible


behind a given remote port.


Lists the remote RDF directors and Symmetrix


arrays visible from a given Symmetrix array


and RDF director.


SYNOPSIS


symsan [-h]


list <-sanports | -sanluns -wwn <SanPort> >


-sid <SymmID>


<-dir <# | ALL> | -DX <# | ALL> | -FA <# | ALL>>


-port <# | ALL> [-detail]


list -sanrdf


-sid <SymmID>


-dir <# | ALL> [-port <# | ALL>]


DESCRIPTION


The symsan command lists the ports visible from a


given director and the LUNs visible behind a given remote


port.


ARGUMENTS


list           Lists all sessions for a specified


Symmetrix array, or for all Symmetrix


arrays.


OPTIONS
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-detail        Provides additional information if


availiable. This includes the array ID for


port scans and the extended LUN World Wide


Name (WWN) field in LUN scans.


-dir           Specifies a DX or FA director when scanning


for ports and specifies an RDF director when


scanning for remote RDF directors and


Symmetrix arrays.


-DX            Specifies the DX director.


-FA            Specifies the FA director.


-h  Provides brief, online help information.


-port          Specifies the port on the local director.


-sanluns       Lists the specific device LUNs visible


to the supplied director/port, behind the


specified remote port WWN.


-sanports      Lists the ports visible to the supplied


director/port.


-sanrdf        Lists the remote RDF directors and


Symmetrix arrays visible to the supplied


RDF director.


-wwn           Specifies the SAN WWN to use for listing


device LUNs behind a given remote port.


PARAMETERS


#              A local director or port number.


SanPort        The port WWN.
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SymmID         The 12-digit Symmetrix array ID.


RETURN CODES


Code #     Code Symbol    


------ -----------


0        CLI_C_SUCCESS


1        CLI_C_FAIL


Examples


To list ports visible from a given local port, enter:


symsan list -sanports -sid 123 -dir 3B -port 0


To list LUNs visible from behind a port, enter:


symsan list -sanluns -sid 123 -dir 3B -port 0


-wwn 0123456789ABCDEF
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symsg
Performs operations on storage groups located in


a specified Symmetrix array.


SYNOPSIS


symsg -h


symsg [-sid <SymmID>] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]


list [-offline]


list -by_port -demand


[-pg <PgName> | -dir <# [-p <#|ALL>] |ALL>]


list -by_pg -demand [-pg <PgName>]


list [-detail [-by_slo | -by_srp]]


symsg -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-v]


create <SgName>


[-bw_max <MBperSec>]


[-iops_max <IOperSec>]


[-dynamic <NEVER | ALWAYS | ONFAILURE>]


[-slo <SLOName> [-wl <WorkloadName>]]


[-srp <SRPName>]


convert -cascaded <SgName> <ChildSgName>


[-host_IO <on_parent | on_child>]


convert -standalone <SgName>


[-host_IO <keep_parent | keep_child>]


delete <SgName> [-force]


export <SgName> [-file <FileName>] [-offline]
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exportall [-file <FileName>] [-offline]


import <SgName> [-file <FileName>]


importall [-file <FileName>]


rename <OldSgName> <NewSgName>


sg2cg <SgName> <CgName> [-bcv | -vdev | -tgt]


[-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF]


[-apidb | -rdf_consistency]


sg2dg <SgName> <DgName> [-bcv | -vdev | -tgt]


[-R1 | -R2 | -R21 | -noRDF]


show <SgName> [-offline]


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]


[-c <Count>] [-v] [-celerra] [-rp] [-ckd]


add dev <SymDevName>


add sg <SgName1>[,<SgName2>,<SgName3>,.,<SgNamen>]


copy dev <SymDevName> <DestSgName>


move dev <SymDevName> <DestSgName> [-force]


remove dev <SymDevName> [-force]


remove sg <SgName1>[,<SgName2>,<SgName3>,.,<SgNamen>]


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]


[-c <Count>] [-v] [-celerra] [-rp] [-ckd]


[-SA <# | ALL>] [-p <#>] [-N <#>]


[-cap <#> [-captype <mb> | <cyl>]]
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[-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]> |


-file <DeviceFileName> [-tgt] ]


addall [pd | devs]


copyall <DestSgName>


moveall <DestSgName> [-force]


rmall [-force]


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]


[-c <Count>]


set <[-bw_max <MBperSec> | NOLIMIT ]


[-iops_max <IOperSec> | NOLIMIT ]


[-dynamic <NEVER | ALWAYS | ONFAILURE>]>


[-slo <SLOName> [-wl <WorkloadName>] |-noslo]


[-srp <SRPName> | -nosrp]


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]


[-c <Count>] [-v] [-noprompt] [-rp] [-star]


[-celerra] [-skip -lockid <lockNum>]


ready


not_ready


rw_enable


write_disable


hold


unhold [-symforce]
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compress [-stop]


uncompress [-stop]


bind -pool <PoolName>


unbind


rebind -pool <PoolName>


allocate [-persistent]


allocate -stop


free [-all]


free [-all] -stop


reclaim [-persistent]


reclaim -stop


set -persistent


unset -persistent


set -orm < system | on | off >


set -gcm [-symforce]


unset -gcm [-symforce]


symsg -sg <SgName> -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>]


[-c <Count>] [-v] [-noprompt] [-star]


[-skip -lockid <lockNum>]


pin
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unpin


host_active [-force]


DESCRIPTION


The symsg command performs operations specific to storage


groups: creating new storage groups, adding devices or


other storage groups to a storage group, copying, moving


and removing devices in a storage group, removing storage


groups from a storage group, importing storage groups,


exporting storage groups, deleting storage groups,


renaming storage groups, converting storage groups between


cascaded and standalone and listing and showing


information about a storage group.


The symsg command also performs the following control


actions on all of the devices in a storage group:


write_disable, rw_enable, ready, not_ready, hold, unhold,


pin, unpin, compress, uncompress, set, unset,


bind, unbind, rebind, allocate, free and reclaim.


The export argument creates a group file (ASCII text)


and the import argument reads a file to import a single


storage group. The file contains as many device


description lines or storage group description lines


as there are devices or storage groups defined in the


Storage Group detailed.  There cannot be both device and


storage group description lines in the same file.  In


addition, there may also be Host I/O limit maximum


bandwidth, maximum IOPS or dynamic distribution


description lines.  Any lines that are blank or have a


pound sign (#) in the first column are ignored.


<SymDevName>


. . .
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<SymDevName>


B <MBperSec>


I <IOperSec>


D <DynDistribution>


L <SLOName>


R <SRPName>


W <WorkloadName>


or


S <StorageGroupName>


. . .


S <StorageGroupName>


B <MBperSec>


I <IOperSec>


D <DynDistribution>


L <SLOName>


R <SRPName>


W <WorkloadName>


The exportall argument creates a group file (ASCII text)


and the importall argument reads a file to import all


storage groups. The file contains as many storage group


records as there are storage groups defined. Each record


can contain as many device description lines or storage


group description lines as there are devices or storage


groups defined in the storage group being detailed.


There cannot be both device and storage group description


lines in the same record.  In addition, there may also be


Host I/O limit maximum bandwidth, maximum IOPS or dynamic


distribution description lines.  Any lines that are blank


or have a pound sign (#) in the first column are ignored.


Group files contain device or storage group parameters in


the following formats:


<StorageGroupName>


<SymmID>
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<SymDevName>


. . .


<SymDevName>


B <MBperSec>


I <IOperSec>


D <DynDistribution>


L <SLOName>


R <SRPName>


W <WorkloadName>


<StorageGroupName>


<SymmID>


S <StorageGroupName>


. . .


S <StorageGroupName>


B <MBperSec>


I <IOperSec>


D <DynDistribution>


L <SLOName>


R <SRPName>


W <WorkloadName>


ARGUMENTS


add/addall     Adds single or multiple devices or


storage groups to a storage group.


allocate       Allocates storage in the thin pool.


bind           Binds the thin device(s) to the thin pool.


compress       Starts data compression on thin device(s).


When combined with the -stop option,


data compression is stopped.


convert        Converts a storage group between cascaded


and standalone.
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copy/copyall   Copies devices from the <SgName> to the


<DestSgName>.


create         Creates a storage group.


delete         Deletes a storage group. Deletion of a


storage group is not allowed if the


storage group is contained in a Masking View


or associated with a FAST policy.


export         Creates a text file that details the


members of an existing storage group. The


storage group can later be recreated from


this file using the import command.


exportall      Creates a text file that details the


members of all existing storage groups. The


storage groups can later be recreated from


this file using the importall command.


free           Frees storage in the thin pool.


hold           Creates a hold on all available devices


from an existing device group. When a


hold is placed on a device, TimeFinder


operations are blocked.


host_active    Sets the host active mode on device(s).


The device(s) must be in a host passive mode


for this operation to succeed.


import         Creates a storage group from data


contained in a text file previously


created using the export command.


importall      Creates storage groups from data
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contained in a text file previously


created using the exportall command.


list           Lists storage groups or with optional


parameters produces Host IO Limit demand


reports.


move/moveall   Moves the device(s) and deletes them from


the <SgName> before adding them to the


<DestSgName>.   


not_ready      Sets the device(s) to Not Ready. The


device must be in a User Ready status


for this operation to succeed.


pin            Sets the device(s) to a user-pinned state.


User-pinned devices are not moved


by the FAST controller, but can be 


moved with Optimizer or Symmigrate.


ready          Sets the device(s) to Ready. The device


must be in a User Not Ready status for


this operation to succeed. 


rebind         Rebinds the device(s) to the thin pool.


reclaim        Reclaims storage from the thin pool.


remove         Removes a single device or a single or


multiple storage groups from a storage


group.


rename         Renames the ASCII name of a storage group.


rmall          Removes multiple devices from a storage


group. If an optional range of devices is


specified, only those devices included
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in the range are removed. If no range


of devices is provided, all of the devices


are removed.


rw_enable      Sets the device(s) to Read and Write


Enabled to the local hosts.


set            Sets the persistent indicator for


allocations on thin device(s) when combined


with the -persistent option. Or sets Host


IO Limit on the specified storage group


when combined with the -bw_max, -iops_max or


-dynamic options.  Sets the Optimized Read


Miss mode when combined with the -orm


option.  Sets GCM mode when combined with


-gcm.


sg2cg          Adds selected members of a storage group


to a target composite group. If the


composite group does not exist, it is


created.  If none of the optional device


types are specified, the default is to add


standard devices.


sg2dg          Adds selected members of a storage group


to a target device group. If the device


group does not exist, it is created.  If


none of the optional device types are


specified, the default is to add standard


devices.


show           Shows detailed information about storage


groups.


unbind         Unbinds device(s) from the thin pool.


uncompress     Starts data decompression on thin device(s).
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When combined with the -stop option,


data decompression is stopped.


unhold         Releases devices that were previously


set to the hold state.


unpin          Removes the device(s) from the user-pinned


state.


unset          Clears the persistent indicator for


allocations on thin device(s) when combined


with the -persistent option.  Clears GCM


mode when combined with -gcm.


write_disable  Sets the devices to Write Disabled


to their local hosts.


KEYWORDS


dev            Indicates a single Symmetrix device name.


devs           Indicates multiple Symmetrix device names.


pd             Indicates a physical (host) device name.


sg             Indicates a list of storage group names.


OPTIONS


-all           Used with the free operation in order to


specify that all allocations associated


with the indicated devices are to be


freed, regardless of whether data has


been written or not.


-apidb         Overrides the options file setting and


stores the RDF CG in the SYMAPI database
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only.


-bcv           Specifies that only local BCV devices are


taken from the storage group and added to


the device group, via usage of the sg2dg


command, or to the composite group, via


usage of the sg2cg command.


-bw_max        Specifies the Host IO Limit maximum


bandwidth in MB per second to be set on the


storage group. The maximum bandwidth will be


set to unlimited if NOLIMIT is specified.


-by_pg         Specifies that the Host IO Limit demand


report is being requested for port group


information.


-by_port       Specifies that the Host IO Limit demand


report is being requested for port


information.


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


attempt to acquire an exclusive lock on


the Symmetrix host database.


The time to wait between attempts to


acquire a needed lock is specified by


-i (interval).


If neither -c nor -i is specified,


operations will fail if they are unable to


acquire a requested lock.


-cap           Sets a minimum device size to the selection


criteria of devices.


-captype <mb | cyl>


Specifies the units of capacity, either
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megabytes or cylinders.  The default if


not specified is MB.


-cascaded      Used with the convert operation to select


that a standalone storage group be converted


to a cascaded storage group.


-celerra       Allows operations on Celerra FBA devices.


-ckd           Allows operations on CKD devices.


-orm           Allows setting the Optimized Read Miss


mode to system default, on, or off for


the specified devices.


-demand        Specifies a Host IO Limit demand report.


-devs          Specifies multiple range(s) of Symmetrix


device names.


-dir           Specifies the director number(s) for which


the Host IO Limit demand report is being


requested.


-dynamic       Specifies the Host IO Limit dynamic


distribution setting for the storage group.


-file     Specifies a filename to use for the


import/importall or export/exportall


operations.


-file          Specifies a filename to use as input.


-force         Forces the operation on the storage group.


-gcm           Allows setting or clearing the device GCM


mode.
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-h             Provides online help.


-host_IO       When converting a storage group to cascaded,


it is used to select were an existing Host


IO Limit is set.


When converting a storage group to standalone


it is used to select which Host IO Limit to


keep.


-i             Specifies the interval time, in seconds, to


wait between attempts to acquire an


exclusive lock on the Symmetrix host


database.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-iops_max      Specifies the Host IO Limit maximum IOPs


in I/Os per second. The maximum IOPs will


be set to unlimited if NOLIMIT is specified.


-lockid        Specifies the lock holder ID for preserving


the target locks on the control operation.


The lock number ID must be a hexadecimal


number.


-N             Sets a number of devices to add, remove,


or move.


-noprompt Disables the confirmation prompt.


The default is to prompt the user for


confirmation before executing the operation.


-noRDF         Copies non-SRDF devices only.
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-noslo         Specifies noslo or remove SLO set on SG.This


will also remove any workload that was


assigned for the SLO. If the SG has an SRP,


then the SG will get an activity-based SLO.


Otherwise, there will be no SLO or SRP for


the SG and the SG will no longer be FAST


Managed.


-nosrp         Specifies nosrp or remove SRP set on SG.If


the SG has an SLO set the system default SRP


for the emulation type will be used with the


SG. Otherwise, there will be no SRP or SLO


for the SG and the SG will no longer be FAST


Managed.


-offline       Obtains information from the Symmetrix


host configuration database.


-p             Specifies the front-end (SCSI or Fibre)


director port number to only select


devices that are primarily visible


through this director port. By default,


all ports are selected.


-persistent    Used with set or unset it specifies operation


on the persistent indicator.  Used with


allocate or reclaim it specifies the use of


persistent storage.


-pool          Specifies a Thin Pool Name.


-pg            Specifies that the Host IO Limit demand


report is being requested for the port(s)


in the specified port group.


-R1            Copies RDF1 (R1) devices only.
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-R2            Copies RDF2 (R2) devices only.


-R21           Copies RDF21 (R21) devices only.


-rdf_consistency


Allowing created CG to be enabled


for RDF consistency.


-rp            Indicates the action is targeted


for devices tagged for RecoverPoint.


-SA            Specifies the front-end (SCSI or Fibre)


director number to only select devices


that are primarily visible through this


director. Alternatively, if ALL


(the default) is specified, all devices


satisfying any other selection criterion


will be selected.


-standalone    Used with the convert operation to select


that a cascaded storage group be converted


to a standalone storage group.


-sid           Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID.


-sg            Specifies the name of the storage group.


-skip          Skips the device locks action for control


operations. Requires the -lockid option.


-slo           Specifies a SLO name to be set on SG.


-srp           Specifies a SRP name to be set on SG.


-star  Indicates that the action is targeted for


devices in STAR mode.
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-stop          Specifies that the compress, uncompress,


allocate, free or reclaim operation will


be stopped.


-symforce      Requests the Symmetrix array force the


operation to be executed when normally it


is rejected. Use extreme caution


when using this option.


-tgt           Allows the user to specify that only


local TGT devices are taken from


the storage group and added to the


device group, via usage of the sg2dg


command, or to the composite group, via


usage of the sg2cg command.


When used in conjunction with -file,


specifies that devices are only taken


from the second column of


DeviceFileName.


-vdev          Allows the user to specify that only


local VDEV devices are taken from the


storage group and added to the device


group, via usage of the sg2dg command,


or to the composite group, via usage


of the sg2cg command.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-wl            Specifies a workload name to be set on SG.


PARAMETERS


ALWAYS         The Host IO Limits for the storage group


are always dynamically redistributed.
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ChildSgName    The child storage group name.


DestSgName     The name of the storage group to use as


the destination of a copy/copyall or


move/moveall operation.


DeviceFileName


The name of the file where devices are


listed. The device file can contain


devices (SymDevNames) separated by new lines


or device pairs listing a pair each line


(the source device, followed by a target


device).


Examples of a device file format:


Example 1:


0026  0029


0015  0016


Example 2:


0001


0002


DynDistribution


The Host IO Dynamic Distribution setting


FileName       The specified output or input of export,


exportall, import, and importall commands,


respectively.


IOperSec       The number of I/Os per second.  Valid


values are between 100 and 2000000 IO/sec,


in units of 100 IO/sec.
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MBperSec       The number of Mega Bytes per second.  Valid


values are between 1 and 100000 MB/sec.


NEVER          The Host IO Limits for a storage group are


never dynamically redistributed (static).


NewSgName      The new storage group name.


OldSgName      The original storage group name.


ONFAILURE      The Host IO Limits for the storage group


are dynamically redistributed only upon


failure of a Front-End Port.


SgName         The storage group name.


SLOName        The name of the SLO.


SRPName        The name of the SRP.


SymDevName     The Symmetrix device name.


SymDevEnd      The last Symmetrix device name in a


sequence, such as 00B6.


SymDevStart    The first Symmetrix device name in a


sequence, such as 001C.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


WorkloadName   The name of the Workload.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol


------ -----------
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0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


To create a Symmetrix storage group named mysg_1 on


Symmetrix array ID# 59866000123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 create mysg_1


To delete Symmetrix storage group storgrp_f and all


contained devices on Symmetrix array ID# 59866000123,


enter:


symsg -sid 123 delete storgrp_f -force


To rename Symmetrix storage group mysg_1 to storgrp_a on


Symmetrix array ID# 59866000123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 rename mysg_1 storgrp_a


To add a single device to storage group storgrp_a, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg storgrp_a add dev 30


To add all devices that are primarily visible from


this host to storage group storgrp_a, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg storgrp_a addall pd


To add a range of physical devices to storage group


storgrp_a, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg storgrp_a addall pd -devs 30:3F
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To add all devices listed in a file named my_storgrp_b.txt


to a Symmetrix storage group named storgrp_b on Symmetrix


array ID# 59866000123, enter:


symsg -sid 123 addall -file my_storgrp_b.txt


-sg storgrp_b


To add storage groups storgrp_1 and storgrp_2 to storage


group storgrp_a, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg storgrp_a add sg storgrp_1,storgrp_2


To copy a device from storage group storgrp_a to storgrp_b,


enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg storgrp_a copy dev 30 storgrp_b


To move a device from storage group storgrp_a to storgrp_b,


enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg storgrp_a move dev 30 storgrp_b


To copy multiple devices from storage group storgrp_a to


storgrp_b, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg storgrp_a copyall


-devs 30:3F,40 storgrp_b


To move multiple devices from storage group storgrp_a to


storgrp_b, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg storgrp_a moveall


-devs 30:3F,40 storgrp_b


To list all storage groups on Symmetrix array ID#


59866000123, enter:
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symsg -sid 123 list


To list all Symmetrix storage groups in detailed format,


enter:


symsg list -v


To show all devices in storage group storgrp_a,


enter:


symsg -sid 123 show storgrp_a


To export a Symmetrix storage group named storgrp_c on


Symmetrix array ID# 59866000123 to a file named


my_storgrp_c, enter:


symsg -sid 123 export storgrp_c -file my_storgrp_c


To import a Symmetrix storage group named storgrp_c to


Symmetrix array ID# 59866000123 from a file named


my_storgrp_c, enter:


symsg -sid 123 import storgrp_c -file my_storgrp_c


To convert a Symmetrix storage group named storgrp_c to a


device group named ProdDG, enter:


symsg -sid 123 sg2dg storgrp_c ProdDG


To remove a single device from storage group storgrp_a,


enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg storgrp_a remove dev 30


To remove all devices from storage group storgrp_a,


enter:
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symsg -sid 123 -sg storgrp_a rmall


To remove multiple devices from storage group storgrp_a,


enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg storgrp_a rmall -devs 31:35,37,40:43


To remove storage groups sgrp_1 and sgrp_2 from


storage group storgrp_a, enter:


symsg -sid 123 -sg storgrp_a remove sg sgrp_1,sgrp_2
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symsnap
Performs TimeFinder/Snap control operations on a device group, composite group,


devices within the group, or on devices in a device file.


SYNOPSIS


symsnap -h


symsnap -g <DgName> [-v] [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>]


[-bcv | -rdf | -rbcv | -hop2] [-tgt]


[-c <Count>] [-force] [-star]


[-preserveTGTLocks -lockid <LockNum>]


create [-exact] [-skip]


[-svp <PoolName> | -duplicate] [-concurrent]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


activate [-consistent [-both_sides]]


[-concurrent] [-duplicate]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>]


[-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


duplicate [-consistent] [-exact] [-concurrent]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>]


[-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


recreate [-skip] [-concurrent]
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[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


terminate [-symforce] [-skip] [-restored]


[-duplicate]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


[<LdevName> [SYM pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [SYM dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [SYM ld <LDevName>]...]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LDevName>]...]


establish [-full] [-exact] [-svp <poolname>]


[-consistent [-both_sides]] [-concurrent]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>]


[-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


restore [-full] [-not_ready]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


symsnap -g <DgName> [-offline] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-bcv | -rdf | -rbcv | -hop2]


query [<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]] [-multi]


[-restore | -changed] [-attach] [-pools] [-summary]


verify [-created | -copied | -copyonwrite |
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-restinprog | -restored | -failed | -recreated]


[-force] [-concurrent] [-summary]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


[<LdevName> [SYM pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [SYM dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [SYM ld <LDevName>]...]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LDevName>]...]


symsnap -g <DgName> [-v] [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>]


[-c <Count>]


[-bcv | -rdf | -rbcv | -hop2]


attach


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


detach


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


symsnap -cg <CgName> [-v] [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>]


[-bcv | -rdf | -rbcv | -hop2] [-tgt]


[-c <Count>] [-force] [-star] [-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RDFName>[,<RDFName>,...]>]


create [-exact] [-skip]


[-svp <PoolName> | -duplicate] [-concurrent]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]
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activate [-consistent [-both_sides]]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>]


[-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip] [-concurrent]


[-duplicate]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


duplicate [-consistent] [-exact]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>]


[-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip] [-concurrent]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


recreate [-skip] [-concurrent]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


terminate [-symforce] [-skip] [-restored]


[-duplicate]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


[<LdevName> [SYM pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [SYM dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [SYM ld <LDevName>]...]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LDevName>]...]


establish [-full] [-exact] [-svp <poolname>]


[-consistent [-both_sides]]
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[-preaction <ScriptFile>]


[-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip] [-concurrent]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


restore [-full] [-not_ready]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


symsnap -cg <CgName> [-offline] [-i <Interval>]


[-c <Count>]


[-bcv | -rdf | -rbcv | -hop2] [-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RDFName>[,<RDFName>,...]>]


query [-multi] [-restore] [-attach] [-sid <SymmID>]


[-changed] [-pools] [-summary]


[<LdevName> [<LdevName>...]]


verify [-created | -copied | -copyonwrite |


-restinprog | -restored | -failed | -recreated]


[-force] [-concurrent] [-summary]


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


[<LdevName> [SYM pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [SYM dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [SYM ld <LDevName>]...]


[<LdevName> [BCV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [BCV ld <LDevName>]...]


symsnap -cg <CgName> [-v] [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>]


[-c <Count>] [-sid <SymmID>]
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[-bcv | -rdf | -rbcv | -hop2]


[-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RDFName>[,<RDFName>,...]>]


attach


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


detach


[<LdevName> [VDEV pd <PdevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV dev <SymDevName>]...|


<LdevName> [VDEV ld <LDevName>]...]


symsnap -sid <SymmID> <-file <DeviceFileName> [-noprompt] |


-noprompt 'redirect stdin'> [-v] [-force]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-preserveTGTLocks -lockid <LockNum>] [-star]


create [-skip] [-svp <PoolName> | -duplicate]


activate [-consistent] [-duplicate]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip]


duplicate [-consistent]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip]


recreate [-skip]


terminate [-symforce] [-skip] [-restored] [-duplicate]


establish [-full] [-svp <PoolName>] [-consistent]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-not_ready] [-skip]
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restore [-full] [-not_ready]


symsnap -sid <SymmID> <-file <DeviceFileName> |


'redirect stdin'>


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


query [-multi] [-restore] [-attach] [-pools] [-changed]


[-summary]


verify [-created | -copied | -copyonwrite |


-restinprog | -restored | -failed | -recreated]


[-force] [-summary]


symsnap -sid <SymmID> <-file <DeviceFileName> [-noprompt] |


-noprompt 'redirect stdin'> [-v]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


attach


detach


symsnap [-sid <SymmID>] [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-offline]


list


DESCRIPTION


The symsnap command performs snap operations on a device


group, composite group, devices within the group, or on


devices in a device file.


These operations include creating and activating a source


device with a target device, terminating the snap session,


and querying the state of the device pair.


You can perform all of these operations on a group or
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individual device basis. 


Before you can create a copy session between a target


device and a source device, the target device must be


associated with the device group and the target device must


be the same size as the source device.


ARGUMENTS


activate       Activate an internal copy session with the 


devices in the device or composite group and


one or more target devices associated with


the group.


While the operation is in progress, the


state of the device pair is Copy on


Write. If the source device is completely


written to, the state changes to Copied.


attach         When a device create is issued, attaches a


virtual device (VDEV) target to a source


device as the preferred target device for


pairing.


create         Creates an internal snap session with the


devices that are in the device group with


one or more target devices that are


associated with the group. 


While the operation is in progress, the


state of the device pair is CreateInProg.


When the operation completes, the state


changes to Created.


detach         Detaches a VDEV target device from the


source device so that it is no longer the


preferred target device of the source


device.
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duplicate      Creates and activates a duplicate snap


session in a single operation.  This is


equivalent to performing create -duplicate


followed by activate -duplicate.


establish      Creates and activates an internal snap


session with the devices in the group and


one or more target devices associated with


the group. Specifying this argument


without the -full option performs a recreate


followed by an activate operation.


list           Lists snap sessions.


query          Returns snap state information about one


or all device pairs in a group or device


file.


recreate       Recreates the snap session on an existing


VDEV. This only applies to sessions that


have been activated.


restore        Restores a VDEV to another device. After


the restore operation, the target of the


restore is left in a Ready state unless the


-not_ready option is used.


terminate      Terminates (stops) the existing internal


copy session between the specified source


and target devices in a device group.


verify         Verifies, by default, whether one device


pair is in the CopyOnWrite state or all


device pairs in a group are in the


CopyOnWrite state.
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KEYWORDS


BCV            Specifies a BCV target device. 


dev            Indicates a Symmetrix device name.


ld             Indicates a logical device name.


pd             Indicates a physical device name.


SRCDEVS        Specifies to use the path names from the


standard devices being controlled.


SYM            Specifies a Symmetrix target device


(STD or BCV).


VDEV           Specifies a Symmetrix virtual device.


OPTIONS


-attach Displays target attachment information for


the standard device(s) in the device group.


-bcv           Uses BCV devices as the source


devices and VDEV devices as the target


devices. You can only use this option with


device or composite groups.


-both_sides    Activates all locally and remotely


associated VDEV pairs in an SRDF group.


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


display or to acquire an exclusive lock on


the Symmetrix host database. If this option


is not specified and an interval (-i) is


specified, the command will loop


continuously to display or to start the


mirroring operation.
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-cg            Applies a composite group name to the


command.


-changed When specified with the query argument, this


option shows the number of tracks that were


written to either the source device or to


the virtual device.


-concurrent    When specified with the verify argument,


this option verifies the standard device and


multiple target devices. When specified with


active commands, this option performs the


operation on a pair with an additional


target device.


-consistent    Causes the source and target pairs to be


consistently activated.


-copied        Verifies that the snap device pair(s) are


in the Copied state.


-copyonwrite   Verifies that the snap device pair(s) are


in the CopyOnWrite state.


-created       Verifies that the snap device pair(s) are


in the Created state.


-duplicate     For create, activate, and terminate actions


indicates that the action is to be performed


on a VDEV to VDEV pair.


-exact      Pairs devices in the exact order in which


the source and target devices were added to


the device group.


-failed        Verifies that the snap device pair(s) are in


the Failed state.
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-file          Applies a device file to the command. The


device file contains device pairs (by


device number) listing a pair per each line


(the source device first, a space, and the


VDEV target device last within each line


entry). A Symmetrix ID is required for this


option. -f is synonymous with -file.


-force         Attempts to force the operation even though


one or more paired devices in the device


group may not be in the normal, expected


state(s) for the specified operation.


-full          Performs a full restore. This option is used


with the restore command.


-g             Applies a device group name to the command.


-h             Provides brief online help information.


-hop2          Performs the specified action on the


Symmetrix array two hops away.


-i             Specifies the repeat interval in seconds to


display or to acquire an exclusive lock on


the Symmetrix host database.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-lockid    Specifies the lock holder ID for preserving


the target locks on the control operation.


-multi         Applies to a query operation in a
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multi-target environment to show all


targets that are paired with source devices.


Devices are listed in chronological order.


-noprompt      Requests to not return a prompt after you


enter a command. The default is to prompt


for confirmation.


-not_ready     Performs the snap control operation but


leaves the target device(s) Not Ready. That


is, each target device will be set Not


Ready prior to the operation completing.


-offline       Specifies that the Symmetrix array data


connection is offline from the host


in-memory database.


-pools         Used with query to display pool names


for each session.


-postaction    Executes the script argument after a snap


session has been activated.


-preaction     Executes the script argument before a copy


session has been activated.


-preserveTGTLocks


Prevents the action from taking out device


locks on the target devices. The target


devices must already be locked by the same


lock holder ID.


-rbcv          Uses the RBCV devices as the source devices


and the RVDEV devices as the target devices.


This is used only with device or composite


groups.
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-rdf           Performs the action on the remote Symmetrix


array.


-rdfg          This option causes the command to perform


the requested action on a subset of the


composite group defined by one or more


Symmetrix/RA group combinations supplied as


the argument to -rdfg.


This argument is a comma separated list in


the form:


SID:GrpNum,SID:GrpNum,...


or a comma-separated list of predefined


names in the form:


name:Name,Name,...


GrpNum may be specified as "all" to use all


of the RA Groups on a Symmetrix.


-recreated     Verifies that the snap device pair(s) are


in the Recreated state.


-restinprog    Verifies that the snap device pair(s) are


in the RestInProg (restore) state.


-restore       Shows the VDEV where the snap pair was


restored.


-restored      Verifies that the snap device pair(s) are


in the Restored state.


-sid           Supplies the unique Symmetrix ID.


-skip          Skips the source locks action. This option


will not lock the source devices if all of


the specified source devices are either


locked or are unlocked.


-star          Targets the action at devices in STAR mode.
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-summary       Shows device state summary.


-svp           Filters the list based on the supplied


PoolName.


-symforce      Forces the operation to execute when


normally it would be rejected. On terminate,


it causes the Symmetrix array to stop a snap


session. IMPORTANT: Use extreme caution with


this option.


-tgt           Specifies to use VDEVs associated as TGT


devices for snap targets. This uses local


TGT devices, remote RTGT devices, and two


hop2TGT devices.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


PARAMETERS


CgName         Composite group name.


Count          Number of iterations to execute before


exiting.


DgName         Device group name.


DeviceFileName Device Filename.


The device file contains device pairs


(SymDevNames) listing a pair of devices on


each line (the source device first, a space,


followed by the target device name on each


line. Comments are prefixed with #.


GrpNum         RDF (RA) group number.


Interval       Interval between polls, in seconds.
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LdevName       Device logical name of either the


standard or the BCV device.


LockNum        Hexadecimal value of the lock holder


ID.


Name           Logical name associated with the RDF


(RA) group(s).


PdevName       The device physical (host) name for the BCV


device, such as /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s2.


PoolName       Name of the SAVE device pool.


ScriptFile     Full pathname of a script file to be


executed.


SymDevName     Symmetrix device name, unique per


Symmetrix array, for the BCV device. For


example 01C.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


2         CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


18        CLI_C_ALREADY_IN_STATE


The device or device group is already in the


desired snap state.


19   CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All gatekeepers to the Symmetrix array are
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currently locked.


22        CLI_C_NEED_FORCE_TO_PROCEED


Requires the force flag to proceed.


23        CLI_C_NEED_SYMFORCE_TO_PROCEED


Requires the symforce flag to proceed.


CAUTION: Extreme caution should be exercised


when using this option.


Return codes for symsnap verify


12     CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RESTORED


Not all source devices are in


the Restored state.


13        CLI_C_NONE_RESTORED


No source devices are in the


Restored state.


29        CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RESTINPROG


Not all source devices are in


the RestInProg state.


30        CLI_C_NONE_RESTINPROG


No source devices are in the


RestInProg state.


55        CLI_C_NOT_ALL_COPIED


Not all source devices are in


the Copied state.


56        CLI_C_NONE_COPIED


No source devices are in the


Copied state.


60        CLI_C_NOT_ALL_CREATED
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Not all source devices are in


the Created state.


61        CLI_C_NONE_CREATED


No source devices are in the


Created state.


66        CLI_C_NOT_ALL_COPYONWRITE


Not all source devices are in


the CopyOnWrite state.


67        CLI_C_NONE_COPYONWRITE


No source devices are in the


CopyOnWrite state.


EXAMPLES


To create the device group ProdDB as a REGULAR device


group, enter:


symdg create ProdDB


To define the device group ProdDB as the default device


group, enter:


setenv SYMCLI_DG ProdDB


To add the standard device /dev/rdsk/c1t1d1s2 to device


group ProdDB and name it act1, enter:


symdg add pd c1t1d1s2 act1


To add the VDEV device /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s2 to device group


ProdDB and name it myvdev1, enter:


symdg add pd c2t0d2s2 myvdev1
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To create a snap of the source device act1 in group ProdDB


with a specified target device (associated with the


group), enter:


symsnap create act1 vdev ld myvdev1


symsnap activate act1 vdev ld myvdev1


To terminate the device act1 in group ProdDB, enter:


symsnap terminate act1 vdev ld myvdev1


To query information about all paired devices in device


group ProdDB, enter:


symsnap query
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symsnapvx
Performs TimeFinder/SnapVX control, list, and verify operations on a device list,


a list of ranges, a device group (DG), composite group (CG), or storage group (SG).


Also performs array-wide list operations.


SYNOPSIS


symsnapvx -h


symsnapvx -g <DgName> -name <SnapshotName>


[-rdf | -hop2]


[-v] [-noprompt] [-force] [-star]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


establish [-ttl <-delta <Days> | -absolute <Date>>]


[-both_sides]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


symsnapvx -g <DgName>


-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-rdf | -hop2]


[-v] [-noprompt] [-force] [-star]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


restore


[-preaction <ScriptFile>][-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-remote]


terminate [-restored [-symforce]]


rename -name <NewSnapshotName>


set ttl


<-delta <Days> | -absolute <Date>>
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symsnapvx -g <DgName>


-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-rdf | -hop2]


[-v] [-noprompt] [-force] [-star]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


link [-copy [-remote] ] [-exact]


relink [-copy [-remote]] [-exact]


unlink [-symforce]


set mode <copy | nocopy>


symsnapvx -g <DgName>


-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-rdf | -hop2]


[-force] [-summary [-mb | -gb | -tb]]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


verify [-established | -estinprog]


verify [-restored | -restinprog]


verify [-linked  [-defined][-by_tgt]]


verify [[-copyinprog | -copied [-destaged]] [-by_tgt]]


symsnapvx -g <DgName>


[-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]]


[-failed] [-detail [-last_n <count>]]


[-rdf | -hop2]


[-mb | -gb | -tb]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-offline]
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list [-linked [-by_tgt] | -restored]


symsnapvx -g <DgName>


[-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]]


[-rdf | -hop2]


[-mb | -gb | -tb]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-offline]


list -summary


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID> -name <SnapshotName>


<-file <DeviceFileName> [-noprompt] |


-noprompt 'redirect stdin' |


-devs <<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]


[-noprompt]>


[-v] [-force] [-star]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


establish [-ttl <-delta <Days> | -absolute <Date>>]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID>


<-file <DeviceFileName> [-noprompt] |


-noprompt 'redirect stdin' |


-devs <<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]


[-noprompt]>


-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-v] [-force] [-star]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


restore


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]
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[-remote]


terminate [-restored [-symforce]]


rename -name <NewSnapshotName>


set ttl


<-delta <Days> | -absolute <Date>>


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID>


<-file <DeviceFileName> [-noprompt] |


-noprompt 'redirect stdin' |


<-devs <<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>


-lndevs <<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>


[-noprompt]>>


-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-v] [-force] [-star]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


link [-copy [-remote]] [-exact]


relink [-copy [-remote]] [-exact]


unlink [-symforce]


set mode <copy | nocopy>


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID>


<-file <DeviceFileName> |


'redirect stdin' |


-devs <<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]> |


-lndevs <<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>
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-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-force] [-summary [-mb | -gb | -tb]]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


verify [-established | -estinprog]


verify [-restored | -restinprog]


verify [-linked  [-defined][-by_tgt]]


verify [[-copyinprog | -copied [-destaged]] [-by_tgt]]


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID>


-file <DeviceFileName> |


'redirect stdin' |


-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]> |


-lndevs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>


[-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]]


[-failed] [-detail [-last_n <count>]]


[-mb | -gb | -tb]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-offline]


list [-linked [-by_tgt] | -restored]


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID>


-file <DeviceFileName> |


'redirect stdin' |


-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]> |


-lndevs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]>


[-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]]
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[-mb | -gb | -tb]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-offline]


list -summary


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID>


[-failed]


[-mb | -gb | -tb]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-offline]


list


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID> -sg <SgName> -name <SnapshotName>


[-v] [-noprompt] [-force] [-star]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


establish [-ttl <-delta <Days> | -absolute <Date>>]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID> -sg <SgName>


-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-v] [-noprompt] [-force] [-star]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


restore


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-remote]


terminate [-restored [-symforce]]


rename -name <NewSnapshotName>


set ttl


<-delta <Days> | -absolute <Date>>


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID> -sg <SgName> -lnsg <SgName>
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-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-v] [-noprompt] [-force] [-star]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


link [-copy [-remote]] [-exact]


relink [-copy [-remote]] [-exact]


unlink [-symforce]


set mode <copy | nocopy>


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID> [-sg <SgName> | -lnsg <SgName>]


-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-force] [-summary [-mb | -gb | -tb]]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


verify [-established | -estinprog]


verify [-restored | -restinprog]


verify [-linked  [-defined][-by_tgt]]


verify [[-copyinprog | -copied [-destaged]] [-by_tgt]]


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID> -sg <SgName>


[-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>[


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-failed] [-detail [-last_n <count>]]


[-mb | -gb | -tb]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-offline]


list [-linked | -restored]


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID> -lnsg <SgName>
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[-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>]


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-failed] [-detail [-last_n <count>]]


[-mb | -gb | -tb]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-offline]


list -linked -by_tgt


symsnapvx -sid <SymmID> -sg <SgName>


[-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>]


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-mb | -gb | -tb]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>] [-offline]


list -summary


symsnapvx -cg <CgName> -name <SnapshotName>


[-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>,...]>]


[-rdf | -hop2] [-v] [-noprompt] [-force] [-star]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


establish [-ttl <-delta <Days> | -absolute <Date>>]


[-both_sides]


[-preaction <ScriptFile>] [-postaction <ScriptFile>]


symsnapvx -cg <CgName>


-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-rdf | -hop2] [-v] [-noprompt] [-force] [-star]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>,...]>]


restore
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[-preaction <ScriptFile>][-postaction <ScriptFile>]


[-remote]


terminate [-restored [-symforce]]


rename -name <NewSnapshotName>


set ttl


<-delta <Days> | -absolute <Date>>


symsnapvx -cg <CgName>


-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-rdf | -hop2] [-v] [-noprompt] [-force] [-star]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>,...]>]


link [-copy [-remote]] [-exact]


relink [-copy [-remote]] [-exact]


unlink [-symforce]


set mode <copy | nocopy>


symsnapvx -cg <CgName>


-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]


[-rdf | -hop2]


[-force] [-summary [-mb | -gb | -tb]]


[-i <Interval>][-c <Count>]


[-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>,...]>]
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verify [-established | -estinprog]


verify [-restored | -restinprog]


verify [-linked  [-defined][-by_tgt]]


verify [[-copyinprog | -copied [-destaged]] [-by_tgt]]


symsnapvx -cg CgName


[-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]]


[-failed] [-detail [-last_n <count>]]


[-rdf | -hop2]


[-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>,...]>]


[-mb | -gb | -tb]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <count>] [-offline]


list [-linked [-by_tgt] | -restored]


symsnapvx -cg CgName


[-snapshot_name <SnapshotName>


[-generation <GenerationNumber>]]


[-rdf | -hop2]


[-sid <SymmID> |


-rdfg <SymmID>:<GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>,...]|<all>[,...] |


name:<RdfGroupName>[,<RdfGroupName>,...]>]


[-mb | -gb | -tb]


[-i <Interval>] [-c <count>] [-offline]


list -summary


DESCRIPTION


The symsnapvx command performs TimeFinder/Snapvx operations


on a device list, a list of device ranges, a device group
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(DG), composite group (CG), or storage group (SG).


These operations are establishing, restoring,


linking, and terminating snapshots. In addition,


they allow listing the state of snapshots on


devices or on the entire Symmetrix.


All SnapVX operations may be performed on a group or


individual device basis.  For group operations all devices


must have been previously associated with the group.


ARGUMENTS


establish      Creates and activates a Snapvx snapshot.


link           Presents the snapshot data on the target


device. With the -copy option the data


is copied to the target.


list           Lists all snapshots in a device file, device


ranges, DG, CG, or SG filtered by


snapshot_name, generation, restored, link,


or failed. Output options are detail,


summary, last_n, mb, gb and tb.


relink         Removes the current link to target device


and presents a different snapshot. The relink


command may also be used to relink to the


same snapshot.  This has the effect of


refreshing the point-in-time copy on the


link target when it's been modified by host


writes. With the -copy option performs a


differential copy to the target.


rename         Changes the name assigned to a snapshot.


restore        Copies the point-in-time data from a
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snapshot back to the original source device.


When possible the restore operation will


automatically determine whether this is done


incrementally (copying changed tracks only)


or if a complete copy is required.  The


snapshot must be fully Established to


perform a restore.


set mode       Changes the copy mode of a link to


Copy or NoCopy.


set ttl        Sets a time to live for a snapshot as


either number of days from now (-delta)


or a date (-absolute). The delta is specified


from 1 to 400 days.  The absolute time is a


specified date up to 400 days in the future


from which a delta is created based on the


difference between the absolute time


specified in the command and the host time


when the command is issued.


terminate      Removes an existing Snapvx snapshot. A linked


snapshot cannot be terminated.


unlink         Removes the current link to target device(s).


verify         Verifies whether one or more devices


are in the requested state. 


KEYWORDS


copy           Sets the link copy mode to perform


background copy to the target device(s).


name           Indicates an RDF group's logical name within


a CG.


nocopy         Sets the link copy mode to not perform


background copy to the target device(s).
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OPTIONS


-absolute      Specifies a date and time for the snapshot


time to live in the form  MM/DD/YYYY


(month/date/year) with reference to


the host time. The specified date may be up


to 400 days in the future.


-both_sides    Performs the operation on both locally and


remotely associated snapshots. Only


valid with DG or CG.


-by_tgt        Used with list -linked to display by


link target or verify -linked, -copyinprog,


or -copied to verify by link target.


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


Display or verify.


Specifies the number (count) of times to


attempt to acquire an exclusive lock on


the Symmetrix host database during control


operations.


If you do not specify this option and specify


an interval (-i), the program  will loop


continuously to list or verify or start the


control operation.   


-cg            Applies a composite group name to the


command.


-copied        Verifies that the link(s) are in the


Copied state.  The -destaged switch may


be used to verify that all tracks have


been physically written to the link
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target.


-copy          Used with link and relink to specify


copy mode.


-copyinprog    Verifies that the link(s) are in the


CopyInProg state.


-delta         Specifies the time to live in days.


This may be set to any value between


1 and 400.


-defined       Used with verify -linked to wait until all


tracks have been defined.


-destaged      Used with verify -copied to wait until


all tracks have been fully destaged and


copied to the target before indicating


in-state.


-detail        Used with list to get an expanded display


that provides all information.


-devs          Specifies the ranges of Symmetrix


source devices.


-established   Verifies that the snapshot is in the


Established state.


-estinprog Verifies that the snapshot is in the


EstInProg state.


-exact         When specified, pairs source and link


devices in their ordinal positions within the


selection. When not set uses the source and


link device selections as a pool that pairs


by best match.
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-failed        Used with list to display only failed


snapshots or links.


-file          Applies a device file to the command. The


device file contains a list of devices or


device pairs (SymDevnames) listing a


device or pair per each line.  For single


devices, one device is entered per line.


For device pairs, one pair is entered per


line (the source device first, a space,


and the target device).  Device files may


include comment lines that begin with the


pound sign (#). A Symmetrix ID is required


for this option. -f is synonymous with -file.


-force         Attempts to force the operation even though


one or more devices may not be in the normal,


expected state(s) for the specified


operation.                   


-g             Applies a device group name to the command.


-gb            Displays counts in gigabytes.


-generation    Uniquely identifies snapshots of the same


name and device. The generation


number is incremented by one for each


snapshot on a device and they are ordered by


timestamp. If omitted the operation


will default to generation


zero (the most recent) for control


operations.


-h             Provides brief online help information.


-hop2          Performs the specified action on the
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Symmetrix array two hops away. Only valid


with DG or CG.


-i             Specifies the repeat interval, in seconds, to


wait, either between successive iterations


of a list or verify operation or between


control operation attempts to acquire an


exclusive lock on the Symmetrix host


database.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


When used with the list or verify action,


the number of seconds specified indicates


the interval of time (in seconds) to repeat


the verify command before the verify action


finds and reports the pairs in state


-last_n        Limits list output items to the number of


last_n per device. Used with list to


limit the number of generations to display


for each device. Only applies to the


detailed displays.


-linked        When used with the list action displays the


links associated with the selected devices.


When used with the verify action verifies


that nocopy links are in the linked state.


-lndevs        Specifies the ranges of Symmetrix


target devices.


-lnsg          Applies an SG name to the command for
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target devices.


-mb            Displays counts in megabytes.


-name          For establish this is the user supplied


name for a new Snapvx snapshot.


-noprompt      Requests to not return a prompt after a


command is entered. The default is to prompt


for confirmation.


-offline       Specifies that the Symmetrix data connection


is offline and the operation will use the


host in-memory database.


-postaction    Executes the script argument after a


snapshot has been established or restored.


-preaction     Executes the script argument before a


snapshot has been established or restored.


-rdf           Performs the action on the remote Symmetrix


array.  Only valid with DG or CG.


-rdfg          Performs the requested action on a subset of


the CG defined by one or more


Symmetrix/RA Group combinations supplied as


the argument to -rdfg.


-remote        Acknowledges that the data will be propagated


to the remote mirror of the RDF device.


This is not allowed on a nocopy linked


target.


-restinprog With the verify command, verifies that the


snapshot(s) are in the RestoreInProgress


state.
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-restored      With the verify command, verifies that the


snapshot(s) are in the Restored state.


With the terminate command, terminates


restore(s). With list command displays


restored snapshots only.


-snapshot_name The name of an existing snapshot used to


identify the snapshot to be operated on.


-sid           Applies the command to the specified


Symmetrix ID. Use this option with the


-file or -sg option to select the Symmetrix


array on which to perform the operation, or


specify this option with -cg option to


restrict the operation to a single Symmetrix


array.


-sg            Applies an SG name to the command for


source devices.


-star          Targets the action at devices in STAR mode.


-summary       Shows a summary of snapshot and link states


for list or verify.


-symforce      Forces the operation to execute when


normally it is rejected. Use extreme caution


with this option. If used when a link is


copy in progress or when a restore is restore


in progress, this will cause an incomplete


copy and data on the copy target would not


be usable.


-tb            Displays counts in terabytes.


-ttl           Applies a time to live when establishing
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a new snapshot.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


PARAMETERS


CgName         The composite group name.


Count          The number of times (count) to repeat.


Date           The date in the format of MM/DD/YYYY.


This is with reference to the host time.


Day            The day in the form ddd with


reference to the host time.


DeviceFileName The device file name. The device file


contains a list of devices or device


pairs (SymDevNames).


DgName         The device group name.


GenerationNumber


The generation number of the snapshot.


GrpNum         The RDF group number.


Interval       The interval between polls, in seconds.


NewSnapshotName


The new snapshot name.


RdfGroupName   The logical name associated with the RDF


group(s) in a CG.


SnapshotName   The snapshot name.


ScriptFile     The full pathname of a script file to
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execute.


SymDevEnd      The last Symmetrix device name in a range.


SymDevStart    The first Symmetrix device name in a range.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


SgName         The storage group name.


RETURN CODES


Code #       Code Symbol


------ -----------


0            CLI_C_SUCCESS


1            CLI_C_FAIL


2            CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


18           CLI_C_ALREADY_IN_STATE


The device or device group is already in the


desired Copy state.


19           CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All gatekeepers to the Symmetrix array are


currently locked.


22           CLI_C_NEED_FORCE_TO_PROCEED


Requires the force flag to proceed.


23 CLI_C_NEED_SYMFORCE_TO_PROCEED


Requires the symforce flag to proceed.


CAUTION: Extreme caution should be exercised


when using this option.


Return codes for symsnapvx verify
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12   CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RESTORED


Not all devices are in the


'Restored' state.


13           CLI_C_NONE_RESTORED


None of the devices are in the


'Restored' state.


18           CLI_C_ALREADY_IN_STATE


The Device(s) is (are) already


in the desired state or mode.


29           CLI_C_NOT_ALL_RESTINPROG


NOT all of the pairs are in


the 'RestInProg' state.


30           CLI_C_NONE_RESTINPROG


NONE of the pairs are in the


'RestInProg' state.


162           CLI_C_NOT_ALL_ESTABLISHED


Not all devices are in the


'Established' state.


163           CLI_C_NONE_ESTABLISHED


None of the devices are in the


'Established' state.


164           CLI_C_NOT_ALL_ESTINPROG


Not all devices are in the


'Estinprog' state.


165           CLI_C_NONE_ESTINPROG


None of the devices are in


the 'Estinprog' state.
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166           CLI_C_NOT_ALL_LINKED


Not all devices are in


the 'Linked' state.


167           CLI_C_NONE_LINKED


None of the devices are in


the 'Linked' state.


168           CLI_C_NOT_ALL_DEFINED


Not all devices are in


the 'Defined' state.


169           CLI_C_NONE_DEFINED


None of the devices are in


the 'Defined' state.


170           CLI_C_NOT_ALL_CIPLINKED


Not all linked devices


are in the 'Copyinprog'


state.


171           CLI_C_NONE_CIPLINKED


None of the linked devices


are in the 'Copyinprog'


state.


172           CLI_C_NOT_ALL_COPIEDLINKED


Not all linked devices


are in the 'Copied' state.


173           CLI_C_NONE_COPIEDLINKED


None of the linked devices


are in the 'Copied' state.


174           CLI_C_NOT_ALL_DESTAGED


Not all devices are in the


'Destaged' state.
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175           CLI_C_NONE_DESTAGED


None of the devices are in


the 'Destaged' state.
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symstar
Performs SRDF/Star control operations


on a composite group.


SYNOPSIS


symstar -h


symstar show <CgName> [-detail]


symstar list [-c <Count>] [-i <Interval>]


[-full] [-offline] [-local]


symstar -cg <CgName> [-noprompt] [-i <Interval>]


[-c <Count>] [-wkload <SiteName>]


[-opmode <concurrent | cascaded>]


cleanup -site <SiteName> [-force] [-v]


configure -add recovery_rdf_pairs


configure -reset rdf_mode


connect -site <SiteName> [-force] [-v] [-full]


[-keep_data <SiteName> [-remote]]


disable [-force] [-v]


disconnect -site <SiteName> [-force] [-trip] [-v]


enable [-force] [-v]


halt [-reset] [-force] [-v]


isolate -site <SiteName> [-force] [-v]


protect -site <SiteName> [-force] [-v]
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query [-detail] [-offline]


reconfigure -path <SrcSiteName>:<TgtSiteName>


-site <TgtSiteName>


[-remove <SrcSiteName>:<TgtSiteName>]


[-full] [-reset] [-force] [-v]


recover [-force]


reset -site <SiteName> [-force] [-v]


switch -site <SiteName> [-keep_data <SiteName>] [-force]


[-full] [-v]


unprotect -site <SiteName> [-force] [-v]


symstar -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-noprompt]


verify -site <SiteName> -connected | -disconnected |


-halted | -haltfail | -haltstarted | -isolated |


-pathfail [-cleanreq] | -pathfailinprog | -protected


verify -protected | -tripped | -trip_inprogress |


-unprotected


symstar -cg <CgName> [-noprompt]


buildcg -site <SiteName> [-update]


setup -options <OptionsFile> [-distribute]


[-site <SiteName>]


[-opmode <concurrent | cascaded>]


setup -options <OptionsFile> -reload_options
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setup -remove [-force]


symstar -cg <CgName> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-noprompt] [-v]


-sid <SymmID>


-devs <<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>


[,<<SymDevStart>:<SymDevEnd> | <SymDevName>>...]> |


-file <FileName>


-stg_rdfg <GrpNum>[,<GrpNum>]


-cg_rdfg <CgGrpNum>[,<CgGrpNum>]


[-stg_r21_rdfg <R21GrpNum> -cg_r21_rdfg <CgR21GrpNum>]


modifycg -add [-force]


modifycg -remove


DESCRIPTION


The symstar command provides query and composite control


operations to manage an SRDF/Star environment.


ARGUMENTS


buildcg    Reads the internal definition for the


SRDF/Star configuration and creates the


matching host composite group (CG).


cleanup    Cleans up stale information after a


disaster failure (loss of WorkloadSite).


configure  Changes the SRDF configuration.


connect    Makes an SRDF connection and starts the


data flow.


disable    Disables SRDF/Star consistency protection.
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disconnect Suspends the SRDF data flow.


enable     Enables SRDF/Star consistency protection.


halt       Write disables devices and synchronizes


SRDF data to remote sites.


isolate    Isolates the SyncTargetSite or AsyncTargetSite


from the SRDF/Star replication. The RDF2 devices


of the isolated site are made read/write enabled


to their hosts.


list       Displays information about all SRDF/Star


configurations with an SRDF/Star definition file


that is present either locally or on a


locally-attached Symmetrix array.


modifycg   Moves devices between the staging area and the


SRDF/Star CG, and updates the CG definition to


reflect the changes. 


protect    Waits for SRDF data to be synchronized


to the remote SyncTargetSite or AsyncTargetSite


and turns on SRDF consistency protection.


query      Displays the status of the SRDF/Star


configuration.


reconfigure


Changes the SRDF/Star replication data path.


rdf_mode   Specifies that the SRDF mode for the connected


sites in the CG be reset to adaptive copy. If


the CG is configured with an R22 device, the


recovery SRDF pairs are also reset to adaptive


copy mode.
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recover    Recovers the failed modify add or modify remove


operation and places the SRDF/Star CG into a


known state.


reset      Cleans up stale information after a transient


failure (loss of connectivity) to the


SyncTargetSite or AsyncTargetSite.


setup      Reads and validates the host composite group


that manages the SRDF/Star replication.


Builds an internal representation of the


composite group and saves it in the following


directories:


- /var/symapi/config/STAR/def (for UNIX) or


- %Program Files%\\EMC\\SYMAPI\\config\\Star\\


def (for Windows)


show       Displays the contents of the internal


definition for the SRDF/Star configuration.


switch     Performs the necessary operations to start


the workload at the SyncTargetSite or


AsyncTargetSite.


unprotect  Disables SRDF consistency protection for the


devices on the SRDF links to the remote


SyncTargetSite or AsyncTargetSite.


verify     Verifies a given site or checks if SRDF/Star


is in a desired state.


KEYWORDS


cascaded    Sets the mode of operation for the SRDF/Star


configuration to cascaded.
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concurrent  Sets the mode of operation for the SRDF/Star


configuration to concurrent.


recovery_rdf_pairs


Configures the existing SRDF/Star


configuration to incorporate R22 devices for


the recovery SRDF pairs.


OPTIONS


-add       Specifies the element of configuration to add.


-c         Specifies the number (count) of times to


display or to acquire an exclusive lock on


the Symmetrix host database, the local


Symmetrix array, and the remote Symmetrix


arrays. If this option is not specified and an


interval (-i) is specified, the display shows


continuously, or until the SRDF/Star operation


starts.


-cg        Identifies the name of the host composite group.


-cg_rdfg   The SRDF group(s) within the SRDF/Star CG in


which to add or remove devices. For a concurrent


SRDF/Star CG, two SRDF groups must be specified,


separated by a comma. These SRDF groups are


associated with the SRDF groups in the


-stg_rdfg option. This association is based on


their order in this option and -stg_rdfg.


-cg_r21_rdfg


The SRDF group connecting the R21 and R2


Symmetrix arrays of a cascaded SRDF/Star CG.


It is only valid for operations involving


cascaded R1 devices. This SRDF group is
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associated with the SRDF group specified in the


-stg_r21_rdfg option.


-cleanreq  Verifies the site is in the pathfail


state and needs cleaning.


-connected Verifies the site is in the connected


state.


-detail    Includes extended information in the output


when used with the query and show commands.


-devs      Specifies the ranges of Symmetrix devices to add


or remove.


-disconnected


Verifies the site is in the disconnected


state.


-distribute


Performs an automatic SRDF/Star definition file


distribution. This form of setup does not


disrupt an active protected SRDF/Star setup.


-file      Specifies the filename containing the list of 


devices to act upon. Only the SymDevName


specified in the first column of each line


is used.


-force     Allows the action to proceed even if the


SRDF/Star environment is not currently in the


proper state for that action. When used


with the switch action, this lets you


specify the -keep_data SiteName option if the


current state of that site's data is not


consistent. When used with the setup -remove


action, this removes all SRDF/Star metadata
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associated with the SRDF/Star CG, even when the


CG is not defined in the symapi database.


-full      Used by reconfigure, switch, and connect.


Performs a full SRDF resynchronization if


SRDF incremental resync is not available.


Used by the list action to display full names


instead of abbreviations.


-h  Provides brief, online help information.


-halted    Verifies the site is in the halted


state.


-haltfail  Verifies the site is in the haltfail


state.


-haltstarted


Verifies the site is in the haltstarted


state.


-i         Specifies the repeat interval in seconds to


display or to acquire an exclusive lock on


the Symmetrix host database, the local


Symmetrix array, and the remote Symmetrix


arrays.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 5 seconds.


For passive actions the minimum interval is


15 seconds. Passive actions are actions that


do not acquire an exclusive lock.


-isolated  Verifies the site is in the isolated


state.


-keep_data Identifies which site's data is retained


when used with the switch and connect action.
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If you switch to the SyncTargetSite and choose


to keep the data of the AsyncTargetSite, the


SRDF devices are reconfigured to make a new


R1->R2 pairing. For the connect action, an SRDF


establish or restore operation is performed,


depending on which site's data is retained. By


default, the workload site data is retained.


-local     Lists only the locally-defined CGs. Available


only for the list action.


-noprompt  Requests no prompt before performing action.


-offline   Obtains data from the configuration


database on the host. No connections are made


to any Symmetrix arrays. Available only for


query and list actions.


-opmode    Specifies the mode of operation


(concurrent or cascaded).


-options   Identifies the name of the file containing


the options to use for this SRDF/Star


configuration.


-path      Specifies the sites on which the new SRDF pairs


are created when the reconfigure action


is issued.


-pathfail  Verifies the site is in the pathfail


state.


-pathfailinprog


Verifies the site in in the


pathfailinprog state.


-protected Verifies the site is in the protected
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state. If -site is not specified, verifies


that SRDF/Star is in the protected state.


-reload_options


Reads the specified options file to update


the SRDF/Star definition file when using


the setup action. Do not change any


SITE_NAME values with this option.


-remote    Indicates the remote data copy flag. Used


with the connect action when keeping remote data


and the concurrent link is ready. Data is also


copied to the concurrent SRDF mirror. Not


required if the concurrent link is suspended.


-remove    For the reconfigure action, specifies the


sites on which the SRDF pairs are


removed.


For the setup action, specifies that all


SRDF/Star mode settings for all SRDF


groups be set to off if the CG is defined


in the symapi database, and to remove all


SRDF/Star metadata associated with the group.


For the modifycg action, indicated to remove


the specified devices from the SRDF/Star CG to


the staging area.


-reset     Performs a reset action on the path when the


reconfigure action is issued. When used with the


halt action, allows the application to be


restarted at the same site after the halt


command has completed or failed. When


used with the configure action, specifies the


element of the reset operation.


-sid       Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID.
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-site      Specifies the SiteName to apply the given


action.


-stg_r21_rdfg


For modifycg operations, indicates the SRDF


group comprising the staging area at


the R21 Symmetrix array when the configuration


is cascaded. It is required for an add or remove


operation when the setup is cascaded. This SRDF


group is associated with the SRDF group in the


-cg_r21_rdfg option.


-stg_rdfg  For the modifycg operations, indicates the


SRDF group(s) comprising the staging area. For


a concurrent CG, two groups must be specified,


separated by a comma. These SRDF groups are


associated with the SRDF groups in the


-cg_rdfg option. This association is based on


their order in this option and -cg_rdfg.


-trip      Transitions the site to pathfail state when used


with disconnect action.


-tripped   Verifies SRDF/Star is in the tripped state.


-trip_inprogress


Verifies SRDF/Star is in the trip_inprogress


state.


-unprotected


Verifies the site is in the unprotected


state. If -site is not specified, verifies


SRDF/Star is in the unprotected state.


-update    Allows the updating of the existing host


composite group from the STAR definition file.
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-v         Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-wkload    Specifies the current workload site name


if symstar fails to determine the current


workload site name.


PARAMETERS


CgGrpNum    The SRDF (RA) group number in the CG.


CgName      The name of the host composite group.


Count       The number of times (count) to repeat.


FileName    The name of the file that contains a list. Only


the SymDevName specified on the first column


of each line is used.


GrpNum      The SRDF (RA) group number.


Interval    The repeat interval in seconds.


OptionsFile The name of a file containing the symstar


options.


R21GrpNum   The SRDF (RA) group number of the R1 mirror of


the R21 device.


SiteName    The user-specified name for the


SyncTargetSite or AsyncTargetSite.


SrcSiteName The name of the source (R1) site in a path.


SymDevEnd   The last Symmetrix device name in a sequence,


such as 00B6.


SymDevName  The Symmetrix device name , unique per
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Symmetrix array, such as 001C.


SymDevStart The first Symmetrix device name in a sequence,


such as 001C.


SymmID      The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


TgtSiteName The name of the target (R2) site in a path.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol


------ -----------


0       CLI_C_SUCCESS


The action was successful.


1       CLI_C_FAIL


The action was unsuccessful.


18      CLI_C_ALREADY_IN_STATE


The system is already in the desired state.


22      CLI_C_NEED_FORCE_TO_PROCEED


The system is not in the proper state


to execute this procedure. Use -force


to execute this procedure anyway.


90      CLI_C_NONE_VERIFIED


The system is not in desired state.


191      CLI_C_FEATURE_NOT_AVAILABLE


The feature is not available in this version.


FILES


The options file is created by the user. It must


conform to the following syntax:
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SYMCLI_STAR_WORKLOAD_SITE_NAME            = <Wname>


SYMCLI_STAR_SYNCTARGET_SITE_NAME          = <Sname>


SYMCLI_STAR_ASYNCTARGET_SITE_NAME = <Aname>


SYMCLI_STAR_ADAPTIVE_COPY_TRACKS          = <Numtracks>


SYMCLI_STAR_ACTION_TIMEOUT                = <Numseconds>


SYMCLI_STAR_TERM_SDDF                     = <YES/NO>


SYMCLI_STAR_ALLOW_CASCADED_CONFIGURATION = <YES/NO>


SYMCLI_STAR_SYNCTARGET_RDF_MODE           = <ACP/SYNC>


SYMCLI_STAR_ASYNCTARGET_RDF_MODE          = <ACP/ASYNC>


The supported options include:


Option            Description


---------------- ---------------------


SYMCLI_STAR_WORKLOAD_SITE_NAME


Value: <Wname>


<Wname> is the name for the site where


the concurrent RDF1 devices are local.


The default value is SITE_A.


SYMCLI_STAR_SYNCTARGET_SITE_NAME


Value: <Sname>


<Sname> is the name for the


synchronous target site. It must match


the name assigned to the SRDF/S RDF


groups in the composite group.


The default value is SITE_B.


SYMCLI_STAR_ASYNCTARGET_SITE_NAME


Value: <Aname>


<Aname> is the name for the


asynchronous target site. It must
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match the name assigned to the SRDF/A


RDF groups in the composite group.


The default value is SITE_C.


SYMCLI_STAR_ADAPTIVE_COPY_TRACKS


Value: <Numtracks>


<Numtracks> is the number of invalid


tracks to reach before transitioning


out of adaptive copy mode and setting


the mode to SRDF/S or SRDF/A.


The default value is 30000.


SYMCLI_STAR_ACTION_TIMEOUT


Value: <Numseconds>


<Numseconds> is the maximum number of


seconds to wait to achieve consistency


protection or R2_Recoverable STAR


protection, or for devices to reach


<Numtracks> invalid tracks while


syncing RDF devices.


The default value is 18000.


SYMCLI_STAR_TERM_SDDF


Allowed values: YES or NO


If set to YES, SDDF sessions are


terminated on both the SYNC and ASYNC


target sites at the time of


symstar disable.


If set to NO, SDDF sessions on both


SYNC and ASYNC target sites are not
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terminated (deactivated instead) at


the time of symstar disable.


SYMCLI_STAR_ALLOW_CASCADED_CONFIGURATION


Allowed values: YES or NO


If set to YES, cascaded configurations


are allowed.


In cascaded configurations, the


data flows from the workload site to


the synchronous target site and then


to the asynchronous target site.


SYMCLI_STAR_SYNCTARGET_RDF_MODE


Valid values: ACP or SYNC


If set to ACP, the SRDF mode between


the workload site and the synchronous


target site is transitioned to


adaptive copy mode at the end of


'symstar unprotect'. If set


to SYNC, the SRDF mode between the


workload site and synchronous target


site remains in synchronous mode at


the end of 'symstar unprotect'.


The default value is ACP.


SYMCLI_STAR_ASYNCTARGET_RDF_MODE


Valid values: ACP or ASYNC


If set to ACP, the SRDF mode between


the workload site and the asynchronous


target site is transitioned to


adaptive copy mode at the end of


'symstar unprotect'. If set to ASYNC,
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the SRDF mode between the workload


site and asynchronous target site


remains in asynchronous mode at the


end of 'symstar unprotect'.


The default value is ACP.


EXAMPLES


To create the composite group for SRDF/Star protection,


enter:


symcg create MyStar -type RDF1 -rdf_consistency


To add the concurrent SRDF devices to the MyStar composite


group where the SRDF/A group is 30 and the SRDF/A group


is 31, enter:


symcg -cg MyStar addall dev -sid 63 -rdfg 31


To assign the SRDF group names in the MyStar composite


group, enter:


symcg -cg MyStar -rdfg 63:30 set -name synctgt


symcg -cg MyStar -rdfg 63:31 set -name asynctgt


To assign the recovery SRDF groups in the MyStar composite


group, enter:


symcg -cg MyStar -rdfg 63:30 set -recovery_rdfg 20


symcg -cg MyStar -rdfg 63:31 set -recovery_rdfg 21


To create the SRDF/Star definition file, enter:


symstar -cg MyStar setup -option options.file


To connect the synchronous target site, enter:
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symstar -cg MyStar connect -site synctgt


To protect the synchronous target site, enter:


symstar -cg MyStar protect -site synctgt


To connect the asynchronous target site, enter:


symstar -cg MyStar connect -site asynctgt


To protect the asynchronous target site, enter:


symstar -cg MyStar protect -site asynctgt


To enable the SRDF/Star protection for the composite group,


enter:


symstar -cg MyStar enable


To verify synctgt is in a protected state, enter:


symstar -cg MyStar verify -site synctgt -protected


To change the flow of data from:


workload site to synctgt and workload site to asynctgt


to:


workload site to synctgt to asynctgt,


Enter:


symstar -cg MyStar reconfigure -path synctgt:asynctgt


-site asynctgt
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To change the flow of data from:


workload site to synctgt to asynctgt.


to:


workload site to synctgt and workload site to asynctgt,


Enter:


symstar -cg MyStar reconfigure -path workload:asynctgt


-site asynctgt
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symstat
Displays statistics about Symmetrix arrays,


directors, disks, device groups, or devices.


SYNOPSIS


symstat -raw [-i <Interval>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


[-type REQUESTS [-g <DgName> [-bcv | -all]]]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-sid <SymmID> -RepType rdfa [-v]


[-type REQUESTS]


[-g ALL|-rdfg <#|ALL>|-cg <CgName|ALL>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-g <DgName> -RepType rdfa [-v]


[-type REQUESTS] [-hop2]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-sid <SymmID> -RepType rdf


[-type REQUESTS] [-g ALL | -rdfg <#|ALL>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-g <DgName> -RepType rdf


[-type REQUESTS] [-hop2]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-sid <SymmID> -RepType rcopy


[-type REQUESTS] [-name <sessionName>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type REQUESTS -CA <#|ALL> [-sid <SymmID>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type REQUESTS -EA <#|ALL> [-sid <SymmID>]
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symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type REQUESTS -EF <#|ALL> [-sid <SymmID>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type REQUESTS -RA <#|ALL> [-sid <SymmID>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type REQUESTS -SA <#|ALL> [-sid <SymmID>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-dir <#|ALL> [-sid <SymmID> -RepType rcopy]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type PREFETCH -DA <#|ALL> [-sid <SymmID>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type PREFETCH -DX <#|ALL> [-sid <SymmID>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type CACHE [-sid <SymmID>] [-CA <#|ALL>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type CACHE [-sid <SymmID>] [-EA <#|ALL>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type CACHE [-sid <SymmID>] [-RA <#|ALL>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type CACHE [-sid <SymmID>] [-SA <#|ALL>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type CACHE [-sid <SymmID>] [-dir <#|ALL>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type CACHE -sid <SymmID> -RepType rdfa


[-g ALL | -rdfg <#|ALL> | -cg <CgName|ALL>]
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symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type CACHE -g <DgName> -RepType rdfa [-hop2]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type CYCLE -sid <SymmID> -RepType rdfa


[-g ALL | -rdfg <#|ALL> | -cg <CgName|ALL>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type CYCLE -g <DgName> -RepType rdfa [-hop2]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type PORT -dir <#|ALL> [-sid <SymmID>]


[-port <#|ALL>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type PORT -sid <SymmID> -dir <#|ALL>


-RepType rcopy [-port <#|ALL>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type PATH -sid <SymmID> -RepType rcopy


[-by_session | -by_port]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type DISK -sid <SymmID>


[-spindle [-internal | -external]]


[[-disk <DA|ALL>[,<int|ALL>[,<id|ALL>]]] |


[-spid <SpindleID|ALL>]]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type DISK -sid <SymmID> -DX <#|ALL> [-spindle]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type BACKEND -g <DgName> -ld <LdevName> [-mirror <#>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type BACKEND -pd <PdevName> [-mirror #]
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symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type BACKEND -dev <SymDevname>


[-sid <SymmID>] [-mirror <#>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type MEMIO -g <DgName>


[-ld <LdevName> | -bcv | -all]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type MEMIO -pd <Pdevname>


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type MEMIO -dev <SymDevname> [-sid <SymmID>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type DMSP -g <DgName> -ld <LdevName>


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type DMSP -pd <PdevName>


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type DMSP -dev <SymDevname> [-sid <SymmID>]


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type RDF


<-dev SymDevname             |


-g <DgName> <-ld LdevName>  |


-rdfg <#|ALL>               |


-dir <#|ALL>                |


-dir <#> -rdflink >


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]


-type ISCSI [-sid <SymmID>] -RE <#>


-ip <remote_ip_addr>


<-rdf_spdlmt | -rdf_nw_comp | -spdlmt_grp>


symstat -i <Interval> [-c <Count>]
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-type ISCSI [-sid <SymmID>] -DIR <#>


<-tcp_conn | -gige_dir>


DESCRIPTION


The symstat command provides statistics about


a Symmetrix array, a director, a device group, a disk, or


a device. This command also displays DMSP


(dynamic mirroring service policy) information about a


device.


ARGUMENTS


None.


OPTIONS


-all         Returns statistics for standard and BCV


devices in the device group.


-bcv           Returns statistics for BCV devices in the


device group. The default behavior excludes


BCV devices.


-by_port       Organizes the path output by active


R-Copy port.


-by_session    Organizes the path output by remote copy


session name.


-c             Specifies the number (count) of times to


display statistics. If this option is not


specified and an interval (-i) is


specified, statistics will be displayed


continuously.


-CA            Limits the action to a channel director
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number. To select all channel directors,


specify ALL.


-cg            Specifies the composite group name.


-DA            Limits the action to a disk director


number. To select all disk directors,


specify ALL.


-DX            Limits the action to an external disk


director number. To select all disk


directors, specify ALL.


-dev           Applies Symmetrix device names to the


action.


-dir           Limits the action to a director number.


To select all directors, specify ALL.


-disk          Applies the action to a physical disk


(DA, int, id). For example, SCSI ID 4 on


interface C of DA 2A would be:


-disk 2A,C,4


The syntax -disk 02A:C4 is also valid.


-EA            Limits the action to an ESCON director


number. To select all ESCON directors,


specify ALL.


-EF            Limits the action to a FICON director


number. To select all ESCON directors,


specify ALL.


-g             Limits the action to a device group name.


The -dg option is also valid.
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-gige_dir      Collects network statistics for an entire


director (iSCSI stats).


-h             Provides brief online help information.


-hop2          Displays SRDF statistics for the second hop


of a cascaded SRDF configuration.


-i             Specifies the repeat interval in seconds.


The default interval is 90 seconds.


The minimum interval is 60 seconds.


-ip            Specifies the remote IP address


(to gather SRDF network compr stats-iSCSI).


-ld            Applies logical device names to the action.


-mirror        Requests stats from a specified


mirror (1-4).


-name          Specifies an optional, user-defined


remote copy session name. The name is


defined when the session is created.


-pd            Applies physical device names to the


action.


-port          Specifies the director port number.


ALL selects all ports for the specified


director.


-RA            Limits the action to an SRDF director


(adapter) number. To select all SRDF


directors, specify ALL.


-raw           Returns raw statistics.
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-RE            GigE director configured as the SRDF


(adapter) number. To select all SRDF


directors, specify ALL.


-rdfg          Collects statistics for the SRDF/A


sessions by RA group number. To select


all RA group numbers, specify ALL.


-rdflink       Collects SRDF link-level statistics.


-rdf_nw_comp   Collects SRDF network compression statistics


(iSCSI stats).


-rdf_spdlmt    Collects RDF speed limit information


(iSCSI stats).


-RepType       Specifies the replication type. Currently,


rdfa, rdf and rcopy are supported.


-SA            Limits the action to a front-end (SCSI or


Fibre) director number. To select all


front-end directors, specify ALL.


-sid           Supplies the unique Symmetrix ID.


-spdlmt_grp    Collects speed limit group statistics


(iSCSI stats).


-tcp_conn      Collects TCP connection-based statistics


(iSCSI stats).


-spid          Indicates the specific spindle ID of the


target disk. To select all spindles, specify


ALL.


-spindle       Displays spindle information instead of
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the standard disk address information.


-internal      Displays internal spindles of spindle IDs


specified.


-external      Displays external spindles of spindle IDs


specified.


-type          Type of performance information to display.


The default is to display REQUESTS


information. Individual disk/director


subtotals and totals are provided.


Possible statistics type values are:


Type      Performance Information


-------- ------------------------


BACKEND   Back-end I/O requests and


throughput for selected device.


CACHE     Cache activity for


selected front-end or remote


link director(s) only.


CYCLE     Cycle summary information


for active SRDF/A sessions or


sessions that have non-zero cache


usage.


DISK      Back-end I/O requests


and throughput for the selected


disk.


DMSP   DMSP stats for the


selected device.


ISCSI     GigE network stats.
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MEMIO     Cache memory to disk


activity for selected device(s).


PATH      rcopy path information for


non-incremental sessions.


Symmetrix arrays that have all or


some incremental sessions report


an error.


PORT      Performance statistics for


a director port.


PREFETCH  Tracks prefetch disk


activity for selected back-end


director(s) only.


RDF       I/O requests and throughput


for selected RDF device(s) or


RA group(s) or RDF director(s).


REQUESTS  I/O requests and


throughput for selected device(s)


or any type of director(s).


This is the default.


-v             Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


PARAMETERS


CgName         Composite group name.


DA             Disk director (DA) number.


DgName         Device group name given by user. The name


must be unique to this host.


id             Director SCSI number of the specified


physical disk to the statistics action.
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int            Director interface number to the


specified physical disk.


LdevName       Logical device name either supplied by


the user or automatically assigned when a


device is added to a device group.


PdevName       Physical (host) name for the device,


such as /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s3.


remote_ip_addr Remote IP address.


sessionName    Optional name that can be ascribed


to a remote copy session.


SymDevname     Symmetrix device name, such as 000C.


SymmID         12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


SpindleID      The spindle ID of the disk in hex format.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol  


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


19         CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix


unit are currently locked.


EXAMPLES


To display statistics about all Symmetrix devices in
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device group ProdDB every 60 seconds, enter:


symstat -g ProdDB -i 60


To display statistics about Symmetrix device log1 in


device group ProdDB every 2 minutes (120 seconds), enter:


symstat -g ProdDB -ld log1 -i 120


To display statistics about all SRDF directors in the


specified Symmetrix array every 60 seconds for a count of


10, enter:


symstat -i 60 -c 10 -RA ALL -sid 098712341357


To display statistics about all devices in the specified


Symmetrix array every 5 minutes (300 seconds), enter:


symstat -sid 098712341357 -i 300


To display MEMIO statistics about all devices in the


specified group every 60 seconds 100 times, enter:


symstat -g queryDB -i 60 -c 100 -type MEMIO


The following output is returned:


DEVICE               Tracks/sec      % Dev


H:M:S          WP Tracks  Prefchd Destgd   WPmax


A                B        C      D        E


A  Time of day.


B  Total number of write pending tracks not yet


destaged to disk.


C  Number of tracks prefetched per second.


D  Number of tracks destaged per second.


E  Percentage write pending tracks are of device write


pending limit.
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To display REQUEST statistics about all


devices in the specified group every 60 seconds


100 times, enter:


symstat -g rdwrDB -i 60 -c 100 -type REQUEST


The following output is returned:


DEVICE    IO/sec        KB/sec    % Hits %Seq Num WP


H:M:S        READ  WRITE   READ  WRITE  RD WRT READ Tracks


A           B      C       D     E     F  G    H    I


A  Time of day.


B  Number of read requests per second.


C  Number of write requests per second.


D  Number of kilobytes read per second.


E  Number of kilobytes written per second.


F  Read cache hit ratio. This field is blank for


5063 SYMMETRIX data.


G  Write cache hit ratio. For 5063 data, read+write


cache hit ratio.


H  Percentage of read requests that are sequential.


I  Total number of write pending tracks.


To display REQUEST statistics about all front-end SA


directors in the specified Symmetrix every 60


seconds 100 times, enter:


symstat -SA ALL -i 60 -c 100 -type REQ -sid 8910


The following output is returned:


DIRECTOR  IO/sec    Cache Requests/sec    % RW


H:M:S            Host      READ   WRITE      RW  Hits


A               B          C       D       E    F


A  Time of day.
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B  For front-end directors, number of CDB requests,


including read and write requests per second.


For back-end directors, number of disk reads


and/or writes per second.


For remote link directors, number of remote


reads and/or writes per second.


C  Number of cache read requests per second.


D Number of cache write requests per second.


E  Number of cache read and write requests per second.


F  Read and write cache hit ratio.


To display CACHE statistics about all front-end SA


directors in the specified Symmetrix array every 60


seconds 100 times, enter:


symstat -SA ALL -i 60 -c 100 -type cache -sid 8910


The following output is returned:


DIRECTOR  Misses/sec       Disconnects/sec


H:M:S           Cache Read       System   Device


A                 B              C        D 


A  Time of day.


B  Number of cache read misses per second.


C  Number of disconnects per second due to system


write pending limit.


D  Number of disconnects per second due to device


write pending limit.


To display PREFETCH statistics about all back-end DA


directors in the specified Symmetrix array every 60


seconds 100 times, enter:


symstat -DA ALL -i 60 -c 100 -type prefetch -sid 8910


The following output is returned:
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DIR  Preftch   Preftch Trk/sec


H:M:S      Trk/sec   Used     Unused


A          B        C        D  


A  Time of day.


B  Number of prefetched tracks per second.


C  Number of prefetched tracks used per second.


D  Number of prefetched tracks superseded per second.


To display BACKEND statistics for device 068 on the


specified Symmetrix every 60 seconds, enter:


symstat -i 60 -type backend -dev 68 -sid 8910


The following output is returned:


DEVICE    IO/sec        KB/sec    Prefetched Tracks


H:M:S        READ  WRITE   READ  WRITE    Tracks   Used


A            B     C      D     E        F        G


A  Time of day.


B  Number of read requests per second.


C  Number of write requests per second.


D  Number of kilobytes read per second.


E  Number of kilobytes written per second.


F  Number of prefetched tracks per second.


G  Number of prefetched tracks used per second.


To display DMSP statistics for device 000 on the


specified Symmetrix array every 60 seconds, enter:


symstat -i 60 -type dmsp -dev 0 -sid 8910


The following output is returned:


DEVICE  Mirror #  Pref  New   Old     % I/O   Act
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H:M:S           1  2    Mirr  MSP   MSP    Seq Wrt  Lev


A             B  C     D     E     F      G   H    I


A  Time of day.


B  DMSP mirror 1 info (mset element number, DA


number, DA interface, and disk SCSI ID).


C  DMSP mirror 2 info.


D  Preferred DMSP mirror.


E  New mirror service policy.


F  Old mirror service policy.


G  Percent of I/O which is sequential.


H  Percent of I/O which is writes.


I  Activity level.


To display DISK statistics for the physical drive located


at 02A:C5 in the specified Symmetrix array


every 60 seconds, enter:


symstat -i 60 -disk 2a,c,5 -type disk -sid 8910


The following output is returned:


DISK   IO/sec        KB/sec


H:M:S      READ  WRITE   READ  WRITE


A    B     C     D       E     F


A  Time of day.


B  Specified physical disk output in


the format (for example, 02A:C5).


C  Number of read requests per second.


D  Number of write requests per second.


E  Number of kilobytes read per second.


F  Number of kilobytes written per second.
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symstp
Collects raw performance counters for a Symmetrix


array, directors, devices, disks, ports, LRU,


and RDFA.


SYNOPSIS


symstp [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


[-all]


[-sys]


[-dev]


[-dir]


[-disk]


[-port]


[-lru]


[-rdfa]


DESCRIPTION


The symstp command collects statistics information for all


available Symmetrix arrays, its directors, devices, disks,


director ports, LRUs, or SRDF/A. The output is ASCII


ttp format which are created in the current directory.


ARGUMENTS


None.


OPTIONS
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-all       Specifies to collect counters for all (DEFAULT)


performance categories.


-c         Specifies the number (count) of times (cycles) to


collect statistics. If this option is not


specified and an interval (-i) is specified,


statistics will be collected continuously.


-dev       Specifies to collect counters for the device


performance category.


-dir       Specifies to collect counters for the director


performance category.


-disk      Specifies to collect counters for the disk


performance category.


-dlf       Disables the collection information log file.


-h         Provides brief, online help information.


-i         Specifes the repeat interval in seconds. The


default interval is 300 seconds. The minimum


interval is 60 seconds.


-ldb       Specifies to use a local SYMAPI database rather


than an in-memory database.


-lru       Specifies to collect counters for the LRU


performance category.


-port      Specifies to collect counters for the port


performance category.


-rdfa      Specifies to collect counters for the RDF/A


performance category.
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-sid       Supplies the Symmetrix ID to limit the scope of


the operation to the specified Symmetrix array.


The default is all visible Symmetrix arrays.


-sys       Specifies to collect counters for the system


performance category.


-u         Specifies to run in uncompressed mode


(no zip file).


-v         Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


WINDOWS ONLY OPTIONS


-dfs       Disables the Windows free-space check.


PARAMETERS


SymmID     The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


RETURN CODES


Code #      Code Symbol    


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


19      CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix array are


currently locked.


EXAMPLES


To collect all statistics for all Symmetrix arrays every
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600 seconds continuously, enter:


symstp -i 600


To collect all statistics for the specified Symmetrix array


every 2 minutes (120 seconds) for 12 cycles (about 24


minutes), enter:


symstp -sid 1357 -i 120 -c 12


To collect system and RDF/A statistics for the specified


Symmetrix array every 5 minutes (300 seconds) for 10


cycles, enter:


symstp -i 300 -c 10 -sys -rdfa -sid 098712341357


To collect all statistics for the specified Symmetrix array


every 5 minutes (300 seconds) for 10 cycles without


compression, enter:


symstp -i 300 -c 10 -all -sid 098712341357 -u
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symtier
Allows you to create and manage storage tiers


that can be used for FAST policies.


SYNOPSIS


symtier -sid <SymmID> [-i <Interval>] [-c <Count>]


create -name <TierName>


<-tgt_raid1 |


-tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot <3+1 | 7+1> |


-tgt_raid6 -tgt_prot <6+2 | 14+2>>


-technology <EFD | FC | SATA>


-inc_type dynamic


create -name <TierName>


<-tgt_raid1 |


-tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot <3+1 | 7+1> |


-tgt_raid6 -tgt_prot <6+2 | 14+2>>


-technology <EFD | FC | SATA>


-inc_type static


[-dsk_grp <<DiskGroupID>[,<DiskGroupID>...] |


name:<DiskGroupName>[,<DiskGroupName>...]>]


create -name <TierName>


<-tgt_unprotected | -tgt_raid1 |


-tgt_raid5 -tgt_prot <3+1 | 7+1> |


-tgt_raid6 -tgt_prot <6+2 | 14+2>>


<-technology <EFD | FC | SATA>>


[-external]


-vp


[-pool <<PoolName>[,<PoolName>...]>]


modify -tier_name <TierName>


-technology <EFD | FC | SATA>


delete -tier_name <TierName> [-force]
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rename -tier_name <TierName> -name <NewTierName>


add -tier_name <TierName> [-propagate]


-dsk_grp <<DiskGroupID>[,<DiskGroupID>...]> |


<name:<DiskGroupName>[,<DiskGroupName>...]>


add -tier_name <TierName>


-pool <<PoolName>[,<PoolName>...]>


remove -tier_name <TierName> [-propagate]


-dsk_grp <<DiskGroupID>[,<DiskGroupID>...]> |


<name:<DiskGroupName>[,<DiskGroupName>...]>


remove -tier_name <TierName>


-pool <<PoolName>[,<PoolName>...]>


symtier [-sid <SymmID>] [-v] [-offline]


list [-dp | -vp [-ckd | -fba]]


[-technology <EFD | FC | SATA> | -external]


symtier -sid <SymmID> [-offline]


show -tier_name <TierName>


DESCRIPTION


The symtier command provides the ability to create,


delete and modify the storage tiers. The tiers can be


added to FAST policies.


ARGUMENTS


add          Adds disk groups or thin pools to the


storage tier.
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create       Creates a storage tier with the specified


attributes.


delete       Deletes the storage tiers.


list         Lists storage tier names and details.


modify       Modify tier attributes.


remove       Removes disk groups or thin pools from


the storage tier.


rename       Renames the storage tier.


show         Shows detailed information about the


storage tier.


OPTIONS


-c           Specifies the number (count) of times to try


the requested action. If this option is not


specified, and an interval (-i) is specified,


the process will attempt -c number of times


waiting for the database lock.


-ckd         Specifies the operation to be on CKD emulation


tiers.


-dp          Specifies the operation to be on disk group-


provisioned tiers.


-dsk_grp     Specifies the disk groups be added to the


tier. The list can contain either the disk


group IDs or the disk group names.


-external    Indicates that the tier will contain externally


provisioned VP pools.
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-fba         Specifies the operation to be on FBA emulation


tiers.


-force       Allows a non-empty tier to be deleted.


-h           Provides brief, online help information.


-i           Specifies the repeat interval for retrying


the requested action. This option indicates


how often to attempt to get the needed


resources to start a new session.


The default interval is 30 seconds.


The minimum interval is 15 seconds.


-inc_type    Specifies if the storage tier is static


or dynamic. A static tier only includes


the specified disk groups. A dynamic tier


includes all disk groups that match


the tier specifications, including any


new disk groups which were created after the


tier was created.


-name        Specifies the name of the tier being created


or the new name if the tier is being renamed.


-offline     Displays the Symmetrix devices from the


Symmetrix configuration database without


refreshing the data from the Symmetrix


array.


-pool        Specifies the names of the thin pools to be


included, added, or removed from the VP tier.


-propagate   Allows the changes to be propagated to all


necessary tiers to prevent partial overlap


of disk groups.
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-sid         Restricts the selection criterion to the


specified Symmetrix array ID.


-technology  Specifies the drive type. The supported


types are EFD, FC, or SATA.


-tier_name   Specifies the storage tier name.


-tgt_prot    Applies to devices with -raid5 or -raid6 only.


Further filters raid devices based on


protection types, 3+1, 7+1, 6+2 or 14+2.


-tgt_raid1   Indicates that the target protection type


is RAID-1.


-tgt_raid5   Indicates that the target protection type


is RAID-5.


-tgt_raid6   Indicates that the target protection type


is RAID-6.


-tgt_unprotected


Indicates that the target protection type


is unprotected.


-v           Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-vp          Specifies the operation to be on virtual


provisioned tiers.


PARAMETERS


Count        The number of iterations to execute before


exiting.


DiskGroupID  The disk group ID.
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DiskGroupName


The disk group name.


Interval     The interval between polls, in seconds.


NewName      The new storage tier name.


PoolName     The thin pool name.


SymmID       The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


TierName     The storage tier name.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol    


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


2         CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


19         CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All Gatekeepers to the Symmetrix array are


currently locked.


EXAMPLES


To create a static disk group-provisioned storage tier,


enter:


symtier -sid 207 create -name PrimeTier -tgt_raid1


-inc_type static -technology EFD -dsk_grp 1
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To create a dynamic disk group-provisioned storage tier,


enter:


symtier -sid 207 create -name PrimeDBTier -tgt_raid5


-tgt_prot 3+1 -inc_type dynamic -technology EFD


To create a virtually-provisioned storage tier, enter:


symtier -sid 207 create -name VPTier -tgt_raid1


-technology EFD -vp


To delete a storage tier, enter:


symtier -sid 207 delete -tier_name PrimeTier


To add a disk group to a disk group-provisioned storage


tier, enter:


symtier -sid 207 add -dsk_grp 2 -tier_name PrimeTier


To add a thin pool to a virtually-provisioned storage tier,


enter:


symtier -sid 207 add -tier_name VPTier -pool


AddPool


To remove a disk group from a disk group-provisioned


storage tier, enter:


symtier -sid 207 remove -dsk_grp 1


-tier_name PrimeTier


To remove a thin pool from a virtually-provisioned storage


tier, enter:


symtier -sid 207 remove -pool RemPool


-tier_name VPTier
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To rename a storage tier, enter:


symtier -sid 207 rename -tier_name PrimeDBTier


-name PrimeTierR1
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symtw
Defines time windows for FAST, FAST VP,


and Optimizer.


SYNOPSIS


symtw -h


symtw -sid <SymmID> -inclusive [-noprompt]


-type <move_dp | move_vp | perf | all>


add    -days <DayList>


-start_time <Time> -end_time <Time>


remove <-days <DayList>


-start_time <Time> -end_time <Time>


symtw -sid <SymmID> -exclusive [-noprompt]


-type <move_dp | move_vp | perf | all>


add    -start_day <DateTime> -end_day <DateTime>


remove -start_day <DateTime> -end_day <DateTime>


symtw -sid <SymmID> <<-inclusive> <-exclusive>> [-noprompt]


-type <move_dp | move_vp | perf | all>


rmall


symtw [-sid <SymmID>] [-offline]


list [-type <move_dp | move_vp | perf>]


list -summary [-date <Date>]


symtw -sid <SymmID> [-noprompt]
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convert [-date <Date>] [-force]


DESCRIPTION


The symtw command defines time windows to control FAST,


FAST VP, and Optimzier.


Three types of time windows can be added and removed. The


list command displays all the defined time windows.


ARGUMENTS    


add            Adds a new time window.


convert      Converts the legacy symoptmz time window


definitions to the symtw enhanced time


window definitions.


list           Lists the time window information for a


given Symmetrix array, or for all Symmetrix


arrays.


remove         Removes a time window from the Symmetrix


array.


rmall          Removes all time windows that match the


specified type.


KEYWORDS


all            Indicates all time window types for both


inclusive and exclusive time windows. When


combined with the add operation, the


specified time window will be added for all 


three window types. When combined with the 


remove operation, any time window of any


type that matches will be removed.
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move_dp        Indicates the disk group provisioning


time window type.


move_vp        Indicates the virtual provisioning time


window type.


perf           Indicates the performance time window type.


OPTIONS


-date          Indicates the week which includes the start


date when generating or displaying the


composite time windows. The week always


runs from Sunday to the following Saturday.


-days          Indicates the days in a week that the time


window applies.


-end_day       Indicates the end date and time of the


exclusive time window.


-end_time      Specifies the ending time of day for the


time window. Valid values are from 00:00 to


24:00 in 30 minute increments. The ending


time has to be within the day boundary. The


time 00:00 represents midnight AM and 24:00


represents midnight PM. For the inclusive


time window only.


-exclusive     Indicates the time windows that will not


allow the operation to be executed. The


exclusive time window will supersede all


inclusive time windows.


-force         Attempts to force the convert operation to


happen even though the symoptmz time


windows cannot be translated to the symtw
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time windows.


-inclusive     Indicates the time windows that will execute


operations.


-noprompt      Requests that no prompts are returned after


the command is entered. The default is to


prompt for confirmation.


-offline       Displays information from the Symmetrix


configuration database without refreshing


the data from the Symmtrix array.


-sid           Specifies the unique Symmetrix ID.


-start_day     Indicates the start date and time of the


exclusive time window.


-start_time    Specifies the starting time of day for the


time window. Vaild values are from 00:00 to


24:00 in 30 minute increments. The starting


time must be within the day boundary. The


time 00:00 represents midnight AM and 24:00


represents midnight PM. For the inclusive


time window only.


-summary       Displays a calendar view of all defined


time windows.


-type          Indicates the type of the time window.


Valid values are move_dp, move_vp, and perf.


PARAMETERS


Date           The date in the format of MMDDYYYY.


DateTime       The date and time in the format of


MMDDYYYY:HHMM. The time of day values are in
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30 minute increments. The valid values for


minutes are 0 and 30.


DayList        Any comma-separated combination of Mon,


Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, and Sun.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


Time           The time of day in the format of HH:MM.


The valid values are 00:00 to 24:00 for


each day in 30 minute increments. The


time 00:00 represents midnight AM and


24:00 represents midnight PM.


RETURN CODES


Code #    Code Symbol


------ -----------


0         CLI_C_SUCCESS


1         CLI_C_FAIL


2         CLI_C_DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED


19         CLI_C_GK_IS_LOCKED


All GateKeepers to the Symmetrix array are


currently locked.


EXAMPLES


To add a new disk group provisioning time window, enter:


symtw add -sid 123 -type move_dp -inclusive


-days Mon,Tue,Fri


-start_time 18:00 -end_time 24:00
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To remove a disk group provisioning time window, enter:


symtw remove -sid 123 -type move_dp


-days Mon,Tue,Fri


-start_time 08:00 -end_time 12:00
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symvg
Displays information for logical volume groups


(vg) that are defined by the platform's logical


volume manager.


SYNOPSIS


symvg [-h] [-type <VgType>]


list [-v]


show <VgName>


deport <VgName> [-newvg <NewVgName>] [-host <hostid>]


[-mapfile <Filename>] [-overwrite]


import <VgName> [-newvg <NewVgName>]


[-mapfile <Filename>] [-cluster] [-clear] [-persistent]


rescan


create  <VgName> [-p PartitionSize] <PdevName...>


destroy <VgName>


adddev  <VgName> <PdevName...>


rmdev   <VgName> <PdevName...>


recover <VgName>


symvg [-h] [-v] [-type <VgType>] [-force] [-sid <SymmID>]


[-rdfg <GrpNum>] [-R1 | -R2] [-bcv | -nobcv | -vdev]


vg2dg <VgName> <DgName>


[-dgtype [REGULAR | RDF1 | RDF2 | ANY]]
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vg2cg <VgName> <CgName>


[-cgtype [REGULAR | RDF1 | RDF2 | ANY]]


[-apidb | -rdf_consistency]


DESCRIPTION


The symvg command displays information and provides for


the provisioning of logical volume groups that are defined


on the host system.


Additionally, the user can convert the devices of a


specified volume group to a device group or composite


group.


In the list of physical device members for a volume group,


CLARiiON devices are distinguished from other device types


by a (C) indicator.


Import, deport, rescan and the provisioning operations


such as create, destroy, adddev, rmdev, and recover are


supported only on specific logical volume managers.


Volume group name length restriction:


The volume group name field is limited to 63


characters. This length restriction is inclusive


of the name and absolute path of the volume group


even if the user only specified the volume group


name itself. The behavior is undefined if the


length is exceeded.


When mapping objects in the ASM volume manager,


three environment variables are required in order


to contact the ASM instance:


Environment Variable   Description


-------------------- ------------------


SYMAPI_ASM_HOME        Oracle Home of ASM instance
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SYMAPI_ASM_SID         Oracle Sid of ASM instance


SYMCLI_ASM_CONNECT     username/password of ASM instance


ARGUMENTS


adddev         Extends a volume group by adding the


specified devices to the volume group.


create         Creates a volume group using the specified


devices.


deport         Deports a specified volume group so that


it can be imported later.


destroy        Destroys a volume group.


import         Imports a specified volume group into the


system.


list           Lists all of the volume groups that were


defined for this host. The behavior is


undefined if the volume group name is more


than 63 characters.


recover        Recovers a failed volume group. This


operation is currently supported for


SUN_VXVM, HP_VXVM, AIX_VXVM, WIN_LDM,


WIN_VXVM, LINUX_VXVM, EMC_PVM and


OSF1_LSM.


rescan         Rescans all of the volume groups. This


operation is currently supported only


for the Logical Disk Manager (LDM) volume


groups and Veritas VXVM volume groups


on Windows platforms, Linux LVM volume


groups on Linux platforms, and HP LVM volume


groups on HP-UX platforms.
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rmdev          Removes the specified devices from the


volume group.


show           Shows information about a volume group.


vg2cg          Converts the specified volume group into


a composite group.


vg2dg          Converts the specified volume group into


a device group.


OPTIONS


-apidb         Creates the composite groups in the SYMAPI


database only.


-bcv           Associates only BCV devices to the target


group.


-cgtype        Specifies a composite group type.


-clear Imports a volume group and clears the


host ID on the volume group. This flag is


only for Veritas volume managers.


-cluster       Imports a Windows VxVM volume group


as a cluster.


-dgtype        Specifies a device group type.


-force         Attempts to force the operation even though


one or more devices in the volume group may


already be part of another device group or


composite group.


-h             Provides brief, online help information.
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-host          Specifies the host ID of the host on which


the deported volume group can be imported.


-mapfile       Specifies the filename where volume group


information is stored when an import or 


deport is performed.


-newvg         Specifies a new volume group name for the


volume group.


-nobcv         Adds standard devices only to the target


group. The default behavior is to add both


standard and BCV devices.


-overwrite     Used in conjunction with the -mapfile


option to overwrite an existing mapfile


if set.


-p             Specifies the partition size in megabytes.


This option is only valid for AIX_LVM


type LVM.


-persistent    Imports the volume group by configuring


physical devices in persistent DSF format.


This option is only valid for HP LVM on


HPUX 11.31.


-R1            Adds R1 devices to the target device group.


-R2            Adds R2 devices to the target device group.


-rdf_consistency


Creates a composite group and enables


it for SRDF consistency protection after


devices are added to it.


-rdfg           Selects SRDF devices that belong to a
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specified Symmetrix SRDF (RA) group number.


-sid            Specifies a unique Symmetrix ID.


-type           Specifies the volume group type.


-v              Provides a more detailed, verbose listing.


-vdev           Adds VDEVs to the target group.


PARAMETERS


CgName         The composite group name.


DgName         The device group name.


Filename       The file name where the volume group


information is stored when an import


or deport operation  is performed.


GrpNum         The SRDF (RA) group number.


hostid         The host identification number.


NewVgName      The new logical volume group name.


PartitionSize  The partition size for a device in MBs.


PdevName       A fully-qualified device path of a


character device.


SymmID         The 12-digit ID of the Symmetrix array.


VgName        The logical volume group name.


VgType         The volume group type. Values are:
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Group Type


------------ -------------


DEFAULT               LINUX_LVM          


AIX_LVM               LINUX_POOL         


AIX_VXVM              LINUX_VXVM         


AS400_LVM             ORACLE_ASM         


DYNIX_SVM             SUN_SOLSTICE       


EMC_PVM               SUN_VXVM           


HP_LVM                WIN_LDM            


HP_VXVM               WIN_VXVM           


RETURN CODES


Code #         Code Symbol


------ -----------


0            CLI_C_SUCCESS


1            CLI_C_FAIL


EXAMPLES


To list all the default logical volume groups in a


list format, enter:


symvg list


To list all the SunOS Veritas VxVM logical volume


groups in a list format, enter:


symvg list -type SUN_VXVM


To create a composite group named newcg with the R1


and R1-BCV devices from the volume group named


thisvg, enter:


symvg vg2cg thisvg newcg -cgtype RDF1 -R1
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To create a REGULAR device group named newdg with


only the R1-BCV devices from the volume group named


thisvg, enter:


symvg vg2dg thisvg -R1 -bcv newdg -dgtype REGULAR


To create an ANY device group named newdg from the volume


group named thisvg enter:


symvg vg2dg thisvg newdg -dgtype ANY


To deport a volume group named testvg out of the system,


enter:


symvg deport testvg


To deport a volume group named testvg so that it can be


imported on a host named foo, enter:


symvg deport testvg -host foo


Note: The previous option is available only with


VxVM on HP and SUNOS platforms.


To import a volume group named testvg into the system,


enter:


symvg import testvg


To import on an AIX LVM volume group named aixtestvg,


enter:


symvg import aixtestvg  -mapfile hdisk22


Note: In the previous example, the -mapfile option


specified the device name hdisk22, which
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existed as part of the volume group aixtestvg when


the volume group was deported.


To create a volume group named testvg on the host system,


enter:


symvg create testvg /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s2


To create a volume group named aixtestvg of type


AIX LVM with a partition size of 16MB, enter:


symvg create aixtestvg -p 16 /dev/rhdisk40


To add a device to the volume group named testvg, enter:


symvg adddev testvg /dev/rdsk/c0t0d1s2


To remove two devices from the volume group named testvg,


enter:


symvg rmdev testvg /dev/rdsk/c0t0d1s2 /dev/rdsk/c0t5d5s2


To remove the volume group named testvg from the system,


enter:


symvg destroy testvg


Volume group options for import/deport operations:


Type      action VgName -newvg -mapfile -cluster -persistent


-------- ------ ------ ------ -------- -------- -----------


AIX_LVM     I      M O       M        NA        NA


AIX_LVM     D      M      NA      NA       NA        NA


EMC_PVM     I      O      O       M        NA        NA


EMC_PVM     I      M      O       O        NA        NA


EMC_PVM     D      M      NA     O        NA        NA


HP_LVM      D      M      NA      M        NA        NA


HP_LVM      I      M      NA      M        NA        O


HP_VXVM     I/D    M      O       NA       NA        NA
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NT_LDM      I      M      O       NA       O         NA


NT_LDM      D      M      NA      NA       NA        NA


OSF1_LSM    I/D    M      O       NA       NA        NA


SUN_VXVM    I/D    M      O       NA       NA        NA


AIX_VXVM    I/D    M      O       NA       NA        NA


LINUX_VXVM  I/D    M      O       NA       NA        NA


LINUX_LVM   I/D    M      NA      M        NA        NA


SUN_SOLSTICE I/D   M      NA      NA       NA        NA


Legend for the abbreviations used in the table:


D  - Deport


I  - Import


M  - Mandatory


NA - Not Applicable


O  - Optional


Notes:


1. For an import operation for AIX LVM,


the -mapfile option is used to specify a


device name that existed as part of the


volume group.


2. The output of the symvg show command can report


incorrect device status. Whenever the device


status is reported incorrectly, it is


recommended that the user run symcfg sync and then run


symvg show to report the correct device status.


3. On Windows platforms, import and deport


operations are supported for Veritas VxVM 2.7


and higher. Provisioning operations such as create,


destroy, adddev, rmdev are supported for Veritas VxVM


3.0 and higher.  


4. With Veritas volume managers on all host
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operating systems, the deport operation


on volume groups named rootdg is not


allowed.


5. The recover action is not supported for the


following volume managers:


- AIX LVM on the AIX platform.


- HP LVM on the HP-UX platform.


- Native LVM on the Linux platform.


These are the default LVMs for their respective


platforms.


6. On the HP-UX platform with HP-UX LVM, with a volume


group containing an EMC Symmetrix disk, you can only 


add Symmetrix disks with the same attributes to


the volume group. For example, if a volume group


contains an EMC Symmetrix disk of a 2-way-mir


type, only Symmetrix disks of a 2-way-mir type


can be added to this volume group.   


7. On the Solaris platform with SUN_SOLSTICE volume


manager, a volume group named solstice cannot be


created.
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Options Files


This chapter contains details on the Daemon Options file and the Options file.
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Daemon Options File
The daemon_options file contains parameters that can be set to control the behavior of the various
EMC Solutions Enabler daemons. Each daemon reads this file as it starts and applies any settings
within it that apply.


CAUTION: These parameters are intended for experienced users. In most scenarios, the default
values used by the daemons will be sufficient.


CAUTION: This file should be protected so that only authorized users can make changes to it.


Lines in this file are allowed to have one of the following formats:


NAME =
VALUE


Set the parameter NAME for all daemons that understand this parameter.


stororad:NAME
= VALUE


Set the parameter NAME for only the stororad daemon.


storora*NAME
= VALUE


Set the parameter NAME for all daemons whose name begins with storora. The
asterisk (*) character is a wildcard - matching the remainder of a daemons
name.


Option values that are very long can extend to the next line by placing a backslash at the very end of
the line. For example:
stororad:NAME = VALUE1 : VALUE2 : VALUE3 : \
VALUE4 : VALUE5


The daemon_options file is located in the SYMAPI configuration directory.


Directory System


/var/symapi/config UNIX


C:\Program files\EMC\Symapi\config Windows


your_specific_installation_directory OpenVMS, AS/400, MVS


These common daemon parameters apply to the core Solutions Enabler daemons:
storsrvd [Base Daemon]
storevntd [Event Daemon]
storgnsd [GNS Daemon]
storrdfd [RDF Daemon]
storapid [SYMAPI Server Daemon]
storstpd [STP Daemon]
storwatchd [Watchdog Daemon, UNIX only]
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Common Parameters
The following table provides the description and default values for each parameter.


Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default
Value


Description


AUTORESTART enable |
disable


Default
value:
enable


Specifies whether a watchdog mechanism (UNIX:
storwatchd daemon) should be used to automatically
restart a daemon if it crashes.


LOG_LEVEL error | info |
debug |
verbose |
warning


Default
value:
warning


Specifies a severity-based control over logging volume.
Messages that are issued with a severity equal to or
exceeding the level specified will be recorded in the log
file. Do not use debug or verbose without direction from
EMC Customer Support.


LOGFILE_TYPE dated |
wrap


Default
value:
wrap


Specifies which style of log file the daemon will use. Two
styles are supported: wrap: Two log files are maintained:
storxxxx.log0 and and storxxxx.log1. Logging alternates
between these--switching to the other file each time the
maximum size specified by the LOGFILE_SIZE parameter
is reached. The modified time on the files can be used to
determine the current one. dated: A separate log file is
used for each day: storxxxx-YYYYMMDD.log. (e.g.:
storapid-20041130.log). There are no size limits on
these files. Log files are written to the following
directory: UNIX: /var/symapi/log Windows: c:\\Program
Files\\EMC\\SYMAPI\\log The dated LOGFILE_TYPE is
recommended for storstpd.


LOGFILE_SIZE A number,
in KB units


Default
value:
1000
(1000-
KB)


For LOGFILE_TYPE=wrap style log files, how large each
log file is allowed to grow before wrapping to the
alternate file.


LOGFILE_
RETENTION


A number
of days,
greater
than zero.


Default
value: 3
(days)


For LOGFILE_TYPE=dated style log files, log files more
than this many days old will be automatically deleted.


LOGFILE_
PERMS


r | n | rw Default
value:
rw


By default, daemon log files allow anyone to read or
write them (UNIX mode of rwxrwxrwx). This option can be
set to override that behavior, as follows: rw: Anyone can
read or write (default). r: The owner (root) can
read/write, others can read. n: The owner can
read/write, no one else can access.


SECURE_
DIRECTORY_
PATH


One or
more
semicolon


Default
value:
None


Controls which directories the daemon is permitted to
read from, write arbitary files to, or execute a script from
as directed to by SE applications. For example, this
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Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default
Value


Description


(On non-
Window
platforms)


applies to backup/restore and script files that storsrvd
can be asked to read, write or execute. On Windows,
this is a list of directories separated by a semicolon, ';'.
Also, either forward or back slashes ('/','\') can be used
when specifying the directory name. For example:
storsrvd:secure_directory_path =
c:\Temp\dir1;c:/Users/SE On non-Windows platforms,
this is a list of directories separated by a semicolon, ';',
or colon, ':'. Also, only a forward slash ('/') can be used
when specifying the directory name. For example:
storsrvd:secure_directory_path =
/tmp/dir1;/opt/dir2;/users/se If this parameter is not
set any directory can be used.


IBMI_JOBQ_
NAME


Any name
of 10
characters
long.


*JOBD Specifies the job queue in which this job is placed.


*JOBD: The submitted job is placed on the job queue
named in the specified job description.


name: Specify the name of the job queue.


IBMI_JOBQ_
LIB_NAME


Any name
of 10
characters
long.


*LIBL Specifies the library in which the job queue is located.


*LIBL: All libraries in the library list for the current thread
are searched until the first match is found.


*CURLIB: The current library for the thread is used to
locate the job, queue. If no library is specified as the
current library for the thread, the QGPL library is used.


name: Specify the name of the library where the job
queue is located.
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storsrvd [SYMAPI server daemon] parameters
This daemon handles remote SYMAPI client connections over TCP/IP to storage arrays. Storsrvd
provides the same services as the former symapisrv command. Refer to the storsrvd(3) man page
for additional details.


Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default
Value


Description


LOG_FILTER SERVER |
CONTROLS |
SESSION |
APIREQ


Default
value:
None


Specifies category-based control over logging volume,
by selecting which types of storsrvd numbered log
messages are recorded in the storsrvd log files. Each
log message issued by storsrvd is associated with a
category, expressed by the filter names shown below.
The numbered messages will appear in the storsrvd log
files and on a terminal if one is available. Numbered
messages issued by storsrvd use a message identifier
that precedes the message text: ANR0001I SYMAPI
server ready to accept SECURE connections. The value
to be specified for LOG_FILTER consists of a series of
keywords separated by a commas (,) or plus signs {+).
SERVER: Records high level events of the server:
initialization, termination, and other events not directly
related to a SYMAPI session. SESSION: Records arrival
and termination of SYMAPI sessions. APIREQ: Records
arrival and completion of SYMAPI function requests.
CONTROLS: Records activity during execution of
management requests from stordaemon or the system
console in the z/OS environment. If LOG_FILTER
specifies either SESSION or APIREQ it is most useful to
set LOG_LEVEL to info.


LOG_
SHOW_
MSGID


disable |
enable


Default
value:
enable


Displays message identifiers in the log messages
issued by storsrvd.


LOG_
SHOW_
CATEGORY


enable |
disable


Default
value:
disable


Displays the category (see LOG_FILTER above) in the
output log messages, preceding the message
identifier.


PORT 1 - 65534 |
2707


Default
value:
2707


Specifies the TCP/IP port on which storsrvd will listen
for connections from remote SYMAPI clients. Generally,
numbers less than 1000 are reserved for well known
daemon servers such as telnet, ftp, and http.


SECURITY_
LEVEL


NONSECURE
| ANY |
SECURE


Default
value:
SECURE


Specifies the security level for SYMAPI sessions. The
security level indicates the server's capability and its
expectation for remote clients to negotiate negotiate
secure sessions using SSL (Secure Sockets Layer).
NONSECURE indicates that the server will only accept
clients that agree to negotiate a session without
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Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default
Value


Description


authentication and encryption provided by SSL. ANY
indicates that the server will accept connections from
clients who can negotiate secure sessions, and from
clients who cannot negotiate secure sessions. A client
that cannot negotiate a secure session may be using a
version of SYMAPI that is less that 6.0, or may be
running on a platform which does not support SSL, or
may have been configured to bypass secure sessions.
SECURE indicates that the server will only accept
clients who agree to negotiate a secure session.
Clients who cannot negotiate secure sessions will be
refused access to remote SYMAPI services.


SECURITY_
ALT_CERT_
FILE


Any valid
simple file
name.


Default
value:
symapisrv_
cert.pem


Specifies the name of an alternate certificate file to be
used by the server instead of the certificate generated
at installation, and will be paired with the file specified
in the SECURITY_ALT_KEY_FILE option. If this option is
used, the SECURITY_ALT_KEY_FILE option must also be
used to specify an alternate key file. The certificate file
must be located in the /var/symapi/config/cert
directory. Do not specify the directory in the value.


SECURITY_
ALT_KEY_
FILE


Any valid
simple file
name.


Default
value:
symapisrv_
key.pem


Alternate key file. Specifies the name of an alternate
private key file to be used by the server instead of the
key generated at installation, and will be paired with
the file specified in the SECURITY_ALT_CERT_FILE
option. If this option is used, the SECURITY_ALT_CERT_
FILE option must also be used to specify an alternate
certificate file. The key file must be located in the
/var/symapi/config/cert directory. Do not specify the
directory in the value.


SECURITY_
CLT_
SECURE_
LVL


MUSTVERIFY
| NOVERIFY |
VERIFY


Default
value:
VERIFY


Client certificate verification level. (This feature is not
available on z/OS). This option controls the verification
of the client certificate by the server. The following
values may be specified: MUSTVERIFY: Indicates that
the server will only accept communications from a
version of the client that can send a certificate to be
verified. NOVERIFY: Indicates that the server will not
verify the client certificate. VERIFY: Indicates that the
server will verify a client certificate if the version of the
client can send a certificate. THIS OPTION IS IGNORED
IF SECURE COMMUNICATIONS ARE NOT ESTABLISHED.


MAX_
SESSIONS


0 - 100 Default
value: 100


This option takes precedence over the options file
option SYMAPI_MAX_CLIENTS. This specifies the
global high-water mark of all sessions allowed by the
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Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default
Value


Description


server, without respect to source host or user. When
the next new session will cause the current number of
sessions to exceed this number, it will be refused.


This parameter can be changed and reloaded while the
server is running with the CLI stordaemon action
storsrvd -cmd reload.


MAX_
SESSIONS_
PER_HOST


A positive
number -
NOLIMIT


NOLIMIT Specifies the high-water mark for concurrent sessions
from any specific host. When the next new session
from the source host will cause the current number of
sessions from that host to exceed this number, the
session will be refused.


When setting a numeric value, it should be <= the
MAX_SESSIONS value. If it is set greater than MAX_
SESSIONS, then the maximum number of sessions for
any specific host will be restricted to MAX_SESSIONS.


If the value is set to NOLIMIT, then host sessions are
only restricted by the MAX_SESSIONS value.


This parameter can be changed and reloaded while the
server is running with the CLI stordaemon action
storsrvd -cmd reload.


MAX_
SESSIONS_
PER_USER


A positive
number -
NOLIMIT


NOLIMIT This option specifies the high-water mark for
concurrent sessions from any specific user. When the
next new session from the source user will cause the
current number of sessions from that user to exceed
this number, the session will be refused.


When setting a numeric value, it should be <= the
MAX_SESSIONS value. If it is set greater than MAX_
SESSIONS, then the maximum number of sessions for
any specific user will be restricted to MAX_SESSIONS.


If the value is set to NOLIMIT, then user sessions are
only restricted by the MAX_SESSIONS value.


This parameter can be changed and reloaded while the
server is running with the CLI stordaemon action
storsrvd -cmd reload.


PERMIT_
SYMAPI_
DEBUG


none | client
| server


server Controls whether SYMAPI debug logs can be created by
clients, server, or not at all. When the value is 'none',
debug logging is suspended, regardless of the settings
of commonly used debug flags configuration.


When the value is 'server', the server’s debugging
configuration will be in effect, but settings from clients
are ignored.
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Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default
Value


Description


When the value is 'client', settings sent to the server
from the client are respected.


SECURITY_
CERT_
ALLOW_
WILDCARDS


ENABLE |
DISABLE


DISABLE Specifies if wildcards are allowed in the Common
Name of a client certificate.


The following values may be specified:


ENABLE: Indicates that the server will accept wildcards
in the Common Name of a client certificate.


DISABLE: Indicates that the server will reject any host
with wildcards in the Common Name of a client
certificate.
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storapid [Base Daemon] parameters
This daemon facilitates I/O accesses to Symmetrix storage arrays. Refer to the storapid(3) man
page for additional details.


Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default
Value


Description


USE_ALL_GKS disable |
enable


Default
value:
enable


Specifies whether or not the storapid is free to use all
available gatekeepers, if the syscall volume is high
enough. When disabled, the storapid restricts itself to
using no more than 75% of the available gatekeepers. If
this parameter is changed, the storapid must be restarted
for the new value to take effect.


GK_USE dedicated_
only |
legacy


Default
value:
legacy


If set to 'dedicated_only', then the base daemon restricts
itself to using only dedicated gatekeepers. This ensures
that data devices will never be used as gatekeepers
without the need to maintain the gkselect or gkavoid file.
Note, even though VCM/ACLX devices can be used as
gatekeepers, they are not classified as dedicated
gatekeepers. If set to 'legacy', then the base daemon
may temporarily use a data device as a gatekeeper if the
syscall load is high enough. This parameter can be
changed and reloaded while the base daemon is running
with the CLI stordaemon action storapid -cmd reload.


INQUIRY_
TIMEOUT


A number
of
seconds.


Default
value:
900


Specifies how long priority inquiry results are to remain in
memory before expiring, and new data is retrieved from
the host and arrays. A value of -1 indicates the data never
expires. A value of zero indicates the data always
expires.


BACKGROUND_
AUDIT_LOG


disable |
enable


Default
value:
disable


Writes audit log entries on behalf of the requesting client,
and returns control back to the client while the entry is
being written. An audit log entry is preserved on disk until
the entry is written to the Symmetrix array. This ensures
no entries are lost if the base daemon is stopped and
restarted before all entries are written. This parameter
can be changed and reloaded while the base daemon is
running with the CLI stordaemon action storapid -cmd
reload.


SINGLE_GK_
POLICY


pool | close Default
value:
close


If the base daemon only has one gatekeeper device, this
parameter tells the base daemon what to do with the
device after each use. A value of pool tells the daemon to
put it back into the gatekeeper pool. A value of close tells
the daemon to close the device after each use. This
parameter is useful for device masking on hosts that only
see a single device. Setting the value to close will slow
down all commands, so it is recommended that this
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Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default
Value


Description


setting only be used for as short a time as possible. An
example of how to use this setting follows: 1. Edit the
daemon_options file and add: storapid:SINGLE_GK_
POLICY = close 2. Reload storapid settings with this
command: stordaemon action storapid -cmd reload 3.
Perform all the device masking commands. 4. Edit the
daemon_options file and set: storapid:SINGLE_GK_
POLICY = pool 5. Reload the storapid settings. 6. Verify
that the setting is back to pool: stordaemon action
storapid -cmd show_gk_stats


INTERNODE_
LOCK_
INFORMATION_
EXPORT


disable |
enable


Default
value:
enable


Makes SEL and DEL lock information available for all
base daemon hosts attached to the Symmetrix array for
use with available LockShow API functions. This
parameter can be changed and reloaded while the base
daemon is running with the CLI stordaemon action
storapid -cmd reload.


PARALLEL_
INQUIRY_SIZE


0 - 65535
seconds


Default
value:
0


Indicates the number of threads to use when the base
daemon is performing an inquiry. The device list is
scattered across those threads to potentially improve
performance. Devices that fail to respond within the
DEVICE_INQUIRY_TIMEOUT period get abandoned, with
inquiry data not provided to the requesting API client for
those devices. A value of zero keeps the inquiry process
as a single list, executed on the calling client's thread. To
help determine the optimal setting for the host use the
CLI stordaemon action storapid -cmd scan -inquiry This
parameter can be changed and reloaded while the base
daemon is running, with the CLI stordaemon action
storapid -cmd reload. This value can be viewed and set
with the CLI stordaemon getvar and setvar commands.


DEVICE_
INQUIRY_
TIMEOUT


A number
of
seconds,
>= 1


Default
value
60


Specifies how long a thread in the parallel inquiry feature
waits for a device to respond before abandoning it during
the inquiry process. The thread may or may not complete,
depending on why the device is not responding. If a
device is eventually made to respond by other means and
the nature of the OS does not provide any indication to
the waiting request in the base daemon, the base
daemon will need to be restarted. This parameter can be
changed and reloaded while the base daemon is running,
with the CLI stordaemon action storapid -cmd reload. This
value can be viewed and set with the CLI stordaemon
getvar and setvar commands.


BACKGROUND_ disable | Default Performs a discovery of select syscall data on behalf of
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Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default
Value


Description


DISCOVERY enable value:
enable


the requesting API client that initiated a discovery. These
syscalls are issued in parallel with other syscalls being
issued by the client. Syscall data is kept in cache until the
client requests the data, and then is discarded. This
parameter can be changed and reloaded while the base
daemon is running, with the CLI stordaemon action
storapid -cmd reload.
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storgnsd [Group Name Service (GNS) Daemon] parameters
This daemon supports GNS (Group Name Services) on a host. Refer to the storgnsd(3) man page for
additional details.


Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default
Value


Description


AUTORESTART disable |
enable


Default
value:
enable


Specifies whether to use a watchdog mechanism to
monitor and automatically restart storgnsd if it crashes.


GNS_DEVICE_
POLL_
INTERVAL


A number,
in
seconds.


Default
value:
15


Specifies how frequently storgnsd polls for changes made
to groups from other hosts. The smaller this value is, the
more quickly a host will recognize group changes made
from other hosts.


GNS_PPATH_
POLL_
INTERVAL


A number,
in
seconds.


Default
value:
60


Specifies how frequently storgnsd checks to see whether
PowerPath or RDF consistency group updates are
necessary.


GNS_
REMOTE_
MIRROR


enable |
disable


Default
value:
disable


Specifies whether storgnsd should automatically mirror
RDF1 and RDF2 type DG and CG group definitions for use on
remote (SRDF) Symmetrix arrays. Limitations include: -
REGULAR type and type ANY groups are not mirrored. -
Mirrors will not be created if the remote Symmetrix array is
also directly attached to the local host. (Refer to the GNS_
SYMAVOID_LOCAL option below.) - For CG groups, BCV
type devices are not mirrored.


GNS_
RMTARR_
UPDATE_
INTERVAL


A number,
in
seconds.


Default
value:
60


Specifies how frequently storgnsd should attempt to
propagate device groups over to remote (SRDF) Symmetrix
arrays. This is only relevant if the GNS_REMOTE_MIRROR
option is set to enable.


GNS_INIT_
REMOTE_
SYMMS


disable |
enable


Default
value:
enable


Initializes the GNS group repository on remote Symmetrix
arrays while remotely mirroring groups (i.e., the GNS_
REMOTE_MIRROR option is enabled). If disabled, a GNS
daemon directly connected to such remote arrays has to
perform the initialization-when it encounters the array. This
option should be disabled if (a) remote mirroring is enabled
(GNS_REMOTE_MIRROR), (b) GNS daemons will be actively
running on both sides of the SRDF link, (c) groups are being
modified on both the local and remote Symmetrix arrays
and (d) GNS backup/restore is enabled (GNS_SHADOW_
FILE). Failing to disable this option in this scenario may
result in data loss, due to interaction between the
backup/restore and remote mirroring mechanisms.


GNS_
SHADOW_
FILE


enable |
needed |
disable


Default
value:
disable


Specifies whether storgnsd should maintain backup copies
of GNS data for attached Symmetrix arrays. These
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Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default
Value


Description


backups, maintained on the local disk, are automatically
restored to the GNS repository on a Symmetrix array if
storgnsd detects that the repository there has been
erased. This could occur, for example, if the Symmetrix
array is VTOC'd or suffers a power loss under ucode
versions 5x67/5x68 or has a destructive upgrade
performed to it. Note that these backups will only be
maintained for local arrays--not ones that are remote
(SRDF). It is recommended that this option be enabled on a
subset of hosts running GNS daemons. Because of its
effect on performance, it usually does not make sense to
have more than 2-4 GNS daemons managing these
backup copies--assuming that they can see all the relevant
Symmetrix arrays. If enable: Backup copies will be
maintained for all arrays. If needed: Backup copies will
only be maintained for arrays with ucode versions below
5x71. If disable: Backup copies will not be maintained.


GNS_
SYMAVOID


A comma
separated
list of
Symmetrix
IDs. Note
that


Default
value:
None


Specifies a set of Symmetrix arrays, both local and (SRDF)
remote, that GNS should NOT manage. Specifically, GNS
will not examine these arrays for group definitions and will
fail if an attempt is made to define a group containing
devices on one of these. Also, mirroring of groups will not
occur to remote Symmetrix arrays if they are in this list.


GNS_
SYMINCLUDE


A comma
separated
list of
Symmetrix
IDs. Note
that


Default
value:
None


Specifies the only Symmetrix arrays, both local and (SRDF)
remote, that GNS will manage. Specifically, GNS will only
examine these arrays (and no others) for group definitions
and will only allow groups to be defined that contain
devices on one of these. Also, mirroring of groups will not
occur to remote Symmetrix arrays if they are NOT in this
list. If both GNS_SYMAVOID and GNS_SYMINCLUDE are
supplied, the effect is cumulative. Only arrays specified by
GNS_SYMINCLUDE but not in GNS_SYMAVOID will be
managed.


GNS_
SYMAVOID_
LOCAL


A comma
separated
list of
Symmetrix
IDs. Note
that


Default
value:
None


Specifies a set of local Symmetrix arrays that GNS should
NOT manage. Specifically, if an array listed here can be
accessed both locally and remotely (by RDF) from this host,
the local connection will be ignored. This can be used to
enable automatic group mirroring where the remote array
is also local to the host (refer to the gns_remote_mirror
option above).
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storevntd [Event Daemon] parameters
This daemon acts as the clearing house for Solutions Enabler events on a host. Refer to the
storevntd(3) man page for additional details.


Parameter Allowed Values
Default
Value


Description


SYMM_POLL_
INTERVAL


A number of
seconds.


Default
value:
60


Specifies how often, in seconds, to poll
Symmetrix arrays for events that need to be
delivered.


EVENT_LISTEN_
PORT


An IP port
number.


Default
value: 0
- means
to let the
OS pick
an
unused
port


Which IP port to use when listening for events
being forwarded from remote hosts. By default,
an unused port picked by the OS is used. This
option might be needed if the presence of a
firewall requires the use of a particular port.


LOG_EVENT_
TARGETS


One or more
(space
separated) of:
snmp, file,
system,


Default
value:
none


Controls whether events should be automatically
logged. One or more of the following may be
supplied: file: Events are written to a file on disk.
snmp: Events are mapped into SNMP traps.
system: Events are written to the Event Log
(Windows) or the local syslog service (otherwise).
syslog: Events are sent directly to a remote
syslog server, bypassing any local syslog service.
Some of these possible targets can be
configured by options that are described below.


LOG_
SYMMETRIX_
EVENTS


see above Default
value:
No
events
are
logged.


Specifies events that are to be automatically
logged. Refer to the LOG_EVENT_TARGETS
option above. This option consists of a records
separated by a semicolon. Typically, each record
will be placed on a line by itself. Each of these
records in turn consists of a number of comma-
separated fields.


[sid=nnnnn,] CAT[, ...] [,ignore] [,tgt=xxx]


sid=nnnnnnnnnnnn


Specifies a Symmetrix ID. By default, all known
Symmetrix arrays will be monitored.


CAT


Specifies the event(s) to be monitored. This can
be either the name of an event category or a
numerical event ID. This is the only field that is
required. One or more values (comma
separated) may be present.
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Parameter Allowed Values
Default
Value


Description


Supported categories are: status, events, array
subsystem, checksum, diagnostic,
environmental, device pool, service processor,
srdf system, srdf link, srdfa session, srdf
consistency group, director, device, and disk.


comp=xxxx "comp=aaa,bbb,ccc"


Certain events apply to specific sub-components
within the array: a device (5 digit hexadecimal),
disk, pool. This field specifies that only events for
the specified component (or components) should
be delivered. If more than one component is
being present, the entire field must be enclosed
in double quotes. e.g.,
"comp=00004,00010,00100"


thresh_critical=nn
thresh_major=nn (equivalent to: thresh=nn)
thresh_warn=nn
thresh_info=nn


Certain events correspond to numerical
quantities of some sort. A threshold is
associated with each severity level, and an event
is generated at that severity when the event's
value exceeds the associated threshold. These
fields can be used to override the default
threshold values controlling when an event is
delivered.


One example of this is the event that indicates
the percentage of space used for a pool. These
fields can be set to control when events are to be
generated. e.g.: thresh_critical=96, thresh_
major=80, thresh_warn=60


ignore


If present, these event(s) are not to be logged,
even if they are matched by a different record.


tgt=xxx


If present, these event(s) are sent to only the
specified target, which must be one of: snmp,
file, system, syslog. The specified target must
also be present in the default target list given by
the LOG_EVENT_TARGETS option.


LOG_EVENT_
FILE_NAME


file name,
without any suffix


Default
value:


For event logging to a file (LOG_EVENT_TARGETS
contains 'file'): the base name of the file that is
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Parameter Allowed Values
Default
Value


Description


events used. This file is created within the standard log
file directory. UNIX: /var/symapi/log Windows:
c:\\Program Files\\EMC\\SYMAPI\\log
Depending on the setting of the LOG_EVENT_
FILE_TYPE option, a suffix will added to this
name.


LOG_EVENT_
FILE_TYPE


dated | wrap Default
value:
wrap


For event logging to a file (LOG_EVENT_TARGETS
contains 'file'): the type of log file that is used.
Two styles are supported: wrap: Two log files are
maintained: xxxx.log0 and and xxxx.log1.
Logging alternates between these--switching to
the other file each time the maximum size
specified by the LOG_EVENT_FILE_SIZE
parameter is reached. The modified time on the
files can be used to determine the "current" one.
dated: A separate log file is used for each day:
xxxx-YYYYMMDD.log. (e.g., events-200411)
There are no limits on how large these files can
become.


LOG_EVENT_
FILE_SIZE


A number, in KB Default
value:
1000
(1000-
KB)


Specifies how large each log file is allowed to
grow before wrapping to the alternate file. This
option is for event logging to a file (LOG_EVENT_
TARGETS contains 'file'): if LOG_EVENT_FILE_
TYPE == wrap.


LOG_EVENT_
FILE_
RETENTION


A number of
days, greater
than zero.


Default
value: 3
(days)


Indicates that log files more than this many days
old will be automatically deleted. This option is
for event logging to a file (LOG_EVENT_TARGETS
contains 'file'): if LOG_EVENT_FILE_TYPE ==
dated.


LOG_EVENT_
FILE_PERMS


n | rw | r Default
value: r


Specifies the permissions to be applied to new
log files that are created. This option is for event
logging to a file (LOG_EVENT_TARGETS contains
'file'). Possible values: rw: Anyone can read or
write. r: The owner (root) can read/write, others
can read. n: The owner can read/write, no one
else can access.


LOG_EVENT_
SYSLOG_HOST


A host name or IP
address.


Default
value:
None - a
value is
required.


Specifies the host on which the remote syslog
server is running. This option is for event logging
to syslog (LOG_EVENT_TARGETS contains
'syslog').


LOG_EVENT_ A decimal port Default Specifies the port to which the remote syslog
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Parameter Allowed Values
Default
Value


Description


SYSLOG_PORT number. value:
514


server is listening. This option is for event logging
to syslog (LOG_EVENT_TARGETS contains
'syslog').


SNMP_TRAP_
CLIENT_
REGISTRATION


IP,port,filter,state
- with no spaces


Default
value:
none


Provides a list of target IPs and ports to send
SNMP traps to, when the LOG_EVENT_TARGETS
option specifies snmp. Format is:
IP,port,filter,state, where filter represents the
trap sending filtering levels as defined in the
fcmgmt MIB, and state represents the start up
row state in the trap_client_registration table in
the fcmgmt MIB. Multiple entries should be on
their own line, delineated with a backslash (\)
character on the preceding line. This parameter
can be changed and reloaded while the event
daemon is running, with the CLI stordaemon
action storevntd -cmd reload.


SNMP_
MANAGEMENT_
URL


<ip|DNS host
name><:port>


Default
value:
none


Provides launch capability of a management
application, such as SMC or ECC, from within a
third party management framework. This
parameter can be changed and reloaded while
the event daemon is running, with the CLI
stordaemon action storevntd -cmd reload.
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storstpd [Statistics Collection (STP) Daemon] parameters
This daemon supports STP Statistics collection. Refer to the storstpd(3) man page for additional
details.


Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default Value Description


DMN_
SERVICE_
PROCESSOR_
DELAY


0 - 30 Default value: 9
(minutes)


Tells storstpd, when running on the service
processor, to delay this many minutes before
starting anything, giving time for other
applications or tasks that execute at system
boot to execute before collections begin. This
option is ignored when running on a host.


DMN_RUN_
SPA


disable |
enable


Default value:
enable


Determines if storstpd starts the necessary
components for supporting the SPA application.
Note: SPA support is not available on the
service processor and the setting of this option
is ignored.


DMN_RUN_
RTC


disable |
enable


Default value:
enable


Determines if storstpd starts the necessary
components for real-time metrics collection.


DMN_ROOT_
LOCATION


Full file path
specification.


Default value:
UNIX:
/var/symapi/stp


Specifies a full file/path location that storstpd
will use as its root directory for file creation.


Note: This location MUST exist or will revert to
default location.


Note: If storstpd runs as a privileged user, the
directory named here must also be specified in
the storstpd:secure_directory_path option. If
storstpd is not run as a privileged user, there is
no harm in specifying it in the secure_directory_
path, but it is not validated when running as a
non-privileged user.


Note: If storstpd runs as non-root in Unix
(stordaemon setuser is used to change
ownership) and this option is changed, the
stordaemon setuser command must be
reissued to set permissions properly after this
change.


DMN_
SYMMIDS


A comma-
separated
list of
Symmetrix
IDs;
shortcuts


Default value:
None (all
SymmIDs)


Specifies a set of Symmetrix arrays for which
the storstpd should collect statistics. If not
present, storstpd will collect statistics for all
local SymmIDs found.


DMN_MAX_
ARRAYS


1 - 50 Default value: 6 Specifies the maximum number of arrays on
which storstpd can collect. If the number of
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Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default Value Description


local arrays listed in DMN_SYMMIDS exceeds,
or if DMN_SYMMIDS is null and the number of
local arrays exceeds DMN_MAX_ARRAYS, no
collections will run.


DMN_
REMOTE_
MODE


enable |
disable


Default value:
disable


Indicates that storstpd will establish a remote
connection, instead of operating locally. A valid
DMN_REMOTE_ADDRESS and DMN_REMOTE_
PORT must be provided. This setting is ignored
when running on a service processor.


DMN_
REMOTE_
ADDRESS


A valid IP
address.


Default value:
None


Specifies a valid IP address used to establish a
remote SYMAPI connection. This setting is
ignored if DMN_REMOTE_MODE is disabled.


DMN_
REMOTE_
PORT


A valid IP
port.


Default value:
2707


Specifies a valid IP port used to establish a
remote SYMAPI connection. This setting is
ignored if DMN_REMOTE_MODE is disabled.


RTC_
COLLECT_
INTERVAL


A number, in
seconds (2-
4, 5, 10, 15).


Default value: 2 Specifies how frequently storstpd collects real-
time statistics.


TTP_
RETENTION_
DAYS


0-365 Default value:
30


Sets the current retention policy, in days.


TTP_DISK_
SPACE_
THRESHOLD


1 - 99 Default value:
80


Tells storstpd not to allow ttp/btp disk space
consumption to rise about the threshold. Must
be an integer from 1 (percent) to 99 (percent).


TTP_
ARCHIVE_
TIME


A time.
HH:MM


Default value:
00:00


The time of day to archive TTP collection file.


TTP_
ARCHIVE_
INTERVAL


Number of
hours, HH,
from 0-24.


Default value: 1 Tells storstpd to archive every HH hours. A
setting of 1 will tell storstpd to archive every 1
hour.


TTP_SYS_
METRICS


disable |
enable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the system performance category.


TTP_DEV_
METRICS


disable |
enable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the device performance category.


TTP_DIR_
METRICS


disable |
enable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the director performance category.


TTP_DISK_
METRICS


disable |
enable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the disk performance category.
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Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default Value Description


TTP_EXT_
DISK_
METRICS


disable |
enable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for external disks.


TTP_PORT_
METRICS


disable |
enable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the director port performance category.


TTP_RDFA_
METRICS


disable |
enable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the rdfa performance category.


TTP_ORS_
METRICS


disable |
enable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the Open Replicator performance category.


TTP_CPT_
METRICS


enable |
disable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the cache partition performance category.


TTP_RDFSYS_
METRICS


enable |
disable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the RDF system performance category.


TTP_RDFDIR_
METRICS


enable |
disable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the RDF director performance category.


TTP_RDFDEV_
METRICS


enable |
disable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the RDF device performance category.


TTP_RDFGRP_
METRICS


enable |
disable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the RDF group performance category.


TTP_SE_TCP_
METRICS


enable |
disable


Default value:
disable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the Dir-SE TCP connection statistics
category.


TTP_SE_NW_
METRICS


enable |
disable


Default value:
disable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the Dir-SE network statistics category.


TTP_SE_NWI_
METRICS


enable |
disable


Default value:
disable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the Dir-SE N/W interface statistics category.


TTP_RE_SG_
METRICS


enable |
disable


Default value:
disable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the Dir-RE speedlimit group statistics
category.


TTP_RE_
NWC_
METRICS


enable |
disable


Default value:
disable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the Dir-RE N/W compression statistics
category.


TTP_TP_DEV_
METRICS


enable |
disable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the TP pool device statistics category.


TTP_TP_
METRICS


enable |
disable


Default value:
enable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the TP pool statistics category.
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Parameter
Allowed
Values


Default Value Description


TTP_DEV_
LOCAL_
METRICS


disable |
enable


Default value:
disable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the device locality category.


TTP_DEV_
SKEW_
METRICS


disable |
enable


Default value:
disable


Tells storstpd whether to collect TTP counters
for the device skew category.
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Options File
This options file contains behavior parameters that can be set to critically change the default
behavior of SYMCLI operations, SYMAPI calls, and their control actions. It can be used to impart
certain global restrictions as well as customize and streamline command line coding to your specific
environment.


CAUTION: These parameters are intended for experienced SYMCLI or SYMAPI users and are not a
prerequisite for normal use. Improper adjustment of these parameters can impose unwanted
restriction of features or possibly render your Symmetrix environment inoperative.


Options File
The options file is located in the SYMAPI configuration directory.


Directory System


/var/symapi/config UNIX


C:\Program files\EMC\Symapi\config Windows


your_specific_installation_directory OpenVMS, AS/400, MVS


The following table provides the description and default values for each option.


Option Name Description
=<optionalvalue
| defaultvalue>


SYMAPI_ACC_
ADMIN_VIA_SERVER


Enables/disables the client SYMAPI/SYMCLI access
control commands for prepare, release, and commit
actions to execute at the SYMAPI server.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_ACC_
DISPLAY_VIA_
SERVER


Enables/disables the client SYMAPI/SYMCLI access
control display commands for list and show actions to
execute at the SYMAPI server.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_ALLOW_
CELERRA_DEV_CTRL


Allows controls on Celerra devices. = ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_ALLOW_
RDF_SYMFORCE


Indicates whether users can specify -symforce when
performing RDF control operations.


= TRUE | FALSE


SYMAPI_ALLOW_
SCRIPTS_VIA_
SERVER


Specifies whether to allow pre-action and post-action
scripts for TimeFinder commands to be run by the
SYMAPI server.


= ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_APPREG_
AUTO_EXPIRATION


Specifies whether to expire entries in the application
registration table, based on their age.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_APPREG_
EXPIRATION_PERIOD


Sets the number of days after which an entry can be
expired.


= 15 - 365 | 90
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Option Name Description
=<optionalvalue
| defaultvalue>


SYMAPI_BCV_
ESTAB_INC_TO_
FULL


Controls whether an incremental BCV establish will
automatically be converted to a full establish if needed.


= ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_BCV_
SINGULAR_INTERVAL


When SYMAPI_DEFAULT_BCV_ESTABLISH_TYPE is set
to SINGULAR, the SYMAPI inserts a pause between the
control of each pair. The pause can be set to any value
between 0 and 30 seconds.


= 0 to 30 | 0


SYMAPI_CG_
TIMEOUT


Sets the time-out period during which the host will
attempt to trip a failed consistency group.


= 10 - 120 | 30


SYMAPI_CG_
TIMEOUT_ACTION


Specifies which action to take for an SRDF consistency
group time out.


= FAIL | RETRY


SYMAPI_CLONE_
COPY_ON_WRITE


Sets clone nocopy mode to copy-on-write (ENABLE) or
copy-on-access (DISABLE).


= ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_COLLAPSE_
STRIPED_META_
EXTENTS


Specifies whether mapping commands can be entered
without having to type the -collapse option in every
command.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_
COMMAND_SCOPE


Specifies whether the command scope is enabled. = ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_CTRL_VIA_
SERVER


Blocks the client SYMAPI/SYMCLI control commands
from executing at the SYMAPI server.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_DATED_
LOGFILE_NAME


Enables/disables the creation of dated SYMAPI log
files.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_DB_FILE_
COMPRESSION


Minimizes the overall database file size by
compressing the file.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_DB_
FSYNC_MODE


When writing the database, force its contents out to
disk. Setting this option to false may provide a slight
performance improvement, at the cost of a small
possibility of the database file becoming corrupt
following a host crash.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_DEFAULT_
BCV_ESTABLISH_
TYPE


Specifies how the DA director processes the establish
action on BCV and standard devices.


= SINGULAR |
SERIAL |
PARALLEL


SYMAPI_DEFAULT_
BCV_RESTORE_TYPE


Sets the default behavior for a BCV restore operation. = SINGULAR |
SERIAL |
PARALLEL


SYMAPI_DEFAULT_
BCV_SPLIT_TYPE


Sets the default behavior for a BCV split operation. = INSTANT |
REGULAR
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Option Name Description
=<optionalvalue
| defaultvalue>


SYMAPI_DEFAULT_
SNAP_TERM_TYPE


Sets the way a DA director processes the terminate
action on Snap devices.


= PARALLEL |
SERIAL


SYMAPI_ENABLE_
DEVICE_
RESERVATIONS


Specifies whether to enable device reservations. = FALSE | TRUE


SYMAPI_ENFORCE_
DEVICE_
RESERVATIONS


Specifies whether to enforce a device reservation. = FALSE | TRUE


SYMAPI_
ENHANCED_USER_
AUTHENTICATE


Enables enhanced (KERBEROS) user authentication. = ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_GNS_CS_
STALE_DATA_
TIMEOUT


Sets the timeout period, in seconds, for the client's in-
memory GNS group information before the server is
polled for updates.


= 1 - 15 | 1


SYMAPI_GNS_
MIRRORED_GROUP_
CONTROL


Allows group modifications to device groups that were
created by a remote GNS daemon via remote SRDF
mirroring.


= ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_IO_DRAIN_
TIMEOUT


Controls the amount of time, in seconds, that
PowerPath will wait for incoming I/Os to finish before
responding that the I/Os are suspended.


= 5 - 120 | 60


SYMAPI_IO_THAW_
INTERVAL


Controls the amount of time, in seconds, that
PowerPath will suspend I/Os before automatically
restarting them.


= 5 - 120


SYMAPI_LOGFILE_
DATE_FORMAT


Changes the date format in the log entries. = FORMAT2 |
FORMAT1


SYMAPI_LOGFILE_
FORMAT


Controls the presence of optional fields within log file
records: pid include Process tid include Thread userid
include User ID activityid include Activity ID


= userid |
activityid | pid |
tid


SYMAPI_LOGFILE_
RETENTION


Sets the maximum number of days to retain a log file,
after which the log file is deleted.


= 0, 6 - 1825
On Service
Processor 30
Other hosts 0
(infinite
retention)


SYMAPI_PARALLEL_
RA_GROUPS


Locks RA groups during RDF control actions, instead of
applying Symmetrix array locks.


= ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_POOL_
ALLOW_MIX_TYPE


Allows devices with different disk characteristics in a
device pool (Snap/Thin).


= ENABLE |
DISABLE
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Option Name Description
=<optionalvalue
| defaultvalue>


SYMAPI_RCOPY_
GET_MODIFIED_
TRACKS


Enables/disables the calculation of modified tracks. = TRUE | FALSE


SYMAPI_RCOPY_
SESSION_LIMIT
(Requires 5671+)


This option requires Enginuity 5771 or higher. Specifies
how many sessions are allowed at any one time on this
array.


= 0 - 1024 | 512


SYMAPI_RDF_RW_
DISABLE_R2


Causes the R2 device to be set to read/write disabled,
or not-ready, on the RA during establish, restore,
failback, or createpair-establish operations.


= ENABLE |
DISABLE


Parameter SYMAPI_
SECURITY_ALT_
CERT_FILE


Any valid simple file name. = Any valid
simple file
name.


Parameter SYMAPI_
SECURITY_ALT_KEY_
FILE


Any valid simple file name. = Any valid
simple file
name.


SYMAPI_SERVER_
SECURITY_LEVEL


Specifies the session security level. Should be SECURE
on all platforms where Solutions Enabler supports SSL;
NONSECURE otherwise. Possible values are:


◆ SECURE: Accept secure sessions only.


◆ NONSECURE: Accept non-secure sessions only


(client and server do not initialize secure socket
library).


◆ ANY: Accept both types.


Refer to the Solutions Enabler release notes.


= SECURE |
NONSECURE |
ANY


SYMAPI_SNAP_
CONTROL_INTERVAL


When operating in SERIAL mode, spaces the snap or
clone create and terminate operations by inserting a
pause between the control of each pair. The pause can
be set to any value between 0 and 30 seconds.


= 0 - 30 | 0


SYMAPI_SNAP_
COUNT_MODIFIED_
TRACKS


Sets snap to return a count of the changed tracks. This
option is ignored when the request is made remotely.


= TRUE | FALSE


SYMAPI_SNAP_
PERSISTENT_
RESTORE


Specifies whether snap restores are performed as
persistent restores.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_TF_COUNT_
MODIFIED_TRACKS


Sets TimeFinder to return a count of the changed
tracks. This option is ignored when the request is made
remotely.


= TRUE | FALSE
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Option Name Description
=<optionalvalue
| defaultvalue>


SYMAPI_TF_MULTI_
ESTAB_REST
(Requires 5671+)


Controls whether TimeFinder uses the multi-instant
establish and restore feature.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_TF_NOT_
READY_BCVS


Controls whether a user Not-Ready occurs on the BCV
devices before a restore or an establish command.


= ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_TF_RDF_
SUSPEND


Causes TimeFinder to suspend the RDF link of an R1-
BCV prior to an establish or restore command.
Normally, this is done by Enginuity.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_TRACK_
SIZE_32K_
COMPATIBLE


Specifies how to report device sizes. ENABLE reports
device size in terms of 32 KB tracks. DISABLE reports
device sizes in their native mode, depending on the
Symmetrix array model.


= ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_UNIQUE_
ACL_PARTITION_IDS


For AIX and HP-UX hosts. Determines how partition IDs
are generated. ENABLE generates unique IDs for each
partition running on the machine. DISABLE uses a
single unique ID for all partitions running on the
machine.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_USE_GNS Stores and maintains, in a common repository, SYMAPI
device group (DG) and composite group (CG) definitions
across Symmetrix arrays that are visible to all locally-
attached hosts.


= ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_USE_RDFD Allows the creation of RDF_CONSISTENCY composite
groups, to be managed by the RDF daemon.


= ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_WAIT_FOR_
BCV_BG_SPLIT


Sets the default behavior for the BCV split operation to
wait for the background split to be complete before
returning your call.


= TRUE | FALSE


SYMAPI_WAIT_FOR_
BCV_SYNCH


Sets the default behavior for the BCV establish
operation to wait for the establish operation to
complete before returning your call.


= TRUE | FALSE


SYMAPI_WAIT_ON_
LOCKED_GK


Specifies whether to wait when a locked gatekeeper
device is encountered.


= ENABLE |
DISABLE
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Option Name Description
=<optionalvalue
| defaultvalue>


SYMAPI_GKMGMT When enabled, gatekeeper devices are selected by the
base daemon (storapid) for SYMAPI client processes
which want to send commands to a Symmetrix array.
Once a device has been selected and used, future
requests are more efficient, and can be multiplexed for
multiple client processes. When disabled, each client
process must go through the selection, opening,
locking, and unlocking, of the gatekeeper(s) for the
duration of the SYMAPI function.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_RDF_
CREATEPAIR_
LARGER_R2


= DISABLE |
ENABLE


SYMAPI_ALLOW_
CG_ENABLE_FROM_
R2


When set to DISABLE this option will not allow enabling
a CG from R2 side.


= ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_TF_CHECK_
ONLINE_CKD


Enables CKD device online check. = ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_POOL_
DRAIN_THRESHOLD


This option can be set to change the Pool used space
threshold that is validated when disabling or draining a
save or data device. If the used space of a pool will
exceed this threshold after the drain or disable request
is satisfied, then the request will be blocked. The
allowable values for this setting are from 0 to 100
percent. The default setting is 90.


= 0 - 100


SYMAPI_RDF_
CHECK_R2_NOT_
WRITABLE


When enabled, verify that the R2 devices are not
writable by the host for createpair operations other than
createpair -invalidate [R1|R2].


= 0 - 100


SYMAPI_DEFAULT_
RDF_MODE


Specifies the default rdf_mode for createpair
operations.


= 0 - 100
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Option Name Description
=<optionalvalue
| defaultvalue>


SYMAPI_
ALTERNATE_
ACCESS_ID


This option applies to Symmetrix Access Control. It
controls whether a host's Access ID is generated based
on the hardware and operating environment of the host
or # based on a random number or a user-chosen
passphrase.


DISABLE: The host access ID is generated based on the
hardware and operating environment of the host. This
mode cannot be used on Intel-based processors or
hosts whose networking signatures may be non-
unique.


ENABLE: The host access ID is generated based on a
random number or on a user-chosen passphrase. This
mode must be used especially on Intel based
platforms, but may be used on all platforms.


= ENABLE (on
Intel platforms)


DISABLE (on
non-Intel
platforms)


SYMAPI_USE_
ACCESS_ID


This option applies to Symmetrix Access Control.
Specifies whether to use the access ID generated on
client or server. Used only on the server side during
client/server operations. Possible values are:


CLIENT: The client access ID is used for every command
performed. If a client access ID is not available the
command will fail. See also SYMAPI_CLIENT_SIDE_
ACCESS_ID.


SERVER: The server access ID is used for every
command performed.


ANY: If the client access ID is available it is used for
every command performed. If it is not available then
the server access ID is used.


= ANY | CLIENT |
SERVER


SYMAPI_CLIENT_
SIDE_ACCESS_ID


This option applies to Symmetrix Access Control.
Specifies whether the client access ID is sent to the
server during client/server operations.


ENABLE: If set to ENABLE, the client sends its access ID
to the server. If the server is using SYMAPI_USE_
ACCESS_ID=CLIENT or ANY, the server applies the
client's access ID to all management operations.


DISABLE: If set to DISABLE, the client does not send its
access ID to the server. If the server expects an access
ID from the client, operations will fail. See also
SYMAPI_USE_ACCESS_ID.


= ENABLE |
DISABLE
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Option Name Description
=<optionalvalue
| defaultvalue>


SYMAPI_SERVER_
DEBUG_SCOPE


This option applies to Solutions Enabler debugging. It
expresses the client's desire regarding where debug
data will be collected. Even though the client may
indicate server side debugging, the server configuration
may prevent such collection.


CLIENT: Debug settings only apply on the client side.


SERVER: Debug settings only apply on the server side.


BOTH: Debug settings apply on both client and server.


= CLIENT |
SERVER | BOTH


CLIENT


SYMAPI_FIPS This option specifies the status of FIPS. If enabled
Solutions Enabler will use cryptographic algorithms that
meet the FIPS requirements. If disabled the standard
Solutions Enabler cryptographic algorithms will be
used. If the SYMAPI_SECURITY_LEVEL option is set but
not set to SECURE this option is ignored.


= ENABLE |
DISABLE


SYMAPI_
SYMDEVNAME_
WIDTH


This option can be set to specify the default string width
for Symmetrix device numbers returned in API
structures and displayed in CLI screens. Device
numbers will be left-padded with zeros (0) as needed to
fill the specified width. Device numbers in CLI displays
will also be left-padded with zeros (0) as needed, and
also left-justified and right-padded with spaces ( ) as
needed to maintain consistent column alignment,
regardless of the specified width.


Note: Valid option settings are 3, 4 or 5 (default).
Values less than 3 will be normalized to 3 and values
greater than 5 will be normalized to 5.


= 3 - 5 | 5


SYMAPI_SNAPVX_
LARGER_TARGET


When set to DISABLE this option will not allow
snapshots to a target device that is larger # than the
source device.


= DISABLE |
ENABLE
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Environment Variables


SYMCLI provides environment variables that can be preset to streamline and expedite your
command line session. These environment variables can be set to common argument values for a
series of associated commands, which eliminates repeated key strokes for your given session.


To view a list of environment variables that can be set for a given SYMCLI session, enter:


symcli -env


To view the environment variables you currently have set, enter:


symcli -def


Variable Name Description Default


SYMCLI_ACCESS_PIN For symacl with ADMIN privileges, to enable
the commit, prepare, and release actions,
this variable must be set to the ADMIN PIN
(4 to 12 characters). If this is not set, you
will always be prompted for a PIN.


NULL


SYMCLI_ASM_CONNECT When mapping Oracle ASM, this variable
must be set with connection information for
the ASM instance. Format:
user/passwd@service


NULL


SYMCLI_BCV_EST_TYPE Specifies the default method for
establishing BCV pairs. Possible values are:


◆ SINGULAR: Specifies to issue an


establish to a single device, including a
meta member, at a time. This method
allows other tasks access to the
Symmetrix array when doing a large
number of establishes.


◆ PARALLEL: Specifies to issue an


establish to each servicing disk
adapter (DA) in parallel, and then wait
for a DA to finish before issuing
another establish to that DA. This
method will keep the Symmetrix DAs
the busiest.


◆ SERIAL: Specifies to issue establishes


as fast as the Global Special Task
(GST) queue can handle them.
However, all members of a meta must
be established before continuing to the


PARALLEL
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Variable Name Description Default


next meta or device. This is the default
method when using meta devices.


SYMCLI_BCV_DELAY When the SYMCLI_BCV_EST_TYPE
parameter (described earlier in this table) is
set to SINGULAR or PARALLEL, this
parameter specifies how long (in seconds)
to wait between sending commands to the
Symmetrix array. Possible values range
from 0 to 30.


0


SYMCLI_BCV_PAIR_POLICY Specifies the BCV pair cancel policy that
SYMCLI subsequently uses when
incrementally establishing a new BCV pair
or when the maximum number of BCV pairs
is reached. Possible values are: CANCEL_
OLDEST, CANCEL_NEWEST, and DONT_
CANCEL.


CANCEL_
OLDEST


SYMCLI_BLOCK_SYMMASK Can be set to 1 to block the use of
symmask and symmaskdb (compatibility
mode) for a Symmetrix with Enginuity
5874.


None


SYMCLI_COMMAND_SCOPE Sets the scope of the device selection
process. ENABLED limits the operation to
the devices within the scope of the
command. DISABLED performs the
operation on the devices within the scope
of the command plus any additional
devices associated by session and/or
state.


DISABLED


SYMCLI_CG Specifies a default composite group name. None


SYMCLI_CLONE_COPY_MODE Specifies the mode in which Clone sessions
are created. Can be set to NOCOPY, COPY,
PRECOPY, COPY_DIFF, or PRECOPY_DIFF.


NOCOPY


SYMCLI_CLONE_EMULATION Specifies whether TimeFinder commands
should be mapped to Clone commands by
default. Can be set to ENABLED or
DISABLED.


DISABLED


SYMCLI_CLONE_LARGER_TGT Can be set to ENABLED to allow the
creation of Clone sessions where the target
device is larger than the source device. The
default is to block this type of operation.


DISABLED


SYMCLI_CLONE_PAIR_POLICY Specifies the CLONE terminate policy, that DONT_TERM
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Variable Name Description Default


SYMCLI uses when establishing a new
clone and the maximum number of clones
has been reached. Can be set to TERM_
OLDEST or DONT_TERM.


SYMCLI_CONNECT Specifies the SYMAPI server connection
information.


NULL


SYMCLI_CONNECT_TYPE Defines the local or remote mode of the
host or client connection to the Symmetrix
array. Possible values for the client are:


◆ LOCAL: Defines a local connection to


the Symmetrix array. (Not used for a
client/server connection.)


◆ REMOTE: Defines a client operation in


which all the remote SYMCLI
commands are strictly executed on the
server, and the Symmetrix
configuration database is strictly read
and updated remotely.


◆ REMOTE_CACHED: Defines a client


operation in which the remote
Symmetrix configuration database is
modified remotely but cached in
memory locally. Those functions that
are control operations or that modify
the configuration database are
executed remotely. These
modifications to the remote
configuration database are then
cached locally.


LOCAL:
(when
SYMCLI_
CONNECT is
NOT set)


REMOTE:
(when the
SYMAPI thin
client is
installed)


REMOTE_
CACHED
(when
SYMCLI_
CONNECT is
set)


SYMCLI_CTL_ACCESS Specifies how to obtain a lock on the
Symmetrix configuration database file
before starting a Symmetrix control
operation. Possible values are: EXCLUSIVE
and PARALLEL


EXCLUSIVE


SYMCLI_DB_FILE Specifies the configuration database file
pathname for the host Symmetrix array's
configuration data.


symapi_
db.bin


SYMCLI_DG Specifies a default device group name. None


SYMCLI_FILE Can be set to the default file for various
operations.


None


SYMCLI_FULL_PDEVNAME Can be set to 1 to preserve the complete 0
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Variable Name Description Default


pdevname.


SYMCLI_GENERATOR_FILE Specifies a file to write a log of all active
commands (BCV, SRDF, and Snap).


None


SYMCLI_INQ_DATA_CACHED Can be set to 1 to use the cached inquiry
data.


0


SYMCLI_LDEV_NAMING Specifies a default device naming
convention other than logical device
names. Possible values are: DEFAULT,
SYMDEV, or PDEV. SYMDEV or PDEV are
for Symmetrix device names or physical
device names, respectively. (DEFAULT =
LdevNaming)


DEFAULT
(LdevNaming)


SYMCLI_LOCKID Specifies the lock holder ID for commands
that require the lock ID.


None


SYMCLI_LOG Specifies a single file to be used as the log
file where all new entries are appended to
the file.


None


SYMCLI_MANPATH Can be set to specify a non-default location
for the SYMCLI online help files. If set, it
should be a complete specification of the
path to the directory/folder containing
those files.


None


SYMCLI_MAP_PRESERVE_CASE When set to 1, the case of the output fields
is preserved. This setting is only valid for
Windows environments.


None


SYMCLI_MAX_BCV_PAIRS Normally, SYMCLI allows up to 8 BCV
device pairs, which can be incrementally
established with standard devices. The
maximum number of pairs can be custom
adjusted from 1 to 16 pairs with this
variable.


8


SYMCLI_MODE Specifies the command output reporting
style to be compatible with prior SYMCLI
versions. Possible values are V60, V61,
V62, V63, V64, V65, V70.


None


SYMCLI_MULTI_VIRTUAL_SNAP Specifies if more than 16 Snap sessions
can be created on the same SRC device.
Can be set to ENABLED or DISABLED.


DISABLED


SYMCLI_NOLOGGING When set to 1, logging is disabled. 0


SYMCLI_NOPROMPT When set to 1, disables verification 0
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Variable Name Description Default


prompts.


SYMCLI_OFFLINE When set to 1, online access to Symmetrix
device status is disabled (Symmetrix
configuration database access only).


0


SYMCLI_OSM_VERSION Specifies the version reported by the
SYMCLI OSM SRDF Compatibility mode.


4.0.0


SYMCLI_OUTPUT_MODE Sets a specific mode to output SYMCLI
commands. Valid modes are Standard,
XML_ELEMENT, and XML_ATTRIBUTE. If the
XML mode is specified, the output will be
element-based.


Standard


SYMCLI_PDEV_FILE Can be set to specify the pathname
location of a physical-device definitions file.
These definitions replace the physical
devices previously discovered or defined.


NULL


SYMCLI_RCOPY_COPY_MODE Specifies the mode in which Rcopy
sessions are created. Can be set to COPY_
DIFF, NOCOPY_DIFF, COPY_NODIFF, or
NOCOPY_NODIFF.


None


SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT Can be set to specify the default relational
database connection information in the
format user/password@service.


NULL


SYMCLI_RDB_NAME Specifies the default relational database
name (DbName).


NULL


SYMCLI_RDB_TYPE Specifies a specific type (DbType) of
database. Possible values:
Oracle,,Informix, SQLServer, Sybase,
IBMUDB, Exchange, and SharePoint.


NULL


SYMCLI_RDFG_CONSISTENCY Can be set to enable consistency
verification on an RDF Group level for
consistent operations.


DISABLE


SYMCLI_REMOVE_SYMS When set to 1, a discover will remove from
the Symmetrix configuration database, any
record of a Symmetrix array and its
dependent devices and device groups,
when the Symmetrix array is no longer
reachable.


0


SYMCLI_RETURN_MODE Prints return code mnemonics and error
strings concluding the execution of SYMCLI
commands. Possible values are DEFAULT


DEFAULT
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Variable Name Description Default


and FORMATTED. DEFAULT is equivalent to
an unset. FORMATTED enables the printing
of return code mnemonics and error
strings.


SYMCLI_SCHEMA_NAME Specifies a relational database schema
name (SchemaName).


NULL


SYMCLI_SID Specifies a default Symmetrix ID. None


SYMCLI_SKIP_ON_FAILURE When set to 1, causes the symcfg discover
command (which scans all bus-connected
devices) to skip over any Symmetrix array
encountered in an error state. This allows
the command to complete the scan of the
remaining units. (Otherwise, the command
faults as it fails to complete the
interrogation of all the Symmetrix arrays.)


0


SYMCLI_SNAP_PAIR_POLICY Specifies the SNAP terminate policy, that
SYMCLI uses when establishing a new snap
and the maximum number of snaps has
been reached. Can be set to TERM_OLDEST
or DONT_TERM. The default is DONT_TERM
which causes the snap operations to fail.


DONT_TERM


SYMCLI_SNAPVX_LARGER_TGT Can be set to DISABLE to block linking
snapshots to the target device that is larger
than the source device. The default is to
allow this type of operation.


ENABLE


SYMCLI_SVP Can be set as the default SAVE device pool
name.


DEFAULT_
POOL


SYMCLI_TBS_NAME Specifies a relational database tablespace
name (TblSpName).


SYMCLI_UPPERCASE When set to 1, specifies that any user input
in lowercase is entered as uppercase.


0


SYMCLI_VERBOSE When set to 1, enables the verbose
response mode for SRDF and BCV control
operations.


0


SYMCLI_VG Specifies a default logical volume group
name.


None


SYMCLI_WAIT_ON_DB When set to 1, SYMCLI will wait to obtain a
lock on the Symmetrix configuration
database when locked by another user. By
default, a busy database will return an


0
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Variable Name Description Default


error.


SYMCLI_WAIT_ON_GK When set to 1, causes the SYMCLI to wait
for the retrieval of Symmetrix information
when all gatekeepers are busy. Otherwise,
a busy gatekeeper will cause an error.


0


SYMCLI_XML_SCHEMA Can be set to specify a URL to the XML
Schema document describing the output of
SYMCLI in XML mode. It is advised that the
schema is placed in a public location and
this variable set to point to it. Without this
variable set, no mention of a schema will
occur. Note that this setting does nothing in
non-XML mode.


None
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SYMCLI Return Codes


The following sections list the status or error codes that can be returned by the various SYMCLI
commands on a Windows and UNIX (for example, in a UNIX C shell, returned using echo $status), or
OpenVMS platforms.


The following sections list the status or error codes that can be returned by the various SYMCLI
commands on a Windows and UNIX (for example, in a UNIX C shell, returned using echo $status), or
OpenVMS platforms.
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Return code handling for Windows and UNIX
Return code handling for Windows and UNIX The following lists the possible status or error codes
that can be returned by the various SYMCLI commands on a Windows or UNIX platform (for
example, in a UNIX C shell, returned using echo $status).


Code Code symbol Description


0 SUCCESS CLI call completed successfully.


1 FAIL CLI call failed.


2 DB_FILE_IS_LOCKED Another process has an
exclusive lock on the Host
database file.


3 SYM_IS_LOCKED Another process has an
exclusive lock on the
Symmetrix.


4 NOT_ALL_SYNCHRONIZED NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Synchronized' state.


5 NONE_SYNCHRONIZED NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Synchronized' state.


6 NOT_ALL_UPDATED NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Updated' state.


7 NONE_UPDATED NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Updated' state.


8 NOT_ALL_PINGED NOT all of the remote
Symmetrix units can be pinged.


9 NONE_PINGED NONE of the remote Symmetrix
units can be pinged.


10 NOT_ALL_SYNCHED NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Synchronized' state.


11 NONE_SYNCHED NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Synchronized' state.


12 NOT_ALL_RESTORED NOT all of the pairs are in the
'Restored' state.


13 NONE_RESTORED NONE of the pairs are in the
'Restored' state.


14 NOT_ALL_VALID NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in a valid state.


15 NONE_VALID NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in a valid state.
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16 SYM_NOT_ALL_LOCKED NOT all of the specified
Symmetrix units have an
exclusive Symmetrix lock.


17 SYM_NONE_LOCKED NONE of the specified
Symmetrix units have an
exclusive Symmetrix lock.


18 ALREADY_IN_STATE The Device(s) is (are) already in
the desired state or mode.


19 GK_IS_LOCKED All GateKeeper devices to the
Symmetrix unit are currently
locked.


20 WP_TRACKS_IN_CACHE Operation cannot proceed
because the target device has
Write Pending I/O in the cache.


21 NEED_MERGE_TO_RESUME Operation cannot proceed
without first performing a merge
of the RDF Track Tables.


22 NEED_FORCE_TO_PROCEED Operation cannot proceed in the
current state except if you
specify a force flag.


23 NEED_SYMFORCE_TO_PROCEED Operation cannot proceed in the
current state except if you
specify a symforce flag.


24 NOT_IN_SYNC The Symmetrix configuration
and the database file are NOT in
sync.


25 NOT_ALL_SPLIT NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Split' state.


26 NONE_SPLIT NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Split' state.


27 NOT_ALL_SYNCINPROG NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'SyncInProg' state.


28 NONE_SYNCINPROG NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'SyncInProg' state.


29 NOT_ALL_RESTINPROG NOT all of the pairs are in the
'RestInProg' state.


30 NONE_RESTINPROG NONE of the pairs are in the
'RestInProg' state.


31 NOT_ALL_SUSPENDED NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Suspended' state.
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32 NONE_SUSPENDED NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Suspended' state.


33 NOT_ALL_FAILED_OVER NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Failed Over' state.


34 NONE_FAILED_OVER NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Failed Over' state.


35 NOT_ALL_UPDATEINPROG NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'R1 UpdInProg' state.


36 NONE_UPDATEINPROG NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'R1 UpdInProg' state.


37 NOT_ALL_PARTITIONED NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Partitioned' state.


38 NONE_PARTITIONED NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Partitioned' state.


39 NOT_ALL_ENABLED NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Enabled' consistency
state.


40 NONE_ENABLED NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Enabled' consistency
state.


41 NOT_ALL_SYNCHRONIZED_AND_ENABLED NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Synchronized' rdf state
and the 'Enabled' consistency
state.


42 NONE_SYNCHRONIZED_AND_ENABLED NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Synchronized' rdf state
and in the 'Enabled' consistency
state.


43 NOT_ALL_SUSP_AND_ENABLED NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Suspended' rdf state and
'Enabled' consistency state.


44 NONE_SUSP_AND_ENABLED NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Suspended' rdf state and
the 'Enabled' consistency state.


45 NOT_ALL_SUSP_AND_OFFLINE NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Suspended' rdf state and
'Offline' link suspend state.


46 NONE_SUSP_AND_OFFLINE NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Suspended' rdf state and
the 'Offline' link suspend state.
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47 WONT_REVERSE_SPLIT Performing this operation at this
time will not allow you to
perform the next BCV split as a
reverse split.


48 CONFIG_LOCKED Access to the configuration
server is locked.


49 DEVS_ARE_LOCKED One or more devices are locked.


50 MUST_SPLIT_PROTECT If a device was restored with the
protect option, it must be split
with the protect option.


51 PAIRED_WITH_A_DRV The function can not be
performed since the STD device
is already paired with a DRV
device.


52 PAIRED_WITH_A_SPARE NOT all of the Snap pairs are in
the 'Copy in progress' state.


53 NOT_ALL_COPYINPROG NOT all of the pairs are in the
'CopyInProgress' state.


54 NONE_COPYINPROG NONE of the pairs are in the
'CopyInProgress' state.


55 NOT_ALL_COPIED NOT all of the pairs are in the
'Copied' state.


56 NONE_COPIED NONE of the pairs are in the
'Copied' state.


57 NOT_ALL_COPYONACCESS NOT all of the pairs are in the
'CopyonAccess' state.


58 NONE_COPYONACCESS NONE of the pairs are in the
'CopyonAccess' state.


59 CANT_RESTORE_PROTECT The protected restore operation
can not be completed because
there are write pendings or the
BCV mirrors are not
synchronized.


60 NOT_ALL_CREATED NOT all of the pairs are in the
'Created' state.


61 NONE_CREATED NONE of the pairs are in the
'Created' state.


62 NOT_ALL_READY NOT all of the BCVs local mirrors
are in the 'Ready' state.
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63 NONE_READY NONE of the BCVs local mirrors
are in the 'Ready' state.


64 STD_BKGRND_SPLIT_IN_PROG The operation cannot proceed
because the STD Device is
splitting in the Background.


65 SPLIT_IN_PROG The operation cannot proceed
because the pair is splitting.


66 NOT_ALL_COPYONWRITE NOT all of the pairs are in the
'CopyOnWrite' state.


67 NONE_COPYONWRITE NONE of the pairs are in the
'CopyOnWrite' state.


68 NOT_ALL_RECREATED Not all devices are in the
'Recreated' state.


69 NONE_RECREATED No devices are in the
'Recreated' state.


70 NOT_ALL_CONSISTENT NOT all of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Consistent' state.


71 NONE_CONSISTENT NONE of the mirrored pairs are
in the 'Consistent' state.


72 MAX_SESSIONS_EXCEEDED The maximum number of
sessions has been exceeded for
the specified device.


73 NOT_ALL_PRECOPY Not all source devices are in the
'Precopy' state.


74 NONE_PRECOPY No source devices are in the
'Precopy' state.


75 NOT_ALL_PRECOPY_CYCLED Not all source devices have
completed one precopy cycle.


76 NONE_PRECOPY_CYCLED No source devices have
completed one precopy cycle.


77 CONSISTENCY_TIMEOUT The operation failed because of
a Consistency window timeout.


78 NOT_ALL_FAILED NOT all of the pairs are in the
'Failed' state.


79 NONE_FAILED NONE of the pairs are in the
'Failed' state.


80 CG_NOT_CONSISTENT CG is NOT RDF-consistent.


81 NOT_ALL_CREATEINPROG NOT all of the pairs are in the
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'CreateInProg' state.


82 NONE_CREATEINPROG None of the pairs are in the
'CreateInProg' state.


83 NOT_ALL_RECREATEINPROG NOT all of the pairs are in the
'RecreateInProg' state.


84 NONE_RECREATEINPROG None of the pairs are in the
'RecreateInProg' state.


85 NOT_ALL_TERMINPROG NOT all of the pairs are in the
'TerminateInProg' state.


86 NONE_TERMINPROG None of the pairs are in the
'TerminateInProg' state.


87 NOT_ALL_VERIFYINPROG NOT all of the pairs are in the
'VerifyInProg' state.


88 NONE_VERIFYINPROG None of the pairs are in the
'VerifyInProg' state.


89 NOT_ALL_VERIFIED NOT all of the pairs are in the
requested states.


90 NONE_VERIFIED NONE of the pairs are in the
requested states Note: This
message is returned when
multiple states are verified at
once.


91 RDFG_TRANSMIT_IDLE RDF group is operating in
SRDF/A Transmit Idle.


92 NOT_ALL_MIGRATED Not all devices are in the '
Migrated' state.


93 NONE_MIGRATED None of devices are in the
'Migrated' state.


94 NOT_ALL_MIGRATEINPROG Not all devices are in the
'MigrateInProg' state.


95 NONE_MIGRATEINPROG None of devices are in the
'MigrateInProg' state.


96 NOT_ALL_INVALID Not all devices are in the
'Invalid' state.


97 NONE_INVALID None of devices are in the
'Invalid' state.


98 EMPTY_BACKUP Cannot create an empty backup
file.
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99 NOT_ALL_BOUND Not all devices are in the
'Bound' state.


100 NONE_BOUND None of the devices are in the
'Bound' state


101 NOT_ALL_BINDING Not all devices are in the
'Binding' state.


102 NONE_BINDING None of the devices are in the
'Binding' state.


103 NOT_ALL_ALLOCATING Not all devices are in the
'Allocating' state.


104 NONE_ALLOCATING None of the devices are in the
'Allocating' state


105 NOT_ALL_DEALLOCATING Not all devices are in the
'Deallocating' state.


106 NONE_DEALLOCATING None of the devices are in the
'Deallocating' state.


107 NOT_ALL_DRAINING Not all devices are in the
'Draining' state.


108 NONE_DRAINING None of the devices are in the
'Draining' state.


109 NOT_ALL_UNBOUND Not all devices are in the
'Unbound' state.


110 NONE_UNBOUND None of the devices are in the
'Unbound' state.


111 NOT_ALL_NONPOOLED Not all devices are in the
'Nonpooled' state.


112 NONE_NONPOOLED None of the devices are in the
'Nonpooled' state.


113 NOT_ALL_DRAINWAIT Not all devices are in the
'Drainwait' state.


114 NONE_DRAINWAIT None of the devices are in the
'Drainwait' state.


115 NOT_ALL_DISABLED Not all devices are in the
'Disabled' state.


116 NONE_DISABLED None of the devices are in the
'Disabled' state.


117 NOT_ALL_DEACTIVATED Not all devices are in the
'Deactivated' state.
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118 NONE_DEACTIVATED None of the devices are in the
'Deactivated' state.


119 NOT_ALL_UNBINDING Not all devices are in the
'Unbinding' state.


120 NONE_UNBINDING None of the devices are in the
'Unbinding' state.


121 NOT_ALL_RECLAIMING Not all devices are in the
'Reclaiming' state.


122 NONE_RECLAIMING None of the devices are in the
'Reclaiming' state.


123 NOT_ALL_BALANCING Not all devices are in the
'Balancing' state.


124 NONE_BALANCING None of the devices are in the
'Balancing' state.


125 DEVMASK_VALDTE_FAILED The device masking data
contains inconsistencies.


126 DEVMASK_FREQNT_CHANGES The device masking data is
continuously changing. Please
try again.


127 STAR_INV_STATE The operation is not allowed in
the current Star state.


128 STAR_ALLOWED_FROM_WKLD The operation is allowed from
workload site only.


129 STAR_INV_DEF_FILE_FMT The Star definition file format is
not valid.


130 STAR_ACTN_FILE_ERROR An error occured while
accessing the Star action file.


131 STAR_DEF_FILE_ERROR An error occured while
accessing the Star definition
file.


132 STAR_SETUP_REQD The Star Setup action is
required.


133 STAR_SETUP_INV_OPMODE The specified Star mode of
operation is not valid.


134 STAR_OPMODE_REQD The Star mode of operation is
required for this operation.


135 STAR_CTL_SITE_REQD The Star control site name is
required for this operation.
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136 STAR_WKLD_SITE_REQD The Star workload site name is
required for this operation.


137 STAR_WKLD_OP_REQD The Star workload site name
and Star mode of operation is
required for this operation.


138 STAR_CREATE_GROUP_FAIL An error occured while creating
Star group.


139 STAR_FULL_COPY_REQD Star differential resync is not
available. The FULL_COPY flag
is required.


140 STAR_INV_ACTION_WOF Operation can not be performed
except if force flag is used.


141 STAR_BUILDCG_REQD The Star Buildcg action is
required.


142 NOT_ALL_FAILEDBACK Not all devices are in the
'Failedback' state.


143 NONE_FAILEDBACK None of the devices are in the
'Failedback' state.


144 NOT_ALL_STOPPED Not all devices are in the
'Stopped' state.


145 NONE_STOPPED None of the devices are in the
'Stopped' state.


146 NOT_ALL_CONSISTENT_NOINVALIDS Not all devices are in the
'Consistent with no invalid
tracks' state.


147 NONE_CONSISTENT_NOINVALIDS None of the devices are in the
'Consistent with no invalid
tracks' state


148 NOT_ALL_SYNCHRONOUS Not all devices are in the
'Synchronous RDF' mode.


149 NONE_SYNCHRONOUS None of the devices are in the
'Synchronous RDF' mode.


150 NOT_ALL_SEMISYNCHRONOUS Not all devices are in the 'Semi-
Synchronous RDF' mode.


151 NONE_SEMISYNCHRONOUS None of the devices are in the
'Semi-Synchronous RDF' mode.


152 NOT_ALL_ASYNCHRONOUS Not all devices are in the
'Asynchronous RDF' mode.
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153 NONE_ASYNCHRONOUS None of the devices are in the
'Asynchronous RDF' mode.


154 NOT_ALL_ACP_WP Not all devices are in the
'Adaptive Copy Write Pending
RDF' mode.


155 NONE_ACP_WP None of the devices are in the
'Adaptive Copy Write Pending
RDF' mode.


156 NOT_ALL_ACP_DISK Not all devices are in the
'Adaptive Copy Disk RDF' mode.


157 NONE_ACP_DISK None of the devices are in the
'Adaptive Copy Disk RDF' mode.


158 NOT_ALL_COMPRESSING Not all devices are in the
'Compressing' state.


159 NONE_COMPRESSING None of the devices are in the
'Compressing' state.


160 NOT_ALL_UNCOMPRESSING Not all devices are in the
'Uncompressing' state.


161 NONE_UNCOMPRESSING Not all devices are in the
'Established' state.


162 NOT_ALL_ESTABLISHED Not all devices are in the
'Established' state.


163 NONE_ESTABLISHED None of the devices are in the
'Established' state.


164 NOT_ALL_ESTINPROG Not all devices are in the
'Estinprog' state.


165 NONE_ESTINPROG None of the devices are in the
'Estinprog' state.


166 NOT_ALL_LINKED Not all devices are in the
'Linked' state.


167 NONE_LINKED None of the devices are in the
'Linked' state.


168 NOT_ALL_DEFINED Not all devices are in the
'Defined' state.


169 NONE_DEFINED None of the devices are in the
'Defined' state.


170 NOT_ALL_CIPLINKED Not all linked devices are in the
'Copyinprog' state.
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171 NONE_CIPLINKED None of the linked devices are
in the 'Copyinprog' state.


172 NOT_ALL_COPIEDLINKED Not all linked devices are in the
'Copied' state.


173 NONE_COPIEDLINKED None of the linked devices are
in the 'Copied' state.


174 NOT_ALL_DESTAGED Not all devices are in the
'Destaged' state.


175 NONE_DESTAGED None of the devices are in the
'Destaged' state.
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Return code handling for OpenVMS
A set of return codes for the various conditions possible with each SYMCLI command are provided
for UNIX and Windows platforms. However, for the OpenVMS platforms, discernible return codes are
not yet available and, therefore, require interpolation or special processing of the returned
hexadecimal value (resulting from a $STATUS query). This is because the format of the OpenVMS
return value also includes a severity level field in the three least significant bits (00-02). The return
code is described in the next field (03-15). The table belows describes the set of possible return hex
values and their associated meaning with SYMCLI on OpenVMS.


For OpenVMS, use write sys$output $status to view a return code. The following special DCL
program can automatically convert these OpenVMS values to the proper SYMCLI return codes:


[SAMPLE-DCL]
    $ ! Example: Convert SYMCLI return codes.
    $ !
    $ a = ( %x0000ffff .and. 'p1)  ! Mask off bits 16-31.
    $ a = ( a/8 ) ! Shift 3-15 right.
    $ write sys$output 'a;         ! Print return code
    $                              ! without severity
    $                              ! level.
    $ !


For example, an OpenVMS status of %X1FFF002B converts to a return code of 5, which maps to
NONE_SYNCHRONIZED.


Returned hex
value


SYMCLI
code


OpenVMS severity
level


SYMCLI name


%X1FFF0001 00 1 (S) SUCCESS


%X1FFF000C 01 4 (F) FAIL


%X1FFF0012 02 2 (E) DB_FILE_IS LOCKED


%X1FFF001A 03 2 (E) SYM_IS_LOCKED


%X1FFF0023 04 3 (I) NOT_ALL_SYNCHRONIZED


%X1FFF002B 05 3 (I) NONE_SYNCHRONIZED


%X1FFF0033 06 3 (I) NOT_ALL_UPDATED


%X1FFF003B 07 3 (I) NONE_UPDATED


%X1FFF0043 08 3 (I) NOT_ALL_PINGED


%X1FFF004B 09 3 (I) NONE_PINGED


%X1FFF0053 10 3 (I) NOT_ALL_SYNCHED


%X1FFF005B 11 3 (I) NONE_SYNCHED


%X1FFF0063 12 3 (I) NOT_ALL_RESTORED


%X1FFF006B 13 3 (I) NONE_RESTORED
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%X1FFF0073 14 3 (I) NOT_ALL_VALID


%X1FFF007B 15 3 (I) NONE_VALID


%X1FFF0083 16 3 (I) SYM_NOT_ALL_LOCKED


%X1FFF008B 17 3 (I) SYM_NONE_LOCKED


%X1FFF0093 18 3 (I) ALREADY_IN_STATE


%X1FFF009A 19 2 (E) GK_IS_LOCKED


%X1FFF00A2 20 2 (E) WP_TRACKS_IN_CACHE


%X1FFF00AA 21 2 (E) NEED_MERGE_TO_RESUME


%X1FFF00B2 22 2 (E) NEED_FORCE_TO_PROCEED


%X1FFF00BA 23 2 (E) NEED_SYMFORCE_TO_PROCEED


%X1FFF00C3 24 3 (I) NOT_IN_SYNC


%X1FFF00CB 25 3 (I) NOT_ALL_SPLIT


%X1FFF00D3 26 3 (I) NONE_SPLIT


%X1FFF00DB 27 3 (I) NOT_ALL_SYNCINPROG


%X1FFF00E3 28 3 (I) NONE_SYNCINPROG


%X1FFF00EB 29 3 (I) NOT_ALL_RESTINPROG


%X1FFF00F3 30 3 (I) NONE_RESTINPROG


%X1FFF00FB 31 3 (I) NOT_ALL_SUSPENDED


%X1FFF0103 32 3 (I) NONE_SUSPENDED


%X1FFF010B 33 3 (I) NOT_ALL_FAILED_OVER


%X1FFF0113 34 3 (I) NONE_FAILED_OVER


%X1FFF011B 35 3 (I) NOT_ALL_UPDATEINPROG


%X1FFF0123 36 3 (I) NONE_UPDATEINPROG


%X1FFF012B 37 3 (I) NOT_ALL_PARTITIONED


%X1FFF0133 38 3 (I) NONE_PARTITIONED


%X1FFF013B 39 3 (I) NOT_ALL_ENABLED


%X1FFF0143 40 3 (I) NONE_ENABLED


%X1FFF014B 41 3 (I) NOT_ALL_SYNCHRONIZED_AND_
ENABLED


%X1FFF0153 42 3 (I) NONE_SYNCHRONIZED_AND_
ENABLED
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%X1FFF015B 43 3 (I) NOT_ALL_SUSP_AND_ENABLED


%X1FFF0163 44 3 (I) NONE_SUSP_AND_ENABLED


%X1FFF016B 45 3 (I) NOT_ALL_SUSP_AND_OFFLINE


%X1FFF0173 46 3 (I) NONE_SUSP_AND_OFFLINE


%X1FFF017A 47 2 (E) WONT_REVERSE_SPLIT


%X1FFF0182 48 2 (E) CONFIG_LOCKED


%X1FFF018A 49 2 (E) DEVS_ARE_LOCKED


%X1FFF0192 50 2 (E) MUST_SPLIT_PROTECT


%X1FFF019A 51 2 (E) PAIRED_WITH_A_DRV


%X1FFF01A2 52 2 (E) PAIRED_WITH_A_SPARE


%X1FFF01AB 53 3 (I) NOT_ALL_COPYINPROG


%X1FFF01B3 54 3 (I) NONE_COPYINPROG


%X1FFF01BB 55 3 (I) NOT_ALL_COPIED


%X1FFF01C3 56 3 (I) NONE_COPIED


%X1FFF01CB 57 3 (I) NOT_ALL_COPYONACCESS


%X1FFF01D3 58 3 (I) NONE_COPYONACCESS


%X1FFF01DA 59 2 (E) CANT_RESTORE_PROTECT


%X1FFF01E3 60 3 (I) NOT_ALL_CREATED


%X1FFF01EB 61 3 (I) NONE_CREATED


%X1FFF01F3 62 3 (I) NOT_ALL_READY


%X1FFF01FB 63 3 (I) NONE_READY


%X1FFF0202 64 2 (E) SYM_IS_LOCKED


%X1FFF020A 65 2 (E) SPLIT_IN_PROG


%X1FFF0213 66 3 (I) NOT_ALL_COPYONWRITE


%X1FFF021B 67 3 (I) NONE_COPYONWRITE


%X1FFF0223 68 3 (I) Reserved for future use.


%X1FFF022B 69 3 (I) Reserved for future use.


%X1FFF0233 70 3 (I) NOT_ALL_CONSISTENT


%X1FFF023B 71 3 (I) NONE_CONSISTENT


%X1FFF0242 72 2 (E) MAX_SESSIONS_EXCEEDED
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%X1FFF024B 73 3(I) NOT_ALL_PRECOPY


%X1FFF0253 74 3(I) NONE_PRECOPY


%X1FFF025B 75 3(I) NOT_ALL_PRECOPY_CYCLED


%X1FFF0263 76 3(I) NONE_PRECOPY_CYCLED


%X1FFF026A 77 2(E) CONSISTENCY_TIMEOUT


%X1FFF0273 78 3(I) NOT_ALL_FAILED


%X1FFF027B 79 3(I) NONE_FAILED


%X1FFF0283 80 3(I) CG_NOT_CONSISTENT


%X1FFF028B 81 3(I) NOT_ALL_CREATEINPROG


%X1FFF0293 82 3(I) NONE_CREATEINPROG


%X1FFF029B 83 3(I) NOT_ALL_RECREATEINPROG


%X1FFF02A3 84 3(I) NONE_RECREATEINPROG


%X1FFF02AB 85 3(I) NOT_ALL_TERMINPROG


%X1FFF02B3 86 3(I) NONE_TERMINPROG


%X1FFF02BB 87 3(I) NOT_ALL_VERIFYINPROG


%X1FFF02C3 88 3(I) NONE_VERIFYINPROG


%X1FFF02CB 89 3(I) NOT_ALL_VERIFIED


%X1FFF02D3 90 3(I) NONE_VERIFIED


%X1FFF02DA 91 2(E) RDFG_TRANSMIT_IDLE


%X1FFF02E2 92 2(E) NOT_ALL_MIGRATED


%X1FFF02EA 93 2(E) NONE_MIGRATED


%X1FFF02F2 94 2(E) NOT_ALL_MIGRATEINPROG


%X1FFF02FA 95 2(E) NONE_MIGRATEINPROG


%X1FFF0302 96 2(E) NOT_ALL_INVALID


%X1FFF030A 97 2(E) NONE_INVALID


%X1FFF04C2 98 2(E) EMPTY_BACKUP


%X1FFF04CA 99 2(E) NOT_ALL_BOUND


%X1FFF0802 100 2(E) NONE_BOUND


%X1FFF080A 101 2(E) NOT_ALL_BINDING


%X1FFF0812 102 2(E) NONE_BINDING
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%X1FFF081A 103 2(E) NOT_ALL_ALLOCATING


%X1FFF0822 104 2(E) NONE_ALLOCATING


%X1FFF082A 105 2(E) NOT_ALL_DEALLOCATING


%X1FFF0832 106 2(E) NONE_DEALLOCATING


%X1FFF083A 107 2(E) NOT_ALL_DRAINING


%X1FFF0842 108 2(E) NONE_DRAINING


%X1FFF084A 109 2(E) NOT_ALL_UNBOUND


%X1FFF0882 110 2(E) NONE_UNBOUND


%X1FFF088A 111 2(E) NOT_ALL_NONPOOLED


%X1FFF0892 112 2(E) NONE_NONPOOLED


%X1FFF0892 113 2(E) NOT_ALL_DRAINWAIT


%X1FFF089A 114 2(E) NONE_DRAINWAIT


%X1FFF08AA 115 2(E) NOT_ALL_DISABLED


%X1FFF08B2 116 2(E) NONE_DISABLED


%X1FFF08BA 117 2(E) NOT_ALL_DEACTIVATED


%X1FFF08C2 118 2(E) NONE_DEACTIVATED


%X1FFF08CA 119 2(E) NOT_ALL_UNBINDING


%X1FFF902 120 2(E) NONE_UNBINDING


%X1FFF090A 121 2(E) NOT_ALL_RECLAIMING


%X1FFF0912 122 2(E) NONE_RECLAIMING


%X1FFF091A 123 2(E) NOT_ALL_BALANCING


%X1FFF0922 124 2(E) NONE_BALANCING


%X1FFF092A 125 2(E) DEVMASK_VALDTE_FAILED


%X1FFF0932 126 2(E) DEVMASK_FREQNT_CHANGES


%X11FF093A 127 2(E) STAR_INV_STATE


%X11FFF0942 128 2(E) STAR_ALLOWED_FROM_WKLD


%X1FFF094A 129 2(E) STAR_INV_DEF_FILE_FMT


%X1FFF0982 130 2(E) STAR_ACTN_FILE_ERROR


%X1FFF098A 131 2(E) STAR_DEF_FILE_ERROR


%X1FFF0992 132 2(E) STAR_SETUP_REQD
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%X1FFF0992 133 2(E) STAR_SETUP_INV_OPMODE


%X1FFF09A2 134 2(E) STAR_OPMODE_REQD


%X1FFF09AA 135 2(E) STAR_CTL_SITE_REQD


%X1FFF09B2 136 2(E) STAR_WKLD_SITE_REQD


%X1FFF09BA 137 2(E) STAR_WKLD_OP_REQD


%X1FFF09C2 138 2(E) STAR_CREATE_GROUP_FAIL


%X1FFF09CA 139 2(E) STAR_FULL_COPY_REQD


%X1FFF0A02 140 2(E) STAR_INV_ACTION_WOF


%X1FFF0A0A 141 2(E) STAR_BUILDCG_REQD


%X1FFF0A13 142 3(I) NOT_ALL_FAILEDBACK


%X1FFF0A1B 143 3(I) NONE_FAILEDBACK


%X1FFF0A23 144 3(I) NOT_ALL_STOPPED


%X1FFF0A2B 145 3(I) NONE_STOPPED


%X1FFF0A33 146 3(I) NOT_ALL_CONSISTENT_NOINVALIDS


%X1FFF0A3B 147 3(I) NONE_CONSISTENT_NOINVALIDS


%X1FFF0A43 148 3(I) NOT_ALL_SYNCHRONOUS


%X1FFF0A4B 149 3(I) NONE_SYNCHRONOUS


%X1FFF0A83 150 3(I) NOT_ALL_SEMISYNCHRONOUS


%X1FFF0A8B 151 3(I) NONE_SEMISYNCHRONOUS


%X1FFF0A93 152 3(I) NOT_ALL_ASYNCHRONOUS


%X1FFF0A9B 153 3(I) NONE_ASYNCHRONOUS


%X1FFF0AA3 154 3(I) NOT_ALL_ACP_WP


%X1FFF0AAB 155 3(I) NONE_ACP_WP


%X1FFF0AB4 156 3(I) NOT_ALL_ACP_DISK


%X1FFF0ABB 157 3(I) NONE_ACP_DISK


%X1FFF0AC3 158 3(I) NOT_ALL_COMPRESSING


%X1FFF0ACB 159 3(I) NONE_COMPRESSING


%X1FFF0AC3 160 3(I) NOT_ALL_UNCOMPRESSING


%X1FFF0B0B 161 3(I) NONE_UNCOMPRESSING


%X1FFF0B13 162 3(I) NOT_ALL_ESTABLISHED
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%X1FFF0B1B 163 3(I) NONE_ESTABLISHED


%X1FFF0B23 164 3(I) NOT_ALL_ESTINPROG


%X1FFF0B2B 165 3(I) NONE_ESTINPROG


%X1FFF0B33 166 3(I) NOT_ALL_LINKED


%X1FFF0B3B 167 3(I) NONE_LINKED


%X1FFF0B43 168 3(I) NOT_ALL_DEFINED


%X1FFF0B4B 169 3(I) NONE_DEFINED


%X1FFF0B83 170 3(I) NOT_ALL_CIPLINKED


%X1FFF0B8B 171 3(I) NONE_CIPLINKED


%X1FFF0B93 172 3(I) NOT_ALL_COPIEDLINKED


%X1FFF0B9B 173 3(I) NONE_COPIEDLINKED


%X1FFF0BA3 174 3(I) NOT_ALL_DESTAGED


%X1FFF0BAB 175 3(I) NONE_DESTAGED
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PREFACE


As part of an effort to improve its product lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its 
software and hardware. Therefore, some functions described in this document might not 
be supported by all versions of the software or hardware currently in use. The product 
release notes provide the most up-to-date information on product features.


Contact your EMC representative if a product does not function properly or does not 
function as described in this document.


Note: This document was accurate at the time of publication. New versions of this 
document might be released on the EMC Online Support. Check the EMC Online Support 
to ensure that you are using the latest version of this document.


Purpose
This document describes how to install and configure EMC® Solutions Enabler software.


Audience
This guide provides installation procedures for installing the EMC Solutions Enabler 
software for your specific platform. The EMC Solutions Enabler software provides your host 
system with an API shared library and a special command set that comprises the 
Symmetrix® Command Line Interface (SYMCLI). (For the z/OS platform, only the SYMAPI 
server is available.)


Related documentation
The following documents provide additional information about Solutions Enabler:


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler v8.0.3 Release Notes — Identifies known functionality 
restrictions and performance issues that may exist with the current version and your 
specific storage environment.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler CLI Command Reference — Documents the SYMCLI commands, 
daemons, error codes and option file parameters provided with the Solutions Enabler 
man pages.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User Guide — Describes how to 
configure array control, management, and migration operations using SYMCLI 
commands.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF Family CLI User Guide — Describes how to configure and 
manage SRDF environments using SYMCLI commands.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler TimeFinder Family CLI User Guide — Describes how to 
configure and manage TimeFinder environments using SYMCLI commands.


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler SRM CLI User Guide — Provides Storage Resource Management 
(SRM) information related to various data objects and data handling facilities.


◆ EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide — Describes how to configure VMAX 
Family security settings.
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The following provide additional information:


◆ EMC VMAX3 Family Documentation Set — Contains documentation related to the 
VMAX 100K, 200K, and 400K arrays. 


◆ EMC VMAX Family Documentation Set — Contains documentation related to the VMAX 
10K, 20K, and 40K arrays. 


◆ EMC VMAX3 Family with HYPERMAX OS Release Notes — Detail new features and any 
known limitations.


◆ EMC VMAX Family Viewer for Desktop and iPad® — Illustrates system hardware, 
incrementally scalable system configurations, and available host connectivity offered 
for VMAX arrays.


◆ E-Lab Interoperability Navigator — You can find the Interoperability Navigator at 
http://elabnavigator.EMC.com.


◆ SolVE Desktop — Provides procedures for common tasks and supported SRDF 
features. To download the SolVe desktop tool go to EMC Online Support at 
https://support.EMC.com and search for SolVe Desktop. Download the Desktop and 
load the VMAX Family and DMX procedure generator.


Conventions used in this document
EMC uses the following conventions for special notices:


CAUTION, used with the safety alert symbol, indicates a hazardous situation which, if not 
avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury. 


Note: A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.


IMPORTANT


An important notice contains information essential to software or hardware operation.


Typographical conventions


EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:


Normal Used in running (nonprocedural) text for:
• Names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, 


buttons, fields, and menus
• Names of resources, attributes, pools, Boolean expressions, buttons, 


DQL statements, keywords, clauses, environment variables, functions, 
and utilities


• URLs, pathnames, filenames, directory names, computer names, links, 
groups, service keys, file systems, and notifications


Bold Used in running (nonprocedural) text for names of commands, daemons, 
options, programs, processes, services, applications, utilities, kernels, 
notifications, system calls, and man pages


Used in procedures for:
• Names of interface elements, such as names of windows, dialog boxes, 


buttons, fields, and menus
• What the user specifically selects, clicks, presses, or types
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Where to get help
EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained on EMC Online Support, 
as described next.


Note: To open a service request through EMC Online Support, you must have a valid 
support agreement. Contact your EMC sales representative for details about obtaining a 
valid support agreement or to answer any questions about your account. 


Product information


For documentation, release notes, software updates, or for information about EMC 
products, licensing, and service, go to EMC Online Support (registration required) at:


https://support.EMC.com


Technical support


EMC offers a variety of support options. 


Support by Product — EMC offers consolidated, product-specific information on the Web 
at:


https://support.EMC.com/products 


Italic Used in all text (including procedures) for:
• Full titles of publications referenced in text
• Emphasis, for example, a new term
• Variables


Courier Used for:
• System output, such as an error message or script
• URLs, complete paths, filenames, prompts, and syntax when shown 


outside of running text


Courier bold Used for specific user input, such as commands


Courier italic Used in procedures for:
• Variables on the command line
• User input variables 


< > Angle brackets enclose parameter or variable values supplied by the user 


[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values


| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections — the bar means “or”


{ } Braces enclose content that the user must specify, such as x or y or z


... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
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The Support by Product web pages offer quick links to Documentation, White Papers, 
Advisories (such as frequently used Knowledgebase articles), and Downloads, as well as 
more dynamic content, such as presentations, discussion, relevant Customer Support 
Forum entries, and a link to EMC Live Chat. 


EMC Live Chat  — Open a Chat or instant message session with an EMC Support Engineer. 


eLicensing support


To activate your entitlements and obtain your license files, visit the Service Center on 
https://support.EMC.com, as directed on your License Authorization Code (LAC) letter 
emailed to you.


For help with missing or incorrect entitlements after activation (that is, expected 
functionality remains unavailable because it is not licensed), contact your EMC Account 
Representative or Authorized Reseller.


For help with any errors applying license files through Solutions Enabler, contact the EMC 
Customer Support Center.


If you are missing a LAC letter, or require further instructions on activating your licenses 
through the Online Support site, contact EMC's worldwide Licensing team at 
licensing@emc.com or call:


◆ North America, Latin America, APJK, Australia, New Zealand: SVC4EMC 
(800-782-4362) and follow the voice prompts.


◆ EMEA: +353 (0) 21 4879862 and follow the voice prompts.


Your comments
Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, organization, and overall 
quality of the user publications. Send your opinions of this document to:


techpubcomments@emc.com
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CHAPTER 1
Pre-install Considerations


This chapter explains the tasks that you should perform before installing Solutions 
Enabler:


◆ Introduction............................................................................................................  22
◆ Before you begin.....................................................................................................  22
◆ Interoperability information ....................................................................................  26
◆ Environment and system requirements ...................................................................  30
◆ Client or server installation .....................................................................................  44
◆ Installation checklist ...............................................................................................  46
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Pre-install Considerations

Introduction
An EMC Solutions Enabler install provides your host with SYMAPI, CLARAPI, and STORAPI 
shared libraries for use by Solutions Enabler applications, and the Symmetrix Command 
Line Interface (SYMCLI) for use by storage administrators and systems engineers. 


SYMCLI is a specialized library of UNIX-formatted commands that can be invoked one at a 
time. It supports single command line entries and scripts to map and perform control 
operations on devices and data objects toward the management of your storage complex. 
It also monitors device configuration and status of devices that make up the storage 
environment. The target storage environments are typically VMAX arrays.


Before you begin
Before you begin to install Solutions Enabler, be sure to complete the tasks listed in this 
section.


General tasks


The following tasks apply to all supported platforms:


❑ Obtain the software. Solutions Enabler is distributed as a platform-specific file 
download from the EMC Online Support at https://support.EMC.com


❑ Review the interoperability information in the E-Lab™ Interoperability Navigator which 
can be reached at http://elabnavigator.EMC.com


❑ Review the EMC Solutions Enabler v8.0.3 Release Notes.


❑ If you are upgrading from a previous version, verify that all application processes that 
use the Solutions Enabler libraries and binaries are stopped. “Stopping the 
application processes” on page 216 provides instructions.


❑ If you are upgrading from a previous version, create copies of the host database and 
configuration directories. These copies will be useful should you want to roll back to 
the previous version of Solutions Enabler. The location of these directories vary 
according to the operating system.  Appendix E, “Solutions Enabler Directories“, on 
page 323  provides more information.


❑ EMC recommends that you read the EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide 
and apply the settings after installation.


UNIX-specific tasks


The following task is specific to UNIX environments:


❑ AIX does not allow changes to the destination path during installation. All binaries and 
libraries are installed under /opt/emc. 


If there is insufficient disk space under /opt, create a soft link to /opt/emc/ as 
shown below and then run the installer:


ln -s NewInstallationDir /opt/emc


The root user must have write permission on the NewInstallationDir.
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Windows-specific tasks


Before starting the installation process, all Windows applications should be closed. This 
includes Windows Services and the Windows Event Viewer.


During the installation process, the Service List dialog will open so you can select the 
daemons to start. You can prepare for this by reading the section “Setting up daemons for 
distributed application support” on page 117.


z/OS-specific tasks


The following tasks are specific to z/OS Mainframe environments:


❑ Verify that you have a Windows host running a version of PKZIP or WinZip that 
supports 2.04 G compression.


You will need the Windows host to FTP the installation files to the z/OS host.


❑ Install ResourcePak® Base.


Solutions Enabler requires the use of EMC ResourcePak Base version 7.6.0 at a 
minimum. However, as ResourcePak versions go out of support, you should upgrade 
to a version that supports your requirements.


If you have already installed ResourcePak Base Version 7.6.0 or higher as part of 
another product installation, you do not need to re-install it. However, you should 
ensure that all recommended maintenance is applied. 


❑ Choose an installation/configuration user account.


To run the installation jobs, you must choose a TSO account in your system that has an 
OMVS segment defined in the security database. Since Solutions Enabler runs with 
the IBM Language Environment option POSIX(ON), the software requires that you 
either have a base OMVS segment defined or have access to an installation default 
profile. Before running any Solutions Enabler jobs, ensure that you have a correctly 
defined the OMVS segment.


You should use this user’s high-level qualifier when uploading the Solutions Enabler 
distribution file from the installation to the host.


For more information on defining OMVS segments, see the IBM publication z/OS 
Security Server RACF Security Administrators' Guide. 


❑ Gather the following customization information:


• Solutions Enabler dataset name prefix


Choose the prefix for all the product data sets to be allocated for the installation. 
The prefix includes the high-level qualifier and all secondary qualifiers except the 
last. For example, if you choose the default EMC.SSEM803 as the prefix, you will 
allocate EMC.SSEM803.LOADLIB, EMC.SSEM803.PARMLIB, and so on. 


Note: This should be the same prefix as the one you choose when you upload the 
distribution file from the installation CD. 
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• SMP/E dataset name prefix 


Identify the prefix for the SMP/E datasets of the environment into which you have 
installed or will install the ResourcePak Base (EMCSCF). The default value is 
EMC.SMPE, which is the default for the ResourcePak Base product. 


• SCF subsystem ID


The EMCSCF server address space uses a z/OS subsystem identifier (SSID) to make 
itself known to applications that use its services. Solutions Enabler must have the 
same SCF SSID as the ResourcePak Base started task that you require it to use. The 
default is EMC. 


• SCF linklib prefix


Identify the prefix for the product datasets into which you have installed or will 
install the ResourcePak Base (EMCSCF) version 7.6.0 or higher. The default value is 
EMC.SSCF720, which is the default for the ResourcePak Base product, version 
7.2.0. The EMCSCF Linklib will be added to the STEPLIB DD statement of the 
Solutions Enabler execution JCL.


• Disk unit name and volume serial 


Choose the unit name and a corresponding disk volume serial where you will 
install the Solutions Enabler product datasets. The default for unit name is SYSDA; 
there is no default for the volume serial. 


• SYMAPI base directory


Specify a Unix System Services directory under which SYMAPI runtime sub 
directories will be created.


By default, the SYMAPI base directory is /var/symapi. However, during the 
execution of the Solutions Enabler SEMJCL installation procedure, you can change 
the default to any directory you want, provided that the security settings for the 
userids that run the Solutions Enabler jobs have read/write/execute permissions 
for the entire SYMAPI base directory tree.


• SYMAPI base directory space requirements


The space requirements for the SYMAPI base directory vary according to the 
activities requested by clients (such as EMC Unisphere for VMAX) of the Solutions 
Enabler tasks. In addition, the logging options (type, detail, retention period) you 
select will also affect the space requirements for the SYMAPI base directory. In 
most cases, 50 to 100 MB should be sufficient.


If you intend to configure the server to use SYMAPI_LE_DUMP_LOGDIR, you should 
consider providing additional space. For more information on 
SYMAPI_LE_DUMP_LOGDIR, refer to “ANR0222E” on page 259.


• Time zone


The time stamp on messages written by Solutions Enabler to its internal logs will 
use the Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX) default—normally 
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). If you prefer a local time stamp, you will need to 
provide a POSIX-compliant time zone value.


“Configuring for local time zone” on page 177 provides more information.
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❑ Define the UNIX system services requirements:


The following requirements apply to the userid of the installer which is the userid 
assigned to the started tasks or batch jobs used to run Solutions Enabler tasks such 
as the SYMAPI server and event daemon. All userids running Solutions Enabler tasks 
must have an OMVS segment and full read/write/execute permissions to the SYMAPI 
base directory (by default /var/symapi) and all the sub-directories. 


Note: Throughout the rest of this manual, this directory will be referred to as the 
symapi_installation_directory.


• Define the OMVS segment requirement


When you are configuring Solutions Enabler JCL and your system to execute the 
SYMAPI server, you may need to add definitions to your local security system. 


If you are using IBM RACF, you may see message ICH408I when the server 
initializes. If you do, you must define an OMVS segment for the user or users who 
will run the server job. The following sample message assumes the job name and 
step name of the server are SEMAGENT: 


*ICH408I JOB(semagent) STEP(semagent) CL(process) OMVS SEGMENT 
NOT DEFINED


If you are running the server as a started task, the user identity associated with the 
STC must have an OMVS segment defined. This is also true for the userid assigned 
to the batch job running the server (if you choose to run it that way).


Note: For information on defining an OMVS segment for each user, refer to the IBM 
publication z/OS Security Server RACF Security Administrator’s Guide. 


In addition, the userids must have full read/write permissions for the entire 
directory tree (specified during the install) of the 
symapi_installation_directory.


If these permissions are not granted to the installer or the SYMAPI tasks, then 
various security error messages may be issued during the the install or server 
setup. 


For example:


ICH408I USER(user) Group(group) Name(username) 035
035 /var/symapi CL(DIRACC ) FID(01C8C6E2F0F0F200010D000000000003)
035 INSUFFICIENT AUTHORITY TO MKDIR
035 ACCESS INTENT(-W-) ACCESS ALLOWED(OTHER R-X)
035 EFFECTIVE UID(0000888888) EFFECTIVE GID(0000000900)


Linux on System z-specific tasks


The following tasks are specific to Linux for IBM System z environments:


Note: Once you have completed the tasks in this section, continue with the UNIX 
installation procedure in Chapter 2, followed by the procedure “Installing the Linux I/O 
module for CKD devices” on page 60.


❑ Verify that you have a supported version of Linux for System z.
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❑ Verify that the installer is using root during both pre -and- post installation phases.


❑ If Linux on System z is running as a guest under IBM's z/VM:


Verify that all VMAX CKD devices are defined as z/VM unsupported DASD and attached 
to the Linux guest. The devices must be defined to z/VM (by way of SET RDEV) as:


TYpe UNSUPported DEVCLass DASD DPS Yes RESERVE_RELease Yes 


For example: 


Set RDEVice 1300 TYpe UNSUPported DEVClass DASD DPS Yes 
RESERVE_RELease Yes


By default, these devices will all function as gatekeepers. However, you can 
individually manage them by way of the gatekeeper select/avoid configuration files, 
as required.


MVS formatted devices (regular MVS volumes) accessible by Linux on System z will 
appear in the Linux device tree. However, Solutions Enabler will not “discover” them, 
nor will it allow you to manage them by device name (such as, /dev/dasdf). In certain 
cases, you will be able to manage these devices by device number (for example, on 
the symdg command).


SYMAPI home directory


The example procedures in this document assume that the Solutions Enabler 
<SYMAPI_HOME> directory is located at:


◆ Windows: c:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI...


◆ UNIX: /var/symapi/ ...


◆ z/OS: /var/symapi/ ...


Pathnames presented in this document use a UNIX/specific format: forward slashes (/) 
instead of the backslashes (\) typically used on Windows platforms.


IMPORTANT


By default, the location of <SYMAPI_HOME> is the same for both z/OS and UNIX.


Interoperability information
For information on previously released Solutions Enabler, VSS Provider, and SMI-S 
Provider features, refer to the corresponding release notes located on EMC Online Support 
at:


https://support.EMC.com


For detailed interoperability information, refer to E-Lab Interoperability Navigator at:


http://elabnavigator.EMC.com
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Solutions Enabler


Support announcements
EMC lists the End of Service Life (EOSL) dates for the Solutions Enabler versions on EMC 
Online Support at https://support.EMC.com. On the EMC Online Support site, click 
Support > Support By Product in the main navigation bar. In the Find a Product box, type 
Solutions Enabler and click the arrow. The Solutions Enabler page will appear and the 
Service Life details are available on the left-hand side of the page.


Solutions Enabler target revisions and adoption rates
EMC has established product target codes to ensure stable and reliable environments. As 
a best practice, it is recommended that you operate at the recommended target code or 
above to benefit from the latest enhancements and fixes.


To view the latest recommendations, search for Solutions Enabler Target Revisions and 
Adoption Rates on EMC support.


Secure client/server root certificate replacement 
The Solutions Enabler root certificate is used to generate and digitally sign subject 
certificates for use in SSL-secured client/server communications. The certificate is stored 
in the symapisrv_trust.pem file in the <SYMAPI_HOME>/config/cert directory. The 
file shipped with releases of Solutions Enabler prior to V7.4 expired in July, 2014.


An updated root certificate is included with Solutions Enabler V7.4 and higher with an 
expiration date of November, 2021.


Upon expiration of the older certificate, any client or server hosts which have not 
upgraded to Solutions Enabler V7.4 or higher will experience secure session negotiation 
failures. EMC recommends upgrading to V8.0.3 or higher as soon as possible to avoid 
outages due to the expiration of the older certificate. 


For more information on certificate files, refer to the VMAX Family Security Configuration 
Guide.


SMI-S Provider


Supported profiles
Table 1 shows the SMI-S Provider supported profile groupings and their namespaces.


Table 1  Profile groupings with namespaces


Profile Namespace


Array root/emc


Server interop
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Table 2 lists the SMI-S profiles supported by the Array Provider of the SMI-S Provider.


Table 2  SMI-S Provider profiles 


Profile SMI-S V1.5 SMI-S V1.6


Access Points X X


Automated Storage Tiering1 X


Automated Storage Tiering Policy1 X


Block Server Performance X X


Block Services X X


Block Storage Views X X


Disk Drive Lite X X


Disk Sparing1 X X


Extent Composition X X


Fan X X


FC Initiator Ports X X


FC Target Ports X X


FCoE Target Ports X


Group Masking and Mapping2 X X


Health X X


Indication X X


Indicator LED X X


iSCSI Target Ports X X


Job Control X X


Location X X


Multiple Computer System X X


Physical Package X X


Pools from Volumes2 X X


Power Supply X X


Replication Services2 X X


Software X X


Software Inventory X


Storage Element Protection2 X X


Storage Relocation2 X


Thin Provisioning2 X X


Volume Composition1 X X
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1. Only supported for VMAX 10k/20k/40k arrays.


2. This profile is considered experimental and may change in future releases. As a result, backward 
compatibility cannot be guaranteed with the next release. Please contact EMC for permission to use this 
profile.


Supported products and specifications
Table 3 lists the SMI-S schemas and specifications supported by SMI-S Provider V8.0.3.


1. This is included as part of the SMI-S Provider installation.


Rated metrics from VMAX3 arrays
SMI-S Provider V8.0 supports returning rated metrics from VMAX3 arrays. Rated metrics 
are obtained from a running instance of the Unisphere for VMAX application and provide 
the statistics in a calculated form per unit of time. The rates returned to SMI applications 
enable clients to consume the data directly without the need for any formulas or 
derivations.


Table 3  SMI-S Provider support for SMI-S


Supported schemas and specifications


Distributed Management Task Force Common Information Model (DMTF CIM) 
Schema V2.41.0


Storage Management Initiative Specification (SMI-S) V1.5.0, V1.6.0, V1.6.1


EMC ECOM V2.8.1.0.0.1051
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Environment and system requirements


Solutions Enabler


Consider the following when working with Solutions Enabler V8.0.3.


Host systems and Enginuity support
Solutions Enabler runs on a wide range of 64-bit operating systems and works with certain 
VMAX array versions. For detailed interoperability information, refer to E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator at:


http://elabnavigator.EMC.com.


Disk space requirements
Table 4 through Table 7 list the disk space requirements for supported platforms.


Note: A value of 0 KBs means the component is not supported on that platform. 


Table 4  Disk space requirements for AIX, Solaris Sparc UNIX 


Install components (in KBs) A
IX


S
ol


ar
is


 S
pa


rc


Persistent data files 2853 852


SSL Certificate component 75 41


Thincore components 39158 11323


Base component (base storage, base mapping, and control storage 
libraries


73681 38253


Command line tools (optional component) 91170 59379


Database mappings - SRM (optional component) 3390 659


SMI-S Provider (optional component) 0 0


Java Native Interface (optional component) 126576 52668


Symrecover including PERL 5.8 for Star (optional component) 19623 18541


Enable 64-bit component install 125290 38376
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1. SMI-S is listed strictly for sizing purposes and is installed with Solutions Enabler as part of the SMI-S 
Provider kit.


Table 5  Disk space requirements for HP-UX ia64, and Linux ia64


Install components (in KBs) H
P-


U
X 


(i
a6


4)


Li
nu


x 
(ia


64
)


Persistent data files 2853 992


SSL Certificate component 81 50


Thincore components 38649 24089


Base Component (Base Storage, Base Mapping, and Control Storage 
libraries


79982 48195


Command line tools (optional component) 174732 98761


Database mappings - SRM (optional component) 934 820


SMI-S Provider (optional component)1 0 0


Java Native Interface (optional component) 0 0


Symrecover including PERL 5.8 for Star (optional component) 24189 20416


Enable 64-bit component install 0 0


Table 6  Disk space requirements for LinuxPPC, Linux on System z, and Celerral


Install components (in KBs) Li
nu


x 
X6


4


Li
nu


x 
PP


C


Li
nu


x 
on


 S
ys


te
m


 z


Ce
le


rr
al


Persistent data files 978 984 977 979


SSL Certificate component 116 32 32 35


Thincore Components 13466 15804 13061 10783


Base component (Base Storage, Base Mapping, and 
Control Storage Libraries


115087 29244 29637 32767


Command line tools (optional component) 56623 59256 56764 56144


Database mappings - SRM (optional component) 758 92 6 0


SMI-S Provider (optional component) 94226 0 0 0


Java Native Interface (optional component) 51764 0 0 0


Symrecover including PERL 5.8 for Star (optional 
component)


18134 17850 1617 0


Enable 64-bit component install 0 0 0 0
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Client/server interoperability
The server component of Solutions Enabler V8.0 SYMAPI is compatible with the client 
component of older SYMAPI versions from V7.4 and up. When planning to upgrade from 
V7.4 to V8.0.3, it is possible to do so in a staged fashion, upgrading the servers first, and 
then the clients. If access to V8.0.3 enhanced features is required only from the server 
systems, then there is no requirement to upgrade client systems. For clients to gain access 
to V8.0.3 enhanced features, they must be upgraded.


The client component of Solutions Enabler V8.0.3 SYMAPI is no longer compatible with 
older server components than V8.0.3.


Secured sessions using SSL are only available when both the client and server are running 
Solutions Enabler V7.4 or later on platforms that support secure communication. 


Non-secured sessions between SSL-capable clients/servers and a remote peer on a non 
SSL-capable platform are possible as long as you configure the security level of the 
SSL-capable clients/servers to ANY. For more information, refer to “Client or server 
installation” on page 44 and the EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide.


Security settings
Refer to the EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide for information on how 
security settings work in Solutions Enabler and how to configure them.


VSS Provider


Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V
VSS Provider V8.0 supports 64-bit Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2 Hyper-V server 
virtualization for VMAX arrays. Hyper-V is installed and managed as a role under Windows 
Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2.


VSS Provider supports the following guest operating systems with Windows server 2008 
R2 (x64) as a parent operating system:


◆ Windows 2008 x64


Table 7  Disk space requirements for Windows


Install components (in MBs) W
in


do
w


s 
(x


64
)


Base component (Base Storage, Base Mapping, and control storage libraries 110


SSL Certificate component 1


Command line tools (optional component) 15


Database Mappings - SRM (optional component) 1


Java Native Interface (optional component) 39


Symrecover including PERL 5.8 for Star (optional component) 20
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◆ Windows 2008 R2 x64


◆ Windows Server 2012 


Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V 
VSS Provider V8.0 supports 64-bit Windows Server 2012 and 2012 R2 Hyper-V server 
virtualization for VMAX arrays. Hyper-V is installed and managed as a role under Windows 
Server 2012 and 2012 R2.


VSS Provider supports the following guest operating systems with Windows server 2012 or 
Windows server 2012 R2 as a parent operating system:


◆ Windows 2008 R2 x64


◆ Windows 2012 


◆ Windows 2012 R2


Configuring the Hyper-V environment


For configuration instructions, refer to the Hyper-V Getting Started Guide and 
Virtualization with Hyper-V: FAQ located in the Microsoft TechNet Library.


By default, SCSI commands are filtered in Hyper-V in Windows Server 2008 R2 and 
Windows Server 2012. To use Solutions Enabler on a guest partition, disable the SCSI 
command filtering, as recommended in the Planning for Disks and Storage article in the 
Microsoft TechNet Library.


For Windows Server 2008 R2, the following PowerShell script, executed from the parent 
partition, disables SCSI command filtering for each guest partition listed as an argument 
to the script. The settings are persistent, but will require a restart of the partition to take 
effect. The script is provided as an example and does not include validation or 
error-checking:


$Target = $args[0]
$VSManagementService = gwmi
MSVM_VirtualSystemManagementService –Namespace
"root\virtualization"
foreach ($Child in Get-WmiObject -Namespace
root\virtualization Msvm_ComputerSystem –Filter
"ElementName='$Target'")
{
$VMData = Get-WmiObject –Namespace
root\virtualization-Query "Associators of {$Child}
Where ResultClass=Msvm_VirtualSystemGlobalSettingData
AssocClass=Msvm_ElementSettingData"
$VMData.AllowFullSCSICommandSet=$true
$VSManagementService.ModifyVirtualSystem($Child,$VMDa
ta.PSBase.GetText(1))|
out-null}
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For Windows Server 2008 R2, the following PowerShell script, executed from the parent 
partition, displays the current filtering status of each guest partition listed as arguments to 
the script. The script is provided as an example and does not include validation or 
error-checking:


$Target = $args[0]
foreach ($Child in Get-WmiObject -Namespace
root\virtualization
Msvm_ComputerSystem –Filter "ElementName='$Target'")
{
$VMData= Get-WmiObject –Namespace
root\virtualization-Query "Associators of {$Child}
Where ResultClass=Msvm_VirtualSystemGlobalSettingData
AssocClass=Msvm_ElementSettingData"
Write-host "VirtualMachine:" $VMData.ElementName
Write-Host "CurrentlyByPassingSCSIFiltering:"
$VMData.AllowFullSCSICommandSet} 


For Windows Server 2012 R2, the following PowerShell script, executed from the parent 
partition, disables SCSI command filtering for each guest partition. The settings are 
persistent, but will require a restart of the partition to take effect. The script is provided as 
an example and does not include validation or error-checking:


$VSManagementService = gwmi Msvm_VirtualSystemManagementService 
-namespace "root\virtualization\v2"


function disablefiltering{


foreach ($Child in Get-WmiObject -Namespace root\virtualization\v2 
Msvm_ComputerSystem -Filter "ElementName='$Target'"){


$VMData = Get-WmiObject -Namespace root\virtualization\v2 -Query 
"Associators of {$Child} 


  Where ResultClass=Msvm_VirtualSystemSettingData"


$VMData.AllowFullSCSICommandSet=$true 


$VSManagementService.ModifySystemSettings($VMData.PSBase.GetText(1)) | 
Out-Null


queryfiltering


}


If ($Child){ Break }


Else{ write-host -back Red "Could not find Virtual Machine $Target on 
this Server" }


}


function enablefiltering{


foreach ($Child in Get-WmiObject -Namespace root\virtualization\v2 
Msvm_ComputerSystem -Filter "ElementName='$Target'"){


$VMData = Get-WmiObject -Namespace root\virtualization\v2 -Query 
"Associators of {$Child} 


  Where ResultClass=Msvm_VirtualSystemSettingData"


$VMData.AllowFullSCSICommandSet=$false
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$VSManagementService.ModifySystemSettings($VMData.PSBase.GetText(1)) | 
Out-Null


queryfiltering


}


If ($Child){ Break }


Else{ write-host -back Red "Could not find Virtual Machine $Target on 
this Server" }


}


function queryfiltering{


foreach ($Child in Get-WmiObject -Namespace root\virtualization\v2 
Msvm_ComputerSystem -Filter "ElementName='$Target'"){


$VMData = Get-WmiObject -Namespace root\virtualization\v2 -Query 
"Associators of {$Child} 


  Where ResultClass=Msvm_VirtualSystemSettingData"


  Write-host -back darkgreen "Virtual Machine:" $VMData.ElementName


  Write-Host -back darkgreen "Currently ByPassing SCSI Filtering:" 
$VMData.AllowFullSCSICommandSet


}


If ($Child){ Break }


Else{ write-host -back Red "Could not find Virtual Machine $Target on 
this Server" }


}


$Target = Read-Host 'Enter Virtual Machine Name'


$Action = Read-Host 'Enter Filtering Action (Disable, Enable, Query)'


if ($Action -eq 'Disable'){ disablefiltering }


else


{


 if ($Action -eq 'Enable'){ enablefiltering }


 else


 {


  if ($Action -eq 'Query'){ queryfiltering }


  else { write-host -back Red 'Invalid Action Value: Value must be 
"Disable", "Enable" or "Query."' }


 }


}


Note: For more information, refer to EMC Symmetrix with Microsoft Hyper-V Virtualization 
available at: https://support.EMC.com.
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Configuring child partition


To authorize Solutions Enabler access, use the SYMCLI symcfg command as shown in the 
following syntax example:


symcfg authorization add -host HostName -username
UserName -password PassWord -hyperv


Where:


• HostName — Hyper-V parent hostname/IP address
• UserName — Domain\username of parent Hyper-V server


Note: If the Hyper-V server is not under any domain, HostName should be 
appended for Domain, for example: HostName\UserName


• PassWord — Password of parent Hyper-V server


VMAX gatekeeper requirements


At least three unique gatekeeper devices must be assigned to each Hyper-V child partition, 
as a pass-through disk, to allow Solutions Enabler access from the child partition to the 
VMAX array.


Based on the number of applications running on a child partition, more gatekeepers may 
be required. Refer to the appropriate release notes, or installation guide for gatekeeper 
recommendations for other applications.


Note: For specific gatekeeper sizing recommendations for all VMAX configurations, refer to 
EMC Knowledgebase article EMC 255976.


Hyper-V connectivity support issues 


Fibre Channel connectivity to the Hyper-V server is supported for VMAX arrays running 
HYPERVMAX OS 5977 and Enginuity 5876.


VSS Provider V8.0 does not support snapshot creation using iSCSI connectivity on virtual 
machines hosted on the Hyper-V server.


Windows Server hotfix information
Ensure that all Microsoft Windows patches are up to date. The following Windows Server 
hotfix must be applied before installing and running VSS Provider.


For all Windows Server 2008 R2 editions listed in Table 8 on page 36, Microsoft hotfix 
#KB975688 is required. The fix can be downloaded from the knowledge base article.


Table 8  Microsoft Server 2008 R2 editions for hotfix


Windows editions


Windows Server 2008 Standard x64 Edition with SP1 or SP2


Windows Server 2008 Enterprise x64 Edition with SP1 or SP2


Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard x64 Edition with SP1


Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise x64 Edition with SP1
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Solutions Enabler compatibility
VSS Provider V8.0 requires that Solutions Enabler V8.0 is installed. VMAX arrays managed 
using VSS Provider must be running HYPERMAX OS 5977 or Enginuity 5876.


Authorizing connectivity in Solutions Enabler


Components within your storage environment require authorization information to provide 
access for Solutions Enabler. The SYMCLI symcfg authorization command is used to 
supply this information.


VMware virtual servers
VSS Provider supports all the platforms listed in Table 8 on page 36 running as a virtual 
server on VMware ESX Server, for both Fibre Channel and iSCSI connectivity. The following 
versions of the VMware ESX Servers are supported:


◆ VMware ESX Server 4.0 (vSphere 4.0) (Update 1)


◆ VMware ESX Server 4.1 (Update 1)


◆ VMware ESXi server 4.1 (Update 1)


◆ VMware ESXi server 5.0 (Update 1)


◆ VMware ESXi server 5.1 (Update 1)


◆ VMware ESXi server 5.5


Refer to VMware vSphere and ESX documentation sets for detailed configuration 
instructions for ESX Server. You can find the most up-to-date VMware technical 
documentation on the VMware website.


VMware configuration guidelines for ESX virtual server


To configure an ESX virtual server to properly run the VSS Provider, follow these 
configuration steps:


1. Install VMware tools on each virtual server where the VSS Provider is installed.


2. After creating your virtual machine, run the vicfg.exe utility to create an entry for the 
symcfg authorization database to configure communication with ESX Server.


3. For a virtual machine running on VMware ESX Server 4.0, configure the virtual machine 
with the fully qualified domain name (FQDN). 


VMware configuration guidelines for ESXi virtual server


To configure an ESXi virtual server to properly run the VSS Provider, follow these 
configuration steps:


1. Install VMware tools on each virtual sever where the VSS Provider is installed.


2. Use the SYMCLI symcfg command as shown in the following example:


symcfg authorization add -host HostName -username UserName 
-password PassWord -namespace NameSpace -port Port -vmware


Where:


• HostName — ESXi server hostname/IP address
• UserName — username of ESXi server. Should be a root user.
• PassWord — password of ESXi server
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• NameSpace — namespace which qualifies the VMware web service address
• Port — port at which the VMware web service is listening


Additional VMware virtual server support issues


Note the following support issues when running VSS Provider with VMware virtual servers:


◆ For VMAX arrays, the SPC-2 port flag must be set on all front-end ports to which the 
virtual server is connected.


◆ For VMAX arrays, the ACLX port flag must be enabled on the front-end directors.


◆ Fibre Channel connectivity to the ESX Server is supported. iSCSI connectivity is not 
supported for VMAX3 arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977.


◆ For iSCSI support for VMAX 10K, 20K, 40K arrays running Enginuity 5876, the iSCSI 
initiator name on the ESX Server and virtual machine must be the same. Refer to your 
VMware documentation for enabling iSCSI on virtual machines.


◆ At least three unique gatekeeper devices must be assigned to each ESX/ESXi VM.


SMI-S Provider


VMAX gatekeeper requirements
When using the SMI-S Provider V8.0 to manage VMAX arrays, it is recommended that six 
gatekeepers be present for use by the provider.


GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) standard C++ library requirements
SMI-S Provider V8.0 requires the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) standard C++ library 
/usr/lib/libstdc++.so.6 for its dynamically linked C++ binaries. This generally comes 
with libstdc++ rpm, which is found in systems with GCC version 3.4.0 and higher, or 
systems with libstdc++ version 3.4.0 and higher.


Before installing SMI-S Provider V8.0 in RedHat Enterprise Linux and SuSE systems, verify 
that compat-libstdc++ rpm is already installed, which provides the compatible C++ 
libraries.


For example, run the following commands to check for these compatible C++ libraries:


# rpm -qa | grep libstdc++


compat-libstdc++-33-3.2.3-47.3


libstdc++-3.4.5-2


libstdc++-devel-3.4.5-2


compat-libstdc++-296-2.96-132.7.3


libstdc++-4.4.7.3.el6.x86_64


libstdc++-4.4.7.3.el6.i686


# rpm -ql libstdc++-3.4.5-2


/usr/lib/libstdc++.so.6


/usr/lib/libstdc++.so.6.0.3
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# rpm -ql libstdc++-4.4.7-3.el6.x86_64


/usr/lib64/libstdc++.so.6


/usr/lib64/libstdc++.so.6.0.13


# rpm -ql libstdc++-4.4.7-3.el6.i686


/usr/lib/libstdc++.so.6


/usr/lib/libstdc++.so.6.0.13


If you do not have the correct version installed, obtain and install it before proceeding with 
the SMI-S Provider installation. 


Run the following command to install the library:


# rpm -ivh compat-libstdc++*.rpm


WBEM infrastructure
SMI-S Provider V8.0.3 utilizes an EMC-based WBEM (Web-Based Enterprise Management) 
infrastructure called EMC CIM Object Manager (ECOM). This WBEM infrastructure is used 
for both proxy and embedded environments across all EMC hardware and software 
platforms to ensure consistent implementation and experience across EMC products.


For detailed information about ECOM, see the ECOM Deployment and Configuration Guide.


z/OS-specific requirements


The following are the z/OS-specific requirements. 


Note: The following Solutions Enabler features are not supported on z/OS: RDF daemon, 
GNS, SRM, and Star. For more information, refer to Table 24 on page 118.


Platform requirements
EMC Solutions Enabler for z/OS runs on all IBM supported releases of z/OS, and it 
requires a pre-existing SMP/E environment.


Some of the z/OS components that Solutions Enabler for z/OS uses are:


◆ Language Environment services.


◆ UNIX System Services socket support.


◆ TCP/IP protocol stack. 


Note: Only IBM TCP/IP has been qualified by EMC. Support for other TCP/IP protocol 
stacks must be requested through the EMC Request for Price Quotation (RPQ) process.


There are no special requirements to enable IBM TCP/IP support.
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z/OS-specific directory structure requirements
With the introduction of SSL-protected client/server sessions, the installation process 
looks for the installer's instructions about where to place the SYMAPI base directory. The 
base directory specifies a high-level location where the standard SYMAPI directory will 
reside. Since use of SSL was optional, the Unix System Services directories were not 
required to be created. 


The SYMAPI directory structure is required on any host running Solutions Enabler V7.4 or 
higher. Configuration files must reside in the config directory under the base directory, 
and log files will be stored in the log directory.


Unix System Services file system requirements
The following are z/OS Unix System Services file system requirements:


Logging


The server, base, and event daemon write data to log files in the Unix System Services file 
system. Summary log data is written to SYSPRINT DD, but the comprehensive detail is 
written to Unix System Services files.


SYMAPI log file


Solutions Enabler writes all SYMAPI log data to a standard dated log file in the SYMAPI log 
directory. 


Unix System Services file system options
The following Unix System Services file system options can be configured to meet your 
environment:


SYMAPI database


MVS datasets (via DD SYM$DB) are not supported. The Unix System Services file system 
will always be used to store the database.


Avoid, Gatekeeper Avoid and Select, and INQ files


Starting with release V7.6, Solutions Enabler does not read select or avoid files using JCL 
definitions. In other words, relevant DD statements (SYM$AVD, SYM$GAVD, SYM$GSEL, 
and/or SYM$INQ) are no longer supported in JCL. If they are present, SymInit received 
would fail with an error message SYMAPI_C_FILE_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED.


DD statements such as SYM$ENV and SCR$xxxx are still valid.


For more information on the avoidance and selection files, refer to “Avoidance and 
selection files” on page 175.


Running z/OS as a guest
When running z/OS as a guest under the z/VM operating system, the TimeFinder and SRDF 
utilities require special consideration. Devices must be defined to z/VM (SET RDEV) as:


TYpe UNSUPported DEVCLass DASD DPS Yes RESERVE_RELease Yes
These devices must be attached to the z/OS guest. 
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Note: VM does not allow volumes defined as unsupported to be attached to SYSTEM, or 
used to IPL a virtual machine.


Virtual memory requirements
Solutions Enabler software always uses allocated memory above the 16 MB line. The 
actual region required depends on many factors such as the number of active tasks and 
connections, the number of managed VMAX arrays, and devices. It is not unusual for 
Solutions Enabler tasks (especially the server and base daemons) to consume many 
hundreds of megabytes of memory. If this is a possibility, consult with your system 
programmer to ensure that paging environments are adjusted accordingly. 


EMC recommends specifying REGION=0M on the JOB card or EXEC card for the following 
jobs: 


◆ #10ECCIN


◆ #STORSRV and any other JCL which uses #STORSRV as a model


◆ #STORAPI and any other JCL which uses #STORAPI as a model


◆ #STOREVT and any other JCL which uses #STOREVT as a model


◆ #STORGNS and any other JCL which uses #STORGNS as a model


These members are distributed with REGION=0M already specified on the EXEC cards. Your 
site may have SMF or JES exits or security rules established which restrict the use of 
REGION=0M. Check with your system programmer to verify that the submitting user has the 
authority to use REGION=0M. 


Backward/forward compatibility for applications


Solutions Enabler V8.0 can only read databases previously written by Solutions Enabler 
V7.4 or higher. Database files earlier than V7.4 must be rebuilt. For details on rebuilding 
the SYMAPI and Base Daemon databases, see Knowledgebase article 000009813.


In client/server mode, Solutions Enabler V8.0 servers only support clients running 
Solutions Enabler V7.4 or higher.


Note: SYMAPI database access is not forward compatible because a SYMAPI library cannot 
access a database created by a newer version of a SYMAPI application. If, for example, the 
version of the local library becomes out of sync with the version of the local SYMAPI 
database (as a V7.4 SYMAPI library call from a SYMAPI client attempting to access a V8.0 
database) it will return error: SYMAPI_C_DB_FILE_TOO_NEW. 
This restriction relates only to local databases. In client/server environments, accesses to 
a server database of a later version are automatically resolved by the SYMAPI, which 
performs all necessary translation of information between the client and the server.
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Storage systems


This section identifies storage system array models, operating software versions, and 
configuration requirements for the supported VMAX arrays.


VNX or CLARiiON arrays
Solutions Enabler V8.0 no longer supports VNX and CLARiiON arrays.


SMI-S Provider array support
SMI-S Provider V8.0 supports the following VMAX storage families:


• VMAX3 Family (VMAX 100K, 200K and 400K) 
• Read-only support for the VMAX Family (VMAX 10K, 20K and 40K)


VSS Provider array support
VSS Provider supports VMAX Family arrays with Enginuity 5876 and VMAX3 Family arrays with 


HYPERMAX OS 5977.


Supported HYPERMAX OS


VMAX arrays managed using VSS Provider must be running Enginuity 5876 or HYPERMAX 
OS 5977. 


Connectivity


For HYPERMAX OS 5977, VMAX3 arrays support Fibre Channel connectivity only. For 
Enginuity 5876, VMAX arrays support both Fibre Channel and iSCSI connectivity.


VMAX array configuration requirements


Configuration requirements for using VSS Provider with VMAX arrays are as follows:


◆ Director flags


When using the VSS Provider with storage arrays, the following director flags must be 
enabled on all directors connecting to the VSS host:


• VCM director flag (VCM_state) — Enables the Volume Logix software on the VMAX 
array so that the VSS Provider can perform device masking. If this flag is not 
enabled, then the VSS Provider fails to create and import snapshots, due to the 
lack of device masking capabilities.


• SPC-2 (SPC2_Protocol_Version) director flag— Forces the VMAX array to report its 
device identifiers in a way that VSS recognizes. If this flag is not enabled, then the 
VSS service fails all snapshots before the VSS Provider is even called. 


• ACLX director flag — Must be enabled on the directors of VMAX arrays. This director 
flag enables the Auto-provisioning Groups software on the array so that the VSS 
Provider can perform device masking. If this flag is not enabled, then the VSS 
Provider fails to create and import snapshots, due to the lack of device masking 
capabilities.


◆ VMAX array masking view


At least one masking view must be present before proceeding with any VSS Provider 
operations.
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◆ TimeFinder Mirror


VSS Provider requires a BCV to be paired with the source LUN. This requires 
performing a full Establish operation at some point. Multiple BCVs are supported for a 
given source LUN. Currently synchronized BCVs are used first, followed by the oldest 
split BCV (longest time since last split).


TimeFinder Mirror is not supported when EnforceDefaultToClone is set to True in 
the registry. 


VSS Provider supports both Thin BCV (TDEV+BCV) and thick BCV device configurations 
on VMAX 10K, 20K, and 40K arrays running Enginuity 5876. 


◆ TimeFinder Clone 


TimeFinder Clone is supported only through EMC Requestors, which require the VSS 
requestor to handle all configuration requirements when EnforceDefaultToClone is 
set to False in the registry. VSS expects the target clone to be in the Created or 
Recreated state when RetainCloneSession is set to False in the registry.


◆ TimeFinder VP Snap


VSS Provider supports TimeFinder VP Snap only when the registry key 
EnforceVPSnap is set to True. With differential snapshots, VSS Provider looks first 
for a valid VP Snap replica. If a VP Snap session does not exist, the provider exits with 
a valid error message.


◆ Remote (SRDF®) TimeFinder Mirror (Remote BCV)


VSS Provider supports an R1 to R2 - Remote BCV configuration. The SRDF link must be 
synchronous and in the Synchronized state. Beyond this point, the rules of local 
TimeFinder Mirror take over. 


VSS does not provide a way to differentiate between local and remote snapshots. 
However, VSS Provider coordinates the two, and gives preference to local snapshots 
before remote snapshots. This means that if both local and remote BCVs are 
configured, the local BCV will be used in the snapshot. To force VSS Provider to use 
Remote BCVs, set the registry key “RemoteSnapshotsOnly” outlined in Table 41 on 
page 193.


Remote (SRDF) TimeFinder Mirror is not supported when EnforceDefaultToClone is 
set to True in the registry.


◆ Remote (SRDF) TimeFinder Clone (RClone, TDEV)


Remote TimeFinder Clone is supported only through EMC requestors, which require 
the VSS requestor to handle all configuration requirements when 
EnforceDefaultToClone is set to False in the registry.


◆ Remote (SRDF) TimeFinder VP Snap


Remote TimeFinder VP Snap is supported only when the registry key EnforceVPSnap 
is set to True.


Note: All of the above described VSS-supported TimeFinder Mirror and TimeFinder Clone 
operations support only Thin devices (TDEVs and TDEV-BCVs).
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Supported replication technologies
Table 9 lists the EMC replication technologies that are supported with VSS Provider.


Client or server installation
If your computer is locally connected to a VMAX array, go to Chapter 2. If your computer is 
a client or the SYMAPI server, read the following sections.


Remote connection


You can run SYMCLI as a client to a remote SYMAPI server to manage a remotely-controlled 
VMAX array. The following diagram shows a VMAX array in the client/server system.


Figure 1  A VMAX array in the client/server system


Client/server IP communication


The SYMAPI client and server are both capable of negotiating sessions over the traditional 
Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) and the newer Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6). 


All hosts that use TCP/IP for communications use at least IPv4, a protocol well known to 
many applications. Newer versions of host operating systems will also support 
configuration of IPv6 local addresses, routing, and Domain Name Services as well. For the 
foreseeable future, many networks are likely to be running with dual protocol stacks 


Table 9  VSS Provider supported replication technologies


Array Plex snapshot Differential snapshot


VMAX arrays running 
Enginuity 5876


TimeFinder Mirror
TimeFinder Clone
Remote (over SRDF) TimeFinder Mirror
Remote (over SRDF) TimeFinder Clone


TimeFinder VP Snap
TimeFinder Snap
Remote (over SRDF) TimeFinder VP Snap
Remote (over SRDF) TimeFinder Snap


VMAX3 arrays 
running HYPERMAX 
OS 5977


SnapVX plex
TimeFinder/Mirrora


TimeFinder/Cloneb c


Remote (over SRDF) SnapVX plex
Remote (over SRDF) TimeFinder/Mirrora


Remote (over SRDF) TimeFinder/Cloneb c


SnapVX differential
Remote (over SRDF) SnapVX differentialb 
TimeFinder VP Snapd


Remote (over SRDF) TimerFinder VP Snapd


a. Not supported when registry key EnforceDefaultToClone is set to TRUE.


b. Requires the use of EMC requestors NMM, RM, TFIM.


c. Does not require the use of EMC Requestors NMM,RM,TFIM when registry key EnforceDefaultToClone is set to TRUE.


d. Supported only when registry key EnforceVPSnap is set to True.


 SYMCLI 
 client hosts 


TCP/IP 
network 


SYMAPI server 


SCSI bus
(or Fibre) 


Port  
2707 
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activated, where communications will take place over IPv4 most of the time. Applications 
such as Solutions Enabler can also detect the presence of IPv6 configuration and use it 
whenever possible. 


In UNIX, Linux, and Microsoft Windows Server environments, the SYMAPI server and client 
will interoperate with both IPv6 and IPv4 protocols on hosts that are configured to run 
both. The protocol selected by the server and the client depends on the exact 
configuration of the host, router, and DNS servers in your network, and on the settings in 
the Solutions Enabler network services configuration file.


Client/server security


Solutions Enabler uses Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol to enable secure 
communication in a client/server system. Using open source SSL (OpenSSL) technology, 
the client and server communicate over an authenticated, encrypted connection.


When a client attempts to connect to a server, the two machines exchange a handshake in 
which they both identify their security expectations and capabilities. If their security 
capabilities are the same, the two will negotiate the appropriate type of session (secure or 
non-secure). If their security capabilities are different, either the client or the server will 
reject the session. 


The SYMAPI client and server are initially configured to communicate via secure sessions. 
You must modify this behavior if a platform in the environment does not support secure 
communications. The EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide provides 
instructions on modifying this default behavior.


Table 10 lists the host operating systems that support SSL.


Client/server system installation


The following information outlines procedures for installing Solutions Enabler in a 
client/server system:


1. Install Solutions Enabler software in the machine designated as the client, according 
to the procedures in Chapter 2.


2. Install the same Solutions Enabler software in the machine designated as the server, 
according to the procedures in Chapter 2. 


Table 10  Host operating system support for SSL


Supported operating system


AIX (64-bit)


HP-UX (64-bit)
HP-UX Itanium (64-bit)


Linux Itanium (64-bit)
Linux AMD (64-bit)


Solaris (64-bit)


Windows AMD (64-bit)


z/OS
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3. Edit the netcnfg file in the client machine to include the host name or IP address of 
the server. “SYMCLI through a remote server” on page 156 provides instructions.


4. Issue a stordaemon start storsrvd command on the server machine. “SYMCLI 
through a remote server” on page 156 provides instructions.


5. Set environment variables SYMCLI_CONNECT and SYMCLI_CONNECT_TYPE on the 
client. “SYMCLI through a remote server” on page 156 provides instructions.


Installation checklist
This section provides operating system-specific checklists with high-level installation and 
configuration steps that advanced Windows and UNIX users may find useful:


◆ “Windows installation check list” on page 47
◆ “UNIX installation check list” on page 48
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Windows installation check list


Table 11  Windows installation check list


Task More Information Done


Pre-Installation


Ready the environment for Solutions Enabler. For instructions and requirements, refer to 
“Before you begin” on page 22 and “Environment 
and system requirements” on page 30, 
respectively.


❑


Installation


1. Download the installation package N/A ❑


2. Start the installation wizard by running the 
following:


se8030-Windows-x64.exe


For information on running the installation from 
the command line, refer to “Using the command 
line” on page 64.
If you select the custom installation option, 
Table 16 on page 63 describes the available 
options.


❑


Post installation


1. Enable the Solutions Enabler features with the 
following command:


symlmf add


For more information, refer to “Licensing your 
software” on page 86.


❑


2. Build the SYMAPI database by entering the 
following command: 


symcfg discover


For more information, refer to “Building the 
SYMAPI database” on page 110.


❑


3. Set the environment variables so you can 
directly access the SYMCLI commands by 
ensuring that the following SYMCLI directory is 
appended to the MS-DOS variable PATH:


C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\bin


For more information, refer to “Setting 
environment variables” on page 111.


❑


4. Optional: Read the EMC VMAX Family Security 
Configuration Guide and apply related security 
settings.


For more information, refer to EMC VMAX Family 
Security Configuration Guide.


❑


5. Optional: Modify the scope/performance of the 
SYMCLI commands with the gkavoid, 
gkselect, inqfile, symavoid files.


For more information, refer to “Avoidance and 
selection files” on page 114.


❑


6. Optional: Create an options file to modify the 
default behavior of Solutions Enabler. This file is 
initially installed as README.options in the 
SYMAPI configuration directory. 


For more information, refer to “Changing the 
default behavior of SYMCLI” on page 115.


❑


7. Optional: Configure the necessary daemons for 
the environment.


For instructions, refer to:
• “Setting up daemons for distributed 


application support” on page 117
• “Managing the base daemon” on page 122
• “Setting up the event daemon for monitoring” 


on page 124


❑
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UNIX installation check list


Table 12  UNIX installation check list


Task More Information Done


Pre-Installation


Ready the environment for Solutions Enabler. For instructions and requirements, refer to 
“Before you begin” on page 22 and “Environment 
and system requirements” on page 30, 
respectively.


❑


Installation


1. Download the installation package For operating system-specific commands, refer to 
“Step 1: Download the installation package” on 
page 52.


❑


2. Run the installation script. For example, to run 
the full interactive script, enter the following 
command:


./se8030_install.sh -install


For information on running alternative 
installation methods, such as silent, incremental, 
or response file, refer to “Step 2: Run the install 
script” on page 52.


❑


3. Verify the installation by entering the following 
command:


./se8030_install.sh -check


For more information, refer to “Verifying your 
installation” on page 59.


❑


4. Optional: Remove the temporary file:


/tmp/emc_app_data_path


For more information, refer to “Removing 
temporary file” on page 60.


❑


5. In a Linux on System z installation on Novell 
SLES 10, install the Linux I/O module for CKD 
devices.


For example, to load the kernel object in a SLES 
10 Service Pack 1 environment, enter:
cd /usr/symapi/ioctl/
cd suse10sp1
insmod s390ioctl.ko


For more information, refer to “Installing the 
Linux I/O module for CKD devices” on page 60.


❑


Post installation


1. Enable the Solutions Enabler features with the 
following command:


symlmf add


For more information, refer to “Licensing your 
software” on page 86.


❑


2. Build the SYMAPI database by entering the 
following command: 


symcfg discover


For more information, refer to “Building the 
SYMAPI database” on page 110.


❑


3. For Linux Kernel 2.4, compile the SCSI generic 
driver into the kernel or compile it as a loadable 
kernel module. 


For instructions, refer to the README file in the 
top-level directory of the Linux source package.


❑
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4. Set the environment variables so you can 
directly access the SYMCLI commands:


For UNIX C shell, ensure the following SYMCLI 
directory is appended to variable PATH:
set path = ($path /usr/symcli/bin)


For UNIX Korn and Bourne shell, ensure the 
following SYMCLI directory is appended to 
variable PATH:
PATH=$PATH:/usr/symcli/bin


export PATH


For more information, refer to “Setting 
environment variables” on page 111.


❑


5. Set the environment variable so you can directly 
access the online help (man pages):


For UNIX C shell, ensure the following man page 
directories are added to variable MANPATH:
set MANPATH = ($MANPATH 


/usr/storapi/man 
/usr/storapi/storman)


For UNIX Korn and Bourne shell, ensure the 
following man page directories are added to 
variable MANPATH:
MANPATH=$MANPATH:/usr/storapi/man:
/usr/storapi/storman


export MANPATH


For more information, refer to “Setting 
environment variables” on page 111.


❑


6. Configure an adequate number of semaphores 
into the UNIX kernel to meet the SYMCLI 
semaphore requirements.


For more information, refer to “Managing 
database and gatekeeper locking” on page 113.


❑


7. Optional: Read the EMC VMAX Family Security 
Configuration Guide and apply related security 
settings.


For more information, refer to EMC VMAX Family 
Security Configuration Guide.


❑


8. Optional: Modify the scope/performance of the 
SYMCLI commands with the gkavoid, 
gkselect, inqfile, symavoid files.


For more information, refer to “Avoidance and 
selection files” on page 114.


❑


9. Optional: Create an options file to modify the 
default behavior of Solutions Enabler. This file is 
initially installed as README.options in the 
SYMAPI configuration directory. 


For more information, refer to “Changing the 
default behavior of SYMCLI” on page 115.


❑


10.Optional: Configure the necessary daemons for 
the environment.


For instructions, refer to:
• “Setting up daemons for distributed 


application support” on page 117
• “Managing the base daemon” on page 122
• “Setting up the event daemon for monitoring” 


on page 124


❑
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CHAPTER 2
Installation


This chapter explains how to install/upgrade Solutions Enabler and its components:


◆ Installing Solutions Enabler on UNIX and Linux........................................................  52
◆ Installing Solutions Enabler on Windows.................................................................  61
◆ Installing Solutions Enabler on z/OS .......................................................................  68
◆ Installing Solutions Enabler on OpenVMS................................................................  79


Note: As an alternative to the in-depth UNIX and Windows procedures in this chapter, 
“Installation checklist” on page 46 provides operating-system-specific checklists with 
high-level installation and configuration steps that advanced users may find useful.
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Installing Solutions Enabler on UNIX and Linux
This section describes how to install/upgrade Solutions Enabler on UNIX and Linux hosts.


Please consider the following before starting the installation procedure:


◆ Solutions Enabler V8.0.3 is fully upgradeable, that is, you do not have to remove the 
previous version before installing V8.0.3.


◆ Before starting this procedure, be sure to review pre-install considerations in 
Chapter 1.


◆ The default responses to the prompts in this section are in brackets [ ].


Step 1: Download the installation package


To download the installation package:


1. Log onto the host system as root.


2. Open a browser and visit the EMC online support website at 
https://support.EMC.com.


3. Download the installation package for your platform and extract the content to a 
temporary directory.


Note: To download the software for Solutions Enabler V8.0.3, please contact your EMC 
representative.


Step 2: Run the install script


To run the installation script:


1. Change directory to the location of the Solutions Enabler kit by entering the following: 


cd /tmp_directory
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2. Select an installation method from Table 14, and then run the appropriate command. 
For descriptions of the command options, refer to Table 15 on page 55. 


Table 14  Installation method (page 1 of 2)


Method Command Comments


Interactive ./se8030_install.sh -install Starts the interactive script documented in the 
remainder of this chapter. When using this 
method, continue with “Step 3: Select the 
installation directories” on page 56.


Silent (all 
components)


./se8030_install.sh -install
-silent [-all] 


Silently installs the default Solutions Enabler 
components, or all Solutions Enabler 
components when the -all option is specified. 
When using this method, continue with “Step 5: 
Complete the installation” on page 59.


./se8030_install.sh -install
-silent -nocert [-all]


Silently installs the default Solutions Enabler 
components, or all Solutions Enabler 
components when the -all option is specified, 
but without the default SSL certificate files. 
When using this method, continue with “Step 5: 
Complete the installation” on page 59.


Silent 
(specific 
components)


./se8030_install.sh -install 
-silent [-nocert] [-jni] [-srm] 
[-all] [-symrec] [-smis] 
[-lockboxpassword] [-force] 
[-daemonuid] [-permission] 
[-homedir] [-datadir] [-nodeps] 
[-copy_lic] [-tc] [-nocert]


Silently installs only the specified components. 
When using this method, continue with “Step 5: 
Complete the installation” on page 59.
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Incremental 
(specific 
components)


./se8030_install.sh -increment 
[-cert][-jni] [-srm] 
[-symrec]


Incrementally adds the specified component to 
an existing installation. When using this 
method, continue with “Step 5: Complete the 
installation” on page 59.
To use this method, you must have already 
installed the DATA, THINCORE, BASE, and 
SYMCLI components.


Note: This method is not supported on Solaris.


Response file ./se8030_install.sh -file 
Response_File_Name


Runs the installation script according to the 
contents of your response file. To use this 
method, create a response file containing the 
relevant command line options (refer to the 
examples on the next page), and then run the 
command, specifying the name of your text file. 
Response file entries can be separated by a 
space or on separate lines and options must not 
have leading hyphens.
Using this method, you can specify the 
argument INCREMENT to perform an incremental 
installation or SILENT to perform a silent 
installation.
For example, to incrementally install the 
SYMRECOVER component:
1. Create the following response file:


# cat responsefile.txt
increment
symrec
#


2. Run the command:


./se8030_install.sh -file
responsefile.txt


For example, to silently install Solutions Enabler 
with the Java Interface and SRM components:
1. Create the following response file:


# cat responsefile.txt
install silent
jni srm
#


2. Run the command:


./se8030_install.sh -file
responsefile.txt


When using this method, continue with “Step 5: 
Complete the installation” on page 59.


Table 14  Installation method (page 2 of 2)


Method Command Comments
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Table 15 defines the various options used when running the installation commands 
detailed in Table 14 on page 53.


Note: For help running the installation script, run the following:
./se8030_install.sh -help


Table 15  UNIX installation options 


Option Description


-all Installs all of the optional Solutions Enabler components, including the Java 
Interface; the Oracle, UDB, and Sybase daemons; and the SYMRECOVER 
component. Used with the -silent option.


-cert Install SSL certificate files.


-copy_lic=directory Copies the user-supplied symapi_licenses.dat file to 
/var/symapi/config during installation. Used with the -silent option. For 
example, the following command will copy the symapi_licenses.dat file 
from /tmp to /var/symapi/config:


bash-3.00# ./se8030_install.sh -install 
-copy_lic=/tmp -silent


-daemonuid=Name Changes ownership of some daemons to non root user. Used with the -silent 
option. For information on which daemons are affected by this option, refer to 
the stordaemon man page in the EMC Solutions Enabler SYMCLI Command 
Reference Guide.


-datadir=directory Sets the working root directory [/usr/emc]. Used with the -silent option.


-decrement Uninstall of cert, jni, srm, smis (Linux only), symrec. This option is not valid for 
Solaris hosts


-file Specifies to install Solutions Enabler with a response file.


-force Kills all processes using the SYMAPI libraries. Used with the -silent option.


-homedir=directory Sets the install root directory [/opt/emc]. Used with the -silent option.


-increment Incremental installation of the cert, jni, srm, smis (Linux only), and symrec 
options. This option is not valid for Solaris hosts!


-jni Installs the Solutions Enabler Java Interface component. 


-nocert Do not install SSL certificate files.


-permission=level Sets permission on /var/symapi directory. Used with the -silent option.


-silent Specifies to perform a silent installation.


-smis Installs the SMISPROVIDER component.


-srm Installs all of the optional database components, including the Oracle, UDB, 
and Sybase daemons.


-symrec Installs the SYMRECOVER component.


-tc Installs THINCORE components (data and thin core).


-lockboxpassword=passwo
rd


Sets the password for the lockbox. The password must be at least eight 
characters long, containing at least one uppercase letter, one lowercase letter, 
one number, and one special character. Allowed special characters are 
!@#%&. Used with the -silent option. For detailed information about the 
lockbox, please refer to the EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide.
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Note: The installation script creates log files in the directory /opt/emc/logs. For more 
information, refer to  Appendix F.


Step 3: Select the installation directories


To select the installation directories, do one of the following:


◆ If you are installing Solutions Enabler on a host for the first time, complete “Step 3A: 
Installing for the first time” on page 56.


◆ If you are upgrading or reinstalling Solutions Enabler, complete “Step 3B: Upgrading 
/reinstalling” on page 57.


Note: It is recommended that you install Solutions Enabler on your host’s internal disks 
and not on a network device.


Step 3A: Installing for the first time
If you are installing Solutions Enabler on a Linux host for the first time, the following 
prompt displays:


Do you want to import public key for verifying Digital Signatures ? 
[Y]:


• A [Y]es response imports the public key for verifying Digital Signatures.


• A [N]o response does not import the public key.


If you are installing Solutions Enabler on a host for the first time, the following prompt 
displays:


Install Root Directory [/opt/emc]:


1. Press Enter to accept the default installation directory /opt/emc, or enter another 
root directory.


If you enter a root directory (absolute directory) other than the default, you will be 
prompted to confirm the directory.


2. At the following prompt, press Enter to accept the default working directory /usr/emc, 
or enter another working directory. This directory is where the data and log files will be 
written:


Working root directory [/usr/emc]:


If you enter a working directory (absolute path) other than the default, you will be 
prompted to confirm the directory.


3. At the following prompt, specify whether to run the SYMAPI Server daemon, event 
daemon, Group Name Services daemon, and Watchdog daemon without root 
privileges. A [Y]es response will enable you to specify a non-root user to run the 
daemons:


Following daemons can be set to run as a non-root user:
storevntd, storgnsd, storrdfd, storsrvd, storstpd, storwatchd
Do you want to run these daemons as a non-root user? [N]:
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4. Continue with “Step 4: Select installation options” on page 57.


Step 3B: Upgrading /reinstalling
If you are upgrading or reinstalling Solutions Enabler, the following prompt displays:


Install root directory of previous installation: /opt/emc
Do you want to change Install root Directory ? [N]:


1. Respond [N]o to install Solutions Enabler into the same root directories (install and 
working) as the previous installation, or respond [Y]es to display the following 
prompts in which you can enter other root directories:


Install root directory [/opt/emc]:
Working root directory [/usr/emc]:


If you enter a root directory (absolute directory) other than the default, you will be 
prompted to confirm the directory.


2. If you are upgrading, the following prompt displays asking whether to backup the 
previous installation. A [Y]es response backs up the SYMCLI binaries in the install 
root directory under symcli_old:


Do you want to save /opt/emc/SYMCLI/ ? [N]:


3. At the following prompt, specify whether to run the SYMAPI Server daemon, event 
daemon, Group Name Services daemon, and Watchdog daemon without root 
privileges. A [Y]es response will enable you to specify a non-root user to run the 
daemons:


Following daemons can be set to run as a non-root user:
storevntd, storgnsd, storrdfd, storsrvd, storstpd, storwatchd
Do you want to run these daemons as a non-root user? [N]:


4. If the installation program detects that there are daemons currently running, the 
following prompt displays asking whether to shut them down or exit the installation. A 
[Y]es response shuts down the daemons. A [X] response exits the installation:


Do you want to shutdown SYMCLI daemons [Y] or Exit setup [X]? [Y]:


5. Continue with “Step 4: Select installation options” on page 57.


Step 4: Select installation options


To select your installation options:


1. At the following prompt, specify whether to install Solution Enabler SSL certificate 
files:


Install EMC Solutions Enabler Certificates for secure Client/Server 
operation? [Y]:


• A [Y]es response installs ssl.rnd, symapisrv_install.cnf, 
symapisrv_trust.pem, symapisrv_trust_v8.0.pem in 
/var/symapi/config/cert. The subject certificate and key files 
symapisrv_cert.pem, symapisrv_key.pem, symapisrv_cert_v8.0.pem, 


symapisrv_key_v8.0.pem will also be generated.


• A [N]o response doesn't install CERT component.
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IMPORTANT


If you do not install SSL certificate files at this time but intent to use secure 
client/server communication with Solutions Enabler, you must install your own 
certificate files after the installation is completed. For detailed information on how to 
do that, please refer to the EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide.


2. At the following prompt, specify whether to install all of the Solutions Enabler 
libraries:


Install All EMC Solutions Enabler Shared Libraries and Run Time 
Environment? [Y]:


• A [Y]es response installs all the libraries, including persistent data, Thin Core, 
and Base (which includes the StorBase, StorCtrl, and StorMap library 
components).


• A [N]o response installs only persistent data and Thin Core.


3. At the following prompt, specify whether to install the collection of binaries known as 
SYMCLI. A [Y]es response installs the SYMCLI binaries:


Install Symmetrix Command Line Interface SYMCLI ? [Y]: 


4. At the following prompt, specify whether to install the Solutions Enabler Java interface 
component. You should install this component if your Solutions Enabler application 
uses a Java interface. A [Y]es response installs the JNI component:


Install Option to Enable JNI Interface for EMC Solutions Enabler 
APIs ? [N]:


5. If you are installing Solutions Enabler on a host with a Linux, HP-UX, SunOS, or AIX 
operating system, the following prompt displays, asking whether to install optional 
database components:


Install EMC Solutions Enabler SRM Components ? [N]


A [Y]es response installs the following SRM database subcomponents, depending on 
the operating system:


• SRM Oracle Database files


Installs the optional Oracle daemon on operating systems where Solutions Enabler 
supports Oracle.


• SRM Sybase Database files


Installs the optional Sybase daemon on operating systems where Solutions 
Enabler supports Sybase.


• IBM UDB Database files


Installs the optional UDB daemon on operating systems where Solutions Enabler 
supports UDB.


6. At the following prompt, specify whether to install the Solutions Enabler SRDF session 
recovery component. A [Y]es response installs the SYMRECOVER component:


Install EMC Solutions Enabler SYMRECOVER Components ? [Y]:
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7. At the following prompt, specify whether to install the Solutions Enabler SMI-S 
Provider component. A [Y]es response installs the SMISPROVIDER component:


Install EMC Solutions Enabler SMIS Component ? [N]:


8. At the following prompt, specify whether to change the default UNIX file permissions. 
A [Y]es response displays another prompt in which you can specify a new value:


Do you want to change default permission on /var/symapi directory 
from [755] ? [N]:


9. At the following prompt, specify whether you want to use the default lockbox 
password. A [N]o response leaves the default password unchanged and the 
installation continues:


Do you want to use the default Lockbox Password? [N]:


• A [Y]es response results in a confirmation request to make sure you really intend 
to use the default password for the lockbox:
Please confirm that you want to use the default Lockbox Password 


[N]:


A [N]o response results in a prompt for the new password:
Please enter the Lockbox Password:


If the password meets the recommended password complexity, the installation 
asks you to re-enter the same password for confirmation:
Please re-enter the Password for confirmation:


Note: If you choose to use the default lockbox password generated by the installation 
program, you will have to make a note of it for future use if you need to reset the 
lockbox Stable System Values or generate certificates for client/server operation. See 
the EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide for a description of how the default 
lockbox password is generated.


10. If you are upgrading, the following prompt displays, asking whether to move the 
previous installation’s data files to the symapi_old directory. A [Y]es response 
moves your persistent data from the /usr/emc/API/symapi directory to 
/usr/emc/API/symapi_old. A [N]o response retains your persistent data:


Do you want to move this data to /usr/emc/API/symapi_old ? [N]:


11. At the following prompt, decide whether you want to use the default lockbox 
password. A [N]o response leaves the default password unchanged and the 
installation continues:


Do you want to use the default Lockbox Password? [N]:


Step 5: Complete the installation


This section explains how to complete your Solutions Enabler installation.


Verifying your installation
To verify your installation, run the following command:


./se8030_install.sh -check
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The output of this command depends on the installation options selected during the 
installation steps. This command produces an output similar to the following example in a 
Linux environment:


-bash-2.05b# ./se8030_install.sh -check


#--------------------------------------------------------------------
#                            EMC Installation Manager
#---------------------------------------------------------------------
Copyright (c) [1997-2015] EMC Corporation. All Rights Reserved.


This software contains the intellectual property of EMC Corporation or 
is licensed to EMC Corporation from third parties. Use of this 
software and the intellectual property contained therein is 
expressly limited to the terms and conditions of the License 
Agreement under which it is provided by or on behalf of EMC.


Checking for Solutions Enabler Native Installer kit Installation......


  Sl No RPM                             Version
  ----- ---                             --------
    1   symcli-base                     8.0.3.1707-0.3
    2   symcli-cert                     8.0.3.1707-0.3
    3   symcli-data                     8.0.3.1707-0.3
    4   symcli-symcli                   8.0.3.1707-0.3
    5   symcli-symrecover               8.0.3.1707-0.3
    6   symcli-thincore                 8.0.3.1707-0.3


Removing temporary file
During installation, the install script creates the temporary file 
/tmp/emc_app_data_path. This file holds the value that was entered for the install root 
directory from the previous installation. This value is used as the default install root 
directory in subsequent installations. 


For example:


EMC_APPLICATION_PATH:/OPT/EMC


In some cases this file will be removed when you reboot your system. If not, you may want 
to manually remove it to conserve disk space.


Unmounting the installation disc
To unmount the installation disc, enter:


umount mount_point


Installing the Linux I/O module for CKD devices
In a Linux on System z installation on Novell SLES 10, you must load a kernel object file in 
order to issue I/O to storage arrays by way of CKD devices. In addition, failing to load the 
object file in an environment where a guest can only see CKD devices will prevent 
Solutions Enabler from discovering storage arrays.


To load the kernel object file, locate the operating system-specific object in the directory 
/usr/symapi/ioctl/SUSE_Version, and then use the insmode s390ioctl.ko 
command to load it.


For example, to load the kernel object in a SLES 10 Service Pack 1 environment, enter:


cd /usr/symapi/ioctl/
cd suse10sp1
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insmod s390ioctl.ko


Enabling the Solutions Enabler components
Enable your Solutions Enabler features by entering the appropriate license keys.


Note: For instructions, refer to “Licensing your software” on page 86.


Creating certificate files after initial installation
If the certificate component is not initially installed, and then added by running the 
installer again or by performing an incremental install, the SSL certificate is not created.


You can create the SSL certificate by entering the following:


cd /var/symapi/config/cert


/usr/symcli/bin/manage_server_cert create -pass <lockbox_pwd>


where <lockbox_pwd> is the lockbox password created during the installation process.


Installing Solutions Enabler on Windows
You can install/upgrade Solutions Enabler on a Windows host using the InstallShield 
wizard (described below), the command line (refer to “Using the command line” on 
page 64), or a response file (refer to “Using a response file” on page 67).


Note: Solutions Enabler V8.0.3 is fully upgradeable. That is, you do not have to remove the 
previous version before installing V8.0.3.


Note: Before starting this procedure, review the pre-install considerations in Chapter 1.


Using the InstallShield wizard


To install/upgrade Solutions Enabler using the InstallShield wizard:


1. Open a browser and visit the EMC online support website at 
https://support.EMC.com.


2. Download the installation package for your platform and extract the content to a 
temporary directory.


3. Save all files and exit all Windows applications.


4. Change directory to the location of the Solutions Enabler kit by entering the following:


cd \tmp_directory


5. Start the installation program by running the following se8030-Windows-x64.exe 
file.
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Note: If you do not have the required Visual C libraries installed on the host to run 
Solutions Enabler, you will be prompted to install them. If this is the case, click Install 
in the message dialog.


Note: If you are upgrading from a previous version of Solutions Enabler and the 
installation program detects that there are daemons running, you will be prompted to 
shut them down. Click Yes to shutdown the daemons and continue with the 
installation. Click No to leave the daemons running and exit the installation program.


6. In the Welcome to the Installation program for EMC Solutions Enabler dialog box, click 
Next.


7. In the Destination Folder dialog box, select an installation directory and click Next.


Figure 2  Destination folder dialog box


8. In the Setup Type dialog, select Typical to install the default components, select 
Complete to install the full Solutions Enabler product set (along with SMI-S and VSS), 
or select Custom to install a subset of the options. Click Next when done.


Figure 3  Setup type dialog box
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9. If you selected Custom, the Custom Setup dialog box opens. Select the options, listed 
in Table 16 on page 63, to install, where to install them, and then click Next.


Figure 4  Custom setup dialog box


.


Table 16  Windows installation options


Option Description


BASE_COMPONENT This option is part of the shared library and runtime environment. It is a 
co-requisite for other options, and is therefore mandatory for a successful 
installation.
It installs the following:
• Solutions Enabler core functionality, including symapi, symlvm, storapi, 


storapid, storcore, stordaemon, and storpds. 
• The storsil and storbase libraries, which provide base storage and 


host-specific functionality, and an interface to storage arrays for features like 
I/O scan, device listings, statistics, and showings. 


• The control storage libraries, which include features like Snap, device 
masking, and device monitoring. 


• The Storage Resource Management base mapping library. 


CERT_COMPONENT Installs the ssl.rnd, symapisrv_install.cnf, symapisrv_trust.pem, 
symapisrv_trust_v8.0.pem in C:\Program 
Files\EMC\SYMAPI\config\cert. The subject certificate and key files 
symapisrv_cert.pem, symapisrv_key.pem, symapisrv_cert_v8.0.pem, 
symapisrv_key_v8.0.pem will also be generated.a


JNI_COMPONENT Installs the Solutions Enabler Java Interface component. You should install this 
component if your Solutions Enabler application uses a Java interface.


SRM_COMPONENT Installs the IBM UDB, SQLServer, and Oracle components (depending on the 
host platform).


SYMCLI_COMPONENT Installs the collection of binaries known as SYMCLI.


SYMRECOVER_COMPONENT Installs the SRDF session recovery component.


SMISPROVIDER_COMPONENT Installs the SMI-S Provider component.


VSSPROVIDER_COMPONENT Installs the VSS Provider component.
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10. In the Service List dialog, select the services to install/start. The services available in 
this dialog are based on the installation options you selected. “Setting up daemons 
for distributed application support” on page 117 includes descriptions of the 
Solutions Enabler daemons.


Figure 5  Service list dialog box


11. Specify the lockbox password and confirm it. If you do not specify a password during 
installation, the installer will use the default password. If you wish to continue with 
using the default password, a confirmation message appears saying “Do you want to 
continue with default password?” For detailed information on the lockbox, please refer 
to the EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide.


12. In the Ready to Install the Program dialog, click Install.


13. In the Installation Program Complete dialog box, click Finish to complete the setup, 
and then go to “Licensing your software” on page 86.


Using the command line


The se8030-Windows-x64.exe is a wrapper for MSI installs. The MSI kit is embedded 
inside the executable and provides more flexibility.


In general, the se8030-Windows-x64.exe is a two step process: first it extracts the MSI 
kit, and then MSI extracts all the files using msiexec.exe.


To install/upgrade Solutions Enabler using the command line:


1. Open a browser and visit the EMC online support website at 
https://support.EMC.com.


2. Download the installation package for your platform and extract the content to a 
temporary directory.


3. Save all files and exit all Windows applications.


a. If you do not install SSL certificate files but intents to use secure client/server communication with Solutions Enabler, you 
must install your own certificate files after the installation is completed. For detailed information on how to do that, 
please refer to the EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide.
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4. Select one of the MSI wrapper script installation options, detailed in the remainder of 
this section. 


Note: By default, the installation program will generate a verbose log 
(SE_RTinstall_Verbose.log) for each install in the TEMP directory.


Silent mode
To install Solutions Enabler in silent mode, enter:


start /wait se8030-Windows-x64.exe /s /v/qn 


Where:


/S or /s is the silent option for the wrapper script. The /s option is used for silent 
extraction of MSI kit from the wrapper to a temp folder. The /s option is not related to 
the MSI kits.


/V or /v is the option used by the wrapper to parse the parameters to msiexec.exe 
when MSI kits are run after extraction. In other words, it is a gateway for the 
msiexec.exe. Whatever valid MSI parameters are passed after /V will be parsed to 
the msiexec.exe.


/qn is a regular msiexec option to install the MSI kits in silent mode.


Note: If the /s and /v options are entered as capital letters (/S /V), and a space is 
used to separate the /v and /qn options, the installation starts in Wizard mode.


Non-default location
To install Solutions Enabler in a non-default location, enter:


start /wait se8030-Windows-x64.exe
/s /V"INSTALLDIR=C:\EMC /qn"


Where:


/V or /v is the option used by the wrapper script to parse the parameters to 
msiexec.exe when MSI kits are run after extraction. In other words, it is a gateway 
for the msiexec.exe. Whatever valid MSI parameters passed after /V will be parsed 
to the msiexec.exe.


INSTALLDIR is a MSIEXEC public property. By using this as shown in the example, you 
can redirect your installation to a non default directory.


Space in directory name
To install in a non-default path with a space in the directory name or path, enter:


start /wait se8030-Windows-x64.exe /S 
/V”INSTALLDIR=\”C:\Program Files\
Non DefaultPath\” /qn”


Where:


\ is the escape character to insert the codes (“”) if there is a space in the directory 
path.
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/qn is a regular MSIEXEC option to install the MSI kits in silent mode.


Adding non-default features
To perform a custom install (incremental) to add non-default Solutions Enabler features, 
enter:


start /wait se8030-WINDOWS-x64.exe /S 
/V"ADDLOCAL=JNI_COMPONENT,SRM_COMPONENT LOCKBOXPASSWORD=<PASSWORD> 
/qn"


Where:


ADDLOCAL is a MSIEXEC public property. By using this as shown in the example, you 
can install optional features.


/qn is a regular MSIEXEC option to install the MSI kits in silent mode.


ADDLOCAL=ALL will perform a complete installation.


Note: If the LOCKBOXPASSWORD argument is not passed, then the default lockbox 
password will be used.


Removing non-default features
To perform a custom install (decremental) to remove non-default Solutions Enabler 
features, enter:


start /wait se8030-Windows-x64.exe /s
/V”REMOVE=JNI_COMPONENT,SRM_COMPONENT /qn”


Where:


REMOVE is a MSIEXEC public property. By using this as shown in the example, you can 
remove optional features.


/qn is a regular MSIEXEC option to remove the MSI kits in silent mode.


Note: REMOVE=ALL will uninstall completely.


Multiple commands
To have multiple commands passed:


start /wait se8030-Windows-x64.exe /S /V”INSTALLDIR=\”C:\Program 
Files\Some Folder\
“ ADDLOCAL=SRM_COMPONENT /qn”


Overwrite mode
To run installer in overwrite mode:


start /wait se8030-Windows-x64.exe /S /V”REINSTALLMODE=VOMUS 
REINSTALL=ALL /qn”


Where:


REINSTALLMODE & REINSTALL are MSIEXEC public property


/qn is a regular MSIEXEC option to install the MSI kits in silent mode.
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Maintenance mode
To run the installer in Maintenance custom mode:


start /wait se8030-Windows-x64.exe /S /V”REINSTALLMODE=VOMUS 
ADDLOCAL=SRM_COMPONENT /qn”


Starting services
To start three Solutions Enabler services, use the silent install command:


start /wait se8030-Windows-x64.exe /S /V”ADDLOCAL=ALL STORAPID=1 
STOREVNTD=1 STORSRVD=1 /qn”


Where:


ADDLOCAL=ALL will install every Solutions Enabler feature, including SMI-S and VSS, 
STORAPID=1 STOREVNTD=1 STORSRVD=1 will install, start, and set the storapid, 
storevntd, and storsrvd services to start automatically.


Starting the storstpd daemon
When installing Solutions Enabler on a Windows host, the option to install/start the 
performance collector service (storstpd daemon) in the Select Services dialog box will 
only install the daemon; it will not start it. To start the daemon after you have finished the 
installation, use the following command: 


stordaemon start storstpd


Default Solutions Enabler components
With the exception of the CORE component, all the following can be blocked from 
installation using the REMOVE command:


CERT_COMPONENT
SYMCLI_COMPONENT
SYMRECOVER_COMPONENT


Non-default Solutions Enabler components
The non-default components can be installed using the ADDLOCAL command:


JNI_COMPONENT
SRM_COMPONENT


Using a response file


Solutions Enabler provides the option of using a response file for installing on Windows 
hosts. 


To install Solutions Enabler using a response file:


start /wait se8030-Windows-x64 /s 
/V”WSC_CONFIG_FILE=path_to_response_file_with_the_
filename /qn”


To use this method, create a response file similar to the following example, and then run 
the command, specifying the name of your file.


In the response file:


◆ Set the components you want to install to True and the components that you do not 
want to install to False.
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◆ Set the daemons you want to automatically start to 1 and the daemons you do not 
want to automatically start to 0. 


Example Sample response file and contents:


[COMPONENTSELECTION]


CERT_COMPONENT:TRUE
SYMRECOVER_COMPONENT:TRUE
JNI_COMPONENT:TRUE
SYMCLI_COMPONENT:TRUE
SRM_COMPONENT:TRUE


[PATHSELECTION]
EMC_ROOT_PATH="C:\Program Files\EMC\"
EMC_DATA_ROOT_PATH="C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\"
WIDESKY_SDK_KEY="xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx"


[DAEMONSSELECTION]


STORAPID=1
STOREVNTD=0
STORGNSD=0
STORORAD=0
STORRDFD=0
STORSQLD=0
STORSRMD=0
STORSRVD=1
STORSTPD=0


Installing Solutions Enabler on z/OS
This section describes how to install Solutions Enabler on a z/OS host to operate as a 
SYMAPI server. 


The following procedure can be used for either a new installation, or to upgrade an 
existing installation.


Note: Before starting this procedure, be sure to review the pre-install considerations in 
Chapter 1.


Step 1: Copy the files


To copy files:


1. Open a browser and visit the EMC online support website at 
https://support.EMC.com.


2. Download the installation package for z/OS emc.ssem803.zip and extract the 
content to a temporary directory.


3. In the temporary directory, extract the files from the .zip file, and then execute the 
command uploadSE.bat.


4. When prompted, provide the following information:


• The name or IP address of the z/OS host on which you are installing.
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• The userid and password to login to the FTP server on the z/OS host, and other 
optional FTP information.


• The high-level qualifier of the dataset name to use during allocation of the 
distribution file.


• The name of a volume and esoteric unit name on which to allocate the distribution 
file.


Once the upload completes, the distribution file will be ready for remaining 
installation steps.


5. Once the files are uploaded, login to the z/OS host and continue the installation.


Note: If you plan on running the Solutions Enabler server using secure (SSL) 
communications, you must create and install the certificates for z/OS before starting the 
server. To do this, you must run the Windows batch file zoscert.bat from the same 
location you ran the uploadSE.bat batch file. You cannot do this until after you have run 
job #07DFLTS, as this job creates some requisite directories in the UNIX System Services 
filesystem. “Installing SSL certificates” on page 172 provides more information.


Step 2: Receive the transmit file


The file that you transferred to the host was created using the TSO TRANSMIT command. 
Therefore, you must use the TSO RECEIVE command to convert the file to a library of 
materials that you will use to complete the installation. 


To receive the transmit file:


1. Do one of the following:


• From the TSO READY prompt, enter the following command:
RECEIVE INDS(‘high_level_qualifier.EMC.ssem803.XMITFILE’)


Where high_level_qualifier is the same qualifier used during the CD-based 
batch upload procedure.


• In the Utilities.DSList (3.4) of the main ISPF menu, type RECEIVE INDS(/) on the 
line where the uploaded transmit file is shown in the list.


In either case, the following displays: 


INMR901I Dataset EMC.ssem803.XMITLIB from
emcdist on NODENAME
INMR906A Enter restore parameters or 'DELETE' or 
'END’


2. Press Enter to accept the allocation of the XMITLIB under your high-level qualifier, or 
respond with the following to change the allocated dataset name: 


DSN(‘ds_prefix.xmitlb’)


Note: The dataset name you specify must end in the XMITLIB extension.
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Step 3: Extract the additional files from the XMITLIB


Edit the job $EXTRACT member of the XMITLIB and make the following changes: 


1. Add a JOB card to comply with your site’s batch JCL standards. 


2. Change all occurrences of ds-prefix to the desired prefix for your Solutions Enabler 
libraries. 


3. Change all occurrences of DVOL to the volume on which you want to allocate the 
libraries.


4. Change all occurrences of DISK-UNIT to the disk unit name that includes the volume 
you specified in the DVOL change above.


5. Submit the job, and look for a zero return code. The $EXTRACT job creates some 
temporary data sets which will be deleted by the #99ECLN job after the installation is 
complete. It also creates some data sets for permanent use with Solutions Enabler.


Step 4: Customize the JCL


Solutions Enabler includes a REXX exec program, SEMJCL, to expedite the JCL 
customization process by allowing you to create a site-specific ISPF edit macro in your 
CLIST library and then running it against every member of the RIMLIB whose name starts 
with a pound sign (#). 


Note: If you prefer to manually customize the JCL, customize the # prefixed members as 
necessary, and then continue with “Step 5: Run the jobs” on page 72.


To use SEMJCL:


1. In the Utilities.DSList (3.4) of the main ISPF menu, type the first few qualifiers of your 
RIMLIB dataset name, and then press Enter.


The RIMLIB displays as part of the DSLIST.


2. Scroll to the RIMLIB dataset and type M in the command field. 


The member list for the RIMLIB dataset displays.


3. Scroll to the SEMJCL member in the RIMLIB, and then type exec (or ex) in the input 
area to the left of the member name.


This executes the SEMJCL exec, which displays the customization screen:
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4. Enter your site-specific information according to the following:


Tip To cancel the SEMJCL, press PF3 (that is, the END key).


a. In the Data set name Prefix field, enter the high-level qualifier and any additional 
qualifiers to be used when allocating new Solutions Enabler datasets.


b. In the SMP/E Data set prefix field, enter the prefix of the SPM/E datasets where 
ResourcePak Base is installed.


c. In the SCF Subsystem Id field, enter the subsystem name of the SCF address space. 
The default is EMC.


d. In the SCF Linklib Prefix field, enter the prefix of the SCF load module library 
corresponding to the subsystem you entered above. 


e. In the Disk unit name field, enter a valid unit name defined at your site to be used 
in the UNIT= operand when allocating new Solutions Enabler datasets. The default 
is SYSDA.


f. In the Disk Volume Serial field, enter the volume serial number of the DASD volume 
where the new Solutions Enabler datasets will be allocated.


g. In the Time Zone field, enter the appropriate setting for your time zone location. 
This setting must be a POSIX-compliant time zone value. This value is used to set 
the TZ environment variable of the Solutions Enabler task. If you do not supply a 
value, the time stamps of the Solutions Enabler internal messages written to the 
log files will default to UTC time.


For example, entering a value of EST5 will set the time stamp to the United States 
Eastern Standard Time, 5 hours earlier than UTC.


The default time zone value is UTC time.


EMC.SSEM620.RIMLIB
SEMX620


6.3.0.----- Customize EMC Solutions Enabler 8.0.3 Electronic Kit Install JCL ------.
| Command ===> ________________________________________                       |
| Press PF3 to Cancel or PF1 for Help                                         |
| Press ENTER to run edit macro SEMX803 which                                 |
| will customize the installation JCL                                         |
|                                                                             |
|     Data Set Name Prefix:  EMC.SSEM803                                      |
|    SMP/E Data Set prefix:  EMC.SMPE                                         |
|         SCF Subsystem Id:  EMC                                              |
|       SCF Linklib Prefix:  EMC.SSCF720                                      |
|           Disk Unit Name:  SYSDA      Disk Volume Serial:  SYM001           |
|                Time Zone:  EST5                                             |
|    SYMAPI Base Directory:  /var/symapi                                      |
|                                                                             |
| Enter JOB card below ('%MEMBER%' is replaced by the member name):           |
| //USERIDA JOB ACCT,'EMC SEM 8.0.3',                                         |
| // CLASS=A,            <-- CHANGE IF NEEDED                                 |
| // MSGCLASS=A,         <-- CHANGE IF NEEDED                                 |
| // NOTIFY=USERID      <-- CHANGE IF NEEDED                                  |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'
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h. In the SYMAPI Base Directory field, specify the location of the Unix System Services 
directory under which the SYMAPI runtime directories will be created.


Note: The userid used in the Solutions Enabler batch jobs must have write access 
to the entire SYMAPI base directory.


i. In the Job Card Information field, specify up to four statements for your job card. 


A default job card is filled in, including a place holder for accounting field, 
programmer name value, CLASS=A, MSGCLASS=A, and NOTIFY operands. The 
JOBNAME and NOTIFY= operands use the TSO ID of the user running the SEMJCL 
process. 


If you use %member% in the jobname field in the job card, the RIMLIB member name 
will be used as the job name.


Note: Statement syntax is not validated until jobs are submitted.


j. Press Enter.


SEMJCL generates an edit macro and uses the ISPF editor to apply the specified 
values to all the installation jobs. At this point in the procedure, all of the 
installation jobs have been edited with site-specific information and are ready to 
run.


Step 5: Run the jobs


Run each of the following jobs:


◆ #01ALLOC


Creates all the datasets not allocated by the $EXTRACT job for installing the product, 
and copies sample configuration members from the RIMLIB into the Solutions Enabler 
PARMLIB.


◆ #04DDDEF


Creates the DD definitions for all three SMP/E global zones.


◆ #05RECEV


Gets the SYSMODS and HOLDDATA. It also gets the FMID function, FMID(SSEM803), 
which delivers the Solutions Enabler for z/OS software. 


Note: If job #05RECEV fails with the message:
GIM23401T the program IEV90 was required for SMP/E but was not 


available


Run #ASMHA to define IEV90, and then re-run #05RECEV.


◆ #06APPLY


Selectively applies the function received in the previous job:


apply select(SSEM803) 
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At this point you have installed the load library members into the target load library. 
The next few jobs execute programs in the load library, which have additional 
requirements. Be sure to check each program’s requirements before submitting each 
job. 


◆ #07DFLTS


Note: Before running job #07DFLTS, decide first if you want to use a specific lockbox 
password as opposed to the default one. Setting up the lockbox password is mandatory 
and must be completed before running job #10ECCIN. Refer to “Step 6: Manage z/OS 
Lockbox password” on page 74 before proceeding. 


This job assembles and links the assembler source in member #SYMDFLT. #SYMDFLT 
will have been updated when the exec SEMJCL was run. This job also creates the 
SYMAPI directory structure, based on your specification of the SYMAPI Base directory 
on the SEMJCL Customization panel.


◆ #08SLMF 


Runs the Solutions Enabler License Management Facility (symlmf) in batch mode. You 
must use an editor to customize the input, entering the license keys from the key 
cards that were received with your Solutions Enabler package. 


The symlmf program normally runs in batch in z/OS, and the input to the program is 
specified in the SYSIN DD statement. The statements there satisfy the dialog that 
symlmf would normally have with an interactive user on non-z/OS platforms. 


The dialog sequence is as follows:


1. At the following prompt, enter Y to begin the registration process:


Do you want to enter a registration key? Y


2. At the following prompt, enter the 19-byte key value as specified on the key card:


Enter the license key:


3. At the following prompt, enter Y to register another key value, or N to complete the 
registration process:


Do you want to enter a registration key? N


Entering N causes symlmf to finish updating the license file and end the job step. 
The sample input below shows the appearance of the SYSIN DD statement coded 
to enter two keys: 


000045 //SYMLMFI  EXEC PGM=SYMLMF
000046 //STEPLIB   DD  DSN=EMC.SSEM803.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR
000047 //SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*
000048 //SYSOUT    DD  SYSOUT=*
000049 //SYSIN     DD  *
000050  Y
000051  0000-1111-2222-3333
000052  Y
000053  3333-2222-1111-0000
000054  N
000055  /*
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Note: For more on the new licensing mechanism, refer to “Licensing your software” 
on page 86. For alternative ways of installing licenses in z/OS, refer to “Installing 
using alternative methods” on page 103.


Note: From this point on, the Solutions Enabler load library must be 
APF-authorized. The EMCSCF linklib will have been APF-authorized for SCF to 
operate. Use the desired method at your site to authorize the Solutions Enabler 
load library.


Also, the user who runs jobs from this point must have an OMVS segment defined. 
For more information, refer to “Before you begin” on page 22.


The ResourcePak Base (EMCSCF) address space must be active and must specify 
the same subsystem identifier (SSID) as the one specified on the JCL 
Customization panel.


◆ #10ECCIN


Note: The Solutions Enabler Base Daemon (storapid) must be started before job 
#10ECCIN is run.


This job creates the SYMAPI database for SYMCLI clients. Job #10ECCIN attempts to 
discover every VMAX system connected to your Mainframe host. If there are many 
VMAX arrays connected, this job may run for a considerable period of time. If there are 
VMAX arrays that you do not want remote clients to view, you may exclude them from 
the discover process. See section “symavoid” on page 115 for details on excluding 
devices.


Note: If the configuration of any VMAX array attached to a host is changed, then you 
must re-run job #10ECCIN to correctly discover the changed VMAX array. Alternatively, 
run a SYMAPI discover from any client which provides this capability.


Note: All 12 digits of the serial number are required.


◆ #16CFGCP


Copies the sample configuration files to the SYMAPI configuration directory.


Step 6: Manage z/OS Lockbox password


Solutions Enabler V8.0 on z/OS has an ISPF interface (SEMLB) for managing the lockbox 
password. During the z/OS installation phase, the lockbox password will be set to the 
default value when the job #07DFLTS is run, during this step:


//LOCKBOX EXEC PGM=LOCKBOX


To complete the lockbox installation, follow these steps:
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1. If you wish to have the default lockbox password set during the initial install phase, 
then continue to step 2. 
If you do not wish to have the default lockbox password set during the initial 
installation phase, then delete (or comment out) the lockbox step before the job 
#07DFLTS is run for the first time.


Note: The lockbox step may be deleted (or commented out) before or after the SEMJCL 
configuration.


2. Complete the SEMJCL setup.


3. Run the job #07DFLTS.


4. Once job #07DFLTS has run (with or without the lockbox step), the SEMLB interface 
can be used. For details, see “The SEMLB interface” on page 75.


Note: The lockbox setup process must be completed before any daemons are started and 
job #10ECCIN is run.


5. Start daemons.


6. Run the job #10ECCIN.


Note: For detailed information about lockbox, please see the EMC VMAX Family Security 
Configuration Guide.


The SEMLB interface
After the #07DFLTS job has run, the SEMLB interface can be used to set the lockbox 
password. To do this, follow these steps:


1. Navigate using the ISPF option 3.4 to the installation RIMLIB, locate the member 
SEMLB, and then use exec to execute it. The following panel will be displayed:
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2. Select option 1. The following panel will be displayed:


3. a.> If you ran the lockbox step in #07DFLTS, then enter the default password and press 
Enter. The Stable System Values will be reset. 
b.> If you did not run the lockbox step in #07DFLTS, then enter a new password and 
press Enter. The Stable System Values will be set and the new password will now be in 
effect.


+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|      EMC Solutions Enabler 8.0.3 Lockbox configuration                      |
|                                                                             |
| Command ===> ________________________________________                       |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
| Enter option 1 or 2 or press PF3 to Cancel                                  |
|                                                                             |
|     1 - Set or reset the Lockbox Stable System Values                       |
|     2 - Change the Lockbox password                                         |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+


+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|      EMC Solutions Enabler 8.0.3 Stable System Values reset                 |
|                                                                             |
| Command ===> ________________________________________                       |
|                                                                             |
| Reset the lockbox SSV values:                                               |
|                                                                             |
|    Press enter to use the default password.                                 |
|    Otherwise type the password and press enter                              |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
| Password                                                                    |
|                                                                             |
| Confirm Password                                                            |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Changing the lockbox password


To change the lockbox password, follow these steps:


1. Select option 2 when the SEMLB exec is invoked. The following panel will be 
displayed.


2. Enter the current lockbox password as well as the new password and press Enter. The 
lockbox password will be changed to the new password.


Quick step summary of lockbox installation
Installation steps using the default lockbox password:


1. Configure using SEMJCL (refer to “Step 4: Customize the JCL” on page 70).


2. Run #07DFLTS.


3. Change the default lockbox password using SEMLB option 2 (refer to “Changing the 
lockbox password” on page 77).


4. Start the daemons.


5. Run #10ECCIN.


Installation using a specific lockbox password:


1. Configure using SEMJCL (refer to “Step 4: Customize the JCL” on page 70).


2. Delete (or comment out) the lockbox step //LOCKBOX EXEC PGM=LOCKBOX.


3. Run #07DFLTS.


4. Set the lockbox password using SEMLB option 1 (refer to “The SEMLB interface” on 
page 75).


5. Start the daemons.


6. Run #10ECCIN.


+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
|      EMC Solutions Enabler 8.0.3 Lockbox Password change                    |
|                                                                             |
| Command ===> ________________________________________                       |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
| To change the lockbox password, enter the required passwords.               |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
| Current password                                                            |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
| New password.                                                               |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
| Confirm new password.                                                       |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
|                                                                             |
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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Step 7: Complete the installation


Do the following to complete the installation:


1. Perform all other customizing and any testing as required. Sample startup jobs are 
provided in the RIMLIB for the SYMAPI daemons:


• #STORAPI - Base Daemon


• #STOREVT - Event Daemon


• #STORGNS - GNS Daemon


• #STORSRV - Server Daemon


Note that you can either run STORSRV as a batch job or convert it to run as a started 
task.


2. Customize and run job #11ACCPT. This job accepts the FMID SSEM803 into the 
distribution zone.


3. By default, control functions such as authorization, SRDF or TimeFinder are allowed 
from hosts external to the z/OS host (via client/server). To disable this capability, an 
optional zap must be applied. This zap is located in the RIMLIB in member #12CNTRL. 
Refer to both that job and “Remote control operations” on page 178 for further details.


Your Solutions Enabler installation is now complete. Next, you need to establish your 
server environment by performing the configuration and setup procedures explained in 
Chapter 5.


Note: If you plan on using the optional Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encrypted 
communications between the SYMAPI server and its connecting clients, and you plan on 
running the server in SECURE or ANY modes, you must create and install the SSL 
certificates before starting the server. For more information, refer to “Installing SSL 
certificates” on page 172.


Starting over


If, while installing the product, you decide that you want to back out and start the 
installation over, you can do so up until you run job #11ACCPT.


There are two utility jobs in the RIMLIB that allow you to back out of an installation. Both 
are customized by the SEMJCL process along with other installation JCL. The members are:


◆ #99RESTR — Executes the SMP/E RESTORE command, which reverses the effect of an 
APPLY function. Use this job if you have successfully run #06APPLY and want to back 
out of that step.


◆ #99REJCT — Executes the SMP/E REJECT command, which reverses the effect of a 
RECEIVE function. Use this job if you have successfully run #05RECEV and want to 
back out of that step. You cannot REJECT an FMID that has been applied. You must 
RESTORE it before REJECTing it.


Note: #99RESTR and #99REJCT are not normally used in the installation process. You should 
only use these jobs to redo your installation.
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Restoring the RIMLIB


In the event that customization of the RIMLIB has rendered it difficult to work with, you can 
use job #RIMREST in the RIMLIB to re-create the RIMLIB. This job will create a new RIMLIB 
with the suffix .REST and will not alter the original RIMLIB. However, you should verify that 
the JCL in #RIMREST is appropriate before running the job.


Installing Solutions Enabler on OpenVMS
This section describes how to install/upgrade Solutions Enabler on an OpenVMS host. 


Note: Before starting this procedure, review the pre-install considerations in Chapter 1.


Step 1: Accessing the software


Solutions Enabler is distributed as a platform-specific file download from EMC online help 
at:


https://support.EMC.com


Possible filenames are:


Note: Throughout the remainder of this installation procedure, substitute the 
appropriate filename for any occurrence of the variable InstallKit.


To access the software from EMC online help:


1. On EMC Online Support, click Support by Product. Type Solutions Enabler in the “Find 
a Product:” search field and press Enter. The Solutions Enabler product page appears.


2. Click Download and then the platform-specific installation kit.


3. Save the installation kit to the host’s disk drive and run the following command 
against it:


set file/attr=(RFM:FIX,LRL:32256) InstallKit


Step 2: Install the software


To install the software:


1. Extract the command procedure after setting [set DEF 
SYS$SYSDEVICE:[EMC.KITS] by entering:


backup/select=instcli.com InstallKit/sav instcli.com;


2. With both files (instcli.com and InstallKit) in the same temporary directory, run 
the installation procedure by entering:


@instcli.com


SE803RT.SAV HP Alpha hardware platform.


SE803RIA.SAV HP Integrity hardware platform. 
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3. At the following prompt, specify whether to allow lower privileged users to execute 
sym* commands. 


Do you want to enable lower privilege user capability?


A [Y]es response will enable lower privileged users to execute commands. Step 6 on 
page 81 describes the privileges these users require.


4. At the following prompt, specify whether to use the default password for the lockbox. 
This prompt will not appear if the lockbox already exists. For detailed information on 
the lockbox, please refer to the EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide.


Do you want to use the default password for the lockbox?


A [Y]es response will use the default password. A [N]o response will allow users to 
enter their own password. 


If [N]o response was entered, the following prompt will be displayed to allow the 
entry of a lockbox password:


The Lockbox password must be at least 8 characters long, contain an 
uppercase character, contain an lowercase character, contain a 
numberic value and an special character (!@#%&). Enter lockbox 
password: 


The installation produces the following DCL command procedures:


• emc_cli.com should be called by the system login.com or by each user’s login 
procedure. 


• emc_install_sys_specific.com is generated to provide a way to install the 
data directories in the sys$specific directory on each node in a cluster. At this 
point in the installation, this DCL procedure has already been executed on the 
machine where Solutions Enabler was installed.


Note: After the installation, all the data files from the installation will be located in 
the sys$specific:[emc.symapi] directories. If there were data files located in a 
previous installation area, the following files will be copied from the previous 
installation area to the sys$specific:[emc.symapi] directories:


- The config directory files are copied from the previous installation area to the 
sys$specific:[emc.symapi.config] directory. 


- The database file for the machine on which Solutions Enabler is being installed is 
copied from the previous installation area to the 
sys$specific:[emc.symapi.db] directory. 


- The log directory files are copied from the previous installation area to the 
sys$specific:[emc.symapi.log] directory.


The previous installation area data files and directories will remain intact until all 
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the nodes in a cluster have executed the emc_install_sys_specific.com at 
which time they could be deleted. Even though they remain intact they are not 
used by the just installed software.


5. Ensure that each SYMCLI user’s login procedure calls the emc_cli.com procedure to 
establish their proper SYMCLI environment.


6. Each user must have the following privileges for the SYMCLI to properly function. Take 
care when granting these privileges.


NETMBX — Can create network device.


SYSLCK — Can lock system wide resources.


SYSNAM — Can insert in the system logical name table.


CMKRNL — Can change mode to kernel.


In addition to the above privileges, users who will be installing and controlling the 
daemons, require the following privileges: 


DIAGNOSE — Can diagnose devices.


PHY_IO — Can perform physical I/O.


SHMEM — Can create/delete objects in shared memory.


SYSPRV — Can access objects by way of system protection.


WORLD — Can affect other processes in the world.


Users with lower privileges require the EMCSERVERS right so they can run the sym* 
commands.


7. Set the following minimum process quotas for each user account:


FILLM:1000


BIOLM:300


DIOLM:300


ASTLM:500


ENQLM:4000


BYTLM:500000


WSEXTENT:32768


8. You can use the following formulas to calculate an approximation of the WSdef and 
Pgflquo quotas you should use. Depending on the configuration, you may need to set 
these values higher. You should re-valuate these values if the configuration changes 
significantly. 


• For the WSdef quota, use the following formula:


(B + ((S * SN) + (D * DN) + (V * VN) + (P * PN) + (H * HN) + 
(G * GN))


• For the Pgflquo quota, use the following formula:
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(B + (S *SN) + (S * RN) + (D * DN) + (V * VN) + (P * PN) + 
(H * HN) + (G * GN))


Where:


9. The installation is complete. Go to “Licensing your software” on page 86.


Installing Solutions Enabler on Solaris 11 Local Zones
Oracle Solaris Zones have been integrated with the new IPS package management tools in 
Oracle Solaris 11. By default, commands such as pkginfo are not available in a local 
zone. Therefore, you have to install the SUNWpkgcmds package before installing 
Solutions Enabler on a non-global/local zone. 


1. Install SUNWpkgcmds using below command:


pkg install SUNWpkgcmds


2. Install Solutions Enabler using install script se8030_install.sh or native package 
installation commands:


./se8030_install.sh -install


3. The installation is complete. Go to “Licensing your software” on page 86.


B = Minimum base of 10000 pagelets.


S = 14900 pagelets per array.


SN = Number of locally attached arrays.


RN = Number of remotely attached arrays.


D = Two pagelets per disk.


DN = Number of disks. This is the total number of devices when adding up 
single devices, RAID members, meta members, etc. that Solutions 
Enabler will see in all arrays attached to the host.


V = One pagelet per volume. 


VN = Number of volumes. This is the number of OpenVMS volumes 
($1$DGAxxxx as well as shadow volumes) that this host will see on all 
arrays visible to this host.


G = 12 pagelets per group.


GN = Number of groups. This is the total number of Solutions Enabler disk 
groups that Solutions Enabler will be able to see on all arrays 
connected to this host.


P = One pagelet per physical disk.


PN = Number of physical disks. This the total number of all devices on all 
the arrays attached to this host which Solutions Enabler will see.


H = One pagelet per hyper volume.


HN = Number of hyper volumes. This is the total number of hypers visible 
to Solutions Enabler on all arrays connected to this host.
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Upgrading SMI-S Provider
To upgrade SMI-S Provider:


1. Stop ECOM service.


2. Make a backup of these folders:


On Windows:


C:\Program Files\EMC\ECIM\ECOM\conf\cst 
C:\Program Files\EMC\ECIM\ECOM\conf\ssl


On Linux:


/opt/emc/ECIM/ECOM/conf/cst
/opt/emc/ECIM/ECOM/conf/ssl


3. Uninstall the existing version of SMI provider.


4. Install SMI Provider V8.0.3 with the Solutions Enabler V8.0.3 installer.


5. Replace the folders mentioned in Step 2 with the backup you made.


6. Start ECOM service.


Note: Affected platforms are: Windows 64-bit and Linux 64-bit.
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CHAPTER 3
Post-Install for UNIX, Windows, and OpenVMS


After you have installed Solutions Enabler, you need to perform certain follow-up 
procedures to enable your software’s features and to establish your command 
environment. This chapter provides the follow-up procedures for a Solutions Enabler 
installation in UNIX, Windows, and OpenVMS environments:


◆ Licensing your software...........................................................................................  86
◆ Initial steps for post-install of Solutions Enabler....................................................  110
◆ Setting the CLI path...............................................................................................  112
◆ Setting the online help path..................................................................................  112
◆ Managing database and gatekeeper locking..........................................................  113
◆ Avoidance and selection files................................................................................  114
◆ Changing the default behavior of SYMCLI ..............................................................  115
◆ Oracle multiple instances through a remote server ................................................  116
◆ Setting up daemons for distributed application support........................................  117
◆ Managing the base daemon..................................................................................  122
◆ Setting up the event daemon for monitoring..........................................................  124
◆ VSS Provider environment variables ......................................................................  147
◆ SMI-S Provider Windows authentication settings ...................................................  147
◆ VMAX arrays..........................................................................................................  147
◆ ECOM....................................................................................................................  148
◆ SMI-S Provider runtime settings ............................................................................  151
◆ RedHat Enterprise Linux 6.0/6.2 [GA] - x86_64 installation....................................  152
◆ Adding the SSL certificate .....................................................................................  153
◆ Vendor SNIA libraries needed for HBA information ................................................  154


Note: As an alternative to the in-depth UNIX and Windows procedures in this chapter, 
“Installation checklist” on page 46 provides operating-system-specific checklists with 
high-level installation and configuration steps that advanced users may find useful.
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Licensing your software
In Enginuity 5875, Solutions Enabler introduced support for Electronic Licensing 
(eLicensing). eLicensing is an end-to-end license management solution to help you track 
and comply with software license entitlement. eLicensing leverages embedded locking 
functions and back-office IT systems and processes. It provides you with better visibility 
into software assets, easier upgrade, and capacity planning and reduced risk of 
non-compliance, while still adhering to a strict “do no harm” policy to your operations. 
This ensures that when upgrades are performed from a VMAX family array running 
Enginuity versions lower than 5875 to an array running Enginuity 5875 or higher, the 
VMAX family array is scanned for Enginuity features currently in use that require eLicenses. 
If Enginuity features are found in use, and there are no eLicenses registered and applied to 
support their use, they are internally reported as “IN USE,” which allows continued access 
to the Enginuity features while reporting that these features require proper licensing to 
ensure compliance. By only reporting this information, it prevents disruption to normal 
operations of your array and business. If your eLicensing report does display one or more 
Enginuity features as “IN USE,” it is your responsibility to work with your EMC Sales team 
to obtain proper eLicensing for those features.


With the introduction of eLicensing, array licensing moved from a host-based model to an 
array-based model, with the majority of licenses now being stored internally on the 
storage array.


When installing licenses with eLicensing, you obtain license files from EMC Online 
Support, copy them to a Solutions Enabler or a Unisphere for VMAX host, and push them 
out to your arrays. Each license file fully defines all of the entitlements for a specific array, 
including the type of license (Individual or Enterprise), the licensed capacity, and the date 
the license was created. If you want to add a product title or increase the licensed capacity 
of an entitlement, you must obtain a new license file from EMC Online Support and push it 
out to the storage array.


When managing your licenses, Solutions Enabler, Unisphere for VMAX, EMC z/OS Storage 
Manager (EzSM), MF SCF native command line, TPF, and IBM i platform console, allow you 
to view detailed usage reports so that you can better manage your capacity and 
compliance planning.


Note: For more information on eLicensing, refer to EMC Knowledgebase article 
EMC251709 on EMC Online Support.


Licenses


Most VMAX array licenses use the array-based model. However, there are still a number of 
licenses that remain host-based. In addition, there are a number of retired host-based 
licenses. 


Note: The process for obtaining the remaining host-based licenses will remain the same as 
with previous versions of Solutions Enabler.


Note: Management of VMAX arrays requires Solution Enabler license keys but no license 
keys are required for using VSS Provider V8.0.3.
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Array-based licenses for VMAX 100K, 200K, 400K arrays
With the release of VMAX 100K, 200K, 400K arrays, Solutions Enabler enhances support 
for license bundles. Licenses for new VMAX arrays are available as Suites and Packs, but 
some software packages are also sold separately, outside the bundles.


Three types of license options are available for new VMAX arrays running HYPERMAX OS 
5977:


Suites


◆ Base Suite: Available for multi-technology systems only.


◆ Foundation Suite: Available for multi-technology systems only.


◆ Advanced Suite: Available for multi-technology systems only.


◆ Local Replication Suite: Available for both single and multi-technology systems.


◆ Remote Replication Suite: Available for both single and multi-technology systems.


◆ VMAX OS Suite: Available for both single and multi-technology systems.


◆ Unisphere Suite: Available for single-technology systems only.


◆ ProtectPoint Suite: Available for single-technology systems only.


Packs


◆ Total Productivity Pack: this includes the Advanced, Local Replication, and Remote 
Replication Suites.


Individual licenses


These items are available for new VMAX arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977 and are not 
included in any of the license suites:


◆ D@RE


◆ STAR


◆ SRDF/CE


◆ AutoStart


◆ VPLEX


◆ ESA


◆ PowerPath


◆ ViPR


◆ AppSync


◆ Security and Compliance Suite


◆ Cloud Tiering Appliance
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Table 17 on page 88 lists the license Suites and Packs supported with the new VMAX 
arrays.


Table 17  License Suites supported with VMAX 100K, 200K, 400K arrays (page 1 of 5)


License/Description Allows you to With the command


Base Suite
Includes:
- Enginuity
- Dynamic Cache Partitioning
- Priority Controls
- OR-DM


Virtualize an eDisk for encapsulation symconfigure


Use VLUN to migrate from an encapsulated 
device (use it as a source device)


Use an encapsulated device as a clone source


Enable cache partitions for a VMAX array symqos -cp


Create cache partitions


Set cache partitions to Analyze mode


Enable priority of service for a VMAX array symqos -pst


Set host I/O priority


Set copy QoS priority


Enable Optimizer functionality, including:
• Manual mode
• Rollback mode
• Manual Migration mode


symoptmz


Schedule manual swaps


Set Optimizer-specific parameters:
• Device Swap Priority
• Any of the Optimizer Advanced Parameters


Set the following Optimizer/FAST parameters:
• User approval Mode
• Maximum Devices to Move
• Maximum Simultaneous Devices
• Workload Period
• Minimum Performance Period


Validate or create VLUN migrations symmigrate


Create time window symoptmz
symtw


Create cold pull sessions symrcopy
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Local Replication Suite
Includes:
- TimeFinder/Clone
- TimeFinder/Snap
- TimeFinder/SnapVX


Create new native clone sessions symclone 


Create new TimeFinder/Clone emulations symmir


Create new sessions symsnap


Duplicate existing sessions


Create snap pools symconfigure


Create SAVE devices


Perform SnapVX Establish operations symsnapvx


Perform SnapVX snapshot Link operations


Table 17  License Suites supported with VMAX 100K, 200K, 400K arrays (page 2 of 5)


License/Description Allows you to With the command
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Remote Replication Suite
Includes:
- SRDF
- SRDF/Asynchronous mode
- SRDF/Synchronous mode


Create new RDF groups symrdf


Create dynamic RDF pairs in Adaptive Copy 
mode


Create RDF devices symconfigure


Convert non-RDF devices to RDF


Add RDF mirrors to devices in Adaptive Copy 
mode


Set the dynamic-RDF capable attribute on 
devices


Create SAVE devices


Create dynamic RDF pairs in Asynchronous 
mode


symrdf


Set RDF pairs into Asynchronous mode


Add RDF mirrors to devices in Asynchronous 
mode


symconfigure


Create RDFA_DSE pools


Set any of the following SRDF/A attributes on 
an RDF group:
• Minimum Cycle Time
• Transmit Idle
• DSE attributes, including:


- Associating an RDFA-DSE pool with an RDF 
group
- DSE Threshold
- DSE Autostart


• Write Pacing attributes, including:
- Write Pacing Threshold
- Write Pacing Autostart
- Device Write Pacing exemption
- TimeFinder Write Pacing Autostart


Create dynamic RDF pairs in Synchronous mode symrdf


Set SRDF pairs into Synchronous mode


Add an RDF mirror to a device in Synchronous 
mode


symconfigure


Table 17  License Suites supported with VMAX 100K, 200K, 400K arrays (page 3 of 5)


License/Description Allows you to With the command
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Advanced Suite
Includes:
- Foundation Suite
- FAST
- FAST.X


Perform tasks available in the Foundation Suite.


Create time windows symoptmz
symtw


Add disk group tiers to FAST policies symfast


Enable FAST


Set the following FAST parameters:
• Swap Non-Visible Devices
• Allow Only Swap
• User Approval Mode
• Maximum Devices to Move
• Maximum Simultaneous Devices
• Workload Period
• Minimum Performance Period


Add virtual pool (VP) tiers to FAST policies


Set the following FAST VP-specific parameters:
• Thin Data Move Mode
• Thin Relocation Rate
• Pool Reservation Capacity


Set the following FAST parameters:
• Workload Period
• Minimum Performance Period


SLO-based provisioning symconfigure
symsg
symcfg


FAST.X operations:
• Monitor and report eDisk state and track 


information
• Manage external disks, including add, 


remove, drain, activate operations


symdisk
symcfg
symconfigure


Foundation Suite
Includes:
- Base Suite
- Unisphere Suite


Perform tasks available in the Base and Unisphere Suites.


Unisphere Suite
Includes:
- Unisphere for VMAX


Manage VMAX arrays running HYPERMAX OS 
5977.


N/A


ProtectPoint Suite
Includes:
- ProtectPoint


Store and retrieve backup data within an integrated environment 
containing VMAX and Data Domain arrays.


Table 17  License Suites supported with VMAX 100K, 200K, 400K arrays (page 4 of 5)


License/Description Allows you to With the command
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SRDF Star Suite
Includes:
- SRDF/Star


Perform a setup to initialize the environment. symstar


VMAX OS Suite
Includes:
- Base Suite


Perform tasks available in the Base Suite.


Table 17  License Suites supported with VMAX 100K, 200K, 400K arrays (page 5 of 5)


License/Description Allows you to With the command
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Array-based licenses on VMAX 10K, 20K, 40K arrays
Solutions Enabler supports array-based license bundles for VMAX 10K, 20K and 40K 
arrays running Enginuity 5876 or lower. A license bundle is a single license that enables 
multiple features. For example, the Symmetrix Remote Replication Suite license bundle 
enables the SRDF, SRDF/A and SRDF/S features. For Symmetrix 10K and 20K arrays, 
Solutions Enabler continues to support individual array-based licenses.


Table 18 on page 93 lists the array-based licenses supported with VMAX 10K, 20K and 
40K family arrays.


Table 18  Array-based licenses supported with Symmetrix VMAX 10K, 20K, 40K arrays (page 1 of 3)


License/Description Allows you to With the 
commanda


Enginuity 40K Enginuity 10K and 20Kb


SYMM_VMAX_Enginuity
License for whole array
Includes:
- Dynamic Cache Partitioning
- Symmetrix Priority Controls
- Symmetrix Optimizer


SYMM_Model_ENGINUITY
License for whole array


Virtualize an eDisk for encapsulation symconfigure


Use VLUN to migrate from an encapsulated 
device (use it as a source device)


Use an encapsulated device as a clone 
source


SYMM_Model_DCPd


Dynamic Cache 
Partitioning


Enable cache partitions for a Symmetrix 
array


symqos -cp


Create cache partitions


Set cache partitions to Analyze mode


SYMM_Model_SPCd


Symmetrix Priority 
Controls


Enable priority of service for a Symmetrix 
array


symqos -pst


Set host I/O priority


Set copy QoS priority


SYMM_Model_OPTIMIZERd


Symmetrix Optimizer
Enable Optimizer functionality, including:
• Manual mode
• Rollback mode
• Manual Migration mode


symoptmz


Schedule manual swaps


Set the following Optimizer-specific 
parameters:
• Device Swap Priority
• Any of the Optimizer Advanced 


parameters


Set the following Optimizer/FAST 
parameters:
• User Approval Mode
• Maximum Devices to Move
• Maximum Simultaneous Devices
• Workload Period
• Minimum Performance Period


Validate or create VLUN migrations symmigrate


Create time window symoptmz
symtw
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SYMM_VMAX_SRDF_REPLICATION
Symmetrix Remote Replication 
Suite
Includes:
- SRDF
- SRDF/Asynchronous mode
- SRDF/Synchronous mode


SYMM_Model_SRDFc, d


SRDF
Create new RDF groups symrdf


Create dynamic RDF pairs in Adaptive Copy 
mode


Create RDF devices symconfigure


Convert non-RDF devices to RDF


Add RDF mirrors to devices in Adaptive Copy 
mode


Set the dynamic-RDF capable attribute on 
devices


Create SAVE devices


SYMM_Model_SRDF_Ad


SRDF/Asynchronous 
mode


Create dynamic RDF pairs in Asynchronous 
mode


symrdf


Set RDF pairs into Asynchronous mode


Add RDF mirrors to devices in Asynchronous 
mode


symconfigure


Create RDFA_DSE pools


Set any of the following SRDF/A attributes 
on an RDF group:
• Minimum Cycle Time
• Transmit Idle
• DSE attributes, including:


- Associating an RDFA-DSE pool with an 
RDF group
- DSE Threshold
- DSE Autostart


• Write Pacing attributes, including:
- Write Pacing Threshold
- Write Pacing Autostart
- Device Write Pacing exemption
- TimeFinder Write Pacing Autostart


SYMM_Model_SRDF_Sd


SRDF/Synchronous 
mode


Create dynamic RDF pairs in Synchronous 
mode


symrdf


Set SRDF pairs into Synchronous mode


Add an RDF mirror to a device in 
Synchronous mode


symconfigure


SYMM_VMAX_SRDF_STAR
SRDF/Star


SYMM_Model_SRDF_STARd


SRDF/Star
Perform a setup to initialize the environment symstarc


Table 18  Array-based licenses supported with Symmetrix VMAX 10K, 20K, 40K arrays (page 2 of 3)


License/Description Allows you to With the 
commanda


Enginuity 40K Enginuity 10K and 20Kb
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SYMMETRIX_VMAX_TIMEFINDER
Symmetrix TimeFinder Suite
Includes:
- TimeFinder/Clone
- TimeFinder/Snap


SYMM_Model_TF_CLONEd


TimeFinder/Clone
Create new native clone sessions symclone 


Create new TimeFinder/Clone emulations symmir


SYMM_Model_TF_SNAPd


TimeFinder/Snap
Create new sessions symsnap


Duplicate existing sessions


Create snap pools symconfigure


Create SAVE devices


SYMM_VMAX_FAST_TIERING
Symmetrix Tiering Suite
Includes:
- FAST for disk groups
- FAST for virtual pools


SYMM_Model_FASTd


FAST for disk groups
Create time windows symoptmz


symtw


Add disk group tiers to FAST policies symfast


Enable FAST


Set the following Optimizer/FAST 
parameters:
• Swap Non-Visible Devices
• Allow Only Swap
• User Approval Mode
• Maximum Devices to Move
• Maximum Simultaneous Devices
• Workload Period
• Minimum Performance Period


SYMM_Model_FAST_VP
FAST for virtual pools


Create time windows symoptmz
symtw


Add virtual pool (VP) tiers to FAST policies symfast


Enable FAST


Set the following FAST VP-specific 
parameters:
• Thin Data Move Mode
• Thin Relocation Rate
• Pool Reservation Capacity


Set the following Optimizer/FAST 
parameters:
• Workload Period
• Minimum Performance Period


SYMM_VMAX_OR_DM
RCOPY


SYMM_Model_OR_DMd


RCOPY
Create hot push sessions symrcopy


Create cold pull sessions


Create cold push sessions


SYMM_VMAX_SMC
- Symmetrix Management 
Console


- Unisphere for VMAX


SYMM_Model_SMC
- Symmetrix 


Management Console
- Unisphere for VMAX


Manage arrays running Enginuity 5875 
Q22011 SR or higher.d 


N/A


a. For complete command syntax, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler SYMCLI Command Reference Guide.


Table 18  Array-based licenses supported with Symmetrix VMAX 10K, 20K, 40K arrays (page 3 of 3)


License/Description Allows you to With the 
commanda


Enginuity 40K Enginuity 10K and 20Kb
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Host-based licenses
Table 19 lists the host-based licenses that remain unchanged on Enginuity 5876 or lower. 


Table 20 lists the host-based licenses required to perform operations on VMAX arrays 
running Enginuity versions lower than 5875 from a Solutions Enabler V8.0 host.


b. In the license name, Model indicates the array model on which the license is installed. Possible values are: VMAX or VMAXE.


c. Requires either SYMM_Model_SRDF_A, SYMM_Model_SRDF_S or SYMM_VMAX_SRDF_REPLICATION licenses.


d. This license is not required to manage arrays running an Enginuity version lower than 5875.198.148 from a host running SMC V7.3 or higher 
or Unisphere V1.0 or higher.


Table 19  Host-based licenses unchanged, regardless of Enginuity level


License/Description Commands included


FAST for DMX (full device only) N/A. This feature is only available with Unisphere for 
VMAX.


TimeFinder (all, including 
TimeFinder/Mirror)


symioctl
symmir
symreturn


Table 20  Host-based licenses required for Enginuity versions lower than 5875


License Commands included


Dynamic Cache Partitioning symqos -cp


FAST symfast
symtier


Optimization symmigrate
symoptmz


Open Replicator/DM symrcopy


SRDF symrdf add RDF group
symconfigure add RDF mirror
symconfigure create SAVE devices
symconfigure set dynamic RDF attribute


SRDF/Async symrdf set mode async
symconfigure SRDF/A settings and add RDF mirror
symrdf create dynamic pair in asynchronous mode


SRDF/Star symstara


SRDF/Synchronous symconfigure add rdf mirror
symrdf create dynamic pair in synchronous mode


Symmetrirx Priority Control symqos -pst


TimeFinder/Clone symclone and symmir (using clone emulation)


TimeFinder/Snap symsnap
symconfigure create snap pool and SAVE devices


a. Also requires SRDF/A and SRDF/S licenses.
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Retired licenses
The following licenses are retired. The features that required these licenses still exist, they 
just no longer require licenses.


◆ Base
◆ Cache
◆ Configuration Manager
◆ Config Mgr - Create VDEVs (Snap Configure)
◆ Delta Mark
◆ Device Masking
◆ IPsec
◆ Open Replicator/LM
◆ Secure Erase
◆ SRDF/Automated Replication
◆ SRDF/Cascading RDF
◆ SRDF/Consistency Groups
◆ SRM_BASE
◆ SRM_Enabler
◆ SRM_FULL
◆ SYMAPI Server
◆ TimeFinder/Consistency Groups
◆ TimeFinder/Exchange Integration Module
◆ TimeFinder/SQL Integration Module
◆ Virtual Provisioning
◆ Worm


Managing arrays running different Enginuity versions


The operations that you can perform from a host are based on the host-based licenses in 
the host’s symapi_licenses.dat file, if any, and the array-based licenses in the array’s 
feature registration database (Enginuity 5875 or higher).


Note: The location of this symapi_licenses.dat file varies according to the operating 
system. For more information, refer to Appendix E.


The remainder of this section describes how the operations you can perform from a 
Solutions Enabler host are determined when accessing various Enginuity versions.


Solutions Enabler V7.4 (or higher) host
When accessing an array running Enginuity 5875 or higher from a host running Solutions 
Enabler V7.4 or higher, the operations you can perform on the array are based on:


◆ The licenses in the array’s feature registration database (Table 18 on page 93).
◆ The licenses in the host’s symapi_licenses.dat file, if using any of the host-based 


features listed in Table 19 on page 96.


When accessing an array running an Enginuity version lower than 5875 from the same 
host, the operations you can perform on the array are based on the licenses in the host’s 
symapi_licenses.dat file, if using any of the host-based features listed in Table 19 on 
page 96 and Table 20 on page 96. If not, you can only perform operations that do not 
require a license (see “Retired licenses” on page 97). 
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When accessing an array upgraded from Enginuity 5874 to Enginuity 5875 or higher from a 
host upgraded to Solutions Enabler V7.4 or higher, any product title that you were 
currently using will still function (even if it does not have an entitlement). However, to use 
any of the new Enginuity 5875 product titles or any of the older product titles you were not 
using, you must obtain and install an array-based license file on the array. “Installing 
array-based licenses” on page 102 describes how to install license files.


Capacity measurements


Array-based licenses include a capacity licensed value that defines the scope of the 
license. The method for measuring this value depends on the license’s capacity type 
(Usable, Raw, Registered, Engine, or External).


Not all product titles are available in all capacity types, as shown in Table 21 and Table 22.


Table 21  Product title capacity types for VMAX 100K, 200K, 400K arrays


Usable Registered Engine


Base Suite ProtectPoint Suite Base Suite


Remote Replication Suite Remote Replication Suite Remote Replication Suite


Local Replication Suite Local Replication Suite Local Replication Suite


Advanced Suite Advanced Suite


Foundation Suite Foundation Suite


Unisphere Suite Unisphere Suite


SRDF Star Suite SRDF Star Suite


VMAX OS Suite VMAX OS Suite


Table 22  Product title capacity types for Symmetrix VMAX 10K, 20K, 40K arrays


Raw only Raw or Registered External


Enginuity SRDF/Asynchronous modea SRDF/Asynchronous modea


Dynamic Cache Partitioning SRDF/Synchronous modea SRDF/Synchronous modea


Symmetrix Optimizer SRDF/Star SRDF/Star


Symmetrix Priority Controls Synthesized SRDFb TimeFinder/Clonec


Unisphere for VMAX TimeFinder/Clonec TimeFinder/Snapc


TimeFinder/Snapc FAST for virtual poolsd


FAST for disk groupsd


FAST for virtual poolsd


RCOPY


a. With Enginuity 5876, this license is enabled by the Symmetrix Remote Replication Suite.


b. Created from SRDF/A and SRDF/S entitlements in the license file.


c. With Enginuity 5876, this license is enabled by the Symmetrix TimeFinder Suite.


d. With Enginuity 5876, this license is enabled by the Symmetrix Tiering Suite.
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Usable capacity
Usable Capacity is defined as the amount of storage available for use on a VMAX array. The 
usable capacity is calculated as the sum of all Storage Resource Pool (SRP) capacities 
available for the user to use. This capacity does not include any external storage capacity.


Note: Licenses for the new VMAX arrays are available only in Usable, Registered, or Engine 
capacity.


Note: For HYPERMAX OS 5977, all devices are under FAST control. The usable capacity for 
FAST is the usable capacity of the array.


Engine capacity
Engine capacity is defined as the number of engines in the VMAX array.


Raw capacity
Raw capacity is the sum of the rated capacity of all disks of type SATA or non-SATA in the 
array (in TB, where 1kB = 1000 bytes), excluding spares for that type.


The type of raw capacity disks can be the SATA disks in the array, or the non-SATA disks in 
the array (both types can and do appear in the license file).


Registered capacity
Registered capacity is the amount of user data that will be managed or protected by each 
particular product title. It is independent of the type or size of the disks in the array.


Note: New VMAX licenses are available only in Usable, Registered, or Engine capacity.


The methods for measuring registered capacity depends on whether the licenses are part 
of a bundle or individual.


Registered capacity for license bundles


For license bundles, registered capacity is measured according to the following:


◆ Tiering Suite:


• The registered capacity for this bundle is measured as the sum of the registered 
capacity of all devices associated with all FAST_VP policies and the registered 
capacity of all devices associated with all FAST policies not associated with a 
FAST_VP policy.


• For virtually provisioned devices, the registered capacity is equal to the total space 
allocated to the thin device. For devices that have compressed allocations, the 
un-compressed size is used.


• For disk group provisioned devices, the registered capacity is equal to the total size 
of the device.


◆ Remote Replication Suite:


• The registered capacity for this bundle is measured by the amount of data that can 
be stored in all forms of RDF devices (R1s, R2s, and R21s) on a storage array.
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– Concurrent SRDF sources are counted only once when measuring registered 
capacity usage.


– In the case of diskless RDF (Extended Data Protection), no registered capacity is 
reported as used.


• For virtually provisioned devices, the registered capacity is equal to the total space 
allocated to the thin device. For devices that have compressed allocations, the 
un-compressed size is used.


• For disk group provisioned devices, the registered capacity is equal to the total size 
of the device.


◆ TimeFinder Suite:


• The registered capacity of this bundle is measured as the sum of the capacity of a 
device if it is a clone source or target, a snap source, or SAVE device in a snap pool. 
Regardless of whether a device meets two or more of the following criteria, it is 
only counted once.


• For virtually provisioned devices, the registered capacity is equal to the total space 
allocated to the thin device. For devices that have compressed allocations, the 
un-compressed size is used.


• For disk group provisioned devices, the registered capacity is equal to the total size 
of the device.


Registered capacity for individual licenses


For individual licenses, registered capacity is measured according to the following:


◆ FAST registered capacity is measured as the sum of the registered capacity of all 
devices that are associated with all FAST policies that contain disk group tiers.


◆ FAST VP registered capacity is measured as the registered capacity of all devices that 
are associated with all FAST policies that contain virtual pool tiers. 


◆ SRDF registered capacity is measured as the configured size of all forms of RDF 
standard devices (R1s, R2s, and R21s). In the case of thin devices, it is the size of 
allocated tracks associated with all forms of RDF devices (R1s, R2s, and R21s).


• Concurrent SRDF sources are counted only once when measuring registered 
capacity usage.


• In the case of diskless RDF (Extended Data Protection), no registered capacity is 
reported as used.


◆ SRDF/Star registered capacity is measured as the configured size of all standard 
devices participating in Star configurations. In the case of thin devices, it is the size of 
allocated tracks on devices associated with Star configurations.


◆ TimeFinder/Clone registered capacity is measured as the configured size of all 
standard devices that are clone sources or clone targets. In the case of thin devices, it 
is the size of allocated tracks on devices that are clone sources or clone targets.


The registered capacity of a device that is both a clone target and a clone source for 
another is counted once.
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◆ TimeFinder/Snap registered capacity is measured as the configured size of all save 
pools, plus the configured size of all standard devices that are snap source devices. In 
the case of thin devices, it is the size of allocated tracks on devices that are snap 
source devices.


◆ ProtectPoint registered capacity is the sum of all DataDomain encapsulated devices 
that are link targets. When there are TimeFinder sessions present on an array with 
only a ProtectPoint license and no TimeFinder license, the capacity is calculated as 
the sum of all DataDomain encapsulated devices with link targets and the sum of all 
TimeFinder allocated source devices and delta RDPs.


The following devices are not counted in registered capacity:


◆ SAVE devices not in any pool
◆ DATA devices not in any pool
◆ Devices not associated with RDF or TimeFinder


Registered capacity is reported in a tenth of a terabyte format (for example, 42.3 TB) and 
rounded up or down to the nearest GB. For example, 42.31 TB and 42.25 TB will round to 
42.3 TB.


External capacity
External capacity is measured by the sum of the sizes of virtualized LUNs from external 
storage.


If the entitlement is licensed for registered capacity, any external usage will be added 
together with the internal usage.
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Installing array-based licenses


This section explains how to use the symlmf add command to install array-based 
licenses.


Note: Installing licenses requires an authorization role of Storage Admin or higher.


You can only install array-based licenses from a host running one of the following 
operating systems: 


◆ Windows: AMD64
◆ Linux: AMD64, ia64
◆ Solaris: 64 bit (Sparc) 
◆ HP-UX 11.21: ia64
◆ AIX 5.3 and 6.1: PPC 64


For instructions on installing from a host running a supported operating system, refer to 
“Installing from a supported host” on page 102. For instructions on installing from a host 
running a non-supported operating system, refer to “Installing using alternative methods” 
on page 103.


Note: To obtain array-based licenses from EMC Online Support you will need the License 
Authorization Code (LAC) identification number from the LAC letter e-mailed to you.


Installing from a supported host
To install an array-based license file from a host running a supported operating system:


1. Obtain a license file from EMC Online Support and copy it to your host.


2. Use the following symlmf command to push the license file to the VMAX array:


symlmf add -type emclm -sid SymmID -file FileName -v


Where:


SymmID — Specifies the array on which you are installing the license file.


FileName — Specifies the name of the license file.


Output similar to the following appears:


License SYMM_VMAX_SPC 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
License SYMM_VMAX_DCP 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
License SYMM_VMAX_FAST_VP 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
License SYMM_VMAX_FAST 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
License SYMM_VMAX_OPTIMIZER 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
License SYMM_VMAX_TF_SNAP 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
License SYMM_VMAX_TF_CLONE 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
License SYMM_VMAX_SRDF_STAR 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
License SYMM_VMAX_SRDF_S 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
License SYMM_VMAX_SRDF_A 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
License SYMM_VMAX_SRDF 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
License SYMM_VMAX_ENGINUITY 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
License SYMM_VMAX_OR-DM 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
License SYMM_VMAX_SMC 000000001234 15-Jan-2014: Processed successfully
Total Licenses Processed: 13
Total host-based eLicense ignored: 0
Total Licenses Not Processed: 0
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Note: Issuing the add command without the -v option will eliminate all but the last 
three lines of the above output. 


Installing using alternative methods
To install an array-based license file from a host running a non-supported operating 
system, use one of the following methods:


◆ Run symlmf directly on the VMAX service processor. This method requires that you 
contact EMC Customer Support.


◆ Run symlmf on one of the unsupported platforms via client/server to a SYMAPI server 
on one of the supported platforms. 


Installing host-based licenses 


Note: Installing licenses requires an authorization role of Storage Admin or higher.


To install a host-based license:


1. Use the following symlmf command to install a license key on a host:


symlmf add -type se -license LicenseNumber


2. Use the following command to list the licenses installed on the host:


symlmf list -type se


Displaying licenses


The procedures in this section explain how to use the symlmf list command to display 
installed licenses.


Note: For field descriptions of the output examples in this section, refer to “symlmf list 
output field descriptions” on page 107.
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Displaying array based licenses
To display the current array based licenses activated by a license file, use the following 
command:


symlmf list -type emclm -sid SymmID


Output similar to the following appears:


Symmetrix ID : 000000001234
Issue Date   : 03/22/2015


                               Activation        Capacity            Install
Name .......................Type      ID     Type          Licensed    Date
--------------------------- ----- ---------- ------------- -------- ----------
Foundation_Suite........... P-IND 111111111  Usable-TB......... 500 09/13/2014
Remote_Replication_Suite... P-IND 1234567    Usable-TB..........500 09/13/2014


Legend:
  Activation Type:
    E-IND = Evaluation Individual
    P-IND = Permanent Individual
    P-ENT = Permanent Enterprise Agreement
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If individual licenses had been purchased, output similar to the following appears:


Symmetrix ID : 000194901138
Issue Date   : 03/22/2015


                               Activation        Capacity            Install
Feature Name                Type      ID     Type          Licensed    Date
--------------------------- ----- ---------- ------------- -------- ----------
SYMM_VMAX_ENGINUITY         P-IND 102938475  R-TB-Non-SATA      100 08/22/2014
                                             R-TB-SATA          500
SYMM_VMAX_FAST              P-IND 1234567    Reg-TB              60 08/22/2014
SYMM_VMAX_OR_DM             P-IND 1234567    Reg-TB              10 08/22/2014
SYMM_VMAX_PROSPHERE         P-IND 1234567    R-TB-Non-SATA      100 08/22/2014
                                             R-TB-SATA          500
SYMM_VMAX_SMC               P-IND 1234567    R-TB-Non-SATA      100 08/22/2014
                                             R-TB-SATA          500
SYMM_VMAX_SRDF              P-IND 1234567    Reg-TB              30 08/22/2014
SYMM_VMAX_SRDF_S            P-IND 1234567    Reg-TB              20 08/22/2014
SYMM_VMAX_SRDF_STAR         P-IND 1234567    Reg-TB              40 08/22/2014
SYMM_VMAX_TF_CLONE          P-IND 1234567    Reg-TB              50 08/22/2014


Legend:
  Activation Type:
    E-IND = Evaluation Individual
    P-IND = Permanent Individual
    P-ENT = Permanent Enterprise Agreement


In addition, you can also add the -output xml_element option to the above command to 
produce an XML report containing the same information. For example:


symlmf list -type emclm -sid SymmID -output xml_element
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Displaying host-based licenses
To display host-based licenses, use the following commmand:


symlmf list -type host


Output similar to the following appears:


In addition, you can also add the -output xml_element option to the above command to 
produce an XML report containing the same information. For example:


symlmf list -type host -output xml_element


Host ID:  host1234


                                      Days
                                      Until    Capacity
Feature Name            SymmID        Expr   Type  Units
----------------------  ------------  -----  ----  -----
OraclePak               -                 -     -      -
SPA_BASE                000000001234      -  R-TB  1000


Legend:


  Capacity:
    R-TB    = Raw capacity in TB
    REG-TB  = Configured capacity in TB
    -       = Not applicable
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Displaying host and array-based licenses
To display the host-based and array-based licenses that apply to VMAX arrays, use the 
following command:


symlmf list -type sym -sid 1234


Output similar to the following appears:


Symmetrix ID: 000000001234


                                            Capacity
Feature Name                 Lic  Type                Units
--------------------------- ----- ------------------ --------
SYMM_UNPROT_SDR             SE    N/A                       -
SYMM_VMAX_ENGINUITY         EMCLM R-TB-Non-SATA           100
                                  R-TB-SATA               500
SYMM_VMAX_FAST_TIERING      EMCLM R-TB-Non-SATA           100
                                  R-TB-SATA               500
                                  R-TB-EXTERNAL           300
SYMM_VMAX_OR_DM             EMCLM R-TB-Non-SATA           100
                                  R-TB-SATA               500
                                  R-TB-EXTERNAL           300
SYMM_VMAX_PROSPHERE         EMCLM R-TB-Non-SATA           100
                                  R-TB-SATA               500
                                  R-TB-EXTERNAL           300
SYMM_VMAX_SMC               EMCLM R-TB-Non-SATA           100
                                  R-TB-SATA               500
                                  R-TB-EXTERNAL           300
SYMM_VMAX_SRDF_REPLICATION  EMCLM R-TB-Non-SATA           100
                                  R-TB-SATA               500
                                  R-TB-EXTERNAL           600
SYMM_VMAX_SRDF_STAR         EMCLM R-TB-Non-SATA           100
                                  R-TB-SATA               500
                                  R-TB-EXTERNAL           300
SYMM_VMAX_TIMEFINDER        EMCLM R-TB-Non-SATA           100
                                  R-TB-SATA               500
                                  R-TB-EXTERNAL           300


Legend:


  Lic(ense Type):
    EMCLM = emclm license
    SE    = se license


In addition, you can also add the -output xml_element option to the above command to 
produce an XML report containing the same information. For example:


symlmf list -type sym -sid SymmID -output xml_element


symlmf list output field descriptions
The following explains the output for the symlmf list command:


◆ Activation ID: Activation ID assigned to the license.


◆ Activation Type: The feature's license can be assigned to:


• Ind(ividual) storage arrays,


• Individual storage arrays but with a limited Eval(uation) time period, or to


• All the storage arrays in the Ent(erprise).
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◆ Capacity Licensed: The maximum quantity of data which the functionality of the 
software is licensed to use, in Terabytes. If the capacity type is Engine, this is the 
maximum quantity of engines which the functionality of the software is licensed to 
use.


◆ Capacity Type: Qualifies the capacity licensed. Possible values are:


• R-TB-Non-SATA: Indicates that the capacity licensed applies to the raw capacity of 
all devices on the array, excluding SATA.


• R-TB-SATA: Indicates that the capacity licensed applies to the raw capacity of all 
SATA devices on the array.


• REG-TB: Indicates that the capacity licensed applies to the registered capacity of 
the VMAX array.


• Usable-TB: Indicates that the capacity licensed applies to the usable capacity of 
the VMAX array.


• R-TB External: Indicates that the capacity licensed applies to the raw capacity of 
the virtualized LUNs in external storage.


• Engine: Indicates that the capacity licensed applies to the number of engines in 
the VMAX array. 


◆ Capacity Units: The maximum quantity of data for which the functionality of the 
software is licensed to use, in Terabytes. If the capacity type is Engine, this is the 
maximum quantity of engines which the functionality of the software is licensed to 
use.


◆ Days Until Expr: Displays the number of days until expiration. For a Permanent license, 
this field displays a hyphen (-). This field only applies to Unisphere for VMAX.


◆ Expiration Date: Displays the expiration date. For a Permanent license, this field 
displays a hyphen (-).


◆ Feature Name: The name of the licensed feature.


◆ Install Date: The date the license was installed.


◆ Lic(ense Type): Whether the license is host-based (SE) or array-based (EMCLM).


◆ SymmID: The array to which the license is applied.


Querying licenses


The symlmf query command displays the current state and usage numbers for all 
licenses activated on a VMAX array.


For example, to display the state and usage number for all activated licenses on the 
VMAX3 array 1234, enter the following:


symlmf query -type emclm -sid 1234
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Output similar to the following appears:


Symmetrix ID : 000000001234
Issue Date   : 03/22/2015


                                              Capacity
                                 -------------------------------
Feature Name                 Act Type          Licensed Usage
---------------------------- --- ------------- -------- --------
Advanced_Suite               ENT Usable-TB          500    300.4
Foundation_Suite             ENT Usable-TB          500    300.4
Remote_Replication_Suite     ENT Usable-TB          500    300.4
DARE                         ENT Usable-TB        ARRAY    300.4
                                 


Legend:
  Act(ivation Type):
    ENT = Entitlement
    USE = In Use


If individual licenses had been purchased, output similar to the following appears:


Symmetrix ID : 000000001234
Issue Date   : 03/22/2015


                                              Capacity
                                 -------------------------------
Feature Name                 Act Type          Licensed Usage
---------------------------- --- ------------- -------- --------
SYMM_VMAX_ENGINUITY          ENT R-TB-Non-SATA      100     19.2
                                 R-TB-SATA          500    128.0
SYMM_VMAX_FAST_TIERING       ENT Reg-TB              60      0.0
SYMM_VMAX_OR_DM              ENT R-TB-Non-SATA      100     19.2
                                 R-TB-SATA          500    128.0
                                 R-TB-EXTERNAL      300      0.0
SYMM_VMAX_PROSPHERE          ENT R-TB-Non-SATA      100     19.2
                                 R-TB-SATA          500    128.0
                                 R-TB-EXTERNAL      300      0.0
SYMM_VMAX_SMC                ENT R-TB-Non-SATA      100     19.2
                                 R-TB-SATA          500    128.0
                                 R-TB-EXTERNAL      300      0.0
SYMM_VMAX_SRDF_REPLICATION   ENT Reg-TB              10      0.1
SYMM_VMAX_SRDF_STAR          ENT Reg-TB              20      0.0
SYMM_VMAX_TIMEFINDER         ENT Reg-TB              80      0.0


Legend:
  Act(ivation Type):
    ENT = Entitlement
    USE = In Use


Where:


◆ Feature Name: The name of the licensed feature.


◆ Act(ivation): How the product title was activated. Possible values are: 


• ENT: Indicates that the product title is activated through an entitlement.


• USE: Indicates that the product title is activated because it was in use prior to 
upgrading from Enginuity 5874 to Enginuity 5875. In addition, this can also 
indicate that the product title was entitled in an earlier license file and not the 
current license file.
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Product titles in use (USE) are not considered properly entitled, in which case you 
should contact EMC for proper entitlement.


◆ Capacity Type: Qualifies the capacity licensed. Possible values:


• R-TB-Non-SATA: Indicates that the capacity licensed applies to the raw capacity of 
all devices on the array, excluding SATA.


• R-TB-SATA: Indicates that the capacity licensed applies to the raw capacity of all 
SATA devices on the array.


• REG-TB: Indicates that the capacity licensed applies to the registered capacity of 
the VMAX array.


• Usable-TB: Indicates that the capacity licensed applies to the usable capacity of 
the VMAX array.


• R-TB External: Indicates that the capacity licensed applies to the raw capacity of 
the virtualized LUNs in external storage.


• Engine: Indicates that the capacity licensed applies to the number of engines in 
the VMAX array. 


◆ Capacity Licensed: The maximum quantity of data which the functionality of the 
software is licensed to use, in Terabytes. If the capacity type is Engine, this is the 
maximum quantity of engines which the functionality of the software is licensed to 
use


◆ Capacity Usage: The amount of Capacity Licensed currently being used.


In addition, you can also add the -output xml_element option to the above command to 
produce an XML report containing the same information. For example:


symlmf query -type emclm -sid SymmID -output xml_element


Deleting licenses


Use the following command to delete a host-based license:


symlmf delete -type se -license LicenseName


Where LicenseName is one of the licenses in Table 19 on page 96 and Table 20 on 
page 96.


Note: You cannot delete array-based licenses.


Initial steps for post-install of Solutions Enabler
This section describes the initial steps you must consider before you begin using 
Solutions Enabler SYMCLI commands.


Building the SYMAPI database


Before using the SYMCLI commands, you need to run the symcfg discover command to 
build your configuration (SYMAPI) database. This needs to be done once after installation, 
and after any changes are made to your VMAX array configuration.
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Setting environment variables


After installing Solutions Enabler, you should set the environment variables or paths so 
you can directly access both the SYMCLI commands and the online help (man pages). The 
online help path allows you direct access to descriptions of the command set. 


Note: For information on setting these variables, refer to “Setting the CLI path” on 
page 112 and “Setting the online help path” on page 112.


SYMCLI also provides additional environment variables that you can preset to streamline 
your command line session. These variables can be set to common argument values for a 
series of associated commands, which eliminates repeated key strokes for your session.


To view a list of environment variables that can be set for a given SYMCLI session, enter:


symcli -env


To view the environment variables that you currently have set, enter:


symcli -def


Note: For a complete list of the SYMCLI environment variables, refer to the EMC Solutions 
Enabler SYMCLI Command Reference Guide.


Setting access permissions to directories


By default, the completed Solutions Enabler installation disables write access to other 
users beyond the owner. If you desire a different permission scheme, you can change it 
now. Refer to the EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide for more information.


Starting the SCSI generic driver


Linux Kernel 2.4 requires that the SCSI generic driver be running. You can either compile it 
into the kernel or compile it as a loadable kernel module.


Note: For instructions, refer to the README file in the top level directory of your Linux 
source package.


Note: The SCSI generic driver is not required in Linux Kernel 2.6 or higher.


Verifying the existence of dedicated gatekeepers


To verify that there are dedicated gatekeepers available for use, run the following 
command:


stordaemon action storapid -cmd show -gk_stats


Note: For more information on this command, refer to “Displaying gatekeeper statistics” 
on page 212.
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Setting the CLI path
Before using SYMCLI, append the SYMCLI binary directories to your PATH environment 
variable according to your operating system.


UNIX
For UNIX C shell, ensure the following SYMCLI directory is appended to variable PATH:


set path = ($path /usr/symcli/bin)


For UNIX Korn or Bourne shell, ensure the following SYMCLI directory is appended to 
variable PATH:


PATH=$PATH:/usr/symcli/bin
export PATH


Windows 
For Windows, ensure the following SYMCLI directory is appended to the MS-DOS variable 
PATH:


C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\bin


OpenVMS
For OpenVMS, ensure the following SYMCLI directory has been defined for all users (use 
emc_cli.com in the system login.com):


SHOW LOGICAL SYMCLI$BIN


Setting the online help path
A complete set of online help (man pages) is provided for SYMCLI. To access these man 
pages in your environment, perform the following tasks according to your operating 
system.


UNIX
For UNIX C shell, ensure the following man page directories are added to variable 
MANPATH:


set MANPATH = ($MANPATH /usr/storapi/man /usr/storapi/storman)


For UNIX Korn and Bourne shell, ensure the following man page directories are added to 
variable MANPATH:


MANPATH=$MANPATH:/usr/storapi/man:/usr/storapi/storman
export MANPATH


Windows
For Windows, the manual pages are located, by default, in the following directories: 


C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\man


C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\storman


To open a file, double-click it and select NotePad from the Open With dialog box.
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Note: In Windows 2008 R2, double-clicking opens these files in WordPad by default.


OpenVMS
For OpenVMS, you can view help pages with the DCL utility SYMHELP.


Managing database and gatekeeper locking
Within a SYMCLI session, gatekeeper and database locks are used to avoid conflicts in 
accessing a VMAX array by way of gatekeepers or the configuration database.


Semaphore requirements on UNIX


You do not need to modify semaphore settings on the host when using its default 
configuration (default options). However, some settings (for example, in the 
daemon_options file) will lead to semaphore allocation. In which case, you should 
configure the UNIX kernel to meet the SYMCLI semaphore requirements as follows:


◆ One semaphore ID for each VMAX gatekeeper device.


The number of system-wide semaphores is specified by the UNIX kernel parameter 
semmns, or its equivalent.


◆ A minimum of three semaphores per semaphore set.


The maximum number of semaphores per semaphore set is specified by the UNIX 
kernel parameter semmsl, or its equivalent.


◆ A minimum of three operations per semop call.


The maximum number of operations per semop call is specified by the parameter 
semopn, or its equivalent.


See “Setting the optional base daemon behavior parameters” on page 123 for more 
information.


These requirements are usually within the bounds of the default semaphore parameter 
settings on a UNIX system. However, for information about maximizing these parameters 
on your specific platform, refer to Appendix D.


Meeting semaphore requirements


If the requirements are not within the bounds of the default semaphore parameter 
settings on a UNIX system, the UNIX kernel must be reconfigured. If the UNIX kernel is not 
reconfigured, the SYMCLI gatekeeper locking may fail. For more information about 
adjusting semaphore parameters for your operating system, refer to Appendix D.


Refreshing the semaphores


After you have reconfigured the UNIX kernel, you may need to reboot the UNIX system to 
refresh the kernel semaphore structures. 


You can use the following UNIX command to view the currently allocated system 
semaphores:
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ipcs -s 


De-allocating semaphores


If you exceed the maximum number of semaphores allocated, you may need to de-allocate 
system semaphores in order to obtain more semaphores.


To de-allocate a system semaphore, use the following UNIX command:


ipcrm -s IpcID


Windows locking


On Windows, SYMCLI allocates named mutexes to accomplish locking. These mutexes are 
automatically de-allocated from the system when the last thread which has opened the 
mutex finishes accessing the mutex, or is terminated. There is no mutex kernel 
configuration requirement. The mutex name is derived from the gatekeeper pathname.


Avoidance and selection files
The following optional files can exist in the SYMAPI configuration directory1, and limit the 
scope or change the performance of SYMCLI online commands, particularly, symcfg 
discover and syminq:


◆ gkavoid
◆ gkselect
◆ inqfile
◆ symavoid


Note: These files and the following text are for experienced SYMCLI or SYMAPI users and 
are not a prerequisite for normal use. 


These files can be used to customize and streamline command line coding to your specific 
environment. 


Be sure to delete these files when they are no longer needed as they can cause 
unexpected behavior and command limitations.


Editing and file format


These are editable files with device names or array IDs you can use to limit SYMCLI or 
SYMAPI from seeing certain VMAX arrays, devices, or gatekeepers which would otherwise 
be affected by various commands.


The files hold either physical device names (PdevNames) or array IDs (Symmids) with line 
entries having only one device name or ID per line. Lines beginning with a “#” (comment) 
are ignored by SYMCLI.


1. The location of this directory varies according to the operating system. For more information, refer 
to Appendix E.
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gkavoid and gkselect


The gkavoid and gkselect files affect calls to various online SYMCLI commands that use 
a gatekeeper to communicate with a VMAX array. 


Note: For more information on using these files, refer to “Using the gkavoid and gkselect 
files” on page 209.


inqfile


The inqfile file configures calls to syminq and symcfg discover to find only the 
PdevNames specified in this file. This can be useful if you want to limit the command(s) to 
view only certain devices from your host. The inquiry file is formatted with physical (host) 
device names with one PdevName per line.


Table 23 provides platform specific PdevName examples.


Note: For more information on PdevNames, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler Array 
Management CLI User Guide.


symavoid


The symavoid file affects the operation of symcfg discover so that it does not look for 
devices that belong to the arrays specified in this file. This may be useful if there are 
multiple VMAX arrays connected to the host that you want SYMCLI to avoid. The array 
avoidance file is formatted with 12-character array IDs with one ID per line.


To obtain a list of array IDs, enter:


syminq -symmids


Changing the default behavior of SYMCLI
The options file (initially installed as README.options) in the SYMAPI configuration 
directory contains behavior parameters that can be set to critically change the default 
behavior of SYMCLI operations, SYMAPI calls, and their control actions. It can be used to 
impart certain global restrictions as well as customize and streamline command line 
coding to your specific environment.


Table 23  PdevName examples


Operating system Example Pdevname


UNIX /dev/rdsk/c2t0d2s2


Windows \\.\PHYSICALDRIVE1


z/OS VOL001
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This file and the text in this chapter are for experienced SYMCLI or SYMAPI users and are 
not a prerequisite for normal use. Improper adjustment of these parameters can impose 
unwanted restriction of features or possibly render your VMAX environment inoperative.


The options file must be created and placed in the SYMAPI configuration directory.1


Editing the options file


Once this file is created, you can edit it to change the default behavior of certain SYMCLI or 
SYMAPI command options. The file contains editable parameters to set certain optional 
defaults in the line entries. SYMAPI ignores lines beginning with a “#” (comment).


Removing default options


To remove a default option, remove the line entry, rename the file, or comment the line by 
adding a pound (#) sign at the beginning of the line entry.


Options file parameters


For options file parameter descriptions, refer to EMC Solutions Enabler SYMCLI Command 
Reference Guide.


Oracle multiple instances through a remote server
If you are using Storage Resource Management (SRM) and intend to perform database 
mapping calls from your host to a remote server that has more than one Oracle instance, 
you must complete the following procedure:


1. With the remote SYMAPI service stopped, set the remote server UNIX environment 
variables ORACLE_HOME and ORACLE_SID for the system requirements. When set, 
re-start storsrvd.


2. Configure Oracle SQL*Net (V7) or Net8 to include other instance names (TNS names) 
in a network service. 
The TNS names are located in the $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora 
file. The Oracle instance to which your ORACLE_HOME points is the only instance that 
must have the TNS names registered.


3. Configure the Oracle listener service for the other Oracle instances with which you 
need to work.


4. Test your Oracle environment for a valid configuration by running 
$ORACLE_HOME/bin/sqlplus as follows:


sqlplus user/passwd@service


where:


user/passwd describes your Oracle username and password.


1. The location of this directory varies according to the operating system. For more information, refer 
to Appendix E.
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service is the TNS name you registered for the Oracle instance.


Note: For more information about configuring SQL*Net or Net8, refer to the 
appropriate Oracle documentation.


5. Set the EMC environment variable SYMCLI_RDB_CONNECT to describe your user name, 
password, and service name with the format usr/passwd@service to the instance of 
choice.


Client/server RDBMS environment variable behavior


The commands symioctl and symrdb scan the client’s current environment variables 
and apply them across the client/server connection. For example, when the following is 
invoked from the client:


symrdb -type oracle list


symrdb will search for ORACLE_HOME and ORACLE_SID on the client side. If found, the 
variables are passed to the SYMAPI server and used with subsequent database mapping 
calls.


Set the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable for all databases except Oracle and SQL 
Server.


Setting up daemons for distributed application support
To improve performance on a number of applications or scripts running at once, you can 
employ Solutions Enabler daemons (services) that run in the background with root 
privileges to a local storage resource. Applications do not have to run as a privileged user. 


The base daemon (storapid) coordinates all VMAX array locks and parallel application 
syscalls to your operating system kernel, which optimizes their operations (such as 
TimeFinder-type actions).


For SRM applications, there are a number of vendor-specific database daemons available 
to improve the speed of database access or mapping operation. SRM database 
performance is improved by using a persistent database connection, a fast 
communication mechanism, and parallel operations. For SRM, a single database daemon 
can support connections to multiple instances/databases. In addition, there is also an 
SRM daemon (storsrmd and storsrmd64) that allows non-root users and 
non-administrators to perform certain SRM operations. 


When your host is locally-connected to the VMAX array, applications and daemons must 
reside in that host. However, for client/server systems, the storage management 
applications reside in the client, and most of the daemons must reside in the SYMAPI 
server. The one exception to this is the event daemon, which runs on both the client and 
server.
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Table 24 lists the available daemons. Additional information is contained in the specific 
documentation for each. Note that on certain platforms, only some of these daemons are 
supported.


For information on using daemons, refer to the remainder of this chapter.


Starting daemons


Most daemons are automatically started as their services are required. For example, 
storgnsd is automatically started the first time a group operation is performed.


However, in situations where you need to manually start a daemon, you can use the 
following command:


stordaemon start DaemonName [-wait Seconds]


Table 24  Daemon support matrix


 Daemon name Platforms supported Description
Daemon-specific parameter 
documentation 


storapid UNIXa, Win64, z/OS, 
AS400


 Base daemon Refer to “Managing the base 
daemon” on page 122 in this 
guide.


storgnsd     UNIX, Win64, z/OS, 
AS400


 Group Name Services (GNS) 
daemon


EMC Solutions Enabler Array 
Management CLI User Guide


storrdfd      UNIX, Win64  RDF daemon EMC Solutions Enabler SRDF 
Family CLI User Guide


storevntd    UNIX, Win64, z/OS  Event daemon Refer to “Setting up the event 
daemon for monitoring” on 
page 124 in this guide.


storsrvd      UNIX, Win64, z/OS, 
AS400


 SYMAPI Server daemon 
(executes remote Solutions 
Enabler API functions)


Refer to Chapter 4 in this guide.


storwatchd    UNIX UNIX only: Watchdog daemon EMC Solutions Enabler Array 
Management CLI User Guide


storsrmd    
storsrmd64


Solaris, AIX, HP-UX, 
Windows


SRM daemon EMC Solutions Enabler 
Symmetrix Storage Resource 
Management CLI Product Guide


storstpd UNIX, Win64 Statistics (STP) daemon


stororad SRM daemon for 
Oracle DB


storudbd     SRM daemon for UDB DB


storsqld      SRM daemon for SQL DB


storsybs12d   SRM daemon for Sybase DB - 
version 12


storsybs12.5d   SRM daemon for Sybase DB - 
version 12.5


storsybs12.5_6
4d 


SRM daemon for Sybase DB - 
version 12.5 (64-bit)


a. UNIX represents Sun, AIX, HP-UX, and Linux systems.
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By default, the stordaemon command waits 30 seconds to verify that the daemon is 
running. To override this, use the -wait option. For example, to start an SRM daemon for 
an Oracle database and wait five seconds for it to come up, enter:


stordaemon start stororad -wait 5


Stopping daemons


To stop a daemon, apply the following command:


stordaemon shutdown DaemonName|all [-wait Seconds]
[-immediate] [-abort]


By default, stopping a daemon causes it to no longer accept commands from client 
processes using its services; it does not actually exit until all client programs using its 
services exit first.


The -immediate option causes the daemon to exit regardless of whether there are still 
client programs connected to it.


The -abort option sends a KILL signal, instead of asking the specified daemon to shut 
itself down. Only privileged users (root) can use this option. (Supported on UNIX only.)


Viewing daemons


To view what daemons are present, enter either of the following:


stordaemon list [-running] [-all] [-v]


or
stordaemon show DaemonName


For the database daemons, an instance identifier is appended to the daemon name. For 
example, a stororad daemon started with the instance name ords would display as 
stororadords.


Setting daemons to auto-start on boot


To set a daemon to automatically start upon reboot of your system, enter the following:


stordaemon install DaemonName -autostart


Authorizing daemon connections


Typically, daemons run with root/administrator privileges, which enable them to handle 
the tasks required by SYMCLI commands (and any SYMAPI call) that require privileged 
access. This enables non-privileged users to run the SYMAPI application.


For example, when a SYMAPI call attempts to open a gatekeeper (which requires a 
privileged user), the request is actually passed to the base daemon process, which will 
open the gatekeeper device. If you were to run a process level debugger, such as adb on 
the Sun OS platform, and check the per-process file table, the open gatekeeper would 
appear in the base daemon process, not in the user process. From this point on, the 
transfer CDB requests are passed to the base daemon since it is the process that opened 
the gatekeeper.1
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By default, the daemons only accept connection requests from users running with root or 
administrator privileges. For non-root users to use this feature, you need to create a 
daemon_users file (initially installed as README.daemon_users) with a list of allowed 
usernames.


The daemon_users file is an editable template file installed in the SYMAPI configuration 
directory.1


Using a text editor, a System Administrator can add entries to this file using the following 
formats:


Note: There is no reason to add privileged users to this file, as they are automatically 
authorized.


Note: For more information, refer to the daemon_users file.


Controlling daemon behavior


The daemon_options file (initially installed as README.daemon_options) contains 
parameters to control the behavior of the various Solutions Enabler daemons. As each 
daemon starts, it reads this file and applies all applicable settings.


1. All daemons except for storapid the Base daemon may be configured to run as a non-root user in 
Unix. For details on considerations and configuration instructions, refer to the EMC VMAX Family 
Security Configuration Guide.


1. The location of this directory varies according to the operating system. For more information, refer 
to Appendix E.


smith storapid Local user smith is authorized to use the 
storapid daemon.


ENG/smith storapid Windows local user smith in the ENG 
domain is authorized to use the storapid 
daemon.


smith storora* The * is a wildcard. Local user smith is 
authorized to use any daemon whose name 
begins with storora. For example, the SRM 
Oracle DB daemons.


smith stororad freeze,... Local user smith is authorized to perform 
freeze and thaw operations via the 
stororad daemon. The third column 
consists of a comma separated list of 
operations that the user is authorized to 
perform. Valid values are:


• freeze: The user is authorized to perform DB 
freeze and thaw operations.


• startup_instance: The user is authorized to 
start a DB instance.


• shutdown_instance: The user is authorized to 
shutdown a DB instance.
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These parameters are intended for experienced Solutions Enabler users. In most cases, 
the daemon default settings will be sufficient.


The daemon_options file is an editable template file located in the SYMAPI configuration 
directory.1 


Using a text editor, a system administrator can add lines to this file using either of the 
following formats:


Note: For more information, refer to the daemon_options file.


Controlling daemon logging


All Solutions Enabler daemons use a consistent infrastructure for logging events, which 
you can customize using the general logging options in the daemon_options file 
(Table 25). In addition, the daemon_options file also includes daemon-specific options 
that allow you to further customize logging for a particular daemon (for example, 
storevntd and storsrvd).


By default, each daemon records its log data in a pair of files (daemon_name.log0 and  
daemon_name.log1) in the Solutions Enabler logging directory. Using this method, the 
daemons will alternate logging from one file to the other as they become full. 


Optionally, you can configure each daemon to record its logs to a dated log file in the form 
daemon_name-yyyymmdd.log. Using this method, each daemon will begin recording to a 
newly dated log file on the first write after 12 A.M. 


1. The location of this directory varies according to the operating system. For more information, refer 
to Appendix E.


NAME = VALUE Sets the parameter NAME for all daemons that 
understand this parameter.


stororad:NAME = VALUE Sets the parameter NAME for only the stororad 
daemon.


storora*:NAME = VALUE Sets the parameter NAME for all daemons whose name 
begins with storora. The * is a wildcard that can be 
used to match the remainder of a daemon’s name. 
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Table 25 shows the general logging configuration options you can use to customize the 
Solutions Enabler daemon log files. For details on the syntax and values, refer to the 
<SYMAPI_HOME>/config/daemon_options file installed in the configuration directory. 


For logging configuration options specific to the event daemon, refer to “Setting up the 
event daemon for monitoring” on page 124, and for options specific to the SYMAPI server 
daemon, refer to “Specifying server behavior” on page 163.


Managing the base daemon
The base daemon (storapid) provides centralized gatekeeper device management for all 
Solutions Enabler applications requiring access to VMAX arrays, along with the GNS and 
RDF daemons. This alleviates contention when there are limited gatekeeper resources 
available and also eliminates the need for every client to constantly select, open, lock, 
and ping for an available gatekeeper device for every online function.


Additionally, the base daemon monitors Symmetrix External Locks (SEL) and Device 
External Locks (DEL), and automatically releases any SELs and DELs (except for persistent 
DELs) when an application (normally or abnormally) exits. The base daemon also 
eliminates the need for Solutions Enabler applications to run as root.


Note: For more on gatekeepers, refer to Chapter 7.


Starting the base daemon


By default, the base daemon will automatically start the first time a Solutions Enabler 
application attempts to access a VMAX array. In addition, you can use either of the 
following methods to start the base daemon:


◆ Manually start the daemon via the stordaemon command line utility as follows:


stordaemon start storapid [-wait Seconds] 


Note: For more information on this command, refer to “Starting daemons” on 
page 118.


◆ Set the base daemon to automatically start every time the local host is booted using 
the following command:


stordaemon install storapid –autostart


Table 25  General logging configuration options in the daemon_options file


Option Description


logfile_type Controls file switching strategy. Possible values are 
WRAP or DATED.


logfile_size Used for wrapping log files, this option specifies the 
maximum number of KBs to write before a switch to the 
other file of the pair.


logfile_retention Used for dated log files, this option indicates how many 
days to retain old log files.


logfile_perms Specifies the permissions on any newly created log files. 
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Note: storapid is installed with the -autostart option set by default.


Manually pre-starting the daemon will eliminate any performance delay incurred when the 
base daemon needs to be started by an application the first time it tries to connect.


If the base daemon abnormally terminates, the Solutions Enabler watchdog daemon 
(storwatchd) will automatically restart it. This ensures that the base daemon is always 
running.


Stopping the base daemon


To stop the base daemon, use the following command:


stordaemon shutdown storapid | all [-wait Seconds] [-immediate] 
[-abort]


Specifying all as the DaemonName will stop all of the daemons currently running.


If there are applications with connections to the base daemon, you can use the 
-immediate option to shut it down immediately; otherwise, it will not shutdown until the 
applications are done using it.


The -abort option sends a KILL signal, instead of asking the base daemon to shut itself 
down. Only privileged users (root) can use this option. (Supported on UNIX only.)


Setting the optional base daemon behavior parameters


The daemon_options file contains a set of parameters that can be modified to affect base 
daemon behavior. The file contains editable behavior parameters set to certain optional 
defaults in the line entries. Commented lines beginning with a pound sign (#) are ignored.


To remove any parameter option, remove the line entry, rename the file, or comment the 
line by adding a pound sign (#) at the beginning of the line entry.
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Table 26 lists some of the possible optional base daemon parameters.


Setting up the event daemon for monitoring
The Solutions Enabler event daemon (storevntd) acts as a clearinghouse for events, also 
known as alerts, on a host. It supports two modes of operation. This section concentrates 
on the second mode of operation.


◆ Under the first mode, applications register for events (an event is defined by one or 
more conditions) in which they are interested through Solutions Enabler API calls. 
These requests are forwarded to the event daemon which then begins to watch for the 
conditions of interest. When an event is detected, it triggers an asynchronous callback 
to the application. 


Clients such as Unisphere for VMAX and SMI Provider all make use of this mechanism.


◆ Under the second mode, the event daemon actively watches for conditions of interest 
— independently of any applications. Options settings (described in “Configuring 
event logging” on page 128) specify the events for which the daemon should monitor 
and how it should log them when they occur. Possible logging options are:


• file: record to a file on disk.


• system: record through the logging service provided by the host operating system. 
On UNIX-like systems, this is the local syslog service. On Windows, this is the 
Windows event log.


Table 26  Base daemon optional behavior parametersa


Parameter = <OptValue | defaultvalue> Description


storapid:inquiry_timeout 0 - nn, -1 | 900 Specifies how long (in seconds) inquiry results are to 
remain in cache before expiring, and new data 
retrieved from the host and array. A value of -1 
indicates the data never expires. A value of zero 
indicates the data always expires. 


storapid:gk_use dedicated_only | legacy Specifies whether the base daemon is restricted to 
only using dedicated gatekeeper devices when 
making syscalls. 
dedicated_only restricts the base daemon to only 
dedicated gatekeepers. 
legacy allows the base daemon to use 
non-dedicated gatekeeper devices.


storapid:use_all_gks disabled | enabled Specifies whether the base daemon is free to use all 
available gatekeeper candidates.
disabled restricts the base daemon to using only 
75% of the available gatekeeper candidates. This 
option locks the gatekeeper with a host-based lock, 
such as a semaphore or mutex.
enabled allows the base daemon to use all available 
gatekeeper candidates. This option locks the 
gatekeeper with an internal locking mechanism.
If you are running InfoMover, you must set this option 
to disabled.


a. For more information on the available parameters, refer to the daemon_options file. 
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• syslog: use the syslog wire protocol to forward event records to a remote syslog 
server, that is, an RSA enVision server.


• snmp: forward event records to a remote SNMP listener. Solutions Enabler only 
supports SNMP version 1 traps.


Note: Only events for VMAX arrays are supported in this mode.


Event sources


The events daemon monitors for events from the following sources:


◆ Events that are directly generated by a storage array, and are merely routed by the 
event daemon to interested parties.


◆ Events manufactured by the event daemon by periodically polling the storage array 
and tracking various conditions. For example, an event tied to the overall utilization 
(as a percentage) of a Snap pool.


◆ Events that are generated by a different process entirely, and are forwarded to the 
event daemon to be routed to any interested parties. For example, the GNS (storgnsd) 
and Base (storapid) daemons both generate events that applications can register to 
receive


◆ The event daemon can also be directed to map records from the Audit log into events.


◆ Non-array events raised by applications such as Unisphere for VMAX.


Events, when delivered, contain a number of pieces of information including, but not 
limited to, the following:


◆ The entity to which the event relates. This will usually be an array ID.


◆ The sub-component to which the event relates, when there is one. The following is a 
list of the most relevant sub-components.


• A device number as a 4-digit hexadecimal number, for example, 0007 or 0123.


• A disk ID using the standard Solutions Enabler syntax, for example, 16B:C2.


• A director ID using the standard Solutions Enabler syntax, for example, FA-3B.


• A port on a director, for example, SA-03C:2.


• A Snap, DSE, or thin pool using the pool name, for example, finance or cambridge.


◆ The identifier of the event corresponding to the SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_T enumeration 
found in the symapi.h header file that is shipped with the SDK.


◆ A severity level. Possible values are: NORMAL, INFO, WARNING, MINOR, MAJOR, FATAL, 
and CRITICAL. The NORMAL severity is relevant to threshold events described in the 
next section.


◆ The date/time that the event was generated.


◆ For certain events, a numerical value, which is used to determine the severity of the 
events. This concept is described in the following section.


◆ A description of the event along with some auxiliary textual data.
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Threshold events


Certain events are associated with a numeric value. This value is compared with a set of 
threshold values, which determine whether the event is delivered and, if so, with what 
severity. These events are known as threshold events. Each threshold event has a set of 
default threshold filters defined for it.


For example, the SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_THRESH_POOL_FREESPACE event tracks as a 
percentage (0% - 100%) the space utilization within DSE, Snap and thin pools and has the 
following default threshold filters defined:


• If value is 100%, deliver event with FATAL severity


• If value is >= 80%, deliver event with CRITICAL severity


• If value is >= 70%, deliver event with MAJOR severity


• If value is >= 65%, deliver event with MINOR severity


• If value is >= 60%, deliver event with WARNING severity


When registering for events, you can specify a custom filter to replace the default one for 
that event. Each filter contains a set of rules composed of:


• A comparison function: either >= or <=.


• A number (integer) to compare the event value against.


• A severity to deliver the event with - if the comparison succeeds.


These threshold filters define bands of event value. Events are generated as the value 
crosses from one band to another. For the thresholds in the earlier example, a pool's 
utilization that rose gradually from 60% to 92% and then dropped back to 50% again 
would result in delivery of the following events:


WARNING  severity when the value passes 60%


MINOR  severity when the value passes 65%


MAJOR  severity when the value passes 70%


CRITICAL  severity when the value passes 80%


MAJOR  severity when the value drops below 80%


MINOR  severity when the value drops below 70%


WARNING  severity when the value drops below 65%


NORMAL  severity when the value drops below 60%


If an event's value crosses into a range that does not match any of the configured 
thresholds, the event daemon will automatically deliver an event with a severity of 
NORMAL to indicate that it no longer falls into one of the defined threshold bands. In 
essence, NORMAL should serve as an “all-OK” indicator.


There is never a reason to explicitly specify a threshold for the NORMAL severity. It should 
cover everything that is not explicitly matched.


Note: Many of the threshold events that indicate a percentage will only trigger at 
increments of 5%.
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If the supplied threshold list has only a single filter that performs a comparison against 
zero, the event daemon will deliver an event every time the event value changes. For 
example, specifying the following filter:


“If value >= 0 : WARNING”


will deliver an event with WARNING severity every time the value changes.


Starting the event daemon


By default, the event daemon will automatically start the first time a Solutions Enabler 
application requires its services. However, you can also manually start the event daemon 
via the stordaemon command line utility as follows:


stordaemon start storevntd [-wait Seconds] 


Note: For more information on this command, refer to “Starting daemons” on 
page 118.


In addition, you can also set the daemon to automatically start every time the local host is 
booted using the following command:


stordaemon install storevntd –autostart


Note: Configure the daemon to automatically start at system boot when you will be 
using it to log events to a Syslog, Event log, SNMP, or file on disk.


Reloading the daemon_options settings


To reload the event daemon settings, run the following command:


stordaemon action storevntd -cmd reload


Issuing the reload command causes the daemon to re-read the contents of the 
daemon_options file. 


Listing supported event categories


To view a list of event categories currently supported by a running event daemon:


1. Run the following command to load the array event module:


stordaemon action storevntd -cmd load_plugin Symmetrix


2. Run the following command to list the supported event categories:


stordaemon action storevntd -cmd list -categories


Stopping the event daemon


To stop the event daemon, run the following command:


stordaemon shutdown storevntd [-wait Seconds] 


Note: For more information on using the shutdown command, refer to “Stopping 
daemons” on page 119.
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Configuring event logging


The daemon_options file contains a set of parameters that can be modified to affect 
event daemon behavior. The file contains editable behavior parameters set to certain 
optional defaults in the line entries. Commented lines beginning with a pound sign (#) are 
ignored.


To remove any parameter option, remove the line entry, rename the file, or comment the 
line by adding a pound sign (#) at the beginning of the line entry.


Configuring event logging involves the following steps:


1. Specify logging targets.


2. Configure an event target.


3. Specify events to log.


The remainder of this section explains daemon_options file settings required to complete 
each of these steps.


Note: Changes made to the daemon_options file while the daemon is running will not 
take effect until you issue a stordaemon reload command, as described in “Reloading 
the daemon_options settings” on page 127.


Step 1: Specify logging targets
To specify a logging mechanism, define the following parameter in the daemon_options 
file:


storevntd:log_event_targets = snmp syslog system file


Note: You must set this parameter to one or more of the valid values; otherwise, event 
logging will not occur. When specifying multiple values, separate them with a space.


where:


snmp specifies to log events by way of SNMP traps. Solutions Enabler only supports 
SNMP version 1 traps.


syslog (supported on all platforms) specifies to log events to a Syslog server across 
the network, bypassing (if on UNIX) the local host’s Syslog service and its 
configuration settings. 


system does the following depending on the operating system: 


– In UNIX, it specifies to log events to local host’s Syslog services. The Syslog’s 
configuration settings control where it directs the message. 


– In Windows, it specifies to log events to the Windows Event Log.


file specifies to log events to a file on disk.


For example:


storevntd:log_event_targets = snmp system
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Step 2: Configure an event target
To configure an event target, do the following based on the logging mechanism you 
specified in “Step 1: Specify logging targets” above:


◆ If you specified to log events by way of SNMP (snmp option), complete “Step 2A: 
Configure an SNMP event target” on page 129.


◆ If you specified to log events in a log file (file option), continue with “Step 2B: 
Configure a log file” on page 131.


◆ If you specified to log events to the Syslog server across the network (syslog option), 
continue with “Step 2C: Configure a Syslog target” on page 132.


◆ If you specified to log events to Syslog or the Windows Event Log, (system option), 
you do not have to configure an event target. In this case, you should continue with 
“Step 3: Specifying events to log” on page 132.


Step 2A: Configure an SNMP event target


The event daemon provides the necessary SNMP MIB support and trap generation 
services required to monitor the status of VMAX storage environments from third-party 
enterprise management frameworks. 


The event daemon includes a loadable SNMP library which, once enabled and configured 
in the daemon_options file, acts as a self contained SNMP agent. It is responsible for 
maintaining internal Fibre Alliance MIB (V3.0) tables, responding to SNMP browse 
requests, and generating traps in response to events.


For an application to receive SNMP trap information from the event daemon, you must 
specify it as a trap target by defining the following parameter in the daemon_options file:


storevntd:snmp_trap_client_registration = IP,Port,Filter,State


where:


IP is the application’s IP address.


Port is the port on which the application will be listening for the trap. The default port 
is 162.


Filter is the trap filtering severity level as defined in the FC-management MIB. The 
application will only receive traps of the specified severity level (or lesser). The default 
value is 10 (Mark), which means that all events are delivered.


Table 27 maps the event daemon severity level to the SNMP severity levels, as 
specified in the FC-management MIB.


Table 27  Event daemon severity level/SNMP severity level mappings  (page 1 of 2)


Event daemon severity SNMP trap severity


fatal 2 (Emergency)


critical 4 (Critical)


major 5 (Error)


minor 5 (Error)


warning 6 (Warning)
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State is the start up row state in the trap_client_registration table in the 
FC-management MIB. Possible values are ACTIVE and INACTIVE.


Multiple entries can be on the same line, separated by a blank space. In addition, they can 
be on their own line, delineated with a backslash (\) character on the preceding line. 


For example, the following registration file specifies that the daemon will only send SNMP 
traps to the indicated clients when it detects an event of a severity level less than or equal 
to 5 (that is, Error, Critical, Emergency). The daemon will ignore events with a severity level 
greater than 5:


storevntd:snmp_trap_client_registration = 10.2.12.30,162,5,ACTIVE \
12.250.130.200,162,5,ACTIVE


info 8 (Info)


normal 8 (Info)


-- 10 (Mark)


Table 27  Event daemon severity level/SNMP severity level mappings  (page 2 of 2)


Event daemon severity SNMP trap severity
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Step 2B: Configure a log file 


The daemon_options file contains parameters (Table 28) that allow you to configure the 
log file.


The target log file is not actually opened (or created, if necessary) until the event daemon 
actually has an event to log. Depending on the events it is monitoring, this may not be 
until long after it starts.


Table 28  Event log file configuration options


Parameter
= <OptValue | 
defaultvalue> Description


storevntd:log_event_file_name LogEventFileName | events Specifies the base name of the event log files, which can 
also include the full pathname. This file is created in the 
standard Solutions Enabler log directory.
For UNIX, the directory is: /var/symapi/log


For Windows, the directory is:
c:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\log


storevntd:log_event_file_type dated | wrap Specifies the type of file to use. 
dated specifies that a new event log file should be 
created each day, with the name xxxx-YYYYMMDD.log. 
Where xxxx is the LogEventFileName.
wrap specifies that event logging will alternate between 
two files (xxxx.log0 and xxxx.log1) - switching from one 
to the other when it reaches its maximum size, as 
specified in the log_event_file_size parameter.
By default, a single file will be used.


storevntd:log_event_file_size  > 0 - nn | 1 When used with the log_event_file_type parameter set 
to wrap, this parameter specifies the maximum file size 
(in KB) allowed before wrapping to the alternate file. This 
value should be a decimal number greater than zero.
Note: The maximum value for the log_event_file_size is 
2097152 KB.


storevntd:log_event_file_retenti
on


> 0 - nn | 3 When used with the log_event_file_type parameter set 
to dated, this parameter specifies the number of days to 
retain the log files. This value should be a decimal 
number greater than zero.


storevntd:log_event_file_perms rw, n | r Specifies the permissions for the event log files.
rw specifies that anyone can read or write to the files.
r specifies that anyone can read the files, but only the 
root/administrator (or whatever identity the event 
daemon is running as) can write to the files.
n specifies that only the root/administrator (or whatever 
identity the event daemon is running as) can read and 
write to the files.
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Step 2C: Configure a Syslog target


The daemon_options file contains parameters (Table 29) that allow you to configure a 
Syslog target.


Step 3: Specifying events to log
Solutions Enabler provides the ability to capture both array events and non-array events 
from certain application to log files. This is accomplished by building event lists, which is 
a mechanism for specifying the types of events for which to generate traps. These event 
lists are defined in the daemon_options file.


Array events


To build an array event list, define the following parameter in the daemon_options file:


Note: Many array events are organized into categories. These categories are hierarchical in 
that a category can contain individual events, as well as other categories.


storevntd:log_symmetrix_events = [sid=SymmID,] 
UID|Category ... [,sev=SEV] [,tgt=TGT] [,comp=COMP] 
[,comp_type=CPMP_TYPE] [thresh_critical=Percent, 
thresh_maj=Percent, thresh_warn=Percent, thresh_info=Percent, 
thresh=Percent] [,ignore]


where:


sid — Specifies the 12-digit ID of the VMAX array to which the record applies. You 
must specify the full SID (12 digits). If this field is missing, the registration applies to 
all local and remote VMAX arrays.


UID — The numerical event UID value.


Category — One or more of the following event categories, separated with a comma:


• For events in the 1150 - 1199 range:


– events (all events in this category)
– array subsystem
– checksum
– diagnostic
– environmental
– device pool
– service processor
– srdf system
– srdf link
– srdf session
– srdf consistency group
– director


Table 29  Event log file configuration options


Parameter
= <OptValue | 


defaultvalue> Description


storevntd:log_event_syslog_host SyslogHostName Specifies the name of the host on which the Syslog server 
is running. This value must be supplied.


storevntd:log_event_syslog_port nnn | 514 Specifies the port on which the server is listening. 
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– device
– disk


• For events in the 1200 - 1999 range:


– status (general component state change)
– optimizer (Optimizer/FAST related)
– groups (Group (DG/CG) related)


Note: Each of the event categories may contain numerous individual events, as shown 
in Appendix B. 


sev — Specifies the minimum severity level for which events should be logged. All 
events with a severity level at or above the specified severity will be logged. Take care 
when setting this option. Possible values are:


– normal
– info
– warning
– minor
– major
– critical
– fatal


tgt — Specifies the target to which the daemon should log the events. Possible 
values are: snmp, syslog, system, and file.


The value you specify for TGT must match one of the values you specified in the 
log_event_targets parameter; otherwise, the daemon will not log events for this 
record.


The target you specify here will override the global log_event_targets setting 
described in “Step 1: Specify logging targets” on page 128.


comp — Specifies the specific subcomponent for which you want to log events. For 
example, a particular device, disk, pool, etc. When you specify a value for this field, 
the event daemon will only log events for the specified component. You can either 
specify a single component or a comma separated list of components. If the latter, you 
must enclose the list with double quotes. 


For example:


cmpnt_type — Specifies a type of component. When present, only events for the 
specified component type are delivered. If omitted, events for any component type are 
delivered.  This is most useful for events that can be delivered against multiple types 


comp=0100 a single device


“comp=0100,0200,030” multiple devices


“comp=finance,sales” multiple pools
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of components.  An example is the Pool Status events, which can be generated for 
DSE, Thin or Snap Pools. Possible values are: device, disk, director, port, dsepool, 
tpdatapool, snappool, dg, cg, sg, srdf-grp and migrsess.


ignore —Indicates that events matched by this record are not to be delivered, even if 
they are matched by some other record. The order of records doesn't matter. If an 
event is matched by any record with the ignore parameter, it will be ignored.


Only a single log_symmetrix_events option can be present. Since this can become 
quite long, it can be spread across multiple lines in the file via the use of '\' continuation 
characters at the end of a line.


Note: The comment character (#) has no effect if it follows a line with the continuation 
character (/).


Non-array events


To build a non-array event list, define the following parameter in the daemon_options 
file:


storevntd:log_app_events = [appid=appid,] CAT[category,] 
[comp=COMP,] [comp_type=COMP_TYPE,] [,tgt=TGT]


where:


appid — Specifies an application id. By default, all application events will be 
monitored.


CAT — Specifies event(s) to be monitored. This can be either the name of an event 
category or a numerical event ID. This is the only field that is required. One or more 
values (comma separated) may be present. The Supported categories are: SMC and 
SPA.


comp — Certain events apply to specific sub-components within the application. This 
field specifies that only events for the specified component (or components) should 
be delivered. If more than one component is present, the entire field must be 
enclosed in double quotes.


For example:


thresh_critical=Percent


thresh_maj=Percent


thresh_warn=Percent


thresh_inf=Percent


thresh=Percent


Specifies the threshold level at which the daemon 
delivers an event and at what severity it is delivered. 
This setting overrides the default threshold levels for 
an event. These parameters are only used when 
specifying threshold type events.


Only a subset of the full threshold functionality 
described in “Threshold events” on page 126 is 
supported. The MINOR and FATAL severities cannot be 
specified and a >= comparison is assumed.


The thresh=nnn setting is an alias for thresh_maj.


comp=name a single component


“comp=name1,name2,name3” multiple components
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comp_type — Specifies events to be monitored. This must be one or more of the 
predefined types. The supported component types are: univmax, univspa, univspv, 
jboss, and dbms.


tgt — Specifies the target to which the daemon should log the events. Possible 
values are: snmp, syslog, system, and file.


The value you specify for TGT must match one of the values you specified in the 
log_event_targets parameter; otherwise, the daemon will not log events for this 
record.


The target you specify here will override the global log_event_targets setting 
described in “Step 1: Specify logging targets” on page 128.


An example with 4 records or separate registrations is as follows:


storevntd:log_event_targets = syslog file


storevntd:log_symmetrix_events = \
sid=000192600356, 1200,1201,1202 ;\
sid=000192600357, “comp=0001,0002,0003”,1204,1205 ;\
1212,1213, thresh_major=60, thresh_warning=50, thresh_info=30 ;\
tgt=file, sid=000194900123, status


Event output examples


The following examples illustrate the format of the various event outputs. For a more 
detailed description of the event formats, refer to “Event message formats” on page 136.


In these examples:


◆ symid:000194900123 is the event entity; normally a storage array.
◆ date=xxx corresponds to the date/time that the event was originally generated. If the 


date field contains a Z suffix, the date is in UTC time, otherwise, it is local time. If the 
example contains a second date field, it indicates when the logging service (for 
example, Syslog) posted the event.


Log file
The following example illustrates the format of an event as reported in a log file (target = 
file):


[evtid=1200] [date=2010-12-22T09:08:17] [symid=000194900123] 
[Device=0010] [sev=normal] = Device state has changed to Offline.


Syslog service (local UNIX host)
The following example illustrates the format of an event as reported by Syslog service on a 
local UNIX host (target = system). 


Note that the italicized text was generated by local Syslog service. In this case, a Solaris 
host:


Dec 22 09:08:17 l82ab139 storevntd[14505]: 
[ID 989319 user.info] [evtid=1200] [date=2010-12-22T09:08:17] 
[symid=000194900123] [Device=0010] [sev=normal] = Device state has 
changed to Offline.
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Syslog service (different system)
The following example illustrates the format of an event as reported to a Syslog service on 
a different host (target = syslog):


Dec 22 09:03:01 EMCstorevntd: [evtid=1200] [date=2010-12-22T04:08:17Z] 
[symid=000194900123] [Device=0010] [sev=normal] = Device state has 
changed to Offline.


Windows event log
The following example illustrates the format of an event as reported in a Windows event 
log (target = system):


[evtid=1200] [date=2010-12-22T09:08:17] [symid=000194900123] 
[Device=0010] [sev=normal] = Device state has changed to Offline.


SNMP trap
SNMP traps are formatted according to the Fibre Alliance MIB (V3.0). Messages contained 
in a trap are the same as used with the system and file logging.


Event message formats


As discussed in earlier, the Event Daemon can be configured to automatically log events to 
a number of different targets (also known as destinations):


◆ A disk file


◆ Syslog


◆ SNMP


◆ Windows Event Log or local syslog service on UNIX


These log messages consist of a destination specific portion (discussed later) and a 
common portion. The common portion has the following format:


{SDEs} = {Message}


{SDEs} — A series of Structured Data Elements, each holding a '[Name=Value]' pair of 
tagged data.


{Message} — The text associated with the event.


The {SDEs} and {Message} are separated by space, equals, space (i.e.: ‘ = ’).


In samples found below, line breaks have been added to improve readability.


For events derived from Audit log records, the event {Message} may itself contain 
multiple new lines spanning multiple lines. There will be no new lines in the {SDEs}.


The number of SDEs will in general be variable. Different SDEs may be present depending 
on the type of event - and optional ones may be omitted.
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Likewise, the position (first, second, third, ...) of specific SDEs within a message cannot be 
relied on - except as noted below.The following common SDEs are used within all event 
messages.:


Note: Depending on the type of event, additional SDEs will be present as discussed in 
subsequent sections.


Format for simple events
In broad terms, there are two categories of events. Events derived from Audit log records 
are discussed in the next section. Other events generated by the event daemon are 
formatted with the following SDEs:


[fmt=xxx] The fmt SDE specifies the format of the message - its overall type. This 
will always be the first SDE in the message. Currently supported 
formats are:


symaudit: Events that correspond directly to records from the Audit log. 
These are discussed in more detail further below.


evt: All other events generated by the Event Daemon.


Example:
[fmt=evt]


[date=...] The Date/Time.
The format of the date adheres to the Syslog Protocol:


yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss[Z]
This contains a Date (yyyy=mm=dd) and Time (hh:mm:ss), separated 
by a 'T'. A trailing 'Z' signifies a UTC time … otherwise, the time is Local.
Events targeted to a Syslog server (target = syslog) will include a UTC 
('Z') time. Other targets will include a Local time.


Example:
[date=2007-10-30T08:06:40]


[symid=....] The ID of the array that the event relates to. This SDE is optional.


Example:
[symid=000192600386]


[fmt=evt] Format. Always be the 1st SDE.


[evtid=1234] Event UID. Always the 2nd SDE. This gives the type of 
event.


[date=2007-10-30T08:06:40] Event time stamp. Always the 3rd SDE. See above.
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In the future, additional SDEs may be added (for example: Process ID).


Example:


[fmt=evt] [evtid=1201] [date=2006-12-17T10:33:05] [symid=000000006190] 
[sev=fatal] = Array state has changed to Unknown.


[fmt=evt] [evtid=1200] [date=2006-12-17T21:54:53] [symid=000000006190]
 [Device=0007] [sev=major] = Device state has changed to Offline.


[symid=000192600386] Array ID. Optional. Identifies the VMAX array that the 
event relates to.


[{Comp}=name] Component ID. Optional. Identifies, where it is known 
and meaningful, the sub-component within the array 
that the event relates to. The following are some of the 
component types that may be present:
[Device=0030] Device
[Disk=16B:C2] Disk
[Director=FA-3B] Director
[Port=SA-03C:2] Port on a Director
[SRDF-grp=7] SRDF Group
[SnapPool=sales] Snap Save Device Pool
[DSEPool=mkt] DSE Device Pool
[TPDataPool=eng] Virtual Provisioning Device Pool
[SEL=nn] Symmetrix External Lock


The following component types correspond to 
sub-modules (or enclosures) within a VMAX array. At this 
time, they occur with the array sub-component 
Environmental alert 
SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_ARR_COMP_STATUS.
The format of the component name can vary depending 
on the array model. As an example, one might 
encounter:
  "SB-1/Fan-A" or
"SB-1/MIBE-L-2A/PS-A" or
"DB-1/PS-A"


[Power=xxxxx] Power sub-system
[Fan=xxxxxx] Fan sub-system
[LCC=xxxxx] Link Control Card
[Enclosure=xxxxx] Enclosure
[MM=xxxxx] Management Module
[IOMC=xxxxx] IO Module
[Dir=xxxxx] Director (for environmental alerts)


[sev=warning] Event Severity. Optional. Supported values are: normal, 
info, warning, minor, major, critical, fatal
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Format for audit log records
Events derived from Audit log records are formatted differently—with an expanded set of 
SDEs.


Format Description


[fmt=symaud] Format. Always be the 1st SDE. See above.


[date=2007-10-30T08:06:40] Event time stamp. Always the 2nd SDE. See above.
This is the time that the Audit record was originally 
written.


[symid=000000001234] Array ID. Always the 3rd SDE.


[orig=SE] An indication of the originator of this audit message. 
Possible values are:
SE Solutions Enabler (host based application)
SW SymmWin (SP based)
UC Array software (ucode)
' ' Empty string: Unknown


[user=H:jupiter\jones] The user name field from an Audit record - if there is 
one.


[host=saturn] The host_node name field from an Audit record - if 
there is one.


[actid=SE12345678ab] The activity_id field from an Audit record - if there is 
one.


[appid=InternalTest] The application_id field from an Audit record - if there 
is one.


[aud-cls=Security] The audit_class field from an Audit record. This field 
will always be present and have a value of 'NA' if 
nothing better can be provided.


[aud-act=Add] The action_code field from an Audit record. This value 
will always be present and have a value of '' (empty 
string) if nothing better can be provided.


Note: Parsing logic should treat this field as being 
optional.


[aud-num=1234] The record_num field from an Audit record. Several 
formats are possible:
1234 Entire message fits in one audit record
1234,1/4 1st of 4 records in the message
1235,2/4 2nd of 4 records in the message
1236,3/4 3rd of 4 records in the message
1237,4/4 4th of 4 records in the message


Note: For a segmented (multiple audit record) 
message, each record is delivered with a different 
record number. These could end up interleaving with 
other audit messages - and appear with 
non-sequential record numbers.
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Example:


[fmt=symaud] [date=2006-12-18T12:33:03] [symid=000000006190] [orig=SE]
[user=jupiter\jones] [host=saturn] [actid=SEba8cde5711] [appid=Internal_Test]
[aud-cls=Security] [aud-act=Add] [aud-num=74]
= The User Authorization set role operation SUCCEEDED


Notes


◆ This overall format is compatible with BSD Syslog (RFC 3164).


Some extensions were motivated by the Syslog NG proposal: a simplified version of 
Structured Data, and the Date/Time format.


◆ The first step in parsing the text of an event is to search for the first ' = ' 
(<space>=<space>) in the string. Before this will be the SDEs added by the event 
daemon. After this will be whatever message (possibly multi-line) is associated with 
the event.


◆ We assume that SDE values cannot contain ']' characters - so these are not being 
escaped. To be safe, parsing logic should assume that SDEs end in a '] ' (right bracket, 
space). The last SDE will be followed by a ' = ' (space, equals, space) - with perhaps an 
extra space character.


◆ Parsers should tolerate additional white space between SDEs. Although there will be 
at least one space between SDEs, there may be more. Similarly, there may be 
additional white space before the ' = ' that terminates the SDEs.


◆ The order of SDEs shown above, some of which are optional, will be constant. In 
particular, the Component SDE (difficult because of the large and growing number of 
component types) will, if present, directly follow the symid one.


If new SDEs are added in the future (for example: a process PID :  [pid=nnn]) they will 
be added to the end of the list - before the " = " marker that begins the event message.


To be safe, however, parsers should if possible not rely on the order of the SDEs.


◆ Parsers should treat SDEs that are marked optional above as such. They may or may 
not be present.


◆ The Component ID SDE is, in particular, optional. A given event may sometimes be 
delivered with a this SDE and sometimes not - depending on whether a component 
name is known.


Similarly, a given event may be delivered with different component types. For 
example, the SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_ARR_COMP_STATUS alert [event id 1244] 
may be raised against a component of FAN, MM, IO, POWER, etc.


Format for msgs written to Target = File
Event messages directed at a file on disk are written exactly as previously discussed.


Examples: [fmt=evt] [evtid=1200] [date=2006-12-17T21:54:53] [symid=000000006190]
 [Device=0007] [sev=major] = Device state has changed to Offline.


[fmt=symaud] [date=2006-12-18T12:33:03] [symid=000000006190] [orig=SE]
[user=H:jupiter\jones] [host=saturn] [actid=SEba8cde5711] 
[appid=Internal_Test]
[aud-cls=Security] [aud-act=Add] [aud-num=74]
= The User Authorization set role operation SUCCEEDED
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As noted above, the 'Message' portion of events derived from Audit Log records may 
contain new line characters - and span multiple lines.


One strategy for recognizing message boundaries in a log file are as follows:


◆ Any line that begins with a '[fmt=evt]' or '[fmt=symaud]' corresponds to a start of a 
new event.


◆ Any other lines correspond to continuations of the prior event - and should be 
appended to that, with a space replacing the new line that came between the two 
lines.


Format for messages written to Target = Syslog
A BSD-style prefix is included with the message before it is sent to a remote Syslog server. 
This prefix contains the following:


The date SDE (when the event was generated) will be UTC for a Syslog target - with a 'Z' 
suffix.


In the following examples, this prefix is shown in blue.


<11> Dec 17 10:33:20 EMCstorevntd: [fmt=evt] [evtid=1201]
[date=2006-12-17T10:33:05Z] [symid=000000006190] [sev=fatal]
= Array state has changed to Unknown.


<11>Jan  5 08:39:21 EMCstorevntd: [fmt=evt] [evtid=1200]
[date=2007-01-05T08:39:05Z] [symid=000000006190]
[Device=0007] [sev=major] = Device state has changed to Offline.


Notes:


◆ The Facility is LOG_USER (1).


The Severity will be either LOG_CRIT (2), LOG_ERR (3), LOG_WARNING (4) or LOG_INFO 
(6).


◆ These messages contain two date/time fields.


The first ('Dec 17 10:33:20') is called for by RFC 3164 (BSD Syslog): it is the local time 
that the event daemon sent the event to the remote Syslog server. As shown above, 
day numbers that are less than 10 (for example: Jan 5) are preceded by an extra space 
- as called for in RFC 3164.


The second ('[date=2006-12-17T10:33:05]') is the time that the event was originally 
generated, in NG-Syslog format. In some cases, this will be in local time … while in 
others (for example: events corresponding to the Audit log) these will be in UTC time 
('Z' suffix). In most cases, this timestamps will be more meaningful than the BSD one 
at the front of the message.


◆ The application name 'EMCstorevntd' can serve an indicator that this originated from 
the EMC Event Daemon.


<PRI> Priority (syslog_facility * 8 + syslog_severity)
Dec 17 10:33:20 Local Date/Time - without a Year.


This is the time at which the event was sent to Syslog.
EMCstorevntd Name of application (EMC Event Daemon)
: The Header and Tag and terminated by a ':'
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◆ In the sample event messages that are present in subsequent sections, new lines 
have been added to improve readability.


Format for messages written to Target = System (UNIX)
Messages sent to Syslog via the System Target have a prefix added by the platform syslog 
module - which may differ depending on the OS.


The following example was taken from a Solaris 2.8 desktop. The text in blue (before the 
fmt SDE) was added by the Solaris sylog logic.


Dec 17 10:33:20 l82ab139 storevntd[6881]: [ID 784156 user.error] [fmt=evt]
[evtid=1201] [date=2006-12-17T10:33:05] [symid=000000006190]
[sev=fatal] = Array state has changed to Unknown.


Notes:


◆ The facility is LOG_USER (1).


The Severity will be either LOG_CRIT, LOG_ERR, LOG_WARNING or LOG_INFO.


◆ If syslog on the host is configured to forward across the network to a remote server 
(syslog.conf), the above will be prefixed by a “<PRI>” value.


◆ The '[6881]' field above is the process ID of the Event Daemon.


◆ The '[ID 784156 user.error]' field above is an extension added by Solaris. The 
'784156' serves as a message identifier - in this case, taken from some type of hash 
over the message.


Format for messages written to Target = System (Windows)
The message itself has the same format as what was shown above - no prefix is added.


Example:


[fmt=evt] [evtid=1201] [date=2006-12-17T10:33:05] [symid=000000006190]
[sev=fatal] = Array state has changed to Unknown.


For the other attributes stored in the Windows event log:


• The Type will be ERROR, WARNING or INFORMATION.


• The Source will be storevntd.


• The Category will be Event.


• The Event ID will be 0.


• The User will be N/A.


• The Description is as shown above.


Format for messages written to Target = SNMP
The Event Daemon encodes SNMP traps according to the Fibre Channel Alliance MIB 
(version 3.0). These traps contain a number of fields (identified by OID) and values. The 
most relevant of these are the following - along with examples of values they might have.
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SNMP trap ID (this is an integer)


This is the internal event ID. It is incremented for each event, ranging between 1 and 
connUnitMaxEvents. The default value for connUnitMaxEvents is 256. It is 
configurable by modifying the snmp_event_table_size value in the daemon_options 
file.


SNMP trap type (this is an integer)


SNMP trap object (this is an OID)


Trap severity (this is an integer)


Event Description (this is a string)


This description is a subset of the other formats shown above. One major difference is that 
the Entity and Component are formatted differently - not inside an SDE '[..]'.)


OID: 1.3.6.1.3.94.1.11.1.3
Name: connUnitEventId
Value: 3


OID: 1.3.6.1.3.94.1.11.1.7
Name: connUnitEventType
Value: 1: unknown


2: other
3: status
4: configuration
5: topology


OID: 1.3.6.1.3.94.1.11.1.8
Name: connUnitEventObject
Value: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.1.3.5.4


OID: 1.3.6.1.3.94.1.11.1.6
Name: connUnitEventSeverity
Value: 8


OID: 1.3.6.1.3.94.1.11.1.9
Name: connUnitEventDescr
Value for Simple Event:


Symmetrix 000000006190 Device 0002 : Device state has changed to 
Online.


Value for an Audit Log Record Event:
Symmetrix 000000006190 : [orig=SE] [user=H:jupiter\jones]


[host=saturn] [actid=SEb5d5129f28] [appid=Internal_Test]


[aud-cls=Security] [aud-act=Add] [aud-num=40] = The User 
Authorization set role operation SUCCEEDED.
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Event source 


Event code


Array component type to which the event corresponds


Array component name to which the event corresponds to


Table 30 contains the possible values.


OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.3.8888.1.0
Name: emcAsyncEventSource
Value: 1 = generated by the Event Daemon


2 = generated by the VMAX array


OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.3.8888.2.0
Name: emcAsyncEventCode
Value: These integers represent the event itself. For details on the events, 


refer to Appendix B, “Asynchronous Events.” You can return a list of 
events and descriptionus using the command stordaemon action 
storevntd -cmd list -events.


OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.3.8888.3.0
Name: emcAsyncEventComponentType
Value: Numeric value defined in Table 30


OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.3.8888.4.0
Name: emcAsyncEventComponentName
Value: String value such as “0070”, “SATAPool”


Table 30  Solutions Enabler event daemon event UID values  (page 1 of 2)


UID (integer value) Component


1024 Symmetrix


1025 Service Processor


1026 Device 


1027 Physical Disk 


1028 Director 


1029 Port 


1030 SRDF sub-system 


1031 SRDF group 


1032 Snap Save Device Pool 


1033 Cache / Memory 


1034 Power or Battery subsystem 


1035 Environmental (e.g.: Temperature, Smoke)


1036 Diagnostics 


1037 Communications sub-system 
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Event host


1038 External Lock 


1039 Fan 


1040 Link Controller Card 


1041 Enclosure, Enclosure-Slot or MIBE 


1042 SRDF/A DSE Device Pool 


1043 Thin Device Data Pool 


1044 Solutions Enabler DG group 


1045 Solutions Enabler CG group 


1046 Management Module 


1047 IO Module Carrier 


1048 Director - Environmental 


1049 Storage Group 


1050 Migration Session 


1051 Symmetrix Disk Group 


Table 30  Solutions Enabler event daemon event UID values  (page 2 of 2)


UID (integer value) Component


OID: 1.3.6.1.4.1.1139.3.8888.4.0
Value: Actually name of the component effected, such as the disk ID or 


device name.
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Miscellaneous options


The daemon_options file contains parameters (Table 31) that allow you to configure a 
Syslog target.


Test mode


Test mode is a convenient way for you to verify that the event daemon has been correctly 
configured. For example, if you wanted to see if you have configured the SNMP trap 
correctly, without the test mode, you would have to use stordaemon setflt to inject 
various events. However, such testing can also stress the VMAX array as event daemon 
will try to sync up the state from the array.


To test without stressing the array, test mode is provided in the event daemon. When test 
mode is enabled for the event daemon, it will not sync its state with the array. 


This is accomplished by specifying a parameter in the daemon_options file:


storevntd:test_mode = ENABLE|DISABLE


The default value for this option is DISABLE. The option will not take effect on stordaemon 
reload command. The daemon needs to be restarted for any change to this option to take 
effect.


Table 31  Event log file configuration options


Parameter
= <OptValue | 
defaultvalue> Description


storevntd:log_event_network_pad 1 -10 | 0 Specifies the rate at which events are transmitted 
to the syslog or SNMP targets. Events are 
delivered to the targets using the UDP network 
protocol, for which certain recipient hosts (or 
network intermediaries) will drop messages if they 
arrive too quickly.
This option defines how long to wait (in 
milliseconds) between event transmissions. Use 
this option carefully, as too large a value can 
result in an event delivery rate that cannot keep 
pace with the generation rate, which can lead to 
queue overflows (and even loss) within the event 
daemon. The default value of 0 means that there 
is no delay between transmissions.


storevntd:symm_poll_interval nnn | 60 (seconds) Specifies how often the event daemon checks 
(polls) for events to transmit. Its value indicates 
how often the basic event polling loop runs, in 
seconds. 
The event daemon does not check for every type 
of event during every polling cycle. It checks for 
some events every 2 cycles, 3 cycles, 4 cycles, etc.


storevntd:symm_recovery_interval nn | 30 (minutes) Specifies the period of time until the recovery 
table becomes invalid.
For events being automatically logged to syslog or 
SNMP by the event daemon, the event daemon 
loads a recovery table when it starts up in order to 
avoiding losing track of events when it was not 
running. This option defines how long the 
recovery table is considered valid for the event 
daemon to load on startup.
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VSS Provider environment variables
Update the environment variable for path to include the Solutions Enabler installation 
directory, which by default is C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\bin, to run the command 
line utilities from any directory.


SMI-S Provider Windows authentication settings
To enable Windows authentication, you must modify default settings in the 
security_settings.xml file. On Windows platforms, this file resides in c:\program 
files\emc\ecim\ecom\conf. 


To enable Windows authentication:


1. If ECOM is running, stop it, as explained in “Starting and stopping ECOM” on 
page 150.


2. Modify the following default settings in security_settings.xml:


<ECOMSetting Name="NonCIMRequest_AuthenticationEnabled
"Type="boolean" Value="false"/>


<ECOMSetting Name="HTTPChallengeMechanism"           
Type="string" Value="Basic"/>


to:


<ECOMSetting Name="NonCIMRequest_AuthenticationEnabled
"Type="boolean" Value="true"/>


<ECOMSetting Name="HTTPChallengeMechanism"           
Type="string" Value="Basic,WindowsAuth"/>


3. Restart ECOM.


VMAX arrays
When using the SMI-S Provider to manage VMAX arrays, it is recommended that you 
configure six gatekeepers for each array accessed by the provider. Only set up these 
gatekeepers for the host on which the SMI-S Provider is running. When started, the SMI-S 
Provider automatically discovers all arrays connected to the host on which the Array 
Provider is running. No other action is required, such as running the symcfg discover 
command.


When deploying the SMI-S Provider for VMAX arrays, ensure that only the arrays that will 
be managed by the provider are made visible to the SMI-S Provider. 


As part of the Solutions Enabler discovery of VMAX arrays, those arrays that are SRDF 
connected to the local array being discovered will also be discovered.


If your client application only manages local arrays please symavoid these remote storage 
systems by creating a file called symavoid in c:\program files\emc\symapi\config 
on Windows or /var/symapi/config on Linux. In the file place the Symmetrix ID of the 
system to be avoided, one ID per line. The file should be named just symavoid - ensure it 
doesn’t have any extension such as symavoid.txt. Once the file is in place shut down 
ECOM and remove the file symapi_db.bin from c:\program files\emc\symapi\db on 
Windows or /var/symapi/db on Linux and the startup ECOM.
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Doing this reduces unnecessary syscall traffic which would otherwise be consuming SRDF 
link resources.


ECC and Unisphere for VMAX 1.0 coexistence: symapi_db.bin database sharing


When the SMI-S Provider is installed on the same host as the ECC Symmetrix agent and/or 
the Unisphere for VMAX 1.0, you may see the following memory allocation errors in the 
syampi log file:


EMC:SMBASE __iload_db_osl pdsDbRecRead() failed : OSL:CONN_INFO ([PDS/DB] (Unable to allocate 
memory) 


EMC:SMBASE emcSymDBLoad Error encountered while reading from DB file [C:\Program 
Files\EMC\SYMAPI\db\symapi_db.bin] (SYMAPI_C_MEMORY_ALLOC_ERROR)


The factors determining these memory allocation errors are governed by the amount of 
physical memory on the host as well as the number and size of the array configurations. 
Because it is difficult to predict how much memory is required for this type of installation 
scenario, perform the following steps to prevent the above errors from occurring:


1. Instruct SMI-S Provider to use its own symapi database by editing the c:\program 
files\emc\ecim\ecom\providers\oslsprovider.conf file.


2. Change the following line in oslsprovider.conf:


#OSLSProvider/com.emc.cmp.osls.se.array.StorApi.database.filename =


to:


OSLSProvider/com.emc.cmp.osls.se.array.StorApi.database.filename = c:/program 
files/emc/symapi/db/symapi_smi_db.bin


3. Stop ECOM, the ECC Symmetrix agents, Unisphere for VMAX 1.0, and the Solutions 
Enabler daemons. 


4. Remove the existing symapi_db.bin file, and save all device group information to be 
later restored to the new symapi database. 


5. Restart ECOM, the ECC Symmetrix agents, Unisphere for VMAX 1.0, and the Solutions 
Enabler daemons.


ECOM
The ECOM post-installation tasks require that you set up an administrator role, supply 
certificates to both the ECOM server and its client, and then start ECOM.


Setting up administrator authentication


Authentication is required to query the EMC CIM Server. An initial setup is required on the 
EMC CIM Server to create a CIM user. This can be done as follows:


1. Go to the URL https://<ipaddress>:5989/ecomconfig, and log in using the 
username admin and the password #1Password.


2. Click Add User and create a user with the role of Administrator. This newly created 
username can now be used to obtain access to the SMI-S Provider.
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Note: For security reasons, change the default password of the user admin.


ECOM certificate management


In order for SSL communications between two peers to be authenticated, one of the 
following conditions must exist:


◆ If a peer presents a self-signed certificate, the host receiving the self-signed certificate 
must have its trust store seeded with that certificate.


◆ If a peer presents a CA-signed certificate, the host receiving the CA-signed certificate 
must have its trust store seeded with a chain of certificates starting from the issuer of 
the peer’s certificate and ending with the root certificate.


Installing certificates in trust stores is performed at configuration time, not at runtime. The 
following sections describe how to supply certificates to both the ECOM server and its 
client.


Supplying a client with the ECOM server certificate
1. Obtain the ECOM certificate (ecomtls.crt) from the directory 


<ECOM_Home>\conf\ssl.


2. If ecomtls.crt does not exist, point your browser to the ECOM Admin page 
https://<server>:<port>/ECOMConfig. The connection fails as the trust store Is 
not yet set up but the certificate is generated.


3. Add the ECOM certificate (ecomtls.crt) to the client’s trust store. The certificate is in 
PEM format.


Supplying ECOM with the client certificate
To authenticate the client certificate, you must import the client certificate into the ECOM 
trust store. To do this, you must append the certificate to the file ecomtls.ca found in the 
directory <ECOM_HOME>\conf\ssl.


Follow these steps:


1. Obtain the client certificate from an SSL certificate provider.


Note: ECOM accepts certificates in PEM format only at this time.


2. Point your browser to the ECOM Administration Login page:


https://<ServerName>:5989/ECOMConfig


3. Select the SSL Certificate Management submenu.


4. Select Import CA certificate file to import the certificate. You do this by cut/pasting the 
certificate to the end of the list of already existing certificates if any exist.


5. Re-start ECOM.
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Starting and stopping ECOM


ECOM runs on both Windows and UNIX environments. After installation completion, ECOM 
automatically starts. You can use the following commands to manually stop and restart 
the service should the need arise.


ECOM failure to start
If ECOM does not start, review the problem resolutions in the following sections.


Security initialization failure


Red Hat and SuSE Linux platforms may generate the following set of errors when ECOM 
does not start:


02-Nov-2010 15:09:52.091 -3086366416-W- ECOM: CST Lockbox Initialization 
Error:ERR_LIB_NOT_INIT


02-Nov-2010 15:09:52.091 -3086366416-C- ECOM: -E- Security manager initialization 
failed. Check whether the security plugin exists and is set up properly.


If you receive the above errors, complete the following steps:


1. Change directory to /opt/emc/ECIM/ECOM/thirdparty and issue the following 
command:


[root@losaz134 thirdparty]# ./cstadmin initialize 
/opt/emc/ECIM/ECOM/conf/cst


2. A request for a lockbox passphrase displays. Enter a text string for the passphrase:


Enter lockbox passphrase:
Confirm passphrase:


Unsupported SELinux setting is enabled


The following error indicates an unsupported SELinux setting is enabled, which is the 
default for Red Hat, and must be disabled:


cstadmin: Failure initializing lockbox
/opt/emc/ECIM/ECOM/conf/cst. [The cryptography library was not initialized.] [-48]
Failed to retrieve Log Service: The cryptography library was not initialized. 


[/opt/emc/ECIM/ECOM/conf/cst/csp.clb]
To temporarily disable this SELinux setting, complete the following steps: 


[root@losaz134 ~]# cat /selinux/enforce
1
[root@losaz134 ~]# echo 0 >/selinux/enforce
[root@losaz134 ~]# cat /selinux/enforce
0
[root@losaz134 ~]# cd /etc
[root@losaz134 etc]# cd selinux
To permanently disable this SELinux setting, follow the instructions at:


http://www.crypt.gen.nz/selinux/disable_selinux.html
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Windows
On Windows, ECOM runs as a service and can be controlled through the Windows Services 
control panel. The service name is ECOM.exe and it displays as ECOM in the Services 
control panel.


As an alternative method for stopping and starting ECOM, the ECOM.exe file is located in 
the Solutions Enabler C:/Program Files/EMC/ECIM/ECOM/bin directory. Use the 
following command to start the EMC CIM Server:


sm_service start ecom.exe
Use the following command to stop ECOM:


sm_service stop ecom.exe


UNIX
On UNIX, ECOM runs as a daemon in the background. To stop ECOM, obtain the PID of the 
ECOM process and issue the kill -SIGTERM command for that PID. For example:


kill -SIGTERM [PID]
The ECOM executable file is located in the Solutions Enabler /opt/emc/ECIM/ECOM/bin 
directory. Use the following command from this directory to restart ECOM:


./ECOM -d


SMI-S Provider runtime settings
The OSLSProvider.conf file allows you to control the runtime behavior of the SMI-S 
Provider. You can find this file in the following directories of the Solutions Enabler:


◆ Windows platforms: 
C:/Program Files/EMC/ECIM/ECOM/Providers


◆ UNIX platforms: 
/opt/emc/ECIM/ECOM/providers 
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Table 32 describes the SMI-S Provider runtime settings. In order for these runtime settings 
to take effect, you must stop and then restart ECOM.


1. The path shown is a UNIX-specific default installation path. Your actual install path may differ.


RedHat Enterprise Linux 6.0/6.2 [GA] - x86_64 installation
Solutions Enabler V8.0 installation requires i686 version of glibc (GNU C Library) and 
libgcc (Library of GCC support routines) packages pre-installed.


RHEL 6.0 If your RHEL 6.0 (x86_64) host does not have glibc and libgcc, use the following 
commands to install glibc and libgcc:


# cd media/<RHEL_6.0 x86_64 Disc mount point>/Packages
# rpm -ivh glibc-2.12-1.7.el6.i686.rpm glibc-devel-2.12-1.7.el6.i686.rpm
nss-softokn-freebl-3.12.7-1.1.el6.i686.rpm libgcc-4.4.4-13.el6.i686.rpm
Preparing... ########################################### [100%]
1:libgcc ########################################### [ 25%]
2:nss-softokn-freebl ########################################### [ 50%]
3:glibc ########################################### [ 75%]
4:glibc-devel ########################################### [100%]


After the installation, query the rpm as shown below:


# rpm -qa | grep i686 | grep lib
glibc-devel-2.12-1.7.el6.i686
libgcc-4.4.4-13.el6.i686
glibc-2.12-1.7.el6.i686
# rpm -qa | grep i686 | grep nss
nss-softokn-freebl-3.12.7-1.1.el6.i686


Table 32  SMI-S Provider runtime settings


SMI-S Provider properties1
= <OptVal | 
DefaultVal> Description


OSLSProvider
/com.emc.cmp.osls.se.symm.SymApiService.database.discover 


true | false Specifies whether to perform a 
one-time discover upon starting a 
CIM Server. This is done before 
processing the first request 
received by the CIM Server. 


*/com.emc.cmp.ofl.log.Control.severity.id FATAL, 
ERROR, 
WARNING, 
NOTICE, 
INFO


Specifies the severity levels for the 
event logs: 


FATAL — Events leading to 
shutdown of the system
ERROR — Internal or client error 
conditions
WARNING — Potential errors
NOTICE — Very important 
information (default if not 
present)
INFO — Informational, non-error 
messages


Each setting causes messages of 
the set severity and more severe to 
be appended to the log. 


#OSLSProvider/com.emc.cmp.osls.se.symm.Session.All.control
s.enable


false | true If false, disables all controls. A 
false setting takes precedence over 
all control settings previously 
explained in this table.
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RHEL 6.2 If your RHEL 6.2 (x86_64) host does not have glibc and libgcc, use the following 
commands to install glibc and libgcc:


# cd media/<RHEL_6.2 x86_64 Disc mount point>/Packages
# rpm -ivh glibc-2.12-1.47.el6.i686.rpm nss-softokn-freebl-3.12.9-11.el6.i686.rpm
Preparing... ########################################### [100%]
1:nss-softokn-freebl ########################################### [ 50%]
2:glibc ########################################### [100%]
# rpm -ivh libgcc-4.4.6-3.el6.i686.rpm
Preparing... ########################################### [100%]
1:libgcc ########################################### [100%]


After the installation, query the rpm as shown below:


# rpm -qa | grep i686 | grep lib
libgcc-4.4.6-3.el6.i686
glibc-2.12-1.47.el6.i686
# rpm -qa | grep i686 | grep nss
nss-softokn-freebl-3.12.9-11.el6.i686


Adding the SSL certificate
If the "cert" component is not initially installed, and then added (by running the installer 
again) or by performing an incremental install, on AIX and Linux platforms, the SSL 
certificate is not created.


You can create the SSL certificate by entering the following:


# cd /var/symapi/config/cert
# /usr/symcli/bin/manage_server_cert create -pass <lockbox_pwd>


where


<lockbox_pwd> is the lockbox password that was used during the installation.
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Vendor SNIA libraries needed for HBA information
There are certain SNIA libraries (Emulex or Qlogic) which need to be installed so that 
Solutions Enabler CLI can obtain host HBA information. By default, SNIA libraries are not 
pre-installed on the host. Follow these steps to install the SNIA libraries:


1. Find the vendor information and model.


ESI144:~ # cat /sys/class/fc_host/host1/symbolic_name
Emulex LPe12002-M8 FV2.00A4 DV8.3.5.8.1p
ESI144:~ #


2. Open the Emulex download page (http://www.emulex.com/downloads.html) and 
select EMC.


3. Select the specific version identified in step 1 (LPe12002) from Fibre Channel Host 
Bus Adapters... section. This opens the EMC Qualified Downloads and Documentation 
page.


4. Select the Drivers tab and select the Operating System and version. This selection 
opens the Downloads page.


5. Select the Management and Utilities tab and download the Application Kit 6.0.9.1-1 
(CLI) from the UCNA and HBA Application Kit section.


6. Install the application kit.


Upon successful installation, /etc/hba.conf will be created (if the file doesn't exist) 
and will have the following entry:


ESI144:~ # cat /etc/hba.conf
com.emulex.emulexapilibrary /usr/lib64/libemulexhbaapi.so
com.emulex.emulexapilibrary /usr/lib/libemulexhbaapi.so
ESI144:~ #


Note: Repeat the same steps for each operating system type. 
If the host has Qlogic, follow similar steps from the 
https://support.qlogic.com/ Downloads page.
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Remote Operations


This chapter provides information on configuring and operating Solutions Enabler in a 
client/server environment:


◆ SYMCLI through a remote server............................................................................  156
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◆ Client/server IP interoperability.............................................................................  161
◆ Client/server security ............................................................................................  163
◆ Specifying server behavior ....................................................................................  163
◆ Controlling the server ............................................................................................  165
◆ Controlling and using the storsrvd log files............................................................  168
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SYMCLI through a remote server
In the UNIX, Linux, and Windows environments, the SYMAPI server runs in a background 
process started by the stordaemon start storsrvd command. In the z/OS 
environment, it runs as a job step task specified on the EXEC PGM= statement in a job 
stream. The server reads its configuration from the daemon_options file, and records log 
information in its own log file set, which resides in the SYMAPI logging directory. 


The server is a multi-threaded program that listens for SYMAPI sessions and management 
requests initiated by the stordaemon command. The server also listens for management 
requests from the system operator console.


While session threads come and go, the server continues to accept connection requests 
until an operator enters a command to initiate the server shutdown process. The operator 
has the choice to end the server safely, where the server will wait for all current sessions to 
terminate on their own, or to end the server immediately, in which case the server will 
simply terminate all current session threads without giving them a chance to end on their 
own. The former method is preferred, when there is time to let sessions continue until they 
are done. The latter method can be used in an emergency, especially when a catastrophic 
condition occurs that requires a restart of the entire system. 


Each session has a sequentially assigned session number, and an associated thread 
number. The operator can use the session number when referring to a session in a 
command. For example:


stordaemon action storsrvd –cmd show -sessions –num session_number


You can use the thread name (SESS nnnn, where nnnn is the session number) to identify 
log message issued by session threads.


Client configuration
This section explains how to configure a Solutions Enabler client.


Editing the netcnfg file


The netcnfg file is a template and an editable file located in the SYMAPI configuration 
directory.1


There are two ways to configure services in the netcnfg file:


◆ Single entry Service Name (legacy method): individual service name entries are 
specified, one for each server. Specify a hyphen (-) or the reserved word Single to 
indicate a single entry service name.


◆ Paired entry Service Name: two entries use the same service name, with a special 
indicator that controls how the SYMAPI library will choose an entry to initiate a remote 
session. Specify the word Ordered or Balanced to indicate a paired entry service 
name.


1. The location of this directory varies according to the operating system. For more information, refer 
to Appendix E.
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Using a text editor, a System Administrator must add the network services to the file in the 
format of the relevant entry configuration.


Single entry Service Name


In the case of Single entry Service Names, use the following syntax:


service_name pairing_method network_protocol server_node_name server_network_address 
port_number security_level


where:


service_name is the name of the service.


pairing method the hyphen (-) or the Single entry specifies this as a Single entry 
(legacy method).


network_protocol must be TCPIP.


server_node_name is the name of the server host.


server_network_address is the network address of the server. If this is specified, 
this value overrides the entry specified in the server_node_name.


Note: You can substitute a hyphen (-) for an unspecified server_node_name or 
server_network_address, but at least one must be specified. For more information, 
refer to “Considerations for specifying server_node_name and 
server_network_address” on page 159.


port_number is the server port number.


security_level is the type of connection the client is expecting to negotiate. 
Possible values are SECURE, ANY, and NONSECURE. In addition, you can specify a 
hyphen (-) to use the platform’s default setting. For more information, refer to the EMC 
VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide.


Example In the following example, three site-specific service names (SYMAPI_SERVER, 
BACKUP_SERVER and SERVER_IP6) are specified as available by the administrator: 


SYMAPI_SERVER - TCPIP node001 12.345.67.89 7777 ANY
BACKUP_SERVER - TCPIP node002 - 6666 SECURE
SERVER_IP6 - TCPIP node003 3FFE:80C0:22C:18:250:88FF:FEAD:F92F 6666 SECURE


Comment text can be entered by placing a pound sign (#) in the first character space of the 
comment line.


Paired entry Service Name


There are two options of Paired entries:


◆ Ordered pairing means that the SYMAPI client library will first attempt a client/server 
session with the server named as the first of the two entries. If that attempt fails, the 
library will try the second one.


◆ Balanced pairing means that the SYMAPI client library randomly choses the first server 
which will be used for a client/server session. If that attempt fails, the library will try 
the other entry.


In the case of Paired entries, use the following syntax:
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service_name pairing_method network_protocol server_node_name server_network_address 
port_number security_level


where:


service_name the same service name is specified in both entries.


pairing method the Ordered entry specifies an ordered pairing of two entries, 
while the Balanced entry specifies a random selection method.


network_protocol must be TCPIP.


server_node_name is the name of the server host.


server_network_address is the IP address of the server host. If this is specified, 
this value overrides the entry specified in the server_node_name.


port_number is the server port number.


security_level is the type of connection the client is expecting to negotiate. 
Possible values are SECURE, ANY, and NONSECURE. In addition, you can specify a 
hyphen (-) to use the platform’s default setting. For more information, refer to the EMC 
VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide.


Example In the following example, two site-specific service names (SYMAPI_SERVER, 
BACKUP_SERVER) are specified, as ordered and balanced respectively, as available by the 
administrator:


SYMAPI_SERVER Ordered TCPIP node001 - 7777 ANY
SYMAPI_SERVER Ordered TCPIP node002 - 7777 ANY
BACKUP_SERVER Balanced TCPIP node003 - 6666 SECURE
BACKUP_SERVER Balanced TCPIP node004 - 6666 SECURE


Comment text can be entered by placing a pound sign (#) in the first character space of the 
comment line.


NOTES


◆ Both balanced and ordered pairing methods require two entries with the same name 
and pairing method specified in the file. It is invalid to specify one entry without a 
second.


◆ The number of balanced and ordered entries for a given service name may exceed two, 
but only the first two will be used. If validation of the first two succeeds, the service 
name will be considered valid and the first two entries will be candidates for 
connection attempts.


◆ The server_node_name fields in both paired entries may be different, or one or both 
may be a hyphen indicating that the value is omitted.


◆ The IP_address fields in both paired entries may be different or may both be a 
hyphen indicating that the host name must be used. Whenever there is no IP address 
specified, the server_node_name must be specified.


◆ DNS queries may return more than one IP address for a given host name. If a host 
name is mapped to two different IP addresses, the SYMAPI client library will attempt 
to connect to the first one. If the connection fails, the client library will try the second 
one. If both addresses in the first entry fail, the client library will repeat the process 
with all IP addresses associated with the second host.


◆ The port_number fields in both paired entries may be different.
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◆ The security_level must be the same for both paired entries.


Considerations for specifying server_node_name and server_network_address 


Although the syntax of each service definition allows you to specify both the node name 
and the network address, only one is in fact required. Specifying both can serve as 
documentation for your expectation of the mapping between node and address, but it has 
no real effect on connections established between the client and the server. 


Any unspecified tokens in the service definition must be replaced with a hyphen, so if 
either the server_node_name or server_network_address are to be omitted, be sure 
to place a hyphen character in its position. 


Use the following general rules to decide whether to specify a real value for 
server_node_name or server_network_address:


◆ If you do not want to have to remember or look up IP addresses, or if your network 
administrator discourages routing by address, then specify a real value for 
server_node_name and place a hyphen in the server_network_address field. The 
SYMAPI client library will look up the node name in DNS, and will attempt to connect 
to the server using the list of known addresses for the node. If you specify 
server_node_name, however, you cannot predict the address that will be used to 
successfully connect. 


Note that the value specified in the server_node_name can generally be a local node 
without qualifying domain, or it can be a fully-qualified domain name (FQDN). Your 
results depend on the configuration of name resolution in your network. 


Another key reason for using node name is that the client will try all eligible network 
addresses for a given node to complete the connection. Even though you have no 
specific control over the protocol or address used, the server availability may be 
improved using node name. 


◆ If you want more control over the network address chosen (including the protocol) for 
the connection, specify a real value for server_network_address and place a 
hyphen in the server_node_name field. In fact, if any value is specified in the 
address field, it will be used, regardless of the value specified in the 
server_node_name field. 


Note that specifying the address implies that you know the protocols that will be in 
use on the server host. For example, if you specify an IPv4 address for a server which 
is no longer using IPv4 (not likely for years to come), the connection will fail. If you 
specify an IPv6 address for a server host whose IPv6 link is inoperative, the 
connection will fail. A host in this state might still be reachable over IPv4; by using the 
node name instead, the connection might succeed. 


You can specify an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address. You may be able to use an 
IPv4-mapped address, but a successful connection using the mapped address will 
depend on the whether the operating system of the server host is one that uses 
V4-mapping. In general, using IPv4-mapped addresses is discouraged. 
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Setting environment variables for remote access


To use SYMCLI through a remote SYMAPI service, you should set environment variable 
SYMCLI_CONNECT to an available service name of the server connection (defined in 
netcnfg). For example, for service name SYMAPI_SERVER, set the environment variable 
as follows:


To determine what network services are configured, enter:


symcfg list -service


Connection variable SYMCLI_CONNECT_TYPE should define the local/remote mode of the 
local host (client). Possible values for the client are:


REMOTE


Defines a client operation in which all the remote SYMCLI commands are strictly 
executed on the server, and the VMAX array database is strictly read and updated 
remotely.


LOCAL 


Defines a local connection to the VMAX array. (Not used for a client-server 
connection.)


Example To set the connection environment variables for a locally-cached remote operation, enter:


setenv SYMCLI_CONNECT_TYPE REMOTE


setenv SYMCLI_CONNECT SYMAPI_SERVER for UNIX C shell


define SYMCLI_CONNECT SYMAPI_SERVER for OpenVMS


set SYMCLI_CONNECT=SYMAPI_SERVER for Windows 
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Client/server IP interoperability
In a UNIX, Linux, or Windows environment, the SYMAPI client and server are both capable 
of negotiating sessions over the traditional Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4) and the 
newer Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6). 


The IPv6 designers expected migration from the old protocol to the new protocol to take 
years. They designed the new protocol for interoperation in networks where both are 
present. A network administrator can introduce the IPv6 protocol as a supplement to IPv4, 
where IPv4 hosts and IPv6-capable hosts can interoperate with minimal disruption. Over 
time, as network configuration is improved and problems are reduced and eliminated, 
IPv4 protocols can be dropped in favor of IPv6. Such a transition scheme is essential in 
environments where continual operation is a key business success factor. 


In the UNIX, Linux, and Microsoft Windows Server environments, Solutions Enabler also 
supports the transition from IPv4 to IPv6 in a seamless fashion. With proper configuration 
of host operating systems, routers, and DNS servers, Solutions Enabler supports 
concurrent connections from clients using both IPv4 and IPv6. The client and server 
software will choose either IPv4 or IPv6 to communicate, depending on specification in 
configuration files of the host operating system and Solutions Enabler. 


IPv6 addresses 


The IPv4 address is familiar to most computer users: a 32-bit unsigned integer is 
displayed in a dotted-decimal string. For example, 172.23.191.20 (0xAC17BF14). 


The IPv6 address supports many addressing features, but the most obvious attribute is its 
much wider addressing space: a 128-bit code is displayed as a series 16-bit groupings 
(represented in hexadecimal) separated by colons. Shorthand notation rules improve the 
usability of the IPv6 display address; nonetheless, an IPv6 address is not a 
human-friendly object. For example, one machine might be represented with this address: 


3ffe:80c0:22c:18:250:8bff:fead:f92f 
(0x3FFE80C0022C001802508BFFFEADF92F)


IPv4 address mapping


The interoperation of IPv4 and IPv6 varies from one operating system to another, 
according to the specification of IPv6. On some host operating systems, IPv4 connections 
are made through the native IPv4 protocol, and IPv4 addresses are represented as the 
dotted-decimal addresses which are familiar.   


Other OS vendors have chosen to complete client connections from an IPv4 machine over 
IPv6, where the IPv4 address is represented as an IPv4-mapped address. An IPv4-mapped 
address appears in colonated-hexadecimal form, where the last 32-bits of the address are 
shown as the dotted-decimal IPv4 address (they may also be shown as two pairs of 
hexadecimal bytes). Immediately preceding the IPv4 address is the string ::FFFF:. For 
example, a host whose IPv4 address is 172.23.191.20 can be represented as a 
IPv4-mapped address as follows: 


::FFFF:AC17:BF14             or 
::FFFF:172.23.191.20 
(0x00000000000000000000FFFFAC17BF14)
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IPv4-mappped addresses are used by operating systems that do not support concurrent 
binding to the same port over both IPv6 and IPv4. AIX, and Linux generally use 
IPv4-mapped addresses. 


SunOS, HP-UX, and Microsoft Windows 2003 allow concurrent binding on both IPv6 and 
IPv4 protocols. 


Server operation 


The SYMAPI server listens for arrival of client connections on either IPv6 or IPv4 protocols, 
or on both where possible. The server begins by attempting to bind to the unspecified 
address using the IPv6 protocol. It then attempts to bind the unspecified address using 
the IPv4 protocol.


The unspecified address is a special-purpose Internet address used primarily by server 
applications. It indicates that an application is ready to receive a connection on any 
internet address configured on the host with a matching protocol. For hosts that have 
multiple network interfaces, it increases the availability of the server application by not 
limiting connections to arrive by way of a specific address. 


The server insists on at least one successful bind on either IPv6 or IPv4 protocols, and will 
use both if available to continue initializing. If both bind attempts fail, the server will 
terminate immediately, since no network is accessible or the port is in use. 


When the server has finished initializing for network communication, it will write the 
following message to its SYMAPI log file and to the terminal device, if one is available:


ANR0020I SYMAPI server listening on port port over protocols


Where port is the decimal port number to which client connections should be directed, 
and protocols are the protocols the server is using to listen for client connections. 
Possible values are:


◆ IPv6 and IPv4 — Indicates that the server will accept connections from clients running 
either IPv6 or IPv4. 


◆ IPv6 with IPv4 mapping — Also indicates that the server will accept connections from 
clients running either IPv6 or IPv4. Connections from IPv4 clients will be represented 
on the server side as an IPv4-mapped address (refer to “IPv4 address mapping” on 
page 161). 


◆ IPv4 only — Indicates that IPv6 bind failed. Connections can only be accepted from 
IPv4 clients. 


Client operation 


The SYMAPI client library will attempt to connect to the server either by node name or by 
internet address, depending on how the service name is specified in the netcnfg file.


If the internet address of the server is specified, the client makes a single attempt to 
connect to the server. The client chooses the protocol based on the nature of the address: 
if it is an IPv4 address, it will specify IPv4 as the protocol. Similarly, specifying an IPv6 
address (including an IPv4-mapped address) will result in the client using the IPv6 
protocol to connect to the server. 
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If the node name of the server is specified, the client will lookup the server host by name. 
Such a lookup operation can return a list of candidate addresses, potentially including 
both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. The client library will try to connect to all eligible addresses 
until either a connection attempt succeeds, or the list is exhausted with no successes. The 
list of eligible server addresses depends on the static and dynamic name resolution 
configuration of the host on which the client is running. 


Client/server security
By default, the SYMAPI client and server, on platforms that will support it, are initially 
configured to negotiate only secure sessions. To modify this default behavior, you can 
configure the security level at which the client and server are operating. You can also 
change many other aspects of secure client/server operation. Refer to the EMC VMAX 
Family Security Configuration Guide for more information on client/server security and 
how to configure related settings.


Specifying server behavior
Table 33 describes the daemon_options file parameters that you can use to control the 
behavior of the SYMAPI server daemon storsrvd.


For information on editing these parameters, refer to “Controlling daemon behavior” on 
page 120.


Table 33  storsrvd options for the daemon_options file  (page 1 of 2)


Parameter Possible valuesa Reloadable


port
Specifies the decimal port number.


= nnnn | 2707 No


log_show_category
Specifies whether the specific storsrvd log 
category value should be displayed when a log 
message is written.


= ENABLE | DISABLE
ENABLE: The category associated 
with the log event is shown as part 
of the text message.
DISABLE: The category is not 
shown as part of the message.


Yes


log_show_msgid
Specifies whether the specific storsrvd 
message identifier should be displayed when 
a log message is written.


= ENABLE | DISABLE
ENABLE: The message ID of a 
storsrvd application log message 
is shown as part of the text 
message.
DISABLE: The message ID is not 
shown as part of the message.


Yes


log_level
Specifies a severity-based control over logging 
volume. Messages that are issued with a 
severity equal to or exceeding the level 
specified will be recorded in the log file. Do 
not use debug or verbose without direction 
from EMC Customer Support.


= ERROR | INFO | DEBUG |
VERBOSE | WARNING


Yes
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log_filter
Specifies the types of events to log. 


= SERVER | SESSION | APIREQ |
CONTROLS 


SERVER: Log high level events 
related to initialization, 
termination, and main thread.
SESSION: Log logical session 
events (arrival, termination, 
security level, authorization 
rejections).
APIREQ: Log SYMAPI activity 
(request start and stop (with 
completion status)).
CONTROLS: Log control session 
handling information (command 
parsing, execution).


Note: Leaving this parameter 
commented out will result in the 
SYMAPI server application-level 
messages not being logged.


Yes


security_alt_cert_file
Specifies an alternate certificate file to the 
certificate file provided at installation. The 
specified file should have a matching 
security_alt_key_file option set for the 
matching key file. A full path name must not 
be specified. Specify the name of a file that 
resides in the 
<SYMAPI_HOME>/config/cert directory.


= Any valid simple file name | 
symapisrv_cert.pem


No


security_alt_key_file
Specifies an alternate key file to the key file 
provided at installation. The file specified 
should have a matching security_alt_cert_file 
option set for the matching certificate file. A 
full path name must not be specified. Specify 
the name of a file that resides in the 
<SYMAPI_HOME>/config/cert directory.


= Any valid simple file name | 
symapisrv_key.pem


No


security_clt_secure_lvl
Controls the verification of the client certificate 
by the server. This parameter is not supported 
in z/OS. This value is ignored if secure 
communications are not established.


= NOVERIFY 
MUSTVERIFY | VERIFY 


NOVERIFY: Indicates that the server 
will not verify the client certificate.
MUSTVERIFY: Indicates that the 
server will only accept 
communications from a version of 
the client that can send a 
certificate to be verified.
VERIFY: Indicates that the server 
will verify a client certificate if the 
version of the client can send a 
certificate.


Yes


a. Default values are bold.


Table 33  storsrvd options for the daemon_options file  (page 2 of 2)


Parameter Possible valuesa Reloadable
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Controlling the server
This section explains the commands used to control the SYMAPI server.


Starting the server


If you have not already configured your host to start the server automatically, then you 
must start the SYMAPI service using the following command executed from the server 
side:


stordaemon start storsrvd 


Stopping the server


To stop the SYMAPI service from the server side, use the following command:


stordaemon shutdown storsrvd


Showing server details


The stordaemon show storsrvd command displays the following information regarding 
the SYMAPI server:


◆ SYMAPI version
◆ Total number of sessions since startup
◆ Current active sessions
◆ log_show_msgid setting
◆ log_show_category setting
◆ Enhanced authentication setting


In the z/OS environment:


◆ cond_hdlr (condition handler)
◆ Version of the language environment library


The stordaemon action storsrvd -cmd show server command displays the same 
information as the stordaemon show storsrvd command with the addition of operating 
system information.


The following example shows the output of a stordaemon show storsrvd command:


stordaemon show  storsrvd 


Daemon State                                    : Running
Daemon Start Time                               : Wed Apr 10 08:18:35 2014
Version                                         : V8.0.3-1900 (0.0)
Auto-Restart by Watchdog                        : Disabled


Total Number of Connections                     : 2
Number of Active Connections                    : 0
Total Number of Requests                        : 0


ANR0123I Show Server Details                    : 
  
SYMAPI Version                                  : V8.0.3.0   (Edit Level: 1900)
SYMAPI Session Total/Active                     : 0/0
SYMAPI Session Port                             : 2707
Security Level                                  : ANY
Show ANR Category                               : Disabled
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Show ANR Message Id                             : Enabled
Enhanced Authentication                         : Disabled
Client Verification Level                       : VERIFY
Transfer Protocol Version                       : 2
Maximum Sessions                                : 100
Maximum Sessions per Host                       : NOLIMIT
Maximum Sessions per User                       : NOLIMIT
Symapi Debug Permitted                          : SERVER
Allow Wildcarded Certificates                   : Enabled


In the above example:


◆ The first seven lines of the display are generated by common logic. All daemons 
display lines similar to these, with information that reflects the state of the daemon. 


◆ The lines following the message ANR0123I are generated by storsrvd, and will not 
display for any other daemon. 


◆ Total Number of Connections is the total connections handled during the life of 
the daemon process. For most daemons, this includes control sessions (those that 
execute commands to control the daemon) and application sessions (those that need 
application services provided by the daemon). This number does not include the 
dedicated session managed by the z/OS Console thread.


◆ Number of Active Connections is the number of currently executing control 
sessions and application sessions. 


◆ Total number of Requests is the number of control commands and application 
requests (SYMAPI function calls received at the server). 


◆ SYMAPI Session Total/Active is the number of SYMAPI sessions only; it does not 
include the number of control sessions.


The following example shows the output of a stordaemon action storsrvd -cmd 
show server command:


stordaemon action storsrvd -cmd show server


ANR0123I Show Server Details:


SYMAPI Version                : V8.0.3.0   (Edit Level: 1900)
SYMAPI Session Total/Active   : 0/0
SYMAPI Session Port           : 2707
Security Level                : ANY
Show ANR Category             : Disabled
Show ANR Message Id           : Enabled
Enhanced Authentication       : Disabled
Client Verification Level     : VERIFY
Transfer Protocol Version     : 2
Maximum Sessions              : 100
Maximum Sessions per Host     : NOLIMIT
Maximum Sessions per User     : NOLIMIT
Symapi Debug Permitted        : SERVER
Allow Wildcarded Certificates : Enabled


ANR0123I Show OS Information Details:


Process ID                    : 20576
Host OS Name/Version          : Linux/2.6.18-194.el5
Processor Model/CPUs          : x86_64/2


ANR0123I Show Symapi Debugging Details:


SYMAPI_DEBUG                  : 0x00000000
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SYMAPI_DEBUG2                 : 0x00000000
SYMAPI_DEBUG_CONTROLS         : 0x00040100
SYMAPI_DEBUG_FILENAME         : /var/symapi/log/debug/storsrvd_debug.log


Displaying networking information


The show -netinfo command displays information about the storsrvd networking 
interfaces. For example:


stordaemon action storsrvd -cmd show -netinfo 


 ANR0123I Show Network Details:


 SYMAPI Session Port           : 2707
 IP Protocols                  : IPv6 with IPv4 mapping
 Host Name                     : Host1051
 IP address                    : 172.23.193.51


The above example includes information on the following:


◆ The port on which the server is listening.


◆ The IP protocols accepted by the server. 


◆ The node name without the domain. 


◆ The IP address line will be repeated for as many IP addresses as are known by the 
resolver configuration (local host files or DNS) on the host. Multi-homed hosts may 
show multiple lines, and hosts known by both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses may show 
multiple lines.


Reloading the daemon_options file


The reload command re-reads the daemon_options file, and adjusts its behavior 
according to the specified options. For example:


stordaemon action storsrvd -cmd reload


Summarize active SYMAPI sessions


The list -sessions command shows a one line summary of each currently active 
SYMAPI session thread. The list includes the session number (ordered by connection 
arrival), the thread number processing the session, the client host userid, and the host 
name or IP address where the session originated. For example:


stordaemon action storsrvd -cmd list -sessions


Show session details


The show -session command displays details about active sessions. This command 
uses the following form:


stordaemon action storsrvd -cmd show -session 
[-num session_num] [-hostinfo]


Where:
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-num session_number shows details on a particular session. If this option is not 
specified, the command will show details for all active sessions. If this option is used 
and the session number does not exist, an error message will display. You can view a 
list of session numbers using the list -sessions command.


-hostinfo shows details about the client host.


The following example shows the output of a show -session command:


stordaemon action storsrvd -cmd show -session -hostinfo


storsrvd                      
ANR0124I ==== Show Session Details for Session 1 on Thread 2:
User/Host:       Joe/Host127.aaa.bbb.com
Authentication
SYMAPI Version:  8.0.3 
Session Started: 2015/04/22 17:25:53   Seclevel: NONSECURE
Total Requests:  2
Last Request:    SymUserContextSet  (4190)
     Started:    2015/03/20 13:07:32
     Ended:      2015/03/20 13:07:32   Result:      0 (SYMAPI_C_SUCCESS)
Client host information:
    PID:         11992
    OS:          SunOS
    Addressing:  64-bit
    Charset:     ASCII
    Byte Order:  Big Endian


The previous example includes information on the following:


◆ Remote client user name and host name (if it can be resolved, IP address if it cannot 
be resolved)


◆ API library version in use by the client, and architecture (64-bit)


◆ Session start time and security level


◆ Start time of the last API request, and the numeric code of the API


◆ End time of the last API request and the completion code, as well as the SYMAPI return 
code name (as defined in efbcore.h)


◆ Process ID of the client


Controlling and using the storsrvd log files
The server writes data to its log files provided by the common daemon infrastructure. 
These log files are named and handled in a manner consistent with other daemon log 
files. For example, under the default log management behavior, the files storsrvd.log0 
and storsrvd.log1 are created in /var/symapi/log. 


The behavior of the log files is subject to the standard daemon options: logfile_type, 
logfile_size, logfile_perms, and logfile_retention. Thus, you can configure the 
logs as dated files with retention controls instead of the common wrapping pair of log0 
and log1. The same rules apply to storsrvd as to all other daemons.


You can control the volume of data written to the log files with the daemon_options file 
parameters log_filter and log_level. For a description of these options, refer to 
“Specifying server behavior” on page 163.
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Numbered messages issued by storsrvd


The SYMAPI server application-level messages are distinguished from messages issued by 
the Solutions Enabler common daemon support by the use of a messages identifier. The 
complete set of storsrvd messages is documented in Appendix A.


The following daemon_options file keywords affect the appearance of the storsrvd 
messages:


◆ log_show_category displays or suppresses the category (also known as the filter) 
that applies to a message. 


◆ log_show_msgid displays or suppresses the message identifier in the message. 


For a description of these options, refer to “Specifying server behavior” on page 163.
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CHAPTER 5
Post-Install for z/OS


Invisible Body Tag     


Once you have installed Solutions Enabler, you need to perform certain follow-up 
procedures to enable your software’s features and to establish your command 
environment. This chapter provides the follow-up procedures for a Solutions Enabler 
installation in a z/OS mainframe environment:


◆ SYMAPI server security preparation .......................................................................  172
◆ Configuring Solutions Enabler ...............................................................................  173
◆ Remote control operations ....................................................................................  178
◆ Controlling the server ............................................................................................  181
◆ Running the base daemon on z/OS .......................................................................  185
◆ Running the event daemon on z/OS ......................................................................  186
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SYMAPI server security preparation
This section explains how to control access to the SYMAPI server.


Started task user identity


The SYMAPI server is installed to be run as a batch job, but you can also customize it to 
run as a started task. 


If you choose to run the server as a started task, you must associate a user identity with it. 
You can assign a user identity to the server using the RDEFINE command or the started 
task table ICHRIN03. An example of the RDEFINE command is shown below assigning the 
user SEMAGENT to all started tasks whose names start with SEMAGENT:


RDEFINE STARTED SEMAGENT.* UACC(NONE) STDATA(USER(SEMAGENT)) 
OWNER(SYS1)


If you use the ICHRIN03 table to associate started task names with user identities, refer to 
the IBM publication Security Server RACF System Programmer’s Guide for details on 
preparing this table. 


Installing SSL certificates


Solutions Enabler optionally allows the use of SSL encrypted communications between 
the SYMAPI server and the clients connecting to it. You can configure the server to allow 
client sessions without SSL, or to require SSL sessions. Client configuration to use SSL or 
not must match the server configuration.


If you plan on using the optional SSL encrypted communications and you plan on running 
the server in SECURE or ANY modes, you must create and install the SSL certificates before 
starting the server. 


Note: For information on configuring the security level on the server side, refer to the EMC 
VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide.


Note: You must have run job #07DFLTS before the following steps can be taken. Job 
#07DFLTS creates requisite directories in the UNIX System Services filesystem.


To install SSL certificates into the certificate store created by the #07DFLTS job, you must 
visit the Windows machine where you initiated the z/OS installation, and then follow 
these steps:


1. Change to the temporary directory where you ran the uploadse.bat command.


2. Run the batch file zoscert.bat with the create parameter in the temporary directory 
you created on the Windows host in “Step 1: Copy the files” on page 68.


For example:


zoscert create


Note: The zoscert.bat script requires that the Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 
redistributable runtime library is installed. If this library is not installed, it will be 
automatically installed as part of the certificate generation process. The library will not 
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be removed after the installation is complete. If you wish to remove the runtime library 
after successfully generating the certificate, you can do so by using the Add or Remove 
Programs function from the Windows Control Panel. 


3. When prompted, provide the following information:


• The fully qualified name of the z/OS host (hostname including the domain name). 
This is the same name as you specified when running the uploadse.bat 
command.


Note: In the case of multi-homed hosts, more than one fully qualified hostname may be 
specified, separated by spaces, in response to the prompt for the hostnames. If you enter 
more than one hostname at the host prompt, the first name will be used as the Common 
Name in the certificates, and all names after the first are used in the Subject Alternative 
Names. You may specify IP addresses in addition to host names for either the Common 
Name or Subject Alternative Names. The first name entered is also the target address of 
the FTP command used to send certificates to the mainframe.


• The FTP port number (default 21) of the z/OS host.


• The z/OS userid for sign in to the FTP service on the mainframe. The user must 
have write permission to the SYMAPI base directory and all subdirectories.


• The SYMAPI base directory (specified when running the SEMJCL exec on z/OS).


• The password for the z/OS userid.


Once generated, the certificates will be uploaded to the correct location inside the Unix 
System Services file system on the z/OS host. For example, if you specified the SYMAPI 
base directory as /var/symapi, the certificates will be uploaded to the directory 
/var/symapi/config/cert.


The certificate configuration is now complete and the server is capable of running in a 
secure mode.


Note: For more information on certificate management, refer to the EMC VMAX Family 
Security Configuration Guide.


Configuring Solutions Enabler 
This section explains how to configure Solutions Enabler in a z/OS environment.


SYMAPI database support


Solutions Enabler for z/OS supports the SYMAPI database and all the associated access 
modes. Solutions Enabler will refer to the database (or create one if it doesn’t exist) in the 


symapi_installation_directory/db directory in Unix System Services.


A SYMAPI application can specify the database by providing a name associated with the 
database using the following formats:


/path/to/db.file


where:
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/path/to is a valid, existing, writable Unix System Services path and db.file is the 
name of the SYMAPI database.


Solutions Enabler uses the following conventions to identify the database that it will 
associate with a particular session. The SYMAPI application specifies the database name 
in the SymInit( ) function call:


◆ As the database default name (by specifying NULL in the database argument)


◆ With an explicit database name


Note: If an explicit location is specified for the database, SYMAPI will use it; otherwise, 
specifying just a filename will result in the file being stored in the 
symapi_installation_directory/db directory.


Server default database locking


The default database is described in the fully qualified Unix System Services path of the 
database. When a session requests the default database, SYMAPI attempts to use the 
fully qualified Unix System Services path, handling locking for read-only and read/write 
sessions appropriately. If the session obtains database locks successfully, SYMAPI loads 
the database for the session in the mode (read-only, or read/write) desired.


Multiple users can share a database file in a read-only and read/write mode. Write 
integrity to the database is guaranteed by internal locking mechanisms. No two sessions 
can request read/write mode concurrently. 


Once a read/write session has been started, the SYMAPI server will prevent multiple 
read/write sessions by failing to initialize subsequent SymInit() requests, or by blocking 
them until the first read/write session releases the database. 


Note that the locking behavior applies to the fully qualified path. 


Gatekeeper devices


The use of gatekeeper-defined devices in a VMAX array configuration does not apply to 
z/OS installations. However, z/OS servers do communicate to the system using a UCB on 
the first device found in the storage array. The SYMAPI protocol selects the first on-line 
device as its gatekeeper. It is possible that this auto-select mechanism may not always be 
appropriate. For example, you may not want to have the system paging device or a JES 
SPOOL volume selected as the communication portal. The high I/O rate produced from the 
SYMAPI may adversely affect system performance. To control gatekeeper use by the 
SYMAPI server tasks, you can define specific devices to be used as gatekeepers, and also 
specify devices to be avoided as gatekeepers. 


Note: For more information on gatekeepers, refer to Chapter 7. For more information on 
specifying devices to use/avoid from using as gatekeepers, refer to “Avoidance and 
selection files” on page 175.
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SYMAPI files
Table 34 lists and maps the SYMAPI files to corresponding DD statements. It also shows 
which files can be defined in PARMLIB members or in datasets, and which files can 
optionally be defined in Unix System Services files.


Note: For Unix System Services supported files, SYMAPI will only use a Unix System 
Services location if the corresponding DD name is not specified in the SYMAPI server JCL 
(comment it out or delete it).


Avoidance and selection files 
Table 35 lists the these files in the UNIX file system.


Note: From V7.6, Solutions Enabler no longer supports avoidance and selection files in 
JCL. Non-configuration specific files (such as SYM$ENV) that are unique to z/OS, and have 
no Unix System Services equivalent are still supported via JCL.


Should an unsupported DD statement be used, Syminit will fail with the error 
SYMAPI_C_FILE_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED.


These files can be used to customize and streamline command line coding for your 
specific environment.


Table 34  SYMAPI files 


DD name File type Description


SYM$LIC Unix System 
Services


An input file for the Solutions Enabler license information.
Unix System Services: 
symapi_installation_directory/config/symapi_licenses.dat


SYM$OPT Unix System 
Services


The SYMAPI options file. For more information, refer to “Changing the 
default behavior of SYMCLI” on page 115.
Unix System Services: 
symapi_installation_directory/config/options


SYM$ENV PARMLIB, 
Dataset


Contains the C runtime environment variables. This file must be either a 
sequential dataset or a member of a partitioned dataset. This file must only 
be used with the direction of the EMC Customer Support Center.
PARMLIB: ds-prefix.PARMLIB (symenv00)


SYM$NETH Unix System 
Services


Defines a list of trusted hosts and users who are allowed to connect to the 
server. For more information, refer to the EMC VMAX Family Security 
Configuration Guide.
Unix System Services: 
symapi_installation_directory/config/nethost


SYSOUT Spool Contains IBM Language Environment runtime messages.


SYSPRINT Spool Contains summary log output and output produced by the use of debugging 
controls.
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These are editable files with device names or array IDs that you use to limit the effect of 
commands to include or exclude the specified devices, gatekeepers, or VMAX arrays. The 
files hold either volume serial names (volser) or array IDs (Symmids) with line entries 
having only one device name or ID per line. Lines beginning with a # (comment) are 
ignored.


Table 35  Solutions Enabler avoidance and selection files  (page 1 of 2)


DD name File type Description


SYM$AVD Unix System 
Services only


JCL DD statement is not supported.


For example, to avoid discovery of the storage array with a serial number 
of 0000183600186, code the serial number in the following file:
Unix System Services: 
symapi_installation_directory/config/symavoid


This file affects the operation of the discovery process so that it skips 
devices that belong to the VMAX arrays identified in this file. This may be 
useful if there are multiple VMAX arrays connected to the host that you 
wish the discovery to avoid. The avoidance file is formatted with 
12-character array IDs, with one ID per line.


SYM$INQ Unix System 
Services only


JCL DD statement is not supported.


For example, to include information on volume ABC123 (only) and the 
array to which it is attached, code the volume serial number in the 
following file:
Unix System Services: 
symapi_installation_directory/config/inqfile


This file affects the inquiry and discovery processes so that they find 
only the volume serial name (volser) specified in this file. This maybe 
useful if you want to limit the command(s) to affect only certain VMAX 
array devices from your host. The inquiry file is formatted with volume 
serial names (volser), with one volser per line.


SYM$GAVD Unix System 
Services only


JCL DD statement is not supported.


For example, to instruct Solutions Enabler for z/OS to avoid using 
volume DEF456 as a gatekeeper device, code its serial number in the 
following file:
Unix System Services: 
symapi_installation_directory/config/gkavoid


This file affects calls to commands that use a gatekeeper to 
communicate to a VMAX array. A gatekeeper whose volser matches any 
of the entries specified in the gkavoid file will not be chosen as a 
gatekeeper to communicate with the VMAX array. This could be useful to 
designate certain VMAX array devices that should not be used as 
gatekeepers. The gatekeeper avoidance file is formatted with volume 
serial names (volser), with one per line.
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Configuring for local time zone


The SYMAPI server software uses IBM Language Environment runtime library, and must 
execute with the LE option POSIX(ON). One of the side effects of running with POSIX(ON) is 
that the local time displays are influenced by the POSIX time semantic definitions. The 
default behavior defined by POSIX for local time interpretation may not fit your operation. 


You can use the TZ environment variable to cause LE to display local time properly. There 
are several places where time stamps are displayed — the storsrvd log files and SYMAPI 
log file are the most important places. Use the TZ environment variable to establish your 
local offset from Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). The valid settings for TZ are 
standardized by the POSIX standard and are described in many publications, including 
the IBM Language Environment books. 


In the PARMLIB member SYMENV00, you can set TZ. The sample setting in the distributed 
member causes the local time zone to be set to United States Eastern Standard Time, 
offset five hours from UTC (also known as Greenwich Mean Time or GMT), and EDT time 
may apply. The following example shows the same specification using an Instream 
dataset set for SYM$ENV:


//SYM$ENV DD *
TZ=EST5EDT
/*


SYM$GSEL Unix System 
Services only


JCL DD statement is not supported.


In SYM$GSEL, specify serials for the volumes you prefer to be 
gatekeepers. Specify one volume serial per line, with no other text on 
the line. 


Note: If a SYM$GSEL list is not defined for a particular VMAX array or if 
the specified volumes to do not exist at the time the file is read (every 
time a CLI command is run), then normal gatekeeper selection rules will 
apply for that storage array. 


If you specify a volume serial in both the SYM$GAVD and the SYM$GSEL, 
the entry in SYM$GAVD takes precedence. Thus, SYM$GSEL creates a 
limited list of candidate gatekeepers, and SYM$GAVD further restricts 
the list by removing volumes from the candidate list. 
If you specify a gatekeeper selection list in SYM$GSEL, be sure to specify 
at least one volume on each system you want to access through 
Solutions Enabler. For example, to instruct Solutions Enabler to give 
preference to volumes GHI123, JKL123 and MNO123, code their serial 
number in the following file:
Unix System Services: 
symapi_installation_directory/config/gkselect


Note: If you specify a volume in BOTH the SYM$GSEL and SYM$GAVD, 
the entry in SYM$GAVD takes precedence, effectively removing the 
volume from the list of potential gatekeepers. Thus, if the volume 
DEF456 also appeared in SYM$GSEL, its entry in SYM$GAVD (see 
example above) cancels its participation in gatekeeper selection.


Table 35  Solutions Enabler avoidance and selection files  (page 2 of 2)


DD name File type Description
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In the Time Zone field of the SEMJCL panel (4. on page 71), you can enter the appropriate 
setting for your time zone. “Installing Solutions Enabler on z/OS” on page 68 includes 
more information.


Note: Due to the way Language Environment processes a TZ variable passed in by 
SYM$ENV, a TZ variable with no DST in the string results in exactly the same time as a TZ 
variable with DST. For example, the variable MST7 will be processed the same as MST7DST 
and will have the same resultant time zone.


To workaround this, for any of the z/OS daemons, the TZ variable should be specified as 
part of the PARM on the EXEC DD statement. For example:
//STORSRVD EXEC PGM=STORSRVD,REGION=0M,


// PARM=’ENVAR(TZ=MST7)/’


Modifying default behavior with the options file


The options file contains statements that can be modified to change the default behavior 
of SYMCLI operations, SYMAPI calls, and their control actions. It can be used to impart 
certain global restrictions as well as customize and streamline command line coding to 
your specific environment. Each sample statement is commented, and can be enabled by 
removing the # in the first column.


Note: For descriptions of the options file parameters, refer to EMC Solutions Enabler 
SYMCLI Command Reference Guide.


Remote control operations
Remote control operations can be executed by the SYMAPI server on behalf of remote 
clients such as SYMCLI, or Unisphere for VMAX.


Restricting remote control operations


Remote control operations are enabled by default. Proceed only if you want to restrict 
certain remote control operations.


Remote control operations brings convenience but at the same time may also impact user 
data or system operation negatively. For that reason, you may wish to restrict the use of 
certain remote operations.


Table 36 lists some of the control operations that can be disabled in the z/OS server. 


Table 36  Examples of z/OS control operations  (page 1 of 2)


Function Action


SymAccessSessionStart Starts an access control session.


SymAuthzRuleDelete Maintains internal authorization rules.


SymAuthzRuleUpdate Updates internal authorization rules.


SymCgControl Controls Consistency Groups.
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The control operations can be disabled by executing the job in the #12CNTRL member in 
the RIMLIB dataset. That job executes the AMASPZAP utility to change entries in a control  
table. Each entry in the table corresponds to one of the control operations listed above. 
The comments in the AMASPZAP input indicate the relationship of the zap to the 
operation. 


SymCgBcvControl Invokes a BCV control operation affecting all standard devices in a composite 
group.


SymCgRdfControl Invokes an RDF control operation affecting all remotely mirrored RDF standard 
and R1 BCV devices in a composite group.


SymConfigChangeSessionStart Starts a configuration change session.


SymDevBcvControl Invokes a BCV control operation on the specified standard device and the 
specified BCV device.


SymDevControl Invokes a basic operation on one or all devices that meet a specified selection 
criteria.


SymDevListBcvControl Invokes a BCV control operation on a specified list of standard and BCV 
devices.


SymDevListControl Invokes a basic operation on a list of devices that meet a specified selection 
criteria.


SymDevListRdfControl Invokes an RDF control action on a list of devices.


SymDgBcvControl Invokes a BCV control operation affecting all standard devices in a device 
group, which has one or more associated BCV device.


SymDgControl Invokes a basic control operation affecting all standard, or optionally all BCV, 
devices in a device group.


SymDgRdfControl Invokes an RDF control operation affecting all remotely mirrored standard or 
RDF R1 BCV devices in a device group.


SymDirControl Invokes a director control operation on one or all SRDF RA directors.


SymDirPortControl Invokes a port control operation on a front-end director.


SymLdevBcvControl Invokes a BCV control operation affecting one standard device in a device 
group, which has one or more associated BCV devices.


SymLdevControl Invokes a basic control operation on a device in a device group.


SymLdevListBcvControl Performs a BCV control operation affecting a list of standard devices in a device 
group.


SymLdevListControl Executes a basic operation affecting the specified list of standard devices or 
BCV devices of a group.


SymLdevListRdfControl Invokes an RDF control operation affecting one remotely mirrored standard 
device, or one or more RDF R1 BCV devices in a device group.


SymListDevListBcvControl Invokes a single BCV or Snap control operation on a structure or array.


SymNewCgControl Invokes a basic control operation affecting devices of a specified type within a 
specific composite group.


SymNewOptmzrControl Invokes control operations on the Optimizer.


Table 36  Examples of z/OS control operations  (page 2 of 2)


Function Action
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Control statements
Hint: Make a copy of member 
#12CNTRL for backup 
purposes before making any 
changes.


The entries in the control table are mostly VER statements and REP statements grouped 
together respectively. A VER or VERIFY statement is composed of the command phrase 
VER, a hexadecimal address and an eight-byte hexadecimal value. The following is an 
example:


VER  0001D8 0000,0000


The VER statement checks to see if the value at the address given is the same as the value 
provided in the statement. If true, then the following statement will be executed. If not, the 
following statements will be ignored and job #12CNTRL will quit.


A REP statement is composed of the command phrase REP, a hexadecimal address and an 
eight-byte hexadecimal value. The following is an example:


REP 0001D8 0000,0001


The REP statement replace the current value at the given address with the value provided 
in the statement.


Modifying the control table
Hint: Use the backup copy of 
the job as a reference.


Job #12CNTRL is customized during the SEMJCL process, but does require a manual edit 
by the submitter before it can be used because it contains an invalid VER statement to 
force failure. This VER statement should be commented out or removed:


VER  0001D8 READ,DOC   COMMENT OUT THIS LINE TO RUN THE JOB


This invalid VER statement provides additional protection against accidental disabling of 
control operations. No change will take place if the job is submitted without making any 
changes.


Once the invalid VER statement is removed, the first entry in the table provides the 
capability to enable or disable control operations listed in Table 36 as a whole. The 
following is how the first VER entry in the control table is configured by default:


VER  0001D8 0000,0000   IF ALL 0, CONTROLS ARE ENABLED


This statement verifies the value at address 0001D8. If it is 0, that means Solutions 
Enabler does not check individual control operations. It simply allows all remote control 
operations.


To enable checking of individual operations, simply find the REP statement with the same 
address, 0001D8; remove the leading asterisk to uncomment the statement and change 
the value following the address to 0000,0001.


This effectively disables all control operations because you have just enabled checking of 
individual operations and all of them are set to disable by default.


To enable selective operations, find the REP statement with the same address as the VER 
statement for the desired operations, remove the leading asterisk, and change the value 
of the REP statement to 0000,0000.


For example, if you want to enable remote director control:


1. Find the VER statement for director control using the comment:


VER  0001F8 0000,0870   DIRECTOR CONTROL


2. Find the REP statement with the address 0001F8:
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*REP  0001F8 0000,0870


3. Remove the leading asterisk to uncomment the statement and change the value from 
0000,0870 to 0000,0000.


4. Save job #12CNTRL.


Repeat these steps for each control operation you want to enable.


Running multiple iterations of #12CNTRL could get the table into state where there are 
VERs failing due to prior changes, so plan accordingly by keeping an pristine backup copy 
of #12CNTRL. 


Additional Work
In addition to executing the #12CNTRL member, the SYMAPI_CTRL_VIA_SERVER option 
can be set to ENABLE or DISABLE. The default value of the option is ENABLE, which 
corresponds to the #12CNTRL setting.


If you want to enable or disable control operations, you must: 


◆ Verify that the SYMAPI_CTRL_VIA_SERVER option is set to ENABLE or DISABLE.


Or


◆ Edit the #12CNTRL member in the RIMLIB as previously discussed.


By leaving control operations enabled, you enable open systems users to make changes 
to the array configuration on your mainframe system. 


You may undo the changes you made using #12CNTRL by reversing any VER and REP 
changes and resubmitting the job. 


IMPORTANT


The server will need to be restarted if any #12CNTRL changes are applied.


Controlling the server
You can inspect and control the behavior of the server using the stordaemon command or 
the system console. For information on the commands accepted by the SYMAPI server, 
refer to “Controlling the server” on page 165.


This section describes specific methods of entering the commands.


Starting the server


To start the SYMAPI server, you can submit the job stream contained in the #STORSRV 
member of the Solutions Enabler RIMLIB for batch execution.
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Note: #STORSRV was customized when you used SEMJCL to specify configuration 
information appropriate for your site during the installation procedure.


You can execute the SYMAPI server program storsrvd as a started task. You can prepare 
a catalogued procedure for use as a started task.  No such procedure is provided with the 
installation kit.


You cannot use stordaemon start in the z/OS environment to start the server. 


Stopping the server


To stop the SYMAPI server, you can use the stordaemon shutdown command, or the 
equivalent command from the z/OS system console.  


You can also use the z/OS STOP command regardless of whether the server is running as a 
started task or as a batch job. Using the STOP command (for example, “P STORSRVD”) 
starts a normal shutdown, waiting for all SYMAPI sessions to terminate normally. 


Using the console


You can control the SYMAPI server while it is running by issuing operator commands using 
the the z/OS system command MODIFY (abbreviated F):


F jobname,command


where:


jobname is the name of the batch job or started task under which the SYMAPI server is 
running. 


command is the text of the command passed to SYMAPI server. 


Usage notes
When issuing commands from the system console, you should be aware of the following:


◆ While stordaemon commands are sent to the daemons without upper case 
conversion, text entered on the system console (and all virtualized consoles) is 
normally folded to uppercase by the operating system. Enclosing the text in 
apostrophes (not quotes) alters the behavior, resulting in the command text being 
sent as is to the application. 


◆ Commands issued using the stordaemon action verb must be entered with 
apostrophes to preserve the case.  Complete enclosure in apostrophes is not 
necessary; a leading apostrophe is sufficient to preserve case. A closing apostrophe 
will be accepted and ignored. 


◆ Dashed options are not required. The SYMAPI server allows the specification or 
omission of the dash on the command options. The console command parsing logic 
will accept a dash if specified, but ignore it for the purposes of option identification. 


◆ Commands entered from the console are directed to a specific running daemon. Thus 
the multi-daemon commands and operands are not supported when entered from the 
console. The list command and the all option of the shutdown, setvar, getvar 
commands are not supported when entered at the console. 
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◆ The daemon name must be omitted in the command text, since the MODIFY system 
command specifies the jobname which directs the command to the correct daemon. 
Thus, the command text will begin with the verb. 


◆ The action verb can be omitted only if the –cmd verb and/or operands can 
unambiguously distinguish the command from all general commands. For example, in 
the case of storsrvd, the general show command will show basic status information. 
The action –cmd show command will show other detailed information specific to 
storsrvd.


◆ The –cmd option can be omitted also. If either action or –cmd are specified, the 
command text will be passed to the running daemon for execution. If the daemon 
application log parses the command text successfully, it may execute the command 
and produce the appropriate output. If the application logic does not recognize the 
command, an error message will be generated and written to the console. 


◆ Commands that change the environment outside of the daemon will not be accepted 
from the console. These are start, install, and uninstall. 


◆ The –wait option of the stordaemon shutdown command is not supported and will 
be ignored if entered from the console. 


◆ The showlog command is not supported  from the console.


Examples Table 37 compares the syntax of the stordaemon commands issued from a Unix System 
Services shell to the syntax of the same commands entered on the z/OS console. Assume 
that the jobname of the server is STORSRVD, and the daemon name is also storsrvd. 
Note that the z/OS system command MODIFY alias is ’F’. 


Table 37  stordaemon command syntax for the z/OS system console  (page 1 of 2)


Command stordaemon syntax Console syntax


Show daemon status long.
Show daemon status (state).


stordaemon show storsrvd
stordaemon show storsrvd –brief


F STORSRVD,SHOW
F STORSRVD,SHOW [-]BRIef


Stop the daemon.


Stop the daemon 
immediately.


stordaemon shutdown storsrvd


stordaemon shutdown storsrvd
-immediate


F STORSRVD,SHUTDOWN


F STORSRVD,SHUTDOWN 
[-]IMMediate


Show the current value of an 
operational variable (port in 
this example).


stordaemon getvar storsrvd –name port F STORSRVD,’getvar
[-]name port’


Change the current value of 
an daemon option (takes 
effect immediately. 


stordaemon setvar storsrvd –name
log_filter=SESSION,APIREQ


F STORSRVD,
’setvar [–[name
log_filter=SESSION,
APIREQ’


Note: The –name option can be 
abbreviated to 3 chars and the 
dash can be omitted. 
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In general, command-generated output shown on the z/OS console will suppress blank 
lines for the sake of brevity and to reduce messages rolling off the console screen.


Using stordaemon TSO commands


In the TSO command shell, the stordaemon command operates as it does on all 
platforms. If the Solutions Enabler load library is in the TSO STEPLIB or CMDLIB, you can 
issue the stordaemon command as shown in the following example:


IKJ56455I USER1 LOGON IN PROGRESS AT 13:33:01 ON APRIL 1, 2015,
IKJ56951I NO BROADCAST MESSAGES,
REXX/SOCKETS z/OS V1R6 January 5, 2007,
READY 


STORDEMN show storsrvd
<output will show here> 


CALL ‘EMC.SSEM803.LOADLIB(STORDEMN)’ ‘show storsrvd’
<output will show here> 


Optionally, you can trap all output of the stordaemon command with the REXX language 
function outtrap(). In which case, all output will be saved in a REXX variable array, where it 
can be processed programmatically.


Using stordaemon in a Unix System Services shell


The following example illustrates how you can configure stordaemon to run from Unix 
System Services. For the sake of this example, assume that you have already logged in to 
the z/OS Unix System Services shell either via rlogin or the TSO OMVS command: 


$ cd /var/symapi
$ mkdir bin
$ cd bin
$ ln –e STORDEMN stordaemon
$ export STEPLIB=EMC.SSEM803.LOADLIB
$ stordaemon show storsrvd
$ stordaemon shutdown storsrvd


Store a new value of a 
daemon option for reload or 
subsequent execution.  In 
this example, change the 
port to 2708.


stordaemon setoption storsrvd –name
port=2708


setoption is not supported 
from the console in this 
release.


Issue a storsrvd extending 
action. In this example, show 
details for SYMAPI session 
number 4. 


stordaemon action storsrvd –cmd show
–session –num 4


F STORSRVD,’action show
–ses –num 4


Note: In this example the –cmd 
keyword is omitted, and a 
closing quote is also omitted.


Show network information. stordaemon action storsrvd -cmd show
-netinfo


F STORSRVD, ’action show 
-netinfo’


Table 37  stordaemon command syntax for the z/OS system console  (page 2 of 2)


Command stordaemon syntax Console syntax
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In the example, the user makes an external link from a Unix System Services file to the 
Solutions Enabler load library module. By setting the STEPLIB environment variable, the 
shell follows the link from the Unix System Services file to the load library, finding the 
member stored there. The load library member executes the stordaemon application. Any 
z/OS supported stordaemon functions can be used in this environment. 


Running the base daemon on z/OS
As the base daemon (storapid) is required for almost every z/OS SYMAPI server service, 
it should be running at all times. The base daemon provides numerous benefits for the 
z/OS environment, including improved performance and enhanced array lock 
management.


Most of the information in this section is similar to the daemon information described in 
Chapter 3; however, this section describes it from the z/OS point of view.


Starting the base daemon


Once the SYMAPI server is running, start the base daemon by submitting the job 
#STORAPI in the RIMLIB. This job will have been correctly configured when the SEMJCL 
process was run. If necessary, you can modify this job and convert it to run as a started 
task. You cannot use the stordaemon command to start the base daemon.


Note: As there is no watchdog daemon in z/OS, the base daemon will not automatically 
start/restart.


Stopping the base daemon


Table 38 lists the commands for stopping the base daemon.


For more information on using these methods, refer to “Controlling the server” on 
page 181.


Using and configuring the base daemon


The base daemon behavior is determined by parameters set in the configuration file 
daemon_options. This file is found in the symapi_installation_directory/config 
folder. It is a standard text file that you can edit by way of oedit or any other text editor. For 
detailed information on editing the parameters in this file, refer to “Controlling daemon 
behavior” on page 120. 


By default, if the base daemon is running, then the z/OS SYMAPI server will connect to it 
and use its features. If it is not running, then the server will not attempt to start or use it. 


Table 38  Commands for stopping the base daemon


From Use the command


Console F STORAPID,SHUTDOWN


TSO stordemn shutdown storapid


Unix System 
Services shell


stordaemon shutdown storapid
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Base daemon logging


Solutions Enabler daemons all use a common infrastructure mechanism for logging 
messages and events. For information on the options available to manage the way the 
base daemon uses its log files, refer to “Controlling daemon logging” on page 121. 


Avoidance and selection files and the base daemon


The base daemon will not recognize or use JCL specified selection and avoidance files. It 
will only use the appropriate files in the symapi_installation_directory/config 
folder in Unix System Services. 


You should not use both MVS datasets (for the server) and Unix System Services files 
(base daemon) for these selection and avoidance files. Doing so will likely result in 
inconsistent definitions and confusion. If you use the base daemon, you should place the 
avoidance and selection files for both the SYMAPI server and the base daemon in the 
relevant Unix System Services location. For the SYMAPI server, the relevant DDnames in 
the job should be removed or commented out, so that the server will refer to the correct 
files in Unix System Services.


For more information on the avoidance and selection files, refer to “Avoidance and 
selection files” on page 175.


Running the event daemon on z/OS
The use of the event daemon (storevtd) is optional for the z/OS SYMAPI server. For 
information regarding the event daemon, refer to “Setting up the event daemon for 
monitoring” on page 124.


In the z/OS context, the event daemon is primarily used to enable monitoring capabilities 
on behalf of other clients. The only client expected to use the event daemon is EMC 
Unisphere for VMAX.


Starting the event daemon


Once the SYMAPI server is running, start the event daemon by submitting the job 
#STOREVT in the RIMLIB. This job will have been correctly configured when you ran the 
SEMJCL process. If necessary, you can modify this job and convert it to run as a started 
task. You cannot use the stordaemon command to start the event daemon.


Note: As there is no watchdog daemon in z/OS, the event daemon will not automatically 
start/restart.
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Stopping the event daemon


Table 39 lists the commands for stopping the event daemon.


For more information on using these methods, refer to “Controlling the server” on 
page 181.


Using and configuring the event daemon


The event daemon behavior is determined by parameters set in the configuration file 
daemon_options. This file is found in the symapi_installation_directory/config 
folder. It is a standard text file that you can edit by way of oedit or any other text editor. 
For detailed information on editing the parameters in this file, refer to “Controlling 
daemon behavior” on page 120.


Event daemon logging


Solutions Enabler daemons use a common infrastructure mechanism for logging 
messages and events. For information on the options available to manage the way the 
event daemon uses its log files, refer to “Controlling daemon logging” on page 121.


The z/OS Event Daemon supports two logging targets, namely syslog and system. 


syslog
The syslog target routes event messages to a UNIX style syslog daemon (syslogd).


Note: This is a syslog daemon supporting the protocols as defined by RFC 5424 - The 
Syslog Protocol.


The following are examples of messages logged from an Event daemon on a z/OS host to a 
Linux on System z syslog daemon:


Feb 13 10:58:04 sys1 EMCstorevntd: [fmt=evt] [evtid=1234] [date=2011-10-13T14:58:04Z] 
[symid=000000000001] [sev=info]  = Snap session created, activated or deleted.
Feb 13 10:58:07 sys1 EMCstorevntd: [fmt=evt] [evtid=1201] [date=2011-10-13T14:58:07Z] 
[symid=000000000001] [sev=normal]  = Array state has changed to Online.
Feb 13 11:01:07 sys1 EMCstorevntd: [fmt=evt] [evtid=1234] [date=2011-10-13T15:01:07Z] 
[symid=000000000001] [sev=info]  = Snap session created, activated or deleted.


The message text is prefixed with the originating host name sys1 as well as the string 
“EMCstorevntd:”. 


system
The system target sends event messages to the z/OS system hardcopy log. 


Table 39  Commands for stopping the event daemon


From Use the command


Console F STOREVTD,SHUTDOWN


TSO stordaemon shutdown storevntd


Unix System 
Services shell


stordaemon shutdown storevntd
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These event messages are routed to the hardcopy log only and not to operator consoles 
(i.e., they are suppressed). They can be routed to the hardcopy log only on the same z/OS 
system on which the Event Daemon is running


The following messages are also seen in the Event Damon joblog. Messages written to the 
z/OS system log are generally in the format:


SYS1    11291 11:41:03.72 JOB06676 00000290  SEEVT00001201  <14>  <fmt=evt> <evtid=1201> …


Where the message ID has the prefix SEEVT followed by an eight-digit event ID suffix. 
These event IDs suffixes correspond to documented Event Daemon event IDs and they are 
the same number as seen in the evtid=nnnn keyword in the message text. However, they 
are prefixed with sufficient zeros so as to make the SEEVT message ID suitable for 
automation handling via MPF or a similar tool. The numeric portion of the SEEVT message 
id will always be eight digits long.


Note: “Event message formats” on page 136 describes the formats of event messages in 
detail.
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Solutions Enabler technical notes


Changes to default port flag settings


The default port flag settings have been updated in Enginuity 5875 and higher. The new 
default values should simplify the array installation and minimize changes required at 
install time. Table 40 lists host environments and identifies the environments that require 
changes to the default port flag settings. Port flag settings can be updated using the 
symconfigure command.


In addition, the following special configurations require changes to the new default port 
flag settings:


◆ Environments that directly connect servers to the array—not using switches or other 
SAN components—using Fibre-Channel Arbitrated Loop (FC-AL) require the PP flag to 
be disabled and a Loop ID assigned to a particular number ranging from 0-126.


◆ Environments that contain Fujitsu (Formerly Siemens), Novell Netware, or Teradata 
systems, should refer to the EMC support matrix at www.emc.com for specific 
recommendations.


◆ The VMAX array is configured by default with the ACLX flag enabled. This requires the 
masking of specific devices to specific ports on the array. You must provision ACLX 
volumes to enable host management using Solutions Enabler.


Table 40  Port settings by operating environment


Operating environment Port settings


EMC Celerra Enable ARB and D flags


IBM AIX 5875 defaults unchanged


IBM i Enable AS4 flag


Linux Enable D flag


Hewlett-Packard OpenVMS Enable OVMS flag


Hewlett-Packard HP-UX 11i V1 and V2 Enable V flag, disable SC3 and OS07 flags


Hewlett Packard HP-UX 11i V3 Enable V flag, disable SC3 flag


Microsoft Windows Server 2003 5875 defaults unchanged


Microsoft Windows Server 2008 5875 defaults unchanged


Oracle Solaris 5875 defaults unchanged


VMware ESX 5875 defaults unchanged
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Existing scripts should be tested to ensure compatibility with the new default port flag 
settings.


Note: Some of these new default values are different from earlier Enginuity settings. 
Connecting a host to arrays running Enginuity 5875 and arrays running an early Enginuity 
version may require changes to the 5875 defaults. Alternatively, you can set the flags at 
the initiator to match the previously installed array with its existing connection to the 
server. Changes to flag settings become effective after rebooting the host.


Parallel Access Volumes
From DMX-3, DMX-3 950, DMX-4, DMX-4 950 and higher, both Dynamic Parallel Access 
Volumes and Hyper Parallel Access Volumes use a pool of aliases for the Control Unit 
image. Aliases are not dedicated to specific devices and they do not appear in the device 
specific Aliases column of the symcfg show -cuimage command.


SIU support for ESX Server V4.0
The Symmetrix Integration Utilities (SIU) supports VMware ESX Server V4.1 Update 1. 


Access Control setup
Use of the Symmetrix Access Control feature requires the help of EMC Customer Service to 
initially set up your array. For more information, contact your EMC Representative and refer 
to EMC Solutions Enabler Array Management CLI User Guide and EMC VMAX Family 
Security Configuration Guide.


Note: The Solutions Enabler (symacl) command provides full support for open systems. 
Access Control can be enforced for SYMAPI-based applications on z/OS platforms. 
However, z/OS and IBM i cannot be used as the Access Control administration node.


Note: CREATEDV access can only be granted to ALL devices or on !INPOOLS when there are 
no accpools defined.


When host access IDs are tied to the host hardware, (refer to Alternate access ID earlier) 
upgrading or changing hardware components might result in a change to the host access 
ID. For information about changing a host’s Alternate access ID, see the EMC VMAX Family 
Security Configuration Guide.


Solutions Enabler access control requirements


If Solutions Enabler Access Control is enabled on the VMAX array, then the host on which 
the SMI-S Provider is running must have sufficient privileges to perform the necessary 
operations. At a minimum, the host on which the SMI-S Provider is running must be in a 
group that has access to ALL_DEVS with BASE and VLOGIX privileges.
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Solutions Enabler Windows 2008 configuration requirements


Solutions Enabler supports Windows 2008 and requires some additional configuration 
due to changes in Windows permissions.


The Solutions Enabler SYMCLI binaries require that the user executing them have write 
access to the following folders:


◆ C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\db


◆ C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\log


◆ C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\ldb


These folders are created during the Solutions Enabler installation and inherit 
permissions from C:\Program Files. On most platforms, the resulting ACLs on these 
folders will grant write privileges to the Administrators Group. 


Using Windows Server versions prior to Server 2008, any member of the Administrator's 
Group can execute the SYMCLI binaries. Using Windows Server 2008, and its User Access 
Control (UAC), only the built-in Administrator is by default granted Administrative 
privileges. 


Other members of the Administrator's Group will run in a degraded mode—as an ordinary 
User—and therefore cannot execute the SYMCLI binaries. As a result, there are several 
options for running Solutions Enabler binaries on Windows Server 2008:


◆ Log in as the built-in Administrator. This account may have been disabled by a 
Systems Administrator when Windows Server 2008 was installed.


◆ Log in using a different account and temporarily elevate your privileges to run as a full 
Administrator. For example, right-mouse-click on the CMD.EXE command icon and 
select Run as administrator from the menu. This will open a command shell running 
with full administrative privileges.


◆ Change the protection on the folders listed above to grant write access to the users 
you want executing Solutions Enabler binaries.


CQL support statements
The SMI-S Provider supports CIM ExecQuery operations using CQL statements.  The 
performance and scalability of these CQL operations can vary widely depending upon the 
type and scope of the query being used along with the number of objects that must be 
evaluated in order to return a result. If you intend to use CQL queries as part of your 
application, please contact EMC through normal customer support channels with a list of 
your CQL queries so that they can be evaluated.


In compliance with the CQL Specification, the syntax for the “not equal” operator is “<>”.   
If your client application uses “!=”, it must be modified to be in compliance with the CQL 
specification. For example, below is a compliant CQL query using the “not equal” 
operator:  


select * from CIM_StorageVolume where CIM_StorageVolume.Usage <> 2
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VSS Provider technical notes


Enable debugging for VSS Provider


To enable debug logging for VSS Provider on a given host, perform the following steps:


1. Select Run from the Windows Start menu, type regedit in the Open selection 
window, and click OK. This opens the Registry Editor.


2. Select the following registry key from those listed:


HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy


Note: The EMCVssProvider service must have been previously started and a snapshot 
attempted for a key to exist in the list.


3. Change the LogLevel value from Error to Debug.


4. Close the regedit.exe program.


5. Stop and restart the EMCVssProvider and VolumeShadowCopyService services.


Log file


By default, VSS Provider writes all errors and notable information messages to a log file 
(hwprov.log) located in the Solutions Enabler log folder (C:\Program 
Files\EMC\SYMAPI\log). This file provides necessary information for troubleshooting 
operations of VSS Provider. 


Note: To change the location of the VSS Provider log file, edit the Log file registry key 
located in the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy directory.


Registry keys


Table 41 lists the VSS Provider registry key fields and the possible values.


Table 41  VSS Provider registry key values (1 of 3)


Name Type Value/location


RemoteSnapshotsOnly REG_SZ Possible values include: 
TRUE = Enables creation of remote snapshots only.
FALSE = EMC VSS Provider defaults to local snapshots if both are 
available.
Default value = FALSE
Location = HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy


EnforceStrictBCVPolicy REG_SZ Possible values include: 
TRUE = Indicates that EMC VSS Provider enforces a strict BCV 
rotation policy, where a BCV should only be used if it is not currently 
part of a snapshot.
FALSE = Indicates that EMC VSS Provider does not enforce a BCV 
rotation policy, leaving enforcement to the VSS requestor.
Default value = FALSE
Location = HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy
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EnforceMappedDevPolicy REG_SZ Possible values include:
TRUE = Indicates that EMC VSS Provider selects a target device if it 
is mapped to any front-end director.
FALSE = Indicates that EMC VSS Provider does not need to look for a 
mapped/unmapped device.
Default value = FALSE
Location = HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy


SymmetrixStaticMount REG_SZ Possible values include: 
TRUE = The provider does not remove the target device from the 
host while taking the snapshot. When deleting a snapshot, the 
target device is not removed from the host. 
FALSE = When creating or deleting a snapshot, the target device is 
removed from the host, that is, LUN masking is performed.
Default value = FALSE
Location = HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy


EnforceDefaultToClone REG_SZ Possible values include:
TRUE = The provider uses TimeFinder Clone as default plex 
snapshot.
FALSE = The provider does not use TimeFinder Clone as default plex 
snapshot.
Default value = FALSE
Location = HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy


RetainCloneSession REG_SZ Possible values include:
TRUE = Indicates that EMC VSS Provider should enforce a clone 
retention policy, where a clone session is retained after snapshot 
deletion for later incremental backups.
FALSE = Indicates that EMC VSS Provider does not enforce the clone 
retention policy, leaving enforcement to the VSS requestor.
Default value = FALSE
Location = HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy


 EnforceVPSnap REG_SZ Possible values include:
TRUE= The provider will look for VP snap replicas as default 
differential snapshot.
FALSE= The provider will look for Snap replicas for differential 
snapshot.
Default value = FALSE
Location = HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy


RetainVPSnapSession  REG_SZ Possible values include:
TRUE = Indicates that VSS Provider should enforce a VP Snap
retention policy, where a VP Snap session is retained after snapshot
deletion for later incremental backups.
FALSE = Indicates that VSS Provider does not enforce the VP Snap
retention policy, leaving enforcement to the VSS requestor.
Default value = FALSE
Location = HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy


Table 41  VSS Provider registry key values (2 of 3)


Name Type Value/location
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VSS Provider V8.0.2 does not support the following registry keys:


◆ EnableCloneEmulation


◆ EnableMultiVirtualSnap


◆ SymmetrixBypassSync


◆ ClariionStaticmount (No CLARiiON support)


◆ CreateFriendlyName (No CLARiiON support)


EnforceTimeFinderVX REG_SZ Possible values include:
TRUE = indicates that VSS Provider will look for SnapVX replicas (for 
plex or differential snapshots). 
FALSE = indicates that VSS Provider will not look for SnapVX 
replicas. 
Default value = FALSE
Location = HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy


SelectVXTarget REG_SZ Possible values include:
TBCV = indicates that VSS Provider will select Thin BCV device as 
SnapVX snapshot target if a valid device is available in the device 
group. 
TDEV = indicates that VSS Provider will select Thin data device as 
SnapVX snapshot target if a valid device is available in the device 
group. 
ANY = indicates that VSS Provider will select Thin BCV device first 
(followed by Thin data device if required) as SnapVX snapshot 
target if a valid device is available in the device group. 
Default value = ANY
Location = HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy


RetainVXTarget REG_SZ Possible values include:
TRUE = indicates that VSS Provider should enforce SnapVX 
retention policy, where same VX snapshot target is retained for 
incremental backups later. 
FALSE = indicates that VSS Provider does not enforce SnapVX 
retention policy. 
Default value = FALSE
Location = HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy


VXTimeToLive REG_SZ Possible values are between 1 to 400 days (both 1 and 400 
included). 
VXTimeToLive indicates that a SnapVX snapshot is retained for 
these many number of days when RetainVXTarget is set to TRUE. If 
RetainVXTarget is set to FALSE, VXTimeToLive  is ignored.
Default value=1
Location = HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy


SymmetrixSnapPoolName  REG_SZ SymmetrixSnapPoolName indicates the name of snap pool to be 
used for TimeFinder Snap (on Enginuity 5876). This name can be a 
maximum of 32 characters. If this key is not set, TimeFinder Snap 
uses the default snap pool name. 
Location = HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\EMC\ShadowCopy


Table 41  VSS Provider registry key values (3 of 3)


Name Type Value/location
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Note: If changes are made to any of the registry key values listed in Table 41 on page 193, 
the EMCVssProvider service must be stopped and restarted for the changes to take 
effect.


Remote snapshots


VSS Provider supports both local and remote (SRDF) snapshots on VMAX arrays. If both 
local and remote target devices are available, VSS Provider defaults to local snapshots. To 
force VSS Provider to create a remote snapshot, set the RemoteSnapshotsOnly registry 
key as shown in Table 41 on page 193.


Enforcing a strict BCV rotation policy 


As noted in Table 41 on page 193, if the EnforceStrictBCVPolicy is enabled, the 
policy has the following effects on the snapshot process:


◆ To support a snapshot for a given BCV, the BCV must be in one of the following states: 
Synchronized, SyncInProgress, or Not Ready.


◆ Once the snapshot is created (BCV has been split), the BCV returns to a Ready state.


◆ After the snapshot is deleted, the BCV returns to a Not Ready state. 


Note: When Replication Manager is installed, it creates the EnforceStrictBCVPolicy 
parameter settings in the Registry. If Replication Manager is uninstalled, ensure that the 
parameter setting is removed, as it may interfere with the performance of other 
applications (such as the TimeFinder/Integration Module).


Enforcing a mapped device policy


As noted in Table 41 on page 193, if the EnforceMappedDevPolicy is enabled, the 
policy has the following effects:


◆ To support a snapshot for a TimeFinder Mirror, the provider chooses a mapped target 
BCV that is in one of the following states: Synchronized, SyncInProgress, or Split.


◆ To support a snapshot for a TimeFinder Snap, the provider chooses a mapped target 
VDEV that is in the Created state, or any mapped VDEV that is part of the same device 
group.


Note: In case of single source paired with multiple target devices, VSS Provider selects the 
first mapped target device if available.
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Using SymmetrixStaticMount to disable LUN masking and unmasking


As noted in Table 41 on page 193, if SymmetrixStaticMount is enabled, this has 
following effects during snapshot creation and deletion:


◆ Provider will not remove target device from the host while creating the snapshot.


◆ During import of the snapshot, Provider will not attempt to add target device to host.


◆ Provider will not remove target device from the host while deleting the snapshot. 


Note: To take snapshots with registry key “SymmetrixStaticMount” enabled, it is required 
that target devices are made visible to the VM or host before the snapshot creation. User 
should see target devices under Disk Management on Windows Server operating system.


Enforcing TimeFinder Clone as default plex snapshot technology


Installation of VSS Provider creates registry key EnforceDefaultToClone with a default 
value of FALSE.


When the registry key EnforceDefaultToClone is set to TRUE, the VSS Provider uses 
TimeFinder Clone as the default plex snapshot. In this case, snapshot creation with 
TimeFinder Mirror sessions is not supported.


When the registry key EnforceDefaultToClone is set to FALSE (Default), the VSS 
Provider does not use TimeFinder Clone as the default plex snapshot. TimeFinder Clone 
operations requires the use of EMC requestors.


Enforcing a clone retention policy


The clone retention policy is applicable to TimeFinder Clone operations. As noted in 
Table 41 on page 193, if RetainCloneSession is enabled, then the policy has the 
following effects on the snapshot process:


◆ To support a snapshot, the target device must be in one of the following states: 
Created, Recreated, or Not Ready.


◆ Once the snapshot is created, the target device returns to a Ready state.


◆ After the snapshot is deleted, the target returns to a Not Ready state.


Enforcing TimeFinder VP Snap as default differential snapshot technology


To create differential snapshots for VP Snap Sessions, use the EnforceVPSnap flag.


When the registry key EnforceVPSnap is set to TRUE, the VSS Provider uses TimeFinder 
VP Snap as the default differential snapshot. 


When the registry key EnforceVPSnap is set to FALSE (Default), and the 
EnforceTimeFinderVX is set to FALSE (Default), the VSS Provider uses TimeFinder Snap 
as the default differential snapshot technology. 
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Enforcing a VP Snap retention policy


The VP Snap retention policy is applicable to TimeFinder VP Snap operations. As noted in 
Table 41 on page 193, if RetainVPSnapSession is enabled, then the policy has the 
following effects on the snapshot process:


◆ To support a snapshot, the target device must be in one of the following states:


Created, Recreated, or Not Ready.


◆ Once the snapshot is created, the target device returns to a Ready state.


◆ After the snapshot is deleted, the target returns to a Not Ready state.


Enforcing SnapVX as default snapshot technology on HYPERMAX OS 5977


When the registry key EnforceTimeFinderVX is set to TRUE, VSS Provider V8.0.2 uses 
SnapVX as the default snapshot technology. Snapshot context - plex or differential - is 
specified by VSS requester during backup operation. If no context is specified by 
requestor for SnapVX, VSS Provider uses differential context as default. 


When the registry key EnforceTimeFinderVX is set to FALSE (default), the VSS Provider 
does not use SnapVX as the default snapshot technology. 


Note: If registry key EnforceTimeFinderVX is set to TRUE, then user must not set 
EnforceDefaultToClone to TRUE or EnforceVPSnap to TRUE. This is by design to avoid 
mixing of these registry keys. VSS Provider will return appropriate error message if these 
keys are mixed.


LUN resynchronization


VSS Provider supports the LUN Resynchronization (restore) feature for transportable 
shadow copies that is provided with Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service on Windows 
platforms for VMAX arrays. The LUN Resynchronization feature allows a source LUN to be 
restored from the destination LUN, in the event that there is data loss on the source LUN. 
The Diskshadow VSS requestor tool should be used to initiate and perform the 
resynchronization.


LUN resynchronization support on VMAX arrays
The following information applies to using the LUN resynchronization feature on VMAX 
arrays:


◆ LUN resynchronization is supported for TimeFinder Mirror, Clone, VP Snap, Snap and 
SnapVX.


◆ For TimeFinder Mirror and Clone, LUN resynchronization is supported to both existing 
and new LUNs. For this, the new LUN must be a DATA device that is online.


◆ For SnapVX, VP Snap and Snap LUN resynchronization is supported to existing LUNs 
only.


◆ On successful LUN resynchronization operations, the devices are in a restored state. 
The requesting application, or the user, is responsible for termination of the restored 
session.
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VSF (Veritas Storage Foundation) 5.1 SP1 for Windows


VSS Provider V8.0 no longer supports Veritas Storage Foundation (VSF).


Windows Server 2008 R2 CSV (Cluster Shared Volumes) 


VSS Provider V8.0 supports snapshots of CSV on VMAX arrays. For CSV backup, the 
requestor used should include Hyper-V writers.


Windows Server 2012 or 2012 R2 CSV


VSS Provider V8.0 supports snapshots of CSV on VMAX arrays. For CSV backup, the 
requestor used should include Hyper-V writers.


Using DPM to back up virtual machines deployed on CSV


When using System Center Data Protection Manager as a requestor application, virtual 
machines deployed on CSV with VSS Provider can be backed up serially.


Note: VSS Provider does not support parallel backups.


SMI-S Provider technical notes


Global mode


These steps must be completed before any replication group operations are initiated.


1. Shut down ECOM service.


2. Shut down Solutions Enabler daemons.


3. In the SYMAPI/config/options file add/enable this setting:
SYMAPI_USE_GNS = ENABLE


4. Start ECOM service. ECOM service will automatically start the Solutions Enabler 
daemons.


Mirror replication in two-provider configurations


These steps must be completed to enable mirror replication for two-provider 
configurations:


1. Shut down ECOM service.


2. Shut down Solutions Enabler daemons.


3. In the <SYMAPI_HOME>/config/options file add/enable these settings:
SYMAPI_USE_GNS = ENABLE


SYMAPI_USE_RDFD = ENABLE


4. In the <SYMAPI_HOME>/config/daemon_options file add/enable this setting:
storgnsd:GNS_REMOTE_MIRROR  = enable
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5. Start ECOM service. ECOM service will automatically start the Solutions Enabler 
daemons.


To examine the running daemon, use the stordaemon list command.


To stop all of the daemons, use the stordaemon shutdown all -immediate command.


To start a daemon, use the stordaemon start <daemon name> command.


Object paths in SMI-S Provider V8.0


The key values of the object path in SMI-S Provider V8.0 are different than the key values 
of previous SMI-S provider versions. As a result, an object path in SMI-S Provider V8.0 is 
incompatible with the previous versions, and vice versa.


CIM interop namespace


The CIM interop namespace for the SMI-S Provider is:


interop


Unexpected termination: Windows dump file


SMI-S Provider produces a dump file on the Microsoft Windows platform should the 
provider terminate unexpectedly. 


If an unexpected termination occurs on the Windows platform, a dump file is produced in 
the Program Files\EMC\ECIM\ECOM\Providers directory with the name 
ECOM.exe.dmp. If this occurs, send this file along with the remaining contents of the log 
directory to EMC Customer Support for analysis. 


Statistics collection interval


By default the Block Server Performance Subprofile collects statistics from an array every 
15 minutes once the collection of statistics for that array is initiated. EMC does not 
support changing that interval to anything less than 15 minutes.


Logging in with the LDAP user


Use the following format when logging into the ECOM server using LDAP:


<domain>\<username>@<ldapserver>
or


<username>@<ldapserver>


For example, User1 in the ABCDomain attempting to connect to LDAPserver1 should use 
the following credentials:


ABCDomain\User1@LDAPserver1
or 


User1@LDAPserver1 
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SMI-S Provider user roles


A role is a predefined set of permissions, or access types, that determine the operations a 
user can perform. Roles are predefined in SMI-S Provider and cannot be modified. The 
following list details the user roles defined in SMI-S Provider along with the associated 
privileges and capabilities:


◆ Administrator - User will have access to all administrative and storage management 
interfaces and configuration data.


◆ Manager - User will have visibility of all storage system configuration data and will be 
able to perform all storage management operations.


◆ Monitor - User will have visibility of all storage system configuration data, but will not 
be able to perform any storage management operations.


◆ Security administrator - User will only be able to perform SMI-S security tasks and will 
not have visibility of any storage system configuration data.


◆ VM Admin - This role allows a VMware administrator to register a VASA Provider 
without being provided with SMI-S administrative credentials for ECOM.


◆ VM User - This role is deprecated.


Linux on System z technical note
The following technical notes are specific to the Linux on System z operating environment:


HBA libraries


To run commands, such as syminq hba, version 1.3 (not version 1.4) of the zfcp HBA 
library has to be built and installed on the guest.


The IBM developerWorks "Useful add-ons" website documents the building and 
installation of the zfcp HBA API library.


After the zfcp HBA API library is installed, the driver must be loaded into the kernel using 
the following command:


modprobe zfcp_hbaapi


Various releases of Linux on System z have different names for the HBA API library. By 
default, Solutions Enabler V8.0 uses /usr/lib64/libzfcphbaapi.so.0 


If this is not the correct library, link /usr/lib64/libzfcphbaapi.so.0 (using ln) to the 
correct library.


z/OS technical notes


Thread dumps in the zOS server


By default, the Solutions Enabler server on z/OS is configured to take thread dumps to 
spool via Language Environment dynamically allocated files. In the event of a thread 
crash, these are the issued messages:


ANR0222E ConditionHandler invoked on thread 13, writing dump to DD DMP00013                  
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ANR0223E Dump to DMP00013 is complete; thread 13 will be terminated  


You might prefer that these thread dumps are not written to spool. To do this, use DD 
SYM$ENV in the server's JCL and add this environment variable:


SYMAPI_LE_DUMP_LOGDIR = 1


Using this variable redirects the dump output to files in the Solutions Enabler Installation 
log directory. These files will have the same name as seen in the ANR0222E message text. 
Restart the server after changing the environment variable file.


In the event of a thread crash, the following messages are issued:


ANR0222E ConditionHandler invoked on thread 3, writing dump to DMP00003 in SYMAPI log directory 
ANR0223E Dump to DMP00003 in SYMAPI log directory is complete; thread 3 will be terminated 


The log directory contains the thread dump output.


For example:


# ls /var/symapi/log                                                        
DMP00003


#04DDDEF


Since you will install Solutions Enabler into the same SMP/E zone as the SSCF720 FMID, 
#04DDDEF will replace temporary and permanent DD definitions in the target and 
distribution zones. If these DD definitions do not exist, the SMP/E DDDEF REPLACE 
statement will end with condition code 4, indicating that there was nothing to replace. 
This is generally expected, and is not an error. 


#05RECEV


The #05RECEV job may end with a return code of 16 if your site default assembler version 
does not point to IEV90. The SMP/E message is:


GIM23401T ** PROGRAM IEV90 WAS REQUIRED FOR SMP/E PROCESSING BUT WAS NOT AVAILABLE.
GIM20501I      RECEIVE PROCESSING IS COMPLETE. THE HIGHEST RETURN CODE WAS 16.


If this message appears, customize and run the ASMHA job provided in the RIMLIB and 
then resubmit #05RECEV.


#12CNTRL


The #12CNTRL job disables control operations which are now enabled by default in 
Solutions Enabler.
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STEPLIB APF authorization


Since Solutions Enabler needs SCF to run, the SCF link lib must be included in the STEPLIB 
concatenation for the RMLIB member #STORAPI. The SCF link library must already be 
authorized for SCF to execute, so if SCF is active, and if the Solutions Enabler load library 
is APF authorized, the APF requirements for #STORAPI are satisfied. 


Note that the SCF link library may also be specified in the system link list or LPA, in which 
case you may comment out the DD statement that points to the SCF link library.


Disabling control functions


The #12CNTRL job disables control operations which are now enabled by default in 
Solutions Enabler. 


All control functions are enabled by default.


All control functions are now enabled when shipped. As control functions are enabled, 
they will execute in an unprotected state on the z/OS host. For example, control functions 
allow remote open system hosts/clients to establish and split BCV and SRDF pairs from 
outside the IBM host. A zap is provided in the RIMLIB (job #12CNTRL). This zap allows 
these functions to be disabled, should a site determine that it is necessary.


Security considerations if you do not disable control functions


Use caution when leaving these functions enabled, as security checks are not performed. 
If security is an issue at your installation, do not leave the control functions enabled. For 
complete information, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler Installation Guide.


HP-UX technical note
The following technical note is specific to HP-UX operating environments:


HP applications link-edited with prior versions of Solutions Enabler 


Applications link-edited with Solutions Enabler 7.2.1 or earlier on any HP platform 
including PA-RISC 64-bit, and HP Itanium, may experience problems. The problem will be 
seen during initialization with an error message indicating an unresolved symbol has 
been detected. Refer to Knowledgebase article EMC269976 available on EMC Support.


OpenVMS technical note
A CLI runtime problem occurs on OVMS 8.4 hosts running on Itanium hardware. This 
problem only occurs with some CLI commands, such as symsnap. The symptom is an error 
message like this: 


%DCL-W-ACTIMAGE, error activating image EMC$LIBSTORPDS
-CLI-E-IMAGEFNF, image file not found 
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$1$DKA0:[SYS0.SYSCOMMON.][SYSLIB]EMC$LIBSTORPDS.EXE;


The resolution to this problem is documented in EMC Knowledgebase article EMC278037.


Hyper-V technical notes
By default, SCSI commands are filtered in Hyper-V in Windows Server 2008 R2. In order to 
use Solutions Enabler in a guest partition, this filtering must be bypassed as 
recommended in Planning for Disks and Storage article in the Microsoft TechNet Library.


The following PowerShell script, executed from the parent partition will disable filtering for 
each child partition listed as arguments to the script. The settings are persistent, but will 
require a restart of the virtual machine to take effect. The script is provided as an example 
as-is, and includes no validation or error checking functionality.


$Target = $args[0]


$VSManagementService = gwmi MSVM_VirtualSystemManagementService 
-namespace "root\virtualization"


foreach ($Child in Get-WmiObject -Namespace root\virtualization 
Msvm_ComputerSystem -Filter "ElementName='$Target'")


{
$VMData = Get-WmiObject -Namespace root\virtualization -Query 


"Associators of {$Child}
Where ResultClass=Msvm_VirtualSystemGlobalSettingData
AssocClass=Msvm_ElementSettingData"


$VMData.AllowFullSCSICommandSet=$true


$VSManagementService.ModifyVirtualSystem($Child, 
$VMData.PSBase.GetText(1)) |


out-null


}


The following PowerShell script, executed from the parent partition will display the current 
filtering status of each child partition listed as arguments to the script. The script is 
provided as an example as-is, and includes no validation or error checking functionality.


$Target = $args[0]


foreach ($Child in Get-WmiObject -Namespace root\virtualization
Msvm_ComputerSystem -Filter "ElementName='$Target'")


{
$VMData = Get-WmiObject -Namespace root\virtualization -Query 


"Associators of {$Child}
Where ResultClass=Msvm_VirtualSystemGlobalSettingData
AssocClass=Msvm_ElementSettingData"


Write-host "Virtual Machine:" $VMData.ElementName
Write-Host "Currently ByPassing SCSI Filtering:" 


$VMData.AllowFullSCSICommandSet
}
For more information, refer to the EMC Symmetrix with Microsoft Hyper-V Virtualization 
white paper available on EMC Support.
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Hyper-V Server setup


In Hyper-V setups where Solutions Enabler is installed on VMs, the VM names must match 
the hostnames of the VMs. This ensures that the syminq commands on VMs work 
properly.


Hyper-V gatekeepers


At least three unique gatekeepers must be assigned to each virtual machine, as a 
pass-through disk, to provide Solutions Enabler capabilities to each virtual machine. 
Based on the number of applications running on the guest, more gatekeepers may be 
required. 


For detailed information on gatekeeper management, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler 
Installation Guide. For specific gatekeeper sizing recommendations for all array 
configurations, refer to Knowledgebase article EMC255976 available on EMC Support.


SIU support for Hyper-V guest OS


Symmetrix Integration Utilities now supports Hyper-V guest operating systems on 
Windows Server 2008 R2 (and above). Refer to “Hyper-V technical notes” on page 204" for 
details about configuring a Hyper-V environment.


Note: Only Windows Server editions are supported as Hyper-V guest operating systems.


SIU support for multiple log files


Symmetrix Integration Utilities (SIU) supports multiple log files for concurrent execution of 
symntctl commands. This can be achieved by setting the environment variable 
SYMNTCTL_LOGFILE_NAME to a custom log file name in each command prompt window. 
Alternatively, if it is set as a system environment variable, SIU will always log all entries 
into the custom log file specified.


Virtual Appliance technical notes


Linux only support when using ovftool


Virtual Appliance deployment using the ovftool is supported only on the Linux platform. It 
is not supported on the MicroSoft Windows platform.


Daemon behavior during import/export operations


To ensure the integrity of persistent data, all active Solutions Enabler daemons will be 
shutdown during any import/export operation of persistent data. This causes an 
interruption in the daemon service. The daemons will automatically restart at the end of 
an import/export operation.
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Login page cursor not focused 


After launching the Virtual Appliance from Firefox, the cursor does not default to the User 
field. If you click Alt+Tab, leaving the application and then returning to it, the cursor will be 
in the User field. You can also place the cursor in the User field manually. This issue 
applies to the Firefox browser only.


Server hostname requirement


For the Virtual Appliance to resolve a hostname, you should only use a fully qualified 
hostname (as entered in DNS server) while configuring nethosts and ESX Servers (for 
adding gatekeeper devices).


SSL certificate generation


The Virtual Appliance generates an SSL certificate (storsrvd - client/server setup) during 
the initial boot after the IP address is provided, and during every IP change or reboot.


Gatekeeper devices


The Virtual Appliance will not allow more than 14 gatekeeper devices to be added to the 
Virtual Appliance. Attempting to add more than 14 gatekeepers returns an error message.


Host ESX Server configuration


Host ESX Server authentication is validated each time the GateKeeper Config tab is 
selected. If the authentication fails, the Host ESX Server login credentials and hostname 
information will be removed from Virtual Appliance records and must be added again.


SMC daemon service


When SMC daemon service is shutdown from the vApp Manager, the user is logged out of 
the Virtual Appliance and the browser is closed.


Flash Player version


Adobe Flash Player version 11.2 or higher is required for running the Virtual Appliance on 
a web browser.


Changing the IP address


Stop all daemons with the vApp Manager before changing the IP address of the appliance.


SYMCLI commands executed/submitted as root


When using the vApp Manager with the seconfig account, SYMCLI commands are 
executed/submitted as root.


Least privileged permission requirements


Consult the appropriate VMware documentation for guidance on the least privileged 
permissions required to deploy a virtual appliance.
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Overview
Solutions Enabler is an EMC software component used to control the storage features of 
VMAX arrays. It receives user requests via CLI, GUI, or other means, and generates system 
commands that are transmitted to the VMAX array for action.


Gatekeeper devices are LUNs that act as the target of command requests to 
Enginuity-based functionality. These commands arrive in the form of disk I/O requests. As 
more commands are issued in parallel from the host, and as the commands grow in 
complexity, more gatekeepers will be required to handle the commands in a timely 
manner. 


A gatekeeper is not intended to store data and is usually configured as a small device. 
Users are encouraged to not build gatekeepers in larger sizes as the small size can be 
used as a characteristic to locate gatekeepers. Gatekeeper devices should be mapped and 
masked to single hosts only and should not be shared across hosts.


Starting with Enginuity 5876, multipath gatekeeper support has been expanded beyond 
using PowerPath to include a limited set of third-party multipathing solutions on a limited 
set of platforms.


Note: For specific gatekeeper sizing recommendations for all configurations, refer to EMC 
Knowledgebase solution emc255976 available on EMC Online Support.


How SYMCLI uses gatekeepers


When selecting a gatekeeper to process system commands, Solutions Enabler starts with 
the highest priority gatekeeper candidate (Priority 1, as described in “Gatekeeper 
candidates” on page 208). If there are no gatekeeper candidates at that priority, or the 
device is not accessible or currently in use, then Solutions Enabler tries to use the 
remaining gatekeeper candidates, in priority order, until it successfully obtains a 
gatekeeper, or it has tried all gatekeeper candidates. 


When Solutions Enabler successfully obtains a gatekeeper, it locks the device, and then 
processes the system commands. Once Solutions Enabler has processed the system 
commands, it closes and unlocks the device, freeing it for other processing.


If the base daemon is performing gatekeeper management, gatekeepers are opened and 
locked, then used repeatedly to process system commands. The base daemon closes and 
unlocks gatekeepers after they have not been used for at least 60 seconds.


Gatekeeper candidates


Solutions Enabler selects certain devices from the list of all PDEVs to be gatekeeper 
candidates and automatically excludes the following PDEVS from the candidate list:


◆ BCVs
◆ Meta devices
◆ Virtual devices (VDEVs)


Note: From HYPERMAX OS 5977, gatekeepers must always be thin devices.
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Solutions Enabler selects a gatekeeper from the candidate list based on a pre-established 
priority scheme. The gatekeeper priority list includes all gatekeeper candidates prioritized 
from the highest to the lowest, as shown below:


1. Small (< 10 cylinders) devices, marked by the storage array with the inquiry 
gatekeeper flag.


2. Standard non-RDF and non-metadevices.


3. RDF R1 devices.


4. RDF R2 devices.


5. VCM/ACLX devices.


Using the gkavoid and gkselect files


The gkavoid file specifies the VMAX devices that should not be used as gatekeepers. The 
gatekeeper avoidance file contains physical device names with one PdevName 
(/dev/rdsk/c2t0d1s2) per line.


The gkselect file specifies only those VMAX devices to be used as gatekeepers.The file 
contains physical device names, with one PdevName (for example, 
/dev/rdsk/c2t0d1s2) per line.


When determining which of these files is appropriate for your environment, consider the 
following:


Note: In the following list, data device refers to a non-dedicated gatekeeper device.


◆ If too many gatekeepers are in the gkavoid file, Solutions Enabler may end up 
selecting a data device as a gatekeeper. This could potentially cause significant 
impact on host application performance.


◆ If there are not enough gatekeepers in the gkselect file, array control operations may 
time out. However, no extra maintenance is required when adding new data devices, 
as would be necessary when using only the gkavoid file. 


Note: If there are no devices listed in the gkselect file for a particular VMAX array, or if all 
of the devices listed in the file are offline or do not exist at the time the file is read, then 
normal gatekeeper selection rules apply, as explained in “Gatekeeper candidates” on 
page 208. This may also result in Solutions Enabler choosing a data device as a 
gatekeeper and that could impact host application performance. (The base daemon picks 
up all changes to the gkselect and gkavoid files dynamically.)


Note: If a device is listed in both the gkavoid file and the gkselect file, the device will be 
avoided.


Sizing gatekeepers


When a VMAX array is installed, the EMC Customer Engineer selects and configures VMAX 
devices with less than 10 cylinders (less than 5 MB) for use as gatekeeper devices. 
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However, the gatekeeper device must be at least as large as the minimum volume size 
accessible by your host, which is usually, 6 cylinders, 2.8 MB. Consult your host 
documentation for the minimum device size accessible by your particular host to 
determine the minimum gatekeeper device size for your environment.


Note: For specific gatekeeper sizing recommendations for all array configurations, refer to 
EMC Knowledgebase article emc255976 available on EMC Online Support.


You can determine the storage size of a VMAX device using: 


◆ The sympd command using the list and show arguments as follows:


list — Displays a list of physical device names and storage size (in MBs) for a 
specific VMAX array. 


show — Displays the parameters of a specified physical device that includes the 
device capacity or size in blocks and megabytes. 


◆ The syminq command and specifying the physical device name.


Note: Sometimes the EMC Customer Service Engineer configures a few VMAX devices for 
use as dedicated gatekeepers. You can distinguish these devices in the output of the 
syminq command by locating a symbol GK next to the PdevName (physical device name). 
Devices listed in the gkselect file are not required to have the GK attribute, though it is 
highly recommended. Listing non-dedicated gatekeeper devices in the file may cause 
significant impact on host application performance. 


Note: For Windows platforms in a clustered environment, gatekeepers must be a minimum 
of 8 MB in size and have a signature. In a non-clustered environment, gatekeeper devices 
smaller than 8 MB will show up in the new Disk Manager as devices with no available 
information. (Disk Manager just displays the disk number and a blank bar.) The devices 
are still addressable at the SCSI level, and SYMCLI scripts continue to work. (There may be 
some implications for device naming, since the Windows Device Manager does not create 
some of the normal device objects for devices smaller than 8 MB).


Note: For specific gatekeeper sizing recommendations for all array configurations, refer to 
EMC Knowledgebase article emc255976 available on EMC Online Support.


VMware setup


Unique gatekeepers must be assigned to each virtual machine, as a raw device, to provide 
Solutions Enabler capabilities to each virtual machine. Individual applications may have 
specific requirements for gatekeepers.


For specific gatekeeper sizing recommendations for all array configurations, refer to 
Knowledgebase article EMC255976 available on EMC Support.
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Creating gatekeeper devices
The symconfigure command automates the process of creating gatekeeper devices. 
These gatekeeper devices are sized as follows:


◆ Enginuity 5771 or higher — 3 cylinders


◆ Enginuity versions lower than 5771 — 6 cylinders


Both sizes of gatekeeper devices are protection type RAID1.


Use the following syntax in a command file to create gatekeeper devices:


create gatekeeper count=n,
emulation=EmulationType,
[, type=thin
[, binding to pool=<PoolName>]]
[, mvs_ssid=n]
[, [mapping to dir DirNum:PortNum
[starting] target = scsi_target,
lun=scsi_lun, vbus=fibre_vbus
[starting] base_address=cuu_address]...]
[host_id= compatible|native];


Where:


count — Indicates the number of devices to create.


emulation — Specifies the device emulation type.


type=thin — Specifies that the gatekeeper is a thin gatekeeper


binding to pool — Specifies the existing device pool to which the newly created 
thin GK should be bound


mvs_ssid — Specifies the subsystem ID group value for the newly created device.


mapping to dir — Specifies the director/port addresses to which the newly created 
gatekeeper should be mapped.


target — Indicates a hex value for the SCSI target ID.


lun — Indicates a hex value for the SCSI logical unit number.


vbus — Specifies the virtual bus address if mapping to an FA port using volume set 
addressing.


base_address — Indicates a base or alias address for a device being mapped to an 
EA or EF port.


host_id — Indicates the host ID format, that is either the new Federated ID format 
(NATIVE) or an ID compatible with the previous ID format (COMPATIBLE) that is a 
non-portable ID value only unique within the array. Additionally, you can change the 
device's host ID on an existing device to either a native ID or a compatible ID. 


Restrictions On Enginuity versions lower than 5874, this command only allows the creation of a 
gatekeeper device. It does not allow the mapping of the newly created device to be 
performed at the same time as the creation of the new device.
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On HYPERMAX OS 5977, this command only allows the creation of thin gatekeeper 
devices. 


Native ID is not supported for iSeries (D910_099) devices.


The following restrictions apply for SBC and VMAXe series platforms:


◆ You are not allowed to create any disk group provisioned devices using the create 
dev command, except for DATA devices. It is advised to use the create gatekeeper 
command introduced in Solutions Enabler V7.3 to create gatekeeper devices.


◆ A gatekeeper device created with the create dev command will have a fixed size of 6 
cylinders for DMX 800/1000/2000/3000, and 3 cylinders for DMX-3, DMX-3 950, 
DMX-4, DMX-4 950 or higher. There are no options to specify other device sizes.


◆ The gatekeeper device created using the create dev command has a fixed protection 
type of RAID 1. There are no options to specify another device protection type.


Displaying gatekeeper information
The stordaemon commands in this section display information on gatekeeper usage.


Displaying gatekeeper statistics


To display information on the number of gatekeeper candidates, dedicated gatekeepers, 
unique gatekeepers, open gatekeepers, and gatekeeper utilization information, use the 
following command:


stordaemon action storapid -cmd show –gk_stats [-sid SymmID]


Where SymmID specifies the VMAX array for which you want to display information. 
Issuing this command without the -sid option will display information on all storage 
arrays.


For example:


stordaemon action storapid -cmd show -gk_stats -sid 343


And the above command produces output similar to the following:


G A T E K E E P E R   S T A T I S T I C S


Symmetrix ID: 000195700343


                             Total Paths      Unique Paths
                             -----------      ------------
  Pdevs                              232               232
  GK Candidates                      232               232
  Dedicated GKs                       40                40
  VCM/ACLX devs                        0                 0


  Pdevs in gkavoid                    32
  Pdevs in gkselect                    0


  Max Available GKs                    8
  Num Open GKs                         3


  Gatekeeper Utilization
    Current                            0 %
    Past Minute                       10 %
    Past 5 Minutes                    11 %
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    Past 15 Minutes                   11 %
    Since Midnight                     0 %
    Since Starting                     0 %


  Highwater
    Open Gatekeepers                   4
    Time of Highwater                 01/19/2014 10:57:03


    Gatekeeper Utilization            25 %
    Time of Highwater                 01/19/2014 09:48:07


  Gatekeeper Timeouts
    Since starting                     0
    Past Minute                        0
    Time of last timeout              N/A


Displaying gatekeeper candidates and gatekeeper states


To display which devices are gatekeeper candidates and the state of each gatekeeper 
(opened or closed), use the following command:


stordaemon action storapid -cmd show –gk_pdevs [-sid SymmID] [-v]


Where SymmID specifies the storage array for which you want to display information. 
Issuing this command without the -sid option will display information on all storage 
arrays. The -v option specifies to display a verbose listing.


For example:


stordaemon action storapid -cmd show -gk_pdevs -sid 343
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Uninstalling Solutions Enabler

Overview
To uninstall Solutions Enabler from a UNIX host, you must first shutdown the application 
processes that use the Solutions Enabler libraries and binaries, and then uninstall the 
software.


Note: This is not necessary on Windows hosts since the uninstall program will prompt you 
to shut down the application processes. If you are uninstalling from a Windows host, skip 
this step and go to “Uninstalling Solutions Enabler from Windows” on page 219.


Stopping the application processes


To stop the application processes:


1. For UNIX, issue the following command to identify any applications using the 
Solutions Enabler libraries:


fuser /usr/symcli/shlib/libsym* /usr/symcli/shlib/libstor*


For AIX, issue:


fuser -x -f /usr/symcli/shlib/library_name


2. Issue the following command to stop the Solutions Enabler daemons:


stordaemon shutdown all


Note: For more information on this command, refer to “Stopping daemons” on 
page 119.


3. Issue the following command to verify that the daemon(s) have stopped:


stordaemon list -running


Note: For more information on this command, refer to “Viewing daemons” on 
page 119.


Uninstalling the software


To uninstall the Solutions Enabler software, refer to the following:


◆ For UNIX, refer to “Uninstalling Solutions Enabler from UNIX” on page 216.


◆ For Windows, refer to “Uninstalling Solutions Enabler from Windows” on page 219


◆ For OpenVMS, refer to “Uninstalling Solutions Enabler from OpenVMS” on page 221.


Uninstalling Solutions Enabler from UNIX 
You can uninstall Solutions Enabler from a UNIX host using either the Solutions Enabler 
uninstall script or your native install tools (e.g., rpm --erase on Linux).
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Take care when removing Solutions Enabler, as it may be a prerequisite for other installed 
products.


Using the script


To use the script to uninstall Solutions Enabler from all supported UNIX hosts, change 
directory to /usr/symcli/install and run the following script:


./se8030_install.sh -uninstall


For help running the uninstall script, run the following script:


./se8030_install.sh -help


The uninstall script creates log files in the install root directory /opt/emc/logs in the 
format SE_NI_KitVersion_TimeStamp.log, where TimeStamp is in the form 
YYMMDD_HHmmSS.


Persistent data
The persistent data will remain under /usr/emc/API/symapi or in the data directory 
selected during installation. 


The persistent data will remain accessible from the softlink /var/symapi.


Decremental method
To uninstall a single Solutions Enabler component you can use the -decrement option:


./se8030_install.sh -decrement [-cert][-jni] [-srm] [-symrec]


Note: This method is not supported on Solaris.


For example, to uninstall the Solutions Enabler SYMRECOVER component, enter:


./se8030_install.sh -decrement -symrec


Using native tools


When using your native tools to uninstall Solutions Enabler, you must uninstall the 
Solutions Enabler packages in the following order:


Table 42  Package order when uninstalling using UNIX native tools


Order Solaris For all other UNIX operating systems


1 SYMse SMI


2 SYMdse 64BIT


3 SRM


4 JNI


5 SYMRECOVER


6 SYMCLI
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In addition, you must also verify that all application processes using the Solutions Enabler 
libraries and binaries are stopped. For instructions, refer to “Stopping the application 
processes” on page 216.


Uninstalling from Linux
Use the following commands when uninstalling Solutions Enabler from a Linux host:


rpm -qa|grep symcli


Lists all of the installed RPMs.


rpm -ql <RPM entry from the installed list>


Lists all of the files in the specified RPM. For example, to list all of the files in the core 
component, enter:


rpm -ql symcli-thincore-8.0.3.1701-116.1


rpm -e <RPM entry from the installed list>


Uninstalls the specified RPM. For example, to uninstall the core component, enter:


rpm -e symcli-thincore-8.0.3.1701-116.1


Uninstalling from AIX
Use the following commands when uninstalling Solutions Enabler from an AIX host:


lslpp -L | grep SYMCLI


Lists all installed Solutions Enabler filesets.


installp –u FilesetName


Uninstalls a fileset. For example, to uninstall the core component, enter:


installp -u SYMCLI.THINCORE


Uninstalling from HPUX
Use the following commands when uninstalling Solutions Enabler from an HPUX host:


swlist –l  fileset | grep SYMCLI 


Lists all of the installed Solutions Enabler filesets.


swremove FilesetName


Uninstalls a fileset. For example, to uninstall the Solutions Enabler core component, 
enter:


swremove SYMCLI.THINCORE


7 BASE


8 THINCORE


9 DATA


10 CERT


Table 42  Package order when uninstalling using UNIX native tools


Order Solaris For all other UNIX operating systems
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Uninstalling from Solaris
Use the following commands when uninstalling Solutions Enabler from a Solaris host:


pkginfo  | grep SYM


Lists all of the installed Solutions Enabler packages.


pkgrm PackageName


Uninstalls a package. For example, to uninstall the Solutions Enabler SYMse 
component, enter:


pkgrm SYMse 


Uninstalling Solutions Enabler from Windows 
This section describes the various methods available for uninstalling Solutions Enabler 
from a Windows host.


Take care when removing Solutions Enabler, as it may be a prerequisite for other installed 
products.


Using the InstallShield wizard


To uninstall Solutions Enabler using the InstallShield wizard:


1. Change the directory to the location of the Solutions Enabler kit by entering the 
following:


cd \Install_disk_mount_point\Windows


2. Start the uninstall by running the following:


se8030-Windows-x64.exe


3. In the InstallShield Wizard for Solutions Enabler Welcome dialog box, click Next.


4. In the Program Maintenance dialog box, select Remove and click Next.


5. In the Remove the Program dialog box, click Remove.


6. In the Installation Program Complete dialog box, click Finish to complete the removal 
process.


Using the command line


To uninstall Solutions Enabler from the command line using the msi installer options, run 
the following command:


start /wait FullPathToInstallImage\
se8030-Windows-x64.exe /s /x /v/qn


Where: 


FullPathToInstallImage is the path to the executable.


/s is the command to run silently.
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/x is the command to uninstall.


/v is the command gateway for msiexec.exe.


/qn is the silent option.


Note: If the /s and /v options are entered as capital letters (/S /V), and a space is 
used to separate the /v and /qn options, the uninstallation starts in Wizard mode.


Removing the msi image


You can use either of the following methods to uninstall the msi image:


◆ Enter the following command, specifying the GUID of the product to uninstall:


start /wait msiexec.exe /x {GUID} /qn


Possible values for GUID are:


{A2A6F36B-9F18-41fe-BCA1-FECF2DE9F5BC} Solutions Enabler
{CA1446F4-FF86-46ff-9783-C9E1AF21FE5E} STORBLK
{DFFEB2C8-5442-45e2-B2E1-9D90AF84BCF5} SDK
{E4D9E227-D0F3-4666-8BEF-34C577CE562B} TCLIENT


◆ Use the Windows Installer Clean Up utility, msicuu2.exe:


a. Download the msicuu2.exe from Microsoft and install it on the host.


b. From the Windows Start menu, select All Programs.


c. Select the application to remove and click Remove.


d. Stop the following services in the order listed below. You can do this from either 
the cmd prompt or the Services dialog.


Storsrvd
Storgnsd
Storrdfd
Storevntd
Storsrmd
Storstpd
Stororad
Storsqld
Storudbd
Storapid
ECOM
slpd


e. Remove the list of files from System32. The list of files is the same as those in 
InstallDir\Symcli\shlib.


f. Remove the Symcli directory and all its subdirectories.


g. Remove the ECOM directory and all its subdirectories.
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h. Remove the subdirectories from Symapi, except for the Config and db directories.


i. Remove the following registry entries:


HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\EMC\EMC Solutions Enabler


HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\EMC\SYMCLI


HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\EMC\WideSky


j. From under the following registry key, remove the entries that only point to the 
SYMAPI or SYMCLI:


HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\
Windows\CurrentVersion\SharedDlls


Using the Windows Add/Remove Programs dialog


To uninstall Solutions Enabler from the Windows Add or Remove Programs dialog:


1. From the Windows Start menu, select Settings | Control Panel | Add or Remove 
Programs.


2. In the Add or Remove Programs dialog, select EMC Solutions Enabler and click 
Uninstall.


Using the Windows Programs and Features dialog


To uninstall Solutions Enabler from the Windows Programs and Features dialog:


1. From the Windows Start menu, select Control Panel.


2. Click Programs and Features. 


3. Under Programs, click Uninstall a Program.


4. Select EMC Solutions Enabler and click Uninstall.


Uninstalling Solutions Enabler from OpenVMS
To uninstall Solutions Enabler from an OpenVMS host:


Take care when removing Solutions Enabler, as it may be a prerequisite for other installed 
products. 


1. Verify that all application processes that use the Solutions Enabler libraries and 
binaries are stopped.


2. If file emc$root:[-]emc_disable_autostart.com exists then execute the 
following: 
@emc$root:[-]emc_disable_autostart.com


3. Delete all the files in the sys$specific:[emc] and 
sys$specific:[000000]emc.dir directories. If the environment is a cluster, delete 
these files from every node in the cluster where Solutions Enabler was running.


4. Delete all the files from the installation directory.
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Rolling back an upgrade
To roll back your upgrade, you must have created copies of the host database and config 
directories, as explained in “Before you begin” on page 22:


1. Verify that all application processes that use the Solutions Enabler libraries and 
binaries are stopped.


Note: For instructions, refer to “Stopping the application processes” on page 216.


2. Export all device groups from the current SYMAPI database:


a. Issue a symdg list command to list all the device groups.


b. Issue a symdg export command to export the device groups.


c. Issue a symcg list command to list all the composite groups.


d. Issue a symcg export command to export the composite groups.


Note: This export is necessary because older versions of Solutions Enabler may not be 
able to read a database once a newer version of Solutions Enabler has converted it.


Note: For more information on these commands, refer to the EMC Solutions Enabler 
Array Management CLI User Guide.


3. Uninstall your software according to the platform-specific procedures earlier in this 
chapter.


4. Install the desired version of Solutions Enabler. 


5. Once the installation is complete, issue a symcfg list command to verify that the 
SYMAPI database can be used by the older version:


• If the database can be used, the rollback is done.


• If the database cannot be used, issue a symcfg discover command to create an 
array host database file, symapi_db.bin, and import all the exported device 
groups.
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Introduction
The Solutions Enabler Virtual Appliance is a VMware ESX server virtual machine that 
provides all the components you need to manage your storage environment using the 
storsrvd daemon and Solutions Enabler network client access. These include:


◆ EMC Solutions Enabler V8.0.3 (solely intended as a SYMAPI server for Solutions 
Enabler client access)


◆ Linux OS (SUSE 11 SP3 JeOS)
◆ SMI-S Provider V8.0.3


In addition, the Solutions Enabler Virtual Appliance includes a browser-based console 
called EMC vApp Manager for Solutions Enabler to configure your storage environment. 
vApp Manager enables you to perform the following configuration tasks:


◆ Monitor the application status
◆ Start and stop selected daemons
◆ Download persistent data
◆ Configure the nethost file (required for client access)
◆ Discover storage arrays
◆ Modify options and daemon options
◆ Add array-based and host-based license keys
◆ Run a limited set of Solutions Enabler CLI commands
◆ Configure ESX host and gatekeeper devices
◆ Launch Unisphere for VMAX (available only in Unisphere versions of the appliance 


console)
◆ Configure iSCSI initiator and map iSCSI gatekeeper devices
◆ Configure additional NIC card (optional) 
◆ Download SYMAPI debug logs
◆ Import CA signed certificate for web browser
◆ Import Custom certificate for storsrvd daemon
◆ Check disk usage
◆ Restart appliance
◆ Configure symavoid entries
◆ Load array-based eLicenses
◆ Enable SSH
◆ Configure LDAP
◆ Manager users
◆ Reset hostname
◆ Update etc/hosts


Note: For information on using vApp Manager, refer to its online help.


Note: Root login is not supported on the SUSE 11 virtual machine. 


Before you begin
Before you begin to install the Solutions Enabler Virtual Appliance, be sure to complete 
the tasks listed in this section:
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❑ Verify that you are installing the latest version of the appliance by checking EMC 
Online Support for updates.


❑ Verify that the client is running:


• VMware vSphere Client 


• Either of the following browsers with cookies and Javascript enabled:


– Internet Explorer 9.0 through 11.0 (Desktop only)
– Firefox 30 or later
– Chrome 21.0.1180 or later


Browsers should have Flash Player 11.2 plug-in installed. If your browser has an 
outdated version of Flash Player, you will be prompted to download the latest 
version when you start the web console.


❑ Verify that the VMware ESX Server meets the following minimum requirements:


• Version 4.0 or higher


• Dual disk. 16 GB of disk space and another 5 GB (expandable) disk space


• 2GB memory


• 1 CPU


Installing the virtual appliance directly to the ESX Server
This section describes how to install the Solutions Enabler Virtual Appliance directly to the 
ESX Server.


Step 1: Import the virtual appliance


To import the virtual appliance:


1. Download the OVF archive file (*.ova) containing the installation program from EMC 
Online Support to a temporary directory.


2. Start the vSphere Client and log in to the ESX Server on which you will be installing the 
appliance.


3. Click Ignore in the security warning message.


4. From the File menu, select Deploy OVF Template.


5. Browse to the OVF archive file, located in the temporary directory you created earlier. 
Select the OVF archive file with the suffix *vapp_OVF10.ova.


6. Click Next.


7. On the Details page, verify the details about the appliance and click Next.


8. On the End User License Agreement page, select Accept all license agreements and 
click Next.


9. On the Name and Location page, specify a name for the appliance and click Next.


10. If a resource pool is available, the Resource Pool page displays. Select the resource 
pool of your choice and click Next. Otherwise, the Resource Pool page is skipped.
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11. On the Datastore page, select the datastore of your choice and click Next.


12. On the Disk Format page, select the format in which to store the virtual machine’s 
virtual disks and click Next.


13. On the Network Mapping page, map the source network to the appropriate destination 
network.


14. On the Ready to Complete page, verify the information and click Finish.


15. In the Completed Successfully message, click Close.


16. Continue with “Step 2: Select gatekeepers” next.


Step 2: Select gatekeepers


Present uniquely defined gatekeepers by way of raw device mappings (RDM). For 
instructions, refer to the appropriate VMware documentation.


Solutions Enabler manages storage arrays through gatekeeper devices mapped to the 
virtual appliance as RDM pass-through devices. The management is done through EMC 
proprietary commands using SCSI 3B/3C write/read commands. For every call, a WRITE 
command is issued to send the request, and then a READ command to get the results. 


Note: Gatekeepers can be added using vApp Manager. For detailed information, refer to 
vApp Manager online help.


Continue with “Step 3: Power on and configure the Virtual Appliance” below.


Step 3: Power on and configure the Virtual Appliance


To power on and configure the Virtual Appliance:


1. On the Summary page of the Virtual Infrastructure Client, click Power On.


2. Click the Console tab and watch as the appliance starts up.


3. At the following prompts, enter static IP configuration information:


Please enter static IP configuration:


– IP Address [ ]:


Type the address assigned to the appliance, and then type y to continue with 
the configuration.


Note: The virtual appliance uses this IP address to query the DNS Server and get its 
hostname. Therefore, you must ensure that the IP address has a hostname 
mapping in the DNS Server.


– Netmask [ ]:


Type the mask of the network on which the appliance will be running, and then 
type y to continue with the configuration.


– Gateway [ ]:
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Type the gateway address to the network on which the appliance will be 
running, and then type y to continue with the configuration.


– DNS1 [ ]:


Type the first DNS server address, nd then type y to continue with the 
configuration.


– DNS2 [ ]:


Type the second DNS server address, and then type y to continue with the 
configuration.


– Is a proxy server necessary to reach the Internet? y/n [n]:


A [y]es response enables you to specify the IP address of the proxy server and 
the port.


The network is configured at this point.


4. At the following prompt, specify whether you want to set the time zone:


Do you want to set the time zone? y/[n] :


• A [n]o response continues the configuration. If you select this option, you can use 
the appliance console to specify the time zone at a later time. 


• A [y]es response produces the following series of prompts that will enable you to 
set the time zone:


– Please select a continent or ocean


Type the number that corresponds to the time zone location and press Enter.


– Please select a country


Type the number that corresponds to the country-specific time zone you want to 
set and press Enter.


– Please select one of the following time zone regions


Type the number that corresponds to regional time zone you want to set and 
press Enter.


The time zone is now set.


5. At the following prompt, specify whether you want to enter the host ESX Server 
information:


Do you want to set the host ESX Server y/[n]? :


• A n response continues the configuration. If you select this option, you can use the 
Configuration Manager to enter the host ESX Server details at a later time. For 
instructions, refer to the Configuration Manager’s online help.


• A y response prompts you for the ESX Server hostname. In which case you should 
type the fully qualified hostname of the ESX Server and press Enter. 


When prompted to enter the root password, type the root password of the ESX 
Server and confirm it by typing it again.


A Welcome screen displays. You have now finished installing the Solutions Enabler 
Virtual Appliance.
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6. Continue with “Launching vApp Manager” on page 231.


Installing the virtual appliance through a vCenter Server
This section describes how to install the Solutions Enabler Virtual Appliance through a 
vCenter Server 4.0 and higher.


Step 1: Import and configure the virtual appliance


To import and configure the virtual appliance:


1. Download the OVF archive file (*.ova) containing the installation program from EMC 
Online Support to a temporary directory.


2. Start the vSphere Client and log in to the vCenter Infrastructure Server through which 
you will be installing the virtual appliance.


3. Click Ignore in the security warning message.


4. From the navigation tree, select the ESX Server on which you will be installing the 
virtual appliance.


5. From the File menu, select Deploy OVF Template.


6. Browse to the OVF archive file, located in the temporary directory you created earlier. 
Select the OVF archive file with the suffix *vapp_OVF10.ova.


7. Click Next.


8. On the Details page, verify the details about the appliance and click Next.


9. On the End User License Agreement page, select Accept all license agreements and 
click Next.


10. On the Name and Location page, specify a name for the appliance and click Next. It is 
recommended that you name the appliance with the same fully qualified hostname of 
the virtual appliance. 


11. Select the host/cluster to run the virtual appliance.


12. If a resource pool is available, the Resource Pool page displays. Select the resource 
pool of your choice and click Next. Otherwise, the Resource Pool page is skipped.


13. On the Datastore page, select the datastore of your choice and click Next.


14. On the Network Mapping page, map the source network to the appropriate destination 
network.


15. Customize the software solution for this installation by doing the following:


a. Provide valid values for the following OVF properties:


– IP Address


– Netmask


– Gateway


– DNS Server 1


– DNS Server 2
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Note: The virtual appliance uses this IP address to query the DNS Server and get its 
hostname. Therefore, you must ensure that the IP address has a hostname 
mapping in the DNS Server.


b. Optionally, provide/select valid values for the following OVF properties:


– Proxy Server: Enter the IP address of the proxy server and port. For example: 
ProxyServer-IP:Port


– ESX Server Name: Enter the fully qualified ESX Server hostname.


– ESX Server Password: Enter the ESX Server password in base64 encryption 
format.


16. On the Ready to Complete page, verify the information and click Finish.


17. In the Completed Successfully message, click Close.


18. Continue with “Step 2: Select gatekeepers” next.


Step 2: Select gatekeepers


1. Select gatekeepers as described in “Step 2: Select gatekeepers” on page 226.


You can configure the virtual appliance to add two gatekeeper devices per storage 
array when it firsts boots up. For instructions, refer to step 10 on page 228.


2. Continue with “Step 3: Power on the virtual appliance” next.


Step 3: Power on the virtual appliance


To power on and configure the Virtual Appliance:


1. On the Summary page of the Virtual Infrastructure Client, click Power On.


2. Click the Console tab and watch as the appliance starts up.


A Welcome screen appears. You have now finished installing the Solutions Enabler 
Virtual Appliance.


3. Continue with “Launching vApp Manager”.


Installing the virtual appliance using OVFTOOL
Solutions Enabler Virtual Appliance can be installed through command line from any Linux 
host. This section how to install the virtual appliance using OVFTOOL.


To install Solutions Enabler Virtual Appliance using OVFTOOL, the following are required:


◆ vCenter Server 4.0 and above.


◆ ESX Server 4.0 and above managed by vCenter Server 4.x.


◆ ovftool 1.0 and above


Note: Please refer to the appropriate documentation for installing vCenter Server and 
VMware ovftool.
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Here is a brief description of the steps on how to install the virtual appliance using 
OVFTOOL:


1. Install and Setup the vCenter Server.


2. Add the ESX Server to the vCenter Server datacenter.


3. Install VMware OVFTOOL on a Linux host.


4. Move the Solutions Enabler Virtual Appliance kit to the above host.


5. Run the ovftool command with necessary command line switches. For more 
information on using the command, refer to “Using OVFTOOL.”


6. The Solutions Enabler Virtual Appliance is installed and powered on automatically.


7. Continue with “Launching vApp Manager”.


Using OVFTOOL


OVFTOOL has the following syntax:


/usr/bin/ovftool --acceptAllEulas --overwrite --powerOffTarget 
--powerOn --prop:ipAddress=<IP-ADDRESS> --prop:netmask=<NETMASK> 
--prop:gateway=<GATEWAY> --prop:dns1=<DNS1> --prop:dns2=<DNS2> 
--prop:timezone=<TIMEZONE> --prop:esxServer=<ESX-SERVER> 
--prop:encr yRootPasswd=<ROOT-PASSWORD> --name=<VM-DISPLAYNAME>  
--datastore=<DATASTORE>  --net:Network\ 1=<VM Network Port Group>  
--net:Network\ 2=<VM Network Port Group>   <OVA-FILE> 
vi://Administrator:<vCenter-admin-passwd>@<vCenter-Server>/<DataCen
ter-Name>/host/<esx-server-name>


Where:


<IP-ADDRESS> IP Address of the Virtual Appliance.


<NETMASK> Netmask of the Virtual Appliance.


<GATEWAY> Gateway


<DNS1> IP of DNS Server1.


<DNS2> IP of DNS Server2.


<TIMEZONE> Time Zone setting. (Optional)


<ESX-SERVER> Fully qualified hostname of ESX server. (Optional)


<ROOT-PASSWORD> Root password of ESX Server in base64 encrypted format. 
(Optional)


<VM-DISPLAYNAME> VM Displayname. To automatically add gatekeeper 
devices during virtual appliance boot, VM Displayname 
to be same as fully qualified hostname of Virtual 
Appliance.


<DATASTORE> Name of the datastore attached to ESX Server. Required 
only if more than one datastore is attached to ESX Server.


<VM Network Port Group> VM network port group. If both NIC cards need to be in 
different network, then the VM Network port group need 
to be different.


<OVA-FILE> Absolute path of ova file.
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Launching vApp Manager
To launch vApp Manager:


1. Type one of the following URLs in a browser:


https://appliance_IP:5480


or


https://appliance_host_name:5480


2. On the log in panel, type seconfig for both the User and Password, and then click 
Login.


Note: You are required to change your password from vApp Manager on first login. 
vApp Manager can also be configured to use LDAP for user authentication. For more 
information on that, refer to vApp Manager online help.


3. vApp Manager displays. For information on using vApp Manager, refer to its online 
help.


Registering VASA Provider with vSphere
VMware VASA (VMware APIs for Storage Awareness) Provider improves VMware vSphere's 
ability to monitor and automate storage related operations. VASA Provider reports 
information about storage topology, capabilities, and status, as well as storage events 
and alerts to VMware. It is a standard vSphere management plug-in that is installed on 
each vCenter server, and it interacts with VMware APIs for Storage Awareness.


To register the VASA Provider with vSphere:


1. Connect to the VMware vCenter Server 5.0 or above using vSphere Client.


2. In the Virtual Data Center, navigate to Home > Administration > Storage Providers, and 
select Storage Providers in the navigator bar.


3. In the Vendor Providers pane, select Add. 


4. Add the vendor provider properties (name, url, and login information).


For ECOM login credentials refer to SMI-S provider documentation.


For the url use https://<vapp-ip>:5989/vasa/services/vasaService. 


 When the VASA Provider is connected, the VI Client displays the SSL certificate. 


5. Click Yes to complete the registration.


6. Verify registration with vSphere:


1. Navigate to Home > Administration > Storage Providers > Vendor Providers.


<vCenter-Server> Name of the vCenter.


<vCenter-admin-passwd> vCenter Server's Administrator password.


<esx-server-name> ESX Server name as displayed in the vCenter Server.
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2. Verify that the VASA Provider is listed and displays the list of managed storage 
arrays.


Updating the Solutions Enabler Virtual Appliance
Periodically, EMC will release security patches and hot-fixes for the Solutions Enabler 
Virtual Appliance. These patches and fixes are available on EMC Online Support in ISO 
images.


Updating from an ISO image


This procedure explains how to upgrade the virtual appliance to V8.0.3.


To update an existing Virtual Appliance from an ISO image:


1. Upload the ISO image into the ESX Server using the VI client:


a. Login to the ESX Server using the VI client.


b. Select the ESX Server on the left panel.


c. Select the Configuration tab on the right panel.


d. Select Hardware, Storage to list the datastores connected to the ESX Server.


e. Right-click the datastore and select Browse Datastore.


The Datastore Browser window displays.


f. Upload the appliance update ISO file.


g. Exit the dialog.


2. Mount the ISO image on the virtual appliance CD drive:


a. Right-click the virtual appliance and select Edit Settings.


b. On the Hardware tab, select CD/DVD Drive 1.


c. In the right panel, select Datastore ISO File, and click Browse to locate the ISO 
image in the datastore.


d. Select Device Status, Connected.


e. Click OK to exit the dialog box.


3. Update the appliance:


a. On the Console tab, go to the virtual appliance console.


b. Use the Move Up/Down keys and select Appliance Update.


c. Press Enter to perform the update.


The update will take approximately 10 minutes, after which the screen will return to the 
main console.


Note: Use the welcome screens of the vApp and the vApp Manager to confirm your virtual 
appliance has been updated correctly.
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Reconfiguring virtual appliance IP Address


This procedure explains how to re-configure an Virtual Appliance’s IP Address.


1. Login to vSphere Client and go to the virtual appliance console.


2. Use the Arrow Keys to select Configure IP and press Enter. The following prompt 
displays:


DPress y to configure static IP address [y]/n:


3. Type y and press Enter to start configuring an static IP address for the virtual 
appliance. The following prompt displays:


IP Address [10.0.0.10]:


4. Type a valid IP address and press Enter. Alternatively you can just press Enter to accept 
the current IP address. 


Note: The virtual appliance uses this IP address to query the DNS Server and get its 
hostname. Therefore, you must ensure that the IP address has a hostname mapping in 
the DNS Server.


The following prompt displays:


Netmask [255.255.252.0]:


5. Type a valid netmask and press Enter. Alternatively you can just press Enter to accept 
the current netmask. The following prompt displays:


Gateway [10.0.0.1]:


6. Type the gateway address of the network on which the appliance will be running and 
press Enter. Alternatively you can press Enter to accept the current gateway. The 
following prompt displays:


DNS1 [10.0.0.2]:


7. Type the first DNS server address and press Enter. Alternatively you can press Enter to 
accept the current DNS server one. The following prompt displays:


DNS2 [10.0.0.3]:


8. Type the second DNS server address and press Enter. Alternatively you can press Enter 
to accept the current DNS server two. The following prompt displays:


Is a proxy server necessary to reach the internet? y/n [n]:


9. Type y to and press Enter configure the proxy server. Otherwise, press Enter and skip 
to Step 12.


10. At the following prompt, enter the IP address of the proxy server and press Enter.


Proxy Server[]


11. At the following prompt, enter the port of the proxy server and press Enter.


Proxy Port[]
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12. The following prompt displays. Type y and press Enter to finish configuring the virtual 
appliance’s IP address. Type n and press Enter to go back and restart the process from 
Step 3.


Are the above mentioned network parameters correct? [y]/n :


Deleting the Solutions Enabler Virtual Appliance
To delete the Solutions Enabler Virtual Appliance:


1. In the vApp Manager interface, backup the persistent data.


2. In the VMware management interface, power down the appliance.


3. Right-click on the appliance and select Delete from Disk.


4. Click Yes in the confirmation message.
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This appendix describes the log messages issued by the SYMAPI server daemon 
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Message format
This section describes messages that are written to the SYMAPI server log (see 
“Controlling and using the storsrvd log files” on page 168) and to the system console in 
z/OS. All messages begin with a message identifier, followed by message text. 


The message is in this format:


yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss pid thread_name log_category msgid text


where: 


In this section, each message shows the text of the message with indicators where 
substitutions are made into the text at runtime. Following the text are four paragraphs 
giving more information:


◆ Set Step Return Code — In a z/OS environment, some messages will cause the SYMAPI 
server job step return code to be set to a non-zero value. The following table shows 
the correlation of message severity to job step return code. Some messages are 
issued by multiple locations in the code. Not all uses of the message will cause the 
step return code to be set.


If multiple messages are issued that cause the step return code to be set, the highest 
value will be remembered by the server, and returned to the system at job termination.


yyyy/mm/dd Is the date the message was issued.


hh:mm:ss.xxx Is the time the message was issued in hours, minutes, seconds, and 
milliseconds. 


pid Is the process ID of the issuing process.


thread_name Is the thread name of the issuing thread. 


log_category Is the category specified in the storsrvd:log_filter statement in the 
daemon_options file, which caused this message to be generated. The 
valid categories are: SERVER, SESSION, CONTRO, and APIREQ. 


msgid Is made up of the following:
ANR — Indicates the server issued the message.
nnnn — A numeric identifier for the message.
X — A one byte severity indicator. Valid values are:


I indicates an Informational message
W indicates a Warning message
E indicates an Error message
S indicates a severe condition requiring a message


text Is the message text.


Message identifier Return codes


I 0


W 4


E 8


S 12
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◆ The Destination of the message — Log and/or Console is shown. Most messages are 
written to the server log file. Some messages are written to both the log and console, 
but not in all cases where the message is generated. Some messages are written to 
the system console only, particularly those related to operator command processing. 
The Console destination applies only to z/OS.


◆ The Description paragraph explains the circumstances that cause the message to be 
issued, and explains each substituted value. This section also describes any action 
that the Solutions Enabler software will take. 


◆ The Operator Action paragraph suggests operator intervention actions where needed.


Messages


ANR0000I


text


Destination: Log and console.


Description: This message is a general purpose message to be used for any arbitrary text.


Operator Action: None. 


ANR0001I


SYMAPI Server for z/OS ready to accept security_level connections


Destination: Log and console.


Description: This message is issued when initialization is complete and the server is 
prepared to field connection requests from remote clients. security_level indicates the 
types of sessions the server will accept. Possible values are:


◆ ONLY NONSECURE — Indicates that client must expect to negotiate non-SSL sessions 
with the server.


◆ ONLY SECURE — Indicates that the server will require clients to negotiate a secure 
session. 


◆ Both SECURE and NONSECURE — Indicates that the server will accept sessions from 
clients that cannot negotiate secure and will negotiate secure sessions with clients 
who can. 


Operator Action: None.


ANR0002I


shutdown_type Shutdown requested


Destination: Log and console.


Description: This message indicates that a shutdown request was made. See message 
ANR0003I for the description of shutdown_type.


Operator Action: None.
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ANR0003I


shutdown_type Shutdown progress. Number of sessions remaining = number


Destination: Log and console.


Description: This message is issued at the start of the shutdown process. shutdown_type 
indicates NORMAL, IMMEDIATE, or STOPPED-NORMAL. 


In open systems environments, shutdown is requested by the stordaemon command.


In Microsoft Windows, you can use the Service Control Manager; in this case the shutdown 
process will always be IMMEDIATE.


In a z/OS environment, the system operator will request a NORMAL shutdown using the 
z/OS STOP command or the SHUTDOWN command.


The number of currently active sessions is shown in number. If this value is not 0, the 
following rules apply: 


◆ If the shutdown_type is NORMAL, the server will wait for the active sessions to end. In 
this case, progress indicates starting or in progress. Each time a session ends, the in 
progress status will be reported. 


◆ If the shutdown_type is IMMEDIATE, the server terminates without waiting for active 
sessions to end. See the description of the SHUTDOWN command for more details on 
when to use IMMEDIATE shutdown. 


Operator Action: None.


ANR0004I


SYMAPI Server running as a started task


Destination: Log.


Description: In a z/OS environment, the server detects when it is running as a started task 
(running in STC mode). This message serves as a visual confirmation that STC mode is 
active.


Operator Action: None, unless this is not what is intended. 


ANR0005E


Normal shutdown failed, attempting immediate shutdown


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log and console.


Description: The server attempted to perform a normal shutdown, waiting for active 
sessions to complete. The normal shutdown process failed, and no recovery was possible. 
An immediate shutdown was attempted, because there is no other possible recovery 
action to take. 


Operator Action: Be aware that the list of connections noted in message “ANR0013I” are 
terminated before they are able to disconnect. 


ANR0006E


Wait returned without connection or console command ready, console ECB contents value 
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Destination: Log.


Description: The server waits for incoming connection requests and instructions from the 
operator concurrently. If the wait is somehow satisfied but neither of these events 
occurred, it is considered an error. The server will continue to wait for new events. 


Operator Action: This is an abnormal situation and may indicate some error in TCP 
communications or management of the operator console. If this happens repeatedly, shut 
the server down and try restarting the server. If the problem persists, examine your system 
for evidence of other problems in the TCP or console management components of your 
system. 


ANR0008I


Server socket socket:_event occurred 


Destination: Log.


Description: This message is issued to confirm that connection request has arrived, or that 
some error condition has been reflected to the TCP socket on which the server is listening. 
The value of socket_event will be connection request or exception condition.


Operator Action: If the socket_event is connection request no action is necessary since 
this is a documentation message, and may aid in problem diagnosis. See the description 
of message “ANR0009E”, if the socket_event is exception condition.


ANR0009E


Exceeded maximum exceptions on server socket, indicating PORT_EXCEPTION


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log and console.


Description: This is issued after an exception condition has been raised (which may cause 
the issuing of “ANR0008I”). Currently, the maximum exception count is 1, meaning that 
there is no retry strategy when an exception occurs on the socket on which the server is 
listening. The server will stop listening and start a NORMAL shutdown when it notices this 
condition.


Operator Action: If exception condition in message “ANR0008I” is indicated, there will be 
other evidence in your system log showing TCP/IP problems. Refer to documentation from 
your TCP software provider to resolve the problems you find. When the problems are 
resolved, you can restart the server. 


ANR0010I


SYMAPI Server Shutdown complete 


Destination: Log and console.


Description: The server has completed its shutdown process and will return to the 
operating system. 


Operator Action: None. This should serve as a visual confirmation that the server is 
finished. 
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ANR0011W


SYMAPI Server not executing from an APF-authorized library, cannot continue


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log and console.


Description: In a z/OS environment, the SYMAPI server program storsrvd must execute 
from a library authorized by the z/OS Authorized Program Facility, if the base daemon is 
not in use. The server checks to make sure that this condition is met. This message is 
issued as a warning , but an error condition may not be reflected until a SYMAPI session 
requests storage discovery services.


Operator Action: The Solutions Enabler load library can be authorized through APF in 
several ways. You can use the SETPROG APF command to authorize the library temporarily. 
In order to make the library authorized at subsequent IPLs, you must edit the PROGxx 
member of SYS1.PARMLIB. Refer to the IBM documentation for your level of z/OS for exact 
syntax and editing instructions. 


ANR0012I


Accepted seclevel session session_number from IP_address on thread thread_number


Destination: Log.


Description: The server successfully handled a connection request for a session, and 
started a thread to process API requests for the session. The session number is shown in 
session_number and it is being processed on a thread with the number thread_number. 
The session is running from a client program executing on the host at address IP_address. 
seclevel indicates the negotiated security level of the session. If seclevel is SECURE, 
transmission is protected using SSL; if seclevel is NONSECURE, SSL protection is not in 
use.


Operator Action: None necessary. This message is documenting the start of a session. You 
should also see “ANR0017I” at the end of the session. 


ANR0013I


Shutdown will wait for client session session_number from IP_address to terminate itself


Destination: Log and console.


Description: During a normal shutdown, the server will wait for all active sessions to 
terminate on their own. For each session still active, the server issues this message and 
will wait for the session(s) to end. The substitution variables are the same as those in 
message “ANR0012I”.


Operator Action: None usually. If sessions are taking an excessive amount of time to 
complete, you can reissue the shutdown command with the IMMEDIATE operand to 
terminate the session immediately.


ANR0014W


Terminating client session session_number to IP_address on Tidthread_identifier },


Destination: Log and console.
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Description: During an immediate shutdown, the server will report on all active sessions 
at the time the shutdown process begins. For each session still active, the server issues 
this message as a note to the operator to indicate which sessions will be terminated end. 
The substitution variables are the same as those in message “ANR0012I”.


Operator Action: None.


ANR0015E


Session broken by dispatcher return value return_value, ‘message’.


Destination: Log.


Description: This message is issued when a session is prematurely ended due to an 
unrecoverable error detected by the server API dispatching layer. When such an error is 
raised, the SYMAPI client will experience an ‘connection aborted’ error. The return_value 
and message are intended for EMC Customer Service to diagnose the cause of the error. 


Operator Action: Collect diagnostic data as directed by EMC Customer Service.


ANR0016I


SYMAPI listener thread is running on thread thread_number 


Destination: Log.


Description: This message is issued during startup simply to report the thread number 
(thread_number) of the SYMAPI listener thread (the server thread which listens for new 
connection requests). 


Operator Action: None.


ANR0017I


Ending session session_number, total requests executed total_requests


Destination: Log.


Description: See also message “ANR0012I”. This message documents the end of a 
session. The total number of API requests executed on the session is shown by 
total_requests. 


Operator Action: None.


ANR0018E


Rejecting session session_number for user_name@node: reason


Destination: Log.


Description: A remote client attempted to connect to the running server, but is refused the 
session for one of the following reasons:


◆ The trusted host file disallowed a client server connection — the nethost file is 
allocated to the server, and the combination of the node (either host address or IP 
address) and the optional user identification (user_name) are not specified in the 
nethost file.  The remote client SymInit call returns 
SYMAPI_C_HOST_FILE_REJECTION.
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◆ The trusted host file could not be read or The trusted host file has a syntax error — the 
nethost file exists, but could not be read or has a syntax error. The client application 
will receive either SYMAPI_C_HOST_FILE_READ_ERROR or 
SYMAPI_C_HOST_FILE_SYNTAX.


◆ The maximum number of network connections has been reached on the server — the 
global limit expressed by the max_sessions option in the daemon_options file is 
exceeded. The application will receive 
SYMAPI_C_MAX_SRVR_CONNECTS_EXCEEDED ().


Operator Action: In the case of disallowed connections, the remote client user must ask 
the server administrator for authorization to use the SYMAPI server. The administrator 
must add the host (and the optional user_name) information to the nethost file to 
authorize the client application. In the case of host file read or syntax error, make sure that 
the trusted host file is readable or correct the syntax error in the file. Refer to the EMC 
VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide for the syntax of the nethost file. In the case of 
max connection error, the server administrator may wish to set max_sessions to a 
higher value, or the client application may have to be scheduled when the server is less 
busy.


ANR0019E


SYMAPI client directed debugging is disabled


Destination: Log and console.


Description: The SYMAPI server initialization process attempts to prepare for client 
supplied debugging settings when client sessions specify them. Invocation of an internal 
service failed which prevents the future use of debugging settings from client 
applications.


This message is preceded by “ANR0200E” which documents the reason for the failure to 
setup for client debugging.


Operation Action: The output of the preceding message “ANR0200E” gives an indication 
of the type of failure that is the cause of this situation. Collect and provide documentation 
as directed by EMC Customer Support.


ANR0020I


SYMAPI server listening on port port_number over protocols


Destination: Log and console.


Description: This message is issued in conjunction with message “ANR0001I” to inform 
the system operator about the port (port_number) and internet protocols over which the 
server is communicating. Possible values for protocols are: 


◆ IPv4 ONLY — Indicates that the server is listening for connections only using IPv4. 
Clients that expect an IPv6 connection will fail connecting to the server. 


◆ IPv6 and IPv4 — Indicates that the server is listening explicitly for connections using 
IPv6 and IPv4. 


◆ IPv6 with IPv4 mapping — Indicates that the IPv6 protocol supports connections from 
clients who are running either IPv4 or IPv6.


Operator Action: None.
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ANR0021I


The current working directory is directory


Destination: Log. 


Description: This message is issued early in server initialization after the server process 
attempts to make the SYMAPI database directory the current working directory.


Operator Action: None. This is an informational message.


ANR0022I


SYMAPI server is running on a VMAX Service Processor, forcing port port


Destination: Log. 


Description: This message is written when the server detects it is running on a VMAX 
service processor. In this case, the server forces the use of the default port. 


Operator Action: None. This is an informational message.


ANR0023I


SYMAPI server Symmwin Pipe Server is initialized


Destination: Log. 


Description: This message is written when the special server thread to field requests from 
the SymmWin component has been started successfully. This will only happen if the server 
is running on a VMAX service processor.


Operator Action: None. This is an informational message.


ANR0024I


SYMAPI server Enhanced Authentication is ENABLED | DISABLED 


Destination: Log and console.


Description: This message is issued during server initialization to indicate Enhanced User 
Authentication is enabled or disabled. 


◆ ENABLED indicates that if a client sends an authentication message it will be verified.


◆ DISABLED indicates that if a client sends an authentication message it will not be 
verified.


Operator Action: On non-Windows hosts, if the authentication mode indicated in the 
message is not the mode desired, verify that the /etc/krb5.keytab file exists, that its 
permissions indicate that storsrvd can access it, and verify that the klist –k value in 
the file shows the correct entry for the host. If the conditions are all correct, turn on high 
levels of diagnostic logging to look for additional information.


ANR0025E


Rejecting session session_number for Host hostname: max_sessions_per_host (limit) has 
been reached


Destination: Log.
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Description: A remote client attempts to connect to the server, and the server is tracking 
concurrent sessions per host using the max_sessions_per_host configuration option.  The 
current session exceeds the number of concurrent sessions permitted from a specific 
host. Therefore the session is rejected. limit indicates what the current value of 
max_sessions_per_host is and session_number is the number of the current session. 
hostname names the host from which the session originates. It may be a simple 
nodename, a Fully-Qualified Domain Name, or an IP address.


Operator Action: The user of the client application must wait until the number of 
concurrent sessions from the specific host falls below the limit set by 
max_sessions_per_host, or the server administrator can raise the 
max_sessions_per_host value or disable concurrent user tracking using the 
stordaemon setvar storsrvd -name max_sessions_per_host command. See the 
EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide for details on session limits.


ANR0026E


Rejecting session session_number for User user: max_sessions_per_user (limit) has been 
reached


Destination: Log.


Description: A remote client attempted to connect to the server, and the server is tracking 
concurrent sessions per user using the max_sessions_per_user configuration option. The 
current session exceeds the number of concurrent sessions permitted from a specific 
user. Therefore the session is rejected. limit indicates the current value of 
max_sessions_per_user and session_number is the number of the current session. user is 
the fully-qualified user name as documented in the EMC VMAX Family Security 
Configuration Guide.


Operator Action: The user of the client application must wait until the number of 
concurrent sessions from the specific user falls below the limit set by 
max_sessions_per_user, or the server administrator can raise the 
max_sessions_per_user value or disable concurrent user tracking using the 
stordaemon setvar storsrvd -name max_sessions_per_user command. See the 
EMC VMAX Family Security Configuration Guide for details on session limits. 


ANR0027E


Rejecting session session_number for Host hostname:  max_sessions_per_user is zero.


Destination: Log.


Description: A remote client attempted to connect to the server, and the server is tracking 
concurrent sessions. Even though max_sessions_per_host may not prevent this 
session from being initialized, the server detected that max_sessions_per_user is 
set to zero, in which case the session will be refused when the server checks the 
concurrent sessions allowed per user. Therefore the server rejects the session based on 
this early detection. session_number is the number of the current session, and hostname 
names the host from which the session originates. It may be a simple nodename, a 
Fully-Qualified Domain Name, or an IP address. 
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If max_sessions_per_user is not set to zero, the concurrent user check is made later 
in the process, and the session will either be accepted if the session does not exceed the 
limit set by max_sessions_per_user, or refused if it does, in which case the server 
returns message ANR0026E. 


Operator Action: When any of the session limit options max_sessions, 
max_sessions_per_host, or max_sessions_per_user is set to 0, all new sessions 
attempting to connect to the host are refused. The server administrator can alter any of the 
options or disable concurrent host and user session tracking using the stordaemon 
setvar storsrvd -name max_sessions_XXXX command. See the EMC VMAX Family 
Security Configuration Guide for details on session limits.


ANR0030E


Failed to load configuration for name 


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log and console.


Description: This message is issued when an error is detected in the loading of the 
configuration settings for the SYMAPI server daemon.   The instance name is the name of 
the daemon for which configuration was attempted. 


Operator Action: Examine the messages that precede this message. A syntax error in the 
configuration file section for the daemon instance name is the most likely cause. For 
example, the port definition may have specified an invalid number for the port, or an 
invalid security level may have been specified for the symapi_security_level option in 
the SYMAPI options file. 


ANR0031E


The security_level (or -seclevel) keyword requires a security level to be specified 


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log. 


Description: This –seclevel operand was specified without a value on the stordaemon 
setvar command line.


Operator Action: If you specify a security level, you must specify a valid value for the 
security level through the stordaemon setvar command. The valid values are 
NONSECURE, ANY, and SECURE. No abbreviations are accepted. 


ANR0032E


The -log_filter keyword requires list of log filter types to be specified


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log. 


Description: This –log_filter operand was specified without a value on the storsrvd 
command line.


Operator Action: If you specify –log_filter, you must specify the desired list of filter 
types. Use the stordaemon getvar storsrvd –name log_categories for the list of 
appropriate filter types. 
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ANR0033E 


The ‘-port’ or ‘storsrvd:port’ keyword requires a non-zero decimal number less than 65535


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log. 


Description: An invalid value was specified for the SYMAPI server port. If the storsrvd 
command operand –port or the storsrvd:port statement is used, the value specified 
for the port must be a non-zero decimal number less 65535. Many port numbers in the 
lower ranges must also be avoided since they are used by well known processes (for 
example, the inetd and ftpd daemons). 


Operator Action: Correct the command line or daemon_options file specification, and 
restart the server. 


ANR0034I


The port is not reloaded while the server is running, bypassing any new port definition


Destination: Log. 


Description: During execution of the reload command, a change to the port specification 
was detected. This message is issued to alert the administrator to the fact that the port 
definition cannot be changed during the reload operation. 


Operator Action: In order to change the port, you must shut down the storsrvd process, 
make the port change, and restart storsrvd. 


ANR0104E


Command syntax error: explanation


Destination: Log and console.


Description: The operator entered a command with invalid syntax explained by 
explanation. 


Operator Action: Examine the syntax description for the command you want to enter, and 
re-enter it with the proper operands. 


ANR0105E


Ambiguous or invalid command token entered: token_text


Destination: Log and console.


Description: The operator entered a command but either the command verb or a keyword 
name in token_text was misspelled or its abbreviation was too short to uniquely identify 
the intent. 


Operator Action: Examine the syntax description for the command you want to enter, and 
re-enter it with the proper operands. 


ANR0106I


Environment variable name has been set to value


Destination: Console.
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Description: The operator entered the SETENV command, and the environment variable 
was successfully set. 


Operator Action: None. This message provides confirmation that the variable was set as 
intended. 


ANR0107E


option is not a valid runtime option


Destination: Log and console.


Description: The operator entered the setvar command, but the name of the runtime 
option (option) was not recognized as a valid option. 


Operator Action: Examine the description of the setvar command for the supported 
options. Re-enter the command with the desired option. setvar accepts the runtime 
option names with or without the dash prefix.


ANR0108E


value is not a valid value for runtime option option


Destination: Log and console.


Description: The operator entered the setvar command with the name of a valid runtime 
option (option), but the value (value) specified for option was not valid. 


Operator Action: Examine the description of the setvar command for the proper values 
corresponding to each supported option. Re-enter the command with the corrected value 
for the desired option. 


ANR0110E


Invalid option command option name found following successful parse: decimal value is 
code_value


Destination: Console.


Description: This message indicates a programming or environmental error in command 
parsing and execution. The parsing of the command was successful, but the secondary 
scan performed by the execution phase found an invalid token. 


Operator Action: Collect and provide documentation as directed by EMC Customer 
Support. 


ANR0111I


option runtime option has been set to value


Destination: Log and console.


Description: The operator entered the setvar command to change the value of the 
runtime option option. The command text was successfully parsed, and the command was 
executed successfully. The new value of the variable is value. 


Operator Action: None.
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ANR0112I


command_name command requires additional operands


Destination: Console.


Description: The operator issued command command_name without sufficient operands. 
Default processing could not be established. 


Operator Action: Re-enter the command with desired operands, according to the 
documentation. You can also use the help command to determine the required operands.


ANR0113I


option current value: value


Destination: Console.


Description: This message is issued by the DISPLAY or SHOW command for a runtime 
option. The option is the runtime option specified in the SHOW command, and its current 
setting is value. 


Operator Action: None. The operator may issue this command before changing the value 
of a runtime option, or may want to confirm its value after setting it (although message 
“ANR0111I” can be used for the latter purpose).


ANR0114I


environment_variable is currently not set


Destination: Console.


Description: The operator entered the SHOW –ENV command to display the value of an 
environment variable. The variable has not been set. 


Operator Action: None. 


ANR0115I


environment_variable is set to an empty value


Destination: Console.


Description: The operator entered the SHOW –ENV command to display the value of an 
environment variable. The variable is set in the environment of the server, but the value is 
the empty string. 


Operator Action: None. 


ANR0116I


The option runtime option may not be changed while the server is running


Description: The operator or stordaemon user issued the stordaemon setvar –name 
command to change an option which cannot be changed while the server is running. 


Operator Action: To change the desired option on the next run of storsrvd, you can use 
stordaemon setoption or edit the daemon_options file in the SYMAPI configuration 
directory. If you use the setoption command and then try to use reload, additional log 
messages may be issued indicating that some changed options will not be reloaded. 
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ANR0120I


SYMAPI Active Session List:


Destination: Console.


Description: The operator issued the LIST SESSIONS command and there are active 
sessions to list. This message is the heading for the list of sessions which follows. 


Operator Action: None.


ANR0121I


No active sessions found.


Destination: Console.


Description: The operator issued the LIST SESSIONS command or the SHOW SESSION 
command and there are no active sessions to list/show. 


Operator Action: None.


ANR0122I


Session number is not active


Destination: Console.


Description: The operator issued the SHOW SESSION command with the –NUM option to 
display a specific session, and the specified session was not active.


Operator Action: None.


ANR0123I


Show server Details:


Destination: Console.


Description: The operator issued the SHOW –SERVER command to display the details for 
the server. This line is written to mark the beginning of the server details output. 


Operator Action: None.


ANR0124I


Show Session details for Session session_number on Thread thread_number:


Destination: Console.


Description: The operator issued the SHOW SESSION command to display details of one or 
more currently active sessions. This line is written at the beginning of the details for each 
session to be displayed. 


Operator Action: None.


ANR0140E


Secure sessions are not supported on this platform. The security level specified is 
security_level 
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Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log and console.


Description: This message is issued when either the SYMAPI options file or 
daemon_options file specified a security level of ANY or SECURE on a platform where 
secure sessions are not supported. In the case of the options file, the 
SYMAPI_SERVER_SECURITY_LEVEL= or the SYMAPI_SECURITY_LEVEL= statement 
specified this value. In the case of the daemon_options file, the 
storsrvd:security_level specified ANY or SECURE. The value may have been 
specified for the –seclevel operand of the storsrvd command.


Note: Starting with Solutions Enabler V7.6, SYMAPI_SERVER_SECURITY_LEVEL from the 
SYMAPI options file and storesrvd:security_level from the daemon_options file 
are deprecated.


Operator Action: If security level is specified through any configuration statement or 
storsrvd command operand, it must specify NONSECURE on platforms where secure 
sessions are not supported. It is safer to omit the specification altogether, or to specify the 
dash character ‘-‘. Refer to the EMC eLab Navigator for a list of platforms where secure 
sessions are supported.


ANR0141E


Could not extract server file filename, rc=returncode


Destination: Log.


Description: During initialization, the SYMAPI server was not able to determine the name 
of the file to be used in SSL initialization. The string file refers to the SSL type file that the 
server was about to reference. The failing return code is displayed in returncode.


Operator Action: In an Open Systems environment, the server certificate and private key 
files should have been installed by the normal installation procedure. In z/OS and 
Microsoft Windows, the location of the Solutions Enabler configuration directory can be 
adjusted to your configuration needs. Follow the platform specific installation instructions 
to install the default server certificate files.


ANR0142E


function establishment failed with rc= returncode (error_message)


Destination: Log.


Description: During SSL initialization, the component referred to by function failed to be 
established. If function is CERTIFICATE or PRIVATE KEY, then the symapisrv_cert.pem file 
may be damaged or it may not have been successfully copied to the SYMAPI configuration 
directory.


Operator Action: If server certificate and key files are not installed by default on the 
platform where the server is running, additional installation steps are necessary. Refer to 
the platform specific installation instructions to install the files. You can specify 
NONSECURE for the security level if desired; in which case, the server will not attempt to 
load the certificate and key files.
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ANR0143E


Rejected session address: security level mismatch reason: error_message


Destination: Log.


Description: A mismatch of security levels occurred when an initiating client session 
requested a security mode that the server was not able to honor.


address is the IP address of the client and error_message contains the error message 
indicating the actual problem.


Operator Action: If possible, modify the security level of the client to match the security 
mode that the server is using. If that is not possible, then (unless other clients will be 
impacted), modify the security level of the server to match the security level the client is 
requesting.


ANR0144E


Secure Library Init error: rc=return_code (error_message)


Destination: Log.


Description: Some component failed during SSL initialization. The return_code value 
corresponds to the message explained in the string error_message.


Operator Action: If you are unable to resolve the problem indicated in string 
error_message, contact EMC technical support for assistance with this error.


ANR0145E


The value value specified for security level is invalid


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log.


Description: This message is issued when an attempt is made to set the security level for 
the SYMAPI server daemon using one of the supported methods, and the value specified 
is invalid. The methods to set the security level are: the storsrvd -seclevel command 
line option, the storsrvd:security_level statement in the daemon_options file, or 
the stordaemon setvar command. The valid values are NONSECURE, ANY, or SECURE. 
Note that a separate message (“ANR0148E”) is issued if an invalid value is specified in 
the SYMAPI options file. 


Note: Starting with Solutions Enabler V7.6, storesrvd:security_level from the 
daemon_options file is deprecated.


Operator Action: Correct the value specified on the command line or in the 
daemon_options file, and restart the server or re-execute the stordaemon command.


ANR0146I


Security level has changed from old_security_level. New sessions will use 
new_security_level


Destination: Log.
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Description: The security level to be used by the server was changed successfully using 
the setvar or reload command through the stordaemon CLI on the z/OS console. The 
level was changed from old_security_level to new_security_level. New sessions will 
negotiate based on the new security level set, but existing sessions are unaffected by the 
new level, and will continue to use the security level negotiated when they started.


Operator Action: Confirm that the new_security_level is the intended security level. If so, 
no further action is required. If not, you may want to refer to the server logs or other logs to 
determine why the security level was changed.


ANR0147I


The SYMAPI options file specified an empty value for option_name, changing to platform 
internal default security_level


Destination: Log.


Description: A configuration file statement option_name specified an empty value for the 
server security level. Such a specification is an error, but the server will substitute the 
default security level value with security_level for the platform on which the server is 
running. The default value is SECURE for platforms that support secure mode and 
NONSECURE for those platforms that do not support secure mode. 


Operator Action: The omission of the security level on an explicit configuration is most 
likely a mistake. Refer to the SYMAPI options file or the daemon_options file to correct 
the omission, if you want to suppress the appearance of “ANR0147I”. 


Note: Starting with Solutions Enabler V7.6, storesrvd:security_level from the 
daemon_options file is deprecated.


ANR0148E


The SYMAPI option SYMAPI_SERVER_SERCURITY_LEVEL specified an invalid value


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log and console.


Description: This message is issued during server initialization when an invalid value is 
specified in the SYMAPI options file statement SYMAPI_SERVER_SECURITY_LEVEL or 
SYMAPI_SECURITY_LEVEL. The value for security level can be defined in several places. 
Here is a list of them and their priorities:


1. Security level defined by the command stordaemon start storsrvd -args 
-security_level <security level>. This takes precedence over everything else.


2. SYMAPI_SECURITY_LEVEL defined in the SYMAPI options file.


3. SECURITY_LEVEL defined in the daemon_options file.


4. SYMAPI_SERVER_SECURITY_LEVEL defined in the SYMAPI options file.


Note: SECURITY_LEVEL from the daemon_options file and 
SYMAPI_SERVER_SECURITY_LEVEL from the SYMAPI options file are deprecated. 
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Note that a separate message (“ANR0145E”) is issued if an invalid value is specified in 
any of the other methods: storsrvd command line, daemon_options file, or the 
stordaemon setvar command.


Operator Action: Correct the value specified in the SYMAPI options file statement 
SYMAPI_SERVER_SECURITY_LEVEL or SYMAPI_SECURITY_LEVEL. The valid values are 
NONSECURE, ANY, or SECURE. The SYMAPI_SERVER_SECURITY_LEVEL statement is now 
deprecated and replaced by SYMAPI_SECURITY_LEVEL. The former statement is still 
accepted for compatibility reasons.


ANR0149D


Security level has been taken from the SYMAPI option value


Destination: Log.


Description: This message is issued when the value for the server security level is defined 
in the SYMAPI options file and has not been specified on the storsrvd command line. 
This message is informational only.


value is either SYMAPI_SECURITY_LEVEL or SYMAPI_SERVER_SECURITY_LEVEL.


ANR0150E 


The value value specified for client certificate verification is invalid


Destination: Log.


Description: This message is issued during server initialization when the value for the 
client certificate verification option, as defined in the daemon_options file, is invalid. It 
can also be issued when attempting to change this option with the stordaemon command 
to an invalid value.


Operator Action: Correct the value specified in the daemon_options file statement 
security_clt_secure_lvl or as specified on the command line. The valid values are 
NOVERIFY, VERIFY or MUSTVERIFY.


ANR0151E 


Common Name in client certificate not valid: expected name, received common name


Destination: Log.


Description: This message is issued during setup of secure mode between client/server. 
The common name in the client certificate does not match the name the server is 
expecting.


Operator Action: Check the client certificate to verify that the names contained in the 
certificate are known hostnames to the server. Either generate a client certificate with the 
hostname that the server is expecting or add the common name in the client certificate to 
the applicable /etc/hosts file on the server.


ANR0152E 


Issue detected with server certificate file filename


Destination: Log.
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Description: This message is issued during initialization of the secure library. A problem 
with the certificate file has been detected.


Operator Action: Check for the existence of the certificate file on the server. If you have set 
the security_alt_cert_file parameter in the daemon_options file, verify that it 
points to a valid file.


ANR0153E 


Issue detected with server PrivateKey file filename


Destination: Log.


Description: This message is issued during initialization of the secure library. A problem 
with the PrivateKey file has been detected.


Operator Action: Check for the existence of the Privatekey file on the server. If you have 
set the security_alt_key_file parameter in the daemon_options file, verify that it 
points to a valid file. 


ANR0154E 


Host name pattern in certificate is not valid: pattern for the client Host Name


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log.


Description: This message is issued during setup of secure mode between client/server. It 
indicates an illegal pattern has been put into the client certificate. Pattern shows the 
pattern in the client certificate, and HostName shows the name of the client host which 
was attempting to connect to the server.


Operator Action: Generate a new client certificate without the illegal host name pattern. 
The only characters allowed for a host name pattern are letters, numbers, periods (.), 
colons (:), and hyphens (-).


ANR0155E


Subject Alternative Names in the client certificate not valid: expected name, received list


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log.


Description: This message is issued during setup of secure mode between client and 
server. The list of Subject Alternative Names in the client certificate did not contain a 
match of the name or IP address that the server is expecting. The name the server 
expected to find is name, but it found the list of Subject Alternative Names in the list. 


Operator Action: Check the client certificate to verify that the names in the certificate are 
hostnames or IP addresses known to the server. Either generate a client certificate with 
the hostname that the server is expecting or add the name(s) in the Subject Alnterative 
Name field(s) in the client certificate to the applicable /etc/hosts file on the server.


ANR0156E


Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) mode has failed to be enabled
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Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log.


Description: This message is issued during server initialization if the server is configured 
to run in secure mode on a platform that supports FIPS mode and the server was unable 
initialize FIPS mode.


Operator Action: The details about error conditions will be recorded in the storsrvd log 
files. Refer to the log file for signs of why FIPS mode initialization failed.  The most likely 
cause of the error is that the cryptography library failed to load.


ANR0200E


service_name error return_code: explanation; from calling_routine, line line_number


Destination: Log.


Description: Server logic called the routine named by service_name and received a failure 
indicated by return_code, where explanation is text that corresponds to the return_code. 
The failure was detected at line line_number in the routine calling_routine. The routine 
calling_routine was not able to continue due to the failure of service_name.


Operator Action: None, generally. This message may occur in very rare circumstances 
during handling of an operator command, and may indicate a syntax error that was not 
handled properly by parsing logic. Examine the command and reissue it if it was specified 
incorrectly. 


ANR0201E


Unable to allocate count bytes for object_name


Destination: Log.


Description: The server attempted to allocate count number of bytes. object_name is a 
description of what the server was trying to allocate. This message may indicate that the 
server is over-committed with regard to the number of concurrent sessions, or that there 
may be a memory leak in the server.


Operator Action: Increase the amount of memory available to the server using the 
appropriate method for the platform the server is running on. If this does not solve the 
problem, a memory leak may be indicated by other failure messages. Collect and forward 
error documentation to EMC Customer Support for analysis. 


ANR0202E


Unable to operation_name port port, error error_number indicates explanation


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log and console.


Description: An error occurred operating on the socket on which the server listens for new 
connections. operation_name will indicate an error during bind, listen, initialize, accept, 
or start new thread. The error_number is the decimal value of the system error variable 
errno (in Windows, the value returned from the GetLastError() call), and the explanation is 
the text that explains the meaning of error_number. port is the TCP/IP port which clients 
use to connect to the SYMAPI server. The server shuts down after issuing this message. 
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Operator Action: In most cases, other messages will also be issued giving other details 
about an error situation. Follow your normal procedures for detecting and correcting 
problems in your TCP/IP network. Correct the TCP/IP problem and restart the server.


ANR0204E


Unable to decode return value return_value from process


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log and console.


Description: The return_value from a call to a routine or other logic could not be 
interpreted. process may be the name of the function or may be a general description of 
processing that resulted in a return value which could not be interpreted. 


Operator Action: None. This message will be preceded by other error messages that 
provide more detail. If your normal processing is unaffected, no action is necessary. 
Otherwise, you may need to collect and provide documentation as directed by EMC 
Customer Support. 


ANR0205E


action is not currently supported 


Destination: Log and console.


Description: An action or feature was requested that is either not yet supported or is no 
longer supported. The name of the action or feature not supported is action. 


Operator Action: None. The feature you requested is not available for use in this release. If 
you receive this message in error, examine the job log for other evidence of a failure which 
may be related to the action or feature you attempted to use. 


ANR0207S


Failed to start name thread, error = code (explanation)


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log and console.


Description: This message is issued in two cases:


◆ During server initialization, the attempt to start the dedicated SYMAPI listener thread 
failed. In this case, name is SYMAPI Listener. The server will immediately abort 
initialization and will stop. 


◆ During handling of the arrival of a SYMAPI session, the attempt to start a dedicated 
thread for the session failed. In this case, name is SYMAPI session. The server 
continues to listen for other sessions, although the ability to start new threads can be 
limited. Other messages may accompany this one with additional diagnostic detail. 
The return code and explanation from the thread-start service call are displayed in 
code and explanation. 


Operator Action: Examine other messages in the log files and other system output. You 
may be able to determine the cause and corrective action from other messages. In the 
second case, system resources required to start threads may be exhausted due to the 
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current SYMAPI session count. Your system may be configured to allow a maximum 
number of threads per process, and this limit may have been exceeded. Complete 
diagnosis may require assistance of EMC technical support. 


ANR0208E 


Unable to verify SYMAPI Database directory db_dir


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log and console.


Description: The server attempts to make the SYMAPI database directory the current 
directory during initialization in order to cause non-default database files to be placed in 
the database directory if the name is not a fully-qualified pathname. This message is 
issued during server initialization if the SYMAPI database directory does not exist or is 
inaccessible. The most common reason is that the database directory does not exist. The 
name of the directory the server attempted to verify is shown in db_dir. 


Operator Action: The Solutions Enabler installation process creates the database directory 
normally. If this operation failed during installation, the installation process would have 
terminated with an error. You can create the directory using the tool appropriate to your 
platform. Use the directory name shown in db_dir in the message text.


ANR0209I


Authentication service name service_name exceeds maximum length


Destination: Log and console.


Description: The storsrvd process is attempting to copy service_name to an internal 
structure and is unable to because of its length.


Operator Action: If possible, shorten the name of the host shown in service_name. 
Otherwise, you may need to collect and provide documentation as directed by EMC 
Customer Support. The server will continue to operate in non-authenticated mode. 


ANR0210E 


EMCSAI version does not meet minimum version requirement of nn.nn.nn


Destination: Log and console.


Description: The version of ResourcePak Base running on the host does not meet the 
minimum version required by Solutions Enabler. 


Operator Action: Ensure that Solutions Enabler is configured to work with ResourcePak 
Base at the indicated version or later.


ANR0211E 


Unable to obtain EMCSAI version, RC=%a (%b) EMCRC=%c, EMCRS=%d


Destination: Log and, in some cases, the console.


Description: This message is issued as a result of an interface error when Solutions 
Enabler checks the ResourcePak Base version. 


Where:
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%a is the return code from the call to the ResourcePak Base EMCSAI interface


%b is a text description of the message.


%c is the EMCSAI Return Code (emcrc)


%d is the EMCSAI Reason Code (emcrs)


The most common cause of error is that Solutions Enabler is configured to work with a 
version of ResourcePak Base which is not running or which does nor exist. Either one of 
these conditions will result in the following message being issued:


ANR0211E Unable to obtain EMCSAI version, RC=28 (Symmetrix Control Facility is not 
available) EMCRC=0, EMCRS=0


Operator Action: In all other cases of the message, contact EMC for support.


ANR0212E


Unable to determine peer identifier, System call: callname, RC: return_code


Set Step Return Code


Destination: Log and console.


Description: During session negotiation, the server attempts to look up the name of the 
client host which has initiated the session. If the name of the host cannot be determined, 
the server then attempts to look up the IP address of the client host. The identifier will be 
either “nodename” or “address” depending on which failure occurs. 


Where:


callname is the name of the system function called to execute the lookup.


return_code is the failure return code from that function. 


Operator Action: The session continues to be initiated, if possible. If the session is 
SECURE, then it's very likely that the validation of the hostname in the certificate will fail, 
since it is compared to the identifier obtained from the system.  If the system cannot 
return a hostname, DNS and local host TCPIP configuration can be changed to configure a 
hostname properly. In the rare case that the system cannot obtain an IP address, it is an 
indication of a severe IP configuration problem. Your network system administrator should 
be consulted to determine the nature of the network configuration problem. 


ANR0220I


Thread thread_number will execute without condition handling protection


Destination: Log.


Description: In a z/OS environment, the session on thread thread_number will be 
executed without the protection of a condition handler. The setvar –cond_hdlr OFF 
command had been previously issued, causing condition handling suppression. This 
message is a confirmation that the session will be run without protection. An abend on the 
thread will cause the operating system to terminate the server address space.


You can associate the thread number with a session number by using the LIST SESSIONs 
command. The second column of the list sessions output is the thread number of the 
session. 
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Operator Action: None. 


ANR0221E


Unable to set condition handling for thread thread_number, msgno=LE_message_num, 
sev=LE_severity


Destination: Log and console.


Description: In a z/OS environment, the thread (thread_number) handling a session 
attempted to set condition handling by calling the Language Environment routine 
CEEHDLR but received a non-zero return value from the call. The Language Environment 
feedback message number is shown in LE_message_number and the severity of the return 
is shown in LE_severity. 


Operator Action: None. 


ANR0222E


ConditionHandler invoked on thread thread_number; writing dump to DD dump_location


or


ConditionHandler invoked on thread thread_number; writing dump to file_name in 
SYMAPI log directory


Destination: Log and console.


Description: In a z/OS environment, an abnormal condition was raised during the session 
running on thread_number. A dump will be written to the DD name dump_location. The 
general format of the DD name is DMPnnnnn where nnnnn is the thread_number.


If you prefer that the dump be written to a file instead of to the spool, you can use DD 
SYM$ENV in the server’s JCL and add this environment variable:


SYMAPI_LE_DUMP_LOGDIR = 1


After this variable is set, if an abnormal condition were to arise during the session running 
on thread_number, a file file_name will be written to the Solutions Enabler log directory. 
The general format of the file name is DMPnnnnn where nnnnn is the thread_number.


Operator Action: Consult EMC Customer Support for directions on completing 
documentation to provide for analysis and correction. 


ANR0223E


Dump to dump_location is complete; thread thread_number will be terminated


or


Dump to file_name in SYMAPI log directory is complete; thread thread_number will be 
terminated


Destination: Log and console.


Description: This message should immediately follow “ANR0222E”. It denotes that the 
dump whose beginning is marked by the previous “ANR0222E” message is now complete. 
And the dump is written to either DD name dump_location or a file named file_name in 
SYMAPI log directory. Furthermore, thread thread_number that caused this dump will be 
terminated. 
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Operator Action: None. 


ANR0224S


Recursive entry to condition handler on thread thread_number


Destination: Log and console.


Description: In a z/OS environment, condition handling processing detected a recursive 
(second) entry into the condition handling routine. This may indicate an abend while 
attempting to handle an earlier abend. 


Operator Action: None. 


ANR0225E 


Condition handling is not supported on this platform


Destination: Log.


Description: In a z/OS environment, language environment condition handling supports 
capturing abnormal termination of a thread without affecting other threads in the process 
(job). This message is issued when an attempt is made to set or display the current 
condition handling setting in a non-z/OS environment, using the stordaemon getvar or 
setvar command. 


Operator Action: Correct the setvar or getvar command to specify an option which is 
supported in the environment where you are using the stordaemon command. 


ANR0300E


API Request code SYMAPI_request_code API_name rejected; it is restricted and disabled


Destination: Log.


Description: A SYMAPI request code that describes a control operation was received. The 
server checked the SYMAPI_request_code (function named in API_name) to determine 
whether execution has been disabled. The API request was found to be disabled. This 
message will only be issued in the z/OS environment.


Operator Action: None. In a z/OS environment, control operations may have been 
disabled by using the installation job #12CNTRL in the Solutions Enabler RIMLIB dataset.


ANR0301I


API Request code SYMAPI_request_code API_name executing


Destination: Log.


Description: The server received a SYMAPI request described by the decimal code 
SYMAPI_request_code. This message is issued when the server begins executing the API 
request. The name of the SYMAPI function name is API_name.


Operator Action: None. 


ANR0302I


API Request code SYMAPI_request_code complete, processing status SYMAPI_return_ 
code (explanation)
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Destination: Log.


Description: The API request named in message ANR0301I completed executing. The 
decimal code of SYMAPI_request_code corresponds to the API request code. The return 
value of the API request was SYMAPI_return_ code, and the corresponding text is 
explanation. 


Operator Action: None.


ANR0303I


Executing SymExit to clean up (client exited without calling SymExit)


Destination: Log.


Description: The client application exited its process before calling SymExit to end the 
remote session with the SYMAPI server. The server calls SymExit on behalf of the client to 
free up resources which are still held. 


Operator Action: None.


ANR0304I


Cleanup SymExit return: return_value (explanation)


Destination: Log.


Description: The cleanup call to SymExit completed, and the return value was 
return_value. The explanation is the text associated with return_value. 


Operator Action: None. 


ANR0305E 


REMOTE_CACHED mode not supported for client node Host_name version 
client_version_number - connection rejected


Destination: Log.


Description: A client running a version of Solutions Enabler earlier than V7.2 attempted to 
connect to a SYMAPI server running V7.6 or higher, which is not allowed.


Operator Action: None. 


ANR0306E


Connection rejected from client node HostName -- its version (version) is no longer 
supported in C/S mode


Destination: Log.


Description: Client connections using SYMAPI versions lower than V7.2 are not supported. 
Hostname is the name of the client host where the connection originated, and version is 
the version of the SYMAPI library with which the client program was built. 


Operator Action: The developer of the application must upgrade to a newer version of the 
SYMAPI library. If the client program is the SymCLI, there may be an incorrect version 
installed on the client host, or the client may intend to connect to a different server. 
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ANR0307E


Connection rejected from client node hostname -- its version (HostName) is newer than 
our version


Destination: Log.


Description: The SYMAPI version of the client program is newer than the server’s version. 
Such a connection is not supported.   HostName is the name of the client host where the 
connection originated, and version is the version of the SYMAPI library with which the 
client program was built.


Operator Action: Insure the client program is directing its connection request to the correct 
server. 
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This appendix lists the possible asynchronous error and message events trapped by the 
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◆ Array event codes..................................................................................................  264
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Array event codes
The descriptions in this appendix is focused on running the event daemon in a logging 
mode - where events are automatically forwarded to a file on disk, syslog, SNMP, or the 
Windows Event Service.


Events below are described in the following format:


Where:


1. The system ignores leading zero(es) when matching device numbers in event registrations against those 
in delivered events. That means if you register for events on device 01234 or 001234, events for device 
1234 will be received.


Unless all events are delivered with an Entity-Name set to the Symmetrix ID that relates to 
the event.


Classes of Events


There are 3 general types of events:


◆ “Event daemon events: Event IDs 0-199” — Events in this range (there are only a 
handful) are generated by the event daemon itself - and reflect conditions within it.


These are described below.


◆ “Array Events: Event IDs 1050 - 1199” — Events in this range correspond to entries 
retrieved from the 'Error' log on a storage array. Some of these are informational in 
nature; others correspond to actual errors.


◆ “Array Events: Event IDs 1200-1999” — Events in this range are manufactured by the 
event daemon itself based on its regular polling of conditions on a storage array.


<Event-ID> <Event-Name>


Category <Event-Category>


Component <Event-Component>


Severity <Event-Severity>


Message <Event-Message>


<Event-ID>  The event ID - from the SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_T enumeration in 
symapi.h


<Event-Name> The internal name for this event.


<Event-Category> The category that this event belongs to, if any. Registering against a 
category has the effect of registering for all events that belong to that 
category.


<Event-Component> The component, if one is known, that the event is delivered with. For 
Event Logging (to file, Syslog, SNMP, Windows Events), the component 
will only be present if a specific component (for example: a specific 
device, disk, pool, …) is known.1


<Event-Severity> The severity that the event is delivered with: Fatal, Critical, Major, Minor, 
Warning, Info or Normal.


<Event-Message> The message that the event is delivered with.
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Severity Calculation for status/state events


For a number of the array status events, an event severity is calculated dynamically from 
the status of the component in question (or overall array). In most cases, the mapping to 
severity is as follows:


Event daemon events: Event IDs 0-199
Events in this range are generated by the event daemon - and reflect its internal state.


They are automatically delivered to any registered applications as needed. There is no 
need to explicitly register for them.


1


Notes


Generated when the event daemon is restarted after a crash.


Severity Meaning


Normal The component is now (back) in a normal state of operation.


Info The component is no longer present (during certain 
operations).


Warning The component is in a degraded sate of operation. 
The storage array is no longer present (during certain 
operations).
The component is in an unknown state.
The component is (where possible) in a write-disabled state.


Major The component is offline.


Fatal The component is in a dead or failed state.


1 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_EVT_RESTARTED


Category


Component


Severity Warning


Message event daemon restarted; events may have been lost.
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2


Notes


Generated when the event daemon encounters a communication problem attempting to 
send events back to a client.


3


Notes


Generated when one of the internal Event Queues (within a client process or event 
daemon) overflows and events are discarded.


Array Events: Event IDs 1050 - 1199
Events in this range correspond to entries retrieved from the Error log on a storage array. 
Some of these are informational in nature; others correspond to actual errors.


These correspond to events returned by the symevent SYMCLI command.


There are a number of categories that can be used to register for a related subset of these 
events.


array subsystem
db checksum
diagnostic
environmental
device pool
service processor
srdf system


2 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_EVT_EVENTS_LOST


Category


Component


Severity Warning


Message event daemon communications problem; events may have 
been lost.


3 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_EVT_EVENTS_OVERFLOW


Category


Component


Severity Warning


Message Event Queue overflow; events may have been lost.
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srdf link
srdfa session
srdf consistency group
director
device
disk


Array Events: Event IDs 1200-1999
Events in this range are manufactured by the event daemon itself based on its regular 
polling of conditions on a storage array.


There are two categories that can be used to register for a related of these events:


◆ status


◆ optimizer


1200


Notes


◆ 'Not Present' means that the device could not be seen by Solutions Enabler.


◆ 'Online' means that the device service state is normal.


◆ ‘Online [Degraded]' means one or more of the device's mirrors are in a Not-Ready 
state.


◆ 'Offline' means that the device service state is failed.


1200 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DEV_STATUS


Category status


Component Device number
Device =1234


Severity If Online Normal
If Online Degraded Warning
If Offline Major
If Not Present Info


Message Device state has changed to Online [Degraded, 
RG-Mbr-Rebuild-or-Copy.
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1201


Notes


◆ This event reflects the overall state of the array - including its Disks, Directors, Ports.


◆ ‘Not Present' means that the array couldn't be seen by Solutions Enabler.


◆ ‘Online' means that the array is operational.


◆ ‘Online [Degraded]' means that:


• One or more Ports are in an Offline or Write-Disabled state.


• One or more Directors are in an Offline or Dead state.


• Device events [1200] events are also enabled and one or more device is in a 
Not-Ready state.


• Array sub-component events [1404] are also enabled and one or more are in a 
failed (Offline) state (Fans, Power Supplies, LCCs, MIBEs, Enclosures, etc.).


◆ 'Unknown' means that there was a problem communicating with the array.


1202


Notes


◆ 'Not Present' means the director was not seen by Solutions Enabler.


1201 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_ARRAY_STATUS


Category status


Component


Severity If Online Normal
If Online Degraded Warning
If Offline Major
If Not Present Warning or Major (depending on situation)
If Unknown Warning or Major (depending on situation)


Message Array state has changed to Not Present | Unknown | Online | 
Online Degraded | Offline


1202 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DIRECTOR_STATUS


Category status


Component Director identifier
For example: Director=SA-03C


Severity If Online Normal
If Online Degraded Warning
If Offline Major
If Failed Fatal
If Not Present Info


Message Director state has changed to Not Present | Online |
Online Degrade] | Offline | Failed
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◆ 'Online' means that the director status is Online.


◆ 'Online [Degraded]' means that one or more of the director's ports were in an Offline or 
Write-Disabled state.


◆ 'Offline' means that the director status is Offline.


◆ 'Failed' means that the director status is Dead.


1203


Indicates that the status for some Director Port has changed.


Notes


◆ 'Not Present' means the port was not seen.


◆ 'Online' means a port status of On.


◆ 'Offline' means a port status of Off.


◆ 'Write Disabled' means a port status of Write-Disabled.


1203 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_PORT_STATUS


Category status


Component Port identifier
For example: Port=SA-03C:2 (for Port 2 on Director SA-03C)


Severity If Online Normal
If Offline Major
If Write Disabled Warning
If Unknown Warning
If Not Present Info


Message Port state has changed to Not Present | Unknown | Online |
Write Disabled | Offline 
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1204


Notes


◆ 'Not Present' means that the disk could not be seen by Solutions Enabler.


◆ 'Online' means that one or more of the disk's Hypers are in a Ready state.


◆ 'Online Spare' means that the disk is a Spare and one or more of the disk’s Hypers are 
in a Ready state.


◆ 'Online [Degraded]' means that the disk can only be reached via a single array DS 
controller. This disk state is for external disk only and supported with Enginuity 5876 
and later.


◆ 'Offline' means that all of the disk's Hypers are in a Not-Ready state.


◆ 'Offline Spare' means that the disk is a Spare and all of the disk's Hypers are in a 
Not-Ready state


1204 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DISK_STATUS


Category status


Component Spindle ID (Disk identifier is supported for internal disks only)
For example: 
Disk=123
or
Disk=16B:C2 (for Director 16B, DA Interface C, SCSI ID/Target 2) (internal 
disks only)


Severity If Online Normal
If Online Spare Normal
If Online Degraded Warning
If Offline Warning
If Offline Spare Warning
If Not Present Info


Message Disk state is now <State> (was: <State>).
Where State can be:
Online
Offline
Online Spare
Offline Spare
Online Degraded
Not Present
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1205


Indicates that the configuration of some device has changed.


Notes


◆ The following aspects of a device's configuration is considered by this event:


• The base device configuration.


• The meta configuration of the device (META_HEAD, META_MEMBER).


• The bound-vs-bound state of a TDEV (bound vs unbound).


• Whether a dynamic spare disk is invoked for the device.


• The RDF mode of the device (of either leg for Concurrent SRDF).


• The data pool bound to by a TDEV changes. This reflects a device being bound, 
unbound or re-bound to a different pool, and is also triggered when the name of 
the pool changes.


1206


Indicates that the status of a Snap, SRDF/A DSE or ThinData Pool has changed.


1205 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DEV_CONFIG_CHANGE


Category status


Component Device number
For example: Device=1234


Severity Info


Message Device configuration has changed.


1206 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_POOL_STATUS


Category status


Component Pool name
For example: SnapPool=Sales, DSEPool=Finance, 
TPDataPool=Eng


Severity If Online Normal
If Online Degraded Warning
If Offline Major
If Not Present Info


Message Snap Savedev Pool state has changed to Not Present | Online |
Online Degraded | Offline
SRDF/A DSE Pool state has changed to Not Present | Online | 
Online Degraded | Offline
Data Pool state has changed to Not Present | Online |
Online Degraded | Offline
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Notes


◆ 'Not Present' means that the pool no longer exists.


◆ 'Online' means that the pool is in an enabled.'


◆ 'Online [Degraded]' means that the pool is in a mixed state.


◆ 'Offline' means that the pool is in a disabled state.


1207


Indicates that the configuration of a Snap, SRDF/A DSE or ThinData Pool has changed.


Notes


◆ A pool's configuration changes if:


• The set of Enabled devices in the pool changes.


• The total size (free + used) of all the Enabled devices in the pool changes.


1208


This is a Threshold event that reflects the amount (as a percentage) of used space within a 
pool.


Unless threshold values are supplied with the registration, the following defaults are used 
to derive an event severity:


If value is 100%  — Fatal


1207 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_POOL_CONFIG_CHANGE


Category status


Component Pool name
For example: SnapPool=Sales, DSEPool=Finance, 
TPDataPool=Eng


Severity Info


Message Snap Savedev Pool configuration has changed.
SRDF/A DSE Pool configuration has changed.
Data Pool configuration has changed.


1208 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_THRESH_POOL_FREESPACE


Category status


Component Pool name
For example: SnapPool=Sales, DSEPool=Finance, 
TPDataPool=Eng


Severity Determined by Threshold values. See below.


Message Snap Savedev Pool utilization is now <NN> percent.
SRDF/A DSE Pool utilization is now <NN> percent.
Data Pool utilization is now <NN> percent.
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If value is >= 80% — Critical


If value is >= 70% — Major


If value is >= 65% — Minor


If value is >= 60% — Warning


Otherwise  — Nornal


Notes


◆ Used space size is determined by calls to SymPoolShow().


◆ Events are only delivered at multiples of 5% … for <NN> equal to 5%, 10%, 15%, … , 
75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95% and 100%.


◆ Threshold events are only delivered when the severity, as determined by threshold 
values, changes.


1209


Indicates that the state (released vs acquired) of one of the monitored Symmetrix External 
Locks (SELs) has changed.


Note


At this time, only SEL #15 (used by Config Change) is monitored.


1209 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_SEL_CHANGE


Category status


Component Symmetrix Lock Number
For example: SEL=15


Severity Info


Message Symmetrix External Lock has been acquired.
Symmetrix External Lock has been released.
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1210


Indicates that a disk has started or stopped acting as a spare.


Note


With Permanent Sparing on newer arrays, a failing disk and a spare will exchange roles. 
The failed disk will end up as a failed spare, and the spare will end up as a normal disk. 
The “Disk is now an invoked Spare” event will rarely if ever be delivered.


1211


This is a Threshold event that reflects the number of available Spare Disks on the storage 
array.


Unless threshold values are supplied with the registration, the following defaults are used 
to derive an event severity:


If value is 0 — Critical


If value is 1 — Major


If value is 2 — Warning


Otherwise  — Info


1210 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_HOTSPARE_CHANGE


Category status


Component Disk identifier of the Spare
For example: Disk=16B:C2 (for Director 16B, DA InterfaceC, 
SCSI ID/Target 2)


Severity For 5x74 and newer arrays:
Normal
For older arrays:
If invoked Warning
If no longer invoked Normal


Message For 5x74 and newer arrays:
Disk is lo longer a Spare.
Disk is now a Spare.
Disk is now an invoked Spare.


For older arrays:
Spare has been invoked against a failed disk.
Spare is no longer invoked against a failed disk.


1211 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_NUM_HOTSPARES_T


Category


Component


Severity Determined by Threshold values. See below.


Message Number of available disk spares is <NN>.
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Note


Threshold events are only delivered when the severity, as determined by threshold values, 
changes.


1212


This is a Threshold event that reflects the amount (as a percentage) of a Thin Device that is 
backed by space in a Data Pool.


Unless threshold values are supplied with the registration, the following defaults are used 
to derive an event severity:


If value is 100%  — Fatal


If value is >= 80% — Critical


If value is >= 70% — Major


If value is >= 65% — Minor


If value is >= 60% — Warning


Otherwise  — Normal


Notes


◆ Events are only delivered at multiples of 5% … for <NN> equal to 5%, 10%, 15%, … , 
75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95% and 100%.


◆ Threshold events are only delivered when the severity, as determined by threshold 
values, changes.


1213


This is a Threshold event that reflects the amount (as a percentage) of a Thin Device that 
has been written to.


1212 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_THRESH_TDEV_ALLOCATED


Category


Component Device number
For example: Device=1234


Severity Determined by Threshold values. See below.


Message Thin Device is now <NN> percent allocated.


1213 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_THRESH_TDEV_USED


Category


Component Device number
For example: Device=1234


Severity Determined by Threshold values. See below.


Message Thin Device is now <NN> percent allocated.
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Unless threshold values are supplied with the registration, the following defaults are used 
to derive an event severity:


If value is 100%  — Fatal


If value is >= 80% — Critical


If value is >= 70% — Major


If value is >= 65% — Minor


If value is >= 60% — Warning


Otherwise  — Normal


Notes


◆ Events are only delivered at multiples of 5% … for <NN> equal to 5%, 10%, 15%, … , 
75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95% and 100%.


◆ Threshold events are only delivered when the severity, as determined by threshold 
values, changes.


1214


Indicates that the configuration changed for a Director.


1215


Indicates that the configuration changed for a Port on a Front End (FE) Director.


Notes


◆ The only aspects of a port's configuration that are considered the following flags from 
the FA port flags:


◆ The _VCM_ENABLED flag.


1214
SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DIRECTOR_CONFIG_CHANG
E


Category status


Component Director


Severity Info


Message Director configuration has changed.


1215 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_PORT_CONFIG_CHANGE


Category status


Component Port
For example: Port=SA-03C:2(for Port 2 on Director SA-03C)


Severity Info


Message Port configuration has changed.
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◆ The _VOL_SET_ADDR (VSA) flag.


1216


Indicates that the state of a device in a Snap, SRDF/A DSE or ThinData Pool has changed.


1217


Indicates that the Deferred Service replacement threshold indicator for a storage array has 
changed. This change can be in either direction – from not-exceeded to exceeded … or 
from exceeded to not-exceeded.


Note


◆ This event will only be generated if Deferred Service is enabled for the storage array.


1216 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_POOL_DEV_STATE_CHANGE


Category status


Component Pool name
For example: SnapPool=Sales , DSEPool=Finance ,  
TPDataPool=Eng


Severity Info


Message Snap Savedev Pool device state has changed.
SRDF/A DSE Pool device state has changed.
Data Pool device state has changed.


1217 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_DFR_SVC_STATE


Category status


Component


Severity If the replacement threshold has been exceeded Warning
Otherwise Info


Message The deferred services replacement threshold has been exceeded -
service is required.
The deferred services replacement threshold is no longer exceeded.
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1218


Indicates that the configuration of a device has changed. The implementation makes use 
of a checksum maintained by the event daemonover a device’s core configuration data. An 
event is generated when this checksum changes.


1219


Indicates that a VLUN migration has completed or failed.


Note


◆ This is only generated for explicitly initiated VLUN migrations – not movements being 
performed by FAST.


1218 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_DEV_CFG_CHKSUM


Category status


Component Device number
For example: Device=1234


Severity Info


Message The device configuration checksum has changed.


1219 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_MIGRATE_COMPLETE


Category status


Component Migrate Session name
For example: MigrSess=jones17


Severity If success Info
If terminated Info
If timed out Warning
If failed Major


Message The migrate operation is complete: success.
The migrate operation is complete: timed out.
The migrate operation is complete: terminated.
The migrate operation is complete: failed.
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1220


Indicates that a Thin Pool rebalancing activity has completed.


Note


This event is only supported for Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5875.


1230


Indicates that some change has been made to the configuration of the storage array.


Note


This event is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the storage 
array.


1231


Indicates that some change have been made to the device masking database on the 
storage array.


1220 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_POOL_REBAL_COMPLETE


Category status


Component The Data Pool name.
For example: TPDataPool=Eng


Severity If success Info
If terminated Info
If timed out Warning
If failed Major


Message Thin Pool rebalancing operation is complete: success.
Thin Pool rebalancing operation is complete: timed out.
Thin Pool rebalancing operation is complete: terminated.
Thin Pool rebalancing operation is complete: failed.


1230 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_ARRAY_CONFIG_CHANGE


Category status


Component


Severity Info


Message Array configuration has changed.


1231 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_MASKING_CHANGE


Category status


Component


Severity Info


Message Device Masking database has changed.
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Note


This event is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the storage 
array.


1232


Indicates that some change has been made to the Access Control [symacl] database on 
the storage array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the storage array.


1233


Indicates that a dynamic RDF operation has been performed on some device.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the storage array.


1234


Indicates that a snap / clone session has been created, activated or deleted.


1232 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_ACCESS_CONTROL_CHANGE


Category status


Component


Severity Info


Message Access Control definitions have changed.


1233 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DYNAMIC_RDF_CONFIG


Category status


Component


Severity Info


Message Dynamic RDF operation performed on device.


1234 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_SNAP_CLONE_CONFIG


Category status


Component


Severity Info


Message Snap session created, activated or deleted.
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Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the storage array.


1235


Indicates that the BCV pairing for some device has changed.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the storage array.


1236


Indicates that the HPUX device identifier for some device has been changed.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the storage array.


1237


Indicates that the device name for some device has been changed.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the storage array.


1235 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_BCV_CONTROL_CONFIG


Category status


Component


Severity Info


Message BCV device pairing has changed.


1236 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DEV_NAME_HP_ID_CONFIG


Category status


Component


Severity Info


Message HPUX device identifier has changed.


1237 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DEV_NAME_CONFIG


Category status


Component


Severity Info


Message Device Name has changed.
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1238


Indicates that the device nice name for some device has been changed.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the storage array.


1239


Indicates that the OpenVMS device identifier for some device has been changed.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the storage array.


1240


Indicates that the Device Reservation state for some device on the storage array has 
changed.


Note


This event requires checking for modifications to file(s) within SFS.


1238 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DEV_NICE_NAME_CONFIG


Category status


Component


Severity Info


Message Device Nice Name has changed.


1239 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DEV_NAME_VMS_ID_CONFIG


Category status


Component


Severity Info


Message OpenVMS device identifier has changed.


1240 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_DEVICE_RESV_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Device Reservations data has changed.
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1241


This ia a Threshold event that indicates the amount (in seconds) by which an SRDFA 
Group's Cycle Time exceeds the minimum that is configured.


Unless threshold values are supplied with the registration, the following defaults are used 
to derive an event severity:


If value is >= 5 — Warning


Otherwise — Info


Notes


This is determined by calling SymReplicationGet() and examining the 
time_since_last_switch and duration_of_last_cycle quantities for Active, R1, non-MSC 
sessions.


The event value corresponds to the number of seconds that the larger of these two is 
beyond the configured min_cycle_time. If the time(s) are less than min_cycle_time 
(everything normal), the event value is 0. To protect against rounding problems, the test is 
actually against min_cycle_time+1. If the times are less than min_cycle_time+1, the event 
value will be 0. Therefore, possible event values are: 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.


For example, assuming a min_cycle_time of 10:


1241 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_SRDFA_CYCLE_TIME_T


Category


Component The SRDF Group.
For example: SRDF-grp=13


Severity Determined by Threshold values. See below.


Message Time since last SRDFA cycle switch exceeds minimum cycle 
time by <NN> seconds.


time_since_last_switch event value
9 0
10 0
11 0
13 3
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1242


This is a Threshold event that indicates the percentage of cache that is available for SRDFA 
use that is actually holding SRDFA Write Pending data.


Unless threshold values are supplied with the registration, the following defaults are used 
to derive an event severity:


If value is >= 90%— Warning


Otherwise — Info


Notes


◆ This is determined by calling SymReplicationGet() and summing the active_cycle_size 
and inactive_cycle_size values for all active R1 or R2 sessions. The maximum 
available cache is computed in the usual manner:


if ((max_host_throttle == 0) and
  (rdfa_max_cache_usage > 0) and
  (rdfa_max_cache_usage < 100))


max_avail = (max_wr_pend_slots * rdfa_max_cache_usage) / 100
else


max_avail = max_wr_pend_slots


The event value is the sun of the active and inactive cycle sizes expressed as a 
percentage of this max avail cache size.


◆ warning: Exercise caution when assigning significance to this event. The fact that an 
amount of cache is available for SRDFA to use (max_avail above) doesn't mean that it 
is guaranteed to be available for its use. There are other sources of Write Pending data 
that can use up this space as well - leaving it unavailable for SRDFA's use.


1242 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_SRDFA_WP_CACHEUSE_T


Category


Component


Severity Determined by Threshold values. See below.


Message SRDFA cycles now using <NN> percent of the cache available 
for it.
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1243


Notes


This is a Threshold event that indicates the percentage of Symmetrix Cache that is holding 
Write Pending data.


Unless threshold values are supplied with the registration, the following defaults are used 
to derive an event severity:


If value is >= 90% — Warning


Otherwise  — Info


1244


Notes


Indicates a change in environmental status for one of the following types of 
sub-components within the VMAX array:


1243 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_WP_CACHEUSE_T


Category


Component


Severity Determined by Threshold values. See below.


Message Write Pending data is now using <NN> percent of the cache.


1244 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_ARR_COMP_STATUS


Category


Component Power=xxx
Fan=xxx
LCC=xxx
Enclosure=xxx
MM=xxx
IOMC=xxx
Dir=xxx


Severity If Online Normal
If Online Degraded Warning
If Offline Major
If Unknown Warning


Message Component state has changed to Online | Online Degraded | Offline | Unknown


Fans [ Fan ]
Power Supplies [ Power ]
Link Control Cards [ LCC ]
Management Modules [ MM ]
IO Module Carriers [ IOMC ]
Directors (for environmental alerts) [ Dir ]
Enclosures or Matrix Interface Board Enclosures [ Enclosure ]
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◆ 'Online' means that the component is a Normal or Degraded state.


◆ 'Online [Degraded]' means that the component is in a degraded state.


◆ 'Offline' means that the component is in a Failed state.


The format of the specific component name ('xxx' above) may differ depending on the 
VMAX model. Some examples you might encounter are:


1245


This is a Threshold event that indicates the amount of time (in minutes) that SRDF DSE 
Spillover has been occurring for.


Unless threshold values are supplied with the registration, the following defaults are used 
to derive an event severity:


If value is >= 30 (minutes)  — Warning


Otherwise  — Nornal


Note


Threshold events are only delivered when the severity, as determined by threshold values, 
changes.


SB-1/Fan-A Fan in System Bay
SB-1/ENC-1 Enclosure within System Bay
SB-1/ENC-1/Fan-A Fan in Enclosure-Slot within System Bay
SB-1/MIBE-L-2A MIBE within System Bay
SB-1/MIBE-L-2A/PS-A Power Supply in MIBE within System Bay


1245 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_DSE_SPILL_TIME_T


Category


Component The SRDF Group.
For example: SRDF-grp=13


Severity Determined by Threshold values. See below.


Message DSE Spillover has been occurring on the RDF group for <N> minutes.
or
DSE Spillover is no longer occurring on the RDF group.
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1246


Note


This event is only supported on VMAX arrays running Enginuity 5876 and HYPERMAX OS 
5977.


1247


Note


This event is only supported on VMAX arrays running Enginuity 5876 and HYPERMAX OS 
5977.


1246 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DISK_GRP_CHG


Category


Component The Symmetrix Disk group number (decimal).
For example: DiskGrp=2


Severity INFO


Message Disk Group has changed.
or
Disk Group has been deleted 
or
Disk Group has been created 


1247 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DISK_SPARE_CVG


Category


Component Disk identifier
For example: Disk=16B:C2 (for Director 16B, DA InterfaceC, SCSI 
ID/Target 2) 


Severity INFO


Message Disk has spare coverage.
or
Disk no longer has spare coverage.
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1248


Note


This event is only supported on VMAX arrays running HYPERMAX OS 5977.


1280


Indicates that the Cache Partitioning data on the array has been changed.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


1281


Indicates that the Dynamic Mapping info for some device has been changed on the VMAX 
array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indications maintained on the VMAX array.


1248 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DISK_SPARE_PCT_CHNG


Category


Component The Symmetrix Disk group number (decimal).
For example: DiskGrp=2


Severity INFO


Message The spare capacity percentage for diskgroup on engine %d  has 
changed


1280 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_CACHE_PART_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Cache Partitioning configuration has changed.


1281 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DYNAMIC_MAPPING_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Dynamic Mapping configuration for a device has changed.
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1282


Indicates that the Meta configuration for some device has been changed on the VMAX 
array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indications maintained on the VMAX array.


1283


Indicates that some Initiator Group on the array has been changed.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


1284


Indicates that some Storage Group on the array has been changed.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


1282 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_META_CONFIG_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Meta configuration for a device has changed.


1283 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_INITIATOR_GRP_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Initiator Group has changed.


1284 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_STORAGE_GRP_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Storage Group has changed.
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1285


Indicates that some Director Port Group on the array has been changed.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


1286


Indicates that some Masking View on the array has been changed.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


1287


Indicates that a change has been made to the Feature Registration DataBase on the VMAX 
array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


1285 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_DIR_PORT_GRP_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Director Port Group has changed.


1286 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_MASKING_VIEW_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Masking View has changed.


1287 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_FEAT_REG_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Feature Registration DB has changed.
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1288


Indicates that a change has been made to the Application Registration DataBase on the 
VMAX array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


1289


Indicates that a change has been made to the FAST (Fully Automated Storage Tiering) Tiers 
on the VMAX array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


1290


Indicates that a change has been made to the FAST (Fully Automated Storage Tiering) 
Policies on the VMAX array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


1288 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_APP_REG_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Application Registration DB has changed.


1289 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_TIERS_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message FAST tiers have changed.


1290 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_FAST_POLICY_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message FAST policies have changed.
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1291


Indicates that a change has been made to the FAST (Fully Automated Storage Tiering) 
Associations on the VMAX array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


1292


Indicates that a change has been made to the FAST (Fully Automated Storage Tiering) time 
windows on the VMAX array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


1293


Indicates that a change has been made to the FAST (Fully Automated Storage Tiering) 
control parameters on the VMAX array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


1291 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_FAST_ASSOCS_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message FAST associations have changed.


1292 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_FAST_TIME_WDS_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Optimizer/FAST time windows have changed.


1293 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_FAST_CTL_PARMS_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Optimizer/FAST control parameters have changed.
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1294


Indicates that a change has been made to a storage group on the VMAX array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


This event is only supported with HYPERMAX OS 5977.


1295


Indicates that a change has been made to an initiator group on the VMAX array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


This event is only supported with HYPERMAX OS 5977.


1296


Indicates that a change has been made to a port group on the VMAX array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


1294 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_SG_CONFIG_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Storage group configuration has changed


1295 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_IG_CONFIG_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Initiator group configuration has changed


1296 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_PG_CONFIG_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Port group configuration has changed
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This event is only supported with HYPERMAX OS 5977.


1297


Indicates that a change has been made to a masking view configuration on the VMAX 
array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


This event is only supported with HYPERMAX OS 5977.


1298


Indicates that a change has been made to a storage group scope on the VMAX array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


This event is only supported with HYPERMAX OS 5977.


1299


Indicates that a change has been made to an initiator group scope on the VMAX array.


1297 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_MV_CONFIG_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Masking view configuration has changed


1298 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_SG_SCOPE_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Storage group scope has changed


1299 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_IG_SCOPE_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Initiator group scope has changed
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Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


This event is only supported with HYPERMAX OS 5977.


1300


Indicates that a change has been made to a masking view scope on the VMAX array.


Note


This is derived from one of the QuickConfig indication maintained on the VMAX array.


This event is only supported with HYPERMAX OS 5977.


1400


Indicates that a change has been made to the User Authorization [symauth] database on 
the VMAX array.


Note


This is determined by checking for modifications to the User Authorization file stored in 
SFS.


1300 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_MV_SCOPE_CHANGE


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message Masking view scope has changed


1400 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_AUTHZ_RULES_CHANGED


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message User Authorization rules have changed.
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1401


This is a threshold event that tracks as a percentage the amount of data in an array Audit 
Log - how close the log is to its wrapping point where existing entries begin to be 
over-written.


Unless threshold values are supplied with the registration, the following defaults are used 
to derive an event severity:


If value is >= 80% — Warning


Otherwise  — Nornal


Notes


◆ What is actually reported is the position of the write pointer within the Audit Log as a 
percentage: 0% for the beginning, 100% for the end.


◆ This event is intended to be used as an indication that a backup of the Audit Log is 
needed - if appropriate.


1402


Indicates that a security-related record was written to the array Audit Log.


Notes


◆ This event is delivered when audit records with an Audit Class of SECURITY are 
detected in the Audit Log.


◆ The audit message is a free-form string that may span multiple lines (containing 
multiple new line characters).


1401 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_AUDIT_LOG_SIZE_T


Category


Component


Severity Determined by Threshold values. See below.


Message Audit log is at <NN> percent of capacity (before wrapping).


1402 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_SEC_AUDIT


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message << The actual message from the Audit Record >>
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1403


Indicates that a Security alert was written to the array Audit Log.


Notes


◆ This event is delivered when audit records corresponding to one of the following are 
detected in the Audit Log:


◆ Access Control failures (host based access control, symacl).


◆ User Authorization failures (user based access control, symauth).


◆ SymmWin / SSC Logon failures.


◆ SymmWin Logins


◆ iSCSI authorization failures


◆ The audit message is a free-form string that may span multiple lines (containing 
multiple new line characters).


1404


Indicates some (any) record written to the array Audit Log.


Note


The audit message is a free-form string that may span multiple lines (containing multiple 
new line characters).


1403 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_SEC_FAIL_AUDIT


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message << The actual message from the Audit Record >>


1404 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_ALL_AUDIT


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message << The actual message from the Audit Record >>.
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1500


Indicates some Optimizer Swap activity.


Note


This is derived by detecting a record written by the Optimizer to the array Audit Log.


1501


Indicates some Optimizer Move activity.


Note


This is derived by detecting a record written by the Optimizer to the array Audit Log.


1502


Indicates some Optimizer configuration change.


Note


This is derived by detecting a record written by the Optimizer to the array Audit Log.


1500 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_OPTMZ_SWAP_ACT


Category Optimizer


Component


Severity Info


Message Optimizer Swap activity (from Audit Log).


1501 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_OPTMZ_MOVE_ACT


Category Optimizer


Component


Severity Info


Message Optimizer Move activity (from Audit Log).


1502 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_OPTMZ_SCHEDULE


Category Optimizer


Component


Severity Info


Message Optimizer configuration change (from Audit Log).
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1503


Indicates some FAST Controller activity.


Note


This is derived by detecting a record written by the Optimizer to the array Audit Log.


1504


Indicates some FAST Controller Move activity.


Note


This is derived by detecting a record written by the Optimizer to the array Audit Log.


1505


Indicates some FAST Controller configuration change.


Note


This is derived by detecting a record written by the Optimizer to the array Audit Log.


1503 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_FAST_SWAP_ACT


Category Optimizer


Component


Severity Info


Message FAST Controller Swap activity (from Audit Log).


1504 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_FAST_MOVE_ACT


Category Optimizer


Component


Severity Info


Message FAST Controller Move activity (from Audit Log).


1505 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_FAST_SCHEDULE


Category Optimizer


Component


Severity Info


Message FAST Controller configuration change (from Audit Log).
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1506


Note


This is derived by detecting a record written by the Optimizer to the array Audit Log.


1507


Note


Indicates that user approval of the a swap state is required and user approval is required.


1506 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_OPTMZ_RB_ACT


Category Optimizer


Component


Severity Info


Message Optimizer Rollback activity (from Audit Log).


1507 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_OPTMZ_APPRVL_NEEDED


Category


Component


Severity Info


Message User approval is required for a Config Change plan 
generated by the Optimizer/FAST Controller.
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1508


Note


Indicates that the FAST state has changed from a previous state to the current state.


1509


Note


Indicates that the Optimizer status state has changed.


1508 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_FAST_STATE_SWITCH


Category Optimizer


Component


Severity Info


Message The FAST (DP or VP) controller has switched to state: 
<current_state> (was: <previous_state>).
Where <current_state> and <previous_state> can be one of the 
following possible values:
• Disabled
• Enabled
• Disable in progress
• Enable in progress
• Disable with error
• Degraded


1509 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_OPTMZ_MODE_SWITCH


Category Optimizer


Component


Severity Info


Message The Optimizer has switched to a different mode.
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1510


Note


This event checks for allocated capacity change of all associated pools under the same 
FAST VP policy. And as such, if FAST VP policy is accidentally used, this event will never be 
generated.


1511


Note


This event is only supported with Enginuity 5876 Q42012 SR and above.


1512


Unless threshold values are supplied with the registration, the following defaults are used 
to derive an event severity:


If value is 100%  — Fatal


1510 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_FAST_ALLOC_CHANGE


Category Optimizer


Component <policy_name>


Severity Info


Message The combined allocation in pools has changed.


1511 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_FAST_TIER_PERF_CHANGE


Category Optimizer


Component <tier_name>


Severity Info


Message FAST Tier (<tier_name>) is performing as expected 
(NORMAL). 
or
FAST Tier (<tier_name>) is performing worse than expected 
(LOW).


1512 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_ALERT_FAST_SRP_ALLOC_CHANGE


Category Optimizer


Component <SRP_name>


Severity Determined by Threshold values. See below.


Message The allocation for SRP has changed to <NN> %u percent.
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If value is >= 80% — Critical


If value is >= 70% — Major


If value is >= 65% — Minor


If value is >= 60% — Warning


Otherwise  — Normal


Notes


◆ Events are only delivered at multiples of 5% … for <NN> equal to 5%, 10%, 15%, … , 
75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95% and 100%.


◆ Threshold events are only delivered when the severity, as determined by threshold 
values, changes.


◆ This event is only supported with HYPERMAX OS 5977.


1600


Indicates that the composition of a device group (DG) or composite group (CG) has 
changed.


Notes


◆ The Entity name and type (normally a Symmetrix ID) are not provided for this event. 
When registering to receive the event, there is no need to supply an ID 
(symid=000194900123) - if one is supplied, it will be ignored.


◆ If GNS is not enabled, this event indicates that a group definition in the Solutions 
Enabler DB file on this host has changed.


◆ If GNS is enabled, this event indicates that a global group definition stored within GNS 
(on storage arrays) has changed.


1600 SYMAPI_AEVENT2_UID_GROUP_CONFIG


Category


Entity Not set -- set to NULL.


Component DG or CG group.
For example: DG=prod17 or CG=prod18


Severity Info


Message Group has changed.
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Before you begin
Before you begin to install/upgrade Solutions Enabler, be sure to complete the tasks 
listed in this section.


❑ Review the following best practices:


• Backup persistent data and uninstall previous versions of Solutions Enabler before 
performing major upgrades.


• Use the response file method for mass deployments.


• The automated installers: Kickstart, Jumpstart, and Ignite are recommended.


• To achieve full installation functionality, use the Solutions Enabler installation 
wrapper script.


❑ For AIX and Solaris hosts with GPG installed, import the public key and verify the 
digital signature:


a. Locate the public key (public_key) and the signature. For example, the digital 
signature for AIX is:


SYMCLI.8.0.3.0.bff.sig


b. Import the key, by entering:


gpg --import public_key


c. Verify the imported key using, by entering:


-bash-3.00# gpg --list-key


d. Edit the imported key and trust it ultimately, by entering:


-bash-3.00# gpg --edit-key C4E34013


e. Verify the digital signatures, by entering:


gpg --verify SigFile


Where SigFile is the name of the digital signature.


For example, to verify the digital signature for AIX, enter:


gpg --verify SYMCLI.8.0.3.0.bff.sig


❑ For Linux hosts, import the ascii public key, by entering:


rpm --import sepubkey.asc


PureNative installation kits
Solutions Enabler PureNative kits are available for the following UNIX platforms:


◆ AIX
◆ HP-UX (PA/RISC and ia64)
◆ Linux (ia64, PPC64, and 390)
◆ Solaris (SunOS Sparc and SunOS x86)


The kits use the following naming convention:


seMmPp-OS-ARCH-ni.tar.gz
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Where:


M = Major version


m = Minor version


P = Point


p = Patch


OS = Operating System


ARCH = Processor architecture


For example:


se8030-SunOS-sparc-ni.tar.gz


Table 43 on page 307 lists the kit components by operating system.


Note: N/A indicates that the component is not supported in the corresponding operating 
system.
Components within shaded rows are required.


Table 43  Solutions Enabler PureNative kit contents  (page 1 of 2)


OS-specific component names


DescriptionAIX HP-UX Linux SunOS


SYMCLI.DATA.rte SYMCLI.DATA symcli-data SYMdse Installs persistent data files and SSL 
certificate files.


SYMse Installs Solutions Enabler program 
files for Solaris platforms (sparc and 
X86). This holds sub components 
like SRM, JNI, etc.


SYMCLI
THINCORE.rte


SYMCLI.THINCORE symcli-thincore N/A Installs Solutions Enabler thin core 
functionality.


SYMCLI.BASE.rte SYMCLI.BASE symcli-base N/A Installs:
• Solutions Enabler core 


functionality, including symapi, 
symlvm, storapi, storapid, 
storcore, stordaemon, and 
storpds


• Storage Resource Management 
base mapping library


• Shared libraries and runtime 
environment, including Base 
Storage LIbrary component and 
Control Storage Library 
component


This option is part of the shared 
library runtime environment. It is a 
core requisite for other options, and 
is therefore mandatory for a 
successful installation.


SYMCLI.CERT.rte SYMCLI.CERT symcli-cert N/A Installs SSL certificate files.
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Installing Solutions Enabler
This section describes how to install/upgrade Solutions Enabler using native installer 
commands.


Installing on AIX


To install on an AIX host:


1. Uncompress and untar the installation kit.


2. Do either of the following depending on whether you want to perform a full or 
customized installation:


• To perform a full installation, run the following command:


installp -ac -d absolute_path_to_SYMCLI*.bff_file 
all


• To perform a custom installation and install only specific components, run the 
following command:


installp -a -d absolute_path_to_SYMCLI*.bff_file FileSetName


Where FileSetName is a component name from Table 43 on page 307.


SYMCLI.SYMCLI.rte SYMCLI.SYMCLI symcli-symcli N/A Installs the collection of binaries 
known as Symmetrix Command Line 
Interface (SYMCLI).


SYMCLI.
SYMRECOVER.rte


SYMCLI.
SYMRECOVER


symcli-symrecover N/A Installs the SRDF session recovery 
component.


N/A N/A symcli-smi N/A Installs the SMI Provider.


N/A N/A symcli-vss N/A Installs the VSS Provider.


SYMCLI.SRM.rte SYMCLI.SRM symcli-srm N/A Installs:
• The shared libraries and runtime 


environment - base mapping 
component.


• The Oracle daemon.
• The SRM SYBASE database 


runtime component.
• The SRM IBM UDB database 


runtime component.


SYMCLI.JNI.rte SYMCLI.JNI symcli-jni N/A Installs the Solutions Enabler Java 
interface component. You should 
install this component if your 
Solutions Enabler installation uses 
the Java interface.


SYMCLI.64BIT.rte SYMCLI.64BIT symcli-64bita N/A Installs the 64-bit libraries.


a. Only for Linux X64.


Table 43  Solutions Enabler PureNative kit contents (continued) (page 2 of 2)


OS-specific component names


DescriptionAIX HP-UX Linux SunOS
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3. Run the following command to verify the component installation:


lppchk -f FileSetName


A 0 value is returned for a successful installation.


4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each component to install.


Installing on HP-UX


You can install Solutions Enabler on a HP-UX host using either a command line option or a 
response file.


Using the command line


To install on an HP-UX host using the command line:


1. Uncompress and untar the installation kit.


2. From the local file system, run the following commands to start the installation:


swreg -l depot AbsolutePathtoSYMCLI.depot


swinstall -s AbsolutePathtoSYMCLI.depot FileSetName:InstallPath


Where FileSetName is a component name from Table 43 on page 307.


3. Repeat step 2 for each component to install.


Using a response file


To install on an HP-UX host using a response file:


1. Create a response file similar to the following:


#cat response_file_bin
SYMCLI.THINCORE:/opt/emc
SYMCLI.BASE:/opt/emc
SYMCLI.SRM:/opt/emc
SYMCLI.SYMCLI:/opt/emc
SYMCLI.SYMRECOVER:/opt/emc
SYMCLI.JNI:/opt/emc
SYMCLI.64BIT:/opt/emc


#cat response_file_data
SYMCLI.DATA:/usr/emc
SYMCLI.CERT:/usr/emc


2. Run the following command, specifying the location of the installation package and 
the name of your response file:


swinstall -s AbsolutePathtoSYMCLI.depot 
-f ResponseFile


Installing on Linux


You can install Solutions Enabler on a Linux host using either RPM, a response file, or Yum.
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Using RPM 


To install on a Linux host using the command line:


1. Uncompress and untar the installation kit.


2. Run the following command to start the installation:


rpm -i symcli*8.0.3*.rpm


3. Run the following command to verify the component installation:


rpm -qa | grep symcli


4. Run the following command to verify the component installation:


rpm -i symcli*8.0.3*.rpm


5. Run the following command to set lockbox password:


/usr/symcli/install/set_lockbox.sh


Using a response file


To install on a Linux host using a response file:


1. Create a response file similar to the following in 
/usr/temp/emc_se_linux_response_file:


-bash-2.05b# cat emc_se_linux_response_file
EMC_APPLICATION_PATH:/opt/emc
EMC_VAR_PATH:/usr/emc
ADDITIONAL_COMPONENTS:jni srm


2. Run the following command to start the installation:


rpm -i symcli*8.0.3*.rpm


3. Run the following command to verify the installation:


rpm -qa | grep symcli


Using Yum


To install on a Linux host using Yum:


1. Run the following command to create a directory for the Solutions Enabler repository:


mkdir /symapi.repo


2. Change directory to the Solutions Enabler repository:


cd /symapi.repo


3. Depending on whether the kit is in the form of a tar ball or an RPM, run the following 
command to extract all files into the Solutions Enabler repository:


• If in a tar ball, run:


tar -xvf se803*-Linux-*.tar


• If in an RPM, run:


rpm2cpio symcli*8.0.3*.rpm| cpio –id
mv kit_arch_dir/*.rpm current_working_dir 
rm –rf kit_arch_dir
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4. Verify that the rpm files (components) and an XML file are extracted into the 
/symapi.repo directory. For file names and descriptions, refer to Table 43 on 
page 307.


5. Run the following command to create Yum Solutions Enabler repository:


createrepo -g symapi.xml /symapi.repo


6. Run the following command to add the Solutions Enabler repository into the Yum 
repositories:


cat > /etc/yum.repos.d/symapi.repo << EOF
[symapi]
baseurl=file:///symapi.repo
enabled=1
gpgcheck=0
EOF


7. Run the following command to start the installation:


yum groupinstall SYMAPI -y


Installing on Solaris


You can install/upgrade Solutions Enabler on a Solaris host using either a command line 
option, or a response file. 


Using the command line


To install on a Solaris host using the command line:


1. Uncompress and untar the installation kit.


2. Run the following command to view a list of packages:


pkgadd -d .


3. Run the following, depending on whether you want to start an interactive or silent 
installation:


Where ResponseFile is the name of your response file and PkgName is a component 
name from Table 43 on page 307.


The Solutions Enabler Solaris installation kit consists of two components: SYMdse and 
SYMse. SYMdse contains persistent data files and SYMse contains program files. 
SYMse accommodates classes (sub components), which are used to custom-install 
required Solutions Enabler features like SRM, JNI, etc., using a response file.


Install the components in the following order:


SYMdse


Interactive: pkgadd -d . PkgName


pkgadd -G -d . PkgName (on Solaris 10 or higher)


Silent: pkgadd -n -d . -a Full_path_to_ADMINFile
-r ResponseFile PkgName


pkgadd -G -n -d . -a Full_path_to_ADMINFile -r 
ResponseFile PkgName (on Solaris 10 or higher)
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SYMse


4. Run the following command to verify the installation:


pkgchk -f PkgName


A 0 value is returned for a successful installation.


5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each component to install.


Using a response file


To install on Solaris host using a response file:


1. Uncompress and untar the installation kit.


2. Create a response file similar to the following:


-bash-2.05b# cat response_file_bin
CLASSES=none thincore base symcli symrecover srm 64bit jni
BASEDIR=/opt/emc


-bash-2.05b# cat response_file_data
CLASSES=none data cert
BASEDIR=/usr/emc


3. Create the following admin file:


#cat admin_file
mail=
basedir=default
runlevel=quit
conflict=nocheck
setuid=nocheck
action=nocheck
partial=nocheck
instance=overwrite
idepend=quit
rdepend=quit
space=quit


4. Run the following command to start the installation:


pkgadd -n -d . -a Full_path_to_ADMINFile -r ResponseFile PkgName


pkgadd -G -n -d . -a Full_path_to_ADMINFile -r ResponseFile PkgName 
(on Solaris 10 or higher)


Where ResponseFile is the name of your response file and PkgName is a component 
name from Table 43 on page 307.


5. Install the components in the following order:


data
cert
thincore
base
symcli
symrecover
srm
64bit
jni
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Note: For component descriptions, refer to Table 43 on page 307.


6. Run the following command to verify the installation:


pkginfo


7. Repeat steps 2 through 6 for each component to install.


Uninstalling Solutions Enabler
This section describes how to uninstall Solutions Enabler using native installer 
commands.


Uninstalling from AIX


To uninstall from an AIX host, run the following command:


installp -u FileSetName


Where FileSetName is a component name from Table 43 on page 307.


Uninstalling from HP-UX


To uninstall from an HP-UX host, run the following command:


swremove FileSetName


Where FileSetName is a component name from Table 43 on page 307.


Uninstalling from Linux


To uninstall from a Linux host, run the following command:


rpm -e ‘rpm -qa |grep -i symcli‘


Uninstalling from Solaris


To uninstall from a Solaris host, run the following, depending on whether you want to start 
an interactive or silent uninstall:


Where PkgName is a component name from Table 43 on page 307.


Interactive: pkgrm PkgName


Silent: pkgrm -n -a Full_path_to_ADMINFile PkgName
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APPENDIX D
Host Issues


This section describes the issues in running Solutions Enabler on various hardware 
platforms. You will find additional information in the Release Notes, which are distributed 
in hard copy with the Solutions Enabler kits.


The information in this section is organized by hardware platform and operating system:


◆ General issues ......................................................................................................  316
◆ HP-UX-specific issues............................................................................................  316
◆ HP OpenVMS-specific issues.................................................................................  320
◆ IBM AIX-specific issues .........................................................................................  320
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General issues
This section describes issues that apply to all supported platforms.


Host system semaphores


Note: This section only applies if you manually chanaged the storapid:use_all_gks to 
disabled in the daemon_options file. Otherwise, this section may be skipped.


In UNIX and Linux environments, Solutions Enabler uses semaphores to serialize access 
to the gatekeeper devices. You or the System Administrator may need to optimize the host 
system semaphore parameter settings. When optimizing the semaphore parameters, the 
following values are recommended:


◆ semmni — Specifies the number of semaphore identifiers for the host. Solutions 
Enabler requires one identifier for each gatekeeper, and one for each SYMAPI 
database. The minimum recommended value for this parameter is 256.


◆ semmns — Specifies the number of semaphores for the host. Solutions Enabler 
requires one semaphore for each gatekeeper, and one for each SYMAPI database. The 
minimum recommended value for this parameter is 256.


◆ semmnu — Specifies the number of undo structures for the host. Solutions Enabler 
requires one undo structure for each gatekeeper, and one for each SYMAPI database. 
The minimum recommended value for this parameter is 256. 


◆ semume — Specifies the number of undo structures per process. The minimum 
recommended value for this parameter is 256. 


RDF daemon thread requirements


The RDF daemon allocates threads based on the number of locally attached Symmextrix 
arrays visible to its host. On some host operating system configurations the default 
number of threads allowed per process may not be enough to accommodate the RDF 
daemon's requirements. Although the exact number of threads needed for a given 
daemon cannot be exactly predicted, the recommended practice is to allow 16 threads per 
locally attached VMAX array.


HP-UX-specific issues
This section describes the HP-UX system issues concerned with compatibility with the 
SYMCLI/SYMAPI database file, gatekeeper, and BCV device requirements.


Creating pseudo-devices for gatekeepers and BCVs


If the device you want to use as a gatekeeper or BCV device is accessed through the HP-PB 
(NIO) SCSI bus controller and you want the device to be visible to your host, you must 
create a pseudo-device for that device. (A pseudo-device is necessary for every device you 
want visible to the host.)
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Note: Your HP-UX operating system may require a patch to support the HP-PB (NIO) SCSI 
board. Patches for the HP-PB SCSI Pass-Thru driver (spt0) are available for HP-UX V11.20 
and higher from HP on an Extension Media CD. Consult your HP representative about spt 
drivers for your specific system.


Note: If your HP system is configured with an HSC fast-wide differential SCSI interface 
board and a device accessed through the HSC SCSI bus is available, you can specify the 
gatekeeper devices through the procedure outlined in the EMC Solutions Enabler Array 
Management CLI User Guide.


To create pseudo-devices and specify devices as gatekeepers and BCV devices:


1. Execute the ioscan command and find the full pathnames of the gatekeeper and BCV 
devices.


For example, the full pathname of the array volume designated to be the gatekeeper is 
/dev/rdsk/c1t2d1.


2. Enter the lsdev command and note the output. For example:


lsdev -d spt0
Character Block Driver Class


80 -1 spt0 spt


Note: The wide SCSI Pass-Thru is identified as spt0. If there is no output response to 
this command, the spt0 driver is missing. Install the proper driver before proceeding.


Note: There is also an spt driver. The spt driver will not work in this environment.


3. Create the device node for the gatekeeper device.


Note: This step creates a pseudo-device that is incapable of functioning like a normal 
device. It can only be used as a gatekeeper device or to process TimeFinder control 
functions directed to a BCV device.


For example, to create the device node: 


mknod /dev/rdsk/pseudo_c1t2d1 c 80 0x012100


where:


/dev/rdsk/pseudo_c1t2d1 is the full pathname of the pseudo-device 
associated with /dev/rdsk/c1t2d1.


c specifies character (raw) device node creation.


80 is the character value from the output of the lsdev command. This is the 
major number of the device file.


0x012100 is the minor number of the device file. The individual values of the 
minor number are:


0x indicates that the number is hexadecimal. 


01 is the hexadecimal number of the controller referenced by 
/dev/rdsk/c1t2d1
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2 is the hexadecimal number of the target ID referenced by /dev/rdsk/c1t2d1


1 is the hexadecimal number of the LUN referenced by /dev/rdsk/c1t2d1


00 must be the last two digits of the minor number.


4. Repeat step 3 for all BCV devices and alternate gatekeeper devices.


Do not perform I/O through the device (/dev/rdsk/cxtxdx) associated with the 
pseudo-device, nor use the pseudo-device as a normal device. If you do, you have 
two paths to the same device from two different device drivers. Unknown results may 
occur.


5. To create the mapping information of standard devices to pseudo-devices, create the 
file:


/var/symapi/config/pseudo_devices


For each gatekeeper and BCV device, add a mapping to a pseudo-device. For example, 
in the pseudo_devices file, add the following line to map the pseudo-device 
filename (in bold), to the array device file:


/dev/rdsk/c1t0d0      /dev/rdsk/pseudo_c1t0d0


SYMAPI will then use this pseudo-device instead of the physical device file name.


When the SymDiscover() function is used, the pseudo-device mappings get posted in 
the log file (/var/symapi/log/symapi*.log).


swverify command not supported


The native UNIX command swverify is not supported from Solutions Enabler V7.6 and 
higher and will fail with the following error:


# swverify SYMCLI:/opt/emc
=======  04/22/13 10:38:22 EDT  BEGIN verify AGENT SESSION (pid=26939)
         (jobid=hostname-5213)


       * Agent session started for user "root@hostname.company.com".
         (pid=26939)


       * Beginning Analysis Phase.
       * Target:           hostname:/
       * Target logfile:   hostname:/var/adm/sw/swagent.log
       * Reading source for file information.
       *     Configured    SYMCLI.64BIT,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0
       *     Configured    SYMCLI.BASE,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0
       *     Configured    SYMCLI.SYMCLI,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0
       *     Configured    SYMCLI.SYMRECOVER,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0
       *     Configured    SYMCLI.THINCORE,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/SYMCLI/PERL/unzip" should have mode "555" but
         the actual mode is "755".
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libemc_crypto64.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libemc_crypto64.sl.0.9.8" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libemc_ssl64.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libemc_ssl64.sl.0.9.8" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libemcmcl.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libemcslc.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/liboslevtd64mt.sl" missing.
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ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libsapacosprep_emc.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libsnmpevtd64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorapi64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorbase64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorcore64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorctrl64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstormap64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorpds64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorsil64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorssl64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libsymapi64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libsymevtd64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libsymlvm64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libemc_crypto64.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libemc_crypto64.sl.0.9.8" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libemc_ssl64.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libemc_ssl64.sl.0.9.8" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libemcmcl.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libemcslc.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/liboslevtd64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libsnmpevtd64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libstorapi64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libstorbase64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libstorcore64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libstorctrl64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libstormap64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libstorpds64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libstorsil64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libstorssl64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymapi64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymevtd64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/pa20_64/libsymlvm64mt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   Fileset "SYMCLI.64BIT,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0" had file errors.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libEmcpegclient.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libEmcpegcommon.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libEmcpegexportclient.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libEmcpegexportserver.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libEmcpeggeneral.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libEmcpeglistener.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libEmcpegslp_client.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libclarevtdmt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/liboslevtdmt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libsnmpevtdmt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorapimt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorbasemt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorctrlmt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorfilcimmt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstormapmt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorsilcimmt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorsilmt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libsymevtdmt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libsymlvmmt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   Fileset "SYMCLI.BASE,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0" had file errors.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/SYMCLI/PERL/unzip" should have mode "555" but 
         the actual mode is "755".
ERROR:   Fileset "SYMCLI.SYMRECOVER,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0" had file errors.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libemc_crypto.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libemc_crypto.sl.0.9.8" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libemc_ssl.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libemc_ssl.sl.0.9.8" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorcoremt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorpdsmt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libstorsslmt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   File "/opt/emc/usr/lib/libsymapimt.sl" missing.
ERROR:   Fileset "SYMCLI.THINCORE,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0" had file errors.
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       * Summary of Analysis Phase:
ERROR:       Verify failed SYMCLI.64BIT,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0
ERROR:       Verify failed SYMCLI.BASE,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0
             Verified      SYMCLI.SYMCLI,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0
ERROR:       Verify failed SYMCLI.SYMRECOVER,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0
ERROR:       Verify failed SYMCLI.THINCORE,l=/opt/emc,r=V7.6.0.0
ERROR:   4 of 5 filesets had Errors.
       * 1 of 5 filesets had no Errors or Warnings.
ERROR:   The Analysis Phase had errors.  See the above output for details.


=======  04/22/13 10:38:33 EDT  END verify AGENT SESSION (pid=26939)
         (jobid=api1038-5213)


HP OpenVMS-specific issues
The default client/server communication security level is SECURE (on platforms that will 
support it). This can cause communication failures between OpenVMS hosts and non 
OpenVMS hosts since OpenVMS does not support secure communication. To workaround 
this, you must change the security level on the host which the OpenVMS CLI commands 
will connect (SYMCLI_CONNECT) to ANY. For instructions, refer to the EMC VMAX Family 
Security Configuration Guide.


IBM AIX-specific issues
This section describes the IBM AIX system issues concerned with Oracle database 
mapping and rebooting a system.


Oracle database mapping


Oracle 8 database mapping with SYMCLI is supported on 32-bit AIX V4.3 and above.


You may need to create the Oracle library, libclntsh.so. 


To determine if the library exists for Oracle 8, execute the following:


ls $ORACLE_HOME/lib/libclntsh.so


If the library does not exist, execute the following command:


make -f $ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/lib/ins_rdbms.mk client_sharedlib


The Oracle 8 OCI executable is linked dynamically. You must set the following environment 
variable as follows:


setenv LIBPATH $ORACLE_HOME/lib


BCV devices lost after reboot


When a system comes back up after a reboot, it will not recognize your mapped BCVs. To 
work around this problem, you should run the following special BCV script (mkbcv):


cd /
./inq.AIX | more (look for no gaps in the numbers, ie.. rhdisk0, 
rhdisk1, rhdisk3... - rhdisk2 is missing)
cd /usr/lpp/Symmetrix/bin
./mkbcv -a ALL
cd /
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./inq.AIX | more (look for no gaps in the numbers, ie.. rhdisk0, 
rhdisk1, rhdisk2... - rhdisk2 is not missing)


It is recommended to have ./mkbcv -a ALL in your AIX boot procedures.


Note: inq.AIX can be found on the EMC FTP site.
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UNIX directories
Table 44 lists the directories for UNIX platforms. Your directories may differ from this list 
since the location of these directories is configurable at installation.


Table 44  UNIX directories 


Contents Directories Details


Binaries for 
executables 


/usr/storapi/storbin
/usr/storapi/bin


STORCLI binaries.
SYMCLI binaries.


Shared libraries /usr/storapi/shlib All shared libraries.


Database 
engines


/usr/storapi/shlib/sql/IBMUDB/
/usr/storapi/shlib/sql/ORACLE/
/usr/storapi/shlib/sql/SYBASE/


IBM database engine.
Oracle database engine.
Sybase database engine.


Language 
interfaces


/usr/storapi/interfaces/java/
/usr/storapi/interfaces/xml/


Java language interface.
XML examples.


SYMCLI 
manpages


/usr/symcli/storman/man3
/usr/symcli/man/man1
/usr/symcli/man/man3


STORCLI and STORAPI man pages.
SYMCLI man pages.
SYMAPI and CLARAPI man pages.


SYMAPI Message 
Catalogs


/usr/storapid/locales/en SYMAPI Error Message Catalog for English.


Daemons /usr/symcli/daemons/ Location of the daemon executables.


Configuration 
database file(s)


/var/symapi/db/ Contains the configuration database file(s) 
for SYMAPI, CLARAPI, and STORAPI.


SYMAPI 
environment and 
system files 


/var/symapi/config Includes licenses, avoidance, options, 
daemon_options, daemon_users, and 
nethost files.
It is recommended that you back up this 
directory frequently.


SYMAPI 
certificate files


/var/symapi/config/cert Contains server and trusted certificate files 
and support files for certificate creation. 
Used for client/server security.


Security data /var/symapi/authz_cache Acts as a cache of authorization data from 
attached storage arrays.


Log files /var/symapi/log Contains SYMAPI logs and daemon logs.
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Windows directories
Table 45 lists the default directories for Windows. Your directories may differ from this list 
since the location of these directories is configurable at installation.   


Table 45  Windows directories 


Contents Directories Details


Binaries for 
executables 


C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\storbin
C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\bin


STORCLI binaries.
SYMCLI binaries.


Shared libraries C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\shlib All shared libraries.


Database 
engines


C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\shlib\sql\Oracle
C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\shlib\sql\SQLSERVER
C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\shlib\sql\ASM


Oracle database engine.
SQL server database engine.
ASM database engine.


Language 
interfaces


C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\interfaces\java
C:\Program 
Files\EMC\SYMCLI\interfaces\xml\examples
C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\interfaces\xml\docs


Java language interface, JAVA and jar files.
XML examples.
XML docs.


SYMCLI 
manpages


C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\storman\man3
C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\man\man1
C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\man\man3


STORCLI and STORAPI man pages.
SYMCLI man pages.
SYMAPI and CLARAPI man pages.


Daemons C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\daemons Location of the daemon executables.


SYMAPI Message 
Catalogs


C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\locales\en Location of the SYMAPI Error Message 
Catalog for English.


Configuration 
database file(s)


C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\db Contains the configuration database file(s) 
for SYMAPI, CLARAPI, and STORAPI.


SYMAPI 
environment and 
system files 


C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\config Includes licenses, avoidance, options, and 
server network files.
It is recommended that you back up this 
directory frequently.


SYMAPI 
certificate files


C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\config\cert Contains server and trusted certificate files 
and support files for certificate creation. 
Used for client/server security.


Security data C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\authz_cache Acts as a cache of authorization data from 
attached storage arrays.


SYMAPI log files C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\log Contains SYMAPI logs and daemon logs.


Providers C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\shlib VSS and VDS providers.


Installer logs files C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\InstallerLogs
%TEMP%\SE_RTinstall_Verbose.log


Contains all installation related files.


Provider SMI C:\Program Files\EMC\ECIM Contains all ECOM related files.


Debug log files C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMAPI\Debug Contains Debug log files.
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OpenVMS directories
Table 46 lists the default directories for OpenVMS. Your directories may differ from this list 
since the location of these directories is configurable at installation.   


z/OS Unix System Services directories
Table 47 lists the Unix System Services directories for z/OS. Your directories may differ 
from this list since the location of these directories is configurable at installation.


Table 46  OpenVMS directories


Contents Directories Details


Binaries for 
executables 


SYMCLI$BIN STORCLI binaries.
SYMCLI binaries.


Shared libraries SYMCLI$SHLIB All shared libraries.


SYMCLI man 
pages


SYMCLI$HELP STORCLI man pages.
STORAPI man pages.
SYMCLI man pages.
SYMAPI and CLARAPI man pages.


SYMAPI Message 
Catalogs


EMC$ROOT:[emc.symcli.l
ocales.en] 


Location of the SYMAPI Error Message Catalog 
for English.


Configuration 
database file(s)


SYMAPI$DB Contains the configuration database file(s) for 
SYMAPI, CLARAPI, and STORAPI.


SYMAPI 
environment and 
system files 


SYMAPI$CONFIG Includes licenses, avoidance, options, 
daemon_options, and netcnfg files.
It is recommended that you back up this 
directory frequently.


SYMAPI log files SYMAPI$LOG Contains SYMAPI logs and daemon logs.


Table 47  z/OS directories


Contents Directories Details


Configuration 
database file(s)


/var/symapi/db/ Contains the configuration database file(s) for SYMAPI, 
CLARAPI, and STORAPI.


SYMAPI 
environment and 
system files 


/var/symapi/config Includes licenses, avoidance, options, 
daemon_options, daemon_users, and nethost files.
It is recommended that you back up this directory 
frequently.


SYMAPI 
certificate files


/var/symapi/config
/cert


Contains server and trusted certificate files and support 
files for certificate creation. Used for client/server 
security.


Security data /var/symapi/authz
_cache


Acts as a cache of authorization data from attached 
storage arrays.


Log files /var/symapi/log Contains SYMAPI logs and daemon logs.


SYMAPI Message 
Catalogs


/usr/storapi/locale
s/en


Contains the SYMAPI Error Message Catalog for English.
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This appendix describes the UNIX log files created by the Solutions Enabler install script:


◆ Understanding the UNIX installer log files..............................................................  328
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Understanding the UNIX installer log files
The Solutions Enabler installer script se8030_install.sh creates log files in install root 
directory /opt/emc/logs.


Format


The log files are named using the following convention:


SE_NI_<V M.m.P>_<TimeStamp>.log


For example: 


SE_NI_V8.0.3.110525_175707.log


Where:


Log file contents


The log files contain the following information:


◆ Date 
◆ Script name
◆ User running the script
◆ Operating system and hardware type
◆ Script command line options
◆ Location of native install (NI) kit if the kit is found
◆ Previous Install root directory
◆ Previous working root directory
◆ Install root directory
◆ Minimum operating system version required 
◆ Existing operating system version in system 
◆ Installed  product version
◆ Current product Version 
◆ Selected components
◆ Information on active processes (if any)
◆ Information on active daemons (if any)
◆ Information on active components
◆ Package/fileset/rpm being installed/uninstalled
◆ List of files installed by package/fileset/rpm only during install
◆ Successful completion of install /uninstall


Note: In addition to the above information, the log files will also contain operating 
system-specific information useful in trouble shooting native installations.


SE Solutions Enabler 


NI Native installation


V Letter portion of version


M Version major


m Version minor


P Version point


TimeStamp File creation time stamp in the format:
yymmdd_hhmmss
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